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Why Not Reduce Your Coal Bill?
YOU CAN DO IT BY USING OUR "394" COMPOUND.

It has Proven to be of Great Commercial Value to Others, and Would be to You if You will Try It.

Tabulated statements made by experts of the amount of water evaporated by steam' boilers throughout the United
States with coal in its natural state show an average of only 7^4 pounds of water evaporated with one pound of coal.
The average tabulated results from the use of coal treated with "394" shows that IIH pounds of water are evapo-
rated with one pound of coal.

'*394" promotes and quickens combustion of

coal,

reinforces the fire,

produces a higher temperature,

generates more steam,

consumes the smoi^e or free carbon,

increases the horse-power of boilers,

prevents the formation of clinkers,

makes one-third less ashes,

saves grate bars,

keeps the flues clean,

displaces blowers,

reduces the labor of firemen,

saves from 10 to 30 per cent,

requires no alteration in the fire-box.

A series of tests were made at the suggestion of the
editor oi Poioer hJ Prof. R. C. Carpenter, at Cornell
University, and the editor has this to say as the result
in June number, 1892:

For the outcome of these tests, as set forth in the
subjoined report, we confess that we were entirely un-
prepared If it is an actual fact, as is here set forth
after a series of careful tests at one of tbe most repu-
table engineering iDstltutions in the world, by a profes-
sor of that institution, that a saving of from 7 to 16 per
cent, is to be effected by so simple an expedient, it is

a maUer of which our readers will be glad to be ad vised.

The North-Western Land A. Coal Company is i>re-

pared Lo furnish "394" in large or small quantities as
may be required, and full particulars as to price, quan-
tity and directions fnr use can be obtaiLcd at their

oflices. Terms and prices will be mailed to large con-
sumers, manufacturing industries, railroads, steam-
boats and corporations. The attention of all parties
interested in reducing their fuel bills, abating- smoke
and increasing: power, is called to tbe many advau-
tages presented by the use of our "394" coal saving
and smoke consuming compound.

Further information can be obtained at the General
Offices, or at any of its branches, or throu<;h its author-
ized agents.

Testimonials come from all parts of the country, and are in every case spontaneous.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CIRCULARS AND TABULATED STATEMENTS OF TESTS.

We are Advertised by Our Patrons. Invented by Dr. H. M. Baker, Chemist to the United States Government.

NORTH-WESTERN LAND & COAL CO.,
244 Washington Street, - . - - BOSTON, MASS.

Battery

Jars.

Rubber Covered Rolls.

Valves.

Storage

Sprins:s for Steam
Hammers,

Electric Cars

and

Motors.

Spring Rubber of any Elasticity or Hardness to Sl<etch, Model or Mould.

ODR PATEMT RECORD

IS WELL "WORTH

A Year's Subscription.

Turn to Our Last Reading

Pagb and Examine it.
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Our Truck is a Revelation
to all 'WTio Ride on It.

GRAHAM EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 258 Washington Street, BOSTON.
232 Carter Street, PHILADELPHIA.

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.

We Manufacture Complete Installations of

Electrical Apparatus for Electric Railways.

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING. LONG DISTANCE POWER TRANSMISSION AND
ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRHNCH OFFICES IN HLL LHRG6 C1TI6S.

CurtisElectricMfg. Co.
Electric Motor Street Car Equipments.

MOTORS,
SERIES MULTIPLE
CONTROLLERS,
RHeOSTHTS,

LIGHTNING
KRReSXeRS.

OVeRHGHD CUT-OUTS
ETC.

CURTIS STANDARD .10 H. /'. MOTOR.

The Curlli car equipments have been In conilant Horvicc on many Btrc(;l rullwavH, ami Imve bi'C'Ti fouiitl more I'lliclenl eloclrically, imil more powerful and durable

mechanically, than anything now on llic' niarkel,. We refer among olherB l,o

lirooklyn f;ity It. K. Co., lirooUlyn, N. Y. Consolidated TracUon (!<i., .lerscy Cify, N. .1.

CItl/enB' Paiiscnger Ry. Co., NorrlHlown, Pa. Rcafllngit Soulhwi'Hli'rn Ry. Co., Reading, Pa.

Porlomouth Hlrcct Ry. & Light Co., PortHmoiitli, <). Oil City Street Ry. Co., Oil City, I'a.

Office and Works: Pacific Avenue Station, Central R. R. of N. J., JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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THE BERLIN IROH BRIDGE CO.
ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS OF

Iron and Steel Bridges and Buildings.

The above illustration is taken direct from a photograph, and shows the construction of an Iron Truss Boof desisned and built by us for the Connecticut Electric Light Co., at Waterbury,

Conn. The buildiuK is 51 feet in w'dth by 251 feet in length, with brick walls and iron truss roof covered with corrugated Iron. For an electric light station, where the risk from lire is very

great, this construction particularly commends itself as this risk is entirely eliminated.

Slew Proof Insulator g^
.[ ^

CHAS. M. JARVIS, President and Chief Engineer.

BUKK K. FIELD, Vice-President.

GEO. H. SAGE, Secretary.

F. L. WILCOX, Treasurer.

I

The above illustrations show our
market. It is the

Patent Pole for Electric Light, Street Railway or any other wires. This pole is the simplest and best pole for this purpose in the

only pole made at the present time where the strains can be accurately calculated and the amount o'. metal requirediiiiy poie iiiaue ai iiie prebeiib uiiiie wiiere lue auiaiiia i^aii ue auuuiai/ci^y uaiuLiiducv.! auM fu^: auiuiin

to resist these strains proportioned in a scientific manner. Estimates furnished on application.

Send for our New Illustrated Catalogue, 300 Pages, Illustrating and Describing Bridges, Buildings, Etc., Built by Us.

Office and Works, . = = = = = EAST BERLIN. CONN.
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Standard Railway Supply Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"Standard" Stoves.

"Standard" Overhead Material.

"Standard" Repetition Gongs.

"Standard" Steel Gongs.

"Standard" Steel Foot Attachments.

"Standard" Swivel Trolley Yoke.

"Standard" Adjustable Track Brush Holders,

AND AGENTS FOR

Scrapers, Track Cleaners, and Snow Plows.

P. & B. Motor Curtain Cloth.
Send for Catalogrue and Prices

STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., 1 1 17 MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

B. LlQyiD iNSytftTING C0Mf?0yNDS
Received th.e Highest Awards at th.e "World's Fair

OYER ALL COMPETITORS.
P. & B, Armature Varnish, Waterproof Tape, Preservative

Paints for Poles, Conduit, Etc., Insulating Papers.

ROOFING ESP6CIHLLY HDHPT6D FOR CHR SHGDS.
rvicDTCDFR cn_rF=?-r.A.ir>j ci:i_CD-rt€.

THe STftNMRE) FftINT CO.,
Sole Manufacturers P. Si B. Products, 2 LlBEPlT ST., NEW TORK, H, T,
P. & B. Motor Curtain Cloth sold in Chicago by Standard Railway Supply Co., 1117 Monadnock Building.

Charles Scott Spring Co.,
1028-1038 New Market Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Springs for all Standard Trucks kept in stock.

SEND US A SAMPLE SPRING AND
WE WILL BE PLEASED TO QUOTE
YOU

SPRINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

PURCHASE TELEPHONES FROM THE

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Builders of Telephone Exchanges and Appliances.

440 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

SPECIAL TELEPHONE APPAHiTUS FOR STREET RAILWAY PURPOSES.
WRITE STATING YOUR NEEDS.

Burned Out Armatures
OF ANY SYSTEM REWOUND AND REPAIRED.

SatiBfaction Guarauteed. Write for Prices.

J97 8. CAWAI. »«T., CHICAGO.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114 to 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

fB Call Special LiiMElliDticSiiriiiis for Fasti ;Trncls.

Illuminated Dial

Station Instruments.

These iustruments are
hiised upon the same pen-
(.ral principle and are just
as accurate as our regular
Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the working
parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed, dust-proof
cast-iron case which elt'ect-

ively shields the Inetru-
mcDts from disturbing ia-

tluences of external mag-
netic fields.

"Write for New
Catalogue.

Weston Standard

I'ortable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and Millivolt-
meters. Ammeters and
Miiammeters. WATTME-
TERS and VOLTMETERS
for ALTERNATING and
Direct Current Circuits.

Our portable iustruments
are recognized as standards
throughout the civilized
world.

Our SEMI- PORTABLE
LABORATORY STAND-
ARD Voltmeters and Am-
meters are still better.

They are the most reliable!

absolute standards for Lab-
oratory use.

Weston Standard Illuminated Dial Sta- Correspondence
tlou Voltmeter. Style B. Solicited.
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In a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters'

"A THOROUGHLY
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we

make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible Wire and

Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and

in use for the past nine years, and has met with

universal favor. Thousands of miles of this wire

have been sold, and are in use throughout the

United States and Foreign Countries, and the

demand for it is constantly increasing because it

always gives perfect satisfaction.

Union he states:

RELIABLE AND DESIRABLE WIRE IN EVERY RESPECT."

THADE

Western Agents,

GREAT WESTERN MFG. CO.,

Chicago, III.

The Rubber used in insulating our Wires and
Cables is especially chemically prepared, and wil

not deteriorate, oxidize or crack and will remain
flexible In extreme cold weather, and is not affect-

ed by heat.

We guarantee our Insulation wherever used

.3Srial, Underground or Submarine, and our net

prices are as low, if not lower, than any other

flrst-class Insulated Wire.

We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with
Terms and Discounts for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61-65 Hampshire St , Boston, Mass

Henet a. Clark, IIebbert H. Eustis,
Treas. & Gen'l Mgr. Pres't & Electrician

Serna. for Catalcg-ue.

I9OUIS K- Co^STOCK,
CONTRACTING

Electrical Engineer,
1437-1438 Monidnock Block, Chicago.

Meriflen Horse Railmil Co, Meri(iefl,coDD.

CARS Have for sate 1^ 12-ft. body, sec
^^**-^^'^* ond-hand box cars, made by John
Stephenson Company. New York; in good con-
dition; i,'auge 4 feet 8|.^ inches. To be delivered
Jan. 1. 1894. Apply
MERIDEN'HORSE R. E. CO., Meriden. Conn.

FOR SALE.
Five 22 ft. closed cars, equipped with two 20

H. p. motors, T.-H. t>pe, W. ^. 30, and 3 open
trailer cars, 20 ft. over all. The entire equip-
ment brand new (never been used). For sale on
easy terms. Address

Tie ComDlete Electric CoDstrnclion Co.,

121 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

MISSOURI ELEOTRIO REPAIR 00,,

SPECIALTY OF

Armature Winding and Commutator Worli,

Agents for Eureka Tempered Copper

Commutator Segments for aU Systems

NO. 16 SOUTH NINTH STEEET,

E. B. Tyler, Manager. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Bristol's Recording Voltmeter,

Makes a continuous record
day and night.

Fills a louR-felt want in evpry
electric light, electric railway
and electric power station.
Send for circular and fac-

simile chart.

The Brislols Mfg. Co.,
Waterbury. Conn.

New York Office, 121 Liberty Street.

WANTED.
A Steam Dummy Combination Car, in good

order, Address, witii full particulars,

Eastern Engineering &
Construction Co.,

308 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

"D J. ARNOLD, M. Am. Inst, of Elec. Eng.
*-'• Consulting and Constructing Engineer.

Specialty: Elevated and Surface Electric Railways.
: 565 ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

IVKF rEL. O'CONNOR, & CO., Tneoi-porated.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,

Established 1884. 136 Liberty STREET, NEW YORK.

VALENTINE & McAVOY
,

BANKERS AND BROKERS.

Street Railway Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold.
Private Wires to New York and Philadelphia. 184 Deabiiorn St.,

Members of New York Stock Exchange and ChicaKO Stock Exchange. CHICAGO.

Rolled Steel Gongs
Guaranteed not to Crack or Lose Tone in Use.

Manufactured by

PITTSBURG STEEL HOLLOW WARE CO.,

43 Federal St., . . ALLEGHENY CITY, PA.
If you have never used them send us a trial order.

Thorough Inspection
INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, ALSO

AGAINST LOSS OF LIFE AND INJURY TO PERSONS BY

Steam = Boiler = Explosions.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, HARTFORD, CONN,
J M. ALLETT, President. F. B. ALLEN, 2nd Vice-President.

W. B. FEANKLIN, Vice President. J, B. PIERCE Secretary.

YOD WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the Street Rail-
way Gazette when writing to

advertisers in our columns.

THE STREET RAILWAY GAZETTE
GIVES A WEEKLY REVIEW OF

Street Railway Development,
• • • • Finance and News.

Since its reorganization it has greatly increased its facilities for gatliering and com-
piling the news relating to Street Railway interests, its subscription list is being rapidly

augmented, and

ITS READERS
Embrace the

MANAGERS, CONTRACTORS, MANUFACTURERS, DEALKRS,
FINANCIAL AGENTS, PROMOTERS,

PURCHASING AGENTS, ENGINEERS, ETC.
Identified with this immense industry.

As an Advertising medium the GAZETTE Offers Unusual inducements in this par

ticular field.

Advertising Rates on Application. Subscription, $3.00 Per Year,
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FOR SALE CHEAP.

600,000 POUNDS

of Safety, Grimshaw, Okonite and E. M. W.

Rubber Covered Wire, varying in size from

0000 to 1 8 B. & S.

This Wire lias been purchased by me

from the World's Fair and must be sold in

sixty days.

This Wire has been used under cover,

is as good as new and will be sold cheap

for cash. Address,

D. a SPRUANCE,

AUDITORIUM HOTEL, CmICAOO.
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THE LEWIS 2^ FOWLER MFC. CO
BROOKL-YN, N. Y.

REGISTER BLOCK ^ S^ FOR OPEN CAR
WITH \i/ CLOSED ENDS.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANIIFACTUKERS OF

THE IMPROYED "ALARM" PASSENGER REGISTER

Acknowledged to be the Safest and Most
Complete Register in the World.

HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY 500 RAILROAD COMPANIES.

Send for list of Railroad Companies

that have Purchased our

REGISTER.

REGISTER BLOCK FOR OPEN
^CARS WITH OPEN ENDS.

Descriptive Circular Maiied on Application. ""^TLoSD^^'cTn'/
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WHEN YOU SEE THIS TRADE MARK
ON LEATHER BELTING

YOU SEE ALSO THE BEST BELTING.
Get the Eaele Brand of Beltingf, which is the most reliable; does not stretch; runs

perfectly straight, and is guaranteed to do your work better that any other make of

leather belting. The Munson belt is not blackened but comes out with a pure oak
tanned color which is natural, showing that no chemicals are used for weight or to

plump the leather. The leather used in the Munson belts received the award at the

World's Columbian E.xposition as the best leather for belting purposes only. Give
Munson's Belt a trial and be convinced. Send for illustrated catalogue.

CHAS. MUNSON BELTING CO.,
Manufacturers of Pure Oak Tanned, Strictly Short Lap Leather Belting.

22 to 36 SO. CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.

THE

United Columbian Electric Go.
Electric Railway and Power Apparatus.

Minimum Truck

Repairs.

-..•^:^^

Complete Protection

(lom Weather.

Maximum Traction,

Freedom from

Oscillation,

Ample Ventilation,

50 H. P. Improved Twin Series Motor.

Now running on the lines of
The Suburban Traction Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

The Mobile & Springhill Ry., Mobile, Ala.
The Colonial City Ry. Co.. Kingston. N, Y.

Molofs ill Acliial Operation Show 15 per cent. Greater Economy tliaii Otiier Standard Apparatus.

GENLFiAL OFFICLS: 280 Broadway, New York. FACTORY: Kiii-stoii. N. Y.

Sm[tRailwayGaz[tt[ \V II \ 1 1 1 CON i \l\,s.

Si,.<k O,,„iii,onii. \.ff,B,\ Notft. Npw
. Railway InlrrptU al llii-

' rtt\i\ Int^r-Urban Traflic

\ lrt"< pranlcsl raliir

mkm^^ntr
1 ^^jiMtdajr) ami ili'

J^
I , C~^^\ \-i->^ Publi»h.d in llip STREET (JAIL

7 \bb V^U I O WAY GAZETTE

f\RE For Sale "S^f^"

llalf I oDfs, 15 crnts per sq. in., mininiiim |»ii(:<', $2.00.

-ill': litchin^js, ycent.s per sq. in., minimum price, soccnts.

iir.irr. ahciuld be tool In m lonn m |k)MIIiI<' nfhr niu npin'nr In llio |iii|>nr.
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Conduit Elsewhere in our columns will

Eoads. be found the second install-

ment of a series of articles by Lieut. F. Jarvis

Patten on Conduit Electric Railway Systems. This

deals in an eminently practical manner with this

important branch of street railway engineering.

Lieutenant Patten has had an excellent opportu-

nity to judge of the merits of the various conduit

systems, through his connection with the Metro-

politan Traction Company of this city, in the ex-

amination of the projects submitted to that com-
pany in competition for the sham $50,000 prize

offered for the best system not requiring an

overhead trolley. While there are scores

of systems, it is well to bear in mind
that there are only very few distinctive types.

under which all the varieties may be grouped.

The treat :uent by Lieutenant Patten strongly

emphasizes this point, and he has selected for

description only such systems as are typical ones

under each class. That a conduit road can be

built and operate ruccessfuUy there can be no doubt;

it is merely a question of investing a sufficient

amount of money to insure substantial construction

that will witlistand the heavy tiaffic of a city

thoroughfare, and at the same time provide for

proper and adequate insulation.

Trolley Eoads in It seems at last that Chi -

Chicago, cago is to have her share of

overhead electric trolley roads. Some time ago

the City Council gave the right to Mr. Yerkes to

equip with electric power the cars operated on a

number of streets on the West side lines. Work
has already been undertaken on this equipment,

and is now in progress. At the time these fran-

chises were given, however, the City Council re-

fused the request of the Chicago City Railway

Company, operating the South side systems, to

substitute electricity for horses on nearly all of its

auxiliary lines. At that time Mayor Hopkins and

the comnany were unable to agree upon any basis

for the gratiting of the franchises. It is announced

now, however, that terms have been agreed upon

by which the company will accept the proposed

ordinance. This requires the company to pay

$100,000 in cash, the payment extending over a

period of 10 years, and to agree to pay $150,000

additional for the purpose of defraying the ex-

penses of track elevation in the southern part of

the city, when that improvement has been de-

cided upon. It is certainly a matter of congratu-

lation that such additional facilities for rapid

transit as these lines will furnish are to be pro-

vided for the residents of the southern section of

the city. The company has about 100 miles of

track now operated by horses, and by far the lar-

ger part of this is included in the proposed trans-

formation to electric power.

Street Car Elsewhere in our columns will

Collisions. be found an interesting re-

view of the legal points involved in the respective

rights of cars, vehicles and pedestrians to the pub-

lic streets. The points brought out by Mr. Fisher,

involving the responsibility of the street railway

company in cases of collision, are of such impor-

tance that they should be brought to the attention

of all employers charged with the care of a rapidly

moving car m crowded streets. A recent decision

in one of the Brooklyn courts bears out the point

that drivers of ordinary vehicles have certain

rights in the railroad tracks that the motormen

are bound to respect. In this case it appears that

a Mr. Amson, on May bO, lb9.3, was driving an

express wagon loaded with ftrmiture upon the

track of the Brooklyn City Railroad ; that a

trolley car, without any warning and at a

high rate of speed, ran into the rear of the express

wagon with such foice as to break the wagon,

throwing the plaintiff therefrom and severely in-

juring him. On the trial of the case, before Judge

Osborn and a jury, the counsel for the railroad con-

tended that it was a negligent act for the ex-

pressman to drive into the railroad track of a trolley

road. On the other hand it was argued that a

wagon had a right to use the track, and authorities

were cited to support this position. This argument

was sustained by the court in its opinion, as fol-

lows : " The railroad company had only a para-

mount right to the use of the street. The plaintiff

had a right to drive on the track, or on the side of

the track, as suited his convenience. If he drove

on lue track he was bound to respect the paramount

right of the railroad company. In this case the

plaintiff looked back to see if a car was near shortly

before the collision, and had no warning of the

approach of the car, for none was given, accord-

ing to the testimony of a number of disinterested

witnesses. The judgment of $15,001 is affirmed."

Mr, Yerkes Buys an By far the most important

Elevated Eoad, transfer of street railway

property during the past week was made in Chi-

cagcwhere the control of the Lake Street Elevated

road has passed into the hands of Mr. Yerkes and

interests friendly to his enterprises. This gives

Mr. Yerkes and his friends complete control over

the entire railway system of the north and west

sides, with the exception of the Metropolitan

Elevated road, now under construction, and
which, it will be remembered, will be operated

by electricity when completed. These lines

include the entire surface svstems on both

sides of the city, the Northwestern Elevated rail-

way now under construction and the Lake Street

Elevated just purchased. The securities of the

Lake Street line have for some time been on the

down grade, so that the control, purchased at this

time, has not required any great outlay of money.

The 51 per cent, of the ten million stock at 20,

which it is understood is the average price paid for

the controlling interest, required only a little more
than one million dollars. It is quite probable that

these two elevated lines will form some sort of

combination with the Alley Elevated for a down
town loop, thus cutting off the down town facili-

ties that had been counted upon for increasing the

traffic of the new Metropolitan line. This would

certainly cripple the Metropolitan, which, as an in-

vader of Mr. Yerkes" territory, will most assuredly

receive severe treatment. It is said that one of the

results of the new deal will be the immediate

equipment of the Lake Street line with electric

power, and the adoption of a system of transfer

tickets by which the auxiliary surface lines, now
being electrically equipped, will be made to serve

as feeders for the elevated. This practically In-

sures the electrical equipment for three separate

elevated lines in Chicago, and it is not unlikely

that the Alley Elevated, should arrangements be

made to use a common terminal, would also

abandon its steam equipment and substitute elec-

tricity instead.

The Pullman Strike The street railways of the

and Boycott. country are yet liable to be

drawn into the Pullman boycott. Early in the

week the press dispatches from Chicago reported

that President Debs, of the American Railway

Union, had received the following important tele-

gram :

Columbus, O., July 2.—National Association of Street
Car Employees stands ready to assist you.

W. O. Mahon, President.

A strike was proposed on the Lake Street Ele-

vated in Chicago because it was suspected that the

company was using coal that came from non-union

mines or was handled by the railroads most active

in the fight against the American Railway Union.

An electric road's employees, or those of any cable

system in any part of the country, might strike for

the same reason, or because some of the ears with

which it served its patrons were made at

the Pullman shops; while the drivers and stable-

men on a horse road might rise up in rebellion

and refuse to continue work because the Comj^any's

supply of horse-feed was handled by railroads an-

tagonistic to the rule of Debs and his satellites. If

the men are really desirous of giving up their posi-

tions they can readily find some excuse for doing

so. But we venture to hope that no such action

wiU be taken by street railway employees who have

no grievances whatever against the company for

which they are working, thus inflicting damage
and loss upon people who have not the

slightest control over the agreements

which Mr. Pullman and his men may
choose to make with each other. Debs is now posing

as the friend of the workingman, when in reality

he is their greatest enemy; for this whole miser-

able business, while apparently resulting only in

loss and inconvenience to the corporations affected

by the strike and boycott, ultimately and inevitably

shifts a large share of the burden of loss to the

shoulders of the laborer himself. The year 1894

will long be remembered for the advance to promi-

nence of two of the woret characters that could

possibly menace the business and comercial inter-

ests of a peaceful country—Coxey and Debs

—

both of whom are agitators whose methods have

already been tolerated beyond the safe limit.

Breaking stone in the penitentiaries, provided for

the enemies of good government, has often been

prescribed as a remedy for such acts of violence as

those contemplated by Dehs and his insane support-

ers, and we hope the Federal authorities, notwith-

standing the protests of the anarchist govenor of

Illinois and the helpless mayor of Chicago, wilj

mete out swift punishment to such flagrant viola-

tors of law and order.
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LAKE STREET ELEVATED, CHIOAaO, NOW
CONTROLLED BY THE YEEKES

SYNDICATE.

The control of the Lake Street Elevated, Chicago,

has at last passed into the hands of Mr. Yerkes and

his friends. Ostensibly the purchaser was the

Illinois Trust and Savings Bank, although of

course it merely acts as agent for the real buyers.

The purchasers include Marshall Field and others

largely interested in the Northwestern Elevated

and the North Side and West Side surface com-

panies. There is much significance in the purchase,

and there are other iinancial operations to follow

it of even greater imporiance. There will be a

combination which will probably include the Alley

Elevated road, the Northweslern, and the Lake

Street, and the combination will be closely identi-

fied with the North Side and West Side Street

railroad companies. The Lake Street line will be

immediately equipped, it is said, with electric

motive power, and there is now little probability

that the original plans of the Northwestern for

boring a hole through business blocks for its own
terminal will be carried through. The new deal,

according to the Chicago Tribune, contemplates

such arrangements between the elevated road and

the surface company that there will be an inter-

change of traffic at a single tare, and the cross-

town electric lines will be used as feeders for the

elevated roads. The whole combination will be on

the defensive against the Metropolitan Elevated,

Bnd there is little prospect now for a union loop

which will take in all companies. It has not yet

transpired just what corporate form the new
combination will take. It can be said, how-

ever, with absolute certainty that the interests

of the North Side and West Side surface

and the Northwestern and Lake street ele-

vated companies will hereafter be in perfect

harmony, and it can bf said with almost as much
poaitiveness that the Alley Elevated will be includ-

ed in this combination. It is of course unlawful

for any one of these companies to hold the stock

in any or all the others, and so the purchase of the

Lake street, it may be set down, has not been

made directly by the West Chicago Street Rail-

road Company. There is a pretty general belief,

however, that the money obtained from the sale

of the tunnel bonds to the Illinois Trust and Sav-

ings Band recently is the money that went to

Lake street stockholders.

Offers have been made and accepted by a num-
ber of stockholders to exchange their elevated stock

for bonds on the basis of 18 for the stock against 55

for bonds. A number of stockholders accepted this

offer. Bonds sold in the market the day of the

transfer at 55.

The preparations which the West Chicago Street

Railroad Company has been hurrying forward for

equipping the horse car line underneath the ele-

vated road with electricity, will now be diverted so

that the elevated road itself instead of the horse

car line will be speedily equipped. That will be the

first important outward manifestation of the deal,

and it is likely that trains will be running on the

elevated road with electricity for the motive power
within 60 or 90 days.

The Tribune continues :
" The effect of this deal

upon the value of the securities of the companies
concerned is somewhat problematical. It is, of

course, brought out as a bull card for the surface

roads. But one needs to take any such theory
with several grains of salt. In the first place, it is

to be remembered that the total amount of traffic

remains the same whether the controlling interest

in the stock is owned by Mr. Yerkes and his

friends or by other people. It is to be remembered,
too, that outside holders of Lake Street stock are

now emphatically in the position of minority
stockholders, and they are minority stockholders

in a corporation in which the interests of the

majority in control lie outside of that corporation.

Their position then, to say the least, is precarious,

and it can hardly be argued with safety that the

change will benefit tlie outside holders of the

stock. As to the position of the surface railroad

it may appear at first that it has swallowed a

bothersome competitor and also placed itself in

a position to better meet the competition of a

far stronger competitor. But it is well to figure

at what cost this has been accomplished. The
controlling interest in the stock has cost the West
Side Company, or some one else whom the West
Side Company will have to reimburse for all the

benefits it receives, |t,000,000. That means $50,-

000 a year at least. The purchasers assume a float-

ing debt which is said to amount to another $1.-

000,000 and the bonds outstanding aggregate

$6,500,000. The change creates no new traffic and
the traffic that the combined companies now have

must still meet the competition of the Metropoli-

tan and be cut down to a greater or less extent. It

may be an exceedingly wise business policy for the

West Side road to get hold of this competitor, but

it does not follow it is a bull card. After all it

only illustrates the weakness of the West Side

situation since competition has come into it so

strongly and offers few arguments in favor of the

bulls on the West Side stock."

TROLLEY LINES BOB THE SOUTH SIDE
CHICAGO.

ENGINES AND BOILERS FOB THE METBO-
POLITAN ELEVATED. CHICAGO.

The contract for the electrical equipment of the

Metropolitan Elevated Railroad, of Chicago, as

was announced in the last issue of the Street
Railway Gazette, has been awarded to the Gen-
eral Klectric Company. Since last week the con-

tracts for the engine and boiler equipment have

been awarded. The Edward P. Allis Company, of

Milwaukee, was the successful bidder for the steam

engines, and will furnish four engines, two having

a maximum capacity of 3,100 H. p. each, and the

other two a maximum capacity of 1,500 HP.
each. The General Electric Company's generators

will be keyed to the shafts of the engines, which
will be of the vertical cross compound condensing

type, made after a pattern lately designed by the

Allis company for direct-connected work, and of

which this will be the first installation. The larger

engines will be run at 75 revolutions a minute, and
the smaller ones at 100 revolutions. This contract

was negotiated and closed by J. B. Allan, business

manager of the Chicago office of the Edward P.

Allis Company
The Babcock & Wilcox Company was aw,arded

the contract for furnishing the boiler plant for the

new road. This company has contracted to deliver

and erect complete a battery of boilers aggregating

3,603 H. p. capacity, one-half of which is to be

ready for use by Oct. 1, the remainder to be in

readiness by Dec. 1. This is said to be one-third

of the plant which is to be ultimately installed.

The boilers are all to be provided with Babcock &
Wilcox automatic chain grate smokeless furnace

attachments. The contract was made by the Chi-

cago office of the company.

AMUSEMENTS TO INCREASE STBEET RATI
"WAY TRAFFIC.

The street railway company at Concord, N. H.,

has been making special efforts to induce the

public to use its cars. Among other attractions

offered are those mentioned in the following extract

from a local paper:

WILL WALK ON THE WATEK.

The management of ttie street railway has secured fop an
attraction at Contoocook River Park on Friday and Satur-

day evenings, at 7 p.m.. Prof. Old reive and his great aqua,

tic show, which has astonished and delighted thousands in

all parts of the country. In connection with his feats of

wallcing on the water will be given a display of mirine
day fireworks, especially preoared hy the MasLen & vVells

Fireworks Manufacturing C'onipany of Boston,concluding

the exhibit hy the bombardment and blowing up of the

fort; also the mosL thrilling feature of all, the naval battle

between the water-walker, clad in a suit of armor, and
two large full-rigged pirate ships in actual bornbtrdment,

hurling torpedoes, shells, etc. Finally the water-walker

attacks the ships and blows them to atoms, producing one
of the most realistic and startling spectacles of a lifetime.

This exhibition will be furnished free to the patrons of

the line, the only expense being the cost, of transportation

to and from the park.

The Chicago City Railway Company is about to

get the permission it asked for some months ago to

transform its auxilliary horse-car lines into over-

head electric lines. The general ordinance which
the aldermanic committee recommends covers the

following routes :

Twenty-sixth. 31st, 39th. 5lst, 63th, 79ch streets, Archer
avenue from the river to 38r.h st-eet. thence on 3*ith street
to the terminus: 43d street from the Illinois Central tracks
to State street, thence to Knot street and thence to the
terminus: Halsted street, Wentworth avenue and Ash-
land avenue from Archer avenue to the termini; Hanover,
Butler and Wallace streets, where tracks are now laid:
State street from 63d to Vincennes avenue, thence on
Vincennes avenue to the terminus. The special ordinan-
ces cover 63d street from Cottage Grove avenue to State
street: Wallace street from 39th to Root: Halsted street
from 69th to Summit, thence on Summit to 87th; Center
avenue from 47th to 63d; also permission to lay a conduit
in 21st street from State street to Cottage Grove avenue.

The ordinances provide for the setting of poles

as directed by city authorities ; for a deposit for

restoring streets torn up ; for a ten-year franchise;

for a metallic return circuit, and that |100,000 is

to be paid for the franchises to be used in main-

taining electric lights on streets used by the com-
pany, and for the payment of $150,000 in the event

of the elevation of the tracks of the Lake Shore

and Rock Island roads. Permission is given to use

an undergiound system and also for the use of any
motive power, providing it be practically noiseless

and IS first approved by the mayor and commis-
sioners of public works.

ELECTEIC MAIL CABS IN BROOKLYN.

The mail service on the Atlantic Avenue Rail-

road Company's lines in Brooklyn, will require at

the outset two special cars. Until these can bs

completed the mail sacks will be carried on the

regular cars. Three daily trips each way will be

made between the main office and Coney Island

over the Fifth avenue line of the Atlantic avenue
railroad. Mail will be delivered and collected oa
each trip at the following stations and offices :

Stations C and V, West Brooklyn, Blythebourne,

Van Pelt Manor. Bath Beach, Bensouhurst, Graves-

end Beach and Coney Island. Connection by
messenger will also be made at Thirty-sixth street

for the Bay Ridge postoffice. A quicker service is

guaranteed and the suburban offices named come
in closer touch with the main office.

The new mail car will be simply the regular

closed car slightly altered. A partition will divide

the interior of the car in the middle. One section

will be fitted up as a mail car, while the other will

be left as a smoker. A postal clerk will keep him-

self busy sorting the mail during the entire trip, so

that when he arrives at the main office the mail he

has collected will be all ready to be sent out.

Tracks will be laid so that the mail cars can be run

into the annex of the post office.

SOME MILWAUKEE CITIZENS WANT METAL
TICKETS.

The residents of a certain section of the city of

Milwaukee recently held an indignation meeting

to protest against the use of pasteboard tickets. A
committee reported the following resolutions,

which were unanimously adopted:

Whereas, The Milwaukee Street Railway Company is

showing gross impartiality among its patrons, selling
clean, metal tickets on some lines and oily, dirty, time-
worn pasteboard ones on otlier lines, which high medical
authorities declare capable of containing and imparting
contagion, with sinall-pox rampant in the city; therefore,
RitsoLVED. That a committee be appointed by the chair-

man of this meeting to see the aldermen of the First and
Eighteenth wards and request them to secure action by
the common council to compel the street railway com-
pany to discard the pasteboard, disease-breeding tickets
and supply all conductors with metal tickets.

The chairman promised to appoint and notify

the commttee, see that it performed its duty and

call another meeting in a few days at which it will

report. The Milwaukee News says that among
those who thus protested against what they con-

sidered such a great abuse were: "Captain

Daileyenski, Thomas Prescottoski, the grocer

;

John Haufoski, the blacksmith : Herman Baern-

ski. the clothier; Mr. Wattenski, the crockery

dealer ; William Schromkienski, the livery man ;
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John Sennoski, grocerymaa ; James Kinseleoski,

the coal dealer ; Charles Hechtowsky, Joe Parken-

ski, Mike McGrawsky and many others."

HOW THE MANHATTAN ELEVATED HAS DE-
VELOPED PROPEETy,

The illustrations on this page are excellent evi-

dence of the extent of the development which fol-

lows the building of any rapid transit line in a

laro;e and growing city. The views need m ex-

planation, as they tell their own story. We have
no doubt that views of the same character will be

obtainable in five or ten years along the lines of

the new elevated roads in Chicago as the develop-

ment there will be even more rapid than it has

been in New York City.

RESULTS OF ELECTROLYSIS IN ST.

JOSEPH, mo.

City Electrical Inspector Stewart, of St. Joseph,

Mo., has been engaged in investigating the electro-

lysis of buried pipes and recently made the follow-

ing statement:
" Since the introduction of tlie use of electricity

for propelling street cars, it has been observed that
all metal pipes near such lines of road and their

generating stations have been subject to rapid dis-

integration. Lead covered electric cables, gas pipes
and water pipes, but a few weeks laid, have been
almost entirely destroyed. This has become a

"Electricity at all times seeks to establish an
equilibrium, or seeks its level and takes the course
of least resistance to accomplish the result. It also
divides in direct proportion to the resistance offered
to its passage. When the track becomes a pi or
conductor, then the current is forced to take an-
other path for its return ; consequently it takes the
earth. The earth would be a perfect return if the
rails were in perfect electrical connection with it

to a point below the surface, where there is con-
stant moisture. Dry earth is a bad conductor; and
consequently offers resistance to the passage
of the current. la street railway practice
the tracks are most all laid iu pavements of
granite, wood, asphalt and concrete, brick, etc .

all of which are imperfect conductors of electric-

ity; but being in direct connection with the earth
become to a certain extent fair conductors. This
is especially the case when the track, with its bond-
ing, becomes a poorer conductor than the sur-

rounding pavement.
"When the track ceases to be a perfect return

for the current then it takes any and all conductors
for its path to establish an equilibrium, passing
always from the poor to the better conductor, seek-
ing its level through paths of lowest resistance
Therefore, wlun the track fails to offer a perfect
return, the current is compelled to take such con-
ductors as offer the least rt sistance, which in the
case under consideration, is the earth, together
with the metal pipes of water and gas companies
and the lead covered cables of telegraph, telephone
and other electric companies.
"When the conditions mentioned above exist,

the pipes and cables along the path of the current
become subject to rapid corrosion. The cause of
this ••orrosive action is known as electrolysis,
which defined is chemical decomposition effected

gas pipes and the earth a difference of potential
ranging from 25 to .50 volts, E. M. F. Measure-
ments from gas pipes to water pipes show the
same difference of potential as between the earth
and the pipes. In two instances the difference of
potential between the water and gas pipes ran as
high as 40 volts, and a current of .'jl amperes.
An electrolytic bath of a weak solution of sulphate
copper was placed in this current. The direction
of the current was from the gas pipe to the water
pipe. Copper was deposited at the rate of one-
half ounce per hour. Surface exposed to electro-

lyte, i inch by 1+ inches. A 60d. spike in a bath
of pure water was entirely destroyed in about six
hiiurs. Pieces of pipe buried in the vicinity were
vigorously attacked within a few hours; and at
the end of 10 days showed a very decided electro-

lytic action. These pieces of pipe were afterward
buried in the earth where there was no indication
of ourrent. At the end of 60 days they were ex-
amined, when it was found that the action had
continued to a considerable extent. This may be
explained as follows : An indispensable condition
of electrolysis is fluidity or moisture, and when
this liquid or moisture is decomposed by elec-

tricity. Its constituents are disengaged solely at

the poles or electrodes ; that is, where the cur-
rent enters and leaves the liquid. The soluble
salts in the moisture surrounding the pipes are
decomposed and deposited upon them. These
alkaline or acid salts continue their corrosive ac-

tion although no electric current is present.

"An impression prevails that where the potential
difference between the surrounding earth and pipes
is low, that the electrolytic action is correspond-
ingly small. This is a mistaken idea. It has been
found that during the investigations and experi-
nii'nts relerred to above that the destructive

TWO VIEWS ON THE NINTH AVENUE ELEVATED, NEW YORK, TAKEN IN 1879 AND 1889, LOOKING NORTH FROM 89rH STREET.

source of considerable expense and great annoyance
to the companies owning such pipes and cables.

The parlies suffering from this trouble have very
naturally and justly accredited the cause to the
railway companies near whose lines of track the
pipes are laid. The railway companies have, as a
rule, stoutly denied the charge. But the matter
has become so serious that the railway companies
have been compelled to take cognizance of the fact

and admit themselves to be the culprits.

"The prevailing system used by railways is

known as the single trolley system. The current
is taken by the motors on the cars from the trolley

and returned by way of the rails and earth. One
pole—generally the positive—of the dynamo at the
generating station is connected with the trolley and
the other pole is connected with the track and
earth. This gives the current two paths for return,
one by the track and the other by the earth. The
rails at their joints are supposed to be bonded or

bridged by a wire connecting one rail with the
other and perfectly riveted iu each. These bonds
must offer practically no resistance to the passage
of the current. In other words, they must be sunh
conductors and of sufficient cross-section to offer

no more resistance than the rails which they bond.
So long as these bonds remain perfect and un broken
the track offers a perfect return for the current

;

and should the dynamo at the generating station

be disconnected from the earth, the current will be
entirely throu,gh the track and none diverted to the
earth. But, unfortunately, these perfect condi-
tions do not always exist. The constant passing of

cars over the joints in time loosens and breaks
more or less of the bonds, after which the joint
offers a high resistance to the passage of the cur-
rent.

by means of an electric current. According to

Faraday , 'the amount of chemical action in any
given time is equal in all parts of the circuit.' All
substances which are susceptible of direct decom-
position by the current are called electrolvtes.

The moisture of the earth is susceptible of direct

decomposition ; therefore, the earth is an electro-

lyte; the pipes and other metallic substances
buried or in direct connection with it, the anodes
and cathodes.
"The conductor leading from the positive ter

minal of the dynamo is called the anode, and that
from the negative terminal, the cathode. The
metal which is attacked or becomes dissolved is

always the anode, upon which oxygen, chlorine,
iodine, etc., are evolved. The inactive or passive
metal is the cathode, and upon it hvdrogen and
the metals are evolved in all cases of electrolytic
action. It has been observed that the corrosion of
pipes is much greater in some particular localities

than in others. This is on account of the nature of
the soil, there being more alkali or acid in certain
localities, offers less resistance to the current, and
at the same time facilitates the chemical action.

Theoretically, the current generated at the power
station leaves the dynamo by the positive pole, to
the trolley, thence to the motor on the car and to
the track, which is electrically connected to the
negative pole of the dynamo. If all these con-
ditions were perfect, this would be the actual re-

sult; but the electrical continuity of the track be-
comes broken at joints, switches, etc., and the
current must take the earth and the conductors
buried therein for its retvrrn. From a series of
observations, tests and measurements carried on
for a period of over three years in this city it has
been round that there exists between water and

corrosive action was quite as bad in localities

where (he potential difference was not above .5

of a volt, as where there was an indication of

several volts E. M. r. The action depends entirely

upon the volume of current. It is also found that

the direction of the current is not uniformly from
the water pipes to the gas pipes or from the gas

pipes to water pipes, the direction changing in

some instances two or three times within a dis-

tance of 100 feet. There has also been observed a

difference of potential between different points of

the same pipe.

"The remedies proposed by different railway

managers are not numerous. Some of those of-

fered are : 1. The more perfect bonding of the

track. 2. Electrically connecting all pipes with
the track and with each other. 3. The sinking

of rods in the earth to the depth of eight or ten

feet at intervals of from BO to 50 feet and elec-

trically connecting them to the track. The first

one would probably come nearer to the desired re-

sult than either of the other two, provided the

generator was disconnected from the earth and
connected Vi'ith the tiack only. The second rem-

edy is impractical for several reasons, the principal

one of which is that the electrical conductivity of

the pipes is no better than the track with its

broken bonds. A number of specimens can be

shown where the pipes have been eaten away on
each side of couplings. The only reasonable ex-

pbmation that can be given for this is that the

lead, oil and cements used with the coupling forms
an insulatoi-, or at least introduces a point of high

resistance in the circuit and the current is diverted

to the earth around the coupling. The third rem-

edy has nothing to commend it, as the earth is

used as the return."
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ELECTRIC EA.ILWAY MOTOBS : THEIR CON-
STEtrOTION AND OPERATION.

BY NELSON W. PEREY.
( Twenty-sixth Article.)

INSTRUCTIONS TO INSPECTORS AND SUPERINTEND-
ENTS.

Upon you depends, more than upon any one

else, the success or failure of any electrical system

that is placed in your hands, provided, of Course,

the system in question is a fairly good one. Cases

are not unknown where a given electric system has

proved a failure under one superintendent and

made to work satisfactorily in every way by his

successor. The reverse is also often the case ; that

a success has been changed to failure by the transfer

of the management from the hands of a competent

man to those of one unqualified for this most im-

portant position. The first requisite in an inspec-

tor or superintendent is that he shall be familiar

with every detail of the system with which his

cars are equipped. If it is important that the mo-

torman shall be familiar with his apparatus, it is

much more important that his superiors, from
whom he receives instruction, should know it also

and in a broader sense. You must remember that

the motorman is largely what you make him. He
comes to you, perhaps, an untrained hand ; per-

haps, what is still worse, he has had instruction on

another line by a superintendent who was incom-

petent or careless, and has thereby acquired habits

which he must first unlearn.

You must realize that as you are responsible to

your company for the proper working of the road,

so you must hold those under you responsibility to

yourself. Your reputation and success are therefore

largely dependent upon the fidelity and ability of

those whose training is in your care. Appreciating

this, you will first train yoursrlf. Procure from
the company whose apparatus you are using full

instructions as to the handling of their machinery,
together with blueprints showing the wiring and
onnections of each individual circuit connected

with the electrical equipment of your system. If

not an electrician yourself you should call in some
one who is, and who can and will go over with you
every detail of your system, and explain the whys
and wherefores of everything connected with your
plant. Try to understand everything intelligently,

and then try your hand at imparting this knowledge
to the motormen in whose hands your reputation

and success so largely lies. It is the experience of

those who have tried it that the bpst way to learn

a thing accurately oneself is by trying to teach

others what you partly know yourself. This is

true in mathematics, it is true in science in

general, and it is true in the car stables, and the
superintendent who tries most to impart knowledge
to those under him will in a short while outstrip

in knowledge him who perhaps at first knew more,
but who through a mistaken idea of the dignity or
importance of his position has kept his knowledge
to himself.

The various means by which he himself has
gained his knowledge should as far as possible be

placed at the disposal of his employees, and they
should be encouraged in every way to avail them-
selves of them to the fullest extent. In fact, a
motorman who will not avail himself of such op-
portunities when offered is an unsafe man to trust

with a car. On some roads the plan has been suc-
cessfully adopted of furnishing each motorman a
diagram of the connections that are being made as
the handle of the controlling lever is moved from
point to point. On this diagram are also given
a few of the most important instructions, and these
instructions are supplemented by verbal ones from
time to time as occasion requires. Some roads also
provide a reading-room for their employees, where
a few standard works of reference on electrical

subjects, and the street railway and electrical

papers, are kept on file. This is an excellent plan,
and another one is to hang upon the wall of the
carhouse or other convenient place large diagrams
of the motor connections and wiring circuits of
the car. If equipments of more than one system
of control or make are used on the line, each

should be similarly represented, so that the differ-

ences will be apparent to those who are to manage
them. These diagrams might with profit be

drawn to half size, or even larger, and in order

that the different circuits may be the more readily

distinguishable, they should be designated by dif-

ferent colors and the various parts of the equip-

ment lettered for ready refeience. These should

be hung where the motormen are most apt to con-

gregate when not on duty on their cars, so that

they may discuss them at their leisure,

A spirit of emulation among the motormen as

to the best care of the equipment of their oars and
fulfiUmentof schedule time, should be fostered, and
to this end a motorman should be kept on the same
car as much as possible. That car should, as far

as possible, be considered his own, and he should

be held responsible for its record. Nothing is so

subversive of effective service as the daily change
of assignment of cars. No motorman can be held

responsible for the monthly j ecord of a car which
has been handled by a dozen others beside himself,

nor can he take a personal pride in its condition at

the end of the month under such conditions.

Mr. P. P. Sullivan, of the Lowell and Suburban
Street Railway Company, in speaking on this sub-

ject at a monthly meeting of the Massachusetts

Street Railway Association, said: " In addition to

creating an intex-est among the men, and in fact

to help create such interest, we have prizes for the

motormen whose cars have had the best records in

point of expense, delays, etc., and in this manner
we are also enabled to find out from the regular

men who the best relief men are. Motormen are

given printed forms which enable them to call the

attention of the night foreman to certain things

which may appear wrong, and such form is coun-
tersigned by such foreman and forwarded to the

superintendent. All loss of mileage or taking off

of cars is reported directly to the manager's desk,

who exacts an accounting for the cause from the

superintendent. By following the above methods
we have been enabled to adopt a standard of car

mile expenses, and the different foremen are given

to understand that if the expenses are kept below
such a figure they may expect a present at the end
of the fiscal year.

'"

He further says: '• We assume that a man be-

fore taking charge of a oar is absolutely ignorant,

has no interest in the apparatus, and we aim to

teach him, we endeavor to excite his interest and
curiosity, so that he will look out for his motors,

inquire for certain motors, create a rivalry so that

a man will boast of his record; and we have such
instances.

"In the carhouse skilled mechanics are in

charge, who are held responsible for results; sub-

division of duties and labors in relation to parts of

machinery as far as practicable is practiced, so as

to more readily locate responsibility. The object is

that when a car leaves the shop newly equipped,
such equipment shall be thoroughly done, through
the best material and workmanship, and after that

time a thorough inspection. Motors, trucks aud
cars are numbered, and an official record is then
begun, and date and description of any repairs
made are kept and comparisons formed and causes
sought."

The ideas above suggested will readily commend
themselves to every one who is not penny wise
and pound foolish, for experience has already
amply demonstrated that good system, good ma-
terial, good workmanship aud skillful employees
who feel a genuine interest in their work are none
too good for the best results.

But with all this, there will be failure if the cars
are turned over to the motorman m anything but
the best condition. It must be understood that the
motorman is usually not a mechanic and he is not
an electrician, and that if he were either or both
he would have but scant facilities for the exercise
of his talents while operating his car on the road.
He will have done his whole duty if he handles in-

telligently what you give him and reports all

troubles as soon as they arise.

In the training of motormen it is the practice on

some roads to put them first in the machine and
repair shops, so that by this preliminary experience

they may get an insight into the anatomy of the

car equipment and the adjustment of parts to each

other. This is certainly an excellent plan where
practicable, and another one which is always feasi-

ble, but by far too seldom practiced, is to hold

what the doctors would call "clinics" over disabled

or diseased motors whenever such are brought in.

For instance, if a motor is sent to the repair shop

for sparking on account of any of the causes before

mentioned, as many of the employees as it is possi-

ble to gather together should be called to witness

the commutator spark while in action and be told

the specific cause thereof, and then they should be

shown, in the repair shop, that the diagnosis is

correct and how the trouble is remedied. If a

motorman has once seen the sparking due to an
open coil, he will forever after recognize it. And
so with the other troubles—an object lesson such as

the one suggested will be worth more than all the

verbal instruction you can give.

Regular inspection should be made every day, if

possible. It does nat pay to allow cars to run until

they absolutely refuse to run any longer. In no
case docs the old adage " A stitch in time save

nine" apply with more force than in this. I can-

not, therefore, insist too strongly that repairs be

made just as soon as it is discovered that they are

required. If the motorman discover trouble he
should fix it if he can : if he can't fix it he should

run the car into the stables at the first opportunity

and report. In no case sJiould he start out with a

car that is not in condition, and it is the especial

business of the inspector to see that he does not.

One of the leading manufacturers of street car

motors, in his instructions to inspectors, says;
" Lot us impress upon you the importance of keep-

ing a careful watch of all nuts, bolts, screws and
all wire connections, to see that everything is

screwed up tight."

Daily examinations of connections of motors,

trolleys, lightning arresters, fuseblocks, etc., should

be made, and especial attention should be directed

to the connection between the wire from the in-

terior of the car and the trolley base to see that it

is in good condition.

In addition to the daily inspection, at least once

a month the car should be run over the pit, and the

equipment given a most thorough overhauling.

For testing out faults the magneto bell is an in-

strument of great general utility, and the mana-
gers of electric roads will save their inspectors much
time and trouble by providing one or more for

their use.

REORGANIZATION OF THE SCHUYLKILL
ELECTRIC BAIL"WAY COMPANY.

The Car Equipment Company, of Philadelphia,

has purchased the controlling interest of the

Schuylkill Electric Railway Company, of Potts-

ville. Pa., and it is their intention to extend the

line about twenty-five miles in and around Potts-

ville, connecting St. Clair, Middleport, Tremont,

Schuylkill Haven and other towns near by, with

Pottsvllle.

Jesse Newlin and Robert Alliston have retired

from the old board of Directors and W. A. Barritt,

Jr., and Charles H. Barritt, president and treasurer

respectively, of the Car Equipment Company, of

Philadelphia, have been elected to fill the vacan-

cies. J. B. Stuart, of Philadelphia, has been ap-

pointed electrician and general superintendent and
his success in the construction of the Pottstown,

Camden and Gloucester roads will assure a perfect

system for the roads at Pottsville.

The Schuylkill Electric Railway Company has a

capital stock of of |150,000, which was raised by
popular subscription from the residents of Potts-

ville, and was fully paid. The road was originally

built out of the capital stock, and the improve-
ments or betterments from time to time were con-

tracted for out of issue of bonds. The road has a

bond indebtedness of $95,000. It can readily be

seen that there is a sound financial basis to work
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from in the reorganization and improvement of the

road.

The Schuylkill electric railway proper consists of

10 miles of road with IS car equipments, about

half of which are new and the remainder consist-

ing of short apparatus which will be no doubt re-

placed in the very near future with more modern
equipment. New feeeder wire will be put in on

the entire system to supply sufficient and additional

power for the extra car equipment that will be

to any convenient place, the wagon carrying as

part of its equipment steel pins to be driven into

the ground, when no other efficient point of attach-

men for the guys can be found.

Ttie cable road is patrolled by a force of inspec •

tors. Every few blocks along the line, close to the

track, is a trap covering a signal station. From
this station the inspector signals tor the wagon in

case it is required, calling it either up or down
town. On receipt of the signal, the wagon pj-o-

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR OF THE CARD ELECTRIC MOTOR AND DYNAMO COMPANY,

added, and a new car barn will be built at Palo

Alto. The entire system will be overhauled and

will be put in a flrst-class position as soon as pos-

sible.

ceeds up or down the line as ordered, the driver

watching as he goes until he reaches the place

where his services are needed. The cut is repro-

duced from the Scientific Americav.

HOW HOSE IS CABRIED ACROSS TRACKS IN
NEW YOEK.

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR OF THE CARD ELEC-
TRIC MOTOR AND DYNAMO COMPANY.

The most characteristic service of the patrol

wagons of the Broadway line in New York is that

which they perform at fires. Each wagon carries

eight pairs of shear legs, 20 feet high, with corre

spending tackle, straps and guys. On reaching

the scene of a fire, the shear legs are set up on each

Recently this company has brought out a rail-

way motor, shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, which is modeled after the design of the

General Electric Company's 800 motor, but differs

from it in that the lower half of the frame is

hingi d, and can be swung down when it is neces-

CARRYING HOSE OVER BROADWAY CARS.

side of the street, and guyed so as to lean slightly

forward or toward the center of the street. Straps

are put around the lines of hose which have to be

carried across the street, the falls are attached

and the hose is hoisted as shown, leaving the

way clear for the cars. It is obvious that,

owing to the grips, no system of bridging the tracks

is applicable to a cable road. The guys are fastened

sary to remove the armature. The armature shaft

is held in place by a collar which, when unbolted,

allows the arojature to be let down. This motor

is also provided with self-oiling bearings which are

longer than those employed in the G. E. 800

machine, and the motors are also equipped with a

steel shaft, while the cover is of a somewhat dif-

ferent pattern from the original type. Twenty-

five equipments of these motors have been recently

put in service on the lines of the Cincinnati Street

Railway Company. The Card Company has also

recently rebuilt or repaired a number of motors of

the waterproof type, which went through the fire

in the burning of the car barns of the Cincinnati

Street Railway Company last winter.

COMBINED SWITCH AND RHEOSTAT.

In installing motor.", the switch and rheostat

being generally placed side by side, and being en.

tirely separate from each other, it often happens
that through haste or carelessness the current is

thrown on by the switch before the resistance is

cut in by the rheostat, and as a consequence the

motor armature is burned out or the fuses blown.

The W. S. Hill Electric Company, of Boston,

Mass., has placed on the market a patent self-lock-

ing starting switch, in which the switch and jheo-

stat are combined in such a manner that theswitch
cannot be thrown in without first putting in all of

the resistance. This avoids any possible chance
for an accident of the kind mentioned. It is said

that the' price is less than that of a switch and
rheostat separate, thus ofl'ering the inducement of

economy, as well as saving the risk of accident to

the motor by its use. The device is shown in the

accompanying illustration.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY CONDUIT SYS-
TEMS. -II.

BY LIEUT. F. JARVIS PATTEN.

Ingenious and varied have been the a! tempts
made by different inventors to keep the teed wire

absolutely covered throughout its entire length in a
tube, thus insuring for it perfect insulation, while

at the same time the trolley wheel, by operating

some mechanical device, could have continuous

contact with the feed wire as the car moved
along. These conditions seem absolutely contra-

dictory, yet such systems are comparativel.y sim-

ple, as a few examples will show.

Figs. 4 and 5 give the general idea of one of the

simplest of this sort. A continuous trough is laid

along the middle of the track, of which the illus-

trations represent a cross-section. At the bottom
of the trough is the main conductor or feeder C.

Above it the trough is filled to the road level with
some nonconducting but flexible material, which
has holes through it at short intervals, and these

have metal plug- or bolls in them which are nor-

HILL STARTING SWITCH.

mally not in contact with the conductor, but can'.be

forced down by pressure until contact is made.

The trolley wheel exercising this pressure on the

plugs as it rolls over them makes the necessary

contact with the main. The flexible character

of the material in the trough or springs suitably

arranged removes the plugs from contact when the

trolley has passed them. Another ingenious sys-
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tem of the same kind is shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

A continuous thin metallic tube A is partly filled

with some non-condaoting substance B which
practically forms an inclosed non-conducting rod

which, as shown in cross-section view, fills the

metallic tube nearly to the top. To the upper sur-

face of this non-conducting rod the main conductor

^^^y^^.'oo^y^-xy'^^.-''
1
m

Figs. 4 and 5.

Cis secured which is still some little distance from

thfe upper side of its inclosing metal tube, the upper

half of which is made flexible .so that it can be

forced downward under pressure, which, as before,

the moving trolley wheel supplies. The entire con-

trivance is embedded in a suitable trough along

the roadway. A serious objection to this system,

simple as it may seem, is at once apparent: dirt,

gravel and stones falling into the slot would soon

hold the metal tube dowu in permanent contact

with the conducting main

.

Another inventor carries out the same general

idea with the conductor above ground, thus avoid-

ing the necessity of any roadway conduit. His

plan is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, which picture the

cross-seclion of a peculiarly shaped rail for one side

of the track. It is made with a deep recess in the

outeide f.ice in which the feeder main B is placed

^cro^

Figs. 6 and 7.

in a box of non-conducting material that surrounds
it on three sides. On the outside a flexible covering

that can be forced inward under pressure closes

the box containing the conductor, and contact

pins placed at short intervals pass through the flexi-

ble outer side of the box when the trolley presses

it inward, thus making connection with the feeder

main. Another plan shown in Fig. 10 is one of

the best of this class, most of which, though appar-
ently operative and simple enough on paper, have
some vital defect that renders their real value
doubtful. In Fig. 10 we find the same general
scheme for protecting the conductor and for mak-

Fi2. 8.

ing contact therewith, but in this instance the
whole apparatus is placed in a shallow conduit
under ground. There are ijuite a variety of gystems
of thij) general dfwcription, but the main idea or
principle Ik the natnc in all.

Two HyatemK of thi-t cla««, however, stand apart
for their simplicity and ingenuity. They are
HhowD in Figs. II and 12, the latter having been
put to a practical test on a track in Han Francidco,
where it worked well. The one shown in Fig. 11

has not yet l>een tried, but rlcoervcH notice for its

novelty. Tooneeideof ti e slot in a conduit are se-

cured the wrxjdcn »trip8 C, <'. shown in the figure in

crOBS-seclion. Thi^y hold (irmly the main feeder It,

a copfw-r rod which i-i ciouipli-tely incUwcd in a flex-

ible ruMwr tube A, similar to a pneumatic bicycle
tire. Tliis insulates the conductor in the intmt

perfect manner, prcventloff water and nooisturo

from getting at it. On the under side of this tube

at intervals of a few inches metallic buttons F are

tightly riveted into the rubber tube along its entire

length, while the tube itself is protected by a
metallic shield E, so that water or snow falling

through the conduit slot is prevented from reach-

ing any conducting parts. The trolley wheel runs
along the under side of the rubber tube on the

metallic buttons,and, pressing themup against the

conductor B, takes the current from them. When
the trolley has passed a certain point the tube and
buttons fall away from the conductor by their own
weight. The system tried in San Francisco, Fig.

12, is very similar to the last. The main conductor
is secured to the top of an inverted trough or box
E, which is simply a creosoted wooden beam hol-

lowed out on the under side, making a recess for

ductors, and by the operation of electric mechan-
ical devices each successive seclion of service

conductor is placed in connection with the feeder

main while a car is passing over it, and is again
switched out of connection when tlie car has
passed beyond it.

It may be mentioned here in passing that Messrs.

Ayrton and Perry, of England, were first to take
abroad U. S. patent on such a system, and

Fig. 9.

the feeder main. Across the edges of this trough
a web of flexible substance—rubber or the like— is

stretched and securely fastened to the sides of the
trough, thus inclosing the feeder main completely.
Contact-making buttons are placed in the web,
and the trolley running on these forces them into

contact with the main, as in the previous case de-

scribed.

We have now to consider an entirely different

lype of conduit systems to which the term recent

S"
•

cs"-

Fig. 10.

might appropriately UiV applied, not so much be"

cause they are particularly new as compared with

those heretofore described . but because the latest

aud practical attempts at a solution of the conduit

problem are of the type referred to and it now
seems very probable that the coming electric con-

duit will be of this order.

In the different systems thus far considered there

has always been a contmous feeder main or supply

conductor extending from one end of the line to

the other, and whether insulated or not the cur-

rent was taken directly from it. Recent systems
are all designed on the plan of using a sectional

service conductor. That is, there is a continuous

Fig. 12.

their claims still subordinate all systems where-
in sectional service conductors are used. Yet,

although such systems were described as early as

1881 they were not given serious consideration

until within a few years. The Ayrton and Perry
patent in England bears date of February, 1881.

consequently the U. S. patent of 188.5 will expire

in February, 189.5, so that these systems can only

be held in check by this broad patent for about
eight months more.

The most recent lype of the sectional service

Fig. 14.

conductor and that which will doubtless supersede

all others at an early day is what is popularly

known as the " middle rail," or " third-rail sys-

tem." It presents many advantages. There is no

slot and no open conduit whatever, so they are

sometimes described as closed conduit systems.

The general plan is about as follows : A feeder

main is buried in a closed trough or conduit be-

neath the roadway, generally along the middle of

the track. Above the conduit and exposed in the

roadway is the so-called middle rail or service

rails, which are disconnected rails 10 to 20 ft. long.

Fig. 11.

insulated feeder main the whole length of the

track, then, either on thi' surface of the roadway
or in the conduit, there is a succession of short

disconnected rails or rods known as service con-
ductors. They arc insul.iied from ea(^h other, and
normally so from the feeder main being connected

to the latter only when acttually supplying current

to a car. The trolley runs along the service con-

Fig. 13.

on which the trolley runs. They are not ordinarily

in connection wi'h the feeder main, but when a

car approaciics a section of such rail it is auto-

matically connected to the feeder, and when the

car has passed it is immediately cut out again.

One of the Kiniplest and most ingenious of these

syeteniH is the " Linefl," which was tried in London
some years ago with pronounced success. It was^
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the first system of its class patented in this country,

and has since found many imitators, though none

of them has yet been put in operation this fide of

the Atlantic.

The Lineff system is shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

Swung to the car truck between the wheels isa long

electromagnet N S, its polar ends sliding along just

above the middle rails; this magnet also carries the

trolley wheels P, P' , which take up the current.

There is one at each end, as there are always

two live middle rails.

The magnet is strongly energized by a coil ex-

tending its entire length, supplied by the working

current. The middle rails E, R are laid m short

sections, are of iron, and become magnetized undrr

the ends of the traveling car magnet. In this sys-

tem there are two middle rails, separated by a con-

siderable space, and the north pole of the magnet

runs over one of these, and the south pole (at the

other end) over the other. Each rail, therefore,

immediately under the magnet pole, becomes mag-

netized, and is practically a contmuation of the

magnet pole downward into the trough beneath.

In a shallow trough beneath the middle rails is a

long continuous strip of sheet iron F. Fig. 14, and

KK. Fig. 13. This strip of iron noruially lies

down flat throughout its entire length on the mam
conductor, which is bare and secured to the bottom

of the trough. But wherever a car magnet stands

on the track, there the iron strip K K, Fig. 13, and

F. Fig. 14, is lifted up by the magnetism of the

rails and held firmly in contact with them, thus

connecting always two service rails under the car

to the feeder main. This peculiar action is worthy

of notice. Imagine the car in motion, the flexible

iron strip moves up like the back of a snake with a

creeping motion, the important feature of which is

that the contact is never broken, no make and

break, no taking hold and letting go, so that there

cannot possibly be any sparking, a feature of the

very highest importance, which will be referred to

later. An interesting and very recent system is

that of G. W. von Siemens, of Siemens & Co., the

promoters of the Budapest line, and shows what
advance has been made since the time of the first

conduit road built.

(To be continued.)

THE LAW OF NEGLIGENCE AS APPLIED TO
ELECTRIC STREET CAR COLLISIONS.

BY R. D. FISHER.

The marvelous development of rapid surface

transportation and the almost universal appropria-

tion of the streets of the American cities and the

public roads leading to the numerous suburbs and
resorts by the various electric systems have re-

sulted in the springing up of a very large and
increasing class of suits for personal damages, and
in the development of a new body of the law,

which has been formed by the application of old

rules to the new conditions, and the revolution of

some relatively modern doctrines applicable to the

use of streets and highways. The roads have
always been the king's highway, along which all

persons had an equal right to pass. The learning

and judicial wisdom and patience that have been
expended in the settlement of the rights ot the

pedestrian and the driver of a vehicle, public or

private, or the rights of respective vehicles, their

relative duties and obligations when passing or

meeting upon the highway, have developed a most
interesting branch of the law. The difference be-

tween the rights of steam railways and street rail-

ways is mai'kci and unquestioned, although in

many respects somewhat similar. One of the dis-

tinguishing differences is in the exclusiveness of

the right of a steam railway company to occupy its

track as against all other persons or modes
of locomotion. The street railway, however,
occupies the surface of the highway subject to

the common use, not only of the balance of the

road but also of that part covered with the tracks,

by either the pedestrian or the driver of a vehicle.

The authorities thus far examined are not entirely

agreed in their description of the easement en-

joyed by the transportation company. It is always

conceded not to be exclusive, but is generally held

to be superior. Whether or not this is an accurate

description of their right, their privilege is un-

doubtedly a preferential one, as against all other

modes ot locomotion along that part of the high-

way occupied by the track. This concession is

absolutely essential to the preservation of the rights

conferred by their franchise, the development of

the objects for which they were organized, and for

the great benefit of a very large proportion of the

population of the cities which must make use of

it for the purposes of business and travel. It is

evident, therefore, from the numerous late deci-

sions on the subject of collisions.that the preferen-

tial use of the lines of their track by cable and

electric companies closely approximates the right

of exclusive use granted or conceded to steam

raiKvays. All courts agree, however, that there

still remains with the pedestrian and the users of

vehicles and of horses the old right which they

always enjoyed—to use all the king's highway at

their pleasure and for their convenience. It is

only expected and insisted that they shall yield the

track to the electric company, and shall keen out

of the way of the cars, so far as may be possible,

barring the accidents of sudden emergency. None
of the rules which have been the outgrowth of the

litigation springing from accidents happening

along steam railways has been applied, save in a

limited manner, to these rapid modes of transit by

electricity. It is quite universally adjudged that,

before one can cross a steam railway, he is bound

to stop, look and listen, to discover the approach of

a train, before he shall be permitted to cross the

track and escape the responsibility of his own neg-

ligence if he fails in any of these requirements.

While, in a sense, and a very limited one at that,

this rule has been applied to the acts of the pedes-

trian or the driver of a vehicle in crossing the

ransportation company's line, the difference be-

ween the steam railway and the electric or cable

line must be borne in mind. The absence of the

exclusive right to the occupancy of the streets com-
pels the distinction. This is a matter of education

for motormen and other drivers of vehicles that

the law impliedly imposes upon them. The offi-

cers and managers of street railway lines stiould

instruct those in charge of their trains that the

grant of a franchise to the company in no manner
takes away from other users of the highway their

right to its entire occupation, save that their right

to enjoy is limited by the contractual right of the

transportation company, and its preferential priv-

ilege io the use of that part of the road occupied

by the tracks. It in these modern days of

swift activity the pedestrian or the driver of

a vehicle were compelled to stoj), look and
listen, before he crossed the tracks, it would

impose an unnecessary and unusual burden and
restriction upon his common-law right to use the

king's highv/ay, which still remains with him.

But notwithstanding this exception, neither the

pedestrian nor the driver of a vehicle may under-

take to cross a track heedlessly and recklessly, and

without the exercise of the greater care which he

is bound to use in crossing the tracks of a company
lawfully using powerful, rapid and dangerous

modes of locomotion. In a careful examination of

the authorities on this subject we discover some
difference in their expression of this principle. The

courts of Pennsylvania lay it down as an absolute

rule that, if one heedlessly makes the attempt to

cross such a track, he is guilty of negligence ^ecse,

which will absolutely bar his right of recovery.

Some other State courts hold the failure to look to

be proof of negligence which will bar the recovery

where there is nothing in the case which would in

any manner qualify this proof of negligence, and
leave a fairly debatable question open for considera-

tion of a jury. Other States, again, as Min-

nesota and Illinois, say through their highest

judicial tribunals that there is no hard

and fast rule in a case of this description, and that

a failure to look would not, as a matter of law, and
regardless of circumstances, be treated as negli-

gence. It is not every case that is brought that

affords circumstances sufficient to compel a court

to definitely and absolutely express a notion

respecting this matter, yet it is very difficult to

imagine circumstances which would excuse the

injured party for his neglect to use his eyes as well

as his ears to guard against an accident occurring

while he is crossing the track. Suits for damages
growing out of collisions have greatly increased

since the advent of electricity, and we herewith

append a few citations of cases recently determined

which are of more than passing interest and im-

portance :

Carson v. Ry. Co., 150 Pa. St. 180-, Ward v. Ry. Co.. 17

N. Y. Sup. 427; Ehrisman v. Ry. Co., 23 Atl. R. 369; Wood
V. Ry. Co., 52 Mich. 402; McClaio v. Ry. Co , 116 N. Y.
459; Ry. Co. v. Righter, 42 N. J. Law. 181; Adolpti v. Ry.
Co. (Minn.), 52 N. W. R. 903; see also Beach oa "Contribu-

tory Negligence"; Booth, "St. Ry. Law," sec. 316; Meyer v.

Ry. Co., 6 .Mo. App. 27; Sheets v. Ry. Co., N. J. Sup. 24

Atl. 483.

It is gratifying to the managers of rapid transfer

companies to know that the above cases all unite in

holding that a person must use his senses in order

to prevent accident and escape injury. These

cases hold that if the proofs show that the com-
plaining parties failed to do either, and this con-

tributed directly to the injury, the law will be ap-

plied to the facts, and such complainants will not

be allowed to recover.

Ii is within the knowledge of almost all persons

whose business it is to use the streets that the cars

propelled with great force and high speed move
along the lines at frequent and most regular inter-

vals. The law presumes that these circumstances

and this knowledge advise people of the necessity

to be on the alert and the lookout for passing

cars before going upon or crossing the track. Be-

cause they fail to use such knowledge cannot al-

ways be depended upon as being conclusive of their

negligence, yet it hears strongly upon the question

whether parties are reasonably attentive and
prudent in their conduct.

Under the power of police regulations, cities

may provide by ordinance that cars shall not be

run at such a rate of speed as will jeopardize the

safety of the traveling public (see Mahan v. St.

Ry. Co., 34 Minn. 39, and Bemis Mun. Ord., sec.

241). But if there be no public regulation on the

subject, the company may run its cars at any rate

of speed convenient to it and not dangerous to

the passengers and the public along the track.

The point requiring the most vigilance is that of

street crossings. The general rule is that between

street crossings cars have a preferential right of

way, but this rule does not apply to the crossing

of tracks at street intersections. At such points

the car, the private vehicle and foot passengers

have a right to cross, neither having a superior

right to the other. The law presumes that these

respective rights must be exercised with due re-

gard to the rights of the other, and in such a care-

ful manner as not unreasonably to abridge or in-

terfere with the rights of the other. This equality

of right does not relieve one from the duty of

taking proper precaution to avoid accidents.

Neither does the fact that travelers should give

the right of way to the sti'eet car relieve the

motorman from exercising due care to prevent

a collision. The degree of diligence which

the law exacts of a motorman is deter-

mined with due regard to the character

of the train, weight and momentum of the cars

and the possibility of changing their speed or

course to avoid collision. Great vigilance is de-

manded of a motorman at a point much frequented

by children, and when danger is increased by

darkness. A motorman is bound to notice the

presence of other vehicles and footmen, and if by

reason thereof he apprehends danger, duty re-

quires him to regulate the speed of his car so it

may be quickly stopped should occasion require it.

All motormen should be impressed with the fact

that they are not justified in assuming that be-

cause a private vehicle can turn in any direction,

the driver of the latter will under all circumstances

get out of the way. Such presumption, unaccom-
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panied by a precaution toavoiJ a collision, readers

aD absolale liabilitr. A presumption tliat a person

is able to get out of the way. and will do so, can

be indulged only so long as the danger of injury

is not at band, but no longer. On the other hand,

a motorman has the ri;;lit to suppose that a person

duly warned will not attempt to cross the street

immetiiately in from of the c.ir : and if his warn-

ing be nul heeded, and the luotornian cannot arert

the collision by his best eudearors. such person

cannot rvcoTer for an injury sustained.

The motorman or driver in charge of a car owes

a very great duty to the general public, to his pas-

sengers and to ill" company employing him. The
common-lair duly of such servant is to exercise

ordinary care and diligence to ascertain whether

the track ahead is clear and to avoid striking per-

sons or objects, but the law does not c<mimand

him. at his own peril or at the peril of the com-

pany, to keep his eyes constantly directed to the

track or street in front of his car. Perhaps the

nKwt common excuse for claimants is that of

charging niotormen with temporary diversion.

Whether or not it is in law negligenne on his part

to direct liLs attention elsewhere than in front of

bis car must dejiend upon the facts in each case.

But if a motorman {>ermils his attention to be en-

grossed by consenaiion with passengers to an ex-

tent of preventing a pro|>er lookout ahead, and a

collision or injury results, his onduct amounts to

Degligeoce and liability. But negligence cannot

be predicated upon the bare fact that the driver is

looking in any particular direction at any partic-

ular time. His attention may. without any neg-

ligence on his port, l>e momentarily diverted, if lie

don not viihdraw his attention from the car for

n undue length of time, and in such ctise if a per-

ELECTRIC PLAJrr OF THE AURORA GRATA
CATHEDRAL, BROOKLYN.

THE TRAIL AND BRlCK PAVEMENTS.

The accoiiipauyiug illustraiiou shmvs the inte-

rior of Aurora Grata Citliedral in Brooklyn. N.

Y., which has been recently equipped with an
electric light plant, Edison system, of over .WO in-

candescent lights. The work of wiring, which
WIS exceedingly ditficult. owing to the high

arched ceiling, was done by the Complete Electric

CtUiliuction Company, of New York: and Okonite

The accompany ins illustiation shows a proposed

cross-section of iSOpoiuui T rail, wiih brick

|iavenient, on si.\ inches of concrete foundation.

The Citizens' Street Railroad Company, of Mem-
phis, has recently laid some 72.pound rail 4J inches

high by 4} wide.

This short piece of pavement, as laid, is a neat

and clo.se-fitting jolj. and I think shows conclu-

sivelv that the T-rail. laid in the manner shown

1
'^"Zk&^W-

^\<^XiM\\^\!l<\>\^\'Afi/i&\\<!)ilii&\\\\.

T-RAIL CONSTRUCTION WITH BRICK PAVEMtNT.

wire was used throughout the building. The
lamps are red, wliite and blue, covered with orna-

mental shades made by the Phcenix Glass Com-
pany, and so controlled at the switchboard that

any one color, or all the colo; s. can be used at one

time, or a number of combinations of colors can

be obtained producing a lieautiful effect. The
switchboard, which was furnished by the Brook-

lyn Electric Manufacturing Company, is of black

with brick pavement, with not impede or interfere

with street traffic any more than the tram or
Hanged rail, says Niles Meriwether, in a recent

number of P(/r/«<7. It seems to be almost impos-
sible to maintain for any great length of time the
Johnson or any other form of street rail when
mounted on a chair, no matter how well laid and
paved around. There is, however, no question of

the fact that a Johnson rail center, hearing girder

«L/fv* GRATA CATHEDRAL. fllTEO THRuLUjmwui v. i
i n iimpNiIi wiHE

ton i.ll«m|>4> I,:

fruDI <i4 a:

K^ ti.r- track dlrtclljr Id

l< KUlll)' 'rf cdfl,

.w'iriap 4i1 fUtuui
'-~-fi tloi (a-d in

•niK'n iinU^r-

, -I -t,n»

r.al

iril<'F«*'< ii'il*", •'l^'

'hiongnl, and at

marble and with It* inuiiniinipi foriiiii n liiindMtine

MMvliiK^i of whni ran lie ilniic in Ihla lin<'.

Aa will Ix-wfii ftoiii III)' IHum ration, till' biiildiiig

U arrlillrrlufnlly nrlMic, niid iIip inlro<lurli>in of

llip flivliic hulil n<hl« Kl'-nlly to ila ItPauly. Thr
ilrv undrrMrllcrii prunniiiKinl Ihla Inatullnllnii

r>a one of fhr litt llint ll'p.r have pvit pniwd

un, and no rxptmaed thptiiaplvm nn the ufllricl

•'prtlltraU'. Til" biiildint; ta uaf<l for MflMinir

mn^intc*. and aiiii>nK il* Imiiii'iilrra «!• many
well known elcclrical and nirnct railway innn.

Mi'Ven lu eight iiichcH high, Hpikul iliirr(l> ici the

crcmalim, ninkea n aiiperior al reel -car track.

Pravidcnoe, R. I,— At n mvnl meet ing of the

iimiiiiin coiinrll (he rdiiiiiiiilrc on rnilronila weri'

dlrrclfd In Icink Into the mnllir of feiidernfor I'loc-

trie cnra iitid r<'|iorl al nn early diile im in what
fcliilera were (Iip mnal praclii'iilile, and alwi what
ni'llon hnil Im'i-ii Inkeii in (he mnlliT of Ihc Union
Itnilriiad I 'riiiipnny. The 'otiimillie imw haa Ihu

maltcr under conrhluradon.
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NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

{FroTn Our Special Boston Coi'vespondent,)

The Massachusetts State Legislatdee was
prorogued on Monday evening after an unusually
long and busy term, during which much time
has been devoted to street railway matters and
particularly the solution of the rapid transit prob-

lem in Boston. After a long and bitter fight in-

cluding hearings without number, the Meigs ele-

vated railway bill has been introduced, rejected,

remodeled, reintroduced, and handed round until

the promoters themselves avowed their inability

to recognize it as their bill, even Captain .Toe V.
Meigs, inventor, has been almost entirely dropped
from the project The day of prorogation a num-
ber of prominent men met the Governor to protest

against the project; these were followed by the
Mayor of Boston and others, who favored the bill;

the outcome being that the Governor signed the

bill in its amended form. As the measure now
stands provision is made for submitting the act to

the people of Boston for their approval, and nothing
material can be done under it until such approval
is secured. It provides that the capital stock shall

be not less than $10,000,000 and not more than $20,-

000,000, the amount of bonds not to exceed $20,-

000,000. There is a provision for a tunnel to East
Boston, also for a new bridge to Charlestown. also

for a branch road to South Boston. A subway
may also be built from BoyIston street to Merrimac
Square. The decision of the people, as a whole, is

now eagerly awaited.

Trouble Over a Grossing.—There has been
trouble of late between the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad Company and the Dartmouth
& Westport Electric Railroad Company, which is

owned by the syndicate which controls the Fall

River and New Bedford systems. The electric

company desired to lay a track across the steam
road, to which the officials of the latter strenuously

objected. The two companies had their men
ready and everything necessary for protracted
trouble. The trouble came when an attempt was
made to lay the tracks. " After some parleying,

however, and when the guerilla warfare had ex-

hausted the tempers of all engaged, a truce was
proclaimed and a decision arrived at to submit the
dispute to the law courts for settlement.

New Road in Brockton, Mass.—Wealthy citi-

zens have organized the West Side Railway Com-
pany in Brockton, Mass., to build andoperateanew
line of electric street railway in that city. The
road will transverse some of the best parts of the
city, and be about five miles in length. The capital

stock will be $5J,000, and the following gentlemen
constitute the first board of directors : Messrs. J.

C. Snow, J. E. Carr, Pardon K. Bacon, H. F.

Woodward, Albert Barrows, A. B. Hastings and
Edwin Keith.

BoYNTON Electric Railroad.—Last Saturday
the Boynton Bicycle Railroad bill for a road from
Boston to Lowell was recalled from the Governor
that some perfecting amendment might be added.
When the bill was finally acted upon some flaws
in language and in the numbering of sections were
overlooked. These were remedied on Monday in

both Houses and the bill received the Governor's
signature.

West End Work in East Boston .—It will be late

in the ensuing fall ere the railway through East
Boston will have their electric equipment com-
plete. A big new power house has to be built and
equipped.

FINANCIAL BEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and Bond Market,

(From Our Wall Street Correspondent.)

A Poor Week for Trading.—What with the
holiday coming in the middle of the week, all

financial operations have been more or less seri-

ously interfered with. The whole situation bears
a neglected air, and the dullness everywhere ap-
parent has not failed to affect the street railway
stock and bond market. It is calculated that
$125,000,000 were disbursed in New York, Chicago,
Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore for July divi-
dend and interest payments, but, while this big
sum must seek re-investment, the caution ani-
mating money holders has not allowed them so far
to do anything but place the cash on deposit in
banks until the financial situation, so far as it is

attected by strike news, tariff legislation, treasury
deficit, gold exports, etc., is more defined. When
this flood of money is thoroughly set m motion,
the street railway securities market must feel its

effect to an appreciable degree.

Long Island Traction's antics have absorbed
the trading fraternity's attention. The default by
the Brooklyn Heights road on the dividend due the
Brooklyn City Railroad was the most sensational
development, but the fact that Long Island trac-
tion continues weak, despite the fact now made
public that the default was only a technical one in
order to enable the Brooklyn City road to secure

the 1250,000 guarantee funds so as to reem-
burse it for money expended in improvements
and charged to operating expenses, shows
that there is something coming and lends
color to the reports of internal dissensions
and sensational developments about forthcoming.
There are bints of acoUapse of the whole combine;
and when one takes the continued weakness in the
stock and the many adverse rumors attending the
decline, in connection with the sudden vim of late

marking the Flynn suit to break the lease, the re-

port has more meaning than at first appears. In
this connection it is stated that the default spoken
of above was intended to influence feeling in this

every suit. Flynn wants to break the lease of the
Brooklyn City road to the Long Island Traction
Company because, as he alleges, the road earns
more than the dividends paid and stockholders are
being defrauded of their rights. The Long Island
Traction Company in defaulting on the dividend,
strives to create the impression that the road isnot
earning the 10 per cent, guaranteed on the stock
and so deny all of Flynn's allegations. An early
outcome of the suit is now promised.

Other Local Stocks offer no special feature,
Third avenue, Second avenue, Dry Dock, Forty-
second street and other shares generally active
have betrayed very little life of late. There is a
good demand from many sources for these stocks,

but the scarcity is as pronounced as ever and the
lack of offers has more to do with the lack of trad-

ing than any absence of orders as these latter are
plenty enough. General liquidation of long hold-
ings is never a characteristic of a purely invest-

ment market, and street railway stocks offer no
exception to this fact.

Metropolitan Traction has declared another
dividend of IJ per cent., whether quarterly, semi-
annual or what is not stated. Stockholders have
been awaiting some such distribution a long time,
but now it is made they are left in the dark as
much as ever when or what the next dividend will

be. The policy of the management is not to take
the public or the stockholders into its confidence,
and all information furnished does not tell much.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Madison, Wis.—The Four Lakes Light and Power
Company has commenced suit to wind up the
affairs of the Madison City Street Railway Com-
pany and for the appointment of a receiver. The
plaintiff has furnished the power for operating the
road and has been as lenient as possible iu enfor-
cing payment of its bills. The amount due May 10,

1894, was not paid, nor has anything been paid
since that time, for light and power for operating
its road. The light and power company brought
suit upon the amount due May 10, 1894, and re-
covered judgement June 19 in the sum of $749.30.

Execution was issued and returned wholly unsat-
isfied June 23. Thereupon suit was brought to

wind up the affairs of the corporation. In addi-
tion to the amount embraced in the judgment the
street railway company is indebted to the electric

light company in the sum of about $1,500, making
its entire claim about $2,300, W. B. Strong, ex-

president of the Santa Fe, is the chief bondholder.

Columbus, 0.—Some progress has been made in

the project for the construction of the proposed
suburban electric railway from Columbus to Reser-
voir Park and the establishing of a new summer
resort there. Columbus and Cleveland capitalists

are behind the project, which means the construc-

tion of 30 miles of electric road and the erection of

a summer hotel, bath houses and amusement halls

at the reservoir. The right of way is said to have
been secured along the route, which follows the

old National Road (East Main street). The line is

to run from Columbus to Hebron and thence to

Reservoir Park. A contractor has been secured
and the necessary preliminaries all attended to,

except securing the franchise from the county.

St. Louis, Mo.—The last formality of the trans-

fer of the franchise of the Grand Avenue Railway
Company to the Union Depot Company took place
last week, when the directors resigned and had
their places filled by the stockholders of the Union
Depot. The new directors are John ScuUin, J.

Harry Scullin, Fred Scullin, James Campbell, John
G. Kelly, J. H. Roach, A. C, Church, W. F. Reed,
George M. Block and 'Thomas Ralston, J. Harry
Scullin was elected president, and J. H. Roach,
secretary and treasurer. The contracts for the

grading and rails let June 20 were approved. The
nfjiceis say the road will be in operation by the first

of October.

The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, has opened a branch store at 191-193

High street, Boston, under the management
of Mr. John T. Emery, and will carry a full

line of its goods at that location. This company
has just been awarded a gold medal through its

London agent, at the Irish Industrial Exposition

at Belfast, Ireland. The company reports good
home business, and has a very large foreign trade.

The Intramural Railway at the World's Fair paid
$128,406 for the privilege of operating its trains.
The amount paid was based upon the traffic, a
certain percentage of the receipts for each passen-
ger being paid over to the treasurer for the priv-
ilege of the concession. The Electric Launch and
Navigation Company, which operated the electric
launches on the lagcons, paid for their privileees
$110,615.

Chicago, III.—A verdict of $25,000 was rendered
in Judge Clifford's court last week in favor of the
plaintiff, in the suit of John Barron against the
Chicago City Railway Company. Barron was in-
jured Feb. 16, 1890. He was riding on an Archer
avenue car, standing on the front platform. He
claimed the driver of the car threw him over the
dashboard and that he fell under the wheels, crush-
ing his spine.

Reading Road Reduces Rates.—Following the
recent introduction of 16 -minute trains between
Philadelphia and Gerraantown to meet threatened
competition of the trolley lines, the Reading Rail-
road has announced a considerable reduction in
the fares of commuters and frequent riders,
amounting, in some instances, to 30 per cent. , and
that additional train service will be provided.

Washington, D. C—Mr. Catchings has introduced
a bill in the House to incorporate the National
Rapid Transit Company. This is a corporation,
with capital fixed at $15,000,000, which proposes
to build an electric railway between Washington
and New York, over which cars may be operated
at a speed of 120 miles an hour. The bill was re-
ferred to the Committee on Judiciary.

Milwaukee, Wis.—It is rumored that the Mil-
waukee Street Railway Company will soon stop
carrying firemen and policemen free, because of
the increased taxation the city is about to levy
upon its property. It is also reported that the big
list of free-pass books carried by city attaches
about the courthouse and elsewhere is to be ma-
terially reduced.

Work Stopped In Jacksonville, Fla.—The Pensa-
cola [¥\a.) Neios says: "Dr. J. Y. Porter, State
Health Officer, has notified the mayor of Jackson-
ville that the extensive upturning of earth on the
streets of cities in Florida, cannot be permitted
during the summer months, and the work of re-
laying the street railway in that city must be
stopped."

Annual Convention of Employes.—The annual
contention of the Amalgamated Association of
Street Railway Employes of America and Canada
will meet in Milwaukee on October 9. The local
committee of arrangements consists of James
Flint, Daniel McQuarririo and O. Brennecke. The
convention will remain in session about a week.

Pine Bluff, Ark.—The drivers on the Citizens'
Street Railway struck last week because their de-
mand for an increase in wages was refused. Their
places were filled and no interruption was caused.

Steubenville, 0., Road Sold.—The Steubenville
Street Railway was sold last week to a local syn-
dicate for $12,365. The road is 5 miles in length.
It is reported that the system will be improved.

Corsicana, Tex.—The franchises and property of
the Corsicana Street Railway Company has been
purchased by B. K. Moffett. The line is 4J miles
in length and has been operated by mules.

Milwaukee, Wis.—General Manager Wyman has
given notice that after July 1 only 62 tickets a
mouth will be allowed to shop employes of the
Milwaukee Street Railway Company.

Fort Dodge, la.—The City Council has given an
exclusive contract for 25 years to S. T. Meservey
for an electric street railway and lighting plant.

Kansas City, Kan.—The Kansas City Electric
Street Railway Company has asked the City Coun-
cil to grant it a franchise.

Atlantic, la.—Plans for an electric railway have
been about perfected.

— »
NEW INCOEPOKATIONS.

Cleveland, 0.—The Cleveland & Elyria Railway
Company has been incorported by Benjamin F.
Phinney, Jay,Comstock,;j. M. GasBer,H.l). Coffin-

berry and Dalas Beb. 'The capital stock is §100,-
000. The new company proposes to build a rail-

way line to be operated by electric or other motive
power between Cleveland and Elyria, for the pur-
pose of conveying passengers, freight, express
matter, and the United States mails on and through
the streets and roads between the two points
named.

New York, N. Y.—The Traction Construction
Company has been incorporated. Offices will be
located in Denver, New York City and Chicago.
The capital stock is $50,000. The business to be
prosecuted is to build, construct and operate
railways, tramways, electric and cable railways,
car houses, etc. The promoters are Geo. E. B.
Hart, Wm. B. Dowd, New York City, N. Y.;
Henry A. Kirkham, Denver, Col,
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Boston, Mass.—The Brockton & East Bridge-

water Street Railway Company has been incor-

porated. The capital stock is $100,000. The com-
pany will operate, construct and maintain a street

railway to run through Brockton, West Bridge-

water and East Bridgewater. The promoters

are Aaron Hobart. Robt. O. Harris, East

Bridgewater, Mass. ; Horace B . Rogers, Brockton,

Mass.

Boston, Mass.—The Bridgewater & East Bridge-

water Street Railway Company has been organized.

The capital stock is $100,000. The company will

locate, operate, constructand maintain a streetrail-

way to run from Bridgewater to East Bridgewater;

length, three miles. The promoters are James C.

Leach, Bridgewater, Mass. ; Robert O. Harris,

Aaron Hobart, East Bridgewater, Mass.

Boston, Mass.—Brockton & Stoughton Street

Railway Company, with a capital stock of |150,000,

has been organized. The company will locate,

operate and construct a street railway to run from
Brockton to Stoughton. Those interested in the
enterprise are Charles Tenney, George F. Walker,
Stoughton, Mass. ; Horace B. Rogers, Brockton,
Mass.

San Antonio, Tex.—The Manufacturers Trans-
portation Company has been incorporated with
$.50,000 capital stock. The company will con-

struct, maintain and operate a street railway for

transportation of freight, etc. Tlie promoters are

Chas. Hugo, Philip Carl, Geo. H. Kalteeper, J. E.

Mugge. Chas. Kroeminger.

Elizabeth, N. J.—The Duluth-Superior Traction
Company has been formed, with a capital stock of

,$3,000,000. The promoters are John H. Davis, New
York City. N. Y. ; Frank Bergen, Elizabeth, N.J. ;

Edward V. Douglas, Philadelphia, Pa.

Abingdon, Mass.—A new company, to be known
as the. Hanover Street Railway Company, has been
formed, to construct an electric railway from As-

sinippi to the Rockland line, a distance of 2|- miles.

The capital stock is ,|10,000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Aramingo Avenue Pass-
enger Railway Company, with a capital stock of

$12,000, has been mcorporated. The promotors
are Jos. C. Lugar, Hyland C. Murphy, Nelson
Sailer, Philadelpliia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The East Aramingo Passen-
ger Railway Company has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $18,000. The promotors are Jos.
C. Lugar. Hyland C. Murphy, Thos. B. Foot,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Delaware Valley Electric
Railway Company has been incorporated by Simon
Friedberger, Gabriel H. Lang, Jacob C. Dedier,
Philadelphia, Pa. The capital stock is $1,000,000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Ambler Electric Railway
Companj', $13,000, has been incorporated. The
promotors are .Jas. W. Shapp. Daniel B. Shapp,
Philadelphia ; N. H. Lazelers, Norristown, Pa.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TT. S. Patents Issued June 26, 1894.

521, 778. Railway €ar Truck ; Norman C. Bas-
sett, Lynn, Mass., Assignor to the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company, of Connecticut. Filed April 20.

1891. The combination of a motor truck frame having
side bars with pedestals thereon, axle boxes with side

No. 522,067.

lugs, springs interposed between the side bars and side
lugs, removable supports for said springs and means
for clamping said supports in place.

521,865. Traction Device lor Canals; Francis
A. Pococt. Scranton, Pa. Filed Feb. 13, 1893. A trac-
tion device for a canal or other water way, consisting
of an elevaied structure adjacent thereto, an upper
supporting rail and a side bearing rail carried by said
structure but insulated from each other and electrically
continuous, 30 as to serve as working conductors, and
an electric locomotive hung upon the upper rail and
steadied by the side rail, and comE)ri3ing current col-

lecting devices bearing upon said rails.

521.891. Conduit Electric Railway ; Charles J.

Reed. Orange, N. J.. Assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, to the Repd Electric Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed April W, 1892. A pair of mains or leads
located in a slitted conduit and overlapping or crossing
each other at intervals, in combination with three or
more trolleys carried by a car and extending through
the slit of the conduit into contact with the mains and
having electrical connections with one or more propell-
ing electric motors on board the car.

521.892. Conduit Electric Railway; Charles J.
Keed, Orange, N. J., Assignor to the Reed Electric Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 13. 1S93. In an elec-
tric railway system an insulated ciirrent feeder or
main having circuit connection through an exposed con-
tact inclosed in a water-tight switch-box with a mag
netic switching lever electrically connected with an
exposed trolley conductor, said lever lying in close
proximity to a non-magnetic box cover, in combination
with a portable magnet adapled to actuate the switch-
ing lever through the cover, and additional permanent
magnets adapted to hold or secure the switching lever
in either of two positions.

f 21,897. Method of Formiuff Storage-Battery
nates ; Charles Sorley and James K. Pumpelly, Chi-
cago, III.. Assignors to the Pumpelly-Sorley Storage-
Battery Company, same place. Filed March 24th. 1893.
The method of forming a storage or secondary battery
plate, which consists in clamping a sheet of lead
between two plate forms, and then bringing the same
against the gang of aaws, which cut through the metal
of ih'e plate, thus leaving the plate of an integral piece,
but with an outside frame, atd a series of ribs.

521,908. Automatic Safctv Joint for Electric
Wires; James H. Curry, Wilkinsburg, Pa,. Assignor of
,V„ to Frank B. Tomb, same place. Samuel J. Graham
and A. H. Childs, Pittsburg, Pa., and Robert A.
Gillispie. Filed Nov. 22, 1893. An automatic safety .ioint
(or electric circuit wires, consisting of a box or support
having two insulated anchorage pins, and two arms con-

No. 522,070.

nectcd with said pins by a loose slotted connection with
supporting seats for suatairiing the arms when under
teDsfon, and a bridge connection for the two arme for
oloctrlcally connecting them when supported by tension
in these seats.

521,966. Safety Guard for Car* ; August Soffel.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Feb. 23. 1894. In combination, a
vertically movable cradle, a lever for engaging and
releasing the cradle, a dog In position to engage the
lever, a spring engaged with the dog and lover and
means for operating the dog, the said Hpring servini;—
when the parts are in their normal position— to hold the
cradle clovatcd. and when the dog is rocked, serving to
force the cradle downwardly.

621^981. Safety Appliance for Street Railway
Cars; Frank W. Jenkins. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Aug.
4, 1893. The combination with a car having the platform
rounded, of a wheel mounted loosely and in horizontal
position below the platform, the wheel having a diame-
ter equal to the gage of a track on which the car runs,
the front parts of rhe wheel circumference projecting
slightly beyond the rounded edge of the car platform
and an incline guard extending from the car platform
to the wheel.

522,003. Gua*-d for Cars; Gustav Boehm, Long
Island City, N. Y. Filed Feb. 12. 1894. The combination
with a guard connected with the car platform, of an
apron at rhe front end of the guard, springsfor throwing
up the apron, a sector and blocking lever for holding
the apron in position, and means for disconnecting the
blocking lever by the weight of the person upon the
guard.

522,057. Trolley Stand; Elazer F. Heastings.
Avalon. Pa. Filed April 12. 1894. A trolley stand,
comprising a base, a bracket held to turn horizontally
thereon, a second pole-carrying bracket pivoted on the
firsi. bracket, and bow springs projecting frou) opposite
ends of the first bracket and pivoted to opposite ends of
the pole-carrying bracket.

522,067, means for Suspending Electric lUotors
from Cars ; Robert Lundell, Brooklyn, Assignor of
two-thirds to Edward H. Johnson, New York, N. Y''.

Filed Sept. 4, 1893. A car or vehicle having a single
propelling motor yieldingly sustained beneath its frame
and the rotary part thereof connected at its opposiLC

No. 522,099.

ends through sprocket wheels and sprocket chains to
shafting, which in turn is geared through speed redu-
cing gearing to two of the axles thereof, in combination
with a sliding support for the motor and means for com-
pensating for undue stretching of the sprocket chains
(See illustration.)

522,070. Car Fender; Marguerite Maidhof and
Victor F. Maidhof. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 25, 1894.

In a car fender, the combination with a pivot plate at-
tached to the car, of a fender comprising a platform, a
back pivotally connected with the said platform, a ver-
tically disposed pivot on the said back and engaging the

No. 522,115.

said pivot plate, and wheels journaled on the front end
of the said platform and adapted to travel on rhe track
rails. (See illustration.)

622.096. Automatic Swltcli Operating fflrcli-
anism ; Cyrus P. Bachelor, Pawiucket. R. I. Filed
Feb. 93, 1893. The combination with a car. a stationary
transverse guide-rod supported below the same, a blocli,
loosely mounted thereon, a vertically r- ciprocating
spring actuated pin arranged on the car and connecied
with the block, and a spring for supporting the block
normally at a certain point upon the rod whereby it is
adapted to operate a swiich-tongue.

522,099. Life Guard for Cars; Joseph J. Bcals,
Cambridge, Assignor of one half to Wallace L. Brrad-
bent, Boston, Mass. Filed Dec. 2(5. 1893. A life guard
for street railway cars comprisingnctsnpportingframes
one near the top of the tlash board and the other near
the ground in advance of the former, combined with a
net composed of diamond .shapeti wire loops enchained
together in line up and down the net anti each loop of a
given line of > oops being <-onncctcd by short links with
the loops of the adjacent lines at each side thereof. (See
illuHtration.)

522,100. Safety Guard for Cars: Joseph W. Eetz.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. S, IS93. In a safety guard
for cars, a latching dev^ice for the support of a hinged
fender frame, comprising a case beneath the car plat-
form, a slide blocK therein, a depending latch limb on
said slide block, adapted to hook onto the front of the
fender frame and slidable in a '^lot in the case, an up-
right arm on the slide block, reciprocable in the case
and in a slot in the platform, and a spring in the case
pressing upon the slide block.

522,115. Wheel-Fender and Safety Attach-
ment for Street Cars; Frank H. Homer, Patchogue,

No. 522,147.

N. Y. Filed Jan. 24. 1894. The comtjJnation, with a
street car, of a fei.der netting inclosing the wheels and
the space beneath the floor, and provid-^d with a cross-
roll at each end of the car, a take-up safety device
supplementing said tender-roll and having a jointed
connection with the dash-hoard, a latch for holding
said take-up safety device in its normal position, a
treadle connected to depress the fender-roll and a trip
device connecting saia treadle and latch for releasing
t'le take-up safety device, whereby both devices are
depressed simultaneously. (See illustration.)

522,147. Flexible Belt Fender for Street Rail-
way Car« ; Richard B. ChambL-rs. Chester, Pa.,
Assignor to Crosby M. Black, same place. Filed March
(J, 1894. Flexible trnveling endless belts having ad-
justable rollers arranged in sliding bearing in slots and
swinging shields or frames with connecting rods, and
operating the pivoted table or semi-rotary yoke, having
a recess and imparting its motions by rods to a clutch
and a friction clutch, and a hand or foot lever and
and stationary vertical bearing .shafts. (See illustra-
tion.)

522, 149. Car Fender: Hebri G. Chitain, New York,
N . Y, Filed Feb. 23, 1894. The combination of a section
having its upper end connected to the front of the car,
another section pivotally connected to the lower edge of
the first seel ion, an arm connected to the second section,
a spring acting on the arm, a chain having its opposite
end connected to one of the sections, and the arm with a
frame having a roller and hangers.

522,173. Reversihle Car Seat; Robert H. Weath-
erly. St. Louis, Mo.. Assignor to the Scarritt Furniture
Company, same place. Filed Jan. 5, 1893. The combina-
tion of a frame having vertical slots on opposite sides
thereof, the seat frame, lugs secured to the seat frame
and movable laterally in said slots, a back intersecting
arms or links pivoted to the hack and lugs, stops on the
frame arranged to serve as a fulcrum for the arms only
when the arms are nearly in their normal position co
raise th^ front end of the seat and to support the arms
when in the normal position.

522,175. Insulator; Joban M. Anderson, Boston,
Mass., Assignor of one-half to Albert Anderson, same
place. Filed Mar. 22. 1894. An insulator composed of a
body portion of insulating material, a metal crown hav-
ing upright arms or ears forming a slot or channel for
the reception of the conductor to be supported, a shield
or guard fitted in said slot and adapted to engage the
upper surface of the said conductor, and a cap fitted

upon the said upright arms to close the said slot at its
upper end and provided with a depending flango to en-
gage the said shield or guard. (See illustration.)

522,180. Trolley Wire Hauffcr ; Thomas J. Mc-
Tighe, New York, N, Y., Assignor, bv mesne assign-
ments, to Frederick K. Fitch, same place. Filed Jan.
23, 1893. Renewed Jan. 22, 1894. A trolley wire attach-
ment consisting of an oar or casting of suitable shape
having a slotted screw-threaded stud adapted to re-
ceive the trolley wire, a flat plug substantially filling
the slot, the adjacent damning faces of the slot and
plug being curved longitudinally, and a screw cap
adapted to fit the stud and press the plug against the
trolley wire.
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The Fender Aside from the strike, the

Question, question that seems to be

uppermost in the minds of street railway men is

the consideration of equipping' the cars with suit-

able life-guards and fenders, and the use of such

other precautions as \vill tend to reduce the

liability of serious accidents. In Rochester the

work of equipping IHO cars is under way. In

Jersey City experiments have been carried on with

various fenders. In Washington, D. C. , a move-

ment is on foot to force all the street railway com-

panies to adopt what may be selected as the best

fender, although it is extremely probable that the
' forcing" process will be unnecessary if the coin-

mission appointed will simply convince the street

railway company that any particular fender is the

best that can be adopted. At various other points

tests have been made and commissions are being

appointed to investig ite the question and select

what appears to be the most suitable fender for

giving tne protection desired. It is certainly not

an easy matter to decide between the scores of

fenders now offered, and new ones are constantly

being brought to the attention of street railway

men.

New York Eapid ^s elsewhere detailed in this

Transit. issue, the people of New York
City are finally to have an opportunity of express-

ing their opinion as to whether or not they want
an underground road built along the lines of the

plans adopted by the last rapid transit commission.

At their meeting this week the commissioners

practically decided to submit the question to the

people at the November election. Under the law

the vote cannot be taken on this question until after

the routes have been laid out and the plans of con-

struction adopted, the consent of property owners

obtained and detailed plans and specifications pre-

pared. If the question were to be voted upon this

year, therefore, it would be necessary for the com-
mission to adopt, without change, the routes and

plans of the old commission. If a new plan were

to be selected, it would be impossible to submit the

question before November, 1895; but by accepting

the work of the old commission all these prelimi

nariea have been.disposed of and the matter is ready

for a vote. As the commissioners have authority,

after the question has been decided, to make any
change in the routes and plans or any addition to

them that they may deem advisable, they will ap-

parently not be Seriously hampered by any defects

in the plans adopted by the old commission, while
at the same time, they will get the full benefit of

the immense amount of work done by their pre-

decessors.

Increased It is certainly a matter for

Earnings, congratulation that the re-

ports from nearly all the street railway companies
show that the traffic is on the increase and that the

earnings are in some cases far ahead of those for the

corresponding months of 1893. The Baltimore
Traction Company, for instance, reports much
larger receipts than at this time last year. The
New England Street Railway Company's earnings

show a considerable increase. The reports from
Columbus, 0.. Buffalo. N. Y., and other places

show similar results. This, of itself, is an indica-

tion that the general business of the country is im-
proving, for the large falling off in street railway

receipts has been very largely due to the general

stagnation of business, resulting in the failure of

thousands of workmen to use the street cars in

traveling to and from the factories and shops in

which they were employed. The heaviest decreases

were noticeable in manufacturing towns and here

the greatest increases have been noted during the

past few months. During the next six months
very nearly every well located street railway in the

country will experience appreciable gains in

receipts, while at the same time the operating

expenses are upon a much lower basis than 12 or

18 months ago, before the hard times had forced

the companies to cut their unnecessary expenses.

This increase of the margin between receipts and
operating expenses, by the swelling of the former
and the reduction of the latter, will he satisfactory

to stockholders and holders of street railway securi-

ties, and will be the means of inducing additional

capital to invest in this class of property.

Economy in a The condensed report of a

Small Plant. test of a small electric railway

plant operating only three cars over about eleven

miles of track, as given elsewhere in our columns,

will prove of interest to many of our readers. Al-

ready plants of this type operating in suburban
districts are quite numerous, and the indications are

that they will become even .more popular, as their

advantages in developin 4 suburban property be-

come better known to owners of real estate in the

outlying districts of our smaller towns and cities.

The figures given respecting economy are of

special interest. Reference to the report will show
that the average indicated hoise power developed

by the engine was 70, with a steam consumption

of 84i pounds per indicated horsepower per hour.

Of this total about 10 h. p. was taken up by engine
and pump friction, 15 H. P. was consumed by the

main belt, the armature shaft and the electrical

resistance of the generator. It appears that

about 38 pounds of steam were used by the engine

for each electrical horse power hour actually de-

livered by the dynamo to the line. This seems
to be an excessive consumption, but, if cheap fuel

is obtainable,is not to be given undue consideration.

It results, of course, on a road operating so few
cars, from the violent fluctuations of load, .and in

this case, from the fact that the average load was
not more than one- half that at which the

machines, including boiler, engine, and dynamo,
were best adapted for economical operation.

Among the results of the test, as pointed out by
the Engineering News, a fact worthy of especial

notice is the very large consumption of steam by
I he jet which atomized the fuel oil in the furnace.

About one-seventh as much steam was required to

spray the oil in the furnace as was produced by its

combustion. We frequently hear it said that one
great advantage of oil fuel is that it does away
with hand stoking of fires, and is delivered in the

fui'nace without cost. When we come to consider

the matter, however, it is evident that a steam jet

for spraying oil in the furnace is merely
an automatic stoker. If any steam user

were invited to buy, or even to take as a gift, an
automatic coal stoker which required one-seventh
of all the steam the boilers made to run it, he
would be apt to decline with thanks. Yet it is

well nigh universal in the use of oil as fuel to soray
it with a steam jet without a passing thought as

to how much or how little steam is used in that

way.

End of the It is a matter for congratula-

Strike, tion that the recent strike did

not extend to the street railway men throughout
the country. The strike has failed to accomplish

the purpose which President Debs, of the Ameri
can Railway Union, boasted would be the result;

and, indeed, it has tailed to accomplish any good
purpose whatsoever. The result has been what every

sensible and level-headed man, whether laborer or

business man—if a business man may be classed as

other than a ''laborer"'—might easily have fore-

seen. The cause of the strikers was in this case

unfortunately the cause of revolution and anarchy,

and this, when brought into open conflict with the

numerous forces of law and order, must of neces-

sity lose its fight. The original point at issue — the

alleged abject condition of the Pullman employes

—has been wellnigh lost sight of, and it is inter-

esting and instructive to read what a former em-
ploye of the company has to say on the subject.

Wm. A. Lincoln, who occupied an official position

in the Pullman company from 1880 to 1886, writing

to the Springfield (Mass.) Republican, says:

"My information of the present difficulty, which
comes from well-informed parties on the ground
who are not in any way connected with the Pull-
man company and who are in close touch with
the workmen, is that a majority of the men did
not want to make the present strike, but that they
were forced into it by labor agitators and the labor
unions; that they are heartily sick of it, and would
have gone back to work long ago it they had been
allowed by their leaders to do so. . . . I believe

the Pullman company has always paid the men at

Pullman liberal wages. I know the savings of

those who had the habit of saving ran up very
fast, and of the entire number of employees more
than one half of the number had, before this strike

began, accounts in the savings bank at Pullman
which averaged over $250 to each account, . . .

In the last fiscal year, which closed August, 1893,

the average amount paid to every man, woman
and child employed at Pullman for the year was
$613; the year previous it was $590. The time
I was there I think it was about $550, showing
that wages have been increasing there of late years,

and I think this average will compare favorably
with any of the factories or mills around here.

The cost of living at Pullman is less than in

Springfield, provisions of all kinds are cheaper,
clothing as cheap, and rents—about which so

much has been said—are about $3.50 per room per
month. Suites, in flat or apartment buildings of

two, three, or four rooms, range from $5 to S8.50
per month, and single or sepaiate houses of six to

eight rooms are rented at $12 to $18 per month.
These rents are scheduled at much less than the
same space can be rented in the poorest quarters

of Chicago, and when it is considered that these

houses are substantial brick dwellings with modem
improvements, having water, gas, perfect sewer-
age, absolutely clean streets, adorned by lawns,
flowers, parks, all dirt, garbage and ashes being
daily removed by the company, with ample play-
grounds for the children and athletic grounds
for the older boys and men, with fine schools

in their midst, a public library of 10,000

volumes, reading-rooms and other places of

amusement, with an entire absence of saloons,

or other degrading influences—it would seem
as though it would be an ideal place for a
workingman to bring up a family. . . . The
workmen are not compelled to occupy the com-
pany houses, in fact one- half of them do not, as

they prefer to live outside at a distance where
they are not deprived of their " liberties"—which,
so far as I know, consist in living where they can
be as disorderly as they choose, keep a cow or pigs

in the backyard and chickens in the cellar, which
things are forbidden on the Pullman territory.

The company does not oblige its tenants to bum
gas, they can use kerosene or tallow candles if

they choose; water they have to take from the
company, as there is no other source, but this is

not a source of profit to the company beyond sim-
ple interest on the capital invested ; in fact, they
claim now that they are furnishing it at a con-
siderable loss."
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OPEKATION OF PITTSBTJHG EOAES.

The annexed table gives a condensed summary
of the operation of the street railways of Pitts-

burg for one year

:

Receipts. Exp'ses.

Central Traction Company ?183,721 $171,677

Citizens'Traotion Company 711,577 387,628

Duquesne Traction Company 357,714 256,004

Pleasant Valley Traction Company. 397,123 312,326

Manchester Traction Company 482,347 274,687

Pittsburg Traction Company 422,560 365,784

Birmingham Traction Company 332.049 171,874

Second ATenne Traction Company. . 111,379 71.686

West End Traction Company 121,576 72,726

The number of passengers carried by these com-
panies were: Central. 3.926,521; Citizens', 14,594,-

850; Duquesne, 6,889,970; Pleasant Valley, 7,942,-

480; Manchester, 9,646,946: Pittsburgh, 8,364.852-

Birmingham, 6,875.378; Second Avenue, 2,362.962;

West End, 2,528,177.

STREET RAILWAY GAZETTE. July 14, 1894.

REORGANIZATION OF THE LAKE STREET
ELEVATED, CHICAGO.

Immediately after the transfer of the controlling

interest of the Lake Street Elevated to Mr. Yerkes
and bis friends was made, as announced in our
last issue, the old board of directors resigned, and
a new board was elected, composed of the follow-

ing: William Ziegler. Clarence A. Knight, John
A. Roche, John A. Witbeck, B. E. Sunny. A. S.

Littlefield, Solomon Sturges, Jr. , A. P. Richardson

and D. H. Louderbach. The present officers will

continue to hold their positions, at least for a time.

Only four of the old board of directors retain their

positions, namely, Messrs. Ziegler, Roche, Knight
and Witbeck. The composition of the new board
suggests several conclusions. The entrance of D. H.
Louderbach into the directory indicates that the

Northwestern Elevated scheme will now either be
abandoned entirely or that its plans will be greatly

modified. B. E. Sunny is the manager of the

General Electric Company in Chicago, and from
this it is argued that the General Electric Company
will get the contract to make the change from
steam to electric power on the road. It is learned

on good authority, says the Chicago Herald, that

the control of the Lake Street company has
not been purchased by the West Chicago Street

Railroad Company, nor in fact by any com-
pany. The purchase has been made by Messrs.

Yerkes, Field, Higinbotham, Doane and other
wealthy people who can be relied upon to

pull with Mr. Yerkes in any question which may
come up involving the interests of the West Chicago
road. It is claimed, too, that on the question of a
downtown loop tbe influence of the Lake Street
company will be against any plan likely to help
the interests of the Metropolitan Elevated road.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE BALTIMORE TRAC-
TION COMPANY'S LINES.

President Brown, of the Baltimore Traction
Company, says that the rumor recently circulated
that he intended to resign the leadership of the
traction company is without foundation. Not
only has he no intention of resigning, but he has
now under consideration several improvements in
the traction lines which will greatly increase its

mileage and give additional facilities. When the
City Council meets in the fall he says he will ask
permission to lay several new lines as feeders to
the traction system . If these ordinances are
granted, he says that within the next twelve
months his company will have in operation in the
city and suburbs 120 miles of electric an. I cable
railway lines. The company now operates 78
miles of road, so that the contemplated additions
will aggregate 42 miles.

President Brown said he was encouraged to ad-
vocate and push these contemplated extensions and
improvements by the improved business of the
lines under his control. He said that the receipts
of the traction company for June were far in ex-
cess of any month's receipts of the company since
last Sepiembu, Continuing, he said :

" It is diffi-

cult to realize the extent to which rapid transit in

this city will be advanced in time. Since I have

taken the presidency of the traction company the

City Passenger Company has put in operation the

Hall's Springs and the Green lines. These parallel

somelinesof the traction company, but have had no

appreciable effect on the receipts of our lines. The
loss to us the first day or two the new lines wer^

put in operation was about §50 a day. This has

since been recovered, and the receipts of these trac-

tion lines have been much heavier than before."

UNDERGROUND RAPID TRANSIT FOR NE"W
YOBK CITY.

The New York Rapid Transit Commissioneis at

their meeting this week took action that will with-

out doubt bring the question of public construc-

tion of any proposed system before the voters of

the city at the next election in November.

It will be remembered that the old commission

located an underground route up Broadway and

the Boulevard, on the west side of the city, and as

far as Forty-second street in Fourth avenue, on the

east side, and that from Forty-second street a line

was contemplated from Forty-second street and
Fourth avenue under Vanderbilt avenue to Forty-

third street, thence north iu Madison avenue. In

lieu of the consents of property owners in Madison

avenue the Board went to the Supreme
Court to secure a commission to thus locate a

road under Madison avenue. Then the property

owners secured the adoption of an amendment to

the Rapid Transit act prohibiting the construction

of a road under that avenue unless the consents of

a majority of property owners, bath in value and
in number, should be obtained. As this was all

biic impossible, the commission was very effec-

tually stayed . That is the situation at present.

Practically, then, the action tcr the Commission-

ers was to adopt the plans for an underground sys-

tem of their predecessors, leaving open for consid-

eration, after the people have voted upon the gene-

ral questions, a scheme for rapid transit north of

Forty-second street on the east side.

The following somewhat extended resoluiion,

which was unanimously adopted, shows what it is

proposed to do :

Whereas, This Board is of the opinion that the best in-
terests of the city of New York and of its inhabitants im-
peratively demand that the question as to the municipal
construction of a rapid transit railway shall be submitted
to the electors at the general election to be held in No-
vomber, 1894:
Whereas, By the terms of the Rapid Transit act it is re-

quired that, before the question of municipal construction
is submitted to the electors, this Board shall either (1) lo-

cate new routes, adopt a general plan of construction and
obtain the consent thereto of the local authoritirs and of
the property holders, or, if the consent of the property
holders is withheld, then the approval of the General
Term of the Supreme Court, and prepare detailed plans
and specifications therefor; or (2) shall adopt the routes
located by the commission organized under tbe act of
1891, and the general plan of construction approved by it,

for Tyhich the necessary consents have already been ob-
tained;
Whereas, If the Board shall proceed at the present time

to locate new or additional routes and to adopt new
plans of construction, the consideration of the same and
tbe obtaining the consents thereto of the local authori-
ties and of the property owners, or, in lieu thereof, the
approval of the Supreme Court upon the report of Com-
missioners, will necessarily cause such delay as will pre-
vent the submission of the ques'ion of municipal con-
struction at the gtneral election to be held in November,
1894:
Whereas, The routes and general plan of construction

adopted by the Rapid Transit Commission organized
under the act of 1891 and for which the necessary con-
sents have been obtained, are approved by this Hoard;
Whereas, It is provided by the Rapid Transit act, as

amended, that if the electors of this city shall vote in
favor of the municipal construction of a rapid transit
railway, this Board may thereafter change or modify the
routes and plans proposed, or adopt other or ditFerent
routes and plans for a rapid transit railway, and power is
thus reserved to this Board, after such election, to adopt
such additional routes as may, in its judgment, be neces-
sary or desirable, and thus to make suitable provision for
rapid transit on the east side of the city, north of Forty-
third street:
Resolved, That it is the sense of this board that the

routes and plans located and approved by the commission
organized under the act of 1891, and for which the neces-
sary consents have already been obtained, should, if prac-
ticable, be adopted by i'. to the end that the question of
the municipal construction of a rapid transit railway may
be submitted to the electors of this city at the general
election in November, 1894.
Resolved, That the counsel and chief engineer of this

board he directed to report at the next meeting of the
board, whether or not, in their opinion, there exists legal
or engineering obstacles which ought to prevent the
adoption by this board of routes, plans or specifications
for a rapid transit railroad approved hy the commissioners
organized under the act ot 1891, and that if they shall be of
the opinion that the adoption of such routes, plans and
specitlcations by this hoard is practicable, the counsel
shall prepare for its consideration such further and more
formal resolutions as they may deem necessary to elTec-
tuate its views as herein expressed.

The general scheme for an underground system

proposed by the old Rapid Transit Commission

contemplated a four-track tunnel. It is what was
known as the Worthen plan, with some modifica-

tions suggested by expert engineers who were con-

sulted by the Board. The routes adopted were
from the Bt^ttery up Broadway to the Boulevard

at Fifty-ninth street, then northerly to Spuyten
Duyvil Creek and the City line. The east side

line runs from Union Square north under Fourth

avenue, and (as first laid out) Madison avenue, and
east of Madison avenue to the city line. The plans

include a loop around the Battery, of course, be-

low the surface; another under the City Hall Park,

to permit of close connection with the Brooklyn

Bridge, and a third loop under Union Square,

forming a junction where the east side road be-

gins. North of the City Hall to Spuyton Duyvil

CreeK there are to be four tracks with a two track

road between the latter point and the city limits

and a three track road below the City Hall. Four
tracks are provided on the east side also.

HERICAN STREET RAILWAY
INVESTMENTS.

This is the the title of a new book just issued as

a supplement to the Street Railway Journal. It

comprises a total of 216 pages and 24 m:ips. and

gives complete financial and commercial statistics

of the properties and securities of over 1000 street

railway companies. The growing importance of

the street railway as a safe investment has created

a demand for just such a handbook as the one now
available. The change from animal to mechanical

traction that has been going on so rapidly during

the past six or seven years has required the invest-

ment of a large amount of capital in the bonds

and stocks of the reconstructed roads, and this has

resulted in greater interest in the financial

statistics ot these properties. In this pub-

lication detailed information regarding the opera-

tion and management of the roads is given in a

complete, yet condensed form. The population of

cities and towns is given and particulars as to the

mileage, track, equipment, power stations and fi-

nancial reports. Wherever the value of the prop-

erty is affected by such details the tax rate, debt,

etc., are also given, as well as general information

about the commercial interests of the city. An
invaluable feature of the book as a work of refer-

ence is the date, attached to the report of each

road, that the information was received from its

officers. The publishers have certainly succeeded

in compiling a valuable book in regard to proper-

tes of which it has heretofore been almost abso-

lutely impossible, with few exceptions, to obtain

any definite and reliable information.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE TlRAFFIC.

The reports ot the Secretary and Treasurer of

the Brooklyn Bridge, which were handed in at the

meeting of the trustees on Monday of this week,

show a great falling off in the traffic receipts.

Some of the figures are as follows:

Treasurer's report: Cash in bank and on hand
June 1, $389,561.76; traffic receipts, $98,603.96; re-

ceipts from rent and other sources. $38,519.28:

total, $516,685; expenditures, $355,589.48; cash in

bank and on hand July 1. $161,095.52.

Secretary's report: Traffic receipts from New
York, $46,448.34: from Brooklyn. $.53,155.62; total,

$98,603.96, a daily average of $3,286.79, or $119.16

less per day than for June of last year. The de-

crease for the month was $3,575.21, The total

number of passengers transported was 3,298,617,

a daily average of 109,954 for June, as against
114,114 for May, a daily decrease of 4,160.

New York City, N. Y.—The State Railroad Com-
missioners have granted, subject to the usual con-

ditions, the application of the Broadway and

Seventh Avenue and the Metropolitan street rail-

way companies to use cable power on the railroad

connection in Lexington Avenue between Twenty-

third and Thirty-sixth streets and in Twenty-third

street between Lexington Avenue and Broadway,
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ELECTEIC RAILWAY CONDUIT SYSTEMS.-
III.

BY LIEUT. F. JARVIS P4.TTEN.

Although this later Siemens system has probably

not yet been put into operation, it is unquestionably

a feasible and operative plan, as one of the same
general class has been in successful operation in the

United States for the past six months on a half-

mile track.

The later Siemens plan requires no continuous

conduit, and is typical of the latest class tried. It

is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. There is a sectional

service rail R +, and a continuous return rail R—

,

and the sectional service rails are less than a car

length, and only one section, that beneath the

middle of the car, is alive at a time. The switch-

ing in and out of the service rails is accomplished

in a novel way. Beneath the center of the track.

midway of each sectional rail, is placed a closed

-ig. 15.

iron box that contains a pivoted iron magnet S,

Fig. 15. The pivot is placed below its center of

gravity, and the magnet is free lo swing between

stops in a direction crosswise of the track. When
this tilting magnet is against the right hand stop

its corresponding service rail is connected, and
when it is against the left hand stop the service

rail is disconnected. On the car frame are placed

two actuating magnets that control and move the

tilting magnets as they pass over them. They are

indicated as E^ at the forward and E^ at the rear

end. The forward is placed slightly to the right

of the center line of the car. and the rear one is

placed a little to the left of the same line. The
magnets on the car are given sufficient strength to

swing the tilting magnets beneath the track to one

side or the other on passing them, and if we imagine

the car moving in the direction indicated by the

arrows, then the forward car magnet, E,, will

throw the tilting magnet. A^. Fig. 16, over to the

right and connect the sectional rail, i^ , to the feeder

cuit. Thus the car magnets both have north poles

downward, and the tiltmg magnets have south

poles upward, which helps the attraction some-

what, but the attraction should be very powerful

to be certain, and if the magnets above and be-

neath ground were so designed as to form when in

conjunction a nearly complete magnetic circuit of

iron there would then be ample strength and cer-

tainty of action with a minimum expenditure of

current. With a view to introducing this feature

the writer designed a system shown in Figs. 17 and
18, which has some of the features of the one just

deicribed.

A moving car magnet N H, Figs. IT and 18, and
tilting magnets » .5 and lij s,, n^ s.i. same figures,

operate as before to cut in and out middle rail

sections W^ W^ n\. Fig. 18. and the mechanism
for this mav be contained in boxes buried beneath

cal objection exists. If the trolley wheel gets off

the rail the car cannot move until the wheel has

been restored, but this same criticism applies to all

trolley systems. This difficulty can, however, be

remedied in conduit systems so far as operating the

magnet devices is concerned, for they may be ex-

cited by an independent battery on the oar.

The Johnson Lundell system, which has been in

successful 'operation in New York city for some
months past, has mid-rail service conductors about

13 feet long. In boxes placed below the surface at

one side of the track are magnetic controlling de-

vices that switch successive rail sections in and out

of circuit as the car approaches and passes them, and
these devices are controlled by a magnet energized

by a battery carried on the car. A new feature in

this system not found in others of its type is that

one box controls three sections of middle rail. This

the track, one for each sectional rail, or it may be

placed in a continuous conduit, a cross-section of

either being shown in Fig. 17; the part Y repre-

senting either the frame of a box or the cross-

section of a conduit or its yoke frames. The yoke
piece Y, it will be seen, is made with a heavy tlar"

ing top and has an open recess P on each side

directly underneath the bipolar magnet XS on

the car and directly over the magnet ii s in the

box. In the recesses P, P cast-iron paving blocks

are inserted that are formed to just fit into and
fill these recesses, the two blocks being separated

by a wooden beam having a width equal to the

space between the car magnet poles. This beam
rests on the yoke pieces and serves as a support for

the middle rails. In this system the upper and
lower magnets when in conjunction have the pav-
ing blocks between their respective poles and so

form together a complete magnetic circuit of iron,

thus insuring certainty of action at high speeds

besides affording a very firm and solid structure.

FIG 18

plan, of course, obviates putting down so many
boxes—one for every 13 or 15 feet of track—but on

the other hand the wire connections from the box

to the rail sections are tripled in number and the

box apparatus is more complex: so it is difficult to

say if anything is gained by this.

The writer will close this artic le with the de-

scription of a system of his own invention designed

to remedy some weak points in systems of the

most recent type.

To these systems the most obvious, objections, if

some must be raised, are: First, the heavy construc-

tion cost due to the necessity of laying down so

many boxes in building a large and heavy conduit,

either 364 boxes to the mile with their inclosed ap-

paratus or a continuous conduit. If this first cost

could be materially diminished without sacrificing

efficiency it would be a gain.

Se(;ond, the continuous running cost of operat-

ing the automatic switching devices or box mag-
nets is not inconsiderable.

FIG. 16.

main, and soon after the contact brush P^, by
which current is take up. will have passed on to

this rail, and the rear car magnet, E^, being then

over the tilting magnet. A,, will throw it to the

left and cut out the rail section, ij, which the car

is about to leave.

One objection to the system just described be-

comes apparent from a moment's consideration.

Its operation depends entirely on the certainty of

action of the car magnets in tilling those beneath

ground, and the system is not designed to the best

advantage to do this because the two magnets do

not form together a complete iron magnetic cir-

A word is necessary to explain how the tilting

magnet is thrown back to its normal position after

the car has passed its section. When thrown to

the forward position, Fig. 18. in which its rail

section is connected as n-^ Sj, which connects the

section W^. it also connects another circuit which
goes back to the box and another magnet D in the

rear which operates a system of levers that throws

the last tilting magnet back to its normal position

and disconnects the rear working section at the

same instant and by the same action that a new
one is cut in.

To all systems of this class one evident mechani-

FIG. 20.

With 150 cars on the road there would be this

number of magnets taking current all the time,

say 3.3 amperes on a 500-volt circuit, means about

150 H. p. continuously wasted. If this item could

be done away with the saving would be great.

The Patten system, shown in Figs. 19 and 30, has

some novel features that make its construction

cost less than an ordinary conduit or box system,

more positive and reliable in action than the latter,

and there are no magnets external to the car.

Two wooden beams, M, M, Fig. 19, are laid along

the middle of the track, these support the middle

rail sections, R. and also a series of roimd cast
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iron plugs or bolts, which are driven through the

wooden beams at inteiTals of a foot from center to

center : they are flared out and rounded at the

top, and so offer good protection to the wooden

structure and prevent its rapid deterioration.

These cast iron plugs are placed in pairs opposite

each other at intervals of about a foot along the

beams, and their distance apart measured cross-

wise of the track being about the same as that be-

ween the centers of the car magnet poles.

The car magnet is made about 5 feet long length-

wise of the car, and is hung between the wheels

so as to clear the cast iron plugs about 1 Inch.

Thus, owing to its length, it always stands imme-
diately over four or five of the cast iron plugs or

bolts which become magnetized by its action, and

so form as many prolongations of the poles of the

car magnet down into the shallow closed conduit

below which need be only about 16 inches by 8

inches in cross section underneath the wooden
beams that form a solid cover for it.

The car magnet is energized by a battery on the

car, but only slightly, because, as nearly all the

lines of force of the car magnet will take the

greatly diminished iron path through the plugs of

cast iron , these will become very strongly magnet-

ized with but slight magnetization of the car

magnet. Just beneath the ends of the plugs are

the cast iron armatures </, a, which as the car

be altogether superseded, and it is safe to say that

some mid-rail closed conduit or box system is the

next immediate future in electric railways for

cities.

(Conchtded.)

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTORS : THEIR CON-
STETJOTION AND OPERATION.

BY NELSON W. PERRY.

{Tu^eiity-seventh Article.)

LOCATING FAULTS.

When starting a new car, or one whose connec-

tions have been changed, or in fact any car that has

come from the repair shops, always try the motors

one at a time, to see that the revolution of the coa-

troUer handle moves the car in the same direction

with each motor.

To find an opsn circuit in the car wiring, try

both controller handles; if one works, the trouble

is probably in the other. If neither works, the

trouble is probably not in the controllers. If in one

controller, throw the canopy switch to "off." Now
hold one of the wires from a magneto bell on the

iron work of the truck or motors, and touch suc-

cessively with the other wire, while the handle of

the magneto bell is being rapidly turned, the

different contact fingers on the controller ; it they

ring, the ground couuection through that finger is

to flatten out the surface so that it will extend over

tbe insulating mica between i t and the next block,

causing a short circuit. Some authorities say that

a hammer should never be used at all and that the

high block should be filed down. But whateve r

the remedy, a com.mutator that presents either

high, bars or flats must be absolutely true after

treatment, and this can only be insured by turning

it down on the lathe.

The lathe is the remedy also for a rough or

eccentric commutator or for mica projecting be-

yond the surface, as well as for unevenly worn
commutators. The turning down of a com-
mutator, however, is a nice piece of work
and should only be entrusted to experienced

hands. The cutting should not go deeper than

absolutely necessary to remove the difficulty and
should not extend to the outer end of the commu-
tator; a narrow ridge should always be left on the

edge. Crocker & Wheeler say: '• In turning a

commutator in a lathe a diamond-pointed tool

should be used, this beiag better than either a

round or square end. The tool should have a very

sharp and smootli edge, and only an e-xceedingly

fine cut should be taken off each time in order to

avoid catching in or tearing the copper, which is

very tough. The surface is then Snished by ap-

plying a ' dead smooth " file while the commutator
revolves rapidly in the latlie." After turning

down or sand-papering, the spaces between the

commutator blocks should be carefully examined
for copper dust or other conducting material. If

found, such should be removed. The commutator
should be carefully lubricated from time to time.

Fig. 17.

moves along are successively pulled up against

the ends of the plugs, one dropping off at the rear

as the next is pulled up in front.

These armatures on being caught up bring the

convoluted ribbon of copper wire which is con-

nected to the feeder main in the bottom of the

conduit into contact with the middle rail section

above. The iron armatures, weighing only a few

pounds apiece, are readily drawn up and firmly

held by the magnetism of the iron plugs, and

when released fall away by their own weight.

Normally, these armatures are supported at a

distance of about an inch from the lower ends of

the cast-iron plugs, upona continuous flexible strip

of suitable material, which in turn is supported

by a series of copper bands, or a continuous spira'

band susceptible of being slightly compressed or

flattened under the weight of the armatures; they

also serve to connect the convoluted ribbon at the

top to the feeder main below. The system has

the continuous creeping contact of the Lineff sys-

tem, and there can be no sparking if sufficient

contact points are provided, the detailed arrange-

ments of which need not be described here.

In conclusion, it may be said that these various

recent systems have been so thoroughly and care-

fully worked out by engineers of ability that there

is little likelihood of any new system springing up
with sufficient novel and meritorious features to

eclipse them all, They are too far developed to

all right. If the bell fails to ring through any one

of the fingers, you have located the circuit on

which the trouble exists. Tr ace out that circuit

and correct the trouble. If all points ring on one

controller pursue the same method with the other.

If both are all right, look for a break or loose con-

nection in the wire running from the trolley base

to the fuse block, or to the canopy switch.

The wearing parts and those requiring the most

careful attention are the following:

COMMUTATORS.

The color of the commuta tor is in itself a pretty

good guide as to its condition. As long as it re-

tains a good gloss and is of a chocolate co/or, it

probably does not require a ttention. It should,

however, be carefully ex amined to see that it is

clean and true.

To clean it, remov e the brushes and then, while

the car is running with that motor cut-out, use

fine sand paper applied on a block of wood which

exactly fits the curvature of the commutator.
Never use emery paper, as the em ery itself is a con-

ductor of electricity, and particles detached from
the paper may find lodgment between the commu-
tator segments and cause future short circuits.

In case of high bars on the commutator, some-

times they may be hammered d own by placing a

piece of wood or leather between the hammer and
the block. Never hammer a commutator block

directly with the hammer, however, as it is likely

,
Fig. 19.

great care being taken, however, not to use an

excess. A little vaseline is perhaps as good a lubri-

cant as anything for either the commutato r or

controlling switch.

The brushes should be examined frequently

—

once a day is not too often—and the brush-holders

should be cleaned whenever found to be dirty.

Brush-holders should never he per mitted to be-

come loose, and the brushes should not be allowed

to become too short, for in this case, in the adjust-

ment of the holders, the springs will not give suf-

ficient pressure for good contact. Brushes should

fit curve of commutator per fectly, and new ones

should be filed or sand papered, if necessary, to

make a good fit. Brush tips should be kept clean,

and should not be allowed to become wedged in

the holders.

THE DROP MEXgpp OP TESTING FOR FAULTS.

While it is entirely beyond my province to dis-

cuss the methods of electrical testing at this time,

there are one or two simple methods that are so

generally available that it seems well to introduce

them here.

It a break or bad contact in a circuit is suspected

it may be readily located by what is known as the

•'drop method." This is founded on the principle

that if everything is normal in a circuit the resist-

ances between any two points equidistant on that

circuit should be about the sanie, If one terminal
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of a galvanometer be fastened to one point of a

circuit and the other be successively applied to

other points on the same circuit at equally increas-

ing distances, the needle will register in a circuit

which is intact a regular increase of deflection

with every successive point touched. The reason

for this is that the galvanometer being con-

nected up in parallel with the conductor registers

the relative resistance of the portion of the circuit

tested and that of its own circuit. The latter being

fixed, the indications will be greater as the resist-

ance of the circuit measured is greater. If when

the galvanometer wire touches a new point on the

circuit, the increase of deflection is much greater

than it should be, it indicates that there is trouble

between this point and the last one touched. A
common way of applying this method is to fix the

two terminals in a handle of some kind, so that

their distance is not varied, and then move these

two terminals along the circuit. Since the length

of wire measured in this ca^e is always the same,

the reading of the galvanometer will always re-

main the same if everything is right. If the deflec-

tion increases at any point, the trouble is at once

located between the two terminals of the galvanom-

eter. In testing for breaks in the armature coils

the two points are applied to adjacent commutator

blocks all around the commutator. The deflection

of the galvanometer should not vary between any

two successive segmepts, but if it does, there is a

loose connection or a break somewhere in the coil

or connections between the two.

INSULATION TEST.

Another simple test that is not only of great use,

but also available to even the least technical if he

have but a magnetic beU, is the test for insulation

resistance. It is very desirable to know that those

portions of your apparatus that should be insu-

lated from each other are so insulated as for in-

stance the armature windings from the arma-

ture core or the brush holder from the brushes.

The ordinary magneto bell is rated to ring

through from 10,000 to 30,000 ohms resistance.

It. therefore, one terminal of the bell be connected

to each of the parts that should be insulated from

each other, as, for instance, the armature.shaft

and a commutator-segment, or the brush and the

brush-holder, and the bell can then be caused to

ring, it indicates either a very poor insulation be-

tween the parts, or else a bad short circuit. Its

failure to ring does not, however, indicate that the

insulation is perfect or sufficient, since it merely

indicates that the resistance is somewhat greater

than 30,000 ohms (if that be the resistance through

which it is rated to ring), whereas, the insulation

resistance between armature coil and core should

not be less than 100,000 ohms for every 100 volts

used on the circuit. This test should, therefore,

be considered only as a crude one and more as a

test for short circuit than as a test for insulation.

A much more reliable test is that known as the

voltmeter test. This requires a sensitive high re-

sistance voltmeter, such as the Weston. The Weston
150-vclt instrument usually has a resistance of its

own of about 15,000 ohms. (Its exact resistance is al-

ways stated on a certificate pasted inside the case).

Apply the galvanometer first to some circuit or

battery having a high electromotive force—say 100

volts—and note the deflection of the needle. Then
connect the parts whose insulation resistance is to

be tested with this same circuit in series with the

voltmeter—if the armature resistance is to be tested,

for instance, connect one terminal of the circuit

with the armature shaft and the other with one

terminal or binding-post of the machine, and note

the new deflection. It will be less than before,

because an increased resistance (the insulation

resistance) has now been placed in series with the

galvanometer resistance. The insulation resistance

will then be found by the equation : Insulation

resistance = R, in which D is the de-

d
flection due to the galvanometer alone : d = the

deflection when the machine is in series with the

galvanometer, and iJ is the resistance of the galvan-

ometer or voltmeter. Thus if the circuit employed
in testing is 100 volts, then D = 100. If the second

deflectinn, viz,, that through the galvanometer (say

1.5,000 ohms), plus the insulation of the machine is

1, our equation becomes: Insulation resistance

100 X 15,000
= 15,000 = 1,485,000 ohms.

1

BEARINGS.

The importance of keeping the bearings in first-

class order will, of course, be apparent at once.

Be watchful at all times that they do not become
too much worn, else the armature is likely to strike

against the fields and become ruined. If, on in-

spection, you find that the clearance between ar-

mature and pole pieces is becoming small, put in

new bushings at once. Do not wait until the clear-

ance becomes dangerously small. Looseness of the

armature bearings can be detected by lifting on the

armature first at one end and then at the other.

Loose bearings on the main axle may cause gears

to break by reason of their being thrown out of

alignment. The grease boxes on the motor should

be given careful attention, and should bra filled

every night or morning before the car is sent out.

There is no economy in using an inferior lubricant

—

rather the reverse ; but the best grease is liable to

thicken, and before adding fresh, the old should be

stirred up with a little oil. In removing covers to

inspect grease boxes, be careful that none of the

dirt or sand falls into the boxes. Occasio lally all

the grease should be removed, the boxes thoroughlj'

washed with gasoline, and a small quantity allowed

to run through the bearings to cut any grease

which may have found lodgment there and hard-

ened.

GEARS AND PINIONS.

The life of the gears and pinions depends very

largely upon the intelligent care they receive.

Proper lubrication is one of the most largely con-

tributive agencies toward long life, but they should

be carefully examined every night to see that they

have not became loose on the shaft. Since they

usually have tapering seats, they may be tightened

by firmly tapping them with the hammer. With
this frequent examination there is no danger that

they will become unduly worn without your

knowledge. Tighten up all the bolts whenever
examining them. Drive up the key or feather to

insure tightness of gears and pinions, and if these

are too much worn, throw them away and substi-

tute new ones. The unusual "knocking" noises

sometimes heard when the car is in operation are

usually due either to worn keys, worn-out gears,

or to some hard object which has become lodged

between the teeth. This knocking sound is a

warning that must be heeded at once, and the

above causes are the first to be suspected. Investi-

gate, and if the pinion is worn out, throw it away
and put on a new one witli a new key. A new
pinion will not, however, go well with an old and
worn gear. If the gear be but slightly worn and

too good to throw away, keep it to go with some
slightly worn but equally good pinion, but don't

allow a new wheel to mesh into an old one.

On fitting new gears note carefully that the

teeth mesh properly before putting them into use.

This is best done by revolving the armature by
hand while the car is jacked up. The fitting of

new gears is a nice operation, and should not be

entrusted to any but a responsible person.

CONTROLLERS.

The controllers should be thoroughly overhauled

every night ; the contact rings and fingers cleaned

and polished when found to be rough, and .t little

vaseline rubbed on ; the screws that held the con-

tact rings should be tightened if loose, and the

ratchet wheel and pawl at the top of the cylinder,

as well as the upper and lower bearings of the

cylinder, should be carefully lubricated, taking

care, however, that too much lubricant is not used

and that it does not run down upon the cylinder.

In equipments not employing the usual platform

cylinder, the equivalent parts beneath the car

should receive their appropriate attention. When-

ever a part becomes worn it should be replaced

.

In fact, the directions in regard to the controlling

devices may all be summed up thus : See that they

are in perfect order every night or morning before

the car leaves the stables.

WINTERS- BRAKE APPLIANCE.

Tlie accompanying illustrations represent an
appliance which is designed to make the brake of

a street car self-acting. The device, which is the

invention of David L. Winters, of Pueblo, Colo.,

is a friction clutch that is supported by the axle,

and has a chain attached to it connecting it with

the brake rod. The axle revolves inside the clutch,

and when the brake is not in use the clutch rests

about one-quarter of an inch from the car wheel.

When it is desired to apply the brake the clutch is

Fig. 1.

pressed against the car wheel, and as it turns with

the latter it winds up the brake chain. It is im-

material what Mind of a brake is used, as it is

apparent that the clutcli will draw from any di-

rection, and the direction in which the wheel turns

makes no difference. In Pueblo the inventor is using

the clutch in connection with an improved rocker

shaft brake on a McGuire truck. It is stated that

by merely laying the hand on the lever the car

may be brought to a stop as quickly as may be de-

sired. Incase of an a'cident the wheels may be

locked instantly by a very slight exertion. Power

sufficient to accomplish this may be applied, it is

stated, bv one finger. As the clutch is but a quar-

ter of an inch from the car wheel, it is apparent

2 to 6.

that almost any amount of leverage can be brought

to bear with but little hand play. With an appli-

anco which the inventor has just designed, the

clutch can be operated from each end of the car

with the same effect.

Of the accompanying drawings. Fig. 1 repre-

sents the most simple way of applying the clutch.

The inventor's first experiments were conducted

with such an application of the clutch. Fig. 3 is

an end elevation. Fig. 3 a side elevation, and Fig.

4 a section. Fig. 5 illustrates half the entire

clutch, showing one arm, one shoe, one-half of the

drum and the chain. A circular band may be at-

tached to the arms of the clutch instead of the
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shoes. In the inventor's experiments the effect

of the band and the shoes was practically the

same.

The clutch which the inventor is using in

Pufblo is somewhat different from that siiown in

Fig. 1

the drawings. It has four aims instead of two

and is made of light wagon tire uon. When the

clutch is cast, two arms, which may be made

as heavy as desirable, will be adequate. The

clutch which has been in use on a car in

Pueblo for several months has given great satis-

faction. ^ <»

ASHLEY S UNDERGEOUND ELECTRIC RAIL-

WAY SYSTEMS.

In the accompanying illustrations are shown

some details of two systems of underground

electric rail way conduits invented by Frank M.

trolley wheels carried by the car are drawn along

in contact with the conductors, and as the under

portion of the sealed conduit is flexible the con-

ductor is raised until the shoe on the opposite end

engages with the main conductor.

The current consequently flows from the conduc-

tor through the trolley wheel and arm to the mo-

no moisture can collect on the main conductor and

it is claimed that although the conduit should be

flooded with water, the cars could still be operated,

as the leakage would be small.

Fig. 6,

tor and returns to the opposite conductor through

the upper trolley wheel.

Fig. 3 shovps the same character of conduit, in

which another method of supporting the conduc-

tor is used. Here the return current is carried

through the rails. Fig. 3 sho "s a modification of

the sectional conductor, This is made sufficienlly

flexible by dividing its upper rim as shown in Fig.

i. This method saves the trolley arm from carry-

ing a whole length of sectional conductor at one

time. The inventor claims that the system as thus

constructed can be easily inspected and repaired.

Ashley, a mechanical and electrical engineer of

New York City. Fig. 1 shows a sectional view

of the conduit, consisting of a box-shaped struc-

ture, having a slot at one side through which the

trolley arm projects into the conduit. It will

be noticed that the cover is held in position by a

bolt and rests on a bracket. This bracket is in

turn bolted to the side wall of the conduit proper,

thus forming a strong support for the top of the

conduit. The bracket also supports from its under

side a conduit. This conduit is made water- tight

Fig. 4,

and consists of a top plate of metal having one of its

sides turned under. It is used as the return con-

ductor in this system, or if the rails are used as

the return in the ordinary manner this may be

dispensed with. The mam conductor is held in

insulated clamps within a sealed compartment.

The sectional conductor is held by the under por-

tion of the flexible material. The trolley arm
supports two trolley wheels, as shown, the lower

one being the current collector and the upper

one the return conductor to the metal top. The

COLUfllBIA MAGAZINE CAST-IRON STREET
CAR HEATER.

The accompanying cut shows the ColumV)ia

street car heater, as manufactured and sold by the

McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago. It

will be noticed that very important additions have

been made since last year. In the first place the

frame intended to hold the stove in position is

made of a solid casting, and embraces the front

apron, the strap that passes around the back, and

the arms that fasten it to the top of the seat rail,

all in one piece. It will be noticed that the legs

-ig.

and that it would be cheap in first cost as compared
with a cable system. It is specially designed for

resisting the strains of heavy traffic.

Still another system invented by Mr. Ashley is

shown in Fig. .5, 6 and 7. This is also a conduit

system, having a slot in the top of the conduit

through which the trolley engages the working
conductor. Fig. 5 shows a horizontal portion of

the interior of the conduit proper and a sectional

view of the method of insulating the main con-

ductor and the contact making devices. Fig. 6

shows a sectional view of the box which supports

the sectional conductor, and Fig. 7 shows the col-

lecting trolleys. As shown in Fig. 5 the main con-

ductor is insulated from the pipe which contains it

by a rope of insulating material wound around it.

The contact boxes are shown in detail in Fig. 0.

Columbia Heatei.

are made adjustable, so that the frame can accom-

modate itself to any form of car seat, and when
in position look like the arms of any easy chair,

and are as firm as any pirt of the oar. This frame

IS first set in over the car seat, the legs adjusted

and fastened, and then the stove is simply lifted

into position. This operation can be finished in-

side of ten minutes by any ordinary mechanic,

and when the stove is in position it cannot be dis-

turbed except by the use of tools. It is ad-

justed so as to rest above the cushion, appar-

ently resting upon it. It can be placed in any

car without cutting or fitting either the stove

casing or the car seat. It does not rest

upon, and, consequently, does not wear out either

FIG. 5.

The electrical circuits are shown in Fig. .5. The
path of the current will bereadily understood from

an inspection of the figure. As the car travels

along, the collector raises successively the sectional

con tact bars into contact with the main conductors;

and as the carrier leaves one section, it drops by

gravity and the next section is raised into contact

with the conductor. As each box is water-tight.

the seat, cushion, or coverings, eitherfront, top or

back. It can be set upon the floor of the car, and
for this purpose a handsome stand is used, placing

the stove at any height desired by the railway

people. It is a self-feeder, holding twelve hours'

fuel, and, it is claimed, it requires no attention

whatever from conductors. The fire is supposed to

be started before the car leaves the barn, so that
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the car goes out warm in the morning. It is

but actually an ornament to any car. It is said to

burn one pound of hard coal per hour, heating a

21-foot car, equal to a cost of about five cents per

day. The exterior is always cool, so that the

passengers can sit in actual contact with it, and

cannot burn themselves. Patents have been

allowed and the McGuire company has purchased

the sole right of sale and manufacture.

TESTS OF SMALL ELECTRIC RAILWAY
PLAIN TS.-

BY JESSE M. SMITH.

This paper gives the results of a test made in

October, 1893, on the power plant of the Wyandotte

& Detroit River Railroad, which is a suburban road

running from Detroit to Trenton, Mich., 10.5 miles

long.

The plant contains two tandem compound con-

densing engines, rated at loO H. p. each, and guar-

anteed for a maximum load of 335 H. P., made by

the Phoenix Iron Works Company, Meadville, Pa.

Each engine is belted direct to a Westinghouse

railway generator of 150 E. H. p. The vacuum is

obtained by a Conover air pump and condenser

belted directly to the engine shaft. The boiler feed

pump is driven from the air pump shaft. Steam
is supplied by two Manning vertical boilers. One
engine and dynamo only were used during the test.

It will be noted at the outset that each engine and
dynamo are designed to deliver an average of 150

H. P., but that during the test the average load on
the engine was only 70 i. H. p. and the maximum
141 I. H. P. The best conditions of economy were

therefore not realized. The test was made under

commercial conditions for the owners of the plant-

All the machinery had been run about three months
and no adjustments by the makers had been made
since it was first put in. No special care

had been taken to get very close regulation

either of the engine or generator. One
boiler was fired with coal, and used ex-

clusively to supply steam for the fuel atomizer of

the other boiler; "straight crude oil" was used
exclusively as fuel for the boiler, which supplied

steam to the engine, and no steacn was used from
that boiler for other purposes. Indioator cards

were taken at intervals of five minutes during the

17^ hours of the test. A Tabor indicator was ap-

plied directly to each end of each cylinder, and all

operated by the same mechanism. Indicator cards

were taken simultaneously from the four indica-

tors by two persons on a signal given at the proper

time, without regard to the load on the engine.

The speed of the engine was determined by a con-
tinous revolution counter which was directly con-
nected to the shaft of the engine. The variation of

speed was shown by a tachometer belted directly to

the engine shaft, and constantly in service. It was
carefully compared with the revolution counter

when on constant speed, and was made to agree

with the counter The speed of the dynamo was
taken at four different times by a revolution coun-

ter held in the end of the shaft for five consecutive

minutes each time. Three readings gave 604

revolutions, and one reading gave BOS revolutions,

per minute. The speed of the air pump was taken

in the same way.

The steam gauges on the boilers were connected
to the boiler near the bottom, so that they show
the pressure due to a head of water of about ten

feet in addition to the steam pressure. The boiler

gauges therefore show about five pounds more
pressure than the pressure of the steam in the

boiler. The standard gauge, when placed on the

steam pipe of the engine just above the throttle

valve, showed about five pounds less pressure than
the boiler gauge, so that there wis practically no
loss of steam pressure between the boiler and
engine.

The amperes were measured by a Weston
standard ammeter connected in series with the

station ammeter. The volts were measured by a
Weston standard voltmeter connected to the bus

* Abstract of a paper read before the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers,

barsof the switchboard. Volt and ampere readings

were taken every ten seconds by a different per-

son at each instrument, the time being given by a
third person.

The water used by the boilers was taken from
the overflow of the air pump, and weighed in two
barrels on two scales, and was pumped from the

barrels by the regular feed pump worked from the

shaft of the air pump. The feedwater passed

through a closed heater with brass tubes, the

beater being connected with the exhaust pipe be-

tween the engine and condenser. The fuel oil was
stored and fed by the Snell water pressure system.

The amount of fuel oil fed to the atomizer was
measured by measuring the number of gallons of

water which flowed into the storage tank.

The dimensions of the plant and data, and the

results, are given in the following tables :

Boilers.—Kind, Manning vertical tubular; number, 2;

size, known as 61 inches; rated capacity. 150 h. p; inside

diameter of firebox, 6 feet; height above grate, 3 feet 6 in-

ches; number ct tubes, 18i; outside diameter of tubes, 2^4
inches; total length of tubes, 14 feet 10 inches; length of

tubes below water line, 10 feet 7 inches; heating surface

in ilrebox, 89.2 square feet: heating surface in tubes below

water line, 1,"272.7 square feet; beating surface ia tubes

above water line, 511.1 square feet.

Bnf/me.— Kind, Phojnis Iron Works Company tandem
compound, condensing; diameter of high pressure cylin-

der. H iV inches; diameter of low pressure cylinder. 20^^

inches; stroke of piston, 15 inches ; piston valves on both

cylinders, both controlled by shaft governors; number of

flywheels, 2; diametfr of flywheels, 78?^ inches; face of

flywheels, 16% inches; weight of rim of each flywheel,

2,445 lbs.

Air Puinp-—Kind, Conover, belted to engine; size. No.
7; diameter of piston, 15 inches; strobe of piston, 7 inches;

revolutions per minute, 67.

Boiler Feed P«7Kp.—Kind, single acting plunger driven

from shaft of air pump; diameter of plunger, 3 inches:

stroke, 6 inches.

Dynamo.—'K.mA, Westinghouse four pole railway gen-
erator; rated capacity, 150 e. h. p.; standard speed, 625

revolutions per minute; speed when tested, 604 revolutions

per minute.

Ca7's.—Maker, Jones; length 16 feet; weight, 14,500

pounds; number of seats. 22; kind of motors, Westing-
house; number of motors. 2; rated power of each motor.
30 E. H. p.: number of cars in use, 3.

i?oad,—Length, 10.5 d iles; kind of rail, T; weight of

rail per yard, 52 and 56 pounds; supported on cross ties:

ties covered with sand, and resting on sand, except from
Wyandotte to Trenton, which is stone ballasted.

SPEED OF ENGINE AS CONTROLLED BY GOVERNOR.
Revolutions per minute by revolution

counter, average for eight minutes with

dynamo belt ofl 238 revolutions

Average revolutions per minute on reg-

ular work during 362 minutes 231.3

Percentage of variation of revolutions. .. 1.58

Minimum revolutions per minute, dy-

namo producing 180 amperes, engine
developing 165 l H. p 227 revolutions

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER USED.

Power consumed by friction of engine,

air pump and boiler feed pump, with

main belt off 9.22 I. h. p.

Friction of engine, air and feed pumps,
and dynamo, with brushes off 11.34 I. h. p.

Friction of dynamo and belt 2.12 I. h. p.

Power consumed by engine, air and feed

pumps and dynamo, with brushes on and
main circuit open 11.34 I. H. P.

Power required to charge fields of dy-

namo 3.00 L H. p.

Percentage of engine capacity required

by friction of engine, air and feed

pumps 6,15

Maximum power developed by engine as

shown by indicator cards, during econ-

omy test 111.4 I. H. P.

Minimum power developed by'engine, as

shown by indicator cards, during econ-

omy test 21.27I.H.P.
Average power developed by engine, as

shown by 208 sets of indicator cards,

during economy test 70.1 i. h. p.

Average electrical horse power delivered

by dynamo 45 E. H. p.

Average indicated horse power delivered

to pulley of dynamo, estimating fric-

tion of armature shaft to be the same
as friction of belt 59.81 h. p.

Average number of cars in use during
test 2.89cirs

Number of passengers on cars during
17)^ hours 1,014

Average number of passengers on cars

per single trip 15.2

Average number of nassengers on cars at

any one time (estimated) S

Weight of 10 persons at 110

pounds each 1,400 pounds
Weight of cars 11,.500 pounds
Total weight of cars and persons 1,5,910 pounds
Average weight in motion 41,950 lbs.

Average electrical- horse power per l.OCO

lbs. of weight moved 0.93 E. H. p.
Average horse power developed by en-
gine per 1,000 1 bs. of weight moved 1.52 i. h. p.

Average electrical horse power per car.

.

15,54 e. h. p.
Average horse power developed in en-
gine per car 24.25 i. H. p.

Average watts delivered by dynamo per
horse power developed in engine. 478.8 watts

Average watts delivered by dynamo per
horse power delivered to belt of dyna-
mo 557.3 watts

Average speed of cars per hour, in-

cluding all stops, twenty-one miles in

1.5 hours 14 miles per hour
Average speed of cars between stops 15.38 miles p'rh'r
Total car-hours 50.25

Time of test 17.33 hours

ECONOMV TEST.

Dura' ion of test 17^ hours
Average horse power developed in en-
gine as shown by 208 sets of indicator

cards taken ac five-minute intervals.. 70.1 1. h. p.

Average horse power delivered by dyna-
mo as shown by 6,209 sets of readings

taken at ten-second intervals 15 E, H. P.

Net average steam pressure in boiler by
half-bour readings 111.8 lbs

Average vacuum by half-hour readings. 25.2 ins.

Steam used by engine per hour 1,721.1 lbs.

Steam used by engine per horse power
per hour 24.55 *'

Steam used by fuel oil jet per hour 291.5 "

Steam used by engine and fuel oil jet per

hour 2,008.8

Percentage of steam used by fuel oil jet, 14,5

Fuel oil used per hour for engine,

20.25gals 133 lbs.

Fuel oil used per hors& power per hour
foren^'ine 29 gals.. 19

Additional fuel oil which would be re-

quired to maintain oil jet for one
hour 3.43gals.. 22.58 "

Average temperature of water flowing

from air pump 91.8° Fab.
Average temperature of feedwater en-
tering boiler 126.6°

Itise of temperature of feedwater due to

heater 34.8°

Percentage of fuel saved by heater 3.06^

Fuel oil required to evaporate 1,000 lbs,

of water from 126.6° Fah. into steam
atll21bs. pressure 11.79 gals.

Water evaporated from 126.6° Fah. into

steam at 112 lbs. pressure per gallon of

fuel oil 84.81 gals.

Dit 10 per pound of oil 12.9 lbs.

Area of steam outlet of atom'zer .07 sq. in.

Which is same as a round hole .3 in. diameter.

It will be noted that 14.5 per cent, of the total

steam generated was used by the fuel oil atomizer.

The atomizer was not properly proportioned for

the work, and did not receive enough air. The
flame was red and evidently not economical. The
atomizer and furnace have since been arranged

with much better results.

In this engine the piston valves which distribute

the steam to both high and low pressure cylinders

are controlled by the governor.

It will be noted that while this is a condensing

engine the high pressure cylinder does a good

share of the work even on the lightest loads, and
the receiver pressure does not vary greatly either

during a single revolution, or during a change of

load of from 31 to 101.8 H. P. While the load

changes 488 per cent. , the average receiver pres-

sure only changes 1B7 per cent., and even when
the engine ran with the belt off and developed 9.3

H. p., there was no negative work in either end of

either cylinder. These results, which I believe to

be highly important, both for economy and close

regulation, are due to the valves of both cylinders

being controlled by the governor.

The results of a study of the indicator diagrams

are given in the following table:

I. H. p. in H. P, cylinder
Crank end
Head end

I. H. p. in L. P. cylinder
Crank end .

Head end

Set No. 1. Set No. 2. Set No. 3.

2.4 13.8 aj.3
2.5 14,8 26.1

16.6
17.6

25.2
25.2

Total L H. p 21.0
Maximumpres. in receiver 5.9
Minimum " *' " 4.0
Average " " ' 4.9

9.0
6.4

7.2

101.8
11.0
7.5
8,2
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The variations in load in a plant of this kind are

not only extreme, but rapid, and were from .t to

134 amperes. In one internal of 10 seconds the

load increased 115 amperes, wiicli equals 120 i. h.

p.

During the regular operation of the plant and
with these extreme variations in load, the needle

of the tachometer never left the space enclosed by
the 330 and 340 revolution marks.

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

(From Our Special Boston Correspondent,)

Strike AT N oRTH Woburs, Mass.—There is a
determined strike in progress on the North Woburn
street railway, which system is practically owned
by Messrs. A. F. Breed and E. C. Foster. The men
have asked for an increase of wages which the
company refuses to give. The road has been com-
pletely lied up so that not a single car is running.
On Monday evening the men held a protracted
meeting and decided not to submit the matter in

dispute to the state board of arbitration, but to

hold out a while longer for the increase of wages
asked. A somewhat novel feature of this stiike is

that the men have secured nearly a dozen ••barges"

and sufficient number of horses to work them and
are doing all the carrying business there is to be
done. It is reported tliat the company is going to

try to run its cars without the help of any of its

former employees. The strike is exciting a good
deal of interest, as the road runs through a very
populous district, and ihe public is fairly support-
ing ihe new harge hne: indeed, it is stated that the
men are actually makmg more money than if they
were working for their regular wages.

Worcester, Mass.—A matter of some import-
ance to street railway companies has been brought
up in Worcester. Mass. The city solicitor, in an
opinion written at the request of the aldermen,
has decided that the board of alderman has no
authority to license one electric street railway to

run over the tracks of another company. He says,

however, that there is no valid objection to two
companies combining fora joint use of track if the
aldermen are willing.

Annual Picnic of Emplotes.—The employes of

the Lynn and Boston Street Railway Company
have just had their annual outing at the Salem
Willows, a delightful summer resort reached by
the road. It was an evening picnic and proved a
great success. Special cars were run to the ren-

dezvous from Chelsea, Lynn, Marblehead, 1 anveis,

Beverly, Salem and Wenham to convey the em-
ployes. General Manager Foster was piesent.

Lewiston. Me.—The Lewiston and Auburn
(Me.) Horse Railroad Company has disposed of iis

entire system to Mr. N. O. Pope, a New York capi-

talist. Mr. True, representing the General Electric

Company, is interested io the undertaking. The
road will now be equipped with electricity.

Cars are now running regularly between Dart-
mouth and Westport, near Fall River, where a
week or two ago there was a dispute between the
electric railway company and the New York New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.

FINANCIAL DEPABTMENT.

Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

{From. Our IVail Street Correspondent,')

The stagnation in busi.\ess that marks all

quarters of the financial world as a result of the
distru.st and uneasiness created by the serious labor
troubles on the Western railroads has affected the
market for street railway bonds and stocks as much
as any. A broker who for the last five years has
practically devoted himself exclu.sively to this

branch of the securities market tells your corre-
spondent lie has never within his range of experi-
ence, covering, as it does, practically Wall Street's

entire record of street railway stock and bond
• luotations—witnessed such utter suspension of all

trading in street railway securities as was noted in

the last ten days. Thai investors and speculators
should hesitate in making new ventures is not
strange when one appreciates the real gravity of
the situation. Here is pre sent a state of affairs

where law and order, and vested rights of
corporations and individuals are set at utter
defiance bv mob.i of unorganized trallic dis-
turbers. The spread of contidence resulting fr-m
a cessation of the. gold export movement and the
elimination of tariff legislation as a factor in the
financial situation has been rudely arrested, and a
blow has been dealt to commeicial progress that
far outweighs in effect and imporcanco ilie bane-
ful iDfluenci; of the bilnminons coal miners" sii Ike
and of the other cau.s(-s above mentioned. How
much busintss has been interfered with can bo
understood when one house that makes a specialty
of the stock, and ordinarily effects the transfer of

a few hundred shares a week, vouchsafes the in-
formation that it has not made a trade in
Third Avenue shares in two weeks. This
absence of business is more remarkable when
it is remembered that the first of Julv always
witnesses the distribution of many millions of
dollars in interest and dividend disbursements that
always seek stieet railway securities and other
purely investment offerings as a source of profit.

This year some ,$135,000,000 were distributed in the
various Eastern renters of finance; yet very little

of this vast sum has been put into anything but
bank vaults, people with money preferring to
await the outcome of present conditions before
feeling inclined to invest in anything that may be
adversely affected by labor troubles. The Presi-
dent of ihe National Association of Street Railway
Euiployes denies that the members of his organiza-
tion will help along the anarchistic campaign of
Debs, Sovereign & Co. by striking, but this has not
resulted in re-awakening the demand for street
railway securities.

Some Trading.—Of course it should not be
understood that there is absolutely nothing doing
There is s-till a market for securities, and good
offerings still find favor, but the trading is chiefly
confined to the big houses. For instance the ,f

500.-

000 City and Suburban 5s. offered for subscription
at 104i and accrued interest by Messrs. Alexander
Brown & Sons, of Baltimore, were all closed out on
the first day subscriptions were opened, thus
shovving that there still is a chance for good cheap
issues to be disposed of.

Metropolitan Tr-^ction has been granted per-
mission by the New York State Railroad Commis-
sioners to build and operate a cable road on Lex-
ington avenue, between Twenty-third and Thirty-
sixth stieets, and on Twenty-third street, between
Broadway and Lexington avenue, so as to connect
the company's cable roads on the two last named
thoroughfares. The Traction people argue from
the ease with which tliey obtained this right that
they will have no greater difficulty in securing
permission from the Board of Aldermen to lay and
operate cable roads on St. Nicholas and Manhattan
avenue.^, for the franchise of which they are
fighting against the Third Avenue Railroad
people. The Lexington avenue cable is being
rushed to completion and horse-cars will soon be run
on the tracks from Thirty-sixth to Ninety-sixth
street. Work will soon bebegunon the cut through
the Manhattan Elevated Railroad Company's
property at One Hundred and Second street. Con-
demnation proceedings to open Lexington avenue
at this point will cost the city a round ijilOO.OOO.

It will not cost the Traction company a cent, and
will be of benefit to it and it alone, as the ground
on either side will continue to be owned by the
elevated railroad people, and taxpayers will not
reap a cent's worth of advantage, except so far as
they secure improved transit facilities. This shows
what kmd of a pull the Metropolitan Traction
Company has with the city authorities.

The June Statement of the Columbus (O ) Street
Railway Comjiany. in which New York and Phila-
delphia capital is largely interested, control of the
property being invested in a local syndicate,
makes a favorable showing. Its gross earnings
for the month aggregated .|50,3.55, an increase of
$376, while operating exp?nses amounted to
$•21,388, a decrease of $9,451, thus making its net
earnings $39,066, an increase over June. 1893, of
$9,828. For six months ended June 30, gross
earnings tooted up a total of $364,272, an increase
of S3.710, while operating expenses decreased
,$43,858 to $138,380. Net earnings were, therefore,
$135,993, an increase over the same period of last

year of $46,568. All these decreased operating ex-
penses are due to the introduction of the trolley.

Boston sends a report that the recent good buy-
ing of West End Street Railway stock is for the
account of a new interest which will result in a
change in management, but the report so far lacks
confirmation.

Financial Notes.

Increased Earnings.—The New England Street
Railway Company's earnings for the week ending
June 30 were as follows :

1894. 1893. Inc.
Now Haven ?5,tW $5,095 $31M
Plymouth 650 GU 9

Total fO.lO!) S5,736 S373

Month of Juno:
New Hiiven $22,191 $19,715 $2,476
I'lymouth '2,761 2,153 308

'I'otnl $21,9.52 $22,168 $'2,784

Detroit, Mich.--It is slated that Conlvactor
Thomas Nevins. of Orange, N, J., has purchased
the street oar lines in Detroit. The contract was
signed last week. Mr. Kevins had the option,
which expired on Julv 9. English capitalists were
anxious to secure the roads, and induced the Mayor

of Detroit to delay grantine: the franchise beyond
the time named, in the hope of defeating Mr.
Nevins. Mr. Nevins went to Detroit last week aad
closed the deal. He will pav for the roads, which
comprise 80 miles of tracks, 30 of which are already
equipped with the trolley system, $S,350,00u, of
which $4,000,000 will be in cash and the balance in
bonds.

Sioux City, la.—Receiver Moller, of the Sioux
rily Cable Railway Company, has filed his final
report. He states that he has turned over all the
company's properly to the confolidation company
and that of $9,746.13 in cash he has turned over
$9,000. He asks the permission of the court to
keep the remainder as compensation for his ser-
vices as receiver.

Street Railway and illuminating Properties.—
Trustees of the Street Railway and Illuminating
Properties have further set aside $60,000 to buy in
their preferred shares. The trustees have canceled
456 additional shares of the preferrea stock, pay-
ing S98.48 per share. This makes a total of 1 1,943
preferred shares canceled to date.

Madison, Wis.—Col. W. L. Moore has been ap-
pointed by Judge Siebecker as receiver for the
Madison Street Railroad Company on application
of the Four Lakes Land and Improvement Com-
pany. The claims against the road aggregate
$8,000.

Westinghouse Business.— It is stated that the
Weslinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany's June business was above $500,000. Pros-
pects are that July will be still better.

Duluth, Minn.—The Duluth Railway Cimipany
has filed with the Secretary of State a thirty-year
5 per cent, mortgage for $2,500,000, that is given
to the Manhattan Trust Company, as trustee, to

secure a new issue of bonds.

Dividend.—The New England Street Railway
Company has declared its regular quarterly divi-

dend of one per cent., payable July 16, to stock-
holders of record July 13,

NEW INCOKPOBATIONS.

Port Jervis, N. Y.—The Delaware Valley Railway
Company, of Pennsylvania, capital $1.0.i0.000, has
been chartered. The treasurer, Simon Friedberger,
is also treasurer of the Wakefield Electrical Engi-
neering Company, of Philadelphia : Mr. Ellicott

Fisher is president and M^. Michael W. O'Boyle,
secretary. Among other incorporators are G. H

.

Lang, Joseph S. Potsdamer and Louis Lang. This
company will construct and operate 40 miles of
road, from Port .Jervis, N. Y,. to .Stroudsburg. A
large force of men will begin the work at both
ends of the line at once, and at least 35 miles will

be built before the end of the year.

Elizabeth, N. J.—Articles of incorporation for the
Duluth and Superior Traction Company have been
tiled at Elizabeth with the clerk of Union County.
The company's capital is placed at $2,000,000. It

will engage in the business of constructing and
operating electrical street railways in the cities of
Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis. The incorpora-
tors are Edward V. Douglas, of Philadelphia; John
H, Davis, of New York; and Frank Bergen, of
Elizabeth. Mr. Bergen is the counsel in New Jer-
sey for Ihe Consolidated Traction Company.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The United Electrical Cor-
poration lias filed articles of incorporation with
the State auditor. The incorporators are George
R. Kibbe, Paul VV. Bossart, John H. Finney and
Samuel Grant. The company will manufacture
and sell electric lighting and heating, power and
street railway plants, and will own and operate
telephone lines, besides dealing in telephone appli-

ances. The capital stock is placed at only $10,000.

Waukegan, III. -The Bluff City Electric Street
Railway Company at Waukegan has been incor-
porated with a capital stock of $200,000, to operate
an electric street railway, etc. Incorporators, De-
witt L. Jones, S. D. Talcott and Charles Whitney.

NEWS OP THE 'WEEK.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The first trolley ear ran over
the Fourth and Eighth streets line of the People's
Traction Company early in the week. Additional
trolley cars will be added every day, the horse cars
being gradually retired, until in a week or 10 days,
it is hoped, all the horse cars will have been re-

placed. The People's Traction Company has 300
new cars for the lines it intends to put in operation
within the next few weeks. Half of them are sum-
mer cars, 40 of which were built by the Lamokin
Car Company. The St. Louis Car Compnny built

the remainder. The closed cars are 30 feet long
inside, longer than any others in the city, except
the Woodland avenue line, ,and the summer cars
are longer. They are finished in the very bestslyle.

and are claimed by the company to be the hand-
somest trolley cars in the United States. Theclosed
cars have windows of plate glass. The summer
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cars have 10 seats and will accommodate 50 people

without crowding. Half of the motors are of the

Sperry type and the other half General Electric.

There are two motors of 25 H. p. each on each car.

The cars equipped with the Sperry motors will be
provided with an electric brake.

Electricity on the Manhattan Elevated.—It has
been reported that the management of the Man-
hattan Elevated has been again considering the

question of an electric equipment as a substitute

for its present steam locomotives. The General
Electric Company is said to have had several con-

ferences with the Manhattan company, and to

have submitted plans, specifications and estimates.

The intention of the Manhattan company, however,
is now said to be to await the result of the equip-

ment of the Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago, and
compare the figures obtained there with the Man-
hattan operating expenses before making any
change. F. K. Hain, general manager of the Man-
hattan company, is quoted as saying : "We are

trying no mure experiments at present. I will go
to Chicago and look at the Metropolitan road as

soon as it is in operation. I cannot say what we
will then do. For the present our steam locomo-
tives suffice."

Utica, N. Y.—The following call was issued last

week: " A meeting of the stockholders of the

Utica Street Railroad Company will be held at the

office of the company. 35 Main street. Utica, N. Y.

.

oo the 18th day of July, 1894, at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon of that day. for the purpose of electing

a board of seven directors, and for ths transaction

of any and all other business which may properly
come before the meeting." There were rumors of a

reorganization, but nothing definite had been de-

termined upon. It was said, however, that a

proposition had been made to the bondholders to

withdraw their suit for dissolution with the under-
standing that certain capitalists will furnish the

funds needed to put the road in complete condition

for making money . Receiver Benton has demon-
strated that it is capable of doing this. The road
has been operated by the receiver since January,
1893.

Detroit, Mich.—An interesting decision has just

been rendered bearing upon the liability of con-

struction companies. On Sept. 1. 18a3, the Warren
Scharf Asplialt Paving Company was engaged in

paving between the tracks of the Citizens' Street

Railway Company. Mrs. Jennie Standart, in

crossing the street where work was being done,
fell because of the excavation and was severely

injured. She brought suit against both corpcr;!-

tions, claiming |5,000 damages. Judge Frazer
took the case away from the jury as far as the

street railway company was concerned, but the

jury found for the plaintiff and against the paving
company in the sum of |3,500.

Worcester, Mass.—A local paper says that the
travel on the street railways Wednes'fay. July 4,

was unusually heavy. The Consolidated Road
carried 57,000 people including transfers, the

largest business in the history of the road with the

exception of July 4, 181)2. More than 8,000 people
were carried on the North End road, an increase

of 3,000 above any former record. The Dummy
road carried about 30,000 passengers. The Wor-
cester and Milbury and the Worcester, Leicester

and Spencer roads together carried about 18,000

people, the Milbury road leading by a narrow
margin. Together the five roads carried some
90,000 people.

Youngstown, 0.—A press dispatch of June 1

1

says; "Every employee on the street railway went
on a strike at midnight, and this morning not a
wheel was turning. Barnum's circus was in town
and everybody was walking. Manager Anderson
had until 5 o'clock last night to settle the question
of restoration of wages, but he would not agree to

it, and every man was notified not to appear this

morning. Manager Anderson is reported to have
said thac he will close the road for a week until he
has time to get plenty of men, and then every
branch in the city will be run.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Argument on the merits of

the case which iovolves the perpetuity of the
charter of the Citizens" Street Railway Company
was begun last week before Judge Woods. The
question at issue is whether the charter is per-

petual or whether it expired last January, the
company claiming that it has a perpetual right to

the streets of the city, while the city claims that
the charter rights have ceased to exist. The plant
and the franchises involved in the case are esti-

mated to be worth |6.000,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The rule limiting the number
of passes allowed to shop employes to 63 per month
did not go into effect on July 1. An arrangement
was made with the men whereby the company is

to issue hooks to all classes of employes with 100

tickets good for one month. These will be used
until the company has had time to find how many
tickets are being used on an average by each em-
ploye, and then the men will be confined to that

number. The men are satisfied with the propo-
sition.

New York City, N. Y.—It is proposed to reduce
the fare on the cable cars crossing the Brooklyn
Bridge still further to 3 cents on September
1 next. The question is now under consideration
by the board of bridge trustees and is meeting
with some opposition, owing to the fact that the
receipts are not up to the average. Last .Saturday

the receipts were only $3,292, the lowest for a Sat-

urday during the past two years.

Paterson, N.J.—The adoption of the Foster auto-

matic fender by the Paterson and Central electric

railway companies has induced the manufacturers
to locate in Paterson, where work will be carried
on at the shops of the Paterson Machine Company.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Arrangements are under way
for reviving the street railway plant and putting
the cars in operation. If the bondholders sign the
necessary agreement the cars will be running in

two or three weeks.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Some of the Intramural Rail-

way cars from the World's Fair grounds were put
in operation last week on the Brooklyn. Bath &
West End Railroad.

Trenton, N. J.—The Railroads and Bridges Com-
mittee of the Common Cotmcd is preparing an
ordinance to regulate the speed of electric cars.

It is stated that eight miles an hour will probably
be the limit fixed.

New Haven, Conn.—The Fairbaven & Westville
Company is replacing its old car barns by a new
building for the storage of electric car-.

Chester, Pa.—The Chester Traction Company
will experiment next week with car-fenders,
which will be put on the Darby cars.

PERSONAL.

T. A. Roberts, superintendent of the Augusta
(Ga.i Railway Company died about two weeks ago.
A local paper says: " The death of Superintendent
Roberts of the electric railway deprives that com-
pany of a popular and efficient officer, and brings
to an untimely close a useful and busy life. Not
yet 30 years of age, Mr' Roberts has proven him-
self an intelligent and capable man. and has filled

places of responsibility with credit to himself, and
satisfaction to his employers. He was very popu-
lar both with those under him and above him in

authority, and he will be missed both as officer and
friend."

Thomas Williams, one of the most popular and
efficient members of the police telegraph depart-
ment of Brooklyn, has been appoiuted chief tele-

graph operator at police headquarters. Mr. Wil
liams has for several years been one of the most
valuable members of the telegraph corps, and he
has gained a host of friends in that department.

David W. Dunn, recently with the Narragansett
Electric Lighting Company, of Providence, R. I.,

and formerly with the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company, is now connected with the engrae and
boiler department of James Beggs & Co., of New
York.

William Finnegan, of Albany, has recently as-

sumed the position of superintendent of the Glens
Falls, Sandy Hill & Fort Edward Street Railway
Company in place of J. A. Powers, resigned.

Edward P. Shaw, Jr., has been elected manager
of the Pawcatuck Valley Street Railway Company,
and has appointed Harry W. Tracy superintendent.

TRADE NOTES.

The Altoona Manufacturing Company reports the
following orders received during June : One 380
H. P. engine for the Akron Stieet Railway Com-
pany, of Akron, O., to be direct coupled to a 350

H. P. generator built by the Walker Mmufacturing
Company, of Cleveland. O.; one 150 H. P. inclosed

type self-oiling engine for the Watson Mining and
Manufacturmg Company, of Monorgahela City,

Pa., for an electric mining and haulage plant; one
(io H. P. inclosed type self-oiling engine for the
Lyceum Theatre. Philadelphia; one 175 H. P. stand-
ard center crank engine for the Freeport Electric

Company, Freeport. III. : one 65 H. P. inclosed type
self-oiling engine for Knisht Brothers, Fayette
county, Iowa. There is also considerable more
inquiry and with a settlement of the railroad strike

It is believed that a substantial improvement in

business will be the result.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, O., is now
making a new design of the Westinghouse type of

trolley wheel, in which oil is used as a lubricant for

the steel spindle in addition to the graphite bushing.
The center of the hub of the wheel is hollowed out
around the graphite bushing and the recess filled

with felt packing. Holes are provided so that tiie

felt may be kept saturated with oil which in turn
feeds through the graphite bushing to the
spindle, keeping the graphite moist and lubricating

the bearing thoroughly. They claim that this adds

about 35 per cent, to the lite of the wheel. It is

advisable that a few drops of oil be poured into the
well every few days. These wheels are made of
extra hard quality of bronze metal and propor-
tioned so as to give the longest possible wear.

D. J. Wessels, formerly of the Short Electric
Railway Company, has been appointed general
manager of the Genett Air Brake Company, with
offices at 33 Wall street. New York. Tnese offices

are conveniently located for street railroad men,
being in the heart of the financial district. Mr.
Wessels reports business as being very promising.
The company has just closei a conti'act with the
New Orleans Traction Company to equip a num-
ber of Its cars with its air-brake. The matter of
braking is receiving unusual attention at this time,
owing to the numerous accidents which have
recently occurred. Mr. Wessels predicts that the
Genett air brake is destined to become in street
railway praciice what the Westinghouse brake has
become on steam roads.

Edward F. Austin, contracting engineer and man-
ufacturers' agent, Pittsburg. Pa., has just completed
the installation of a 50 H. p. M. A. Green improved
automatic engine to operate a 500 light Westing-
house dynamo in a Pittsburg church. He has also
sold to Jones & Laughlin one 150 H. P. M. A. Green
side crank engine to operate tlieir electric cranes

;

two 60 H. P. engines for the Mclntosh-Verner
Building, and one 1.50 H. p. engine to the Watson
Mining and Manufacturing Company, of Monon-
gahela City, to run electric mining machinery.

A Good Business.—Despite hard times, strikes,

etc., the McLean Armature Works, Chicago, re-
ports that it has never been so busy in its repair
department on armatures, commutators, etc., as
at present. Having the best of facilities for turn-
ing out work with remarkable promptness, this

company is able to secure repair work from nearly
every section of the country. The company has
lately added a department for the manufacture of
electroliers and combination fixtures, andisalready
turning out some handsome goods.

The Buyers' Reference for the second quarter
of 1894 is issued in a new form, giving, in addition
to the descriptive articles published in former
issues, a very comprehensive and useful list of
manufacturers of the various supplies u.sed in elec-
trical and street railway work. Tiiis list is printed
on a tinted column running through the entire
book. The publication appears as before in three
editions, one of which is for the use of purch as
ing agents of street railways who will appreciate
the improved character of the book.

The Pettlngell Andrews Company, of Boston,
Mass.. has published a handbook of street railway
track and trolley equipment, containing a number
of useful rules and tables for those who have any-
thing to do with the purchase of material for street
railway construction or repair work. It gives, in
addition, illustrations and descriptions of standard
railway material, for which this company is the
selling agent. Frank X. Cicott is the manager of
the railway department for the Pettingell Andrews
Company.

The Convertible Car Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, is in receipt of letters from Superintend-
ent Boweii of the Chicago City Railway Company,
President Steel of the East Side Railway Com-
pany, Portland, Ore., and others, all speaking
highly of the cars now in use and under their per-

sonal observation. The company is greatly en-
couraged with the outlook, is figuring on some big
contracts, and preparing for a very large business.

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Company
has opened a western office at 1423 Mouadnock
Block, Chicago, and has appointed ijieorge K.
Hocper as its representative. Mr. Hooper has
already commenced active work and anticipates

some good sales of the well known boilers manu-
factured by his company.

The Crescent Electric Company, armature ex-

perts, 18 West Ranclolijb street, Chicago, say that
notwithstanding the traffic blockade, business is

very brisk with armature and commutator work
from lighting plants, power stations and street

railways.

A Neat Souvenir.—The Okonite Company is send
ing out to its friends and customers another of its

ingenious souvenirs. This time it is a purse with
the Okonite trade mark stamped upon its side.

The purse has an automatic "slide valve" lock.

The United States Projectile Company at Brook-
lyn, N. Y., is making extensive additions to its

machine shop, and has placed the contract for
this work with the Berlin Iron Bridge Company,
of East Berlin. Conn.

The Wallace Electric Company, Chicago, has
added a large line of electrical house goods to its

extensive line of lighting and railway specialties

and is now preparing an illustrated catalogue of
these goods.

Baltimore, Md.—The Fremont Avenue line of the
Baltimore Traction Company was opened for traffic

on the SSth inst.
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RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TT. S. Patents Issued July 3, 1894.

522,189. Electric - Railway - Ta- Truck:
Francis O. Blackwell. Lynn. Mass.. Assignor r., Uie
Thomson-Houston Klecrric Corupauy. of (Jonneociciii;.

Filed May 1, JS91. The combination with n railway
iruck of an elecidc motor flexibly supporied thereon
and a flexible coupling connecting said sbaft wiih ihe
gearing on the axle, said coupliDg consisting of two per-
forated forks arranged at rijibt angle?, and a rigid cross-

bar having its arras loosely received in the apertures in

said forks. (;ee illustration.)

5225l9'4- Car Fender; Alfreri L. Clarke, Springfieir'.

O. Filed .lune 5. I£93. The coiubination with a railway
car a fondei, consisiing essentially of an inclined guard
or table supported at each end by yielding arms which

No. .022,189.

are arranged above the track rails on which said car

travels, said yielding arms being each normally sup-
ported above said track rails and provided witb bearing
portions adapted to contact with sa'd track rails by a

downward yielding movement of. said arms.

522,216. Wir^ Support for Overhead Electric
Kailwav^^ ; Arthur W. Jones, Boston, Mass., Assign-

or to the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, of Con-
necticut. Filed May 21, 1892. The combination witb a
pole of a bracket having sleeves enciroling said pole, a

socket, and an eye in line therewith, an arm running
through said eye and having a dowel of insulating ma-
terial connecting it witb the socket, and a sleeve of in-

sulating material interposed between the arm and the

eye. (See illustration )

522^224. Trolley-Car ; Herbert .T. Lycett, Bryn
Mawr. assignor to John A. Brill. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Nov. 9, 1893. A car having a platform or sup-

port upon its roof, which platform is arranged to be

raised and lowered, com bined with a trolley pole or arm
carried by said platform, and a wire or conductor con-

necting with sain trolley pole or arm. said wire or con-

ductor being extensible or flexible to permit the raising

of the platform.

a22.232< Eleetri*^ Safety Kuse ; Joseph Sachs.
New York. N. Y. Filed April 10, 1893. The combination
with a fuse wire and the terminals therefor of a block

of insulating material to which the parts are connected,
and a recess in such block, and a chemical substance
such as silicic acid in such recess around the wire to

combine with such wire under an excess of current and
form a non-conductor.

.5225274. Dynamo-Electric Macliiiie ; Charles E.
scribner, Chicago, III., Assignor to the Western h-lectric

Company, same place. Filed June 1. 1889. Renewed
DecemoerT, 1893. The two pole pieces of a dynamo
electric machine, each provided with two cores, each
pole piece being on opposite sides thereof, and the coils

thereof being included in a shuntaround the translating
devices which are being supplied with current from the
machine, in combination with a third core for each pole

piece connected with «. projecting portion of each pole
piece, said extra or auxiliary pole pieces being on op-

posite sides of the armature and in the same place, and
with the other cores in a plane at right angles to the
axis of the rotation of the armature, said extra pole
pieces being provided with coils included in the main
circuit.

522,275. Reeulator for Dynamo-Klectrie Ma-
clitneM; Charles E. Scribner. Chicago. 111., assignor to

the Western Electric Company, same place. Filed Oct.
14,1889. Renewed Dec. 7. 1893. The combination with

No. i522,21«.

the brush carrier of a dynamo, impellefl by a constant
force toward a poHition where the bruBhes will receive
increased current, of an electric motor in the circuit of
the dynamo iwJaptcd to act intermittently upon the
brush cfirrier to impel It in the opposite direction, the
speed of the motor incresislng with the current through
It, whereby the main current Ih kept constant.

G22,28t{. Uynamo Electric ITIaclilne or ITIotor

;

Charles H. Bmdley, A von, N. V. Filed Oct. 26, 1893. A
dynnmo electric niachhic or motor provided with a
Imiralityof armature wIndingH. independent pairs of
>mfhe8 coupling said winding in Heriew, a fleld-maKuct
coll in series relation lo an (nlermediato pnir of brushes,
and an electrical connection between the frame and
Homo point between the Intermediate bruuhcB.

fi22,308. Automatic Swltcli-i^lohcr; Washington
1. Wanda, KIrwin, Kan.. Awsignor of one-fourth to
Henry W. Lundeu, Hunic place. Filed Nov. 21, 1893, In

a switch-closing mechanism, the combination of a
switch-bar comprising detachable sections connecied
respectively to the switch rails and an operating lever,
and provided with interlocking jaws, an actuating orre-
turn spring connected to the rail section of said switch
bar, a trip lever connected to one of the interlocking
jaws, and means to be operated by a train for moving
Slid trip lever to disengage the jaws.

522,349. Rail Joint and Bond tor Electric
Kailways; Julius Meyer. New York, N. Y. Filed
Oct. 21,1693. The combination, wiih the rail ends of a
base pliite provided witb a trough and outwardly ex-
tending flanges, angle plates connected by bolts to the
webs of the rail ends and to the outwardly extending
flanges of the base plate, a bond or bonds connecting the
basf^ of the rail ends, and a filling of asphaltum or other
plastic insulating material run into the trough of the
base piate. so as to fully inclose the bond or bonds and
serve as a projection for the same

522,362. Suspension Clip for Trolley Wires;
William F, B. Crane, Kast Orange, N. J . Assignor to
the Johns-Pratt ''ompany. Hartford, Conn. Filed
March 10, 1894. In a trolley wire clip, the combination,
witb a plate sloped backwardly toward the bottom of
hooks projected downwardly at the ends of the plate,
and tapered toward the plate upon their upppr side
and upon their inner ends, and a hook projected for-
wardly and upwardly from the bottom of the plate with
a channel upon its upper side, and the under side of the
hook being capered upwardly into a thin edge at each
end of the channel. (See illustration.)

522^365. Safety Attachment for l!ar Trucks;
Louis F.Fisher, Willow Springs, Mo. Filed Nov. 28,
1893. The combination with a truck of a supporting
frame, extending rearward from the front of the truck
and located beneath the front axle thereof, and having
its sides connected with the equalizing bars of the

No. ii22,365.

truck and its rear end pivotally connected with the
truck frame, and a transverse bar arranged at the
front of the supporting frame. (See illustration.)

522)370. I>i8tributiU£ Board for Electric Cir-
cuits ; Rheinhold Herman, Craftoo, Pa. Filed Deq.
14, 1893. A terminal for a distributing board having in
combination a body portion provided at one end with a
flange or shoulder and threaded at its opposite end. in
combination with a nut; notched for the reception of a
wire to be electrically connected to the terminal,
whereby the nut may be locked on the body portion of
the terminal. (See illustration.)

522,374. Elcclric RaiUvay Supply Circuit; Ru-
dolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Va., assignor to the
Thompson- Hou-^ton Electric Company, of Connecticut.
Filed May 8. 1891. In an electric railway, the combi-
nation of two or more parallel or substantially parallel
railways, each having a positive and a negative con-
ductor, a central station supplying current to the posi-
tive and negative conductors of said railways, one or
more transverse railways having positive and negative

No. 522,302.

conductors, and a series of feeding conductors leading
from the central station and arranged parallel to the
first mentioned railways and positively connected with
a conductor of each of the several railways.

522,388. Electric Hallway Switcli and
'J'rolley; Frederick S. Perrin, Lynn, Mass., Assignor
of three-tou'ths to William B. Baldwin, New York,
N. Y., George Fink, Jersey City. N. J., and Anthony F.
Buchenberger, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed March 12. 1892.
In an electric railway sy.'stem, the combination with a
trolley line or wire, and a branch trolley wire, of a
movable switch co-operating witb said wires, an elec-
tromagnetic device actuated by the current .''rom the
trolley wire to acutate said trolley wiie switch a flxed
circuit terminal connected with said electromagnetic
device, and a contact carried by the trolley arm.

522,412. Safety Car-Fender; Daniel Harding,
Towson, and William L. Filzhugb, Baltimore, Assignors,
by direct and mesne assignments, to said Hardmg and
John I. Yellott, Towson, Md. Filed April 9, iSOL The
combination of a car-axle provided with a clutch and
clutch-drum : mean^ to keep the clutch disengaged from
the clutch-drum; a jack-screw connected witb the brake
gear of a car to apply the brakes; and a swinging gate
connected with the said means which keeps the said
clutch diflengagod.

522,1 19. Track-croswlnff ; Malvern W. lies;
Denver, Colo. Filed Oct. 28, 1893. A track crossing
havintr a pl'itlorm adajjted to extend between the
rails, inclined approaches adnjited to extend out from
the outside of tiu! I'aila, transverse deprosbions ndanted
t,o receive the rails ai,d rail supports a', the bottom
of the dcpresBions connecting the platform and ap-
proaches.

522,140. Conduit Electric Hallway; John H
Tyrrell. New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 23. 1891. ThJ
combination, with the truck frame and the verticallvj

movable trolley arm, of the oscillating shaft adjacent
to the trolley arm. means for raising the arm by the
turning of the shaft, slidable brake rods opposite the
shaft, brake shoes on the rods to engage the car wheels,
plates carried at the inner ends of the rods, and cams
on the shaft to engage the plates.

522,499. Car-Fender. William V. Cleary, New
York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 25th, 1893. The combination
with a car, of a salety fender movable up and down in
relation to the car, a forwardly projecting arm canied
by a support arranged beneath the car, the said arm
engaging t he fender, an upwardly extending rod pivoted
to said arm, a catch for holding the rod in an elevated
pcsition. an arm extending rearwardly from said sup-
port, and a spring arranged to pull the end of said rear-
wardly extending arm upward and lower the forwardly
extending arm and fender when the catch is released.

522,460. Electric-Railway Conduit ; Albert T.
Fay. Minneapolis. Mirm. Filed April 15. 1892. Renewed
Nov. 16, 1893. The combination, in an electric conduit.
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of the cross-ties and the rail^ thereon, with middle
stringers resting upon said ties, surface plates arranged
on said stringers, a space being left between ithe
inner edges of said plates, an insulating strip ex-
tending parallel with said stringers and secured on the
tops of the cross-ties, a conductor wire or rail provided
on said strip and a trolley arranged to travel in the con-
duit formed between said stringers and upon said con-
ductor.

522,461. Conduit for Trolley Arm« ; Albert T.
Fay, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed July 26. 1892. Renewed
Nov. 16. 1893. The combination with a car, of the track
for the same, an underground conduit provided with a
surface slot, a trolley arm having the thin flattened
portion and the yoke to receive the trolley wheel, and a
breakable section of weaker metal arranged between
the top of the conduit and the car.,

522,527. Electric Automatic Circuit Breaker;
i^arl W. Larson, Lynn, Assignor of one half to August
Langell, Boston, Mass. Filed October 17tb, 1893 In an
automatic circuit breaker, the combination with fixed
contacts, of a sliding rod carrying a bridging contact
adapted to connect said fixed contacts, a spring
acting to force said bridging contact away from
the fixed contacts, an electromagnet arranged in
the circuit, a yielding armature carrying a catch, a
toggle lever fixed at one end and connected at its other
end to the sliding rod, and a hook carried by said toggle
lever and adapted to engage said catch.

f 22,530. Car Fender and Brake; Henry Maass,
Jersey City, N. J. Filed March 22, 1894. The combina-
tiou with a movable fender, of a spring actuated brake
at each side of the car, a shaft extending transversely
across and opeialively connected with each brake for
moving and holding the same against the pressure of
the springs thereof, a lock for said sbaft, and a connec-
tion between the shaft and the said lock.

522 550. Trolley %Vlieel ; Charles E. Bostwick, Du
Bois. Pa.. Assignor of one half to G. E. Grier, James W.
Grier and John C. Grier, same place. Filed March 15,

1894. In a trolley, the combination with a fork of the
journal rigidly mounted in said fork, said journal hav

No. 522.550.

ing collars formed thereon intermediate at its ends, the
outer faceiiof which are contrived, a wheel having a
central opening, and a cylindrical casing located in said
opening and through which the journal passes, said
casing being iniegrnlly clo.'^ed atone end and provided
with an integial annular flange at said end, a cap for
closing the opposite end, the said ends being concaved
upon their interior faces, anti-friction halls held between
said ends and Ihe collars formed on the journal, and tbe
bolts for securing the casing in the wheel. (See illus-
tration.)
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Electric Tbe gradual extension of

Freight Service, freight service for electric

railways is a fact worthy of careful attention by

all street railway managers who desire to makealj

possible use of their opportunities for increasing

their revenues. A few weeks ago we pointed out

that the operation of a local and suburban express

business in connection with the street railway sys-

tems of all large cities would undoubtedly prove a
profitable enterprise for a company organized in

such a way that it could command the service of

all the street railways of a city, irrespective of

ownership, and secure in this way the right to run

its express cars to every point in the city and vi-

cinity reached by a street car track. The plan as

outlined included the use of delivery wagons at

the terminals and intermediate stations to collect

and distribute the packages and goods to be trans-

ported, while the transportation proper would be

done by the more rapid and cheaper cars of the

expres? company, just as is now done by

the express companies operating on steam

railroads. We are pleased to note that

this method is to be adopted on the electric railway

between Troy and Albany, where freight cars are

to be put in operation on August 1, anrj wagoijs are

to be rtm in conjunction with them from different

points along the line to carry freight to its destina-

tion. This is a step in the right direction, and it

cannot fail to prove a profitable use of the horse

and wagon as an accessory to the electric road—

a

sort of feeder, just as the electric road itself is now
coming to be regarded as a valuable feeder for the

more elaborate and expensive systems of steam

railroads. So far as we are aware, this is the first

attempt on the part of any street railway to put

this system into practical operation. The results

will be awaited with great interest by those whose

lines can be utilized in a similar manner.

Indianapolis The famous Indianapolis fran-

Litigation. chise case came up in the

United States Circuit Court m that city last week.

This case has attracted considerable attention from

the street railway men %vho have interests in prop-

erties holding their franchises under conditions

similar to those of the Indianapolis road. The suit

involves the entire property of the operating com-
pany, as the claim is made by the opposition that

the franchise expired in January, 1894, and that it

now has no rights whatever to the occupancy of

the streets. The city authorities have granted a

sweeping francliise to a new company which is

now seeking by the aid of the courts the confisca-

tion of the valuable rights and property of the

company now operating its cars over the Indian-

apolis lines. The financial importance of the liti-

gation is therefore very great, in addition to the

vast interests involved in the legal questions at issue

not only in Indianapolis, but in other cities where
Ihe power of the local authorities is not clearly

defined and where there is an apparent conflict

between city and State laws governing therights of

•corporations. The arguments in the case, which
were ably conducted, covered a period of four

days. The closing argument for the Citizens'

company, of wliich Mr. Thos. McLean is general

manager, and which now operates the Indian-

apolis lines, was made by ex-President Benjamin

Harrison. This has been printed in full in pam-
phlet form by the Citizens' company, and we can

assure any one interested in this litigation that it

will repay a careful study. It is certainly a dis-

passionate and very effective presentation of the

legal points involved, and we regret that we have

not the space to print it in full in our columns.

Elsewhere in this issue we have given a brief

abstract of it together with that of the other

arguments and a general outline of the case. The
court has not yet rendered a decision, and will

probably not do so for some little time.

Mr, Peny's Articles In this issue we publish the

Concluded. concluding article of the series

by Nelson W. Perry that has been running in our

columns since the first of January. Our object in

publishing these articles was to give motormen, in-

spectors and shop employes an opportunity of

securing carefully prepared and reliable informa-

tion regarding the construction, care and operation

of the street car motor. Mr. Perry has preferred

to deal with a fundamentally simple motor rather

than to explain sei^arately the various types of

commercial motors, for the reason that a thorough

understanding of a typical machine would place

any one possessing this information in a position to

comprehend the construction and operation of all

modified forms with which he would meet. He
has, however, given considerable attention to the

details in \<'hich the commercial motors differ

from the '"abstract" type of machine both in con-

struction and in the principles of operation. The
closing chapters of Mr. Perry's series have been

devoted to the care of car motors, the troubles met
with in their daily operation, and the most eificient

and simple remedies to be applied in cases of break-

down or failure to operate properly. Carefully

compiled rules have been given, applicable to the

various systems, for the guidance of superintend-

ents, inspectors and motormen in the care and

operation pf their motors, We have good evidence

that these articles have been appreciated by all

intelligent motormen who have carefully followed

them from week to week, and we take

pleasure in announcing that arrangements

have been made for their publication in

handbook form, at an early date. They
will he Thoroughly revised and corrected

wherever necessary to make them more valuable

and useful to the men for whom they are intended.

The price asked will be placed so low that the

book can easily be afforded by every man who
cares to inform himself about the motor intrusted

to his care, and we hope that this includes each and
every one, for the more a man knows about his

work and its performance the more valuable are his

services and the better are his chances of promo-

tion. The book ought to be in the hands of every

electric railway employe, from the superintendent

to the motorman , and we feel sure that it will be

when its real value is fully appreciated.

What Strikers That was a suggestive remark

May Expect. made a few days ago by the

superintendent of the Brooklyn Elevated road

when he said in an interview regarding a rumored

strike of employees :
" I have applications enough

on hand in every department to man the road

ten times over at the present rate of wages, and I

don't think the employees are foolish enough to

try the issue of a strike at such a time as this."

No doubt the employes on surface and elevated

roads are deserving of sympathy because of the

straitened circumstances in which many of

them find themselves in times of business depres-

sion like that through which we are just now
endeavoring to pilot the various enter-

prises upon which our prosperity has

in a large measure depended. But it should

be remembered that the labor item is of the

greatest importance in' tbe monthly or quarterly

statement of the operating expenses of a street

railway company, and must therefore be handled

in a most conservative way if the balance is to be

on the right side of the account. If invested

capital is to have no return for its use, it will not

be long before it withdraws its support and seeks

another and more promising market for the advan-

tages it is able to give. No matter how much a

motorman or conductor may desire to keep his

wages at a high rate, a reduction is inevi-

table if the demand for the service that the

street railway furnishes decreases to such an

extent that the margin of profit for the stock-

holders is reduced below that which can be ob-

tained from other investments of a similar char-

acter. The cold fact that confronts tvery laborer,

whether his service is rendered in the shop, the

factory, the counting house, or the oflice, is that

labor is a commodity as much as sugar, or en-

gines, or cars, and as such its price in the open

market is governed by the same laws of supply and

demand. It the manufacturing trades are paral-

yzed by tariff tinkering, by Coxey " armies," or

the lack of confidence in the ability of the govern-

ment to maintain its credit, fewer people will find

it necessary to travel about on the street cars in the

conduct of their various lines of business; fewer

men will be needed to operate the cars for the

reduced traffic, and the number of positions open

to those seeking work decreases while the number

of applicants is increased. This is precisely the

state of affairs that now exists in the labor market

as illustrated in the remark of the superintendent

quoted above. The men who are out of employ-

ment and who are ready and willing to work

consider half a loaf better than no bread, and a

general strike can result under such conditions

only in an exchange of " positions" by the em-

ployed and the unemployed. Sober minded men
who are able to earn enough to provide the neces-=

saries of life iiiti.-nes'like the present should make

good use of the ballot box to remove the cause of

the existing conditions, where this is possible,

rather than to give a second thought to the appefll^

of the labor agitator,
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THE NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA TBOLLEY
LINE.

PROBABLE CONSOLIDATION AT WILLIAMS.
PORT, PA.

The electric railway to connect Kew York and

Philadelphia, and pass through many of the cities

and large to.vns between, is gradually assuming

definite shape. On .luly 13 Frank A. Magowan,
of Trenton, N. J., paid to State Treasurer George

B. Swain §28,000. the amount required as a de

posit under the railroad law of New Jersey, and at

the same time filed surveys, routes, and descrip-

tions, and secured a charter for the New York &
Philadelphia Traction Company.
Mr. Magowan is president of the company,

which is to have a capital of $10,000 000. Others

interested are the Central New Jersey Traction

Company, of which Mr. Magowan is president,

and of which E. W. Hine, of Newark, is vice

president; J. H. Baldwin, of Newark, Secretary;

Jam=s H. Darrah, of Trenton, treasurer; and Col.

D. K. Bayne, of New York; William H. Sliirm, of

Trenton; Joseph H. Real, of Bloomfield. and J. C.

McNaughton, of Philadelphia, are directors.

There will be about 150 miles of electric railway

lines. The road will begin at Paterson, where con-

nection will be made with the trolley system of

that town. Leaving Paterson, the road will pass

through Upper Montclair. Montclair, Bloomfield,

Orange, East Orange, West Orange, South Orange,

Springfield, Westfleld, Fanwood, Netherwood,

Plainfield, Dunellen and Bound Brook ; thence to

Millstone, Princeton, LawrenceviUe and Trenton.

Below Trenton the new road will pass through the

towns along the line of the Pennsylvania Railroad

and at Frankford connect with existing lines into

Philadelphia.

From Bloomfield a branch line will run to Cald-

well and Irvington. connecting at the latter place

with the existing lines of the Consolidated Traction

Company, making a direct line to Newark. Branch

lines will run to Chatham, Madison and Morris-

town from Bloomfield ; and to New Brunswick,

Somerville, Raritan, Rahway, Elizabeth. Wood-
bridge Jind Perth Amboy.
The projectors of the new system of roads com-

pute that they will acquire the patronage of

5,000,000 travelers, and transport much freight

and merchandise. The great enterprise is to be

managed by the new company and the Central

New Jersey Traction Company. The latter has a

capital of half a million dollars. Mr. Magowan
says the rights of way have been secured and pro-

vision made for all the moneys required.

Work is to be begun at or near Trenton, and will

be carried on in both directions. Seventy miles of

local lines in different cities are to be merged into

the system. The men interested in the enterprise

own a valuable water right just below the falls in

the Delaware and contemplate using it in the pro-

duction of the power needed to operate a large

portion of the line.

Commenting on this project the Philadelphia

Stockholder says: "Certain parties believe this

scheme is a move on the part of the Pennsylvania

Railroad to head off competition from electric lines

which might be hostile to the company. Rumors
to this effect have been repeatedly denied by Penn-

sylvania Railroad officials, but those who first

formed this theory have not had their views

changed by these denials. They point out that the

company turned over to a Philadelphia syndicate,

heuded by John D. Crimmins, all its wide street

interests in Jersey City, and it was argued at the

time that it would not have done so unless there

was some hidden motive or consideration

Whether ornot the Pennsylvania Railroad has any-

thing to do with this scheme cannot, in view of

the denials, be positively asserted, but the fact re-

mains that the various routes so far proposed will

make its lines practically feeders of the Pennsyl-

Tania. It is true that it may lose dome business at

certain points, but, it is said, the company can afford

to do 80, owing to the new traffic which will com«
to tbe lines at other points."

The Lycoming Improvement Company of New
Jersey has obtained a majority of the stock of the

Willlamsport Passenger Railway Company and the

Lycoming Electric Light Company. Judge Metz-

ger has rendered an opinion dissolving the prelim-

inary injunction and permiiting the consummation

of the deal between the majority stockholders of

the Willlamsport Passenger Railway Company,

the Lycoming Electric Light Company and the

Lycoming Improvement Company of New Jersey,

whereby the New Jersey' corporation secures

control of the majority stock of both corpora-

tions.

Earnest H. Davis, one of the heads of the Ly-

coming Improvement Company, is reported assay-

ing that the Lycoming Improvement Company, of

New Jersey, would assume control of the William;--

port Passenger Railway and the Lycoming Kleclric

Light company at once, and would also make a

proposition to have the Vallamont and East End

railroads and the Edison Electric Light Company
come in under their management. It is under-

stood that J. Henry Cochran, now president of the

Vallamont Railway Company, has been asked to

accept the presidencj' of the consolidated lines and

that if the deal is arranged there will be harmony

all around, not only between the stockholders of

the Willlamsport Passenger Railway Company,
but among the stockholders of all the local railroad

companies.

AN UNDERGROUND TERMINAL LOOP FOR
CHICAGO.

Portland, Ind.—A franchise has been granted for

an electric railwaybetweenBed Key and Dunkirk.

At the meeting of the Board of Aldermen last

week an ordinance was presented on behalf of the

Chicago Subway, Arcade and Traction Company.
This company is seeking permission to construct

and maintain and operate a system of subterranean

ways or arcades under the streets and alleys and
public grounds and under the Chicago River be-

tween Twelfth streei on the south and Kenzie

street on the north, and between Clinton street on

the west and Lake Michigan on the east, and to

construct and maintain therein a system of dummy
railways to be operated by electricity or some im-
proved method that may be devised other than

animal or steam power. It is also provided for the

ccnstruction of a terminal s'ation, with lifts, stair-

ways and approaches, and all necessary loops for

the successful operation of the railway under and
beneath the tract of land lying between Randolph
street on the north, the right of way of the Illinois

Central Railway on the east, Mouroe street on the

south and Michigan avenue on the west, and in

consideration therefor the company agrees to pay
an annual rental of 5 per cent, of the valuation of

said tract, as may be established by three appraisers

at the time the work is begun. At convenient in-

tervals shafts and openings may be made in the

streets or alleys for the removal of material, but

only on the permit of city officials. The material

removed is to be used to fill the submerged land

between the Illinois Central right of way and a

dock line to be established by the United States

government for park purposes.

It is provided that the subways, when com-
pleted, shall be in the clear not less than 18 feet in

width and not less than 13 feet in height, and as

near to the surface as may be deemed practicable.

Upon the bottom is to be a flooring of concrete of

a thickness of three feet, more or less. The sub-

ways shall be inclosed on the sides by walls of

sufficient strength, the roof to be of steel, which
shall form the foundation of the street pavement.

Below this is to be an air chamber for conduits

wires and pipes. Tunnels under the river are to

be of steel and may not interfere with navigation.

Plans must be approved by city officials, and work
is to bo done under their supervision. All damages
to abutting property are assumed by the projectors.

Water, sewer and gas pipes, telegraph, telephone

and electric light wires are not to be unnecessarily

interfered with, and if removed must be relaid at

the company's expense.

Lifts or stairways leading from the street to the

subways are provided for, stations to hs in base-

ments of abutting buildings, as may be leased or

purchased. A 3-cent fare is the maximum that

may be charged, with transfers on all roads using

the subway, policemen, firemen and United
States mail carriers in uniform riding free. Two
per cent, of the gross earnings are to be paid

annually to the city. Work must be commenced
within one year from the passage of the ordinance,

and must be completed within five years thereafter.

The ordinance will not become effective until the

company shall execute to the city a bond of

$100,000. Ninety days is given for the acceptance

of the measure which the council ordered published.

The idea of providing a downtown terminal for

Chicago by tunneling is not new, and its practica-

bility and cost have been examined by the elevated

roads. Representatives of the latter and men
identified with the Yerkes interest in the North and
West Side cable lines, say that the promoters of

the Chicago Subway, Arcade and Traction Com-
pany are unknown to them.

SIGNAL SYSTEM ON THE BROADWAY
CABLE LINE.

For several weeks the signal system of the

Broadway cable railroad installed by the National

Electrical Manufacturing Company has been
working successfully, and recently it showed its

efficiency when a car lost the grip at Fourteenth

street. The main oflSce at Houston street was
promptly notified, and only 1.5 minutes elapsed

before everything was moving smoothly again.

At intervals of two or three blocks and close be

side the rails will be noticed a square iron cover.

When an accident happens this cover is raised,

and a board with a hook and a button is disclosed.

One pull signifies 'Stop cable''; two pulls, ''Start

cable*'; three pulls, "Wagon with tools"; four pulls

" Fire blocks the line "; five pulls, " Tension off"

six pulls, "Tension on'"; seven pulls, "Telephone' .

and eight pulls, "Test." The signals are trans-

mitted to the power station and to the president's

office at Broadway and Houston street. Every
employee of the road is provided with a book of

rules, in which are printed the necessary instruc-

tions and the location of the signal stations. The
construction of this system was begun many
months ago, but the Electrical Subway Company
brought suit, claiming that it was an infringement

on that corporation's franchise. The suit was de-

cided in favor of the railroad company two weeks
ago.

DECISION IN FAVOR OF THE NASSAU COM-
PANY, BROOKLYN.

"The judgment and discretion of the municipal
authorities are not subject to the review of the

courts in the absence of the proof of fraud, and
that question should not be determined by affida-

vits, but left to be investigated at the trial."

This broad propositicn was made by Justice

Brown last week in a decision refusing a tempor-
ary injunction to a citizen of Brooklyn who sought
to prevent the construction of trolley roads on
Union street and other thoroughfares in South
Brooklyn. The company that secures the fran-

chise by Justice Brown's decision is the Nassau
Electric Railroad Company. A competing corpor-

ation, the United Street Railroad Company, bid

for the franchise also, but the original award was
made, in Mayor Boody's time, to the Nassau com-
pany. Then John Adamson, who lives on Union
street, sought a temporary injunction to restrain

the Nassau company from beginning work, but

it was reftised by Justice Brown, as stated above.

Holyoke, Mass.—W, S. Loomis asserts that there

is no foundation for the statement that the Holyoke
Street Railroad Company intends to extend its line

to Northampton,
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RAIL WELDING OUTFIT IN BROOKLYN.

The rail welding outfit, as now in use in the

construction of the Nassau Electric Railway Com-

pany's lines in Brooklyn, consists of three cars,

two of which, ready for operation, are shown in

the illustration. The one to the left is the welding-

car proper, and the one tc the right the motor-

generator car, where the 500 volt direct current

taken from the trolley is transformed into an al-

ternating current. The third car (not shown) is

the grinding car. This is a light platform car,

carrying a 2i H. P. motor connected by friction

clutch to the car axle for propulsion, and other-

wise connecled with a flexible shaft, on the end of

which is an emery wheel for grinding the rail

ends for welding surfaces. This flexible shaft is

not connected directly to tlie motor shaft, but is

operated from a pulley at the end of a lever which
has a swing through a horizontal arc suflicient to

bring the pulley over either rail at will. The elec-

trical connections are such that the flexible shaft

is only operative when this pulley is approxi-

mately over either rail. At intermediate positions

it is inoperative so that whenever the emery wheel

is held in position for use it is set into revolution,

and when it is pulled away from the rail, as it

naturally would be when not required, the motor

car is equipped with two 25-H. P. S. R. G. Westing-

house motors for propulsion purposes.

The alternating current circuit goes by means
of flexible conuuctors to the welding car, where
it passes successively through a break switch,

reactive coil and the transformer. This current

before transformation is about 6.50 amperes at

.300 volts. There is also a 5-H. P. direct current

Westinghouae motor on this car, which operates

a small pump for cooling the transformer and
welder, and which, by means of clutches, moves
the welder either horizontally or vertically. On
top of the car is a large coil of pipe through

which the water circulates to cool after having

absorbed heat from the transformer and welder.

The car is driven by a 35-H. P. Westinghouse S.

R. G. motor.

TROLLEY FRANCHISES IN CHICAGO.

At the meeting of the Chicago City Council last

week, no less than six separate franchises were

granted, giving permits for the construction of

trolley lines on new and existing lines in and near

the business section of the city. These included

all the horse car lines of the Chicago City Railway

Company operating in the southern section of the

city, with the exceptiorl of the Indiana avenue

WELDING TRAIN IN SOUTH BROOKLYN.

is automatically cut out of action. Connection is

made with the trolley wire by means of a fishing

pole having a hook on the end.

The main feature of the equipment of the

dynamo car is the motor-generator, which may be

seen in the illustration, for which we are indebted

toracci»'('cJf?/, in the center of the car. This is a

compound wound four-pole machine which runs

as a motor from the trolley wire. Its armature

has but one winding, butithis is connected at dia-

metrically opposite points with collector rings

from which altei"nating currents having 4,400

alternations per minute are delivered ; 300 amperes

at .500 volts pass normally through this machine.

Since the current is usually supplied from some
other trolley line upon which there are at times

abnormal loads, the welder has to contend with

variable electromotive forces which may fall so low
occasionally as to cause cessation of work. If the

voltage on the line drops below 460, operations are

suspended, as there is insufficient energy for the

purpose. There is also a circuit breaker, ammeter
and rheostat in the direct current circuit, and the

and Clark street lines. Practically no opposition

was manifested in the council, but it is reported

that the mayor will veto the franchise of the Chi-

cago City Railway Company and return it to the

council, with some amendmenis, which he will ask

to have incorporated in the measure.

The principal objection which the mayor brings

.against the measure as it now stands is that he sees

in it a chance for the street-car company to evade

its responsibility in the matter of contributing to

the cost of track elevation. The clause governing

this matter provides that the street car company
shall pay §1.50,000 into the city treasury in case the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific elevate their tracks. This

sum is to be the city's compensation for providing

subways under the elevated tracks deep enough to

permit the cars of the cable company to pass

through. There are to be thirteen such subways
and the street car company is to pay in one thir-

teenth of the $150,000 upon the completion of each

of the subways. But the clause here provides

—

and here the mayor's objection comes in—that

these payments shall be made provided the tracks

are elevated in five years, as the track elevation

ordinance provides.

Mayor Hopkins thinks there is a possibility of a

delay ia the track elevation which will give the

street car company a pretext for refusing to pay at

least a part of the $150,000. In order to overcome

this objection, he will offer an amendment, making
the payment of the $150,000 not contingent upon

the time within which the railroad companies ele-

vate their tracks. An amendment with this end

in view will be accepted by the company, it is said,

and there will be no difficulty about its adoption by

the council.

The mayor objects also to the ordinance of the

North Shore Electric Railroad Company, and will

return it to the council with a veto and some
amendments. The chief objection is that the com-

pensation clause provides for a payment to the city

of a percentage of the net receipts. The mayor
thinks the payment of a percentage of net receipts

means nothing. He will insist upon a compensa-

tion based upon gross receipts.

OPINION AS TO WHAT CONSTITUTES
"FIBST-CLASS CARS."

A rather interesting legal opinion as to -what is

meant by a first-class equipment has just been

given by the attorney for the District of Columbia

in his report to the District Commissioners. In

referring the question to the attorney the com-

missioners desired to know the extent of their

power to compel the Columbia Street Railway

Company to fulfill the provisions of a certain sec-

tion of its charter, which provides that the com-
pany shall place first-class cars on the road for the

comfort and convenience of its passengers. The

opinion says

:

"The Columbia Railroad Company was chartered

by Congress May 34, 1870. The tenth section of

its charter requires it to equip its road with first-

class cars, and all the modern improvements, for

the comfort of its passengers, etc. No remedy is

provided by the charter for failure of the railroad

company to perform this duty. The duty seems to

be imperative, but does not appear to be a con-
tinuing one. What is meant by the phrase 'first-

class cars with modern improvements'? First-class

cars as of 1870. or first-class cars as of 1894? If 1870

IS the standard, then we do not want first-class cars

of that day. It may be. and indeed the presump-
tion IS, the Columbia company did equip its road
with cars which were satisfactory to the corpora-

tion of Washington in 1870. The resolution in

question should be considered. I think, in view of

the fact that the Columbia company has availed

itself of the privilege of using cable as a motive
power. As I understand it, the company has
already taken out a permit to lay cable. This
change of power will necessitate a change of cars,

and, it is hoped, to the first-class, with all modern
improvements.
"Proceedings to compel street railway com-

panies to observe their charters may be either by
mandamus or quo warranto. Where a railroad

company was authorized to construct and operate

a street railroad , and the company entered upon
the streets and partially laid its tracks, mandamus
to compel the grantee of the franchise to complete
and operate its road was sustained, but the courts

seem to be divided as to the applicability of this

remedy. It seems to me the passage of said reso-

lution would not materially improve the situation,

since it merely directs the commissioners to carry

out Section 10 of the charter. The Commissioners
would probably have a right, by proper proceed-

ings, to insist on a compliance by the company
with section 10 of its charter, without the resolu-

tion, if the duty is a continuing one. If Congress
intends to do anything in regard to the matter, it

seems to me it should require the railroad company
within a limited time to comply with the terms of its

charter relative to first class cars with modern im-
provements, etc., and, in the event of its failure to

do so, to forfeit or repeal its charter. The charter

of this company having been approved during the

lifetime of the late corporation of Washington,
there may be some question whether the Com-
missioneis are the successors of that corporation, in

the sense that they are authorized without further

legislation to institute proceedings against the

railroad company to compel a compliance with
its charter. On that view of the case such legis-

lation as is proposed would be nf cessary to author-

ize the Commissioners to institute judicial pro-

ceedings against the company. But in view of the

fact that the Columbia company is on the eve of

equipping its road with new motive power, and
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necessarily with new car.o, I do not believe it is

necessary or wise to attempt to enforce a com-
pliance witli tlie tentli section of its cliarter. But
if theCommissioners should consider that proceed-

ings should be instituted against said company
because of failure to use first-class cars, the
proceedings should be a mandamus."

ELECTRIC KA.1LWAY MOTORS : THEIR CON-
STRUCTION AND OPERATION.

BY NELSON W. PERRY.

(Twenty -eighth Article.)

TROLLEY WHEELS.

The life of the trolley wheel depends upon the

quality of the metal, the number of miles that it

travels and the care that it receive?. Remember
that its speed is enormous. Take a trolley wheel

that is 6 inches in diameter for instance. When
the car is running at 8 miles an hour a 36-inch car

wheel will make 4,483 revolutions, and we know
the necessity of lubrication for this. At the same

speed and in the same time a 4.inch trolley wheel

will make 126,720 revolutions, and yet we are

liable to overlook the necessity for lubrication

here. In fact the trolley wheel is subject to some-

thing far worse than frictional wear, viz., spark-

ing. Every time a spark occurs on a trolley it

means the combustion of so much copper. Oil the

trolley wheel in the barn therefore and as often

during the day as it is practicable. Instruct your

motorman to oil it when he has an opportunity.

See that the wheel does not wobble or flash badly.

If it does, it requires attention. Sometimes a

wheel may be traced in the dark by its continuous

sparking. It requires attention then surely, for if

it is not attended to at once it will become so bad

that it will have to be thrown away.

The trolley wheel is a little thing, you may
think, and not very expensive to replace. The
sooner you get over excusing yourself for inatten-

tion to little things the sooner you will be compe-

tent to fill your position. Be very careful of little

things, and there will be no big thitigs to take care

of. This seems like a platitude, but if I can only

impress the truth of this statement upon every

superintendent I will have accomplished a very

great good to the cause of street railroad practice.

The matter of proper tension of the springs at

the base of the trolley is one that I am satisfied is

not usually given the proper attention. The trolley

wheel is, I believe, in nine cases out of ten pushed

too hard against the wire. It is better too err on

the other side, for if the tension be too slight it will

make itself manifest, but if it be too great it gives

no evidence of the fact until the damage is done.

Remember that the resistance of the contact

between wheel and wire is not materially increased

by increasing the tension of the spring within the

allowable limits.

It is a mistaken idea that an extremely high ten-

sion will cause the trolley to keep the wire better

than a moderate one. On the other hand, the

pressure mu=t be sufficient to keep the wheel at its

enormous speed from " tapping "—that is, from
jumping momentarily from the wire—which it is

apt to do it it happens to be a little eccentric or

otherwise runs a little unevenly.

In the earlier days, when we did not know so

much about these things as we do now, I remember
seeing an electric road that was operated by a
superintendent who believed there was much to be
gained by a stiff pressure; in fact he carried the

idea to an extreme even for those days. The result

was that his trolley lifted the wire a couple of feet

as it passed along and as the car jolted and rocked it

set the trolley wire into such violent vibration that

the motion imparted by one car to the wire would
often actually throw the wire off the trolley wheel
of another car some distance either in the rear or

in advance. He had, in fact, commenced running
with too tight a spring and had sought to correct

the difficulty by lightening it still more, which of

course only made matters worse. His trolley

wheels rapidly wore out- and. worse than this, his

hangers were knocked to pieces in a very short

time, and once when I was in the car, our own

trolley getting off, the pole struck a span wire, not

only snapping the trolley pole off, but bringing

down the whole overhead structure. This man
finally learning his mistake, went to the other ex-

treme, perhaps, but he became a firm convert to

the loose spring.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Remember that your lamps are in series, and

that any defect in one is visited upon all the others.

If one lamp breaks, the circuit isbioken; or if one

be not screwed in sufficiently tight to make con-

nection, none of them will burn. If, therefore,

your lamps refuse to burn, examine them indiv'd-

ually to discover the fault before condemning your

lamp circuit. The situation of the car lamp is an

exceedingly trying one to fill. In the first place

there is the constant jar of the car, which tends to

break the filament, and in the second there is the

great variation in E. M. F. to which it is subjected.

The line current is apt to vary from 4.50 volts to

520 or more, which is, we will say, a variation of

15^.

Now, experience has proved that an increase of

Sj; in the voltage above that for which the lamp

was intended will divide its life by two. For in-

stance, if a 100-volt lamp has a life of 1.000 hours

when used on a 100- volt circuit, it will only have

a life of .500 hours if the pressure is increased to

103 volts.

The illumination given by a lamp varies even

more widely with the pressure than does its life.

No definite law has as yet been discovered as to this,

but we know the temperature increases as the

S(/»afe of the current, and as the current will be

proportional to the pressure, we may say that the

temperature will increase as the square of the pres-

sure ; the illumination will, however, vary more

widely than this, its variation being estimated by
some as being as the fifth power of the pressure.

These statements being true, or approximately

true, one sees at once the strain to which a street

car lamp is put.

If your lamps are already burning at a very high

pressure—that is. at a pressure above that for which

they were intended, or in other words, if they are

burning with high efficiency, a comparatively

small increase in pressure will break them in a

short time. The rule is, therefore, in street cars,

not to use a high efficiency lamp ; first, because

under the conditions the light it will give will vary

too widely, and, second, because its life must nec-

essarily be a very short one. A low efficiency

lamp should always be chosen, for then, with the

wide variations of pressure to which it is subjected,

the variation in light will be less apparent and its

life be much longer. Then, again, be careful that

all the lamps on a car are of as nearly the same
resistance as possible—exactly the same, if that

can be arranged, for it is not enough that the five

lamps shall in the aggregate absorb 500 volts; they

must each absorb the same fraction of this—100

volts. If one lamp absorbs 110 volts and another

but 90, the average is maintained, but the one that

absorbs 110 volts will bum out much the quicker.

Lamps have often been very unjustly condemned
simply because, being of high resistance, they have

burned out first when put in the same series with

other lamps, either of the same make or of an-

other, that were of lower resistance.

CONCLUSION.

I cannot better illustrate the part which a com-

petent superintendent can play in the general

efficiency of a road or a system than by recalling

an incident that occurred some years ago in a

western city. Electric railroads were then com-
paratively new. In this city there vrere two street

railroad companies—one, a large corporation own-
ing nearly all the lines in the city, and the other a

small corporation owning but one line, and that a

short one not more than 3A miles long. The
large corporation equipped one of its lines with the

double trolley system, and the small corporation

equipped its line with the single trolley. Both

lines were of about the same length, but that of

the small corporation abounded in long and steep

grades, one of which reached 13* per cent, at one
point; while the other, although by no means
level, was a much easier line to operate.

A spirit of rivalry sprang up between the two
lines which was heightened by a lawsuit in which
the single trolley road was made the defendent (it

was one of the telephone cases), and in which the

double trolley, though not a party to the suit, fur-

nished much of the testimony for the plaintiff.

The double trolley people were called in to prove

that the double trolley was better than the single

trolley, and, among other arguments, showed that

with the double trolley the car was independent of

the condition of the track and could run under cir-

cumstances (such as heavy snow) where the single

trolley would be unable to get current through its

motors. That suit was decided in favor of the

parties for whom the double trolley people testified.

Winter came on, and with it a heavy snowfall.

The double trolley road had every advantage as

to track and system to meet this emergency, but

the single trolley road had the more efficient

superintendent. There is not a street railroad man
in the country who would not know his name if I

mentionea it. He kept the snow off his tracks

and weathered the storm without stoppage of cars.

The double trolley superintendent, less alive to the

situation, tried to run on top of the snow, and his

whole system was blocked for a day. The fact of

the blockade of the double trolley system and the

successful weathering of the storm by the single

trolley system was telegraphed all over the coun-

try, and taken by the masses as evidence of the

superiority of the single over the double trolley.

For that special emergency, at least, the facts

were exactly the reverse. The true significance of

the circumstance wa- that the single trolley road

had the better superintendent, but the public did

not understand it in that way. So you must do

much for which you will receive no credit from

the public at large; but it you keep your cars

going and keep them from wearing out, and do

this at a minimum expense, your employers will

know it and give you full credit.

TRANSFER REGULATIONS SUSTAINED IN
COURT.

An interesting case was recently decided in St.

Paul in favor of the street railway company and

affirming the right to limit the uses of a transfer.

The decision was in the case of Ernest L. Erickson

against the St. Paul City Railway Company. Mr.

Erickson got on a Rice street car three blocks

from the intersection of the Rondo car line, and

tendered a transfer slip in payment of his fare.

The conductor declined to receive it, and demanded
payment in cash. Judge Otis sustains the act of

the conductor, and holds that the abandoning of

a car at a point other than the intersecting point

was an abandonment of a continuous passage, and

that the regulation requiring the tra/osfer trip to

begin at the intersecting point is reasonable and

proper, as without such regulation the street car

company would not find it possible to protect itself

from fraud and imposition.

BOYNTON BICYCLE RAILWAY FROM BOSTON
TO LOWELL.

One of the sections of the Boynton bill, which
was recently passed by the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture, provides that " within 60 days after the pass-

age of chis act the directors shall apply either to

the Board of Railroad Commissioners or to the gov-

ernor or council for a certificate that public con

venienceand necessity require the construction of

said railway. It a certificate is granted proceed-

ings may be continued as herein provided. If a

certificate is refused no furthfr proceedings shall

be had, and this act shall become null and void."

Mr. Boynton recently called, upon the Governor

for this certificate, preferring to obtain it from

him rr.ther than the Commissioners. The Gover

nor. however, has referred the application to the

Commissioners, as he considers that that board

was established for the purpose of deciding just

such questions as the one contained in this appli-

cation.
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ARGUMENTS IN THE STREET RAILWAY
CASE AT INDIANAPOLIS.

The argument in the famous case of the Citizens"

Street Raih-oad Company vs. the City Railway
Company of Indianapolis, was concluded before

Judores Woods and Baker in that city early in the

week. This hearing is to be the final one in the

matter of whether the Citizens' Street Railroad has

any right to the streets of Indianapolis since .Jan.

18, 1894. at which time the thirty years' franchise

granted by the city expired. The Citizens' com-
pany was represented by Benjamin Harrison,

Miller. 'iVinter & Elam and Poilip C. Knox of

Pittsburg. The City company was represented by
Byron K. Elliott. John M. Butler and A. C. Harris.

The suit referred to was based on a claim by the

city that the privileges, rights, etc., which were
granted the Citizens" company for thirty years.

have expired, and that the company is, therefore,

a trespasser, having no claim whatever to the

streets. The company, on the other hand, con-

tends that its charter is perpetual under an Indiana
statute. Tlie Citizens' company was originally a
jjortion of Congressman Tom Johnson's street rail-

way system, and was sold by him and his associates

for $1,000,000. the franchise being calculated as

one-half the total valuation. The present Citizens'

company purchased the plant from its Chicago
owners last year for |3, 2.50.000 cash, and at once
reorganized it on the basis of ,§1.000.000 bonds and
$5,000,000 stock, the capitalization being supplied

largely by Philadelphians.
The opening argument was made by Attorney

Winter. He said the main question in the case, as

the Citizens' company regarded it. and substan-

tially the only question, was one of law, depending
upon the construction of the street railroads ordi-

nances of 1864, of 1865. of 1880 and the electric

ordinance of 1»89; whether or not one construc-
tion of those ordinances—tte one insisted upon by
the defense—hai been an attempt on thepartof the

city to impair the obligation of a contract, which,
the Citizens' company says, exists between the

State on one hand and the plaintiff company on the
other. "The right to occupy the streets of a city

with any permanent structure," he said, ''to be
used for the purpose of collecting a toll by means
of its use upon the streets, is a franchise. It has teen
so definea hy the courts of this State and the
Supreme Court of the United States." Here
he cited other authorities, and called at-
tention to that of the People's Passenger Railroad
Company against the Memphis Street Railway
Company, the opinion of the case having been
given by Justice Clifford. In this case it was held
thit the right to operate a street railroad m the

streets of a city was in itself a franchise ; that the

power to grant a franchise rested in the State and
could not be exercised by a municipality unless

there was an express grant to the city from the
State. Be also called the court's attention to sev-
eral New York York cases, one being the well-
known case of the Broadway Street Railroad Com-
pany, New York City, of Jacob Sharp. In ibis

case, Mr. Winter said, an attempt was made by
the city of New 'i'ork to grant the right to operate
a .street railway to Jacob Sharp, and the court
held that the ordinance was void for the reason
that such a grant was a franchise and could only
be conferred by the State, and that a municipality
could notconter a franchise imless the power had
been conferred upon it expressly or by the neces-
sary implication. In Indiana the question is pre-
sented m the case of Etchels vs. the Evansville
Street Railroad Company, where it was decided
that the right to use the streets of a city by a street

railway can only be exercised by a grant by the
legislature.

In citing the construction of the statutes govern-
ing the power of cities to grant franchises, he said

that the statutes of 1861, under which the com-
pany's franchise was granted, was direct from
the State to the company. It was a general statute,

authorizing any company to be organized. The
company was to be incorporated for the purpose
only of operating a street railroad, and articles of

association required that it should be sprcifically

slated in what particular town or city it was to be
constructed. He saidtiiat there was no limitation

upon the tenure of property which these companies
should acquire. It was well established by the

authorities that, where a corporation is created by
the Stale, and given authority, expressly or by im-
plication, without prescribing any limitation to its

corporate lite, it has perpetual life. "It has the
right to exist in perpetuity." he said. " Its fran-

chise is also to be employed in pert etuity, unless
there is a nrovision in the law that limits it to a
less period. We stand here holding that all

franchises granted in an act of incorporation are

only withdrawn when that act is repealed. These
incorporated street railways are not given a roving
commission to go anywhere in Indiana, but by
law they are required in their articles of associa-
tion expressly to name the particular town or city

for which they are incorporated to construct and
pperate a street^ railway system. So that if a

street railway company, if incorporated under
this law (unless we find in the statute itself the
grant to it to operate a street railway system),
would be mere nullity, unless we can further find

a town or city for which it is granted a franchise."
He further said that the authority to grant a

franchise rests with the State; that the State may
confer upon a street railroad company the ri-ht to

go into a city or to^n without the consent of the
municipality, and without any city or town pos-
sessing power over it except that of police regula-
tion, and that cities and towns are merely subordi-
nate agencies of the State: that a street railway
could enter a town or city without consulting the
authorities. He said it was claimed that the
ordinance of 1894 has the effect to limit the fran-
chise and the rights of the company to thirty years
from Jan. 18, 1864. The city of Indianapolis could
not itself have granted a franchise to a street rail-

way company. All the city had to do with it was
regulating speed of cars, -where the tracks shall be
placed, how wide apart the rail must be (the law
says not less than three feet nor more than five

feet), the radius of curves, the distance the cars
shall be kept apart, and other matters.
Judge Elliott opened the argument for the City

Company, holding that the act of the legislature,
which provided for the organization and incorpora-
tion of street railway companies, simply provided
a means of bringing them into existence, after
which they would have to subject themselves to
the local la%vs of the place where they were situ-
ated, while the plaintiff insisted that the act in

question went further and jirovided for the per-
. petual existence of its creations, until such a time
as the general assembly itself might see fit to
abolish it. Judge Elliott said in part:

" The term of the plaintiff's license to use the
streets of Indianapolis is limited to 30 years, not
only because the electric ordinance of 1889 so
limits it. but because there has never bpen a suc-
cessful extension of the time. There is in this con-
tract no consideration for the rights conferred :

not a single new obligation or duty imposed. And
ihere is nothing to show that the company has ac-
cei'ted even so favorable an ordinance."
Judge Woods :

" Is there not a presumption of
acceptance because the ordinance is favorable to
the corporation ?"'

Judge EUiott : "But the corporation does not
support the ordinance. It is everything for the
corporation and nothing for the public. Ihere is

no consideration whatever for the public b-neht."
Judge Baker : "Do you not think there was a

consideration in the fact that the company agreed
to perform services for an additional term of
years?''
Judge Elliott: "I will show that the company

has negatived that presumption. Besides, there is

an expressed consideration, and where a considera-
tion is expressed no implied consideration can be
accepted. The company wanted to issue bonds in
order to reduce its interest. It was paying 7 per
cent, on its bonds, and found that it could refund
them at 6 per cent. , and to do so would have to issue
them for 30 years. To do this it vpould be necessary
that the time of its franchise be extended, for it was
then but 13 years until its original franchise expired.
An ordinance was introduced in the city coun-
cil extending the franchise 15 years, and I om John-
son, president of the company, made the argument
in its favor. The ordinance was passed amended
so as to extend the time seven years.''

Numerous authorities were here introduced to
show that the streets of a city were thesacred trust
of the municipality for the inhabitans. and that
the municipality had no right to grant the use of
the streets to any private corporation except for the
benefit of the people. "The only reason," he said,
"for the extension of the time of this company's
franchise was that it might reduce its interest 1

per cent.—a benefit only to the company, a con-
sideration for which the city had no right to grant
the use of the streets."

Judge Elliott closed by reading from an opinion
in the case of the city of Detroit vs. the Detroit
Sti'eet Railroad Company, which was as follows;
"Until within the last two years no one on the

part of the city has questioned the validity of the
extension which we have found to be invalid.
Large sums of money have been expended on the
faith of it. Obligations have been enfor ed by the
city against the street railway company which de-
rived their binding character only from the ordi-
nance of 1879. Were the city an individual, its

obligation, solemnly entered into, and for more
than a decade quietly acquiesced in, might justly
be .taid to be wanting in jiood faith. Were the case
one in which money had been given the city or
where work had been done on property which the
city held, it might be possible for ihe court to give
the defendant company relief, by requiring the city
to disgorge 1 hat which it had taken. . . . Hue
it is impossible in this case to apply such a remedy.
The investments of the street railway company
were not given to the city. They were investments
of private funds, in pi-ivale property, for private
purposes, to subserve the public interest. . . .

Where full knowledge of the powers of a corpora-
tion be had, the person dealing with it cannot
plead estoppel for the reason of a mistake of law.
. . . This is especially true where the cor|30ra-
tion is a municipal corporation, and is exeicising
powers in trust for the public."
Ex President Harrison made the closing speech

in the four days" argument on Monday of this
week. He occupied most of his time on the argu-
ment in favor of the interpretation of the statute
creating street railway companies as to give such
com|)anies perpetual life and perpetual rights in
thestieetsof suchcily as would give them entrance.
' Suppose," he said, " a company having posses-
sion of the streets of a city should be required to
give up its possession, how is the transfer from
company to company to be brought about':' The
proper way in equity would be for the plant to be
appraised by the properly appointed appraisers.
There is no such law in the state of Indiana. It
looksas if there was to be aa attempt to divide the
property of one company between another com-
pany and the city.

"The negotiations between the City company and
the city council bear upon their face the confession
of the city that it was dealing with matters with
which it had no right to deal. How is this trans-
fer to be brought about, according to the charter
which the city has granted to the new company':"
Have we the right to take up our tracks'? Judge
Sells, in a New York case similar to this, held that
the tracks became a part of the street and could
not be removed. The most onerous method to the
public of allowing the construction of a street rail-

road would be under a limited franchise. Re-
alizing that its life was limited, and knowing that
no tracks put in the streets could be removed, the
company would naturally use that class of material
m the construction of its plant that could be put
in with the least expense. Knowing that at the
end of the term of the franchise everythmg must
be a loss, the company would have to burden the
public so that the public would not only have to
pay interest on the investment, but contribute
enough, annually, to a sinking fund to pay off

ultimately the entire cost of construction, I do
not believe that the city council ever intended the
ordinance to mean that the tracks of the company
would ever have to come up or be given away.

" The ordinance granting this fiauchise to the
City company was framed for the purpose of put-
ting the City company in possession of the property
of ihe Citizens' company. But suppose Judge
Sells is wrong. We could tear up our tracks and
dumpthe material inatrash heap somewhere. The
City company would come to and ask us what this
pile of trash would be worth. We set a price and
then they say to us that they will give us this

amount, less the cost of taking it up. What return
iiave we then for the great expense we had of put-
ting down the tracks?

"There is manifest injustice in the inter-

pretation of the law adopted by the g;entlemen on
the other side of this question, as it makes the
city the only nominator of the person who shall

buy our property. Allowed to dispose of it our-
selves we might get up a competition and get a
fair price for the outlay of money. But the city

steps 111 and says that we shall sell to the City
company, and we are at their mercy and must
accept their terms. Our tracks go to them, if

Judge Sells is wrong, without consideration; if he
is right they get them for a song. We are left

with our cars, power-houses, etc., but they are
greatly depreciated in value, and we may dispose
of them at forced sale if we can. This is the posi-

tion of the complainant in this suit.

" What is the position of the defendant com-
pany? It has no investment except lawyers' fees.

They have no expense except for litigation. If

this charter shall stand, as a result they get all

the tracks for nothing. We are not entitled to

remove the tracks, and they can enter without our
consent.

" It has been said that the objections I make are

not tenable for the reason that we were in-

vited to bid on the new franchise. So we were,
but on what terms conld we come to that feast. We
were under great exp-^nse for maintaining our
plant and could not afford to give up 15 per cent,

of our gross earnings, as could a company which
would step into the legacies which the City com-
pany had hoped to gel by this alleged legal confis-

cation.
" The franchise which is claimed by the City

company was granted them in, April, 1893. nine
months before ours expired. I say expired, tak-

ing their own side of it, and admitting that the or-

dinance of 1864 was the only correct one and that

our franchise expired January 18. 1894. This fran-
chise purported to give to this new company, from
the! day of its acceptance by the company, the

right to take our tracks without any consideiation.

We were even served with a notice that we had no
right to occupy any street in the city."

General Harrison here took up a copy of the ordi-

nance and read certain passages and sections of it

which bore on the principal point ofJus argument,
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namely, that it was the intention of the city to

confer upon the new compaDy the right to occupy
the tracks ot the old company. Continuing, he
said:

"Here is a nice mutual agreement by which the

city, the City company and the property owners
along the lines are to divide the profits derived
from ihe confiscation of our tracks. vVe are here
with our plant aud cannot move our tracks. They
are owned by stockholders and mori gaged. We
ouaht to be permitted to pay inierest on our bonds
and possibly a divideod on stock."
General Harrison closed the argument by a sum-

mary ot his own remarks, as follows: "We have
here a great investment, a great system, serving a
public tise, which are so necessary for the common
comfort of the city that a stoppage for a period of

twenty-four hours is a calamity. We have a cor-

poration endowed by the Siate with power to con-
tinuously serve that use. We have here a statute

which gives to that corporation a perpetual
existence. Any life shorter than that is shorter
than the purpose for which it was created. We
have here a proposition to cutoff that life suddenly
and etfectually and to turnover the property of the

corporation to strangers. We have here an attempt
on the part of the city to legislate. To insfrt the
the word 'operate" in the statute granting the city

its powers regarding the street railway company is

to legislate. "Location, survey and construction'

cannot be construed to meau operation."

OLD CAR STABLES SOLD IN NEW YOEK Oil Y.

ELECTEIC FREIGHT SERVICE AT WILMER-
DINa, PA.

The rolling stock of the McKeesport & Wilmer-

ding (Pa.) road consists of three 18-foot passenger

carsot the ordinary type, built by the New Castle

Car Company. New Castle. Pa. They are supplied

with McGuire trucks, each equipped with two

30 H. P. single reduction Westinghouse motors of

the No. i type. In addition there are two open

cars reserved for summer use, which are similarly

equipped. As might be expected, the traffic is

not exclusively passenger transportation, the entire

mail, freight and express exchange between the

two cities passing over the electric road. For

the handling of express and freight, the

After repeated adjournments, the first of which
was taken on March 15, 1893, the sale of the car

stables of the Twenty-eighth & Twenty-ninth

Street Railway Company, New York City, took

place last week. This company, of which Jonathan

H. Crane is pre.sideut, laid a cross-town line of car

tracks in Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth streets

half a dozen years ago, but has never put the

proposed road in operation. It is said that the

charter was obtained and the tracks laid very

largely for the purpose of crowding out an operative

line, and efl:orts have long been made by the city

to compel the company to tear up its unused
tracks. The stables liave, of course, never been

utilized. They are on East Thirty-third street,

and consist of a six-story brick building, on plot

75 by 98 9 feet.

The sale was made under a .iudgment in fore-

closure for 143.870 against George W. Vultee, who
built the stables for the company under the im-

pression that the road would materialize. The
property was offered free and clear. The first bid

was $5,000—less than the value of one of the lots.

This was raised to |10,000, and slowly went up to

|35,000, at which figure the property was knocked
down to the plaintiff in foreclosure, the New York
Security and Trust Company . Here is a deficiency

under the judgment ot §17,870: but the property is

probably available for factory purposes at a valua-

tion equal to the judgment.

MO CONNECTfON BETWEEN THE MEIGS
PROJECr AND THE WEST END COM-

PANY IN BOSTON.

It has been quite widely rumored that the West
End Street Railway Company had a large .share in

the plans of the syndicate that obtained the pas-

sage of the Meigs rapid transit bill in Boston, and

thit aside from this the West End had some well

ELECTRIC FREIGHT CAR AT WILMERDING.

company has a special baggage car. shown
in the illustration, for wnich we are indebted to

the Kltxtri<:(il Engineer. It is of the same general

dimensions as the pa.ssenger cars, but equipped
with two 40 H. P. Westinghouse motors of the new
No. 10 type with No. 14 controllers. All the cars

are .suppiii-d with special rail brakes, which were
foun.l necessary to insure safety on the very heavy
grades encountered in the construction of this road.

The brakes consist of two heavy iron .shoes on each
Hide ot the track between the forward and the rear

wheels. A lever on the car platform enables the
inotorman to force the shoes down against the

truck, lifting, in part, the weight of the car from
the axlert. These brake.s are only supplementary
to the ordinary car brakes, which, except in freez

iDg weather, are sufficient for perfect control of

the car.

Newark, N. J.—The Consolidijled Trai-lion (Join-

pany sold .500 more hor.ues la.st week, at the Belle-

ville Avenue stables, and these were advertised n»

iieing "well seasoned."

developed plans of its own. This is now em-
phatically denied by President Little, of the West
End, who says :

" I don't know of anything that we have done
to warrant the impression that we have any scheme
on foot of any kind. We have made no attempt
to raise any money except for necessary expenses
of the company for repairs, small improvements
here and there, and numerous other things which
call lor funds.

" I c;in tell you firmly that the West End has no
connection with anv scheme of any kind relative

to rapid transit in Boston. Wo have no interest

or connection with the elevated road of any kind,
and we have no interest in any subway of any
character, nor do we expect to have. We are not
making any preparations for any such possibility.

We are simply going along managing our road of

street car line.s, attending to our service and mind-
ing our own l)usine.ss strictly. We do not contem-
plate any departures of any kind, and we do not
intend to take any part in any development of any-
thing only in our regular lini' which the road is

now operating. All additions' or improvements
made are to be simply extension under our present
line f f policy. We have no interest with any
scheme.
"As far as that issue of stock to holders of West

End land goes the West End Street Railway has no
connection with that deal, as the offer was made by
the land company to dispose of railway stock in the
land comnanv's treasury. The West End Stieet
Railway Company had no part in that.

" The announcement that we were not going to
construct the East Boston power station ourselves,
as we have the others, is a little premature. We
have not yet fully decided what we slrall do. We
have had some plans made, and shall have some
of the plans made in our own engineers
office, but it is quite probable that we shall let the
work of construction of the station out vn cor-
tract."

> ij i

EARNINGS OF THE BUFFALO RAILWAY
COMPANX.

Another instance of the good business street

railway companies are doing is afforded by the

statement of the Buffalo Railway Company for

the month of June as well as for the six months
ended June 30, 1894. During the former period

net earnings increased $3,445.38 : during the latter

they increased $67,593,30, as per tables below.

Gross earniOKs
Operating expn's.

Net earnings

1891. 1893. Difference.

$133,486.15
7J,0S4.33

*.i9,43t.S'2

^133,133.'.'8]Increase SSS'If-?,

76.146 81 Uecrease 2,(192.61

6,983.4i!lncrease ?2.413.a

For tte six months ended June 3), 1891.

Gi'oss earning.^—
Operating expn's.

iNet earnings

1891.

$727,167 ni
425,134.13

S302,03-'.88

1893.

t687.632.77 Increase $39,501.24
453,223.19li)ecrease 28,089.U6

S234.439.58|Increase §67,593.30

TSE GREENFIELD AUTOMATIC FASTENER.

The accompanying illustration shows the new
automatic fastener for vouchers. Its adaptibility

is shown by the rapidity with which it can be used

for the fastening of papers vouchers and all kinds

of light binding. Among the claims made for the

Greenfield's Automatic Fastenei.

fastener over all other methods and appliances for

the fastening of legal documents, vouchers, bills,

papers and the like now in use, are that it is the

only automatic portable machine capable of doing

this work ; that its work is stronger, neater, more
uniform and more durable than any present method

of fastening; that it is many times more rapid in

its execution; that it does away with the use of

pins, and that it is many times cheaper.

The simplicity of the machine, the rapidity

with which it does its work, the strength of its

fastenings, the neatness of its execution, recom-

mend it. It is made strong and durable, being

manufactured of the best material, and is so simple

in its parts that there is nothing to get out ot

order. With one operation of the hand the wire

is rolled from the spool, placeil in position, meas-

ured, and cut the required length, staple made,

driven through the paper or material to be fast -

ened, and neatly and securely clinched. The
machine is manufactured by the Greenfield Auto-

matic Fastener Company, of 43 and 44 Broad

street. New York City.
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COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEM-
POEAEIES.

A Pessimistic View in Betroit.—If Detroit's

street railway sysleiu is not to be quipped with
electriciiy, mules should be sunstituted for horses.

Mules can stand such rough campaigning a good
deal b3tter and a matter of an hour or two on a
round tiipis not of vital importance. Some of

thf cities in Mexico talk of introducing electric

street cars. They can probably dispose of snme of

their old traps and calamities in Detroit.

—

Detroit
Free Press.

Expansion of the Residence Quarter.—In
other leading cities, especially in St. Louis, the

change now taking place is greatly for the better,

and it is hard for those who see every day whit is

being done to realize the rapidity of the miprove -

ment. The residence quarter has expanded under
improved transit to almost double what it whs a
few years ago, when business meu were so ofien

obliged to get out and help a lazy and overworked
mule get the car over the grade.

—

St. Louis
Mepublic.

Vestibule Law.—The motorman must stand in

one pl3ce and practically in one position all the
workmg day, which means for him twelve to four-

teen hours. For his arduous labors and the im-
mense responsibility for human life placed upon
him he is never too well and rarely adequately
paid. The requirement of vestibules to protect
him from the elements is the least that can be
done for him.

—

Indianapolis Sentinel.

Underground Railway for New York.—Why
should we be so blind to this object lesso i as to find

it necessary to gn through, on our own account,
the long process of learning by sad and costly e:s-

perience ? Why should we obstruct and darken
our principal streets with defacing structures of

various kinds only to find, afler they have been
put up and the annoyance has firmly established

Itself, that the advantages granted are not what
we desire or all that we might have, and that
other and further improvements must be made

—

which might just as well have been undertaken at

first—if rapid transit in its true sense is to be
secured? The lesson taught in New York is the
same lesson that might be learned by the experi-
ence of London, Paris and Berlin, that in the
densely settled section of a city a tunnel line is the
only method by which rapid transit is possible for
any length of time, because it is the only method
by means of which as many lines can be built as
are warranted by the demands of traffic—iVew
York World.

Electrolysis, —English engineers have taken
warning by experience with electrolysis on this

side of the water and the Board of Trade has laid

down various requirements for the control of the
circuits of electric street railways. In the course
of the discussion before the Board of Trade during
the drawdng of the regulations, the question arose
whether the wandering earth current from an
electric railway might not reach the track circuit
of a block-signal system on a steam railway line,

set the signal at safety when it should beat danger,
and thereby cause a serious accident. la ordinary
signaling practice, the semaphore drops by gravity
to the danger position and is raised by an electric

current to safety. When it is remembered that
the wandering earth current of electric railways is

sufficiently powerful to work electiic bells and
telegraph instruments, and has even, in some rases,

we believe, been made use of for incandescent
lighting, the possibility that, under proper condi-
tions, such a current might cause a semaphore to
show a wrong indicatif)n would seem to be by no
means remote. It is true that no instance of this

sort has thus far been made public; but it is to be
remembered that electric railways are still a
novelty and little used outside of the United
States, and that only a fair beginning has been
made in the equipment of this country's railways
with block signals. Besides this, many things
occur in railway service which are long in being
made public, and because no instance of the turn-
ing of a semaphore in the manner described is on
record, it doe's not, therefore, follow i;hat none
has occurred or may not occur in future.

—

En-
gineering News.

Street Railway Employes.—No amount of

care can wholly guard against accidents from the
electric cars. The surest precaution, however,
seems to consist in securing the services of the
best, the safest and most experienced men that
can be obtained. Two employes maybe equally
experienced. They may apparency be equally at-

tentive to their duties, and yet to a careful observ-
er of human nature it is clear that one may be
trusted to perform duties that involve human safe-

ty, while the other may not. Hence an experi-
enced and careful manager of the operation of the
street railways mu^t exercise much discretion in

the selection and retention of his subordinates. He
must be guided by the knowledge they display of
their duties, and he must go farther. He should
call to his aid the wisdom he has obtained in

his long observation of human nature, as

shown in his contact with thousands of other em-
ployers, and apply this test to discover if his men
poss ss these fine qualifications of head and heart
which make them conscientious and considerate of
human life. There are few street car employers
who would not rid th*- service of unreliable and un-
safe men who have slinht regard for human life

and safety. They should remember that the man
agement. in making discharges that sometimes
seem inexplicable, act upon «acred oliligations of
duty to the public. —Toledo Commercial.

Motormen's Eyesight.—There is no position in
which perfect sight is more necessary than in a
motorman's. It is as much needed as the capacity
for distinguishing colors is in a locomotive engi-
neer, and many will remember how defective the
eyesight of many railroad men was discovered to
be twelve or fifteen years ago, when the question
of color-blindness was agitated and some State
legislatures passed laws on ihe subject. The mo-
torman on an electric car needs not only a clear
but a trained virion, constantly crossing, as he
does, numerous crowded streets, the sidewalks and
roadway of which ai'e tilled with people and teams
eager to pass before the car. He should be able to
measure distances accurately and alto the cus-
tomary speed of pedestrians and horses, so as to

calculate whether they will be able to cross the
track before the car reaches them.

—

Philadelphia
Press,

Prospects op Rapid Transit in New York.—
With three of the old members again in the places
that have known them so very, very long; with
Mayor Gilroy in the Board, an opponent of some of
the leading objects for which the new commission
was created; with Comptroller Fitch present and
having associations with Tammany Hall, an or-

ganization opposed to any anti-Manhattan system,
the outlook, to some persons, is not encouraging.

—

New York Herald.
Big Money from Philadelphia.—While it is

impossible to say just how much new capital this

city has raised so far this year, it is certain the
amount exceeds $1.5.000,000. About $13,000,000 of
this can be accoun'ed for thus : The Finance Com-
pany of Pennsylvania raised $5,000,000 for the
Reading on its coal trust certificates; stockholders
of the Philadelphia Traction Company have paid
into its treasury so far this year $1,680,000; $3,500,-
000 more came from stockholders of the Elec-
tric Traction Company, and $2,080,000 from those
of the People's Traction Company: while bond-
holders of the Frankford Railroad Company raised
$300,000 for the Reading to complete the Frank-
ford branch, and |1.284,400 was secured for the
Hestonville Passenger Railway Company. This
makes a total of $13,844,400 of new capital that
has been provided since Jan, 1 last.

—

Philadelphia
Stockholder.

Eyesight and Accidents.—Safety of the public
demands that the gripmen and motormen ot our
street car lines shall have good eyesight and that
they shall be goud judges of both speed and dis-

tance. Every man who operates a motor or grip
car in St:. Louis knows the importance of this

matter. At street cros>ings he often has to calcu-
late the speed of an approaching w-agon and its

distance from the track. He must be able to tell

how far away he is himself from the point at
which the wagon is to cross, and regulate tiie s-peed

of his car so as to avoid a collision. Many ot the
accidents at crossings are due to the operator's
misjudgment in these things. He miscalculates the
speed or distance, or both, and runs into the
wagon. A g..od many of the rear-end collisions

arise from the same cause.

—

St. Louis Bejniblic.

Need op a Fender.—Certainly the railway
compthifs owe it to themselves, as well as to the
public, that every effort should be made to perfect
a fender which shall serve the good puipose of
saving Ihe lives of those who mav fall by accident
before the cars.

—

Baltimore Herald.

Spare the Motokman.— Did you ever notice that
some peoule, mostly men and boys, take a sort of
interest in crossing in front of a slrei t car so as to
miss being struck by the guard as narrowly as pos-
sible? If you haven't, you 11 be surprised at the
extent of the prevalence id this pastime. That is

really what it amounts to. If one of those people
can get across in front of a car which is almost
upon him without accelerating his speed, his mis-
sion on earth seems to him apparently to have been
accomplished. If these people only knew the anxi-
ety this practice causes some motormen (for some
of them are conscientious, despite tradition to the
contrary), and if they have any of the milk of
human kindness in them, they would deny them-
selves the pleasure they seem to find in it. While
they themselves have perfect conliJence in their
ability to gauge the relative speed of themselves
and the approaching car, and to "cross just in
time," yet the motorman is kept on pins and needles
with fears of such possibilities as the adventurer's
stumbling, falling in a faint or dropping dead on
the track to be instantly mutilated by the car. with
the probability of the motorman being blamed for
it,

—

Buffalo Express.

FINANCIAL DEPABTMENT.

Eastern Stock and. Bond Market.

{FrOTii Our Wall Street Correspondent.)

A Dull Market.—The street raihi ay stock and
bond market still continues to suffer from the
lack of speculative interest marking all markets
for securities; and all stocks and bonds, excepting
one or two cases where special causes have devel-
oped to influence quotations, have been absolutely
featureless. This lack of demand is not due to
any specific boycotting of street railway securi-
ties, as brokers in all kinds of securities are agreed
in reporting a total abs-ence of demand. The
threatening aspect of the recent labor troubles
has proved a real bugbear to the investing public
which still reluse-i to believe that any danger to
vested rights from lawless demonstrations is over,
and that money placed in good street railway
properties is as sure of security as ever. With no
orders from outside circles, br kers are obliged to
do nothing, as, without having any regular
authority as to quotations, they can indulge in no
professional spc ulation in street railway shares.

The most active s i ot k has been Dry Dock,
which has dropped from 140 to 135. It seems that
the dividend promised at this period is not to be
distributed after all. It had been promised that
there would be a resumption at an early date of the
distribution of profits, and that stockholders, after
a half- year'slapse, would again be allowed to share
in the road's r-newed prosperity. It looks, how-
ever, that they will be (loomed to disappointment.
The management, while admitting that the divi-
dend has been earned, believes it best in view of
past experiences to accumulate a little surplus, and
with this end in view will pass the dividend now.
Tliey have determined, they say, not to rebume
dividends until uninterrupted payments at the rate
of 8 per cent, per annum are assured.

Other locally active stocks have been Third
Avenue Cable and Second Avenue. Third Ave-
nue is lower somewhat on the liquidation of some
holdings for an estate account, but the present
earnings, what with the tremendous excursion
business, are said to be at the rate of 30 per cent,
per annum on the stock. Second Avenue has
been regarded with some interest by reason of a
renewal of the reports relating to the transfer of
control treated of before in these letters. A "slight
difference of opinion"—soil is explained—between
influential parties is said to be the only thing pre-
venting a consummation of the deal. But it is

expected that this question of " S and c."—such it

really is—will soon be amicably arranged, and
then Second Avenue will be turned over, in all

probability, to the Metropolitan Traction Com-
pany.

Such traction stocks as are dealt in on the
exchanges are all quiet. The opposition of the
Brooklvn City Railroad to an assessment of per-
sonally of $1,000,000 has led to the publication of
some interesting fluures concerning ihis portion of
the big Long Island Traction Company. At the
hearing before the Board i f Assessors, Secretary
Swin made a statement st^owirg that the value of
Ihe property was $13,169,343. The road has really
cost $17,354 539, but there has been such a deprecia-
tion of its real estate and other property that it is

worth to-day over $4,000,000 less. Prt sident Lewis,
of the Long Island Traction Company, which leases
the Brooklyn City through ihe Brooklyn Heights
road, which it owns, staied that the Brooklyn City
road's gross farnings for the past year were over
$4,200,000. Hedeclined, however, to make operat-
ing expenses or net earnings public. In answer to
a question as to whether the contract to pay 10 per
cent, dividends had been fulfilled out of the earn-
ings. President Lewis replied, "Not necessarily."'

Mbtropo itan Traction is again on the up-
ward tack. It seems to be getting everything it

wants in this city, as it has just secured permis-
sion to build a new bit of track on South Fifth
Avenue that will greatly facilitate its downtown
service, and, what is, perhaps, the greatest ad-
vant; ge of all, thi.-, extention gives it the right to
build a crosstown line through Broome, Sullivan,
and Watts streets direct to Desbrosses street ferry.

Philadelphia traders hate again given their
attention to street railway thares when interest
died out in the railroad list, and the traction list is,

with the exception of Baltimore tiaction, all

higher. Experts say these stocks were never in
better demand.

Financial Notes.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore City Passenger
Railway Company has paid its part tax for the
quarter ending June 30, amounting to $23,887,
indicating that the gross receipts have been $354,301
for the qti-irter. The receipts were: April, $70,773;
May, $88,841, and June, $94,687. The leturns
show that during these three months the number
of passengers carried was 5,086,020, an average of
about 10 rides for every inhabitant of Baltimore.
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During the month of June the company carried

1,893,740 passengers.

Chattanooga, Tentl.—The court has removed W.
T. Adams, who has for some time been temporary
receiver of the Chattanooga Street Railway Com-
pany, and in his place has appointed S. W. Devine
as permanent receiver. The St. Louis Trust Com-
pany made the application upon which this ap-

pointment was made. It is stated that the majority
of the bondholders have raised the money neces
sary to pay the interest ou the consolidated bonds
and that a reorganization will soon be effected

which will take the road out of the hands of the
receiver.

Dallas, Tex.—A committee of the first mortgage
bondholders of the Dallas Street Railway Company
is to ask the Farmers" Loan and Trust Company,
of New York, trustee for the mortgase, to apply for

a receiver for the road. This committee was ap
pointed two years ago. when the road defaulted on
its second mortgage bonds. The road has now
defaulted on its first mortgage bonds, which
amount to §250,000. The bonds are largely held in

Baltimore.

. Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Flushing & College Point
Electric Railroad Company has been placed m the
hands of a receiver. The court has appointed
William H. Browne, upon the application of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
panv. to which the concern is indebted to the
extent of S37,000. All of this except 81,000 was in

the shape of Ijonds, the interest upon which was
not paid on July 1.

Leavenworth, Kan.—The Leavenworth I'llectric

Railway Company has filed a mortgage for $300,000

to the Atlantic Trust Company, of New York City,

to secure an issue of that amount of B per cent.

bonds. The necessary papers have been filed,

changing the name irom "Railway "to '"Rail-

road " company. J. B. Edrington is secretary of

he company.
Dividend Passed Again.- -The dividend period on

General Electric preferred has been passed for the
second time, but if earnings continue to develop
as at present, action looking to the resumption of

dividends on this accumulative preferred stock,

says the Boston Xews Bureau, should be taken be-
fore next July.

Duluth, Minn.—A one-flfth interest in the stock
of the Duluth Street Railway Company has been
sold to Mr. Douglass, of Philadelphia. Considera-
ble money has been raised by the issue of bonds
and this will be used to pay off the floating in-

debtedness of the company and to refund certain
outstanding bonds.

Detroit, Mich.—A mortgage on the Grand River
Avenue street car plant, given to W. C. McMillan
and George H. Hendrie, as trustees, was filed in

the citj' clerk's office last week. The mortgage
was given in 1891 to secure l|350,000 worth of
bonds, but this has now been reduced to ftl.50,000.

West End Earnings.—June gross earnings of the
West End. Boston, were $643,000. against §618.000
in 1893 and S-'jgx.OOO in 1892. The net gain in June
w.xs about s.50,000.

Cincinnati, 0.—The Mount Adam & Eden Park
Street Railway Company has declared its regular
quarterlv dividend of ii^^, paj'able on and after
July 10."

Dividend.—The Worcester Traction Company, of
Worcester, Mass., has declared a dividend of 3 per
cent, on its preferred stock payable Aug. 1.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Chicago.—The Central Rapid Transit Company
of wliion A. G. Goodman is president and Z. C.
Cornell secretary, has asked for a franchise over
the following route, with "the right to connect
with other street railroad tracks :''

HcKinnlnf( at the intersection of Kedzle avenue and
E'^iity-Mcvcnth Htreet, running north on Kedzie avenue,
eabt on fhirty-flrnt, north on 'iroy, ea«I. on '1 wenty-HJXLh
fltrcrt, nonii on itockwcll btrcet, eabt on Twenty llfth
utreol. north on Oalilcy avenue, eaHt on 'twenty-third
etreet. north on Lincoln btreet, cast on Thirteenlh fltreet,
weatonTwenty-rrlxth hlrcetfroni 'I'roy to Hamlin ave/nic.
north on Kainliri avenue to .Sixteenth ntreci, west on
Slxi«cnth Htreet to Forty llrijl direct, north on Fony-nrat
'atreet to Harriuun fetrect, west on Harrison to l''orty-
ciKhtb, wciit on Scventy-flrbl from Kerizic to llynian
avenue : aluo beginninK at the corners u( Kedzio and
f'olumhns avcnucH, running -outh-we&t on ColumhUH
avenue to Eighty-lhird Htreet. went on KiKhly-lhird
Htrcct to Crawforrl avenue, touth on Crawford avenue to
ElKhly-Bevcnth.

It iH proposed that that the cars be operated by
electric storage batteriea, caloric, or hydraulic
power, and the company may from time to lime
diange its means of locomotion to more modern
rrnthods or rnay operate the same by tiuch othi-r
motive f'^er as the mayor and commissioner of
public works m.iy approve, it being understood that
the company shall not at any time use overlie.id
wires. Car.i are to be running in one year. A .?-^0

licence fee i.n offered.

North Woburn, Mass.—In regard to the existing
strike, steps were taken last week to bring about a

settlement. W. H. Sharpe, of Lynn, representing
the employees of the North Woburn Street Rail way
Company, and Amos F. Bieed. president; of the
road, met in conference at the rooms of the Slate
Board of Arbitration, in Boston. The conference
was held in the presence of the board, and lasted

several hours. Mr. Sharpe explained the case of the
strikers, and set forth iheirclaimsfor better wages,
more regular employment and union recugnition on
the part of their employers. No specific agreement
was reached, and it was thought I hat the difficulties

could not be settled without the assistance of the
board of arbitration. President Breed was quite
saiisfled to let the board arbitrate the matter and to

abide by its decision. Mr. Sharpe. while not op-
posed to this method of settlement, could not con-
sent to it without the approval of the men. The
conductors and motormen of the North Woburn
road have been paid $1.75 per day dttring the four
summer months and .51.57 for the other eight
months. The men are now demanding |3perday.
About 40 motormen and conductors are employed
on the road.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Southern Electric Railway
Company has applied for the appointment of com-
missioners to determine the amount to be paid other
companies whose tracks it will be necessary to

use. A portion of the cracks to be used by the
Soutlieru Railway Company belong to the Mis-
souri Railway Company and lie between Sixth
and Fourth streets on Market. As the latter com-
panj' operates its old lines under a State charter
antedating the city ordinance allowing one com-
pany to use another's tracks, an interesting ques-
l;ion is likely to be precipitated. The St. Louis
Republic »a.ys : "It is reported that the Missouri
Railroad Company will not permit the use of its

lines, alleging exemption from the regulations of
the municipal ordinance, and will not recogniae
the right of the Southern Railway Company to

apply iOr commissioners.

Washington, D. C.—At the recent hearing on
Senator SicAlillan's Senate bill, providing for a
general transfer of passengers on the railroads of
the District of Columbia, the representatives of the
companies objected to the proposed system on the
ground that tue roads were already losing money,
it was claimed that theBelt line receipts fell short
of its expenses $35,000 last year, and the Eckington
& Soldiers' Home line i$'22. 000. PresidentGriswold.
of the Anacostia line, said that in 1892 they carried
1,192,646 passengers, the receipts being §60,840.

The next year they arranged a system of transfers

with the Belt line, and, while they in that year
carried 1,849,222 passengers, the receipts amounted
to but $57,574, showing a loss under the transfer
system of over p,000.

Yonkers, N. Y.—Several of the prominent citi-

zens of Yonkers have organized the North and
South Electric Railway Company, for the purpose
of operating a street railway through the princi-

pal streets from the north to the south of the city.

They will ultimately connect with a road being
built north of Mount Vernon, at or near Tucka-
hoe, and run to White Plains. The company has
been incorporated with the following directors :

Francis T. Holder, president: William D. Baldwin,
treasurer: Theodore H.Silkman, secretary : Samuel
T. Hubbard, Richard B. Kelly, John C, Shotts,
John J. Devitt, James S. Fitch and Leslie M.
Saunders. The capital stock of the company is

§50,000. It has just applied for a franchise, and
will commence work as soon as it gets it.

Marinette, Wis,—A franchise has been asked for

by J I. Scott, Louis Leisen, W, A. Curry and
Andrew Matison. Mr. Leisen is a business man in

ilenominee, Mich. He says that if the franchise

is given very soon, work will be commenced right

away. The intention is to lay the line to the Bay
Shore and operate it as a horse car line. Three or

four cars are to be bought and one or two of these

will run on week days and the whole number on
Sunday, The equipment for the new line will be

purchased second hand. It will be distinctively a
summer line and will be run for the traffic out to

the B.iy Shore Park. The franchise tor the new
line gives two years' time in which to commence
the work. The entire cost of the new Hue will not
be over $3,000.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Citizens' Street Railway
Company announced last week an increase in the

w.ages of motormen and street railway conductors
to 16 cents per trip, being a raise of one cent. The
order announced that this was done in accordince
with the promise of the company, when the cut

was made, namely, that when the receipts showed
an increase warranting the higher wages, a restor-

ation of the old rate would be made. It was luo-

mised that another increase would be givvii when
the business again made it possible. The street

railway employees in Indianapolis are not or^ian-

izi'd;batthe American R:iilway Union has been
trying to indur'.' tlieiii to jniii iheir organization.

The St. Louis Railway Company, of St. Louia, Mo.,
has placed the order for its new car barn with the

Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn.

The building will be 64 feet in width and 185 feet
in length, with btick walls, the roof being of iron
covei'pd with the Berlin Iron Bridge Company's
patent anti-condensation corrugated iron roof
covering. It is the intention of the railroad com-
pany to make this station absolutely fireproof, and
theieby save insurance. There will be no wood-
work used in the construction of the building, and
it will not be necessary to carry any insurance
whatever, as the danger from fire is entirely elim-
inated,

Troy, N. Y.—It is said that Congressman Charles
D. Haines, of Kinderhook, is backing the project
for an electric railroad between Troy and Sand
Lake. Mr. Haines is reported as saying that he
was willing to undertake the construction of a road
from Albia to Averill Park, as a part of the pro-
posed line at once, and that later the line will be
extended to make a connection with the Kinder-
hook & Hudson railroad at Niverville, provided
that road is acquired by him, under negotiations
now pending. This otter is made on the condition
that the Troy & New England road will issue
§100,000 each of its stock and bonds, Mr. Haines
and his friends taking one-half of this amount.

Warren, 0.—The assessment of the Trumbull
electric road for taxation, as agreed upon by the
Warren, Niles and Trumbull county boards of
equalization is §2,500 per mile inside town cor-
porations. §1,500 per mile in country, §500 per car
and $4,000 for power station. This valuation is

considerably higher than returned by the com-
pany, and representatives of the road were cited

to appear and show cause why tl^e increased as-
sessment should not stand. The company's repre-
sentatives claim that the assessment is in excess of
other towns, and asked time to investigate the
valuation of electric roads in cities of similar size.

Cleveland, 0.—The " Big" Consolidated has se-

cured an exclusive franchise for twenty-five years,
giving it the right to operate street car tracks in

South Brooklyn from the end of the bridge to the
stale road, south of the main business portion of

the town. The company is required to lay double
tracks and pave between the outside rails. As
planned at present, the proposed Akron electric

road will enter Cleveland by way of South Brook-
l^n. and it is thought that this franchise may in-

terfere with the prospects of that line.

Camden, N.J.—The Camden Horse Railroad Com-
jiany has started, with a large force of workmen,
to make the track connection on Kaighn avenue,
at Broadway, Sixth and Eighth streets. When the
work is -completed, a line of cars will be run from
Kaighn's Point Ferry to Liberty Park and Ever-
green Cemetery, with exchange to Collingswood.
The work is expected to he finished in a week.
The Broadway cars for the present, however, will

continue to run to Collingswood.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Pennsylvania Railroad is

reported as negotiating for an entrance into Mc-
Keesport. The route will be over the tracks of the
McKeesport and Wilmerding electric railway. An
offer has been made to the electric railway com-
pany for its property. McKeesport is one of the
best paying railroad passenger stations in the
vicinity, and the Pennsylvania Railroad desires to

get a portion of the business now controlled by the
Baltimore & Ohio.

Jersey City, N. J.—A test was made on Thursday
of this week, at the car shops of the Consolidated
Traction Company, of a new car-fender, invented
by James VV, McKinnon. A dummy figure was
used and struck a number of times while the car
was going at the rate of 7 to 15 miles an hour.
Each time the figure was caught up and deposited
on the fender without injury. A number of street

car officials from various places were present.

Kansas City, Mo.—Receiver Robert Gillham, of

the Northeast Electric rot,d, applied recently to

Judge Henry lor leave to issue receiver's certifi-

cates with which to pay for 10 new car bodies. His
attorneys reported that the present cars are unfit for

use. judge Henry granted the application and
limited the issue of certificates to $8,u00. Mr. Gill-

ham will purchase new bodies tor the cars, but
will use the old trucks.

New York City, N. Y.—The court has made an
adihtional allowance of .$t,250 each to the rapid

transit commissioners for their services. This
makes the total expense of the old commission
foot up in round numbers $145,000. The commis-
sioners have received §6.250 each. About .$50,000

was expended lor engineering service and the re-

m;iin<ler has been devoted to the legal advice fur-

nished the commissioners and for clerical work.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Highvvay Commissioner Hor-
ton has given consent to the Coney Island, Fort
Hamilton <& Brooklyn Railroad to construct and
operate a line on and along a number of streets in

New Utrecht. Either horse or electric power is

specified. All the streets asked for are included

in the franchise with the exception of one which
had already been given to tlie Brooklyn City Rail-

road Companjr.
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Chicago, III.—The West Chicago Street Railroad
Company will soon let contracts for an electric

power house at the intersection of California
Avenue and Roscoe Boulevard, to furnish power
for the trolley lioe company that is to operate in

connection with the Slilvvaukee Avenue cable

system. The structure will be one story and one-
halt hiE;h. and the ground space covered will be
100 by 133 feet. ,

Newark, N. J.—The new car house of the Con-
solidated Traction Company, near the Passaic
Bridge, is making; rapid progress. The building is

3,TO by 80 feet and has a capacity for 56 cars. The
tracks are elevated, so that workmen can go about
underneath the cars. The second story has been
fitted up for the comfort of the men and is fur-
nished with sleeping-rooms, bathrooms, svailing-

rooms, etc.

New Yorl< City, N. Y.—A driver of one of the
Ninth Avenne horse cars made a complaint this

week against the driver of an undertaker's wagon,
for getting in front of the horse car with his wagon
and obstinately refusing to leave the track until he
reached the side street at which he intended to

turn, thus delaying the car, it was alleged, ten

minutes. The driver of the wagon was fined |3.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Harrisburg & Mechanics-
burg Electric Railway Company's officers have
been elected from the oflBcal staff of the Cumber-
land Valley Traction Company, which purchased
the franchise. O. H. Ormsley, of Pittsburgh, is

President; S. M. Skyles. of Martinsburg, Pa., is

secretary, and W. H. Wigton, of Altoona, is treas-

urer.

Bloomfield, N. J.—A petition from the North
Jersey Street Railway Company has been presented
to the township committee asking for a franchise

to run electric cars from the present terminus of

the Newark Passenger Railroad Company on Bloom-
Held avenue to the Montclair line. The petition

was referred to the law and franchise committee.

Annual Report Issued.—Secretary Richardson.
of the Street Railway Association of the State of

New York, has issued a report of the eleventh
annual meeting, held in Rochester, last September.
The report is a pamphlet of 60 pages, and includes,

besides a verbatim report of the proceedings, the
constitutiou and by-laws of the association.

Galesburg, III.—The street railway company has
elected the following officers: President, Robert
Chappell; vice president. O. F. Price; treasurer,

W.Seacord; secretary, Henry Arnold; directors,

Robert Chappell. W. Seacord. B. F. Arnold. Fred
Seacord, J. K. Mitchell, E. A. Bancroft, O. F.

Price, P. M. Johnson, Josiah Babcock.

Bradford, Pa.—The city council has p3.=fed an ord-
inance granting the Bradford Electric Street Rail-
way Company the exclusive right to construct and
operate a street car line along the various streets

for a period of fifty years. No date for commenc-
ing the work is specified, although the time for

completing it is two years.

Dixon, III.—The City Council has granted a
franchise to the electric railway company for lay-

ing and operating a street car line through the
city. This line will be a part of the Rock River
Electric Railway, projected between Rock ford and
Dixon. The right of way has already been
secured.

Leavenworth, Kan.—Judge Foster has confirmed
the sale of the Leavenworth electric street railway,
subject to the payment in full of claims held by
the court some time ago. Efforts were made by
an attorney for the bondholders to have their
claims satisfied, but they were ruled out of court.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The North Main Street & Tona-
wanda Electric Railroad Company has elected the
following directors: L. F. W. Arend. J. H. Pardee.
C. H. Timmerman, Moses Foltz, B. A. Cook,
Edward Rutherford, E. C. Hoag, Elias Hoag. Ceo.
S. Hoag, Edward C. Mason and C. M. Grave;-.

Buffalo. N. Y.—The Buffalo Railway Company
has won its long suit over the Allen Street line.

The referee decides that the resolution of the
counsel authorizing the construction of the double
tracks was valid, and further that the company
has the right to operate the line by electricity.

Newark, N. J.—Threesuits were brought against
the New Jersev and Consolidated Traction com-
panies last week. Oneof these was for :^10,000 dam-
ages for the killing of a five yearo^d boy; another
for $1.5,000 as the result of a collision, and the third

is for $15,000 for the killing of a young man.

Rochester, N. Y.—A report that the Rochester
Railway Company had purchased the Rochester &
Irondequoit road and that the management of
the two roads had been merged into one has been
emphatically denied by John N. Beckley, president
of the Rochester Railway Company.

Hartford, Conn.—The directors of the Hartford,
Manchester & Rockville Tramway Company held
a meeting last week and voted to build the line of

the entire length proposed and have the cars run
ning before the last of the year. The company will

advertise for bids in a few days.

Portland, Ore.—S. Z. Mitchell offers for sale the
electric rolling stock, line equipment, steel rails

and steam plant of an electric railway, in lots to
suit the buyer. Information may also be obtained
from W. J. Granibs, Seattle, Wash., or J. R.
Mason. Port Townsend, Wash.

Harrisburg, Pa.—A test was made last week on the
lines of the Citizens' Passenger Railway Company,
of a new switch patented by Messrs. Murray & Hat-
field Brothers. This switch is operated by the
motorman, by the manipulation of an attachment
at the front end of the car.

Montreal, Canada.—The Street Railway Company
is making a trial of operating smoking cars upon
its lines. One car has been placed on the Windsor
street route as an experiment. If it proves to be a
paying investment tor the company, similar cars
will be placed on all the lines.

Irvington, N. J.—The village board of trustees
has refused to grant a franchise to the Consolidat-
ed Traction Company, unless that company shall
guarantee a five-cent tare between Newark and
Irvington, and that transfers shall be given as is

now ihe practice in Newark.

Easton, Pa.—The Tamaqua-Lansford electric
railroad began building an electric line between
these two points this week, with a force of over 100
men. It is stated that another company, com-
posed of Philadelphia capitalists, wants to build a
line over the same route.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pennsylvania General Elec-
tric Company has entered suit against the Citizens'
Passenger Railway Company, of McKeesport, to
recover $13,356.22. The amount is claimed to be
due for electrical appliances sold and delivered to

the defendant company.

San Francisco, Cal.—Judge Seawell has ordered
the wages of some one hundred and twenty
laborers in the employ of the defunct San Fran-
cisco & San Mateo electric railroad paid. This
covers a period of about t%vo months and aggre-
gates about $9,000.

Washington, Pa.—TheEockCreek Railway desires
to extend its lines, and a bill authorizing it to do so
has been introduced in the House of Representa-
tives. According to this bill either cable or electric
power may be used, but the overhead trolley is ex-
pressly forbidden.

Middletown, Conn.—The work of equipping the
Horse Railroad Company's lines with electricity
has been delayed, owing to the inability of the
company to secure rails. This is due partly to the
strike in the coke regions and various other labor
disturbances.

Hartford, Conn.—The New Haven ZJ/h'oji is au-
thority for the statement that the electric railway
between Hartford and Rockville before next win-
ter is assured, and that Manchester will be con-
nected with Hartford by an electric line by Octo-
ber 1.

Rome, Ga.—The Rome Electric Street Railroad
has been sold to Capt. John J. Seay for $31 ,000.

Outside parties, including some Atlanta men, are
interested with him. It is said that Captain Seay
will take charge as president of the road.

Cincinnati, 0.—An ordinance recently passed
provides that the street railway companies of the
city shall paj^ 5;^ of their gross revenue, in addition
to a tax of $4 per foot, inside measurement, on each
car operated, in return for their franchise.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Cars are now running over
the Ridge avenue branch of the Traction Com-
pany's lines. The run of two miles over the new
line is made in eleven minutes. The extension is

to be pushed rapidly to Green Lane.

Messrs. B. W. Payne &, Sons, of No. 41 Dey street.

New York, have recently added to the plant of the
Middletown-G ishen Traction Company a 100-H. p.

Payne-Corliss engine and a 13.5-H. p. horizontal
tubular boiler.

Dubuque, la.—It is reported that J. A. Rhora
berg, president of the Dubuque Street Railway
Company, proposes to extend the company's lines

to Sageville, where a summer resort will be
established.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Thomas Murray, of New
Brunswick, N. J., has taken the contract for
building certain parts of the new electric road at
Bridgeport. The cost of his part of the work will

be $150,000.

PEESONAL.

building up a substantial liusiness for the new
firm.

W. P. Roshourgh, late superintendent of the
Rochester (N. Y ) Street Railway, has been ap-
pointed general-manager of the Norfolk (Va.)City
Railway Company.

Chas. E. Newton, secretary of the Jewell Belt-
ing Company, of Hartford, Conn., was in New
York this week.

TRADE NOTES.

L. W. Collins, of Chica.eo, has formed a partner-
ship, under the name of Lee & Collins, with C. E.
Lee, of the same city. The firm will handle a
number of specialties in thesupply line, with head-
quarters at 337 Fifth avenue, Chicago. Mr. Col-

lins is well known among the trade, as he has been
for a number of years representing electrical trade

papers both in New York and Chicago, and we
trust that his wide acquaintance may result in

The International Register Company, 197 South
Canal street, Chicago, reports a decided improve-
ment in business. It has secured a number
of good contracts recently, the most notable of
which is one from the Kansas City Cable Railway
Company, of Kansas City, Mo., for 100 portable
machines for equipping the Grand avenue division
of the Consolidated system. This is an exception-
ally strong indorsement of their portable machine.
The Kansas City Cable has had a very extensive
experience with various registers, and after giv-
ing the International a tnorough test for nearly a
year decided to adopt it as their standard. The
International register is daily becoming more
and more recognized as a strictly high grade stand-
ard machine, and they are being operated by some
of the best street railways in the country. The
number of roads that have adopted these registers,

and the quantity of machines used every day,
comprise a record of which the manufacturers
may well be proud.

The Card Electric Co., of Mansfield, O.. is build-
ing double motor equipments as well as single.

The claim is made that on small level roads it is

useless to weigh down a car with double e()uip-

ments. and for this reason the company advocates
tne single motor equipment. For roads on which
there is heavy traffic, trailers have to be hauled
and heavy grades encountered, they recommend
double motors as large as the case may require.
These motors are made of open hearth steel, but
the Card company has not eliminated the mechan-
ical strength of their motor in order to save
weight. The series parallel controller very much
resembles the controller for single equipments
ivcently illustrated, and consists simply of a series

of break switches. Motors are built for high speed
for interurban business, and of a medium speed
for ordinary traffic.

The Mason Electric Company, Chicago, has found
it necessary to take larger and more convenient
quarters at 7 Adams street, directly opposite the
Pullman Building. This is two doors from the
store where Mr. W. R. Mason, the general mana-
ger, started the pioneer hou.se in electric railway
supplies. The company reports a very satisfactory
business in general supplies, which is not surpris-

ing, as they carry in stock everything for the
complete equipment and maintenance of electric

roads. The strike has interfered seriously with
shipping, but the company, with characieristic

enterprise, has helped out its trade as far as

possible by making express shipments.

Beardsley Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
reports a constantly increasing demand for the
oil paper and oil cloth which it manufactures for

insulating purposes in winding armatures, etc.

The company makes strong claims for the super-
iority of its goods and reports that several street

railway companies have adopted them in their

repair departments. This company also operates
a foundry for the manufacture of small li>ronze,

copper, brass, aluminum and alloy castings, such
as trolley wheels, harps and such as is used in

electrical work generally.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., IS making a specialty of direct connected
generators for railway work. Until recently
people preferred to use belted machines, but now
the direct connected type has been thoroughly
tried. The Mather company builds direct con-

nected machines for both Corliss and high speed
engines, from 100 H. P. up. Their new type of

jailway machine has proved very satisfactory, and
a good business is being done by this company in

the railway field.

The Meaker Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
manufacturer of the well-known Meaker fare reg-

ister, says that its business cotrpares very favora-

bly with that of former years. The company has
thus far kept its full force employed, and is pre-

paring for a m uch larger business than ever before.

The Buckeye Electric Company has appointed the

Manhattan General Construction Company, 50

Broadway, New York City, its present agents for

New York and vicinity, the exclusive agents for

Ma.»sachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, in

addition to the territory already covered.

The United States Light, Heat and Power Com-
pany, of New York City, is putting up a new
switchboard building which will be covered with
.an iron roof and the Berlin Iron Bridge Com-
pany's patent anti-condensation corrugated iron

roof covering.
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RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TJ. S. Patents Issued July 10, 1891.

522,579. Gear Cawng tor Railway Hloiors :

Norman C. Ba^sett, Lynn, Mnss.. Assigoor to the Thom-
son-Houston Electric Conipany. of ( 'oonecticur. Filed
March 20th. 1891. A gear case pivoted on rhe i:ear wheel
shafl. and having a small removable section joined ta

the casin-' on lines passing through Ibe gear and pinion
shafts and between the pinion and gear, whereby when
faaid seciion is removed the rest of the casing can be

swung away from the pinion to permit it to be removed
from its shaft.

5225-' 81. Coiitrollor for Electric Motor* ; John
B. Blodd. Lynn Mass., As ignor ro the General Elecuic
Company, Boston. Mass. Filed December iSth, 1893. A
switch or controller for two or more electric motors
comprising a number of contacts adapted to vary ihe

motor relations ivb-n connected iu successive com-
binations by a moving switch member from series to

parallel with current flowing in one direction, and a
number of other contacts corresponding thereto and
adapted to connect the motors in series with current
flowing in the reverse direction when bridged by said

moving member.
522,621. Coiail>ined Hanger and Automatic
:swiica for Troll* V Wii-e* ; Rupert Schefbd-uer,

Paterson. N. J. Filed July loth. 1893. In a t^roUev wire
support, the combination with a body of insulating

material, of two levers attached to the same ai opposite
ends, to which levers the trolley wires are directly fas-

No. 522,621.

tened, a hanger from which the insulating body is sus-

pended, and two sets of contact jaws on said hanger,
one set of j iws serving for each lever, and which jaws
are iu metallic connection with each other. (See illus-

tration.)

522,633. MetUod of Malting Conipo»-ite Car
A^beel^; Nathan Washburn. Boston, Mass. Original
applicaion filed Jan. 28, 1893. Divided and this appiica-

tianfilpd Oct. U. 1893. The metihod of manufacturiug a
composite car wheel composed of a cast iron center or

body and a chilled rim or tread integral therewith and
converted into ^teel, which consists in subjecting a cast

iron wheel having a chilled rim or tread to thedirect ac-
tion of a flame produced by the combustion of a hydro-
carbon .

522.6*8. Roller Bearing; Frank S. Church,
Detroit. Mich., Assienor of one-half to W. Fitz-Hugh
Kdwards, sane place. Filed Aug. 26, 1893 A roller

bearing comprising a fixed shaft, a hub apertured to

surround the shaft, an enlargement on the shaft within
the hub, interposed rollers consisting of an outer series

bearing agf^in^L the huh, an inner seri-s bearing against

the fixed shaft, and an intermediate series of hnilow
spacing idlers between thn inner and outer series of

rollers, a riny-frame located at opposite ends of the in-

termediate rollers, shafts connecting the rings of the
frame and pas-'ing through the intermediate rollers, and

No. 522,656.

bearinpp between the ahafta and intermediate rollers.

(See illustratioD.)

522,65.S. Conauit Railway Trollf'T; John L.
(Jievcling. Auburn. N. Y. Filed Aug. 5, 1891. An elec-
tric trolley, consisting of a depending plate in combina-
tion wi.b the trolleye supported on either aide thereof
respectively by a pair of pivoted arms. (See illustra-
tion.)

522,665. far Brake; George W. Kramer. Peoria.
111. I'"! ed Nov. 6, 1893. Ah a means of applying the
brakes of cars, a friction clutch cono mounted vipon and
rotating with a shaft, supporled by the car. in such
manner as to bo longitudinally mo^'able on said shaft, a
cup Hhapt'd bowl loosely mounted upon the same shaft.
adapted to be engaged by said cone; and means for
movinK Ihe cone longitudinally to engage said bowl;
in combination with means for imparting the rotation
of the oar axle to the clutcti cone and means for trans-
milting the rotation of the cluLcQ bowl to the brake
Bicm,

632,670. Dancer Signal for Railway CroetM-
l-u«; Myron Vv. Parrl^h, Detroit, .vUch. Filed Oct. 30.

189.3. In a railroad crossing signal for electric lallway.
the combination with the irollcy wire of the elcctnc
railway, of two electro-magnets in normally open cir-
cuits between the trolley wire and the ground or return

circuit, circuit closing mechanism on opposite sides of
th** crossing, wherebv the passage of a train succes-
sivelvclo es and opens the circuit of one magnet and
then of the other, an armature common to both magaets
and adapted to be moved in opposite direction by said
magnets, and a danger signal actuated by said arma-
ture and adapted to guard the approaches of the elec ric
railway on either side of the crossing.

522>'709. Contact Mioe for Electric Ijoconn^"
live»; John J. Green, Boonton, N. J.. Asaignor to the

No. 522,713.

Universal Electric Company. New York, N. Y. Filed
July j, 18^3. A contact shoe for electric railways con-
sisting of an elongated centrally yielding or flexible por-
tion and an elongatei flexible side com act plate carried
thereby, the two being connected at or near the ends by
loose or sliding connecticns, and rigidly connected at or
near the middle portions of the plate, the plate between
the ends and the middle being out of contact with the
central portion of the shoe.

522;'710. Contact Bar for Electric Loconio-
liv.*s; John J. Green, Boonton. N. J , Assignor tn the
Universnl Electric Company, New York, N. Y. Filed
Oct. 9, 1893. A contact shoe for electric railways, con-
sisting of two flesiole side strips, an insulating puspend-
ing bar at one end of each, sliding connections betA'cen
the au^ipending bar of each strip and the adjacent end
of the otner strip, a central insulating spacing block to
which the strips at their middle parts are rigidly con-
nected, in combination with an electric motor car,
bearing or supportint; brackets carried thereby, an elec-
tric CO' duit and contact boxes arranged within the con-
duit at intervals.

522^711. Supply System for Etectric Railways;
.lohn J Green, Boonton, N. J., Assignor to the Conduit
Consiruction Company. New York, S. Y. Filed Oct. 9,

1893. A shoe for electric railways, consisting of contact
strips arranged in or about the same vertical plane,
plates or biocts of insulating material secured to the
ends of the strips, suspending barssecared to the inou-
lating material, plates or blocks of in&ulating material
secured to the c utral part of the strips, and rollers at
ihe end and center of the shoe adapied to work in the
slot of a conduit

522.713. Cable Railway; Charles W. Hunt, West
New Brighton, N. Y. Filed April 27, 1894. The combi-
nation with the g-ipshoe and its stem, of a brace con-
nected with the stem near the grip shoe, the car frame
with which the other enn of the brace is connected,
a clamp bar adjacent to and connected with the stem of
the gup shoe, a screw acting between the clamp bar
and the stem of 'he grip shoe in clamping or releasing
the cable, a connection between the frame of ttie car
and the stem of the giip shoe, and a handle upon the
stem of the grip shoe. (See illustration )

522,S34< Electric LocouiotlTC ; Edward Hopkin-
son. Manchester, England, hiled July 21. 1891. In
elec ric vehicles and the lik--, the combination with the
driving axle, of a motor tor propelling the same, the ar-
mature cf said motor being built upon said driving axle,
and the magnets and pole pieces supported therefrom
by journals which allow freedom of angular motion
around the axla,rigid stops or guides fixed to the frame-
work, and springs interposed between said stops or
guides and i he frame of t be magnet, whereby the ang:u-
iar motion of the latter is limited.

522,841. Trolley Car; Charles A. Lieb, New York,
N. Y.. Assignor to the Gtnerai Electric Company, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed April 12, 1894. This is an improved
trolley ear, comprii-ing a sheet metal part, an upwardly
exL(.nding fin or fold, a cast metal boll portion and
rivets, etc., securing the sheet metal part to the cast
metai part.

522,815. Trolley Wheel; Charles A. Lieb. New
York. iN. Y.,Assignor to the General Elect' ic Company,
Boston. Mass. Filed April 12.1894. As a new article
of manufacture, a trolley wheel comprising a coie of

No. 522.845.

good conducting metal, as copper or bronze, and shee
metal flanges iiaving stilFened edges and secured in

place by a lip turned over from the core, such wheel
provided with a central bushing around the bearing,
(-co illustration.)

522 8>2. SitbHtriictnrc for Bracing and ^up-
iiorting Railroad ICoad-liailH; James M. Price.
Philadelphia. Pa., AS'iignor to the Price Haiiway
Appliance < onipany of Pennsylvania. Filed July 12,

189.^. The combination of a horizontal plate of metal
wi" h a verticil plate reaching rtbovo and below it and
to be hpikt-d below to the side of a wooden r'e, to the top
of which the horizontal plaic is also to be spiknd, while
a prolongation upward of ihe vertical plate is shaped
into a brace for a railway rait, as p rt of a subjiructure
for railway uso3 (See illustration.)

522.850. Itmiilated Arnianirc C'»tl; John H.
ShugKt Boston Mays., Assig.ior to the General Electric
Company, of .Sew York. Filed April 21. 1894. A coil
for the ai mature of a dynamo electric machine or

motor, the wire5 of which are bound together with tape,
and insulated with a layer of oiled linen and an outsioe
wrapping of tape impregnated with an insulating var-
nish.

522,891. Closed Conduit for Electric Railivaj s;
Chaile5 I. Greer, Washington, D. C. Assignor of one-
h^i If to Charles B. Pierce, same place. Filed April 16,
1891. A slot cover for electric conduits, consisting of a
series of rigid covering-plates adapted to overlie and
extend beyond the edges of the slot and having central
depending webs projecting at one end beyond the ends
of the covering-plates, and gaineo to overlap the gained
ends of the adjacent webs to which they are connected
by a stud on one engaging an elongated opening in the
other.

522,898. Track Cleaner and Switeli TUroAver ;
Isaac VV. Hewit. Akron. O. Filed March 3, 1894. The
combination of a truck frame, a bar pivotally s' cured
thereto and a means for raising and lowering it, a bar
supported by and above said first-named bar, a switch-
throwing arm supported by said frame and having a
crank at its upper end and a shoe at its lower end, an
operating shaft on the car platform, and a connection
between the same and the switch-throwing arm.

522,905. Car Fender; Lucius Q. C. Lamar. Oxford
Mass. Filed March 31, 1S94. In a car fender, the com-
bination with a readily breakable fending member pro
jecting below other parts of the device but normally a
little above the rails, means for lowering said member

No. 522,648.

at will, means for holding it when lowered, means for
releasing it, and means for returning it to its normal
position.

522,914. Strret Railway SAvltcli ; William E.
Murray, Da del W. Hatfield and George W. Hatfield,
Harrisburg, Pa. Filed March 30, 1894. In railway
switch devices, the C'^mbination with a movable svviich
rail, of a veriically-movable rod orbo't projecting above
the track rail and adapted to be depressed by a car
wheel, a vertically-movable rod or bolt arranged be-
tween the track rails, a rock shaft extending trans-
versely of the latter, a crank arm on said shaft to which
said second rod or bolt is pivotally connect* d, a second
crank arm on said shaft, a rod pivotally connected to
the seme and to the switch rail, a thi'd "crank arm on
the said shaft, a » od pivotally connected to the said latter
arm. a bent lever pivoially connected to the latter rod
and adapted to be operated upon by the first vertically-
movable bolt to cause the switch rail to be turned in

No. 522,852.

the manner described, and a rod carried by a car and
adap*^ed to depress the eecond vertically-movable rod to
operate the switch rail.

522,915. Trolley l*«'le; Alexander S. McBean, Mon-
treal. Canada. Filed April 10, 1S94 A trolley wheel
support composed of a mei,al section rigidly secured to
the trolley pole, anadiusting platform and a frame piece,
the latter carrying the trolley wheel or runner, with a
swiveling connection between the adjusting platform
and the frame piece.

522,929. A nil -Oscillating At'aehnient for
Mreei. Carw ; Benjamin F. ChoUar. Fort Worth. Tex.,
Assignor of one-halt to George B. Hendricks, same place.
Filed Jan. 4, 1894. The combination of a car truck, bars
pivotally secured between their cuds thereto and con-
nected at their adjacent ends, bolts depf'nding from the
car vbich pass through the bars, springs held by said
bolts both above and below Ihe bars, and pockets for
confining the ends of the springs, each pocitet consist-
ing of a plate perforated to pass said bolt and provided
with a flmge extending in the direction of the spring
being held.

522,932. Pilot for Ca»-»; Robert A. Crawford. Alle-
gheny. Assignor of one-half to Samuel D. Warmeastle,
Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Dec. 2, 1893. In a pilot or guard
for < ars the combination with the car body, of a
U-shaped spring arm secured tuereto, the upper end of
said arm projecting therefrom and supporting ihe upper
end of said pilot or guard, rods on stid pilot or guard
passing back through openings formed in the lower end
of said U-shaped arm. and stops on said rods.

I
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Kapid Transit in The citizens of Boston voted

Boston, during the week upon the

Meigs elevated railroad bill, which was recently

passed by the State Legislature, and which con-

tained a clause providing for a popular vote upon

the question before it became a law. The result of

the vote was that less than 30,000 votes were cast, a

small majority sustaining the bUl. The number of

votes in favor of the bill was 15,493, as against

14,214 in opposition to it. There has been a very

bitter discussion carried on through the press of the

city between the advocates and opponents of the

bill and the system of rapid transit for which it

provides. It will now be possible for the company

to proceed, if it desires to do so, with the work of

constructing a rapid transit system for the city of

Boston and its suburbs.

Double Trolley and We call attention to an impor-

Electrolysis. tait paper in another place by

Mr. Nelson W. Perry on the subject of electrol-

ysis. We do not remember of having seen this

subject handled from the same standpoint before,

but Mr. Perry's arguments seem to be sound in

every particular, although he seems to take a

somewhat pessimistic view of the situation and to

find nothing but the double trolley as a radical

remedy ; but those who are thoughtful and who
read Mr. Perry's article carefully will see that

there are good grounds for his conclusions. As to

the facts concerning the double trolley system, we
presume that no one can speak with higher au-

thority than Mr. Perry, for he hails from the

double trolley city, and while living there was em-
ployed by one of the parties to an important law"
suit to investigate both systems. Mr. Perry does

not agree with Sir. Farnhara as to the remedy for

electrolysis, and states distinctly why he does not.

He, however, gives that gentleman the credit of

having produced the most important paper thus

far written on this subject. What surprises us

most is his statement that an official of the West
End Railway Company has flatly contradicted

ome of the statements of Mr. Farnham. But it

must be remembered that Mr. Farnham was prob-

ably a passive agent in all that was done in Boston,

and may for that reason not have known so inti-

mately the results obtained. Mr. Perry's inform"

ant, on the other hand, was an active agent in all

that wa,s done by the West End company, and cer-

tainly knew whereof he spoke.

Eail Every street railway man will

Welding, feel an interest in the experi-

ments now being tried in electrical rail welding.

Aside from the supposed advantage which it will

give as against electrolysis, which, by the way,

Mr. Perry disputes, it will have inherent advan-

tages of no mean import. Could we have a con-

tinuous rail the item charged to depreciation on
the books of the company would certainly be

divided by half. The comfort of the passengers

would be increased twofold, and the traffic would
on this account be largely increased. Greater

speeds would be possible with the same factor of

safety and a lower factor of expense. The first

company to realize all these benefits to then'

fullest extent will undoubtedly be the Nassau
Street Railway Company of South Brooklyn, whose

operations in the rail welding line were illustrated

and described in a recent issue of the Street Rail-

way Gazette. It is contemplated to weld some-
thing over 30 miles of track—all in Kings County,
and over the whole of which one may ride for a
single fare. The Nassau company evidently means
business as it is sparing no expense to make
their roadbed the best that can be made. Among
other extraordinary expenses that they are putting

themselves to is the rail welding, which we under-
stand cosls them |3 per weld for the welding alone.

Now, at |3 per weld the extra expense for this

alone will amount to over $10,000 per mile. How-
ever, if the welded rail proves a success this will

be money well invested, and will pay for itself over

and over again in a few years in the lessened wear
and tear of rolling stock and track.

Low Fares at During the last two or three

Savannah. weeks street railway fares in

Savannah, Ga., have been reduced to one cent on

some of the lines and to three cents on others.

This has been brought about by a sharp competi-

tion between opposing lines that are making an

effort to secure the bulk of the traffic. Just why
this sharp competition exists we are not informed.

One of the daily papers states that It is due to the

carelessness of the city authorities in giving pej--

mission to any one who desired a franchise to con-

struct lines through the city streets. There is con-

siderable common-sense in its statement of the con-

sequences of such a condition of affairs to the citi-

zens of Savannah. It says: "There is no more room
for three or four competing street railroad lines

in Savannah than there is in Springfield (.Mass.), au^

not business enough to support them. As a conse-

quence the later built lines went to work, by the

usual process of cutting fares, to compel the older

companies to buy them. All the lines are being

run at a loss, and sooner or later one or more of the

companies must surrender and be driven out of the

business or gobbled up by others. In the end the

people of Savannah will find that they have pai(j

dearly for their brief enjoyment of low fares, for

the loss caused by the abandonment of one or more
of the competing lines will more than offset any
gain from a few weeks' cheap travel." An inter-

esting feature of the case is the statement that a,

company has actually taken in more money during
the last two months than during the corresponding
months of 1893. The increase in travel has been
very nearly double. It is stated that the people are
much more likely to ride now than formerly, and
that even for the shortest distances. Thus those
whoformerly walked now pay their one or three

cents for a street car ride.

Street Oar As we have often pointed out

Mail Boxes. there are many advantages to

be secured, both to the street railway companies
and the citizens, through the use of street cars for

the collection and distribution of mail. It is a
matter for congratulation that such a use for ex-

isting rapid transit facilities is rapidly extending.

Its adoption in the city of Buffalo is now under
consideration, as well as in other large cities. One
method adopted in the city of Brooklyn which has
been in use for some time, while not benefiting the

street railway company so far as revenue is con-
cerned, has proved very satisfactory to the people,

and shows that the electric railway, against

which much misdirected opposition has been man-
ifested, is in many indirect ways a benefit to the

general public. It has for some time been the cus-

tom to effect an interchange of mails between the

sub-stations and the general office in Brooklyn
five times each daj' by the use of the excellent

facilities afforded by the electric cars. Formerly

a letter posted in one district, even if its destina-

tion was only a few blocks away, had to go to the

main office before it could be transferred to the

district for which it was intended. Now, how-
ever, messengers from all the stations meet at a cen.

tral point five times a day and exchange pouches.

They all start on schedule time, meeting at a given

hour, and immediately return to their respective

stations with the pouches brought from all the

other sub-stations. In this way letters have been

posted at 4:15 p. M. intended for delivery at a point

seven or eight miles away, and have been known
to be delivered at 6:30 on the same day. Such ser-

vice as this would not be possible with any other

system of transportation, and it is certainly a

great advantage to the people of Brooklyn to thus

secure such excellent postal facilities.

Trolley Riding in One of the most striking fea-

Siunmer. tures of the traffic on electric

trolley lines at this season of the year is the

large number of excursion parties and other

pleasure riders who are making use of the open

summer cars for obtaining a cool and invigorating

trip into the country on the suburban lines that

are now so numerous in the vicinity of most of

the large cities. The newspapers throughout the

country have commented on this feature of elec-

tric railway traffic, both because of its advantages

to the people, who are thus enabled to enjoy a

cool summer evening, and on account of the in-

creased revenue thereby secured by the railway

companies. Indeed, this latter feature is one in

which many of the companies are deeply inter-

ested, since very often it is this increased traffic

which makes it possible to pay dividends on capi-

tal invested in the plant. As the development of

suburban lines goes forward and their advantages

for pleasure riding become better appreciated, this

class of traffic will, doubtless, be very much aug-

mented, and revenues from it may be depended

upon for even larger returns than are now ob-

tained. In this connection, it may be pointed out

that this kind of street railway traffic is very

largely dependent upon the facilities offered by

the company for a pleasant ride, such as open

cars of the latest pattern, and some sort of pleas-

ure resort at the end of the line, where people

can spend some time before making the return

trip. There are already many instances where

traffic has been developed to an astonishing degree

by a careful and judicious expenditiu-e of funds

in providing attractions along the line and in

advertising these features in such a way as to

bring them prominently before the public.
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OEBTIFICATES OF STOCK MOT LIABLE TO
TAXATION.

Justice Gaynor, of the Supreme Court, Brooklyn,

N. Y., has handed down a decision in which he

grants a writ requiring the Board of Assessors of

Brooklyn to review its assessment of the property

of the Brooklyn Traction Company. This company

owns a valuable franchise. It also holds all of the

stock of the Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company,

amounting (o about $9,000,000. The assessors tax

the real estate and other property of tbe Atlantic

Avenue Company. They also tax the stock of the

company under the head of " personal taxes," as

held by the Brooklyn Traction Company.

The Board of Assessors claim that if the Brook-

lyn Traction Company escapes this taxation they

will virtually escape all taxation. It will mean a

loss to the city of about $50,000. In his decision

Justice Gaynor says, in substance

:

All bonds and personal property, whether owned
by corporations or individuals, are alike liable to

taxation. The property of a corporation is its

capital. Capital of corporations and individuals

is alike subiect to the same taxation.

It is not the paper certificates of shares of capi-

tal in a corporation that are taxed. It is what
they represent that is taxed. To tax the property
and then the paper certificates representing it.

would be to tax the same property twice. It would
be the same as taxing the land and then taxing

the deeds.
The Brooklyn Traction Company is owner of

shares of stock in the Atlantic Avenue Railroad
Company. It may no more be taxed upon those

shares than any other owner of shares in the said

company may be taxed upon his shares.

The double taxation which he condemns is the

law in Illinois. If a man has $10,000 which he loans

to a person who builds a house or factory, or im-

proves some land with it, the house or factory is

assessed and taxed, and thus the |10,000 has to

contribute to the expenses of government. But

the law directs the assessor also to hunt up the man
who holds the trust deed which promises repay-

ment of the $10,000, so that the promise may be

taxed as well as the improvement which the money
made. The law directs double taxation of property

in these cases. The effect of the law is a bad one.

The man who loans the money, not knowing but

what the assessor -will catch him, charges a higher

rate of interest in order to insure himself against

the possibility of this unjust double taxation.

MUNICIPAL, EEVENtTE FBOM STREET CAR
LINES IN NEW YORK CITY.

Comptroller Fitch has prepared a statement of

the amounts paid by street railway companies to

the city o£ New York since 1880. He says that

there is no uniform rule concerning the amount
the companies must pay. Some companies are

bound by stipulations entered into upon the grant-

ing to them of additional privileges; others are

subject to the municipal ordinances providing for

car license fees, and the very recently incorporated

companies come under the provisions of the gen-

eral railroad law of the State. The amounts paid

are as follows:

Broadway and Seventh Avenue and Broadway
Surface Railroad—From 188.5 to 1890 this company
paid the city 3 per cent, of its gross receipts and
$50 per annum license fee for each car. From 1890

to 1893 it paid 5 per cent, of gross receipts, $.50 per

car, and $40,000 per annum, stipulated sum. From
1893 it paid !> per cent, of gross receipts, not to be
less than $1.50,000 per annum, and $50 per car.

Sixth Avenue Railroad Company—Fifty dollars

per car per annum since 1889.

Chambers and Grand Street Ferry Railroad

—

Three per cent, from 1887 to 1891, and 5 per cent,

with §50 car fee since 1891.

Central Crosstown Railway Company—Three
per cent, of its gross receipts from 1887 to 1893.

Central Park, North and East River Railroad

Company—Fifty dollars per car per annum since

1886.

Ninth Avenue Railroad Company—Fifty dollars

per car since 1889.

Second Avenue Railroad—Five per cent, of gross

receipts from 1890, and one-third of 1 per cent,

on certain extensions.

Third Avenue Railroad.—Twenty dollar car fee

from 1886 to 1893.

Twenty-third Street Railroad—Five percent, of

gross receipts from 1890.

Twenty-third Street Railway—One per cent, of

gross receipts from 1891, and $50 for large cars,

$'.i5 for small cars.

North and East River Railroad Company—Sold

at auction for 38 per cent, of gross receipts; un-

able to make payments: now operated by con-

tractor.

Hudson River Railroad Company—Dummies,

$50 per year each.

New York Elevated Railroad—Five per cent, of

net proceeds ; has paid nothing since 1890. The

Court of Appeals has decided that the city can re-

cover 5 per cent, of the net income only on pas-

senger traffic on the Ninth avenue line from Green

wich to Sixty-first street, and 2+ per cent, from

Sixty-first to Eighty-third street.

Christopher and Tenth Street Railroad—Three

per cent, of gross receipts since 1888.

Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery Railroad
|

Five per cent, of net proceeds, $50 each for large

cars, $35 for small cars since 1888.

Eighth Avenue Railroad—Fifty dollars per car

per year since 1882.

Forty-second Street & Grand Street Ferry Rail-

road—Fifty dollars per car since 1888.

Forty-second Street & Manhattanville & St.

Nicholas Avenue Railroad—Three per cent, of

gross receipts from 1885 to ls91, and 5 per cent,

from 1891.

Houston, West Street & Pavonia Ferry Railroad

—One thousand dollars per annum stipulated sum
and $50 for each car.

New York & Harlem Railroad—Three per cent,

on gross receipts of extensions from 1885 to 1893.

Twenty-eighth & Twenty -ninth Street Railroad

Company—Not completed. To pay 3 per c-nt. on

gross receipts the first five years and 5 per cent,

thereafter, to which add 29.3 per cent, bid at time

of sale.

Metropolitan Cross-Town Line—Six per cent, on

gross receipt and $50 per car from 1891.

Union Railway Company— One per cent, of gross

receipts when the average reaches $1,700 per day.

Had paid nothing in two years.

HEAVY TRAFFIC IN ST. LOtTIS.

City Register Pooock has received the following

statement of street railway business during the

second quarter of this year. The comparisons

with last year are also given :

Paasen-
Trips. gers.

Baden & St. Louis 5,5iU 69,233

Cass & Fair Grounds.'. 171,288 2,477,917

Citizens' 141,718 1 907 ,-287

Jefferson Avenue 22.691 363,.'i.54

Lindell 314,848 4,465.553

Missouri 285,482 3,688,242

FeoDle's 49,686 l,l'32,051

St. Louis 175,696 2,730,126

St. Lonis & Suburban 32.500 2,083,361

Southern 78,260 1.169,245

UnionDepot 155,683 4,787,032

Totals 1,433,421 24,773,660
Second quarter, 1893 1,625,799 26,186,745
Third quarter, 1893 1,518,566 25,04.1,049

Fourth quarter. 1893 1,379.920 22,9S3,702

First quarter, 1894 1,313,949 20,953,831

HO'W BROOKLYN BOYS ANNOY THE
MOTORMAN.

The street urchins who spend their days around

Eleventh and Twelfth streets and Third avenue,

Brooklyn, looking for the mischief the father of

all evil is supposed to supply for " idle hands to

do"liave found a new amusement, and some of

the motormen on the Third avenue trolley line are

on the verge of nervous prostration, says the New
York Times.

The boys beg, borrow or steal old clothes until

they have succeeded m getting together a very

complete man's outfit. The next thing is a

dummy, life size, which is well dressed, even to

bat and shoes. A dozen or more conspirators, es-

corting this semblance of a man, stroll carelessly

on to the track in front of an advancing car, talk-

ing busily.

The bell is rung loudly, the boys scatter, an -a the

dummy falls across the track. Then the jokers

discover their histrionic talent. They rush back,

apparently in terror, and make futile efforts to get

the man out of danger.

In the mean time the motorman, who is not the

bloodthirsty wretch driving the car of Juggernaut

that he is popularly supposed to be, is in an agony

of horror. His hair fairly stands on end, and the

veins stand out on his forehead as he uses all his

muscle on the brake. If he succeeds in stopping

before the car goes over the prostrate form, it is

pulled off the track and sent flying into the car

with wild shouts.

The feelings of the unfortunate man at the brake

are too vehement tor utterance when he discovers

the trick. The scheme is very successful just

about dark, .and whichever way it goes it is great

fun for the boys.

NEW ISSUE OF BONDS FOR THE LAKE
STREET ELEVATED, CHICAG ;.

The Lake Street Elevated Railroad Company,
which recently passed into the control of Mr.

Yerkes and his friends, who formerly controlled

the Northwestern Elevated, in that city, will soon

make a new issue of bonds. The floating debt of

the company, which amounts to $1,300,000, in spite

of various denials, will be taken care of by this ad-

c itional bond issue. The Humboldt Park extension

will also require a further issue. Construction has

been commenced on that extension within the last

few days.
" There is to be vigorous management of both

the Lake Street and the Northwestern Elevated

railroads," said Mr. Louderback in a recent inter-

view. " I have just given orders for the purchase

of $150,000 worth of property along the right of

way of the Northwestern Elevated line. I think

all doubt about the building of this road has by

this time oeen dispelled. We are finding properly

owners along the line of the road pretty generally

ready to come to an agreement without going into

court. We are dealing with them generously and are

acquiring the right of way rapidly. The arrange-

ment between the two elevated roads will be close.

Both roads will be managed for the best interests

of all the securities. I want to emphasize that

point. When I say all the securities I mean just

that. There will be no arrangement which will

benefit one road against the interests of the other

or which will benefit bonds rather than stock.

The management is to be for the best interests of

both of the properties, but it will be so harmonious

that one road may run in over the terminal of the

other. All the Lake street obligations will be

taken care of. There will be a further issue of

bonds. The Humboldt Park extension is to be

built immediately. We started work on it last

week." Mr. Louderback declined to say whether

or not the Northwestern company had given up
the plan of tunneling through the buildings in the

downtown district.

TROLLEY AND STEAM RAILROAD COM-
PETITION.

" There is no use in our trying to compete with

the trolley lines," said a railroad man the other

day to a reporter of the Philadelphia Record, as

he glanced ruefully over some figures, which

showed a decrease of $40 a day in his com-

pany's receipts from suburban travel on a branch

line since the opening of a trolley road. " We
have to give too much to our patrons," he contin-

ued. " We provide handsome terminals, fine

suburban stations, heat, water, light and a seat for

every passenger, while the trolley lines furnish

almost nothing but transportation. They furnish

no stations, crowd the passengers in so that many
have no seat, and in that way manage to make
money. We can't do things that way, and sol see

no money for us in trying tQ Qopipete with the
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trolleys. Of course, tliey can't touch us on long

distance traveling, but in the near future I expect

to see them absorb a large amount of our suburban

travel."

SHAIiL WE COME TO THE DOTTBLE TROLLEY
AT LAST i

BY NELSON W. PERRY, E. M,

Much has been said and written of the damt.ge

done to underground conduits by electrolytic cor-

rosion and many have been the remedies projiosed

.

Without doubt the most important paper on this

subjpct thus far has been that by Mr. I. H. Farn-

bam, read before the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. Certainly the damage that has

been done by this agency has been far more ex-

tensive than appears at present, for in most cases it

has only been discovered when it has become so

extensive as to require the digging up of the pipes

where they have been almost totally corroded

through. It was years before this corrosion was

discovered at all, and it may yet be years before

its full extent will be realized in the almost total

destruction of our water and gas mains. No one.

I take it, will assume that this insiduous enemy
has conSned its operations to the localities where

its work has been discovered, nor will any one

probably believe that its mere discovery has stopped

its work. It is certainly going on now, for

instance, all over Brooklyn, though its action has

been so slow or the time so short that little damage
has as yet been disclosed.

The remedies that have been suggested from

time to time, though they seem to have worked
well in some cases, have signally failed in others,

and even when a success has been claimed ithasnot

infrequently happened that the claimant was mis-

taken and that a failure was recorded instead of a

success. Mr. Farnham. in his very exhaustive and

carefully prepared -paper, for instance, claimed

that the method adopted in Boston, that mare's

nest of experiments, the evil had been practically

remedied, and he was certainly honest in his claims

and his reasoning appealed to his audience as

.

logical. The writer, however, has had a long

interview witha former employee of high rank,

of the West End road, who views the situation

through entirely different spectacles. This gentle-

man was certainly qualified to speak, as he was
one of those connected with the attempt of his

company to control the earth currents from its

lines. His statement was to the effect that what-

ever remedy was tried seemed merely temporary

and local, the effect being to drive the demon else-

where. He estimated that the West End road had

probably put quite as much copper underground

as it had overhead and still the trouble continued.

Of course, if the electrolytic action were practi-

cally stopped at one point and removed to another

or distributed over a greater area, it might take

years to make itself manifest in those new areas,

but the conclusion be comes to is that at best the

trouble is only mitigated.

Now here is the testimony of two reputable men
who contradict each other. That does not im-

ply dishonesty on the part of either, for we well

know that two reputable witnesses of the same

event often contradict each other on material

points.

Much faith is pinned to the welded rail as a

panacea for the evir'of electrolysis, but it has not

been proved that the welded rail is practicable.

There are strong hopes that it will prove so, but

in the only extensive experimenis thus far tried,

viz. , those in Johnstown and Boston, the rails

have failed to withstand the contractions due to

the rigors of winter. In both cases the rails

stretched and stretched until they could stretch no

longer and then they broke. In Boston the breaks

numbered about 6 per cent, of the welds. That is

to say that when winter had come on there were

about 10* breaks to the mile—absolute breaks

which were worse than a faulty bond. Other ex-

periments are now under way on a very large

scale, but both of these have yet to stand the win-

ter, and if they withstand the stretching of 4 or 5

feet to the mile, which would be due to the aver-

agfc decrease of temperature, they will still have

to withstand the following summer heat, which

may mean buckling and warping to such an ex-

tent as to require the relaying of the track. The

question of whether or not the continuous rail is

practicable cannot be definitely settled until more

than a year from this date, but supposing, as I

sincerely hope, it will pass both ordeals safely, the

trouble from electrolysis is still not settled. Its

evils would doubtless be mitigated, but not erad-

icated. We are too apt to think, and the state-

ment has frequently been carelessly made, that

electricity will follow the easiest path. This is not

true. It will divide itself up among a?Z the paths

to which it has access In proportion to the conduc-

tivity of those paths.

A 70-pound rail has about the same condudiv-

ity as .a copper conductor of 1,000,100 cir. mils,

and the two rails will be the equivalent

of 3,000,000 cir. mils, probably a far

greater carrying capacity than the com-

bined feeders to the trolley wire. They could,

therefore, easily carry far more current than the

feeders, and would at Srst sight seem to be ample

for the return, and so they would be if they were

insulated, but they are not and cannot be. Sup-

posing we should lay alongside i..f these another

conductor of equal Capacity, the rails would part

with half their current, and this would still be true

if the conductivity of the rail were tenfold what

it was. providing that the parallel conductor were

increased tenfold also. Now the gas and water

mains, especially the latter, have a much greater

conductivity usually than even the heaviest rails

that are laid, and the resistance of the earth be-

tween two parallel conductors continuing parallelfor

such distances as the track and pipes often do, be-

comes almost negligible so tnat the two must neces-

sarily divide the current between them,and notwith-

standing every precaution of bonding or welding

of the rails, the pipes may still carry even the

greater portion of the current.

This course of reasoning, and it is correct elec-

trically, would seem to indicate that all attempts

to prevent electrolysis while the rail is used as a

return must be abortive.

The only alternative left seems to be to keep the

current away from the rails entirely—to use the

double trolley. There is a popular prejudice

against the double trolley which it does not wholly

deserve, for in fact in many respects it is superior

to the single trolley, and it certainly does not cost

any more than the latter when the earth return is

properly provided for.

The double trolley is scarcely known outside of

Cincinnati—in fact I do not know of a single in

stance of a road thus equipped in any other city,

but there it reigns almost supreme. With some-

thing like 200 miles of road electrically equipped

there is but one road, consisting of about four

miles of double track, that uses the single trolley

system. Probably part of the prejudice against

the double trolley originated in the early experi-

ence in Cincinnati. In the first place the manu-
facturers discouraged it, knowing that it would

be more difficult to get consents of, property hold-

ers to the stringing of two wire.>< over a track than

one. In this they were right, and they feared to

let it get a foothold, lest in its being insisted upon
in subsequent franchises their own business would

be injured. It cost about | more than the single

trolley as roads were constructed then. They
wanted to make about 200^ profit on their equip-

ments, and if they put up the double trolley the

cost would be prohibitive if they still insisted upon

the usual profit. So for this and other reasons no

electrical company could be found, except the

Daft, which was then on its last legs, that would

erect a double trolley equipment at any price.

They would sell the apparatus, however, and let

the railroad company put it up as it chose.

The Cincinnati Street Railway Company being

closely allied through its stockholders with the

local telephone company, decided upon the double

trolley as a protection to the telephone service.

They therefore bought apparatus from the Thom-
son-Houston company, and erected it themselves

on about 3^ miles of their road. Having started

with the double trolley, all extensions were of

necessity constructed in the same way, and so

with the connecting lines crossing the river to

Covington and Newport.

The first double trolley consisted of a single

mast arm forked at the top having a trolley wheel

on the end of each fork. The wires were stretched

18 inches apart, and this trolley worked particu-

larly badly going around curves on account of the

different radii of the curves that had to be described

by the two wheels. In fact it worked badly every-

where, and gave the double tiolley a black eye at

once.

Two distinct masts, each similar to those now
used on the single trolley roads, were substituted,

and with this change and some change in the over-

head structure, the system worked well, and works
well to-day.

During a lawsuit brought by the telephone com-
pany against the single trolley road to compel it to

cease interfering with its service, the single trolley

road attempted to prove that it could not operate

with the double trolley. The double trolley road

was called in to prove that it was really the better

system. Among other questions that arose was
the relative expense of operating by the single and
double trolleys, and both companies were obliged

to bring their books into court. A comparison

showed that'the double trolley was operated at less

expense than the single trolley, the reason being,

as we know now, that the former had at all times

as good a return circuit as the outgoing, while

with the single trolley the ground return was a

very uncertain quantity.

The greatest objection to the double trolley lies

in the complications in the switches and cross-

overs. This trouble is both mechanical and elec-

trical. When two roads cross each other there is

difficulty in insulating the posilive from the

negative, since in this system they must neces-

sarily cross each other, whereas in the single

trolley tiie two crossing wires are both positive

and presumably at the same potential. In the

double trolley, too, at a crossing there are four
intersections, whereas in the single trolley there is

but one. It is also evidently more diiScult to

insulate the positive and negative sides of the cir-

cuit when they are but 12 or 13 inches apart, as in

the double trolley, than when they are so far

separated, as in the single trolley; but as an offset

to this the cars on the double trolley are entirely

independent of the condition of the track, since it

form no part of the circuit. As a result of all this

the double trolley in suburban districts where it

does not intersect other wires has proved itself

superior to the single trolley, but in centers where
many lines cross and radiate it is at a great disad-

vantage, both on account of the mechanical and of

the electrical difficulties attendant upon the many
intersections. These difficulties are not insuper-

able, however, as in Cincinnati there is one center

—the intersection of two streets— Fifth and Broad-
way, where two lines run east and west, two run.
north and south, and there are four curves con-

necting these four lines together, and on Fountain
Square the situation is even still more complicated,

yet these are the busiest car centers in the city.

The complication of wires—trolley wires, span
wires and pull-off wires—at these points is most un-

sightly and greatly to be deplored. A perfect

stream of cars, however, is continually passing

these points, and doing it apparently without
trouble. But the water and gas mains are safe,

and I believe this is the only way to make them
so. There may be other partial remedies which
will postpone the day of reckoning, but this seems
to be the only radical cure.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Atlantic Avenue Railroad

Company protested against the assessed valuation
of $770,000 made on its personal cronerty. It has
been reduced to $490,000.
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WALKER MANUFACTURING COMPANY'S
STREET RAILWAY GENERATORS.

Only a lew years ago the state of electrical en-

gineering in general and of dynamo design in par-

ticular was such that any and all apparatus de-

signed for commercial use was universally looked

upon with suspicion as being something untried

and experimental. And this was so with good

reason, since electric and magnetic phenomena
were little understood, and in consequence the de-

sign of machinery based thereon depended upon

the use of empirical rules and formulae deduced

from imperfect theories and experiments. Progress,

however, has been very rapid, and to day the mag-
netic and electrical principles underlying the con-

struction of electrical machinery, particularly of

the direct current type, are so well understood that

apparatus of this class can now be turned out with

an even greater degree of precision than is possible

in many other much older lines of engineering.

cent., it is claimed, without the least injury or

sparking, for as long a time as the emergencies of

railway practice would ever be likely to demand.
It is of the iron and drum type, built up of the

best quality of annealed armature iron. The plates

are again annealed after being punched, and then

insulated with a thin coating of enamel. They are

compressed into a solid core under a hydraulic

pressure of about 100 tons. The foucault and

hysteresis losses are reduced to a very small

amount.
In the smaller machines the windings consist of

heavy copper wires so arranged that no wires

cross within an inch of one another, and there are

no joints except at the commutator bars. In the

larger generators flat bars are used, but here again

they are bent to shape before being applied in such

manner that there are no joints except at the com-

mutator end. The resistance being very low, the

heat lo.-s is small and the armature runs cool under

all conditions. The winding is the two-path type,

The magnets are of the well-known ii-on-clad

type. The coils are machine wound, the shunt and
series being made up in separate independent bob-
bins, and incased in the same manner as the motor
coils with a moistare-proof covering. This method
renders the insulation especially effective and dur-

able, as there are no metallic washers or spools,

which, being very difficult to insulate properly

,

have consequently often given trouble in machines
of other makes through the grounding of the coils.

The coils are held firmly in position by means of

brackets bolted to the pole pieces. Their inside

dimensions are such that a space between coil and
pole on all sides allows of a good circulation of air.

By this means in these machines a low running

temperature with a given amount of copper is

attained. The poles are made of soft laminated

iron cast into the yoke. With this laminated form
of construction, together with the particular form
given the armature tooth and the special shape of

the polar face adopted after much experimenting

WALKER MFG. CO.'S DIRECT CONNECTED GENERATOR.

In placing upon the market a line of direct cur-

rent generators especially designed with a view to

the very exacting requirements of railway work,
it has been the aim of the Walker Maniifacturing
Company to avoid as fully as possible the intro-

duction of novelties and untried features, and to

produce a type of machine which should combine
all the long tried and well proven elements of

dynamo electric machinery that the best engineer-
ing experience could suggest. It is confidently
believed by the engineers of the company that this

aim has been accomplished and embodied in the
apparatus now being put upon the market.

In general these machines are notable for their
beauty and strength of design and their high com-
mercial efficiency. The frames, excepting the
largest sizes, are cast in only two pieces—the upper
half of yoke and poles, and the lower half of same
with the standards for the bearings.

The armature is proportionally of large diame-
ter, is of very low resistance, with ample cooling
surface, and will stand an overload of SO per

nd the pole shoes and armature teeth are so

shaped that there is said to be absolutely no spark-

ing at any load and no shifting of the brushes re-

quired.

The insulation is most thorough, and it is claimed

will readily stand ten times the normal pressure.

The insulating material is a combination of mica,

with a fibrous material of great toughness and du-

rability, and it is everywhere tested to 5,000 volts

alternating. This type of winding lends itself ad-

mirably to the most perfect insulation. The arm-

ature body is strongly keyed to a heavy cast center,

and is so constructed that when running both it

and the armature have a strong current of air cir-

culating through them. The teeth are of such

shape that they effectively hold the windings in

p'ace, and no binding wires are required or used.

The shaft is heavier than is customary in usual

practice, and its journals are exceptionally long

and large in diameter, thus, at the same time, both

reducing the pressure per square inch and provid-

ing a larger cooling surface.

as being the most effective, all heating of the poles

from eddy currents in the iron, and all sparking and
shifting of the neutral point, it is claimed, have been
entirely overcome. On all sides of generators the

magnet yoke is cast in two pieces and the top half

can be readily lifted off when it is desired to remove
the armature.

These railway generators are compound wound
and can be made to over-compound any amount
desired up to 30 per cent. They are provided with

a hand regulator for adjusting the shunt coil, this

regulator being of the well-known enamel type,

occupying a very small amount of space on the

switchboard.

The bearings are of the b.nll and socket self-oil-

ing type. The frame being cast in one piece and
all the boring being done in one setting, the arma-
ture is always necessarily concentric with the field

bore. The oil rings are made to run in the opposite

direction to the shaft. By this means a more
efficient deposition of the oil is obtained. The
boxes are lined with the best quality of babbitf
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metal, and where a good quality o£ oil is used no

trouble need be feared from heating. In the

smaller machines which have two and three bear-

ings, the oil wells are all connected together by

half-inch pipmg so that in renewing the oil it is all

drawn off from one tap, and, in refilling, the filling

of one reservoir fills all. Sight gauges indicating

the oil level are provided. Special precautions are

also taken to prevent any leakage along the shaft.

The subject of brushes and brush-holders has re-

ceived very careful attention in the design of these

machines. The brushes are held against the com-

mutator in a manner that prevents the chattering

and singing noise of the carbons, and causes them

to wear smoothly and evenly. They may be easily

and quickly removed for inspection or dressing.

The commutator is large enough to allow of ample

brush area, thus permitting the brushes to run

with a low current density and with a light ten-

sion. Coolness in running is in this way assured,

and this feature is also aided by the current of air

which constantly circulates through the interior of

the commutator shell. The field and armature

cables are brought out to heavy, substantial ter-

minal blocks, and massive clamps are provided for

the switchboard leads. The pulleys provided for

the smaller belt-driven machines are very heavy

and strong, and a sub-base is provided with belt

tightening mechanism. The standard switchboard

is of the panel type, each panel containing all the

necessary instruments, switches, etc., correspond-

ing to one generator.

BAIBD'S CONDUIT ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The accompanying illustration shows a new
electric railway system invented by G. E. Baird,

of Blue Island, 111., and owned by the Baird Elec-

tric Company, recently organized, having its office

in Chicigo. In this system the cars run upon the

usual track rails and over a suitable conduit be-

tween the rails, the framework of such a conduit

being shown in the cut. Along the bottom of the

conduit run two parallel lines of pipe, and boxes

from the levers, an insulated wire passing through

a chamber in the levers and connecting the rollers

with the free end of the switch which connects the

trolley with the switch.

One car of each train is provided with a motor
and a carriage, or two contact bars, sled shape,

lying within the conduit, and supported by arms
extending down through the usual slot. The two
contacts are of a conducting metal and are in

electrical connection with the motor. These are

so placed that as they pass over the trolleys of the

operating levers the latter are pressed down,
thereby closing the circuit through the motor.

The carriage or contact bars are of a length

slightly greater than the space between the boxes,

so at least one set of trolley wheels must be al-

ways held in contact with the wires by the car-

riage of each motor car. The carriage is com-
posed of two contact bars, and each of them is a

broad and comparatively thin strip of metal set

vertically and having great lateral flexibility, and
the ends of each pair of bars are provided with

travelers which rest against light guide-rails ex-

tending along the conduit. The contact bars are

thus held constantly in line with the track,

whether straight or curved, and, in fact, they

eaeily and readily follow any curve around which

a car can pass. The boxes are herm.etically sealed,

and the system, it is claimed, is thus thoroughly

protected against leakage by reason of water, dirt

and many other obstructions that always prove

fatal to the bare wire systems. All its parts are

readily accessible for repairs or replacements. A
working model of the above named system is on

exhibition at the McLean Armature Works, 197

Canal street, Chicago.

STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS.

The common notion that the army of men em-
ployed by the street railway companies of this town
average low in education, intelligence and skill is

hardly true, says the New York Sun. The man

BAIRD'S UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

like those shown in the cut are inserted in the lines

of pipe at intervals of about 3.5 feet, the ends of the

pipe being screwed into the ends of the boxes so as

to form water-tight joints. Each line of pipe with

its connecting boxes forms a continuous passage,

and in the two parallel passages thus formed are

inclosed the supply and return conductors of the

system. Each of the wires is thoroughly insu-

lated, except at points within the boxes, where it

has contact with one pole of a switch, and over

this hangs the other pole of the switch connected

to the free ends of the oscillating contact levers

supported on a transverse shaft which extends

through and is journaled in the inside walls of the

boxes. On the ends of the shafts are secured oper-

ating levers like those shown in the cut, each lever

havmg a roller set in its free end, as shown. These

rollers, or trolley wheels, are thoroughly insulated

who holds his place for several years as a street

car conductor must be much above the broad aver-

age in all those things, and what is true of conduc-

tors is true in greater or less degree of other classes

of street railway employes.

It is not easy to pick from 1,000 men 50 who have

the faculty of detail sufficiently developed to make
them good conductors. The permanent body of

conductors is really a picked corps of men that has

been sifted out by a long process. The labor unions

have been able to enforce some of their demands as

to pay, hours ,and some minor regulations, but they

have not been able to prevent the discharge of

conductors for seemingly slight offenses—when
the offense was not a pretext for reaching a man
who had made himself too active as a member of

the union.

No conductor, therefore, can long retain his

place unless he have the memory and the will to

observe a host of petty regulations. The man
who cannot accept the discipline of such regula-

tions must make some mistake and bring about
his own dismissal. Only men who are prompt,
sober, patient and polite can hold places as con-
ductors. A man of violent temper, of ill con-
trolled nerves, of easily confused head, is sure to

have a short career.

It thus happens that one almost never sees a
conductor drunk on duty ; that the great mass of

conductors keep their wits about them when the
cars are cjowded ; that conductors are rarely im-
polite to passengers. Men taken at random even
from the learned professions could hardly be
expected to discharge the duties of a conductor
with success. The men show the effects of their

discipline in a hundred ways, and it would not be
difficult for an observant person to pitch upon
newly appointed conductors.

There is for the faithful conductor the prospect

of more or less distant promotion. The peculiar

qualities of the men are quickly brought out by
the stress of the tra:le, and when a conductor has
been thoroughly proved there is a chance for him
when a vacancy occurs in the grade immediately
above his own.
Education and natural intelligence c ount much

in the matter of promotion. Any man who will

take the trouble to have a word with the con-
ductor now and then will soon discover that con-
ductors, as a class, are above the average in edu-

cation. Their speech is not elegant, but it is

usually free from the blunders of the densely

ignorant-

Men of more than average intelligence and edu-

cation aie willing to be street car conductors,

partly because the work is more agreeable than
that of many manual laborers of about the same
pay

;
partly because an efficient and faithful man

is sure of his place, and partly because there is

some hope of promotion. Tiie permanence of the

place is perhaps its chief attraction. Street rail-

ways never shut down even in the dullest times.

The force is reduced in times like these, and at

certain seasons of the year a small percentage of

the cars is taken off, but the majority of conduc-

tors are needed the year round, and when dismis-

sals take place the inefficient and inexperienced

men are the ones to go. The companies like to

keep track of promising men, for there always

comes a time when the force must be increased,

and the companies prefer men they know

.

The situation of drivers, hostlers, and the like is

not so fortunate as that of conductors, because

these classes of workmen are on the average less

intelligent and educated than the conductors.

Then, too. these times, when motive power is

changing, are hard for men who know horses only.

The driver who can not develop into a gripman or

trolley man is in a ticklish position

.

As to the men above the grade of conductors,

they are of many sorts, but most of them are

undergoing the discipline of hard work under the

watchful eyes of their superiors. Pay is not high,

but places are reasonably secure. The man who
has risen from the grade of conductor to an ex-

ecutive post must have acquired an unusual faculty

of detail, prompitude, alertness and decision. In

all these matters the street railway companies are

schools where the practical lessons of life are

taught by daily iteration.

The result is that each company has a trained

army of men, whence the idle, incompetent, and

negligent have been weeded out, in order that the

company's work may be done with precision and

dispatch. No two companies require exactly the

same sort of men for those places that bring them

in contact with the public, and the character of

conductors especiably is noticeably differentiated

on various lines.

Newark, N. J.—The line of the Suburban Traction

Company running to Eagle Rock has been tested,

but it has not yet been put iu regular service, as

the power-house has not yet been fully equipped.
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IRON AEMOEED INSULATING CONDUIT.

Few improvements have elicited warmer com-
mendation in the field of electric wiring than the

recent addition of iron armored insulating con-

duit to its long list of apparatus, by the Interior

Conduit and Insulation Company. The interior

conduit system has from the first enjoyed a unique

reputation for its flexibility, but it has now in-

cluded in its materials those which are not only

flexible, but indestructible. The notable tendency

ing a continuous insulation. Fig. 3 shows its ap-
plication to a junction box and illustrates how the

continuity of the insulation of the system can be
maintained, if the tube should be too short by in-

accuracy of measurement. The nipples can also

be applied throughout the system to correct slight

mismeasurements.

STREET RAILWAY ASSESSMENTS
BROOKLYN.

IN

Fig 2 —Coupling for Iron Armored Conduit.

in architecture of late years has been toward

larger proportions and the use of the most sub-

stantial materials obtainable; and in keeping with

the new steel internal structure, the iron conduit

is found of the utmost utility and value, and elec-

tric wiring, whether in the main conductors or

the smallest branches, has been brought to a re-

markable degree of perfection.

As in tbe case of the brass armored conduit, the

Interior Conduit and Insulation Company is also

the pioneers with insulating iron armored conduit.

Brooklyn's Board of Assessors has placed these

assessed valuations on the personalty of the fol-

lowing corporations for purposes of taxation:

Brooklyn City Railroad Company, $i,250,000.

Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company, $490,000.

Coney Island and Brooklyn Railroad Company,
§370,000.

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, $100,000.

Prospect Park and Coney Island Railroad Com-
pany, $20,000.

Brooklyn and Rockaway Beach Railroad Com-
pany, .$3(),000.

HIGH INSURANCE RATE 0!J A BROOKLYN
CARHOUSE.

An extraordinarily high rate of insurance has

been fixed by the New York Tariff Insurance As-

sociation upon the new ca rhouse of the Brooklyn

FIG. 1.—INIERIOR CONDUIT & IMSULATION COMPANY'S IRON ARMORED INSULATING CONDUIT.

The latter consists essentially of the company's

well-known plain insulating tubing placed within

a heavy wall of lap-seamed wrought iron pipe,

which thus furnishes an armor one-eighth inch in

thickness. The intimacy of the union between the

inner tube and its iron wall is said lo be perfect;

they are, in fact, so firmly consolidated and welded

together that one seems to be a part of the other,

and yet each is integral.

The flexibility of the system is maintained by

the use af iron armored insulating junction boxes,

elbows, couplings, etc. This conduit possesses all

the qualities of gas or water pipe, and by means of

the tools furnished for cutting, threading, etc. , can

be installed with equal ease. It is at once so

simple and durable that it can be used under con-

City Railroad Company, at Third avenue and
FIfty-eighlh street. The structure is the largest

of Us kind" in the country, and covers a

block 700 by 300 feet. Cars are stored on three

floors, and it contains several miles of tracks. The
rate fixed for insurance on the building is 6 per

cent., and on the contents 5.55 per cent. For the

last three years the City Railroad Company has

insured its own property, but six weeks ago it was
decided to seek insurance from the regular com-
panies. The rate expected was 1.5, which had

been what was charged when the company sought

insurance before. But the advanced rate was
fixed by reason of the danger of fire from the use

of electric traction in the building. At the oflice

ot the Tariff Association, in New York, it was said

NSULATING NIPPLE TO JUNCTION BOX.

Crete, tiled or mosaic floors, etc., without the pre-

cautions necessary with plain or brass armored
conduit; and at the same time, a great saving in

labor is due to the fact that it can be installed at

an early stage in the construction of a new build-

ing, without anxiety as to the rough usage it may
have to sustain.

We herewith illustrate some of the features of

the iron armored insulating conduit. Fig. 1 shows
the actual size of three-eighths inch (inside diam-
eter) iron conduit. Fig. 3 shows a coupling one-

half size three-eighths inch. The threads are all

straight, so that the ends of lengths, etc., shall

abut in the center^of the coupling, thus maintain-

that the rate had not been advanced, for there had
been no rate for the building until the one recently

fixed. It was decided upon from experience with

like property in other parts of the country. There

had been large losses in the last few years where
electricity was used as a motive power; The rate

decided upon was no reflection on Brooklyn, but

covered the entire metropolitan district, including

New York, Brooklyn, Long Island City, Staten

Island and Hudson County, N. J., east of the

Hackensack River. There was no discrimination

against Brooklyn in the matter of rates. It is ex-

pected that the City Railroad Company will resume
the policy of insuring its own property.

WAGES REDUCED ON THE BROOKLYN
ELEVATED.

The Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Company re-

cently made another reduction in the wages of

its employees by cutting down the hours of work

.

Nearly all the stations are in charge of women
agents in the daytime, and they have worked
from 5 A. M. to 5 P. M. for $10 a week. Hereafter

they will work from 5 a. m. to 3 P. M. and get

.'18.40 a week. The men have worked from 5 p.

M. to 5 A. M. for .|14 a week, or $3 a day. They
will now work from 3 P. M. to 1 A. M. and get

$1.67 a day. From 1 a. m. to 5 A. M. the stations

will be in charge of the porters, and no tickets

will be sold. The conductors will collect fares.

In October the men had their pay cut down from
$3.40 a day to $3, with the understanding that as

soon as business picked up there would be an in-

crease. Then a few women were appointed day
agents at $10 a week, and now all the diy agents

are women. The station porters get $1 a day.

HOW RAPID TRANSIT FACILITIES HAVE
IMPROVED NEW YORK REAL ESTATE.

The value of transit facilities on iVIanhattan

Island cannot be better illustrated than by a com-
parison of the increase of real estate values in the

Twelfth Ward during the past year. The section,

bounded by Third avenue to Fifth avenue and
from Eighty-sixth street to the Harlem River,

shows an increase of $2,739,100. The Third Avenue
Elevated road makes the best time to City Hall.

The Third avenue cable has also been completed

this year, and the Lexington avenue cable roid is

nearmg completion.

The section from One Hundred and Tenth street

to the Harlem River, and from Fifth to Eighth

avenues, shows a gain ot $1,788,300. There is but

one downtown rapid transit line in this territory,

the elevateed road on Eighth avenue.

From Eighty-sixth street and Harlem River,

from Eighth to Tenth avenues, there is an elevated

and cable road, and property has increased

$3,53 %700.

From One Hundred and Fifty-fifth street north

to Spuyten Uuyvil, containing one of the most
beautiful portions of New York, the residents are

cut off from quick communication with down-
town. In this section the increase was only

$121,614.

WHO PAYS FOR THE CUTTING OF WIRES
IN MOVING BUILDINGS I

At a recent meeting of the Boston Board of

Aldermen the following opinion was received

from the corporation counsel concerning the

authority of the West End Street Railway Com-
pany to require individuals and corporations

having permits to move buildings across the pub-

lic streets to pay for the wires which are cut in

moving these buildings. The opinion was as

follows ;

Permits issued by the Board of Aldermen to re-
move buildings on or across the streets are merely
the consent ol the board to the grantees occupying
and using portions of the public streets tor the
purpose of moving a building or buildings. The
permits do not authorize the building mover to

destroy or injure anyone's properly while remov-
ing the building, and if he does injure any prop-
erty he is answerable in damages to the owner,
and his permit would he no defence to the suit.

The West End Street Railway Company-has had
authority given to it by the statutes and youi"
board to put up its poles and wires, and such poles
and wires are legally in the streets, and if injured
by a building mover while moving a building the
mover would be liable to the street railway com-
pany for the amount of the damage. I suppose
that the West End Street Railway Company pre-
fers to collect its damages in advance, lather than
wait until the wires are broken by the building,
and that the building movers prefer to arrange
the matter amicably with the street railway com-
pany rather than run the risk of interrupting the
transportation ot passengers and consequent liti-

gation with the street railway company.

Rutland, Vt.—The Board of Aldermen has grant-

ed a franchise to the Rutland Street Railway Com-
pany.
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SOME PEACTICAL HINTS IN DYN.aMO
DESIGN.*

BY GILBERT WILKES.

Chief Engineer of the Detroit Electrical Works,

When the matter of this lecture first came up for

consideration, I thought I would discuss generally

the results in relation to designing; drawn Irom my
shop experience. I had not, however, gone far

when I realized that this subject would cover a

number of lectures, so it was limited to refer to

continuous current machines for general purposes.

Not only are alternating current machines designed

on very different lines from continuous current

dynamos, but that large and varied class of ma-

chines used for traction purposes and represented

principally by the street car motor is, I believe an

equally distinct class. The design of street car

motors brings in so many points that place in the

background the rules for ordinary designing, that

the one is little guide to the other

Street car motor design is (or should be) more
the result of reasoning, based on actual personal

experience on a car and under it in the pit, than

that of hours and days at a desk. The rules for

shafts and bearings for stationary machines are of

little use here, and some of the most successful

street car motors are machines of poor electrical

design. One I recall has a magnetic leakage of 35

percent. The real power for continuous work is

never equal to the rating of a street car motor, and
the method of control has much to do with the

average possible work obtainable without over-

heating. I have therefore limited my subject to

stationary machines—generators and motors for

standard work, witli special reference to medium
sized machines^neither very large nor very small.

The first thing to be considered is, and this really

comes before the actual work of designing, what
is absolutely necessary in any good dynamo? In

order to compete with other machines on the

market, a few points are absolutely essential.

These points are to influence the design, but no
trimming can be allowed upon them, and to them
all considerations of economy, weight, size, and

appearance, must bend.

The first of tliese preliminary requisites is me-

chanical stability, and whether the type is to be

the horseshoe or inverted horseshoe, bipolar, or

multipolar, ironclad or Manchester, whether the

armature is to be smooth or slotted, the same re-

marks will apply. Let not economy or a bearing

of trimmer appearance dictate the use of a small

shaft. This is a point in which electrical engineers

are systematically criticised by their mechanical

brethren. Dynamo shafts are too often on the

wrong side of safety. This error is probably an

heirloom to us from the time when the generation

of electricity itself was so puzzling a conundrum,
that all other questions were relegated to the back-

ground.

I remember one of the first dynamos that I saw

—

about eleven or twelve 3'ears ago. The dynamo
room (which was on board ship, where every

square foot is valuable), was large and contained a

remarkable tangle' of belting and jack shafts,

which would be considered ridiculous to-day. The
dynamo ran, however, and the lamps gave light,

thus answering the most rigorous requirements of

the time, until one evening the pulley was
wrenched completely off with the end of the shaft.

I once heard a complaint from the business side of

a company against the large sized shaft of a large

new dynamo. The answer was, " Did you ever

hear any one complain In buying an engine that

the shaft was too heavy ?" The machine was a

success, and the only comments afterwards made
about the shaft (which was 5i inches for 150 K. w.)

were to the effect that it was according to common
sense.

Let the shaft run in good solid bearings, sup-

ported on a solid base. Whether the machine is

mounted on skids or the more expensive sub-base,

give it a broad foothold. Do not let the weights

*A lecture before the students of the College of Me-
chanics and Engineering, University of Wisconsin.

overhang the extreme points of support like the

balls on a balancing pole. The side pull of the

belt with a high center line of shaft will tend to

tip the machine, and the changes in the pull due

even to the undulations of the belt will cause a

tremor In the machine. You may feel It with the

hand and think it a matter of no Importance.

But each tremor jars the brushes and in weeks the

effects may be visible on the commutator, while

in months the foundation may be shaken to pieces.

Let your work be such that when It Is completed
and accepted you have heard the last of it. The
dynamo is here to stay. It is to-day as reliable as

a high grade engine, and not one-tenth of one per

cent, as dangerous.

One does not have to look back many years to

the time when each new plant was rather expected

to turn In reports of burned out armatures or

fields ; when a new street railway plant might
burn out armatures actually by the dozens. But
now if an armature is lost in a generator, it is the

cause of close inquiry. Not quite so good a rec-

ord, however, can be shown by most companies in

the matter of the armatures of street car motors.

A record of 10 per cent, of the armatures burned

out on a new street railway line in the first three

months is not bad.

After the mechanical features comes absence of

spark at the brushes. A dynamo tender has no

patience with a machine that sparks, and his

disgust is soon transmitted to his employers so that

the machine is in disfavor. It is worse than giving

a dog a bad name. A large part of the electrical

personnel is still migratory, and a machine's

reputation travels fast.

It Is not too much now to expect absolutely no
sparking at the brushes under practically constant

load and none under a change either way of 50

per cent, of full load. In fact the best machines
will stand sudden changes from no load to full

load, and vice versa, without sparking. If you
have ever watched a 30 inch belt when ooening

and closing the snap switch which controls the

full load of a 150 K. w. generator you will realize

the enormous mechanical and electrical strains a

good machine must be made to stand; for exigen-

cies really as severe as this not infrequently occur

in the operation of railway plants. However, my
remarks are not intended so much in relation to

these larger machines as to the smaller sizes.

There are few firms manufacturing dynamos of

150 K. w. or greater capacity, and therefore the

competition is not so severe, and greater freedom

is allowed the designer of the large units.

In a visit to the first Edison central station in

Pearl street. New York, one could not look at the

hot scored commutators and see the evidence of

excessive wearing without being almost forced to

the conclusion that the generation of electricity

and the destruction of copper went hand in hand.

But this was in the days of Edison's " jumbos "

—

strange to say, these first large generators were

direct driven—while every one now knows, in con-

trast, the beautiful Edison dynamos of later times.

In fact, until the last few years, the history of the

constant pressure dynamo in this country is largely

a record of Edison's great work. Now even his

name does not appear on any dynamos that are on

the market.

The commutator of a modern stationary ma-
chine will last for years, and often will run with a

proper arrangement for collecting the current for

more than a year without even being turned

down.

The brushes and brush-holders must be simple

and should be preferably automatic in taking up
wear. Opinion Is divided as to the proper material

for brushes, and the largest makers seem to prefer

copper In some form for large current machines.

Carbon is, however, much easier on the commuta-
tor. Brushes o£ carbon and their brush-holders

can be designed which will lake off the current just

as well as those of copper, and cost no more. The
commutator, however, brings in an additional cost

where carbon brushes are used.

Considerable prominence was given last year to

a device for preventing the shifting of the neutral

point by a special arrangement of the series field.

The particular form of machine which I have seen

illustrated was of what is commonly known as the

continental type I did not see the particular ma-
chine, but from considerable experience with this

type, I believe that the dynamo would, if properly

designed, work equally sparkless when built as an
ordinary machine, I have designed a full line of

these machines from 5 to 45 K. w. The brushes of

any member of the series may be rocked fully 30

degrees on each side of the horizontal plane without

any sign of sparking, and the lead never changes

with the load.

All makers agree in setting about the same limits

for heating. The armature is usually not allowed

to go above the temperature of boiling water.

Occasionally in order to get more money for a given

amount of iron and copper combined In a deter-

mined form, a company will increase the ratings

of its machines ; but loss of reputation and a few
burnedout armatures usually have the effect of

cooling their ardor and later—the machines. Ow-
ing to the effect of the large mass of the field, the

temperature of the outside of the coils is never that

of the hottest part of the wire, as can readily be

seen by bridge measurements. It is, therefore,

good practice to run the fields about 15 degrees

centigrade, as shown by the thermometer, cooler

than the armatures. Many formulas are given for

determining the armatures and the fields for a given

heating and output, and theae often do not agree

Bui I fancy that much of tlie disagreement lies m
the different forms of fields, different ends to the

armatures and different methods of heading up-

Most of the formulas for field heating take no ac-

count of the fact that there may be more cooling

by conduction through the iron of the magnet cores

than from true radiation. The only safe rule is to

learn the constants for a particular type of machine

by experiment and make your own empirical

standards. Even the heating in different sizes of

the same type will vary somewhat from the usual

coefficients.

The last point to be considered before commenc-
ing upon the specific design of a machine, is the

bearings. The leading manufacturers use a ratio

of length to diameter of bearing, varying from 3 to

4i, the usual ratio being about the mean of these

figures. The English seem to use shorter bearings

than we, and. judging from recent articles in Eng-

lish publications, the self-oiling and self-aligning

box is rather new with them. In this country a

dynamo can not go on the market as a high grade

machine without this very desirable feature.

(To be continued.)

BIGHT TO CHAEG£ AN EXTBA FAEE aUES-
TIONED.

The charters of the various trolley lines in Brook-

lyn provide that no more than five-cent fare can be

charged within the city limits. The recent annex-

ation of New Utiecht is likely to raise the point

whether the City Railroad Company can collect

two fares on the trip to Fort Hamilton. On Siin-

day a passenger ref sed to pay a second fare after

he reached the old city line and was put off the

car. He is now going to bring a suit to have the

question settled. The companies hold that they

could not afford to carry passengers for five cents

within the new city limits, and contend that the

law cannot be retroactive.

Skowhegan, Me.—The Skowhegan & Norridge-

wock Street Railway and Power Company com-

pleted its organization last week by the election of

W. H. Wildes, of Skowhegan, president; I. C.

Libby, Waterville, treasurer; A. R. Blxby, Skow-
hegan, clerk; A. F. G-erald, Fairfield, manager.

The capital stock is |50,000, The building of the

road was let to the Worcester Construction Com-
pany, of Massachusetts. The work is to be com-

menced next week and the company expects to

have it runnin.g earlj' in September. The distance

is nearly six miles from Skowhegan to South

Norridgewock.
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.

Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

(Frotn Our ffaU Street Co7'7-espo7idcnt.)

There is practically absolutk stagnation in
the local market for street railway securities.
From other points of the country, from Chicago,
Philadelphia and Baltimore, come continued re-

ports of the activity of traction stocks, but New
York dealers see nothing of this so-called popular
craze for street railway shares. There have been
no signs yet of any resumption of that demand
for street railway securities generally the result of
the filort of the July dividend and interest pay-
ments to find profitable investment, ^vhlch was so
rudely interrupted by the Chicago labor troubles
and their threatening aspects, and the specialists
now agree that the midsummer dullness has fas-

tened on the street railway stock and bond market
to stay.

Ftttre Speculation.— With nothing present
to comment upon, the traders are confining their
talk tu speculation as to the future. The events
of the present years trading so far have been of a
nature to argue much for such speculation as is to
come. What buying has been done in the past
has been found to be well warranted, and the senti-

ment regarding this class of securities, both on the
part of the speculative and investing public, is of
the greatest value to the market, and applies w ith

equal force to all surface railway companies.
While the shares of steam railroads have de-
teriorated in favor, street railway stocks have ad-
vanced, and at no time have they been regarded
with as much as now. One thing, the earning ca-
pacity of most roads has not yet been demon-
strated, and the class of investors who buy securi-
ties for "keeps" and not for a speculative ventui-e
in order to sell out at $10 a share profit, and who
are the chief customers of the street railway
securities market, will find, what with the in-

troduction of cables, trolleys and other new systems
of propulsion, that they are picking up bargains.
The many savings made by passenger railways in
operating under other than horse power have got-
ten to be so well understood by the public that it

sees that what seems to be a certain increase in
dividend rates by those that have been paying
dividends and a commencement of payments in

the near future by those companies that have been
recently organized for providing passenger lines
with electrical or other mechanical equipment.

Low Condition of Business.—Nevertheless,
sentiment does not bring about a market, and
business is at the lowest possible ebb. Some little

demand for Second Avenue shares is noted ; it

comes from the same sources commented upon in
last week's letter. Dry Dock continues weak as a
result of the further nonpayment of dividends.
Inquiries are made concerning Third Avenue, but
no sales are reported. In other shares there is

practically nothing doing. Bonds are equally
quiet. Broadway and Seventh first consolidated .5s

sold on the Stock Exchange to-day .at 109f, thus
showing the steadiness of quotations of good street
railway Ixind issues, but none of the numerous
other traction bonds, let alone stocks, was even
quoted, sales being unheard of.

PuiL.MiFXPHlA leports quite a contrary state of
affairs. The same craze that a few years ago
brought aliout a big advance in trust company
stocks has now resulted in a movement in traction
that has put prices higher than ever. People's,
Electric, Philadelphia, Metropolitan and other trac-

tion issues are all selling at fancy prices consider-
ing the returns on the investment, and the move-
ment has assumed uhenomenal proportions. As a
local writer remarks :

" Peop.'e who are unwill-
ing to buy second grade railroad bonds and stocks
whose value is well known by years of trial, are
ready to invest in passenger railroad stocks, whose
operatioQH are entirely a matter of experiment.
Reading general 4'b are not wanted at 70, while the
traction l^su<.'«.Komeof which do not pay dividends,
are quoted at double that price."

Financial Notes.

Chicago, III.—The bonds of the Englewood
and f'liicano electric Hlreet railroad are being ol-
fiTcd for «ale. Tliey are first mortgage six [ler

cent, twenty year gold bonds, registered with the
p>|iiit:ihle Trust (>)iM|>any. The street railway coni-
[rtiny is coMBtrucling an electric road from isixty-

third .Street at the Alley Elevated's WaHhingtoii
Park Htation wftit and ^oiith to Englewooil. There'
will Ix: lincH t<j Cnind Crossing nnd Washington
Meighirt through Park Manor, iJrooklini' Park,
Auljiim I'ark, South Englewood, and Kerinvtjod.

Home of the name fx-ople who built the Caliiiiiei

electric Hyxteni are iiiteri sled in tliiH ni'W enter-
prine. The conBtrucliiin of the Englewood line has
already coriiinencert. The bonds arc being solil

with a Ht'K;k Ihuiiim.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Vice-Prtnident Henry C. Payne
of the Milwaukee Street Railway Company was

before the Board of Review last week for two
hours trying to get the tax assessment against his
company lowered. Mr. Payne stated that the as-
sessment of $3,800,000 against the company was
too heavy. He especially protested tgainst the
franchise of the company being assessed for $ 1 ,800 ,-

000. He said two years ago he valued them at
$3,500,000, but that his idea had changed, and to-
day they are worth nothing. He claimed the
property of the company was not worth more than
|;600,000. The taxing of the franchise he sai<S

would virtually mean the confiscation of the prop-
erty of the company.

Albany, N. Y.—The Herkimer & Mohawk Street
Railroad Company has filed its report with the
railroad commissioners for the quarter ending
June 30, as follows :

1891. 1803
Gross earnings $1,737 15 $3,033 33
Operating expenses 1,034 St 927 32
Fixed charges 25 00 7S 50
Netincome 677 64 1.032 51

The general balance sheet shows total assets of

118,134, including $17,000 cost of road and equip-
ment, and $1,134 cash on hand. The liabilities

are : Seventeen thousand dollars capital stock and
$1,134 profit and loss, surplus.

Frankfort, N. Y.—The Frankfort and Ilion Street
Railroad Company make the following report for

the quarter ending June 30:

1891. 1893.

Gross earnings $827.55 $901.85
Operating expenses 616.00 480 35
Otherinonme 30.60 6.00
Fixed charges 40.75 —
Netincome 200.70 437 62

The general balance sheet shows a total of $31,326,
the assets consisting of $20,766, cost of road and
equipment, and $460 cash on hand. The capital

stock is $14,375, and the profit and loss, surplus,

$6,951.

Albany, N. Y.—The Albany Argus says : "There
has been a big inquiry during the week for Cayu -

datta Electric Railway 6 per cent, gold bonds. The
Cayudatta road runs between Fonda and Johns-
town, and its bonds are guaranteed by the Fonda,
Johnstown & Gloversi-ille steam road. A sale

of $15,000 Cayudatta bonds at 88^ flit was made
here, after which the price advanced to 99A bid.

At the same time a New York house was sending
out circulars offering the bonds at 110 and interest.

The Cayudatta stock is offered at 35."

Chicago, III.—The Chicago North Shore elec-

tric railroad is doing well and the stock of the
company has been quoted as high as 60. Bids of

50 are now made for the stock. The stock was
given as a bonus with the bonds, so that the origi-

nal subscribers have made an excellent profit. In
the original subscription the bonds were sold at

par with a bonus of some 70 per cent, of stock
thrown in. The bonds are now quoted at par.

Steubenville, 0.—Harvey B, Thompson, the re-

ceiver of the Steubenville street i"ailway, has
brought suit against the old stockholders to enforce
tiieir liabilities as stockholders prior to the sale of

the road. Only $13,875 was realized by the sheriff's

sale of the property, and the debts of the concern
aggregate $50,000. He therefore brings suit against
the old owners for the balance.

Memphis, tenn.—The Memphis & Raleigh Springs
Railroad, a suburban line 11 miles Ions, has been
sold to the Citizen's Street Railway Company, of

which A. M. Billings, of Chicago, is the cliief

owner. The sale includes the springs and hotel ao

Raleigh. The purchase price is said to be $110,000.

NEW INCORPOEATIONS.

Pittsburg, Kas.—The Pittsburg, Frontenac &
Suburlian Electric Railway Company has been or-

ganized to niainlain and operate a system of rail-

ways for the purpose of carrying passengers and
freight by sli'arn.cleclricity,or any mecbani;'al pow-
er within Crawford County, Kas., toconstruct and
operate an electric plant lor furnishing liglit, heat
and power, etc. The in'oniolers are Albert Simons,
West Chester, Pa.; Samuel Harratt, Robert Kobyn,
A. L. (Jhaiiliii, all of Pillsbiirg, Kas.: L.M. BckIcII,

E. W. Minliirn. Carl J. Simons, Chctopa, Kas.
The capilal sUn-k is $75,000.

Stillwater, Minn.— The Stillwater Electric Rail-

way (yompany has filed articles of incoi'iioration

with the Secri'tary of State, The ca|)ital stock is

$75.0(10, and the incorporators, with tlie exception

of the secretary, are Boston peoiile. The incorpo-

r.-itors are: Allan (yiirlis, prc-iident; E. P. Motley,
vice-i)resid(.'nt; (i. E. Waring, treasurer; John C.

Nethaway, of Slillw.ati.'r, secretary.

Ft. Worth, Tex.—The Forth Worth Stock Yards
<>iiripaiiv has been incorporateii with a capit:il

Hlorrk iif".i;l. 0(111, 11(11) for tlwh:deof hor.-es, mules ;uiil

all htor:l<, :uid to (lis|inHe <if ri'al eslale: opi'i'.-ilc and
li'use railroads, strc/ct railroads, electric liglit and
water plants, etc Thi' promoters are: Wm.O. lohii-

Hun, N. P. It. Uat<;h, Chas. I,. Thonias, Chan. M.
Cook, Jiio. Stirling, Chicago, III.

Atlantic City, N. J.—The Atlantic City Street
Railway Company, with a capital stock of SlOO,-
000. has been organized to construct a street rail-

way in Atlantic City, N. J. The promoters are
John J. tjardner, Levi C. Albertson, Clarence C.
Cole, ' lenient J. Adams. Jos. Thompson, Atlantic
City, N. J. : Israel U. Adams, Linwood, N. J. ;

Frank C. Somers, Camden, N. J.

Steubenville, 0.—The Steubenville Traction Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$100,000 for the purchasing, operating and equip-
ping street railroads, to be operated by steam,
horse, gas, electric or other motive power. Thos.
Barclay. Thos. Johnson, Geo. W. McCook. Robert
Sherrard, Wm. Stanton, are the promoters.

Scranton, Pa.—The Scranton North End Street
Railroad Company has been incorporated with a
capita! stock of $20,000, for the purpose of con-
structing and operating a street railway. The
promoters are Lemuel Amerman, PlummerS. Page,
Henry H. Archer, Scranton, Pa.

Washington, Ind.—The Washington Street Rail-
-vvay Company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $50,000. The promoters are: Louis
C. Fritch, W. W. Peabody, Ira G. Rawn, D. D.
Carothers. Cincinnati, O.; Wm. N. McMahan,
Wm. R. Gardner, Washington, Ind.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pitcairn, Wilmerding &
Braddock Street Railroad Company, of Braddock
township. Pa., has been chartered. The length of
road is 3f miles, and the route through Braddock
township. North Versailles, Greensburg and the
Pittsburg turnpike ; capital, $31,000.

Phillipsburgh, Pa.—With Charles A. Bragg, of
Philadelphia, as one of its incorporators, the Clear-
field Traction Company, of Phillipsburg, was in-

corporated last week. Its capital is $10,000,

NEWS OF THE 'WEEK.

Goshen, Ind.—Mr. J. J. Burns, of Chicago, has
purchased of Hatch & Chadwick the street rail-
way of Goshen. Ind., and franchises in Elkhart
County, Ind. Mr Burns has also purchased the
Elkhart street railway of Elkhart, Ind., and
organized the Indiana Electric Railway Company,
of which he is president and general manager,
and to which company he will soon transfer all of
the property atiove named. It is Mr. Burns' in-

tention to complete the now partly constructed
line in Goshen and to rebuild and re-equip the
Elkhart line. The contract for this work has been
let to W. W. Hatch, of Kankakee, 111., who will
commence the work as soon as the material can
be gotten on the ground. The r.ails have already
been bought and are now being shipped by the
Illinois Steel Company. The track in Goshen,
constructed last summer by Hatch & Chadwick,
is of the best and most improved kind of electric
railway construction. Mr, Burns realizes the im-
portance of first-class construction and the use of
the latest and most improved appliances, and it is

his intention to make this system one of the best
in the State of Indiana.

Springfield, 0.— A project to build an electric
railroad from Columbus to Cincinnati via London,
Springfield, Dayton, Miamisburg and Hamilton, is

being pushed by a syndicate of Columbus capi-
talists, headed by Hon. L. D. Hagerty. The right
of way has been secured already in Franklin and
Madison counties. The projectors say they will
have car's running within a year. The road, if

built, will come in direct competition with the Mid-
land, a part of the Baltimore and Ohio system, and
Panhandle, a part of the Pennsylvania system and
the Big Four railroads, both in the freight and pas-
senger traffic. The persons who secured the right
of way are Probate Judge L. D. Hagerty, Colum-
bus; Henry B. Moorehead and Dennis Dwyer, Cin-
cinnati, and O. B. Brown, of Dayton. Other coun-
ties will be asked to extend the privilege of building
the line along the public highw.ays.

Chicago, III.—Any lingering doubts that may
have been felt as to the identity of the purchasers
of the control of the Lake Street " L'' Road have
been removed by the election of Vice-President
Furbeck, of the North Chicago cable company,
and President Parsons, of the West Chicago cable
company, directors in the new Lake Strei t board.
The election of these gentlemen makes it a solid

Yerki'S directory, with the I'xception of President
John A. Roche and tJlarence A. Knight. For all

practical purposes the Northwestern and Lake
Street " L" companies are one cttncern and both
are under the control of the same men who arc
uian:iging the North and West Side surface roads.

Chicago, III.—Since the passage of the ordinance
granling the t_;bic;igo City Railway Company the
right to erect trolley lines on Indiana avenue some
ol the property holders have produced agreements
signrd liy 1'. II, I lolnies, presicN'nt of the company,
in ISHd, st,i|i(il,'it ing that, in r<'turn i'oi the privilege

of laying douhle tracks the conip:iny agrc'.'s " that
it will not oiierate such double tracks upon said

avenue between s.aid streets (Eighteenth and
Tliirly-niiith) by other than animal power except
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by the consent of the then owners of a majority of

the property upon said avenue between said

streets."

Indianapolis, Ind.—Dr. E. C. Light of Indian-
apolis, and R. T. McDonald, of Ft. Wayne, have
just secured a fifty years franchise for an electric

street car line Jrom Indianapolis to Broad Ripple
park, a resort near the capitoi. The road would
have been completed in July, had not the delivery

of material been retarded by the railroad strike.

Twenty-five cars, tliirteen motors and twelve
trailers, liave been purchased. Messrs. Light and
McDonald have also purchased the Stevenson
farm, containing 292 acres, for a consideration of

$70,200 and will convert it into a pleasure park.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The work on the survey for an
electric railway which will connect Pittsburg
with Tarentum, Natrona, Springdale, Freeport
and numerous intervening towns up the Allegheny
River, was completed last week. The survey
extends from Etna borough to Tarentum. The
route beyond that point had been previously sur-

veyed. The line will connect with the Pittsburg,

Allegheny & Manchester road at Etna This same
company own charters covering a proposed line to

Butler, via Etna and Glenshaw, and is said to be
interested in other lines as well.

Buffalo, N.Y.—The Morton Life and Limb-saving
Car Fender Company has been incorporated. J.

Francis Morton is the patentee of the fender, from
which the company takes its name. It has rub-
ber pneumatic edges ; the front works on spiral

springs. The fender is only two inches above the
track, and is placed in front of the platform of the

car. The patentee is willing to place it on any
line in the city, and says he will stand m front of

the car and allow it to run at a rate of ten or

twelve miles per hour against him.

Attleboro, Mass.—A press dispatch says that there

is a syndicate of Attleboro capitalists ready to buy
the Attleboro. North Attleboro & Wremham street

railway when the auction sale is held. The road
has been idle for nearly a year, and owing to the

trouble among the stockholders and bondholders
the company went into insolvency. If the road can
be purchased for a fair price, the syndicate above
referred to will put it into operation immediately.
The United Traction Company of Providence has
also made an offer for the road.

Rutland, Vt.—A meeting of the stockholders of

the new street railway company, to be known as

the City Electric Company, was held last week.
These directors were elected : E. A. Morse, E. M.
Woodruff, J. E. Creed, H. O. Edson. James Car-
ruthers, J. D. Hanrahan and H. M. Bates. The
directors afterward met and the following officers

were elected : President, E. A. Morse ; secretary,

James Carruthers ; treasurer. H. O. Edson. The
capital stock of the company is $100,000, of which
$50,000 has been subscribed.

Washington, D. C.—The annual election for a
board of directors of the Metropolitan Railroad
Company was held last week, and resulted in the
choice of the old board, as follows : John Cam-
mack, Daniel B. Clarke, A. A. Wilson, William B.
Gurley. S. Thomas Brown, Robert D. Weaver and
William J. Stephenson. The organization of the
board resulted in the election of Mr. Stephenson as
president; A. A. Wilson, vice-president; Wm. J.

Wilson, secretary and treasurer: and William E.
Lowry, superintendent.

Fon du Lac, Wis.—The Fond du Lac Light, Power
and Railway Company shut down its electric rail-

way line on the 18th inst. and discharged all the
employees in that department. The company's
officers state that lack of patronage and inability

to pay expenses forced the step. President De
Celle said the equipment, representing an invest-
ment of |40,000, would be sold, and that the sale

was nearly consummated. The street railway line

was opened Oct. 20, 1893. Since Dec. 1 it has bten
run at a loss of $1,970.

St. Louis, Mo.—An ordinance has been recently
passed by the Municipal Assembly allowing the
Southern Electric Company the privilege tf run-
its cars north from the present terminus to Wash
street, over the tracks already in operation on
Sixth and Seventh streets. For this privilege the
Southern Electric Company is to pay into the city
treasury the sum of |10,000 annually in addition to
the sum of .$1,000 which it now pays fer its own
track to Carondelet, a distance of seven and one-
half miles.

New York City, N. Y.—During the past week 10
more trains were taken off the Third avenue ele-

vated road, and, except during the "rush hours,"
four cars instead of five are now run to a train.

It IS said that the decline in passenger trafSc, com-
pared with the corresponding week of last year,
averages 17,000 fares daily. The Manhattan Com-
pany's loss is the Cable Company's gain. Trains on
the Third avenue elevated road are now run only
at seven-minute intervals during the day.

Woonsocket, R. I.—At a recent meeting of the
Woonsocket Street Railway Company's directors,
it was voted to equip the Providence street line

for electric cars. The directors also decided to
look into the feasibility of an electric route to Mill-

ville, via North Smithtield. The directors voted to
raise the wages of the employees to cover the 10 per
cent, cut down made last year by a former direct-
orate, and in some cases, notably that of superin-
tendent, exceeded the former figures.

Wheeling, W. Va.—A. M. Jolly, general manager
of ihe Wheeling Street Railroad Company, tend-
ered his resignation to the company on the 11th
inst. , and it was accepted by President A. B. Cham-
pion. W. S. Wright has been appointed to fill the
position thus vacated. Mr. Wright has been m
charge of the power plant since its erection. Mr.
Wright is from Cincinnati. Mr. Jolly will return
to Beaver Falls, Pa., where he has large interests

which require his attention.

Chicago.—The City Council of Chicago granted
an ordinance on Monday night authorizing the
Northern Electric Railway to construct a street
railway system in the northwestern part of the
city commencing at West 47th and Lake streets,

and extending to Craigen and Hanson Park. The
road will be about eight miles in length, and will

be pushed through to completion at once under
forfeit. Paul Dickinson is president. Address 68
Churchill street, Chicago.

Bloomington, III.—Superintendent Patterson, of

the street railway company, has announced a
change in the wages scale. He raises the wages of

all motormen and conductors ten cents per day,
but requires them to do free relief duty on off days,
if needed, during meal times. Heretofore a man
enjoying his vacation day has been required to

help out at meal times, but was paid for that extra
time at 15 cents per hour.

Laurel, Md.—At a meeting of the City Council
last week a franchise was granted to Messrs.
Phelps & Shaffer to build and operate a street rail-

way, with either electric or horse power, the road
to be completed and in operation within two years.

The probability is that the road will be operated
by electricity, generated by water power, as the

incorporators now own the finest water power on
the Patuxent River.

Hamilton, 0.—Application was made last week
to the Franklin County Commissioners for a right
of way on the national pike from Columbus to the
Madison county line and the tranchise was granted
on condition that the road is begun by Sept. 1 , 1895,

and completed by Sept. 1, 1896. The applicants
are L. D. Hagerty, H. B. Morehead, Dennis
Dwytr, of Dayton, and Orin Brown.

Lancaster, Pa.—It is expected that in a very short
lime the contracts will be awarded for building
the new electric road from Lancaster to Lititz, and
from Lititz to Manheim. 13 mdes ; Lancaster to

Terre Hille, via Meclianicsburg, Bareville, New
Holland and Blue Ball. 17 miles ; Mechanicsburg
to Ephrata. 8 miles ; Lancaster to SIrasburg, 7

miles, a total of 45 miles.

Pasadena, Cal.—A franchise has been granted to

Charles L. Strange for the Los Angeles, Pasadena
& Alteneda Electric Railway Company, permitting
the construction and operation of an electric rail-

way through certain streets of South Pasadena.
The franchise had been advertised for sale and the
only bid received was that of Mr. Strange, ofl'ering

1315.

New Haven, Conn.—The Consolidated road has
purchased of the Standard Oil Company a plot of

land on Hallocb Avenue having a frontage of 80
ft. The land has a depth of 300 ft., and runs to the

water front. The company also secures all the
water privileges. The price paid for the property
is said to be between .|4,000 and $5,000.

Wheeling, W. Va.—At a meeting of the Wheeling
Railway Company, last week, A. B. Champion
was elected a director in place of J. C. Palmer, re-

signed, and subsequently he was elected president
in place of Wdliam Erskine, resigned. Mr. Erskine
still continues as a director and as president of the
Citizens' Company.

Cincinnati, 0.—All the directors of the Cincinnati
Street Railway Company have been re-elected.

They are ; John Kilgour, Nat. Henchman Davis,
Matthew Ryan, George N. Stone, Lewis Season-
good; Frank J. Jones, George Bullock. The net
earnings of the company for the past year were
§449,000.

Boston, Mass.—Four pieces of land on Eagle
street, near Eagle Square, in East Boston, com-
prising in all 300,000 square feet of land, have
been secured by the West End Street Railway
Company for the site of a power- house for the
electric railway system in East Boston.

Fredonia, N. Y.—Negotiations are being perfected
whereby the electric railway company will, in con-
nection with the incandescent light plant, put in

the Holly underground system of steam heating
for the purpose of supplying heat to residences and
business places.

Newark, N. J.—The Newark Board of Works has
ordered that all trolley cars in Newark shall be
equipped with life-saving fenders before Oct. 1

,

and has passed a resolution imposing a penalty of
|50 a day thereafter for each car unprovided with
a fender.

Warren, 0.—The stockholders of the Mineral
Ridge & Niles Electric Street Railway Company
have held a meeting and elected the following
directors: W. A. OhI. H. C. White, Grant Webb,
C. R. Holeton, J. F. Pearce and Edward Blunt.

Bradford, Pa.—Bradford's city council has passed
the ordinance granting the Bradford electric street
railway a franchise, giving it the right to construct
and run a car line from Bradford to East Bradford
and operate it for a period of 50 years.

Allentown, Pa.—The AUentown and Bethlehem
Turnpike Company's directors have appointed a
committee to engage counsel to proceed against
the Traction company for taking possession of
the turnpike.

Buffalo, N. Y.—T. B. Sheldon, D. J. Constant-
ine, W. H. Robinson, A. H. Bowen, and Horace
Reed have been elected directors of the Union
Road and Trolley Land Company for the ensuing
year.

Brooklyn, N. Y—The Nassau Electric Railroad
Company will erect a one-story brick power house
on the wharf between Thirty-ninth and Fortieth
streets, 106 by 150 ft., with a corrugated iron roof.

Galesburg, III.—At a recent meeting of the direc-
tors of the street car company, Judd Seacord was
elected superintendent and Henry Arnold assistant
superintendent.

George W. Kiely, a well known and wealthy citi-

zen of Toronto, Out. .died last week of heart failure.

He was formerly proprietor of the Toronto street
railway.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Buffalo, Kenmore & Tona-
wanda Street Railway began running its cars last

week. It starts out with three cars in service.

Detroit, Mich.—The United States Court of Ap-
peals will probably not render a decision in the
street railway case until October.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Fire recently damaged the barn
of the Consolidated Street Railway Company to
the extent of $300.

Chillicothe, O.—Chillicothe's electric street rail-

way has been ordered sold by the common pleas
court.

Norfolk, Va.—Some of the citizens are endeavor
ing to stop the running of street cars on Sunday.

TEADE NOTES.

A Fireproof Station.—The Berlin Iron Bridge
Company, of East Berlin, Conn., have received
the contract for a new electric light and power
station for the Bradford Electric Light and Power
Company, at Bradford, Pa. The building will be
65 feet wide and 160 feet long, with brick side

walls, the roof being of iron, covered with the
Berlin Iron Bridge Company's patent anti-conden-
sation corrugated iron roof covering. When com-
pleted, this will be one of the finest and most
complete stations in western Pennsylvania, and
will be so constructed as to be absolutely fireproof,

there being no woodwork about the building to

take fire.

The Western Telephone Construction Company,
Chicago, says its business has been steadily increas-

ing since th<^ strike. During the strike scare it

equipped the Metropolitan Railway with its tele-

phone system. The company is now putting in an
exchange at Chariton, la., with 53 instruments,
and is receiving orders from nearly every section

of the country. Among other improvements the

company is getting out anew switchboard for ex-
change work.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Co., of East Berlin, Conn.,
has received the contract from the Delaware,Lacka-
wanna & Western Railroadi for one of its patent
anti-condensation corrugated iron roofs, to cover
the new engine-room at the Auchincloss shaft.

This is the third roof of this kind that the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad people
have bought of the Berlin company, showing the

positive merits of its system of protecting the

corrugated iron on the underside from dripping.

East Berlin, Conn.—The Berlin Iron Bridge Com-
pany, of East Berlin. Conn., have received the

contract from M. C. Henry & Co.. of New York,
N. Y.. to cover their stoneyard with an iron roof,

and also for a traveling crane. The building will

be .50 feet in width and 100 feet in length, con-

structed entirely of iron, the whole space to be

controlled by a traveling crane.

The Wallace Electric Company, Chicago, reports

a very noticeable improvement in the busine.ss,

particularly in the street railway department. The
demand for Wirt brushes has increased so rapidly

that it is evident that the buyers are beconiing
convinced that they possess all the merits claimed
for them by the company.

B. J. Arnold has removed from Room 436 to

Rooms 574-576 the Rookery, Chicago.
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RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TJ. S. Patents Issued July 17, 1894.

523j019. roinniulator for Oyiiatntt-Electric
ITIacliieies; Elihu Thomson, swanipscott, Mas«.. As-
signor to the General Electric Company of New York.
Filed Feb. 10, 1891. In a commutator fur dyn.i mo-
electric machines or miotors, a supporting body, sub-
pegmenls carried by such supporting bodv and
insulated therefrom, each sub segment being provided
also with a wearing segment mechanically and electri-
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No. 5-23,084.

cally connected thereto, such wearing segments pro-

vided with insulation distinct from that of the sub
segments.

523^039. Car Brake ; Carl Keiner. Vienna, Austria-

Hungary. Filed Oct. 23. 1893. In a quick-acting brake
the combination of a erank pivoted about a bolt and ar-

ticulated to a link, the same being articulated in its

turn eccentrically to the axis of thi pivot.

523,074. Electric Switrli. Jesse F. Kester, Buf-
lalo, N. Y.. assignor to the F. P. Littl*^ Electric Con-
struction and Supply Comcany, same place. Filed Nov.
28.1893. In an electric switch, the combination with
the post and ihe contact block arranged in the cfrcuit,

of a switch leverpivoted at the one end to sdid post

and provided at its opposite end with a socket or re-

cess, a contact plate arranged in said socket and adapt-
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ed to bear against the contact block, and a fastening
bolt vrbereby the contact plate is detachably secured to

the switch lever.

523,084. Brake Shoe; William D. Sargent, Chicago,
111. Filed Kcb. 26,1891. A. brake shoe having continu-
ous wearing surfaces to bear upon those portions of the
vFheel which do not make contact with the rail, that
portion of the shoe between such continuous wearing
surfaces being recessed or cut out so as to leave a re-

duced and substanriallj uniform wearing surface over
the area of maximum wear of the rail upon the wheel,
approximately, and gradually increasing wearing sur-

faces between said reduced portion and the said con-
tinuous wearing surfaces, approximately. (See illustra-

tion).

523*104. Electric Itoilway Supply System ;

William A. Butler. New Y'ork, N. Y., assignor to John
Gilmore Royd, same place. Filed March 16. 189*. In an
electric railway system, an overhead conductor sur-
rounded with insulation and having arranged thereon

No. 523,146.

at intervals contact devices supported upon the coh-
dncror (the insulation at such points being removed), in
combination wiih an elongated conductor carried by a
car, having one or more guide wheels running upon said
insulated conductor, and a protecting and insulating
shield arranged over each of said contact devices, and
open at sides and bottom, to permit the passage of the
elongated conductor and its guide wheel or wheels.
(See illustration.)

523,1-16. Conduit Electric Railway; Charles
D. Jenney. Indianapolis, Ind. Filed March 5, 1894. The
combination, in a conduit electric railway sysiem, of a
conductor rail situated in a conduit and having a
broad substantially flat top, metallic supports extend-
ing from said conductor rail, said supports being insu-

lated from the conduit structure, a car structure includ-
ing the motor, a conductor bar leading from the car
structure to ihe rail and provided with a contactdevice
on its lower end, and a swinging or yielding support for
said conductor bar carried by the car structure, whereby
contact between the contact device ou rhe lower end of
the conductor bar and ihe upper fiat surface of the
conductor rail may be maintained notwithstanding the
vibrations or oscillations of the car in use. (See illus-

tration.)

523,154. Switcli Points for Street Uallw^ays ;

Herbert S. rimith, Brooklyn, Assignor to himself and
Frank E. Knight, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 15, 1894-

The combination with the rails, of a switch poinr. hav-
ing a downward projection with inclines upon its lower
edges and a flange to prevent the oioving end of the
switch point being lifted, two pivoted levers having in-
clines at one end that act on the inclined surfaces of
the projection from the switch point and upward pro-
jections at the other ends of the levers to be acted upon
by the passing car to move the switch point.

523,160. Eleoirical Conductor; Gilbert H. Blake-
sley, Bristol, Conn. Filed April 7. 1893. A flexible e'ec-

trical conductor, consisting of a flat tape, into the edges
of which are incorporated the wires or cables for trans-
mitting electricity, and in the center of which are
worked, woven, or inseried evelets. or openings, for ad-
justintr, placing, or suspenoint; the conductor along dif-
ferent lines of direction at will.

523,163. Trolley ; Joseph Guzowski. Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 13, 1893. In a trolley, the combination with a
frame or bracket having an oil chamber, of a wheel
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No. 52 3,164.

journaled in said frame or bracket and having an an-
nular opening in its side and being provided with an in-

dependently revoluble bushing having an annular r-^

cess opposite said opening, the edges of said annular
opening in the side of the wheel, extending over the
edges of the annular recess in the bushing, a tube pro-
jecting into said annular opening, and a wick passing
through said tube from the oil chamber and extending
into said annular recess.

523,164. Supply System for Electric Railways;
Edward H. Johnson, New York, and Robert Lundell.
Brooklyn, Assignors to the Johnson Subtrolley Com-
pany. New Y'ork, N. Y. Filed Dec. 19, 1893. In an elec-

tric railway system a current feeder or main insulated
throughout its length; a series of sectional trolley con-
ductors having circuit connections and electro-magnetic
switching devices adapted to connect said sectional
trolley conductors to the current feeder or main in se-

quence; a second set of sectional trolley conductors
having circuit connections with the electromagnets of
said swilching devices, in combination with a leak cir-

cuit located between the two sets of secMonal trolley
conductors whereby a leak from the working circuit
can never accidentally operate the switching magnets.
(See illustration.)

52:^,165. Supply System for Electric Railways;
Edward H. Johnson, New York, and Robert Lundell,
Brooklyn, assignors to the Johnson Subtrolley Company.
New Y'^ork. N. Y. Filed Jan. 13, 1894. In an electric

No. 523,172.

railway system an insulated current feeder or main, a
series of sectional trolley conductors connected each
through a low and a high resistance switch magnet coil

and a rheostat all in series relation to earth, in combi-
nation with normally open low resistance circuits con-
nected to the feeder and the sectional trolley conductors
and circuit connections whereby the switches are first

actuated by the high resistance magnets and afterward
held closed by the low resistance magnets.

523,166. Supply System for Electric Rail-
ways ; Edward H. Johnson, New Y'^ork, and Rob-
ert Lundell. of Brooklyn, Assignors to the Johnson
Subtrolley Company, New Y''ork,N. Y. Filed Feb. 10,

1891. An electric railway provided with a current
feeder or main, a series of sectional trolley conductors,
branch or sub feeder circuits and electromagnetic
switching devices for connecting the trolley conductors
with the current feeder or main, the branch or sub-
feeder circuit running from each trolley conductor in-

cluding a low resistance coil on ihe switch magnet
which controls the circuit connections to an adjacent
conductor and a low and a high resistance coil on its

own switch magnet.

523,172. Electric Railway Crossiua; lu^iula-
tor ; Henry B. Nichols and Frederick H. Lincoln. Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Filed May 9. 1894. An electric railway
crossing insulator, comprising an arm of insulating
material having channeled metal wings, a seat of insu-
lating material engaging the recessed portion of said
arm and supporting channeled metal arms formed with
a recessed casting provided with ends engaging the
walls of the recessed portion of said arm, and means
for supporting and preventing displacement of said
wires seated to the channeled members of said device.
(See illustration).

523.182. Guard Rail tor Street RaPways.
Gleason F. starkweather, Chicago, 111., Assignor to the
Paige Iron Works, same place. Filed July 21, 1S9;J.

The combination with a track rail, of a guard rail
placed at one tside of said track rail and comprising an
integral piece vertical on one side from top to bottom, a
foot or base extending horizontally outward from the

other side of the web. and a head or enlargement also

extending outward from the web at the upper part of

the same and substanLi-illy parallel with the said foot or

base, a separate block for entirely tilling the space be-

tween the track and guard rail, and retaining bolts ex-

tending iransversely through the guard rail, track rail

and filling block. (See illustration.)

523,219. Cor Brake; Patrick Leen, Cincinnati, As-
signor to the Davton Manufacturing Company, Dayton.
O. Filed Feb. 14, 1891. The combination, with a fluted

No, o23,18-2.

brake-shaft and a handle mounted thereon, of a spring-
actuated dog located within the handle and adapted
to engage with the flutes of the brake-shaft, and means
independent of the actuated spring and separate from
the dou for causing the latter to engage with said flutes
(See illustration.)

523,271. Conduit Electric BaiUvay ; John W*
Eisenhuth. San Francisco, Cal. Filed March 12, 1891.

In an underjiround system for electric railways the
combinarion of supporting chairs, an insulated condu't
mounted thereon, an insulating partition dividing said
conduii , conduc ing wires mounted on e^ch side of said
partition in said conduit but insulated therelrom, a
trolley adapted to engage said conducting wires, drain
pipes connected to said conduit, a cistern into which
said pipes discharge, a pump for removing the water
from said cistern aud a motor fed from the said conduit
and actuating said pump.

523,278. El<>ctric Kail-Bond; James G. Hallas,
VVatPrbury, Conn , Assignor to the Benedict & Burn-
ham Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed May
1. 1>^94. A bond for the rails of electric roads consisting
of a body of uniform size having one or more coils
formed from the metal of the bond, ends 3 adapted to

No. 523.219.

be passed through adjoining rails, angular shoulders
formed by bending the metal at a right angle, and
which are adapted to be set up against the under side of
the rails, and the ends of the bonds to be headed down
on the upper side thereof. (See illustration.)

523,28 4. Binding; Joint for Electric Rail-
waj-s; Andrew L. Johnson. Richraouii, Va. Filed May
5, 1894. The combination of the rail having a tapered
perforation, with a bonding wire, a sleeve fitted to said
wire, and adapted to fit snugly in the tapered perfora-
tion of the rail and having a flange hearing against one
side of the rail, and a nut adap*"ed to bear against rhe
opposite side of the rail, and to draw the tapered sleeve
into the opening m the rail, the contact area of the con-
nection being greater than the cross-sectional area of
the bonding wire.

52 >9306. Electric Railway. Henry A. Doty, Janes-
ville. Wis., Assignor to Mary E. Doty, same place.
Filed March 27, 1894. The combination, with a trolley
having an upwardly projecting arm. of a hollow hanger
into which the upper end of the trolley arm projects
and has guided movement, guide rollers arranged in
pairs on opposite sides of the hanger, and arms project-
ing laterally from the trolley arm, and working between
the said rollers.

523,313. Electric Railway ^y*teKl ; Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa., Assignor to the Thomson-
Houston Klecfcric Company, of Boston, Mass. Original
application filed April 28, 1SS6. Divided and this appli-

No. 523,278.

cation filed March 14, 1889, In an electric railway, t&e
combination of a generator, working conductors and;
connecting circuits constituting the railway circuits^
with electric lamps interposed in said railway circuiits
and receiving electricity from the same source as the
motors, and elccttically actuated cut-out devices to-eut
out one or more of said lamps without interruptii^ the
railway circuit if they should ofier an abnormal resist-
ance to insure the continuity of the electric railway cir-
cuit.

523,319. Elcr.ti-ical Couduetor for Trolleys;
John W. Eisenhuth, San Francisco, Cal. Filed June 21,
1893. An eleclric conductor for trolleys, etc. co^npris-
ing a main conductor, a series of collars thereon, a
serips of short tubular conductors surrounding the main
conductor and connected with the collars, an auxilliary
conductor, an insulating bracket supporting the con-
ductors, and electrical connection between thQ-
auxiliary conductor and some of the collars.
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Increasing The contract for heating the

the Revenues. post oflSce building at Terre

HautP, Ind., by steam has been secured by the

eJectric railway company. A steam pipe will be

run from the central power station to the post -

oiEce building, and the new method will replace

the old one of heating by furnaces. Here is a

source of revenue the value of which has not yet

been fully appreciated by street railway men.
Much surplus heat goes to waste through the ex-

haust steam; and the capacity of a plant is some-

times far above that called for by the ordinary re-

quirements of the railway service. If this can be

turned into revenue without increasing tlie labor

item in the operation of the plant the profit from

such service ought to well repay the additional

outlay for piping and other necessary apparatus.

A number of stations are already finding an ad-

vantage to take up the steam heating business on

a moderate scale in connection with their regular

line of work.

connected that it will sound the alarm of every

fire in the city. The superintendent will thus

know at once whether tlie fire is likely to obstruct

the street car Ime, and if it is he can send the

emergency wagon to that point at once with the

necessary appliances for carrying the line of hose

above the car, or bridging the hose so that the car

may pass over it. At Terre Haute. Ind., such a

provision as that mentioned has been made to

avoid delays to the traffic. Whenever an alarm is

sent in from any point in the vicinity of the track

a special car is sent out with " hose .iumpers'' to

prevent any possible blockade. An emergency
wagon would answer the same purpose, and would
often be able to get nearer the scene of the trouble,

especially if many cars were in operation . We
should be glad to publish the experience of any

superintendent who has used either of these

methods of relieving a blockaded track.

heat excessive ; his mistake was in catering to

the cranks who think it sinful to ride to church or

to escape city dust and heat by using the most
popular of conveyances."

Pixe Alarms in No well-equipped street rail-

Power Houses, way system of any consider-

able size will be considered complete without a

fire alarm gong at the power house or car barn so

Newsboys on It was announced in New
Street Cars. York City last week that a

company had been organized to sell newspapers,

magazines and miscellaneous reading matter on

the Broadway cable cars. Some time ago the

managers of the Broadway cable line issued an
order prohibiting newsboys from selling the daily

papers on their cars, as it was claimed that the

danger of accident to the boys was so great that

the company did not care to assume the risk. Since

that time patrons of the line have found it neces-

sary to purchase papers before eijteiing the^cars,

or make the trip without having one to read. The
new company, it was said, proposed, in case the

necessary permit could be obtained from the rail-

way managers, to station a newsboy in uniform

on every car of the line and to supply him with all

the morning and evening newspapers, the weeklies

and the monthly magazines. This boy would re-

main on the front platform and be ready to supply

all comers with reading matter. Thenew company
believes that it would get a very large amount of

general business in addition to that absolutely lost

by keeping the newsboys off the cars. All this

sounds well and would doubtless be a great accom-

modation to the public ; but it is very doubtful if

it would prove a pa3 ing investment for the news
company. Why would it not be just as well to

put a newstand at every street corner along the

line? apian which would not require any more
employees, but would secure the patronage of the

pedestrians as well as the street railway passen-

gers.

Sunday Cars at In the agreement between the

Toronto, city of Toronto and the street

railway company there is a provision that "no car

shall be run on the Lord's Day until a Simday ser-

vice has been approved of by the citizens by a vote

taken on the question,' On two occasions a popu-

lar vote, as provided for in the clause quoted, has

been taken and on each occasion the citizens have

voted against the Sunday cars. Later legislation

makes it impossible to again vote on the question

until early in 1896. A recent attempt on the part

of the mayor to compel the company to cease op-

erating Sunday cars has led to a wide discussion

on the subject. We cannot do better in this con-

nection, since it appears so absurd to settle the

question in the wa.y that has been done, than to

quote the pointed remarks of the Providence (R. I,)

Journal. It says : "The very good people of

Toronto who voted last year to prohibit the street

cars from running on Sundays are deeply dis-

tressed over the reprehensible action of the mayor,

who was supposed to inow that it was the duty

of every one, office holder or not, to walk to church

and other places. It appears that an omnibus

company started a Sunday line for the benefit of

the unregenerate, and the mayor, instead of walk-

ing to the 'bus headquarters to expostulate, dis-

graced himself by hiring a carriage. This was as

bad, in the judgment of the over-sanctimonious,

as taking a street car or even patronizing the

odious 'bus concern. The mayor was sensible in

refusing to walk if the distance was long and the

Electric Eailway "We cannot refrain from call-

Mail Service. 'HK attention orce more to

the rapidlj extending use of the electric railway

as a distributor of the United States mail, one in-

stance of which we illustrate this week. Its use

for this purpose is very likely to lead the public to

place a higher value upon its service than they

have done, since it now not only furnishes a

means of rapid transit, but makes possible a mail

service marvelously better than that which has

been heretofore enjoyed, and is thus a distributor

of information and intelligence and a great public

benefactor, even to those who never ride upon its

cars. Commenting upon the subject of suburban
postal facilities the New York Evening' Sun says :

"Meanwhile the ubiquitous trolley car is fast push-

ing its way into the remotest suburban districts

and adding to the vast numbers of those who wotk
in New York City and live beyond its boundaries.

Unless we are much mistaken the trolley is des-

tined to have an effect in distributing the

population of cities over a wider area

scarcely inferior to that of the steam rail-

way, which has made the existence of great

modern cities possible. And the first indication of

what the trolley may accomplish in the collection

and distribution of mails is shown by the traveling

post-office cars prepared for use, beginning August

1, on the Atlantic avenue and West End system.

These will carry letters between Brooklyn, Bath

Beach, Bensonhurst and Coney Island. They will

have conveniences for sorting letters on the jour-

ney, and, in short, will revolutionize the old, easy-

going system of two mails a day and nothing be-

tween times. If this experiment proves a success

it \'?ill be gradually extended to wherever the

trolley runs, and this will mean pretty much every-

where not more than 15 miles from New York
City Hall, within the next five years."

Strict Rules at Grade A few weeks ago we re-

Orossings- ferred at length to a serious

and nearly fatal accident at a grade crossing in

Paterson, N. J., where the carelessness of a rail-

road gateman threw the car conductor off his

guard and the electric car was run upon the tracks

directly in front of an approaching express train.

To avoid, if possible, any trouble from this cause

the railroad commissioners of Connecticut, in

granting certain rights for grade crossings of

steam and electric roads, hive prescribed strict

regulations to govern the guarding of these cross-

ings. At Bridgeport, for instance, where the

Bridgeport Traction Company crosses the tracks of

the New York,New Haven & Hartford Railroad the

commissioners require the traction company to lay

its tracks so that they will in no way interfere with

the tracks of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad and to carry its trolley wires over

the tracks at a level of not less than twenty-

two feet above the steam railroad. They also re-

quire that the cars on the line shall be equipped

with red signal flags to be used by day and

red lanterns to be us^d by night. All the cars

must come to a full stop before crossing the steam

railroad tracks, the conductor to go out upon the

crossing with a signal. IE no train is in sight he

will signal the street car to cross, the conductor to

remain upon the crossing until the car has crossed

over and to signal any approaching train which

may come in sight after he has signaled the street

oar to cross. If at any time a street car shall for

any reason stop on the crossings the conductors

will send flagmen in each direction a distance of

not less than 300 feet to warn the engineers of the

obstruction of the crossing by the si reet car. This

is only another indication of the tendency on the

part of those in authority to more thoroughly pro-

vide for the protection of street railway crossings

at grade.
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PENNSYLVANIA STATE STREET KAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

The executiTe committee of the Street Railway

Association of Pennsylvania—consisting of Robert

E. Wright, of AUentown; B. K. Meyers, Harris-

burg: William Lanneus, York: S. P. Light, Leb-

anou; and Richmond L. Jones, Reading—met last

week and made prelimioary arrangements for the

meeting of the association at Reading on Sept. 5, 6

and 7. This will be the third annual meeting of

the as.sociation and is expected to be quite interest-

ing, as nearly every railway company in the State

will be represented. The hi adquarters of the as-

sociation will be at the Neversink Mountain Hotel,

where arrangements huve been made for several

hundred guests.

It was decided to extend an invitation to all

persons dealing in or manufacturing any sort of

electric supplies throughout the country to he

present and make a display of their wares. This

is something that has never been done before, and

it is expected that it will be an interesling part of

the convention. A day will be set apart lor enter-

tainment, when the guests will be shown the

different attractions in and about Reading.

The officers of the association are : Vice-presi-

dent, Robert E. Wright, AUentown, and secretary

S. P. Light, of Lebanon. H. K. Rhoads, of

Williamsport, who was president, died recently,

so that office will remain vacant until the coming

meeting.

IMPROVEMENTS IN CINCINNATI PLANTS.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company is

building a large addition to the Walnut Hills

driving station, on Gilbert avenue, for the purpose

of an electric power house, to furnish the power to

the Norwood line and the crosstown line, now re-

ceiving their electricity from the Hunt street plant.

The new building is 50 by 70 feet, one story of

about 30 feet. The plant will be fitted with two

1,000-H. p. Hamilton-Corliss engines, to run four

.iOO-H. P. electric generators, making a 2,000-H. p.

current of electricity on the wires. There will be

three additional boilers, with the Jones underfeed

stokers. The cost of the building and fittings wilj

reach $100,000. Here are some of the items and

their cost

:

Stonework $3,229
Coping stones 556
Stone 3,960
Brickwork 1,340
Ironwork 188
Tin roofing 464
Boilers 2,000
Engines W.OOO
Sei ting engines 4,200
Pioi ng 6,300
Waterheaters 1,000
Brickwork 3,200
Electric generators 40,000

The Eighth street electric plant, to be erected at

Depot street, near Eighth, will be erected at a cost

of $200,000. It will have four 1,000-H. p. engines

and eight .lOO-H. P. electric generators, and seven

large boilers furnishing .500 h. p. of steam each.

The boilers will be heated by forced draft.

LARGE ELECTRIC RAILWAY PLANTS.

The tendency for very large electric direct

coupled generators, especially for railway power
plantH, has been illustrated again in a contract just

closed between the West Chicago Street Railway

Company and the Siemens & Halske Electric

Company of America, for three 2,000 H. p. and one

1,000 H. p. Kenerators.

The Chicago Tribimc says :
" The station is to

be located on the property of the company on
Washington boulevard and Western avenue. The
company's repair shops and stables are located

there, and it is considered that the situation is

particularly convenient tor an electric power sta-

tion, Ijecause of the central location in the territory

which is to be served. The station which will he

constructed there is inten-led to ultimately accom-
modate five 2, 0(JO H. P. genentlor.s and one 1,000

H. r. The station, \yitl) its total capacity of U.QOI)

H. P., will be the second largest in the country, aud

will be capable of moving 500 cars.

• Work is to brfgin on Van Buren street imme-

diately. The line wih have to be entirely rebuilt.

About three miles of street will be converted into

electric line, the cars being taken at Halsted street

and connected with cable. The motor cars will be

hitched onto the cable, so there will be no delay

n making connections. Mr. Chapman has devised

a scheme for disconnecting the electric machinery

in the motor car while the train is being drawn by

the cable. The bids for the electric machinery,

which were opened yesterday, called for the com-

pletion of the first dynamo within four months of

the award of the contract. The contract calls for

the completion of an additional machine every 1.")

days. The contract for the engines will be let im-

mediately. The West Side power system is ulti-

mately intended;to operate electric lines on 60 miles

of street, and the West Side company contem-

plates converting 120 miles horse-car lines into

electric lines.

'The contracts for the construction of the North

Side power house and for the engmes and ma-

chinery were let Mondav. The power-house will

be located on the river opposit"; Sharpshooters'

Park, at California avenue and Roscoe boulevard.

The station will ultimately take in generators ag-

gregating 6,000 H. p. At present it is only the

intention to operate 135 cars from that station,

and the contracts which were let Monday called

for generators aggregating 2,800 H. P. Contracts

for the engines were let to the Fraser-Chalmers

company, and for the electrical machinery to the

Siemens & Halske Electric Company of America.

The generators at the North Side station are in-

tended to operate both North and West Side lines.

The territory which will be covered will embrace

all the lines of the North Chicago Street Railroad

Company, and will also furnish power for all

the West Side lines north of North ave-

nue. Power will also be furnished for a

new line which is to be constructed on

Elston avenue from Chicago avenue northwest.

This Elston avenue line is being built by the

Chicago Electric Transit Company, a corporation

that obtained an ordinance some two years ago.

At present there is supposed to be no direct con-

nection between that company and either the

North Side or West Side company, but it is inti-

mated that ultimately the West Side company will

absorb that property. The entire electrical plants

of the two street railroad companies embrace

double tracks on 100 miles of street. It is expected

that the first electric cars will be in operation early

next year, and others will be rapidly equipped

after that. The crosstown lines can be got ready

to operate by electricity rapidly, for they will not

have to be rebuilt. All lines laid within the last

year or two were put down with the intention of

changing them from horse to electric, and nothing

will be necessary but to string the trolley wires."

The Siemens & Halske Electric Company of

America, who for the last two years have been the

most prominent advocates of large direct coupled

units both for lighting and power service, are to be

congratulated on their success. The following

list of railway plants erected or under construction

speaks for itself : Garden City Construction Com-
pany, Chicago, four 620 H p. generators; West
Chicago Street Railway Company, Chicago, three

2,000 H. p. generators, one 1,000 H. P. generator;

Johnson & Edwards, contractors for Nassau Elec -

trie Railway Company, Brooklyn. N. Y.. three

667 H. p generators; Toronto Street Railway Com-
pany, Toronto, two 1 400 H. p. generators • City

Railway Company, Dayton, O., three 400 H. p.

generators; Ringing Rocks Street Railway Com-
pany, Pottstown, Pa., two 135 H. P. generators

;

Cincinnati Street Railway Company. Cincinnati,

O., one 1150 H. p. generator : total 16,101) ii. p.

The above gives the ralcd capacity of thet^e

generators only, while those that have been in

actual service, it is said, have shown their capacity

to stand an overload of 50 percent, for hours witli-

cjut l^acm Of flashing on tl^e brushesj.

HOW THE ELECTRIC CURRENT PROPELS

THE TRCLLEY CAR.

BY LIEUT. F. JARVIS FATTEN.

1 have often been asked to explain " how the

trolley car goes." A friend of mine downtown,

who, besides holding some electric railway stock,

had also an inquiring turn of mind, asked the

question again the other day, and in my effort to

make the matter clear to him, I realized that even

a general knowledge of the subject was far from

common among observing men. How to explain

the matter without talking of volts and amperes,

how to strip the subject of the apparently mean-

ingless verbiage of electric science, was.the diffi-

culty . There must be something wrong about this

new electric language, thought I, for it certainly

obscures the subject to the ordinary understanding.

Any one of fair intelligence can acquire an idea of

the steam engine without learning a new language.

Most observing people have a fair notion of the

locomotive and can explain its action in a general

way; this, however, was not the case 40 years ago,

and I doubt not that 20 years hence such people

will be as familiar with the electric engine as they

now are with the steam locomotive.

The electric system seems a Httle mysterious

simply because there is so little to see. We can

observe no moving parts, there is no driving piston,

no throbbing boiler with its full suggestiveness of

power, and whatever apparatus imparts motion

to the car is entirely concealed from view.

The car rushes along as if moved by some invisi-

ble hand, and only a hint of the power at work is

given when the trolley wheel jumps off the wire,

and a burst of flame tells the story of the power at

work. It is this complete separation of the power

from the thing it drives that lends apparent mys-

tery to the case.

There is evident connection of some kind between

the car and the power that moves it, for we can see

at least that the overhead wire reaches back to the

power-house, but the wire is motionless, and gives

no hint of what it is doing or how it does its work.

When Chinamen first came to San Francisco and

saw the cable cars moving along the streets of

that cily it seemed to them like magic; it was not

clear that an invisible rope beneath the roadway

palled the cars along, and until this explanation

was given the simple cable system was not under-

stood. Thus in the cable car we have*the first

practical illustration of the entire separation of the

driving power from the thing it drives, for in this

case the power is at the engine-house, and the rope

or cable is simply the means of transmitting the

power to the distant car. In electric systems the

overhead wire serves the same purpose, though it

performs its duty in a slightly different way.

This difference I will try to make clear by rid-

ding the subject of any appearance of mystery; in

fact it is only because the wire does not pull any-

thing that the system looks a little puzzling at

fir.-st. which after all is simply because we have al-

ways been accustomed to see a horse or a rope pull

a car, and the human mind, ever determined to go

in a rut, always expects everything explained the

same way.

A comparatively simple analogy, however, will

mate the trolley system clear ; but to build up the

analogy and understand it, we must play inventor

for a while and imagine, absurd as it may seem,

that we wanted to run street cars by water power.

We will then imagine each car provided with a

water wheel, which being driven by a stream of

water will by turning impart motion to the car.

We must also provide a stream of water for each

car ever ready all along the road to be turned on

or off at will.

For instance we will build on a high trestle above

the track a long trough that goes from one end of

the road to the other, and fill it with water. The
trough will be built perfectly level and the water

it contains will therefore be perfectly at rest with-

out any tendency to flow toward one end or the

other.

By the wiiy, while we think of it, we see that the
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hiprlier the trough is placed above the track, the

better it will be, for we know that a stream of

water flowing down from a height will have more

power, and do more work, the higher the point or

level from which it falls. So we will put the

trough up as high as practicable above the road-

way, the point of which in the electric system will

appear later.

We must now provide means by which the water

may be allowed to flow down from the trough

above to each car through a separate pipe where

the emerging stream can be directed against the

water wheel we have supposed each car to be pro-

vided with, and which being driven by the water

will set the car in motion.

Nest, we will imagine a lot of floats on the water

in the trough overhead which are free to move
along from one end to the other of the trough, and

these, one for each car on the road below, will be

provided with a piece of fire engine hose that

reaches down to a car where the nozzle of the hose

can be directed by the motorman upon the water

wheel, and who, by turning the water on or off.

can set the car in motion or stop it at will. Further,

more, it is plain that by turning (he water onto

one side or the other of the wheel the car could be

driven forward or backward as desired. As the

car moves along it draws the hose pipe after it,

the float following overhead.

We have thus contrived a water power system

for driving street cars by means of a sort of porta-

ble waterfall that moves with the car along the

track. It is a clumsy system, indeed, and we
don't like the looks of it very much, but there is

one great advantage about it, we can see how it

would work, at least for a while, for after a time

the water would be all drained away from the

overhead trough, and the cars would come to a

standstill for want of water to drive them.

The remedy for this ditticulty is, however, easy

to suggest. We must have a large pump at one

end of the road driven by a powerful steam engine

which must, of course, be kept constantly at work
pumping water up into the trough overhead as

fast as it flows down thiough the different pipes to

the cars.

One more important feature must be added to

this clumsy piece of engineering to make it fairly

complete. The overhead trough must be perfectly

level, but we will suppose the roadway to incline

down hill one way and the power house with

pump and engine will be placed at the lower end

of the road. Then we will dig a ditch or lay a

conduit along the middle of the track, the entire

length of the roadway leading down to a large res-

ervoir under the engine-house so that all the water

that comes down from the trough above, after pass-

ing the water wheels on the cars and falling into

the ditch or conduit, will flow back to the engine-

house, where it will be again pumped up to the

trough overhead. In this way the same water will

he used over and over again as long as the service

of the road contmues.

Let us now compare our newly invented system

with the cable and trolley systems. The water is

being constantly pumped up into the trough over-

head by the engine at the power- house, and it is

just as constantly running down the several hose

pipes through the cars to the conduit beneath the

track, in which it runs back again to the reservoir

beneath the station-house. The water is thus con-

stantly going the rounds of a circuit, just as the

rope does in a cable system. In both cases, how-
ever, it is manifestly the engine at the power-house

that is doing all the work and furnishing all the

power, the cable in one case and the water in the

other being simply the means of getting the power
to a distant point where we want to apply it to a

car. Our horizon of view, however, is now some-

what enlarged, for observe that the water in the

trough, unlike the cable, don't pull anything. It

stands quiescent and passive in the trough over-

head, ever ready to do work by falling down
through a pipe to a water wheel on the car.

Comparing now the water-power system with

tJiP trolley systeni, vc? soon dist^evp a strict.parallel-

ism between the two throughout, the apparent

clumsiness of the water-power system gradually

disappears, and in place of its cumbersome and
awkward features we will find elements of beauty

and simplicity, for every part has its precise equiva-

lent in the electric system.

In the overhead trough, extending from one end
of the road to the other, you readily recognize the

overhead trolley wire. The float on the water is

the trolley wheel, the hose pipe leading down to

the car is the wire that leads down the trolley pole

and conveys the current from the overhead wire

to the electric motor beneath the car, while the

water wheel on the car corresponds to this machine

which is turned by the electric current rushing

through it, the current passing then to the rails of

the track, which in electric roads are conne'cted

together by bonding wires, thus forming a second

wire along the ground by which the electric cur-

rent can flow back to the power-house in much the

same way as the water flowed down the conduit

in our supposititious water system to the reservoir

in the power-house.

At the power-house we find the analogy none
the less complete. There, however, a large steam

engine, instead of driving a pump for raising

water to a trough overhead that extends out over

the road, drives a large dynamo, which is, strictly

speaking, a machine for pumping electricity up to

the level of an overhead wire (trough), where it is

in a position to do work by falling to the lower level

of the roadway (rails or ditch), passmg on its way
through the motor beneath the car, which the

electric current causes to turn forward or back-

ward according as the stream is directed upon one

side or the other of the wheel. The analogy is

complete throughout, but observe how compara-

tively simple the electric system is, for while we
cannot send electricity as so much liquid along a

tube or pipe, we can send it along a slender copper

wire to a great distance with little friction loss,

and by proper precautions it can be kept on the

wire until wanted for use.

Thus our clumsy trough and hose-pipes dissolve

from view and in their stead, we find, a few

flimsy copper wires that serve as well for elec-

tric currents as the others did for those of water.

It remains to explain something about the

dynamo, or electric pump, at the power-house: and,

going back there, we find the steam engine driving

a comparatively simple piece of machinery. This

is the dynamo. It has only a single moving part,

a drum-shaped thing turning on a spindle and sur-

rounded by a number of radial or spoke-like parts

that are fixed, and which are at once recognized

as so many powerful magnets. The magnets, with

their strong attraction, tend toholdthedrum part,

also fixed, but the engine overcomes this force, and

an electric current results from this action. Two
pieces of copper, known as " brushes," bear upon
opposite sides of the drum. These are collectors Of

the current ; and investigation shows that when
the drum of the dynamo is forcibly revolved against

the magnetic attraction, an electric current results

that tends to flow from one brush, or collector, to

the other. For convenience of illustration, we may
call one the upper brush and the other the lower,

and suppose that, by driving the dynamo, electricity

is pumped up to the upper brush , whence it tends to

flow back to the lower brush. Now, the overhead

trolley wire is connected to the upper brush, and
forms simply an extension of this upper brush of

the dynamo, reaching out over the road to the

end of the track, and the rails of the track (all

connected together on the ground) constitute a

second vifire along the earth, which is connected to

the lower brush of the dynamo, and forms really

an extension of that brush to the end of the track.

It follows, therefore, that the. electric current any-

where along the trolley road is always trying to run

down from the trolley wire overhead (upper- dyna-

mo brush) to the track rails, or earth, below (lower

dynamo brush). >ir!'i:-'g

The electric current, however, cannot get! from

the trolley wire overhead down to the rails below

fixoepttbropfjU Hie meana proYJcled, iir^fpel^idp-syn

the wire on the trolley pole to the electric motor

beneath the car and through it to the car wheels

on the track . In passing through the motor (which

is really a small dynamo) it causes its drum
to revolve and thus motion is imparted to the

car.

Another important analogy should not be lost

sight of. In planning the water-power system it was
concluded best to place the trough as high as pos-

sible above the track, so as to get more pressure and

have a powerful stream of water to direct against

the water wheel onthecar. This effect corresponds

in the electric system to the pressure or strain

called voltage which urges the electric current to

pass through an interposed resistance from one

brush of the dynamo to the other, or, which is the

same thing, from the overhead trolley wire to the

ground.

If now in the water-power system the trough

were placed enormously high we should have great

trouble, for we would find the pressure at the

lower ends of the hose pipes so great that nothing

could be made strong enough to confine it—the

water would burst any pipe we could make, and

so escape without doing any useful work; thus

in the water-power system there would be a limit to

the head or pressure of water that could be safely

used. Just so in the electric system the voltage or

pressure that urges the electric current to leave the

trolley wire and rush to the ground through any
path it can find, has a limit in practice beyond
which we cannot go.

The path provided for the current to flow through

the car motor to the rails beneath has inherent

regulating properties; and just as the nozzle of the

hose pipe in the water system, and the mechanical

reaction of the water wheel, serve to check the too

rapid flow of water, so the electric motor mechan-

ism on the trolley car checks and regulates the

flow of electric current and causes it to work in a

perfectly controllable manner. This regulating

property of the electric motor, an explanation of

which would be beyond the scope of this paper, is

the saving feature of trolley systems, and permits

the working of any number of cars on the same
line entirely independent of each other, as each

motor will take only enough current to do its own
work. If then the wire overhead is kept con*

stantly supplied with current by the dynamo,
which is equivalent to keeping the trough over-

head always supplied with water, all the cars will

run.

One more comparison remains to be made be-

tween the two systems. If by any accident the

bottom of the overhead trough in the water sys-

tem should suddenly fall qfl, all the water above

would comedown in a heap and cause destruction.

Just so in the trolley system. If the trolley wire

should by any accident break and fall down to the

rails, or, what is the same thing, to the ground, be-

cause the rails are on the ground, it would ba

equivalent to letting all the water suddenly fall

from the overhead trough to the ground—all the

power of the Currents would thus be let loose with-

out control or regulation, to rush from one side of

the system to the other, which result is always ac-

companied with great danger, and destruction of

whatever the current finds for a path.

An electric light or telegraph wire falling across

the trolley wire may connect the latter to earth at

a distant point and so produce a similar result.

These are the necessary, because sometimes una-

voidable, accidents that may happen to a very

useful but at the same time a very sensitive and

delicate system of transmitting power to a distant

point.

In the supposititious water-power system, all the

parts are plainly visible, and its operation is there-

fore easy to understand, almost without explana-

tion . In the electric system the same identical

parts are all present just the same, but not in a

visible or tangible form. We have only to use the

eye of the mind to see the different parts as plainly

as if they were tangible realities, and when wedo
this it is no longer diffi«11il$ |Q fipg "{JO'W' WP -troHev
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NEW ZLECTBIC MATT. CAB FOB BEOOKLTN.

The Atlantic Avenue Railway Company, of

Brooklyn, has recently completed at it shops an

electric postal car. The car was designed by the

officials of the railway company, assisted by the

postal authorities of Brooklyn, and is patterned

after the standard type of postal car used on steam

railroad lines.

Only half of the car will be used for postal pur-

poses, the other half being a smoking compart.

ment. A plan of tbe arrangement of the car is

given in Fig. 1. The car is of tbe Accelerator

type, and along the side opposite to that where tbe

ville and Raritan. Retracing, it will touch Bound
Brook. Dunellen.Evona, Fanwood, Plainfield,Eliza-

beth, and by its main stem and branches will reach

the following towns: Irrington, Springfield, South

Orange, Montclair. Albion, Orange, Bloomfield,

Caldwell, Morristown, Newark, Jersey City, Rah-

way , New Brunswick, South Amboy,Perth Amboy

,

Jletuchen, Connecticut Farm, Cranford, Roselle,

Elmora, etc.

FEEDER WIBE SPLICER.

Tins device was brought out last year by the

Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, Ohio, and, it is

said, has met with very general approval from

observe the undesirable features of the various

types, which were naturally avoided in the design-

ing of its own. The aim of the designers has been

to produce, first of all, a substantial, well built

motor of few parts, smiple in construction and
easily undei-stood, with all parts requiring renewal

so made as to have great wearing surface, and re-

placeable at small cost.

The motor of this company, shown herewith, is

claimed to possess not only these desirable features,

but to also be high in electrical and mechanical

efficiency, and to be the lightest motor per unit of

actual horse power delivered to the axle on the

market.

i

=U
S/iiOKiiJii S^K ^

FIG. i.—PLAN OF BROOKLYN MAIL CAR.

door is placed is a shelf, above which are pigeon

holes for distributmg the mails. The rubber

stamps for canceling and postmarking are kept

on this shelf. On the opposite side of the car are

the pouch racks provided with bars and hooks for

holding the mail pouches open. Drop letter boxes

are provided at each corner of this compartment.

as shown.

The ejcterior of the car (Fig. 2) presents a very

handsome appearance. It is painted white, like

tbe United States mail cars which are run on

steam routes. The mail compartment is lettered

in goldleaf. " U.S. Mail," the smoking compart-

ment being lettered ".Smoking Car." The windows
are covered with wire screens. The car is

mounted ou a Brownell truck.

construction men. Besides making a practically

perfect joint in the feeder wire, it is claimed to

save enough time over the ordinary way of splic-

ing to more than pay for its first cost. It can be

used as a permanent or temporary connecter. In

making a splice, the insulation is first removed and

the halves of the splicer are placed over the abut-

ting ends of the bare wire. The nuts are then

screwed on the tapered ends of the splicer, which

is slightly corrugated on the inside, thus securely

clamping the wire. Solder can be poured through

a slot provided for this purpose. A joint made in

FEEDER WIRE SPLICER.

The armature is of the drum type and contain

99 coils wound in slots, the wire being carried well

below the surface of the core ; ample provision is

made for perfect insulation. The fields are wound
on metal shells, thoroughly insulated, and by an
ingenious arrangement of the pole pieces the arma-
ture or either of the fields can be removed inde-

pendent of the others.

The type " C" conti-oUer (Fig. 2), used with this

equipment, is designed to have all the advantages

of existing types of series parallel controllers, is

simple, and provided with a device whereby a

TBOI-LEY LINES I>f NEW JERSEY.

The New York & Philadelphia Traction Com-
pany, to which attention was called last week, has

filed in the Secretary of State's office the route over

which the company intends to build its lines. It is

FIG. 2.—MAIL CAR FOR BROOKLYN. STEEL MOTOR COMPANY'S RAILWAY CONTROLLER,

v»Tr3r coinprchcDHiTe, and with itH variouM liruncheH

will rf«/,h nlmoKt •verj town of any inifiortanct' in

the c/nlrai port of Nt-w Jeney.
It iilartA at CamiJcn and coiiieH up the river,

touchintc Pavonia, OamiT Hill, Vinh HouM, Uc-

rlair, Wi.-«t Palrnym, Palmyra, Kivert<jn. itivcrnldf,

D«lu>ro, ivpvcrly, yjlni:v.aUT I'ark, Diirilnglon.

Florcnco, Kinkorn. iionU-nt'iHn. and tbr-nco nloni;

the Whlt«! H'rt^w- r<rtil from Tronujn to Yardvlllc,

to lh«> fxjinl wbrre th>' Tri-nlxn p|i-<:lri'; roail t<>r-

mioatf*. Thp ni'W r(«<J will then run throiiKb Tr»'n-

loo to Lnwrpncevlllf. Prinwton. Uorky Hill. 1-Jwi

MlUatoiut, MllUtonc. HilUboro. Flndernc. Homor

thin way in but .i Irillc larger tliiiii the wiii>. .iiid is

of low nadMlance anil great Hlrenntli. The nvrrage

electrical reHislHiice in «aid to be aUiut .02 of un

ohm, and tin- mechanical Mtrength of the joint in

great«T than lliul of thi' wire itself.

NEW MOTOR AND CONTROLLER.

The accompanying illiigtrationH hIiow the iiji

proved ly(M.'"(,"' motor and ^erien parallel com

troller, iiiuiiufactiircd by theSleil Motor i ompany,

of CIcveliiiid, O. ThiM <-oiiipaMy Iihk U'eii engaged

for a numlAjr of yearn in supplying repairn for all

typM of motom. and Ih tlioreforo in a ponition In

Kiiigle iiiolioM ol tile rc'vcixiiig lever to a point in-

dicated makes it a KirMiglil miiUiplo controller. In

connection with the double fuse box (contained in

the controller), either motor can be cut out in an

instant, and without leaving the platform.

In addition to the regular dinkH separating the

conlaets, Vulcabeston guards are inserted between

lb(!in, cITeclually preventing an are from forming.

Tbese guards are hinged at the side of tbe control-

ler, HO »H to bo readily tliiown back when the

jacket is opened. Tbe re.sistii nee coil used iu start-

ing the car gradually is simple in construction, cn-

llrely protected from water, and practically inde-

,
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structible in ordinary service. .A unique feature

of the equipment in the substituJ,ion of a very

simple and inexpensive device for the cutting out

of the loop in the iield when the highest speed is

desired. The device is isolated from the motor

proper, and so arranged in connection with the

field that most of the danger of the field burning

out by an overcharge of current is eliminated.

The manufacturers have not, until recently,

pushed this motor to the front, preferring to await

the test of actual service before advertising it ex-

tensively, but now, after two years' operation

under various conditions on some of the most dif-

A COMBINATION ELECTRIC SNOW PLOW
AND SWEEPEB.

The latest addition to the McGuire Manufactur-

ing Company's specialties is an electric combina-

tion snow plow and sweeper, which is likely to

attract considerable attention. In many im-

portant particulars it differs from all the old de-

signs, and it is more in the line of steam railroad

apparatus because of its powerful construction.

The 'oody is of handsome design and is mounted
on a truck specially constructed for the purpose.

The brooms are 36 inches in diameter and are made
in sections and so arranged that thev are all inter-

is a wing plow, the front end of which is attached

to the pedestal of the truck by a hinge joint, allow-

ing the back end to be swung out at an angle from
the side of the car any distance necessary, from
three to five feet, thus efi'ectually preventing the

snow which is removed by the plow, or broom,
from falling back within the rail under the car.

These wings, like all the other parts of the machine,
are operated from the inside of the car, and can be
moved in or out at will. When not in operation they

close back against the side of the truck frame, and
lock in that position. The sand boxes nre arranged
on the inside of the car over each wheel with suita-

ble attachment, so that the sand can be used in front

of all the wheels when necessary. On a road having
a loop at the terminus, or other combination for

turning the car, the machine can be arranged and
operated as shown in the accompanying illustration

,

using the broom at the rear end of the car to remove
any snow loft by the plow. As these brooms extend

the entire width of the car, it is only necessary to

operate the front one in ordinary service, although

both can be used at the same time, if necessary.

Each broom is controlled by a clutch connected to

the motor.

TEAMWA'y PEEUANENT WATST.

STEEL MOTOR COMPANY'S RAILWAY MOTOR

ficult roads in the .country, they offer their equip-

ment for the consideration of the street railway

fraternity. Among other equipments this company
has filled two orders, aggregating 100 motors, for

the Cleveland Electric Railway Company, and has

just completed its fourth order for the Allentown

& Lehigh Valley Traction Company. The company
is now workmg on 130 motors for the Nassau

Electric Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., as well as

on a number of smaller orders for different parts

of the country.

THE FALKENAU ENGINEERING COMPANY.

Messrs. Arthur Falkenau, Edwin R. Keller,

Clayton W. Pike and Elmer G. Willyoung have

formed a copartnership under the title of The
Falkenau Engineering Company, Ltd., for the

purpose of conducting a general business as me-

chanical and electrical engineers.

This company, whose ofiBce will be in the Betz

Building, Philadelphia, will devote itself to design-

ing and building light, heat, ventilating and
power plants, central stations and electric rail-

ways, complete or in part, and to giving expert

advice in all matters pertaining to the same.

Special attention will also be paid to making ex-

pert examinations and tests of existing plants with

a view to increasirg their capacity or economy of

working.

The technical education of the members of this

firm, supplemented by an engineering and busi-

ness experience, covering a period of from five to

fifteen years, is a guaranty to their clients that all

work intrusted to them will receive competent

attention and be performed in a thorough and
satisfactory manner.

The Falkenau Engineering Company. Ltd., is

prepared to undertake work in any part of the

country, and to furnish estimates or bids upon the

same.

changeable and long enough to clear both rails on

the front of the machine, thus insuring a clear

rail and good traction. The brooms are operated

by an independent motor within the car and are

under the control of the operator, who can run

one, or both, when desired. They can be raised

and lowered at will, and in case the snow is wet

and heavy the brooms can be pressed down on the

rail with sufficient force to remove it. When un-

usually heavy snowstorms set in, or where the

snow is considered too heavy for broom;, both

brooms can be removed and steel plowshares

substituted. This change is made by simply discon-

necting the sprocket chain, lifting the lever and un-

coupling the brooms from the guide bars, then put-

ting the plow into the same connections which hold

BY T. AKNALL, A. M. I, C. E.

It is just two years since I had the honor of

reading a paper on this subject before the insti-

tute. In that paper was given some account of

the three varieties of rail that had been used on
the Birmingham tramways, and of the effect of

wear and tear upon them. The present short paper

may be considered as a continuation of the for-

mer one, its object being principally to deal with

a few of the points too lightly passed over on
previous occasions.

Discussion of this subject naturally divides itself

into a consideration of the rails, on the one hand,

and, on the other, a consideration of the joints.

As to the rails, I exhibited several sections that

had been taken from worn rails, showing the

effects of wear and tear upon them; the conclu-

sion suggested was that a rail was worn out and

required replacing on a straight line of tramway
after the passage over it of about three quarters of

a million of steam cars. After two years' further

experience in the matter, I am inclined to think

this number rather too high, and that the rails

ELECTRIC
COMBINATION SNOW PLO'iA/ AND SWEEPER

McGUIRE ELECTRIC SNOW PLOW AND SWEEPER.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Atlantic Avenue Railroad

Company of Brooklyn has instructed its counsel,

Tracy, Boardman & Piatt, to sue the Long Island

Railroad Company and compel it to abide by an

agreement made when the former company leased

it the right of way through Atlantic avenue fiom
Flatbush avenue depot to Jamaica. It was agreed

that through trains should be run from Brooklyn.

The leasing company says the defendant runs

through trains from Long Island Cicy only.

the broom. In making these changes it is only neces-

sary to remove two bolts and fuur pins, and this

will not take longer than five minutes. The ma-

chine is equipped with flanges arranged directly

back of the pliw or broom, in front of the wheels,

the wing extending outward to the line of the plow.

The lower part is provided with a steel shoe, or

scraper, of the same form as therail, and is pressed

down on the rail hard enough to remove any ice.

The flanges are connected together with a cross

bar. which is attached to a lever inside the car, for

raising or lowering them as required. They are

also set at such an angle that in case they are al-

lowed to remain down while passing a crossing or

other obstruction, they would be forced up without

any damage to the machine. Just back of the flan ges

should be renewed after a traffic of about 700,000

cars. No hard-and-fast line can be drawn. The

rails vary in hardness among themselves even

when coming from the same works, and show

corresponding inequalities in their wear. They

further vary according to the situation in which

thev are placed. If they are near a Board of Trade

"Stop," where the brakes have to be clapped on

at every journey, and perhaps Ihe rails also

sanded pretty frequently, the rate of wear will

be of course increased. If the rails are on a

curve the wear is greater proDortionately in

some way to the degree of curvature. This, of

course, arises from the fact that the wheels do not

simply roll round on the rails. Thev also slide, for

*A paper read before the Tramways Institute, London.
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a doul)le reason. In the first place, to get an en-

gine or car with a fixed wheel base round a curve

means that the front pair of wheels must ba con-

tinually acted upon b}' a lateral pressure sufiicient

to slide the front of the engine sideways to an

amount dependent upon the curvature. In the

second place, besides this lateral slip, we have also

generally a backward slip in the wheel on the

outer rail, and a forward slip in the wheel on the

inner rail, inasmuch as both wheels are of the

same size (or ought to be) and are both keyed to

the axle so that they have to revolve together.

This slip means a much greater wear and teai , so

much so that on a curve of 40 feet radius the rail

has often to be renewed before it has carried th".

traffic of a quarter of a million cars. On the sharp

curves we also have a rapid we^jring away of the

sides of the groove, which, of course, reduces in

some degree tl>e upper surface available for with-

standmg the wear.

Another influential factor in the life of a r.nil is

the state of the road in which it islaid. If the roud

has macadamized margms there will always be a

supply of grinding material in the shape of dust

for spreading over the surface of the rail ; in dry,

dusty weather this supply will be increased, and
the destruction of the rails correspondingly assisted.

Where the road is paved all across and the dust

reduced to a minimum we have these conditions at

their best ; where the macadam roadway margin
comes close to the rail the conditions are at their

worst. I know of a case now, near Birmingham,
where the granite margin to the tramway is only 7

inches wide- The line has been in use about nine and
a half years, and hashadover it about 300,000 cars,

and the outer rails aie quite worn out ; the inner

rails are in a much better condition, because, being

farther from the macadam margin, they have kept

cleaner. Inside the city boundary the granite

margin has always been 3.5 inches wide, and a

couple of years ago the street was paved all across.

I expect the effect of this to be that we shall be

able to get a life of .500,000 or 600,000 cars out of

the rails, though they came from the same works
and were laid at the same time as the rails which
have been worn out by 300,000 cars.

There is a rather awkward question arises here—
viz., when is a rail worn out? I have got on the

table a number of rails which have been judged to

have reached this stage, and have therefore been

condemned and taken out. You will see that they

are in various stages of ruin. The best of ihcm .-,tnl

show fairly well the original form of the head; but

this (No. 3), for instance, has positively no elements
left which would enable a tramway paleontologist

of the future to determine what had been its origi-

nal form. There can be no dispute as to whether or

not this is -'worn out." but why sliould all the others

also be condemned, seeing that none of them have
reached this stage? Tlie loUowmg reasons may
throw light upon this matter:

A rail has two functions to perform : the one is

to carry the tramcars in the same way as a rail-

way rail carries its traflic: theothcr is to form part

of the surface of a road made for ordinary vehicles.

If a tramway company did the same as a railway
company— viz., bought the land over whioh their

tracks were laid—there would be nothing but the

first mentioned function to attend to; but seeing

that their tracks are laid along roads intended for

other vehicles which ought not to be interfered

with, the second function also has to be kept in

eight. It is this second matter which in general

determinea the question aa to whether or not a given
rail must be declared worn out. .So longas ordinary
vehicles can use the road without being unduly in-

terfered with by the presence of the rails, the road
may be pa».scd fus satisfactory; but when the rails

are obviously a danger to traffic other than the

tramway traffic, the second function is not ful-

filled, and the time ban come when they miiit be

replaced.

. This is not a Htagc which is reached all at once ;

the wear Is u gruduiil proces.i, and the ilanger to

the jiublic Is a gradually growing erne. It depends

largely upon the nature of the traflic, and upon

the position cf the rail in the road, as well as upon
the actual section of the worn rail. The outer rail

of a curve is more dangerous, for instance, than

the inner one, for equal degrees of wear; in fact,

the inner rail of a curve is in general less danger-

ous for a given degree of wear than either of the

rails on a straight line, inasmuch as the curvature

helps the wheel of an ordinary vehicle to mount
over the obstruction which the projecting flange

offers.

The danger which some of the worn rails shown
on the diagram offers to the passage of ordinary

vehicles cannot be denied. Such rails constitute a

public nuisance, and they must be removed. Yet

you will see that there is still a heavy mass of

metal in the head which ought to be available for

further wear. This is quite true, but the trouble

does not arise from the part that wears away, but

fram the part that does not wear away. All the

danger arises from the projecting flange of the

groove. On a horse line this trouble does not

arise, since the ordinary traffic (the effects of cor-

rosion perhaps assisting) causes the projecting

flange to wear away about as fast as the head
vvhicli carries the load. On a steam tramway the

case is different, and on tramways where the ex-

cessive traffic of the Birmingham lines has to be

contended with, the case is altogether different.

Here the wear and tear on the head is so rapid that

the corrosion has no chance, and the number of

cars is so great that the ordinary traffic is in a great

degree driven off the lines, so that this also has no

chance to wear down the flange and assist in keep-

ing it level with the top of the rail.

It is facts like these which bring into prominent

relief the enormous advantages we should have in

Birmingham by the adoption of a rail with a cen -

tral groove, such as the Liverpool rail. Twelve

years orso ago, when the Birmingham Corporation

were going to commence the construction of an ex-

tensive system of tramways, there was a desperate

attempt made to induce them to adopt this rail ;

the B )ard of Trade held an inquiry at the Council

House, but the Corporation had had enough of

compound rails, and insisted upon using the girder

section, in spite of the advantages which the cen-

tral groove offered. Subsequent experience has

fully justified the decision then arrived at,

seeing that the central groove then meant a

compound rail, and was certainly unsuitable for

the steam traction that was going to be used on

the tramways. I know of but one case where the

Liverpool rail was used on steam tramways, and

that was the line from Dudley to Wolverhampton.

I have here a piece of a worn out rail that has been

taken out of this tramway. This rail has had about

13 years' wear—not very heavy wear, certainly—

and you will see that so far as ordinary traffic is con-

cerned, the rail is every bit as good as new. They
aie not being taken out fur the reason that always

has to determine our action in Birmingham—viz.,

because they are dangerous to ordinary traffic—but

because they break up in pieces through the bolt-

holes under the weight of the steam engines.

The girder rail, which is being used on this

tramway to replace the Liverpool rail, has the

same width on top as our rail, and practically dif-

fers from it only in having the groove in the cen-

ter. The saving that such a rail as that would ef-

fect to the Birmingham tramway companies is so

great that I don't like to calculate it, and the sav-

ing in wear and tear to the citizens' ordinary ve-

hicles, in the danger of driving about the streets,

and in the worry and an.xiety to the unfortunates

who have to direct the repairs, are all beyond ex-

pression. Looking at the i|iiestion solely from the

point of view of the public interests, I am strongly

of opinion that this is the only form of rail which

is suitable for use on a steam tramway in a public

street, and can only regret that the difficulties in

the way of substituting it lor rails of the oidiiuiiy

seclion on tramways which have to be kept in

use during the " conversion" are so great and ob-

vious.

To turn now to I hi' (|Im .,1 ion oi the jiiints, it may
be remembered that in my loniu'r piiper 1 de-

scribed two or three forms of joints of which trial

had been made. The original form was painfully

wanting in all elements of permanence. Assisted

by a sole-plate it was vastly improved, but still a
long way from perfection I also described a form
of cast iron fishplates, so designed as to largely

increase the area available for wear on the top and
bottom of the plates. At the date of that paper

they had had over them about 3.50,000 cars, and
were still in a fairly satisfactory condition. When
the traffic reached about a quarter of a million

cars, however, they began to get very troublesome

:

their tops, which were brought up level with
the surface of the rail, did not wear down
with it, so that, in passing, the load of an engine
was often brought directly to bear upon them,
and some of them were broken. The general

conclusion arrived at was that they formed a
very good joint, and, with a sole plate, the best

we had ever tried. They were, however, e.'c-

pensive in first cost, and did not last as long

as the rail, and were therefore unsatisfactory.

An obvious improvement was before us, either

to make them of cast steel or of malleable cast

iron; but this would have largely increased the

cost, and so the suggested improvements were
not adopted. Their excessive rigidity was an-

other objection ; we could not bend them on a
curve, and special curved castings meant more
expense and trouble than could have been under-
taken.

It is of course, common knowledge to all using
girder rails that the joint always works loofe.

Now, if the joint in a rail were a permanently
supported point, it is not easy to see how the ten-

dency for it to work loose can arise. Since it does

work loose, it is quite certain that if it be properly

supported in the first instance it does not remain
so. It it is not supported it then has to act in

some sort of a way under the passing traffic as a
girder, the bearing places of which are irregular

and shifting points at unknown distances from
the actual joint. The problem awaiting solution

is therefore altogether different from that of de-

signing a joint in an ordinary girder. It difl'ers

from an ordinary girder in many ways. Its points

of support, besides being irregular and shifting,

will not in general be symmetrically arranged, its

actual bearing points being perhaps usually on

different sides of the flange on opposite sides of

the joint. The consequence of this is important
;

The passing loads, besides producing a bending

action, cause also a twisting or rocking action,

which perhaps has the most powerful influence in

pulling the joint to pieces.

It may be therefoie safely concluded that no
form of joint is likely to give permanent satisfac-

tion unless these various disintegrating actions are

properly resisted—the twisting and racking ten-

dency, as well as the bending. The most hopeful

joint I have yet seen is the one shown on the dia-

gram. The fish plates are 3 feet long and -J inch

thick, with a thinner horizontal projection to clip

the bottom flange of the rail; underneath is a sole-

plate i inch thick. There are, of course, six bolts

through the web of the rail, and four on each side

through the horizontal flanges of the rail, and
through both soleplate and horizontal rtanges of

the fish plates also. We only commenced laying,

these joints at tlie beginning of the present year,

and It is yet too soon to report upon their merits.

Considering our section of rail, however, it ap-

pears to be a joint well adapted to withstand

vertical flexure, and also that twisting r.acking

action which is caused by unsyinmetrical bearing

points, and which I believe to be even more in-

fluential in pulling a joint to pieces than the plain

bending action.

Chicago, III.—The plans for the Northwestern
extension ot the Lake Street L road have been
approved by city authorities, and it is expected

work will soon he commenced. The extension

branches olT the main line at Western and Artesian

avenues, and covers a great stretch of territory in

the northwestern pari of lln' <'ily.
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NEW MATHEK RAILWAY GENEBATOB.

The generator shown in Fig. 1, and which has

recently been put on tlie market by the Mather

Electric Company, of Manchester, Conn., is of an

entirely new design and contains a number of im-

portant features. The railway generators are

wound for a nominal voltage of 500, but, having a

rheostat in the field circuit, the potential can be

raised to 600 volts without undue heating, and

even 50 per cent, overloads will be borne for short

periods without injury to the machine,

Automatic alignment is secured by the use of

ball bearings, which adjust themselves and can

never bind on the shaft. The sujaports for the

bearings and the entire bed plate are cast in one

piece, a construction which gives great strength

ai d rigidity to the bearings, and secures the

greatest possible freedom from vibration. There

are four sets of brushes used, each brush being

held in an independent holder.

Tlie armature core is built up with thin disks of

•soft iron which are forced together under pressure

and rigidly keyed to the shaft. All washers used

are fir.-t treated to an improved annealing process,

with the result that the armatures when revolvii g
in the most intense magnetic field will only heat

up to a fevv degrees above the surrounding temper-

ature. The greatest care is taken in the insulation

of these aruiatures. Before winding, there is fitted

into each slot a carefully made mica duct, through

which the wire is wound, and nothing but the

very best mica and insulating material are used

throughout the whole construction.

The winding is of the simplest form possible; the

simplicity being particularly noticeable atthe ends,

where the wires, instead of being overlapped and
bunched together, stand out from the core and

from each other, thus allowing free circulation of

air around every conductor. No wires having a

large diSerence of potential ai'e adjacent to one

another.

The necessary voltage is secured by revolving a

loosening a few bolts and raising one of the field

castings. The winding is so compounded that, as

the current supplied to the circuit increases, the

voltage rises sufficiently to make up for the loss of

drop in the circuit, or for a variation in the

speed.

One peculiar feature is the employment of cast

sleel in the fields, which increases the efficiency

and gives nearly double the magnetic field [lossible

switches, ammeters, voltmeters, lightning arrest-

ers and automatic circuit breakers.

After a series of careful experiments, the com-

pany has placed on the market an improved auto-

matic circuit breaker, for which the claims of

simplicity and reliability are made. It consists of

an eleclromas'net in series with a double break

switch. When the current exceeds a certain pre-

deli nnincd limit, the electromagnet releases a

ARMATURt OF MATHER GtNERATOR.

where cist iron is used. Another advantage in

the use of cast. steel in the fields lies in the fact

that the motion of the armature is practically

powerless to disturb the lead, and consequently

the machine may be operated under full load

within the limit of its capacity, and even under a

load considerably exceeding its normal capacity,

without shifting the brushes and without spark-

ing iit the (OiJimutatnr.

trigger or latch, and the switch is opened by a

powerful spring. The circuit is not entirely broken

at the moment when the contact terminals attached

to the lever arm leave the jaws of the switch, two

carbon pencils carried by the lever arm still making

contact with carbon plates connected to the jaws

of the switch. The final break occurs between the

carbon pencils and plates, and the metal jaws of

the switch are thus protected. Adjustments for

MATHER RAILWAY GENERATOR.

comparatively small number of coils of wire in a

powerful ma2netic field, rather than by using a

large number of coils and weak field, as is the

usual practice. The small amount of wire on these

armatures results, in great measure, in theabsence

of sparking at the brushes.

The field consists of four steel castings which are

rigidly bolted together, and which, in turn, are

bolted to the cast-iron frame or bed plate. The
exciting coils are compound wound on metal bob-

bins, which c^n be readily slipped on or off by

The commutator is of exceedingly massive and

substantial construction. Drop forged, pure lake

copper bars and the best mica are used through-

out. By a peculiar construction of the commu-
tators, it is an absolute impossibility for any bar

to woik loose while the commutator is on the

shaft.

The Mather company is also prepared to furnish

complete station equipments, including marble or

slate switchboards and the latest improved station

appliapces of itg own manufacture, stieh as

different currents are secured very readily with

little trouble. These automatic circuit breakers

are equally well adapted for use on lighting as well

as railway generators, and the company earnestly

recommends their use as a reliable safeguard

against overloading of machines.

The company is prepared to furnish lightning

airesters of improved form, which, in actual prac-

tice for a long time, have proved themselves abso-

lutely reliable.

The company's plant, coyeringanumherof aprei
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of ground, is situated in Manchester, Conn., on the

main line of the New York & New England Rail-

road, allowing the best of shipping facilities. The
companj has recently completed an extension to

its plant in the form of an iron building 300 XoO ft.,

for an erecting shop, constructed by the Berlin Iron

Bridge Company, and fitted with an electric trav-

eling crane and extra heavy machinery, especially

adapted for expeditious handling of large genera-

tors up to 500 K. w. in capacity. The entire plant

is operated by electric motors, thus giving an ex-

ceedingly satisfactory and practical demonstration

of the advantages of this system of power distribu-

tion.

THE WOODS POLE BRACKET.

The Woods combination pole bracket as here-

with illustrated was designed to overcome the bad

effects of rigid construction, thereby reducing the

liability of breakage to the minimum degree, as

the hammering effect of the trolley wheel on the

support IS entirely overcome.

By reference to the cut it will be noticed that

instead of the ordinary bracket hanger a straight

line hanger is used for supporting the trolley wire.

Figures Count.—The street car company profits

by the renumbering of the houses. People who
could easily walk to No. 400 find themselves un-
able to reach No. 800 withont taking the car.

Such is the effect of the mind over matter.

—

Elgin
(7H.) Dial.

Is IT Keely or PENNOCk?—" It isn't a tax on
street electric railways that is going to ruin the
electric street railway business. A speedier death
than that by taxation awaits the whole system of
electrical appliance as operated at present." writes
Eugene Field, who assumes the role of a prophet
for this occasion. " We have information which
leads us to believe that within 13 months a new
machine capable of use for providing transporta-
tion, light and heat will be put before the public;
that this machine will controvert the 'principles of
electricity' which now obtain; will revolutionize
all railway and other transportation systems; will

do away with fuel, gas and smoke; will, m short,
give humanity undreamed of advantages at a very
moderate price. Yes, within the next 12 months
we are going to see some very wonderful happen-
ings."—A'eto York Sun.

Protect the Motorman.—The Supreme Court
of Ohio has advanced on the docket the case
carried up from the Common Pieas Court of Clark
County, which will determine the constitutionality
of the law requiring the equipment of electric

motor cars with proper vestibules for the safety
and comfort of the men who stand on the front
platforms in the worst weather of winter. In the

FI^fANCIAL DEPARTMENT.

WOOD'S COMBINATION POLE BRACKET.

The piece of span wire in the bracket forming the

flexible support for the hanger is about tliree feet

long and is readily adjusted by means of the eye

bolt at the end of the bracket. The bracket is, of

course, suitable for either single or double track

work. It is being placed on the market by the

Wallace Electric Company, Chicago.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPOR-
ARIES.

The Fender Question.—Seriously the fender
question is taking up a great deal of our time, to
the exclusion of other matters that require atten-
tion. The question of expense does not present
any difficulty; the problem is to get a fender that
will do the work without taking up so much space
in front of a car as to trip up pedestrians and in-
terfere with passing vehicles. I have a dozen
letters, besides blueprints and models, still to be
investigated, and it may be that out of the lot the
practicable fender may be selected. From the
amount of inventive talent that is being concen-
trated upon the fender question I am convinced
that the American people will not have to wait
long for the solution of any problem that may
arise.—Interview with President Sullivan, of the
Electric Traction Company, in the Philadelphia
Enquirer.

Sunday Car Question.—Toronto, Canada, is at
present deeply agitated over the question whether
street cars shall run iu that city on Sunday. It
appears that (heir running on that day is forbidden
until a popular vote assents to it, but the com-
panies are running them. Last Sunday the Mayor
hired a carriage to go down town to stop this vio-
lation of the law, while the authorities never inter-
fere with the running of omnibuses on Sunday.
people who can draw such fine lines of dintinction
as this "could distinguish and divide a hair 'twixt
south and southwest axde ."—Philadelphia In-
quirer.

trial court the law was declared unconstitutional,
and the street railway companies, which are some-
times managed by narrow and short-; ighted men,
probably hope that the Supreme Court will con-
firm the decision rendered by the Court of Com-
mon Pleas. Shrewd and prudent street railway
managers will be on the other side, and, if tlie law
must fail, they will go right on living up to its

requirements. Men of foresight and sound sense
do not want a statute which is humane and benefi-
cent killed by the courts. They realize that noth-
ing is worse than popular distrust, if there is any
reason behind the feeling, for the machinery of
justice. They like to see the welfare of the labor-
ing classes guarded to the utmost limit of the au-
thority of the State. There is no sound reason
why the vestibule law should be disliked by the
street railway companies.

—

Philadelphia Item.

The Dividend Payers.—These corporations
have become great purveyors to the public in this
rf gard. The while new branches have been built,

and new connections made, along with the system-
atizing of facilities by absorptions and consoli-

dations, the people have been educated to a frequent
use of the cars, and especially in respect of trips

for pleasure alone. It is to the stimulus thus im-
parted to traffic during the summer months that
the corporations look for those financial returns
which admit of a balance on the right side of the
ledger when the figures for the year are all in.

Without this revenue, and restricted only to the
earnings consequent upon the patronage of people
who ride in the course of ordinary travel, the over-
whelming majority, if not all, of the railway
companies would at present tolls become bankrupt
just as surely as night succeeds the day.

—

Salem
(Mass.) News.

Open Cars Preferred.—There is big money
waiting for tlie railway company that will equip
its lines with plenty of open cars for summer
travel. Thousar.ds of people in hot weather, who
do not care iu what direction tney travel, will ride
on open cars merely for the pleasure of a cool ride
in the p ople's carriage.

—

E.vchange.

Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

(From Oiir Special Wall Street Correspondent.)

The General Outlook.—Had it not been for
the rude shock to returning confidence givnby
the labor troubles in the West and the consequent
frightening off of all kinds of securities, the
month's market for street railway shares and
stocks was apparently destined to eclipse all pi e-

vious months' records in the volume of transac-
tions. The events of the first six months in street
railway financial circles, tne big returns that were
beiTig reported on many securities, the success
that had attended speculative movements in many
surface passenger railway shares, all had combined
to make the bond and share issues of street railway
companies more popular than ever among both
the investing and speculative public. This popu-
lar craze hud manifested itself in the tiemenduus
activity of traction stocks on the Philadelphia
Stock Exchange, and in the favor which newly
listed traction bonds and stocks were regarded on
theNew York exchanges. It was not hard founder-
stand wliy the public should take so eagerly to a
class of securities whose operations, by reason of
the recent introduction of cables and trolleys and
other new methods of propulsion, were largely ex-
perimental. The value of steam railways had been
determined by years of experience, and in most in-
stances tney were found wanting. The returns
on gilt-edged securities were hardly high enough
to warrant the investment of money. In fact all

circumstances in the financial situation seemed to
help along the demand for traction stocks: and
the first of July with disbursements for interest

and dividend payments, amounting, in the cities of
Boston, New York, Pliiladelphia, Baltimore and
Chicago, to something over $125,000,000, found the
future of the street railway securities' market full

of promises of activity and higher quotations.

Then came the business depression conse-
quent upon the Debs, Howard & Company's play
at government. That little game soon ended with
disaster to its originators, but it has absolutely
killed all financial business. The local street rail-

way stock market is stagnant. Days pass without
a tride being lep irted. A broker who is an au-
thority m the trade says that, where he ordinarily
does a business of a few thousand shares a week,
he has not had customers' oroers for 500 shares
for the whole month. Most stocks are not quoted
for days at a time, and such trades as are made
are sales for liquidation, and consequently at lower
prices. For instance Thiid Avenue, which has
been conspicuou'-ly active of recent months, has
declined half a dozen points, and that in the face
of earnings that are steadily increasing and are
now understood to be at the rate of 30 per cent,
per annum on the increased capital stock.

Third Avenue.—What sort of a business the
Third Avenue Cable Company is doing, and how
it is cutting into the Metropolitan Elevated road's
business, are shown by the fact that since June 15
seventeen trains on the City Hall and South Ferry
branches of the Third Avenue line have been dis-

continued. Not since the summer of 1880 has.such
areduction in train service been made, the compe-
tition of the Third Avenue having decreased the
traffic of the east side elevated roads to this ex-
tent.

Local STOCKe are not doing anything. Second
Avenue, Dry Dock, Ninth Avenue, Long Island
Traction, Brooklyn City Railroad and other stocks
usually prominent in the fiaancial world are not
quoted lor days at a time. Even the publications
of earnings for the June quarter, now being made,
do not stimulate activity, though they influence
to some extent the bid and asked prices of
stocks. Thus Eighth Avenue stock is quoted a
couple of points higher because of an increase of
earning capacity. In the same way Forty-second
Street, Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue
railroad stock is held by holders a good many
points higher, because in the June, 1894, quarter
it earned a surplus of $13,581 over all charges,
whereas, during the same period of 1893, it fell

some $18,800 short of earning fixed charges. Even
yet there is a profit and loss deficiency of $5tj,821,

but the road is now making, and at the present
rate the deficit will be wiped out within a twelve-
month. At least official remarks hold out a pros-

pect of such a gratifying end.
With the present midsummer dullness pervad-

ing the market, it is hard to prophesy what the
future of tlie street railway slock and bi nd mar-
ket holds forth. These securiiies have acquired
popular favor, and sliould there be any revival of
activity near at hand, it seems but naluial to

expect that they will share in the rejuvenation of

business to the great improvement of quotations.

Financial Motes.

New York, N. Y.—For the quarter ended June
30 last, the E'ghth Avenue Radroad Company of
this city reports to the State Railroad Commission
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as follows: Gross earnines from operation, .§146,-

138; net earnings, !i!Bl,754; other income, |41.5;

grossincome. $63,169; fixed charges. $34,095; net

income, $88,074; cash on hand, $37,334; profit and
loss (surplus) $16,984. The net income for the same
quarter last year was §46,710.

Oakland, Cal.—The sheriff has sold sufficient of

the personal property of the Piedmont Cable Com-
pany to satisfy ihe claim of Daniel Dwyer on
account of notes given in satisfaction of a claim
of $3,000 for personal injuries. Cable cars sold

from $190 to $375, and horse cars from $113 to

$117.

Cortland, N. Y.—The Cortland & Homer Trac-
tion Company, organized to operate an electric

street railway from Cortland to Homer, has given
a mortgage to the Farmers' Loan and Trust Com-
pany of New York for $300,000, with which they
propose to build and equip the line.

NEW INCOBPOKATIONS.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pitcairn. Wilmerding &
Bradrtock Street Railway Company has been
organized with a capital of $i 1.000 to build a line

'ii miles long, beginning in Braddock township,
through Versailles township to Second street in

the plan of Oak Hdl, to the township road, to
Greensburg and Pittsburgh pike, to Kline av-

enue. Wilmerding; along Pine avenue and Mary
street to Tristman avenue. Wilmerding: thence
along Sprague street and Station street and
Caldwell and Commerce streets to Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, to Broadway in Pitcairn, to

the foot of the hill at the intersection of Brinton
street. W. J. K. Kline, of Greensburg, is presi-

dent. The directors are W. .T. Kline and Amos B.
Kline, Greensburg; .John S. Stewart. N. Versailles

township: George W. Borrichlow, George C.

Garber and H. L. Castle, Pittsburgh.

Yonkers, N. Y.—The Yonkers Electric Railway
Company has been incorporated to construct a
street surface railroad in Yonkers, to be operated
by any power other than steam ; capital stock is

$1,000,000, divided into $100 shares, and the di-

rectors are J. Irving Burns, W. Delevan Baldwin.
Gelston Affleck, all of Yonkers; B. L Rice. Charles
J. Downing, both of New York City; George S.

Forbush, of Brookline. Mass.; George W. Williams,
of Bandon, Ore.; W. R. Hurd. of Hartford. Conn.,
and D. Noble Rowan, of Irvington. Each of the
directors subscribes for five shares ol the capital
except Mr. Kice. who lakes 930 shares.

Athol, Mass.—The Athol & Orange Street Rail-
way Company has bten incorporated ai Athol and
Orange. Mass., with a capital stock of $60,000, to

locate, construct, operate and maintain street rail-

way to run from Athol to Orange. Length, 7

miles; gauge, 4 ft, 8*. The promoters are: N.
Sumner Myrich, Boston, Mass.; E. R. McPherson,
Cambridge, Mass.; W. B. Ferguson, Maiden, Mass.

NEWS OF THE "WEEK.

Brockton, Mass. - There were meetings in Boston
last week of ihe stockholders of the five projected
street railways between Brockton and Stoughton,
Bridgewater, East Bridgewater, and between
Bridgewater and Ea.^t Bridgewater. The election
of officers resulted in this way: George H. Camp-
bell, president; Alfred A Glasier, treasurer and
clerk, Boston; Charles Tenney and George E.
Walker of Stoughton, John P. Morse and Horace
B. Rogers of Brockton. AUston Burr, Alfred A.
Glasier and George H. Campbell of Boston, direc-

tors, Brockton and Stoughton Street Railway.
George H. Campbell, president; Alfred A. Glasier,

treasurer and clerk; Rosea Kingman and James C.
Leach of Bridgewater; John P. Morse, Horace B.
Rogers, Allston Burr, Alfred A. Glasier and
George H. Campbell, directors, Brockton and
Bridgewater Street Railway. George H. Camp-
bell, president; Alfred A. Glasier, treasurer and
clerk; Robert O. Harris and Aaron Hobart of East
Bridgewater, John P. Murse. Horace B. Rogers.
Alfred A. Glasier, George H. Campbell, directors,
Brockton and East Bridgewater Street Railway.
George H. Campbell, president; Alfred A. Glasier,
treasurer and clerk; James C. Leach, R. O. Harris,
George H. Campbell, Horace B. Rogeis, Alfred A.
Glasier, Aaron Hobart, directors, Bridgewater
and East Bridgewater Street Railway.

Chicago, III.—Work is to begin on the Van
Buren street line of the West Chicago Street Rail-
way Company immediately. About three miles of
the line will be entiiely rebuilt, converting the sec-
tion from Halstefl street to Kedzie avenue into an
electric line. Cars will be so constructed that they
may be attached to the cable line at H Isted street.

A scheme has been devised for disconnecting the
electric machinery m the motor car while the train
is being drawn by the cable. Bids for the con-
struction of the West Side power station have
already been opened. The contracts call for three
2,000-H. P. and one 1,000-H. P. generator. The sta-

tion will be located on the property of the com-
pany at Washington boulevard and Western
avenue. Bids for the electrical machinery call for

the completion of the first dynamo within four
months of the awarding of the contract, and an
additional machine every threp days thereafter
until the completion of the contract. The staiion

when complete will have a totalcapacity of ILOOO-
fl. p.. and will be capable of moving 500 cars over
60 miles of track. Contracts for the construction
of the North Side power house and machinery were
let last week. This station will he located on the
river at California avenue and Roscoe boulevard,
and will contain machinery of 6,000 H. p. to oper-
ate cars over 100 miles of track.

Lancaster, Pa.—The contract for the construc-
tion of the proposed electric lines to Lititz and
Manheim, and uranches, was practically awarded
last week to a corporation which is largely com-
posed of the members of the Hubley Manufactur-
ing Company. This company is composed of John
E. Hublev, Frank H. Steacy, Henry Baumgardoer
D. B. Shenk, George N. Reynolds, N. M. Woods
and Dr. M.L. Herr, and in the new corporation,
formed solely for the purpose of building the nevs'

electric lines, there are associated H. E. Crilley. of
Allentown. a former member of the State Legisla-

ture, and Contractor Mace, of Jersev City, both of

whom are represented by Wm. B. Given, Esq , of

Columbia.

Scranton, Pa.—The conlractfor the continuation
of the line of the Scranton & Pittstoo Traction

';' Company, from Taylor to Pittston. has been
awarded, and the material necessary for beginning
operations has been ordered. About six miles of

the road will be built, commencing at the Taylor
end of the line and connecting with the Wilkes
Bane Traction C impany at Pittston. This will

complete a continuous line of street railway from
Forest City to Nanticoke. an aggregate distance of

45 miles. It is owned by the Scranton. Wilkes
Barre and Carbondale traction companies. The
new road will, however, be operated by the Scran-
ton Traction Company, a lease to that effe.t hav-
ing been already signed.

Atlantic, N. J.—The Atlantic Street Railway
Company organized last week by electing L. C
Alberlson president; I. G. Adams, treasurer, and
Josepii Thompson, secretary and solicitor. The
directors are L. C. Albertson, I. G. Adams, Joseph
Thompson. John J. Gardner. Frank C. Somers, C.
L. Cule and C. J. Adams. Before auotheryear the
company hopes to operate a line of cars from the
foot of South Carolina avenue to the Inlet, where
extensive improvements will be made along the
Gardner Canal.

Chicago, III.—Fire destroyed almost coniplettly
the works of the Siemens-Halske Electric Com-
pany this week. The total loss was reported by
the press dispatches as $800,000, well covered by
insurance. The patterns and drawings were saved
and the company will rebuild at once and be
again ready to make deliveries on its contract in

90 days. The works of the Wells-French Co.,
which had just added a street car department,
were also partially destroyed in the same fire.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The State Railroad Commis-
sioners have handed down a decision granting
the application of the Coney Island and Brooklyn
Railroad Company to operate its cars by the trolley

in Ocean, Franklin and Fort Hami Iton avenues,
alongside of Prospect Park, from Fiatbush avenue
to Gravesand avenue. The cars are now run by
hoises from the WiUink entrance of Prospect
Park to Greenwood Cemetery, and the route
crosses two entrances to Prospect Park.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Judge Bartlett. of the Supreme
Court. Brooklyn, has rendeied a decision denying
the application of the Prospect Park and Coney
Island Railroad Company to punish President Ben-
jamin Norton, of the Atlantic Avenue Hailroad
Company, for violating an order of the court com-
pelling liim to charge not less than 15 cents fur a
continuous trip to Coney Island. Judge Bartlett
said he was not satisfied that there had been any
willful violation of the order.

Conway, Mass.—The meeting of the subscribers
and incorporators of the Conway Electric Street
Railway was held last week and the following
directors were ohcsen: Carlos Bitchelder. Emery
Brown, A. P. Delabarie, J. B. Packard, Charles
Parsons, Franklin Pease, H. D. Pease. The
directors elected Carlos Batchelder president, J.

B. Laidley as clerk, William G. Avery as treasurer
and Arthur M. Cojk auditor.

Racine, Wis.—The Detroit Electrical Works has
begun suit against J. I. Case and the Racine Street
Railway Company for $30,000 damages. It is al-

leged that the Racine company got low figures

from the Detroit company (or equipping the Ra-
cine line on condition that the Detroit pompany
was also to get the contract for the Green Bay line,

which it did not get. Hence the suit for damages.

Hammond, Ind.— Messrs. Talford Burnham and
Rand, McNally & Co. are the projectors of a new
street car line between Hammond and Chicago.

Work will commence early this month. The pro-
posed route is from the Illinois-Indiana line through
West Hammond and Burnham, thence connecting
with the Calumet electric line at 104th street.

Newark, N. J.—The Board of Works unanimous-
ly pas-sed an ordinance last week compelling the
Consolidated Traction Company to attach a fender
to each trolley car by Nov. 1 next under a penalty
of $50 fine for each violation. A second offense
will deprive the company of the car license.

Peoria, III.—Fire last week totally destroyed the
West Bluff car barns of the Central Railway Com-
pany, together with 39 horse cars and machinery.
A number cf small buildings close by weie de-
stroyed. The total loss was .§10,000, with insurance
of $3,500 on the barns.

Newark, N. J.—The Bloomfield car stables of the
Consolidated Traction Company, in Bloomfield
avenue, Newark, were destroyed by fire last week.
Tne loss is estimated at from $30,000 to ,$40,000.

Six horse cars were burned, 30 were saved, and 150
horses were rescued.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Philadelphia, Chelten-
ham & Willow Grove Electric Railway Company
has awarded the contract to build the line from
Rising .Sun to Jenkintown over the York turnpike,
to William Wharton, Jr.

Milwaukee, Wis.

—

The Evening Wisconsin says:
'• The council will pass the ordinance compelling
street car companies to cease using cardboard
tickets. This is to be done as a sanitary measure."

PERSONALS.

Capt. Allen Tindolph,ofVincennes, Ind., died last

week of inflammatory rheumatism and dropsy. He
was ex-postmaster of Vincennes, and at the time of
his death was president of the Second National
Bank and president of the Vincennes Electric
Street Railway Company, of both of which he was
the founder. He leaves a large estate.

Thomas C. Perkins, vice-president of the Mather
Electric Company of Manchester. Conn., is in the
city on business, and is stopping at the Imperial
Hotel Mr, Perkins reports business good with his
company . and thinks the outlook favorable for its

continuance.

J. J. Coleman, general manager of the AUentown,
Pa., and Lehigh Valley Traction company, has
been transferred to the charge of the lines owned
by the Messrs. Johnson, in Brooklyn and neighbor-
ing towns.

W. R. Garton, of the Garten- Daniels Electric

Company, of Keokuk, la. has accepted the
management of the railway department of the
Centrdl Electric Company of Chicago.

Ex-Superintendent Quigg, of the Western Division
of the New York and New England Railroad, has
been appointed superintendent of the Newark
(N. J.) Traction Company.

Gen. T. W. Hyde, of the Bath (Maine) Iron Works

,

will probably be the president of the Boston Ele-
vated Railroad Company, better known as the
Meigs elevated system.

Thomas M. Sayre, superintendent of the Consoli-
dated Traction Company in Jersey City, died this

week at his home at 45 Glenwood avenue.

Mason M. Frick, of Pottsville. Pa., has been ap-
pointed chief engineer of the Lansford & Tamaqua
Electric Railway now in the course of erection.

George G. Crocker has been chosen as one of the
Boston subway commissioners. The second com-
missioner chosen is Mr. Burrage.

Col. S. L. James, who took a leading part in the
establishment of the street railway lines of New
Orleans, died at his home.

TRADE NOTES.

The Standard Railway Supply Company, Chi-
cago, well known throughout the United States
and Canada as the introducers of the popular street

car heater, the "Standard stove," is i.bout loplace
on the market a new heater known as the Myers
self-feed car stove. This heater is so, constructed
that it may be placed oh the car seat without cut-
ting the seat, or it may be placed upon the floor of

the car. It is made entirely of cast iron and will

hold sufficient coal to operate it from 15 to 20 hours,
delivering the same for combusiion in the proper
quantity that will insure no waste of fuel. The
company claims that this heater will heat 25-foot
cars satisfactorily at an average cost of 10 cents
for 18 hours.

The Crescent Electric Company, Chicago, ex-
pert armature winder and repairer of electrical

machinery, reports a satisfactory and steadily in-

creasing business in its line of work. With its

special facilities, reliability and promptness, the
company has been able to build up a good business
with electric street railways.
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RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
"D". S. Patents Issued July 17, 1894.

523,364. Cable-way; Thomas S. Miller. South
Orange, N. J. Filed April 17, 1894. In a cableway in

combination Triih the cable which coi.stitutes tbe
tracT, two supports whereby the cable is supported
when not stretched and a saddle located between said
supports below the upwardly curved surface of the un-
stretched cable as it rests upon the said two supports
and in position to be touched by the cable whun
stretched by the stra-ightenine of the cable.

523,378. Transom for Car^; Theodore C. Salveter.
St. Charles. Mo. Filed Feb. 9. 1894. A transom for cars
consisting of a single continuous top plate having a, side

piece depending from each edge and forming a channel
iron, open at its bottom, except at the part adjoining

No. 523.396.

the center-plate, such side pieces tapering from the
center to the ends thereof, a center plate and side bear-
ings formed on such transom and connecting said side
pieces together.

523,396. Electric Railway System ; Albert C
Crebore, Ithaca. N. Y. Filed July 21), 1893. The combi-
nation, in an electric railway system, of a sectional
working conductor, electro-magnetic switches for con-
necting the same to the power line, an auxiliary con-
ductor over which said swiich magnets are initially en-
ergiaed. as the car progresses by current taken from the
power circuit, a power circuit through the motor, a
storage battery on the car charged in a branch from the
power circuit, and connected to the auxiliary conduc-
tor, and switch devices for disconnecting said power
circuit from the circuit of the auxiliary conductor and
connecting it to the return direct, and leaving the stor-
age battery connected to the auxiliary circuit. (See il-

lustration.

5239403. Car Couplins ; Jesse T. Lampp, Apopka<
Fla., Assignor of one-half to Dnvid B. Stewart and Sam"
ucl NV. Stewart, same place. Filed Nov. 18, 1893. The
combination with a drawhead, of a spring buffer slid

ingly mounted thereon, a spring pressed block receiv-
ing motion from said buffer, a link supporter, and means
carried by said block operatively connected with said
supporter whereby the height of the link may be varied.

523,427. Car-Fender; Charles R. Hall, Philadelphia,
Pa., Assignor of one-third to Charles E. Joncc, same
place. Filed May 24, 1894. A fender for railway cars,
capable of vertical movements to elevate or depress the
same 10 or from the railway surface, in combination
with the helical springs ; moving on tbe side rods;
the stop plate, bell crank lever, having elbow and the
push rod, provided with the foot. (See illustration.)

523.435. Railroad Car, Hosea W. Libb^y, Boston,
llass.. Assignor of one-half to George H . Kimball and
William P. Johnson. Cleveland. O. Filed Jan. 12.1891.
In a railroad car having walls extending from end to
eod of the same, openings through said walls and steps
leading to a ball or entiy. traveling curtains for closing
said opening.^, said curtain being coiistructed with its

outer end of solid material for about ona-third its length
and the remainder or the other two-thirds of slats
jointed together and to the solid portion.

523.436. Car Rrake System ; Nathaniel Lombard,
Boston, Mass. Filed Dec. 11, 1893. An apparatus for
opt^rating brakes consisting of a permanently closed
system, or a system which has no communication with
the atmosphere, and which is adapted I o contain an
operating liquid, said bystem comprising two chambers
into one of which the liquid is to be forced under pres-
sure and tbe other of which is to serve normally as a
vacuum chamber, a liquid forcing pump or device, a
brake cylinder, connections between said liquid contain-
ing or pressure chamber, and said vacuum chamber
and eaid pump and brake cylinder, and a valve which
may be turned to r-nnnect said liquid containing or pre&-
nare clianiber with naid brake cj linder, or to connect
I he latter with said vacuum r-hamber, and which valve
aXno serves as a means for opening a comnmnication be-

No. .V2.1.4J7.

twccn said pumn and mild liquid contuinfnK or prcH»uie
chamber and MCtid vuciium chamber.

523,441. Chain Nliacklcor Counllns; IlohertJ.
Hfu>. Unnlfju. Ki.gland. Filed Dec. 2i. IHIiri. In a chain
nhackle or coupling two main parlH each provided with
a pin and no'^kct adai»t/'d lo be fitted together with a
Eln of one part In ihc socket of the other part and a
cy having proJectlonH eng'^tclng In rccc8«ec In the Hald

parts and forinUiK a »lud for the ttbocklo or coupling.

523,411. ControllluK iricchRnlMiu for Kirclrlr
notom; Chnrlen II, Itu.hardHon. I'hUaik-ljihla. \'u.,

AMlgnor to the H, H. Whit*.- Denial ManufurMunng Com-
pany, twimr plfir*.. Kih-.J Aprll'J'i, IH!>(, The coitihlna-
tlon. In controlllrig infrrlmnlMin for ulectrlc motors, uf
(h*' carrier comiJfjfMd or iho box or caning having the
cod or front opeuioK, the ronlstanco. ihu cootactfj

thereof, reversing contacts, armature short-circuiting
contacts, and contact separator all contained within the
carrier, and the switch actuating lever mounted within
the carrier and provided vvith 1 he arm projecting there-
from by the end opening and adapted to be actuated by
Llie foot. (See illustration.)

523,4-16. Fare Reg^ister and Reeordrr; Charles S.
Sergeant, Winchester, and Loui'5 J. Hirt, Boston. Mass
Filed Nov. 20, 1893. The combination of the movable
trip register and actuator therefor with the counting
mechanism operated by said actuator and the movable
support tor the said counting mechanism, said actuator
and support being Lonstriicted and arranged as de-
scribed, whereby each when in abnormal position locks
tbe other from movement.

523*453. ITIode ot Hlountina: Vynat^nos on Car
Xriicks; William Biddle. Assignor to the American
Riiilway Electric Light Company, New York. N. Y.
Filed October 6t.h, 1893. Ttc combination with the car
axle and a dynamo, of the equalizing bars, a transver:^e
platform connected to and supported by said equalizing
oars and carrying the dynamo, a pinion upon the shaft
of the dynamo, and an engaging wheel upon I he car asle
foroperaiing the dynamo from the rot'ition of the car
asle, and longitudinally inflexible connections from the
car asle to one pole piece of the dynamo, whereby a
constant relation is maintained between the car axle
and dynamo. (See illustration.)

523,471. Oleetric Suow Plow; Louis J. Hirt,
Somerville. Mass. Filed Nov. 20, 1893. In an electri-
cally propelled snow plow, the combination of the fol-
lowing instrumenialities. viz. : a metallic truck frame
comprising side and end bars mounted on axles having
wheels and auxiliary side bars secured to the sides of
the truck, a flooring secured to the truck frame and

No. j23.i44.

having side extensions secured to the top of the auxil-
iary side bars, and a cab or house supported on the
flooring to leave front and rear platforms and side plat-
forms.

523,496. Rail Stralfflitenius lYCaclilne; Henry
Wick, Jr., Youngstown. O. Filed Feb. 16. 1894. In a
machine for straightening bars, rails, etc., thecomhina-
tiou of a rotating frame, a series of died having openings
therein conforming apL'roximately to the cross sectional
shape of the article to be straightened, a corresponding
series of journal boxes for the dies, so mounted in the
frame that alternate dies will have their axes on one
side of the axis of motion of the frame and the axes of
the intermediate dies on the opposite side of said axis,
and means for preventing axial rotation of the dies.

523 497. irraeliiiie for StraieLteniug Rare,
Kails, etc-; Henry Wick, Jr.. Youngstown. Ohio.
Filed May 9Lh, 1894. In a maL-hine for straightening
bars, rails, etc , the combination of two parallel or ap-
proximately parallel shafts, three or more pairs of ec-
centrics arranged on said shafts, alternate pairs being
set one hundred and eighty degrees or approximately
so to the intermediate pairs, three or more frames pro-
vided at their ends with straps or boxes for the recep-

No. 523,453.

tion of the eccentrics, and having openings therethrough
corrCHponding to the cross-sectional contour of the art-
icle to be straightened. (See illustration.)

523^507. Street Car fifuard; Charles A. Barrett,
Maiden. Mass. Filed April 27, 1894. In a .street car the
combination of a guard hinged to an attachment on the
car, a latch adapted to positively and automatically
engage the guard when the latter is raised, a lover con-
nected with the platform, and connections between said
lever and the guard and latch, whereby when the lever
ia moved in one direction the guard is positively raised
hy Bald lever, and when the lover ia moved in the oppo-
site direction the Intcb is tripped to release the guard.

523,520. Car- Fonder ; Franklin S. Hogg, New
York, N. Y., A^Kignor'Io himself and Barton P. lliggins,
same pitiri*. Kllid Jim. 19. lH!t4. The combination, with
a HUjipuri ;i'l;Lpii.| h) hi- iiila'-lird 1 n the truck of a car.
of a fi'ii'It I 'ii nil -taiii iitlly atigwlur construction, the
vertical iiMMiihiM- whiircof is jpivolally connected witli
Haid MUDporl. and tcnsluii devices coUHiHting of Ri)ring-
controlled renin nrovi<lcd with bearingn In which they
freely Blldc ana iiivotally (-onncctcd with the fonder
near Its pivot i)oinl, nuts on the rods in front and roar
of Maid boarlngH. and springs on the rodn between the
rear nuts and the rear sides of tho boarlngH, whereby
by adjusting the front nutH the fonder may be stit at
any dcHlred height from the roadbed, and by adjusting
the rear nuts the tension of the HiiringH 11 ay be regu-
l.itcrl.

5 23,5 12. nttoliiiio lor PlacliKr Trark Xor-
p<-ducH ; .Samuel Myers, CrcHtlIno, (>. Filed March
M. 1891. In a machine for placing torpedoes upon a
railway track, a baoe which has a flat central portion
or body, vertical side walls for ombracinx the I read of
a track rail, and guldlrg and Hiipportlng rodn which
extend along the aide wallM, from cm{I to end thereof;
combined with a dlHcharging frame which omhpacoH a
tranHVcrne portion which engages and has movement
along the guiding and Kupiiorting ruilH. a central longi-
tudinal spring urrn, for frlcildiially engaging r he body
of ihu lorpedu, side urniu for thruuting tho torpedo along

and beyond the guiding and supporting rods, and an
operating handle for moving the discharging frame
along the base.

523*551. Car Feiider ; Eldridge J. Smith, Washing-
Lon, D. C, Assignor 10 the Automatic Car Fenrier Com-
pany, same place. Filed April liTth, 1894. The combioa-
I ion of a vertically swinging pii k-up fender, composed
of a plurality of independently movable Angers exiend-
ing forward from a suitable support, a lever for simul-
taneously raising all the fender Augers, a pi\oted irip
lever for engaging the finger raising lever, a lengthwi.^e

movable rod having means to move the trip lever out
of engagement with the finger-raising lever, and pend-
ent swinging finger guards for moving the said rod
lengthwise.

523,563. Car Replacer; Robert E. Alexander, Forest
' City. Pa. Filed March 3. 1S94. A car replacer compris-
ing a pair of grooved replacers or guides adapted to be
placed alongside the rails, and having laterally and
longitudinally sloping outer surfaces converging to a
smooth apex, the apexial portion of one of the replacers
or guides being made lower than the apexial portion of
the other, whereby the wheels are successively depos-
ited upon the track in the manner ana for the purpose.

5i3,564. Car Coupling:; Lawrence T. Backus, Atchi-
son, Kan. Filed March 10, 1894. In a car coupling, the
combination with the pivoted hook having an arm pro-
vided with a beveled end, the latter being also eon-
vexed in a plane parallel with the pivot, of the swinging
locking plate having a concave edge opposite the end of
said arm, whereby an extended locking bearing is pro-
vided.

523, 5SG. Starllug and Controlling Device for
£lectric ITlotor» ; Joseph W. Moore. Boston, Mass.
Filed April 25, 1894. In a starring and controlling de-
vice for electric motors, the combination of the arma-
ture circuit divided into two branches or hues, a
switchintr device for closing and opening the circuit
through which the current passes to the motor, a vari-
able resistance in the armature circuit, a contact arm
adapted to cut in aud out said variable resistance, a
helix or solenoid included in a shunt of the armatuie
circuit and having Its core connected with said contacc
arm to control the movement of the same, and a second
helix or solenoid controlled by the first named helix,
the latter being dependent on the influence of the
counter-electromotive force of the armature and en-
tirely independent of the strength of the current in the
armature circuit.

523,.'" 88. Apparatnt!) for fileatins; Cars; James
F. McEIroy, Lansing, Mich.. Assignor to the Consoli-
dated Car-Heating Company, Wheeling, U'. Va. Filed
November 12th, 1SS7. In a heating apparatus, the com-
bination with a system of steam supply pipes, and a
system of water circulating pipes, of a heating appar-
atus containing two nests of hearing pipes or two water
receptacles, a steam or transfer chamber and a combus-
tion chamber.

523,595. Track Clearer; Oscar Rothrocb, New
York, N. Y. Filed December 6th, 1893. In a vehicle, the
movable shield, with suitable devices for securing it to
the dashboard, rollers applied between the stationary
and movable parts, means for raising the shield, and a
foot-rest on the shield for forcing the shield down when
necessary lo clear the way. A car having the front
shield bodily movable vertically, guides therefor, sprini:s
for yieldingly holding the shield raised, said shield hav-
ing a foot piece extending above the platform of the
C'lr, whereby the shield can be forced down.

523.625. Xrolley-Calclicr; Edwin M. Drummond,
Louisville. Ivy. Assignor of one-half to Joseph O.Had-

No. 52:i,625.

dox, same place. Filed March X 1894. A trolley support
comprising a pivotal pin carrying a rat<^h(it (Irmly
attached 1 hereto, 11 trolley polo or socket pivuhilly hiip-

portcd upon said pivotal pin and nteving iiuhiKiulriil ly

thereof, a holding pawl carried hy tlm pnic luul adaplud
to engage the ratchet, and a spring connected with the
ratchet for holding it against the heft or pull of the pole
through tho medium of the holding ratchet. (See illus-
tration.)

523^626. Car <:oiipllne;; Horace L. I»unlnp, Topnka,
Kan. Filed Aug. 'Jf), ISOH. In a car coupling a courling
\ock cotiHiHtlng of a pf^rforatod Ing on tho coupling rod
supporting and Hccured lo the coupling block passing
through und Ocyond tlio draw head, a look arm iiivofed
to lh<; Hide of the draw head adapted lo embrace tho lug
and a phi passing through tlu; arm and tlio hig.
and thuH inev^'ntlng tho turning of the coupling rod
aud raising tho coupling block.
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End of the The Youngstown street rail-

Yoimgstown Strike, way strike is ended, at least so

far as the company is concerned, which apparently

won a complete victory. Tliere was seemingly no

excuse for the action of the men . who failed utterly

to realize the folly of striking when scores of appli-

cants were ready to fill each vacant position.

Stopping at the First The People's Traction Com-
Orossing, pany of Philadelphia has

adopted the plan of stopping its cars at the near

crossings of streets, and the practice is now fol-

lowed by all the trolley cars in the city. The
change seems to meet general approval, as it is

asserted that since the new plan was adopted

fewer accidents have been recorded.

Signs of Those who consult the news

Improvement, columns of the Street Rail-

way Gazette will find indications of renewed

activity in the street railway field. The number
of companies incorporated to engage in local

transportation is increasing very materially,

while many of the old companies are now prepar-

ing to make t xtensions and improvements which

have been postponed heretofore on account of the

business depression. The outlook is certainly

more encouraging than it has been for months.

Prench Mechanically driven carriages

Meohanioally Driven for common roads seem to

Carnages, have reached a state of high

development in France. The result of an interest-

ing test of vehicles of this class is presented else-

where in this issue. The French inventors appear

to see in these carriages promising means for urban

transportation, but no such an idea could gain cm'-

rency on this side of the Atlantic, where the public

is thoroughly familiar with improved systems of

local travel. Not only are vehicles of this kind

utterly inadequate to give good service on any large

scale, but they are manifestly clumsy and unsafe

when operated in city streets. Paris cannot hope to

find solution of the transit problem along any

such line. For gcod surface transportation it must

come to the overhead trolley or to the cable system,

not such a cable line as it now possesses in the Belle-

ville single track road with turnouts, but a well-

constructed railway, such as may be found in New
York, Chicago or San Francisco.

Attack on the Mil- It is a singuhir fact that dur-

waiikee Company, ing the last year, when so

many street railway companies have found their

incomes greatly curtailed, municipalities have

taken occasion to impose heavier burdens upon
them. Milwaukee affords a striking illustration.

The receipts of the local company have fallen to

such an extent that it found it impossible to pay
the interest on its bond issue. As they had a

confident belief in the future of the property, the

holders of these securities agreed to waive their

claims for eighteen montlis. During the month of

July the earnings fell off §17,000, as compared with

the corresponding period of last year. It would
seem that such a statement would convince even

the dullest of oflicials that the company was
in no position to support new burdens ; but

a different idea has obtained in Milwaukee.

In accordance with a new system of taxation the

company is assessed for threefold the amount
which it was called upon to pay last year. No at-

tention has been paid to its indignant protests, and

it has been forced into announcing that important

changes must be made in the system of charging

for transportation. It is proposed to do away en-

tirely with commutation tickets, and probably the

ti-ansfer system will be abandoned. Such changes

would seem to be matters of course if the company
wished to protect itself. The company is now as-

sailed by all sorts of remonstrances, and the city is

l^etitioned to discipline the offending corporation.

What the outcome is to be is not apparent, but it is

difficult to see any force in the protests of the citi-

zens when the company is merely adopting such

protective measures as seem to be entirely justified

under the circumstances.

Electrolysis from a The matter of the electrolysis

Legal Standpoint, of buried pipes by currents

escaping from electric railway circuits is discussed

from a legal point of view somewhat at length in

this issue by R. D. Fisher. This very practical

phase of the subject must of necessity force itself

on the attention of street railway managers, for

gas and water companies are preparing to institute

legal proceedings to recover for damages already

caused to their pipes, and to prevent by injunction-

orders additional injury to their buried property. If

they succeed in securing perpetual restraining writs

the assumption of Mr. Fisher is that we must come to

the double trolley, a consummation that is certainly

to be avoided if possible. Mr. Fisher discusses m
a general way the liability of electric railways, and

indicates the possible positions which courts may be

inclined to assume, basing his conclusions on legal

decisions handed down in telephone-electric rail-

way litigation. Judging from the findings of courts

in these warmly contested suits we may consider it

settled that they are agi-eed that no single interest

is entitled to an absolute monopoly in a street

;

hence damages cannot be inflicted with

impunity by one company on another when
both are occupying the same street. At

the same time it would seem that courts hold to

the view that street railways have a paramount

right to the streets, inasmuch as they materially

and directly facilitate public travel, which is the

primary purpose for which streets are laid out. The

fact that electric lines are novel means of transit,

involving radically new applianc es for their oper-

ation, is of no significance in the premises. If the

railways possess superior rights it is not unreason-

able to asstime that when thecoiu-ts are appealed to

for a remedy by the gas and water companies they

may be inclined to let the latter shift for them-

selves, should they find that these companies can

by any means protect themselves against the es-

caping cirrrents of the trolley circuits. On the

other hand, if they conclude that they are entirely

helpless, and will continue to sustain heavy losses

unless changes are introduced by the railway com-
panies the legal tribunals may force the adoption

of the double trolley. This is as far as Mr.

Fishci's speculations extend, and they cannot

well go further, for it is only less difficult to

predicate what courts will decide than to predict

with any certainty the verdict of the average petit

jury. The outlook is certainly as favorable as

could be expected, for as Mr. Fisher says in con-

clusion '

' it may be that the couiTs will decide that

. . . each and every company using the streets

must exercise care and ingenuity to protect itself

from the effects of intrusion by a neighboring

system for lawful ends and by legitimate means,

only insisting that each must use the best and most

improved appliances practicably avaOahle for pro-

ducing the best results and the least disturbance."
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"WRONGLY PUNCHED TEANSFEES.

The question of the liability of a street railway

company for its failure to honor a transfer ticket

wrongly punched by a conductor, so that the time

limit had expired before it was presented, was de-

cided by the General Term in the case of William

H. Muckle against the Rochester (N. Y.) Railway

Company. While riding on an Exchange street

car in Rochester in the sprir\g of 1893, Mr. Muckle

procured a transfer to be used on the West avenue

line. He left the Exchange street car, according

to his own story, and boarded the West avenue

car at about 6:40 o'clock. When he presented his

transfer to the conductor of the West avenue car

the latter refused to receive it inpayment for the

ride, on the ground that the time limit had expired.

The transfer ticket had been punched to expire

about an hour before it was presented to the con-

ductor on the West avenue line. Mr. Muckle ex-

plained that he had just left the Exchange street

car and said that the conductor on that car must

have made a mistake. This explanation was not

satisfactory to the conductor, whose instructions

were not to accept in payment of fares transfers,

the time limit of which had expired. Mr.

Muckle was requested to pay his fare and he re-

fused. Then he was requested to remove himself

from the car and this he also refused to do. The

conductor then ejected him.

Mr. Muckle brought suit against the railway

company and when the case came up for trial be-

fore the special county judge a motion for a non-

suit by the company was granted

.

At a new trial the jury gave the plaintiff a

verdict for $50. The railroad company appealed

on the ground that the trial judge in his charge to

the jury refused to instruct that compensatory

damages only could be awarded the plaintiff.

The General Term holds that it was an error on

the part of the trial court not to have instructed

the jury that punitive damages could not be

awarded, and because of this error the General

Term has granted a new trial.

The opinion of the General Term was written by

Justice George B. Bradley, who says in part:

" A passenger is by statute given the right to a
continuous passage to his place of destination on
the payment of a single fare, and it cannot be said

that it was by any fault or neglect on his part that

the right was denied to the plaintiff. It is a gen-
eral rule that a carrier of passengers is answerable
for all the consequences to a passenger of willful

conduct or negligence of the persons employed by
it in the exercise of the duty it has assumed to-

ward him. The defendant had by its contract
with the plaintiff undertaken for a consider-
ation paid to carry him to his place of des-

tination, and pursuant to it he had the
right of passage, and as between him and the
defendant he was at liberty to refuse to pay his

fare and to insist upon his continuous passage.
" In violation of that right the defendant, by its

conductor, proceeded to forcibly eject him from
the car in which he was rightfully seated as a
passenger. Although the conductor presumably
may have been justified by his instructions to do
so, the defendant was put in the wrong by the act
of the other conductor, and was no more justified

in the attempted act of ejection than it would
have been if the plaintiff at the time had and had
presented the evidence of his right to remain as a
passenger in the car without further payment. It

follows, if these views are correct, that the defend-
ant is liable to the plaintiff for the consequences
of such violence upon his person as was used by
the conductor for the purpose of ejecting him
from the car."

It is predicted that the case will be settled now
that the law has been laid down by the General

Term.
^-^

FAILTJEE OF QUEEN & CO.

Queen & Co., manufacturers of scientific in-

struments, Philadelphia, made an assignment last

Monday for the benefit of creditors to John Gor-

don Gray. No statement of the assets and liabili-

ties has yet been filed. A meeting of creditors

will be held next Monday to determine upon the

best means of disposing of the assets. The fail-

ure is attributed to the continued depression in

business, and to inability to make collections.

The firm was established in 18o3 by J. W. Queen.

who, after amassing a large fortune, sold out the

business, a number of years ago, to Samuel L.

Fox, who had afterward several partners asso-

ciated with him. In 1893 the company was in-

corporated. The officers are: President, Samuel
L. Fox ; vice-president, E. B. Fox; secretary and
treasurer, F. W. Stanwood. The directors, in ad-

dition to the above, are J. Gordon Gray, William
Biddle, Jr., and J. S. Biddle.

In May last the Chicago General Street Railway

Company issued a circular letter, inviting draw-
ings and specifications of a model plant for the use

of forty cars, giving dimensions of the prospective

site on which the buildings would be placed, and
offered a first prize of one hundred dollars; second

prize, seventy-five dollars; third prize, fifty dol-

lars; and fourth prize, twenty-five dollars. The
selection was recently made by which the first

prize was awarded to J. R. Cravath; the second

prize to Caywood & Ritter, contracting engineers,

Chicago; the third prize to A. S. Krotz, au en-

gineer, of Springfield, 0.; and the fourth prize to

E. W. Goss, superintendent of the Amesbury Elec-

tric Light, Heat & Power Company, Amesbury,

Mass.

None of the plans selected will be used in full,

but ideas will be adopted from each. The site

selected for the new power plant is a four acre lot,

corner of Kedzie avenue and Thirty-first street.

It is expected that a car shed, 135 X 300; engine

room, 100 X 100; and boiler room, 100 X 60, will be

constructed this fall, the other buildings to follow

as rapidly as the work will permit. The operation

of the present lines will be under the management
of the president, Congressman McGann, and the

superintendent, Mr. W. F. Brenuan, while C. L.

Bonney, vice-president, will have charge of

constructing the new lines and power plant.

This company will on Monday morning, Aug.

30, receive separate bids for the following supplies:

Two 450-H. P. Corliss type engines, two 800 K. w.

generators, three 300 -H. p. boilers. The apparatus

is to be set on nroper foundations by the manufac-

turer. One engine, one generator and two boilers

are desired for immediate delivery, the other unit

to be delivered by May 1, 1895. The proposals will

be considered with reference to—first, quality and

quantity of necessary attachments and fixtures :

second, place of delivery; third, guaranty as to

operation and repairs : fourth, price ; fifth, efii-

cieocy.

Proposals may be sent by mail or express to C.

L, Bonney, vice-president, and should be marked
boilers, engines or generators, as the case may be,

and should be delivered at 1033 Lawndale avenue,

Chicago, before twelve o'clock Aug. 30. An award
vi-ill be made on such proposals as soon as the same
may be considered.

The company's business has shown the most re-

markable increase within the last year. During
the first three months of operation in the summer
of 1893 less than 400 passengers were carried

weekly. During the last week in June the number
carried was 33,000.

YOUNGSTOWN STEIKE ENDED.

The strike on the system of the Youngstown
Street Railway Company seems to be a thing of

the past so far as the company is concerned. The
company decided to make no attempt to reach an
understanding with its former employes, but de-

termined to hire new men. Under existing con-

ditions it was a matter of no great difficulty to

secure all the men necessary to operate cars. The
old employes interfered to a certain extent with

the operation of cars, and at first their threats were
of such a character that the company deemed it

wise to cease running cars at night. On the

morning that the company started its cars after

the tie-up, which lasted 10 days, it was found

that several of its circuits had been grounded. A

reward of $300 was offered for the arrest and con-
viction of the persons who had done the work.
One man was arrested charged with the offense.

VESTIBULING CAES IN MINNEAPOLIS AND
ST. PAUL.

POWEE PLANT OF THE CHICAGO GENEEAL
EAILWAY COMPANY.

Labor Commissioner Powers, of St. Paul, who
was instrumental in instituting proceedings last

winter against the Twin City Rapid Transit Com-
pany because of its failure to equip cars with ves-

tibules, has recently inquired of the company in

regard to its progress in equipping its cars. Under
the law the street railway company was required
to have half of its grip and motor cars vestibuled

by Nov. 1, 1893, and the rest to be completed by
Nov. 1, 1894. The company reports that in ad-
dition to those vestibuled last year 80 cars still

require vestibuling. Of these, 14 are now in the

shops in Minneapolis, and the material is already

on hand to fit up 60 more. As to the 30 grip cars

in use on the cable line in St. Paul, the statement
is made that some arrangement for protecting the
gripmen from the severity of the weather will be
icade before Nov. 1, but just what those arrange-

ments will be has not been determined upon.

STANDAED PAINT COMPANY'S
SUSTAINED.

PATENT

A decree recently made by the United States

Circuit Court for the District of New Jersey is a
decided victory for the Standard Paint Company
of New York. The case was that of this company
against Henry J. Bird and James L. Reynolds, and
suit was brought for infringement. The court
holds that the assignors of this company were the
first persons to produce a paper coated with the
solid residuum of petroleum, and combinino- the
characteristics of an odorless, water, acid, alkali

and air-proof paper, and that the patent under
which the Standard Paint Company has hitherto
manufactured was valid and had been infringed.

The court, by Hon. George M. Dallas, circuit

judge, holds that any paper possessing the same
essential characteristics and produced by the coat-
ing with any material similar to that employed
by this company, by whatever name it may be
called, is an infringement of the patent, and that
the patent is good and valid in law.

The court made a decree giving the Standard
Paint Company a permanent injunction against
the defendants in the action referred to, and di-

recting that an accounting be had to ascertain and
determine the damages to the complainant by
reason of the infringement.

CANADIAN ELECTEICAL CONVENTION.

The Canadian Electrical Association will hold its

annual convention in Montreal next month. The
following programme has been arranged:

Paper on " The Possibility of Securing Better Regula-
tion at Central Light and Power Stations by Means of

Flywheel Accumulators of Improved Construction," by
John Gait, C. E. and M. E., Toronto.

Paper on " A Method of Distribution with Equalization
of Potential Difference," by D. H. Keeley of the Govern-
ment Telegraph Service, Ottawa.

Paper by E. C. Breithaupt, Berlin, Ont.

Paper on " The A pplication of Electricity for Medical
and Kindred Purposes, from Light and Power Circuits,"

by W. B. Shaw, Montreal.

Paper by T. R. Rosebrugh. Lecturer in Electricity,

School of Practical Science, Toronto.

Paper on "Electrolysis." by J. A. Baylis, Bell Telephone
Company, Toronto.

Paper on " Telephone Cables: Their Construction and
Maintenance," by F. J. F. Schwartz, Bell Telephone Com-
pany, Montreal.

Paper on " Alternating Motors," by L. M. Pinolet, Mon-
treal.

Paper by Mr. John Langton.

Caldwell, N. J.—The common council has

granted the North Jersey Street Railway Company
a franchise to operate an electric liue, which is to

nm through Bloomfield Avenue to Verona, Mont-

clair, Bloomfield and Newark, providing fran-

chises can also be obtained in those places.
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TESTS OF FRENCH MECHANICALLY
DEIVEN VEHICLES.

The Parisians, while anxious forimprovement in

means for local transportation, are earnestly op-

posed to the use of overhead wires, and, as a result,

the trolley system has not made headway in the

French capital. They also are not favorably dis-

posed toward rails in many of their thoroughfares.

Serpollet Steam Cairiage.

Under these circumstances it is not surprismg that

a great amount of interett has been taken in me-
chanically driven vehicles of various sorts, and
from time to time carriages operated by steam,

electricity, compressed air and gas engines have
made their appearance on the Paris streets. How
general was the interest shared by inventors in this

field has not been adequately realized until recently.

Although to those who are familiar with the opera-

tion of electric and cable railway systems little of

significance is likely to come from work in this

field, it is evident that a different idea obtains

among French inventors.

A short time ago a French periodical oflEered

prizes ranging from 11,000 to $100 for superiority

in passenger vehicles designed for operation by
mechanical power on common roads. It is a re-

markable fact that 102 entries were made, and that

about one-half this number actually turned up in

the preliminary trials. It seems still more sur-

prising that in the competition no electric or com-
pressed air carriages were entered. An explan-

ation may perhaps be found in the fact that

means for recharging the batteries or refilling the

air reservoirs were not available. The preliminary

trials consisted of runs of about 30 miles on roads

fact expressly stated that no credit would be given

for speeds above 7f miles per hour. At this rate,

allowing for stoppages of two hours' duration, it

was estimated that the journey would be accom-
plished by 8 o'clock in the evening. As a matter

of fact, the first carriage, that of Messrs. De Dion,

Bouton & Cie., driven by steam and carrying four

passengers, arrived at 5:40 p. si. It was followed

within the half-hour by three of Messrs. Plugeot's

carriages and by one of those of Messrs. Panhard
and Levassor, and by 7:10 13 of the competitors had
arrived. Four others came in later on, so that of

the 21 carriages which left Paris only 4 failed to

complete the trip. The jury divided the first prize

between Messrs. Panhard and Levassor and Messrs.

Plugeot, as having approached most nearly the

ideal of freedom from danger, ease of management
and lowness of cost on the road . These engines were
provided with Daimler motors. The second prize

was allotted to Messrs. De Dion, Bouton & Cie.'s

steam carriage. M. Le Blant (steam carriage, Ser-

poUet's system), M. Vacheron (Daimler motor), M.
Le Brun (Daimler motor), M. Roger (oil motor)

and M. Scotte (steam carriage) also received prizes.

Illustrations of the Serpollet, Dion & Bouton,

Panhard & Levassor vehicles are presented here-

with. The Serpollet system, which has been de-

scribed more than once in the Street Railvtay
Gazette, is peculiar in its use of a special type of

high pressure tubular boiler that was invented

especially for use on road vehicles and tramways.

The Dion & Bouton carriage is operated by a steam

engine, and was equipped with a special type of

Dion & Bouton Steam Carriage.

radiating from Paris. Twenty-one carriages were
selected to make the final trial on July 22d. Of this

number one- third were propelled by steam engines

and the others by oil engines. The carriages,

which 'were of all types, brakes, phaetons, etc.,

carried, as a rule, four persons, although one of the

steam carriages carried ten and another eight pas-

sengers, and some of the oil engines had accommo-
dation for two persons only. One firm, that of

Les Fils de Plugfot Freres, had five carriages run-

ning, all driven by oil engmes; another, that of

Messrs. Panhard and Levassor, had four, also pro-

pelled by oil engines; and M. Le Blant had two
steam carriages.

The final trial consisted of a run from Paris to

Rouen , a distance of 68 miles. At 8 o'clock the

first carriage commenced its journey, followed at

brief intervals by the other 30. It was intended

that they should keep in line as far as possible, as

the object in view was to test the relative fitness

of the various vehicles as compared with carriages

drawn by horses, in the way of ease of manage-
ment, comfort, freedom from breakdowns, etc.,

rather than a competition for speed. It was in

Plan of the Dion &. Bouton Cairiage,

boiler built for the purpose. The Panhard & Le-
vassor carriage was equipped with a Daimler gaso-

line motor, which is built especially for service of

this kind. It will be remembered that the Daim-
ler company made a very complete exhibit, at the

World's Fair, of its motors, which were shown in

use on a tramway in the rear of the Transportation

Building, in launches and in operating dynamos.

While it appears that the trials were fully as

successful as could have been anticipated, the re-

sults do not appear to show that the mechanically

driven carriages can be of much service in trans-

porting passengers in city streets.

SIEMENS & HALSKE FACTOEY BUBNED.

The factory of the Siemens & Halske Electric

Company, of America, in Chicago, was destroyed

by fire on the night of August 1st. It is estimated

Panhard &. Levassor Daimler Motor Carriage.

that the loss will reach §300,000, and the insurance

carried was about $110,000. The destruction of

the building was complete, and a large amount of

machinery which the company was constructing

was utterly ruined. The generators designed for

the Toronto Street Railway Company were de-

stroyed ; considerable of this machinery was about
ready for delivery. The company was fortunate
in saving its books, drawings and patterns. The
plans of the company are not announced, but it

has determined not to cancel any of its contracts
;

so that it must make arrangements for resuming
manufacture at once.

ELECTaOLYTIO COEEOSION : LEGAL
STATUS OF THE QUESTION.

BY R. D. FISHER.

Water, gas and other companies using conduits

and operating throughout the country are indus-

triously taking counsel with a view of obtaining

their protective rights against electric railway
companies chargeable for the damages alleged by
reason of continuous injury occasioned by escap-
ing currents. Water and gas supplies are necessary

to the health and comfort of the citizens of a
municipality, the latter in some instances owning
the plants ; thus the question becomes one of com-
mon interest and demands co-operation for mutual
protection. If remedies are reluctantly adopted or

are applied with doubtful success a resort to the

courts will unquestionably follow. In this case the

proper mode of procedure will be that of an in-

junction restraining the companies from operating

leaky and damaging plants. We are safe in saying

that the managers of electric railways are seriously

concerned about the charges made and damages
claimed on account of electrolytic corrosion and
are anxious to avert any tests in the courts for

damages. Aside from the liability under which
they are supposed to rest for reputed damages to

adjacent underground systems, their interest in a
successful solution of the electrolytic question goes

farther and means to them a corresponding reduc-

tion in operating expenses, greater efficiency and a
relief from the menace of an interrupted right of

way on account of corroded and leaky pipes. It is

claimed that street railway companies cannot

hope to escape liability on account of the exces-

sive cost of construction or adoption of some
method to arrest the hazards complained of. If

electrically welded rails produce a continuous rail

through which the current passes direct to the

power house without leakage, and if expansion

and contraction can be controlled without trouble

arising from buckling, it would seem that this plan

would not only solve the problem but be far less

expensive than continually to defend in a court of

equity.

The new uses of electric wires have led to con-

troversies between the new and the old; telephone

companies having obtained possession of the streets

naturally resented the intrusion of the more pow-
erful currents of the electric light and the electric

railway, because of serious disturbances caused to

their circuits. Strenuous opposition therefore

was made to the use of the streets by electric light

and railway companies, when the latter's wires

were in damaging juxtaposition to the telephone

circuits, and much litigation and some conflict of

decisions have grown out of it.

The first legal struggle took place between the

telephone and the electric light companies. The
Nebraska Supreme Court interfered, so far as to

protect telepone w ires already set up in a street, by

compelling the electric light company to keep its

conductors at a certain distance, but relief was

refused as to those streets which had already been

occupied by the electric light wires (17 Neb., 284).

But in case of an electric railway it was necessary

that the battle be fought to a finish, for the reason

that in this case electricity was simply applied to

the uses of an interest which had acquired a prior

right, and had occupied the streets long before tha

telephone was invented ; hence its use for purposes

of public travel gave it a superior claim to the use

of the streets. Early in January, 1890, the ques-

tion aiose in a Wisconsin court. The statute relied

upon contains a provision that " it shall be the

duty of each electric company and each and every

person engaged in the transmission of electric
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energy within the State, co provide, by suitable in-

sulation, return wires, or other means, against the

injury to person or property hy leakage escape or

induction of every and any current of electricity."

The plaintiff (telepl^one company) alleged that

great and irreparable damage had been done to its

business and property, yet the court denied a tem-

porary injunction. (Tel. Co. v. Elec St. Ry. Co.,

C. C. Eau Claire County.)

A different conclusion was reached by a trial

court in Ohio, and a perpetual injunction issued

against the offending street railway, restraining it

from operating its road by a system alleged to be

faulty because of leakage. This court held that

the street railway was inflicting a legal injury

upon the plaintiff. The claim was made that the

damage was not irreparable because the plaintiff

could, by the expenditure ot money, avoid it,

thereby arriving at the exact loss; in such case its

remedy would be not by injunction, but at law.

The court refused to sustain this view, and said

that the most frequent exercise of the power of

injunction was that of preventing the recurrence

of injuries; that a plaintiff should uoc be put to

erdlfss litigation or be forced to expend vast

sums to avoid the injury. On this theory an
injunction was issued restraining the operation of

the road under the existing system after a period

of six months. On appeal to the Supreme Court

this order was reversed. It was held, as the con-

trolling proposition, that the rights ot the parties

in such a case do not depend upon the time at

which the grants were made, but upon the fact

that the franchise of a telephone company to use

public streets was subordinate to the rights of the

public therein for the purposes of travel and trans-

portation, which are materially facilitated by the

operation of electric street railways (St, Ry. Co. v.

Tel. Co., 27 N. E. R., 890). This decision is note-

worthy as being the first rendered on this impor-

tant point of controversy. Thus it will be seen

that, according to this ruling, it is incumbent upon
telephone companies to make use of such remedies

as are possible to protect their systems from injury

by reason of the escaping currents of an electric

railway plant. If this be true of a telegraph

or telephone company, cannot the same theory

be adopted concerning water and gas com-

panies:'

In Tennessee a preliminary injunction having

been granted, restraining a street railway company
from using the single trolley system, the case was
brought before the court on bill, answer and affi-

davits upon a motion to dissolve the injunction.

The street railway admitted that it did not pro-

pose to use the double trolley system, but said it

had adopted a precaution which had never been

applied before to increase the conductivity of the

rails and prevent the leakage complained of.

The court thereupon consented to dissolve the in-

junction for the present upon condition that the

street railway company give bond to secure any
damages that might be adjudged to the complain-

ing company. It will thus be seen that the ques-
tion between the telephone and electric railway is

still open for argument, and that a conflict of

authority exists so far as courts are concerned.

But. applying the weight of autliority to that ot a
recent cause decided by the United States Supreme
Court, and assuming that a water company or a
gas company stood in the precise attitude of a
telephone company, it would be the rule to compel
a street railway company to adopt the double
trolley system if that would obviate the injury to

the complainants without exposing the railway
company or the public to any large expense ; but
if it could be proved that a more effectual and less

expensive remedy is open to the complaining water
and gas companies, the latter's duty would be to

adopt such a remedy, and a failure to do so would
relieve the railway company for any liability to

indemnify. (See 42 Fed. Rep., 273.)

By a careful review of a recent Ohio Supreme
C^ourt decision it i.s safe to assume that public

travel is the chief purpose for which streets are

laid out, and that all franchises to use the streets

are subservient to the rights of the public to use

the streets for this purpose ; that the people have

the right to avail themselves of new and improved

modes of travel, and when franchises are granted

for this purpose they confer a right paramount to

the franchise of a water or gas company, and if

the operation of a street railway by electricity

disturbs the working of a water or gas company
the latter must readjust its methods to meet the

new conditions as a matter of protection. Hence,

if we adopt these conclusions as sound law, it will

appear that the contest between electric railways

and the water and gas companies over the use ot

the streets and the alleged damaging effects by

reason of electrolysis must ultimately be settled by

the ingenuity of inventors rather than by skillful

and technical efforts of lawyers and courts. Not-

withstanding the contest between electric railways

and telephone companies has not as yet been

definitely settled, it is true that the former have
driven the latter to the adoption of devices and sys-

tems for the purpose of securing the best electrical

results, and thus avoiding all danger of disturbance

from theformer. It is quite certain, therefore, that

public convenience will demand that the streets

shall be used for all the electric currents that may
be required, yet it is the duty of the courts to pro-

tect existing property from unnecessary injury

without needlessly obstructing the application of

such a valuable force as electricity as a motive

power for the public benefit. It is certainly true,

as the coiuts have generally held, that no one

mode of public service has a right to monopolize

the earth or the air of a public street, but the

power of injunction will only be exercised so as to

avoid present injury to existing property until

scientific and practical men find a way for all to

operate in harmony free from negligence and wan-
ton injury. Whethei the power of restraint will

be exercised even to this extent against electric

railway companies for the use of water companies

is not yet settled, and it may be that the courts

will decide that in these particulars each and every

company using the streets must exercise care and
ingenuity to protect itself from the effects of in-

trusion by a neighboring system for lawful ends

and by legitimate means, only insisting that each

must use the best and most improved appliances

practicably available for producing the best results

and the least disturbance.

GAS MOTOES FOR STREET BAILW'AYS.*

FRANK H. MASON,

United States Consul-General at Frankfort, Gertnaiiy,

In a former report (published iu Consular Reports,

No. Ifi3, for April, p. 695) some account was given

of a street railway car of the Liihrig model pro-

pelled by a gas engine, and carrying its supply of

compressed gas in cylindrical reservoirs hung
beneath the floor of the vehicle. Although of

recent invention and somewhat complicated in.

constniction, this car had been worked successfully

in Dresden at a net cost ot operation so far below

that of electric or even horse railways that it

seemed to embody the germ at least of a new and
important departure in street railroad equipment,

particularly for the large class of lines whereon

traffic is limited and varies essentially in volume

at different seasons or hours of the day. Though
the death ot the inventor and other circumstances,

the ardor of improvement appears to have been

temporarily checked in Germany, and the field of

experiment has been transferred to England, where

the Liihrig patents have been acquired by a syndi-

cate, and the car has undergone, during the past

four or five months, modifications which from

trustworthy accounts, have greatly lessened its

weight and cost and enhanced its practical value.

A car of this improved type is now worked reg-

ularly on the lines of a tramway company at

Croydon, near London, and has attracted expert

attention from all parts of Great Britain, where

the problem of street railway equipment and man-

'I'^roni iidviinco stieota of the Consutar Reports.

agement is quite as complicated and difficult as in

any portion of the United States. Not less than

$70,000,000 is invested in tramway lines within

the United Kingdom, with results so generally un-

satisfactory, as regards profits to stockholders,

that there is a wide and urgent demand for a new
and simplified motor or system that will secure

equal effectiveness and greater economy in opera-

tion. Notwithstanding the relatively dense popu-

lation of Great Britain, only a small proportion of

its tramways, as worked at present by cables,

steam locomotives, electricity, or horse power, is

really satisfactory to the public or pays regular

dividends. The same need exists there, or else-

where, for a motor which shall be clean, noiseless,

manageable, independent of overhead wires or

underground constructions, and withal so cheap

in initial investment and working expense as to

successfully supersede horse cars, to which there

are many objections on the score of cleanliness,

speed and economy on lines which have a light or

varying volume of traffic.

One important difficulty in the case of every

self-contained car lies in the fact that, for climb-

ing grades, starting under full load, passing curves,

or meeting sudden falls of snow, a car which,

when in motion, can be easily drawn by two horses

must be equipped with a motor capable of exerting

temporarily 10 or 13 horse power, and for this a

considerable weight of machinery is unavoidable.

The general defect which has been found in gas

motors for street-railway purposes hitherto has

been that they have been available only for light

traffic, and, if made sufficiently powerful for city

lines, their excessive weight and cost would form

a fatal objection.

Through the modifications which have been

made in the Liihrig motor car by the English en-

gineers, these defects are believed to have been

practically overcome. The original <.ar was rigged

with two double cylinderedgas engines, one under

each seat, and both working upon the same driv-

ing shaft, and weighed, without passengers, 7^

tons. In the improved car but one gas engine is

used, the two cylinders of which are set facing

each other, and both working to the same crank.

The engine is located under the seat on one side of

the car; the other end of the driving shaft, which

extends across beneath the floor of the vehicle,

carrying a flywheel, which steadies and regulates

the motion of the engine. By this improvement,

the number of working parts, and, therefore, the

weight, cost, aud wear and tear of the motor, have

been greatly reduced. What is equally important,

in a commercial sense, the motor has been re-

duced to a form and dimensions which will per-

mit it to be adjusted to cars already built for

cable, electricity or horse power.

But, by reducing the engines to one, the power

of the car to start promptly with a heavy load was

compromised, and this weakness has been over-

come by the momentum of the flywheel, and by

the device of keeping the engine constantly in mo-

tion while the car is in service and transmitting its

power from the crank shaft, through a second-

motion shaft, to the running gear by friction

clutches under the control of the driver. This is

arranged as follows :

The driver, standing on the front platform, has

before him the brake wheel, and beside him a

movable lever, not unlike the reversing bar of a

locomotive. When this lever is in a vertical posi-

tion the engine shaft is disconnected from the

second-motion shaft and the axles, so that the car

may be at rest while the engine is running free.

When the lever is pushed to the right the second-

motion shaft, with which the axles are connected

by chain gearing, is brought into engagement by a

pinion and friction clutch, which gives the car a

speed of four miles per hour. Shoving the lever to

the left brings into similar engagement a larger

pinion, which, without changing the speed of the

engine, gives the car a pace of eight miles an hour,

which is the limit of speed allowed by the munici-

pality of Croydon. A second lever is provided for

operating reversing clutches whenever, at the end
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of the line or elsewhere, the movement of the car

has to be reversed. The friction clutches, which

form so important a feature of the machine, are

made of hard wood set between the two discs of

iron, and are said to be effective and durable.

There must be, of course, some device to regulate

the speed of the engine and keep it as nearly as

possible uniform while the car is stopped and under

the varying conditions of grade and load. This

has been provided for with great ingenuity ; first,

by a governor, which, when the work is light, cuts

off automatically the gas supply from one of the

cylinders, leaving the other to do the work alone,

and, still further, through a mechanical connection

between the governor itself and the lever, already

described, which operates the clutches. When this

lever is upright and the engine shaft disengaged

from the axle gearing a weight on the spindle of

the governor is lifted which cuts off the gas at half

stroke in the one working cylinder, so that, while

the engine is running free with the car at rest, it is

reduced to half speed, and the explosions are ren-

dered so light and gentle as to be hardly percepti-

ble.

Ordinary street gas is used, condensed to a press-

ure of 10 atmospheres, and ihe reservoirs under

the floor of the car, which can be filled through a

floxible pipe within the lime required to change

horses, carry gas enough for a run of ei'Jiht or ten

miles. The consumption of gas by a loaded car is

stated to be 35 cubic feet per mile, which costs, at

Croydon, two cents. The syndicate, under whose

management the car now in service has been built

and tested, is naturally disinclined, as yet, to dis.

close fully the detailed results ; but the editor of

Engineering , who has been permitted to examine
the experiments somewhat carefully, states his

conclusions as follows :

The car is not noticeably different from a horse car. It

runs quietly and easily, emitting neither smoke nor

steam, and is quite under control. Inside passengers can
hear a slight raoible of machinery and perceive a trifling

vibration: but, after a minute or two, these are unheeded,
and practically there is nothing to detract from their

comfort. Neither they nor the bystanders in the street

can perceive any machinery whatever, for the engine and
gearing are entirely inclosed, the motor lying under one

seat and the wheels and clutches under the floor of the

car ... It carries 28 passengers in all and makes a

very fair speed, the limit allowed by the Boai-d of Trade
being 8 miles per ho-ar. With the slow gear in action, it

will readily mount an incline of l-in-23, with a short piece

of l-in-16, and incoming down it can be stopped by the

brakes in its own length. It also goes round a curve of

35 feet radius on a 1-in 27 grade. Its weight, when filled

with passengers, is 5V^ tons. For gas, it costs Id. (2 cents)

per mile, against 3J^d. (7 cents) per mile for fodder and bed-

ding for horses; so that the gas motor car starts with an
advantage of 2)7^d. (0 cents) per mile. The performance of

the car is quite satisfactory.

The main question, which remains to be decided

by prolonged experience, would seem to be that of

net cost of maintenance. The initial cost of the

motor car is about the same as that of an ordinary

horse car and the eleven horses which are required

on well-managed lines to operate it. The point to

be determined is, whether it is or is not cheaper to

keep one gas engine in order than to keep in health

and serviceable condition 11 horses, and whether

the machine will last longer in service than the

animals. When the motorcar is not needed, it

costs nothing but a shed to shelter it, while the

horses must be fed and cared for. From the

English standpoint, the horse car is the only sys-

tem that offers any serious competition with gas

and, as the latter starts with an advantage of 5

cents per mile in the cost of material consumed,

its victory on a large majority of the lines in

that country would seem to be more than proba-

ble.

A special motor car of the type above described,

combining all the improvements thus far made and
reduced to the utmost limit of simplicity and light-

ness, is now being constructed in England, to be

carried to the United States for exhibition and trial

in October. Its performances will doubtless merit

the attention of all who are interested in the com-
plicated subject of city and suburban transporta-

tion.

THE CORROSION OF IRON PIPES BY THE
ACTION OF ELECTRIC RAIL-

WAY CURRENTS.*

BY D. C. JACKSON.

The foundation of this paper is an investigation

carried out under my direction by Paul Biefield

and Fred. D. Silber, at the University of Wiscon-
sin. I have incorporated the report of their exper-

iments directly into the paper as far as possible.

Their work was divided under two heads: First,

to determine what chemical action really occurs

under the conditions that are met in towns where
corrosion of the water and gas pipe systems have

occurred through the action of electric railway

return currents; second, to examine the action

which has actually occurred in various towns,

apply the deductions gathered from the results of

the first division of the work, and determine the

best methods of avoiding difficulty or danger from
corrosion

.

About two years ago engineers of the West End
Street Railway Company of Boston began to con-

nect the reinforcing wire laid between the tracks

to the water pipes, anticipating little or no trouble

from so doing. They soon found that the supple-

mentary wire was destroyed in places. They first

attributed this to chemical action of the soil, but

finally concluded that it was due to electrolytic

action. As a remedy, they reversed the polarity

of their generators, sending the current out through

the rails and back through the overhead trolley

wire. This change was followed by disastrous

results. The current pumped through the rails

took to the water pipes and lead cable coverings, ac-

cording to the law of divided circuits, and, leaving

these at many points along the line, caused serious

corrosions at these places. It was found that lead

pipes at some points disappeared inside of six or

eight weeks, and galvanized iron and brass pipes

deteriorated noticeably in an f qual time.

After a conference between representatives of

the city and the railway company, it was decided

to go back to the old way of current distribution.

The direction of the current was therefore re-

versed, and careful tests were made which showed

that considerable current flowed along the water

pipes. So great in fact was this current that the

arc formed at a joint where oakum was used for

calking, was sufficient to set fire to the oakum.
This loss of pressure on the return circuit was
found to be from 25 to 100 volts, or from 5 per

cent, to 30 per cent of the total pressure. As an

experiment the water system was connected to

the negative pole of the dynamo, and now a new
danger was found in the difference of potential

between the gas and water pipes, causing a marked
electrolytic effect on the former. It was then pro-

posed to connect the gas and water pipes together

in all parts of tVie city in order to arrest the ac-

tion, and this was done with fair results. The ex-

pense to the city and the company was great and
the final solution of the difficulty was far from

satisfactory to either party.

The report of the Board of Commissioners of

Electric Subways of Brooklyn for 1893 briefly re-

ferred to the same trouble as of uncertain character

and extent. Since then the problem has become
very serious in Brooklyn on account of the growth
of the electric railways in that city, and the same
report for 1893 calls attention to the fact that dis-

coveries of corrosion have been numerous enough

to justify the belief that all kinds of buried pipes

are being eaten away in many places. As an ex-

ample, may be cited the fact that a certain iron

service pipe buried at a depth of four feet below

the track had been completely perforated in a

month. In Brooklyn, as in Boston, connection be-

tween the return circuit and the corroded service

has been tried with some success. The means for

preventing the action in Brooklyn is as yet in an
experimental stage, so that proposed extensions of

the railway system along the line of one of the

^ Read before the Western Society of Engineers. July
11, 1894.

largest water mains in Brooklyn is regarded with
anxiety.

Milwaukee has also had her share of trouble

from the same cause. O. M. Rau, electrical en-

gineer of the Milwaukee Street Railway Company,
tells about it in an article in the Street Railway Re-
view in December, 1893. At two feet from the power
house on Wells street a six-inch water main was so

badly corroded after the electrical railway had
been operating for four years as to render it en-

tirely useless. When taken out of the ground it

was so soft in places that a cane could easily be

poked through it. In Milwaukee the corrosion

was arrested by making numerous low resistance

connections between the pipes and rails, thus keep-
ing the two at the same potential. The connection

is made most secure at the pipe station, where
both pipes and rails are led to the negative pole of

the generator by heavy cables. It is found that as

much as twenty-eight per cent, of the total output

is now returned by means of the pipes, and no
difficulty is encountered. The plan has been
working very satisfactorily for over a year.

The Chicago experiences have been set forth in

a report made by Professor Barrett to Mayor
Harrison in June, 1893. The destructive effects in

Chicago are apparently entirely similar to those of

the cities above mentioned. In Professor Barrett's

report some experimental work is referred to, in

which a current of .3 ampere, continued for three

weeks, was most destructive to a lead telephone

cable, while a cable which was buried in the same
soil but was not subjected to the action of the

current was unaffected.

In Zanesville, 0., a 4 inch cast-iron water main
was completely perforated in two years. All the

neighborin':; pipes were affected, some of them
lasting only six months.

Columbus, O; Hamilton. Out.; Indianapolis,

Ind.; Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Cal., and many
other cities where considerable electric railway

systems are in operation have experienced the

same difficulties. In every case the corrosion has

exhibited the same general features and pointed

to the same cause.

It is not practically agreed that the reason for

the extraordinary corrosion which is referred to

here is to be found in the perfect character of the

return circuit of the electric railways. When elec-

tric railways were first constructed, the rails in

connection with the surrounding earth were relied

upon to carry all the current back to the generator

.

It was soon discovered that the current would not

confine itself to this path and that the resistance

of the earth was far from being as low as was

originally su)>posed. Bonding.the rails, cross-bond

ing, supplementary wires and ground plates were

then tried. The last were found to be of little

avail, while the copper bonds and supplementary

wires were often themselves electrolyzed, and bond

wires up to the present time have frequently been

far too small in cross section for tlie large current

to be carried. The tendency which now obtains,

and which is the current one, is to make the return

circuit of fully as great conductivity as that of the

overhead supply circuit, without relying upon any

conductivity from the ground. This is being ac-

complished by affecting the rail bonds and running

heavy track feeders, or electrically welding the

rails. There is little doubt that with a perfect

return system, which is properly connected to

systems of underground pipes, electrolytic disturb-

ances will practically disappear in nearly all cities.

Though the corrosive action of" the return cur-

rent has been so frequently noticed and com mented
upon, no one has really determined what actually

occurs in the ground under the conditions brought

about by the operation of electric railway systems.

Two theories have lieeu put forward relative to the

corrosion: First, that it is simply due to chemical

action caused hy ammonia, saltpetre, leakage from

gas mains, etc.. found in the earth; second, that it

is the result of electrolytic action. While simple

chemical action undoubtedly has much to do with

shortening the life of a pipe, it cannot on the face

of it produce effects of the magnitude of these
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noted above. The ordinary life of water and gas

pipes where chemical action alone is met is said to

be about 20 years, while the corrosive action w^th

which we are dealing has destroyed new pipes in

intervals having from a few weeks to half a dozen

years' duration. In every case of the corrosion

to which we refer, an electric current has traveled

along the pipe and the corrosive action has taken

place at the point where the current left the pipe.

This is conclusive proof of electrolytic action.

Secondary chemical reactions play an important

part in the final decomposition of the pipe, and

these are dependent upon the character of the salts

in the soil, but the current sets the ball rolling.

The electrolytic action of the current may occur

by means of two processes—(1) direct electrolysis

of iron, and (3) electrolysis of chemical compounds

which are held in the water of the soil, setting up

secondary chemical reactions at the electrodes.

In order to have electrolysis at all, it is necessary

to have the equivalent of an electrolytic cell. In

the case of a current leaving a pipe at any point,

the pipe is the anode or positive plate of such a

cell, the wastes of the soil containing the chemical

compounds in solution is the electrolyte, and the

rail is the cathode or negative pole of the cell.

All corroded iron pipes taken from the earth pre-

sent practically the same appearance. They are

generally "pitted" in many places, and although

the pipe is covered with a layer of reddish oxide,

the bulk of the corroded metal has generally been

entirely carried away in some form or other, pre-

sumably by a secondary chemical change.

In order to have the first electrolytic action go

on (that is, direct electrolysis of iron), a soluble

iron salt must be present in the soil, reaching from

anode to cathode. The analysis of street soils

shows no such salts, and hence we are safe in con-

cluding that this factor does not enter into the cor-

rosion to any practical extent. The point has

been made by several %vriters on the subject, that

the phenomenon may be due to the electrolysis of

water, the nascent oxygen set free at the anode
attacking the iron djrectly, and forming iron

oxide. An examination of the facts of electrolytic

action shows that this is not an effect of practical

magnitude. This leaves us but one hypothesis to

work upon—that is, the electrolysis of substances

held in solution in the water of the soils, with a
resulting secondary chemical action on the pipes.

In order to determine as exactly as possible

what occurs in the soil due to the return current,

a series of laboratory experiments were performed,

in which the practical conditions were reproduced

as fully as possible.

Almost every chemical analysis of street soils

shows the presence of some soluble salts of am-
monia, potash, soda; and because of their common
occurrence, an experiment was performed to de-

termine the effect of these salts on the electrolytic

corrosion of iron plates per ampere-hour. Six small

electrolytic cells were run in series under an elec-

tric pressure of about 100 volts, with a current
varying from .2 to .04 ampere. The cells contained
clean glass sand moistened with water containing
the salts.

Cell 1 contained NHiNOj. (Nilrale of ammonia.)
' 2 " NHjCi. (Chloride of ammonia.)
" 3 ' KMOa. (Nitrate of potash.)
" i

•' KCI. (Chloride of potash.)
"5 '• NaN'Jj. (Nitrate of soda.)
" 6 " NaCl. (Chloride of soda.)

After a run of 14^ hours, the number of ampere-
hours was .746.5.'

Grams.
Lobs of anode of NH.NOa cell per amp.-hour was 921

" "NH.Cl ...,1.314

KNO3 •• •
.. 1.887

'KCI " •• " ....1.34S
" NaNOj •• • •'

729
NaCl •• •• •• ....1.299

It had been shown by previous experiments upon
cells containing these salts that iron was carried
off from the positive plates but was not deposited
on the negative plates. The deposit of iron was
made in tbe form of a layer of hydrate or hy-
droxide of iron near the middle of the cell. The

same was true of experiments made with cells

containing street soil where only a comparatively

small percentage of carbonates was present. This

explains the remark often made in reports of the

corrosion of pipes, that the products of the cor-

rosion had disappeared. It was noticed during the

experiments that all the cells containing a nitrate

gave off a gas at the anode; and this, on being

collected, was found to be oxygen. The same
cells showed an acid reaction at the anode when
tested with methylorange, and the reaction grew
less in intensity as the current decreased. In cell

No. 1 of the series already referred to, this acidity

failed to show itself when the current fell to .6

ampere, in cell No. 3 at .04.5 ampere, and in cell

No. 5 it was very faint at .04 ampere when the

current was shut off. The acid reaction and the

escape of oxygen in these cells seemed to be associ-

ated, and here it become.; necessary to refer to

the losses of the anodes in the different cells. It

will be seen that the chloride cells exhibit the

greater losses, while the nitrate cells show the

smaller. Moreover, the cell containing a nitrate

in which the formation of acid and oxygen
ceased first, shows the greatest anode loss; and
the one in which it continued to a slight degree to

the end of the experiment, shows the least. These

facts point very strongly to the soundness of the

theory of the corrosion which has been finally

worked out ; namely, in an electrolytic cell with
iron electrodes and a soluble salt or salts of the

metals of the alkalies or alkaline earths in solu-

tion in the electrolyte, the salt is electrolyzed by
the current, the acid radical attacks the anode,

forming an iron salt, while the alkaline metal

forms with water a hydroxide at the cathode,

liberating hydrogen there. Finally, the meeting
by diffusion of these two products precipitates

ferrous hydroxide, Fe(OH). As the amount of

electrolysis varies with the strength of thecui-rent,

a comparatively high current will liberate the acid

radical more rapidly than it can combine with the

iron, the critical point depending upon the affinity

of the acid for iron. When this excess is present,

the radical forms an acid by combining with
water and at the same time liberates oxygen

.

Neither the acid nor the oxygen can combine with
the anode, because that is already engaged in the

formation of an iron salt vvith the acid radical, and
hence the gas escapes into the air. If the acid is

formed in sufficient quantity, it diffvises

through the electrolyte, meets the akaline

hydroxide and forms the original salt and
water. In the case of chlorides the nascent

chlorine liberated at the anode forms with it

a chloride of iron, and if the current is strong

enough to form an excess of chlorine it will be dis-

solved in the water and may, under the influence

of light and heat, form an acid and liberate oxy-
gen; or, if enough heat is generated, free chlorine

will be given off, as is shown by experiment. All

conditions of these laboratory experiments are

practically parallel in the earth, and hence it is

safe to say that similar chemical reactions must
go on there . Although the composition of street

soils is more complex than the electrolytes of these

experiments, they contain the same soluble salts,

and as these are diffused through the moist earth

they must lend themselves to exactly similar elec-

trolytic influences and chemical changes. In fact,

vi'here ^reet soils were used in the experiments as

the electrolytes of cells which were placed in series

with cells containing known quantities of simple

and mixed soluble salts, the losses of the anodes
were entirely comparable. It is consequently seen

that only such measures as will stop the electro-

lytic action on salts in solution in the soil can be

relied upon to stop the corrosion of iron pipes.

The soil frequently contains carbonate of calcium

and magnesium which are dissolved by virtue of

the carbonic acid in the water. When carbonates

are present in the water to a considerable degree

a reddish layer of iron carbonate is found on the

pipe. This is generally mistaken by observers for

oxide of iron, but we have never found the latter

present as a result of electrolytic corrosion. To

find the effects of carbonates upon the corrosive

powers of soils we ran four electric cells in series.

The first two had for electrolytes glass sand
moistened with a | per cent, solution of chloride of

soda in distilled water, and the other two had the
same electrolyte with the addition of a solution of
carbonate of magnesia and carbonate of lime of

uncertain strength. The latter solution was ob-
tained by passing carbonic acid for 1| hours
through waler containing equal parts of these car-

bonates in suspension. The test current was kept
at .09 ampere for 7 hours, making .65 ampere-
hours.

The average loss of the anodes of the cells con-
taining chloride of soda alone was -6565 gram,
while that of the carbonate cells was .601 gram,
This makes it evident that the presence of the car-
bonates does not aid in the corrosion of the anode,
and even the slight cathode loss due probably to

ordinary oxidation is less in these cells than in

those containing the chloride only. The difference

in the losses of the anode is easily explained. In
some previous experiments the loss of anode
caused by the electrolysis of a nitrate, a chloride,

and a mixture of the two was compared. The
chloride caused the greatest loss of anode, the
nitrate the least, and the mixture caused a loss be-

tween the two. In the same way in the case of
the carbonate and the chloride, the chloride caused
a certain loss of anode, and when mixed with car-
bonate the loss is somewhat less than when the
electrolyte is a chloride alone. The fundamental
effect of the carbonates is shown by a further de-

scription of the experiment. Soon after the cur-
rent was turned on, the chloride cells began to

show the formation of the ferrous hydroxide layer

between the electrodes which has been previously

spoken of, while in the other two cells a reddish

layer formed at the anode spreading toward the

cathode as the action progressed. The reddish

layer consisted of carbonate of iron which was
formed by the action of the carbonates upon the
products of the electrolysis.

The results of many experiments and the condi-

tion of corroded water pipes as observed lead to

the conclusion that under the conditions existing

in street soils, the corrosion will primarily go on
by virtue of the acid radicals of the hydrochloric,

nitric, sulphuric and other acids, the carbonates

held in solution by virtue of the carbonic acid act-

ing merely to change the ferrous salts to the nor-

mal iron carbonates and the ferric salts to the fer-

ric hydroxide. Should the carbonates in solution

be electrolyzed in addition to the salts of the alka-

line metals, the carbonic acid radical would not
attack the iron, as the corrosive power of the other

acids is so much greater, but would again form
with the ferrous salts the iron carbonate.

(To be continued.)

NEW YOEK STREET EAILKOAD EEPOETS.

The following street railroad reports for the

quarter ending June 30 last have been filed with

the State Railroad Commissioner in Albany:

The Forty-second Street, ManhaLtanville and St. Nicho-
las Avenue Railway Company of New York City: Gross
earnings from operation, $170,000; operaLinK expenses,

$128,000: net earnings, $12,268: other Income, S999; gross

income, $43,2(i8; fixed charges, ?30,687; net income, $12,581

cash on hand, $9,136; profit; and loss (deficiency), $56,821.

For the same quarter last year the operations of this road
resulted in a net deficit of $18,862.

The Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company, of Brooklyn:
Gross earnings from operation, $241,484; operating ex-
penses, $151,131; net earnings, $90,325; other income,

$8,221; gross income, $98,574; fixed charges, $71,221: net

income, $27,352; cash on hand, $63,587; profit and loss

(surplus), $17,662. For the same quarter last year the net
income was $18,307.

The Mohawk & llion Horse Railroad Company: Gross
earnings, $1,594; operating expenses. $1,901; deficiency,

$302; assets, $17,800; including $15,800 cost of road, etc.,

and $2,000 permanent investments. The liabilities :

Capital stock, $15,000; due companies, etc., on open
accounts. $231; profit and loss, surplus, $2,568.

Fort Howard, Wis.—D. McCartney, president of

the Exchange Bank, has been granted a street (jar

franchise for this city.
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NEW EAILWAY DE7ICES.

The accompanying illustrations represent seve-

ral new devices for street railway work just in-

troduced by J.H. Bunnell & Co., o£ New York.

The Standard trolley which is shown in Fig. 1 is

simple, light and strong, and comprises but few
parts. The construction of the trolley, which may
be seen by referring to the illustration, is such that

the action is quick and the wheel makes positive

contact at all angles, and the danger of jumping
from the trolley wire is materially decreased.

The new trolley wheel which the firm has just

PENNSYLVANIA STEEET BAILWAY CON-
VENTION.

The convention of the Pennsylvania Street Rail-

way Association will be held at the Neversink
Mountain Hotel, Readmg, Sept. 5, 6 and 7. The
prclimmaries were arranged recently at a meeting
m Reading of the executive committee, which
consists of Robert E. Wright, of Allentown ; B. F.

Meyers Harrisburg: William Lanius, York ; S. P.
Light, Lebanon, and Richmond J. Jones, Reading.

PINTSCH LIGHT IN ELECTEIO CABS.

The Columbus Central Railway Company, a
trolley line of Columbus, 0., has recently awarded
a contract to the Safety Car Heating and Lights

ing Company for the equipment of all its cars with
the Pintsch light and the erection of a small plant

at Columbus. The engineers of the railway com-

Fig. 1.—Standard Trolley.

put on the market is shown in Fig. 2. It is made
of highest grade bronze and is very durable and
economical. Special care is taken in its composi-

tion to insure long life and yet relieve the trolley

wire from all unnecessary wear and tear. It is

fitted with the regulation graphite bashing, and is

adapted to the standard trolley fork.

The Lain adjustable crossing is shown in Figs. 3

pany have been investigating the subject of car

lighting for some time, and this change was de-

cided upon only after it was demonstrated that the

Pintsch light furnished a much more steady and re-

liable illumination than the electric light derived

from the power current, and at about one-half the

cost of the latter.

The Pintsch light is already extensively used by

FIGS. 3 AND 4— LAIN ADJUSTABLE CROSSING.

and 4. Its characteristic features are represented

in the cuts. The crossing is light and strong and
can be applied without cuttmg the trolley wire.

Kansas City, Mo.—Walter Gillham has resigned

the position of superintendent of the " L" road.

The vacancy has been filled by the appointment of

.J. C. Kline, formerly superintendent of the Fifth

street line. Mr. Kline's position on the Fifth street

line will be filled by Mr. Voorhees, the assistant

superintendent.

street railway companies; the Broadway and Third
Avenue Cable roads of New York City, the North
Chicago Street Railway Company and the Lake
Street, South Side and Metropolitan Elevated

roads of Chicago, together having about 850 cars

equipped.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago City Railway Com-
pany has filed its acceptance of the several ordin-

ances granting it the privilege of introducing

electi icity on most of its lines now operated by
horses.

NOETH AND WEST CHICAGO BAILWAY
ELECTKICAL EaUIPMENT.

The Siemens & Halske Electric Company of
America has been awarded the contract for the
electrical equipment for the lines of the West and
North Chicago Street Railroad companies. The
contract calls for three 2.000 H. p. and one 1,000-

H. p. generator, and specifies that the first dynamo
shall be completed within four months of the
award of the contract, and that an additional
machine shall be completed every 15 days. The
West Side po%ver-house is designed to ultimately
accommodate five 2,000-H. P. generators and one
of 1,000 H. p.,and the North Side station will
eventually contain generators aggregating 6,000
H. p.

EAILWAY GENEEATOE SWITOHBOAED
PANEL.

In order that the switchboards of electrical rail-

way stations may be of uniform construction, hand-
some in appearance, and generally a credit to the
station

, a departure from hitherto accepted methods
js necessary. We described a short time ago a
feeder panel of the General Electric Company's

New Railway Switchboard Panel.

make which fulfilled the electrical and aesthetic

requirements, and we now show a generator panel

made by the same company constituting with that

just mentioned the departure in question.

Briefly the system of switchboard construction

while becoming greatly simplified, is rendered

very compact and convenient. All the instruments

necessary for the control of each generator are

mounted together on an incombustible base, and
are electrically connected before leaving the fac-

tory. Each panel may be erected in position

without difficulty or delay. Being of uniform size

it may be bolted by the side of other panels already

in place, and the switchboard extended as the

capacity of the station increases without taking

away from its uniformity.

These new standard panels are known as type
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"K,"and are constructed in capacities of from 200

to 3,000 amperes, corresponding to the generator

outputs of from 100 to 1,.50U K w. The control-

ling devices mounted upon each panel are the cir-

cuit breaker, current indicator, rheostat, main,

field and lighting switches, together with the

lightning arrester and cut-outs required for the

protection of generat'^r and instruments. A
double pole plug switch allows of connection with

eith'^r a portable or station voltmeter placed in

some convenient position. The panels of from 300

to ] ,000 ampere capacity are of the same width

and height, and, in the latter dimension are sim-

ilar to the feeder panel. The illustration shows

two panels of 400 amperes each.

The automatic circuit breaker is intended to re-

lieve the generator of the severe strain caused by

short circuit. The tripping armature is fitted with

an adjustable spring whereby the circuit break-

er can be set to open at any desired point

within the range of the instrument. The current

is nominally carried through a main contact in

shunt to a contact operating within a magnetic

blowout. Thus when operating no arc occurs at

the main contact. The armature is provided with

a scale 18 inches long, which may easily be read

at a distance. The positive and negative main
switches and the station lightmg switch, all of

the quick break type, are mounted on the

panel, the equalizing switch being mounted on a

pedestal near the generators. In the lightning

arrester the special feature is an iron clad electric

magnet, in the field of which are two carbon

points slightly separated, the line and ground each

being connected to one of these points. The mag-
netic blow-out principle, as in the automatic cir-

cuit breaker, is here employed with unvarying

reliability. The incombustible controlling rheostat

is placed behind the board and is operated by a

hand wheel shown on the front. The generator

terminals are connected by a small four point plug

switch with an illuminated dial voltmeter mounted
on an adjustable bracket fastened near the top of

the panel.

The panels are supported by vertical angle irons,

tie rods and brackets. They are wired complete,

and after setting in place it is only necessary to

connect the leads from the generators and bolt in

place the bus bars which run horizontally back of

the switchboard.

FINANCIAL DEPAE.TMENT.

Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

{From Our Wall Street Corresvondent.)

It Is a Waiting Market.—That is the term
aptly applied by brokers to the condition of the
street railway market at present. While all of the
lines are doing a tremendous business, transac-
tions in street railwaj' shares are at a standstill

with the exception of the usual trading in traction

securities at Philadelphia. Buying and selling

there continues with unabated interest, though
thfre have been no material changes in prices.

The New York market as noted is awaiting the
return of financial people from the summer resorts,

and the revival in trade which is looked for after

the summer dullness. Every day the fact is be-

coming more generally known of the superior
comparison street railway statements are making
over those of steam roads, and only time is needed
to convince the general public that street railways
can be traded in with the same freedom and profit

as the regular railways.

The Third Avenue Railroad Company makes
an excellent showing in its quarterly report, end-
ing June 30. The net income was $316,056, while
for the same period last year it amounted to

§42,191. The gross earnings 1894 were ,|.5.57,799,

which is $100,000 more than those of 1893. Operat-
ing expenses since the advent of the cable are
shown to be $98,133 less than last year. The fixed
charges have increased from 1163,000 to $87,47.5.

The Third Avenue is doing a splendid summer
business and is cutting into the Manhattan earn-
ings. People do not care lo climb elevated railway
stairs in hot weather. It is said the July earnings
of the Third Avenue will eclipse those of any
month in the company's history.

The Brooklyn trolley roads continue to ex-
tend their lines and are doing well. The Brooklyn,
Queens County and Suburban Railroad has opened
its through trolley line from Williamsburgh to

Jamaica. A new feature is to be added to the
Brooklyn lines this week in the trolley postal cars.
These cars are to run in the suburban districts,

and will make another addition to the earning
capacities of the roads. The Atlantic Avenue line
has enterei suit in Brooklyn courts against the
Long Island Rapid Transit to compel the latter
roaci to give better service.

The Lynn & Boston June earnings showed an
increase of |10,500 over those of last year. July
gross earnings were $160,000, which is about equal
tothoseof 1893. The company has not yet con-
sidered the plan of placing a freight and" express
line on the road.

Quotations in all street railroad stocks are hold-
ing firm, with no fluctuations worth noting.

Financial Notes.

West End Earnings.—The Boston West End Street
Railway earnings for July are understoo d to have
made a gain of about §)30,000 over last year.

NEW INCOEPOEATIONS.

Chicago Northwestern "L" Mortgages.—The
Northwestern Elevated Railway Company and
the allied lines which it controls have evidently
raised the money to carry out their plans, as

shown by the filing last week of mortgages
amounting to $4,500,000. These mortgages run
to the Illinois Trust and Savings Bank and are

three in number. One places an indebtedness of

$1,500,000 on all the property of the Northwestern
Elevated Railway Company, running 50 years and
bearing interest at 5 per cent.; the second is for

$1,000,000 on all property of the North Chicago
Electric Railway Company, running 30 years and
nay in g 6 per cent, interest; and the third is for

$2,000,000 on all property of the Chicago Electric

Transit Company, running twenty years and bear-

ing 6 per cent, interest.

Boston, Mass.—The incorporators of the Boston
& Lowell Railway Company have elected the fol-

lowing directors ; George A. Bruce of Somerville,

Hon. E. Moody Boynton of West Newbury, Hon.
Francis W. Breed of Lynn, Harland P. Conant of

Somerville, A. H. Mawhinney of Boston, E. L.

Sanborn of Boston, J. B. Bell of Boston, W. H.
Boynton of New York and Henry W. Moullon of

Newburyport. The directors elected Hon. Francis
W. Breed of Lynn president, Hon. E. Moody
Boynton vice-president and E. L. Sanborn treas-

urer and clerk. A unanimous vote was passed
that application be made immediately to the Rail-

road Commissioners or to the governor and coun-
cil for permission to build.

Tiffin (0.) Receivership.—Three of Tiffin's street

railways which are embraced m the Tiffin and In-

tersuburban Consolidated Railroad Company have
passed into the hands of Meshech Frost as receiver.

The assets are $150,000 and the liabilities will

likely exceed that figure. The appointment of a

receiver was made by Judge Norris at the suit of

the Cambria Iron Company to secure a claim for

$5,000, but this was merely a form, as the Consoli-

dated, since it failed to float its $300,000 of bonds
in New York City, is hopelessly involved, and the

only way out of the difficulty, it is stated, is the

sale of all their roads.

Racine Railway Changes.—C. H. Holmes, presi-

dent and treasurer of the Belle City Street Rail-

way Company, has transferred all of his interest

in the road to .Jackson I. Case, and Mr. Case in

turn transferred all of his interest in the Green
Bay (Wis.) Electric road to Mr Holmes. The latter

gentleman will go to Green Bay and manage the
road. The value of the Kacine road is $350,000, and
the Green Bay road $150,000.

Sale of Attleborough (Mass.) Railway.-The At-
tleborough, North Attleborough & Wrentham
Street Railway in Attleborough, Mass., which has
been in the hands of the receiver and closed for

the past six months, has been privately sold to the
United Traction Company of Providence. R. I.

The price paid is not stated. It is expected that
the line will be opened at once under the old man-
agement.

Third Street Line, Seattle.—M. F. Backus, re-

ceiver of the Rainier Power and Railway Com-
panij, has presented to the United States court a
statement of the results of operation for the six
months ended June 30. The report shows that in

that time there was a loss of $4,056.68 in operating
the railway.

Receivers for the Ries Company. — Bernard
Weisenfeld and Sylvan H. Lauchheimer have
been appointed receivers of the Ries Electric
Specialty Company of Baltimore. The applica-
tion for the receivership was made by the presi-

dent, Elias E. Ries.

West End Report.—President Little says the
West End will close ils fiscal year Sept. 30 with-
out floating debt and with $1,000,000 to the good.
He does not think it will be necessary lor the com-
pany to raise money for two years.

The Westinghouse Electric Company is now em-
ploying mere than 3,000 hands at Pittsburg and
about 700 in Newark, and is turning out its full

capacity.

Boston, Mass.—Ten of the thirteen incorpora-
tors of the Meigs Elevated Railway system last

week organized the Boston Elevated Railway Com-
pany. The following directors were elected ; Gen

.

Charles Whittier, of New York; Gen. Thomas W.
Hyde, of Bath, Me.; Willard Howland, of Chelsea.
Mass.; Joseph V. Meigs, of Lowell, Mass ; Theodore
W. Myers, of New York; Joseph H. O'Neil and
George H. Towle. of Boston. Several places on
the board will he filled at some future meeting.
At a meeting of the directors, which immediately
followed their election. Gen. Charles A. Whittier
was chosen president; George H. Towle, vice-
president; Fred C, Patch, clerk of the corporation:
George J. Carney, of Lowell, treasurer; Wiliard
Howland, a-eneral counsel; Joseph V. Meigs, chief
engineer: Gen. Herman Haupt, consulting engi-
neer. The directors chose General Whittier,
George T. Towde and Gen. Thomas W. Hyde mem-
bers of the executive committee.

Asbury Park, N. J.—The Monmouth Electric
Traction Company has filed certificate of incor-
poration, the incorporators being William W.
Conover. Charles C. Parsons, James Eurighl, Jr.,

Daniel H. Applegate, William T. Parker, Robert
Avery, Joseph W. Robinson, George W. Palmer
and Thomas R. WoUey. The capital stock is

$300,000 with $50,000 paid in, and it is proposed to

build and equip a street railroad in Red Bank and
from Red Bank to Long Branch and return, mak-
ing a circuit. The exact route has not betn decided
upon yet. The central power house will be in Red
Bank.

Chicago, 111.—The Chicago and Suburban Electric

Elevated Railway Company has been organized by
J. M. Hannahs; Albert Wahl. Fred W. Wolf,
Canute R. Matson, Benezette Williams and Michael
W. Rjan. The object of the company is to build an
electric elevated railroad in Chicago and suburbs,
but first of all to secure the necessary frontage con-
sents for a loop for the elevated roads already in

existence. The latter is stated as the principal

object of the company.

Westminster, Md.—The Westminster and Union
Mills Electric Railway Gimpany has been organized
by Gov. Frank Brown, George W. Webb, of Balti-

more; T. Herbert Shriver, of Union Mills; Charles
E. Stewart, John L. Reifsnider, George W. Al-
baugh, Edwin J. Lawyer, Wm. B. Thomas and
Charles C. Gorsuch, of Westminster. The capital

stock is .$350,000.

Scranton, Pa.— The Lackawanna Valley Traction
Company has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $400,000. The company contemplates the con-
struction and operation of motors and cables or other
machinery for supj^lying motive power to passen-
ger railways. The promoters are Louis A. Watres.
Lemuel Amerman, Plummer S. Page, all cf

Scranton, Pa.

Cohoes, i^. Y.—The Cohoes City Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital of

$50,000. It is to operate a railway in the city of

Cohoes. The directors are: Urban Weldon, Murry
Hubbard, G. W. Lansing, George E. Simmons,
John Garside, Herman Kohn, Thomas O'Dea and
Hugh Graham, of Cohoes, and J. W. Heimes, of
Watertord.

Columbus, 0.—The Buckeye Park Street Railway
Company has been organized to build a railway to
Reservoir Park. The company has applied to the
County Commissioners for a franchise. The in-
corporators of the company are: James H. Ander-
son, C. B. Cowan, De WittC. Jones, T. J. Keating,
George L. Converse, R. R. Dubois and William H.
Simonton.

New York, N. Y.—The Richfield Construction
Company (incorporated in West Virginia) has been
organized. The company is formed to build,

equip and operate steam and electric railroads,

etc. The capital stock is $100,000. The promoters
are Horace Rloodv. A. M. Farnum, G. G. Jackson,
W. J. de Rivera. New York City, N. Y.

Upper Sandusky, 0.—The Sandusky Valley Elec-
tric Railroad Company h^s been incorporated with
a capital stock of $10,000. The company will build
an electric railroad running from Marion to Port
Clinton, O. The promoters are : Jno. O. Wirick,
R. R. Dumm, F. E, Dumm, C. H. Roppold. Thos.
Carroll.

Pottsville, Pa.—The Pottsville Traction Com-
pan}^ with a capital stock of $300,000, has been
ircorporated. Following are the names of the pro-
moters : J. L. Kaufman, New Cumberland, Pa.;
L. S. Sadler, W. F. Sadler, Jr., Carlisle, Pa.

Pittsburg.—The Pitcairn. Wilmerding & Brad-
dock Street Railway Company has been organized
with |3l, Olio capital stock. The promoters are G.
W. Barrioklow, Geo. H. Garber, H. L. Castle, all

of Pittsburg, Pa.
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Chicago, III.—The Red Line Traction Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of S500,-
000. The promoters are R. V. McNeills, Frank
Keogh, F. J. Hodgkins.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Trenton, N. J.—The South Jersey Electric Street
Railway Company opened its line at Point Pleas-
ant last week. The occasion was celebrated by a
banquet, and guests from New York, Philadelphia,
Jersey City, Camden, Newark and other points
were present. The road is a remarkable instance
of energy in railway construction. Within three
weeks 3^^ miles of track were laid, poles set and
equipjied with wire and a power plant at the corner
of Atlantic and Cincinnati avenues was equipped.
The plant has a capacity of 150 H. p. It is

equipped with Westinghouse apparatus. The peo-
ple of Point Pleasant were enthusiastic over the
enterprise, and before a wheel was turned $1,000
was paid into the hands of the treasurer for ticket
books. Following is the personnel of the road
management : Henry A. Mandeville, president:
John R. Weeks, secretary: Frank Brewer. Edward
H. Murphy, G. A. Mangold, Benjamin F. Coles
and John Hart Brewer, directors.

Brooklyn Bridge Car Overturned.—A singular ac-
cident happened on the Brooklyn Bridge cable
road on Saturday last. A curve plate on the for-
ward truck of the last car of a train broke in two,
and a small piece fell on the track and wedged in

between a switch rail and a main rail. The for-

ward wheel of the rear truck of the car struck the
obstruction, and was lifted up and off the track.
The wheel on the other side of the truck was forced
over and up on a wooden guard. That tilted the
car over on one side, and the firsi jolt after that
tossed it clear over and off the track. It carried
with it the latchup-lever man's house and a ven-
tilator and the shed over the entrance to the engine
room. It landed halt on its head in the roadway,
the forward end resting on the track. There were
five passengers in the car, and they received a few
slight bruises.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The fire which started in the
Base Ball Park last Monday spread to car sheds
owned by the Philadelphia Traction Company,
and caused a loss of about 513,500. Superintendent
Gorman, of the Philadelphia Traction Company,
had two trolley towers on the scene, and before the
embers of the bleachers and pavdion had ceased
to send their smoke over Fifteenthstreet, men were
as work lifting the fallen trolley wires and clear-
ing the tracks. In an hour new trolley wires had
been stretched, new ears had been attached to the
cross-wires, and the solderers had completed their

work, and the line was ready to resume as soon as
the engines lingering over the hay fire should take
up their hose and depart.

Chicago, III.—An injunction restraining the Lake
Street "L" company from interfering with the
structure of the Metropolitan "L" at the crossing
on Lake, between Paulina and Page streets, has
been issued by Judge Horton. This was applied
for by the Metropolitan company, which informed
the court in a bill that it had received notice from
the Lake Street company that unless alterations
were made in the complainant's stnicture at the
crossing it would be removed. The Metropolitan
company branch line crosses the main line of the
Lake Street "L" at a height of 14 feet. This, the
Lake Street company demanded, sr.ould be in-

creased to 16 feet.

Lancaster, Pa.—The contract for building the
projected new electric rad way lines in the north-
ern part of Lancaster County has just been
awarded by the Pennsylvania Traction Company
to a construction company composed of John E.
Hubley, Frank H. Stcacy. David B. Shenk, of the
Hubley Manufacturing Company, Lancaster; H.
E. Crilley, Allentown. ex-member of the Legisla-
ture and a prominent contractor, and Contractor
Trace, of New Jersey. The first line built will be
that from Lancaster to Columbia, and the work on
this will be commenced without delay. Altogether
about 50 miles of new electric roads will be built.

West Chester, Pa.—The Westchester &Philadel-
phia Turnpike Company has procured a charter for
an electric railway, and contemplates the con-
struction of a trolley system from Philadelphia to

West Chester via Newtown Square, with a branch
ine from the latter point to Paoli, thence to Green
Tree, to Malvern and along the King road to Mor-
matt, to Indian King, to Whiteland, to Whitford,
to Bradford Hills, to Woodbine and to Bowuing-
ton, with a possibility of a continuation to Coates-
ville and westward.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The contract for the building
of the Philadelphia, Cheltenham & Willow Grove
Electric Railway was recently awarded to William
Wharton, Jr. Work was started last week at
Rising Sun, the southern terminus of the road, and
will be pushed as rapidly as possible out the York
pike to Willow Grove, a distance of 13 miles. The
line is to be double tracked and built in the most

substantial manner. It is expected to be ready for
operation by the beginning of next year.

Springfield, 0.—The Franklin County Commis-
sioners have granted a franchise for an electric
railway to Judge L. D. Haggerty, of Columbus

;

H. B. Morehead. of Cincinnati, and Judge D.
Dwyer and O. B. Brown, of Uayton. The projec-
tors expect to construct a single track road wiih
turnouts from Columbus to the Madison county
line, and it is stated $1,000,000 has already been
subscribed. It is announced by Judge Haggerty
that work will be begun in a short time.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A Brooklyn paper announces
that the Long Island Railroad Company has pur-
chased, or is about to purchase, outright, from
the Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company the strip
of land owned by the latter company in the center
of Atlantic avenue, and with, in some form, the
co-operation of the city, build a four-track sunken
road down to the South Ferry.

Kansas City, Mo.—It has been decided to change
the motor powei of the Independence dummy line
from steam to electricity. The change will be
effected ouriug the fall and winter, and cars will
be run by electricity next spring. It is probable
that the power house will be erected at Washing-
ton Park. The line is controlled by the Kansas City
Cable Railway Company.

Peoria, III.—The street car barns on Hansel
street belonging to the Central Railway Company
of Peoria were destroyed by fire last week. The
loss to the company will be about $10,000. Twenty-
nine old cars which have not been in service since
electricity was introduced were burned.

Chicago, 111.—The Lake Street Elevated Road's
extension ordinance has been signed by the mayor.
It is claimed that the road will begin work at once
as there is now no legal obstacle m the wav of the
construction of the extension to Wabash avenue.

North Versailles, Pa.—The township supervisors
of North Versailles were recently authorized, at a
citizens' meeting at Turtle Creek, to grant the
right of way for an electric road connecting Brad-
dock, Turtle Creek, Wilmerding and Pitcairn.

Yonkers, N. Y. - The common council has granted
a franchise to the North and South Railroad Com-
pany to build an electric surface railroad through
the principal streets and avenues of the city.

Ft. Dodge, la.—At a recent special city election a
majority of 354 was returned in favor of granting
an exclusive electric light and street railway
franchise to home capitalists.

Hanover, Mass.—The Hanover Street Railway
Company has been granted a franchise for an elec-
tric road in Hanover by the Board of Selectmen.

Keokuk, la.^J. C. Hubinger. who recently pur-
chased the Gate Citv Electric Railway, proposes to
extend the line to Nauvoo, III.

Greenville, Tex.—The city has granted a franchise
for an electric railway to be built on two of the
principal streets of the city.

Chicago, III.—The county board has granted a
franchise to the Morgan Park Electric Railway
Company.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Work has been begun on the
Solvay electric line of the Syracuse Street Railway
Company.

TRADE NOTES.

PERSONALS.

The Directors of the Consolidated Traction Co.
Iiave adopted resolutions on the death of Tbomas
M. Sayre, superintendent of the Jersey City &
Bergen Division. It is stated that "Mr. Sayre's
long service with the Jersey City and Bergen
Railroad Company prepared him tor the promo-
tion to the head of the traffic management of that
road, and as Superintendent of the Jersey City
and Bergen Railroad Company he maintained its

lines in a high state of efficiency when such lines
were operated by horses, and when the same lines
were operated by electricity under the manage-
ment of this company he continued the main-
tenai-ce, and added to his reputation as aa street
railway superintendent.''

H. J. Quigg, superintendent of the New York &
New England Railroad, has been selected bv the
Consolidated Traction Company to succeed D. W.
Sharpe as superintendent of the Newark division.

H. N. Ransom, representing the electrical de-
partment of the Consolidated Car Heating Com-
pany, of Albany, was in New York this week.

H. D. Alexander has resigned as president of the
Herkimer (N. Y.) & Mohawk Street Railway Com-
pacy.

Capt. Allen Tindolph, president of the Vinoennes
(Ind.) Electric Railway Company, died last week.

Joseph H. Hoadley, of the California Engineering-
Company, Chicago, is in New York this week.

J. H. Shay, of the Munson Belting Co., Chicago,
is in New York.

Charles Wirt, of Chicago, was in New York this
week.

Cushing & Morse, of Chicago, general western
agents for Kerite wires and cables, have been
much gratilied by the report of Professor Carhart, o
the University of Michigan, and Professor Jackson

,

of the Gniversity of Wisconsin, who were appointeci
to test insulated wires at the World's Fair. The
letter is as follows :

DEPARTMENT .7.—ELECTRICITY.

Exhibitor W. rf- B. Brixey: Address New York,

Group 126. Class 769

ExBiBiT Insulated SVire kor Blectric Light Service
Award.

1st. Highest excellence in insulating qualities,

'-d. Durability oC insulation under conditions found in

commercial service.

3d. Uniform high excellence in mechanical qualities oE
insulation.

Note.—This report is baaed upon the results of exhaus-
tive tests approximating the various conditions to be met
with in practice by insulated wires in electric light ser-
vice,

(Sisrned) D. C. Jackson, Individual Judge.
Approved. Henry S. Carhart,

Pres. Departmental Cora.
Approved, Jno. Boyd Thacher,

Chm. Executive Com. on Awards.
(Dated June 30, 1S9J.)

The tests to which the insulated wires were sub-

mitted were as follows

:

1st res*,—Breakdown Test, using Westinghouse 2,000

volt alternating current in connection with Westinghouse
step-up transformer.
2d rest.—Continuous high pressure—6,000 volts—wires

run in ordinary water.
3d or Soak Test:

1st. Solution 10 per cent, sulphuric acid.

2d. Solution 10 per cent, ammonia.
3fi. Solution saturated solution lime.

4th. Subway refuse dissolved in Chicago hydrant water.
5th. Subway Chicago hydrant water.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., reports that it now has on hand more work
than at any time for the last ] 8 months. The re-
cent sales of its standard belted and also of its

new direct connected apparatus for lighting work
have been very large, necessitating a large addition
to the working force in their works at Manchester.
The company reports a very good business through-
out the Western and Central States, in which terri-

tory it is represented by J. Holt Sates, of 1140
Monadnock Building, Chicago. The company has
met with much success in the introduction of its

new multipolar generator for electric lighting and
for electric railway work. The company has con-
tracts for the installatioQ of a number of these
generators, some of which are of very large capac-
ity, for railway work.

Charles A. Schieren & Company, of New York,
have recently made the following sales of belt to
electrical plants: Citizens' Electric Illuminating
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., two 46inch double
belts; City and Suburban Railway Company, Bal-
timore, Md., two 54- inch double perforated electric

belts; Allentown Electric Light and Power Com-
pany, two 54-inch double belts; Lake Roland
Elevated Railway Companv. Baltimore, Md., one
37-inch double belt; Lindell Street Railway Conir-

pany, St. Louis, two 55-inch 3-ply perforated
electric belts.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,

Conn., is furnishing the iron roof for the new
boiler and dynamo room for the Larchmont Elec-
tric Company, at Mamaroneck, N. Y. The Geo.
W. Helme Company, at Helmetta, N. J., has placed
the contract for its new roasting house with the
Berlin Iron Bridge Company. The roof will be
covered with the Berlin Company's patent anti-

condensation corrugated iron roof covering.

Car Contract Awarded.—The Hestonville & Man-
tua Railway Company, of Philadelphia, has
awarded the contract for the trolley cars to be
used on Arch street to the St. Louis Car Company,
the cars to be delivered before October 1st.

J. H. Bunnell & Co., of 76 Cortlandt street, New
York, have just issued a new catalogue devoted to

electric railway supplies. The catalogue is fully

illustrated and many new and interesting devices
are illustrated.

The Eastern Electric Cable Company, of Boston,
is not only running a full force of hands all day,
but is compelled to work three evenings every
week, to keep up with Clark wire orders.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, of Al-
bany, has closed a contract for supplying the
Poughkeepsie & Wappinger's Falls Railway Com-
pany with electric heaters.

The National Tube Works has resumed work in

all departments of the McKeesport mill, and the
company has a good supply of orders on hand.
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RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
U. S. Patents Issued July 31, 1894.

523,653. lui^ulatiiig Block ; Henry P. Ball, Bridge-
port, Conn., Assignor 1o tbe General Electric CompaDy
of N'cw York. FiJpd May 21. 1894. This is an insulating
trolley guard wire block formed in sections having on
each of their meeting t-^ces a longiiudinal groove for
the guard wire and semi-ciicular opposing projections
and recesses with extensions parallel with the guard
wire groove, on their meeting faces and on opposite
sides of the guard wire grooves, the projection and its

extensions on one face fitting into the opposing recess

No, 523,668.

and its extensions on the opposite face, and span wire
grooves on the exterior of the blocks transverse to the
guard wire block.

523966O. Faro Register for Street Cars ; Edmund
H. Duchemin. Newburyport, Mass Filed May 8, 1893.

This device consists principally in tbe combination of
a curved oblong case, a curved oblong dial plate there-
for, havine; the circular dial scales of the continuous
permanent registering mechanism on one end. a curved
oblong slot for sighting the trip indicating disk in the
opposite end, the curved oblong dial scale of the de-
tachable trip registering mechanism in the center,
between the circular dial scales and the curved oblong
sighting slot; a slot in its longitudinal center, for the
passage of the detachable trip registering hand therein
aconiinuous permanent registering mechanism of the
cha'acter herein described, I be axes of the regi:-tering

hands thereof being the common center of the circular
dial scales, and a detachable trip registering mechan-
ism in working connection therewith, having a curved
obfong trip dial scale.

523^663. Commutator for Dyoaiuo Sleetric
jnacliines; Joseph Hoffman, Schenectady, N. Y., As-
signor to tbe General Electric Company, Boston, Mass.
Filed Dec. 21, 1893. This covers the process of insulating
commutaLor bars, which consists in molding the in-
sulating material thereon so as to make it firmly ad-
herent thereto.

523,668. Dynamo Electric Macliine or Motor,
Walter H. Knight, Lynn, Assignor to the General Elec-
tric Comoany, Bo^^ton, Mas?. Filed Jan. 9. 1894. 1.

reads as follows: "Tbe method of equalizing the poten-
tial of armatures running in mnliipolar fields, which
consists in varying the magnetim of the poles in great-
est proximity to the armatures proportionately to tbe
increased electromotive force generated therein by
such approximation." (See illusi ration.)

523,683. Life-Guard for sitrj^^-t Car^; George A.
Parmenter, Cambridge, and Charles S. Gooding, Brook-
line, Mass., Assignors to the Parmenter Car Fender
Company, of Maine. Filed Feb. 23, 1891. This is a life-
guard consisting of a scoop pivoted so as to swing ver-

• tically. and having its forward edge several inches
above the track in its normal position, combined with, a
rod, connected to the scoop, and supported in a bearing
on the under side of the car, said rod having a stud or
projection therein, against which an upward extecsion
of a pivoted gate or framework impinges, whereby the
rod is pulled forward v/hen the frame is swung back-
ward.

523,685. Armaiure for Drnamn-Electric Ma-
chine**; Henry G. Reist, Lvnn. As-si^nor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company. Boston, Mass. Filed Sept. 15,

No. 523,69!.

1893. In the armature covered by the patent a closed
winding is formed into colls extending in a plurality of
aeries more than once around the armature and con-
nected to alternate sections of a commutator, so as to
connect each section of the commutator to a plurality
of other sections thereof; thus forming a plurality of
ranges of coils, each range of coils acting in scries, and
the several ranges acting in multiple.

523,689. Proress ofMafeini^ Secondary-Battery
PlutCK; William L. Silvey, Dayton, Ohio. Filed
Sept. 22. 1892. The process consists in immersing an-
odes and cathodes in a solution containing a combina-
tion of acelic acid and potassium, subjeclingthe anodes
and caihodes to the action of the electiic current while
in this soluiion whereby the anode is oxidized and de-
posited upon the cathode in a metallic state, then re-
moving the cathodes from the depositing bath and
compacting the deposit and then washing them in
water and then pla'^ing them inio a solution of sul-
phuric acid and water and chBrgiug them with an elec-
tric current whereby positive electrodes are produced.

523,693. Car Fonder; Edgar Thomas, Pittsburg.
Assignor of one-half to Philip M. Amberg, Allegheny,
Pa. Filed Feb. 24, 1894. The fender comprises a fixed
member consisting of two sides or pieces and tie rods
or cross bars conu'^ciing said sides or pieces, a movable
member consisting of side frames pivoted to the aides
of the fixed member, means to connect the side frames
of the movable member, a hanger to support the uiv-

ofced membei , and a cushion acted upon by the movable
member.

523«695. Eleciro - Kxpansion Bevice; Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass., Assignor to the I bomson-Hous-
ton Electric Company, of Connecticut- Filed Nov. 25,

1887. This is the combination of a closed recptacle en-
tirely filled with expansible liquid, and provided with a
yielding wall or side, a heating coil arranged around
the exterior of said receptable, and a non-conducting
case or cover inclosing said receptacle and its surround-
ing coil.

523.696. Bynamo-Elcctric Machine; Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott. Assignor to theGeneral Electric
Company, Boston, Mass. Filed March 19, 1894. The
sixth claim reads :

" In a dynamo-electric machine
having a number of pairs of poles, a multiple-wound
armature, field magnets and series windings thereon
arranged and adapted, as herein aescribed, to adjust
the strength of the weaker poles in accordance with the
increase of electro-motive force generated in tte arma-
ture by its approximation to otbei poles." (See illustra-
tion.)

523.697. Are-Kupttiiine Device : Gardner T.
Voorhees. Boston. Ma=*s. Filed May 8. 1893. This is 1 he
combination in arc-rupturing apparatus of electrodes
or terminals with an insulator supporting the electrodes

No. 523.763.

or terminals: and circuit looped inclusively around the
terminals and supported by the insulator.

523,701. Automatic Circuit-rio«er ; Joel W.
White, Providence, R. I., Assignor of one-half to Ash-
bel T. Wall and George A. vvaU. Filed March 11, 1893.

This covers in combination a case: a coiled spring; its

inner support within and near the middle of the case;
its outer support outside of the case, and an electrode
insulated from and within the case.

523,724. Electric Sw^itcli ; George E. Linton,
Worcester, Mass. Filed March 22. 1891. The patent
covers the combination of a switchboard, bindin^i posts
having tapering walls ending in a groove, Li shaped
springs provided with apertures in their middle por-
tions, threaded screw holes in the bottom of tbe recesses
between the walls of tbe binding po&ts, tapering headed

No. 52?,77f).

screws to secure and adjust the springs between said
walls, and a tapering milled surface lever blade piv-
oted at one end to the switchboard, and having cut
away oortions at ihe other end, and blade portions Co
contact with the U-shaped springs on the bindiog
posts.

523,758. Galvanic Battery; Charles E. Buell,
North Plainfleld, N. J. Filed Dec. 24, 1894. This is a
gravity battery 'ousisting of a vessel charged with un-
dissolved sulphate of copper and water and provided
with a copper electrode and an iron electrode.

523,763. Car Brake ; John T. Duft. Pittsburg, Pa.
Filed Feb. 20. 1894. This is a combination consisting of
a disk attar hed to the axle of the car, the frame beneath
the floor of the car and in line with the said disk suita-
ble bearings formed integral with said frame, shafts
arranged in said bearings, the one connected to the
other by means of scraw tnreads. a brakeshoe holder
attached to thu larger shaft, and a bevel geir at ached
to the smaller shaft, the gear in mesh with the gear
and attached to a vertically arranged shaft fitted with
an operating wheel, all arranged and combined for ser-
vice. (See illustration.)

523.776. Armature for l>ynaino-EI«'ctric
iYlaclilne»<; Horace F. Parshall. Lynn, Assignor to the
Thomson Houston Electric Company, Boston, Mass.
Filed Jan. 31, 1894. The armature core comprises two
or more sections separated from one another so as to
afford ventilating spaces there-befween, and channels
in said sections leading through said ventilating spaces
to the outer surface of the core. (See illustration.)

523,779. AlfernalinK-Ciirrent "^enrrato'; Ed-
win W. Rice, Jr., Swampscott, assignor to ihe General
Elecrric Company. Boston, Mass. Filed July 25, 1893.
in a generator for two-phase electric currents, the com-
bination wii h a separately excited field coil, of an aux-
iliary field coil connected to the brushes of a current
rectifier in circuit wjtb both ph ses or impulses of cur-
rent, whereby the field is variably excited in accordance
with the work.

No. 523,8fl5.

523,805. Electric Converter ; John A, Cabot, Cin-
cinnati, O., Assignor of two-thirds to Frank H. Kirch-
ner and Henry iVl. Ziegler, same place. Filed Sepr. 22,
1893. The converter shell consists of a series of soft
metal plates, placed one upon another and pierced with
cruciform slots, in ccnbination with a number of
readily detachable H shaped cces, wrapped with in-
sulated, primary and secondary wires, and inserted
within said slots, heads applied to the ends of said shell,
and fasteners that retain said heads in place.

523*822. JElectromagnetic Rt'ciprocatins;
Pump; Charles J. Van'Depoele, Lynn, Mass. ; C A.
Coffin and Albert \\ abl, administrators of said Van
Depoele, deceased, Assignors to the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company, Hoston, Mass. Filed Dec. 12, 1S31.
The third claim reads :

" The combination with a con-
tinuous current generator having a stationary main
positive and negaiive commutator brushes of a pair of
auxiliary brushes adapted to be moved upon said com-
mutator toward and away from the stationary brushes,
a double-acting electromagnetic brush shifting engine
and mechanical connections between the engine and
the movable brushes, an electromagnetic reciprocating
pumping engine having a continuous current coil or coils
in circuit wiih the stationary commutator brushes of
the generator and alternating current coils in circuit
"With the moving commutator brushes, and a swiich
mechanism actuated by the moving part of the pump-
ing engine and connecting the switch to the brush
shifting motor, whereby tbe reciprocations of the pump-
ing engine alternately open and closethe circuits of the
brush shifting motor."

523,865. Testing Device for Electric Circnits:
George A. O'lNeill, Boston, Mass. Filed Oct. 20, 1893.
Claim 6 reads as follows: "A series of main circuit ter-
minal contacts, an insulating base to which they are
secured, a generator, and a radially slitted contact
plate in circuit therewith and with said series of ter-
minal contacts, combined with a manually operated
common circuit breaker adapted to be moved to co-
operate with said contacts one by one successively to
thereby cut out any desirei one of the corresponding
main circuits at will." {See illu^stration.)

523,921. Guard for Street RaiJAvays; WjHiam T.
^ Vose, Newion, Mass. Filed Aug. 19, 1893. This is a
swinging fender having means sub:itanLially as de-
scribed for forcing it to its limit of forward and upward
movement and provided with an automatically detach-
able holding mechanism normally holding said fender
against the action of said means at a point midway of

p its limits of up and forward and back and down move-
ments. (See illustration.)

523,930. Fare Register; Leo Ehrlich, St. Louis,
Mo. Filed Sept. 20, 1893. This register is the combina-
tion of a trip register, two or more permanent registers,
means for connecting the trip register at will with
either one of the permanent registers, and a single
handle or operating device for actuating the trip regis-
ter and controlling its connection with the permanent
registers, whereby said device may be operated to ac-

^immmM^a,mmMmmM«nmmimmm^^M^ im:, aiLtlHi-hnhi J.V ,-:UU--iVrtilUMIiilUUUI

No. 523,919.

tuate the trip register and either one of the permanent
registers at will.

G23,949. ITIetliod of IflaUins Stifiened Con-
nectorN far >PCondttry-Batlcry Plaice; William
L. Siivey, Dayton. O. Filed Aug 28.1893. Themethod
consista in loosely placing a rod or core of high elec-
irical conductivity in a mold, the core restinp on the
bottom of ihe mold and then filling the mold with
molten metal of low electrical conduccivity and of
greater specific gravity than the metal of the core. (See
illustration.)
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Ohio Railway A report from Ohio which is

Projects. published in another column
shows that there is great activity among street

railway projectors, and is sufficient to convince

the worst croaker that the outlook is growing

brighter.

More Boom for the The tendency seems to be in

Motormen. the direction of isolating the

motorman on electric cars. The move is in the

right direction. Perhaps not a few accidents have

been due to the fact that the motorman has not

had room enough to operate his car quickly or that

his attention has been distracted by the questions

or movements of passengers.

Trolley Mail The new electric railway mail

Oars. cars are now in regular opera-

lion in Brooklyn, and the postal authorities are

convinced that their introduction will greatly

facilitate the distribution of mail between Brooklyn

and Coney Island. The cars will make fom' trips

daily. The first trip from Brooklyn to Coney
Island took sixty-six minutes and t!ae return trip

was four minutes shorter. The cars are extremely

ornamental in appearance, being painted white

with gilt lettering. The rear of the car is set

apart for the accomodation of smokers, while the

front portion is equipped like the typical railway

mail car. The postal authorities in Chicago are

much interested in the new system introduced in

Brooklyn, and it is not unlikely that cars of this

kind will be operated in that city. Representatives

of all the cable lines in the city met Postmaster

Hesing several weeks ago and expressed their will-

ingness to CO operate in a scheme by which the

street-railway systems might be used in the distri-

bution of mail.

Municipal Owner- The City Council in Milwaukee

ship Proposed bas adopted resolutions which

ia Milwaukee, favor the purchase of the local

street railway company's property by the city.

Little is likely to come of the agitation, and the

movement may be regarded as a reprisal against

the company because it does not quietly submit

when its taxes are trebled despite the fact that its

income is several hundred dollars a day less than

a year ago. The most convincing argument against

the municipal ownership of railways is to be found

in the fact that cities are confessedly incompeteut

to transact the business with which ihey are now
intrusted. They certainly are not so successful in

any line of activity that the sphere of their duties

should be enlarged so that it will include the diffi-

cult undertaking of managing street railway sys-

tems. Municipal ownership is earnestly advocated

in Detroit by Mayor Pingree,who has distinguished

himself by his persistent attacks on the local street

railway system. Yet this is the result of the ex-

periment with a municipal electric light plant, ac-

cording to the Detroit TVifeinie ; "After the lapse

of one year the city finds itself with an elaborate

white elephant on its hands. The j)eople cannot

fail to realize that the creation of the new depart-

ment has simply increased the opportunity for

more wrangling: in the city government, and the

facility with which private parties may control

public affairs to suit themselves." If a city cannot

manage so simple an enterprise as an electric light

plant what would it do with a complicated street

railway system f

Electric Motors and Although the experience of

Locomotives, the City and South London
Company has been frequently referred to as prov-

ing the success of electric locomotives, that com-
pany IS anxious to discard its present equipment,

and substitute motors on the car axles. The com-
pany desires to make the change in order to in-

crease the room far passengers in its trains. The
niatter was referred to in the report presented at

the recent semi-annual general meeting. This

statement was made by the chairman : " We have

been considering carefully the question as to

whether it would be possible to do away with the

existing locomotives by substituting motors on the

train itself. This, I may tell you, is the idea we
started with originally, but we adopted the separate

locomotives in deference to the views of the Board
of Trade, and for other special and weighty reasons

at the time. We have, however, now got this line

into such working order that we think it may
be possible to revert to our original intention of

putting motors on the carriages instead of having

separate locomotives. This would give us the ne-

cessary room at King William street station to add

to the trains another coach. Unfortunately we do

not yet know whether we shall be able to carry our

idea out. We are making experiments, but the

diiJiculties arising from the smallness of the tun-

nels, and other matters, render it at present some-
what dubious whether the proj^osal will be prac-

ticable. I believe we shall find means of effecting

the improvement, and, if so, as I have already re-

marked, we shall be able to accommodate a larger

number of passengers by each train."

Remedy for D. C. Jackson, whose valu-

Electrolysis, able paper on electrolysis is

concluded in this issue, does not believe that we
must come to the double trolley in order to avoid

the corrosion of buried pipes. His paper sum-
marizes the results of an elaborate investigation to

determine what chemical action actually takes

place when pipes are electrolyzed by currents

leaking from street railway circuits. He concludes

tliat while the double trolley would avoid the

greater proportion of evils, this result may be

equally well accomplished by the proper construc-

tion of the single trolley system. He makes the

suggestive remark that '• if single trolley systems

were really well built, less talk of double trolley

systems would be heard." Mr. Jackson is not the

only one who holds to this opinion. The convic-

tion is gi-owing that much of the electrolytic

trouble is due to careless and slovenly con-

struction. As a partial remedy Mr. Jackson

says :

" Connecting the pipes and rails with heavy

cables at points where the former are positive to

the latter, proves the most complete method of

prevention. The conductivity of the track circuit

must be properly reinforced by feeders, so that an
undue drop is not experienced in the return con-

ductors. Tiiese track feeders should always be

insulated and put on the lines exactly as are over-

head feeders, in order to save them from corrosion.

The connection of pipes and rails has been prac-

tically carried out in Milwaukee, Wis., at a cost of

about |8,000, and has apparently done away with

the trouble, and has at the same time decreased the

resistance of the return circuit." The question may
be asked, however: Will cities generally allow the

connection of its pipes to the rails ?
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NEW FACTORY OF THE SIEMENS & HALSKE
COMPANY.

Tiie Sieirens & Halske Electric Company has

leased the Grant Locomotive Works, in Cicero, a

suburb of Chicago, and is prepared to resume the

manufacture of electrical machinery. The factory

which it has been occupying was completely de-

stroved by fire on the night of August 1st, and all

the valuable machinery which it contained was

ruined. It was fortunate, however, in saving its

patterns and drawings, so that it was prepared to

resume work as soon as a suitable location could

be found. The company had recently been awarded

a number of large contracts, notably that for

the electrical equipment of the North and West

Chicago Street Railroad Companies, and as it was

determined not to abandon them, it was necessary

that a manufactory should be secured at once. It

was found that the plant of the Grant Locomotive

Works offered excellent facilities. The machine

shop and foundry have large electric traveling

cranes, and the foundry is of modern make and

equipped with all the latest time and labor saving

devices. The other shops are fitted up in like

manner. The necessary machinery incidental to

special work has been ordered, and will be deliv-

ered within a few days.

The Grant works were under the control of a

receiver, and it was necessary to secure an order

of court for the lease of the property. The rental

was fixed at |1-J.000 per year.

The report has been current that back of the

lease to the company was a consolidation of

the Grant Locomotive Works, the Wells-French

Car Company; and the Siemens & Halske Electric

Company; and the report was generally credited.

Mr. Mysenburg, president of the Wells French

company as well as the Siemens & Halske com-

pany, made the following statement regarding the

report:

"There is in contemplation the consolidation of
several interests, but this cannot be effected with-
out the approval of persons holding large interests

who are at some distance from Chicago. Reports
to the contrary notwithstanding, the Wells-French
company is building cars, and will continue to

build cars, at its present plant The only part of
the plant of the car work? which was destroyed
by fire was the foundry. Fortunately we had all

the wheels and castings for the cars under con-
struction finished prior to the fire, so that the
order is being pushed through. Since the acquisi-
tion of the Grant Locomotive Works by the Sie-

mens & Halske company, it will be in position to

do the casting for the car company, so that the
want caused by the fire will be supplied."

The Siemens & Halske company is now taking

contracts in view of the new arrangement, and is

preparing to employ its old force of men at once.

The fire threw 600 hands out of work, but fully

thut number will be hired when the company
resumes. The loss suffered by the company in the

conflagration Aug. 1 was at first estimated above
$400,000, but insurance and the discovery that

plans and patterns were saved brought the loss

down to §225,000.

MEETING OF atJEEN & CO.'S CBEDITOBS.

A meeting of the creditors of Queen & Co.,

who made an assignment to John G. Gray, was
held Monday to consider a proposition for the set-

tlement of their claims. J. Levering Jones, coun-
sel for the assignee, made the following statement
of liabilities and assets : Bills payable, |90,000 ;

merchandise account, $45,800 ; sundries, $3,500 ; S.

L. Fox, 149,000. The assets were given in these
two items : Merchandise and plant, $434,168 ; caoh
and book accounts, $45,734.30; total, $469,903.30.

The assignee announced through Mr. Jones that
the house would pay 100 cents on the dollar if

given time. The expenses had been materially
reduced, and every effort is being made to sell the
large stock advantageously. It was decided to ap-
point a committee of creditors and have the mem-
bers act in conjunction with the assignee. If they
believe that it would be wise to accept a proposi-
tion to pay 100 cents on the dollar in three years
without interest, they are to sign a paper to that

effect, to be submitted to each individual creditor.

Under the resolution the ci editors bound them-

selves to abide by the decision of the committee.

The following committee was appointed : A. C.

Wood, Samuel J. Megargee, Henry M. Sheip,

William H. Rhawn auu Mr. Bodiue.

OHIO STREET RAILWAY PROJECTS.

If one were to judge by the reports, it would

seem as if hard times were not materially affecting

street railway projects in Ohio. A correspondent

in Columbus writes as follows regarding the in-

creasing number of electric railway projects :

The depressed condition of business has appar-
ently made very little difference with the project-
ing of electric railroad lines throughout the coun-
try districts of Ohio. It has doubtless lessened the
number that are being brought to completion, but
even with this reduction it is remarkable how
many new roads are coming into existence. There
is scarcely a week that some new project in cen-
tral Ohio is not mentioned. Some of the proposed
lines are very ambitious, and will not come to

fruition until times are better and confidence
greater.

Among these is the proposition to build a line

from this city to Cincinnati. The plan is more
than an air-caslle, however. The road is already
partly constructed, I am told, from Cincinnati to

Dayton, and the right of way has been secured
through some of the counties between this city

and Dayton. This is the largest project of the kind
that has thus far been seriouslj' broached in this

State. It is not likely to be completed rery soon,
if some of the expressions that have been heard
from experienced street railroad men are any cri-

terion of the opinion of the investment public.

There are difficulties in securing the right of way
through some of the counties which may be a
hindrance, even if all the money needed is forth-
coming. The road, like all that have been built

through the country districts of Ohio, is intended
to be used for carrying freight and passengers, as
well as mail and express matter.
Tne number of lines projected about this city is

especially large. No less than 11 electric roads
are under consideration in this vicinity. They
radiate from the Capital City like the spokes of a
wheel and aim to connect it with all the surround-
ing towns. One of the most interesting, because
of the historic associations that are called up bv it,

is the projected line along the old National Road
that m the early days of the State was the great
highway between the East and the West. It was
built by the general government, and 40 years ago
scores of thriving villages were scattered all along
the Old Pike from Wheeling to this city. When the
steam railroad came, however,the stage route passed
away, and there are to-day a score or more old
towns that are absolutely dead, wuich two-thirds
of a century ago were rivals of Akron and Spring-
field and Dayton in population and prospects.

WORK OP THE NASSAU COMPANY IN
BROOKLYN.

The Nassau Electric Railway Company is mak-
ing rapid progress in the construction of its new
system in Brooklyn. The road is completed on
Thirty-ninth street from the ferry to Church
avenue in Flatbush, along Church avenue to the

park driveway. Work has been done on Church
avenue the other side of the parkway, and the rails

are laid and the wires up as far as Rogers avenue,

and thence along Rogers avenue to Bergen street.

The company has made an agreement with the

Atlantic Avenue Railroad to tear up its tracks on
Bergen street, from Rogers avenue to Nostrand

avenue, and with the Brooklyn Heights Railroad

to tear up its tracks on Nostrand avenue, from
Bergen street to Atlantic avenue, and in both

places to replace them with its own electrically

welded rails. The company also has poles on
Marcy avenue for its entire length ready to put in

position as soon as the rails are in place. Work
has been started in the eastern district, on John-
son and Morgan avenues, on the Evergreens Ceme-
tery line. On the line to Canarsie, 1,000 feet of

double track has been completed from Canarsie

toward the city. All the foundations of the power

house are completed, and work is about to be

started on the superstructure. A car house on

Thirteenth avenue is also nearly in readiness. If

the road is ready to be operated before the power

house is finished arrangements will be made with

the Atlantic Avenue and Coney Island and Brook-

lyn Railroad for the use of power from their sta-

tions. It is now expected that some of the lines

will be in operation by the middle of September.

PROPOSED MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP IN
MILWAUKEE.

One of the results of the controversy growing

out of the trebling of the assessment of the Mil-

waukee Street Railway Company is a movement
for the purchase of the street railway property by

the city. The matter was brought up at a recent

meeting of the City Council and these resolutions

were adopted:

"Whereas. The assessment for the taxation of

the Milwiiukee Street Radway Company has been
fixed at the sum of $3,800,000: and
"Whereas, The vice-nresident of that company

has publicly declared that assessment to be unfair
and unjust and largely in excess of the real value
of the property and franchises belonging to said

company; and
"Whereas. A large proportion of the taxpayers

of the city of Milwaukee believes that the street

railway system of this city should be owned and
operated by the municipality, and it is believed
that the present would be a favorable time to ac-
quire said street railway system, which is now
owned by said corporation ; therefore be it

"Resolved, That a committee of five membersof
this Common Council, who, together with the city

comptroller and city attorney, shall constitute a
special committee for the purpose of ascertaining
it the present street railway system, with its ad-
juncts, the electric lighting plants, can be pur-
chased and at what price and on what terms, and
report the same to the Common Council at its

earliest convenience.
"Resolved, further. That it shall he the duty of

said committee to also report to the council how
the money necessary for such a purchase can be
raised, and what, if any, legislation is necessary to

accomplish such result."

CLAIMS AGAINST STREET RAILWAYS.

Auditor Calderwood, of the Twin City Rapid

Transit Company, of Minneapolis and St. Paul, re-

cently made the following statement concerning

the claim department of the company:

" Our claims department requires the services

of five clerks, and occupies the time, all told, of 10

employees of the company. If a claim seems to

be a valid one we always make an offer for settle-

ment, and the offers are generally accepted. That
saves the claimant the expense of a suit, and if a
fair offer is made them they are generally glad to

avoid the puiilicity and the uncertainty of a suit

You have no idea, nor has the public, how many
cases there are in which the street railway com-
pany is liable, where a steam railway company
would not be. You see, we have no right of way,
and are practically liable for all accidents which
occur, which cannot be shown to be due to the
carelessness of the person suffering injury. If a
steam railway company injures a man or his

property anywhere between the regular crossings,

the injured have no redress, for tbey are tres-

passers in being on the right of way.
" Our claims department has to take care of a

vast amount of matter in the way of correspond-

ence, and disposes of a vast numbi-r of cases. We
paid (iUt over $100,000 last year upon claims for

damnges, and the business grows every day. The
cases which are tried are usually the cases of those
who have the least justice in their claims. There
is a gang of lawyers in this city who d uld not
live except for these cases. They make their liv-

ing by trying to bleed the company, and the skill

with which they conduct their methods of legal

robbery is surprising. They are sharpers and
know how to make a case out of nothing."

Morristown, N. J.— Civil Engineer Fred S. Smith

has been engaged by a company of capitalists,

many of them from Morristown, to make a survey

for a street railway. The line will begin at the

Lackawanna Railroad station, running up Morris

street to the park, along the south side of the park

to South street, then along the westerly side of

Park place to and thro'igh Was-hington street to

Mills, through Mills street to Sussex avenue, and

from Sussex avenue the line will run down Speed-

well avenue and along the easterly side of the

Park, connecting with the line running up Morris

street, Mr. Smith began work on Wednesday and

is pushing it right along'
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CASSAVEMTTE & FAIR GROUNDS RAILWAY
POWER STATION, ST. LOUIS.

One of the most m cdeic electric power station

in St. Louis is that of the Cass Avenue & Fair

Grounds EaiUvay Company, located on Prairie

avenue facing St. Ferdinand avenue. The struc-

ture is built of pressed brick with sandstone trim-

mings, and has a frontage of 164 ft. A roadway,

8 feet wide, runs the entire depth of the building

and separates the engine-room and the boiler-room.

It is covered by a half-story, which connects the

two rooms, and which is used as a storeroom.

Through this driveway coal is delivered to the fur-

naces through doors in the boiler-room, which is

depressed about 30 feet below the level. Three

!-heet steel smoiiestacks, each 100 feet in height,

tower above the building.

The accompanying illustration shows a portion

of the dynamo and engine room with two of the

large generators and one of a smaller capacity.

The generating equipment consists of four electri-

cal units, three of which are of 750 kilowatts

capacity and one of 300 kilowatts capacity. The

foundations and the smooth running of the engines

may be had from the fact that one of the large

generators was in service when each of tb e views

of the room presented was taken, and the vibration

was not sufficient to cause any loss of detail.

The boiler-room is 164 by 50 feet, and contains

six return tubular down-draft boilers, arranged in

pairs, and manufactured by the O'Brien Boiler

"Works, of St. Louis. They each have 18 six-inch

flues, and measure 33 feet by 66 inches. A steam

pressure ranging from 75 to 100 pounds to the

square inch is maintained, the water being heated

in an Excelsior heater. A conveyor, running along

the floor in front of the furnaces, and operated by

a small upright engine, carries away the ashes and
loads them in wagons.

During the storms of last winter an opportunity

presented itself of making a number of severe tests

of the generating equipment, and records of careful

I readings made at the station furnish some interest-

ing data. The following are the readings made
every flve mmutes upon engine and dynamo No. 3

for an hour's run on January 34th, 1894, the day

following the great blizzard, when a great quantity

Average daily consumption of coal, 834 bu

.

Average daily consumption of water for steam purposes,
44,1(10 gals.

Pounds of water evaporated by 1 lb. coal, 5.31.
Water consumed for each horse power per hour, 22.41 lbs.
Coal ' • ' 4.22 lbs.
Average daily run, 19 b. 30 m.
Total stops per month, none.
Average daily horse power, 19 b. 30 m 841

motor cars daily 69
trial cars daily 26
daily car mileage (motor) 123
" " •' (trailer) , 62
" horse power per motor car 15.52

Pounds coal per motor carper mile 7.76
" water " " " " '* 41.25

The company now operates seventy electric cars

equipped each with two General Electric 35 H. P.

motors. The system now comprises 35 miles of

track. For the accompanying illustration we are

indebted to the Western Electrician.

NORTH AND WEST CHICAGO ELECTRIC
RAILROADS.

The North and West Chicago street railroad

companies, the Yerkes systems, will do a great

amount of construction in the electric equipment

of the lines now operated by horses. The first

horsecar line to be rebuilt will be Van Buren

street. It will be entirely rebuilt for three miles

from Halsted street west. The electric cars will be

POWbR PLANT OF THE CASS AVENUE & FAIR GROUNDS RAILWAY COMPANY, ST. LOUIS.

machines are of the General Electric multipolar

type for street railway work and run at speeds of

93 and 150 revolutions per minute, the larger

machines having 10 poles and the smaller one six

poles. These generators are directly connected to

four Reynolds-Corliss engines, made by the Edward
P. Allis Company, of Milwaukee. Three of these are

of 1,000 indicated H. p. capacity, the cylinders

measuring 34 by 60 inches, and the machines run-

ning at a speed of about 93 revolutions per minute.

The cylinders of the smaller engine are 18 by 36

inches, and it runs at the speed of 150 revolutions a

minute. All the engines are of the single cylinder,

non-condensing type. The flywheels of the large

machines are 30 feet in diampter. The larger

engines have been worked up to 1,500 H. p., 50 per

cent, more than their indicated capacity. The
station equipment has, in faot, so far exceeded its

calculated capacity that one large generator may
be held in reserve during the heavy load in addi-

tion to the small generator, which is used to oper-

ate the "owl Cira" which run from midnight

until 5:30 A. M. The switchboard is of the familiar

General Electric panel type for street railways, pro-

vided with automatic cut-outs and the usual ap-

paratus. An exoeUept ide^ of the characterof the

of snow blocked traffic. The rating of tlie gener-

ator is given at 1,350 amperes at 600 volts press-

ure, the speed being 100 revolutions per minute :

P. M. Amperes. Volts.

6.15 2.000 555

6.20 2,600 550
6.25 1,900 555
6.30 2.600 650
6.35 2,600 550
6.40 1,600 565
6.45 2,400 560
6.50 1,200 570
6.55 1,800 565
7.00 1,408 570
7.05 1,200 560
7.10 1,400 560
7.15 1,000 565

This table is interesting as showing the great

variations to which eleciric railway generating ap-

paratus is subjected; and the great overloading as

indicated in several instances speaks well for the

etficiency of both electrical and steam machinery.

During the month of March, 1894, a record was
kept of ihe operation of the power house. The
following data from this record are furnished by the

ofiScials of the company and may be accepted as

tvustworthy ;

taken on as trailers by the cable cars on Halsted

street. This West Side system is intended ulti-

mately to operate 60 miles of electric railway, and

the West Chicago company contemplates chang-

ing 130 miles of horsecar lines to electric lines.

The West Side station is to be located at the

corner of Washington boulevard and Western

avenue, where the repair shops and stables are lo-

cated. The ultimate capacity of this central plant

will be 11,000 H. P.

The North Side power house will be located at

California avenue and Roscoe boulevard, on the

river opposite Sharpshooters' Park. This station

will ultimately require generators aggregating

6,000 H. P.. but for a time only 140 cars will be

operated from this station, using generators aggre-

gating 3,800 H. P. These generators will supply

the current for West Side cars north of North

avenue, as well as the North Side cars.

Power will also be furnished for the new line

which is to run on Elston avenue, and which is

under construction by the Chicago Electric Transit

Company, which obtained an ordinance two years

ago. It enjoys the unique distinction of not being

in either of Mr. Yerkes' systems, but it is said that

the West Side system will absorb it in a short time.
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THE OOEEOSION OF IRON PIPES BY THE
ACTION OF ELECTEIC EAIL-

WAY CUEEENTS.'

BY D. C. JACKSON.
II.

Owing to the doubt which exists as to what

minimum voltage is required to induce electrolysis

of water pipes by the railway current, a series of

determinations was made by means of the electro-

lytic cells. The iron electrodes were inserted in

clean glass sand 1..5 centimeters apart, and had

about 20 square centimeters exposed area. In the

first cell a 1 per cent, solution of nitrate of soda

was used with a voltage of 1.3. As before, the

hydroxide layer was formed. The electrolytic

action was plain without any other tests. In the

following cells, the existence of action was shown

by chemical tests for the iron salt and the alkaline

hydroxide. In the second experiment, a i per cent,

solution of nitrate of soda was used with 5 volts.

The action was at once apparent.

Cell 3. Preesure .23 volt Action in 3 min.
" 4. ' .125 " " " 5 '
"

."i. " .125 "
,\ per ct. 50 " " 5 "

• 6. " .05 ' •' " i>
"

" 7. " .013 " 50 '
" 8. '• .005 ' " "I hr.

In cell 8 the hydroxide layer began to be appar-

ent after one hour.

Cell 9. Pressure .001 volt i per ct. solu Action in Ihr.
" 10. *' .01 '* Action in 4 brs. 15 min.

Cell 10 the electrodes were 20 mm. apart and

were 40 mm. by 68 ram. in exposed surface. The

electrolyte was street soil.

A surprisingly low voltage produced an appreci-

able electrolysis in the sand cells. The pressure on

cell No. 10 might undoubtedly have been reduced

to a millivolt without stopping the corrosion, but

the resistance of the soil was so high and the per-

centage of foluble salts so low that the time neces-

sary to produce action would have been consider-

able. A milliarameter showed a barely perceptible

reading in the case of the experiments in which

very low pressure was used. The observations

plainly show that a mere directive force is neces-

sary to produce electrolysis, and the corrosion is

simply a question of current.

It is impossible to give in a reasonable space even

a summary of the great number of experiments

which were made, but the following conclusions

are directly drawn from them :

1. In no case is the action due to the electrolysis

of water; where oxygen is liberated at the anode, it

does not attack the iron.

2. Only a mere directive force in the nature of a

pressure will cause electrolysis.

3. The actual corrosion is therefore only depen-

dent upon the actual current which flows, and is

as much dependent upon the resistance of the soil

as upon the pressure tending to cause the current.

4. Only a 'ninute quantity of soluble salt is suffi-

cient to start the action, and it will then continue

as long as a current flows.

5. The gravity of a con-osion of a pipe depends

on the amount of current flowing from a given area

and the nature of the salts present in the soil, the

order of the activity of the salts being: (1) chlorides,

(3) nitrates, (3) sulphates.

The following table gives the average loss of iron

from the anode per ampere-hour due to different

salts and mixtures of salts. It must be remem-
bered that the cathode or negative pole in no case

showed a gain, butgenerally showed a slight effect

due to simple oxidation.

Electrolyte: Loss per ampere-hour.
Street soil from a certain place 8 gram

' Madison Electric Ry. route... 1.16 "
' " •• "Iclayl 1.14

" '* " in front of Madison power sta. .91 **

1 gram
Sand with Na, SO., 66

" KNOy, ^ per cent, solution 1.03 "
" NII.CI 1.38 "

;: :: ^^,% :. :. :; ;: }mi%ed i.os*
••

" NH,,NO. 921
"

•• NH^Cl.: 1.314
••

' KNO., 887
"

" KUl.. 1.346
"

•' NaNOj 729 "
• NaCl 1.299

"

Average lo.ss of chloride cells 1.3.M
"

" " " nitrate colls 892
" " sulphate cells 66 "

One ounce is equal to about 2B% grams.

" Eead before the Western Society o£ Engineers, July
U. 1894.
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The averages emphasize the fact that the

chlorides produce the greatest losses of metal,

nitrates coming next, the sulphates last, the mix-

tures in an intermediate place. This seems to

show that the power of the acid radical to corrode

varies in general as the activity of the correspond-

ing acids.

In I. H. Farnham's paper on " The Destructive

Effects of Electrical Currents on Subterranean

Metal Pipes," which appeared in the Transactions

American Institute Electrical Engineers in April,

1891, the statement was made that when the cur-

rent was reversed every minute extending over a

period of 10 days, no material change took place in

either during that time. Our experiments have

shown that only the positive plate or anode is af-

fected by the electrolytic action which occurs under

practical conditions, and hence we should expect

that when the current is frequently reversed both

plates will be corroded, since they are alternately

positive, unless the frequency of reversal is too

rapid for chemical action to occur at all. In order

to ascertain the effect of such reversals, the follow-

ing experiments were performed : An electrolytic

cell was run containing a weak solution of nitrate

of soda. The period of reversals ranged from 15

seconds to five minutes, the cui-rent flowing be-

ing .04 ampere under a pressure of three volts.

After a few of the quarter-minute reversals, the

presence of the iron salt was detected at both plates

of potassium ferricyanide tests. On prolonging the

periods the iron reaction diminished at one plate

and increased at the other during the same period,

and vice versa ia the tdlowing period. When the

period of reversal reached 2i minutes the electro-

lytic effect was very evident, the iron salt disap-

peared at one of the plates with each reversal.

giving way to alkalinity. The experiments showed
that the minimum period of reversal during which

corrosion goes on must he below 1.5 seconds,

which makes the prevention of corrosion by rever-

sals entirely impracticable from this cause alone.

The problem of preventing the destructive elec-

trolytic effects upon iron pipes of the railway

return current is shown to consist simply of the

prevention of electrolysis of the salts in the soil

when the products of electrolysis are of such a
nature as to attack iron. It is a problem that re-

quires a careful study of the local conditions in

each case before it can be satisfactorily solved. I

am quite confident, however, after carefully study-

ing many cases of corrosion and applying the con-

clusions of these experiments, that there are very

feiv places where the difficulty cannot be avoided

by proper construction and arrangement of return

circuits. This can ordinarily be done at a com-
paratively small expense, and with a resulting ad-

vantage to the operation of the railway. Some of

the conditions that exert the most marked in-

fluence upon the corrosion are, the nature and
amount of the soluble salts in the earth, the resist-

ance of the earth itself in the locality, and the

electrical pressure between rails and pipes. High
pressure differences do not necessarily imply a high

degree of action, as is shown by the condition of

the Madison water pipes. Here as much as seven

volts is found between the rails and the pipes in

front of the power station, and yet only a very

small am lunt of corrosion is shown after 1^ years'

time. Evidently the resistance of the path here

must be very high or the quantity of soluble

nitrates, chlorides or sulphates is extremely small.

The fact that a special and ingenious voltmeter

made to measure the amount of current showed
but .0003 ampere flowing leads to the former con-

clusion. On the other hand, with the favorable

conditions of a low resistance path between the

pipes and rails and a relatively large amount of

soluble salts in the earth, there is no doubt that

serious electrolytic effects may be produced where
a quite small difference in pressure exists between

the pipe and rails. The extent of the railway

system does not always offer a guide to the de-

structive influences of the return current. Mr.

Farnham, in his paper previously referred to,

mentions a small road in Rockland, Me., where

much damage was done to pipes in five months,

while the system in Madison, which is probably

fully as extended, shows up to date (a period of

nearly two years) a barely appreciable action.

The use of alternating currents which produce

no appreciable electrolysis would avoid all diffi-

culty, but their use for driving street railway

motors is not, up to the present time, an assured

success.

The Hse of a double trolley system of conductors

would also avoid the m<ijor portion of the difficulty,

but I believe it can be equally well avoided by

proper construction where the usual single trolley

systems are used. This is not a question which

has a real bearing upon the discussion of single

versus double trolley systems. If single trolley

systems were really well built, less talk of double

trolley systems would be heard. One great advan-

tage of double trolley construction lies in the

absolute certainty of its failure if the insulation of

the lines is not excellent. Connecting the pipes

and rails with heavy cables at points where the

former are positive to the latter, proves the most

complete method of prevention. The conductivity

of the track circuit must be properly reinforced by

feeders, so that an undue drop is not experienced

in the return conductors These track feeders

should always be insulated and put on the lines

exactly as are overhead feeders, in order to save

them from corrosion. The connection of pipes

and rails has been practically carried out in Mil-

waukee, Wis., at a cost of about $8,000, and has

appai:ently done away with the trouble, and has at

the same time decreased the resistance of the return

circuit. In the Milwaukee system there are about

135 miles of track and over 300 cars in daily oper-

ation. The track circuit was originally put down
in excellent shape. In the Madison system present

indications show that one connection between

rails and pips systems opposite the power house,

costing all told about $1.5, would prevent any

serious action. Investigations have shown that

when the negative pole of the generator

is connected with the trolley, the pipes are

positive to the rails over an extended outly.

ing district, and corrosion goes on over a large

area, while with the reversed arrangement the

dangerous area is concentrated about the power

station. The latter method of connection allows

the difficulty to be most easily handled, and after

the district within which the pipes are positive to

the rails has been accurately determined by proper

voltmeter tests, frequent connections of pipes and

rails should be made within its limits. This can

usually be done at a comparatively small cost, the

interest on which may be annually saved by the

decrease of lost power if the connections are

properly placed. The boundaries of this district

should be rechecked from time to time, and the

corresponding chaoges in connections should be

made, if the tests show that they are necessary.

The outlines of the danger districts are likely to

vary with the growth of the system, and even

change slightly with the seasons, and the connect-

ing wires may be eaten away; so that vigilance is

here as everywhere the price of safety, but safety

may be absolutely secured in most cases.

Proper tests with a satisfactorily arranged volt-

meter, such as was used in testing the Madison

road, seem to give sufficient indications of the

density of the current which is leaving the pipes

at any exposed point. Such tests, when re-enforced

by chemical examination of the soil, probably may
be used with advantage in determining the extent of

the corrosi ve action which is occurring at any point.

I have not touched upon any argument in regard

to the really serious corrosion which has some-

times occurred from other causes than electric

railway return circuits. This is a matter which

is now generally understood, but is of less magni-

tude in most oases than the electric corrosion. The

owners of pipes are often at fault from the fact

that they have filled the soil with electrolyzable

salts, but even in that case they may generally

avoid danger by proper co-operation with the rail-

^'^y®-
{Concluded.)
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FIRST ELECTBIC RAILWAY IN RUSSIA.

The only electric railway in Russia is that at

Kiew. which was installed about two years agj.

The line has given great satisfaction since it has

been in operation, and it is likely that when its

merits are thoroughly appreciated by the Russian

people other similar roads will be constructed.

The railway is only about two miles in length

and is located on the principal thoroughfare of

the city. The road is single tracked throughout

,

with turnouts at several points. The profile of

the route shows that there is a grade from termi-

nus to termmus. The steepest grade is 9.3 per

cent.

The power station is located in about the middle

of the Une. The plant consist of two bipolar gen-

erators, buiH by the AUgemcine Elektricilaets

Geselischaft, of a caiiacity of 30 K. w. each.

These machines can for a short time be called upon

the porcelain portion. This is bolted through iron

collars to the bracket. Insulation is provided by

rubber rings. The other form of insulator which

is used in the case of side pole construction is

illustrated in Fig. 3 It is not materially differ-

ent from that shown in Fig. 1. The style of sus-

SOME PRACTICAL HINTS IN DYNAMO DE-
SIGN.

Fig. 1. Trolley Insulator.

for 40 K. w. if necessary. Power is supplied by

two Otto two-cylinder gas engines which are

belted direct to the generators. The engines are

of 60 H. P. euch, and make 140 revolutions per

minute. The engine flywheels are about nine feet

Fig. 4. Bonding and Supplementary Return Wire.

pension used at the turnouts is illustrated in Fig.

3. This device is made entirely of bronze.

The track construction is rath;r light. A
grooved rail is laid on wooden stringers. Fig. 4

illustrates the manner of providing for the return.

The rails are carefully bonded on each side of the

joint, the bond on the inside being connected to a

copper cable 95 millimeters in section, which is laid

between the rails. The wire is soldered both to the

bonds and to the cable.

The operating company has been considerably

annoyed by ice forming on the trolley wire, and to

remove it the device shown in Fig. 5 was designed

by M. Perwenko, who is cornected with the com-
pany. The blades on the wheel are of steel, and
the harp is designed for attachment to a trolley

FIG. 3.—FORM OF SUSPENSION USED AT TURN-OUTS.

in diameter. The gas which is consumed by the

engines is that furnished by the local works, but

special means are employed in the station for in-

creasing the pressure.

The trolley wire is silicon bronze, six millimeters

in diameter, and it is suspended at a height of

about 19 feet above the roadway. The feeders are

. insulated cables, which are attactied to the poles

by insulators of the type adopted generally on the

continent on telegraph lines. As it has been stated,

the road is a single track line with turnouts. A
part of the distance it is located on the side of the

street and for the remainder in the center. In the

pole. It does not appear that this device is used

as a trolley wheel, but is apparently intended for

the use of an employe who stands on the front

Fig. 2, Trolley Insulator.

former case brackets are used, and in the latter

case the ordinary side pole construction is followed.

Two different styles of insulators are used. When
the wire is attached to the brackets the form

illustrated in Fig. 1 is adopted. This is com-
posed, first, of the porcelain portion a, through

which passes the iron rod b, which carries a

bronze clamp c for holding the trolley wire. The
construction is such that the clamp can turn on

its axis, and the wire is therefore not rigidly held,

but may give slightly under the pressure of the

pole spring. A metallic ring with two ears holds

Fij, 5. Knife Wheel for Cutting Ice on Trolley Wire.

platform of the car and exerts such pressure on

the wheel as may be necessary to cut the ice. The
illustrations are reproduced from L'Electricien.

Lockport, N. Y.—Quincy G. T. Parker has peti-

tioned the Common Council for a franchise to

operate an electric street railroad. He also asked

permission to use the present railroad with horse

cars until it was used by the Electrical Street Rail-

road Company. He agreed to furnish a §10,000

bond to cover all risks to the city.

BY GILBERT WILKES.

C'/nV/ Enriiiiccr of the Detroit Electrical Works.

IT.

Having thus outlinLd the considerations which
hold good with any high grade dynamo, we can
consider the questions which must receive atten-

tion in the designing proper. The most important
of these is economy of manufacture. Thirteen

years ago it did not matter if the field cores of an
Edison " Z" machine were not only twice as long
as necessary but in fact were the cause of a waste
of material and efficiency, making the machine
both cost too much and require too much power
for a given output. At that time few people knew
any better, and dynamo building in this country
was carried on by only two or three small concerns.

The importance of economy had not as yet been felt,

machine work was lavished without question. Any-
thing was done to make the dynamo work ; then
it was sold for a large enough price to cover all

shortcomings in economy of manufacture. I had
to do with an evidence of this lavishness in ex-

pense when an officer in the navy. An Edison

"L" machine, a 2.50 lighter, was instiilled on board

ship in 188'J. It towered above me and naturally

had not its sea legs on. In order to keep it up-

right a heavy bronze brace weighing from 300 to

300 piunds, was bolted to the keeper and to the

ship's deck. There was evidently a determination

to prevent any loose magnetism getting away by
this route. Yet this needless waste in using bronze

never excited remark. Matters are now in a very

different condition. Every state—almost every

town of over 100,000 inhabitants—has one or

more smaller or larger manufacturers of electric

machinery, up to the size of 75 H. p. The business

in these smaller machines is enormous, but the

margins of profits are very close. There are prob-

ably a dozen dififerent makers whose machines fill

the preliminary requirements of a good dynamo.
Several of these, wilh enough others to make
about 10, are apt to meet in competition on every

contract of considerable size. Large sums of

money are invested in the different companies,

and, with very perfect .systems of commercial in-

quiry, the principal companies are alive to the

opportunities of every contract. Every dollar on

the selling price counts. Remember that magnet
wire cosrin.g originally about 18 cents per pound
costs double this before it leaves the shop on a

completed machine. I will explain this large in-

crease. Different shops have different methods of

costing. In some, the cost of the actual amount
of raw material required for the finished article is

added to the sum obtained by placing a fixed

charge per hour for each class of work and keep-

ing account of the number of hours each operation

requires. In other shops, to the cost of the raw
material is added the actual cost of the labor

of the men. To this is also added a proper

proportion of the shop salaries and general shop

expenses. In either cise the result is usually-

known as the shop cost and amounts to about the

increase mentioned above.

The design of the dynamo must be so perfect in

economy that when all these additions—running

e.'ipenses of the shop, shop salaries, percentage for

interest and depreciation of plant, percentage for

offices, agents and commissions, and finally the

percentage for profit—have been made to the

actual bare cost of the labor and material, the

price must not exceed that of other reliable makers.

Think of this and you will appreciate how dimes

in the original material mount up into dollars in

the selling price, and how an hour's labor at even

1.5 cents makes a large difiierence in the product.

There are several details of design and manu-

facture on which an hour might be spent exclus-

ively, but I shall touch only briefly on the follow

ing : Building up the armature core ; armature

winding; commutator construction; prevention of

* A lecture bsfore the students of the College
Mecbanics and Engineering University o£ Wisconsin
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sparking; the relation of size of armature to out-

put; and the relation of field loss to radiating sur-

face. Each of these subjects is worthy of a sepa-

rate lecture, and ia these days when a new arma-

ture insulator is advertised every month, one ought

to be posted on the requisites of a good insulator

for this purpose, to keep from being led astray by

plausible agents.

Armature core.—There are a great many differ-

ent mechanical methods of building up the cores

of armatures, varying not only for the drum,

Gramme and Pacinotti types, but also varying in

each type. All are, however, built up of thin

disks of sheet iron or mild steel, forced together

between two substantial heads by means of hydrau-

lic pressure or powerful screw presses, and held

tight by througn bolts, nuts and thread on the

shaft, or shrunk collars on the shaft. I have used

the last method with success in the case of drum
armatures, but great care is necessary to obtain

the best Norway iron for the collars, to prevent

their bursting when contracting on the shaft.

There are three methods of preparing the plates

for the laminations—iirst, by pasting paper on one

side of each sheet and then punching out the arm-

ature plates; second, by punching the plates from

the sheets and separating them with loose sheets

of tissue paper in building up the armature : third,

by us'ng no separator at uU and relying on the

oxide formed in rolhng to separate the plates suf-

ficiently from metallic contact. This separation

does not need to be of high resistance.

I regret that I cannot now state the difference in

heating due to the different methods of construc-

tion, but I am now having armatures built up to

determine this point. It is usual to turn armature

cores and balance them before preparing them for

the wire. The turning, of course, tends to bridge

over the insulation between the disks, but it is

necessary to make a good mechanical job.

The iron usually used is not less than 14 mils

thick; the paper should be not more than 1

mil. Concerning the thickness of iron, many of

the smaller concerns use taggers iron, which is not

made in this country, but comes from England.

It is only 7 mils thick, and costs, pound for pound,

twice as much as good domestic iron 14 mils thick.

The latter, therefore, commends itself if it is

adapted to the purpose. To determine this point I

made very thorough tests on 15-K. w. armatui-e

cores built of each, with the result that the heating

was with the thin disks 39 degrees C. , and with

the thick 38.5 degrees C, when run for three hours

at their proper speed and field, the induction of

which was 5,300 lines of force per square centi-

meter.* This decided me in favor of the thick

iron. There is one unknown factor in armature

heating—eddy currents in the core—and this must
be determined for each type of machine and kind

of iron. A loss equal to that for the hysteresis is

a usual figure.

In designing dynamos you will find that you
cannot always control all of the quantities as you
wish. Thus in the continental type, unless you
wish to use very high speeds and have veiy liltle

torque in the machines as motors, you must use

large armatures, and this means low induction, as

the fields are of cast iron.

Armature Winding.—Armature winding is like

the fifteen puzzle. When accustomed to the gener-

al plans, you can carry them in your head and
will become fascinated with the new ideas that

form themselves in intricate curves and cross con-

nections. But fortunately or unfortunately for

the inventor there seems to be little new under the

Hun in this line; and one ia very apt to find his pet

scheme only a variation of one of the many dia-

grams in that little book entitled "Ankerwicklun-
gen der Gleichstrom-Dynamomaschinen,'' by E.

Arnold. It is useless to touch on this very broad

subject. I will simply say that the old Siemens-
Hefner-Alteneck winding has had its day and is

Bucceeded by a number of Hymmctrical windings.

The Gramme ring is disappearing for four jhiU;

machines and Ix'ing succeeded by the Pacinotti

drum wound, preferably with symmetrical, re-

placeable coils. This substitution, weight for

weight and dollar for dollar, increases the output

of a machine 15 to iO per cent, or more, depending

upon the size and design.

Commutator Construction.—The commutator is

the most vital part of the machine, and too much
attention cannot be paid to it. There are dozens

of different shaped bars and modifications of the

general way of holding them in place. Great vari-

iety of opinion exists as to the amount of insulation

to be used between the bars. I have found the

thickness of insulation between the bars the sole

cause of destructive sparking in a line of machines
which otherwise worked well and were cured of

this by thinning the mica. What sense is there in

putting as much mica between the bars, where there

is small difference of potential, as there is between

the bars and hub, where there may be at

least half the voltage of the machine ? I have

found in my experience that thinner mica between

the bars than is usually used gives better results.

The proper amount varies with the number of seg-

ments and kind of brushes. The best practice is

now unanimous in requiring mica between the bars

and at the ends of the bars. This does not refer

to the special direct connected generators, whose
conductors also serve as commutator segments.

The size of bars and diameter of commutator vary

greatly with the kind of bi-ush. On account of

economy of operation, automatic adjustment, and

small amount of attention required. I prefer the

carbon brush for all purposes, except of course for

special machines either of very high voltage or

very great current (as for electrical deposition). I

have spent much work and study on the subject of

brushes, for carbon brushes have some serious

faults, though they are ideal in the matter of wear
of commutator, small cost, and the small attention

they require. The high specific resistance of the

material causes heating in the brushes and, by
conduction, in the commutator. To overcome

this, I have tried several plans, such as plugging

the carbon with bunches of fine wires ; depositing

a heavy coat of copper around parts of a brush and
then soldering these segments together; building

up a brush of two thin plates of carbon with a sheet

of copper gauze between, and soldering a connec-

tion to this gauze. The last promised well, but in

the course of a few months the commutators
showed cutting, and the plan was abandoned for a

simple carbon brush with a flexible lead soldered

to the back. Carbon brushes were also tried in •

cased in brass sheaths, but these arced to the brush

holders and stuck. Other plans which I have tried

are incasing copper gauze in babbitt, and, also

making the whole brush of a block of babbitt fed

radially. One small machine fitted in this way has

been running two years without showing wear
either on the brushes or the commutator, but I

have not seen the plan succeed with larger ma-
chines. The following data give an idea of the

comparative size of commutators using copper and
carbon brushes. The Edison 45 K. w. bi-polar

machine has 52 segments, a brush bearing surface

SJi inches long and
(51 J inches diameter ; the same

sized machine of the continental type designed by
me, using carbon brushes, has 54 segments, with a

bearing surface Si inches long and 9* inches in

diameter, or there is nearly twice as much copper
in the one using carbon brushes. This is, however,
an extreme case, as this is the largest sized machine
that I should recommend building of this type.

The brushes are thick and are apt not to bear over

their entire surface, and yet it is difficult to sub-

divide them. Of course, going into the multipolar

type, the bnashes for low voltage and heavy
current can be made thinner and more numerous.

I shall compare these two 45 K. w. machines again

later.

{To he continued)

BLOODSHED AT BENTOX HABBOB, MICH.

The Chicago Record prints the following dispatch

from Benton Harbor under date of Aug. 12 :

The controversy between the Benton Harbor
city council and the Benton Harbor & St. Joseph
Electric Railway Company terminated in blood-
shed to-day. Aid. Charles Shriver was shot by
W. Worth Bean, president of the railway com-
pany, at an early hour this morning.
The alderman was severely wounded in the leg

above the knee by a charge of shot from a double-
barreled shotgun. The trouble grew out of the
refusal of the railway company to remove its track
in East Main street to Sixth street, so that the
street might be properly graded for paving. The
railway company occupied the street with its

tracks by sufferance of the council, as its franchise
had been forfeited, as claimed by the council,
for not having extended its road farther east
in Main street. Monday night the council
ordered the city marshal to serve notice on the
company to remove its track within one week.
The order was not complied with by the railway
company, and at 5 o'clock this morning a gang of
laborers was set to work tearing up the track
under direction of Contractor James Pearl and
Aid. Shriver. Suddenly a street car appeared upon
the scene, in which were President Bean, Superin-
tendent Mason, Secretary Hull, Mrs. Bean and
several conductors and motormen, all armed with
shotguns, Winchester rifles and revolvers.

Mr. Bean ordered the track-wreckers to desist

from their labors. During a heated discussion
Contractor Pearl placed some paving blocks on
the track to prevent the cars from running over
the contested strip. Mr. Bean then leveled his shot-
gun at Pearl, but Alderman Shriver stepped in
front of the contractor in time to receive the
charge of shot in his leg. Although several on
the car leveled their guns at the crowd no other
shots were fired. President Bean was arrested
soon after by Deputy Sheriff Sterns, and at the
prehminary hearing he was held in $1,000 bonds
to appear in court at nine o'clock to-morrow.
The affair has created a great sensation here.
After the riot the track-wreckers again went to

work, and the disputed strip of railway has been
completely ripped up and hauled away.
When the case was brought up m court on

August 13, Mr. Bean demanded an immediate
examination. Owing to the excitement prevailing-

over the occurrence the court decided to adjourn
the trial for two weeks. Mr. Bean's bond was
raised from $1,000 to $2,500. In explanation Mr.
Bean says that he first learned of the city's inten-
tion to remove his tracks late Saturday night,
wlien it was too late to do anything in the courts,
and he accordingly called on Deputy Sheriff
Napier to protect his property. Mr. Bean says
that the guns in the car were there for personal
protection in case they should be needed. An ex-
amination of the car shows that some of the shots
struck the bars of the gate six inches above the
platform. This may be taken as evidence that the
discharge of the gun was accidental, as Mr. Bean
claims. Alderman Shriver is not very seriously
injmed.

AIE-BBAKES FOB TEOLLEY CABS.

M'cfcr to ElcclrotechnUchc Zettiicltrt/t, vol. H. puKC 7:17.

Sixteenth Annual Clambake of the American Elec-

trjcai Works.—The sixteenth annual clambake of

the American Electrical Works, of Providence,

will be held .Xugust 25th. A large representation

of the electrical fraternity will be present.

In a recent editorial the Albany Evening Journal

refers to the use of airbrakes on electric cars as

follows :

The " deadly trolley" notion has properly been
exploded. Even non-scientific people understand
that the voltage carried will cot kill human beings
unless they fail to observe ordinary precai tions.

They dcn'i attempt to trifle with steim engmes
for fear of injury ; and they see that it is no wiser
to play with electrical apparatus.

It is the car wheels which are doing the deadly
work. There are numerous experiments being
made with life-saving fenders and guards, but
thus far this feature of street railway apparatus
is in its infancy. So much time and money have
been expended in improving the motor and trucks
that the matter of preventing accidents or saving
life has been forced to take a subordinate place.
Now the motors and trucks have been in a measure
standardized, managers of lai-ge roads, especially,

are being asked by their patrons why they do not
adopt proper precautions so that the death rate may
be cut down.
There is no one part of electric or cable railroad-

ing so important as t \e ability to stop the cars
quii.kly. The tendency nowadays is to run at high
speed. In cities like Cleveland it is not uncommon
for cars to be run at 18 miles an hour in parts of
the city, and this is increased to 22 miles outside
the city limits. Cars are being built miicli heavier
than was iornierly the case. Trailers are being
used more frequently. It is hard enough to stop a
single car, especially on a steep grade. The diffi-

culty increases when trailers are added. At such
times handbrakes show their inherent inadequacy.
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One trembles to think what consequences may fol-

low if a motorman gets rattled or has a fainting fit

when trying to wmd up a handbrake m time.

Muscles grow weary and relax at a critical time.

Even when a man is in fine working condition the

strain upon him is severe when compelled to handle
grip lever or current controller and the present

hand-brake simultaneously. Similar causes led to

the perfection and manufacture of the Westing-
house air-hrake. It has proved such an absolute
necessity that not only are all passenger coaches

MANCHESTER PLADTr OF THE
ELECTEIO COMPANY.

MATHER

The manufacturing plant of the Mather Electric

Company, of which a view is shown herewith,

covers several acres of ground at Manchester,

Conn. The town is three hours distant by train

from both New York and Boston, and is located

on the main line of the New York & New England

Railroad. From this road a spur track runs

PLANT OF THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO. AT MANCHESTER, CONN.

equipped with it, but thousands of freight cars
as well all over the United States and in

foreign countries. Some roads refuse to haul
freight cars unless equipped with air-

brakes. In the street railway field there has not
been any brake which corresponds with the West-
inghoase on steam roads until recently. For
several years, accovding to scientific pappi's, some
of the ablest engineers in the land have been work-
ing on an air-brake which would be simple, efiici-

ent and trustworthy. Thousands of dollars have
been expended and lost because in one point or
another the finished brake did not prove wholly
successful. One creat drawback has been the
limited space under a street car and the large
amount of space the motors occupied. Success
came at last and a brake has been designed which,
so the scientific papers say, fills all the severe con-
ditions imposed. It is styled the Genett air-brake.

directly into the erecting shop of the Mather Com-
pany, so that its shipping facilities are excellent,

and by the existing arrangement heavy generators

and other ponderous machinery may be loaded

directly on the cars.

The company has recently completed an exten-
sion to its plant by the erection of an iron building

300 X 50 feet. This structure, which is to be used
as an erecting shop, was constructed by the Berlin

Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin. Conn., and
is fitted with 50-ton Shaw electric traveling crane
This appliance and the equipment of machinery re.

cently installed, consisting of heavy planers, boring
mills, radial drills, lathes, etc., enable the Mather
company to handle large generators up to 500

heavy apparatus. The entire plant of the Mather

Company is operated by electric motors, the sizes

varying from 5 to 50 H. P. The system of trans-

mission and subdivision of power has proved to be

exceedingly satisfactory and economical in the

operation of the works.

ROBINSON RADIAL SNOW PLOW.

The illustration shows how a Robinson radial

freight car may be converted into a snow plow.

The operation may be accomplished in five min-

utes by simply hanging the portable plow nose in

place; no bolting is necessary. Conversely the

snow plow is converted into a freight car in two
minutes by simply lifting oft the plow-nose.

Any standard Robinson radial truck may be

quickly transferred from a passenger oar to a
snow plow body without disturbing a bolt, in a few
minutes. The appliances are introduced by the

Robinson Electric Truck & Supply Co., of Boston.

THE OHIO TROLLEY.

The Ohio trolley, which is introduced by the

Ohio Brass Coropany,of Mansfield, seems to be .one

of the simplest and most effective on the market.

It is made up of less than a dozen pieces, any of

which can be easily duplicated. The sprin.g is of

the regular flat leaf style, such as any manufac
turer of carriage springs keeps in stock. The work-
ing parts of the trolley are made of steel and malle-

able and wrought iron, and in consequence are not
easily broken The base and stand are 3 feet long

and 8 inches wide, and, when the trolley-pole is in

a horizontal position, but 13 inches high. The
trolley-pole can be swung either forward or back-

ward or in a complete circle, and the pressure

against the trolley wire diminishes as the pole

assumes more nearly a horizontal position.

The trolley can be assembled or dismantled in a
few minutes time without the aid of tools. It is

very easy and flexible in action, and will follow

the variation of the trolley wire quickly and surely.

These trolleys have been given a practical and
thorough test, and are in use on many roads.

In fitting these trolleys out complete, the Ohio

Brass Company uses its sppcial carbonized steel

trolley-pole. This pole is drawn cold through a
die and is made of the best Norway iron. It is

then carbonized to the proper degree to give it

sufiicient elasticity. It is seamless and endless,

and formed to a perfect taper. The claim made
on this pole is that it is lighter, more flpxible and
stronger than the regular style trolley-pole. It

will not break, and if bent out of shape can be

>

OHIO TROLLEY. ROBINSON RADIAL SNOW PLOW.

after the name of its inventor, and is manufact-
ured in Chicago by the Genett Air-Brake Com-
pany, This brake is already being put in service
on a large number of cars in New York, Brooklyn,
Buffalo and Chicago. It works very quickly and
noiselessly.

Bridgeport.—Judge F. B. Hall has dissolved the

injunction restraining the Traction Company from
running its tracks across the Consolidated Rail-

road.

kilowatts, and larger, in capacity. The company
is making a specialty of both belted and direct con-

nected work, especially for railway and power
purposes. Its facilities for testing generators, from
the smallest to the largest, under most severe con-

ditions, are second to none, the steam plant being

especially arranged and adapted for this purpose.

Another extensive addition to the plant will in all

probability soon be built, with new battery of boilers

and engines, especially for testing this class of

straightened cold without iDJury. This pole is one

of the specialties which the Ohio Brass Company
is now introducing.

Camden, N. J.—The present outlook is that the

Camden, Gloucester & Woodbury Electric Road
will be extended from its terminus at Woodbury
to Pitman Grove, and, perhaps, to Glassboro and

Clayton, taking i n the towns of Mantua, Wenonah
and Sewell.
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COMMENTS AND" VIEWS OF OONTEMPO-
EAEIES.

Boston Rapid Transit Election.—No doubt
the people of Boston themselves are tick and tired

of the question of rapid transit. They have been
talking about it long enough to gridiron every
street in the city with elevated roads or honey-
comb a whole area of 30 miles around with
tunnels. All kinds of plans have been discussed
and dismissed in turn. Now, at lasf, by a slender

majority in a very small vote, they have accepted
a hodge-podge arrangement which may work
fairlv well, but which is quite as likely to work
ill. Less than 30,000 of them thought it worth
while to come out on Tuesday— althougli a matter
concerning intimately their comfort and conven-
ience, a matter of much more imporiance than
the election of otiice-holdei's, was at stake. . . .

It will be interesting—at least for those at a dis-

tance—to see what kind of rapid transit Boston
ge»6 out of its ill-digestfd measure. The subway
will undoubtedly be built, and this will be an ad-
vantage to any one who has ever tried to ride up
Tremont street in a surface car is certain to appre-
ciate. But a subway can only in small part relieve

the congestion of trafHc. Either the Meigs road
or some other road will be required to supplement
the suhviay .- -Provideiice Journal.

Street Car Nuisances.—The health depart-

ment has concluded that it cannot legally prohibit

spitting on the floors of the street cars, but will

call upon the street car company to enforce the

same regulations with regard to spitting on the

floors as it does with regard to smoking. The
Journal does not agree wiili the health department
as to its power to abate this nuisance, but believes

it can be done as a health regulation tor the pre-

vention of the spread of disease. This paper has
already shown that the spread of phthisis is due in

a large measure to the filthy habit of spitting up jn

the floors of public vehicles and public halls, and
that it is ju^t as much within the province of the

health department to prevent the spread of disease

in that way as it is in any ether way,

—

Minneapo-
lis Journal.

Grade Crossings.—One of the problems that

will have to be settled sooner or later is that of

the crossings of steam and trolley railroads. The
introduction of the latter system has changed the
whole situation as to grade crossings. Before the

time of trolley roads a determined effort had been
made to get rid of grade crossings. The law re-

quired tliat a certain number should be abolished

every year, and the railroad commissioners were
cautious in authorizing new crossings of this kind.

Every one looked to the final, if remote, abolition

of all of them. . . . About all tlian can be
said now is that the public must be served in that
way which best suits its safety and convenienee,
and that in the end the laws and usages whicii

best answer this end will prevail. In the mean
time it is right to ask that grade crossings be
avoided whenever this is possible.

—

Hartford
Tiines.

Monopoly Sometimes Better than Competi-
tion.—No one individual or corporation more tiian

another has a right to come in and ask to be given
a share of the fianchises. They are given for pub-
lic accommodation, and not as a favor for any cor-

poration, and the public can be best accommodated
by having a single system reaching to all parts of
the city, and able to carry people from every part
to every other part. The greatest convenience de
mands that theie should be no competition, just as
in the case of the telephone exchange, the distribu-

tion of water or gas. It may setmi like a hardship
to some people, not to cut the city up in small
slices and distribute it around among all the cor-
porations who ask for it; but councils, in looking
after the interests of the public and the prosperity
of the city, cannot do this. The Traction company
may be a big corporation, it may be a monopoly,
and it may even be base enough to be in the busi-

ness of carrying passengers around the city for the
purpose of making money, but it controls now all

the main lines of communication through the city,

and those who want transportation facilities desire
to be connected with these main lines. This sys-
tem is the system of the city, Us franchises have
been granted for the purpose of building up the
city and furnishing public accommodation, and
nothing should be done that would prevent its ex-
tension wherever necessary for the public accom-
modation.

—

Rcudinrj (Pa.) Herald.

Popularity OP the Trolley Svstem.—One of
the things that cannot be found in this city is a
man who admits that he ever fought the introduc-
tion of the trolley system in this city. Every man
now claims to have been one of its original advo-
cates and the kickers of a few years ago now are
loudest in their praises of the trolley conveniences.
It was urged that life would he in constant jeo-
pardy, yet the percentage of accidents is very little

greater than under the horse-car regime. Three
times the number of cars now move over the streets

and five times the passenger traflSc is handled as
by the horse cars, while the service is eminently
more satisfactory.^C'/iesier {Pa.) News.

1 o

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

(From Our Wall Street Corresvondent.)

Continued statements of increased earnings
and I lie passage of a tariff bill have made slight

advances in .street railway securities within the

past week. While the statements of the steam
roads so far for 1894 show big decreases in earn-
ings compared with those of 1893, the street rail-

•way statements invariably present enormous in-

creases in earnings and in some cases a reduction
of operating expenses. These comparative earn-

ings are beginning to tell with the investing public

so that stieet railway stocks are held at firru

figures with the tendency of prices to go higher.

It must be said as yet, however, that the majority
of street railway shares are quoted at ridiculously

low figuies.

The bulk of the trading at present is in Boston
and Philadelphia. In Boston, West End Street

Railway stock has some days been the feature of

the Boston market, and transactions in it have
aggregated 1,600 shares. The stock is now quoted
at 50 and .51, par being 50. It is said the West End
has 11,000,000 cash on hand, and that it has never
yet failed to earn 10 per cent, dividends, though it

has not paid them.
Trading in the People's Traction at Philadelphia

is as active as ever. The stock is held around 50.

Though insiders profess to be unwilling that the

stock make any further advance at present, and
assert that they are doing nothing to boost it, the
steady paying indicates differently.

The Traction company has extended its German-
town avenue and Fourth and Eighih street line to

Mount Airy. Cars began running last Sunday.

The New York Second avenue Surface Line,
in its quarterly statement, ending June 80, 1894,

shows gross earnings of .'i!277,914, an increase of

$8,3s!9 over 1894. Operating -expenses $212,546,

increase $2,943 ; net earnings $65, -^68, increase

$5,281. With fixed charges deducted, the net in-

come for 1894 is §33,920, an increase of |371- The
statement of this road does not show the enormous
increase in earnings cotu pared with the roads
which have changed their motive power from horse
to CHble or trolley.

Reports from New Orleans show big. earnings
since the introduction of the trolley there.

The schedule in the assi.gnment of Goodwin &
Swift, electric railway constructors. No. 66 Broad-
way, has been filed in court. The liabilities are

$641,344; nominal assets, $1,307,405; actual assets,

consisting of office furniture and bad notes,

amounting to $105. This firm was known in Wall
street before the failure as having too many irons

in the fire, and it looks as if the old adage had
again proved true.

West Chicago Traction has declared a dividend
of Si per cent.

Elevated Railroad, as shown by the report of the
company for the quarter endtd June 30. This
report was as follows : Gross earnings, $3,485,-
665 : operating expenses, §1.440,130 ; net earnings,
$1,045,544 ; other income, $304,177; gross income,
$4,249,733 ; fixed charges, $656,418; net income,
$593,305. The net income for the same period last

year was $709,984.

L Road Builtlers Confess Judgment. - F. L. Under-
wood and Willard R. Green, of the firm of Under-
wood & Green, builders of the Lake Street "L"
road, Chicago, Confessed last week for $35,157 in
the Superior Court on a note in favor of Charles
S.Owen. Three suits amounting to $80,657 have
just been commenced against thefirm. Attorneys
representing Owen said that judgment liad been
entered on account of the other suits, aud because
of fear lest the firm's assets should be out of the
reach of a judgment.

People's Traction Stock Issue.—Officials of the
People's Traction Company have decided to issue
the 40,000 shares of treasury stock on Sept. 13, and
vi'ill send a circular to stockholders to-morrow
giving details of the increase in capital. Only
stockholders of record Aug. 30 will be entitled to
subscribe. Those not desirous of availing them-
selves of the privilege will be permitted to sell

their rights between Aug. 30 and Sept. 15.

Duluth Street Railway Bonds.—The Duluth
Street Railway Company is offering §3,500,000 of
5 per cent, gold bonds, of which §1,000,000 are re
tained by trustees to retire former issues, and
$500,000 held for future extensions of properties.
The company says its net earnings are well in ex-
cess of the fixed charges.

Cincinnati Railroad Increase of Stock.—Circu-
lars are being sent out from the office of the Cin-
cinnati Street Railroad Company announcing that
after Sept. 1 the capital stock of that co.-npany
will be increased $500,000. The increase will make
the actual outstanding stock of the company
$8,750,000.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Rochester & Charlotte
Electric Railway has been leased by the Rochester
Railway Company. The stockholders are to re-

ceive 8 per cent, on their stock and an additional
dividend whenever the gross receipts of the road
exceed §55,000.

Royal Arc Company's Patents Sold.—The patents
of the Royal Avo Electric Company were sold for
$500 to James I. Ayer at receiver's sale last week.

Financial Notes.

Sale of Portland (Ore.) Cable Road.—In the case

of T. S. McDauiel vs. the Portland (Ore.) Cable
Railway Company, Judge Stearns last week over-

ruled the objections to the sale of the railway
property for the purpose of satisfying receiver's

certificates, and made an order allowing the sale

to take place in accordance with the petition filed

by T. S. McDaniel, who holds the unpaid receiver's

certificates, aggregating §33,500. In addition to

this claim on the road there is a floating indebted-

ness of $8,000, incurred by the receiver in manag-
ing the road. The petition of Mr. McDaniel states

that the cable road is not making expenses, and
has not been for over a year, the gross earnings
not being equal to the operating expenses. The
petitioner asks a sale of the franchise and property
in Receiver FuUei's hands, and out of the proceeds
thereof, tne floating indebtedness and expenses of

the receiver be first paid, and that the receiver's

certificates with interest be then paid.

Chicago, III.—An attachment suit lor §33,500 has
been commenced against Underwood & Green,
the builders of the Lake street " L " road and
heavy stockholders in that corporation. H. R.
Holland, the plaintiff, was one of the original

stockholders of the road. His claim is vested in

contracts for the delivery of stock from the de-

fendanls and also in money loaned. It is claimed
Underwood & Green had contracted to turn over
1,100 shares of Lake street "L" stock, but for

some reason had failed to do so. Similar proceedings
were begun against the same tirm by Morris H.
Alberger for §33,000 on a contract account for

labor.

Decreased Earnings on the Manhattan L.—The
hard times and the cable roads have made a seri-

ous inroad upon the earnings of the Manhattan

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Gloucester, Mass.—The Gloucester & Rockport
Street Railway, with a capital of $40,000, has been
formed to construct a street railway from Glouces-
ter across Good Harbor Beach to Brier Neck, to the
line dividing Gloucester from Rockport, the length
to be two miles. The board of directors includes
Uavid S. Presson, of Gloucester; Albion R. Hallo-
well, of Gloucester; Francis W. Homans, of Glou-
cester; Willard B. Ferguson, of Maiden; Albert D.

Bosson, of Chelsea; John H. Cunningham, of
Chelsea; 1). Augustus White, of Gloucest;er.

Weymouth, Mass.—A company will probably be
incorporated to operate an electric railway trom
Shaw's Corner. East Weymouth, to the Braintree
station of the New York. New Haven & Hartford
Railroad, a distance of about four miles. The
capital stock will be $40,000. Among those in-

terested are: Representative John KeHey, Judge
James H. J; lint, John W. Carey, H. F. Perry, F.
A. Sulis, Francis Ambler, E. W. Hunt, A. M.
Bachelder and Thomas T. Bailey.

Trenton, N. J.—The Lancaster Railway Con-
struction Ccmnpany has been incorporated. The
capital stock is $100,000. The company purposes
to build and furnish material for the construction
of electric and steam railroads. The promoters
are: Henry Baumgardner, Michael Reilly, Ge.i. N.
Eeynolds, -John E. Hubley, Frank H. Steacy, Da-
vid B. Shenk, Lancaster, Pa. ; Hugh E. Crilley, Al-
lentown. Pa.: Theo. Mace, Trenton, N. J.

Chicago, III.—The Co-Operative Electric Railway
Company has been incorporated with a capital
stock of §1,000,000. The company is formed to
acquire, sell, lease or operate railways, to buy, use
or operate franchises for the same, and to manu-
facture, sell or operate patents, protecting electric

railways, equipments. The promoters are Morris
S. Evinger, Chas. E. Nurnap, Isaac T. Dyer.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago, Oak Park & Harlem
Street Railway Compan.v has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $50,000. The incorporators
are John C. bchumacher, John Gnaediuger, Gus-
tave A. Pudewa, Frank Troost and Henry D. Schu-
macher.

Millvllle, N. J.—The Millville Traction Company
has been incorporated with a capital stocli of
$400, COO. The promoters are: Geo. Wood, 636
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Wm. B. Mun-
roe, Millville, N. J.; John K. Russell, 'Vineland, N.
J.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Yonkers, N. Y.—The coutroUing interest in the
Yonkers Electric Railroad Company and the Nortli

& South Electric Railway Company was purchased
last week by the banking? firm of R. T. Wilson &
Co., of New York. The directors of both com-
panies handed in their resignations, and Mr. Wil-
son named a new board, the principal members of

which are R. T. Wilson. R. T. Wilson, Jr., Albert
L. Johnson and James M. Edwards. Mr. Johnson
was elected president of ihe new corporation, and
Mr. Edwards, treasurer. Jilson J. Coleman, of
Bethlehem, Penn., was chosen manager of the
road, and assumed his duties at once. Among the
conditions of the consolidation are : First, that the
tracks on all the lines except that in Yonkers
Avenue shall at once be reconstructed, and the
present light rails replaced by heavy girder rails,

and the new and improved cars put on the several
lines; second, that the line from Getty Square
through Palisade and Ashburton Avenues to Park
Avenue, to Lake Avenue, shall be begun within
fifteen days, and completed in ninety days, under
a penalty of $10,U00; third, that the other lines

called for by the franchise shall be begun as soon
as the necessary number of consents has been ob-
tained.

Doylestowji, Pa.—The Bucks County Railway
Company has planned to do a considerable amount
of construction work in the near future. It pro-
poses first to build railway lines on the principal
streets of Doylestown. and it is negotiating with
the Doylestown Electric Company for power to
operate the cars. The plan, as far as known, then
contemplates the construction of a line from
Doylestown to Newtown, where it will connefct
with the proposed Newtown & Bristol Railway,
controlled by the same company. The company
also proposes to build a trolley line to Pe rkasie over
the route of the abandoned Philadelphia & Allen-
town Trunk Line Railway. It IS probable that it

will also construct a line from Doylesiown to Wil-
low Grove, although the successful outcome of this

project will depend largely on the encouragement
received in th? sale of bonds along the route. The
names of the incorporators are: William J. Fell,

Francis Fennimore, of Bristol, and Marshall S.
Lvnch, S. A. Hamilton and Robert C. Fulton, of
Philadelphia.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—W. H. Kent has brought suit
against the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company
to recover the statutory penalty of §100 for the
exaction from him bv the railway of two alleged
excessive fares. On July 25, 1894, Mr. Kent rode
from Fulton Ferry to Fort Hamilton on the de-
fendant's car and paid one fare toSi.Kty-fiftii street.

The conductor demanded and collected another
fare for the remainder of the trip. Mr. Kent paid
it under protest. Returning he had to pay as be-
fore. Under the law, Mr. Kent says, the company
is liable to a fine of $.50 for every excessive fare
collected, and claims that inside the city limits of
Brooklyn only one fare can be charged.

Taunton, Mass. — A syndicate from Rochester,
N. Y., interested in the proposed electric road be-
twp-en Taunton and Fall River, visited New Bed-
ford last week. They came from Fall River on a
special car loaned by the Dartmouth & Westport
Street Railway Company. There were ten in the
party. The road was examined and after a stop
of half an hour or so they returned to the Border
City. Thursday afternoon this syndicate pro
ceeded from Taunton to Fall River by carriage and
examined the rouie of the proposed road between
those two cities.

Newark, N. J.—Work has been begun by the
Electric Light and Power Company upon the new
power house for the Consolidated Traction Com-
pany on the Newark City Ice Company's old wharf
property adjoining that of the power company.
The station will be 190 feet on the river, running
back 15.5 feet to the railroad. It will be builc of
brick and stone, laid upon a foundation of closely
driven piling and concrete. It is proposed to have
the budding finished by Nov. 1 and the plant in
full Ojieration before winter sets in.

Lancaster, Pa.—The coi tract for building 43
miles of track for the Pennsylvania Traction Com-
pany has been awarded to the Lancaster Railroad
Construction Company. The lines to be built will
connect this place with numerous points of import-
ance, passing through rich, thickly populated
districts and include two miles more of track
within the city. Work will be commenced ac
once.

Harrison, N. J.—The common council has granted
the Jersey City, Harrison & Kearny Railroad Com-
pany and the Consolidated Traction Company
franchises to run their electric cars on Harrison
avenue, from the bridge to the Kearny line, the
consideration being |3,500 and $10 yearly for each
car run.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Kings, Queens and Suffolk
Company states that before long it will soon begin
the constraction of tlie bicycle railway, which will

be a competitor of the Long Island road. It claims
that the road can be built for !||!35,000 per mile, and
that it can be operated for 8 cents per car-mile.

Waukesha, Wis.—It is reported that effort is being
made to raise necessary funds to build an electric

road from Wauliesha to Pewaukee and thence
skirt the lake region and end at Oconomowoc.
Most of the right of way has been secured, and it

is hoped to begin the construction this fall.

Philadelphia, Pa.— The trolley cars of the People's
Traction Company, which began running to Chel-
ten avenue, Germantown, last Sunday, have com-
menced running regularly from Mt. Airy, which
is to be the terminus of the Germantown division
until its completion to Chestnut Hill.

Toronto, Can.—The Toronto Railway Company
has purchased 2.50 feet frontage in Roncesvalles
avenue, by a depth of 250 feet, and a large power
house will be erected, from which the Mimico and
the Weston electric car system will be worked.
Car sheds will also be erected.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Daniel F. Lewis, President of

the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, last

week s nt a check for §10,640 to the City Clerk in

payment for lic.-nses for 532 cars at $20 each.

Media.—The Bnough Council has given per-
mission to the Delaware County & Philadelphia
Electric Railway Company to lay tracks on Wash-
ington street as far east as Olive.

Baltimore, Md. — The Highlandtown & Point
Breeze Electric road was opened last week.

Cortland, N. Y.—Work has been begun on the
electric railwav.

PERSONALS.

W. A. H. Bogardus, general manager of the
Brooklyn Heights Railroad, has resigned from a
similar office which he has held in the Brooklyn,
Queens County & Suburban Railroad since it was
organized. His place is being filled by C. M.
Wicker. Since Mr. Bogardus' occupancy of the
general managership the Broadway branch of the
Suburban railroad was equipped with an electrical

system which has resulted in almost doubling the
receipts from that line. There were two leasons
for Mr. Bogardus' resignation. One because the
two positions forced too much work upon him, and
the other because of the difficulty in conducting
the two offices, similar in nature, in different com-
panies, without having them conflict.

D. W. Sharpe, the retiring general superinten-
dent of the Consolidated Traction Company of
Newark, was presented a gold watch by the
employees of the company last week. The watch
was a heavy stem-winding hunting-case one, with
a massive gold chain and a heavy locket contain-
ing a portrait of Mr. Sharpe's wife. The inscrip-

tion was: " Presented to D. W. Sharpe, Superin-
tendent of Consolidated Traction Company of

Newark, N, J., by his employees and friends,

August 9, 1894." The locket was set with a dia-

mond. The presentation took place at a dinner at
which 100 of the employees were present.

Jas. Wolff, of the New York office of the New
York Insulated Wire Company, has succeeded J.

B. Olsen as manager of the Chicago branch, Mr.
Olsen returning to the New York office.

A. D. Doran has resigned as superintendent of
the Seelye Street Car Line of Montgomery, Ala.,
and Simuel Walker has been selected to fill the
position.

Frederick H. Tidman has been appointed super-
intendent of the Suburban Traction Company's
lines, of Orange. N. J.

William Robinson, of the Robinson Electric
Truck and Supply Company, of Boston, was in
New York this week.

T. A. W. Shock has been appointed superinten-
dent of the Central Electric Railway of Sacra-
mento, Cal.

Reynolds T. White, inventor of the White ele-
vated railway system, died at Medford, Mass., last
Saturday.

Dr. J. Allan Hornsby, of the National School of
Electricity, Chicago, was a New Yoi'k visitor this
%veek.

TRADE NOTES.

The Ohio Brass Company reports orders of con-
siderable size during the month of July for its type
W. material from the following roads : Middletown
and Goshen Traction Company. Middletown. N. Y.

;

The Elyria-Lorain Electric Railway Company, Lo-
rain, O.; The Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany, Toledo, O.; The Cincinnati Street Railway
Company, Cincinnati, U.; The Toledo and Maumee
Railway Company, Toledo. O.; Keokuk E. L. and
Power Company, Keokuk, la.; DesMoines Railway
Company, Des Moines, la.; East Liverpool & Wells-
ville Railway Company, East Liverpool, O. ; Beaver

Valley Traction Company, Beaver Falls, Pa. ; Lake
Cities Electric Railway Company, Michigan City,
Ind. ; Consumers' Electric Light and Street Rail-
way, Tampa, Fla. ; Citizens' Street Railway Com-
pany, Memphis, Tenu.; Fort Wayne Electric Rail-
way Company, Fort Wayne, Ind. ; Warren Street
Railway Company, Warren, Pa.; The Chillicothe
Electric Railway Company, Chillicothe, O.: The
Akron Sireet Railway Company, Akron, O.; Pun-
sulawney Passenger Railway Company, Punsutaw-
ney. Pa.; Union Street Railway Company, Saginaw,
ilich.; West End Street Railway Company, Knox-
ville, lenn.; Riverside Park Street Railway Com-
pany, Saginaw, Mich.: Brighlwood Railway Com-
pany, Washington, D. C; Nashville Traction
Company, Nashville, Tenu;; The Delaware Electric
Railway Company, Delaware, O.; The Marion
Street Railway Company. Marion, O.; West End
Riverside Electric Railway ijompany, Montgomery,
Ala.; The Columbus Street Railway Company,
Columbus, O.; The Lansing City Electric Railway
Company, Lansing, Mich.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City,
N. J., manufacturer of lead pencils, crucibles,
stove polish, and other graphic products, writes
that it has felt the necessity of stiffening the back-
bones of salesmen who have complained of com-
petitors' cut prices, and do it after the following
fashion : In times like these when work is none
too plenty, and the manufacturer is anxious for
orders and the salesman likewise, (here is great
temptation to cut prices tor the sake of getting a
quantity of business and thereby deluding our-
selves into the idea that we are prosperous because
we are busy, forgetful of the fact that the more
business one does at a loss the slimmer will be the
bank account at the end of the year. Prices once
broken down are hard to re-establish, and it is

even doubtful if they can be reestablished.
Furthermore, a manufacturer who once gets the
rtputation of making cheap goods will find it dif-
ficult to obtain good prices even for his best goods,
and fine products at good prices are always in
fair demand at all times. There is neither money
nor reputation to be gained in doing work for less
than a fair price, and the very men who profit
by beating the salesman down, and by inducing
him to enter their order at cut-throat competition
prices, respect him less, and respect his house less,

than if he had stuck manfully to the principle that
first-class goods demand a fair price.

The Ball Engine Company has lately shipped the
following engines : Edison Electric Light and
Power Company, Erie, Pa., one 3.50 H. P. ver-
tical compound ; Edison Electric Light and
P.iwer Company, Erie, Pa. , one 300 H. p. cross
compound; Eureka Light Company. Eureka, Cal.,
one 300 H. P.; Industrial Home of the Blind, Chi-
cago, one 80 H. p. ; J. H. Houghton, Boston, Mass.,
one .50 H. P.; Minneapolis General Electric Com-
nany, Minneapolis. Minn., one 35 H. p.; Bronx
Gas and Electric Light Company, Van Nest. N. Y.,
one 250 H P. , tandem compound ; Hotel New-
combe, Quincy, IIP, one 60 H. P. ; Gen. A. S.
Bushnell Building, Springfield, O., one 60 H. p.;
Lexington Electric Light Company, Lexington,
N. C, one 50 H. P.; Greenwich Gas and Electric
Light Company, Greenwich, Conn., one 150 H. P.;

Greenwich Gas and Electric Light Company,
Greenwich, Conn., one 135 H. p.; Kennard House
Company, Cleveland, 0.. one 50 H. p.; City of
Griffin. Ga. , one 135 H. p.; Howe Pump and En-
gine Company, Ladd, III., one 50 H. P.; Sykes &
Wagner, Minneapolis, Minn., one 30 H. P.; F. F.
Vater & Co.. Minneapolis, Minn., one 35 H. P.;
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal., one 150
H. p.; Electric Supply and Engineering Company,
Detroit, Mich., one 70 H. P.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., reports the shipment last week of a car-
load of electrical apparatus, consisting of one 250-
light dynamo and ten 3-H. P. Manchester type
slow-speed motors, with special starting boxes, to
the Massachusetts State Insane Asylum, at Danvers.
The motors will be used for operating ventilating
fans throughout the building, the whole installa-

tion being in the hands of G. M. Angler & (Com-
pany, of Boston, New England contractors for
Mather apparatus. The company reports the sale,

through Harry S. Smith & Co., of Philadelphia, of
two 45-K. w. direct connected dynamos tor the
Bartrain apartments of that city. These dynamos
are to be of the new Mather multipolar type, di-

rectly connected to Woodbury engines, and when
completed will be one of the finest direct connected
plants in Philadelphia.

The Falkenau Engineering Company, Limited, Betz
Building, Philadelphia, is the name of a new com-
pany which has recently been organized for the
purpose of conducting a general business as me-
chanical and electrical engineers. Messrs. Arthur
Falkenau, Edwin R. Kelier, Clayton W. Pike and
ElmerG. Willyoung constitute thecompany, which
will devote itself to designing and building light,

heat, ventilating and power plants, ceniral stations
and electric railways, complete or in part, and to
giving expert advice in all matters pertaining to
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the same. Special attention will also be paid to

making expert examinations and tests of existing

plants with a view to increasing their capacity or

economy of working.

McGuire Truck.—It would seem that the Phila-

delphia Electric Traction Company is well pleased

with the Mi'Guire make of truck. It bought 70 in

January. 170 in June, and last week ordered 50

more. The McGuire company is one of the for-

tunate concerns that are crowded with business.

Everything the company takes hold of seems to

prove sue essful. Ic nas order-j on hand tor nearly

400 trucks, 11 combination track sweepers and
about 300 of the new Columbian stoves.

New Street Railway Catalogue.—President Mc-
Kinlock, of the Metropolitan Electric Conopany.
Chicago, says that he expects to have the new
catalogue of street railway material ready for dis-

tribution within a week or ten days. The company
carries an extensive line of street railway goods,
including many first class specialties. The com-
pany reports business as very satisfactory in all its

branches.

Siemens &. Halske Contracts.—The Siemens &
Halske Electric C impany reports that since the
fire which destroyed its Chicago factory, this com-
pany has closed six contracts for various classes of
machinery, of which the two most important are
the Hotel Sivoy, New Yoik, for a lighting plant,
and Franklin SlcVeagh & Company, in Chicago,
for a power transmission plant.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,
Conn., has been awarded by the Worthington Hy-
draulic Works, at Brooklyn, N. Y., the contract
for making large additions to the latter's already
extensive plant. The same company is putting up

a gashouse roof for the New Jersey Gas & Con-
struction Company at South Amboy, N. Y.

E. J. Wessels, of the Genett Air Brake Company,
has recently closed contracts for air Drakes to be

used on the Athol, Mass.; Lowell, Lawrence &
Haverhill, Mass.; Newport, R. I.; New Haven,
Conn.; and Easton, Pa., railways. The company
is receiving inquiries from Europe regarding the
brake

.

Brownell Cars Ordered.—Robert GiUham, re-

ceiver lor the Northeast Electric Street Railway
Company, has made a contract with the Bruwnell
Car Company, of St. Louis, for 10 new cars for the

road.

James A. Trimble, of 330-333 East Twenty-eighth
street. New York, will soon introduce a fender
which will embody, it is predicted, a number of
new and especially meritorious features.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TJ. S. Patents Issued Aug. 7, 1894.

523^998. Dynamo-Electric Macliine ; Gustaf
Kennerfelt, Lynn. Mass. Filed Marcb 6. 1894. This
patent covers the combination of a magnet with a divid-

ed core, a series of rotatine conducrors interposed be-

tween the parts thoreof, and means for electrically con-

necting said conducLors in series.

5249OII. Electric Motor; Frederic C. Whitmore,
Lynn. Assignor to ihe Grenpral Electric Company, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed May 5, 1893. £n a multipolar motor,

No. 524,017.

a base portion formci of a box-shaped casting- open at
the trip and having a polar extension in combination
with a top t'ormed of a casting similar to the base and
inverted, and wound field magnet cores held by tbe
meeting side walls of the top and base portions which
are secured together, the polar extensions of the top
and bottom portions forming consequent poles to said
wound field magnet cores.

521,014. Trolley Wire Snpport; L^vi Yakel, Alle-
g eny. Pa. Filed April 15. 1393. Renewed December 27,

1893. (n an electric insulator the combination of a bolt,
the lower end of which i^ afldpted to be secured to ;i fin

for an electric wire, a series of asbestos and mica disks
alternately strunt; thereon, a ring, a cap adaptid to be
secured thereto and means of securing said bolt in said
ring and cap.

524,017. Trolley tor Electric Cars j George C.
Bourdereaux, Peoria, 111. Filed March 12, 1894. The
fork is constructed of two separable parts having en-
larged hollow beads, bearing blocks retained within
said heads, a shaft having tapering ends with the heads
let into the said blocks, a trolley wheel mounted upon
the shafr, said wheel composed of two separab e halves
inclO'^ing a ring. (See illus ration.)

52 t,020. Dvii.<nio - El'Ctric Maclilne; Rudolf
E'ckeraeyer Yonkers. N, Y, Filed Oct 7, 1891. I'hists
the combination in a dvnamo electric machine of an
armature; separate U shaped electromagnets each
having its own field coil, or coils, and rovitled wii h ap-
propriate cheek pit-ces, and having the sever il similarly
magnetized cheeks located closely adjacent to each 01 her
but separated by air spaces parallel with tbe armalure,
winding, and a counterfield coil ( n each magnet, in cir-
cuit wiih the armature winding, and ha/inu portions
thereof located in said spaces, and parallel wit ' the ar-
mature winding

521,025. Conduit Electric Kail way; Rudolnh M.
Hunter, Philadelphia. Pa., Assienor to the Thomson-
Houston Electric Company, of Connecticut. Original

No. 521.025.

application filed Nov. 30. 1886. No. 220,240. Divided and
this application filed Stpt. 12. 1891. 'I'ho sysLem com-
prises he comhination of a working conductor arranged
alonir the railway, a slutted conduit c ntaining said
conductor, an electrically propelled vehicle havmg a
pivoted truck, and a latfrally movable coiled or sus-
pended from said truck substantially below Its pivotal
point projecting into the conduit and making contact

with the conductor. (Hoe illustration).

521,040. Adjuaiable Oate for Street Cars
Lorenzo R. Godwin. Memphis, Tenn. Filed Match 5,

1894 The gate has suitable fr,imework. a solid plate
secured I hereto, and arms capable of rigid adjusiment
extending from the sides of the g^ie, whereby the gate
may he immovably attached to different widths of gate-
ways. (See illustration.)

524,062. Iilectric Heater; .Tesse F. Kester, La
Grange. 111., Assignor to the F. P. Little Eleciri'-al Con-
struction and Supply Company, Bufi'alo, N. Y. Filfd
April 29, 1893. This heater consists of a slab of soap-
stone provided wiih a cavity, a resistance medium
arranged in said cavity and an insulating filler composed
of 25 pttrts of soapstone, 25 parts of flint glass, 15 parts
of carbonate of soda, 10 parts of boracic acid and 25
parts of silicate of soda. (See illustration.)

SaijOGG. Waterproof Insula'fd Electric r^n-
<*ti*'ior; Duncan MicfHrlan, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
M.yl7. 1894 This is a water and fire proof insulated
elfctric conductor having a thread or chord of fire-

proof m-iterial saturaceo with a liquid insulaiing sub-
stance wound around the same and a waterproof sheet
or strip surrounding said conductor.

524,100. S»ppotltis Insulator for Eleelrie
Wi-es; Lauren S. Beardslev, Naugatuck, Conn. Filed
JuDP 11. 1891. This holder for insulators consists of a
pin provided with screw threads designed to engage the
screw threads in the interior of a glass insulator, the
pin having projecting therefrom a bolt, a bolster for
the bolt, and means for securing the holt in position.

524^104. Coudnciors* ITloney Belt ; John T

.

Lfoherty, Cambridge, Mass. Filed June 29. 1891- The
device comprises in its construction a belt, a neck strap,
connected thereto, aluminum boxes secured upon the

No. 524,040.

belt having covers provided with spring locking de-
vices, a pocUet formed in the belt, and means for at-
taching and adjusting the belt and strap.

524)117.. IVIotor Suspension for Railway
\* o It ; Edwin VV. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass , Assignor to
the Thomson-Houston Klectric Company, of Connecti-
cuc. Filtd Aug. lo, 1889. The supporting frame is

No. 524,0fi2.

sleeved on the car axle and consists of two side and two
cross pieces formed in one piece, one of such yoke pieces
constituting tbe yoke piece or bar for the field magnet
of the motor. (See illustration.)

524)119. Dynamo £lecErie macltine ; William
B. Sayers. Glasgow, Scotland. Filed Jan. il, 1891. The
armature has the sections of the armature winding
connected to the commutator sections by commutator
coils; portions of each of which are located on opposite
sides of a section of the said winding, to one end of
which said commutator coil is connecied.

524,136. Rcgulat4/r for D) namo-EleclrIc ITIa-
cttiue^; Thomas A. Edison, Menlo Park, N. J., .as-

signor to the Edison Electric Light Company, New
Vork.N. Y. Filed Nov. 11, 1881. An electromagnet is

placed directly in the main circuit of the dynamo, and
a variable resistance placed directly in its field of force
circuit, the said magnet varying the resistance of the
field circuit as the magnet is more or less energized.
(See illustration.)

521 168. Guard for <;iobeM of Ellef^trlc Liglifs
or l^atiips; John C Galster, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Feb, 10, 1894. The guard is formed of sections of open
work, a hinge connecting the same, and a catch at-
tached to one section and adapted to engage with the
other section, said hinge having strengthening pieces
counectea with the top of the upper section.

24,175. Car Fender; Alexander Kidd, Brooklyn,
Assignor of one-half to Robert Wood. New York, N. Y.
Filed May 11. 1894. The fender consists of a series of
members which are coupled together and held by yield-
ing tension devices to prespnt a continuous barrier in
advance of the car wheels both when in their ntirmal
positions and when moved laterally with respect to tbe
track by contact with an obstacle in the path of the
fender.

624,1 90. Life Saver for Cars ; Frank M. Chapman,
New York, N, Y., Assignor to Stella F. Chapman, same
place, and; Charles B. Jefferson, Buzzards Bay, Mass.
Filed Feb. 15, 1891. The device consists of a buffer in

No. 521.117.

front of said car; gearing connecting one of the cap
axles with the buffer, said gearing being arranged to
rotate, during each revolution of the car wheels on said
axles, a given point on the periphe'*v or the buffer a
greater distance than the circumference of said wheels;
and a safety shield interposed between the buffer and
front of the body of the car and having an elastic
vertical part and horizontal part.

524,198. Fender for T?am-Cars; William Dry-
den. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Nov. 3, 189^. The safety
guard consists of a body, a fender located at tbe for-
ward lower portion of tbe body, and spring-controlled
doors or gates located above the fender and constituting
the upper front poriion of the body.

524,207. Mreei or Railitay Car Fen-f'er or
Gt-a'd; Fmil Kemnitz. Memphis. Tenn. Filed Oct.
27, 1893. The fender compriee^a body provided with
uprigtiL rollers arranged, practically, in the form of the
arc of a circle of large diameter, that is, of subsLan.ially-
uniform general curve outward, avoiding marked
prominence of the curve or at any portion thereof, sub-
stantially.

524*232. Jnsulatin£ Tro'ley-WIre Sapport ;
Frank M. Zimmerman, Detroit. Mich. Filed Nov. 2,

1893. This is the combination of an outer shell, a cen-
tral screw threaded nut secured to, but spaced from,
said shell by an insulating disk, a supporting stirrup
engaging with said nut, and a saddle piece adapted to
form a grip therewith.

521,255. Wire-Spllciujs: Device; Abraham Kile,
Mount Auburn, la. Filed Keb. 28, 1891. Tbe patent
covers in a w ire-splicer a twister consisting of a Lody
portion having an inclined half btaring therein, a
clamping portion hinged t hereto having a correspcnd-
ing bearing, hooks on the side of the twister ar-
ranged apiirt and extending in oppo.ite directioHS,
and a headed bolt pivoted on the body portion and ex-
tending through the clamping portion.

524.282. ElPctrio-RatlAvayPole-Ratcbet; Thos.
J. McTjghe, New York. N. Y.. Assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Freoerick E. Filch, same place. F If

d

Jan. 28, 1893 Renewed Jan. 22. 1894. Tbe n^etallic
pole-ratchet has a nie'allic clamping device for attach-

No. 521.136.

ment to the pole, and insulation electrically separating
the ratchet from the clamping device.

521,283. Troiie>-Wire Circuit-Breaker; Thomas
J. Mc'l'ighe and Sumner W. • hilds. New YorK, N. Y.,
j*BSignors, by mesne assiunments, to Frederick K.
Fitch, same place. Filed Jan. 2J. 1893. Rer.ewed Jan.
22, 1891. The device is con posed of two end castings
united bv two lateral parallel insulated rods fixed in
said castings but insulated therefrom.
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Atlanta Street Already street railway men are

Kailway Con- taking a great deal of interest in

vention. the American Street Railway Con-

vention to be held at Atlanta in October, and indi-

cations all point to a large attendance. Arrange-

ments are making for a special train, and the

delegates will be afforded an opportunity to visit

I-ookout Mountain and other interesting points.

From Atlanta the assurance comes that all visitors

will be given a most cordial welcome.

Speed of The public does not desire any

Electric Oais, decrease in the speed of trol-

ley cars, the daily press to the contrary notwith-

standing. Nine out of every ten passengers would
if their opinions were asked, express themselves in

favor of even more rapid transit on surface lines

than they now enjoy. Any decrease in speed is

bound to create grumbling. Not a great while ago

the chief of police of Worcester, Mass., brought

complaints against the local street railway com-
pany because it operated cars faster than ten

miles per hour. The action was taken in behalf

of the public, but it evidently does not appreciate

this interest in its behalf. A petition is now in

circulation asking the City Council to change the

ordinance relating to the speed of electric cars so

that outside of the mile circle the maximum rate

shall be 15 instead of 10 miles an hour. The com-
pany is agreeable to the change and the petition is

supported by a large number of influential citizens.

It is interesting to note that the Sj)y of that city, in

referring to the popular dissatisfaction with the

slow running of cars, says : "The complaints, as a

rule, upon which the prosecution was under-

taken, did not come from persons who use the

cars."'

Special Oars for Every street railway company
Bicycles- no^ realizes, as it never ap-

preciated before the days of rapid transit, the value

of stimulating travel along its lines by following

out new plans. Vast increases in traffic demon-
strate how profitable have been new departures of

this kind. Parks and resorts have been opened,

exhibitions have been arranged, special cars have

been provided for the use of evening excursion

parties, and a score of other expedients have been

advantageously adopted by shrewd managers in

pursuance of the policy of stimulating travel. The
Kings County Elevated Railroad Company, of

Brooklyn, has just found a new means of attract-

ing passengers to its coaches, which may be sug-

gestive to street railway cocnpanies in a number of

cities. There is a great army of bicycle riders in

Brooklyn who, it is assumed, will be glad to escape

the rough roads when they make excursions into

the country. On last Sunday foi' the first time a

special car was provided for the transportation of

wheels. The type of car used for this purpose is

the ordinary flat car, but around it is a railing 4J
feet high, in which are doors. On one side are

bicycle racks, while on the other the wheels can
be piled one against the other. In addition to the

ordinar}' five-cent fare, the wheelman pays ten

cents, has his machine checked, and rides in com-
fort until the good roads are reached. It is the

present intention to run the bicycle cars only on
•Saturdays, Sundays and holidays; but if the

arrangement proves successful the number of cars

will be increased and the service will be extended

to other days,

Street Kailway Mail Baltimore will probably be

Sei'vice, the next city to utilize street

railway svstems for the distribution of the mail.

Postmaster Warfield, of that city, has applied to

the several companies to assist him in his efforts

to improve the service in the suburban districts

tributary to their lines, and he is receiving favor-

able responses. This is as it should be. Every

contribution that the street railway company
makes to the attractions of suburban life, and to

the development of suburban property, is bound
to increase its income. The street railway mail

service is bound to extend, and companies will act

wisely when they co-operate in a liberal way with

the postal authorities.

The Benton Harbor In our last issue we presented

Incident. a report of trouble which oc-

curred in Benton Harbor, Mich., when an effort

was made to remove certain tracks belonging to

the street railway company. The report was re-

produced from a daily paper, and perhaps injustice

was done to W. Worth Bean, who was represented

as the chief actor in the encounter. Mr. Bean made
the common mistake, as we think, of refusing to

make a statement to the reporters, and as a result

his side of the case was not presented at the time

to the public. It may be remarked incidentally

that street railway companies at times suffer in

public esteem through the disinclination of their

representatives to make statements for the. use of

the press. Evidently believing that they will be

misrepresented in any event, they regard silence

as the part of discretion. If, however, they would
prepare written statements, or take pains to see

that interviews correctly represent them in any
given matter, they might save themselves

a vast deal of subsequent explanation. If

they keep silent the.v may be assured that

their enemies will not be too scrupulous to

seize the advantage of presenting uncontradicted

their side of a controversy, and this statement in

nine cases out of ten will necessitate some sort of

a reply. In this event the company's case is preju-

diced because of the fact that an original state-

ment creates a stronger impression than a correc-

tion, and it gains nothing by the discretion, for it

is forced into print after all. In the present issue

we present a statement from Mr. Bean, which we
strongly wish had reached us in time for publica-

tion a week ago. It will be apparent that the en-

counter at Benton Harbor, according to Mr. Bean,

was far less serious than represented in the press

dispatches, and that he did not fire his gun in the

protection of the stieet railway property, as the

dispatches had it. The alderman who was shot

was the victim of the accidental discharge of a

weapon, and the wounds were by no means serious.

It also appears from the statement that Mr. Bean
and his associates were not the aggerssors, but that

the officials who were removing the track acted
'• without authority of law, or even a resolution

from the City Council." We commend the state-

ment to the attention of the street railway men, a

great number of whom Mr. Bean counts among his

friends. The incident has created not a little com-

ment, and we are glad to have Mr. Bean set him-

self right. We certainly ti-ust that the future

proves that the incident was one of slight impor-

tance,
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STATEMENT FBOM W. WORTH BEAN.

Edifoi' of Street Railway Gazette.

Sunday, August 12th, the Associated Press sent

out a number of dispatches in regard to a riot

caused, in Benton Harbor, Mich. , by an attempt to

tear up the street raihvay tracks Sunday morning

at about four o'clock, and stated that I lad shot; an

alderman while in discharge of his duty. The
facts of the case are these :

The street railway company constructed, in No-
vember, 1892, two squares of track on Main and
Sixth streets, running to Territorial street, under
the terms and provisions of an ordinance passed,

accepted and approved August 17th, 1893, the same
continuing on Territorial street and other streets

to the east ci^y limits. On June 7ih, 1893, the Cily

Council agreed with the railway company to repeal

that portion of the ordinance on Territorial street

and change the same to Main street, with the

understanding that the property owners were to

pay the railway company one dollar per foot to

develop their property on Main street. Last June
the financial depression caused them trouble and
they could not raise the money. In May, 1894, the

ordinance expired by limitation, this company
claiming no further rights under it. On August
6th, 1894; the property owners and this company
came to an agreement. That night the Council

passed a resolution repealing the ordinance of June
7th, and requesting the company to remove the

tracks at once.

I met the council committee on Thursday, Aug-
ust 9, and agreed to change the grade of two thou-

sand feet of track, move all poles to the curb line,

free of expense to the city. I also agreed to see

that my track was planked with good three-inch

plank. The original grade was established by the

city engineer and tracks were laid according to his

stakes. The two farmers on the committee said I

should pave with cedar blocks. I declined to do
it, as the planking was considerably better than
the cedar blocks with sap, being the kind they are

using for paving. Without authority of law or

even a resolution from the City Council, two alder-

men of the street committee, with one of the pav-
ing contractors, three policemen, four wagoHS and
a gang of thirty laborers, at the unseasonable hour
of four o'clock, and on Sunday morning, proceed-
ed to destroy my company's tracks. I appealed
to the deputy sheriff after twelve o'clock Saturday
night, and at his request and knowledge furnished
him a posse of five men and myself, four guns. I

ran a car to the scene of action and the rioters and
track destroyers upon its approach began to throw
blocks and planks on the track and proceed with
picks to dig up the track. During the riotous pro-

ceedings and while the sheriff was trying to make
them desist, my gun was accidentally discharged
from the front platform of the car, the contents
striking the gate of the car and going into the
ground, with the exception of two No. 2 shot, strik-

ing one of the aldermen who vi-as some distance

away. One shot lodged in the thumb, just under
the skin, and the other one lodged in the front part

of the leg just above the knee. I assured them at

the time that it was an accidental discharge of

the gun. Not until after the accidental discharge
of the gun was heard did the sheriff have posses-

sion of the field. They gave me no time to appeal
to the courts for relief, and I knew nothing of it

until late Saturday night.

At the time of the trouble and arrest I was in

full possession of the property; and after 'giving

bonds and turning the property over to the sheriff

for protection, I returned to my office in St.

Joseph. After all of us had left the property, and
the sheriii had taken charge of it for protection, he
allowed the riotous work to begin again, and they
succeeded in destroying the track, to the utter dis-

gust of a large number of taxpayers and citizens

who so badly needed the road to Morton's Hill. A
petition has been circulated among the property
owners and citizens of the East Side known as
Morton's Hill, and subscriptions had been taken
for the further extension of this track. I declined

to give my version of the affair to the Associated

Press, through the advice of the railway company's

attorney. Doubtless this was a mistake, which

time will prove, but with the street railway press

and people I desire to keep the good name I have

had among them for the past twelve or fifteen

years.

You are now in possession of all the facts as they

exist, and you do not have to rely on newspaper

reports. As stated before, I furnish you these facts

and if you desire tocomaient on this affair you may
not be at a loss to know where to begin

.

W. Worth Bean.

St. Joseph, Aug. 15, 1894.

GREAT ELECTRIC RAILWAY PROJECT IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

According to the Boston Transcript, the next

General Court of New Hampshire is likely to have

on its hands the acceptance or rejection of one of

the greatest electric railroad projects ever con-

ceived. It is nothing less than a trunk line ex-

tending up the Merrimack Valley from Massa-

chusetts and from the headwaters cf the

Merrimack to the banks of the St. Lawrence
opposite Quebec, and covering in its route the

mountain, lake and wild wood regions of New
Hampshire and Canada. From this trunk line

branches are designed to extend east and west to

all points which it is desirable to reach. At the

head of this project is Mr. Charles Corliss, a large

real-estate owner of Haverhill.

" This system of electric country roads," Mr.

Corliss is quoted as saying, " is not designed as a

competitor to the excellent steam road systems ex-

isting, but to be a feeder to them. The new system

ii designed to supplant, rather, the lumbering stage

coach, barge and farm wagon. The electric car

can go at full speed around corners and up hills

which defy any other locomotive power. Their

construction is now so cheap that they can in most

instances be built and equipped by local capital.

This system is designed to penetrate every township

and hamlet on the trunk line and for miles on either

side. Electric power for operating these lines can

be easily and cheaply furnished by the unimproved
water privileges abounding on the various routes.

The zone system will doubtless bo adopted in cal-

culating tariffs, and it is thought that one-half

cent a mile will be the maximum passenger charge."

ELECTRIC TRACTION COMPANY'S WORi^
IN PHILADELPHIA.

On every division of the Philadelphia Electric

Traction Company's system, except those in

West Philadelphia, the preparations for the change

of motive power are so far advanced that the start

ing of the trolleys on all the roads east of the

Schuylkill River is a matter of only a few weeks.

On August 18th the electric cars will commence
running on Lombard and South streets, east of the

Schuylkill River. It is stated that in three or four

weeks trolley cars will be running on the Fifth and

Sixth street road. All of the new track is laid and

most of the repavmg is done. The trolley poles

are up and the overhead wiies are being put in

place. Feed cables are being drawn into the con-

duits. There aie two lines of cars on Fifth and
Sixth streets. One uses Berks street, between Fifth

and Sixth, and Front, and runs on Front to Ken-
sington avenue. The other goes to Lehigh avenue

and around the Episcopal Hospital to the depot. It

is probable that the trolley cars will first be started

on the Lehigh avenue route, but only a few days

will intervene before the change is made on the

other.

The Frankford branch of the Fifth and Sixth

street road, running out Kensington avenue, is also

practically ready for the tiolley, and in a short

time the familiar dummies will be abandoned.

On Second and Third streets the new rails are

nearly all laid as far as the depot, at Frankford
and Lehigh avenues, on the different branches run-

ning to the center of the city. A large part of the

new granite block pavement is also laid. The trol-

leys will commence running on these branches of

the Second and Third streets road soon after they

are put in operation on Fifth and Sixth streets.

On Lehigh avenue also the work is well under
way, and about October 1, or soon after, it is likely

that electric cars will be traversing that thorough-

fare.

The company has at last settled its differences

with the Pennsylvania Railroad over the crossings

of the new Cumberland and Huntingdon streets

route, and it will be pushed forward to completion.

This line will run from the Delaware River to Fair-

mount Park by way of Huntingdon and Cumber-
land streets, Kensington and Lehigh avenues.

In West Philadelphia work was recently com-
menced on the lines pf the Lombard and South
streets division. Progress is being made in laying

new tracks on Thirty-eighth and Fortieth streets.

On Baltimore avenue nothing has yet been done.

The large power station at Beach and Laurel
streets, which is to furnish power for the Fifth

and Sixth, Second and Third and part of the Le-
high avenue roads, is about finished. Two of the

1,050 H. p. engines and generators and one of 350

H. p. are being installed and will be ready for a
trial run in a few days, four of the boilers have
been erected.

Cars for the Fifth and Sixth and Second and
Third streets road are being built by the St. Louis
Car Company and the Jackson & Sharp Company,
of Wilmington, Del. This company is also re-

building a number of its old horse cars and equip-

ping them with motors.

BOYCOTT AT YOUNGSTOWN.

A meeting of the merchants of Youngstown, C,
was held last week to consider the strike of the

street railway employees. While cars on the street

railway system have been running regularly,

manned by non-union employees, they are boy-
cotted by the old men, who have determined to

extend the boycott to all those patronizing the

street railway company. When employees in local

stores ride on the cars, their employers have been

asked to discharge them under penalty of suffering

from the boycott. In view of these and other dis-

agreeable conditions, the merchants decided to

meet to consider means by which the strike might
be declared off. After considerable speechmak-
ing, these resolutions were adopted

:

Inasmuch as the street railway strike now in
force here has disturbed the business interests and
is retarding the prosperity of society, we, the mer-
chants of Youngstown, in the interest of all parties
concerned, respectfully suggest both to the man-
agement of the street railroad and the former em-
ployees, a method in which the matter in dispute
may come to a final settlement, to wit:

First.—That the management of the street rail-

way company and its former employees shall sub-
mit by its proper officers or attorneys a statement
of its grievances which it may now have or
have had since the strike has been inaugurated, to
the three honorable Circuit judges of this county
for their decision as to whether there is now or
has been matter which should have been subjected
to arbitration.

Second.—That if, in their judgment, there are
or have been differences between contending
parties which should now be arbitrated, that these
honorable judges be respectfully requested to give
their judgment as to the proper and equitable
mode of adjusting these differences.

Third.—That the interested parties heieby
pledge themselves to submit unqualifiedly to the
decision of these honorable judges.
Fourth.—That in case of failure of either side to

submit its cause as here suggested or to submit
to the decision of the honorable judges, the mer-
chants of this city, individually and collectively,

bind themselves to sustain that side which will
consent to this request.

Fifth.—That the chair appoint a committee of six
gentlemen whose duty it shall be, first, to solicit

the signatures of the merchants of this city to this
proposition, and, second, to obtain the signa-
tures of the officers of the Youngstown Street
Railroad Company, and those of the street railroad
men's union, and, third, to draw up a petition, the
same to be signed by some of the influential men
of our city, to be forvvarded to the honorable mem-
bers of the Circuit Court of this county, begging
them to accept of this trust as a favor to theii' cou^
stituents for the good aud welfare of this city.
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THE HfilLMAlUN LOCOMOTIVE.

A vast deal has been written of the electric

locomotive of J. J. Heilmann, wriich last spring

made its successful trip from Paris to Mantes. It

scarcely appears to be the case that the results of

J. J. Heilmann.

the experimental tiip justified the extraordinary

enthusiasm which the combination of Heilmann

created on the other side of the Atlantic. A writer

in the Revue Illustree, for example, prefaces li is

conditions of working steam is used far more
uneconomically in an ordinary locomotive than in

a well-designed engine used for driving a dynamc.
Heilmann naturally claims that because of this

fact far better results are obtainable than would
appear theoretically. Another point in favor of

Heilmann's locomotive lies in the fact that its

entire weight is utilized to increase traction with-

out any complication of coupling rods.

The locomotive is slightly orer 13 feet in length

and weighs 100 tons. The general plant consists

of boiler, horizontal compound engine, developing

from 600 to 1,000 H. P., and a six pole C. E. L.

Brown dynamo of a normal capacity of 410 kilo-

watts. The electric motors mounted on the axlus

are eight in number and are 60 kilowatts capacity

each.

On the day of the official test from Paris to

Mantes ?00 invited guests occupied places in eight

first-class coaches ftirnished by the Compagnie de

rOuest. At its conclusion Mr. Heil.nann received

the waimest congratulations from those who had
carefully observed the performance of the locomo-

tive. It was stated that the test showed that the

coal consumption of the Heilmann combination

was 20 per cent. less than that of the ordinary

locomotive operated on the line. The speed of

the train reached as high as 105 kilometers per

hour (65| miles) on the down grade near Limay.

COEEOSION OF lEON PIPES BY ACTION OF
ELECTRIC RAILWAY CXTEEENTS.

ARRIVAL OF HEILMANN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE AT MANTES.

description of the experiment in these terms :
" It

was on the 9th of May—remember the date, for it

will be famous in the annals of science—that the

remarkable electric locomotive of M .Hei 1 niann was
officially started on the Havre line. This,was the

first triumph of electricity over steam, in so far,

at least, as French railroads are concerned."

It may be remembered, too, that the United

States Consul made a report concerning the per-

formance of the locomotive that fairly bubbled

over with enthusiasm. He seemed to think that

the problem of high speeds on railroads had been

effectually solved and that the sooner American
inventors followed Heilmann's lead tlie sooner

they would accomplish something of value in this

interesting and important field.

Heilmann's locomotive, it willbereoalled.carries

its own generating plant. This plan was hit upon
by the inventor in view of the fact that because

of the enormous outlay involved, a scheme neces-

sitating the equipment of a new line or the trans-

formation of an old one was impracticable. He
therefore devoted himself to the construction of

an electric locomotive that could be used at once

on existing lines. As it has been repeatedly ex-

plamed by French writers it is not extraordinary

as it first appears to use a locomotive for first

converting steam into motive power, then using

this for generating electrical energy which in turn

operates the motors. The contention that such a

combination is valueless because of the loss at

each stage in transformation of power certainly

loses .fprce when it is realized that under certain

This speed was three miles faster^ than that at-

tained at the preliminary trial in the month of

February.

The accompanying illustrations are reproduc

In the last two issues of the Street Railway
Gazette appeared a paper read by D. C. Jackson
before the Western Society of Engineers, in

Chicago, on " The Corrosion of Iron Pipes by the

Action of Electric Railway Currents." After the

paper had been read the following discussion took

place :

O. M. Rau, Milwaukee : We had a case in
Milwaukee which leads me to believe that the con-
dition of the soil is as much responsible for the
corrosion as the electric current. On a railway
line built about four years ago a No. i copper wire
was laid as a supplementary track feeder. On
investigating the condition of this wire recently it

was found to be entirely eaten away on the lower
end of the line and on the upper end in as good a
condition as when new. The electric conditions
were the same all over this line, as the power-
house is situated iu the center of the circuit.

From this instance as well as others, I do not
believe the ieaka,ge of electric current will notice-
ably affect a pipe unless the chemical nature of
the soil is favorable to this action. In a number
of places where the water pipes were affected
.special care was taken as to the kind of filling

used, lake sand or gravel being considered best.

A. V. Abrott, Chicago: Professor Jackson has
given to us an exceedingly valuable contribution
to engineering literature. He has accurately de-
termined the amount of corrosion per ampere-hour,
or per unit of electrical energy expended, forming
data from which we will be able to make calcula-
tions as to the probable effect of the corrosive ac-
tion. He has also demonstrated what is still more
important, namely, the amount of electrical press-

ure which is required, not only to initiate the
trouble, but to constantly maintain the action.

These experiments are in line with those rhade by
Mr. Farnham, who showed in one experiment that
a piece of lead wire about three inches long and
nearly ^J^j inch in diameter was dissolved in pure
hydrant water: that is to say, in water as pure as
is obtained from the Boston water works. The lead
was entirely dissolved, with an electrical pressure
of YoTf of a volt, in about a week's time—a result
which is not only confirmatory of Mr. Jackson's
investigations, but furthermore points to the con-
clusion that very small quantities of the. electroly-

tic salts, to which Prof. Jackson has called atten-
tion, are sufficient to initiate and to carry on
corrosive action. The actual amount of lead which
passed into solution was not very great, but all

examination upon the injury done to underground
structures has shown that the difficulty arises
from an extensive pitting of the metallic surface

;

a single hole will incapacitate a 30 inch water main
as seriously as if the whole pipe were dissolved.
The amount and rapidity of the corrosive action

seems to vary greatly in different localities and
under different circumstances. The first action
was noticed in Boston, in the summer of 1891,
three years or more after the first installation of
the electrical system of the West End Railway
Company. Injury was first discovered by the tele-

phone company in Boston, as affecting the lead
sheaths of their underground cables. The Boston

THE HEILMANN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

tions of snap shots taken at Mantes at the conclu-

sion of the trial.

Tonawanda, N. Y.—Cars are now running regu-

arly on the Delaware street trolley line.

1

reports indicate that some of the smaller surface
pipes, both of the water and gas systems, have
been injured, but no damage is reported to have
occiurred to the large mains, although the en-
gineers of the West End Railway have expressed
an opinion that there is a probability of the ex-
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iatence of extensive corrosion. In the Brooklyn
experience, however, within a very few months
after the substitution of electrical propulsion for

animal traction, extensive injury to the largest gas
and water mains m the city was noticed, injury
which, in Court street, necessitated the replace-

ment of several lengths of large gas main.
Mr. Jackson has shown very clearly that a

pressure of Ytnju of a volt is suiHcient to cause
injury, if this action is allowed to continue.

Should all electrical industries be allowed to pour
their energy indiscriminately into the earth, it

would be only a short time when such small
differences of potential as this would be found all

over the areas covered by our towns and cities. It

IS, therefore, merely a question of time when under-
ground structures will be seriously menaced and
ranidly destroyed by currents of this kind.

Some years ago I had the good fortune to con-
struct about 3U0 miles of electric railway. At
present I represent the engineering department of

the Chicago Telephone Company, and so have been
on both sides of the fence and have had fair op-
portunities to see and consider both sides of the
question. In my earlier electrical railway experi-
ence the double trolley was still in vogue, and I

constructed several roads of this kind. I have al-

ways advocated the idea that each individual elec-

trical company, no matter what its business ought
to have its own complete, entire and private cir-

cuit. The idea of constructing arc light plants,

incandescent lighting stations, telephone and tele-

graph circuits and electrical railway lines, with
the probability in the future of an indefinite ex-
tension of electrical circuits, and to dump the en-
tire energy from all such sources into a common
tub, is absurd.

In any other kind of engineering such mutual
Interference would not be tolerated for a moment.
A'ready every electric lighting company is re-

quired by law to provide its own independent and
private circuit. Nearly all the telephone com-
panies are rapidly changing their lines from
grounded circuits to metallic circuits, not only on
account of the injury to which tuey are subjected
from theother electrical companies.but also because
experience has shown that the service obtained by
the use of the individual circuit is attended with
far better results. By this means each company
secures a private right of way peculiar to itself,

which not only does not interfere with other cir-

cuits, but is not interfered with by other circuits.

A few moments since, Mr. Jackson showed that
by the construction either of a double trolley road
or by providing an electrical road with a sufficient-

ly adequate return circuit, the question of injury
to underground structures, no matter what they
may be, is completely and satisfactorily solved.

This is also the remedy proposed by Mr. Farnham.
In the case of Chicago little or no trouble has as

yet been experienced with underground structures,

because the trolley roads are now only in the out-
lying parts of the city, where a minimum of me-
tallic underground structures exists, and where the
earth is in good condition to form a return circuit.

Only a few trolley roads have at present been
placed in operation, and those have been only op-
erated for a short time. The electrical road, how-
ever, is bound to extend, and doubtles?, in some
form or other, will penetrate to the heart of the
city before many years elapse. Some of the Chi-
cago elevated roads are already taking up the
problem and preparing to change their equipment
to electrical propulsion. Unless they provide them-
selves with an individual circuit, and build that
circuit in such a way that unierground structures
will not form a path for the current, trouble will,

sooner or later, occur.
From investigations in Brooklyn and other cities

it has been shown that in some cases the current
followed a gas or water main, skipping along the
main from point to point, running from the main
into the earth, and from earth back into the main,
depending upon the resistance of the joints Thus
many points of corrosive action were initiated, re-

sulting in widespread and extensive injury to the
pipes. The occurrence of such a result will be
more and more frequent as trolley roads increase
in number and extent and as more current is

dumped into the earth.

A few minutes ago Mr. Rau related an experi-
ence in Milwaukee, where the difficulty was over-
some by excavating around the water mains and
return electric circuit and introducing clean gravel
or sand. For a very limited district such an ex-
pedient may be a success, but it would be utterly
impracticable to equip a large city upon this plan.
Neither does it seem possible thatsuchan expedient
should be a final remedy for the difficulty. The
constant accumulation of organic salts in the
streets, from animal refuse, would sooner or later
impregnate the cleanest and freshest soil with a
suflBcient quantity of decomposable organic acids
to initiate corrosive action. Itappears to me, then,
that the remedy lies with the engineering societies,

which should formulate such specifications and re-

strictions, applicable to various electrical indus-
tries, that should on the one hand protect existing

structures and on the other encourage the develop-

ment of electrical enterprises by securing such an
improvement in both the quality and quantity of

the materials and workmanship as shall obviate

the defect of poor and cheap building, so forcibly

pointed out by Mr. Jackson.
The advantage of the electric road lies in its

economical construction. The best cable roads
cost from $135,000 to .$200,000 per mile, while a
first-class trolley may be built to cost not over
$60,000 a mile. The electrical road attracts the
capitalist because he can earn more on his invest-

ment in this form than in any other. The single

trolley road offers a special ii ducement, from the
fact that it requires only one-fourth the copper
necessary for the double trolley, and consequently
requires a proportionally decreased investment for

its original installation, but electrical railway en-
gineers are finding that this is an expensive econ-
omy. In my own experience I have seen a retm'n
circuit through rail bonds running so hot that for

a space of 1,000 feet the bonds have burned their

way through the ties, allowing the rails to spread
to such an extent as to derail the cars. All energy
thus lost in these rail bonds demanded a corre-
spondingly greater expenditure of coal, and to that
extent diminished the earnings of the road.
Quite commonly it has been asserted that
an electric railway can be built for $30,000 a
mile, but after construction has been undertaken
upon this basis it lias been impossible for such
roads to pay any dividends. In the past the work
has been done not too economically, but too
cheaply. If the capitalist would take the advice
that the engineer usually gives, if he would plan
his entire circuit, both the outgoing and the return
branches, in such a manner that not over 5 to 8

per cent, of the energy generated by the station is

consumed in the circuit, half of the electrical roads
now in the hands of receivers would be earning
and paying good dividends. They already have
the necessary business, and the question of
dividends is one of economical operation
and maintenance. Assuming an interest and de-
preciation account of 10 to 13 per cent., a
very little calculation will show that in nearly
every road in this country additional copper
in the line circuits will earn a good return on the
investment. Therefore it seems to me that the
way lies in improving electric railway construc-
tion to such an extent that it is not only the best
engineering construction, but in the end cheapest
for the capitalist and safest for other enterprises.

(To be continued.)

SOME PRACTICAL HINTS IN DYNAMO DE-
SIGN.*

BY GILBERT VflLKES.

Chief Engineer of the Detroit Electrical Works.

III.

Prevention of Sparkinq.—The prevention of

sparking is such a large subject that it is a pity to

touch upon it at all, as it can only be imperfectly

discussed. There have recently appeared on the

subject a number of papers in the English electrical

journals which are worth reading.

Sparking may come from careless attendance,

overload, error in design (such as thickne;s of com-
mutator insulation which is not based on calcula-

tion), insufficient number of commutator segments,

insufficient carrying capacity of segments, brushes

covering too many or too few bars, and instability

of the neutral point. I leave out of the above,

machines of positively bad electrical design that

have no neutral point. It used to be considered as

necessary for steady, sparkless running under wide

variations of load, that the field magnets should be

saturated and operated well above the knee of the

curve of the iron of which they are built. la this

I do not agree, and where light weight is no object,

I prefer to run lower on the curve—at about the

knee— as the magnetism at this point is more un-

stable and I think the iron can reply more quickly

to changes of magnetization, and therefore keep

the voltage of the machine more constant under

rapid variations.

Granting that the machine is not badly designed,

the three principal conditions for obtaining a steady

neutral point and therefore the sparkless condition

are : the proper number of commutator segments,

a proper ratio between the ampere-turns on the

fields and of the distorting coils on the armature,

and a proper ratio between the total magnetizing

force required and that used in overcoming the

reluctance of the gap. The first two conditions are

* A lecture before the students of the College of Me-
chanics and Engineering, University of Wisconsin.

interdependent. The first is more the result of

reasoning from experience with dynamos, not only

in the shop and testing room but in practice with
machines of different designs, than from calcula -

tion. The other two are dependent upon the type,

and one must make his own empirical formulas
from the data of the first tests.

It is the third condition, the proper ratio between

the magnetizing force required to overcome the

gap and the total magnetizing force, that shows us

why it is so much easier to build a sparkless small

dynamo than a large one ; for 80 or 90 per cent,

of the total magnetizing force is necessary to

overcome the high gap resistance. The area of

cross-section of the gap is not only small, but
owing to there being several layers of wire on the

armature, the length is relatively greater. This

also points out one reason why small machines are

relatively much more expensive, because relatively

so much mere copper is necessary on the fields.

Thus a 1 H. p. machine costs about one-twentieth

of a 50 H. P., and a 3 H. P. about one-seventh of a

50 H. P. machine.

Going back to the 45 K. w. continental machine,

of which I have already spoken : It is at the head
of a list of machines of that type. We would,

therefore, expect its field coils to weigh proportion-

ately less than any others of the series, and, if so,

that it should be nearer the sparking limit ; also

that the complete machine should weigh proper"

tionately less than the other members of the series

and cost proportionately less. All of these points

are true. The weight of wire on the field is only

equal to that on the similar K. w. machine. Its

speed is 80 I revolutions at 110 volts as a motor, and
when run at about 35 percent, above this by weak-
ening the field the machine is unbalanced and there

appears that peculiarly disagreeable snapping at

the brushes. Yet the machine runs at its proper

speed with absolutely no lead and no sparking at

the brushes. The machine does weigh and cost

proportionately less than the other members of

the series. Its frame is made entirely of one
iron casting, and yet the weight of wire on the

armature is practically the same as that on thg

armature of the 45 K. w. Edison machine above
referred to, the weight of the wire on the fields is

less, and the total weights are: Edison, 6,800

pounds ; continental, 7,635 pounds. This is a very

remarkable result, when it is remembered that the

Edison machine is of wrought iron and that a con-

siderable expense is necessary in building it to

machine and fit the parts of the field circuit. The
two machines rnn at the same speed. Wrought
iron does not necessarily make the lightest machine

nor cast iron the cheapest. The design must be

adapted to the material to be used.

The relatif>n of size of armature to output, and
the relation of field loss to radiating surface.—Con-
cerning the relation of size of armatures to output,

different rules are given by different people ; and,

in fact, not only will the watts per square iucji

allowable differ for Gramme rings, Pacinotti and
drum armatures, but different armatures of the

same type but different size will give varying results

.

A larger ratio of watts per square inch can be

allowed for armatures hiving a single layer than

for those having several layers of wire. This also

holds true for field coils. The wide variation that

exists may be illustrated by the fact that Kapp
states that in field coils the watts per square inch

of radiating surface may be taken between one
and four. This would be rather an unsatisfactory

basis on which to begin designing. I have found

Esson's figures good for a first approximation.

As regards the preseat field for continuous cur-

rent designing, the popular gaze is for the present

in the direction of polyphase power transmission

apparatus, so that the time is peculiarly suited for

quiet study and advance in continuous current

work. It is not necessary that the idea should be

entirely novel. Manyof the best plans havefailed,

owing to not being worked out properly. See the

toothed armature. Four years ago it was regarded

as a thing of the past and was simply remembered

as Pacinotti's pioneer attempt, To-day it has re-
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turned in an improved form and displaced every-

thing else for large machines and small slow-speed

machines.

Something must be done to clieapea the manu-

facture of small machines—say from .5 H. p. down
—and my remarks may contain a hint as to one

way of accomplishing this. Remember that the

gap reluctance in small machines is much greater

than is necessary for reasons of good running-

Is it not possible to use iron wire for these small

machines both on the armatures and fields? I feel

sure it is. The fine wire used on these machines

is very expensive, costing more than twice as

The boynton bicycle electric rail-
way.*

BY J. M. KNOX.
The Boynton bicycle electric railway is at present

an experimental line running for a mile and a half

in East Patchogue, L. I. It is the aim of the in-

ventor "to simplify and reduce friction, thereby
largely increasing sifety and speed and saving
wear and tear on both rolling stock and track."

The components of this friction in the ordinary
railway system are: air resistance, lack of paral-

lelism in the two rails, direct friction on the rail

due to the weight of the car, and the friction owing

the wheels are journaled, a vertical shaft rises

through the roof of the car and carries a second
framework with four guide wheels revolving in

the horizontal plane, two on each side of and
about half an mdi from a 7 X 9.inch guide beam
which, with its supports, forms the superstructure

of the road and carries the conductor. "When the
car is at full speed the guide wheels only occasion-

ally come in contact with the guide beam, as,

owing to the gyroscopic action of the wheels, etc.,

the car tends to keep in equipoise. In rounding
curves they turn the vertical shafts and thus the
framework in which the wheels are set. The

_- N- ^'"
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BOYNTON BICYCLE ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR. SECTION OF ROAD SfRUCTURL,

much per pound as for the larger sizes. I have

already built fan motors, even for .500 volts, using

iron wire exclusively, and the machines were not

larger than the u^ual run of fan motors of equaj

capacity. I hope soon to try iron wire on small

machines of somewhat greater capacity.

One last remark in relation to experimental ma-
chines. Let them be roughly made, for they will

be very expensive anyhow. An experimental ma-
chine should never be begun until the improvement
sought for is well fixed in the mind and all the cal-

culations are made showing just what the machine
ought to do, and every detail drawn out to scale.

Drawings are slow, tedious, and expensive ; but

to jamming, skidding, etc., when rounding curves.

lu the Bjynton system the car is made wedge-

shape and very narrow. This greatly decreases

the air resistance, and as the entire car with motor

weighs but six tons, the friction due to weight is

much reduced. The bicycle construction does

away with all jamming and skidding on curves.

The further advantages claimed are: More strength

with less weight; speed and economy of transporta-

tion, with reduced cost of construction; a greater

proportion of paying to non-paying loads; a great

increase of speed (300 miles per hour); greater

safety and smoothness of motion; saving in con-

sumption of fuel, etc.

car body is swung from these vertical shafts by
springs, the shafts having ball bearings imme-
diately below the points where the springs join

them.

To provide against accident, the car has grooved
shoes at top and bottom, so that if a wheel were to

break, the car would simply fall an inch or two
and then skid along the track, there being no
danger of its leaving the rail or falling over, the

one shoe holding by the guide beam and the other

at the rail.

The overhead conductor in this system consists

of a twelve pound rail imbedded up to the head in

an insulatmg material, allowing only a narrow
slot for the current collector to enter. The current

is taken ofi: by four wrought iron shoes of three

square inches contact surface each. It is stated

that even at the high speed looked for by the in-

ventors there is no danger of the shoes leaving the

conductor.

The motor is a Gramme ring, series wound ma-

END VIEW OF BOYNTON BICYCLE RAILWAY CAR. INTERIOR OF BOYNTON BICYCLE RAILWAY CAR.

you can change them and cannot materially alter

the final product when it appsars in copper, brass

and iron.

(Concludei.)

Merceil, Cal.—It is announced that G. A. Wul-
kup, builder and one of the owners of the Hutchin-

son & Southern Railroad, in Kansas, who has been

here about three months, has completed arrange-

ments to build an electric road from Mevced to

Yosemite.

The car, as run on the company's experimental

hne in East Patchogue, is some 50 feet long, 4 feet

wide and 7 feet high. The, wheels, to one of

which the motor is directly coupled, are journaled

in a framework having no rigid connection with

the car, but carrying four rollers, which press

against bearing pieces fastened at right angles to

each other m the car frame. This arrangement

allows considerable freedom of lateral rotation for

the wheels. From each of the frames in which
* From the Electrical Engineer.

chine with 1,156 turns of No. 7 wire on the arma
ture, the inside diameter of which is 36^ inches.

The field magnet is a solid steel casting of circular

cross section placed inside the armature and
wound with 210 turns of No. 5 wire ; there are

193 commutator segments.

"With regard to the commercial practicability of

the system it is claimed that it is very economical.

The line m East Patchogue, however, is not effi-

cient under the present conditions. The motor was
built for a normal speed of 560 revolutions per
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niinute. but it is unable to maiutain more than

about one-half of this speed, the car traveling at

about 50 mUes per hour : this may, in part, ac-

count for the large expenditure of energy neces-

sary to run the car. Indicator diagrams taken

from the engine which the company had in 1S93

(100- H. p. New York safety* show that the engine

was working at a very heavy load, but the actual

electrical output it was impossible to learn, the

generator is operated under conditions similar to

those it is intended to meet in actual practice.

Four or more sets of brushes, as may be requh-ed,

according to the conditions, are used. Each brush

is held in an independent holder ; hence any single

brush can be raised from the commutator without

disturbing the others, and each, having its own
spring, may be perfectly adjusted. The diametri-

cally opposite brushes are of the same polarity and

rigidly keyed to a metal spider or sleeve, which
can be readily slipped on and keyed directly to the

engine shaft. All washers used in the construc-

tion of armatures are first treated to an annealing

process peculiar to the company, with the result

that the armatures when revolving in the most
intense magnetic field will only heat up to a few

degrees above the surrounding temperature.

The winding is of the simplest form. The sim-

plicity is particularly noticeable at the end of the

armature, where the wires, instead of being over

lapped and bunched together, stand out from the

core and from each other, allowing free circula-

tion of air around every conductor. No wires

having a large difference of potential are adjacent

to one another.

A feature peculiar to these direct-connected

generators is the employment of cast steel in the

field, which increases the efficiency of the gen-

erator and is much preferable to cast iron, cast

steel giving an extremely powerful magnetic field

.

nearly double which is possible where cast iron

is used, or which can be obtained with laminated

soft iron pole pieces cast into the yoke, or frame,

of the machine, on account of it being almost an

utter impossibility to do this without producing

blow holes or large apertures iu the field casting,

back of the laminated pieces.

The machines are manufactured by the Mather

Electric Company, of Manchester, Conn., and the

contractors for them in New York are H. B. Coho
&Co.

GEAEBD DOUBLE CBANK PEESS.

MATHER DIRtCr COUPLED GENERATOR.

station ammeter needle running up as far as it

could go, 200 amperes being the last scale division.

the voltmeter at this time reading about -100 volts.

As near as C3uld be ascertained the maximum out-

put at any one time while the car made its trip

was S^> K. w. and the minimum 80. .5 K. w., the

average being Si.H K. w., or about 111 H. P.

It should be stated that the company is building

a new motor to replace the one now in use.

are connected. The rocker arm of the brush holder

is of rigid construction, and the different parts are

perfectly insulated ; it is designed so that it will

adjust all the brushes simultxneously.

One of the distinctive features of these direct-

The accompanying illustration shows apiess for

cutting out large armature disks, built by the E.

W. Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. This press em-
bodies a number of special features not hitherlo

used in presses of this class. Many of the large

electrical companies have one or more of these

presses, and they have given salisfaclion and aie

doing excellent work.

UATHEB DIEECT-CONNECTED GENEEATOB.

The accompanying illustration shows the latest

type of improved Mather multipolar 100-k. w
generator coupled direct to a l.'iO-H. p. Ideal en-

gine. The Mather direct-connected generators

embody the most advanced ideas in design and

construction in thu claas of apparatus. One pecu-

liar ad%'antage of this type of generator consists in

the fact that the fields arc cast in four pieces,

and entirely separate from the frame, all beicg

bolted together, bo that the assembling or taking

a[>art of the generator, or the removal of the arma-

ture, is accomplished in an exceedingly short time

and with the greatest case.

Thc»e generators are designed to be directly

connected to any fifBt-class type of engine adapted

for this work, and are exceedingly compact. They
are self-oiling, self-exciting, self-regulating, and,

after being started, rojuire no attention. They
are cotn|i<jimd wound and equally well adapted

for electric lighting, electric railway, or power

pur(iOHe».

A common difTIculty with a generator is spark-

inK at the bnuhi-s, wliir:h is usually caused by the

{tomti of comniutntion shifling with the vurialions

in the I'M'I. It ban U't'n the aim of ilie compiiny

to oviTiroinc tluH diflir'iiliy, and that it lius iieen

done i» provifl by lli<- fact that after the bru»lies

have <iiif.'r Ix'en ndjuat-d, further change in their

(fOdlti'in ifi not nxt-wnry, no matter how sudden

or how gri-nt may )>>• the variations in tin- amount
of current nnpiilii'd liv lli" genenit'jr.

On" griiit mlviifii !(»,. I 'inn'-cted with lliit^; gen-

eratora in < ini of the field and arninlure

being pf'

'

iK.il with IIkw of the coiii-

pnn;. i|<<iliir Kenerntorx. It has been

able : friinim. U|lon which lliey run

be Ml up iuwl run, iivlorv (hipping, so that every

GEARED DOUBLE CRANK PRESS

conne(He<l gencrntorH is the conHtructlon of ihc

nriimliire, which is of the iiirml iiiiprovi'd lypi'.

The core IH iiuilt up with thin discs of si ift iron,

which arc forced together under pressure and

Thai III

guidance

lay lie .'I liiMi ,sii|i|il

to the l!ir«e mid ilelicat

nary center gib liaH brcn abandoiu

of the Blide are Bpread .ipan ao -.m

ikI .iceiiratc

e dies, the ordi-

(1 and the ways

to be as wide as
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the frame itself. This has also made it possible to

leDgthen the ways considerably, without increas-

ing the height of the frame. The illustration

shows the additional solidity and accuracy due to

this mode of construction.

A new automatic friction clutch obviates en-

tirely many of the difficulties experienced with

the regular automatic clutches on heavy back

geared presses. A pressure on the foot treadle

shown releases the weight which actuate a pow-

erful friction clutch ou the back shaft, thus

starting the press almost instantaneously and

obviating entirely the heavy metallic blow which

housings of 54 inches and is generally made with

a 30-inch round opening in bed, which, however,

can be varied to suit special requirements. It is

geared 1 to 10, and has a flywheel weighing 1,800

pounds on the back shaft. The weight is 30,000

pounds.

STEELING FENDEB.

The Steiling fender, which is illustrated in the

accompanying cuts, is especially designed for use

on cars operating in city streets, and its construc-

tion is such that it may be attached to the truck

out of the way of damage from collisions with

Third Avenue Company is also using the same
device on its cars. The device is manufactured

by the Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Co., of

New York Citv.

AN OBSTACLE TO GOOD SEEVIOE.

An official of the Philadelphia Traction Com^
pany recently made the following statement in a

daily paper, which will meet with the approval of

managers generally:

" One of the obstacles the passenger railway
companies have to contend against in their efforts

to make good time and give the people good ser-

vice, is the teams which persist in remaining on
the tracks in front of the cars, instead of turning
out promptly as the car approaches. There are
many drivers who do this persistently and deliber-

ately, looking back or shouting defiantly at the
motormen when they ring the gong -i as a warning.
The result is that a carload of people are incon-
venienced by one selfish driver.
" Trucks are frequently backed up to the side-

walk for unloading, blocking a half dozen cars,

containing 300 or more passengers, when they
could be unloaded just as easily if they were
standing side to the sidewalk.

" If the police authorities would enforce the
laws against obstructing street-car traffic, which
cover the cases mentioned, there would be a de-

cided improvement in the service. The companies
have spent thousands of dollars for good pave-
ments on the streets from curb to curb, and should
be allowed to use their tracks without continuous
obstruction."

THE TROUBLE AT BENTON HAEBOB.

THE STERLING FENDER ATTACHED TO TRUCK

in the ordinary clutches tends to destroy the parts

and frequently causes expensive delays and repairs.

After the shaft has made one complete revolution

a cam releases the friction clutch, bringing into ac-

tion at the same time a brake, and thus stopping

the slide at the highest point of the stroke.

The large gear wheel, instead of revolving con-

ttinually, is, with these new clutches, keyed on

the shaft, and at a standstill until the clutch is

vehicles. The fender is light and strong, simple in

its design, but at the same time it has been found

effective in practice. The frame is made of

wrought iron pipe with malleable iron fittinps.

The frame is covered with woven wire and the

front is provided with rubber belting. This con-

struction results in the production of a fender

which causes a cushioned blow when it strikes a

person, and is not calculated to injure him, as very

In the last issue of the Street Railway Ga-
zette mention was made of the fact that trouble

had arisen over the forcible removable of certain

tracks by the local authorities. Tlie St. Joseph &
Benton Harbor Street Railway Company objected

to the tearing up of its property, and in the dispute

that followed one of the Aldermen was accidentally

shot. As a result it is announced that the street

railway company will sue Aldermen William Ho-

vey, James P. Dean, Charles Shriver, Steven

Boyle and Martin V. Buchanan, and Paving Con-

tractor James W. Pearl, of Benton Harbor, for

$20,000. It is alleged that these gentlemen were
instrumental in destroying the street railway com-

pany's tracks without authority of law and with-

out any resolution of the City Council authorizing

them so to do. ^
WOODS FLEXIBLE POLE BEAOKET.

The Woods flexible pole bracket, illustrated in

the engraving shown herewith, overcomes the

hammering effect of the trolley wheel on the

hanger, due to the rigid construction ordinarily

used on the regular pole bracket, and makes a

THE STERLING FENDER FLEXIBLE POLE BRACKET.

thrown into action. This constitutes an additional

advantage in the saving of considerable wear on
the shaft and wheel hub. Easy means of compen-
sation are provided for whatever wear may be oc-

casioned by continuous use.

This press will cut armature discs 30 inches di-

ameter and larger. It has a distance between the

likely would be the case were hard, rigid, unyield-

ing material employed. The fender is adjustable

at any desired height from the track, and can be

carried as close to the latter as is practicable.

The Sterling fender has been adopted by the

Metropolitan Company of New York for use on

the cars of the Broadway Cable Road, and the

yielding and flexible support, allowing the oars to

be operated at a high rate of speed without the

evil results often experienced. The device com-
bines the good features of the cross and bracket

suspensions. The ijeouliar construction of the

upper pole socket and hook allows the bracket to

be easily swung into position and adoiits of the
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adjustment of the horizontal arm vertically. The
straight line hanger is suspended between the cui-red

arms on the steel strand cable, the tautness of which

can be adjusted by means of the eyebolt at the

end of the bracket. The spread of the i urved arm
is 6 inches at the greatest width. The distance

between the centers in which the cable is suspended

is 2 feet. The fittings for this bracket are made
of malleable castings to insure greater strength.

The device is manufactured by the Ohio Brass

Company, of Mansfield, O.

TRAIN SERVICE TO ATLANTA CONVENTION

The Norfolk & Western Railroad Company,
known as the Shenandoah Valley Route, an-
nounces in this issue a special train to Atlanta,
Ga., for the accommodation of those desiring to

attend the convention of the American Street

Railway Association, which meets in that city,

commencing Oct- 17. As an inducement to those
patronizing this route a visit is promised to the
famous Caverns of Luray and the Natural Bridge
in Virginia, and Mr. L. J. Ellis, the eastern pas-
senger agent of the Norfolk & Western Railroad,
will personally look after the comfortof those who
avail themselves of this train.

As we go to press we are advised by the South-
ern Railway Company that they intend running
an eleeanliy equipped Pullman vestibule train

from New York City to Atlanta, leaving New
York, Oct. 1.5th, at 4:30 P. M., via. Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, for the benefit of those desiring to

attend the American Street Railway Convention.
The section of the country transversed by this

route possesses many scenic attractions, and the
train is scheduled to arrive in Atlanta the next
day at 3:55 P. M., making the time about 23i hours
from New York to Atlanta.
The members and delegates who attend the Con-

vention of the American Street Railway Associa-
tion in Atlanta, Ga. , in October, will not lack for

excellent railroad facilities, as both the Southern
Railway Company and the Noifolk and Western
Railroad Company are offering special induce-
ments to those who patronize theu- respective
lines. The rate of fare for the round trip over
either line, including sleeping car, will be |44.

The hfadquarters of the association and of the
majority of the delegates will be at the Aragon
Hotel, and all who have not engaged rooms are
advised to do so without delay.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

(From Our Wall Street Correspondent.)

Street railway stocks are beginning to show
signs of life, though general trading is rather light

as vet.

There are so many would-be investors still away
from financial circles that there [cannot be exten-
sive trading until they return. Brokers are receiv-
ing inquiries, however, about the most promising
street railw ay stocks, which is a general indication
that street business will follow. Reports are com-
ing in from the West and Southwest of orders for
electrical supplies. As these sections of the coun-
try have long been dormant, it is one of the most
hopeful signs in the street railway situation. It is

well known in stock circles that the street railways
have done a splendid summer business. They have
outstripped elevated and the suburban steam roads
of like proportions. One of the probable reasons
that street railway stocks are not appreciated
according to their worth, as the regular raihvay
stocks, is that earnings of the former are not given
the publicity that steam road earnings are. It

seems to be the policy of street raihvay companies
to withhold statements of earnings from the pub-
lic, and only inform a few of the amount of busi-
ness. There are some exceptions to this rule of
not publishing statements, but the majority of the
street railways only send reports to brokers, who in
turn only show the earnings to investors.
When earnings are published it will do a great

deal in popularizing street railway stocks.

about 50 miles of crosstown and other lines a large
amount of money will be needed. Several expen-
sive electric plants will have to be erected, and
people close to the West Chicago management esti-

mate that the company will, during the coming
year, need anywhere from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000
in order to carry out the scheme of improvements
already decided upon.— Philadelphia Stockholder.

Lancaster, Pa.—The capitalists who own the elec-

tric railway system of Reading are about branching
out into Lancaster county, having already taken
the preliminary steps toward connecting Reading
with Columbia, on the Susquehanna River, by way
of Adamstown and Lancaster. Preparations are
being made to secure the right of way for a line

from Columbia to Lancaster, running parallel with
the line of the Pennsvlvania Traction Company,
which has found that line such a profitable invest-
ment. The proposed line between Reading and
Columbia would tap an exceedingly rich and well
populated country, and it is believed that the line

would give a large return on investments.

Brockton, Mass.—A meeting of the directors of
the Brockton Street Railway Company was held in

Boston last week. Col. Crrorge H. Campbell re-
signed as president of the Whitman, Holbrook and
East Side roads. Fred B. Howard was chosen
president of the East Side Company, Jnhn P. Morse
president of the Brocktoa & Holbrook Company,
ard Horace B. Rogers president of the Brockton &
Whitman Company. This is an initiatory step
toward the proposed consolidation, permission for
which was granted at the last session of the legis-

lature.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—In the reorganization of the
Long Island Traction Company, the following
gentlemen have thus far been selected as direc-

tors: Theodore F. Jackson, of Jackson & Burr:
John Englis, of John Englis & Son; J. G. Jenkins,
president First National Bank: C. T. Young,
president National City Bank; William Marshall,
of L. Waterbury & Co.

Street Railway &, Illuminating Properties.—Trus-
tees of the Street Railway & Illuminating Properties
purchased and cani.eled on August 17th 463 shares
of preferred stock, paying an average price of $97.
This makes a total of 14,034 shares purchased to

date.

Mineral Ridge anil Nlles Road Purchased. -The
Mineral Ridge and Niles Electric Railway, con-
structed two years ago, was sold on an execution
last week for $27,800. The sale includes all equip-
ments. D. Moynahan, of Youngstown, was the
purchaser.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

er Van Wagenen, Solomon H. Howe, South Orange,
N. J.; Walter D. Jameson, Frank Brewer, West
Orange, N. J.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Aramingo Avenue Pas
senger Railway Company has been organized with
a capital stock of §13,000. The promoters are: Jos.
C. Lugar, Hyland C. Murphy, Nelson Sailer, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

Financial Notes.

West Chicago Street Railroad.—The affairs
of the West Chicago Street Railroad Company
are just now attracting no little interest in
this city among those who hold the stock,
and the amount is considerable. The state-
ment is made by people whose sources of
information arc good, that the company will issue,

shortlv after the return of President Yeikes, an-
other $1,000,00(1 of stock. The proceeds of the re-
cent sale of Tunnel .53 have been nearly absorbed,
it is claimed, in taking up the company's floating
debt and in making needed improvements. In
order to change the motive power to electricity on

Philadelphia, Pa.-The Chestnut Hill & Spring
House Passenger Railway Company, capital, $48-
000, has been incorporated. The proposed line runs
from the junction of Germantown avenue and
Chestnut Hill and Spring House turnpike road
northwaidly over the turnpike through Flower
town to Spring House Tavern, Montgomery
Cuunly. This will be a continuation of the Peo-
ple's Traction line. The incorporators are Henry
C. Moore, David C. Golden. Thomas B. Fool,

Joseph C. Lugar, Hyland C. Murphy, Robert C.
Shelmerdine and Nelson Sailer.

Sioux City, la.— O. A. Goodrich, of New York,
and A. Holmes, .Tohn Pierce, H. A. Johns and E.

C. Peters have organized the Sioux City & Sub-
urban Street Railway Company, with a capital of

$1,000,000, for the purpose of consolidating all the
street railways here. They now have the River-
side Park line, the South Sioux City and Coving-
ton road, the Short Bridge line, the Jackson Street
line, and the Sioux City & Leeds line, all electric

roads. They still want the Sioux City Traction
Company line, with thirty miles of track, and the
Morning Side line.

Chicago, III.—The Robertson Insidated Conduit
Electric Company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $1,000,000. The object of the
corporation is the making, acquiring and selling of

inventions, improvements and patents in electric

railway appliances and device.", etc., equipping
and operating street, horse and dummy railways,

etc., in the city of Chicago. Following are the
names of the promoters: J . Luttrell Murphy.
Smith B. Bracey, Hamilton B. McMillan, Bernis
W. Sherman, Wm. O. Osgood, Chas. A. Dye.

Lockport, N. Y.—The Lockport City & Olcott
Electric Railroad Company has been incorporated
to construct an electric road twenty miles long,

from Lockport to Olcott, Lake Ontario. The
capital is $200,000, and the directors are William
T. Holt, M. E. Stone, Adrian G. Funck, Jacob L.
Toch, Edward J. Cunningham, Thomas J. Agnew,
Noel Gale, George E. Dunscombe and F. Eugene
Crasson, of New York City.

South Orange.—The South Orange and Maple-
wood Street Railway Company has been incorpor-
ated. The capital stock is $100,000. The promo-
ters are Henry A. Page, Chas. E. Souther, Bleeck-

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
McKeesport, Pa.—The Times announces that the

Glenwood and Dravosburg Street Railway Com-
pany has s< cured all the right-of-way beiween
Homestead and Dravosburg for thy tracks, and the
work will begin on the line at once. The right-of-
way through Dravosburg has been secured and
passiige across the bridge is practically assured.
The company wants to reach McKeesport. and it

proposes to do it by purchasing the McKeesport
and Reynoldton lines, if possible, and to make them
a part of the system. Already work has begun on
a bridge at Homestead to connect the road with
the Second avenue line, which will carry passen-
gers into the heart of Pittsburgh. The plans of the
company contemplate the starting of a 30 foot
electric car with 60 H. p. motors, from the corner
of Fifth avenue and Walnut street, for Pittsburgh,
every 15 minutes; and to have a car arrive there
from Pittsburgh every quarter of an hour. The
company contemplates a rate of fare of 10 cents a
trip between McKeesport and Glenwood, and from
there into Pittsburgh the fare is five cents, thus
making the round trip rate 30 cents.

Albany, N. Y.—The Argus makes the following
prediction regarding the construction of a trolley
line connecting inland towns between New York
and Albany: "There is reason to believe that a
formidable trolley enterprise, of which Albany
will be the northern terminus, has begun to take
form. It is stated on what appears to be excellent
authority that the electric road between Rough-
keepsie and Wappinger's Falls, which is approach-
ing corapletioa, is only one link in a chain of
trolley systems connecting all the inland towns
between New York and this city. A road con-
necting Wappinger's Foils with Fishkill will next
be constructed. Mr. Hinckley, the President of
the road, it is definitely stated, is one of the repre-
sentatives of certain influential capitalists who
are putting this great scheme through."

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The horse railway on the
Canadian side has passed into the hands of a
syndicate composed ol : Alexander Manning, ex-
mayor of Toronto : Senator Aikins, Col. C. S.
Gzowsgi, James A. Lowell, M. P., W. M. German,
M. P. P. , and others. The company will at an early
date discard the horse car system and change to
the electric system. Where the power is to be
obtained has not been fully determined on, but it

is reported that the Canadian Power Company has
such faith in the enterprise that it has declared its

readiness to subscribe to the stock. The ultimate
intention of the new company is to extend the
railway to Chippawa thus making a connecting
link between the Grand Trunk railway station to
Chippawa and thence by boat to Buffalo.

Anderson, Ind.—Upon the application of N. J.

Clodt'eller. of Crawlordsville, and A. N. Painter
and V. C. Quick, of Alexandria, the Madison
County Commissioners have granted a franchise
for an electric line through this county. The line
projected by the company, which will have a paid-
up (3apital stock of $200,000 and be bonded to the
amount of $100,000, is similar to that which Pen-
nington mapped out last year andwhich collapsed
so offeciu'lly. The proposed line will run from
Indianapolis to Marion, a distance of 75 miles,
passing through Ingt.ll, Fortville, Pendleton,
Anderson. Alexandria, Jonesboro and Gas City.
It will be known as the Indiana Gas Belt Electric
Line.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—There has been very rapid work
done during the last week by the building of the
Nassau Railroad, and there is little doubt now that
the branch to Canarsie will be in operation by Sept.
1. Arrangements have been made with Harry
Adams of the Brooklyn & Rockaway Beach Rail-
road so that there will be no delays in crossing the
tracks of that company. An installment of 36
cars is expected from the Stephenson Company
the early part of next week, and the South Brook-
lyn Terminal Company has given permission for
them to be stored in its depot until the carhouse
of the Nassau road is completed.

Lancaster.—On Aug. 33, Senator J. J. Patterson,
President of the Pennsylvania Traction Company,
accompanied by Col. B. J. McGrann and William
B. Given, left for Coatesville, from which place
they intended drivingto Philadelphia over the route
surveyed for the Pennsylvania Traction Company
between Philadelphia a id Coatesville. The object
of the trip is to definitely locate the route of the
line, which is to be built without delay.

New Orleans, La.—Regular service was com-
uienced on Canal street by electric cars recently.
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Eight cars are operated, and the nuQiber will soon
De increased to 10. The line is 3A miles of double
track. The Judah line will be operated at once,
and the Prytania street road will be started in

September. The track of the latter is laid witli

1001b. girder rail, and the construction is excellent
in every respect.

Philadelphia, Pa.—In a few days the contractors
for the People's Company will commence laying
feed-wire conduits on Germantown avenue for the
Chestnut Hill extension. Tracklaying will begin
very soon after. On the Old York pike about 3,000

feet of track are being laid a day. It is expected
that this road will be completed to Jenkintown
and Willow Grove about Dec. 1.

New York, N. Y.—Plans have been filed with the
Building Department for a seven story brick power
house, to be erected on East Thirty fifth street

near Third avenue, by the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company. The structure will cost about
|60O,0OO,. and will be used as the power house for

the new Lexington Avenue Cable road.

St. Augustine, Fla.—The St. Augustine Electric

Railway Company, with E. M. Homes, president:

J. K. Rainey, vice-president; Charles Sperry, sec-

retary and treasurer, and T. W. Jackson, general
manager, will begin the construction of the road
as soon as estimates for the work are completed,
and which are now being made.

San Antonio, Tex.—The motormen on the lines

of the San Antonio .Street Railway Company
struck last week, and the system was tied up for

five days. The company then acceded to the terms
of the strikers, who demanded that they be paid
$1.50 per day and that no boy conductors be em-
ployed.

Trenton, N. J.—The South Jersey Street Railway
Company is securing a right of way from Bay
Head to Lakewood. It is understood that the
company intends to cut straight across the coun-
try from Lakewood to Trenton.

Princeton, N. J.—The New York and Philadel-
phia Traction Company has made application to

the Princeton Council for permission to construct
and operate an electric railway through the bor-
ough .

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The police of Long Island City
last week arrested six firemen of the Long Island
Railroad Company for violating the orders of the
Health Board in burning soft coal in their locomo
lives.

Lincoln, R. I.—The Moshassuck Valley Railway
Company has asked the Town Council for a fran-

chise for an electric railway to be built from
Sayleville to the Pawtucket line.

Baltimore, Md.—Seventy-eight car horses, th"
last lot owned bythe Baltimore Traction Company,
were disposed of last week, the prices averaging
about $45 a head.

Muscatine, la.—W. A. Seevers is the new man-
ager of the M'lscatine El'ctric Railway Company.
The line is to be extended and improvements are
to be made.

Pottsville, Pa.—The Borough Council has
granted the petition of the Schuylkill Electiic Rail
road Company for permission to make a number
of extensions.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Belden & Seeley have been
awarded the contract for building the electric

road to Solvay. Mather & Allen are the engi-
neers.

Syracuse, N. Y. — The Syracuse, Eastwood
Heights & De Witt Railroad Company has been
granted a franchise by the City (Jouncil.

PERSONALS.

J. V. Quackenbush has been elected president and
treasurer of the Herkimer & Mohawk <N. Y.)
Street Railway Company.

Brainard Rorison, of the P'ort Wayne Electric
Company, sailed tor Europe on the steamship
"Paris" last week.

Thomas H. McLean, general manager of the Citi-

zens' Street Railroad Company of Indianapolis, is

in New York.

E. J. Robinson, of the Laclede Car Company,
of St. Louis, was iu New York this week.

Superintendent Holmes, who recently disposed of
his interest in the Belle City Street Railway Com-
pany, of Racine. Wis., to take the management of
the railway at Green Bay, was presented a gold
watch and chain recently by the employees of the
Racine company.

TRADE NOTES.
Edward P.Thompson and Prof. Wm. A.Anthony.—

Edward P. Thompson, of 5 Beekman Street, New
York, announces that he has associated with him-
self Prof. William A. Anthony. The latter's pro-
fes-^ional record is familiar. For 15 years (1873 to
1887) he was professor of physics at Cornell
University, where he planned and equipped the
physical laboratory building, and organized and
had charge of the department of electrical

engineering. He is past-president and member of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
:)nd Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Since the time of his

resignation from Cornell University he has had
experience iu designing and building apparatus
and machinery for electric lighting and power
transmission, and as a consulting electrical engi-
neer and expert in technical and patent matters.
For the greater portion of this period he was en-
gaged as the consulting electrician of the Mather
Electric Company. He is the author of papers
presented before technical societies and in scien-
titic periodicals, and, with Prof. Bracket!, of
Princeton, a textbook of physics.

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company, of
Mansfield. 0., has installed a battery of two 150-

H. p. boilers in the station of the Citizens' Street
Radway Light and Power Company, of Mans-
field, which is giving excellent satisfaction. It is

announced that the saving in fuel with these boil-

ers in comparison with an excellent battery of
horizontal tubular boilers that were in use is in

the uf ighborhood of 15 per cent. The company
will soon build quite a large plant in Mansfield for
constructing these boilers. An arrangement has
recently been made with H. E. Collins & Co., of
Pittsburgh, by which the firm will have the ex-
clusive sale agency of the boilers for the United
States. This firm comprises among its members
William C. Temple, formerly the agent for the
Bibcock & Wilciix: Company, at Pittsburgh,
whose success in that line is well known. The
Aultman & Taylor company has recently closed
contracts with large manufacturers in Philadel-
phia, among which is one for a battery of six 300-

H. p. boilers.

The Hoppes Manufaturing Company, of Spring-
fifld, O., IS now installing four of its live steam
feed-water purifiers of 3,000 H. p. total capacity
in the new electric station of the Lindell Rail-
way Company at St. Louis, Mo. The Hoppes
company naturally feels some%vhat elated in
securing this contract, as it was only awarded
after a hard fight and in the face of very strong
competition. Among other recent sales are the
following : Live steam feed-water purifiers of 500
H. P. to the Procter & Gamble Co., at Ivorydale,
0. ; 1,.500 H. p. to the Indianapolis (Ind.) Light and
Power Company; 150 H. p. to Wm. Coombs, of
Coldwater, Mich.: 400 H. p. to the National Milling
Company, of Toledo, 0.; 150 H. P. to the Cincinnati
(O.) Street Railway Company; 150 H. P. to Chas.
H. Suppes, of Johnstown, Pa.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., reports the closing of an important contract
with the Phelps Publishing Company, of Spring-
field, Mass., for the complete equipment of the
latter's extensive plant with electric power. The
new slow-speed motors of the Mather Company
will be used throughout, in sizes from 30 to 50 H.
P., the power being supplied from the Springfield
station of the United Electric Light Company.

This installation, when completed, will be one of
the largest of its kind in New England. The
Mather company is now represented on the Pacific
Coast by the following contractors : H. B.Gregory
&Co., Portland, Ore.: The Will and FinokCo.,
San Francisco, Cal. ; Machinery Supply Company,
Los Angeles, Cal.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,
Conn., has received the contract for the new plant
of the Fairfield Copper Company, at Monroe, Conn.
The plant will be entirely of iron and steel, no
woodwork being used about the construction. The
new power station for the Hartford Street Railway
Uompany. at Hartford, Conn., will be designed and
built by the Berlin Iron Bridge Company. It will
be 66 feet wide and S::i3 feet in length, with a steel
frame covered with the Berlin Iron Bridge Com-
pany's patent anti-condensation corrugated iron
covering. When completed, it will be one of the
most complete stations of the kind in the country,
and will be absolutely fireproof.

H.J. Medbery, of the Fiberite Company, of Me-
chanicsville, N. Y., has been iu Chicago this week
looking after the interests of Medberyinsulation,
The factory is being run day and night in order to
kee|) up with the orders. This company not only
manufactures fiberite, but has its own brass foun-
dries and shops, and manufactures everything
that it puts on the market. This is a great ad
vantage to the buyer, particularly if in a hurry
and some of the goods happen to be out of stock,
as the company is prepared to manufacture them
at once and thus insure the slightest possible de
lay.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company, of Misha
waka, Ind., has just issued a very complete cata-
logue of appliances for the transmission of power.
The volume contain 300 pages, and it is profusely
illustrated with cuts showing the, great variety of
apparatus, used in the transmission of power, man-
ufactured by the company. The catalogue is one
that should prove of interest to every power user.
The company's branch houses are at 43-45 Dey
street. New' York, and 166-174 South Clinton
street. Chicago.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company,
of 97 Bank street. New York, has recently enlarged
its factory so that its capacity is about doubled.
Its new fender is attracting no little attention and
already the business for this device is becoming
large. The company will soon put on the market a
new gate which it is believed will meet the needs
of street railway companies. The company is re-

ceiving constantly good orders for its fare registers
and other supplies.

The Sterling Supply and Manufacturing Company,
of New York, has just received an order from the
Nassau Street Railway Company, of Brooklyn, for
its entire equipment of sandboxes and fare regis-

ters. Thecompany has also received an additional
order from the Metropohtan Traction Company
of New York for fare registers to be used on the
Columbus Avenue line.

The Walker Manufacturing Company, of Cleve-
land, has just issued two catalogues, the one de-
voted to direct current power generators and the
other to electric railway equipment. The cata
logues are thoroughlv illustrated,and the machines
are adequately described.

The Mason Electric Company, Chicago, is gradu-
ally filling up its large storeroom with street

railway material and adding new specialties to its

list. The company is agent for Medbery insula-

tion, and reports some Urge sales of these goods.

The Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel Company
has sent an announcement to this office stating

that it is no longer represented in Chicago by P.

S. Bemis, Jr.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany has just issued a new catalogue, descriptive

and illustrative of its multipolar generators and
motors.

Curtis Electric Works Closed.—The works of the
Curtis Electric Manufacturing Company, of Jer-
sey City, have been closed.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TJ. S, Patents Issued Aug. 14, 1894.

524,316. Car-Fender; James T. Duff. Pittsburg, Pa.
Filed May ii, 1894. Tbe fender or pilot oouiprises a
frame havinf? its rear edge pivotally connected to the
car and adapted to hive its for-ward end lowered into a
po'^ition adjacent to the rails. An apron is carried by
said frame, and a second rpron is arranged transversely
of ihe car in the rear of the fender, and means are pio-
vided for operating the fender.

521,329. Brake-Operating Mecbaninm fur
Cars; Thomas F. Kenney. Darby, Pa. Filed Dec. U.
1893. The brake operating mechanism consists of a
fixed grooved member, an eccentrically controlled ro-
tating member mounted in a frame provided with a
sUid-pin and bell cranks operated by a foot lever for

controlling said brakeshoes by the frictional conti*ct of
said rotatable member with the fixed member. (See il-

lustration.)

524,343. Eleetrlcal Conductors; Edwin D.
McCracken. Alpine, Assignor to the Norwich Insulated
Wire Company. Harrison. N. J. Filed Nov. 29. IF9^.
This conduc'or has a covering consisting of a strip or
strips of paper, composed of pure vegetable fiber, ap-
plied in its unchanged fibrous condirion, the paper
forming of itself an insulating covering being dry and
coated to render it practically anhydrous.

524,352. Wire Stretclier ; Levi Roadbouse, De
Kalb, III.. Assignor to Abram Ell wood, same place.
Filed April 2(J, 18i)J. This device consists of a notched
bar, a lever carried thereby and longitudinally movable
thereon, and pawls pivolaliy mounted on the lever and

adapted to engage with the notched bar. There are
links pivotally mounted on the pawls and provided with
a cam adapted to grip a wire.

524,366. Electric Railway Syj^teiu ; Theodore
B. Wilcox and Henry Wilcox, Newark, N- J. Filed
Aug. I, 189^. The patent relates to a surface plate for
electric railways, provided with a box in which a mag-
netic contact maker is adapted to reciprocate, in com-
bination with a magnet, operating outside the plate, for
causing the reciprocation of the said contact-maker, the
exposed portion of said plate consisting of pares made
respectively of magnetic and of non-magnetic material
insulated from each other,

52 4,367. ElectroniaKHctic Contact-IVakiiig De-
vice for Electric Railway systems; Theodore
B. Wilcox and Henry Wilcox, Newark, N.J. Filed
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Aug. 1,1893. This device is detachably mounted upon
an endless chain, the electromagnet being inclosed in a
suitable casing, on which are supported suitable circuit
terminals for the said magnet.

524,368. Electric Railway System ; Theodore B.
Wilcox and Henry ^ ilcox, Newark, N. J. Filed A^ig.

16, 1892. Renewed Aug. 1, 1893. The system comprises
an insulated main conductor, in combination veith a
series of exposed insulated contact plates arranged

No. 524.329.

along the track and normally disconnected from the
said miin conductor, a motor car. and electromagnets
carried by the car for connecting the said contact plates
to the said main conductor, the said electromagnets
having a continuous movement with relation to t-he

car while the said car is in motion, and the said electro-
magnets deing just as far apart as the said contact
plates are distant from each other. (See illustration f

524«373. Regulati'm of Dynamo-Electric lUa-
cliinery; Edward M. Bentley. Boston, Mass. Filed
Dec. 26, 1890. The method of I'egulating the speed of an
electric moior on a constant potential circuit consists
in varying the number of active armature coils included
in series in the circuit to correspond with changed con-
ditions of running, and thereby effecting and maintain-
ing an adiustment of the counter electromotive force of
the motor resulting in the desired speed at a given
load.

524,376. Compoandiug Motor-Geaerators ;

James Burke. Schenectady, N. Y., Assignor to the
General Electric Company, Beaton, Mass. Filed June
5, 1894. The motor generator has its armature motor-
winding in series in the primary circuit and its fi'.dd-

magnets in shunt to the motor winding, and a second or
auxiliary counter-electromotive machine force has an
armature distinct from that of the main machine, such
armature being in series in ttie primary circuit, audits
field-maenets having a winding in shunt to its armature
and adifferential series winding in the secondary circuit.

524.381. System of Power I>it9trtbation and
Regulation; John W. Gibboney, Lynn, Assignor to
the General K'ectric Company, Boston, Mass, Filed
Oct. 21, 1893. The system covers the combination with
two or more independently operated plants, such as
mills or factories, of a dynamo electric machine installed
at each of said plants and adapted to co-operate there-
with, and an electric circait csonecting said dynamo
electric machines in parallel.

524.382. Rtieostai ; Albert B. Herrick, Schenectady.
N. Y., Assignor to the Genera] Electric Company, Bos-
ton. Mass. Filed May 22, 1893. The rheostat has a series
of coils of resistance wire wound upon tubes, a plui-ality
of coils being superposed upor- each tube and insulated
from the tube and from each other, the tubes beine car-
ried in a frame and insulated therefrom, and one of the
coils being provided with a fuse of greater current-car-
rying capacity than the wire of the coil.

524.383. Bus-Bar Switcli for Central Stations;
Albert B. Herrick, Schenectady, N. Y., Assignor to the
General Electric Company, of New York. Filed June 9,

1891- This is a system of bus bar switches for a central
station comprising bua-bars, switches adapted to con-
nect the bus-bars in different combinations, switch-
boards located in a gallery, and mechanical connections
between the switches on the bus-bars and the apparatus
located upon the switch-boards in the gallery.

524.384. Oonble-Tlirow Snap-Switch; Edward
M. Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y.. Assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, of New York. Filed July 2,

1891. Thejack-knife switch comprises a central blade,
two outer blades, and a spring connected from one of
such outer blades to the other, the outer blades having
cut-away portions pivoted to the central blade and
adapted to make positive contact therewith after a defi-
nite arc ofmovement.

SSJiSSS. Controller for Electric Motor*.; Joseph
H. Jenkinp, Lynn, Assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 3, 1894. The controller
for electric motoj-s comprises a sec of fixed contacts,
a cylinder carrying contacts adapted to engage said
fixed contacts, an inclosing case for said parts, an act-
uating shaft or spindle having a bearing in said case,
and means for attaching said cylinder to or detaching it

from said shaft at will.

524,396. Controller for Electric Motorw; Wil'
liam B. Potter, Lynn, Assignor to the General Electric

"

^r^
N̂o. 524,308.

Company. Boston, MasH. Filed Dec. 21. 1893. This is the
combination, In an electric controller, of a switch having
a HericH of contacts, and a blow-out magnet provided
with ft pivoted pole-plcce rca':blnK to pointa adjacent to
tho points of contact hetv/een Iho rcapectlvo parts of the
Hwltch.

524,402. Radial Car Truck: William Robinson
Boston. Mhhh. Filed May 12, 1882. Tho combination
covered by the patent conHlHte of a car frnmc, a inuln
truck frame, a radial frame plvotally connoctod to said

main truck frame, and one or more radiating pins or
equi\'alent mechanical devices secured to said car frame
outside of the longitudinal centre thereof, said pins or
devices engaging said radial trame and guiding and
controlling the bwiveling movement thereof relatively
to said main truck frame.

524,407. Electric Motor ; W.lliam L. Silvey. Day-
ton, O. Filed March 2. 1891. The field magnet consists
of two wire-wound electromagnetic rings, having pole-
pieces of alternate polarity projecting from their sides
between the coils of the rings, the two rings united to-
gether by rods passing through lugs which form part of
the pole-pieces of the two rings.

524,434. Conduit-Cleaning Device; Charles O.
Eblert, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 22. 1893. This
device is designed for cleaning or sweeping the interior
of slotted underground conduits suitable for electric
railways, and is carried by an electrically propelled
vehicle adapted to move above said conduits, consist-
ing of one or more sweeping brushes or brooihs sus-
pended within the conduit from points upon the car,
remote from each ol her, and connected thereto by self-

adjusting connections where bv the said sweeping
brushes or brooms are or can be adjusted to curved
sections of said conduit. (See illustration.)

524,440. Car-Jack ; William Jewell, Cleveland, O.
Filed April 6, 189S. The jack has a casing having .in

interiorly screw-threaded bore and has at its lower end
a contracted solid neck and a ball of larger diameter
than said neck. A stem having a screw-threaded lower
portion is adapted to screw into said bore of the casing,
said socket plate and ball being provided with trans-

524,542. Pneumatic Controller; Edward H. Dew-
son, Jr.. Lynn, Masw., Assitinor to the General Electric
Company, of New York Filed July 13, 1893. The device
comprises pressure cylinoers and transmitting cylin-

No b24,iU.

verse coinciding apertures adapted to receive a pin,
whereby said ball and socket plate may be locked to-
gether.

524.467. Ini^ulatins Turu1>uckle; Henry H. Lus-
comb. Hartford,Conn. Filled June o. 1894. The insulator
comprises a holder having a socket or cavity therein, a
revolublo connection having at one end thereof a head
or enlarged portion fitting within said socket or cavity
in the holder, and provided with a metallic body having
at the other end a threaded bushing and a screw hoU
fitted to said bushing.

524,503. Car Fend«*r; Joseph F. McDonough, Pro-
vidence. R. 1. Filed May 28, 1894 The appliance con-
sists of the vertical members provided with means for
securing the fender to a car, the frames formed by the
sidebars and crossbars, and the netting secured to the
frame, of the arms and braces for securing the frame to
the vertical members.

524,5 IT. Trolley Wbeel and Suppoit ; David
R. Thomas, Baltimore, Md., Assignor of one-half to
William F. Harendt. same place. Filed May 26.1894.
The trolley support has the outer end bifurcated or
formed into a yoke; a wheel is journaled therein; a
pi ig in each end of the bore of the wheel, the outer ends
of which plugs are each provided with a shoulder to fit

against the side of the wheel, and the inner ends of the
plugs being at a distance from each other, each plug
being provided with an axial opening, and a pin adjust-

No. 524.632.

ably secured in the ouker end of each arm of the yoke,
the inner end of which pin fits within the outer end of
the axial opening of its respeclive plug and forms a
support or journal for 6he wheel.

524,532. Switeli for Electric Railway Car&

;

Timothy A Remsen, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed June 2,

1893. This is the combination with a railway having a
main track, a branch track and a switch tongue, of a
casing located between the rails of the main track,
electromagnets arranged in said casing with their
poles opposite each other, an armature lever pivoted
within the casing and having lateral play between the
inner ends of the electromagnets, a rod connecting said
armature lever to the free end of the switch tongue, a
cross bar arranged in said casing and supporting tho
free end of the armature lever in the same horizontal
plane as the switch tongue, and means Jor energizing
said electromagnets to operate the armature lever and
connected switch tongue. (See illustration.)

524,53:$. Dynamo-Electric ITIacliiue or Klec-
irlc iTQotor ; Alonzo B. See and Walter L. Tyler,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed May 10, 1894. The machine is

provided with a box-shaped field magnet frame, having
interiorly projecMng flelil magnet cores, a removable
cover on one i-ide of the frame. Literal openings to per-
mit the introduction and withdrawal of I he armature,
and standards for the armature bearings below said
openings.

524,540. Device tor Operating Street Pall-
way SwItclioH ; Carl E. R. Cliristonaen. Brooklyn,
N. Y. Filed Nov. 15, 1893, Tho switch is adapted to be
niouDtod on the platform of a car and comprises a
guide socket, with a laterally flared bore, a stem
mounted non-rotativcly in the bore of the guide, a
hcud-piece on the upper end of said stem, a wedge of
clamshell form on the lowei end of said stem, and
a retracting spring

.

r 21,541. Pneumatic Controller; Edward H. Dew-
son, Jr., Lynn, Mass.. Assignor to the General Electric
Comjiany, Boston, Mass. Filed Sept. II, 1893. This
patent covers, in a pneumatic device for operating
motor controllers, a source of suhatantially cooMtunt
presHure. a piston actuated thereby, a valve controlling
lilt' pruHHure medium and determining the directiiHi of
inovomont of the said pinton.a regulating or step-by-step
<levico for limiting and conirolling the movement of
Baid piston, and common means for operating said valve
and 8tup-by*atop device.

No. 524,542.

ders substantially as described, pistons in said pressure
cylinders respectively connected to pistons in said
transmitting cylinders, non-elastic or incompressible
fluid acting as the transmitting medium between said
transmitting cylinders, and a cock for controlling the
passage of said fluid from one of said transmitting
cylinders to another. (See illustration.)

524,548. Automatic Electric Signaling De-
vice ; Edward A. Hei-mann, St. Louis, Mo. Filed
April 1(5, 1894. In a device of the class described the
patent relates to the combination of the signal trolley
wire, the conductor wie leading therefrom, the incan-
descent lamps in circuit with the conductor wire, the
solenoid in circuit with the conductor wire, the shaft
adjacent to said solenoid, the semaphore mounted upon
said shaft, the drum mounted upon said shaft, the con-
nections between the solenoid and drum, the slides

mounted upon the semaphore, and means for operating
the same in combination with the main trolley pole and
the signal trollev brace.

524,615. Motor-Kegnlator ; Joseph F. Sheahan,
New York, N. Y. Filed May 28,1894. Tbe apparatus
comprises the combination, with the motor, the single
rheostat arranged in the motor circuit, and the auto-
matically operated weighted rheostat arm, of the pull
knob operatively connected with the arm to raise it

against the weight and thereby render it operative by
hand as well as automatically.

524,6^0. Autoniaiic Circuit-Breaker; Anatole
C. Carles, Portland, Me. Filed April 14,1894. When
wires are broken a metallic bridge is supported in a
suitable case and insulated therefrom, a pivoted carrier
mounted in said case, a circuit breaking rod having an
inclined end set in said carrier and insulated therefrom,
the inclined end of said carrier having a plate pivotally
attached thereto and adapted to rest loosely upon said
metallic bridge, but adapted to be disconnected there-
from by the breaking of the wire. (See illustration.)

524,640. Electric Heater; Charles H. Newbury,
St. Paul, Minn., Assignor of one-half to John J. Bo-
rum, same place. Filed April 19, 1S94. The patent re-
lates to a support for the incandescing filament of an
electric heater, composed of two similar parts, each
consisting of a bar having a cross-head the edge of
which is provided with half-round seats adapted to
register with those in the other similar part to form
substantially circular openings for said filaments, and
perforated supports adapted to receive and hold said
parts in juxtaposition.

524,65U. Electrical Storage Battery ; Burton C.
Van Emon, San Francisco, Cal , Assignor to George H.
Roe and Gustav Sutro, same place. Filed Nov. G, 1893.

The electrodes or plates are in combination with elastic
non-conductmg and non-porous grids or forms to re-
ceive and sustain the active material, overlapping and
embracing the electrodes at the bottom and sides; and
ribbed separating forms interposed between positive
and negative plates, the whole so combined and ar-
ranged that the electrodes are protected from contact
with the liquid solution or electrolyte in which the bat-
tery is immersed.

524,659. Insulator; George H. Winslow, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Filed Dec. 8. 189.t. This is a combination of
an insulating body, an oil cup co-operating thercwiih
and means for supporting said oil cup directly from
said insulating tpody.

524,672. Trolley Wire Switcli ; Johan M. Ander-
sen. Boston, Mass., Assignor of one-half to Albert An-
derson, same place. Filed April 26. 1S94. The support
for electric conductors is the combination with side
walls forming a groove, channel or way for the reception

No. &21.63

of the electric conductor, and provided on their inner
side with scrow threads co-operating to form a threaded
socket for the reception of a threaded clan ping bolt,

between the said side walls of tho said threaded clamp-
ing bolt inserted into its socket to secure the electric
conductor in tho said groove.

524,68 1. InNulatlng Tiirnbiicklc ; Louis Mc-
Carthy, Howton. Mass. Filed June 13. 1894. The insulator
comprises two shells having oppositely projecting cnn-
ncclions placed within the same and insulated there-
from, a turnbucklo device having the opposite ends of
the same placed within the respective shells and insu-
lated from each of tho said connectiODS by an interposid
mass of inbulating material.
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No Municipal Control It is already announced that

in Milwaukee. the scheme for the muni-

cipal acquirement of the Milwaukee street railway

lines has gone glimmering. The project was con-

ceived by members of the City Council in the hope

that the movement would prove so popular that it

would be advantageous to them politically. The
suggestion has fallen flat, however, and nothing

will come of it.

Proposed Amend- The City Council of Seattle,

ment of Wash., recently proposed to

Francliises, interfere with the affairs of

the local street railway companies in an exceed-

ingly high-handed fashion. A resolution was in-

troduced providing that all existiog street railway

franchises be amended by the addition of a clause

compelling tlie companies to pay their employees

not less than 20 cents an hour. It is unnecessary

to state that the proposed measure has not gone
into effect; the Corporation Coursel declared it un-

constitutional as it abrogated contracts, and it was
effectually squelched.

The Revival ia There can no longer be a

Busiaess. question that the long-pre-

dicted business revival has now commenced.
Reports from all quarters prove the truth of this

assertion, and the feeling is certainly one of great

hopefulness. The improvement is bound to be

especially marked in the street railway field. Even
during the months of severe depression there has

been great activity in planning railway projects,

and the execution of the plans has only awaited

the retm-n of better times. We may now confi-

dently look forward to a vast increase in construc-

tion, and all branches of the supply and manufac.

turing interests should profit accordingly.

Decrease in the Num- It is possible that one of the

ber of Stops, next expedients adopted to in-

crease the rapidity of travel on surface lines will be

to reduce the number of points at which cars stop.

When rapid transit was introduced by cable and
electricity the old practice of stopping cars at any
place to accommodate patrons was procnptly aban-

doned almost universally, and now it is likely that

further progress will be made along this line in re -

spoDse to the very general demand for better time.

A great many signs announcmg that cars may be

stopped in the middle of blocks are likely to dis-

appear within the next year or two. On a great

many suburban lines better service could be given

regular passengers if stops were made every two
blocks instead of at every corner. Such a change

might at first create some dissatisfaction, but in a

great many cases it would meet general approval.

Trolley Mail Postmaster Hesing, of Chi-

Service, eagu, has recently been

investigating the troUej' mail service in Brooklyn,

and he speaks <jt it in terms of unqualified ap-

proval. He only finds fault because Brooklyn has

got the start of Chicago in utilizing street railway

systems for the distribution of mail. In his en-

thusiastic report on the trolley mail cars, Mr.

Hesing says :
" I have been studying up such a

scheme myself for some time. But, of course, we
in Chicago couldn't put up with a car half mail and

half smoker; the whole outfit would have to be de-

voted to the mails. But I tell you, it's a big thing,

and I think the trolley will yet be adopted by the

government for short mail hauls, especially be

tween cities and their suburbs. It seems ridicu-

lous to me to see the great lumbering, slow-going

mail wagons in use in our larger cities passed in a

flash by the trolley cars, and I wonder how long it

will be before the government imfresses the trolley

into such service. It is the motive power of the

futm-e; and the sooner the department recognizes

that fact the better it will be for the service."

Collisions of During the last ten days there

Street Cars. has been an unusual number

of street railway accidents, several of which have

been attended by serious results. In the list of

casualties those resulting from the collision of cars

seem to occupy a prominent place, and yet these

accidents, under proper conditions, should be com-

paratively few. When they are frequently hap-

pening the conclusion that carelessnsss is at the

bottom of most of the trouble is almost irresistible.

Certain classes of accidents cannot be considered

preventible so long as cars run through crowded

city streets, but, if trainmen are careful and car

inspection is thoroughly attended to, cars should

certainly not often run into each other with dis-

astrous results. It is probably the fact that in

many cases cars are allowed to run in danger-

ous proximity to each other in the centers of

cities, with the result that if one car is suddenly

stopped, and the motorman on the following car

happens to be inattentive or is running at too great

speed, a collision is inevitable. It is obviously out

of the question to attempt the introduction Of an ar.

bitrary block system in which the motorman must

judge by his eye alone of the proper length of

blocks, but a regulation necessitating the mainten-

ance of a safe distance between cars, and the slack-

ening of speed on the approach of cars, could be

enforced in many cities far better than it is at the

present time. Without taxing our memory very

severely we can call to mind roads where the appar-

ent absence or disregard of some such rule is decid-

edly noticeable. Whenever, in certain districts

where lines of these roads converge, the cars

are farther apart than fifty feet the motormen

evidently deem it their duty to reduce the

distance to as many inches in as short a

time as possible. Cars are started with a jerk,

make rapid time for the fifty feet and are as sud-

denly stopped. This practice is to be condemned
for more than the one reason that interests us in this

connection. A great number of collisions occur

at crossings or switches, and are due generally

either to misunderstanding regarding right of way,

defective brakes, poor eyesight, bad judgment or

gross carelessness. It should be possible to render

collisions due to these causes of extremely infre-

quent occurrence.. The danger of collision is

greatly enhanced at night, and one company in

a New England city has deemed it advisable to

hang signal lamps on the rear platforms, with the

object of preventing collisions when trolley wheels

slip off the wire, and the cars are no longer bril-

liantly illuminated. This practice may be worth

following a number of places in cities where

cars are like to meet each other on badly liglited

streets, but evidently the best means for reducing

accidents due to collision lies in the strict enforce-

ment of regulations relating to the approach of

cars at crossings, at switches and on the same
track,
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DEATH OF GBOEGE B. SHAW.

George B. Shaw died in Eau Claire, Wis., on

Aug. 37. Jlr. Shaw was formerly manager of the

National Electric Manufacturing Company, of Eau

Claire, and it will be remembered that last year he

was in charge of the World's Fail- Information

Bureau of the Electrical Supply Company, of Chi-

cago. He was born in Allegany County, N. Y.
,
in

1854, and went west to engage in lumber manu-

facturing. He was mayor of Eau Claire in 1888

and 1889; was a delegate to the National Republi-

can Convention at Chicago in 1884, and was elected

to the Fifty-third Congress as a Republican last

year. He was supreme chancellor of the Knights

of Pythias of the world from 1890 to 1893.

KANSAS CITY SUIT.

Minority stockholders of the Grand Avenue Cable

Railway Company in Kansas City, Mo., last week

brought suit for a receivership of the property.

The action was simply a new move on the part of

the pstitioners to attack the consolidation which

led to the organizatioQ of the Kansas City Cable

Railway Company. This consolidation was effected

on April 11 and 13, 1894. On the first named day

the properties of the Kansas City Cable Company
were united with the Kansas City, Indepeodence

& Park, or the "Independence dummy line." The

next day the Grand Avenue cable system was ab-

sorbed by the consolidated company.

Some weeks later action was brought by minority

stockholders in the Sup; erne Court of the State of

Missouri to dissolve the agreement by which the

consolidation was brought about. The plaintiffs

asked to have the consolidation dissolved on the

grounds that large bonuses had been paid the pro-

moters of the deal, and that under the laws of the

State such a consolidation was technically illegal.

The principal new claim made in the suit just

begun is that the Kansas City, Independence &
Park property was worthless and insolvent when
it was taken into the consolidation . The saddling

of its obligations on Grand Avi nue and Kansas
City cables, it is claimed, depreciated proportion-

ately the value of the Grand Avenue's plant.^
ELECTRICITY ON COMMON KOADS.*

The hopes cherished by some electricians as to

the possibilities of electrical traction on ordinary

railroads are not likely to be fulfilled by the adop-

tion of any known system of electrical working.

The most that can even reasonably be claimed for

existing appliances is the possibility of running a

through train from point to point; but the general

application of electric traction—invol-ving the fit-

ting up of station yards and branch lines— cannot
be entertained by any sober thinking man, and even
the partial application to through express passenger

traffic is very improbable, for there is not much
hope in any system involving a double motive
power, electricity for a few special trains and
steam for the remainder. There would be no
money in such a double outlay.

There is, however, a field for the employment of

electricity that appears to present certain possibili-

ties of success and usefulness. We refer to its use

on the common roads. Any objections that may
be felt to the use of the overhead system in towns
lose mnch of their force when the country roads

are considered, and there are numerous good roads
in the country where, by means of the overhead
system, a very considerable traffic could be con-
ducted between towns and villages or outlying
places and the nearest railway. The very onerous
charges made by the railways of this country for

the carriage of farm projuce have had the effect of

very seriously curtailing the agricultural produc-
tion of the country in favor of the foreigner, whose
product is almost invariably carried by our own
railroads for very much less than home produce.
. . . What we should like to see tried is an over-
head electrical conductor along some main road to

London that is traveled by the market gardeners'
vans, such, for example, as the roads from Orping-

* London Electrical lievicv.

ton. The farmers would bring their vans to the

line at the home end, and on arrival at the city

boundary other horses would take oft' the vans to

their destination, the miles between being covered

by electric haulage. A suitable motor would be

somewhat upon the lines of the present steam

traction engine with the engine removed and an

electric motor substituted. Tne cut-rent for such a

line could very well be furnished by some exist-

ing electric light station, for the haulage is

performed, we believe, in the early hours of

the morning after the lights are out. The

empty vehicles would be hauled back to the

country as a day load, reaching home before dark,

and thus being entirely a source of profit to a

lighting station. Should such a scheme appear to

contain the elements of success in its crude form,

there is little doubt but that very shortly special

motor vans would be built to replace the separate

motor. A motor geared down to the axles of the

van itself would involve none of the extra weight

inseparable from the independent motor, while at

the same time a loaded van would have ample

tractive weight to draw after it other vehicles.

Our English roads are so good that the traction

upon them is by no means heavy, and we do not

see any very insuperable difiicLilties in the way of

realizing such an idea. Farmers must have horses,

and so there would be no difficulty in bringing the

loads up to the line any more than there now is in

bringing loads to the railway. In many cases, too,

there would be nothing to prevent a farmer having

a conductor right into his farm when near the

main line and so entirely dispensing with horse

traction at the norae end. Obviously, the first ap-

plication of the idea would be upon roads leading

out of the large cities some few miles only, but the

rapid extension of electric lighting to towns along

the roads offers such possibilities of relays that it

would frequently happen that a pole line could be

carried many miles without such a gap occurring

as would demand a special generating station. The

outlay on such a scheme would therefore be limited

to the poles and conductors, and its financial pos -

sibilities would be favorable by reason of the fact

that the only power required would come in as a

day load and therefore serve to reduce the cost of

the electric light stations fortunate enough to be

called on to supply the current.

BEGINNING WORK ON THE HADDONFIELE
N. J., RAILWAY.

The commencement of work at Haddonfleld on
the new electric road of the West Jersey Traction

Company took place under unusual auspices, last

Wednesday. The occasion was regarded as one

of marked importance by the citizens, and it

was celebrated by speechmaking and a ceremony
introduced by the Haddonfleld temperance element.

Before ground was broken, George Horter, of

Haddonfield, made an address, in the course of

which he said :

"I look upon this breaking of ground for the
building of the first trolley road to our beautiful
town of Haddonfield with great interest. Some 43
or 43 years ago a steam railway had great difficulty

and legal obstacles in making its roads through
this section, to a terminal called Atlantic City, it

then having less than half-dozen fishermen's cabins,
but finally the road reached its destination, and
now in that short space of time that city lias be-
come the greatest summer resort on the American
continent. In breaking ground now for this trolley

road, where upward of 6,000 people are knocking
at the doors of Camden city for an entrance through
its streets to its stores and houses and ferry landings,
you will see in less than 48 hours our Camden
friends with a majority giving us a hearty welcome,
and that some day soon, with the frequent trains
of the Pennsylvania road and a lOminute service
on the two electric roads, the boundary lines of
our borough must be at the gates of Camden."

At this juncture a delegation of ladies, repre-

senting the Women's Christian Temperance Union,
of Haddonfield, stepped forward and tendered the

following inscription, which was attached by Miss

May Willard to the gold-leaf covered bar with

which ground was formally broken :

"The Haddonfield Women's Clu-istiau Temper-
ance Union congratulate you. gentlemen of the

Traction Company, upon your intended entrance
to the town which has no saloon. We tender you
the emblem of the White Ribbon, which we attach
to the golden bar with which you have formally
broken ground, and trust that the influences for

good which it represents may not only be preserved
to our town, but extend to the thousands who will

come to us upon your tracks."

Superintendent Thomas A. Wilson then put to

work a gang of laborers on the turnpike, where

the first tracks will be laid.

GREAT INCREASE IN CONSTRXTCTION PRE-
DICTED.

The following paragraph from the Philadelphia

Stockholder seems unusual in these time?. Fear of

over-construi-tion and depression in the street rail-

way field scarcely seem consistent the one with

the other. According to the paragraph quoted it

would appear that we are about entering upon a

boom period :

The present year will witness the incorporation
of a greater number of electric railways m this

state than at any time since the adoption of elec-

tricity as a motive power. Whether these roads
will all be constructed is another question, but it

is probable that many of them will not, as some of
the charters taken out have been purely for specu-
lative purposes. It is certain, however, that the
mileage actually built this year will largely exceed
that already in operation before the beginning of
the year. This activity is not pleasantly regarded
by investors, for the reason that there are already
evidences that the matter is being overdone. In
several localities duplicate or parallel roads are
contemplated, and in case they are built it wil
mean a fight to the finish—a "survival of the fit-

test." The fear that too many new lines are being
builc has already had an effect upon capital at
interior points; it is less ready to go into such
schemes, and efforts are now being made to secure
outside capital. At present this is a comparatively
easy matter, because electric railway securities are
just now regarded as safe investments. Caution,
however, should he used in supporting these new
roads, as electric railways pay only where the
traffic exists.

SENTIMENT AGAINST STRIKES.

President W. D. McMahon, of the National As-

sociation of Street Railroad Employees, was re-

cently interviewed in Columbus, O., in reference

to strikes on street raihvays. He had just re-

tm-ned from a visit to unions in different parts of

the country. He stated that there seemed to be a

growing sentiment against strikes among mem-
bers. As a result of this feeling an amendment to

the constitution of the order will probably be

adopted at the next national convention at Mil-

waukee early in October. This amendment will

provide that the national officei-s must first be

consulted and arbitration attempted before a

strike is declared. After all peaceable remedies

have been exhausted a strike may be declared with

the national officers' consent.

A UNION AGREEMENT IN LEAVENWORTH.

The street railway company of Leavenworth,

Kan., and the Trades and Labor Council of that

city have been at loggerheads for some little time.

Peace has been patched up, however, and the rep-

resentatives of the two conflicting interests have
signed the following iron clad agreement;

"This agreement is entered into this loth day of
August, 1894, between the Trades and Labor
Council of Leavenworth and L. M. Erb, as man-
ager of the Leavenworth Electric Railway Com-
pany, witnesseth;
"That the Trades and Labor Council, as party

of the first part, agrees to cease all efforts to with-
draw union patronage from the electric railway or
Tanner's Park.

•'The said L. M. Erb, party of the second part,
in consideration of such action, agrees flrst to here-
after employ none but union labor whenever the
trade at which the labor is employed has a union.
"Second—Said party of the second part agrees

not to sell or allow to be sold anything but union
home made cigars at Tanner's Park.
"Third—That said party of the second part

further agrees that he will cease his persecution of
the members of the present police board; and
which board of police commissioners will be offi-

cially notified by the Trades Council that all

grievances iiave been amicably settled and recom-
mend the support of said board of police com-
missioners to said electric railway company."
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DEVICES FOB KEEPING THE TROLLEY
;WHEEL ON THE WIRE.

If simple means can be devised for keeping the

trolley wheel on the wire at all times except when
it is desired to shift the pole, one of the objections

to the overhead system will be overcome. The
slipping of the wheel from the path it should fol-

low is not only a cause of frequent delay and an-

noyance, but under certain circumstances it may
be a source of actual danger. When the conduc-
tor is in front of a crowded car collecting fares, it

is not desirable that he should be obliged to leave

his work and run back to the rear platform to fish

Fig. 1. Swivel Trolley and Spring Guides.

for the trolley wire. When the car passes over

the tracks at a grade crossing, the trolley wheel is

especially likely to leave the wire, particularly if

the rails are not cut. The car and its passengers

then may be in danger if the crossing is so wide

that the conductor must precede his car the entire

distance. When trains "are constantly passing,

there may be a collision if the car is stalled as a

consequence of the sudden removal of its source

of power. A number of accidents from this cause

has been narrowly averted.

A variety of devices has been invented to pre-

vent the trouble due to this cause and to keep the

wheel in continual contact with the wire, but

objections have been found to almost all of them
by practical railway men. The most common
fault found with attachments to the trolley harp

has been that the means for holding the wheel in

position are likely under certain conditions to tear

Overhead Switch.

down the overhead construction. Other objections

relate to the probability that the auxiliary devices

would interfere with switches, etc.

lu the accompanying cuts is illustrated a com-
bination of 'devices which, it is believed, is free

from the objections noted, and yet will keep the

trolley wheel on the wire. The invention, which
is that of C. B. Lord, of Astoria, Long Island, com-
bines a swivel trolley fork and spring guides

attached to the pin of the wheel. When the de-

vices are employed it is stated that no at-

tention will be required for the trolley pole dur-

ing a trip, no matter how many curves may be

encountered. The guides, projecting three-quarters

of an inch above the wheel , have, it will be seen

by reference to Fig. 1, a sUght iaclination toward
each other and thus tend to keep the wire in place.

These upright pieces are controlled by firm but

flexible spiral springs inclosed in protecting cases

which permit of a movement either forward or

back as far as may be necessary so as to pass vmder
any obstructions in the way. The guides are- pro -

Tided with revolving sleeves above the edge of the

wheel so that when the trolley wire strikes them
friction and strain are greatly reduced.

The swivel fork, the construction of which is

shown in Fig. 1, is an important part of the com-
bination. It can conform to every curve and angle

so that in conjunction with the guides the ten-

dency of the wheel to run off ihe wire at these

points is reduced to a minimum. The fork lides

on the swivel guide on two rollers, one above and
one below, so that the motion is free, and it follows

the wire perfectly, but the latei'al strain is almost

entirely removed. The guides may be attached to

any style of trolley pole now used, as is shown in

Fig. 2, but the swivel pole is regarded as an im-
portant adjunct. The only change necessary is a

new trolley pin, slightly longer than that ordinarily

in use, to accommodate the use of the spring cases.

It may be observed that when these devices are

used, a shallow-grooved trolley wheel may be

adopted and m this way the tendency toward the

LESSONS OF THE RICHMOND ELECTRIC
RAILWAY. ^

Fig 2. Spring Guides Attached to Ordinary Trolley.

cramping and wear of the wire is materially

lessened.

To permit of the use of the guides on trolley poles

used on existing roads, the only change necessi-

tated on the overhead construction would be in

having brackets and switches deep enough so that

they would not interfere with the passage of the up-

right pieces. As these are only three-quarters of an
inch above the edge of the wheel, the allowance

need not be great. The advantage which will follow

the use of the devices, however, will be sufficient,

it is claimed, to compensate many times over for

the slight cost of a change. In new construction

a form of switch illustrated in Fig. 3, which has
been designed by Mr. Lord, may be adopted. This

provides abundantly for the clearance of the

guides. Fig. i illustrates a means that may be

adapted for bracing the trolley wire so that the

upright pieces on the wheel will not strike the

Fig. 4 Device to be Used Under Hanger.

hanger. This auxiliary may be made of copper
and soldered on the wire.

A NEW TROLLEY DANGER.

A motorman in Grand Rapids encounters no
little excitement during his night trips, according
to one of the local papers. The following para-

graph describes one of the incidents of life on the

front platform :

For several nights past young hoodlums have
made it very unpleasant for street car motormen
on Scribner street by hanging flour sacks filled
with water to the trolley wires. The sacks are
first oiled and they hold water nearly as well as a
leather bag. They are hung on the trolley by a
cord at about the height of a motorman's head
and when struck they are broken by the speed of
the car and the motorman is drenched with a half
dozen gallons of cold water from the sack. They
are suspended in dark places and the motormen
do not see them before they come in contact with
them. A few nights since some of these hobos
stretched a strong cord aeross the track and a
motorman who was running a car at full speed
was knocked down by it and severely injured.
Last night a motorman who had been drenched
by a sack of water stopped his car and succeeded
in catching one of the miscreants, and after giving
him a maternal spanking let him go. The matter
will be referred to the police, and if any more
boys are caught in the act they will be turned
over to the officers. It is a dangerous pastime,
and the motormen will ask for protection.

BY FRANK J. SPRAGDE.
The year 1887 marked an epoch in one of the

most important of modern industrial revolutions,

and curiously enough a city in the southtrn United
States was the place selected, largely by chance,
for Northern capital and enterprise to carry out a
grave experiment. There were altogether per-
haps a dozon electric railways of various types
in existence; none was so satisfactory as to war-
rant general adoption, and all were handicapped
by their special experimental character. Capital-

ists, car builders, railway officials, engineers,

offered no encom-agement; electricians themselves
were in the main doubtful. The electric motor
was limited in its applications. It was looked
upon as a piece of complicated machinery to be
carefully housed and suspiciously watched. It was
hydrophobic in character, eccentric in operation.

Its construction was crude, its design unsatisfac-

tory, its functions more or less mysterious. The
vagaries of the electric " current were many, its

evasiveness surprising.

When it was proposed to use this agent to over-

turn the existing tramway systems of the United
States—to put a motor under a car, exposed to

dust, moisture and all the evils of negligent treat

ment—there were thought to be good grounds for

insanity. To connect it to the wheel by gearing
was to violate the laws of mechanics. To govern
two or more such machines out of sight was
•'playing" a lottery. To tempt a wayward current

of comparativelj' high pressure by using the ground
as a return was enough to disturb the ghost of

Ben Franklin. The ordinary conditions of a street

car service were pronounced an insuperable ob-

stacle to any self-propelled car ; a greater than 6

per cent, grade was declared to be prohibitory.

The investment of copper for a multiple-arc system

of supply was financially forbidden. Four hun-

dred and fifty volts potential threatened unknown
terrors of torture and death, and a bare overhead
wire promised innumerable holocausts. Even
nature, with its mud, snow and ice, was to rise in

rebellion.

Such was the condition of atfars when, in the

spring of 1887, a contract was made between the

capitalists representing the Union City Railway of

Richmond, Va., and the Sprague Electric Railway
and Motor Company, of New York City. This
cjntract was unique. It called for the completion
in 90 days of the equipment of a road at that time
unlaid and with a route determined only in part.

It provided for a complete steam and electric plant

of 37.5 H. p. capacity, the furnishing of 40 cars

with 80 motors and all appurtenances necessary

for their operation, and a complete overhead sys-

tem. Thirty of the cars were to be operated at

one time, and grades as high as 8 per cent, to be
ascended. The price for the equipment was |U0,-
000, to be paid in cash after 60 days " satisfactory"

operation.

At the time of taking the contract, the Sprague
company had only a blueprint of a railroad ma-
chine and some expei'imental motors used on the

elevated road. The hundred-and-one details es-

sential to success were undetermined. Such a
contract is one which no business man would ordi

narily assume, especially in view of the entirely

unprepared state of the company. It was justi-

fied by subsequent events because of the pioneer

character of the work. Considering all the diffi-

culties which confronted the company, it is prob-
able that, had they been known beforehand and
the solution of them unforeseen, this contract would
never have been made. Fortunately for the future

of electric railways the difficulties could not all be
foretold and did not have to be met simultaneous-

ly. The road cost before completion not less than
$100,000, and only $15,000 was paid in cash, with
a like amount in bonds. Enormous as this expense
was, as grave the risks, the results have entirely

justifii d them all, for the Richmond road stands as

* Synopsis of an article in the Enffineen'ng Magazine
£0r September.
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the pr6totype in almost every essential detail of

the modern electric trolley system. There was

met every difficulty which could be encount'^red

in an overhead system on heavy grades and with

sharp curves, and there was settled for all time

the question of the economical operation of a large

system of street railways b_y methods of direct

supply.

Briefly speaking, the equipment was what is

known as a single overhead trolley system with

ground retui-n. The main features are those which

are common to every trolley system of to day.

Some of them, more particularly those relating to

motor mounting, had been shown in 1886 in an ex-

perimental equipment on the Thirty-fourth street

branch of the elevated railroad in New York City,

on some individual cars used for storage battery

tests in New York. Philadelphia and Boston, and

on the initial equipment of the Union passenger

railway of St. Joseph. Mo. , which contract slightly

preceded that of Richmond, but generally they

saw their first application on a commercial scale in

the latter city.

A brief inspection of the map of this road and
the curve and grade characteristics will i^ive some
idea of the difficulttt-s to be ovei-come, but these

formed only a part, and it is fortunate that in tlie

development of this road the writer had the assist-

ance of two young officers, Lieutenant Crosby, a

graduate of West Point, and Ensign S. Dana
Greene, of Annapohs (which was my own alma
matert, who, though entirely inexperienced in

electric street-railway work, had energy, pluck and
endurance.

Our contract was made in May, and in July I

was laid up with an attack of typhoid fever, which,
with my period of convalescence, kept me away
for nine weeks, leaving almost the entire burden
on those who were associated with me. Return-

ing to duty about Oct. 1, 1 hastened to Richmond to

go over the"route and note the condition of the

work. Up to that time I had never seen the road.

Much of the trackwork had been finished, poles

had been set, some of the machines constructed,

the central station was well under way, and con-

siderable experimental work was in hand.

The track was simply execrable, laid for profit,

not for permanence, and with no adequate idea of

the necessities. It was a flat 37 pound tram rail

of antiquated shape, poorly jointed, unevenly laid

in red clay, and insecurely tied together. The total

trackage was about 12 miles ; it ran in the most
irregular way over about nine miles of streets. Part
was double and part was single track, a part laid

on paved streets, but the larger balance on macad-
am or unpaved streets. There were 39 curves,
five being of less than .30 feet radius, On these
sharp curves were grades as high as 8 per cent.

;

there were straight grades as high as 10 per cent.

The outer rails were often inches below the inner
ones, and the whole track at times would disappear
into the red clay which froze over it and stuck with
remarkable tenacity. As I have said, the sight of

the main grade was one of my most unpleasant
sensations. There were two things which seemed
probable. The first was that the car, for lack of
track adhesion, would not ascend the grade at all,

no mattter how powerful the machines, and the
second was that I knew the latter were lacking in

capacity.

Our first machines had been built with one re-

duction of gearing, to which all street railway
practice ia now gravitating. An 8-per cent, grade
would strain them, and a 10-per cent, grade was
probably fatal. Hastening back to New York we
held a Cfjnsultation a.s to what should be
done.

The easiest way out of the difficulty seemed to be
to run on heavy grades with a cable ojjerated by
electric motors in pits sunk beneath the track—

a

fcasiole plan if the car could not by its own ad-
hesion mount a lO-j/er cent, grade ; on the other
hand, if it did have sufficient adhesion, then a
•ihange in the machines was nece-ssary. The
mfrtt direct thing which suggested itself wits the
introduction of au intermediatu gear, and, as it

was constructed, this proved to be a most serious

problem.

Before deciding upon this, the laconic advice of

the president of the company, Mr. E. H. J ohnson

,

was " to fiud out whether the car can get up the

grade at all"; this advi<;e was sound enough, and

I returned to Richmond to try the experiment.

The first test was when we stopped in the middle

of a sharp curve with the car apparently locked.

I told the manager, Mr. George Burt, formerly ot

the Panama Railway Company, that I would pull

the car out Df the cmwe if it wrecked the ma-
chines, and, when called upon, they responded

nobly. This was a very convincing experiment to

him, although not entirely so to me, because it did

not settle the question of track adhesion. Having
got out of our temporary difficulty, we made a run

to the foot of the Franklin street hill, our course

being distinguished by a free fight in which an

eccentric inhabitant, somewhat the worse for liquor

and politically excited, nearly cleaned out our

party, until one or two of our best fighting men
got into trim, after which we proceeded peaceably.

Arriving at the foot of the hill, we stopped to

survey the enemy. When I expressed doubt of the

ability of the machines to make the ascent. Burt

said: "If you can get out of such a curve as that

we just left, you can go up the side of a wall." I

knew that even if we succeeded the machines

would probably be wrecked, but there was nothing

to do but to try it, so, putting on the cun-ent, we
steadily climbed up this hill, then another, and an-

other around several curves, finally reaching the

highest point in the heart of the city. By this time

the machines were boiling hot, and we stopped in

the center of an admiring crowd in the hope that

they would cool down so as to allow us to proceed.

No sooner had we started than there was a peculiar

movement, then strange but afterward very

familiar, due to a crossed armature, and I knew
that we were disabled. We ran on for a block

in our crippled condition surrounded by a

howling mob who seemed bent on taking pos-

ession. Not caring to confess serious trouble, I

told Greene in a tone so that I was generally heard

that there was some slight disarrangement of the

circuits, that he had better go and get his instru-

ments; meanwhile I put out the lights and stretched

out in the bottom of the car for a rest. The crowd
dispersed, and, after a long time, Greene returned

with his " instruments " — four big. powerful

mules, at that moment the most effective we
could get. We soon began our retrograde jour-

ney, at first with the mules in the rear, be-

cause by cutting out one machine I hoped

to get back with the other. Being on the

wrong track and with severe grades and
curves, I knew it to be a doubtful feat. On ap-
proaching one of them on a slight down grade I

shouted for every one to jump and give the car a

push, put on the full current, and, before I could

realize it, the car had left the curve and rtin into

the foundation-stones of a hotel. There was no
question this time about our being disabled, and
we had reluctantly to turn to our mules for assist-

ance. This is but one of many similar night ex-

periences, but, despite our damaged condition, we
had settled once for all one problem, and that was
tha( with all the weight of the car used for trac-

tion, a 10-per cent, grade could be ascended ; but
having settled this, we were face to face with the

necessity ot introducing an intermediate gear with

a distance between the armature shaft and cat

axle of only 12 J inches on machines entirely un-
prepared for any such change.

Troubles with gear reduction, serious as they

were, formed only a small ijart of our difficulties.

Field magnets, hastily wound in sections with

crude insulation, frequently gi'ounded and crossed.

The armatures had a commutator on each end, and
were so connected as to bring the brushes at each
end on Jtop for easy inspection. Our overhead work
was most unstitisfactory. No less than from .'jO to

(10 designs of trolleys of almost every C()n<'oivabIe

shape and cliiiracter bad licen brought out. The

work of mounting the machines and changing them

was conducted practically out of doors, subject to

all the inclemencies of a wet Richmond winter.

About the end of the month we prepared to open

the road with 10 cars. At this time matters were

going more smoothly, the overhead work had been

gotten into fair condition, the central station was
all right. The new gearing was apparently a suc-

cess, many of the difficulties with machines and

switches had been overcome. As a preliminary

we spent a day carrying the children of the town,

and on Feb. 8, 1888, in a drizzling rain, we opened

the line for regular service. The day was one of

disappointment. The cars, crowded with passen-

gers, would one after another suddenly stop in the

street and refuse to move, or to be moved, because

of locked gears. A man would go under the car,

take off one gear, and continue, if possible, with the

other machine, or bodily haul the car off the track

so that another could go by. Opinions as to the

difficulty were not agreed, but one reliable man,
Pat O'Shaughnessy, who has been engaged at work

with me for many years, and who is possesed of a

most happy mechanical judgment, speedily detected

the trouble and was not long in finding the remedy.

Of all the difficulties met one of the most exas-

perating was that connected with running with

fixed brushes. For a long time it seemed almost

as if this would prove a failure. The armatures

were continually grounding or crossing, and one

of the commutators was particularly badly bumed,
the mica itself being charred and the copper blis-

tered. After a time we found that this was largely

due to the fact that the current always went into

one brush and out at the other, and then we adopted

the practice of reversing the armature circuits in-

stead of the fields for a change in direction.

It seemed, however, that we had no copper com-

mutator good enough, and there followed a change

of every commutator on the road. Not only special

forms of commutators were made, but special ma-
terials were made in various places. Before the

final adoption of carbon, the variety of brushes

tried was without number; sometimes flat ones,

solid and laminated, which would wear through,

double over and hug an arc of the commu-
tator, or oblique, solid and laminated brushes

which would catch in the bars, reverse or

split and straddle the commutators, with the

direct result of ruin to commutators, crossed

armatures and burned-out fields. It was a daily

occurrence to see a loaded car climb a grade with a

lurid green glare lighting up the track, but with no

possibility of getting at it, although I knew that

SlOO worth of damage would be the result of the

trip. Then we tried tilting brushes and variously-

shaped pieces of copper, bronze and brass set on

end and pressed down by all sorts of springs, and,

finally, solid bars of brass set on end.

About this time $9 worth of brass per day,

milled off by the rough bars of the commutator,

lined the track with a glittering path; not a single

trip was made withoitt inspection, with generally

a change of brushes or some other repair. But

this was not all. Every armature was unwound,

the bodies shortened, anH then rewound. Dis-

abled armatures were numberless, and to keep the

road in oj^eration tons of machinery were shipped

by express. Frequent change of parts were

necessary , and,since the machines had not been built

on the interchangeable principle, in a few weeks

they were of the most heterogenous charactei-.

We managed, however, to keep the cars going,

and gradually we saw our difficulties lessening,

although new ones would crop up, and little by

little the number of cars in operation was increased

from 10 to 20, then to 30, acd finally one of

our most reliable men, David Mason, put 40

cars into operation, or 10 more than the station or

line equipment called for. In the three months of

operation from February until May, 1888, despite

innumerable chauges and troubles inconceivable, no

car in Richmond was pulled a foot by animal power,

for if any accident occurred to a motor the car

went along with the crippled machine or with one

good one, oftentimes with the heaviest loads and

on the sharpest grades, and in some cases in tow
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of another car. One hundi-ed and forty men,

often with only a day's training, were soon broken

in to handle the various parts of the system.

CLA.MBAKE OF THE AMERICAN ELEO-
TEIOAL WORKS.

The sixteenth annual clambake, given by the

American Electrical Works, at Providence, R. I., to

its many customers and friends, was held on Satiu--

day, August 25th, at the country house of the Union

Club, at Haute Rieve, a charming spot on the Pro-

vidence River. Over 200 were in attendance, and

the occasion was, like all the preceding ones, ex-

ceedingly enjoyable. Various games and sports

were indulged in by the guests and an appetizing

lunch was served at 11.30. At 3 o'clock over 300

hungry mortals sat down to such a dinner as can

only be served in this famoiis country. Mr. Charles

W. Price, editor of the Electrical Review, of New
York, acted as toastmaster, and several entertain-

ing speeches were made and a warm welcome was

extended to all by Mr. Eugene F. Phillips, the

president of the American Electrical Works. A
number of street railway men were present and

heartily enjoyed themselves, as did every one

else. One of the featm'es of these clambakes was

the souvenir; for every year Mr. Phillips manages

to introduce something of this kind that is

novel. This dinner served to introduce the new
article called the "electro-fate," which consists of

a top of octagonal shape, and which, when it falls

over after spinning, displays a number, where

upon a card is to be consulted and the fate of the

spinner is disclosed. It is needless to say that this

souvenir caused no end of amusement.

ELEOTBIC RKIirWAY FROM GETTYSBURG
TO BAIiTIMORE.

There is little doubt now that an electric line of

railway will shortly be in operation between

Gettysburg and Baltimore. The road, according

to present plans, will be a sectional one ; that is,

it will be composed of four disticct and separate

companies, the divisions to be as follows : Pimlico

& Pikesville line, from Druid Hill Park ro Pikes-

ville, seven miles ; Pikesville, Reisterstown &
Emory Grove, from Pikesville to Reisterstown,

nine miles, with an extension of a mile and a half

to the Emory Grove camp grounds ; Westminster

& Union Mills Railway, from Reisterstown through

Westminster tc Union Mills, seventeen miles, and

the Gettysburg Electric line, from Union Mills

through Littlestown, Pa., to Gettysburg, seventeen

miles. The distance from Baltimore to Gettys-

burg over this route will be, therefore, just

50 miles, while the shortest route between

the two points by steam railroad is 73

miles. The Pimlico & Pikesville line, which is

a part of the Baltimore Traction system, was

opened in 1892, and contracts for the Pikesville,

Reisterstown & Emory Grove road were awarded
last week. The Westminster & Union Mills Com-
pany has been already chartered, and subscriptions

are now being taken for its construction, with

every prospect of raising the amount required, as

the new company will have the financial support

of President Brown of the Baltimore Traction

Company, and his friends. The Gettysburg line

already extends southward from Gettysburg for

several miles, and the building of the gap between

the southern terminus and Union Mills is assured.

President E. M. Hoffer, of the Gettysburg com-
pany, having announced that |15.000 had

already been subscribed toward the project by
residents of Littlestown. The route of the

combined lines forms almost an air line be-

tween Gettysburg and Baltimore, as the

tracks will be carried along the turnpike roads be-

tween the termini. The benefit to accrue to the

Baltimore Traction Company from the construc-

tion of this chain of roads is incalculable, says the

Philadelphia Stockholder. There is a large volume
of tralfic between Baltimore and the suburban

towns which will be reached by the building of the

proposed links, and which is now carried wholly

by the Western Maryland Railroad. In addition to

this, new through traffic will be built up, and
while the greater part of the revenue from this

source will go to the companies comprising the

chain, the Baltimore Traction Company will be
called upon to deliver passengers to all parts of the

city.

' ELECTRIC MOTORS : THEIR CONSTRUC-
TION, OPERATION AND MAINTEN-

ANCE " IN BOOK FORM.

Within the next few weeks the Street Railway
G.iZETTE will publish in book form the series of

articles on " Electric Motora : Their Consti-uction,

Operation and Maintenance" that for several

mouths past has been appearing in the columns
of this paper. The articles have attracted no
little attention from practical street railway men
throusrhout the country, and the publication in

book form has been decided upon in response to a
very general request. Those who have read and
profited by the papers as they appeared, desire to

preserve them in a collected form for convenient
reference. Many others have decided to await
the completion of the series, so that the articles

could be studied in connected form. It is believed

that the book will meet a verv general demand that

Nelson W. Perry, E. M.

for a long time has existed among those interested in

eh clric street railways. The volume treats of its

subject in a practical way, and does not in any
way presuppose a knowledge of the principles

underlying the operation of electrical machinery.
In this respect it differs from all the volumes on
electric railways that are now obtainable. It ap-

peals to every one who desires a practical, as op-

posed to a theoretical, conception of electric rail-

way apparatus, and of the best means of operating

and keeping it in repair.

It appeals also to the general business man or

student who. while wishing to keep up with the

times, desires to obtain an intelligent idea of elec-

trical apparatus and has no time to study the sub-

ject exhaustively.

Th ; book is written not only clearly and simply,

but it will be found interesting in manner and mat-

ter, especially as it embodies the important results

of an extensive practical experience. A word in

regard to the author, Mr. Nelson W. Perry, E. M.

,

may not be amiss in this connection. Mr. Perry's

name is familiar to all readers of periodical elec-

trical literature, to which he is a frequent and able

contributor. He has a high reputation as

an electrical engineer, and for his invention

of a system of series electric railway traction.

he was' recently awarded the John Scott legacy
aod medal by the Franklin Institute, of Phila-
delphia. Mr. Perry was educated at Harvard Uni-
versity and afterward was graduated as Engineer
of Mines at the School of Mines, Columbia College,

in 1878. In physics, which included all that was
then known of elech-icil y,he took the highest honors
in his class—his nearest competitor being several

points behind him. On gi-aduation he was at once
appointed and served through one campaign as

Economic Geologist and Mineralogist to the United
States Geological and Geographical Survey of the
Territories; F. V. Hayden, Geologist in Charge.
For nine yeais he practiced his profession of

mining engineering in the various portions of the
Rocky Mountain region and in the Republic of

Mexico, making a specialty of mine examinations
and the metallurgy of the precious metals. In

1880 he was called to organize a department of

metallurgy at the University of Cincinnati, and he
occupied that chair for a little over a year, resign-

ing to accept a position of great responsibility and
trust in the field.

In 1887 he turned his attention wholly to the sub-
ject of electricity, in which branch of science he
has had a somewhat unusually broad range of prac-
tical experience. He has at different times been
connected with the Thomson-Houston Company,
of Boston; the Brush Electric Company, of Cleve-
land: the Short Electric Railway Company, of

Cleveland; and the Edison General Electric Com-
pany, of New York.

He has made a number of important electrical

inventions and has appeared as an electrical expert
before the courts in some of the most important
electrical cases that have been tried in this coun-
try. While engiueei and electrician of the Cincin-
nati Electrical Subway Company (an organization
formed for the purpose of bidding for a franchise),

though representing interested parties, he was
appointed by the President of the Board of Admin -

istration of Cincinnati one of a committee of two
to draw up a series of recommendations which
should form the basis of a municipal subway
ordinance. At the i^resent time Mr. Perry is the
editor of Electricity, of New York.

THE HEILMANN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

The railroad company on whose lines the Heil-
mann electric locomotive was tried has been so

well satisfied with the results of the experiment
that it decided to order two equipments. The
locomotives will be similar in appearance to that

illustrated in the last issue of the Street Rail-
way Gazette ; but changes will be made in the

boiler and engine. The latter will be of the

Willans type of 1,500 H. p.

AGREEMENT OF QUEEN & CO.'S CREDITORS.

The creditors of Queen & Company, of Phila-

delphia, have decided to grant an extension of

three years, in the hope of thus getting thei

claims in full. This course was suggested by th

management. If at any time the business shows
an actual loss the creditore may then cancel their

extension agreement and have a receiver appointed

to wind up the company's affairs.

The debts are about |300,000, with bills receiv-

able and book accounts of about 880,000.

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, CHICAGO,
CLOSED.

The Knapp Electrical Works, of Chicago, were
closed by the sheriff last Monday on a judgment
by confession for $39,834, in favor of Frederick M.
Knapp. The judgment was taken on a note exe-

cuted last September, payable on demand. Myron
A. Knapp is the president of the company, and the

money was advanced by his father. The company
has done a large business, and it is said that the

assets equal the liabilities, the closure being due to

slow collections and a sudden demand on the com-
pany for money.
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COKBOSION OF IRON PIPES BY THE ACTION
OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY CURRENTS.'

IT.

Mr. Schnabel : I would like to ask what objec-

tion the companies have to putting in this return

wire.

Mr. Abbott : It is simply a question of the cost

of the copper.
Pkofessok Jackson ; The actual cost of circuit

is increased about three-fold. It requires four

times as much power of the same potentiality in

the circuit and four times the amount of copper.

Of course the labor of insulation is considerably

cheaper.
Mr. Schnabel : How often would that have to

be connected with the rail ?

Professor Jackson : The oftener the better ; in

fact when we come to the double trolley road,

they have a continuous connection.

George Weston : You do not depend upon
the rail at all 't

Mr. Abbott : In the double trolley you do not

depend on the rail at all. Depending on the rail

succeeds perfectly so far as distribution of energy

to the cars is concerned, but does not prevent the

current from leaving the rail and passing to other

metallic structures. The difficulty is due, as Mr.

Jackson has shown, to the small amount of elec-

tric pressure that is enough to start and continue

the corrosion. If there is a railway extending

along a street and a thousandth of a volt on a pipe

three feet away from the rail is going to start cor-

rosion on the pipe, it takes a great deal of copper

to protect the pipe. If the railway circuit is inde-

pendent of the earth, there can be no danger : if

there is sufficient metal in the return circuit, other

underground structures may be protected.

Mr. Weston : In the case of independent return

wire carried on a pole the same as a feeder, would
a rail connection every 500 or a 1,000 feet protect

it?

Me. Abbott : That would be a great protection;

but it is questionable if 500 or J.OOO feet would be

often enough. Without experiment I should say

that it would be well to connect the rail to the re-

turn wire at every pole, say every 100 feet. The
expense of the connection alone would be very

small.
Professor Jackson : I think that the more fre-

quently connections are made, within the danger
district especially, or the district in which the ac-

tion IS most severe, the better will be the result.

Me. Davis : We would infer that you consider

that it is a necessity in all roads that have return

circuits through the rail, to connect with the water

pipe also.

Prof. Jackson : Within the district where the

pipes are positive, where the currents are return-

ing. As long as the current is flowing into the

pipes there is no damage done whatever ; but in

any portion of the railway system, any portion of

the district served in which the current flows from
the pipes to the railway, then the greatest care

must be exercised. That danger district can be

very rea'lily determined by proper measurements
carried out carefully, and the connections can be

made in such a way that I think undoubtedly in

almost every case—and it is true in some cases that

I have seen where the work has not been done well

—that in almost every case the conditions can be

carried out in such a way as to avoid damage. In

a large city, such as Bosion or Brooklyn, the cur-

rents to be carried are so enormous that the amount
of copper is appalling when looked at in tons or

carloads : but, aslsaid, thecostot the total amount
of copper is a small matter compared with the total

amount of the cost of the road.

Me. Abbott: Generallyspeaking, not more than

10 percent, of the cost of the road.

Professor Jackson: You double that by pre-

venting any damage that will in future add to the

capital charge.
R. P. Brown: I would like to ask if you expect

the lake sand around the pipes to do away with the

difficulty? Might we not expect that after you get

the nitrates from the circuits, the same difficulty

will arise?

Mr. Rau: We have canied on most of these ex-
periments in yards and around service pipes which
lead from the water main.^, so it has generally been
in places protected from the foreign substances
which are collected from the roadway. From the

depth a water main is laid, I do not think they
would penetrate through to the pipe.

5lR. Brown: If it was from that cause, I can see

how that might answer for a little while, but it

seems to me it would be only a short time.
Professor Jackson: In a portion of a district

that would be simply a temporary relief.

Mr. Rau : In most cases this has overcome the
trouhile to such an extent tliat where formerly a
new pipe was needed every six to eight months we
have not had to replace one in two years. And in

these places I believe the relief to be quite extended

.

• DlecuBiiioD of D. C. Jackson's paper by the Wcotcni
..Society of Bnielncvre.

At any rate if drainage is fair this plan is to be
recommended.
Mr. Appleton : The matter of using electricity

on elevated railroads I think was mentioned by
Mr. Abbott, who referred to the danger of the re-

turn current running down the column to the
ground. In talking with others on that point I

have maintained that the circumstances were en-
tirely different from an ordinary surface railroad ;

that in one case the rails viere laid in ihe ground
surrounded by earth, and in the case of the
elevated railroad the rails were laid on dry wood
ties that were in no way connected with the earth,
and the insulation of the tie would prevent any-
thing of that kind. Hence there would ordinarily
be no danger except in case of prolonged rains
when the ties might become watersoaked.
Professor Jackson: Taking the traffic on the

average railway the rails would be nominally of

sufficient capacity. There are quite a number of
street surface railway plants in this country in
which the rails, which concentrate toward the
power station , are not sufficient to carry back the
current. Having designed such a circuit originally
led me to put in track feeders. I think I was
probably the first one to put them in the ground
some years. ago. The result is that on elevated
railways it will probably be policy to connect the
rails with the iron girders. These iron girders, of
course, are electrically connected by means of
rivets to the posts, and these stand in the earth.
On the other hand the concrete footings of the
posts will cause a very high resistance in th(? path of
the current, and I think, if the girders are properly
connected by bonds and the tracks are properly
bonded, that very little trouble would occur from
elevated roads. It is a question of having metals
of sufficient capacity so that the current will have
no desire, as it were, to seek a path through the
higher resistance, which is necessary to get into
the earth. But the insulation of the tie, of course,
is out of account, because the rails are likely to be
connected to the iron girders electrically. On the
Intramural road at the World's Fair the girders
were placed on wooden posts and excellent
work was done, but in actual city practice the
girders are placed on iron posts. I believe it would
be a mistake to put two wires overhead. I believe
the return current can be taken care of under
ground. In large cities we are bound to come to
it, and we will sooner or later overcome this diffi-

culty by .using the double trolley in conduits. But
I do not agree with Mr. Abbott that we will ever
use this double trolley overhead except under ex-
ceptional conditions. I have made that remark in

the light of experience with both types of roads.
Me. Ratj: The universal opinion is that the re-

turn circuit of a road is too small and that the road
is built too cheaply. I do not think that has been
the case in a good many places where trouble from
electrolysis has been experienced. The road in

Milwaukee has fully three inches in diameter
of copper coming into the station for a
return circuit, and although we are over-
coming our trouble by connecting the pipes
with the rails. I do not think any amount of cop-
per added to the system would have avoided it.

Putting more copper into the ground is a very
expensive method, and when a loss of -fV ^olt, as
shown by Professor Jackson's paper, will affect
the pipe, it would require an enormous amount of
copper to prevent so small a loss. To thoroughly
overcome this action from railway currents, I

think if proper connections are made wherever the
difference of potential is of such proportion as
would cause electrolytic action, it would entirely

overcome this trouble with very little expense, and
certainly would be more satisfactory than to rely
upon the street railway company to increase the
return circuit until it overcomes it.

I am pleased to see that this idea of each com-
pany protecting its own system is being accepted
by the telephone companies. At present in Mil-
waukee the company is making a series of connec-
tions to overcome the difference of potential be-

tween its cables and our tracks.

The return feeder is laid in a wooden molding,
which is tilled with a mixture of pitch and tar;

this is pliable, and will not get too hard in cold
weather or soft enough to run in warm weather;
this practically makes a cheap insulator for the
wire, and we find that it preserves the wire very
well. After three years' use the wire was found
in as good condition as when first laid.

CITY LIGHTING BY A RAILWAY COMPANY.

The report has been revived that, upon the re-

turn of Messrs. Widener and Elkins fiom abroad,

an attempt would be made by the Philadelphia

Traction Company to secure the contract for light-

ing by electricity the streets through which its

trolley lines extend. It is stated that the company
could, with its present plant, supply the necessary

power at small additional cost. When this report

was first published some months ago it wa-s offi-

cially denied. Recent attempts to secure informa-

tion have failed. The question has been raised

whether the company's charter would admit of its

engaging in the electric lighting business, and
various opinions are expressed on the point.

NEW TROLLEY WHEEL.

The nevv type of trolley wheel illustrated here-

with is made in three parts, all of which move
separately. The pulley or contact ring, which is

independent of the flanges, is made of bronze, and
is equipped with the best graphite bearing. The

Trolley Wheel with Three Revolving Parts.

flanges are made of tteel or brass, and th^ harp of

bronze material with contact springs.

The wear is centered upon the contact ring

which is the only part to be replaced, as it is in no

way connected with the flanges. The cost of

repairs for each wheel is reduced to a minimum, as

the center has as long a life as the ordinary wheel.

It is claimed that the maximum cost for repairs

per year is fully two-thii'ds less than with the use

of the ordinary wheel.

This wheel needs no oiling, but if it desired to

use oil as a hibricaut hollow axles to admit of

Three Parts of the Wallace Trolley Wheel.

oiling will be provided. It will run smoothly on

the trolley wire without sparking, and it requires,

it is stated, less power to turn it, as but one

part revolves at a time. It will not tend to jump
the trolley wire on sharp curves, as the flanges are

each separate, revolving independently. It will

run true at all times, the wear on the contact ring

being uniform and smooth. The parts are easily

accessible, and contact ring can be replaced in a

very short time. The wheel is introduced by the

Wallace Electric Company, of Chicago.

Youngstown, 0.—The Youngstown Park & Falls

Street Railway Company has been granted the

privilege of constructing a street railway upon

Hillnian street and Warren avenue.
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A SIMPLE TIME RECORDER.

The New National Time Recorder Company, of

Milwaukee, Wis. , has put on the market, in addi-

tion to the ''Bolte Automatic" and Autographic

recorders, its latest style of recorder, which the

firm has called " The American."

Fig. 1 shows the complete recorder, h hich wiil

MUNICIPAL RAILWAY OF BLA.CKPOOL,
ENGLAND.

Fig. 3.—Key or Check of Time Recorder.

take a 21 inch record dial. Fig. 3 shows a portion

of the record dial after a day's registrations have

been made. The heavy lines are hour lines, and

the lighter ones five-minute lines. Thus, it may
be seen at a glance at any time during the day, by

the employer or any one interested, that No. 2 is

15 minutes late. No. 9 10 minutes late, and No. 10

is absent, not being registered.

By a novel arrangement the numbers come

Municipal street railways are not always con-

ducted in a praiseworthy fashion in England, al-

though the tendency is toward the acquirement of

the local transportation service by the cities. At

a recent meeting of the town cjuncil of Blackpool

an extraordinary statement was made regarding,

the electric tramway by Councilor Pearson. The

London Electrician gives this account of an inves-

tigation instituted by a committee:

In company with Mr. Holroyd Smith the com-
mittee examined the shed, and found a state of

things that was positively disgraceful, and for

which somebody was greatly to blame. The tubes
of the boilers were so choked with dirt and filth

that it took two men six days to clear them out.

The dynamos were in a similar condition; the
foundations and framework were rotten; in fact,

the whole plant was giving way for want of atten-

tion and proper repair. The armatures were in a
bad condition and the firt boxes of the boilers were
10 inches deep in thick mud. The cylinders them-
selves were in a similar condition, and the steam
pipes were so thickly coated with oil paste that
they could not possibly have been cleaned out for

13 months. The dampers were all stuck
fast and rusted up, and the main shafting was
badly vrorn and not to be depended

FIG. 2.—RECORD DIAL.

consecutively on the record dial; and the key, or

check. Fig. 3 will enter only (he hole for which it

is intended. A slight pressure on the key will

ring the bell and indicate that a registration has

been made. The arrival of employees is indi-

cated by the numbers appearing in red, and their

departure in blue. This is accomplished by mov-

ing a small lever above (he keyholes at the front

of the clock, either to "In'' or "Out." This lever

shifts the record ribbon through which the regis-

trations are made. This recorder will register 100

upon. Those things had now been remedied.
Four practically new cars had been placed on
the track, with motors fitted with Mr. Holroyd
Smith's worm-gearing, and they had ordered two
new bogey cars. Mr. Pearson then went on to say
that it was to their certain knowledge that they
had had enemies on their track almost the whole
of the time they had been trying to remedy these

defects; some one with a knowledge of electrical

matters had tried to interfere, not only with the

tram lines but with the electric lighting. Only
the previous day he had brought to him a chain
which had been placed round the copper rod (in a

FIG, 1.—AMERICAN TIME RECORDER.

employees, but by using a number of recorders,

which is generally preferable ^in large establish-

ments, as many as 1,000 can register, the numbers
coming consecutively.

scientific way), which conducted the current
entirely to earth. That was not the first time they
had discovered such interferences. They had a
multitude of evidence in the shape of spades, nails,

small pieces of iron and copper, which had been

laid in a proper manner by people who knew
what they were doing. It was their intention to

ask the Watch Committee, along with the Chief
Constable, to try and detect these malicious
persons.

NE'Wr ENGLAND NOTES.

(From our Special Correspondent.)

Underground Work in Boston.— An immense
amount of work is now m progress on the West
End railroad system in Boston in placing all elec-
tric feed and return wires undergrotmd. Sometime
ago the Board of Aldermen passed an order neces-
sitating the biu'ial of overhead wires, and the
work is to be done promptly. A commissioner of
wires, an entirely new office, has been created,
and already that official has made public his policy
and program for the first year, which will include
(he burying of all wires throughout a very busy
and important section of the city. Several years
will elapse before the entire work is completed.
Meantime the West End Railroad Company, to
meet the demand for the change, is pushing ahead
with the work already, and has buried the wires
and conductors in one of the very busiest districts

of the citv.

Paralleling Railroad Lines.—On Tuesday in

the Superior Court at Hartford, Conn., a hearing
took place upon the complaint of the New York &
New England Railroad Company that its track
between Bristol and Plainville, Conn., is being paral
leled by the Bristol & Plainville Tramway Com-
pany. An important point is involved in the
dispute. The complainant alleges that the statute
regarding electric roads prohibits the paralleling of
steam railways. This hearing also involves the
question whether, under the law, a tramway can
be built from one town to another without public
necessity being first shown. As this is the first

case that has come up under the new law it is

regarded as a test case. On the same day and in

the same court a hearing took place in a similar

case, the Hartford, Manchester & Rockville Tram-
way being charged with paralleling the New
England Railroad through East Hartford and
Burnside to Manchester. The decisions in these
cases, it is expected, will affect many like cases
throughout the country.

Demand for Railway Material,—The various
new electric railways that are now under con-
struction in New England are calling for large
quantities of supplies of all kinds. This demand
is giving quite an impetus to the Boston companies
handling railway material, the result being that
they are doing quite a good trade, while some other
bran ches remain exceedingly inactive.

A SPECIAL PERSONALLY CONDUCTED
PARTY TO THE ATLANTA CONVENTION.

A special personally conducted party via Sea-
board Air Line will leave New York via Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, "the standard railway of America,"
Oct. 15, 1894, at 3:30 p. k., arriving in Atlanta at
4:00 p. M. next day. Dining and buffet cars;
vestibuled train. Party under personal escort.

The route is through the capital cities, Wash-
ington, Richmond, Raleigh, over the smoothest,
finest and best-equipped road in tlie South.
For space in special cars, tickets, and all in-

formation, apply to the following agents of the
Seaboard Air Line. It is respectfully suggested
that early application be made to secure ad-
vantageous location in sleepers.

C. Ironmonger, Eastern Passenger Agent, 387
Broadway, New York; Wm. W. Tull, New Eng-
land Agent, 311 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

;

H. L. Elkins, agent, 33 South Third street, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; P. B. Thompson, agent, 307 East
German street, Baltimore, Md.; Wm; B. Clements,
District Passenger Agent, 601 Pennsylvania
avenue, Washington, D. C; J. J. Anderson,
General Passenger Agent, Portsmouth, Va. * * *

An Innovatio.v in Georgia.—Another Yankee
notion has been introduced in Georgia, and there

is no pitch hot. A street railway company of At-

lanta, composed largely of Boston capitalists, has

issued an order that conductors and motormen
shall not discriminate between white and black

women, but shall assist both on and off the cars of

the company regardless of race, color or previous

condition of servitude. That the greatest indig-

nation prevails among the employees of this com-

pany we need hardly take the time to state. There

are war and rumors of war and boycott all along

the line —New Yorl' Commercial Advertiser.
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Financial Notes.

Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

iFroin Our Wall Street Correspondent,)

Now that the uncertainty regarding tariff legis-

lation has been eliminated from the existing
financial situation, it is expected that busine.'is on
every hand will soon show signs of uninterrupted
progress toward normal conditions of prosperity
and activity. Financial fields are generally the
first of all to reflect prosperous conditions outside
of their own circles, and the street railway stock
and bond market will be sure to participate to a
marked degree in the benefits accruing from the
renewing demand for prime investments. The
steadiness with which local street railway issues

—

to confine one's self to particular instances—have
held their quotations during the depression of
values so noticeable in all financial circles during
the summer months of 1894 has advertised
more than ever their eligibility as invest-

ments that secure their own against loss

through fluctuations. Only one stock has betrayed
weakness—Long Island Traction, and this is an
issue of recoenizedly speculative traits, so that
sudden ups and downs in its value are to be ex-
pected, while steadiness of quotations would be
he quite discommoding to the trading fraternitv

that hopes to make money out of its variability.

But good securities like Second Avenue, Third
Avenue, Dry Dock. Sixth Avenue, Broadway, etc.,

are at least just as high now as six months ago.
while in many instances an advancing teiidency is

demonstrated . This being so, more attention than
ever is being attracted to these issues, so that the
prospects for a big business are encouragmg.

The annual report of the Third Avenue Railroad
Company, just published, verifies the comments
hitherto made in these columns as to the growing
business of the company since the introduction of

the cable. Gioss earnings for the year ending
June 30, 1894, were $1,777,971, an incrrase of
$13Cr,433; operating expenses were Sl.040.2.58, de-
crease, $113,687; net earnings, §737.713. increase,

$234,070. After paying charges of $j30,3S3, which
were $84,978 more than the year before, there was
a balance of .3428,203, an increase of §76,064
Dividends called for $420,000, or nearly double
what was paid in the previous year, so that there
is a decrease in surplus of $104,936. The total

surplus IS $332,093, and the casb on hand is $154,-

323. The last dividend at 4 per cent, was declared
in May; none will probalily be declared this quarter,
as the management desires to accumulate a surplus
account in the '94-'95 year. The showing reported
above is splendid, disclosing as it does, as a result

of cable operation, increased receipts and decreased
operating expenses, so that the boast of the
management that iO percent, can be earned on the
common stock is in a fair way to be realized.

Right here it may be well to mention that the
hearing as to the franchise for a cable or under-
ground trolley road on St. Nicholas and Manhattan
avenues, for which the Third Avenue and Metro-
politan Traction companies are contendiog, will

be held in a few days. Both sides are prepared to

show popular support of their projects and are
making efforts to have a decision rendered in their

favor.

Sometime ago it was exclusively announced by
the Steeet Railvtay GiZtTTE that the Long
Island Traction was about to increase its bonded
indebtedness. The fact is now made public that
it is to issue $3,000,000 6 per cent, collateral trust

notes. A syndicate has already expressed its in-
tention to purchase $1,875,000 of the issue at 80.

The directors of the company, however, and sev-
eral banking institutions have agreed to buy $730-
000 at 85, and $3,.500,000 of the bonds are to be
offered to stockholders at this figure. The money
is needed to extend the lines, between 80 and 90
miles being at the company's disiiosal.

Street railway men will be interested in what
Mr. W. J. Clark, head of the street railway de-
partment of the General Electric Company,
had to say this week relative to business
prospects: "The business of electric street rail-

ways is beginning to show renewed signs of life.

The General Electric has orders in this department
for 61 generators, eight of which are enormous
machinefl. Small orders are again being received
from the West and South, where business in this

brancn has been so dead for a year past that it has
practically amounted to nothing. Special atten-
tion is being paid to the development of large
surface motors for suijurban traffic. Astonishing
results have been achieved with the experiments
in the Schenectady yards of the 110- ton locomo-
tive recently constructed."

Wpatinghoii.se Electric matters are quiet. The
company is busy getting ready to move into the
new works at Brinton, when sonT^thiug may be
made public relative to Mr. Westinghouse's ex-
periments with his undei ground trolley sys-

tem.

Elevated Roads.—Under this caption, the Boston.
News Bureau says: Opinion is being freely expressed
by leading Boston business men that when it comes
to the supreme moment the Boston elevated rail-

road will not be btiilt, as it has been fully demon-
strated in other cities that elevated roads do not
pay, with one exception, the Manhattan, in New
York ; and when roads in cities with over 1,000,000
inhabitants c.nn barely earn interest charges, it

cannot be expected a road in Boston, tributary to
haidly .500,000 inhabitants, can be profitably oper-
ated. In Chicago there .!re three elevated roads all

apparently doing anon paying business. The Alley
" L," the one longest in operation, and which ran
to the World's Fair grounds, is not earning fixed

charges, and its first mortgage bonds are
selling at 68 and second mortgage bonds at
33. The Lake Street " L" first mortgage five

per cent, bonds are quoted at 61. The Metro-
politan " L" is not yet in operation, and its

first mortgage bonds sell at 63. In Brooklyn,
N. Y., there ai'e two elevated roads, which, when
street cars were operated bj- horses, were able to

show fair earnings, but since the introduction of
the trolley, combined with a poor business year,
the roads have barely been able to earn operating
expenses and interest on their bonds, let alone
dividends. Brooklyn Elevated 1st mortgage 6s are
quoted at 941 and 2d 5s at 6 If .and Brooklyn Union
Elevated 1st guaranteed gold 6s $6,148,000 out-
standing are quoted at 90i. Kings County Ele-

vated 1st mortgage 5s are selling at 76. The Man-
hattan Elevated Railroad Company, of New York,
is the only elevated road that has paid, and this is

due to the peculiar shape of Manhattan Island,
making anything but rapid transit impracticable
for pfople living above Twenty-third street; but
now that New York has taken unto itself cable
cars a big cut is being made in Manhattan traffic.

The result is that Manhattan stock tumbled from
174f early in 1893 to par, and is now selling for

$117*, although this low price is partly due to the
floaiicial depression.

Brooklyn Elevated Antiual Report.—The Brooklyn
Elevated Railroad Company has filed its annual
report with the Railroad Commissioners for the
year ending June 30 last. It shows as follows:

1891. 1S93.
Grossearnings ^1,755,262 .fl.SSo.GSS

Operating expenses 1,076,662 1,091,713

Netearnings 8678,600 §313,970
Other income 5,917 11,417

Gross ii.coBoe ?624,517 $8,i5,117

Fixed charges .. 811.135 "11.309

Deficit for year, $126,618; surplus, $111,108;
surplus to June 30, 1893, $336,345 ; total surplus
June 30, 1894, $109,727.
The betterments for the year were $65,640, all of

which was spent on the road. The cost of the road
and equipment to date has been 836.483,105. The
cash on hand is §60,363. The capital stock is $13,-

383,600 and bonded debt $13,968 000. During the
year the road carried 34,233,697 passengers. The
company operates 95 locomotives and 390 passenger
cars. Its average numb' r of employees is 1,059,

who received in salaries and wages $678,088 The
accident record shows 21 injured and 3 killed dur-
ing the year.

Purchase of the Metropolitan Electric Road, San
Francisco.—The purchase of the Metropolitan Elec-

tric road by the Market Street Railway Company is

one of the most important occurrences in rapid tran-

sit for San Francisco since the consolidation of the
cable lines. TheMeti'opolitan road runs from Powell
and Eddy streets, opposite the Baldwin Hotel, to

the south side of Golden Gate Park. Under the
new management it will be connected at the park
with the present steam line to the ocean. This
steam line will be converted into an electric road,
so that one may ride from the heart of the city to

the ocean beach for five cents. This road will

open up much fine residence property and will in-

crease the growth of the region lying to the east

and south of the i>ark.

Mortgage on the Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill.—
A mortgage covering nearly $3,000,000 has been
recorded at the registry of deeds in Lawrence
between the Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill Street

Railway Company and the Ameiican Loan and
Trust Company, of Boston. Tlie mortgage covers
all the real and personal property, assets and
franchises of the railway company, and is in trust

to secure payment of the principal and interest of

a series of mortgage bonds amountiug at their par
value to $1,900,000.

Fort Wayne Company's Purchase.— A Baltimore
dispatch to the New York Snnsa.ys the Wenstrom
Electric Company of Bultimore, which has a capi-

tal stock of .$1,000,000, has sold out to the Fort
Wayne Electric Corporation of Fort Wayne, Ind.
This deal puts the Ii'ort Wayne Company in control
of patents which, it is said, are being infringed by
other electric manufaclurers, and the Fort Wayne
company will, it is said, immediately begin an
active fight upon all who are reported as infringing.

'Business of the General Electric—A Boston
financial journal says the General Electric Company
is billing goods to the amount of over $1,000,000 a
month, and the outlook is that it will do more gross
business this fiscal year than last year, but the
a mount of net profit is yet an uncertain problem.
The company is out of debt, is in splendid financial
shape, and expects to resume dividends on the pre-
ferred within a year. A director says. "The com-
pany is sawing wood and not talking."

Receivers In Kingston.—Judge Parker,in the casa
of Dubois G. Atkins vs. The Colonial Electric Rail-
way Company, has appointed as receivers John E.
Kraft of Kingston, and Arthur E. Walradtof New
York. Mr. Walradt is the assignee. The order
directs that the money collected be deposited in the
State of New York Bank.

Boston West End Earnings.—The increase in the
gross earnings of the West End for August is at
the rate of about $30,000 per month. The company
is now more conservative in its charges to con-
struction, it is said, and puts into expense consid-
erable that would formerly have been charged to
construction.

Long Island Traction.—Long Island Traction
Company books close Sept. 15 to allow stock-
holders the right to subscribe pro rata for $3,500,-
000 6 per cent, collateral trust notes of the Long
Island Traction & Brooklyn Heights Railroad Com-
pany at .'^5 per cent, of their par.

Street Railway &. Illuminating Properties.—
Trustees of Street Railway & Illuminating proper-
ties purchased and canceled last week 658 shares
of preferred stock, paying an average price of

S98.65. This makes a total of 14,682 shares pur-
chased to date.

Manhattan-Metropolitan Rumor.--A rumor was
in circulation that the Manhattan Elevated and
the Metropolitan Traction ioterests were to be con-
solidated. The result of the report was a slight
boom for Manhattan. The rumor was not gener-
ally believed.

Worcester Traction Company.—During July the
gross earnings of the Worcester Traction Cornpany
increased $5,4:j6, to $37,495, while operating
expenses decreased $7,546, to $16,636, thus leaving
netearnings $30,859, an increase over July, 1893,
of $13,042.

Buffalo Railway Earnings.—The gross earnings of
the Buffalo Railway Co iipany for July were
$139,797, a decrease of $7,490.

' The operating ex-
penses showed a decrease of §8,125, and the net
earnings an increase of §634.

Brooklyn Traction Earnings.—The statement of
operations of the Brooklyn Traction Company for
the month of July shows: Gross earnings. $110,-
978 ; increase, $7,577 ; operating expenses, $48,938 ;

net earnings, §55,424.

Reported Purchase Denied.—The rumor that the
North Hudson County Railway Company's proper-
ty had been purchased for §13,000,000 by the Pat-
erson Traction Syndicate is denied.

Easton, Pa.—It is announced that the Easton &
Bangor Electric Railway Company has decided to
extend its line to Martin's Creek at once.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Atchison, Kan.—The Atchisoa Railway. Electric

Light; and Power Company has been incorporated;
capital stock §300,000. The promoters are : H. A.
Odell. Geo. W. Riggs, A. E. Cullingworth, Chicago,
III.:W. P. Waggener, Ellsworth Ingalls, C. S.
Hetherington, S. E. Harburger, Atchison.

Mayfield, Cal.—The Mayfield & Stanford. Jr.,

University Street Railway Company has been or-
ganized. The capital stock is $10,000. The promot-
ers are Jos. P. Ponce, Alex. Peers, Bernard Mayer,
Mayfield; Gordon Wight, Palo Alto; Bainbridge
Ryder, San .Jose.

Columhus, 0.—The Columbus & Buckeye Lake
Street Railway Company has been incorporated
with $10,000 capital stock. The promoters are:
Jas. H. Anderson, C. B. Cowan. Dewitt C. Jones,
T. J. Keating, Geo. L. Converse, R. R. Dubois,
Wm. H. Simonton.

Pottsville, Pa.—The Pottsville & Reading Rail-
way Company has been incorporated withacapital
stock of .$250,000. The following are the promot-
ers: W. A. Barritt, Jr., Wayne, Pa.; Elias Davis,
Broad Mountain; Jno. F. Finney, Shenandoah, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Willow Grove & Hat

-

boro Street Railway Company has been incorpo-
rated, with a capital stock of $18,000. The pro-,
meters are: John H. Fow, Philadelphia, O. E. C.
Robinson, A. D. Markley, Hatboro, Pa.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago & Grand Avenue
Street Railway Company, capital stock $50,000 (In-

corporators, John Guaedinger, H. F. Kolze, Less-
er Franklin. CassiusC. Clark and El wynD. Seaton),
has been incorporated.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Peterson Electric Conduit
Railway Construction Company has been incorpo-
rated by A. E. Smith, William Meyst and H. Sam-
uel Esch.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Market Street, Richmond
& Frankford Elevated Electric Railroad Company,
which made application to the Board of Highway
Supervisors last week for permission to begin the
construction of the road, has tiled a bond for

§1,000.000 with the city solicitor, and will com-
mence work as soon as the plans are approved by
the committee of the highway supervisors. The
surface road in the country districts will be first

completed. The company, it is said, has purchased
or obtained options upon all the necessary property
between Market and" Race streets, and has com-
plete right of way between these points. From
Race street the road tlireads through a number of
small streets until it reaches tbe open country be-

yond Frankford. Tbe handsome eight-story'
terminal building, for which the plans have been
completed, is to occupy the site of the Central
Avenue Hotel. Nos. 8:25 37-29-31 Market street. It

is to be similar in style of archittcluic to the
Reading Terminal, and will have a frontage on
Market street of 86 feet, with a depth of 146 feet.

Sayre, Pa.—At .the annual election of the
Waverly, Sayre & Athens Electric Traction Com-
pany, at Sayre, Pa., the following officers were
elected : President, A. N. Broadhead; vice-presi-

dent, F.M- Stevens; secretary, A.C. Wade, treas-

urer, F. K. Harris. At a meeting of the Susque-
hanna Valley Electric Traction Company these
officers were elected: President, A. N. Broadhead:
vice-president, W. L. Watrous; secretary and treas-
urer, A. C. Wade. At a meeting of the W. S. &
A. Electric Traction Company, upon request of
several committees, the company consented to sell

workingmen's tickets on the following plan: Be-
tween the hours of 6 and 7:80 a. m. and 5 and 6:30
p. M. tickets will be accepted for passage which
will be sold 60 for |3, or at the rate of 3+ cents
ach.

Reading, Pa.—The Pennsylvania Traction Com-
pany, whose object is to have a continuous line of
electric railway from Philadelphia to Harrisburg,
is still reaching out, and will probably gain an en-
trance into the city of Reading. For several
months work has been in progress to extend the
Reading & Southwestern Electric road, which has
its terminus at Reading, from Mohnsville to
Adamstown. Several miles of track have al-

ready been laid, and it is expected the entire dis-

tance will have been covered before winter. The
Pennsylvania Traction Company has already de-
cided upon a line from I^ancaster to Terre Hill, and
it is now understood it will extend the road to

Adamstown, where it will connect with the Reading
and the Sout;b western.

Ambler, Pa.—The borough Council of Ambler has
passed an ordinance granting the franchises of the
principal streets of the borough to the Ambler
Electric Railway Company, whicli is to e.xtend
from Haramonville to Ambler, a distance of about
five miles. At Hammonvdle connection will be
made with the Conshohocken & Norristown Ele.-.-

tric Railway. Mr.Shepp, of Philadelphia, one of
the owners of the line, has stated that the line

would be in working order probably by the 1st of
January. An interested person says tiie proposed
trolley line from Chestnut Hill to Spring House
will also be built at once. It will extend through
the villages of Flourtown, Fort Washington and
Ambler, terminating at Spring House or Penllyn.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The contract for the erection
of the new carshed at the northeast corner of
Ninth street and Susquehanna avenue, for the
Fourth and Eight streets line of the People's Trac-
tion Company, has been awarded to Charles
McCaul, who last week secured permission from
the Building Inspectors to start work on the struct-

ure. The new structure, which will be 23 feet in

height, IS to have a frontage on Ninth stieetof
530 feet, extending almost to Dauphin street, and
on Susquehanna avenue it will be 164.6 feet. The
whole lot is 400 by 600 feet, which takes in the
entire block. Repair and other shops of the com-
pany will be included in the new shed. It is to

be of stone, brick and wood.

Chester, Pa.—The Media, Middletown, Aston &
Chester Trolley Company, which has been almost
a year trying to get through Chester township,
has commenced operations. The contract for sur-
veying the road has been given to i:.Ggineer How-
land and the work has been commenced. The new
road will open up a valuable portion of Delaware
County. Tlie opposition tc the road has been made
by one of the supervisors of Chester township,
through which it passes. The people of the town-
ship want the road, and it is said the company
will have no trouble getting it through when tbe
work is advanced that far.

Pottstown, Pa.—A corps of engineers is survey-
ing for the extension eastward of the Pottstown
Passenger Railway from Sanatoga to Royersford,
a distance of five and a half miles ; the extension
will be built this fall or early next year. The com-
pany will also extend westward from Stowe to

Branicote, nearly half a mile, this fall, to reach the
new textile fabric works. There is considerable
talk of the Ringing Rocks Electric Railway Com-
pany extending its line to Falckncr Swamp, and
thence to Boyertown : it is expected that this will

be done next year.

Pottsville, N. Y.—The Tamaqua & Pottsville
Electric Railway Company, whose charters cover
territory from Tamaqua to Pottsville, via Middle-
port, New Philadelphia and Port Carbon, has Sled
a declaration of its intention to extend iis main
Ime from Port Carbon to St. Clair, and thence to
New Castle and Frackville and down to Maizeville
in the Mahanoy Valley.

New York, N. Y.— The Union Riilway Company
is obtaining consents from property-owners for a
branch line through 16!st sireet from McCombs
Dam Bridge to Westchester avenue. This line

would be of great benefit to people living above
150th street, as it would connect them with the
155th street station of the Eighth avenue elevated
road

.

Brooklyn, N.Y.—The use of elecliicitv on the
Broadway line has had so great an effect upon the
business done by the elevated railroad over tbe
same route.that the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad
Company has been forced to increase its accom-
modations by running express trains, in an effort

to retain its long distance business.

Kansas City, Mo.—A permit lias been given the
Metropolitan .Street Railway Company to remodel
and enlarge its power-house at Ninth and Wyoming
streets. New foundations for machinery and an
iron smokestack will be added at a cost of |6,000. .

When this is done the electricity for the elevated
road will be supplied from this power house.

Santa Cruz, Cal.—It is announced that the East
Santa Cruz Street Railway Company is now ready
to extend its line to Capitola, and to operate the
same with electricity or with a noiseless steam
dummy, on condition that the right of way can be
secured and a bonus of |10,000 granted.

Orange, N. J.—A car from Eagle Rock on the
Suburban Traction Line jumped the track on a
curve last Sunday. It fell on its side and 18 per
sons were injured. The car had became unman-
ageable on account of the breaking of the brake
chain.

Jackson, Miss.—In the case of the State vs. The
Vicksburg City Street Railway Company, brought
to forfeit the charter, Judge Clirisman has ren-
dered a judgment in favor of the State, and de-
clared the charter forfeited. An appeal will be
taken..

Allentown, Pa.—The Lehigh Valley Railroad has
decided to cut rates as a result of trolley compe-
tition. The railroad now charges only five cents
for a round trip from Allentown to Catasauqua,
while the electric railway charges just double that
sum.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Second Avenue Traction
Company will soon erect a new power station at
Glenvvood, which will supply power to the entire
system between Market street and Turtle Creek.
The power-house at Soho will be abandoned.

Elmira, N.Y.—In the matter of the applfcation
of the West Side Railway Company for permis-
sion to use tracks of the Elmira & Horseheads
Railway Company, the veferee has given a de-
cision granting the petition.

Northampton. Mass.—The contract for building
the Conway electric railroad from Conway village

to the railway station has been awarded to Daniel
O'Connell & Son, of Holyoke. Work will be com-
menced soon.

Depew, N. Y.—The Street Railway Company has
completed its tracks in the tunnel which passes
under the Erie lines. The line is now complete
between Depew and Lancaster.

Montclair, N. J.—The New York & Philadelphia
Traction Company has petitioned the Town Coun-
cil for permission to construct and operate an
electric railway in Montclair.

Atchison, Kan.—H. A. OJell, of Chicago, ar-
rived in Atchison last week, and has signed a con-
tract with B. P. Waggener to build the electric

railway.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Seventeenth and Nine-
teenth streets line of the Philadelphia Traction
Company is now operated by electricity.

Cortland, N. Y.—The Cortland & Homer Rail-

road Company has been granted a franchise fur
an extension of its line on Homer avenue.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Lombard and South
streets branch of the Electric Traction Company
is now operated by electricity.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee Street Railway
Company has lost .53,125, which was stolen from
the safe.

Washington, 0. C.—E. Saxton has been awarded
the contract tor building the Columbia cable road.

Toledo, 0.—The contract has been signed for the
construction of the Maumee Electric Railway.

TRADE NOTES.

The Mather Electric . Company, of Manchester,
Conn., reports a marked and very satisfactory in-
crease in orders since the passing of the new tariff

bill was assured. Its sales for lighting apparatus
alone since then are as follows : New Davidson
Theatre. Milwaukee, two 1,000-lighters : A. W.
Perry, Boston, Mass. (fifth order), one 3.50; Hotel
Minot, New York City, one 650; Hoboken Quartet
Club, Hoboken . N. J., one 150; Henry Reinhart,
New York Cily, one 100 and one 150; E. P. Glea-
son Manufacturing Company, New York City,
one 350; Piscataquis Woolen Company, Guilford,
Me., one 600; Danvers Insane Asylum, Danvers,
Mass., one 350 ; Newport Gas Light Company,
Newjjort. R. I., one 250; State Almshouse, Tewkes-
bury, Mass., one 000: Whittenton Manufacturing-
Company, Taunton, Mass., one 100 and one 50;

Weise Bros., Molme, III., one 350 ; Chambers
Elecir-ic Light and Power Company, Truro, N. ,8.,

one 300; Union Central Life Insurance Building,
Buffalo (third order) one 2.50; Bfck Brewing Com-
pany. Buffalo, N. Y,, one COO; Corastock Construc-
tion Company, Chicago, III., one 250: Gallagher
Bros.. Meridian, Miss, (third order), one 100; New
Ford's Opera House, Washington, D. C, one 4.50;

Jones Bros." Electric Company, Cincinnati, O.

,

(seventh order), one 50-H. p. 200-volt generator;
New Pittsburgh Coal Company, New Pittsburgh,
O., one 60-K. w. 330-volt generator; Mon-is Coal
Company, Sand Run, O., one 60-K. vr. 320-volt

generator; Harry S, Smith & Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa., two 4-5-K. w. direct connected gener-
ators; J. Holt Gates, Chicago, III., one 250-light

dynamo, two 60-K. w. belted generators, one 60-

K. w. direct connected generator. The company
also reports a very large sale of its new Manchester
type slow speed stationary motors, in sizes from 3

to 50 H. e. It has had so much success in the intro-

duction of these motors that it has so far been un-
able to keep up with orders for this class of appa-
ratus.

A New Drawn-Steel Trolley Pole.—The United
States Projectile Company of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
the manufacturer of the patent hot-pressed motor
pinion, which has met with such marked success,

has, after much experimenting, perfected an im-
provement in trolley poles. The process is unique
and original. They are made in the same way
that the company makes bicycle tubing, and of

the same material. The pole is started from a
solid block of steel 3| inches in diameter and 7

inches long, and is gradually drawn out until it is

the standard length, i. e. , 13 to 13 ft. It is then
tapered, making a neat-looking pole, very smooth
and clean. The steel is a fine grade of Swedish
and very tough and strong. The poles are 35 per
cent, lighter than those ordinarily in use, and, it

is said, are very much stronger. This alone is

quite an item, as it relieves the tension on the wire
just this much, which will certainly make the life

of the wire greater. The Brooklyn Heights Rail-

road Company, which operates one of the hardest

roads on trolley poles in this country, on account
of the elevated structures, reports that while with
the common poles it often Las a breakage of from
six to ten a day, with these poles during all the

the time they have been in use, which is now about
six months in service, and it has upward of 300,

only one pole has been broken so that it could not

be used again. The reason of this is that, on ac-

count of the tough and tenacious material which
the poles are made from, if a pole is bent it is very
easily straightened without injuring the metal.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, 0., is

manufacturing motor bearings, of which the

workmanship andquality of the metal are superior,

and large sales are reported among many of the

larest roads in the country. These bearings are

made of a guaranteed bell metal, and are turned
and trued up, and milled by special machines
lately installed for this purpose. The extraordinary

care'taken with the finish of these insures a perfect

fit, and an even and smooth bearing for the shaft.

The company has prepared a revised price list of

bearings, and the figures at which these are now
offered to the trade will no doubt largely increase

their output.

Frank A. Rogers, for the past 13 years connected
with the Brush Electric and the Short Electric

companies, of Cleveland, O., as special sales agent,

has been engaged in the same capacity by the

Fultcn Truck and Foundry Company, of Mansfield,

O., Mr. Rogers' connection with the Brush and
Short companies having ceased some few weeks
ago. Mr. Rogers' headquarters will be in Cleve-

land . Mr. Rogers has had a wide experience in

the electrical and street railway field, and with-

out a doubt he will meet with ample success in

his new position.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The People's Traction Com-
pany's first order of 300 cars, most of which have
been delivered by the builders, the St. Louis Car
Company and the Lamokin Car Company, is being
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- - Death of It is with great regret that we

W. J. Stephenson, announce the death of JJr. W.
J. Stephenson, of the Metropolitan Company of

Washington. Mr. Stephenson was first vice-presi-

dent of the American Stieet Railway Association,

and was one of the most active managers in the

country ; in fact to his indefatigable activity liis

death is attributed. A biographical sketch of Mr.

Stephenson appears elsewhere in this issue.

Two Street Railway On Sept. 19 conventions of

Conventions. the New Yorli and Michigan

street railway associations will be held. The
former meeting will talre place in Syracuse, and

a large gathering and an interesting session are

expected. The Michigan association holds its first

nipeiing in Grand Rapids and as a number of ex-

perienced and wide-awake managers are active in

ihe organization the convention should pro^e

highly interesting and profitable.

Pennsylvania Street Ih this number we present

Eailway Convention, a report of the third annual

rc.nvention of the Pennsylvania Street Rail-

way Association in Reading. The meeting was
successful in all respects; the attendance was
laige. the papers were good, and the exhibit

of street railway apparatus was extensive. The
street railway men of Pennsylvania should take

even a greater interest in the association than they

have hitherto manifested. There is a prospect of

considerable street railway legislation in the State

within the next year, and whether it is favorable

or unfavorable to street railway interests will de-

pend 10 a great extent upon the exertions of the

members of the association. If the street railway

men of the State join in a compact body ready to

oppose unfavorable measures, and promote favor

able legislation, they will be in a far more advanta-

geous position than if they allow the burden to rest

wholly upon the shoulders of a few individuals, as

is usually the case.

Aooumulators in A feature of interest in the

Eailway Power Plants, power station of an electric

railway recently installed in the Isle of Man and
described elsewhere in this issue, is a battery of

accumulators which is to serve an important pur-

poses during the winter months. The road was
built to accommodate tourists during the summer,
and if the company had its own way operation

would cease at the close of the season. According

to the terras of its franchise, however, it must run

cars during the entire year, but during the winter

the number of trips will be so few in number that

it will not pay to keep the power station in opera-

tion. To overcome the difficulty the company
introduced the battery of chloride accumulators

which will, when charged once a week, furnish all

the power needed by the cars. Some such a plan

would readily be adopted in this country if it were
not so generally believed that the storage battery

was such a delicate apparatus. The advantages
that would attend the use of accumulators in a

great many railway power stations, if they should

prove reliable and long-lived, are evident enough,

but until the belief that they must always " be

attended by physician and nurse '' is overcome
they are not likely to be installed in many electric

railway power plants on this side of the water.

Delays Caused by The delays which obstinate

Teamsters. teamsters inflict on street

railway passengers is becoming an intolerable

nuisance. There is]probably not a street railway

line of importance in the country that is not sub-

ject to constant blockades due to this cause. It

seems incredible that heavy coal wagons or drays

loaded with stone or structural iron should be per-

mitted to delay car after car, first turning out to

let one pass after two or three minutes' wait,

and then returning to the tracks immediately

ready to delay the following one. Tiie police

seldom interfere as they should in the interests

of the public, and the conductor has become

S3 accustomed to the orcurrence that he makes
less effort than he should to clear the track,

but becomes reconciled to the outrage as

one of the inevitable incidents of his life. When
the cable and electric cars were introduced a few

collisions convinced the teamsters that they had a

dangeious foe to deal with in tlie person of an

angry gripman or motorman, and for a while they

were iuclined to show the lat;ter greater respect,

but their fear of the heavy car is growing less.

The rapid transit car is now handled more
skillfully than when it was introduced, and
the danger of an accidental collision is there-

fore greatly decreased. The teamster has

learned that the street-car employe dreads to

inflict arty sort of damage, lest he involve himself

in trouble; so Ihe teamsters have become as bold

and as offensive as ever. They are bound to sufier

the punishment for their offenses one of these days.

The public is waking up to the fact that there is

littl," to gain and much to lose by prolonging its

long-suffering coui-se. Public sentiment will event,

ually demand in unmistakable terms the abate-

ment of the nuisance. When this time comes one

of two things will happen : Either citj^ ordinances

will be adopted forbidding the use of heavy teams

on certain streets, or provision will be made so

that heavy teaming mtist be done during the night

in certain city districts. Something in this line has

been recently suggested in Boston, and while the

teamsters are far from taking kindly to the recom-

mendation that they be deprived of the use of cer-

tain streets, their wishes will be disregarded, ulti-

mately , if not immediately. When such regulations

are in force passengers on street cars can depend

with much greater confidence upon reaching their

destinations on schedule time. An incident occurred

i 1 Jersey City a few days ago that led a justice of

the peace to make a few remarks that meet our

unqualified approval. We wish there were many
similar men on the justice bench. The circum-

stances were these : A drayman refused in a spirit

of obstinacy to drive off the street railway tracks,

and his refusal so exasperated the motorman that

he caused his car to touch the vehicle, and then

moved his controller handle a notch or two. This

may have been in disregard of the rules, but it is

hard not to wink at the violation. The drayman

and his horse were soon pushed at a faster rate

than they enjoyed. When the teamster extricated

himself from his predicament he proceeded to

assault the motorman. and was arrested in con-

sequence. The justice took no sort of account of

his plea that he had been justified in making the

assault, but in imposing the fine made these very

Ijroper remarks: " It is a favorite practice of you

teamsters to delay cars. You think it's lots of fun,

and finally get out of the way with a broad grin

on your faces. The only fauU I find is with the

police, who wink at this trick. They should bring

40 or .50 of you. who delay cars purposely, up be-

fore a police justice, and the practice would

cease."
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DEATH OF "W. J. STEPHENSON. CANNOT CAEEY LETTERS.

William J. StepbeDson, president of the Metro-

politan Railway Company, of Washington, and for

many years identified iritb street railway interests

of that city, died at his home on August 31st. The
news of Mr. .Stephenson's death was entirely unex-

pected, and the announcement was a shock to bis

friends in the street railway world. Until about

two weeks before bis death he was enjoying bis

usual good health. A short time ago he went
west with several directors of the Metropolitan

road, for the purpose of investigating different

street railway systeDis. He became seriously ill on

August 22d in Chicago. He rallied, however, and
was able to return to his home. His illness, which
was diagnosed as inflammation of the bowels, was
not considered dangerous until the day before bis

death. Hemorrhages then set in, and were the

cause of his death at seven o'clock on Friday even-

ing.

Mr. Stephenson was fifty-three years old and was

born in Washington, where he passed the most of

his life. His father, Joseph Stephenson, was a

respected resident of Washington, and was for

many years connected with the local express ser-

vice of the Baltimore «& Ohio Railroad. The son

was educated in the common schools, and just be-

fore the war entered the office of the Quarter-

ma.ster-General, where he remained in the shipping

department till late in the sixties. He rose to

positions of trust in this service and was at one

time chief clerk to Quartermaster-General Rucker.

For a few years he worked in the freight office of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and in 1870, with

his only brother, Ambrose, established the wood

and coal business which they have conducted since

that time, and which is now located near the

Seventh street wharf. For several jears he was a

trustee in the public schools.

For a long time Mr. Stephenson had been an in-

vestor in street railway securities, notably the

Belt Lino, the Columbia Street Railway, and the

Metropolitan. His ability in the management of

properties of this kind was readily recognized, and

several years ago, on the retirement of President

Clagett, of the Columbia Street Railway, Mr.

Stephenson was chosen as his successor. This

position was filled acceptably by him until one

year ago last July, when President George Pear-

son, of the Metropolitan Railway, was compelled

to relinquish his office on account of his poor

health.

Mr. Stephenson was already the owner of a con-

siderable interest in this road, and his signal suc-

cess in the management of the Columbia Railway
brought to him the offer of the presidency of the

Metropolitan. Mr. Pearson and Mr. Stephenson

were brothers-in-law, and the latter took up the

duties of his predecessor with all the energy char-

acteristic of the man.

It was these heavy duties, it is thought, that

finally broke him down. He gave a large share of

hiB time out of extensive bu-siness interests to the

solution of the motor difficulties which confronted

the road, and it was due to his personal efforts,

more than to any other cause, that the bill allow-

ing the underground system of electricity to be

adopted was passed. A law was passed by Con-
gre») requiring the road to change its motor power
within a given time on penalty of forfeiting its

charter, and it was largely Mr. Stephenson's wise

management, when the limit of time had expired,

that Kavcd the charter.

Mr. Stephenson was first vice-president of the

American Street Rjiilway Association. He was
a prominent Mason, Iwing a member o( iJawson

Lf^dge, of which he was a past master, and of

Wanhington Commandcry of Knights Templar,
of which he was past eminent commander.
Mr. 8te|ilienson was a very genial man, and

dcvott-d himnclr to CDlcrprigcs of public moment
with energy,

• » .

A«hlanil, Wl».—In a recent (Ire the offices of the

Ashland Street Railway Company were damaged
Ui the cxU'nt r.f i2MIX).

The Electric Railway Company of Glens Falls

has been accommodating enough to allow its em-
ployees to carry letters between the three towns
through which its tracks extend—Sandy Hill, Fort

Edward and Glens Falls, N. Y. The practice was
stopped last week upon instructions from the post-

office authorities. The company had been vio-

latmg the following provision of the postal law :

No stage coach, railway car. steamboat or other
vehicle or vessel, which regularly performs trips
at stated periods on any post route, or from any
city, town or place, between which mail is regu-
larly caiTied, shall carry, otherwise than in the
mail, any letters or packages, except such as relate
to some part of the cargo of such steamboat or
other vessel, or to some article carried at the same
time by the same stage coach, railway car, or other
vehicle, except as provided in Section 3,993, and
for every such offense the owner of the stage
coach, railway car, steamboat or other vehicle or
vessel, shall be liable to a penalty of $100, and the
driver, conductor, master or other person having
charge thereof, and not at the time owner of the
whole or any part thereof, shall for every such
offense be liable to a penalty of $")0.

to pay all creditors, and will provide a considera-

ble amount for distribution to stockholders."

FIEE IN THE LA ROCHE ELEOTBIOAL
WORKS, PHILADELPHIA.

A fire occurred August 31 in the building occu-
pied by the La Roche Electric Works in Phila-

delphia. The flames were confined to the sixth

floor, which was not used and contained no
machinery . The only damage to the company's ap-

paratus was that caused by water. The fire was
discovered soon after six o'clock, and 50 men were
at work, as the press of orders of late has necessi-

tated the running of the establishment night and
day. The flames spread rapidly throughout the

entire length of the sixth floor, starting, it ap-
peared, in about the center of the room, and soon
found their way to an unused loft above, which
ran the entire length of the structure. Before the

fire was quenched it ate its way in several places

through the roof. The loss on the building was
estimated at $2,500.

RECEIVERSHIP FOR H. WARD LEONARD
& CO.

H. Ward Leonard has been appointed temporary
receiver of H. Ward Leonard & Co., of New York
city. The receivership was the result of a friendly

suit brought by the Interior Conduit and Insula-

tion Company at the request of H. Ward Leonard
& Co. Wise & Flannagan, attorneys for the com-
plainant, have made a statement for tlie informa-

tion of creditors and stockholders, in the course of

which they say: " The step has been taken for the

protection and not the injury of the creditors and
stockholders of the company. While the assets

nominally amount to $177,641. 10 and the liabilities

of the company are only about §64,000, it was neces-

sary for the company to go into liquidation,

because ?109,000 of the assets of the company is

impounded in a suit against the Cayadutta
Electric Railway Company, and the remain-

ing assets were insufficient to meet the

accruing liabilities which are in the form
of promissory notes and .iccounts payable.

Any other course would have resulted in a scram-
ble among the creditors for precedence and the

squandering of assets in attachments and costs.

This course will, we think, result in the paynient

of the debts in full. The appointment of Mr.

Leonard is tetnporary, but we hope you will con-

cur in tlie view of the Board of Directors that he
is the proper person for permanent receiver. His

familiarity with the business, and especially with

the suit against the Cayiulutla company, necc.nsi-

tates his services in the task rjf collecliou. Those
services are indispensublc, whoever may be ap-

pointed receiver, and to appoint anybody else will

result in double expense. Wo hope you will

concur in this view and unite with us in favoring

his appointment as permaneiil receiver. The
court will require bond of hiin sufficient to pro-

tect everybody for his adiniiiiKtration. The as-

sets carefully handled will he more than Hullicienl

MEKARSKI COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM IN
PARIS.

The Mekarski compressed air system has been
adopted for three lines operated by the General
Omnibus Company, Paris. The lines in question

are among the most important of the whole Paris

system. The longest is that from the Louvre to

Sevres and Versailles, a distance of about twelve
miles. The two other lines are those from the

Louvre to St. Cloud, and from the Cours de Vin-
cennestoSt. Augustin, distances of 6.3 and 5.7

miles respectively. The first two of these lines

will be worked as one system. Trains of three

cars, seating 51 persons each, and drawn by a
compressed-air locomotive, will start from the
Louvre every quarter of an hour. These trains

will be broken up at the junction of the St. Cloud
and Versailles lines, one car going on to St. Cloud,
and the other two to Sevres and Versailles. The
locomotives to be used will be supported on six

wheels, all coupled. They will weigh 18 tons each,

considerable adhesion being required to .mount the
incline of 1 in 23, which occurs on the Sevres line,

when towing three cars, each of which in the
loaded condition, weighs 8 tons. Twenty-three of

these locomotives are to be built, of which six will

be kept in reserve. A sufficient quantity of air

will be carried to enable the locomotives to run
twelve miles without recharging.

RAILWAY LEGISLATION IN WASHINGTON.
Chairman Heard, of the Committee on District

Affairs of the House of Representatives, states that
the most important District legislation recently
passed by Congress was that included in the Metro-
politan bill. " Under the provisions of that bill,"

he said, " any street railway company now exist-

ing, or hereafter auihorieed, which connects
directly, or by means of connection through
another road, with the Metropolitan line can run
its cars over the tracks of the Metropolitan line

into the heart of the city.

"There will be no further trouble about it, for

if amicable arrangement cannot be made the court
will compel an agreement. This means not only
that other roads, and prospective suburban lines

especially, will be enabled to reach the heart of

the city, but it means, also, that there will be no
necessity for using more of the city's streets for

new roads.

"That in itself is an important matter. I think
that vv'ith the possible exception of a crosstown
line we don't need any more city lines. I have
been struggling for years to keep a few north and
south streets. Sixth and Tenth, for instance, free

from street car tracks, so as to furnish an outlet

to the country. We are now in a position to say
to new companies who may ask for charters on
city stieets that they can connect with existing

lines and come down over the Metropolitan line.

"Washington will soon have the most complete
system of street railways in the country ,by means of

the transfer and connection scheme thus afforded.

We now have the cheapest system, and a man can
ride on more roads for less money than anywhere
else. The plan of selling six tickets for 35 cents
saves the ptojle of this city $400,000 annually,

that amount being the difference between six

tickets for a quarter and a straight five-cent fare."

BALIIMORE OAR FENDER COMMISSION.

Engineer Cohen, of the Car Fender Commis.sion
of Baltimore, last week ]>resented his report on ilic

merits of the eighty odd devices that were submit-
ted to him. The report will not he published,

however, until it is prepared in jiainphlet form. It

is reported that Mi-. Cohen has recommended four

different fenders that the companies shall be free

to adopt. Mayor Latrobe is quoted as s.aying that

the report of Mr. (Johen is admirable, as the latter

investigated the fender question e.xhaustively. He
said he was confident that the problem would be

solved satisfactorily.
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GBOOVED TROLLEY WHEEL AND SWITCH.
Patents have just been issued to Naaman W.

Haskins, of Bi-ooklyn, for a grooved trolley wheel
and an overhead switch adapted for use in con-
nection with it. The cuts illustrate very clearly
the character of the devices. The inventor claims
that the ordinary type of trolley is apt to leave the
wire under the influence of sudden jar or vibra-

tion or while going around a curve, and the conse-
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Grooved Trolley Wheel.

quenoes are always annoying if not dangerous.

With the style of trolley wheel shown in the cut

this danger, it is stated, is reduced to a mininum,

as the flanges of each groove constitute an in-

dependent contact holder for the wire. One
statement, however, that is made in the specifica-

tion will probably be questioned. After stating

that the dangers and delays of travel will be mainly

obviated by the employment of a wheel of this

description the inventor remarks, "It is possible to

utilize electricitv from the main wire m both

Crossing for Grooved Trolley Wheel.

heating and lighting the car—a desideratum not
heretofore practicable on account of the uncer-
tainty of the contact between trolley and wire."

The second cut shows the form of switch and
crossing to be used in (Connection with the many-
grooved trolley wheel. The flanges upon the corner
or cross plates are made with notches which coin
cide in position with the several flanges upon the
wheel, so that the latter will pass over a cross

conductor, or over a branch of the same con-
ductor, without touching either, its contact with
its own conductor being preserved and maintained.

THE DOUGLAS AWD LAXEY ELECTRIC
TRAMWAY.

The Douglas and Lasey Electric Tramway on
the Isle of Man, which was opened at the end of

last month, is for many reasons the most note-

worthy undertaking of its kind in Great Bri-

tain. The promoters modestly call it a tramway,
but to all intents and purposes it is a railway.

Certainly, the difiiculties of roadmaking and
bridge building which were met are more compar-
able to the conditions found in railway work than
to those of a tramway undertaking. Every foot

of the road over which the cars travel has been
made by the Tramway Company. The scheme
has involved cutting through cliffs ; it has in one
place necessitated a concrete bed, 18 feet thick, on
which the road has been built, and at Groudle it

has been imperative that a wide and deep gully

should be spanned. The total length of the line is

slightly less than seven miles, and at no point was
the road built on the public highway. The steepest

grades averages 1 in 34. The road is double-

tracked throughout and the gauge is three feet.

There are two power stations, one at Portevada
Douglas, one extremity of the line, and the other at

Laxey, the other terminus. The former station is

equipped with three Lancashire boilers 30 feet

long and 6 feet dian:eter, which work at a steam
pressure of 130 lbs. There are three compound side-,

by-side vertical engines with high-pressure cylinders

10 inches diameter, and low-pressure cylinders 30

inches in diameter, the stroke being 18 inches.
Each engme will indicate 100 H. p., and is fitted

with special adjustable governor and heavy fly-

wheel. They work on to a separate condenser, and
also to a by-pass for the exhaust to the chimney.
The steam pipes are duplicated throughout, from
the boilers to the engine cylinders, as well as to the
donkey pump and injector.

The condensing water is obtained from a large

underground tank, made by building a concrete
Willi across the creek filled with shingle. An
enormous cooling surface is obtained, and, prob-
ably, the tank is one of the cheapest ever made.
There is room in the engine-house for two more

engines. There are two dynamos of the Manches-
ter type, and one machine of the Mather & Piatt

type. Each machine has an output of 500 volts and
100 amperes, and is driven by link belts with jockey
pulleys.

The station at Laxey is in most respects similar

to the one at Douglas. There are, however, only
two boilers and two engines, which drive Mather
& Piatt dynamos of the same output as the ones at

Douglas. Ample room is allowed for extensions,

and two more boilers, engines and dynamos can be
comfortably housed.

The feature about the Douglas & Laxey line

which will be of most interest to traction men will

be the use that is made of accumulators. At
Groudle, which, as we have already said, is distant

some 3i miles from Douglas, the accumulator sta-

tion is placed. There are 340 cells of the patent

chloride type, made by the Chloride Electrical

Syndicate. The battery consists of 130 unprotected
cells and 120 protected cells with teak and asbestos

separators. It is capable of being discharged at

have previously mentioned that to all intents and
purposes the line has been designed for the pur-
pose of carrying pleasure passengers during the
three or four months of the year when the island
is given over to visitors. But the Isle of Man au-
thorities in their wisdom insisted that the company
should run two cars each way every day of the
year. This obligation, while a necessary one, in-

troduced the difficulty of working the system for
an infrequent and light demand. Under these
circumstances it would have been very expensive,
if not prohibitive, to keep a large power generat-
ing station running. The accumulator seemed to
offer the only method of economically furnishing
occasional power, and this is one reason which has
led to the Groudle accumulator station. It is pro-
posed during the winter months to rely wholly on
the accumulators for supplying power to the line,

the battery being charged up about once a week.
This will enable a complete shutting down of the
plant at the power stations, save for the occasional
charging purposes. The working of these accumu-
lators will be watched with the closest interest,

both by reason of the comparative newness of

chloride cells, and the fact that fixed accumulators
have been rarely used to supply power for traction

purposes.

The working conductors are high conductivity

copper wires, No. 0, B. W. G., suspended from steel

poles at a height of about 16 feet above the rail

level. The poles, fixed midway between the two
tracks, have cross arms carrying a conductor on
either side over the center of the track. The work-
ing conductor is fed from an underground feeder

cable. Boxes are fixed at suitable points of the

line to cut out any section, or to connect the feeder

CAR ON DOUGLAS &. LAXEY LINE EQUIPPED WITH NEW COLLECTOR.

the rate of 500 volts at 140 amperes for three hours,

or 90 amperes for six hours, or 70 amperes for nine

hours. It could also in an emergency discharge at

300 amperes, that is, 300 H.P., for about 45 minutes,

without detriment to the plates. The battery is

usually connected in parallel with the two gener-

ating stations on to the line, and charges or dis-

charges according to the requirements of the traf-

fic. It can be brought up to the full charge at any

time by a motor generator which is placed in a

corner of the accumulator station. It is obvious

that only under exceptionally heavy traflic is full

benefit derived from the accumulator station. On
the occasion of our visit when, perhaps, fewer pas-

sengers than usual were being carried,

says a writer in the London Electrical Reviciv,

it being Sunday morning, comparatively lit-

tle current was leaving the station, and, gen-

erally speaking, we should not expect when the

power stations at either end are working that there

will be much call for power from the accumulator

house. But the real utility of the storage arrange-

ments is obtained during the winter months. We

as may be required. The return is by the rails,

which are bonded by copper strips riveted to the

under flange.

The current is taken from the conductor by col-

lectors consisting of two rigid bars carried above

the roof of the car ; this is a system patented by

Dr. John Hopkinson many years ago, but not

hitherto applied on any extensive scale. It has

the great advantage over the American trolley

system, says the writer already quoted, that the

working conductor tan be swung at a less ten-

sion, and that the position over the line is of small

importance, as the collecting surface is at least six

feet. In action it has been foimd desirable to give

the collecting bar some freedom of angular mo-
tion to reduce noise and wear and tear. This is

done in accordance with a plan patented by

Messrs. Mather & Piatt, by which the collecting

bar can move backward and forward through a

limited range controlled by springs, thus insuring

continuous contact with the wire, except just at

the points when passing under the insulators^

when the other collector takes up the current, An
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illustration of a car provided -n-ith this hinged

collecting bar is presented. On no occasion did the

visitor detect the slightest sparking from the col-

lectors, even on a dark night.

It is the contention of the engineers of the plan

that with a trolley system it would have been an

utter impossibility (o complete the line in four

months. A trolley wire on the American plan,

they assert, needs most careful erection in order

that successful working shall result. The side trol-

ley does not requite such nicety of arrangement ;

but on the whole, the bar collector, it is claimed, is

perhaps the best form that could have been adopted

under the circumstances.

There are 9 motor cai-s and 13 open I railing

cars with light roofs. The motor cars have

longitudinal seats, and seat comfortably 38

passengers ; the trailers have transverse seats

and carry 44 people. All the cars are fitted

with powerful brakes controlled from either

end. There is also an emergency brake, available

in case of accident to the main brake. This is auto-

mntic in its action ; .nnd if a irailer. when g"ing

Pennsylvania Association.

MEETING OF THE STREET RAIL-

WAY MEN IN READING.

Large Attendance Extensive Ex-
hibit of Street Railway Apparatus

—Officers for Next Yeai—

A

Successful Convention.

The annual convention of the Pennsylvania

Street Rtilway Associ uion, which was held la^t

Wednesday and Thursday in Reading, was in

every respect a successful ni etin^. The arraugc-

ments were admirable and tlie plans for the enter-

t liument of visitors in Eac-, all the features of

the programme—were carried out to the letter. The

attendance was large and the delegites and guests

found that they had fallen into the handi nf un-

usually hospitable hosts. The association desires

to increase its membership £0 that it may exert in

various directions a stronger influence, and if it

PORTEVAOA STATION OF THE DOUGLAS & LAXEY ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

up a gradient, should part from the motor car it

will instantly be brought to a standstill.

There are two motors on each car with helical

steel sinele reduction gear. The motors are de-

signed toi^ether to give 3,IJ00 lbs. tractive force at

the periphery of the wheels. The motors are of

the usual series type; carbon brushes are used, and

are said to give little trouble, save that which
occa.sionally arises from an undetected inferiority

in the carbon. The regulating and reversing

switches are fixed at each end of the car. the it"

fristance frames being carried underneath the

bogies. The reversing switches are for the most
part of the barrel shape; that is, they consist of a

wooden cylinder, having contact pieces placed on

the surface. They are workwl by a handle in the

usual way. There is, however, no uniformity in

the switches, the intention being, no doubi, to test

the various forms. For some reason or other the

authorities insist that the speed shall not exceed

eight miles an linur.

POSTAL TEOLLEY CARS FOR PHILAEEL-
PHIA.

The postal omciala of J'liihidelphia are consider-
ing the advisability of utilizing trolley cars for the

conveyance of mails from the post-office to the
sub nations in different parts of the city an.l

Cfiunl:|f. It is staled thai no conclusion has
y-tbeen leached in the matter. It is])robahle
lliat the poslal cflicinlHuill invcsligaU- thoroughly
the working of the cysU-m in Urooklyn befoic iiny

innovation is made. There are sub-ntationi I. -

cut«'I at a distance where the wagon service could
be beaten, if the trolley will reach them.

can succeed in making its conventions as attractive

as that in Reading it should experience no sort of

difficulty in swelling its membership loll.

The place of meeting was wisely chosen if the

attendance of members at business sessions is to be
considered of importance. The situation of the

Neversink House at the summit of the mountain
is so isolated that the members when on^e they
reached the place were not likely to leave, but

were always on hand when the meetings were
called to order.

The trip to the hotel by the Neversink Mountain
Railroad is of itself worth a visit to Reading. The
journey enablesone to enjoy a succession of charm-
ing views of the surrounding country as the elec-

tric cur travels up to a height of 1,000 feet above
the sea level.

The meeting was clled to order by the vice-

president, Robert E. Wright, of the Allentown &
Bethlehem Ifiipid Transit Compnny. In the course

of his annual address he made a feeling allusion

to II. R. Rhoads, the president, who died within
tiie last year. Papers were read by Lincoln Niss-

ley, of the Citizens' Passenger Railway Company
of Ilarrisburg, on '• Street Railway Motors," and
by L. H. Mclntiro, of the People's Traction Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, on " Power Stations."

A discussion followed regarding the advisiibijity

of admitting the supply men to membership. It

was voted to receive them as honorary members.
The following olliceri were elc?cted for the cimu-

ing year :

I'residi'iit. .lohii A. Uigg, Heading.
Pn-ht vice-president, Robert E. Wright Allen-

town.

Second vice president, G. A. Greenwood, Pitts-

burg.
St cretary, S. P. Light. Lebanon.
Treasurer, W. H. Laniu-^, York
Executive committee : Chris. L. Magee, Pitts-

burg ; B. F. Myers, Harrisburg, and J. J. Patter-
son, Lancaster.

In the evening the delegates and visitors boarded

a special car provided by the Neversink Mountain
Railroid Company, and made the trip to Reading.

The view from the car as it neared the city bril-

liantly lighted by arc lamps was beautiful in the

extreme. Upon reaching the city the party visited

the power station of the Reading Traction Com.
pany on Seventh street. The visitors were shown
about the plant by J. L. Buyer, superintendent <.f

the Mi'tropolitan Electric Company, and John A.

Rigg, president of the Reading I'raciion Company.
The railway current is generated by an M. P. Gen-

eral Electric generator of 375 K. w. capacity,

coupled direct lo a Lake Erie 600 horse-power

veitical engine and a "00 K. w. M. P. generator,

made by the General Electric Company, beled to

a M. A. Green engine. The lighting plant consists

of Wo( d and Thomson-Houston arc and Edison

incandescent dynamos, power for which is fui-

nished by six Ide engines and one 1,000 H. p.

Hamilton-Corliss.

The party again boarded a special car of the

Reading Traction Company and visited the Min-

eral Springs Park, where a band concert was en-

joyed and the performance of a tight-rope walker

was watched.

On the following day the visitors enjoyed a

number of excursions arranged by their Reading

hosts.

As it has been stated the attendance was unex-

pectedly large. Among those present were the

following

:

DELEGATES AND VISITORS.

Ash. E. W., Schuylkill Traction Company, Ash-
land, Pa.
Aubnibaeh, M. C, Reading Traction Company,

Reading, Pa.
Allen, E. H., Allen Electric & Supply Company,

Philadelphia. Pa.
Allen, A. H., Weslinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company, Philadelphia.
Bibber, Charles E , Cutter Electrical and Manu-

facturing t'ompany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Blake, H. W., Street Eaihi-av Journal, New

York.
Breese, C. P., Philadelphia, representing Walker

Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland.
Breneman, B. F , Pennsylvania Traction Com-

pany, Lancaster, Pa.
Bragg, C W., Pniladelphia, representing West-

inahouse Electrical and Manufacturing Company,
Piitsburgh.Pa.

Billinger, Geo. S,, York Street Railway Com-
pany. York, Pa.

Bnghtbell, S. L., Lebanon & Annville Street
Ruilvvay Company, Annvdie, Pa.
Beattv, W. H., Hubley Manufacturing Company,

Lancaster, Pa.
Boyer, J. L., Melropolitan Electric Company,

Reading, Pa.
Crowley, H. J., Philadelphia, General Electiic

Company.
Clark. Newton, representing C. G. Smith, New

Yorii, N. Y.
Curwen, Samuel M., J. G. Brill Co., Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Glitz. Paul R., Philadelphia, represen''ng the

Johnson Company, of .Johnstown, Pa.
Darbngion, F. W.. Peunsylvan-a Traction Cjm-

pany, Pliiladelphia, Pa.
DK-kerson.J. W., Street Railway Gazettk,

New York. N. 1'.

Di'witt, E. F., E. F. Dewitt & Co., Lansingburg,
N. Y.

Ellis, Tlarvev, Ellis Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia. Pa.

l<'i(ld, Arthur W., Boston, representing Peck-
ham Moior Tru'-k and Wheel Company, of Kiogs-
lon. N. Y.

Fales, T. M., York Street Railway t^Iompany,
York, Pa.

Forby, W, F., Okonito Company, New York,
N. Y.

Fothergill, H. R. , representing Benjamin F.
Shaw, Wiliiiingtoii, Del.

h'ield, .lobii M., Berlin Iron Bridge Company,
lit l''.asl licrlip. Conn.

I'lsliL-r. I'hil id Ipliui. I 'liarle-i A. Scliicien & Co.
K.ingli, L. It , A. Wbitni'y & i^ons. Philadelphia.

Fence, Samui I P.. Street Railway Advertising
Company, New York, N. Y,
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Given, W- B., Colarabia & Donegal Railway
Company, Columbia, Pa.
Gdhagap, A. T., Warren Webster & Co., Cam-

den, N. J.

Haldeman, Thomas W., Pottsville, Pa.
Hironf, Wai. F., Lamokio Car Works, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Hayes, William H., West Chester Street Railway

Company, West Chester, Pa.
HuniingtoQ, D. L., Philadelphia, General Elec-

tric Company.
Hoagland. C. A., John H. Graham & Company,

New York, N. Y.
Hammond, C. H., Delaware Hard Fibre Com-

pany. Wilmington, Del.

Jones, Richmond L. , Reading Traction Com-
pany, Readmg, Pa.
Jennings, W. C. , The Fairbanks Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.
Jerome, R. S., Central Electric Heating Com-

pany, iNew York, N. Y.

Kenfleld. F. 3., Street Railway Review, Chicago,
111.

Kunkle, H. T., H. T. Kunklp & Co.. Reading.
Lawlest^. E. J., of New York, representing Aai-

ericau Car Company, of St. Louis.
Lnnius. W. H.. York Street Railway Company,

York. Pu.
Light. S. P., Lebanon & Annville Street Riiilway

Company. Lebanon, Pa.
Lix, F. A.. A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Liramy. W. L., Rt-ading Wood Pulley Company,

Reaoing, Pa.
Le Van, W. B , Jr . Brooklyn Car Wood &

Veneer Works, Brooklyn. .^. Y.
Mclntire. L H , People's Traction Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Moore, R. E., P.ulaJolpliia General Electric

Company.
Mather, Edmund, Reading, Pa.
Magee, F. A., The E. S. Greeley & Co., New

York.
Mican, Macan & Co., Plulidelphia, Pa.
Nis^ley, Lincoln, Ciii/,ens' Passenger Railway

Company. Harrisburg. Fa.
Nagle, James W., The Car. Philadelphia, Pa.
Ostrom, John F., Philadelphia, representing the

Middletown & Highspii-e Railroad Company, of
Steelton. Pa., and the Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany, of Steelton, Pa.
Owen, Benj. F., Reading & Temple Railway

Company, Reading, Pa.
Padley, James C Wissihickon Electric Light

and Passenger Railway Company, Wissahickon,
Pa.

Patterson, John J., Pennsylvania Traction Com-
pany, Lancister, Pa.

Price, James iVI., Price Riilway Equipment
Company. Pniladelphia, Pa.

Pratt, Mason D., Pennsylvania Sieel Company,
Steelton, Pa,

Perrv, Jamts W., H. W. Johns Company, New
York, N. Y.
Ransom, H. N., Consolidated Car Heating Com-

pany, Albany, N. Y.
Rupp, D. A., York Street Railway Company,

York Pa.
Rigg, John A., Reading Traction Company,

Readiog, Pa.
Raudenbush, J. K., Eureka Sand-Box Company,

Lebanon, Ta.
Smith, Charles H,, Lebanon & Annviile Street

Railway Company, Lebanon, Pa.
Smyser, Geo. P., YorkSireet RailwayCompanv,

York, Pa.
Taylor, S. H., Street Railway Advertising Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Vosburgh, A. C, New Process Rawhide Com-

pany, Syracuse, N. Y.
Webb, H. E., Solar Carbon Company, Pittsburg,

Pa.
Wright, Robert E., AUentown & Bethlehem

Rapid Transit Company, AUentown, Pa.
Wilev, Jay, Western Electric Company, New

York, N. Y.
Yard ley, John H.. Philadelphia Car Wheel Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE EXHiriTS.

In connection with the convention an excellent

exhibit of street railway api aratus was given in

Metiopolitan Hall, corner of Fifth and Chestnut

streets. The exhibit was an extensive one and
was a genuine surprise to the great majority of

visitois. At the best only a few samples of devices

and apparatus that could easily be shipped were
expected, but those in charge made a great effort

to make this feature of the convention one of

marked interest, and manufacturers co-operated

n a generous spirit. The result was an ex-

hibit that compared in point of interest with

some of those arianged under the auspices of the

Airieric4a SOretjc R.iilvvay Assoviatioa, For the

success of the exhibit a great deal of credit

should be given to John A. Rigg, pres-

ident of the Reading Traction Company-
A large hall was engaged, and the floor space

was well occupied. The great distance from the

hotel where the meetings were held was objection-

able as the visitors did not have the opportunity to

run into the hall for a few minutes' stay, but were
obliged to confine their visits to the hours arranged

on the programme. The isolated situation of the

hotel was advantageous in certain respects, as it

has already been pointed out, but it did not work
to the advantage of the exhibit which really de-

served more attention than the limited time of the

visitors enabled them to devote to it.

The hall was elaborately decorated with bunting

and draped flags of all nations, ard was brilliantly

illuminated by arc and incaudes rut lamps. The
former v?ere supplied with current from the street

railway circuit in front of the bui'ding. The ex-

hibit was visited by hundreds of residents of Read-

ing, who thronged the hall in the evening.

THE EXBIBITORS.

The General Electric Company made an ex-

tensive exhibit, which occupied the most promi-

nent position in the center of the hall. The com-
pany had ou exhibit two of the G. E. 80J motors

mounted on a Peckham truck. The latter was
blocked up, and as the motors were connected,

the latter were shown in operation. The fields

were thrown open so that the working of tho

apparatus could be riadilyseen. This part of the

exhibit was the great attraction to the crowds

that thronged the hall. When the wheels wcie in

motion it was hard work to push one's way into

the hall. The motor equipment was sho%vn

complete with the type K controller. The
company also displayed on tables, where it

could be readily examined, a full line of its

overhead material, the general features of

which are familiar. The company's improved

trolley base, pole and harp complete were also

exhibited. The brilliant illumination of the hall

has already bem lel'erred to. The light w; s fur

-

nished by 10 Thomson 93 arc lamps, which wtre

on a circuit cut into one of the trolley lines of the

Reading Traction Companj. The lamps burned

excellently, without a trace of a flicker, and

were admired by the street railway men
who were greatly intfrested in their operation. The

company was represented by the following gentle-

men from the Philadelphia office : H. J. Crowley

D L. Huntington and R. E. Moore.

Benjamin F. Shaw, of Wilmington, Del., ex-

hibited an assortment of pipe for high pressure

fittings in power stations; also a line of superior

trolley brackets, and the Spencer damper regulator.

This concern has installed its devices in the power
stations of the Steinwaj Railway Company on

Long Island, and the Scranton Traction Company,
and in the new addition to the station of the Metro-

politan Electiic Company of Reading. The repre-

sentative was H. R. Fothergill.

The Fairba>ks Company, of Philadephia

showed a line of valves and steam specialties,

among which the Jennings high-pressure gate

valve was particularly noticeable. The company's

representative was W. C. Jennings.

William E. Hooper & Sons, of Baltimore,

exhibited a line of driving ropes of various sizes.

These were arranged in a handsome frame and

attracted no Utile attention.

E. F. De Witt & Co., of Lansingburg, N. Y .

showed their Common-sense sandbox. Two cf

these were mounted on a platform representing a

car, and the devices were shown in operation.

The latest type was exhibited, which occupies a

space of only two by three inches in the floor.

These sandboxes are now used on forty roads and

are giving great satislaction. E. F. De Witt was

present.

The Reading Wood Pulley Company', of

Reading, Pa., showed different sizes of its wood
pulleys. W. L, Laramy was the company's repre-

sentative.

H. T. KtjNKLE & Son, of Reading, made a

very showy exhibit of their lubricating oils and
greases.

F. W. Hakold & Co., of Reading, had an ex-

hibit showing the various kinds of coal that the

firm handles.

Warren Webster & Co., of Camden, N. J.,

made an exh ibii, of their specialties for steam plants,

and called the attention of street railway men to

their peculiar merits. Among the devices exhibited

were a feed-water heater and purifier, oil separator

and live steam separator. The firm was represented

by A. T. G.ihagan.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, of

Albany, N. Y., had one of the most interesting

as well as one of the most extensive exhibits. The

company sent a considerable number of electric

heaters, and made a representation of their ap-

pearance in a car. The first night of the exhibit

was slightly too warm to make the heater exhibit

thoroughly appreciated. Those who examined it

carefully found that it was distributing an im-

mense amountof heat. Atone side of the space was

a long car seat, about the length that would be found

in a 20 foot car body. This was equipped with

three of the company's standard electric heaters,

the faces of which extended through the riser and

were flush with the surface of the latter. On
tables near by were shown electric heaters of the

different types made by the company. These in-

cluded those designed to be screwed on the face of

the riser and smaller ones intended for use on cars

equipped with transverse seats. One of the inter-

esting parts of the exhibit was the temperature

regulating switch, by which five different intensi-

ties of heat can be delivered. To illustrate how
the heaters are constructed, one of the resistance

heating coils was taken out from a heater for ex-

hibition purpo.-es. This coil, by the way, had

been used in a heater in service for two seasons on

an electric radway. An interesting feature of the

exhibit was an assortment of testimonials from

those who had used and been well satisfied with

the company's heaters.

The E S Greeley & Co., of New York, brought

*to the convention an exhibit of headlights, but

they were not shown long, as the company's re-

presentative F. A. Magee sold them.

The Okonite Company, of New York, was re-

presented by W. F. Forby, who discussed the

meiits of Okonile wire with the visitors, and dis-

tributed among them the Okonite pocket-books

which only the initiated can open.

The Eureka Sandbox Company, of Lebanon,

Pa., had on exhibition its sandbox, which was

shown in operation. It can be worked by stalion-

ary or lock treadle or hand lever. Wet or dry

sand, giavel or salt can be handled by this device.

The sandbox was shown in operation on Car 1 of

the Reading Traction Company. J. K. Raudenbush

represented the company.

Macj^n & Company', Iccal agents in Philadel-

phia of the Magnesia Sectional Covering Company,

of Ambler, Pa., showed samples of the latter's mag-

nesia lor covering steam pipes. This material is in

use in a great number of places, and is giviag

great satisfaction. The firm was represented by

Mr. Macan.

The Mark Railway Equipment Company, of

Chicago, made an exhibit of its material for track

coustiuction. These include chairs, joints, tie

plates, brace plates, etc.

The Cutter Elkctrical & Manufacturing

Company, of Philadelphia, had on exhibition sev-

eral of its well-known C-S automatic cutouts.

This reliable device has now been in use for three

years and is regarded with gi't at favor by street

railway companies. Charles E. Bibber was the

company's representative.

Edmund Mather, of Reading, Pa., exhibited the

Locke damper regulator.

A . WiilTNEY' & Sons, of Philadelphia, made an

exhibit of car wheeli and axles for sti-eet rail-

ways. L. R. Faugh represented the company.

TSE Safety Clutch-Brake Company, of Phila-
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delphia, exhibited two of its brakes designed for

use on electric cars. The braises were mounted so

that they could be examined and tested by visitors.

The brake is simple but strong ; the ratchet feature

is strengthened by strong coupled clutch bearings.

It has been indorsed by many practical railway

men.

The Delaware Hard Fibre Company, of Wil-

mington, Del., exhibited samples of its iibre. The

company's representative was C. H. Hammond.
The Price Railway Appliance Cosipany, of

Philadelphia, had on exhibition its well known
material for track construction. James M. Price

was present and explained the features of the sev-

eral devices. Special attention was directed to

the joints.

C. G. Smith, of New York, made one of the most

attractive displays in the hall. Tlie booth was
tastefully decorated and arranged and the lamps

and reflectors made a brilliant showing. Among
the goods! that were shown were combination

lamps, electric clusters, patent electric clusters

with glass reflectors. Smith headlights of different

sizes, designed for oil and electricity. The repre-

sentative was Newton Clarlc.

The Brooklyn Car Wood and Veneer Com-
pany, of Brooklyn, N. Y., had a large exhibit of

its woods and veneers for use in the manufacture

of street cars. Among these were ceilings and up-

per decks, advertising racks and side frames, etc.

There were also shown a number of double and
single settees for railway stations. The backs were
made of perforated veneer work. W. V. Le Van,
Jr., represented the company.

The Street Railway Advertising Company,
of New York and Philadelphia, was represented by
the treasurer, Samuel P. Ferree, of the former
city, and S. H. Taylor, manager of the Philadel-

phia ofBce.

The J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, had
on exhibition, just outside of the hall, one of its

latest type of cars, which was built for the Read-
ing Traction Company. The car was 31 feet long
overall, and was mounted on the company's latest

improved No. 21 truck. ' The electric equip-

ment consisted of two G. E. 800 motors with,

type K controller. The car was painted Tuscan
red with gilt lettering, and presented a very

handsome appearance. The company's repre-

sentative was Samuel M. Curwen.

The Brldgbport Car Equipment Company, of

Bridgeport, Conn., made an exhibit of its excellent

car fender and sandbox. The fender was so

arranged in front of a platform that its operation

could readily be examined. The company also had
a model of a platform car equipped with the

Bridgeport fender and sandbox.

The H. W. Johns Manufactdring Company,
of New York, had on exhibition a very full line of

its overhead material for street railway purposes.

There was shown a large assortment 'of the com-
pany's well-known molded mica trolley insulators

and other devices made out of the same material.

Part of the devices were arranged on a large ex-
hibition board and the remainder on a table im-
mediately in front. The exhibit was arranged in

such a way that it attracted no little attention.

The company's representative was James W.
Perry.

The Western Electric Company had on exhi-
bition samples of its overhead material for electric

street railways. These devices, which were sent
from the New York office of the company, were
new to most of the street railway men present,

and they were examined ivith a great deal of in-
terest. The assortment was composed of insula-

tors, trolley wheels, switches, cross-overs, insulato'-

pins, etc. The company was represented by Jay
Wiley, of New York

The Hubley Manufactdring Company, of
Lancaster, Pa., occupied a large space in the
hall, which was filled with samples of their elec-

tric railway material. The assortment was very
large and it was examined with a great deal of

interest. One interesting feature of the exhibit

was a car handle, which had been twisted com-

pletely out of shape, in order that it might appear

that it was practically unbreakable. The company

also showed its new trolley wheel and harp and

samples of its insulating cloth and paper.

Charles A. Schieren & Co., as usual, made an

exhibit of their leather belting for electric power

stations. A large belt designed for the power sta-

tion of the Reaaing Traction Company was on

exhibition, as well as a sample of the firm's per-

forated leather belting.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Co., of East Ber-

lin, Conn., had an exhibit, which illustrated the

construction of the Berlin patent anti-condensation

roof-lining. As street railway men are so much
interested at the present time in improved

methods of constructing power stations, this ex-

hibit was examined very carefully by many of the

delegates. This style of roof-lining has been used

in the construction of a great many power stations

for electric street railways. The merits of this

method of construction were explained by the

.
company's representative, John M. Field.

BUS-BAR S'WITCH FOE CENTEAL STATIONS.

It is often a matter of convenience or necessity

to shift the busbar connections, particularly where

two or more potentials are employed in the same
station, and it has been customary in large stations,

where the switchboards were located in a gallery,

to carry leads to these switchboards which were

capable of carrying the entire current generated

and delivered to the bus bars. In the case of large

stations this becomes a serious cost, on account of

the large amount of copper required, and it is also

undesirable because it increases the length and re-

sistance of the dynamo leads to the gallery and

Bus Bar Switch for Central Stations.

the feeders from the gallery, which should be kept

as small as possible, as it involves constant

waste of current. To obviate this expense

the improvement illustrated in the accom-

panying cut was devised, by Albert B. Her-

rick, of Schenectady, N. Y. The invention

consists in an arrangement of the gallery and the

switches, whereby tlie connecting parts or poles

of the switch are arranged adjacent to the bus-

bars which are to be connected, while the entire

operating system is assembled in the gallery at a

convenient point, and the only connections neces-

sary are those for the shunt field rheostat, the

shunt ammeters, and the voltmeters; the connec-

tion between the poles of the switches and the

operating handles at the switchboards being en-

tirely mechanical, so that the waste of current and

of copper pointed out is obviated. So serious is

this waste and extra expense that in a single in-

stance in a large station 33 tons of copper would

have been necessary to convey all the current to

the gallery and back, and the waste of current in

this amount of copper, together with the interest

on its cost, would be sufficient to pay six per cent,

on a capital of .$16,000. Tlie entire assembly is

shown in the illustration,which is an embodiment
of the invention.

aUEEN & CO.'S ASSETS.

An inventory and appraisement of the assigned

estate of Queen& Co. ,of Philadelphia,was filed in the

Common Pleas Court in that city last Wednesday.

The schedule of the assets is as follows: Optical

department, instruments for testing eyes, spec-

tacles, eyeglasses, opera and field glasses, $35,000 ;

mathematical instruments, gauges, thermometers,

etc.. 831,000 ; microscopical department, botanical

and entomological goods, |8,.500; physical and elec-

trical models and appai'atus, ^20,000 ; lantern de-

partment, telescopes, magic lanterns, etc., $1,500 ;

photographic department, chemicals, devices and

materials, $4,000 ; chemical department, chemicals

and glassware, $9,000 ; and Filbert street shop, en-

gines, machinery and tools, $5,000, making a total

appraisement of $104,000.

Samuel L. Fox, of Bryn Mawr, a member of the

firm of Queen & Co., has made an assignment for

the benefit of creditors to John W. Brown.

EEPOET OP THE BROOKL-yN
EAILEOAD COMPANY.

HEIGHTS

The quarterly and annual reports of the Brook-
lyn Heights Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
were issued this week by President Lewis. The
surplus, amounting to $115,520.73, covers a period
of one year and 85 days, the date on which the
company took possession of the Brooklyn City
Railroad system. Following are the reports :

Earnings, operating expenses, deductions from
income and net income for the quarter ending
June 30, 1894

:

Gross earnings from operation $1,183,741 98
Operating expenses (excluding all taxes) 725,883.07

Net earninss from operation $167,858.91
Income from other sources tban operation. . 56,063.34

Gross income from all sources $513,922.25
DeducLions from income ;

Fixed charges (including all interest, taxes
andrertals) 496.686.24

Net income from all sourrea (surplus) $'.7,235.97

Earninfis, operatine expenses, deductions from income
and net income for the year ending June 30, 1891:

Gross earnings from operations $1,303,117.45
Less operating expenses (excluding all taxes) 2,673,391.73

Net earnings from operation $1,629,725.72
Income from other sources :

Interest, rents, etc 189,339.49

Gross income from all sources $1,819,065.21
Deductions from iccome as follows, viz.

:

Taxes on property used in opera-
tion of road $^36,839.73

Taxes on earnings and capital
stock 49,277.02

Taxes on other than above 22,510.41
Interest on funded and floating
debt, due and accrued 20,944.13

Rentals 1,433,941.60 1,764,512.79

Net income from all sources $54,552.42
Surplus for year and 25 days ending June 30,

1894 115,520.73

President Lewis, in commenting on the report,

said that during the ijeriod it covered the exten-
sion of the trolley on the various roads was under
way, and that for a long time $2,000,000 was tied

up in the construction of power-houses and trolley

lines. " Taking these conditions into consid-

eration." said Mr. Lewis, "and also the hard
times through which the country has passed,

which have reduced the earnings as well as the

extra competition of the Third avenue extension
of the elevated road, the stockholders are of the
opinion that the road has done remarkably well."

Street Car Excursions,—Why can't the Cin-
cinnati Street Railrcad Company, with its elabor-

ate system of lines penetrating every quarter of

the city, arrange some style of excursion rate

tickets for the down-town denizens who may wish
to invade the outskirts during these sultry even-

ings? A trip and back on any one of the suburban
lines does not last long enough. It is an hour and
all is over, and the business of sweltering goes
steadily on. Why not arrange matters for those

of an economical turn of mind that they can have
all the pleasures of an evening spent in riding,

sans all the care of a horse and buggy, and at

about one twentieth the pricny—Cincinnati Times
and Star.
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MULTIPLE FUSE AEBESIERS.

BY C. S. VAN NDIS.

The function of lightning arresters, on electric

circuits, is well known and appreciated by a large

majority of those operating electrical plants hav-

ing overhead conductors, and but few such plants

are now operated through thunder storms without

some sort of protection against lightning discharges.

Occasionally one finds astation that is always shut

down at the approach of a thunder storm, and is

not started again until the danger is past; but by

this means of protecting electrical apparatus, large

revenues are annually lost to companies who thus

render their plans inoperative many times during

the season of storms. The first cost of a full

equipment of arresters is seldom the cause of such

a state of affairs, for frequently a single stoppage

means a loss to the company exceeding the entire

cost of the arresters.

The usual cause for a station shutting down for

protection is due to the failure of some particular

type of arrester, which has been tried and found

entirely unsuited to the local conditions, and witli

its failure has oftentimes vanished the confidence

of the station manager in any or all arresters, thus

leading him to adopt what he considers the only

safe course : to shut down for protection.

Lightning arresters differ, as do the circuits they

are intended to protect, or according to the ideas

of their designers as to the best means of prevent-

ing or rupturing the arc which may follow a

lightning discharge across the air-gap between the

discharge points.

If all the circuits were purely metallic, and the

called automatic arrester is entirely destroyed by
arcing.

In view of the difficulty attending the preserva-

tion of the discharge points of any arrester with a
small air gap (and arresters must have small gaps
to protect the finely wound coils of measuring in-

struments, as well as armatures and field coils),

an idea presented itself, that a succession of very

sensitive discharge points, one for each discharge,

might be made more efficient and reliable for a

given immber of discharges than any one pair of

points could be.

The Ajas arrester, illustrated herewith, is of

the latter type, and consists chiefly of a porcelain

arrester box, with a fibrone cover containing 11

fuse discharges. The fuse consists of two pieces of

No. 36 brass wire, each about 3 inches long, having a
single silk insulation and laid side by side for about

Fig. 1. The Fuse.

1 inch, as are consecutive coils in an armature.

This 1-inch lap of the wires offers abundant sur-

face for the discharge gap, which is formed by the

two thickness of silk, and amounts to little more
than .003 of an inch. Small pellets of a highly in-

sulating wax secure these wires in the above posi-

tion, and a small glass tube is hermetically sealed

over this part of the fuse to keep the dischargers

clean and dry until used. The extreme sensitive-

ness of this part of the apparatus is made possible

by its ieing called upon to act but once.

Fig. 3. Isolated Plant Type.

insulation to ground could be maintained well into

the megohms, lightning protection would be a com-

paratively simple task, for there would then be no

tendency toward arcing of the generator current

at the discharge gap. Experience teaches us, how-
ever, that electric circuits "don't stay put," and

that high insulation is rather the exception than

the rule on many of them, all of which is very

detrimental to the discharge gaps of the arresters.

"Wider discharge gaps have been used to avert

this trouble ; mechanical and magnetic contriv-

ances have been resorted to with varying success
'

but whenever the discharge gap of any arrester

that is connected to one side of an electric circuit

having a " ground " on the other pole, is operated

upon by a static discharge, the discharge points

are always more or less injured by the consequent

arcing of the generator current. It must, there-

fore, follow that one pair of discharge points will

not remain intact when used on circuits of this

class, as at each successive discharge the points

are appreciatily affected, and rendered less sensi-

tive to the passage of the next discharge. This is

particularly true of arresters on single trolley

railway circuits, where one side of the circuit is

always grounded ; and not infrequently a so-

discharge. The fuse may or may not be destroyed,

depending upon the severity of the discharge and
the condition of the line. If the line has a high
potential and ground return, such as are used on
single trolley railway circuits, the static discharge
will short-circuit the generator current at the dis-

cbarge points and the fuse will be completely

vaporized by the current following the discharge,

which will permit the carbon ball to fall to the

next fuse, bringing it into circuit automatically,

ready to receive a second discharge. .

It a low potential metallic circuit is thus pro-
tected, one fuse may take care of several discharges

providing the circuit is perfectly free from grounds.

If an accidental ground exists at the time of the

discharge, the action will be the same as in the

case of the railway circuit with the ground re

turn. Or, if only a partial ground should exist at

such time, the de.struction of the fuse might not be

complete
; but the relative conductivity of the con-

tact between the carbon ball and the small brass

wire, as compared with the rest of the fuse, is so

inferior in the former that the end of the wire sup-

porting the ball is always the first to disappear, and
is sure to allow the ball to drop and reset the ar-

rester, even though the fuse should be only partially

destroyed.

.The standard types of arrester are adapted to all

currents up to 1,000 volts, whether having metallic

or ground return circuits, but for higher potentials

fuses with a slightly wider gap should be used.

Having, reduced, as far as possible, the resist-

ance and impedance in the arrester and its ground
connection, another important step toward the

protection of the electrical apparatus will be ac-

TO
GROUND

Pole Arrester with Coil.

The soft rubber plugs serve to hold the fuse in

the corrugated cover of the arrester, and the bare

ends of the wire project through the cover, ready

to be brought into contact with the line and ground
terminals. Into the back of the cover are pressed

two strips of metal : one a plain flat strip, to which
is connected, by a long clamp, one end of each

fuse; the other strip is U-shaped, and into it the

remaining ends of the fuses project, but do not

make contact with it, except as the carbon ball

completes the connection.

In Fig. 3 the carbon ball is shown making con -

tact between the top fuse and the U-shaped strip,

which, when the cover is inserted in the porcelain

back of the arrester, will receive metallic connection

with the line terminal through the flat spring

provided for that purpose in the channel at the

right in the porcelain. A similar spring is in the

left channel to connect the flat strip in the cover

to the ground terminal.

The line and ground terminals and flat contact

springs in the porcelain backs are well illustrated

in Fig. 3. With the arrester thus assembled, it

will be seen that only the top fuse iias connection

with the line terminal, and consequently is the

only one that can be operated upon by a lightning

complished by inserting a choke coil in the main

circuit, so as to divert the lightning from it into

the lightning arrester, and thence to the ground.

For this purpose the Ajax arrester is furnished

with coils of various capacities to suit the carry-

ing capacity of almost any circuit upon which it

may be placed.

For station use, the coil is necessarily of large

dimensions, and is usually placed at the back of

the switchboard. The arrester may be placed on

the front of the board, and tlie connecting wires

led through to it, or it may be put in any other

place convenient for inspection. The dimensions

of the arrester alone are 7 inches by 44 inches by

2i inches.

The type of arrester used for protecting station-

aiy motors or isolated plants is shown in Fig. 3.

The regular size is made with a 100-ampere coil,

having coil and arrester mounted on a marble slab

7f inches by 11 inches by | inch.

For electric cars or pole line use the arrester is

placed in an asbestos-lined iron box to protect it

from the weather or external injury. Fig. 4.

The number of arresters required to protect any

plant against lightning must be determined by

local conditions, such as the frequency and severity
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of thunder storms, the amount of natural protec-

tion afforded the line bj adjacent objects, and the

nature oi: the line itself.

JOINTS FOB GIRDEB AIJD TRAILS AND A
BOND ADAPTED TO EACH.

BY JAMES M. PRICE.

In a careful study for two years past of the de-

fects of the splice-bar system of rail joints,

whether for railroads or street railways, for the

purpose of replacioK these by far more perfect

and more scientific construction, I have produced

K Joint Fitted to Nine-inch Girder Rails.

a series of rail joints, for each system of railways,

upon lines believed to be novel, and now suflS-

cienlly ascertained to accomplish the object

intended. A succe.'ision of tests, both by testing

machintry under a central pressure to the joint of

100,000 pounds, and adequate trial in track, under

locomotives, some of which weighed tOO tons, en-

able me to assert that a way has been found to

make a joint of malleable iron, weighing from 33

to 32 pounds for the pair of plates, which will do

better work in track than 60-pound splice bars.

Had rail manufacturers solved this problem,

possibly we should never have had welding of

rails by the mile proposed. The splices on our

leading trunk roads are still breaking, and increase

of weight in these splices, with increased length

also, does not arrest the evil.

Meanwhile, an exaggerated splice-bar of double

the height of those in use on our trunk lines under

heavy locomotives, of an approximate pattern, and

without aliL;nment provided to retain the ends of

the rails in even line, is being laid by the mile.

Now the effect of this combination of parts,

whether in a "supported" or "suspended" joint, is

to tighten the jaw upon the flanges of the rails and

press the top of the plate inwardly under the head

of the rails and against their web, in exact pro-

portion to the weight of the trains. This has been

proved in track by the passage of a heavy train

over a pair of plates, set to position by the hands,

but not yet driven up (as they should be by a sledge,

when they will hold what they get), and neither

spiked nor bolted. Under these conditions splice-

bars would have been thrown out by the vibra-

tion of the rail-iiaQge.5. This joint was. however,

so tightened by that passage that it could rot be

removed by the hands only ; it was jurrid and

pried off, simply to measure, roughly, the tight-

ness of its adherence.

It will be seen that increased smoothness of track

is to be anticipated from these joints in every sort

of railway service. For it is difficult to see how a

continuous rail is to be had from the laying of 30

foot lengths, in any other way so perfectly and

without •• knocking" at ihe joints, as by emted-

ding Ihe meeting rail flanges in a vise on each side,

holding the heads to one level while at the same

time giving thepi support by the top of the joint

plate. Within that vise and without harm to it

the requisite movement of the rails by cojtrac-

tion and expansion takes place.

The "K" joint is asupported. the " LittleGiant"

joint is a suspended, joint. They are alike, how-

ever, in their cor.jponent parls, except that the

latter adds a supporting truss or bridge of open

work and extraordinary strength, to the foot upou

each tie, the nicely fitting head or top with its

alignment ledge and the embracing jaw, which are

usual in the Price joints.

The Little Giant joint als') has at its center three

stout ribs which descend from the top of the joint

plate and encircle the jaw, to preclude its opening

under any strain, and are attached at the bottom

to the base of the truss.

In the "K" joint, it will be seen that remark-

able strength and elasticity are assured by its com-

bination of diagonal braces and upright piers, with

a strong rib near Ihe middle of the joint, which

passes down alongside of the tie, thereto be spiked,

after driving up with a sledge to tighten the jaw

upon the flanges of the meeting rails, while the

foot is spiked at the same time to the top of the tie.

In this manner each spike protects its fellow, being

driven in a plane at right angles to it. In lieu of

tie-rods, so sure heretofore to go with the rails in

any lateral movement which heavy hauling may
produce in them with its enormous strain upon the

rails in turning out from the " wagon tread," I

employ powerful brace chairs, seated upon the ties

Brace Chair.

There is not a splice-bar joint in existence which

would be safe, with T-rails, for the passage of a

locomotive, without its bolts.

The Price joints, however, for either use (trunk

11 ne or girder rail) are ho made as to embrace the

plant in a positive jaw, behind which tne foot of

the joint-plale projects outwardly or in front of

the joint as teen in track, upon the cross-lie, thus

nearly doubling the bearings of the rails, as used

with Bplice-bais, and avoiding the need of any tie-

plates, while the head or top of the joint-plate

pre8Be« steadily upon the slanting baf-e ol the

head of Ihe rail, at the lop of the web. At this

fioinl every joint-plate has a liori/.onlal ledge, pro-

jecting inwardly. In slriki' the web when driven

uj>, and niaintuin aligiimeijt.

Little Giant Joint.

and spiked like the joints at once to the side of the

tie, near the foot of the brace, and to Ihe top of the

lie, when driven up, like Ihe joinis themselves'

with a sledgp.

The foot of the brace chair, sitting upon the tie,

rise.-i in a lij) In overlie the flange, while the head of

the brace is driven forcibly under the head of thi>

rail.

I think it will be plain to any reader that a

strength and steadiness arc assured to this con-

Kti uction impossible to any system which relies

on lie rods, tie plates and these high splice b.irs,

For splir-e bars in no i\t)^ ice add to the hearing or

tread of the rails themselves upon the ties. They
sit within the raiF. U|ion their llanges and under

their Iliads.. Their upper nurliice and their under

surface are each slanting, in opposite directions.

Nothing holds them to duty but the bolts; their

shape is a detriment, not a help, to the construc-

tion. For so soon as wear- commences, the inevi-

table wear, each surface inclines to slide, at the

top the most, for there is the perpetually recurrent

thrust shove outwardly of the loaded wagons and
trucks in turning out. Hence the rails, not even
protected by an attempt at alignment by the joint,

get out of line. The one value splice bars have,

for street service, is vertical strength, which can

be abundantly had, with much less use of metal.

They sit upon the flange, but do not embrace it or

secure it in its place.

The feel of the -K" joint with Ihe rails em-

Exterior of K Joint Plate,

braced, cover a span of 10 inches (lor a nine-inch

iriider rail) upon the tie. thus doubling its bearing.

Relatively to iis height, under the head of the rail,

you have the effect of a pyramid in its section.

But the side spikes of joints and brace chairs com-
mit Ihe ties themselves to the steadiness of the

construction as never before. When wear com-

mences for the Price joints, their tendency to hug

the rails just under their heads keeps them still to

duty, the pressure starting with the outlying feet.

For the weight of the rails and the pressure of the

rolling stock come the most heavily upon the in-

side edge of the jaws, which are continuous with

the feet of the joint ; that is, the tendency of the

passage of a motor or a train of cars is to relieve

the strain upon the bolts, in any of the Price

joints. The weight of the "K" joint for nine-inch

girder rails is 36 pounds. This make of joints can,

of course, le adapted to any section of girder rail,

with corresponding modification of the brace

chairs. These, as made for the nine-inch rails,

weigh about 2f pounds each. Tlie whole construc-

tion is cheaper, as well as far better, than the array

of tie rods, tie plates and heavy splice bars, with

twice the chance of working badly of the present

splices of trunk lines of railroads carrying locomo-

tives.

It does awaj', moreover, with any need of weld-

ing rails by the mile, at great expense, the obvious

outcome of inability to make satislactory joints

after years of effort.

REPORTED SALE OF DETROIT ROADS.

The Skii, of New York, prints the following dis-

patch from Orange, N. J., under date of Sept. 3:

Contractor Thomas Nevins, of Orange, has dis-

posed of his recent purchase, the Detroit Citizens'

Street Railroad, consisting of 80 miles of ro.ad

operated by electricity and horses. The new
owners are R. T. Wilson & Co., of New York.
Mr. Nevins bought the road for .?8,000,000. The
price for which it was sold has not been made
public. The deal was completed lale on Saturday
afternoon in Detroit. Last night Mr. Nevins and
his counsel. Chandler W. Riker, of Newark, re-

lurned home.
" I am in no way interested in the road now,"

said Mr. Nevins. " The deal has been perfected
ai;d 1 have washed my hands of the Detroit en-
terprise."

Col. J. M. Howards is the president of the road
and R. T. Wilson is the treasurer.

Lancaster, Pa.—A charter has been granted to

the liaiicasl<'r & Susipiohanna liailway Company
to run an electric linelioiii L^uicastef to Marietta;
capital .flOOjOOO.
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FORTY-TON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

The thirty ton electric locomotive built by the

General Electric Company was exhibited at the

World's Fair as a step in advance toward the sub-

stitution of electricity for steam on railroads. From
30 tons and one two motor truck to 40 tons and

addition there are bells and headliehts and sand

boxes. The data cf the loc:)motive are as follows:

Weight, 40 tons; drawbar pull, 14,000 pounds;

height over all, 11 feet 3 inches; length over draw
bars, 34 feet; width over all, 8 feet 4 inches; wheel

base of single truck, 6 feel; diameter of drivers

with Sinch sterl tires, 40 inches; number of driv-

Two were arrested. One was Barondess, whom
the motorman identified as his assailant. Baron-

dess was fined 153 and costs, but declared that he
had not struck the motoman and would stay in

jail. He changed his mind when some one else

paid it.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-
RARIES.

FORTY-TON tLtCTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

two motor trucks was merely a matter of develop-

ment, and the General Elt clric Ci'mpany has re-

cently built an electric locomotive of this size. This

forty-ton macliine is now standing in the factoiy

yard at Lynn, and as will be seen by the illustra-

tions is an imposing electrical engine. It is de-

signed to perform the ordinary work of a steam

locomotive of similar capacity where speeds of

over 30 milesan hour are not considered nece.^sary.

It is constructed with two similar but independent
- trucks, each having four wheels. Each pair of

wheels is driven by its specially designed motor

of the single reduction spur-ge .red type, mounted
upon the axle as in ordinary street car practice.

The truck frame is constructed of plate iron and

channels designed to contribute at the same time

strength and simplicity. The entire weight of the

frame, including the cab, is carried on elliptical

springs resting directly on the top of the journal

boxes. This suspension secures easy riding, and
minimizes the wear both of the locomotive and the

truck.

The journal boxes are of cast iron with phosphor

bronze bearings hydrauiically pressed in. Lubri-

cation is provided for by means of a large well for

oil and waste. The boK slides in jaws protected

by adjustable shoes to take up the wear. The jour-

nal bearings being outside, all parts are easily ac-

cessible for purposes of inspection and repair, and,

to insure against any bending caused by hard

usage, the axle and journals are made large.

The cab rests on the truck in a manner some-
what similar to that in which the ordinary passen-

ger cjr is mounted, an ample mirgin for wear and

strength being provided. The cab itself is con-

structed of sheet iron, and the windows in it are

so arranged as to give an almost unobstructed view

from one position in all directions. Tne design of

the cab is such as to give plenty of available floor

space without making the top of the cab long

enough to obstruct the sight. The design of the

cab also makes asymmetrically shaped locomt-

tive.

The electrical equipment comprises, besides the

motors a series parallel controller, an air compres-

soi', whi,'i:|h provides tbe air for the brakes and
iivhisf|li«!, and the automijiic safety devices. In

ers,8;sizeof journals, 4i x 8 inches: gauge, Si

inches.

BARONDfiSS IN EVIDENCE IN BALTIMORE.

Joseph Barondess, the New York labor agiiator,

now re=idmg in Baltimori-, was behind the bars at

the Central Police St.tion In that city on Septem-

ber 3d urn il some friends came forward and paid

the fine imposed on him by Justice JMiirray for

striking Motorman Lvnch of the yellow electric

An Example of Newspaper Nonsense.—While
it 13 true that ihe street car fare in Chicago is five

cents, as is now charged here, it should be remem-
bered that the avei age length of ride in that city
i^ more than three times as great as m Milwaukee.
Bfsides this, the cost of a cable road is ten ttnies

ns great as that of a UoWfj Vme.—Milioiinkee News.

Philadelphia Trolley Lines.—The electric
street cars bring many elements of comfort, con-
venience and pleasure into city life, especially so
m a municipality of such extensive area as Phila-
delphia. The time they save by speedier transit to

persons whose homes are at a distance from their
places of business, if expressed in money, would
make an imposing sum. They have transfoimecl
a tedious, uncomfortable trip into the suburbs into
a breezy, exhilarating ride. The removal of thou-
snrds of horses from the ttreeis by the substitution
(f the trolley cars for tlie ancient horse-car and the
abolition cf the large car-horse stables, which
cliecked building operations in their immediate
neighborhoods and were at all times objectionable
and offensive, are great public benefits. The old
dust-laden and disease-breeding affairs, poorly
lighted and hot and stifling in summer, have been
supplanted by capacious, open cars, brilliantly

liiihted, clean, inviting and wholesome. A well-

lighted crir, so that it is possible to read with com-
fort, is of Itself a boon which the public has grate-
fully accepted.— Pliiladel^jhia Public Led^^er.

Trolley Car Eisks—But the trolley cars have
brought some risks which the publii- must be edu-
cated to avoid. They are higher than the old-

fasliioiied street cars, and, particularly in the case
of the ooen summer cars, gr.'aler caution should
be used in boarding or alighiing from tlieni. The
side entrances to the summer cars are dangerous
on double-track lines. Itisasiond rule, on steam
roads as street, railways, invariably to leave the car
on the side oppo.^ite to the other track. The fail-

ure to observe ihis simp'p rule has cost many lives.

On some of the open irolley cars on double-track
lit es straps are arrangtd to prevent persons from
entering or leaving th<^m on the dangerous side,

but they are not always fastened in place, and
many cats are not provided with them. Nor do
the cars contain notices to the public to alight on

.-#•- '.

FORTY TON tLtCfRIC LOCOMuTIVt.

car. Barondess was marching at the head of the

Cloakmakers' Union in the labor parade. The

union came abreast ot Lynch's car, and several of

the marchers ordered him to put down brakes. He
refused, and then on^ of tlie marchers put a stone

on the track. This man was arrested, and then

gome of the ^loakmakevs assaulted the motorman.

the safer side. Riders should be prohibited from
standing on the steps of the open cars. Such a
position is at all limes dangerous. It obstructs the

conductor's vie IV, makes his duties more onerous
and unduly taxes his vigilance. Better regulations

in these respects and a uniform rule as to stopping
at street crossings, which should be on the far, not

the near side, will doubtless be adopted, and the

public, which is an apt pupil in self-tuition, will
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gradually learn to take care of itself in the rougli

school of experience.

—

Philadelphia Public Ledger-

Extension of Trolley Lines.—The trolley lines

are reaching out in every direction. They are
making the distant suburbs seem near. Such lines

follow the contour of the country, requiring little

or no grading for their roadbeds. The old coun-
try roads, many of which are never in proper re-

pair, are favorite routes. The trolley roads have
not yet secured the right of " eminent domain."
They cannot take land for their purposes without
the owner's consent, so the old country roads must
furnish them with routes for the present. Nor
can the electric roads carry freight, which dis-

courages their introduction in farming comrauni
ties, where few passengers would be carried and
where the roads would have to depend upon the
transportation of farm produce or other freight.

All surface street railways in cities must be ob-

structed by street traffic. In the present state of

the science of locomotion the ideal city railway
would be an elevated electric road. Its motors
would emit no smoke to annoy passengers or
residents along its route. With stations at proper
intervals a high rate of speed could be reached and
collision with ordinary street obstructions escaped.
—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

Duty of Passengers.—The electric railway
companies are justly expected to obey all the re-

quirements of the law relating to the security of

passengers and those compelled to use the streets,

and to adopt every additional safeguard that

human ingenuity can devise. But this does not
absolve those who ride upon the trolley cars

from the duty of employing ordinary common
sense when getting on and off the cars. The elec-

tric cars move more rapidly than the old horse
cars did, and those who persist in getting on or oS
at any place they wish while the cars are moving,
do so at great risk to themselves, and those who
are injured in this way will have only themselves
to blame. Conductors talk themselves hoarse in

warning passengers to wait until the cars have
stopped, but there is a class of passengers they
warn to little purpose. The fools are not all dead,
but some of them will lose limbs, if not lives, if

they persist in disregarding the oft-repeated warn-
ing against getting on or off trolley cars in motion.
—PhiladelpiUia Times.

Trolley Parties.—These are the nights when
the young folk are enjoying themselves on the
trolley cars. Trolley car parties to the number of

four passed down Te&th street last evening, the
girls in white or light summer dresses and without
bonnets, the young men sounding horns like so

many dry land Tritons, and the entire force of the
company joining at short intervals m a chorus of

discordant howls.

—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

The Deadly Pie. —Rural Connecticut and Rhode
Island are showing a queer enthusiasm over the
coming of the trolley. Is it possible that in com-
munities where there is no great store of amuse-
ment the thought of being able to get killed every
day comes as an excitement and a thrill ? And
yet pie has slain its tens of thousands where the
trolley has slain hundreds,

—

\eiu York Sun.

Lowered the Price of Horses.—The introduc-
tion of trolley cars has already produced an effect

on the price of horses, so that such as are required
by the United States army are bought at greatly re-

duced prices. A government purchasing agent in

the West says that in 1.5 years he has not known
dealers so anxious to sell at a small profit.—Sio/-

ford {Conn.) Press.

Need of Electric Roads in Maryland.—
Maryland is particularly suited to the indefinite
multiplication of electric street railways reaching
out from Baltimore and extending along the
•'pikes" between the county seats and cither

towns. It is poorly provided with local steam rail-

ways. .\. few minutes' study of a good railway
map will show that the New England States, New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, not to mention Ill-

inois, Georgia and Tennessee, are cut up in every
direction with steam railways, while Maryland is

traversed principally by two trunk lines and two
smaller systems which do not begin to provide
transportation facilities for the whole Common-
wealth. Trolley roads can be cheaply built along
the county turnpikes, and will furnish the needed
transport for agricultural products which the State
lacks, and on account of which its industries have
languished.

—

Baltimore Herald.

Spread of Electric Railways.—It is almost
startling, when we remember that in 1887 the first

really commercially successful electric railway was
started in Scranton, Pa., to read that articles of
incorporation for a network of electric railways
that will connect Jersey City and Philadelphia
have been filed. There is no reason why such
roads should not be built, for the whole distance is

dotted with thriving towns, like beads on a string,
and the constant desire of man to be somewhere
else than where he now is leads him to patronize
the trolley and go to the next town. A similar
system of interurban roads already exists in the

coal regions of Scranton and Wilkesbarre, and it

is doing a thriving business. How long it will be
before these roads can compete with the steam
lines for through passenger and all freight business
the future alone can tell.

—

American Engineer.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

iFrom Our Wall Street Correspondent.)

That the situation, in a financial sense, is a vastly

improved one is patent now to every observer of

current conditions. That the market for street

railway issues is responding to the bettered feeling

is also a matter of self-evidence. Hints as to the

confidence that street railway magnates feel con-

vinced that the investing public has in these

securities is furnished by the presence in the mar-

ket of new offerings. Last week notice was made
of the intended sale by the Long Island Traction

Company of a large block of collateral trust bonds.

Now the Bridgeport Traction Company offers,

through New York bankers, at 100 and interest, in

lots to suit purchasers, its first mortgage five ])er

cent, gold bonds, which are an absolutely first

mortgage upon the entire street railway system

of the city of Bridgeport, Conn., covering 36 miles

of track, together with equipment, real estate,

etc. These offerings are made now after months
of waiting, because bankers and the finance offi-

cials of corporations see signs of a renewed demand
for investments, and, as has been before dwelt

upon in these columns, street railway bonds have
proven particularly acceptable to moneyed people

in search of good investments. Brokers in these

specialties are agreed that the fall holds out unusual
hopes of good business, and that on a rising scale

of values.

The local street railway stock market has been
1 onfined chiefly to trading in Third Avenue stock.

On Sept. 13 the Railroad Committee of the Nevy

York Board of Aldermen will begin hearings on

the applications of this company and of the Metro-

politan Traction Company for a franchise for a

cable or underground trolley along St. Nicholson

avenue, the Boulevard and Kingsbridge road to the

city limits. It will be remembered that the Third

Avenue filed its application first, and there was a

hearing before the Railroad Committee, but it was

adjourned without action, and the committee has

made no report. Naturally trading in Third

Avenue has been affected by the varying chances

of success in the fight. Both sides still profess to

be sure of victory, and the outcome is awaited

with a deal of interest by the brokers as well as by

the citizens living in the upper part of the city.

The air just now is full of street railroad exten-

sion schemes. To-morrow the Aldermen's Rail-

road Committee will have a hearing on the appli-

cation of the Forty-second street, Manliattanville

& St. Nicholas Avenue Railroad Company for a

franchise to extend their lines in Amsterdam
avenue, through Eighty-sixth street to connect

with the surface railway across Central Park, also

on the application of the Metropolitan Traction

Company to extend the Columbus avenue cable

road through West One Hundred and Ninth street

and Manhattan avenue to One Hundred and
Sixteenth street and St. Nicholas avenue. Both

these applications are likely to be granted.

Union Railway Company stock, "Huckleberry"

road, has been strong on the report just made
public, showing that for the year ending June 30,

1894, it earned a surplus of .595,364 over all ex

penses and charges, making the total surplus

.?130,350. This is thought a splendid showing for

a road not long in operation.

Financial Notes.

Pennsylvania Traction.—A report is cm-rent to

the effect that a written proposition has been re-
ceived from a syndicate of Boston bankers, agree-
ing to build the proposed electric railway line of
the Pennsylvania Traction Company between this

city and Harrisburg, a distance of 103 miles, and
that the construction will be of such character as
to enable a speed of 90 miles an hour to be made.
The proposition also includes, it is said, the con-
struction of the line, power-houses and entire

equipment. The estimated cost is placed at
$8,000,000, and the syndicate requires that the
traction company shall give bonds to secure the
cost of the work, which shall not be accepted until
it gives entire satisfaction. Just how much truth
there is in the story cannot now be told, says the
Philadelphia Stoc/i'/toZrfec, but it comes from an
apparently reliable source, and has not been
denied.

Receiver for a Seattle Road.—W. J. Grambs has
been appointed receiver of the Grant Street Elec-
tric Railway, Seattle, Wash. The bonds of the
Grant Street Electric Railwav Company, amount-
ing to |125, 000, were put up some time since as
collateral for a loan of .|113,000 with a syndicate
of New York and Boston capitaHsts. The syndi-
cate is composed of the plaintiffs in the case. The
company has failed to pay the interest for the past
year. The syndicate, under the terms of the agree-
ment, foreclosed on the bonds and bought them in
on Wednesday last. As soon as this was done
they asked the United States Circuit Court to ap-
point a temporary receiver. Judge Hanford ac-
cordingly appointed W. J. Grambs, and he quali-
fied by filing a bond for $10,000.

General Electric Financial Policy.—A prominent
financial authority is quoted as saying: " We do
not believe the current rumors that General Elec-
tric is retiring some of its debenture 5 per cent,
bonds. We would not be surprised if the manage-
ment intends to retire a portion of the 14,251,900
preferred stock outstanding. This hypothesis is

strengthened by the fact that the quotation is only
72, which includes lOA percent, accumulated divi-
dends. This would make the value of the stock
about 62, a very low figure for a first lien on all

the assets of the company, after the debenture
bonds, and the more so in view of the compara-
tively high price at which the common stock is

selling."

General Electric Company.—The Boston News
Bureau says : The electrical business is steadily
increasing in both new construction and replace-
ment %vork. The number of hands employed by
the General Electric Company at Schenectady and
Lynn are slowly but steadily increasing. Lynn
has njw 1,.500 hands on tne payroll for lull days
labor, and Schenectady has 3,100 hands on the
basis of full days labor. The General Electric
Company has more than $2,500,000 of unfilled
orders on hand. Reduction in the factory cost of
many articl s has been very large in the endeavor
to meet the demands of the times and the lower
prices which now obtain in the electric field.

Philadelphia Rumor Denied.-The report that the
Philadelphia Traction Company has been quietly
buying the stock of the People's Traction Company,
for the purpose of securing control of the property,
is wholly without foundation, and has properly been
denied by prominent interests of both companies.
There was never any ground for the circulation of
the rumor in the first place. True, people closely
identified with Philadelphia Traction have at times
bought People's stock, as they have also electric
stock, but the purchases thus made were purely for
speculative reasons; the stock, or portions of it, were
subsequently sold when the buyers were satisfied
with their profits.

—

Philadelphia Stockholder.

Ann Arbor Electric Railway.—The shareholders
of the Ann Arbor Street Railway have elected the
following Board of Directors: F. H. C. Reynolds,
Bangor; M. H. Kelly, laco; A. F. Bradburv, Dex-
ter; F. W. Weeks, Bath; J. D. Carroll, Bangor,
Me.; H. P. Glover, Ypsilanti, and Charles E. His-
cock. Ann Arbor. They authorized the issue of
$100,000 worth of bonds, of which $60,000 will be
used to take up the old bonds and S40.000 for new
equipment. J. D. Carroll has been elected super-
intendent.

West End, Boston, Dividend.— The West End
Street Railway Company has declared a IJ per
cent quarterly common stock dividend, payable
Oct. 1. Books close Sept. 15 and reopen Oct. 1,

It is not the intention hereafter to pay dividends
quarterly, but to change the time of the semi-
annual payment of dividends on the common stock
to October and April instead of January and July,
as heretofore.

Central Traction, of Pittsburgh.—The Central
Traction Ocmpany, of Pittsburgh, has called a
meeting of stockholders for Sept. 20, to vote on a
proposed increase in the company's indebtedness.
The company's present bonded indebtedness is only
$375,000. If an increase is decided upon it is reported
that a part of it will be devoted to freeing the com-
pany from floating debt.

Highland Electric Road Receivership.—Judge
Herter, of the Circuit Court, has appointed Louis
Hammersmith receiver of the Highland Electric
Raihvay Company, of New Albany, Ind. The
road is in debt $50,000 first mortgage bonds, and
$5,000 second mortgage bonds, with |8,000 floating

debt.

Street Railway and Illuminating Properties.—
Trustees of Street Railway and Illuminating Prop-
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erties, Boston, purchased and canceled Aug. 30

652 shares of preferred stock, paying an average

price of $99,683. This makes a total of 1.5,934

shares purchased to date.

Receiver Asked for.—James F. McLaughlin in

Philadelphia last Thursday petitioned the court

for the appointment of a receiver for Standard

Electric Company of that city.

Scranton, Pa., Traction Earnings.—The gross

earnings of the Scranton Traction Company during

July were $35,036, an increase of $1,977. The net

increase was $385.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Hempstead, N. Y.—The Hempstead Traction Com-

pany has heen incorporated to construct a street

surface road about four miles long in Hempstead,
Queens County, the termini to be Rockaway Road
and Fulton street, Franklin avenue and Second
treet and Cathedral avenue and Fiflh street.

Capital, 850,000. Directors : Charles L. Barker,

Abraham Barker, Miles C. Palmer, E. R. Tilton.

T. H Kilduff and William Kennelly, of New York
city : John S. Lawrence and D. L. Lewis, of Hemp-
stead, and John F. Davis, of Brooklyn.

Chicago, III.—The Southwestern Suburban Rapid
Transit Company, capital stock §1.000,000, has been
incorporated to build and operate a road from the

western limits of the city, between Twenty-second
and Thirty-first streets, to the village of Hinsdale.

According to the incorporation papers the operai-

itig power may be furnished by horses, dummy or

electricity. Arscham H. Miaassian, Newton Wil-
coxson and Frank M. Sherman are the incorpora-

tors.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Syracuse & East Side Rail-

way Company has been incorporated, to operate a
street sm-face road about ten miles long, the ter-

mini to be in the town of De Witt and in the city

of Syracuse. Capital, $300,000. Directors : George
B. Leonard, Frederick R. Hazard, H; S. Holden.
William Nottingham, David A. Batterson, Willis

A. Holden and Jay B. Kline, of Syracuse ; John L.
Kyne, of East Syracuse, and Chfjord D. Beebe, of

Dansville.

Tampa, Fla.—The Tampa & Palmetto Beach Rail-

way Company has been incorporated with a capital

stock of |30,000. The company is to operate a
street railway in Tampa, and from Tampa to

Palmetto Beach, and to own and operate electric

plants. The promoters: R. W. Easley, W. H.
Kendrick, Louis T. Kendrick, Tampa, Fla.

Cleveland, 0.—The Electric Construction Com-
pany has been incorporated. The capital stock is

$10,000. The company will deal in apparatus for

electric lighting and railway plants. The promo-
ters are Edmond H. Fishack, Thomas J. Carmack,
Harry F, Fishack, Mont. J. Carmack, Robert Mc-
Naull.

Charlerol, Pa.—The Charleroi, California &
Brownville Electric Street Railway Company has
been organized ; capital stock, $70,000. The pro-

moters are : A. C. McKean, Charleroi, Pa.; Jno.
W. Crawford, Duquesne, Pa.: Wm. I. Berryman,
Washington, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Sanatoga, Royersford &
Collegevdle Electric Railway Company has been
incorporated with a capital stock of |150,000. The
promoters are Paul W. Smith, Clark Dillenbeck,
Philadelphia; Jno. C. Lynch, Royersford, Pa.

Scranton, Pa.—Milton & Lewisburg Street Rail-

way Company has been incorporated • capital

stock, $86,000. The promoters are Horatio N.
Patrick, Henry H. Saively, Scranton, Pa. ;

Geo. E. Stevenson, Waverly, Pa.

Riverside, Pa.—The Riverside Electric Railwav
Company has been incorporated. The capital stcck
is $50,000. The promoters are Jno. Q. Denney.
Wm. B Hammond, Harrisburg, Pa. ; E. C. Felton,

Steelton, Pa.

Hartford City, Ind.—The Hartford Electric Street

Railway Company has been iacorporated, with a

capital stock of $100,000. The promoters are Guy
E. Reynolds, Albert Reynolds, M. Allen Walker.

'

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Norristown, Pa.—The Chestnut Hill & Norris-

town Passenger Railway Company, against wiiich
proceedings were begun last Saturday to restrain
it from occupying any of the public roads of Ply-
mouth township, has fileda petition for an injuiic-

tion against the township to restrain it from inter-

fering with the construction of the company's
road, and against the Conshohocken Passenger
Railway Company to restrain it from occupying
the roads over which the plaintiff was granted a
right of way. The Chestnut Hill company denies
that the time limit in which it was to begin opera-
tions has expired. Since the first attempt to in-
troduce the trolley in Montgomery County 15 suits

in equity relative to electric railways have been
instituted.

New York, N. Y.—At the regular meeting of the

Board of Aldermen, last Tuesday, application was
made on behalf of the Forty-second Street, Man-
hattanville & St. Nicholas Railroad Company, by
President John D. Foster, for a franchise for a
double-track car line over West Eighty-sixth

street from Eighth to Tenth avenues. The permit
would give the company a continuous line from
east to west of the city, and enable it to carry

passengers across town without the necessity of a
transfer to other lines. A hearing on the applica-

tion will be given by the Railroad Committee on
Thursday, Oct. 4, at 11 o'clock.

Niagara Falls, N.Y.—TheHon. W. Caryl Ely,
president of the company that was organized to

build the road to Buffalo, announces that the pro-
posed route across the country has been abandoned
and it will be built along the highway, giving a
view of the river lo Tonawanda. The plan is to

establish a lower rate of fare than is now given on
the steam roads, perhaps 50 cents for the round
trip. A traffic arrangement would be made with
the Buffalo Street Railroad Company and the local

street railroad company so that the passengers
could go to any point in either city without extra
expense.

Baltimore, Md.—At a meeting of the stockhold-

ers of the Pikesville, Reisterstown & Emory
Grove Railroad at Owing's Mills last week, the
issue of the bonds for the construction of the road
was authorized, and the contract recently made
for the building and equipment of the line from
Pikesville to Enioiy Grove was ratified. Work on
the power-house at Owing's Mills, has| been com-
menced, and preparations are making for delivery

of material for the construction of the road. Col.
"

John Jameson is the contractor, and expects to

finish building the road by January 1 next.

Pottstown, Pa.—The Pottstown Passenger Rail-

way Company was last Thursday granted the right
of way for the extension of its electric railway
line through certain streets. The road will be
built next spring from Sanatoga by way of Linfield

to Royersford. The Norristown Passenger Rail-

way Company also obtained the concessions they
desired, and will extend to Royersford. The latter

line runs to Conshohocken, and thus there will be
next year a through trolley line from Pottstown
to Conshohocken.

Bristol, Conn.—Judge Fenn handed down a find-
ing last week on the application of the Bristol &
Plainville Tramway Company for leave to con-
struct the proposed tramway line between the
towns of Bristol and Plainville, granting the re-
quest of the company. Application was made at
once by the company to the Railroad Commission-
?rs for permission to cross at grade at Forestville

the tracks of the New York & New England Rail-

road Company.

Philadelphia,'Pa.—The $50,000 bond of the Market
Street, Richmond & Frankford Elevated Electric
Railway Company has been rejected by Mayor
Stuart, who declined to approve the sureties, Pres-
ident John Dougherty, of the company, and W.
S. McManus. The mayor's declination was based
on the ground that they are non-residents. It

was also stated that there was not sufficient collat-

eral furnished to make the bond valid.

Plainfield, N. J.—The Street Committee of the
Plainfield Common Council and the Street Rail-

way Company have at last agreed on terms, and
in the very near future the line will be extended
to both Dunellen and Netherwood. Later it will

be run to Hillside Cemetery and the Crescent
cycling track. The Central Jersey Traction Com-
pany has acquired control of a site for pleasure
grounds along South Plainfield lake.

Philadelphia, Pa.—In the Common Council,
Thursday, Mr. Steble introduced an ordinance
providing for safety guards on street passenger
railway cars propelled by electricity, in which the
Director of Public Safety is required to stop any
cars not supplied with fenders, a fine of not less

than $10 nor more than |50 being fixed for each
car failing to comply with the requirements of the
ordinance within nine days.

New York, N. Y.—The scheme of the New York
& Brooklyn Railway Company for permission to

tunnel the East River from Spruce street, in this

city, to Myrtle avenue, Brooklyn, was revived this

week, and referred to the Committee on Tunnels.
Benjamin E. Henning is president of the tunnel-
ing company. It was organized a few years ago,
and first made the application for tunneling the
East River early in 1893.

Kansas City, Mo.— C. F. Tuttle, formerly super
intendent of the Eighteenth street and Main street

line of the Metropolitan Street Railway, has been
appointed superintendent of the Armourdale elec-

tric line to succeed Charles Grover, who has been
promoted to be superintendent of the company's
electrical department.

Youngstown, 0.—The street-car strike was de-
clared off by the union on Sept. 1 , a proposition
presented by a committee of the men to the com-

pany having been accepted by the company. After
being idle for eight weeks mo»t of the employes ,

will resume work.

Pittsburgh.—Chief Brown, of the Department of
Public Safety, has directed Police Inspector Mc-
Kelvey to institute suits against all of the traction
companies having lines in this city who had failed
to comply with the ordinance requiring the use of
safety guards.

Hazleton, Pa.—Owing to inability to secure the
necessary amount of water for the boilers the
Lehigh Traction Company has been forced to
reduce the number of its cars in service. Sixteen
conductors and motormen were in consequence
laid off.

Conschohocken, Pa. -The Conschohocken Railway
Company has purchased the right of way from the
Plymouth & Whitemarsh Turnpike Company over
the whole length of the latter's road from the
Schuylkill River to Plymouth Meeting.

Lyons, la.—The city council has granted a 25
year franchise to the Electric Railway & Park
Company for an electric line extending to Joyce-s
Park. 'The new road will be two miles long and
equipped tor service within 90 days.

Council Bluffs, la.—A surveying crew is in the
field between Council Bluffs and Manawa. along
the route granted the Council Bluffs & Manawa
Electric Railway Company by ordinance of the
city some time ago.

Hartford, Conn.—The Hartford, Manchester &
Rockville Electric Tramway Company has awarded
the contract for building the road from Hartford
to Manchester to Ge.orge XJ. Vauger and Fred P.
Lay, of Springfield.

Cohoes, N.Y.—The Common Council has granted
a franchise for an electric street railroad to the Co-
hoes City Railway Company. The company is to
complete the outside belt line of the proposed road
within 18 months.

Asbury Park, N. J.—The right of way has been
secured for building the East Jersey Traction
Company's road from Branchport to Asbury Park.
Washington White and George Potts are interested
in the project.

Charlottesville, Va.—The city councilhas granted
an extension of time for the franchise of the Pied-
mont Improvement & Construction Company, and
work on the electric railway will commence at

once.

Waukegan, III.—The Bluff City Electric Street

Railway Company is about ready to construct a
street railway, D. L. Jones, S. D. Talcott and
Charles Whitney are interested in the enterprise.

Toledo, 0.—Fifteen boys, all under 20 years of

age, were arrested and locked up in the police

station last week. The charge againt the boys was
jumping on streetcars while they were in motion.

Manchester, Conn.—The contract for building

the trolley line of the Hartford, Manchester &
Rockville Tramway Company has been let to the
Springfield Street Railway Company.

PERSONALS.

The many friends of Mr. W. H. Gordon will re-

gret to learn that he has been and still is very
seriously ill as the results of an operation for ap-

pendicitis and other complications. Mr. Gordon
has been confined to his bed for over 13 weeks,
and his family appreciate to the fullest degree the

many kindnesses that have been shown them by his

friends. He resides at 73 West Fifth street, Ber-

gen Point, N. J.

Payson K. Andrews, formerly manager of the

Chicago ofiSce of the J. G. Bnll Car Company, but

more recently Western manager of the American
Car Company, died suddenly in Chicago on August
33. Mr. Andrews was well known among street

railway and electrical people as a successful sales-

man and made a host of friends. His remains

were sent east for interment.

Mr. Albert A. Carey, of the Abendroth & Root
Manufacturing Company, New York, who has

been seriously ill for several weeks with appen-

dicitis, and who was obliged to undergo a severe

surgical operation, is at present doing nicely and
expects to be out again soon.

F. J. Anderson, of Portsmouth, Va., general

passenger agent of the Seaboard Air Line, is in

New Yoi-k this week arranging transportation

facilities to accommodate those intending to attend

the Atlanta Convention of the American Street

Railway Association.

A. H. Goode, for the past two years Chicago
representative of the Jenney Electric Motor Com-
pany, has accepted a position with the Central

Electric Company, where he will have charge of

their constantly growing motor department.

William P. Searles, president of the North End
Street Railway Company, of Worcester, Mass., has

announced that he will again be a candidate for

re-election to the lower branch of the Legislature.
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C. T. Yerkes, president of the North and West
Chicago street railway companies, returned from
Europe last Saturday.

Mr. Henry B. Cram, of the Bernstein Electric

Company, of Boston, was among New York's visi-

tors this week.

Mr. J. W. Godfrey, oC the New York Insulated
Wire Company, left for the AVest on a business

trip this week.

Alfred Dunn, auditor of the Consolidated Street

Railway Company, of Seattle, Wash., died re-

c ntlv.

TRADE NOTES.

Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company.—The
Kingslon F;wmf()i says : At the Peckham Motor
& Truck Works the force of men is kept steadily

at work every day now. and the output taxes the

factory to its"ulmo.=t capacity. The electric road

running from Poughkeepsie to Wappingers Fails

is to he equipped with PeckhRiii truck;;, twenty
having been ordered. A small order for trucks

from Newark. Cal., has been received among the

many recent one^. and one also from Broad Ripple,

Ind. The Peckham truck promises even lobe-
come well known in Japan. The manufacturers
recently had a letter from Tokio, asking for prices

and a description of their truck.

The International Register Company, 197 South
Caml Street. Chicago, reports a very satisfactory

business. It has closed a number of good contracts

recently for its well-known portable register,

among them the Kansas City Cable Railway. Terre
Haute Electric Railway. Englewood & Chicago
Electric Raihvav. L-ike Cities Electric Railway,
Michigan City, lad ;

Quren Ciiy Railway, Dallas,

Tex.; Bloomington City Railway and othirs.

The company's aluminum stationary register,
placed on the market recently, is meeting with
much deserved success. It is an exceptionally
well made machine and cau be depended upon
under all kinds of service.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago,
gets the contract from the Chicago City Railway
Company for 120 of its celebrated Columbian
trucks. This is hardly a surprise, since the Mc-
Guire company has used as a special advertisement
a handsome picture of one of the Railway Com-
pany's cars as seen on the streets on Chicago Day
at the World's Fair. Never were cars loaded so
before, and only those who were at the fair on
thai day can believe that cars in ordinary service
could be loaded as they were, and it is claimed
there was not a single interruption in the running
lime nor a single accident on that day.

The Western Telephone Construction Company,
Chicago, has just completed an exchange system
in Cambridge, Ohio, which opened with 111 sub-
scrihers. The instruments used throughout are
llie magneio t^lephonesof this company, using no
battery. The .subscribers seem to be quite
unanimous in their praise of the service. The
Cdnipany has also contracted with the Interstate
Telephone and Telegraph Company, of Fiederick,
Md., to supply it with instiumenis lor the com-
pany's lines in Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
and Dirlrict of Cr'lumbia.

The Graham Equipment Company, of Providence,
R. I., IS making a drive on iis snowplow, and
warning the street railway companies to prepare
for a snowy winter. Now is the time to consider
this indispensable article, and the Graham com-
pany is not backward in proclaiming the merits of
its plow. The Graham truck is increasing in
favor, and business with this company is reported
as constantly improving.

The Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany has placed an order for adjustable traction
and Columbian trucks with the McGuire Manu-
facturing Company, to be delivered in time for the
convention Oct. IT. No matter where the con-
vention is held, the McGuire people seem to
manage things so that thev get paid for exhibiting.
There never was a small order let when the com-
petition was stronger.

The Cresent Electric Company, Chicago, experts
on armature and commutator work, say their

business is rapidly increasing and extending. This
company has in its employ some of the best experts
in the country and is well equipped in every way
for satisfactorily and promptly repairing arma
tures, fields, commutators, etc. The company
makes a specialty of street railway work.

The Wallace Electric Company, Chicago, has been
apppinted Western agents for I he Electric Con-
struction and Supply Company, of New York, and
will carry in stock in Chicago a complete line of
the latter's arc lamps. The arc lamps made by
this company for street railway service are giving
excellent resulls and are meeting with a ready
sale.

Harrisburg Foundry & Machine Works have just
issued ii new catalogue descriptive and illustrative

of their new duubleengine steam roadroUer. The
catalogue is elaborately illustrated and will be
found of great interest to all those employing ap-
paratus of this kind.

F. E. Donohoe, manaaer Chicago branch of
American Electrical Works, Providence, reports
business as quite satisfactory and steadily improv-
ing.

Cushing &, Morse, Chicago, say that their sales of
Keiite wire for August were the largest of any
month since ihey have been in business.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
U. S. Patents Issued Aug. 28, 1H94.

62.j,(01. lustilatrr; Leonard W. Bradley. Cleve-
l^ind.Ohio. Filed Feb. 13. ]t94. The irsulator is com-
posed of two parts, each part being provided with a
central screw pasf-aee. The mtelirg faces bave coin-
cidi K grooves \\ bich begin on app'oximately straight
lites near the edges and curve near the center of the
paits 10 avoid the central aperture. The walls of ibe
j^roovts are adanied to engage ibe upper and lower por-
tions resspectively cf the elec ric wire and hold iL fiimly
longitudinally.

.52.>,<'15. Trolley ; Naaman W. Haskirs, Brooklyn'
N V. Filed Dec. 1. 1898. This is a trolley having a
plurality of grooved annular bearings.

.>25,016. Ti-olIey-Wire Sxfftcli and €iosslii£r;
Naaman W. bfaskins, Brooklyn, N. Y. h'lled April 2.3.

1891. This is a switch and crossing suitable for use with
a trolley wheel made in the /orm described in the pre-
vious patent.

.>2.>,055. Decree for Prevention of Aeoldenis
on St'Cet (!arH, etc.; Alexander Me Kerlie, Hamil-
ton, Canada. Filed Aug. SO, 1893. This device bas
Iront projecting side arms which have a front bearing

No. .525.071.

provK.td withacap. The through angle shaft in the
itcarlnua i- tqiiii.icd wuU bru8h roiltr or blades at
each Hide of a ccniruJiy located cnaiii wheel.

.'i2.'>,071. <'ofnl>ined i'ar Fender and Krakc

;

ll»rnpton VV. Kvanw. Philadtlphtu, Pn. Filed March
a, IH9I. ThU U a combination in u car having wheels
and brakcHhooM aduptcd lo vuumm thertwiih aLd a
hnikfjoDcrating lever, of a fender provided with a
fr;ifiic having iH.-ni endw or winvH. The frame Is ftt-cured
to movable anriB connects d with ihe truck frame of the
car. 'I hero lire hp icgn in movable cngagemonr. with the
ttrwH of th<! fendirr for hiipportlng the Hnmc at an angle
frorn lh<; lru<K frame and ah.>ve the irack ralN. togtfle-
and-licH'Crank mc<-hanlHmH on each slue of the car In
eunne*:'lon with viid fenrnr and brakc-xhoos. The con-
Htrticdon and firriingenir-ntii arc ^uch that the brake-
nUimn arc rlther npiilied by meanHof the hrake-operullng
lever or aiiiomadcally by meanf* of the fender under
the Impact of an ob.jf-ci brought ogalnut the Hanie. (See
llnmlralion.l

AUrMlOH. BIrrtrIc iTIotor; Abraham V. McHeroh-.
New V ork. N. Y. 1- iled Jan. «. I8UI. Claim V.i reudi an
followH: -Jn combination with a (lued field ring woiinrl
inncrle*. and with a bipolar arn.fiture fndcpi iidently
wound In fwriew. an i.rmatnre hhaft carrying InH-ilitted
eonUct*. two of which are electrically conn<cU:d with
the r/iiHrtive endn of the armature coll«. thrtu revolv-
ing bni5ih< « cirrlr-d by Kald armarure nhafl, and an elec-
I ric circuit, the respective Icrh of which are connccud
With wild armature uonuicui, while one leg thereof i»

connected with one of said brii?hes ard the other leg
wii h one or the ol,her of the second and third brushes
accordine to the direction of rotation." (See illustra-
tion.)

525,115. Safety Giiar.-l for SIrert Cars ; William
H. Rice. Rochester. N. Y, Filed Nov. 21. 1893. There is

a supporting frame with a roller at the outer end of the

No. 525.108.

frame prnviriedwiih spring sprockets which stand ec-
centrically to the roller. A flexible guard is attached
at one end to the sprockets ana is partially wound there-
on, and at the other to the car.

525,118. ITSeaiiN lor ITIouniinc: and Drivins;
ikymimo-Elcetrlc iriacliiiUM; Andrew L. Hiker,
Now York, N. Y. Fik-d May 19, I.S9I. This is the com-

No. r)25.I18.

binatfon with the armature pulley and driving pulley.
of a belt for tranHUtllting moMou from one to the otht'r
There Ih a Hwinging idler uroiind which one side of aafd
boltW looped. MO Ihar, the pull of the latter nporatew to
draw «ald Idler agaluHt the nnnaturo pulley, gripping
ihe bell. agaiUHl the same, and nicaufl for nutomatlCMtly
hiking up th); Hlack in the olhcTHlde of the belt. (H<>o
ilhir.l ration.)

525,i:il. <;irciilt-Kreaker ; CiimmlngrtC. ChoHUoy,
I'JiiM/lold, MaHM.. AsMignor t,o (he Stanley Laboratory
Company, pamo place. KlleJ .Jnlv (I, I8ili, A plvoterl
brtdico piece la adapted to be forced and maintained In

engagement with said terminals. There is a pivoted
weight engaging wiuh the bridge piece, but having a
determined range of movement independent of the
same, and a tripuing device is provided for holding the
weight in an elevated position against the force of
gravity. (See illustration.*

525,167. Car-Fender; Charles E. Struck. Newaric
N. J., Assignor of one-half to John A. Baldwin, same
place. Filed Feb. 1, 1894. This is the combination with
the platform of a car of a bumper, pivotally secured to
the car in front of the platform, and a linu' kit; connect-
ing the lower extremity of the bumper with the plat-
form.

525,176. Stalfon-Iodicalor ; Athean C. Allyn,
Boston, Mass. Filed Oct. 30. IS9X A roller and curtain
of nippers are pivoted to ihe roller and adapted tn ex-
tend over the curtain and clamp the same against the
roller. The nippers bave flangt>s pro.iec'ing on the ou.er
sides of their pivots, and a fixed cam having a section
which coacts with the said flai.ges, moves the nippers
against the roller and a tapered blade over which the
flanges m-.y take when thi nippers move away from the
roller, and springs impel the nippers away from the
rollers.

No. o2r>.i:u.

525,23:}. Safety-render for Tram, Electric or
<'ai»lc Carh ; Henry S. Robins, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed
Sept. 1.^, 1893. The fender has frame, a 3 ielding bed,
cniriedby the frame and a tubular guard formed of
soft elastic or yielding material. The guard is located
at the forward portion of the bed. and means arc pro-
vided for holding sal i tubutiir guard expanded.

525,281. >treet <'ar; William F. S. Robinson, Soiu-
erville, Mass. Filed Doe. 7. 1893. The car has a guaid
situated in front of the dash-board and extending stib-
siantinlly across it and adapted to be raised from a po-
hii-ioi. In front of the bunt<!r to a position above and
ctetiring the bunter. and to bo sustained in either of said
pOHitloUM.

525,285. 4'ar-Kender; V\'niinin F. S. Robinson, Som-
ervilte. Mass. FiU'd Dee. 8, 189.3. The fender is adapted
lo run on the tnurk In front of ttio cur. A riveted con-
nciUion between the fender and truck consistH essen-
tially of a Hubtantlaily horizontal tube or cylinder piv-
oted at its front end to t'.io fonder and a rod pivotally
connected at its ronr end with the truclt. Al its front
end Is a piston playing in said lube.
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New York State The New York State Street

OonTention. Railway Convention will be

held next Tuesday, in Syracuse. A good pro.

Kiamme has been arranged, and a large attend-

ance is expected.

Questions and "We begin in this number a

Answers, department of questions and

answers, and we cordially invite readers to avail

themselves of tliis column for the purpose of

securing information on practical electrical ques.

tions. We trust that such interest will be taken

in the department that it will become a permanent
feature of the paper.

Interstate Oommerce Two or three incidents re-

and Street Railways, cently have served to show
that street railways may come under the jurisdic-

tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Judge Woods, in the Debs hearing in Chicago a

few days ago, presented an extreme view. Here-
marked, incidentally, that street cars can be con-

sidered as engaging in interstate commerce, for

the reason that persons bound to different points

ride in them on a part of their journey.

The view seems rather far fetched, and if it is cor-

rect all public conveyances for the same reason

must be considered as participating in interstate

commerce. A proper subject for the investigation

of street railway traiiio by the Interstate Commis-
fion was brought up the other day. A complaint

against the Rock Creek Electric Railroad Company
of the District of Columbia was filed with the

Commissioners charging discrimination in favor

of guests of the Chevy Chase Hotel, which is lo-

cated on the company's property, and against the

residents of Montgomery coimty, Md. This is the

first time, it is stated, that the Commission has been

called on to settle disputed rates on an electric

road.

Delays Caused by It is interesting to note that

Teamsters. an effort is to be made in Phil-

adelphia to prevent the obstruction of street cars

by teamsters. The oflicials of the People's Trac-

tion Company have requested the authorities to

impress upon policemen the necessity of abating

the nuisance, and action has already been taken.

One obstreperous teamster has been arrested, fined

$5 and costs and held in $300 bail to keep the

peace. A few examples of this sort will convince

drivers that they cannot with impunity interfere

with the operation of street cirs. There is less

excuse for car obstruction by teams in Philadel-

phia than in most cities, for in return for the

privilege of operating their cars by electricity the

railway companies have laid hundred of miles

of improved paving. A Philadelphia con-

temporary, in referring to the matter, says :

"Under the old horse-car system, when the

street on both sides of the track was so badly

paved that it meant a fearful tug and strain to get

ofi; the track and on again, the teamster had a good

excuse for blocking the cars. But now, when he

has a smooth, level street on both sides of the rails,

an attempt to hold the latter and to delay the cars

to the annoyance of the passengers can be set down
to pure and uncalled-for stubborness. To allow a

few obstinate drivers to impede public travel will

break down all the possible benefit to be derived

from the trolley. No thinking driver would do

so, and those who cannot view the rights of the

public in the proper light must be taught to see

their mistake."

Trolley Parties in Street car parties have been

Philadelphia. popular to a greater or less

extent ever since the introduction of rapid transit

on surface lines, but in no place has street car

riding for pleasure assumed such importance as in

Philadelphia. The Quaker City received electric

oars with a great deal of grumbling and with no
little apprehension, but within the last few months
public opinion has veered round to the opposite

extreme, especially among the younger element,

and trolley parties have seemed to be the most
popular of all summer amusements. On a single

evening recently 40 cars belonging to one company
were engaged in this special service. No topic has

been so vigorously discussed by the local japers as

what they are pleased to term the "trolley

fad," or the " trolleymania," and some of

them have been disposed to criticise the car

excursions because the yomig people, by horns

and other noise-creating instruments, dis-

turbed the quiet in the suburbs. The hubbub
which they have condemned undoubtedly

was a nuisance, and the police were justified in

insisting uj^on more decorous conduct. There is

no earthly reason, however, why enthusiasm should

not be kept within as reasonable bounds under

these circumstances as well as under any others,

or that the trolley ride should not be as legitimate

as it has proved to be an enjoyable amusement.

The extraordinary popularity of trolley parties in

Philadelphia suggests that electric railway com-

panies might find it profitable to develop pleasure

riding on their roads to a far greater extent than

they have done hitherto. If a single company in

Philadelphia finds itself unable to meet the de-

mands of trolley parties, even when 40 cars are

engaged in the special service, this branch of the

business certainly presents large possibilities. If

cars be leased for an evening at $10 per ear, the

price which prevailed in Philadelphia, we believe,

many companies could in this way add quite a

handsome sum to their incomes during the sum-

mer months, and a very large part of the revenue

would be net gain. A legal question has been

brought up in connection with the chartering of elec-

tric cars by parties, but we fail to see a great deal

of force in it. When cars have been engaged it has

been understood, naturally, that the parties paying

for them were to enjoy the exclusive use of them.

But certain persons with a strong belief in individ-

ual privileges have insisted that all electric cars

are public vehicles, and that no one who wishes to

ride on them can be excluded so long as fare has

been paid. Some of the people holding to this

notion have boarded cars in defiance of the trolley

parties and would not leave in response to en-

treaties or threats. Others have been ejected and
they threaten suits for damages. What argument
could be made in favor of the maintenance of ex-

clusiveness on a private car on a steam road that

would not apply with equal force to the trolley car,

it is very difficult to see. Yet the right of the

railroads to operate private cars does not appear to

be contested.
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EXHIBITS AT THE BEADING STREET KAIIi-
•WAY CONVENTION.

In the last issue of the Street Railway
Gazette the exhibits at the Reading CoQvention

the New York syndicate will not make an effort

at the next Legislature to have a law passed which

would nullify the decision of the Supreme Court

and give a right for the building of elevated roads

law legalized the construction of elevated roads in

Philadelphia; but Mr. McMichael said, as the Su-

preme Court has decided that the roads cannot be

built, his New York clients had determined to go

out of the business. August Belmont, the well-

known banker of New York, was at the head of

the schenib. ^
OHIO STATE TRAMWAY CONVENTION.

The annual meeting of the Ohio State Tramway
Association will be held Wednesday, Sept. 26, in

Toledo. The members will meet at the Beebe

House, but if the delegates reach the city early

enough arrangements will probably be made for

holding the sessions on a steamer running to the

Islands. This trip and the return can be made in a

day. The uflficers of the association have issued a
very cordial invitation to the members, and urge

the Ohio companies to send as many representa-

tives as possible.

TROLLEY LINE TO POTISTOWN.

EXHIBIT OF THE HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO. AT THE READING CONVENTION.

of the Pennsylvania Street Railway Association

vs'ere described somewhat at length. The fact that

the general exhibit was much more meritorious

than had been anticipated was noted, and the

views wnich are presented herewith show the pre-

parations which several of the manufacturers made

to interest the street railway men in their respec-

tive kinds of apparatus. The descriptions of the

several exhibits herewith illustrated can be found

in the last issue of the Street Railway Gazette.

NEW YORK STATE STREET RAILWAY CON-
VENTION.

The annual meeting of the New York State

Street Railway Association will beheld next Tues-

day at the Yates Hotel, Syracuse. The first session

will be held at 10:30 A. M. It is predicted that a

large number of street railway men will be present

and that the meeting will be of unusual interest.

Two papers will be read. The first, which will

treat of "Recent Improvements in Cable Traction,"

will be read by Maj. G. W. McNulty, who was
chief engineer during the period of cable construc-

tion on the Broadway and Seventh avenue line.

New York. The second paper will be read by J. B.

Craven, electrical engineer of the Buffalo Railway
Company. His subject will' be "Economy in

Electric Power Stations."
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Exhibit of William Hooper & Sons.

The announcement that the Pottstovvn and the

Norristown passenger railway companies had been

granted the privilege of occupying certain streets

in the borough of Royersford is of greater impor"

tance than appears on the surface. It means, in

short, that before the passing of another year there

will be a continvious line of electric railway from
the business center of Philadelphia to the very heart

of Pottstown. This chain of railways will not be

under one management, but the several companies

comprising it will act in harmony, for there is cer-

tain to be a traffic agreement between them. This

system will be composed of the People's Traction

Company, the Conshohockeu & Norristown Elec-

tric Railway Companj , and the Pottstown Electric

Railway Company. Connection in this vicinity will

be made either with the Norristown line at Chest-

nut Hill, or at Ambler over its Chestnut Hill &
Spring House Electric Railway, which connects

with the People's Germantown line at Chestnut

Hill. The Norristown and the Pottstown lines

will then complete the system to Pottstown and
Royersford, and the route will include Norristown,

Conshohocken, Spring Mill, Barren Hill and Rox-

borough. The combination by no means exists on
paper— it is an assured fact, for several of the lines

are now in coursfc of construction, and others will

be begun at an early day. The work will be pushed

forward rapidly, and it is not improbable that by
next summer the People's Traction Company will

ELEVATED RAILWAY PROJECTS ABAN-
DONED IN PHILADELPHIA.

The New York syndicate, which made an effort

to build elevated railroads in Philadelphia has de-
cided to abandon the projects and to surrender its

charters. This decision was the direct result of

the finding of the Supreme Court that there were
no laws under which elevated passenger railways
could be built. It is stated that the syndicate had
$14,000,000 ready to expend in elevated roads, and
it paid out about $100,000 in preliminary work.
The counsel of the syndicate has made application

to the Court for a decree dissolving the Northeast-

ern and the Quaker City Elevated railroad com-
panies. The application for the dissolution and
the surrendering of the charter of the Quaker City
road will probably be heard in court on Sept. 17;

that of the Northeastern will be called up in Com-
mon Pleas Court No. 3 some time in October. The
companies have no debts to pay, and their winding
up will be a mere formality. Charles W. Buchholz,
who is president of both the companies, will make
the petition to the Court for the surrender of the
charters. These have not yet been filed, as the law
requires that notice of them must be advertised
before presentation to the Court, It is understood

iwirow^-afls^s ^T*!

EXHIBIT OF THE GENERAL" ELECTRIC CO. AT THE READING CONVENTION.
General View of Exhibition Hall

in Philadelphia. The syndicate spent a consider-

able sum of money and made a determined and
long legal fight in the Courts, believing that the

be able to provide an outlet for its patrons as far as

Pottstown . Other lines are also being built in the

coal regions heading toward Philadelphia, and we
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feel safe in venturing the prediction, says the

Fhi]a.de\phia Stockholder, that within the next few

years a person nan beard an electric car in Fourth

maintains that, under the ruling of the Supreme
Court in the case of Miller vs. Eagle Manufacturing
Company, the first, second and third claims of the

111, 0H|^8|fr©<Ct..

EXHIBIT OF H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO. AT THE READING CONVENTION.

or Eighth street and be carried to Scranton and
Wilkes Barre.

FEEDEE AND MAIN PATENT NOT SUS-
TAINED.

Judge Acheson, of the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals in Philadelphia, last Wednesday,
filed an opinion in the case of the Edison Electric

Light Company against Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co. The suit was Irought for injunction

and damages because of the alleged infringement

of the Edison feeder and main patent owned by the

complainant. In the United States Circuit Court
for New Jersey last March an interlocutory decree
granting the injunction was granted by Judge
Green. An appeal was taken to the Circuit Court
of AppeaHs. Judge Acheson "s decision is in favor

of the defendant, and in his opinion the Judge
said:

'• This patent does not deal with the complicated
general problem of the distribution of electricity
and the subdivision of the current for the purpose
o( domestic illumination. The patent is not for an
incandescent lamp or for a dynamo for generating
electricity, or for the arrangement of the lamps in
multiple arc, or for indicating and regulating de-
vices for controlling the current from a central
station, singly or combined. The patent deals with
the one particular difficulty of drop in tension or
fall in pressure—loss of electro-motive force—due
to the resistance of the conductors to the electric
flow. To remedv the evil effect therefrom, the
patentee provides special conductors for the trans-
mission of electricity extending from the generator
to the main conductors, wjth.which the lamps are
connected and from which they are served. The
patent is for a specific arrangement and propor-
tioning of the two sets of conductors, which, to-
gether, constitute the complete circuit."

After a long review of the controversy, the Judge
continued :

• The plan of electric distribution
covered by the claims in question is not ' the cre-
ative work of that inventive faculty which it was
the purpose of the constitution and patent laws to
encourage and reward ' To sustain these claims
would be to sanction a monopoly in that which
belongs to the public. In announcing this con-
clusion we cannot do better than quote some obser-
vations of the Supreme Court which apply with
great force to this case, as we read the proofs. In
Atlantic Works vs. Brady the Court said :

' The
progress of development in manufacturers creates
a constant demand for new appliances, which the
skill of oiilinary head-workmen and engineers is
generally adequate to devise, and which, indeed,
are the natural and proper outgrowth of such de-
velopment. Each step forward prepares the way
for the next, and each is usually taken bv spon-
taneous trials and attempts in a hundred diiferent
places. To grant to a single party a monopoly of
every slight advance made, except where the ex -

ercise of invention, somewhat above ordinary
mechanical and engineering skill, is distinctly
shown, is unjust in principle and injurious in its

consequences."
In conclusion, the judge said: "The appellant

Exhibit of E. F. De Witt & Co.

remedy by feeding conductors, having no lamps
therein, connected with the mains of the consump-
tion circuits arranged in sets concentrically around
the central generating station , and so proportioned
as to secure equal electrical pressure throughout
the entire system. It is contended that the inven-
tion described and claimed in the earlier patent is

for one form of the alleged invention described in

the later patent and covered by the three first

claims thereof , and that no one could use the in-

vention of the earlier patent without infringing
these later claims. The question thus raised is a
serious one ; but we do not deem it to be necessary
to consider it, inasmuch as the views we have ex-
pressed upon the other branch of the case are
decisive. T?he decree of the Court below is reversed
and the cause is remanded, with directions to enter
a cecree dismissing the bill of complaint with costs."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWEES.

The Stebet Railway Gazette is frequently in

receipt of letters from persons in search of prac-

tical information, which for some reason is not

easily found in the reference books at their disposal.

Queries of an electrical character are especially

numerous, and the difficulties which they present

seem to be particularly perplexing. Instead of

replying to inquiries by personal letter, as has

been our custom heretofore, we propose in the

future to answer these letters in the columns of

the Street Railway Gazette, in the hope that

the information which we publish may be of value

to others besides the writers of the communica-
tions.

direction op cdrrent on armature coiis.

To the Editor of the Street Railway Gazette :

We have recently enlarged the capacity of our
station, by adding two new machines. In order
to economize space this has necessitated an entire
rearrangement of the dynamos, so that some of
them are now running left handed and some right
handed. This has confused me for the time being,
and I find myself always in doubt when I come to
either class of machine as to which direction the
current is flowing in the armature coils. Can you
give me a general rule by which this may be deter-
mined for either right or left handed machines?
Cincinnati, O. J. K. E.

ANSWER.
We suggest that you mark the north pole of each

of your generators so that it may be recognized at

a glance. Then if when facing the commutator
end of the armature the north pole is at your right

and the armature is revolving with the hands of

the clock, those wires passing the north pole piece

will have currents flowing in them away from

you, and those passing the south pole piece will

have them flowing toward you. The directions of

the currents will be reversed if either the poles of

EXHIBITS OF BRIDGEPORT EQUIPMENT CO., MARK RY. EQUIPMENT CO., AND A.WHITNEY & SONS,

patent in suit are void, because of the grant of an the field or the direction of rotation of the arma-

earlier patent to Mr. Edison . . . which dealt ture are alone reversed ; but if both be reversed the

with the evil of drop in tension, and provided a direction will remain the same.
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DIRECTION OP THE CUEEENT.
To the Editor of the Street Railwat Gazette:
Will you please give me an easily remembered

method of detecting the direction of a current in a
conductor by means of tlie pocket compass ?

Providence, R. I. Lineman.

ANSWER.

Two of the mnemonics suggested for this pur-

pose are the words SNOW and NOSE. When

you lie down and see whether the fender will do

all that it is said it can do ? No. they will not do

it. The company has spent considerable money in

making these experiments and we are very anx-

ious to secure the proper devices. The pick-up

fender should not reach out too far in front of the

car. Such an appliance would be stripped of its

value very much if the projection were great.

THE SERIES METHOD AS A REMEDY FOR
ELECTROLYSIS.

EXHIBIT OF THE CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING CO, AT THE READING CONVENTION.

the current passes from South to North Over the

needle the latter will be deviated to the West.

When the current passes from North Over the

needle to the South it will be deviated to the East.

The north-seeking pole of the needle is of course

here referred to.

The company has about 800 cars, which will be

provided witli pick-up fenders if a satisfactory

device can be found."

POWER HOUSE AT GETTYSBURG BURNED

FENDER QUESTION IN PHILADELPHIA.

George D. Widener, vice-president of the Phila-

delphia Traction Company, has in charge the

tests of ienders which are to be made to demon-
strate their relative merits. The company has

already tested about 100 fenders, but none of them
has proved entirely satisfactory. In speaking of

the experiments Mr. Widener said recently :

"The company would much rather pay out

The power house of the Electric Light and Rail-

way Company, at Gettysburg, Pa., caught fire at

7 o'clock last Monday evening and was entirely

consumed. The loss is $40,000; no insurance.

The Electric Locomotive.—Every invention

must pass through the experimental stage before

Its general acceptance is assured. Nearly all of

our most useful practical devices were regarded

EXHIBITS 0? WARREN WEBSTER & CO. AND E, MATHER AT THE READING CONVENTION.

money for fenders than pay money for the loss of

life. Of course it is expensive to get fenders, but
the expense is not so great as tatal accidents
which might be averted by a satisfactory fender.

The fenders that we have tried have not answered
all that was said of them. When we would try

them they would not do the work. If one of these

devices to be tried later is very satisfactory, the
chances are that it will be accepted by the com-
pany.

"The point strikes me is that these men, who
claim that the fenders can do so much, should
convince the coraijany of the worth of the appli-

ances by lying down on the track and allow them-
selves to be picked up or thrown aside. But they
will not do it. I have asked them :

' Why don't

as mere toys in the beginning. They made their

way against old methods and the conservative
spirit which discredits everything not in line with
past experience. There is every promise of a
wonderful development of electric power. When
the electric locomotive can run at a speed com-
parable with our fleet steam locomotives, the day
of the introduct;ion of electricity on the great rail-

way systems of the country is not far distant.

When electric power has reached such a pitch of

efficiency the old railroads will find their present
roadways, with their easy grades and immunity
from the obstructions which prevent high rates of

speed on electric lines laid on ordinary roadbeds,
finely adapted to the new order of things.

—

Phila-
didphid Public Ledger.

BY nelson W. perry, E. M.

In a recent issue of the Street Railway 6a-
ZEiTE I propounded the question, " Shall we come
to the double trolley at lasti*" and presented argu-

ments tending to show that it must be answered in

the affirmative. At that time I discussed the mul-

tiple arc system alone; but there is another system

that seems to possess many merits which I wisli to

discuss novv. That tliere is a growing interest in

the double trolley system as a substitute for the

single trolley has for some time i^ast been mani-

fest, for electricians who a year ago would scout

the idea of the double trolley now speak of it as a

possibility at least, and treat the'subject not only

with respect, but with close attention when it is

brought to their notice.

In no way has this change of opinion been made
more manifest than by the reception which the

article in question received— it having been widely

copied either in full or in abstract both iu this

country and abroad. In my previous communi-
cation I stated that the double trolley would prob-

ably prove equally cheap to construct with the

single trolley if an approved eaitli return for the

latter were provided. I also quoted some court

records to show that the double trolley had the

advantage in economy of operation over the

single trolley, but admitted that there were in-

troduced by the former both mechanical

and electrical difficulties, especially where cross-

overs and turnouts were frequent, as in street

railroad centers, which largely counterbalanced

the advantages gained. In suburban districts,

however, where these complications did not arise,

I expressed my opinion that the double trolley was

superior to the single trolley.

The chief difficulty with the double trolley mul-

tiple arc system, aside from those due to crossovers

and turnouts, is the difficulty of insulation between

positive and negative wires. They must necessar-

ily be placed close together. In Cincinnati, the

distance between the two varies on diflferent lines

from 12 inches to 18 inches. Wherever a span wire

occurs it forms a possible path for the current from

positive to negative, whicli in wet or sleety

weather may become of comparatively low resist-

ance. Then, too, there is a possibility of creating

momentary short circuits due to the swaying of

the wires. Of course all such leakage increases

the drop at the end of the line, which is the bane

of the multiple arc system. It is to avoid this

drop that the feeder system is used, and it is this

very drop which limits the distance to which elec-

tric railroads may be extended. It is, however,

merely a question of copper as to what distances

current may be carried with a given drop, but the

expense attendant upon the use of sufficient cop-

per limits the distance for street raihvay currents

to perhaps eight miles, dependent, however, upon

the amount of current carried. Beyond this limit

it becomes cheaper to erect another station and

employ a duplicate set of employees than to add

sufficient copper to maintain the potential suffi-

ciently high to carry the required current further.

These are some of the objections to the multiple arc

system, whether it be single or double trolley, that

are admitted by all.

There is, however, another system of distribution

that possesses none of these objectionable features,

and which has peculiar merits of its own as well as

some demerits. I refer to the series system, which

is most familiarly exemplified in our arc light sys-

tems. In this the lamps are strung on the line

like beads on a string, the current passing succes-

sively from one lamp to another before returning

to the dynamo. The current in this case remains

constant whatever the load may be, the additional

energy required by an increase of load being sup-

plied by a corresponding increase of electro-motive

force instead of by an increase of current, as in the

multiple arc system, and no matter how long the

line or how great the load, provided the latter does

not exceed the capacity of the generator, there wil 1
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be absolutely no drop at the end of the line. This

is accomplished by an automatic increase of E. M.

F., corresponding to the automatic iacrease of cur-

rent which takes place with the parallel system.

Where arc lamps or other stationary translating

devices are operated by the constant current

method, they may, to use the previous analogy, be

strung along the whole circuit like beads on a

string. It may, therefore, be said in such cases to

be a single wire system—the wire which furnishes

current to one lamp extending to the nest, and so

on around the complete circuit. When adapted to

moving translating devices, however, such as street

oars, it becomes necessary to use two wires, the

current coming to the car on one wire, passing

through the motor to the other wire, thence by

that wire to the second car, through whose motor

it passes back to the first wire again, and so on to

the end of the route. This double wire arrange-

ment seems necessary m order that the cars may be

lun in series ; and for this reason the series system

of distribution for street cars is necessarily a double

trolley system. It, however, is much simpler elec-

trically than the multiple arc double trolley. The
line is divided into sections of any length desirable,

and since the two wires of each section are both at

the same potential, except when a car is on that

section, there can be no leakage from positive to

negative (if such an expression is proper here), how-

placed upon the wires, and when once placed could

not possibly by accident leave them.

In this way we would have a double trolley sys-

tem quite as simple as, and more efficient than, the

present single trolley. The action of the cars would
be entirely independent of the condition of the

track ; no electrolytic corrosion of the pipes would
be possible, and there would be no drop in poten-

tial however long the route or whatever the load,

provided, of course, the latter did not exceed the

capacity of the generators.

In addition to this we would enjoy other advan-

tages. The current remaining always constant,

the cooper that would be sufficient to operate one
car would also be sufficient to operate a dozen or

more cars with equal economy whether the dis-

tance were one mile or thirty.

In the multiple arc system, since the energy

transmitted varies as the current, copper sufficient

to supply the maximum demands must of course

be provided, but since this maximum demand is

always many times the mean demand it is impos-

sible to proportion the c )pper economically. On
the other hand, in the constant current (series)

system, the energy transmitted varies as the elec-

tromotive force, the most economical weight of

copper can be at once determined, and will

be entirely independent of either the load or the

distance. Hence we have a greater economy in

multiple arc system . Thus we have in the series

system greater economy of copper, greater econ-

omy in power-hou.se equipment, and greater econ-

omy in operation, a simpler trolley arrangement—
all these advantages with the additional one of

the total avoidance of electrolytic corrosion of the

water, gas and other pipes.

The series system of street car propulsion has,

however, come into disrepute on account of the

difficulties encountered—chiefly of an electrical

nature, and the failure of all attempts to operate

it successfully. The difficulties encountered are

exactlv of the .same kind as those encountered by

Mr. Charles F. Brush in his early attempts to

adapt the series system of distribution to arc

lamps.

It must be remembered that in this system each

translating device forms an integral part of the

circuit, so that the iriegularities of the various

translating devices are cumulative, the culmina-

tion in an arc light circuit, for instance, occurring

when one of the lamps for any reason failed to

conduct the current, This means a Ijreak in the

circuit, and since all the lamps are dependent upon

the continuity of this circuit, when it is broken all

are extinguished. But before such a culmination

is reached, any irregularity of a single lamp was
in the early days visited upon every other lamp,

and as each lamp was liable to have its own faults
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ever close together the two wires are placed. The
only chance for leakage across would be when the

section were occupied by a car and when thereby

a difference of potential was created. But such

leakage would only constitute a partial short cir •

cuit of that car, the leakage current passing around
that car and proceeding on with the remaining

current, unimpaired in volume, to the next car,

and so on until all were supplied, and then finding

its way back to the station by the return wire,

which might pass down another street. In this

system, therefore, whatever leakage there might
be between wires would not be lost energy, as in

the multiple arc system, but would join the main
current and go on to the next car.

The ability to place the two wires close together

— say three or four inches apart—removes many if

not all of the mechanical objections to the double
trolley. Whereas in the latter two distinct trolley

masts and wheels are necessary, each as liable to

get off the wire as the single trolley now in use,

only one mast is required in the series double trol-

ley system,and by giving the trolley wheel a section

somewhat resembling two cones with their bases

joined together so that the apexes of the double

conical wheel will extend up between the two
wires, it (the trolley) could be much more easily

copper. In the series system the station equip-

ment is complete with an ammeter, voltmeter and

line switch, and is thus far simpler and cheaper to

construct than the usual present equipment.

With this system the speed regulation of the car

is effected by rocking the brushes m one or the

other direction around the commutator, thus doing

away with all the losses due to commutated fields,

rheostat or series-parallel controller, and by re-

versing the brushes the motor may be converted

into a dynamo in series with the one at the power-

house, driven by the rriomentum of the car. At
the same time, the energy thus absorbed brings

the car to rest and is thrown onto the line for use

elsewhere instead of being frittered away in heat

on the brakeshoe, as is necessary in the multiple

arc system.

This is an advantage of extreme importance, for

by this means a car descending a grade may assist

all other cars on the line, and in extreme cases

might generate sufficient current to operate quite a

number of cars on a level or to haul a single car

up a lesser grade, entirely independent of the

power-house. This is not mere theory, but a dem-

onstrated fact. It is a feature that places the

economy of operation by series method far and

away in advance of anything possible with the

and had to suffer the faults of all the other lamps

at the same time, the number that could be oper-

ated on a single circuit satisfactorily even for the

pioneer days was exceedingly limited. The same
was, of course, the case with street cars operated

by this method when the system was in the same
stage of development.

If I recollect rightly. Brush found that three

was the maximum number of lights that he could

operate satisfactorily on one circ uit until he m
vented the automatic cutout, or bypath, which the

current might take in case of the disability of the

lamp. By this simple device it became possible to

operate any number of lamps desired on a single

circuit. Sixty-five lamps have until recently been

the ma.ximum number usually fed from one cir-

cuit, but the tendency now is to at least double

this number, and machines capable of operating

from 100 to 150 lamps are now being manufactured

and successfully operated.

The evolution of the series electric railway has

proceeded along exactly parallel lines. Up to

within recent date all experiments with the series

system have introduced the cars in circuit just as

Brush did his arc lamps in the early days—viz.

,

without an automatic cutout—md the result has

been the same—failure. Strangely enough, the
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maximum number of cars that could be thus oper-

ated was three. With a less number of cars the

system worked as well with cars as it did with

lamps. But if the trolley of one car got off the

wire the others were witnout current, and it was

impossible to operate roads having branches,

sidings or turnouts. These difficulties were, how-

ever, all remedied in the same way that Brush's

early difficulties were remedied, viz., by intro

ducing the automatic cutout.

Since the arc-light system was converted from

an impracticability to an unqualified success by

this simple means, I believe that series electric

the course of the currents as a car passes from
one feeder section to another operated by a sep-

arate dynamo. By this device the electromotive

force on any one section may readily be kept with-

in safe bounds.
* IP —

—

PENNSYLVANIA STREET RAILWAY LEGIS-
LATION.

JOINTS FOR GIRDER AND T-RAILS AND A
BOND ADAPTED TO EACH.*

BY JAMES M. PEICE.

PART II.

It is predicted that the next session of the Penn-
sylvania Legislature, which convenes in January,

1895, will witness a very bitter struggle for su-

premacy between steam railroads of the State and
electric railway interests. The latter will ask for

FEtDER SERIES SYSTEM—FEEDER TRANSITION.

traction has been likewise converted from the fail-

ure that it has been to a practicability by the same

means.

As stated in my previous communication, I be-

lieve that while there are many palliative recourses

open to the street railway companies, there is but

one radical remedy for electrolysis, and that is to

keep the current out of the ground. This of course

involves resort to the double trolley. Of the two

systems, the multiple arc and series the latter

seems to present so many advantages, not only as

to economy of installation and operation, butas to

the distances from the power-house to which cars

can be successfully operated, as to really leave

little if any choice as to which should be used.

In the series system referred to there is employed

what its inventor calls a feed %vire whose office

legislation favorable to them, and it will be on-

posed by steam roads as a matter of protection.

So far as known, says a financial paper, at present

electric railways will ask: first, for a law allowing

the consolidation of electric roads ; second, the

right of eminent domain, the same as now accord-

ed steam roads : and, third, the right to engage in

the transportation of general merchandise. The

consolidation feature, it will be remembered,

passed the last legislature, but was vetoed by

Governor Pattison. Messrs. Quay and Magee

both favored the bill, so that there is little doubt

it will receive more friendly treatment if General

Hastings is elected. Upon its becoming a law

several consolidations will at once be effected, be-

ginning with the Pittsburgh lines, in which Mr.

Magee is interested. The general movement for

The "Little Giant" joint is applicable to any T-

rail from 50 to 70 pounds in weight per yard, used
for steam traffic, or any weight of locomotive.

When the weight is from 75 to 100 pounds, the

"Eagle Joint," of the same general type, but

heavier, weighing without bolts usually from 32 lo

S5 pounds for the pair of joint plates, would be
recommended. The weight of the "Little Giant,"

for a 70-pound rail, is 22 pounds. Its tread upon
the cross-ties, counting in the rail embraced in its

jaws, is 8+ inches, for a rail 4^ or 4^ inches in

height and width. Its seat is, therefore, far more
secure upon the tie than that of any splice-bar

joint. The open work of its center permits this

joint to be fitted to any curve, from 38 feet radius

upwards; adapting it peculiarly to the needs of

electric roads.

The Price Bond.—In many towns and cities

the introduction of the trolley lines on the single

trolley system has been followed by great damage
to the metal of the water pipes and gas pipes ad-

jacent, and to the lead coverings of underground
wires and cables. Renewals of these pipes, etc.

have frequently been necessary in the same spot.

On looking over the field of street railway con-
struction, I have thus far seen no bond for the
transmission of the electric current from rail to

rail, which is not embedded in the earth, although
sufficient dampness may fairly be expected
throughout almost the entire year co make it the

vehicle for transmission of any waste of current to

adjacent pipes, etc. Meanwhile the conductivity of

a 9-mch rail, in iron, equivalent nearly to a rect-

angle of 1 inch by 9, should be met at every joint

by large use of copper, if it is hoped to induce the

current to pass without leakage. Assuming the

conductivity of copper to iron to be as 6 to 1, it

it is to feed into the trolley wires volts instead of

amperes. The arrangement of the trolley sections

M, M', and the so-called feeder .sections F, F', F"

,

are shown diagram) natically in Fig. 1. It will be

observed that the two trolley wires of each section

lap over the ends of the wires of the adjacent sec-

tions, and that these laps are staggered. There

are also short lengths of subsidiary wire, .5, S' ,S",

adjacent to one of these laps. The feeder wire,

FF F',iii also broken into sections terminating

in mercury cups which are electrically connected

by forks taking into them. These forks are actu-

ated by solenoids connected with the trolley and
Hubsidiary wires as shown, so that when a car is

on a given trolley section the feeder wire is broken

and the current compelled to take the circuitous

course indicated by the arrows through the motor
and around the break. This constitutes the au-

tomatic cut-out referred to, for should the trolley

get ofT the wiie the current which actuated the

Bolenoid would be broken, the fork would drop,

and the integrity of the circuit be renewed through

the cupfl.

In order to prevent too high a rise in potential

in long lines, the latter are divided into feeder

eectionH, each condisting of a number of trolley

sectioDB, and each operated by a separate dynamo
and feeder. Fig. 2 thows this arrangement and

FIG. 1. FEEDER SERIES SYSTEM.

legislation favorable to electric railways is yet,

however, in its incipiency ; but it is favored by
the managements of the various companies in

Pennsylvania, and a combination of these inter-

ests will, before the legislature convenes, be ef-

fected. It is almost certain to have the supporl of

members from the country districts, as the con-

struction of new electric lines through farming

lands cannot fail to enhance their value.

ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION TO
IN CLEVELAND.

MEET

The executive committee of the National Elec-

tric Light Association met at the Hotel Brtins-

wick, New York, on Tuesday evening last to de-

cide upon a place for the next convention. The
committee, alter some discussion,voted in favor of

Cleveland, 0.

Camden, N. J.— The Camden Horse Railroad Com-
pany started this we(k to oc|ui|) the North Fifth

street branch of its system. The poles and other

material have been distributed along the line, and
the work of stringing the wires will be pushed
rapidly. The line extends from the Market street

ferry to the Vine street ferry, by way of Penn,
North Fifth and State streets.

follows that, upon this method of bonding, the

aggregate section of such copper bonds, if to be

buried in the earth, should be about lA square

inches. I have been unable thus far to find any
single wii-e or triple which attains j: of a square

inch. That is, these bonds, with earth contact,

aggregate less than one-fifth the section of equiv-

alent conductivity of that of the rails. I think we
need go no further in the search for the cause of

this widespread damage and increasing danger.

Bonds are being laid by the mile, in length from

8 inches to 25 inches and 30 inches up to 40 inches,

of divers patterns and with contact with the rails

at their ends ranging from less than J to -|^„ of an
inch. All are embedded in the earth, and yet the

scientists assure us that i of a volt will under

conditions of dampness in the earth produce elec-

trolysis. Within a half-mile of where I sit, with

track used by a trolley line less than four months,

a waste of 3* volts has been measured.

To avoid this liability at the same time that we
offer a greatly improved construction of track, I

have devised a bond based upon new principles

and adapted particularly to the Price joints of

every pattern.

The Price bond, whether used with the Price

* See Part 1. in Stukbt Railway Gazette, Septembei
8, pago 08.
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joints or with any other, consists of a plate of

copper or its equivalent, placed against the rail

under the head, or embracing; the flanges where
two rails come together, and there held by severe

pressure,—and, with the Price jomts encased in

iron so as to exclude the earth and prohibit its con-

tact. This gives the "short haul." so much es-

So excellent, meanwhile, is the contact of the K
joint itself with the rails as first made, without
allowance of space for the copper within it, that
it is suspected that but few splice bar joints as

now laid, with various bonds attached to them,
equal in conductivity these joints as used without
copper connection.

widened as to receive the copper bond) with the
proper bonds inclosed. Elastic cement, as laid on
in roofing with a trowel, run around the edge of

the bond when pushed into place on the flanges,

before setting the joint plate in place and driving

it up, will atta:;h to the edges of the joint plate,

preventing the entrance of water.

INTERIOR OF LITTLt GIANT JOINT WITH BOND.

INTERIOR K-JOINT WITH BOND. LITTLE GIANT JOINT.

teemed in railroading. In other words, the electric

current is invited to take "the short cut" along the

surface of the rail flanges, assisted and protected

by joint-plates which largely add to the con-

ductivity of the bond, and without contact with
the earth to initiate electrolysis. As the jaw of the

joints has the pr.ictical efllect of a double inclined

plane when driven up with a sledge, it can be seen

how a "severe pressure" can be secirred. The pecu-
liar spiking, to the sides as well as the top of the

ties, accounts for its retention. While the contact

with the rail of any other bond which I have seen

is lass than 6i square inches, counting both ends of

it, I can attain, with proper sledging of these mal-
leable joints: for the Little Giant, 40 square inch-

es; for the K joinr, from .50 to 60 square inches of

contact, and we shall hold what we get.

As used with the K joint and with the Little

Giant joint this bond consists of a plate of copper,

bent into shape resembling a V in section, placed

upon the flanges of the two rails on each side, and

A recent test at the Drexel Institute, Philadel-

phia, has been made by Prof. Arthur J. Rowland,
of the bonds chiefly used in Philadelphia, placed

in the same current with the Price bond, encased

BROADWAY CABLE SYSTEM, NEW YORK.

The report was sent out from New York last

week that the Metropolitan Traction Company had

TEST IN THE SAME CDHEENT AT THE DREXEL INSTITUTE, OF VARIOUS BONDS, BY ARTHUR J. ROWLAND, PRO-
FESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

(General Mesultn.)

A. The Price bond
('. The Johnston bor.d
E. The Interlaced (3-wire i

n. TheTeohnic bond
B. The K joint, without copper.

Average
current
passing

(amneres).

200.

200V4.
200.

200.

20UJS.

Average
resistance
(Ohms).

.000042

.000142

.000119

.001017

.000059

Average
Watts
lost.

1.71
5.72
4.78
1 88
2.38

Average
horse power

lost.

."0229

.00767

.00613

.00252

.00319

Volts lost
per mile.

1.50
5.02
4.20
1.65
2.09

Watts lost
per mile
(I rail).

301
1,006

812
331
418

Horsepower
lost per mile

(1 rail).

.403
1.350
1.130
.443
.562

in cast-iron foot pieces, to hold the bonds to place,

one on each side of the two rails, and the K joint

without copper. I append the readings :

determined to abandon the cable system on its

Broadway line and would substitute an under-

ground electric system. Persons who are informed

PRICE BOND- JOINT WITHOUT COPPER JOHNSTON BOND

inclosed altogether within the jaws of these joints,

by driving up. As the jaw has the effect of a
double inclined plane, it will hold all it gets of

pressure, when spiked and bolted. It will be seen

that the copper is thus compressed firmly between
two stout surfaces of iron and steel, with large

and excellent contact wiih each. The electric cur-

rent is, therefore, not asked t® traverse a slender

(A). The Price bond on each side of the rails, en-
cased in a thin, gray casting, which cannot be
driven up. The castings have no contact with he
rails except through the bonds.

(A. J. Rowland examined the interior contact

of these bonds with the rails after the test, and
ascribes to them one-eighth of the entire contact

which can be had with these bonds).

regarding the cable system in New York promptly

discarded the report as incorrect, but the state-

ment was thoroughly believed in other quarters,

and was commented upon as an announcement of

considerable significance by some of the financial

journals. The incorrect report originated, without

a doubt, from the fact that the company is about

to install the Siemens & Halske conduit system on

copper rod, embedded in the earth, and with a

very small contact at either end with the rail. It

is also not exposed to the danger of electrolysis

from the action of the salts of the damp earth,

under the influence of a steady current of elec-

tricity, upon the copper of the bond and the iron

of the rail at their point of junction. Neither is

it so placed as to become a source of damage to

the adjacent water and gas mains and supply pipes

in the towns and cities. A recent test of this bond
in comparison with others, each without its joint

plates, will be found of interest.

D TECHNIC BOND—E INTERLACED BOND.

(B). Joint K without any copper, the pieces of

rail and the joint plates alike rusty, before driving

up; without cleaning.
(C). The Johnston bond, attached to the rails by

the Car Equipment Company, f^ of an inch thick

and 27+ inches from insertion to insertion.

(D). Xhe Technic bond, furnished set up by
Pepper & Register; -^4 thick, and about 81 inches
from insertion to insertion.

(E). The interlaced or three-wire bond, furnished
set up by Pepper & Register. No. wire, the
three averaging 30| inches in length.

A further test will follow, including the K joint

and The Little Giant joint (each with its jaw so

the Lenox avenue line. If the experiment is suc-

cessful and meets the expectations of the company
the system will be introduced on other lines, but

not in any place as a substitute for the cable.

President Vreeland, of the Metropolitan Traction

Company, speaks of the cable system as follows :

" There is no system of motive power in exist-

ence that we can use on our cable lines that is as
cheap or as serviceable as the cable, and conse-
quently we have no idea of changing it. Where
traffic is light or moderately heavy, electricity is

all right ; but when you are called upon to handle
such an enormous traffic as exists along our Broad-
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way line the cable is Wif [ww ir. The Siemens sys-
tem of underjiround irplley has yet to demoDsirate
its value, and we will give it an exhaustive test so
as to show its worth in &11 kinds of weather and
under all conditions. If satisfactory, as we lielieve

it will be from what we have already seen of its

operation, we shall equip our new up-towu lines

with it : but we have no idea in substituting it for

our present cable system,"

WILSON ATJTOMATIC SWITCH.

A patent has just been issued toCiiarles F. Wil-

son, of Brooklyn, on the improved street railway

switch, which is represented in the accompanying
illustrations. The mechanism by which tlieswitch

is Ofierated from the approaching car is simple but

effective. The construction is such that there is

no liability that the parti will be injured by street

traffic. Fig. 1 sho«-s how the mechanism oper-

ates the switch. To the iKxIy or platform of the

car is fixed an 0|>eraling arm which may be low-

ered or raised by the motorman or gripman. If

when the car approaches tlieswitch the motjrman
wishes to 0|>erate it. he drops the operating arm.
When the car wheel engages the bearing piece, as

is shown in Fig. 1, the latter is depressed and a

lever is thrown up in front of the operating arm,
Bjr means of a connecting rod and crosshead the

the audience is entirely ignorant, both of the
nomenclature and pnnciples of applied electricity,
but is anxious to gain a foothold, as it were on
the science. To this end lie has avoided the use of
all technical terms except such as necessarily form
the very alphabet of the science and these have
Iteen met boldly. The principle being followed.
however, of lirst explainin;; by simple experiments,
such as are readily nithiu the scope of a child of
1.5 years, the phenomena themselves and then as-
signing to the phenomena their proper names.

lu the study of a new language, a new science
or a new branch of mathematics, it is the first

priociples that are almost always the most difficult

to acquire. Few of us probably recall the task it

was for us to learn the alphabet of our own lan-
guage. More of us will ri'meinber the difficulty
experienced in iiciiuinns the inultiplicatio \ table,
and all who have pursued the higher mathematics
will remember how, after iiassing through algebra,
ceometry and trigonometry, they were perplexed
hy the very rudiments of the differential calculus.
As each Slop was taken the mind had to be pre-

to come into more or less general use, but which
are not now generally known to the lay public.
Thus far it IS believed that the book"will be of

service to others than niotorni'^u—that it will be of
interest to the large class of inielligent Americans
who desire to acquire a somewhat definite knowl-
edge of this mysterious agent that they see work-
ing around them daily—who wish to know some-
thing more definite of electricity, either with the
vien- of taking up its study more systematically in
the future, or for the purpose solely of getting a
more intelligent idea of its workings.
The last part of the work is devoted to directions

for the c.ire of street-railway motors, the detection
and remedy and prevention of their faults. These
suggestions come from a most extended and varied
practice, iiaf of the author's alone, but of other
engineers, and of the manufacturers of the motors
themselves. This portion of the book is cspicially
intended for those whose business it is to handle
the motors. The author hopes that this porlion of
the book will be found particularly useful to those
for whom it is intended, by reason of the fact that

'-ism

1 AND 2 WILSON AUTOMATIC TRACK SWITCH. METHOD OF TURNING SWITCH TONGUE.
MAIN TRACK AND SWITCH WITH OPERATING MECHANISM,

switch tongue is then thrown. When it is not

desired to o|>erate the switch the operating arm is

not lowered. Dicn the switch tongue is not movi d,

for H-hilelhu lever is lifted when the l)earing piece

U depressed, it does not strike the ojierating arm.
After the iiwitch has lieen turned it is reseated

in it* uriKinal position by the action which takes

place when the car wheel strikes the second bear-

foK piece in the box at the left.

Thi»lj«irinK piece IsHimiliir to that in the box at

the right with rcjiinded surface, no that it can be

gradually deprSHwd by the wheel.

Ki({. 2 iih'iwii a plan view of a portion of a main
track and iiwitch with the Ixjxes at tin- side of the

track containinK (be nwil'h opi-ruting mechanixm.

ELECTRIC MOTORS: 1 HEIR CONSTRUCTI JN,
OPEBATIOM AJJD MAINTENANCE.

The appended extract from iheprefoce to " E'cc-

tfic Mc>t/>ni : Their (>>ni<lruclion, Opemtion and
Malnt<-nanre," by Ni-Imiu W. I'erry, E. .M., will

(jirc M>fne«lial of an idea of the kcoik; of the

work and of the manner In which the InpicK are
trealnl. The Ufjk, which wilIU- pilblinlied by lliu

»T1iri!7 t{«ll,W4V liAZKTTI'.. Will In- re.nly for de-
litrerjr l.jf Oct. I. The rolniMi- will cunluin iilxMlt

2S0 rUmAj printed |iaKe«, and will in- profUM'ly

illu*lrale<l. Ii will Ik- iK.iind In stiff cloth covent
of a UM rtmreDiunl lor carryiDK in the pocket.
The bonk will hn mailed lo any addrc^ on receipt

of It.

T( ,,.,!

•» .. I,,.-

ilid IX-
that of

. .. ^- M.-fi«

rv
I.'d

">•

to

iiiat

pared for the new study by means of analogies

which, though never exactlv true, enabled the

mind to grasp ideas approximately correct only,

but which served as stepping stones to other ideas

which approached more nearly the truth. In this

work free use has been made of analogv, but by
extending the analogies over a somewhat extended
range, and by making use of some which are be-

lieved to lie liew, it is thought that the ideas incul-

cated iiy them will be as free from error as is

possible under such circuin-itaiices.

The author Ins insisted upon a full uiiderstand-

ingof Ohm's law—the fundamental law of the How
of currents—as a prcrequi-ilc to a farther iinder-

Htanding of the subject. This law. however, is

not sprung at once upon the student, but is led up
toby the seriei of simple and inexpensive experi-

ments iM'fore referred to, in the perlormance of

which the student at last linds biiiiself surprised

I hat 111' has not only practiially worked out for

hiriiw'If. but has ariiiallv lonslriictcd an elenien-

liiry ilynamo and motor lor li;iiis(?lf . togi lliiT with

inHiruiiients for iiieaKuring ilectrical <-urienl«. The
law in then enunciated and further illustialed by
a numlK'r of i^oiicri'le ex'impli h involving only tlii"

hiiniilcHt niatlieiiiaticH, but at the riime lime prac-

ticiilly covering every problem in electrical dislri-

billion bv direct current tliat the electrician is

i-ver likely lo Ijc called upon to solve. Tliei-xireme

Hiinplicily of thene operalioIiK-all ih'pi'iiding upon
OIiiii'h law— will iloubtlcHH be a revelaliini to iliOHt

of lliiiiu' for wlioiii this I mill is inleiidi'd.

Till- dyniiiiio iinil iiiolor aic tieiiled jib one and
the Kami' iiiarliine. iih iIhv riMlly are, and It is

hliown lliiil they all, of wbitever type, aii' built

UfKin exactly the wiini- priii> iplex, and tlieHC arc
ixplriiiied andili'veliipi'd from Ibenlmplesl foriUHby

the aid of iiiiiiK'roiix ruin iiii<l diii;;iiimi' leading up
lo the lliiiHlii'd innlli|Kilar iiKuhmi' ol to day. The
intrlcucii'n and reilnemenin of the cnm))leted ma
chlniti are, however, avojilcil iih leiidliiu in a JKiok

of the M'o|H- of tbln mii' lo iiinlenlriibli' confiiHioii.

flu- Iheiiry and iiiflhodi. •,! ipii-d cmlrol of riill-

wiiy moiorn ari* iieal<'rl in :m ('(iiiiprclieiihive man-
ner UN Kceini'd ili-Hlralile— lie aim being iiIwhvh l<i

e«p|.iifi iIk' why anil whet' loiiMif a given arrange-
niinl. ral'iiT llinii lo dewnlti in full ii i.piNit|i> de.

vice. Following lbi« loiini ii brief diwripiioii of

the newer eU-clric railway i.yileins which proniiM-

he has endeavored in the earlier chapters to so lead

up to the subject, that the reason for the variou.s

rules and precautions laid down will be apparent
at once to the iiiolormaii. and that they will thus
appeal to his intelligence much more strongly than
they could if given empirically.

^^
FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.

Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

{Ffoui Our Willi SIrccI ('orrcspoiiitciit.)

The feaUire of the local market for street railway
stock and bond issues during the week ending
Sept. 1'-' has been the sudden augiiienlation of the

iiivestmenl deniaiul for bonds of local street rail-

way companies. It has frei'ly been predicted in

these columns in )irevious comiiiunications that

tlie first class of securities to pariieipate in any de-
cided buying iiiovfiiieiil woiil. I lie slieit railway
bonds, by reason ol the r('|>iil:ilion. slabilily and
.security ihey have acquired with recent years or

even moiitliH. Now that the big aiiiounis of money
that lay idle pending the si'lllenient of the much-
vexed i.'irill" ipiestioii are seeking iiivestiiieiil

coiiM qiieiit upon the revival ol luisiin ss ipiii'kly

following upon the reiiioval of this ilisliirbing out-

side inltuence, the demand for street railway is-

Mlies has ili'Veloped very large iiroportioiis, and
threatens now to soon lodeph'te all brokern'stocks.

Ah a consecinence of this active buying prices

have Iwen put way up ; in some eases iioiu' heller

have ever been iciorded. l''or instance. Itlc'ccker

hireel 7h of IIIIKI are qiloleil al 1 K'}. the highest

[irice known in years AKiiin. ('eiitial ("rosstown
IIh of ll);.>3 ale i|U<ited al I'JII bill. I'JU asked, the

highest prices ever known to be paid for these

boiids. Tiien any number of Itmadway Consoli-

dali'd .'m are leiiig disposed aniuml I Ml, al a rale

that will hooM make llie supply tar uneipial to the

demand. TlieMC are exampli's of the good thai the

revival of trade is doing for the street railway

HCCurilliM iiiarkei .

Among nliares Ninlli Aveniii' has displayed iin-

iiHUal iiclivily. and many buying orders have put
the price up io I'lO. Il is hard to see what attrac-

tion till' HloeU olfrrs al that llguie, as iil ITid it will

net the puri'hawr 1ik» than !M per cent, on bis In-

vcjilmont, very liltle whi-n I'ompared with the
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returns to be had on many other local street
railway stocks. It may be that the present
purchasers are looking for increased profits

when the cable starts running. This is

promised at an early date. The roadbed is all

completed, and horse cars are temporarily run-
ning over the entire route. If the experience of
other cable roads in New York proves anything,
then there is big money ahead for Ninth Avenue,
and people who can afford to wait are justified in
buv ing the stock at present high prices. But to
buy in hope of any immediate appreciation of val-

ues is futile.

Third Avenue has moved up to 187, just why is

hard to tell, except that the stock is disposed to
participate in the general strength current news
regarding the company is hardly favorable. Mr.
John D. Crimmins has begun on his own hook the
laying of tracks on St. Nicholas avenue on tbe
proposed extension of the Metropolitan Traction
Company without waiting for any Aldermanic
decision on the fight with the Third Avenue Rail-
road CoQipany, and the confidence with which he
is going ahead means practically that the whole
matter is already out and dried, and that the Met-
ropolitan Traction Cempany will get all it asks for
to the discomfiture of the Third Avenue people.
Such is the general opinion.
The outlook is encouraging, and there is appar-

ently big money ahead in all locally dealt in street
railway issues.

Financial Notes.

Rumored Consolidation in Philadelphia.—The
Philadelphia Stockholder says : The Street was
considerably excited yesterday over reports con-
necting the Electric and People's Traction com-
panies In a deal having for its purpose the con-
solidation of the two interests into a single system.
One report had it that the People's company was
to absorb the Electric, while another was to the
effect that the latter was to absorb the former.
Following these reports came confirmations and
contradictions of them, and before the business
day had ended the public was unable to know
just what to believe. The StockJtolder made a
careful canvass of the situation, with this result

:

A consolidation of the two companies has been dis-

cussed by some of the directors of both concerns.
In a measure it was informal, and vrhile nothing
definite has been decided upon, it was admitted
that a consolidaiion was not unlikely.

Syracuse Road Sold.—The property of the Syra-
cuse, Eastwood Heights & De Wilt Railroad Com-
pany, estimated to be worth about ,|;3.5.000, was
sold for $350 at the sale of Receiver Charles G.
Baldwin in the corridors of the Courthouse last

Saturday. C. D. Beetle as trustee, was the pur-
chaser. Mr. Beebe represented the newly incor-
porated company, the Syracuse & East Side Rail-
road Company, which has compromised with the
creditors of the old road. The property of the road
consists of the tracks, trolleys, right of way, cars,
machinery, tools and real estate. The action on
which the sale was made was that of Edward H.
Jones et al. against the company.
Sale of the Detroit Lines.—The sale of the De-

troit Citizens' lines was noted in the last issue of
the Street Railway Gazette. It is reported
that 6,0 15 shares were purchased by Thomas Nevins
at 7.'). He turned over the shares to R. T. Wilson
& Co. at a slight advance. The officers and direc-
tors of the new company are: Maj. J. M. Ed-
wards, of New York, president: M.W. O'Brien,
vice-president ; R. T. Wilson, treasurer : D. M.
Ferry, John C. Donnelly. R. T. Wilson, M. W.
O'Brien, Cameron Currie, Maj. J. M. Edwards and
F. R. Pembertou, directors.

Earnings of the Broadway Road, New York.—
President VreeJaud, of the Metropolitan Traction
Company, is quoted as saying in regard to the
Broadway road earnings :

" They have shown im-
provement throughout the summer, and since the
first of September the increase has been more
marked. In fact, we are doing 10 per cent, more
business now than we did in July and August.
These months are the dullest in the year for us.
Our busiest season is in the winter montlis, and
our earnings will unquestionably improve from this
time forward."

Denver Cable Company.—The Central Trust Com-
pany of Nesv York filed a bill in the United States
Court this week asking for an order for the sale
of the property of the Denver Cable Company,
which has defaulted in the payment of interest on
mortgages aggi-egating about §1,500,000, and the
appointment of a new receiver pending such sale.
The property is now in the hands of W. E. Ran-
dolph, appointed receiver a year ago. He was
formerly manager of the road.

San Mateo Road (Cal.) Receivership.—In his re-
port to the Superior Court Receiver Sanford Ben-
nett, of the San Mateo Electric Railway, states
that during June the receipts of the road were
§18,694, and during July $19,499. The expenses
during these months were respectively |16,353 and

$16,148. Since the receiver has been in charge o^
the road the expensf s have been reduced |75 per
day.

Brooklyn Bridge Fares.—The proposition that
fares on the Brooklyn Bridge be reduced to two
cents has been tabled. The majority of the trus-
tees are opposed to any change from the two-for-
tive plan. The railroad receipts for August were
$81,084.0a, which is $3,774.05 less than the corre-
sponding month last year.

Sale of Oswego (N. Y.) Railway.—The Oswego
Electric Street Railroad was sold last week. Tiie
name of the purchaser was not made public, but
the buyer is said to be the General Electric Com-
pany of New York, which holds a mortgage cf
1110.000 on the plant.

North Shore Electric, Chicago.—The gross re-
ceipts of the North Shore Street Railway Company
were about $30,000 during August. The operating
expenses were about 45 per cent.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Clinton, la.—The Electric Railway & Park Com-

pany h.as filed articles of incorporation. The in-

corporators are: C. C. Coan, E. C. Walsh. A. L.
Stone, M. A. Walsh, J. W. Walsh and A. L.
Schuyler The officers for the ensuing year are:
President, E. C. Walsh; Vice-President, D. Lao-
gan; Secretary, C. C. Coan ; Treasurer, A . L. Stone;
Directors, E. C. Walsh. C. C. Coan, J. P. Calnan,
J K. Sweney, M. A. Walsh, A. L. Stone, George
T. Baker, William Calnan, D. Langan. Murray
Haywood, A. L. Schuyler and J. W. Walsh. The
purpose of the company is to construct an electric
railway from Main street, Lvons, to Joyce's Park.
The capital stock is 850,000. It is expected the
w^ork will commence at once.

Waukesha, Wis.—The Pewaukee Beacli Railway
Company has been formed with .f75.000 capital
stock by A. M. Jones, T. E. Ryan, W. P. Sawyer,
Geo. B, Harris and P. J. Buckley. The company
proposes to build an electric railway from Wauke-
sha to Pewaukee.

Lancaster, Pa.—The Lancaster & Susquehanna
Railway Company has b<"en incorporated. The
capital stock is #100,000. The promoters are Jno.
S. Gray hill, Lancaster, Pa.; Wm. B. Given, Col-
umbia. Pa.; Hoiace L. Haldeman, Chickies, Pa.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago, Oak Park & Harlem
Street Railway Company has been organized with
a capital siook of l.'iO.OOO, The promoters are Juo.
C. Schumacher. Jr.. Frank Troost, Henry O. Schu-
macher, Jno. Gnaedinger. GustavA. Pudewa.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Reading, Pa.—Philadelphia capitalists have been

negotiating for the past few days for the purchase
of the franchise of the Perkioraen Turnpike Com-
pany from Reading to Pottstown. The matter is

now in the hands of the Executive Committee

—

Wm. Arnold, of R' ading; D. B. Mauger, of Doug-
lassville, and F. M. Hobson, of CollegeviUe—and it

is probable that the purchase will be consummated
m a few days. A leading stockholder said :

•' The turnpike company is willing to sell out at
par. It is capitalized at §81,000." As to the object
of the purchase, one of the interested parties said :

"I understand that this is but another step toward
a through electric railroad from Philadelphia to

the coal regions. You know Philadelphia capital-

ists already control the electric railroads in Fotts-
ville and Schuylkill County: they also control the
electric railroads from Philadelphia to Norristown,
and will soon run through to Royersford and Potts-
town. It is only a question of a short time when
they will run up from Pottstown to Reading, and
thence north to the coal regions."

Peekskill, N. Y.—A company is being formed to
build an electric trolley railroad through the prin-
cipal streets of the village. The road will probably
connect with Lake Mohegan, a favorite resort sev-
eral miles out of town, and with the State Camp
of Instruction, The men interested have ample
capital. The directors are Charles E. Hammond,
Dr. J. N. Tilden, T. D. Husted, J. W. Westbrook,
Henrv L. Armstrong, of Peekskill; A. E. Beach,
E. B."Gallaher, G. D. Hiscox and B. J. Rogers, of
New York. They have already purchased property
for a power house and car sheds.

Aurora, III.—The residents of North View street
have petitioned for a writ of mandamus to compel
the Aurora Street Railway Company to operate
its View street car line, which it abandoned last

month. The residents claim that by permitting
the company to lay its tracks on View street it

acquired a right which it is bound to respect.
They also claim that in consideration of 30 lots

the ccimpany entered into an agreement to run its

cars up View street to a certain n al estate addi-
tion.

Pottsville, Pa.—At a special meeting last Tues-
day of the Town Council of St. Clair, the
franchise of the streets of that town was given to

the Pottsville Traction Company, which will build

an electric road from Pottsville to St. Clair and
over Broad Mniintain to Gilberton, connecting
with the network of trolley roads that are now in
operation between Mahanoy City, Ashland. Snen-
andoah and Girardville. The road is to be finished
to St. Clair in 90 days.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—During the storm on Sept. 10 a
large part of ihe ironwork on the new power
house of the Nassau Electric Railroad, at the foot
of Thirty-ninth street, was blown down. The
workmen had all taken their departure before the
accident occurred and the watchmen were at the
other side of the building. The damage was esti-
mated at §8,000.

Indianapolis, Ind.—By an explosion of natural
gas on Aug. 31 the West Washington street power-
house of the Citizens' Street Railway Company
was damaged to the extent of !{;30,000. Engineer
Egan and Fireman J. H. Gallagher were struck
by flying missiles and painfully, but not fatally,
injured.

Tarrytown, N. Y.—Application has been made to
the highway commissioners of the town of Green-
burg by the White Plains, Elmsford & New York
Rarlroad Company for the right to construct an
electric railn .ad on the Tarrvtown and While Plains
road from White Plains to Elmsford.

Des Moines, la.—An action was recently in-
stituted against the Des Moines Street Railway
Company to annul its charter. The suit is brought
by the city. It is alleged that the company has not
performed certain acts prescribed by its franchises
from the city.

Toledo, 0.—The Toledo Electric Street Railway
Company has decided to extend its asylum line
over to Maumce and is now securing right of way
to that town. This will give Toledo two lines to
Peirysburg and Maumee.

Somerville, Pa.—After two months of bitter
fighitmg the Board of Commissioners of Somerville
has granted the right of way through the main
street of the town to the New York & Philadelphia
Traction Company.

Doylestown, Pa.—After considering the matter
several weeks the Doylestown City Council has
voted to grant a franchise for an electric railway
to the Bucks County Railway Company.

Baltimore, Md.—Work was begun on the Balti-
more, Middle River & Sparrows Point Railroad
last wefk. Several hundred invited guests were
pre.=ent when the ground was broken.

Kansas City, Mo.—Superintendent J. C. Klein,
cf the Elevated Street Railway Company, is
causing extensive repairs to be made on all the
branches of the system.

Newark, N. i.—Two experts have been employed
to d'-teriiiine the damage to buried pipes caused
by the action of electric currents leaking from
street railway circuits.

Lewiston, Me.—Electric cars are now in regular
operation. The electric railway was opened on
Aug. 31.

Omaha, Neb.—The Dodge street cable road is to
be converted into an electric line.

PERSONALS.
Mr. A. A. Wilson, vice-president of the Metropol-

itan Street Railway Company, of Washington, has
been acting as president since the death of Mr.
Wm. J. Stephenson. A number of names have
been mentioned in connection with this vacancy,
and among these is that of Samuel Phillip.'. He is

one of the large stockholders of the road, and, as
is well known, has had large experience in the
management of street railroads. He was for some
time president of the Washington & Georgetown
Railroad.

Mr. David W. Dunn has resigned his position with
the Beggs Machinery Company, of New York, to
accept a position with the Fort Wayne Electric
Corporation. He will be connected with the Bos-
ton office, 17 Federal street, under the watchful
care of Mr. E. L Garfield.

Mr. F. P. Little, of the F. P. Little Electric Con-
struction and Supply Company, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
was in New York a short time this week and left
for a much needed rest and vacation in the Jersey
woods, near Sparta.

TRADE NOTES.
E. W. Bliss &. Co.'s European business has been

very large, as they have shipped to Switzerland
within the last two months a special watchmakers'
drop hammer and several punching presses fitted
with sub-presses for watchwork, also a No. 1^
toggle drawing dress. ' A large shipment has been
made to Germany, to one of the largest clock-
making concerns in the world, of tools and ma- ,

chinery for the manufacture of clocks and their
cases. France has received a large shipment of
tools for the making of granite enameled ware
and kitchen utensils. Several watch factories have
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also been supplied with tools. Austria has
not been behind the others, as it has received a
No. 1+ and No. 3+ toggle drawing press and Nos.

18, 19, 20 and 21 adjustable power presses and
Nos. 38i and 39 power presses with a number of

dies, and a No. 161 double action press with dies

add special feed for making primers. A large im-
proved automatic perforating press is now nearly
completed and will be shipped to En^^land for the

manufacture of perforated metals up to 50 inches

in width. This speaks well for American tool? in

competition with those of foreign make, and the

firm is greatly encouraged in this direction.

Mather Company's Motors.—In a recent test made
by a (irospective purchaser of a 3 H. P. Manchester
type motor, built by the Mather Electric Company,
of Manchester. Conn., it is stated the phenomenal
eiHciency of 92 per cent, was obtained. Manufac-
lui-ers of electric motors as a rule claim from 80 to

85 per cent, efficiency for their motors, and the

Mather Electric Company determined to bend

every effort toward turning out a motor of far
greater efficiency. The general design of the well
known Manchester type was followed, and mica
insulation was used exclusively. The l:elds are of
cast steel, while the base, sub-base, etc., are of
cast iron, with the result, as the company states,

that the motor is much lighter for the output than
any motor on the market. The armature shaft is

very large in diameter, doing entirely away with
sprmgingof the shaft. This motor hasbeen thor-
oughly tried, and has given great satisfaction.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company calls atten-
tion to the superior service and fast schedule in

effect by its lines between New York and Atlanta.
Reduced rates have been made for those intending
to visit Atlanta to attend the American Street
Railway Convention,Oct. 17 to 20, and special cars
will be assigned for their accommodation leaving
New York Oct. 15. Information can be ob-
tained from Samuel Carpenter, Eastern Passenger
Agent, 1196 Broadway, New York.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,

Conn., is building a large addition to the machine
shops of Henry R. Worthington, at Brooklyn, N.
Y. The same company has received the contract
for an annealing room building for the Naugatuck
Malleable Iron Company, at Naugatuck, Conn.
The building is 94 feet wide and 175 feet long, with
brick walls and iron root trusses covered with cor-
rugated iron.

J. Holt Gates, 1139 and 1140 Monadnock Build-

ing, Chicago, III., general Western agent for the
Mather Electric Company, is prepared to furnish
complete estimates on all kinds of electrical trans
mission, including mining, factory and railway
work.

Jenney Electric Motor Company, of Indianapolis,

has decided to move its works to Springfield, O.
The Board of Trade in the latter place made the
company an offer of a cash bonus if it would re-

move its plant to Springfield.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
U. S. Patents Issued Aug. 28, 1894.

525,336. Conti-olliiigBcvite for Elf-ctrlc Rail-
ivay Cars; William H. Conrad, Lebanon, Pa., Assign-
or of t\vo-i.birds to Jacob M. Shen'rf: and William P.
C iJdren, same place. Filed Jan. 8,1894. The shaft la

provided with means for turning on and off the current
and a lev^oluble sleeve is secured to it, A ratchet

No. 525,336.

wheel is secured to the aleeve. A pawl is provided and
there is an arm on the abaft to release the pawl and a
brake-chain attached to the sleeve. (See illustration.)

525.353. Dynamo-electiic Machine; James F.
McElrov, Albany, N. Y., Assignor to the Consolidated
Car Heatine Company, Wheeliner. W.Va. Filed Jan. 10,

1891. A series of electro-maKuets is secured within the
annular dynamo frame and is provided witn radially in-

ward extending corps placed at equal distances apart, A
magnetizing circuit connects the coils of the alternate
magnets and forms alternate positive and negative field

magnets, and a generating circua connects the coils of
the intermediate magnets. \ series of magnetically
insulated armatures is mounted upon a revolving shaft,

and each is provided with two radially extending poles
corresponding in size with the poles of the electro-
magnets adapted to magnetically connect the poles of
two adjacent magnets simultaneously in all the
armatures.

525.354. Electrieal-Curreiit Director ; James F.
McKlroy, Albany.N.Y.. Assignor to the Consolidated Car
Heating Compp.ny. Wheeling, W. Va. Filed Julyl. 1891.

This Is a method of producing direct from alternating
currents, and consists in directing the alternating cur-
rent through separate opnositely extending branches of

the alternating current circuit and creating an opposing

No. 525,390.

resistance alternately at opposite points of the branches
and finally directing the current from one branch
through a main line circuit and back through the other
branch.

525,H90. Sleam-Tiirblnc Dyuamo ; James F.
McB^Iroy, Albany, N. Y., Assignor to the Consolidated

Car-Heating Comuany, Wheeling, W, Va. Filed Dec. 19.

1893. The fourth claim reads as follows: " 4. In a steam
turbine dynamo, the combination of a hallow hasp, an
elecrro-magnet mounted thereon vertically on its axis
and forming a field of force concentric with said axis,
an armature, an amature hhaft flexibly carrying said
armature io its vertical axis of rotation, a bearing for
the upper end of said shaft and a steam tiirbine
mounted in the hollow base a"d having the shaft, of its

rotating steam wheel united with the armature shaft.'
(See illustrntion.)

525,394. roiUroller for Electric or Otlier
motors; Elmer A. Sperry. Cleveland, O., Assignor to
the Sperry Electric Hallway Comoany, of Ohio. Filed
July 21, 1891. Means are connected with the operating
handle for varying the electric conductivity ot the cir-
cuit. There is another and separate operating handle
and means al^o connected wii h it for varying the con-
ductivity of an electric circuit, each handle having a
zone or uosilion known as its critical position. The
arrangement is such that by manipulation of either
handle to or from such critical position the conductiv-

ity is gradually increased or decreased. There are
interlocking devices "between the handles whereby
either is locked when the other is out of said critical
position.

525,395. S>pteni and Apparatas for Control of
Elecirie lUacltines; Elmer A. Sperry, Cleveland,
0., Assignor to the Sperry Klectric Railway Company
of Ohio. Filed July 24, 1894. Means are provided for
gradually increasing the current in the motor circuit
from up to some predetermined point, and for then de-
creasing the counter electromotive force at constant
speed of ^uch motor and simultaneously decreasing the
current flowing in the motor circuit as compared with
that flowing pri'vinus to said change in the counter
electromotive force, and means whereby the current in
the motor circuit may be gradually increased from this
point. (See illustration.)

525,480. Electric KalUiav System; Francis B.
Badt, Chicago, IH. Filed Oct 22, 1892 A motor trans-
former on the car is adapted to be operated by an ex-
ternal multiphase supply ci-cuit, one or more direct

No. 525,505.

current motors are attached or geared to the vehicle
axle or axles. Devices are provided to make or break
the circuit to the direct current motor and to regulate
the speed^of the motor, and devices located in the cir-
cuit connecting the transformer to the direct current
motor or motors.

525,505. Electroi»a{>rnetfc Car-Brake; Robert
T. Mi-rray and Charles M. Allen, San Francisco, Cal.
Filed Oct. 2i, 1892. The brake consists of vertically
moving brakeshoes adapted to form contact with the
line of rails, and an electromagnet which carries the
brakeshoes and moves with them. Independent coils
surround the core of the magnet, said coils being con-
nected in series, and with switch plates arranged about
a center. A lever is pivoted at this centfir and is mov-
able to make connection between the various pairs of
plates whereby the power of tlie magnet is increased,
diminished or destroyed. (Sec illustration.)

525,516. Car Pender; Thomas Ross, Westerly, R. I.
Filed March 8, 1891. The fenrier is composed of an up-
right member and a p'lot member pivotally secured
together, each being formed of strips of spring metal,
the strips of the upright member curping over at the
top and being furnished with roller bearings at their
ends.

525,523. ElectroinasiiPtic Tractile Device;
Charles M. Allen, San Francisco. Cal., A signer of one-
half to' Robert T. Murray, same pUice. Filed Aug. 22,
189.?. The device consists of an electromagnet or
magnets vertically movable toward ana from the rails,
movable inclined planes engaging the magnet or
magnets for raising thom, the latter bfiing depressed by
gravitation, or attraction when energiziid. (See illus-
tration.)

525,533. Car Brake; Edward Cliff, Newark. N. J.
Filed April 2, 1891. A pair of toggle arms is pivoted to

No. 595.523.

each end of the hrakebeam and a' brakeshoe on the end
of each of the said toggle arms, suitable means being
provided at each end of the car to raise the brakebeam
to apply the shoes to the wheels.

525,539. Conduit Electric Railway System;
Oscar A. Enholm, New York, N Y.. Assignor to W.
Dean Smith, same place. Filed April 17, 1894. The
system comprises a main conductor, an auxiliary con-
ductor composed of separate or insulated sections and
switch mechanisms for connecting said sections with
said main conductor. The switch mechanisms com-
prise contacts connected with the conductor sections,
and a contact is connected with the main conductor.
There is a movable contact tor closing the circuit be-
tween the main conductor and two conductor sections.
A crank or arm is connected with said movable contact
and another crank or arm is operated conjointly with
the first mentioned crank or arm. There is a lever or
arm for actuating the cranks, and rods connecting
the opposing cranks of succeeding switch mechanisms
whereby when one switch is operated to close the circuit,
another switch will be operated to break the circuit
through it. (See illustration.)

525,590. Street Car Truck; Ferdinand E. Cauda,
NewYork. N. Y. Filed Feb. 1, 1894. The supporting
spring comprises an elliptic spring and a coil spring
located one above the other. A follower is arranged on
top of the upper spring and is adapted to rest on the
lower spring wh<=n the upper spring is compressed to its

full capacity. There is a hollow vertical column stand
in which the follower has guided movement.

525.592, Car Fender; Henry W. Eaton, New York,
N. Y. Filed Feb. 24. 1894. The frame is adapted to pro-
ject in front of a car, and has an upwardly extending
netted or covered frame hinged at its lower edge to the
front end of the first frame to swing rearwardly and.

No. 525,539.

downwardly when struck, means are provided for pre^
venting the frame from swmging forwardly and down-
wardly, and a net extends from the hinged edge of the
upwardly projecting frame over the first frame, and is-

provided with means for connecting it to the front of
the car.

525,598. Orerliead SwItcU lor Trolley "Wires;,
Hugh M. Greenwood, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 1^.

1893. One of the wire arms is adjustably connected,
whereby its position can be shifted to adapt it to the;
wires of the trolley line.
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Atlanta Street Everything points to an ex-

Eailway Conven- cepticnally interesting con-

tion, vention of the American
Street Railway Association in

Atlanta next month. Certainly there is no lack

of transportation facilities, and in all probability

the attendance will be unusually large. Manufac-

turers are taking an unwonted interest in the

exhibit of street railway apparatus, and if their

statements are to be depended upon this feature of

the meeting should far surpass all previous exhi-

bitions.

Syracuse Street A large part of om- space this

Railway Conyen- week is devoted to a report of

tion. the Syracuse Street Railway

Convention, which was a

meeting of more than ordinary interest. The at-

tendance was larger than usual, though, in com-
parison with the number of companies in New
York State operating street railways, the repre-

sentation was small indeed. The relatively small

attendance at some of the meetings of the State

associations is exceedingly unfortunate. Legisla-

tion hostile to street railways is likely to be con-

sidered in all the great States, and the companies

ought to be in a position where they can make
their opposition to unfavorable laws as eflfective as

possible. If all the companies in New York, for

example, were organized into a strong association

they could make a much more formidable resist-

ance to legislation than is now possible. The
papers at Syracuse were excellent. The
long expected paper of Major G. W. McNulty on

'Recent Improvements in Cable Traction" was
presented, dealing with the solutions of the varied

problems in the construction of the Broadway road.

New York. The paptr of Mr. J. B. Craven, which

appears in this issue, was one of unusual excellence.

The author viewed the matter of economy in power
stations from the most practical point of view, and

a number of his suggestions will prove, if adopted,

of no little value. One pomt which he emphasizes

is not new by any means, but it is always worth

noting; this is, the utter folly of hiring cheap labor

to take charge of expensive power plants.

The TroUey Current Much has been written from

for Parm Purposes, time to time of the great ad-

vantages that would accrue to

the farmer by the substitution of the electric

motor for manual methods, treadmills, ani-

mal power, or the patronage of itinerant

steam engines. This has all been very well,

but where is the farmer to obtain his cur-

rent? One might as well recommend a diet of

champaigne and terrapin to the pauper poor. Such

a diet would doubtless meet the approval of the

latter, but how is he going to provide it? The

rapid extension of the trolley lines into suburban

and country districts seems to open a way to the

farmer by which he may avail himself of the hun-

dred and one benefits which follow in the wake of

the electric current. It would seem also that the

railway companies might find it profitable to

encourage this use of the current by supplying

power from their feeder wires to consumers along

and near the lines of their roads. It may be a little

early for such a step just now, for the reason that

not much farming land has as yet been brought

within reach of the trolley, but with several long

inter-urban roads now proposed or in process of

construction the conditions will be changed, and a

profitable business with farms lying within two or

three miles of these roads may well be considered

among the possibilities, and as worthy of the

attention of both parties in interest. One of the

most valuable aids to the farmer would be the arc

lamp, which would enable him to convert night

into day during harvest time, when oftentimes a

few hours of time, more or less, mean the saving

or loss of a crop. Pumps also might be operated

dm'ing seasons of extreme drought, for the pur-

poses of irrigation, and thus in a measure make the

farmer independent of climatic conditions. Is this

not a tield that both the farmer and the railway

company will do well to cultivate?

Attacks onNew York One of the New York daily

Siirface Lines, newspapers has been engaged

of late in attacking system-

atically the surface lines of the metropolis. Some
of the roads are by no means perfectly managed,

but they do not deserve the wholesale abuse that is

daily heaped upon them. It is not an easy matter

to point out the way in which surface transporta-

tion in New York can be bettered when there is no

possibility that the overhead trolley system will be

permitted, and the complaining paper suggests no

improvement. It simply confines itself to attacks,

which are made as sensational as possible, and from

which nothing useful can be learned. It goes

without saying that much of the criticism is ridi-

culous, and that street railway manaaers are not

the avaricious and bloodthirsty wretches that are

described. The paper has attacked not only the

lines in the city, but suburban electric roads come

in for their share of condemnation. The speed of

the cars on the latter has recently been criticised by

one of the hysterical women that regularly con-

tribute idiotic special articles to the paper in

question. The following sentence illustrates the

style in which the speed of the electric cars is

described :

" Onward, with noise and dust, and the wild
clangor of the alarm bell ringing out on the night
air, we plunged, ever forward,"

It is a satisfaction to realize that such twaddle as

that contained in the article does not impose on peo-

ple who know something about the trolley system.

Here, for example, is what the St. Louis Republic

has to say by way of comment: " Such sensational

nonsense as this is ever to be found in the Eastern

papers. Some of these editors ought to come into

the West and learn of the comforts of the street

railroad system—chiefly of the trolley car brand

—that we have here in this city of biggest and best

things. The trolley cars of St. Louts are not

deadly, and the service that they offer is well -

nigh perfect. A car may kill a man if he lies

down on the track and gets run over; but even if

he were foolish enough to do such a thing the

chances are that the motorman would stop the car

before harm was done. The Mississippi River and

the Atlantic Ocean are dangerous things, but they

have their uses. Everything is dangerous to people

who don't use eyes and sense. The trolley is much
less dangerous than buggy horses . The East will

shiver a year over dreaded dangers and then drop

into the procession."
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DENVER CITY CABLE EEOEIVERSHIP. DISTURBANCE AT MUNCIE, IND. TROLLEY MAIL SERVICE.

In the last issue mention was made of the fact

that a bill had been filed in the United States

Circuit Court by the Central Trust Company of

New York asking for a foreclosure of the mortgages

agamst the City Cable Company of Denver, and

for a sale of the property. The case cannot be

heard until the November term, and it is not likely

that a final disposition of the matter can be made
until the first of the year.

The Cable Company was placed in the hands of

Cornelius S. Sweetland and George E. Randolph as

receivers Nov. 10, 1893. This was done for the

purpose of preserving the property and preventing

attachments being levied by general creditors.

The complaint now Sled is to secure a sale of the

property to satisfy mortgage bonds amounting to

nearly $5,000,000. The recitals are made at length

as to the issuance on July 1, 1888, of $3, .581,000 in

bonds, secured by mortgage, and the general

mortgage bonds of June 1, 1893, in amount $919,-

000. There are no funds, the complaint states, in

New York or elsewhere, to pay the installments of

interest, and on August 30 the trust company
elected to make the whole amount of principal and

interest due and payable. The amount due on the

first mortgage bonds is $3,795,860 and on the gen-

eral mortgage bonds .$974,140, together with some

interest which has not been computed in the figures

given. The bill is sworn to by E. Francis Hyde,

president and the petitioners ask for the appoint-

ment of receivers and an injunction.

OHIO STATE TRAMWAY ASSOCIATION.

The Ohio State Tramway Association will hold

its anuual meeting in Toledo next Wednesday,

September 26. The members and visitors will

assemble at the Beebe House in the morning, but

it is hoped that the number will be so large that

the local committee will be warranted in charter-

ing a steamer. If so the sessions will be held on

board the boat while a trip is made to and from

J. B Hanna, Secretary and Treasurer Ohio State

Tramway Association.

the Inlands. The journey can easily be made in a

day. The ofKcern of the association hope to see a

large number of representatives of Ohio street rail-

way companies in attendance, as many questions

of no little importance are likely to be discussed.

I'ortraits of three of the officers of the association

are presented herewith: President, Albion E.

Lang, President of the Toledo Consolidated Street

Itailroad (>imi>any; Vice-President, W. F. Kelly,

General Superintendent of the Columbus Street

Railway Company, of Columbus; and Secretary

and Treasurer J. B Hanna, Secretary of the

Qleyeland City Railway Company, of Cleveland.

In Muncie, Ind., last Sunday a great deal of ex-

citement was caused by a conflict between the Citi-

zens' Street Railway Company and the Wairen

Scharf Asphalt Pavement Company. The latter

has several miles of work to put in in Muncie, and

contracted to use but two squares of street at

one time. The street railway company delayed the

work because its new girder rails for the pavement

were not received. A few days since the two com-

panies engaged in a war of words which caused a

Albion E. Lang, President of tl^ie Ohio State Tramway

Association.

bad feeling. The paving company claimed that it

has been subject to heavy loss on account of the

delay. The papers give the following account of

the conflict:

This morning the paving company attempted to

tear out (he street cars tracks north of Main on
Walnut street. Teams were driven on the track
to stop the cars and Manager Hilligoss on a motor
car attempted to clear the track bv running into

them. One team was knocked off, but a negro
driving the next team hit Mr. Hilligoss with a
couple of stones as he made the second run for his
team. About a thousand men and boys who
assembled at the scene cheered the workmen and
before Mr. Hilligoss could get the car out the rails

had been removed and it was ditched. The track
and ties were torn out and the earth was carted
away. The force of 50 men was then shifted
north, but was met with a dozen cars which were
placed there to prevent taking up the track. When
a man began picking at the splice wires or rails a
car would drive him off the track. Finally some
of the cars were dumped from the track here and
the force moved to the crossing of Main and
Walnut streets on the public square. Bolts were
knocked off the rails and the track was being
demolished, when a car was rushed into the crowd.
Other cars came and were flying back and forth

on the sidewalk crossings when the police inter-

fered. Mr. Hilligoss ignored Superintendent of.

Police Miller's orders and one of the motormen
ran the car irto the officer, nearly killing him.
The excited crowd that had grown to several thou-
sands then yelled " ai-rest him" and rushed onto
Mr. Hiligoss, two motormen and Superintendent
Petty. Policemen soon took charge of the four
men and hurried them off to the police court.
A restraining order was issued at 2 o'clock at

the instance of the railway company and a lawsuit
will follow. This evening Mr. Hilligoss attempted
to destroy a fence, built across Walnut street at
Main, by running through it with a car. He was
thrown to the ditch and injured.

NEW PRESIDENT OF THE METROPOLITAN,
WASHINGTON.

Samuel F. Phillips has been elected to the presi-

dency of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany, of Washington, to fill the vacancy caused by

the death of W. S. Stephenson. Mr. Phillips has

had an extended experience in street railway

work in Washington and New York.

No matter what the change may be, a certain

class of persons is bound to find fault with every

innovation. Of late efforts have been made to

enlist electric cars in mail service in cities, and the

movement has met with enthusiastic approval on
all sides. There was bound to be a fault-finder,

however, and a correspondent signing himself Will

Seton has sent the following curious communica-
tion to the New York World urging the Attorney-

General to si'cure the indictment for treason of

officers of street-railway companies engaging in

mail distribution:

The postmaster of Brooklyn has entered into a
contract with the trolley lines of Brooklyn by
which the latter are to transport mail and become
part of the Federal mail service. By this act the
trolley lines of Brooklyn become absolutely inde-
pendent of municipal or State control. They can
call upon the Federal Government at Washington
to protect them as mail carriers from the enforce-
ment of any local regulation which they may net
care to obey, and they secure immunity from any
criminal prosecution under State law, for all

prosecution must be in Federal courts, wliich have
no jurisdiction in State matters. Any attempt by
the city or State to interfere with them will be
"interference with the United States mail."
This is not only a violation of their charter, but

it is treason against the State of New York. It is

"a combination of two or more persons by force to
usurp the government of the State." A trolley
company is an agency of the State, created by the
State, for the transportation of passengers exclu-
sively. It has legally no right of existence except
by the will of the State. These Brooklyn compa-
nies have, without the consent of tjhe State, en-
tered into a contract with a foreign government—
a government as foreign to ti, e State as that of
Germany or China—by which they undertake to
transport freight under the laws of the foreign
state and in violation of the laws of New York,
and the foreign government agrees to protect them
with its army and navy from any interference by
the State. The trolley companies transfer their
allegiance from the State to the Federal Govern-
ment, and the latter aids and abeis them in their
rebellion.

Practically, the Federal Government declares
war on the State of New York. It arbitrarily

W. F. Kelly, Vice-President of the Ohio State

Tramway Association.

seizes its sovereignty over this transportation
agency created by it. and defies the State to help
itself.

There is but one way the State can help itself.

It can punish with death any "two or more" per-
sons holding stock in these companies, and the
Attorney-General should act promptly in having
any person engaged in this conspiracy indicted for
treason.

Tiffin, 0.—The Sandusky Valley Electric Rail-

way Company has filed a petition for a franchise

for a railway in Tiflin. The company was organ-

ized to construct an electric railway to connect

Marion with Pool Clinton, passing through Upper
Sandusky, Tiffin and Fremont.
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SYRACUSE CONVENTION.

Meeting of the New York Street
Railway Association.

List of Members and Visitors in Attendance
—The Exhibits—Papers Presented—

President Hasbrouck's Address.

The twelfth annual meeting of the Street Rail-

way Association of the State of New York was

held in the assembly room of the Yates, Syracuse,

last Tuesday. President D. B. Hasbrouck, of New
York, presided. The following delegates and

visitors were present'

Belden, A. J., New York City.

Blake, Henry W., Street Railway Journal, New
York.
Brady, Paul T., Syracuse Street Railway Com-

pany.
Clark, J. P. E., Treasurer Binghamton Street

Railway Company.
Craven, J. B., Buffalo Railway Company.
Cole. W. W., West Side Street Railroad Com-

pany. Elmira.
Cicott, Frank X., Pettingell-Andrews Company,

Boston.
Coles, Stephen L., Electrical Review, New York

City.
Crossman. T. E., Official Stenographer, Brooklyn.
Crowell, Howard H., General Electric Company,

Syracuse.
Derr, C. A., Superintendent Rochester Electric

Railway Company, Charlotte.

Evans, H. C, Johnson Company, New York City.

Foote, Allen R., Washington, D. C.

Forby, William F.,Okonite Company, New York
City.

Foster, H. H., Dreher Manufacturing Company,
New York Citv.

' Fuller, Charles M., Davis Car Shade Company,
Portland, Me.
Gleason, P. J.. President Long Island City &

Newtown Railroad, Long Island City.

Granger, ,Tohn A., New York Car Wheel Works,
New York City.

Gannon, W. P., Secretary Syracuse Street Rail-

way Company.
Harrington, W. E.. Cutter Electrical & Manufac-

turing Company, Philadelphia.

Hasbrouck. D. B. , Vice President Metropolitan
Railway Company, New York.
Hooker, Thomas, Syracuse Storage Battery Com-

pany, Syracuse.
Issertel Henry G., H. W. Johns Company, New

York City.
Kimball, W. R., President Syracuse Street Rail-

way Company.
Lawless, E. J., American Car Company, St.

Louis.
Le Van, Jr., W. B., Brooklyn Car Works, Brook-

lyn.
McNamara, John W.. President Albany Railway

Company, Albany, N. Y.
Magee, Frank A., TheE. S. Greeley & Company,

New York City.

Meachem, T. W., New Process Rawhide Co.,

Syracuse.
Moiiett, John H., General Manager Syracuse

Railway Company.
Mercur, R. J., New York Car Wheel Works,

Buffalo.
Peckham, Edgar, Peckham Motor Truck and

Wheel Company, Kingston, N. Y.
Porter, H. C, Syracuse Storage Battery Com-

pany, Syracuse.
Rogers, J. Tracy, President Binghamton Street

Railway'^Company.
Richardson, W. J., Atlantic Avenue Railroad

Company.
Ransom, H. N., Consolidated Car Heating Com-

pany, Albany.
Russell, F. D., Rochester Car Wheel Works,

Rochester.
Seely, John A., Complete Electric Construction

Company, New York City.
Taylor, John, Taylor Electric Truck Company,

Troy, N. Y.
Sharp, Edward P., Webster & Beach, Boston.
Stedman, J. H., Rochester Railway Company.
Stump, C. E., Stkeet Railway Gazette, New

York City.

Underwood, A. H., Treasurer Auburn City Rail-
way Compan3-.

Vestburgh, A. C, New Process Rawhide Com-
pany, Syracuse.
Wiley, F. ,W., Standard Underground Cable

Company, Boston.
Wardwell, John S., President Rome City Rail-

way Company.
Wyman, Edward B., Central Electric Heating

Company, New Yoik City.

Young, Jefferson, Stihvell-Bierce Company,
Dayton, O.

President Hasbrouck made the following ad-

dress:

The President's Address.

Gentlemen of the Association : As we "ring up"
another point on the annual "indicator" of our
association, congratulations are in order.
Though we have, in common with our fellow-

citizens, felt the pressure of the times during the

past year, we have not had a blizzard to obstruct
the roads for a week, nor have we had a "tie-up"
to vex us and deprive us of revenue for a like

period. We may follow the example of that good
Dutchman who, when he bad broken his leg,

thanked the Lord that it was not his neck. The
continued growth of our cities and towns has in-
creased the demand for street railways, and it is

our business to supply the demand.
The work of consolidation in many localities has

gone on, by which many small companies have
been merged into greater organizations, thus se-

curing greater efficiency and economy in operation
and a more satisfactory service to the public. That
thousands of horses have been relieved by the tire-

less trolley, that thousands are given a rest by the
substitution of the cable, is a matter of congratu-
lation to every humanitarian. And "more to fol-

low." What the next decade may bring forth

none of us will venture to predict. We will en-
deavor to keep up with the times if the "powers
that be" will permit us.

The "weary load" of taxation under which we
labor has been so clearly set forth in the paper
preparf d by the Hon. G. Hilton Scribuerand read
before this Association at one of its annual meet-
ings, that nothing can be said to add to its force.

Measures have been taken to bring to the notice of

the Constitutional Convention, now in session, the

subject in which we are all so deeply interested.

We think we are entitled to even-handed justice.

All taxes should be equal and uniform in their ratio

to the value of the property taxed. Our present
constitution is absolutely silent on this important
matter, and the Legislature might, if it chose, put
the entire public burden on any class of either

property or persons. We confidently rely upon the
intelligence of the convention to give the subject a
careful consideration.

The selection of this city as the place of meeting
brings to the speaker a bit of reminiscence. He
was born hereabouts. At the date of his birth the
site of Syracuse, and a long distance east of it, was
a swamp, covered with blackened stumps. Hardly
called by its present name, it was better known as
"The Five Corners."
The completion of the Erie Canal, in the speak-

er's boyhood, gave an impetus to various business
enterprises, and the •' Salt City " has grown to its

present proportions. In the early days of the
canal it was regarded by travelers as the perfec-

tion of speed and comfort I.to take a packet boat
here at evening, and find yourself safely landed at

Utica the next morning.
We boys were on good terms with the Onondaga

Indians. It is related that one of their chiefs,

when the " Six Nations " were a powerful confed-
eracy, once illustrated his point by taking a bundle
of sticks, and, after endeavoring in vain to break
them combinedly, found no difficulty in doing so

when separated. In the language of Bunsby,
"The bearings of this observation lays in the appli-

cation on it," viz., the street railway companies of

the State should act in concert in all matters in

which they have a common interest ; and there is

o way in which they can better protect them-
selves than by acting together as members of this

Association. The motto adopted by the Dutch
founders of our city of Brooklyn, " Een Draght
Mackt Maght," which may be freely translated,
" One pull makes a strong pull," ought to teach us

a profitable le&son. Measures have been taken
which, it is hoped, will induce every company
within the bounds of the State to uuite with us

for the common good.
Allusion will doubtless be made in the report of

the Executive Committee to one who has rarely,

if ever, been absent from our annual gathering, but
who. since our last meeting, has departed this life.

Having known him from the beginning of his rail-

road life, and even longer, I am constrained to say

that by the death of William Richardson we are de-

prived of a genial associate, as well as a wise and
prudent counselor. Next to his immediate family,

the speaker has felt a personal grief in the loss of

an old and faithful friend.

An employee of the company of which Mr.
Richardson was for a longtime president once said

of him : "He was a fair man, We could always get
a hearing when we appealed to him." He took a
paternal interest in those under him, to an extent
not usual in great corporations, and which, if gen-
erally cultivated, would help to lessen the friction

between employers and employed, and ultimately
make the fact apparent that their interests are
identical.

I

Finally, in giving place to the gentleman who

shall be selected to preside over your deliberations,

let me repeat my congratulations on the measure
of success which has attended us under so many
adverse influences, and to express the wish that you
may long continue to serve the public acceptably,
and achieve at least a " living profit" to yourselves.

The Executive Committee presented its report,

of which the following is an abstract:

The membership now consists of 30 companies,
the highest number yet reached. The Forty-
second street, Manhattanville & St. Nicholas
Avenue Railway Company has withdrawn, but
the Syracuse Street Railroad Company, our host
on this occasion, and the Hornellsville Electric
Railway Company have more than taken the place
of the first named company, its officers having
always manifested but slight interest in the welfare
of the association. This fact leads us to remark
that the officers or members who have been most
interested in the success of the association have
been those most intimately connected with its

work, especially in legislative matters, which in-

deed is the essential reason of its existence.

We are glad to welcome to the Brotherhood of

State Associations the Michigan Street Railway
Association, just organized. We hereby extend
the hand of fraternal fellowship. The Street
Railway Association, of the State of New York,
having grown to be a sturdy youth, assures the
newcomer of his hearty goodwill for a vigorous life.

One of the main features of the work accom-
plished by the association is that of giving careful
attention to street railway interests, during and
following the annual sessions of the legislature. In
order that the best possible care be taken thereof,
the association has secured the services for the past
three years of special counsel , in the nerson of
Charles J. Bissell, Esq., of Rochester. N? Y. We
hereby express our appreciation of his faithful,

devoted attention to the interests of our business
before the legislature and the Governor. The suc-
cessful result has been in large measure accom-
plished through the assistance rendered counsel
by the extensive membership of the association,

the officer of a relatively small company often hav-
ing greater personal influence with his represen-
tative than the man in the great city. "In union
is strength," and the truth of the adage has foimd
very satisfactory demonstration in the history of

our society.

For this special reason, therefore, is your com-
mittee desirous of having every street railway com-
jjany in the State, no matter how small the com-
pany may be, a member of the Association.
William Richardson departed this life Dec. .31,

1893, in the 75th year of his age. He had been ac-

tively engaged in the street railway business for

the last 30 years, first with the Dry Dock, East
Broadway & Battery Railroad Company, of New
York, and afterward with the Atlantic Avenue
Eaib'oad Company, of Brooklyn, both companies
members of this Association. At the time of his

death he was the acting president of the former
company.
He rose to a high place in the esteem of all who

knew him. He was always present at the meet-
ings of the Association, and took a lively interest

in its welfare. From 10 years of age he earned his

own living in the world, and by indomitable en-

ergy and high resolves secured the high position he
occupied among his fellows at the time of his

death. We shall miss his rare counsel in our de-
liberations, and we sorrow that we shall not look

upon his kindly face again.

Henry W. Slocum died April 14, 1894, in the
sixty-seventh year of his age. He had risen to

great eminence dm'ing the Civil War, and was a
major-general in the Northern Army, with a bril-

liant record. Shortly after the close of the war he
became interested in the Brooklyn Crosstown Rail-

road Company, and was elected president of the
company in 1866, which position he held until the

sale of the road to the Brooklyn City Railroad
Company. In 1889 he became president of the

Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company,
holding the office until a few months before his

death, when he was succeeded bv his son, Henry
W. Slocum, Jr.

General Slocum was a man among men ; clear-

headed, far-sighted, and withal a genial companion
and friend. Those who had the pleasure of his

acquaintanceship mourn a sincere friend.

Edward F. Drayton departed this life May 37,

1894. He was the secretary and treasurer of the

Coney Island & Brooklyn Raihoad Company, hav-
ing been connected with the company since 1860.

Of a retiring disposition, he lived a quiet life,

faithfully serving the company of which he had
been for so many years a highly esteemed officer.

His death caused sincere sorrow to his many
friends.
We shall greatly miss the faithful and true

friends who have gone out from oui' companionship.

The report of the treasurer showed that the re-

ceipts of the year had been |5,860.09 and the ex-

p enses $5,301.20, leaving the balance $478.89.
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J. B. Craven, electrician of the Buffalo Railway

Company, read a paper on "Economy in Electric

Power Stations," which is presented elsewhere in

this issue.

George W. McNulty read a paper on "Recent

Improvements in Cable Traction," which is printed

elsewhere in this issue.

Allen E. Foote, of Washington, read a paper on
" Taxation."

The following otEcers were elected :

President, J. Tracy Rogers. Binghamton.
First vice-president, John H. Mofflt, Syracuse.
Second vice-president, William W. Cole, El-

mira.
Secretary and treasur-er, William J. Richardson,

Brooklyn.
Executive committee. D. B. Hasbrouck. New

York City; John N. Beckley, Rochester; Daniel F.
Lewis, Brooklyn.

It was voted to hold the next convention in Al-

bany.

In the afternoon the visitors were driven around
the city and shown the various points of interept.

An inspection was made of the new track being

laid by the Syracuse Street Railway Company. In

the evening a complimentary banquet was ten-

dered to all in attendance, and was a pleasant

affair, breaking up just in time to enable those

living out of the city to catch their trains.

There was no attempt at a general exhibit, but

the following companies showed models or samples

in a parlor adjoining the convention room:
H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company, of New

York.
The Noiseless Gear Company, of Baldwinsville,

N. Y.
The Dreher Manufacturing Company, of New

York.
The Billings & Spencer Company, of Hartford,

Conn.
Davis Car Shade Company, of Portland, Me.
Brooklyn Car, Wood and Veneer Works, of

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing Company,

of Philadelphia.
Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel Company,

Kingston, N. Y.
Consolidated Car Heating Company, of Albany,

Central Electric Heating Company, of New
York.

ECONOMY OF POWEE-HOUSE OPERATION.

»

NEW PXTBLICATIONS.

Electricity at the World's Columbian Exposition.
HBy John P. Barrett,;Chief of the Electrical Department.

This IS an excefdingly handsome volume of
about 500 pages. The illustrations are excellent,
and the book is well printed on heavv paper. It
is a matter of regret that the praise for the me-
chanical execution cannot be extended to the
matter of the book. The descriptions of exhibits
in their indiscrimiu ate praiee resemble paid read-
ing notices, and too little pains have been taken
with the proof-reading.

Electricity One Hundred Years Ago and To-day.
By Edwin J. Houston, Ph. D. Published by the W.J.
Johnston Company, New York.
This volume contains the text of a lecture de.

livered before the Electrical Section of the Brook-
lyn Institute.

American Street Railway Association. Report of
the Twelfth Annual Meeting at Milwaukee. Published
by the Association.

The verbatim report of the last convention in
Milwaukee should find its way into the reference
library of every member of the Association.

VICTOEY FOR GENEEAL ELECTRIC.

The suit brought in the United States Circuit
Court at St. Louis, before Judge Hallett, by the
Adams Electric Railway Company against the
Lindell Railroad Company, has been decided in
favor of the defendant. The plaintiff sought to
recover for alleged infringement of the patent
granted to Wellington Adams in lh84, for the
application of electric motors to the axles of rail-
way cars. The suit was defended by the General
Electric Company. In his opinion the judge said:

'• None of the elements of the combination de-
scribed in the claims was new at the date of the
application; the motor and its several parts, the
car-axle, the axle-boxes, the field-supporting frame
and all other things mentioned in the claims were
in use before that time. The form of some of the
elements was changed in the Adams combination,
but it is clear that none of them was new at that
time. Upon full examination of the record and
the very able arguments of counsel I am not con-
vinced of the merits of the patent."

BY .J. B. CRAVEN.

" Economy of Power-House Operation " has
been so often and so thoroughly discussed that I

do not know that I can say much that is new on
the subject, and yet being one that must ever

come up before the management of a street rail-

way system, I feel encouraged to beg the attention

of this meeting for a few minutes, that we may
see how and where, with intelligent management
and proper atlention, the best results may be ob-

tained on the most economical basis. Starting

from the boiler-room, we come at once to the place

where in most cases the greatest waste will be
found. It has been said that the waste due to im-
proper firing is often of gifater consequence than

any other loss which is produced in theoperalion
of "a steam plant. There are two causes for this :

First, poor construction of the boiler. Secordly,
poor firing and lack of care of the boilers. Most
of us think that any man can fire a boiler, and
while looking with awe and wonder at the engine
and generator, forget that all the power comes
from the coal pile, and pay little attention as to

the economy in transmitting that power irom
the coal to the engine. No greater mistake is

made than to place the care of boilers in in-

competent hands, for they require the highest

degree of care, conscientiousness and constant
attention.

The fireman must be ever on the watch to see that

the water is kept at the proper level, to keep an
even steam pressure, and to show by his steam,
coal and water records that be is getting just as

good cards as the engineer can show by the manip-
ulation of the steam he uses in his engine. He
must see that the fires are spread evenly over the

grates and are of an even thickness, that the proper
amount of air is admitted into the furnace to ob-

tain good combustion.
If you could realize how easily frcm 1 to 20 per

cent, of coal can be shoveled into the furnace and
up the chimney without generating any more power
you would see how essential it is to have something
more than mere machines shoveling coal into a
furnace. Another point of importance is to

see that boilers are kept clean and free from
scale, which is simply the result of improper
attention.

If for a moment you will stop and think that in

the construction of the boiler the maker has re-

duced I he thickness of the tubes as much as pos-

sible consistent with safetv, and then look at a
tube with from one-eighth to one half an inch of

scale on it. you will at once see how great the loss

must be transmitting the heat through this scale;

not only that, but it leaves tlie iron exposed to the
effects of the heat without the projwr circulation

of water back of it, which causes rapid deteriora-

tion and in some cases is liable to cause an ex-

plosion. I have used quite a number of boiler com-
pounds for the prevention of scale, but have found
the best to be plain coal oil. We have used it in

Buffalo for the past two years with success, putting
about one pint a day into each boiler and letting it

enter wilh the feed water by means of a sight feed
lubricator. However no one reniedv will fill all

cases, and each must be the subject of some experi-

ment. Another source of loss comes from insuffi-

ciently covered boilers and pipfs; see that all ex-

posed parts, that possibly can be. are covered with
some good non-conducting material, and prevent as

much as possible radiation and condensation. The
steam pipe should be kept tight and all leaks fol-

lowed up at once and stopped , and in this way have
as little loss ps possible between the boilers and en-

gines. See that the piping is well drained so that

water will not carry over to the cylinder of the en-

gine. This is accomplished by separators placed as

near to the engine as possible, and the water thus
separated is retru-ned to the boilers. In a good
many cases this water is allowed to go to waste; if

this IS found to be the case it should be remedied,
as this water is separated at a very high tempera-
ture, and requires very little iieat to turn it again
into steanr. Before entering the engine room I

would like to say something on the subject of feed-

water heaters. If your engines are running non-
condensing the question is very easily settled; as,

however, the majority of steam plants are run
condensing, other factors are brouaht in. In the

power house of the Buffalo Railway Company one
seventh of the engine capacity is run high press-

ure. In this way, taking the feed «ater from the

hot- well at an initial temperature of 110 degrees,

and parsing it through two heaters in the exhaust
line of the high pressure system, we get a final

temperature of 194 degi-ees before the water eniers

the boilers. It is claimed by some that this method
of taking the water from the hot-well is not right,

on account of the oil to be found in this water.
But so small a portion of the hot-well water is

used that the amount of oil in it is small, and by

* Read before the New Y'ork Street Railway Associa-
tion, Sept. 18, 1894.

this method we do away with secondary heaters in

the exhaust line, between the engine and condens-
er, and not only save in the first cost, but I think
obtain slightly better rfsults. However, one thing
is important: whatever means are used to heat the

feed water, it should be done, for not only will

there be a great saving in fuel, but the straining

of the boilers due to putting cold water in will be
done away with.

Passing from the boiler-room we come to the
engines and generators, and the types seen here
will be many and varied from the high speed belt

driven machine, to the slow speed direct connected
machine, of large units, as you all know the ten-
dency of late has inclined to the use of the latter

type. In my mind there is no doubt of the effi-

ciency of the direct connected unit over the belted
one. It is evident to all that where space is val-

uable it has the advantage of taking up less room.
They can be thrown in and out of service wilh as
much rapidity as the belt-driven machine, there
is a saving of from \i to 3 per cent, due to the
slipping of belts— very little in itself, but when fig-

ured up at the end of a year in a plant of any size

will amount to considerable.

Added to this, there is the saving in labor and
the decreased expense due to wear and tear, as

this item is less in slow-speed than high-speed
machinery. For the above reasons I have drawn
the conclusion that direct connfcted units are
more economical than high-speed ones. Regard-
ing the size of unit used it depends entirely on the
output of the plant. I would advocate as large as
possible, yet not so large that the breaking down
of one would cripple the output. However, in

plants that have not these latest types of machines,
great saving may be made in the operating of the
engines. In many cases, after the constructing
engineer has left, engines are ofttimes supposed
to look after themselves, those in charge simply
supplying them with steam and oil. What I said

in reference to the man in charge of the boiler-

room applies with equal force here. Put a thor-
oughly competent man in charge and you will

find it a paying investment. Intelligence and ex-
perience are the best safeguards and the real in-

surance against accidents. Fifty dollars a month
more to a capable engineer will probably be repaid
a hundred times by the care taken and the high
state of efficiency at which the machinery
is kept. In such a slate an engine
is a reliable piece of mechanism. If ne-
glected it is liable to fail at any time, causing
delays and worries and not only adding to the
expense in the cost of repairs, but a loss in the
leceipts outside. A capable ensineer will see that
his engines are indicated at least once a month,
to see that the valves are properly set, and so keep
the stfam consumption down to a minimum. All
pounding, knocking and leaks should be followed
up and remedied at once, and the engines kept in

such a state as at all times to be ready to perform
the severe service exacted from them. Always
keep the load as near the normal capacity of the
engines as possible, as engines at that point are
most economical ; besides, you will have fewer
machines in service and thus save in the oil supply.
Here I will say a little on the subject of oil, as I

think quite a saving may be made at this point :

in fact I had one engineer use $640 worth of oil

more in six months than another engineer used in

the same time, and the engine capacity was in-

creased during the time the last man was in charge.
The lowest priced oil is not always the cheapest

;

some oils will go much further than others, and
the question of what to use should be settled only
by careful examination. After being used once

. it can be filtered and used again on the lighter

parts of the machinery.
If rags are used for wiping instead of waste they

can be washed and used again, and the grease and
oil extracted will be found useful in some part of

the system. By washing the rags (80^) eighty per
cent, can be saved over what the cost would be if

only used once and thrown away. Coming to the
generator we find a machine that is usually well

made and efficient. Keep them dry and thorough-
ly clean and have the commutator kept as smooth
as possible. The principal trouble will be found
in the sparking of the brushes aad the heating of

the armature and field coils. The causes for these

troubles are too many to enter into here, but on
the appearance of trouble the machine should be

stopped as soon as possible, for the old maxim.
"A stitch in time saves nine," can be applied here.

Of the minor electrical apparatus in a station,

everything such as switches, connections, and all

instruments should be kept clean and in working
order, especially in the case of lightning arresters,

as they may be the means of saving an armature.
In conclusion I would call your attention to the

necessity of having ample copper in the outside

lines, and the rails well bonded, and where the

system is large enough put in return wires. What
is the use of expensive and economical machinery
in the power-house if you allow 30 per cent, of the

power to be expended heating up poor connections

in the^ return circuit?
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THE DISCUSSION.

Mr. COLB : I would like to ask Mr. Craven if he

would advise direct connected engines on small

roads, of fifteen to twenty-five cars, where the load

is variable.

Mr. Craven : I think I should.

Mr. Cole- Would you advise using the idler, and

giving your belt good surface contact on the pul-

ley?

Mr. Craven: Yes.
Mr. Seely : You speak of injecting oil into the

boiler : do you refer to crade or refined oil?

Mr. Craven : Refined oil.

Mr. Seely : Have you had any experience in

the use of crude oil ?

Mr. Craven : I have not. If you put in the

refined oil it reduces the scale from a hard sub-

stance into a slime, which is easily blown out ; and
when we open the boilers, as we do once a month,

we find probably one-sixteenth of an incli of hard

scale that is broken off very easily. We can clean

the tubes in most cases as clean as when they were

first put in.

Mr. Seely : Do you inject the oil as you operate

the machinery ?

Mr. Craven : Yes ; we inject a pint of oil in

the course of a ten-hours run.

Mr. Seely: I have heard it spoken of highly:

but never heard any one who employed it express

an opinion. Is it entirely satisfactory ?

Mr. Craven: It has given better satisfaction

Ihan anything we have had.
sir. IssERTEL: The report refers to a road of a

certain size using a return wire. How large a
road; how many miles would you suggest?
Mr. Craven: Well, that would depend upon the

number of cars, more than on the length of the

road; but a road six miles long, with ten cars, I

should say would require a return wire, as well as

the bonding of the rail.

Mr. Issertel: The bonding of the rail also, not
simply a cross-bond ?

Mr. Craven : The bonding of each rail to the

next rail.

Mr. IssEKTEL: How large a wire do you use ?

Mr. Craven : That has to be figured out. I

should say a No. for the bond itself ; but when
you commence to put in return wire it has to be
calculated according to distance and number of

cars.

Mr. Issertel: You believe in a lu,rge return wire
under any circumstances, do you?
Mr. Ckaven : It is brought down to a simple

question of calculation. A current requires so much
area to return on , and if you do not supply it. more
power will be consumed getting the current back
10 the station.

the carrying capacity. As it is a matter of a great
deal of expense to use the return wire, I do not see
why the rail should not be suflScient.

Mr. Craven : I understand it costs a great deal
of money to put it in ; but if you do not put it in,

and do not get sufficient capacity for the return
cuiTCnt. you are going to use much more coal to
supply the extra demands.

Mr. Seely: Do you believe, in using return wire,
that they should he put in conduits, or the rail bonded
back in sections—do you think there is any saving
in placing return wire in contact with the earth,
or should it be tapped in every thousand feet and
then returned in conduits ? I thmk that is the
ideal construction, but it is extremely expensive.

Mr. Craven : In Buffalo we run an underground
feeder system, and 've are bringing our return
wires through these conduits.
Mr. Sekly: By that system you have the advan-

tage of the fall of potential from the station to the
point of contact of the rail. There is a small loss

between that point and the generator. Small roads
could not afford that.

Mr. C;raven : In cases where they have no un-
derground system, lay the wire in the ground.

Mr. Seely : And not tap in on the pole ?

Mr. Craven: No, sir.

Mr. Seely : It is entirely a question of sectional
area ; it all comes down to that point.

remarkably quick and smooth, as the pressure of

the brake is hardest at high speed, and is reduced

gradually and automatically until the car stops.

THE SPEKKY ELECTEIC BRAKE.*

E. A. Sperry. of the Sperry Electric Railway

Corapanv, Cleveland, has so far perfected his elec-

tric brake that it may now be said to have entered

the commercial stage. The West Twenty-second

Street electric line, of Chicago, has just equipped

one of its cars with the device, and has found it

in every way satisfactory.

The brake consists of a magnetic clutch, oper-

ated by a current from the motor acting as a

generator, and bearing against the polished sur-

face of a flat disc cast upon the wheel. One wheel

on each axle is thus equipped. Figs. 1 and 3 show
the arrangement of the coil and also the shape of

the clutch; the latter for the purpose of removing it

from the axle if desired. The same handle operates

both brake and controller. When the "oil " position

is reached, a switch is automatically thrown which
cuts off the trolley current and makes such con-

nections that at the first point of the controller

FIG. 3. SPERRY ELtCTRIC BRAKE.

Mr. Issertel : Yes, but with the rails they are

using now, with two bonds, is it unnecessary to use

return wire?
Mr. Craven : They cannot do it, for the reason

that you are carrying out of your station, say,

twenty-eight feeders, with a cross-section all the

way from a half-inch to an inch, and you cannot
expect current to be brought back to the bonds,
half an inch in diameter.
Mr. Seely : The cro.'s section of fa ninety-pound

girder rail has a capacity to carry back current
equal to about 0000 copper wire.

Mr. Issertel: That is the point ; and with four
rails bonded together you would have four times

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

STRENGTH OF A MAGNET.

To the Editor of (he Street Railway Gazette :

Not long since I wished to buy tor experimental
purposes a telegraphic relay, and upon asking the
prices of the dealer, found he had several grades
which he dpsignated as high and low resistance
relays—the former being the higher priced. He
said the high resistance relays were the best, as
their magnets were much stronger. It seems to
me that if the coils were of high resistance they
would take less current, and that therefore " the
magnets could not be as strong as they would be
if the coils were of low resistance. Being in doubt
about it and not really knowing what i did want,
I concl ded not to buy until I had informed my-
self. Can you help me iu this matter ?

N. K. W., Nashville, Tenn.

ANSWER.

The strength of a magnet is absolutely independ-

ent of the resistance of its coils, but is dependent,

other things being equal, to the number of ampere
turns. If you pass 100 amperes through a thick,

heavy wire of one turn, it will give you the same
strength of magnet as would be obtained by pass-

ing 1 ampere through a wire of greater resistance

of 100 turns, or one-tenth ampere through a coil

of 1,000 turns. You must, therefore, suit your
magnet to the current at your disposal, or vice

versa. In telegraphic work, where the current in

amperes is usually very small, the number ©f turns

in the coil must be large in order to .give the requi-

site number of ampere turns. Because the current

is small a small wire may be used, but the small-

ness of the wire has nothing to do with the

strength of the magnet. A much larger wire hav-

ing but a fraction of the resistance of the small

one, but having the same number of turns, would,

with the same current, produce the same strength.

On the other hand, if you have a very large cur-

rent at your disposal, as, for instance, in electric

light circuits, a single turn of very thick wire

would suffice. The ammeters in electric light and
power stations are frequently operated by solenoids

of but a single turn. The voltmeters, however,

which are placed in shunt and intended to take

but a very small fraction of the current, are pur-

posely made of many turns of fine wire, and there-

tore of high resistance so that, while taking little

current, they will have requisite strength.

FLASHING AT THE COMMUTATOR.
To the Editor of the Street Railway Gazette :

A car which was running last weeii began to

flash violently at the commutati r. I could not
find what was the matter, and therefore reported
it and was instructed to run the car into the car
house. It has since gone to the reijair shop, but I

^-BRARE -DISC.

;COILS

the motor and brake magnets are put in series

with about 18 ohms resistance, when the motor

"builds up" and sends a current through the brake

magnets and resistance- When the controller is

turned back to the " off '' position it again trips a

switch and throws in the trolley current. Fig. 3

shows the brake applied to a truck.

As soon as the wheels stop revolving the motor

ceases to generate current, so that the slipping of

the wheels is impossible. The stops are said to be

* From the Electrical Engineer, New York,

INNER FACE or MHSNET

Figs. 1 and 2. Sperry Electric Brake

have no means of finding out what the trouble
was, because our superintendent will never answer
questions of this kind. If we ask him he tells us it

is none of our business, and that he will attend to

it. I am anxious to learn the business thoroughly,
and to know the reason for things. Will you oialige

me by telling me what was the matter and how to

cure it? W. L. B.

answer.

It is very unfortunate for the road with which

you are connected that it has such a superintend-

ent as you sneak of. In Mr. Perry's forthcoming

book on "Street Railway Motors : Their Construe-
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tioD, Operation and Maintenance," he pays h'^

respects to men of this tind. He also treats at

length of all such troubles as the one you speak of.

"We will be glad to step in between W. L. B. an.i

his superintendent and supply all such information

as is denied him by the one to whom he has a right

to look for it. The description of the trouble in

this case is not definite enough to enable us to iden-

tify it positively. It may be due to any one of three

causes—high commutator bar, eccentricity of

commutator, or broken circuit in armature. If the

flashing continues to be bad when the motor is

running very slowly, it is probably the latter, as

the flashing will not occur in either of the other

two cases at slow speeds. If the break occurs in

the connections to the commutator bars, if it can-

not be otherwise fixed at the time, a temporary

remedy is to short circuit the broken coil in any

convenient way. If the break occurs in the arm-

ature itself it will have to be rewound. Eccentri-

city or high bar may be detected by careful

inspection. In case the trouble is due to eccen-

tricity, the commutator must be turned off in a

lathe. If due to high bar, the latter may be filed

down.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN CABLE TRAC-
TION.*

TO PREVENT THE USE OE T-RAILS.

Three property owners in Philadelphia have

just brought suit against the Philadelphia, Chel-

tenham & Jenkintown Passenger Railway Com-
pany to enjoin the latter from using T-rails.

The bill sets forth that the railway company is

about to construct and operate a double-track

railway, to be operated by the trolley system, from

Rising Sun, at the intersection of Germantown
avenue, to a point in the borough of Jenkintown.

In pursuance thereof the company has begun the

construction of its line at the southerly end, begin-

ning at or near Nicetown lane, and is now laying

T-rails from the point last mentioned to a point

south of Branchtown, opposite the property of

Owen J. Wister, one of the complainants, and has

deposited along the side of the road a continuous

line of the rails as far north as the toll-gate south

of Ogontz.

The burden of complaint is that the only rail

suitable for street passenger railways, and the one

in common use and the only lawful rail, is the

flat, or girder, rail, and that the kind of rail in-

tended to be used by the company is not suitable

for passenger railway construction, is not lawful

for that purpose, and its use will present great ob-

struction to public travel along the line of the

highway much greater than would be caused by

the use of the ordinary flat or girder rail. It is

averred that if the company is allowed to con-

struct a double track railway, as it intends to do,

its effect will be to exclude entirely travel in that

portion of the public highway upon which the

same is laid, and will prevent it use by the public

m driving along and across the same with vehicles,

and will greatly hinder and prevent access to the

premises of the complainants and other property

owners abutting on the road. It is asked that the

company be enjoined by the Court from construct-

ing any part of its line on the Old York road with

tlie kind or style of rails known as " T " rails, or

with any other kind of rails which will unne-
cessarily burden the said highway and place any
unnecessary obstruction upon the travel thereon

by the complainants and the public.

Lockport, N. Y.—The Common Council has

granted a franchise to build and operate a street

railroad to the Lockport City & Olcott Electric

Railroad Company. The organization is composed
of New York men and it will give a bond for $10,-

000, to have the road in running order by April 1

next. The city turns over to the new company all

the tracks and other property in the streets put

there by the old company, which it is claimed has

forfeited them to the city by the non-performance

of its agreement to complete its undertaking by
May 1 last. The jiroperty in question is estimated

to be worth $30,000.

BY G. W. MNULTY.

Part I.

While the title of this paper is very general, it

must be understood that the paper will be Umited
to a description of those improvements which have
been embodied in the Broadway cable road of

JSew York City. This limitation will perhaps ap-
pear reasonable when it is understood that the
most recently completed road on the most import-
ant thorougbfare of the New World might natur-

ally be expected to contain all the latest improve-
ments. Indeed, in view of the writer's connection
with the Broadway road from start to finish, he
could hardly describe as an improvement some-
thing not used on that road without having to ex-
plain why it was not used—a task that might
sometimes be awkward and occasionally invidi-

ous.
What, therefore, are considered to be more im-

portant improvements adopted in the construction
will be briefly described under the following heads:

1. Power Houses. 2. Power Plants. 3. Cables.
4. Vault Work. 5. Track Work. 6. Cars. 7.

Car Barns.
It must be distinctly stated that originality is

not claimed for these improvements. Many of
them had already been used on other roads, but
not so long that they could properly be called "re-
cent." Also, of those used on the Broadway road,
the writer, while he had to decide as to the adop-
tion of all, does not claim to have originated all,

or even most of them. He was fortunate in being
able to surround himself with able assistants, and
to their suggestions many of these impro'. ements
are due. It is, however, very dilBcult to give ex-

actly due credit in all cases for improvemont, often

the outcome of prolonged discu^slon anCi experi-
ment; and to avoid possible injustice to any, the
above general acknowledgment will alone be made.
To those who may not think that some of the

devices hereinafter described are improvements at
all, it can orly be said that perfect unanimity of
opinion on such points is not to be expected, and
if, in adopting and describing such devices the
writer is only credited with having honestly exer-
cised his best judgment, and incidentally adding
something to the sum of our knowledge of tiiat

difficult subject, the cable road, he will be more
than statisfied.

1. Improvements in Power Houses.—As the up-
per part of the Houston street power house was to

be rented for store and office business, it was im-
portant that no vibration from the machinery
should be perceptible above the basement. Also,
as the driving plant had to be installed and started
before the building was completed above the first

floor, and was everywhere pierced by columns
supporting the upper floors, there was danger that
with the imposition of the additional load of eight
more stories, the compression of the soil might dis-

turb the machinery foundation and throw the shaft
bearings out of line. Fortunately, the remedy for
both evils was the same, namely to isolate the
column foundations, which were composed of "I"
beam grillages resting on concrete. This was ac-
complished by surrounding each foundation by a
steel cylinder driven to its full depth, six feet into

the sand. The machinei-y foundations rested en-
tirely on the sand outside of the cylinder, and
when necessary the column foundations were
bridged over by " I " beams. The cylinder made
a sort of slip joint between the sand inside and
out, so that they could settle independently ot
each other. The result was very satisfactory^

There has been no trouble from vibration, or dis-

turbance of the alignment of the shaft bearing.
The ventilation of the power room of the Hous-

ton street station was a somewhat difficult prob-
lem, which has not indeed been entirely solved,

but it may be of interest to note the provision
originally made for it. The power plant occupies
the entire basement, which is about 40 feet deep
and almost entirely below the street level. It is

in plan about 12.5 X 200 feet, the side and both
ends fronting on the street. The boiler room ex-
tends across the rear of the basement, and is sep-

arated from the machinery room by a brick parti-

tion in which four- openings were left for as many
disc fans of an aggregate capacity of about 200,000
cubic feet per minute, sufficient to change the air of
the entire machinery room every three minutes.
This would undoubtedly have kept the room com-
fortable in the hottest weather. The air was to be
discharged into the boiler room, where it would
lia\c bad the effect of assisting the draft as well
as reducing the temperature, since being drawn so
rapidly through the machinery room it would not
become much heated in transit. To insure a uni-
form circulation of the cool air it was to have
been drawn in through openings just above the
front sidewalk. Suitrible screens and, if need be,
the use of the front walk for a settling chamber,

" Road before the New York Street Railway Associa-
tion, September 18, 1894.

were relied on to obviate any trouble from dust.
Air could also have been drawn down from the
roof of the building through the shaft containing
the cylinders of piping for the hydraulic elevators,
but while a cool and purer supply could thus have
been obtained, it would, from the location of the
shaft, have reqtiired ducts in the basement to in-
sure proper distribution, and there would have
been danger of piercing the cylinders, etc., in cold
weather. The first plan of moving the air in mass
from front to rear, by forcing it through an other-
wise air tight partition, would, it is believed, have
given good results, and, as far as known, is novel.

Provision for the health and comfort of the men
was also made by ample bathrooms and conven-
ient and well ventilated clothes lockers.

At the Houston street station the coal was
dumped into vaults under the rear sidewalk wall,
which were high enough above the boiler-room
floor to permit the coal to run out into wheelbar-
rows, from which it was shoveled into the fur-
naces, the only handling it received in ordinary
circumstances. Hoppers under each furnace dis-

charged the ashes into wheelbarrows, whence they
were dumped into the foot of a link belt elevator
and raised to a bin, from which they were dis-

charged into carts in the rear driveway, all with-
out handling. A reserve of several hundred tons
of coal is kept in some lower vaults, from which
it can be wheeled to the elevator above mentioned
and raised above the driveway and discharged by
a chute into barrels on the boiler-room floor. An
important part of the equipment of a power house
is the system of hoists, by which not only the re-

pairs and renewals of the plant, but also its instal-

lation, are vastly facilitated . The time saved by such
appliances is of special importance where, as on
the Broadway cable road, no stoppage of the ma-
chinery can be permitted.
At the Fifty-first street power house, where

there were no columns, it was easy, by means of
trolleys running on fixed and tra.veling beams, to
command every part of the room, and by the use
separately or in combination of a 5 and a 10 ton
lioist to lift and transport any weight up to 15
tons.

This arrangement has practically nearly the
convenience of a large traveling crane at very
much less cost, and has the additional advantage
that it can be used in two places at the same time,
and cannot be disabled by a single bi-eakdown.
At the Houston street power house the multitude

of columns, combined with the limited headroom,
made any complete system of trolley hoists out of
the question, but by placing a trolley girder over
the line of the engine shaft, and one over each line

of the cable driver shafts, and a pair of trolley
girders over the jackshaft, it was possible to lift

any portion of these shafts or their attachments,
and carry it to the side of the room where it could
be conveniently got at, or removed. By a combina-
tion of four ton hoists it is possible to lift 16 tons
at the jackshaft and 8 tons at any of the other
shafts. Separate trolley beams are provided for
each engine to lift cylinder heads and pistons. In
the Fifty-first street house a steam capstan and a
pair of winch heads, running at different speeds,
have been found very convenient in the rapid
handling of heavy weights and in pulling and haul-
ing around the floor. Unfortunately there was no
good place for anything of the kind at Houston
street.

3. Improvements in Power Plants.—Following
the course of the power from the boiler through the
cable to the car, we find on each boiler an auto-
matic valve, so called, through which the steam
passes on its way to the main. In its ordinary
operation it is simply a check valve in case of a
rupture of any part of a boiler, to prevent all the
rest of the battery from blowing through the
injured one. There is nothing new about this, but
the valve is so managed by moving a small lever it

will also automatically close against the pressure
of the steam; and by having the levers of all the
valves on a battery of boilers connected together
by a single chain which may be led to any con-
venient place, it is possible in case a steam main
bursts or a general smashup occurs in the engine
room to safely and certainly shut off all the boilers

in a very few seconds by a single pull of the chain.
Happily no accident has occurred to demonstrate
the utility of this device, but such tests as we have
been able to give it otherwise seem to leave no
doubt of its efficiency, and the knowledge that it

is there ready for use will give increased confi-
dence in the time of threatened danger.
Following the power through the engines, which

present no novel features, we come to the trans-
mitting gear connecting them to the cable drivers.

Here rope drivers were adopted, not only to avoid
noise and vibration incident to the use of gearing
which, as before stated, would have been very
objectionable in a building used for business pur-
poses, but to give a degree of flexibility in the
relative motions of the cable drivers that could not
otherwise have been obtained.
The latter object was obtained by transmitting

power to each shaft of the cable drivers by a sepa-
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rate set of cotton ropes whose elasticity permitted
instantaneous sliglit changes in the relative speed
of the drivers to accommodate sudden changes in

the stress on the cable due to the variations in

load, and also allowed a slight and continuouB dif-

ference in that relative speed if required to com-
pensate for the shrinkage or creep of the cable,

due to reduced tension as it leaves the drivers. A
continuous variation, however slight, in the rela-

tive speed of drivers without slip of the cotton

ropes does not at first sight seem possible without
corresponding vibration in the ratio of the diame-
ters, but a little study of the conditions which are
obtained while transmitting power by an elastic

medium will show that such variations of speed
cannot be avoided if the resistance varies. In this

case such variations accomplish measurably the
purpose of loose differential rings in avoiding un-
due stress on the cables while passing over the
drivers, and the unequal wear of the grooves re-

sulting therefrom . An experience of over a year
shows that the grooves wear very uniformly.
Another feature of the plant that has been care-

fully studied has been the interchaugeability, so to

speak, of its different parts. By this is not meant
the ability to move and replace, but to make a va-
riety of different combinations, so that the plant
can never be totally disabled by a single accident.

For instance, in the Houston street plant there are
four engines and four cable drivers, and any en-
gine can be connected to any pair of drivers,

making sixteen possible combinations. All impor-
tant pipes are also duplicated, so that really our
only sole dependence may be said to be the smoke-
stack.

The signal system is believed to be a marked
improvement over anything that has been done
before, and while a large part of it is necessarily
connected with the street work, it may on the
whole be the best described here. Its operation
is as follows

:

When an employe wishes to communicate with
the power house, he goes to one of the signal
boxes, which are located a tew hundred feet apart
and just outside the train rail; he lilts a small,
cast iron cover, opens the box inside and pulls a
handle a certain number of times, corresponding
to the signal he wishes to send in. In the engine
room a large gong strikes the same number and a
hand on a large dial points to the corresponding
signal. When this has been done, the number of
the box from which the signal has been sent in is

struck on a small gong and at the same time both
numbers are printed on a tape for future reference.
Besides the usual signals for starting or stopping
the cable, etc., and sending assistance, provision
is made for " plugging in" a portable telephone
at any signal box. A separate signal system is

provided for each of the three cable divisions.

S. Improvements in Cables.—There is nothing
novel about the cables, except their size—one and a
half inches diameter—which is believed to be larg-
er than any previously used on street railways.
Those on the lower sections are about four miles
long, and at a speed of six miles au hour and forty
seconds headway, may sometimes be hauling as
many as sixty cars at once. Doubtless, a one and
a quarter inch rope would have been strong enough,
as well as cheaper and lighter, but it would have
stretched nearly 50 per cent, more under varying
loads, giving a more irregular motion to the cars,
and increasing the travel of the tension weights
and the wear on the cable drivers. Its durability
would for this reason have perhaps been decreased
and in an even greater ratio, and as frequent
change of cables is a serious inconvenience, as well
as expense, the larger cable will probably prove
cheaper as well as better.

The large cables weigh nearly 40 tons each, a
little over that indeed when mounted on the
spools tor shipment. They are delivered by a
floating derrick to a tptcial truck en which they
are hauled to the power station by many pairs of
horses. There a square cast iron sbait is put
through the square hole in tbe spool and secured
and centered by cast iron wedges drawn together
by large bolts. The spool is then mounted in a
wrought iron frame, the pillow block having
spherical bearings so that no cramping of the shaft
can occur. The old rope is then cut, and llie new
one having been led over permanent theaves to
the tension run is spliced on the other end of
the old rope, brought up over the other permanent
sheaves to a reel on which it is wound by a pair of
engines geared to it, and having sufficient power
to draw the old rope out and the new one in with-
out assistance from the main engines. The shears,
used to cut the old rope into convenient lengths
for handling, can also be used for shearing and
punching metal plates, often very convenient in
repairing.
With these arrangements an old rope can be

drawn out and a new one substituted and started
up and the cars shifted over to it in a very short
time and without the gripmeu being aware that any
change has been made. The old rope can be cut
up at leisure, being wound off by reversing the
engines that wound it on.

4. Improvements in Vault Work.—Under this
head is included all work below the street surface,
except that immediately connected with the track.
Perhaps the most important improvement here was
the side motion gypsy. In this device, the cable
as it enters the conduit and just before it is engaged
by the grip, goes over a vertical sleave which
carries the cable at the proper height to enter the
grip which, after it has passed the sheave, strikes
a lever which forces the sheave horizontally into
the conduit and lays the cable in the open jaws of
the grip. When the grip leaves the lever the
sheave is withdrawn by a spring. The arrange-
ment is entirely automatic and has worked very
well; it cannot, however, be used except where the
cable enters the conduit.
Another gypsy, intended for use in all parts of

the line, raised the cable from below the grip by a
spiral wheel which, while revolving, had the requi-
site lateral motion given by cams on its shaft. 'The
motive power was supplied by cable which entered
a V groove in the spiral, and at the last of the
revolution compressed a spring which, when re-
leased by the passage of the next grip, threw the
spiral into part engagement witli the cable. The
device was ingenious and for a time worked well,
but as its operation depended entirely on the fric-
tion of the cable in the groove, it was soon found
that when the rope became well lubricated and the
groove a little worn its action was unreliable and
its use was discontinued. This gypsy being actu-
ated only by the live cable, could not under any
circumstances throw it in the dead one, a point of
much importance where two cables are run in the
same conduit.
Another gypsy has since been devised which can

also be placed on any part of the line, which will
automatically select the right cable, and is much
simpler in construction, as well as more rehable in
operation. As it has not yet been protected by
patent, its operation will not be further described.
The problem of "floating" a hundred feet or so

up a 1 per cent, grade from the middle to the lower
section of cables in front of the Houston Street
power house received much attention. Although
it was beUeved that it could be successfully done,
it was feared that where so many vehicles are
passing frequent delays must occur from obstruc-
tions of various kinds; so to avoid the trouble and
expense of keeping men and horses on hand in
case of any emergency, a so-called "lazy chain"
was installed. This consisted of a heavy endless
chain of the link-belt type running in "a trough
under the slot and just below the grips, which were
to be engaged by projecting hooks attached to the
chain and held up by springs to permit them to re-
cede vphen the grips moved faster than the chain,
and when the cars slowed down they would catch
and propel it. To enable the gripman to stop after
the lazy chain had caught, the chain was driven
through a friction clutch adjusted to slip if the
gripman put on. the brake, and, as an additional
precaution, and to prevent the friction clutch from
being destroyed by a long stoppage of the car, a
reducing valve was put on the steam pipe by which
the pressure was kept too low to permit the engine
to slip the clutch for more than one or two revolu-
tions. As the engine was double, it would start
again as soon as the brake was taken off the car,
so that as far as the gripman was concerned its
manipulation was much the same as it he had hold
of the cable or was on a down grade.

Fortunately, further experience showed that
with proper care the track could be kept clean, so
that the cars would always float over without
trouble, especially as in reaching this point they
were gripped to a high speed cable which gave the
requisite velocity.

A modification of this device, with the lazy
chain working in a horizontal position, was in-
tended to be used to operate a curved cut-off or
short circuit at Bowling Green or State Sireet in
case of accident or congestion at South Ferry, but
that also has so far proved unnecessary.
As it was very difficult to lubricate by hand the

bearings of the deflecting wheels in "the vaults
while in motion, a grease reservoir clamped to
some convenient point on the V frame and con-
nected to the bedrings by lead pipes, through
which the grease was forced at intervals by screw-
ing down on a piston in the reservnirand directed
by cocks to the upper or lower bearings as re-
quired.

5. Improvements in Track Work.—The first and
greatest improvement was in the rails, which were
especially designed for this road. To simplify the
yokes they were made of the same depth, and for
convenience of paving that depth was made seven
inches. In the slot rail to secure a good support
for the paving blocks, the web was made vertical,
with very satisfactory results. The head of the
tram rail was made with a groove just large enough
to take the wheel flanges and enable them to crowd
out the dirt, but too small to permit a wagon tire to
catch in it. The flange was 5 inches wide, and
contained enough metal to bring the vertical axis
down to pretty near the center of depth, thus
giving a very efficient girder section, The jomt

was made by a combination of a pair of four hole
splice plates, with a McConway & Torley clamp,
the former taking the transverse and the latter the
shearingstress and together making a very effective
joint. Owing to lugs on the yokes, and to the tie
rods supporting the slot rail being half way between
the yokes, the tram rail joints had to be one
quarter ot a yoke space, or thirteen and a half
inches, away from the yoke center, being thus not
exactly suspended or supported. The result was
satisfactory.

All slot rail joints were made on the yokes and
no splice plates were used; only a larger and
stronger washer being placed on the tie rod sup-
porting the joint. This has answered fairly well.
A drop forged three-hole splice plate joint, origin-
ally designed for the Broadway slot rail, is being
used on the uptown extensions with promise of
very good results.

(To be continued.)

GOODWIN ADJUSTABLE ADVEETISIN&
GATE.

The accompanying cuts illustrate an adjustable
advertising street-car gate for which a patent was
recently issued to L. R. Goodwin, secretary and
treasurer of the Citizens' Street Railroad Company,
of Memphis, Tenn. Fig. 1 illustrates the simple

Fig. 1. Goodwin Adjustable Advertising Gate.

construction of the gate, and the advertising side

is shown in Fig. 2. The patent covers a solid faced

gate with the advertising feature if desired. It is

apparent that by means of turnbuckles it is adjust-

able, so that it may be used on any width of platform

Fig. 2. Goodwin Adjustable Advertising Gate

and may be transferred from one car to another.

The frame can be tightened up so that the gate

will be entirely noiseless, and it will act as a brace

for the platform and tend to prevent sagging

caused by the action of the brake handle. The
frame is separate from the face and ca,u easily be
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removed for repairs, renewal of the face or chang-

ing the advertisennent. The fact that the gate is

solid is regarded as an advantage, as it tends to

protect employes and passengers against dust, rain,

wind, etc., and at the same lime it is claimed that

it improves the looks of the car. The gate can be

made in any blacksmith shop. The frame is prac-

tically indestructible. The face can be renewed

at a small cost whenever it is desired to change

the adveriisements.

The gate soon pays for itself, as it is stated that

the revenue from advertising should be nearly as

large as that derived from the inside advertising

privilege. The gate is not manufactured, but the

inventor sells to street railway companies the

privilege of using it.

TOBONTO STEEET BAIL'WAY EARNINGS.

The following figures show the daily earnings

of the Toronto Railway Company during the two
weeks in which the exposition was open, and the

increase in the receipts as compared with last

year:

Monday ?3.S9I.58

Tuesday 3.523. .S2

WedDPsday .s,523.3'2

Thursday 1 3,791.73

Friday 4.455,78
Saturday 5.003. .53

Monday 5.692. 15

Tuesday 6,122.13

Wednesday ...1 7.472.37
Thursday 6,725.75
Fridav 6.177.22

Saturday 5,290.27

S.'^J5 do
.398 74
410.73
663.83
401.90
,521.45

282.07
842.81

" 952 55
51151

1.29-2'25

1,1P0.81

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS AND STEAM RAIL-
ROADS.

over toward the cable line. It was a 12-minute
ride to the office. He had therefore over an hour
and a quarter to spare. A crowded cable car came
along, the passengeis hanging onto the seat handles
and wedged together on the platforms. Just
behind it was another train, and behind that still

another, almost empty. The first car did not
slacken speed at the crossing where Ahasuenis
stood. And then Ahasuerus Jones, with 7.5

minutes of time at his disposal and a chance to
ride down-town in comfort a few seconds later,

made a rush for the crowded train, missed his
footing, hurt his ankle, and was finally dragged on
board bruised and breathless. Whenhe aot to his
<if3Sce he waited an hour in idleness. Will some
psychologist kindly ascertain and describe the
cerebral action which impels Ahasuerus and several
thousand other esteemed citizens to do this sort of
thing every day in the year?

—

Chicago Record.

Stimulant to Municipal Gkowih.—Thtre is

not the slightest doubt that the electric railways,
even the much-abused and by-no-meansperfect
trolley lines, are working a gradual revolution in

our cities and that they are acting as a powerful
stimulant to municipal growth all over the United
States. If the storage battery ever reaches the
stag<^ of perfection that will make it uniformly
practicable, there will he immediate revolution in

transportation. But even in the absence of this a
great revolution is silently and almost impercepti-
bly changing the conditions of life in our cities.

Nothing in the world can now prevent the country
for 100 miles around all our great cities from being
gridironed within a few years by electric lines. It

is absolutely sure that this work, now swiftly
going on, will continue, even without the storage
battery. Though the electric lines stimulate
municipal growth, they have at the same time a
beneficent influence in spreading out the people
over a larger area and giving them more breathing
space. For this reason .if for no other, the trolley car
deserves to be commended.

—

Chicago Evening
Journal.

In the annual report of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, the follow-

ing reference is made to the construction of elec-

tric railways in the vicinity of railroad property :

'•The construction of electric railroads in the

neighborhood of our property continues through-
out all its territory. Whenever they seriously

reduce the revenue of this property we shall be
compelled to lessen local service in a correspond-
ing degree, as pointed out in our last annual re-

port. This company has resisted at every point
the imposition of additional burden and new pub-
lic peril by the construction of level crossings, and
it will continue to do so in the performance of a
duty to its stockholders and its customers and to

all people using these conveyances. The creation

of level crossings of steam railroads by electric

roads, whether liy legislative or judicial permis-
sion, must lead to dreadful accidents. The people

are calling for large expenditures by the sleam
railror.ds for the elimination of all grade crossings,

and simultaneously their agents are increasing the
danger to tliose winch exist by allowing the elec-

tric roads to use them."

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-
RARIES.

Reliable Brakes Needed.—Trolley cars are
apt to be dreadfully crowded at times, and they
frequently traverse grades which, on any other
kind of a railroad, would be considered danger-
ous, and as necessitating special provisions for
safety, but, as the trolley cars go up and down
everywhere and are used all the time by every-
body, the danger is not realized as it would be on a
mountain railroad. Traciion companies will con-
sult their own interests, as well as the safely of
their patrons, in providing everj' car with a series
of brakes that can be relied on undtr all circum-
stances.

—

Reading (Pa.) Herald.

Candid Opinion on Fenders.—As we have re-
peatedly pointed out, the entire question of the right
fender for trolley cars is by no means so decided
that any one fender can be urged as meeting all

the difficulties presented by two and three ton
single truck cars. The fender placed in Massa-
chusetts on double truck six and eight ton cars is

far from satisfactory. In face, no fender has yet
been proposed, so far as we are aware, which any
fair-minded man able to judge would care to force
upon a railroad company, particularly as the re-
quirement o( a defective fender would shift some
if not all the responsibility for accident from ilie
trolley company to the lawmaking power .—P/i(7((-
delphia Pres-i.

A Common Occdreencb.—Ahasuerus Hubbard
had an appointment at his office at 10 o'clock, but
he awoke early, and so ic happened that at 8:30 he
had finished his breakfast and read his morning
paper. He went out onto the doorstep with bis hat
on, and having nothing to do, walked leisurely

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and. Bond Market.

iFfom Our Wall Street Correspon(letit.\

The bettered demand for street railway securi-

ties noted in these columns last week has con-
tinued to manifest itself during the financial week
just passed. As evidences of the improved condi-
tion of affairs, it may be related that the Wall
Street hou^e mentioned last week as having for

sale $350,000 of the bonds of a Connecticut street

railway— the Bridgeport Traction Company—man-
aged to dispose of all of them within a short time
after the subscription lists were opened. Then ic

is announced that Jamison & Co., the bankers of
Chicago, who have had a good deal to do in the
West witli the promotion of traction enterprises,

are about to open an office in New York, and %vill

give particular attention to buying and selling of

street railway stocks and bonds. Their presence
in the East is, therefore, likely to lead to increased
activity of traction stocks in this market. Phila-
delphia traction stocks are again enjoying a boom
on the Quaker City Exchange, popular favor hav-
ing been restored to these speculative issues, and
there is no reason why many local issues should
not enjoy equally as profitable a prominence.

Dealers assert that just at present the main buy-
ers are out-of-town investors. Indeed they gen-
erally agree that outsiders are in the market on a
larger scale than tor a long time past. The value
of street railway issues as a medium of safe invest-
ment is becoming rather well recognized every-
where, and, as New York is getting to be head-
quarters for dealings in this class of securities— as
in fact it is for all other classes—local dealers are
beginning to receive nuu^erous inquiries. This
increased demand, so remarkable because of its

sudden inception, has, however, for the moment,
deadened instead of stimulating trading, and this

for the reason that many holders of stieet railway
stocks and bonds, believing that buyers are
anxious for the issues of street railroads at any
price, are only offering them at prices so high as

to offer no inducement at all to would-be purchas-
ers. But they will recede from their lofty position,

and prices must reach a more normal level.

Dry Dock has at last declared a dividend, but it

is only 1+ per cent, instead of the old quarterly
rate of 2 per cent , as had been the intetition of the
directors when they again resumed the payment
of diviilends. However, there is a good demand
for the stock, and it is now bid at 13.5-6. with none
at all offering. Sales prior to the declaration of
the dividend were made at 132 bid.

Second Avenue has also moved up several points
on the declaration cf the regular li per cent,

quarterly dividend. Some large buying orders for
the stock aie noted, and there is apparently no
likelihood of filling them at current quotations, as
the stock is very closely held.

Third Avenue has not depreciated any on the

confessed acknowledgment of defeat in the fight
with the Metropolitan Traction Company for a
purchase for the St. Nicholas and Manhattan
Avenues' lines. It may be merely a case of " sour
grapes." but an officer of the Third Avenue road
says that the company' wasn't really anxious for
the franchise. It has all it can do, according to
him, with its present lines. Earnings, instead of
diminishing, as was expected, with the decrease of
excursion business at the enrj of summer, continued
to increase. Over 300 cars and BO trailers are in

use during rush hours, and they are fo crowded
that many fares are missed through the inability
of the conductors to get through the crush. A
cable car takes in as much on one trip as a horse
car did the whole day. One car broke the record
last week by taking in over S18 on one round trip.

The Metropolitan Traction Company is having
things its own way in this city. The Board of
Aldermen this week voted to give it the right to
extend its CoHimbus avenue line through One
Hundred and Ninth street and Manhattan avenue
to One Hundred and Sixteenth street, there to
connect with its crosstown line, its Lenox avenue
line and its proposed new line up St. Nicholas
avenue, the franchise for which will, it is now
admitted, he surely granted to the Crirrmins
syndictate. Work on the tracklaying begun
some three weeks ago. and stopped by the Com-
missioner of Public Works the other day, can now
be legally resumed.
Long Island Traction has been somewhat weak

since the publication of the annual report, but the
(art that taxes were increased some 80 per cent,
will account for a deal of the poor results. Stock-
holders now have the risht to subscribe jpr-o rata
at 8.5 for the ,|;2,500,000 six per cent, collateral
trust notes recently offered.

Financial Notes.

West End, Bostsn, Statement.—The West End
Street Railway closes its fiscal year Sept. 30, and
for the first time in its history it will this year
balance its books without fioatmg debt. The man-
agement is of the opinion that its present cash on
hand and future surplus earnings will meet all

construction expenses hereafter. As the last horses
are sold there is a depreciation account in the capi-
tal which must 'oe met by placing earnings m im-
provements or construction, and the directors nave
voted to charge out of earnings §300,000 for depre-
ciation this year. The gross earnings this year
will he about $6,700,000 and the net about |2,i00,-

000, or not far from last year ; $300,000 of the net
will be credited to depreciation, leaving the com-
pany with an exhibit of its charges and 6 per cent,
dividends earned. Gross earnings are increasing
about $20,000 a month, and expenses have been
reduced by more than §20,000 per month, so that
it is believed that for the future the company will

show a handsome surplus over its dividends and
depreciaMon account, but it is not expected that
the dividend rate will be raised above 6 per cent,
for two or three years. The capital accoijnt now
stands at about $25,000,0ii0. more than one-half of
which is chargeable to the development under the
electricity period.

Brooklyn Traction Earnings.—The annual reports
of the Atlantic Avenue and West End railroads,
comprising the Brooklyn Traction system, are as
follows:

Brooklyn Traction Cos. comprising
sv.'^rem, same svstem,
18934. 1892-3.

Oross SI,'iOI,839 ?8t2,513

OperatiDK expenses 691.302 783,819

Earninss from operation. . §313,537 SlOs.694
Other income . . 69,245 64,275

Gross earninps.. ...... ...... S382.782 $172,969
Fi.xed charges 282.386 182.408

Nehincome $100,396 *S9,439
Dividends 100,000 17,306

Surplus for year §396 "26,745

*L)eficit.

It should be noted that the profits of the present
year include iflOO.OOO in dividends paid on Atlantic
"Avenue raihoad stock. The item of net income is

the proper standard of comparison. It shows that

the system did better than last year by |109,835,
despite the fact that the fixed charges were
•SlOO.OOO heavipr, comprising, as they did, a large
increase in taxes.

Receiver Appointed.-Judge Howard Carrow, of
Camden, N. J., was appointed on Sept. 17 tem-
porary receiver for the Brigantine Beach Railroad
Coippany by Chancellor McGill, on motion of

Buchanan <& Rellstab, counsel for Samuel R.
Shipley, of Philadelphia. Argument for a per-
manent receiver of the railroad will be heard at

the State House on the morning of Sept. 25. Mr.
Shipley is a stockholder and creditor of the com-
pany, and in his bill he says that the Brigantine
Beach Railroad Company was organized Sept. 9,

1889, to construct and maintain a railroad begin-
ning at Pomona, Atlantic County, and terminat-
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ing at Bi'igaDtine Beach, in said county. The
road was built and in November, 1889. the com-
pany issued TOO bonds lor the sum of ^500 each,
with interest coupons attached, the principal and
bonds being payable 30 years after date of issue.

To secure payment of these bonds a mortgage was
executed to the Holland Trust Company, of New
York, which mortgage is now recorded in Allan-
lie County. The company sold bonds aggregating
in all |.3.50.000. Not one penny of the interest

due on these bonds has been paid, and, therefore,

as the company has defaulted, the receiver is

ordered to take possession of all the property at

once.

West Chicago Stock.— President Charles T.

Yerkes, of the West Chicago Street Railroad Com-
pany, has been interviewed regarding the com -

pany. He declared that the present quotations are
ridiculousty low. and that with the prospects that

are before the company the stock ought to be sell-

ing a great deal higher. He said, too, that no new
stock will be issued for a long time to come, and
that there was to be no issue of bonds or deben-
tures either. The surplus, he appears to think, is

equal to any demand that can be imposed upon it,

for he proposes not only to make up for the de-

ficiency in dividends, but to convert the horse car
lines into electric lines with funds from the same
quarters. Regarding the company's earnings Mr.
Yerkes said it was doing all in that direction that

could be expected. He admitted they had fallen

off, but so have earnings in every other line of busi-

ness. Street railways, he thought, will be the first

to feel any improvement, and this they are already
doing.

Buffalo Railway Earnings.—The comparative
statement of the operations of the Buffalo Railway
Company for the month of August shows gross
earnings to have increased |498.78 to $14fi.010.61,

while operating expenses decreased |2.141.06 to

$74,766.16. Net earnings were, therefore, $6.5.244 .45,

an increase of $3,635.84 compared with the same
month last year. For the eight months ended Aug.
31 gross earnings increased $33,509.36 lo Si.006.-

974.82 : operating expenses decreased |38,354.14 to

$573,407.85, while net earnings increastd $70,883.50

to $433,466.97. It wiU be seen from the above
figures that operating expenses, both for August
and eight months, are slightly in excess of 50 per
cent, of gross earnings.

Kings County Elevated, Brooklyn.—The report
of the Kings County Elevated Railroad for the
year ended June 30 has just been filed and shows:
Gross earnings from operations, $743, '-'30: operat-
ing expenses, S508,973; net earnings from opera-
tions, $j33,257: fixed charges, $335,479; deficit

from all sources for the vear, $102,231; cash on
hand, $90,188: profit and lo'ss (deficiency), 886,627.

McKeesport, Pa.—The McKeesport & Wilmer-
ding Electric Railway has absorbed the Citizens'

Railway Company by purchasing all its property,

which will be joined to and form with the Wil-
merding road a new railway system covering the
hill territory and a route to Brinton.

Westinghouse Dividend.—The Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company has declared the
regular quarterly preferred dividend of If per
cent., payable Oct. 1, to stockholders of record
Sept. 23. Books close Sept. 33 at 3 p. M. , and open
Got. 2 at 10 A. M.

Rochester (N. Y.) Railway Leased.—A lease was
executed last week by President Arthur Luetch ford

and Secretary Marsenus H. Briggs, of The Roch-
ester E lectric Railway, by which tbe road is leased

to the Rochester Railroad Company for a period
of 50 years.

Clinton (Mass.) Street Railway.—The following
figures are given for tlie first year of operation of

the Clinton Street Railway Company : Number of

passengers carried, 202,846 ; cash receipts, $10,-

143.30 ; miles traveled, .51,608 ; accidents of every
variety, 19.

Concord (N. H.) Railway Annual Statement.—The
Concord Street Railway Company carried during
the year ending June 30, 846,676 passengers. The
total income was Ig43,337 and the operating ex-
penses ?33,980; net income, $10,356.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Philadelphia, Pa.—The Northern Electric Pas-

senger Railway Company has been incorporated.
The line begins at a point on the Limekiln pike,
Abington township. Montgomery County, near
Edge Hill station, runs east and touth to Twen-
tietti street, Philadelphia, in Twentieth to God-
frey, to Stenton, to Bellfried. to Eighteenth, to
Ronerts, to Sixteenth, to Roxborough, to Nice-
town lane, to Luzerne, to Fifth, to Roxborough, to

Marshall, to Luzerne : also an extension from
Limekiln pike and Twentieth to Cheltenham and
Willow Grove turnpike ; also an extension from
Godfrey in Stenton to Cheltenham avenue and to

Bethlehem and Spring House turnpike ; also from
Eighteenth and Roberts in Eighteenth to German-
town avenue ; also from Sixteenth and Nicetown

lane to Pulaski avenue : also from Stenton and
Haines in Haines to Old York rrad ; also from
Stenton and Mt. Airy avenues to Ivy Hill Ceme-
tery. The capital is $100,000, and the incorpora-
tors are A. C. Milliken, Pottsville; Charles H.
Davis. S. S. Evans, G. L. Martin, N. A. Waldron,
Philadelphia and W. B. Perry, Langhorne.

Paterson, N. J.—The certificate of incorporation
of the Rockv?ell Construction Company has been
filed in the county clerk's office. The objects of
the company are to build and construct electric

railroads and electric works and to furnish cars
therelor. It will operate in Paterson, Jersey ( ity,

Trenton and Camden, and its main offices will he
in Middletown, N Y., where the company has been
located for some time. The capital stock, which
is all paid in, amounts to $3u,000, and is held in

equal amounts by William B. Rockwell, James C.
Hmchliife. Benjamin H. Throop, Merle J. Wight-
man and Ernest G. Wightman.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Indianapolis, Anderson,
Alexandria & Marion Electric Railway Company
has been incorporated. Its capital slock is $100.-

000. The proposed line will pass through the' gas
belt, touching McCordsville. Ingalls, Pendleton,
Anderson, Alexandria. Summitville. Fairmount.
Jonesboro, Gas City and Marion. The directors of

the company are: Francis M. Dice, N. J. Clorl-

felter. A. M. Painter, V. C. Quick, Charles A. Mil-

ler and W. L. Miller and G. F. Huggins.

Lancaster, Pa.—A charter has been granted to the
Lancaster & Susquehanna Railway Company,
to run an electric line from Lancaster to Marietta.
Capital $100,000. The proposed road is to be 14
miles long. The directors are : John S. Gray-
bill, President; William B. Given, Columbia; Sam
Matt Fridy, Mountainville: Horace L. Haldeman,
Marietta; Samuel O. Frantz, Rohrerstown; J. W.
B. Bausman, Lancaster.

Philadelphia, Pa.—A charter has been granted
to tbe Chester & Delaware Railroad Company,
capital $150,000. to run a line from Philadelphia
to a point near Paoli. The incorporators are J. J.

Patterson, President; Directors, William B. Given,
J. Hay Brown, J. W. B. Bausman, John Hertzler,

John b. Skiles, B. Frank Breneman.

El Paso, Tex.—The El Paso Northern Railway
Company has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $800,000. The following are the promoters :

Geo. J. Gould, Chas. E. Satterlee, Edwin Gould,
Howard Gould, New York City, N. Y,: R. H.
Davis, C. H. Morehead. L. S. Thorn, J. Magoffin,
W. H. Abrams, E. L. Sargent.

Port Chester, N. Y.—The Port Chester, Rye &
Mamaroneck Electric Railway Companv has been
incorporated. The capital stock is $150,000. The
promoters are: Wm. Ryan, H. M. Henderson. N. J.

Sands. J. F. Mills, J. M. Sullivan, Port Chester. N.
Y.; C. D. Haines, T. F. Woodworth, Port Chester,
N. Y.

Paterson, N. J.—The New Jersey Electric Rail-
way Companv has been incorporated with a cap-
ital stock of $2,000,000. The promoters are: Chas.
A. Johnson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Geo, "V. Turner,
New York City. N. Y. ; Frank Irving, Jersey City,

JN. J. ; John McGuinness, Jr., Ridgewood, N. J.

Fort Worth, Tex.—The Glenwood & Polytechnic
College Street Railway Company has been incor-
porated to build a railway in Fort Worth. The
capital stock is $100,000. The promoters are R.
Vickerv. S. C. Ash, Waxahachie, Tex.; Geo. E.
Tandy.' Fort Worth, Tex.

Helena, Mont.—The Summit Mineral Railway
Companv has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $300,000. The promoters are: Arthur G. Lnm-
baid, Cornelius Hedges. Wm. Dyer, Jno. D. Wil-
son, Ogden A. Southmayd.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Highland Park & Butler
Street Railway Company has been incorporated.
The capital stock is $12,000. The promoters are
H. S. A. Stewart, Jas. J. Donnell, Jno. G. Holmes,
Pittsburg, Pa. ^

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Plans have been approved by

the building inspectors for the power station to be
erected on the site of McBride Bros.' old coal
wharves. Twenty-fifth and South streets, for the
Electric Traction Company. The structure will be
of stone, iron and copper, 141 by 90 feet, and will

be built on driven piles. There are to be four en-
gines and four boilers in the building, which, with
the machinery, will cost about $225,000. Charles
McCaul has the contract, and he will begin work
at once, and have the building completed as soon
as possible. The station will supply the Lombard
and South Streets Line and the West Philadelphia
brancli with power.

Woodbury, N. J.—The committee of citizens of

Mantua, vvho have for some time been negotiating
for the right of w.ny for tlie Camden. Gloucesier &
Woodbury Electric Railway to that place, reported
at a recent meeting that, with the exception of two
property owners along the proposed route, the
privilege had been granted. President Morgan

has assured them that if the franchise is secured
and the roadbed graded the road will be extended.
A company is being organized at Glassboro to build
a trolley road from that place to Mantua to connept
with the Woodbury extension if built.

Norristown, Pa.—Two of the thirteen trolley line
suits pending in court were disposed of this week,
when an injunction was denied the township
of Plymouth to restrain the Norristown and
Chestnut Hill Company from constructing its

line. This practically carries with it. it is claimed,
noi;ice to the Conshobockeo Railway Companythat
if it attempts to occupy Plymouth roads covered
by the Chestnut Hill Company's franchise, it will
be restiamed by injunction.

New York, N. Y.—The Board of Aldermen has
granted the joint application of the Columbus &
Ninth Avenue Railroad Company and the Metro-
politan Traction Company for permission to extend
their lines, the former from Columbus avenue and
109th street easterly along that street and up Man-
hattan avenue to Cathedral Parkway, and the
latter to go from 116th street down Manhattan
avenue to connect with the other extension.

Towanda, Pa.- -The Board of Trade hasappointed
a committee consistine of R. A. Mercur, J. K.
Newell, N. N. Belts, D. T. Evans and C. P. Wehes
to co-operate with several Philadelphia capitalists
who are thinking of building a road to Troy. The
latter express iheraselvts as ready to take two-
thirds of the stock, if the remainder is raised in
Towanda. The estimated cost of the road is

$350,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The suits entered by the De-
partment of Public Safety against the traction car
companies that had neglected to properly equip
their cars with the Crawford safety guard or fender
which Councils adopted, were called Monday be-
fore Magistrate Doherty. The case against the
Pittsburgh Traction Company was withdrawn, as it

was shown this company had equipped all its cars.

The other cases were continued.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Park Commissioner David W.
Sellers has formed a plan for a trolley line on Bel-
mont avenue in Fairmount Park. The plan in-

volves the construction of a double-tracked line

for a distance of one mile. The estimated cost of
the line is $60,000. It is to be raised by the rapid
transit companies which will be able to make con-
nections with the Park trolley at Belmont avenue.

Chicago, III.—City Auditor Gore is said to have
commenced proceedings against the Lake Street
Elevated Railroad Company, to compel it to file a
sworn statement of the amount of its property
\\ ith the State Board of Equalization. The officials

of ihe road claim that the concern only does a
street railway business, and is therefore not a com-
mon carrier.

Albany, N. Y.—The first loaded electric freight
car to run over the tracks of the Albany Railway
system left the freighthouse on State street,

Albany, last week. The car contained a consign-
ment of freight for merchants in Troy and West
Troy, and traveled at about the usual speed of the
passenger cars.

St. Joseph, Mo.—W. W. Bean, president of the
Si. Joseph & Benton Harbor street railway com-
pany, charged with shooting Aid. Shriver while
the latter was helping to tear up tracks, has
waived examination and has given bonds for his
appearance in the Circuit Court.

Grand Rapids, Mich.— The Consolidated Street
Railway Company reduced the wages of the em-
ployees 10 per cent, on Sept. 17. The management
promises to restore wages when times will permit,
but will not fix any definite date. The men are
disposed to accept the reduction.

Chicago, HI.—The North Chicago Street Railroad
Company has applied to Commissioner Jones, of
the Department of Public Works, for a permit to

construct a system of poles for the electric lines

on the North Side for a distance covering a terri-

tory of ever five miles.

Norristown.—The Court has appointed a jury to

assess damages to the Perkiomen & Reading Turn-
pike Company against th(! Sanatoga, Royersford &
Ccllegeville Electric Railway Company, which
proposes to occupy several miles of turnpike with
its tracks.

Sandusky, 0.—The Sandusky, Milan & Norwalk
electric railway has perfected arrangements to

extend its line west from Norfolk, O., to Monroe-
ville and Sandusky. The road is to be running in

two months.

Junction City, Kan.—E. E. Godlove, who was
until recently a director of the Leavenworth
Electric Railway Company, is promoting a scheme
to build an electric railway to Fort Riley.

Houston, Tex.—The County Commissioners have
granted to the Houston Suburban Street Railway
the right to construct and operate a road

.

Danbury, Conn.—Work on the electric railway
has been begun. Fred S. Wardwell is supervising
the construction.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. Thomas Ahearn, of Ottawa, Ont., arrived

from Europe ou the State of Nebraska last week.
Ml-. Ahearn is a member of the firm of Ahearn &
Soper, Canadiao representatives of the Westing-
house Electric Company.

Mr. W. A. Martin, superintendent of the Pueblo
(Col.) Street Railway, recently resigned his position

.

He was presented a watch, chain and charm by
the employes of the road.

Mr. Edgar K. Ray has been elected president of

the Woonsocket Street Railway Company, to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of James P.
Ray.

TRADE NOTES.
The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,

Ct. .reports through its New York contractors, H. B.
Coho & Co., 203 Broadway, tbe sale of all the elec-

trical machinery for the new Odd Fellows' Hall at
Philadelphia, consisting of one 30 K. w., one 50 K.

w. and one 80 K. w. direct connected generator and
five Manchester type slow speed motors from 1 to

40 H. P.; also the sale to Henry R. Worthmgton
Company for the Brooklyn Hydraulic Works, one
600 light dynamo, one .50 H. P. 220 volt generator
and one 10 H. P. motor.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Ct., reports, as a sign of the revival in the elec-

trical business, the closing in thi'ee consecutive
days last week of contracts for more than 1,500

H. P. of its standard apparattis, consisting of direct

connected and belted generators and its Manchester
type slow speed motors. This with the other work
the Mather company now has on hand will compel
it to increase at once its working force, although
part of the works is now being operated at night.

The Southern Railway Company has arranged
an optional route to Atlanta, going by the way of

Washington, Danville and Charlotte, and return-
ing by way of Chattannooga, Asheville and.Salis -

bury. A large number of prominent street railway

men have signified their intention of going by
this route.

The Genett Air Brake Company, of New York, has
closed a contract with the Bulfalo Railway Com-
pany for 25 additional brake outfits.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
tJ. S. Patents Issued Sept. 11, 1894.

525,690. Electric Railway System ; Charles S.
Bradley, Avon, N. Y. Filed Jan. 'l, 1894. The system
comprises a plurality of stationary supply generators
adapted to develop polyphase alternating currents of
different frequency, and distributing lines severally
connected with such generators, and motor cars pro-
vided with polyphase motors adapted to connect with
any of the several lines. (See illustration.)

525,697. Winding; for Druni-Arniatures in
]>yuaiuo IfIaeliiiii-8 ; Rudolf Eicken^eyer, Yon-
kers, N. Y. Filed March 9,1892. The winding is com-

No. 525,690.

posed of divisions, each of which is made up by a group
of two or more independent or individual coils. Each
of the latter has a long side and a short side lying along
the periphery of the dram in two or more layers, and
.inclined ends lying across the heads of the drum in a
flattened web. The long and short sides of the indi-
vidual coils in each group are separated upon the peri-
phery of the drum by spaces which receive respectively
the short and long sides of other similar groups, the
long sides in each gronn being arranged on the peri-
phety of the drum in the reverse order of the short
sides.

525,698. Armature for Dynamo-electric ITIa-
eliiueu; Kudolf Kickemeyer, Youkers, N. Y. Filed
April 3,1894. There are groups of specially formed
reel angular coils having sides of equal length m each
group, but differing in such length from the coi's of
other gruups, the several sides oE i he cells in each group
lying side by side at the face of the armature. (See
illustra.ion.)

525,708. Itii8-bar Insiilatius: Support; Albert D.
Herrick, Schnectady, N. Y., Assignor to the General
Electric Company of New York. Filed April 11, 1891.
The L-shaped section for an insulating block is formed
with a transverse passageway for a conductor on the
inner face of the long and short arm of the L-shaped
piece, and with means on the outer face for securing
the section in a frame.

525,755. Station Indicator; Stephen N. Ashmore.
St. Louis. Mo. Filed July 10, 1S93. This device is con-
str'icted with two separate casings each havingasingle
horizontal apron-slot and containing rolls for support-
ing an apron, and sepirated a distance apart. An
apron marked with the name-; of st.-eets or stations is

arranged to engage said rolls in each casing simultane-
ously, and means are provided in one of the casings for
moving said apron in either direction.

62.5,782- Combined Krakc and Electric Switcli
for Street Kail way Carn; George Brown. Lon"' Is-
land City. N. Y. FiWf) Jh! 'm, )S91. The automatic

IT , 1

No. 525.698.

brake and electric switch for street and other railway
cars compriHCH the car brakes and a plurality of
awiichoH adapted to gradually increase or decrease the
current, and means for atmlying or roloaeing the brakes
and actuating the switchuH successively at the Bamo
movement. (.Sec illuHtration.)

525,789. Trolley-poll- ilonneetlonj Maurice R.
Mtthon and .John M. Crane, Newark, N. J. Filed Nov.
10, 189.'J. I'he frame or holder is adapi;ed to conneci- with
the trolley socket and has a hollow bridge or way. and
an arm connecting with t!.c pole and pivotiiJIy Hceiircd
to the holder and working in the bridge or way.

525,s:t6. SeJf-AdJHNtf nc: BriiNli for l>ynumo-
eleetrle jnueblncN; William \. IJllss, lirooklyn. N.
y. Filed April Ki. I8!i(. A pivotal aunport upon which
the bniBh carrier 18 IlUwl to rotate Irccly in either di-

rection, and a fixed stop is provided against which the
brush-carrier rotated by the friction of t,he commutator
on the brushes is positively arrested in either direction
so as to stop the brushes in positions the reverse of that
which they occupy when their carrier is arrested in the
opposir.e direction.

525,840. I^islitnins Arrester ; Archibald L. Court-
right, Keokuk. Iowa. Filed February 1, 1894. This
is an electical difference of potential valve, com-
prising in combination two similar sections, one
of which is adjustable with relation to the other.
Each section is composed substantially of a block
or base of non-conducting material, copper plates
secured on each side thereof, a binding post projected
through the cooper plates and insulating material, with
means for securing it therewith, and electrodes in con-
tact with both of said copper plates.

525,851). Amntonlaeal-gas niotor; Patrick J.

McM^ihon, Tangipahoa. La., Assignor to ihe Standard
Fireless Company, Chicago. III. Filed Dec. 12, 1891.

The gas motor has an exterior shell or tank reservoir
cont^ininer within its interior one or more anhydrous
ammonia tanks having a gas chamber in combina'ion
with an enginb cylinoeror cylinders located within the
shell or tank reservoir. A series of tubes and cham-
bers is formed by tube sheets and covers located
beneath the ammonia tanks, and having open connec-

No. o'25.782.

tions therewith. A pipe connected with the chambers
is formed by the tube sheets and their covers whereby
the ammonia tanks, tubes and chambers may be
charged with anhydrous ammonia.

525,86 4. l^lectric Railway; Herbert E. Rider,
New York. N. Y., Assignor to Adolph Falck. same
place. Filed Feb. 26. 1K91. This is the combination of a
slotted conduit, one or mote conductors arranged
therein, an arm carried upon a car and projecting
downward thruugh the slot and into the conduit.
One or more upturned branches extend from the arm,
and current collectors are carried by the uplifted
branches and insulated there''rom and arranged to
move in contact %virh the conductor. A conducting
wire or wires pass through the arm and branch or
branches and are insulated therefrom and electricallv
connected to the current eolIecDing device- The arm
and branch or branches encase the conducting wire or

No. 525,864.

wires from a point above the slot of the conduit to
where said wire or wires are connected to the current
collecting devices. (See illustration.)

525,886. Trolley for S<:ieotrio. Railroads; Ed-
ward Dawson, Terre Haute. Ind. Filed Dec. 26, 1893.
A socket is adapted to be secured to a trolley pole, and
is provided with a conical upper end, and cireumfer-
entially elongated holes in its said end; there are two
brackets for carrying the trolley wheel, a bolt passes
through the brackets and holes permitting the brackets
to be adjusted. (See illustration.)

525.891. rawtcner for Eleetrle Wirew; Harry C.
Frickc. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed .June 14.1891. An insu-
lating piece is bent in the form of a cylinder when
closed, and has radial projecting edges.

525.892. s\vlt<li-Oi>eratlnff Device; George A.
Kulford, Providence, U. L, Assignor of one-half to
Stnphcn C. Howard, satne place. Filed Jan. 10. 1894.

Jlrackcts are secured to the car. and an actuating rod is

removably 8iippor(:cd in the lu-ackets. The latter has a
handle, and a wheel furnished with a thin edge rota-
tably mounted at the lower portion of the rod.

525.902. Fender for Street-railway Cars ; Al-
fred J. Hollingsworth, West New Brighton, and Joseph
A. Weaver, New York, N. Y. Filed March 10, 1894. The
fender consists of folding side bars and detachable net.

525,936. x:iectric Switch ; George Baehr, Jersey
City, N. J., Assignor to Samuel O'Connor. Brooklyn, N.
Y. Filed Jan. 9, 1894. This the combination of a pair of
circuit conDroIling blades, a cross bar of insulating
material mechanically connecting them together, a pair
of jaws carried by the cross bar. a manually operated
bwinging lever provided with an extension which is

loosely embraced by the jaws, and a spring bearing at
one end ayainat the letter and at the other end against
the cross bar.

525,945. Conduit System for Electric Rail-
ways ; William G. Creighton, Chicago. Ill- Filed Feb.
28, 1S9J. Claim 3 reads :

** In combination with a per-
forated support, a movable contact or circuit closer a
fixed contact connected with a conductor, a spring nor-

No. 525.886,

mally pressing the movable contact away from the
other and means to attach the same to the support
comprising threaded thimbles inclosing the same and
engaging opposite sides of the support." (See illustra-

tion. )

525,977. Car-Fender; Samuel A. Darrach, Newark,
N. J., Assignor to the Darrach Car Fender Company,
same place. Filed Jan. U, lif'4 The fender is composed
of two sets of springs jointed together, a swinging
brace for keeping one set of the springs distended, and
a scoop hinged to said fender.

525.992. System of liis^hting: and Heating
Cars by Elt-ctrJcity ; Morris Moskowi'z, Newark,
N. J., Assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to the
National Electric Car Lighting Company. Filed March
31, 1891. This is the combination with a working circuit
and a lamp ci cuit containing lamps or other translat-
ing devices, of a pnir of storage batteries, a dynamo,
and a switch for connecting either one of the batteries
directly in circuit with the dynamo, and the other bat-
teries in circuit with the lamp circuit.

525.993. ITleaiis for 'Eqaalizins Eledro-
uotlve Force of Uyi-ainos; Morris Moskowitz,
Newark, N. J., Assignor by direct and mesne assignments
to the National Electric Car Liehting Company. Filed
June 15, 1894.. Claim 1 is as follows : "In a means for the
purpose of equalizing the electro-motive force of dynamos
or other electrical apparatus running under variable
speed, the combination, of a dynamo-electric generator,
and a combined motor and regulating dynamo.the arm-
ature circuit of sa'd regulating dynamo being in circuit
with the magnetic fields of said dynanio-electric genera-
tor, so that the electro-motive force of said re<?ulating
dynamo excites and controls the intensity of the magnetic
fields of said dynamo electric machine, and means con-
necLed with the combined mo'or and dynamo shaft for
operating the same, and an opposing circuit connecting
the field coils of said regulating dynamo with the main
circuit connect;ed with waid dynamo-electric generator,
counteracting the electro-motive force of said regulating

No. 525.945.

dynamo to maintain the electro-motive force of thedyna
mo-electric generator constant."

526,016. Electric motor ; John S. Losch, Summit
StLition. Pa. Filed March 6. 1894. This is the combination
of an armature, an annular non-mngnetic casing sur-
rounding the san:e. openings in the casing, magnets car-
ried by yokes secured to their outer ends and with their
inner ends projecting through the openings in the
casing, and boUs passed through the yohes and seated
in the casing, by which the magnets are retained in
place.
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Michigan Street Kail- The Michigan Street Eail-

way Association, '""ay Association last week
held its first convention, and

a brief report of the meeting is presented else-

where in this issue. About half the companies in

the State were represented, and a great deal of

interest was manifested. The organization ought

to make itself felt in preventing the passage of the

hostile legislation that has been proposed in the

ytate.

Steam Eailioads That railroad officials are be-

and Trolley ginnmg to realize that the

Lines. competition of electric rail-

ways is a matter of serious

importance is' proved by the annual report of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford road that has

just been printed One railroad official recently re-

marked that the time may soon come when the

two outer tracks of four-track roads will be elec-

trically equipped, and the trolley lines be met,

therefore, on their own ground.

Improvements in Major G. "W. McNulty's en-

Oable Traction. tertaining paper on improve-

ments in cable traction is con-

cluded in this issue. The paper, which was read

at the New York State Street Railway Convention,

deals exclusively with the Broadway cable line in

New York city, and gives in condensed form some
of the more important characteristic features of

that engineering triumph. It is, as the author

says, an achievement of which any corporation

may well be proud to construct and put in mnning
order in such a labyrinth as Broadway "a compli-

cated machine five miles in length to be jointly

operated by an army of engineers and gripmen
with reasonable precision and freedom from de-

rangement."

The Vote on Munici- The New York Eapid Transit

pal Oonstrnotion. Comniissioners have taken

action to submit to the people

the question of municipal construction at the

coming election . It has seemed to certain persons

that it is regrettable that the matter should be con-

sidered by voters at a time when other questions

of great political interest are attracting their at-

tention, but there is at least one reason for think-

ing it not altogether unfortunate. Coming before

the people at thit time the question is bound to at-

tract some attention and elicit some sort of an ex-

pression of opinion. If we may jadge by the Boston

experience, rapid transit is not a matter of suf-

ficient public interest to cause the average citizen

to vote at a special election.

The Electric Brake ia The braking mechanism of a

Practice, streetcar is such an important

part of its equipment, and its

improvement is so urgently demanded, that every

serious effort to increase its efficiency is a matter

of great interest, for in the betterment of the brake
lies the best hope of reducing the number of acci-

dents which at times seem fairly alarming. Not a

few attempts have been made to solve the problem
by the production of an efficient form of electric

brake, but little headway hitherto appears to have
been made in this direction. Experiments in this

particular field are in progress, in feveial places,

and for one or two of them, notably that in Mel
bourne, substantial success has been claimed. The
form of electric brake which Elmer A. Sperry

describes in this issue has passed, it is stated, the

experimental stage, and may now be regarded as a.

device far in advance of that ordinarily used on

street railways. The brake is now in practical use

in several places, and experience should soon dem-

onstrate its value. The current for the operation

of the Sperry brake is not obtained from the trolley

circuit, but is derived from the motors, which are

automatically converted into generators. Mr.

Sperry"s description of the invention is contained

in a paper read before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, which we publish in this

issue.

Attendance at One suggestion may be made

Street Eailway to the companies who are

Exhibits, uow planning to send exhibits

to the Atlanta convention of

the American Street Railway Association. Let

them make adequate provision for attendance at

the space where their machinery or their goods will

be displayed. It seems a curious fact that com-

panies will spend perhaps several hundred dollars

to make a creditable showing of their goods and

then almost utterly neglect the matter of attend-

ance, which is an item of only slightly less im-

portance. It is probably not an exaggeration to

state that in Milwaukee last year fully one-third

the exhibits were deserted three-quarters of the

time by the persons that were supposed to have

charge of them. These were by no means only

exhibits of the small class ; some of the largest

were thus abandoned. It is perfectly apparent

that such a course is exceeding ill-advised, for in

this way more than half the benefit that should

accrue to the exhibitor from sending his goods to a

convention is utterly lost. When visitors inspect

the apparatus or the supplies in any particular

exhibit, some one should be on hand to point out

features of importance and to answer questions.

Otherwise the interest of visitors may be merely

temporaiy or perhaps may not be excited at all.

We recall a number of times at conventions when
delegates were liuntrng after representatives to

learn some fact about an esliibit and utterly failed

to secure the desired information. If proper at-

tendance had been provided such cases could not

occur. It is easy enough to understand just how
it happens that exhibits are deserted, and that in-

formation is sometimes hard to secure. An officer

of a company or a salesman attends the convention

with the expectation of making his headquarters

at the booth where his goods are exhibited, but

he finds the attendance at the exhibit hall is

less than he anticipated during certain hours

of the day, so he remains at the hotel where he

can meet a greater number of visitors, or he

may get on the scent of an order and does not

find time to return to his exhibit. In any event it

is often practically impossible to find him at a

given time. This being the fact it would seem to

be a wise course for companies to make a special

provision for attendatce at exhibits. Let them

send some of their young men to the convention to

assume charge if the older representatives are to

be busy in other work. If they propose to spend a

round sum for an exhibit let them add a few

dollars to the amount and send another man. We
would not say that it will not pay to send an exhibit

toAtlanta unless it is accompanied by some one pre-

pared to take charge of it, but it is safe to assert

that a competent attendant ought to make the

exhibit worth many times what it would be if he

were not present.
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ATLANTA STBEET RAILWAY CONVENTION. MICHIGAN STATE STBEET RiVlLWAY CON-
VENTION.

The attendance at the Atlanta convention of the

American Street Railway Association should be

exceptionally large if one may judge from the

interest in the meeting now shown by both street

railway men and manufacturers. A large num-

ber of companies have already signified their in-

tention of making exhibits, and this feature of the

convention should be of exceptional interest.

The local committees^ consist of the following

Atlanta gentlemen

:

Hotel—Wm. 'W. Kingston. 6Walter M. Kelley, S. W.
Trawick, E. P. Thomas. A. F. Giles. . „ ,

Exhibits—N. W.L. Brown, Waller M. Kelley, Dana
R. Bullen. VV. W. Kingston.
Transportation—W. M. Kelley, J. H. Allen.
Entertainment—R. J. -Lowry. J. Carroll Payne. T. K.

Glenn, W, W. Kingston. Henry Inman, J. W. English,

Jr . Livingston Minis, H.N. Hurt.
Banquet—H E. W. Palmer, J. Carroll Payne, E. Wood-

rutr, R. J. Lowry, Henry Jackson, T. B. Felder, Jr., Liv-

ingston Minis. _
Excursion— W. M. Kelley, E. Woodruff, H. N. Hurt.
Finance— E. Woodruff. R. J . Lowry, T. B. Felder, Jr.,

Jae. VV. English, Jr., W. C. Sanders.

The programme of the convention is as follows :

Special committees will report on the following

subjects : "A Standard Form for Street Railway
Accounts:" Can the T Rail Be Satisfactorily Used
in Paved Streets?" "City and Suburban Electric

Railways;" Mail, Express and Freight Service on
Street Railway Cars:""Standardsfor Electric Street

Railways;" "Street Car Wheels and Axles;" "The
Best Method of Treating Accidents and Com-
plaints:" "The T Rail Construction of the Terre

Haute Street Railway Company," and "Transfers

and Commutation." Notice has been received by
the secretary that special papers will be read on
the following subjects : "A Practical System of

Long-Distance Electric Railway Work;" "Brake-
shoes," and "Destructive Arcing of 500-Volt
Fuses."
The Executive Committee has secured Machinery

Hall, at Piedmont Park, Atlanta, for the exhibition

of supplies of every nature used in the street rail-

way business. The building has been engaged for

two entire weeks, beginning October 10 and ending
October 34, thereby giving ample time for the set-

ting up and removal of the largest exhibits. The
room tor the meeting is also in the same building
on the main floor, and delegates will therefore be
enabled to examine the exhibits to the best advan-
tage and with the least possible loss of time. The
exposiiion will be in charge of the secretary,

assisted by Mr. N. W. L. Brown, of the Atlanta
Consolidated Street Railway Company. Applica-
tions for space, if not already made, should be sent
without delay direct to Mr. Brown, at Atlanta. The
Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company pro-
poses to entertain all who attend the meeting, with
an excursion. In connection therewith, a typical
" Georgia barbecue" will be a prominent feature
of the occasion.

The annual dinner will take
i
lace on Thursday

evening, Oct. 18. Each company that is a mem-
ber is entitled to the free admission to the banquet
of two of its ofiScers. Each additional officer, or
any other gentleman m attendance at the meeting
not an officer of a member-company, will be
chargpd $10 ; ladies' tickets, .|5 each.
There will be ample hotel accommodations for

all who attend the meeting. The headquarters of
the association will be at the Hotel Aragon. The
rates at the liotels are as follows : Hotel Aragon,
American plan, $3 to $5 per day ; European plan.
$1..50 to $3 per day. Kimball House, $i.nO to |5
per day. Markham House, $2 to $i per day.
Hotel Marion, $2 to $4 per day. National Hotel,
$2 to $3 per day.
Rooms will be assigned in the order of the appli-

cations received, and, as far as possible, in accord-
ance with the expressed wishes of the applicants.
Those who expect to be present are urged to com-
municate with Mr. W. W. Kingston, Equitable
Building, Atlanta, Ga.. at once.

MASSACHUSETTS STREET RAILWAY ASSO-

CIATION.

The annual dinner of the Massachusetts Street

Railway Association took place at Young's Hotel,

Boston, Sept. 20. After the dinner addresses were
made by the president Col. T. H. Cunningham,
Hon. E. F. Shaw, A. A. Glosse, and R. F. Straine

and R. S. Brown, the last two the special guests of

the evening.

The president. Col. Cunningham, and the secre-

tary and treasurer, A. S. Butler, of Lawrence,
were re-elected. The next meeting of the associa-

tion will be held the first Monday in January.

The Michigan Street Railway Association held

its first meeting last week in Grand Rapids. Papers

were read as follows :

"Suburban Electric Railways and Their Possi-

bilities," by C. M. Swift, of Detroit.

"Construction. Maintenance and Operation of

Small Street Railways," by W. Worth Bean, of St.

Joseph.

"Street Railway Accidents and Fire Insurance,"

by David I). Erwin, of Muskegon.

An informal banquet was held in the evening at

Reed's Lake and toasts w ere responded to by :'David

H. Jerome, Saginaw ; W. L. Jenks, of Port Huron;

G. A. E. KohlerandP. F.Leach, The following of-

ficers were elected : President, W. L. Jenks, Port

Huron ; Vice-President, W. Worth Bean, St. Jos-

eph ;
Secretary and Treasurer, B. S. Hanchett, Jr.,

Grand Rapids ; Executive Committee, the officers

and David H. Jerome, Saginaw, and Strathern

Hendrie, Detroit.

The next meeting will be held in Grand Rapids

next December.

Among those present were the following :

Bean, W. Worth, St. Joseph & Benton Harbor
Street Railway Company, Benton Harbor.

Canham, W., City Electric Railway Company,
Port Huron.
Erwin, D. P., Muskegon Railway Company,

Muskegon.
Hart, George A., Manistee, Filer City & East

Lake Railwav Company, Manistee.

Hanchett, B. S , Jr.. Consolidated Street Rail-

way Company, Grand Rapids.
Harry, C. L., Bay Cities Consolidated Railway

Company. Bay City.

Jenks, W. 1. , City Electric Railway Company,
Port Huron.

Jerome, David H., City of Saginaw Street Rail-

road Company, Saginaw.
Johnson, G. L.. Consolidated Street Railway

Company, Grand Rapids.
Kohler, G. A. E., Chicago, representating Walker

Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, O.

Lee, J. P., Lansing City Railway Company,
Lansing.

Louttit, W. S., Pullman Company, Chicago, 111.

Leach, P. F.. Bass Foundry & Machine Com-
pany, Chicago, III.

Myers, Garson, Standard Railway Supply Com-
pany, Chicago.

Myers, L. E., Electrical Installation Company,
Chicago, III.

Morton, H. T., Ann Arbor Street Railway Com-
pany, Ann Arbor.

Randall, F, C, Chicago, representing J. G, Brill

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, E. A., Consolidated Cur Heating Com-

pany, Albany. N. Y.
Thomson, F. W. , Muskegon Railway Company,

Muskegon.

MOTORMAN CONVICTED OF MAN-
SLAUGHTER.

have been so many deaths caused in this manner

that an accident like this, caused by negligence,

must be punished."

Michael Lewis, a motorman on the Newark &
South Orange (N. J.) line, was convicted of man-
slaughter last Saturday for having caused the

death of a four-year-old child last August. The
testimony, as brought out by the prosecution,

showed that the motorman was looking toward

the rear of the car when the accident happened.

It was testified that he did not have hold of the

brake, and that no warning had been given. The
defendant, however, swore that the child " ran

right in the front of the car," that he was ringing

the bell at tha time, and had the car under control.

On Monday Judge Kirkpatrick sentenced Lewis

to a year at hard labor in the county peniten-

tiary. The Court said in pronouncing sentence

that he felt that it was his duty to make an

example of him, as there was too much careless-

ness upon the part of motormen in Newark. He
added :

" You have been convicted of man-
slaughter in causing the death of a child while

you were in charge as motorman of the car

that ran over her. It has appeared to the satisfac-

tion of the court that the car was run in a negli-

gent manner. People who accept positions as

motormen must understand that there is a great

deal of responsibility attached to their work. There

FEET ON CAR SEATS.

A New York paper contains the following ac.

count of the resultjof violating a familiar street-

car rule ;

S. Gregor Doran, a broker, of No. 2100 Boule-

vard, took his wife and several friends for a ride

last night on the 125th street cable line. Doran
used the seat in front of him as a foot^rest. Con-
ductor Ainhorn ordered him to take his feet down,
which, after some argument, he did.

fl Mrs. Doran, to show her utter disdain for street-

car ethics in general and the conductor in particu-

lar, placed her feet on the seat. The toes of two
trim shoes pointed defiantly upward, and the other

passengers gazed in astonishment.
The conductor was puzzled. He asked her to

take down her feet, but she declined. He did not

want to remove them forcibly. Finally he thought
of a lirilliant idea. He turned the back of the seat

over and it came down on Mrs. Doran's legs and
held them as if they were in a vise.

Mrs. Doran screamed, but could not move. Mr.
Doran grabbed the conductor by the throat, while
another member of the party bit him on the head
with a cane. All were engaged in a general fight

when a policeman came along and took them to the

East 12fltli street station after Mrs. Doran's legs

had been freed.

The conductor charged Doran with disorderly

conduct, and Mrs. Doran accused the conductor
of assault. After some hot talk on both sides the
charges were withdrawn.

OHIO STATE TRAMWAY ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Ohio State Tramway
Association—the pioneer of street railroad associa-

tions—took place 'at the Boody House, Toledo, O.,

Sept. 26th. The president, Albion E. Lang, of the

Consolidated Street Railroad Company of Toledo,

welcomed the members in a short address. The
papers under discussion were : 1st. " The best

method of collecting fares;" 2d. " A desirable and
satisfactory fender;" 3d. " What are the bestquali-

fications for car and motormen?" 4th. " The treat-

ment of low joints in rails and how to prevent

them."

Among those present were Albion E. Lang, Con-

solidated Street Railroad Company, Toledo ; Jameg
Robison, Toledo Street Railroad, Toledo ; J. K.
Newcomer, Delaware Electric Railroad Company,
Delaware, O. ; R. Carpenter, Mansfield Street Rail-

road Company, Mansfield, 0.; B. P. Foster, Toledo

& Maumee Valley Railroad Company ; W. F. Kel-

ley, Columbus Street Railroad, Columbus, O.; W.
S. Jewell, Consolidated Street Railroad, Toledo; J.

B. Hanna, Cleveland City Railroad ; W. G. Owens,

Des Moines Street Railroad, Des Moines, la., and
others.

The supply trade was represented by C. M. Ful-

ler, of the Davis Car Shade Company ; H. H. Foster,

The Dreher Manufacturing Company, New York ;

John Dale, of the Dale Manufacturing Company
;

E. A. Smith, Consolidated Car Heating Company,
and others.

The members and guests were entertained by
visits to various industries in Toledo and by a

banquet in the evening at the Toledo Club, The
place for the next meeting was referred to a com-
mittee which is to report at a later date.

Pottstown, Pa.—The Ringing Rocks Electric

Railway Company, whose original charter grant-

ed the privilege of building a line from Potts-

town to Ringing Rocks and thence to Falckner

Swamp, has obtained additional charter privileges

by which it can extend the road from Falckner

Swamp to Gilbertsville, Boyertown and New Ber-

linville. The road, as now built, from Pottstown

to Ringing Rocks, is about four miles long; from
thence to New Berlinville the distance is seven

miles, making a trolley line of eleven miles. The
company will make surveys at once, and if the

right of way is granted by the townships and Boy-
ertown Borough Council, it is probable the work
of construction will be commenced thig fall,
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COMPRESSED AIE TEAMWAY SYSTEM
IN PABIS.

One of the most interesting applications of com-
pressed air in Paris will be that for the propulsion

of tramcars on the Conti system, a system already

in experimental use in Vienna, Some preliminary

trials have been made at Nantes, and at Nogent,

and the results obtained seemed sufficiently good to

justify the Compagnie Generale des Omnibus iu

constructing three new lines in Paris, which will

shortly under the care of the Compagnie Generale

des Omnibus.

The illustrations are reproduced from London
Engineering. ^
TROLLEY LINES AND STEAM RAILROADS.

Railroad men have had their attention directed

anew to the trolley by the president of the New
York & New Haven Railroad, who, in his annual

report, refers to the serious nature of electrical
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FIG. 1.

be opened for traffic during the present year. In

the Conti system the air is compressed at a rela-

tively high pressure at a central station ; it is tlien

admitted into the mains B placed beneath the rails.

Figs. 1 and 2.

Branches C lead the air nearly to the surface

into automatic devices by which the car reservoirs

can be charged. By this arrangement it is con-

sidered that one central station will be sufficient.

whatever the length of the line may be ; and as the

charging devices can be introduced at short inter-

vals, the dead weight of reservoirs to be carried is

relatively small. The distance between the charging

stations varies according to circumstances, but for

convenience they should be located at the recog-

nized stopping places. Fig. 3 is a diagram that

gives some idea of the arrangement. An iron box

is sunk into the roadway to inclose the mechanism,

and this box is covered in by a plate containing two
hinged flaps t placed immediately over the air

nozzle E. This nozzle is the continuation of a

plunger working in the cylinder _B', which can be

placed in connection with the [air main. As the

front truck of the car passes over the rails it strikes

the lever G, and depresses it, opens a valve that

admits air beneath the plunger E, raises it, and

causes the air nozzle to push open the flaps F and
rise above the level of the road. By the time it

has reached its full height the nozzle engages in a

connection H communicating with the reservoirs

D placed on the car; a valve is opened that admits

the compressed air through the nozzle into the

reservoirs, which are filled in a few seconds. The

competitions, says the Chicago Herald. There is

no disguising the fact that the trolley is irrepres-

sible. It is a cancer which is gradually sapping

the vitality of some of the country's largest railway

systems. Its backers do their work systematically.

There is no newspaper fuss about it. Thus within

a short time there will be a continuous trolley road

between such important points in Pennsylvania as

Harrisburg and Philadelphia. Most of the towns
between these cities are already connected by elec-

trical roads. It is proposed, as said, to make the

line continuous between the two cities. The Penn
sylvania road feels the trolley, and will feel it

more. So do other roads in Pennsylvania, as is

shown by the following incident related recently

in the corridors of a hotel by a man who lately

traveled over the Lehigh Valley road. Said he :

" I was on my way to Ashland, Pa. When the

train reached Shenandoah, distant eight miles

from my destination, nearly everybody got out.

Only four or five people remained on the train

besides myself. The exodus was so sudden and

valve is then closed, and as the car proceeds the

lever G is released, the air beneath the plungers in

the cylinder E escapes and the nozzle falls, the

flaps F closing over it and restoring the street

surface. In the event of mechanism becoming

deranged, air standpipes are provided, so that the

reservoirs can be charged by coupling up.

The results obtained will be watched with con-

siderable interest, so soon as the system passes out

of its experimental stage, which it promises to do

Fig. 3.

complete that I asked the conductor its cause. He
told me it was the regular thing. Everybody go -

ng to Ashland always got out at Shenandoah and
finished the journey by trolley. By the railroad

the fair from Shenandoah to Ashland is 24 cents,

while by the trolley it is 5 cents, so that the saving

is exactly 19 cents per capita." It is predicted that

before another year elapses most of the towns on

the New York Central road between Buffalo and
Albany will be connected by electrical railroads.

CURIOUS ACCIDENT IN BROOKLYN.

a serious leak in the main, and a flame several feet

in height burned for an hour or more, until the

damage was repaired.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

COir.S ON COPPER BOBBINS.

What is the reason that some field magnet coils

are wound upon copper bobbins ?

A. K. G., Duluth, Minn.

ANSVraiR.

This device was probably first used by Mr. C. F.

Varley, its purpose being to reduce what is some-

times called the extra current when the circuit is

suddenly broken. The philosophy of its action is

that, being a good conductor and a closed circuit,

induced currents of considerable magnitude are

set up in it at the moment of the breaking of the

circuit, and these retard the fall of magnetism in

the field cores, thereby greatly lessening the ten-

dency to spark. The application of this principle

has been carried still further by Dr. Aron, of Ber-

lin, who, after winding each layer of the coil,

interposes a sheath of metal foil so as^to kill the

induction from layer to layer.

WELDING CUEEENT.
To settle a dispute will you please tell us if the

current used in electric raU-weldmg or in other
electric welding operations is a dangerous one to

handle ? A says that if the two terminals of the
welding circuit be grasped by the hands, the cur-
rent would almost instantly vaporize the body.
B pooh-poohs the idea and says that it would only
give a severe shock. Which is right?

B. L., Boston, Mass.

ANSWER.
Neither is right. If one should close the circuit

of a welding machine through his body by catch-

ing hold of the terminals with his hands, he would

probably feel no sensation whatever. The reason

for this IS that the electromotive forces used are so

very insignificant (not more than four or five volts)

that but very little current could pass. This will

be clear from Ohm's law. Assuming that the nor-

mal resistance of the human body is 1,000 ohms
and the E. M. F. of the welding current is five

volts, we have C = -jJij^ = -^^^ ampere. This is

entirely too small an amount to be dangerous or

even sensible. In welding copper a current of

about 60,000 amperes per square inch of metal is

required. This implies, of course, a very small re-

sistance at the joint; otherwise, with the E. M. F.

at hand (say .5 volts), it would be impossible for this

current to pass. If, however, a current of 60,000

amperes per square inch were passed through the

body, it would consume it, as A says; but to force

such a current through would require, according

to Ohm's law, 60,000 = 5-' or E = 5 X 60,000 =
5

300,000 volts.

RESISTANCE OF THE EARTH.

Is it true that the earth or ground return offers

no resistance or practically no resistance to the
flow of an electric current ? Inquirer.

ANSWER.
By no means. The resistance of the earth would

be practically nil if the earth plates were each of

enormous size, say, for instance, a mile or two
square, but with plates of practicable size it is

quite appreciable and under usual conditions con-

siderable. The earth is in fact an extremely poor

conductor, but as we can decrease the resistance

of any conductor by increasing its cross section, so

may the resistance of the earth become negligible

if ovtr ground plates be large enough so as to

sufficiently decrease the resistance of the entrance

to and exit from the earth of the current.

A curious accident happened to an electric car

a few days ago. A gang of men employed by the

Municipal Gas Company was employed in repair-

ing a main at the corner of Washington street and
Myrtle avenue just under the street car track.

When the car passed over the spot a loud explosion

occurred, which caused no damage beyond greatly

frightening the passengers. A spark from the

motor, it is supposed, ignited the gas that had
collected in the excavation, The explosion caused

ANSWERING EMPLOYEES' aUESTIONS.

To the Editor of the Street Railway Gazette :

Referring to a question asked by a motorman in

your last issue, relative to flashing at commutator,

I may say that it certainly is a mistake on the part

of any superintendent to refuse to answer ques-

tions put to him by the motormen relative to the

trouble with motors; but as is often the case, such

officials are unable to answer them. Motormen

should know all about their motors as well as an
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engineer does his engine, and if they would pro-

cure a copy of Pen-y's book on " Electric Railway

Motors" they would, I am confident, in a very

short time have all the knowledge necessary rela-

tive to the construction, operation and maintenance

of street railway motors.

A subscription to the Street Railway Gazette

should not be overlooked, as it is a valuable paper

to all interested sn street railway work. Ques-

tions should be asked, and I have no doubt your

valuable Gazette would be glad to devote a col-

umn for this purpose.

Conductors and motormen on this line are held

responsible for tlie proper care of their machinery.

They are instructed to examine their motors at

intervals during each and every day, and note any

trouble that may show up, such as violent spark-

ing at brushes, flashing at commutator or else-

where, heating of armature and motor frame,

etc.; and if the trouble cannot be located, to cut out

the motor and report the matter to the Superinten-

dent or Foreman of Carhouse. They are at

liberty to ask any questions, which will be cheer-

fully answered. Considering that only four out of

thirty-fom- motors are water-proof, we have very

little or no trouble. Wishing the GAZETTE success,

I am very respectfully yours,

Chas. H. Smith,

Superintendent Lebanon & Annville Street Rail-

way.

Lebanon, Pa., September 3-5, 1894.

THE PEBFECTION OF THE EliECTEIC RAIL-
WAY MOTOR.*

LINCOLN NISSLEY.

A study of the history of the electric railway

motor shows us that, from the beginning up to a
few yearsago, there has been a great tendency
toward complicated, fanciful and impracticable

designs, including outlandish forms of field mag-
nets, and unnecessary number of field cores and
coils. In most cases also the mechanical construc-

tion has been very bad ; the shaft bemg too small,

the bearings bemg weakly supported, and the

general workmanship poor and not up to standard.

It has long been my opinion that the proper way
to design a good railway motor is to consider

very carefully and systematically each part, first

by itself and then with reference to other parts,

and thus collect and build up the elements which
are best.

Let us now take up the various parts of the elec-

tric motor, and consider each as a simple problem
in designing. The size of the frame should be such
that it can readily be placed upon any standard
truck. The machine should be completely shut in

so as to make it thoroughly iron clad.

A good, substantial, ironclad frame does more
than anything else to give great stability and
strength to the whole machine, and is highly de-
sirable in a railway motor. The bearings should
be directly and rigidly mounted in this frame, a
simple fact that has often been disregarded, and
all parts should be interchangeable. The armature
and car axle should be in perfect alignment, and
consequently perfect meshing of the gears is ob-
tained, which experience has proved to be of vast
importance. The gearings should be mounted
closely to the frame so as to eliminate buckling and
tendency to loosen parts.

The field magnet should be bipolar. The field

should also be of the single magnetic circuit,

rather than the consequent pole type, because the
former is more economical m wire and current re-

quired, lessening the cost of renewals and repairs.

A single circuit requires only 70 per cent, of the
weight of wire, and 70 per cent, of the energy of
magnetization that is required by a double mag-
netic circuit.

The field cores should, of course, be perfectly
insulaied; this can be accomplished with certainty
by winding them on a solid spool of material which
is firm ami water-proof and highly insulatmg.
The armature should be of the ring type, so that

the winding does not slip out of place or pile out
at the ends when running at high speed, a fact
which will be appreciated by those who are oper-
ating cross country and suburban lines.

The armature should have teeth or projections
upon it in order to secure and protect the wires
from mechanical injury, to reduce the reluctance
of the magnetic circuit and the weight of wire and
energy of current required to magnetize it. The
perfect insulation of the armature core is of the
utmost importance. The best material and the
most complete covering should be used, and the

"Abstract of a paper read before the Pennsylvania
Street Uailwoy Convention, Reading, Sept. 5, 1894.

greatest possible care should be exercised to avoid

short circuits, grounds or broken wires.

The efficiency should, of course, be as high as

possible, and is made a maximum by reducing all

elements of loss as far as possible. These losses

are: current to magnetize field; loss due to arma-
ture resistance, friction, resistance of air and eddy
currents. It has always seemed to me that if a

machine can be run for several hours under lull

load without any part becoming overheated, the

efficiency of that machine must be high. This fact

is more absolute than any efficiency test can pos-

sibly be.

In looking over the past eight years of practice in

the designing and perfection of the electric railway

motor we have much to commend and considerable

to condemn. The boldness of the achievements, the

problems that have been solved, the rapidity of

development—seem almost beyond comprehension.

That the electric railway motor in less than eight

years should reach the high state of perfection,

economy and efficiency that it has, as compared
with the long years of development of the steam
engine, is remarkable.

In the perfect railway motor we have something
entirely different from what we have in the steam
engine. We have no reciprocating pnrts, but con-

tinuous rotary motion. The strains are all tangen-

tial ; and this aids greatly in running and mainte-

nance.
The railway motor of yesterday is not what the

railway motor of to-day or a few years hence will

be. Yesterday we were struggling with difficulties

connected with the commutator and brushes which
have been the great bugbear of all types of motors.

Commutators and brushes require more care out-

side of gearing connecting motors to axle than any-
thing else we have to deal with. They have always
been the weakest spot in the electric railway motor.
The question arises. Can these difficulties be over-

come? I think they can, and have been to a great

extent already overcome by several of our large

manufacturers.
In connection with the motor, we are laboring

under very serious difficulties in regard to proper
control and regulation. In the control of the rail-

way motor we cannot do exactly as we do in the

locomotive—adjust our point of cut-off so as to

secure the best results with a given load.

"We have to govern our motors by varying the

resistance in the circuit, which means loss neces-

sarily, because the resistance has to be overcome
to some extent by the current passing through it

or by reducing the intensity of the field magnet,
which also means loss; if this is true, then it seems
to me that it is unfortunate, but is it necessary ?

I do not think so.

The ideal railway motor for the propulsion of

our cars would be a motor running at a contin-

uous and uniform speed, and with a variable

gearing, giving the motor the advantage of power
when the car was first started. You all know
that when our motorman wants to change the

speed of his motor he moves a switch or controller

handle around, which adjusts the current flowing
through the motor. Now, as a matter of fact, the

motor should adjust the current itself, and not the

man, and the speed of the motor should remain
absolutely constant, while for regulation between
the motor and the gear on the driving wheels you
should depend on varying the mechanical advan-
tages entirely.

It should be borne in mind that it is less than
three years since the first single reduction motor
was commercially introduced. The work was
done under the most unfavorable circumstances;
compared with similar motors of to-day they were
indeed crude and very costly. They answered the
purpose, however, and it is generally admitted
that they have been a financial success as com-
pared with the use of former construction.

The single reduction motors have since been in

continual operation, and those of recent manu-
facture, embodying the latest improvements, are a
great advance in the onward march toward
perfection. That there are still annoying circum-
stances in connection with the mechanism no ore
who is charged with their practical operation will

for a moment deny, but inasmuch as they are
universally proving a financial success, it may be

taken for granted that electrical and mechanical
improvements will be gradually introduced until

they become as nearly perfect as anything of the
kind Clin be.

The question is not whether a motor is perfected,

but whether it is enough of a success to warrant
the improvements which will lead to perfection.

Its advantages are not yet thoroughly appreciated,
but they will be. Its future is assured; with this

outlook will come better construction, better engi-

neering, better mechanics and the solving of the
larger problems, which will place the perfected
railway motor on a cheaper, better and more
successful basis.

THE ELECTRIC BRAKE IN PRACTICE.*

BY ELMER A. SPERRY.

PART I.

The growing frequency of accidents and the

constantly increasing demands of the public for

damages are indications that have not been made
to impress the mind of the engineer, or I am sure

adequate means would have been forthcoming for

the correction of so grave a fault inherent in all

the present systeths of power-operated street cars.

Some of our municipal authorities are taking action

with reference to the increasing frequency and
severity of accidents, and although no thorough
scientific investigation of the matter has been pub-
lished, yet it is a startling fact that wiih the pres-

ent hand-brake no electric or other equipment to-

day stands provided with anything in the line of

an emergency brake. In so grave and urgent a
case, what; can be done in the line of remedy ?

The question naturally arises. Will any system of

braking worked upon or in connection with
the ordinary wheel of a vehicle be
sufficient for the stop required ? What
13 the maximum efficiency obtainable by the
brake working through the wheels? Is it suflficient

to arrest the car before accident in case of etner-

gency f Can it be made in any event a sufficient

accident preventer? The popular notion that most
accidents are due to brake failure is true, but in a
way that is little understood, the failure being one
of degree. It may not be known that under proper
and standard conditions any car or train may be
brought from a speed of 10 miles an hour to abso-

lute rest inside of 10 feet. It is not generally ap-
preciated that the wheel brake has ample capacity
to accomplish this. The former investigations of

the writer with reference to adhesion under con-
ditions of acceleraiion and retardation, climbing
and descending hills, afford ample proof that the

rail adhesion thiough the wheels gives the wheel
brake more than capacity sufficient to accomplish
this result. For instance, assuming any weight
and load, say 17,000 pounds, the stored up
energy, 64,426 foot-pounds, can with ease be
dissipated within 20 feet for the ordinary

St. Augustine, Fla.—Money has been raised for
the coiisiriictiiiu of the electric railway.

Fig. 1.

equipment, and less than half this distance, or a
little over nine feet, under conditions of coupled
drivers, or if the wheels are compelled to revolve
in unison. This latter consideration will be seen
to have quite an unexpected as well as pertinent
relation to the problem. It will be seen by a glance
at the figures that the center of gravity of the
mass is far above the wheel contact with the rail.

The retarding effect takes place on the base line in

a plane below that of the center of gravity, really

the farthest projection downward of the mass as a
whole. A sudden stop operating on this base line

tends to pitch the upper portion forward, bringing
nearly all of the weight, and with it the retarding
capacity, upon the front pair of wheels. The brakes
on the rear pair in the ordinary equipment will

have but little effect; if, however, by any practical

method they are coupled to the forward drivers,

the brakes on this rear pair still remain active and
of full effect. This is true even if the back pair
should be lifted clear of the track. With in-

creased weight upon the forward drivers conies
ample increased adhesion, thus preserving the
full tractive effort of the total weight in-

tact for purposes of stop, which is impossi-
ble in the ordinary equipment. These
effects are all aggravated in case of short wheel
base. The present tendency toward a longer wheel
base is a step decidedly in the right direction, and
should be encouraged. The effect of shifting the
load in reference to the axles will be especially

noticed in descending bills, as shown in Fig- 1,

where the momentum of the rapidly retarded mass
tends to shift the load centers still farther forward,
in some cases almost wholly onto the front drivers.

It will be seen to have a greater effect than in as-
ceinliiig grades, where in stopping the inertia tends
to correct the position of the shifted load, whereas
going down, in stopping, the momentum as stated
tends to still further aggravate the condition. The

" An abstract of a paper presented before the American
InslitutCiOf Electrical Engineers, Sept. 19, 1834.
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practical effect of this may be seen whenever an
ordinary street car mounted upon springs of fair

resilience is quickly stopped. The car will be seen

to suddenly rigrht itself, having been pitched for-

ward in th(! process of stopping (see Fig. 3), the

front sprmgs being depressed and the rear springs

extended. These considerations all go to show in

a new light the advantages to be derived from
coupled drivers for general street railway service.

Bearing these facts in mind, let us turn for an
instant to the ordinary hand brake. The ratio m
the brake levers will "be found in the modern
trucks to be anywhere from <? to lU, averaging
about 8i to 1. The lever arm of the brake staff

will be found to be anywhere from 6 inches to 13

inches. Assuming 11 inches as the average, the
radius from the center of the brake chain to the

center of the brake staff will be 1| inches, giving

thus 6,28 to 1, or a total leverage of 53.4 to 1 from
the operating handle to the brakebeam. Two ele-

ments now have to be assumed: First, the friction

coefficient of the brakeshoes acting upon chilled

wheels. Second, the power upon the brake staff.

The writer has endeavored to cover both of these

unknown quantities by actual experiment, giving

the results in the tables. Table I. was taken by a

dynamometer being fastened directly to the brake-

stail handle in line of the pull of the motorman, a
cast-iion brake wheel 16 inches diameter from cen-

ter to center of a l^-inch rim bearing the handle.

A number of experienced motormen were invited

to test their strength upon this handle, and careful

readings were taken. It was noticed that the right

arm of the more experienced motorman was mucli
more developed than the left, a fact which I think
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has been pointed out before. The extent of this

development in the forearm is certainly quite
marked, showing that the gripping muscles and
weight of the body are the elements brought most
into play.
Columns 1 and 2 indicate respectively the num-

ber of the motorman and his weight.
Column 3 indicates ithe greatest possible steady

pull with the right hand on the handle, bringing
into play all possible weight'of the body.
Column 4 indicates the same conditions as column

3, the motorman in this case grasping the hand
wheel with both hands, some motormen using
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gloves to prevent their hands slipping. None of
the men could maintain these values for more than
one-half second.

In column .5 is indicated an "emergency stop."
The motormen were told to "break the machine"
if possible. In this test the body was braced,
sometimes with the knee against the dasher rail,

the needle registering the highest jerk usually
given with a sudden lunge of the body.

It will be seen that the power applied by the
steady pull of the average motorman is about
131.7, and can be made to run up, in case both
hands and the weight of the body are used, to
about 224 average, buc this value cannot be main-
tained. The average value of column 5 cannot be
used in these calculations, for the reason that
although they show the pressure it is possible to

reach by jerking upon the hand wheel, these
pressures cannot be maintained and therefore
cannot be depended upon for braking effect. The
tests show that the full power that can be main-
tained upon the brake lever for a sufficient length
of time for the purposes in hand does not exceed
an average of 180 pounds.

I'able II. was obtained in this way : A brake-
shoe that had been run in service about three or
four days was taken with the axle carrying its co-
operating wheel, lifted out of the truck and placed
between the centers of a lathe, the load upon the
brakeshoe accurately measured, and the shoe held
from movement around the wheel by a dynamom-
eter. Every precaution was taken to avoid
handling the periphery of the wheel or the face of

the brakeshoe, and e\en the dust was left upon it

so as to conform as nearly as possible to the nor-
mal conditions of practice.

Tracing our 180 pounds application to the brake-
beam with allowance for loss by friction, we have
3,840 pounds applied to each of the two shoes
which upon the chilled surfaces are found under
ordinary circumstances by Table II. to give a co-
efficient of about 12 per cent. This would give a
retarding effect of 460 pounds, which is less than
one-third that easily obtainable were the power
needful for its application at hand. The coefficient

under these conditions must have been about 37
per cent, to realize anything like the total value of

the retarding effect of the wheel. This under con-
dition of chilled and glazed surface is entirely out
of the question, showing at once the necessity of
power in the application of brakes, if anything like

their full value and use are to be obtained. This is

also amply borne out in practice, as those who
have tested this point well know that under ordi-

bodied in practice, and especially in such a manner
as to perform its important function automatically.
For years the writer has believed that electricity

was vastly preferable to any other force for the
application and control of brakes. Working first

on the solution of the continuous-brake problem
for railway trains, he budt his first electric brake
apparatus in '82, and has studied and experimented
on the problem in its various uhases almost con-
tinuously since that date, with more or less en-
couragement in the line of substantial progress. As
to its application to electric cars, the apparatus
was successfully applied on some double truck cars
in Illinois, one of these cars weighing as much as

13 tons. The first equipment, similar to that
shown in Fig. 3, was constriicted some five years
since. The apparatus has been constantly under-
going alterations and been experimented with,
until for the past 18 months a constantly increas-

ing number of electric cars equipped with it have
been in regular service, someof these running with
change of motormen on each of 13 daily trips,

the same motorman having the car once in about
three days, making it impossible for the men to be-

come familiar with the operation of the brake.
During this time one car has made upward of 70,000
miles, hauling a trailer about 48.000 miles, during
some special weeks of test making from 178 to
320 miles daily. It is only under such rigorous
conditions of actual operation that rapid progress
can be made in reduction to practice. All ma-
chinery or apparatus must pass this ordeal success-

fully before it can be brought into thorough com-
mercial shape.
At the mention of electric brakes the engineer at

once admits that they should be entirely feasible,

and usually adds that there is plenty of electrical

FIG. 3.

nary conditions it is next to impossible to slip the
wheels of a motor car by the hand brake.

In the electric brake, on the other hand, the fact

that the truck parts are not bound up and locked
into a solid mass by the enormous pressures of the
heavy brake levers and shoes is found to prevent
racking and straining the truck as well as jumping
the track and curves when the brakes are set. The
axles and truck parts are perfectly free for easy
and normal movement even when the brake is

exerting its full power. Great reduction of wear
at the pedestal journals is also found, owing to en-

tire absence of all of the usual heavy pressures of

the brakeshoes. We can all see that by applying
adequate power and control to the wheel brake,
this element of the equipment may be raised to the

position of an indispensable safeguard, the value
of which can only be appreciated as its hitherto
undeveloped resources are brought out, demon-
strated and rendered simple and easy of application

and control. In practice the greatest necessity for

ma.ximum brake application exists at the higher
speeds. From Table II. it will be noticed that at

just this pointthe failure is greatest, the coefficients

being least; increasing as the speeds decrease.

This has always constituted the one grave fault of

the a u'brake in railwav service. The intensity of

its application should be greatest when the speed
is greatest, and decrease as the speed drops off. As
will be shown farther on, this point has been fully

covered in the electric brake, which is the first time
that the varying application has ever been em-

energy at hand from the central station to retard

and control as well as to propel the car. This,

however, is not the method undertaken by the
writer. To employ the central station current for

operating the brakes would be to limit very ma-
terially their usefulness and certainty of operation.

The braking current, although used at compara-
tively infrequent intervals, and then only for a
short period, should for this reason be absolutely

certain and unfailingiu its action, and not subject

to any " heart failure" of the central station, or
sudden cessation caused by the opening of the cir-

cuit breakers, the interruption of the line, the fly-

ing off of the trolley, failure of the fuse, or failure

at other more or less vulnerable points. The elec-

tric brake under discussion has been operated over
a year on equipment upon different roads, from
electricity generated independently of the trolley

connection, the braking current not being derived
from the central station, but produced by the power
of the moving car, which power it is desired to get
rid of or destroy. The brake thus operates equally
well with the trolley off, and, as will be under-
stood from the following description, the trolley

current has nothing at all to do with the car while
the brake is being operated, except possibly to

maintain the light circuit. The electric brake
at the same time is entirely independent
of the hand brakes, which may or may
not be present upon the equipment. The
braking action being altogether independ-
ent of the ordinary brakeshoes, it is not found
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necessary to employ them in connection with the

electric brake, although in the earlier forms they

were used, and m the case of trail cars, especially

in heavy service and on grades, some engineers

prefer lo use them at the present time, in connec-

tion witli apparatus such as shown in Fig. 3. The

current emploved by the writer for operating the

brakes is developed by automatically turnmg the

niotor or motors into generators. As these are

driven forward by the moving car they develop

current which is controlled as to intensity by the

starting rheostat of the car. The braking current

is thus produced at the expense of the rnechanical

energy stored up in the moving car, which, being

consumed, causes a retardation and final stopping

of the mass as a whole. The current so generated

may be furthermore led through a brake magnet
as above seen, to apply the brakeshoes; it may
arrest the motion of the car direct by magnetic

adhesion, or develop heavy retarding currents in

the moving metallic mass by magneto-induction.

"When an active local circuit is used, the latter

method is usually employed, for reasons which
will be made more apparent.

(To be continued.)

KECENT IMPROVEMENTS ]N CABLE TKAC-
T10N.»

BY G. W. M NULTY.

Part II.

(COXCLUDED )

The superstructui'e presents some very novel
features. Stout cast-iron yokes were used wher-
ever practicable primarily of tl.ree standard types,

namely, for straight track, surface crossings and
curves, the latter weighing nearly twice as much
as the others. Some modifications of these had to

he made in complicated structures, but the number
of special cast yokes were kept as small as possible,

special wrought-iron yokes being freely used in all

difficult constructions. In fact, throughout the
entire work all details were standardized wher-
ever practicable. In the surface crossings, for in-

stance, a typical structure was designed for a
square crossing, and crossings of any other style

or combination of sizes on double tracks were made
by a slight change in the details, for which no
special drawing was required. Crossing yokes were
made flush on top and kept low enough to permit
the use of heavy sole plates under the rails. A
number of holes cored in the top flange of the
yoke permitted the secure attachment of the sole

plates in almost any position. In this, as in other
special constructions, the perpendicular web of the
slot rail greatly facilitated all attachments thereto.

Cable crossings, which for the sake of distinction

were called intersections, were provided for at
Twenty-third street and at Sixth avenue, but for-
tunately their use has not been required. With
the possible exception of fenders, perhaps no other
subject received so much attention from the noble
army of inventors as did the cable crossings. We
planned, however, where a cable had to be
dropped, to simply ''float" over, which our expe-
rience at Houston street shows to be always easily
practicable at the points mentioned. With an au-
tomatic release, to be described later, and an au-
tomatic gypsy, as before noted, the whole problem,
both of construction and operation, at cable inter-
sections becomes very simple.

Crossovers from one track to another were al-
ways made with wrought iron yokes. They pre-
sented no other novel features.
Surface turnouts were made with tongue

switches in place of run-offs, to secure better sup -

port for the wheels, and most of the latter tongues
were secured by a locking pin that could be readily
withdrawn from the surface, so that the tongue
could he easily removed and replaced without dis-
turbing the pavement.
In cable turnouts, of course, the slot switch was

the most difficult problem, but it was very satisfac-
torily solved by making the point of the tongue sta-
tionary and throwing the grip shank into the proper
slot by movable pieces working under the head of
the slot rail, or in special boxes and arranged to
support the slot tongue when at rest. Of course the
slot and track switches were connected so as to work
together, and no case has yet occurred where the
grip has taken the wrong slot. They have also
stood up very well under the heavy traffic of lower
Broadway, which, it may be remarked, is often
more destructive to track work than the cable cars
themselves.
Before coming to the curves the carriers should

be mentioned, since, though possessing no very
novel features, they have worked very satisfactor-
ily. To save journal friction and especially to re-
duce the slip, which occurs when the cable first

touches Ihe currier after having been lifted off by
the grip, and which by its multitudinous repetition
becomes a serious source of wear, they were made
as light as possible. They werecast with solid arms
and heavy chills. As with the duplex system, each

• Koiul boforc t.liu New York Statu Struct Railway Aa-
Hocjation, Sept. ly, Ib^l^

carrier had to be to one side of the center of the

conduit; the size of the shaft bearings was made
proportional to the weight they carried so as to

secure uniformity of wear. Both bearings were
contained in one bracket so as to insure proper posi-

ition and alignment, and each bracket secured from
slipping by steady pins, rested on an angle-iron
frame at three points only so as to prevent chatter-

ing.

Curves are the bete noir of the cable road ; their

construction is its most serious problem. It is

probable but for the curves there would be a dozen
cable roads where there is now only one, but to

have to go fast just where you ought to go slow,
to be in constant danger of having your cable
stranded if a careless or rattled gripmau opens his

grip ever so little, and to have to put a whole
machine shop underground at every change of
alignment are such serious and, so far, unsur-
mountable evils, that it argues much for the in-

herent merits of the cable road that they have not
discredited it altogether. It must be confessed
that there are no good curve constructions; some
are less bad than others, that is all, and even the
least objectionable are vastly complicated by the
duplex system. That used on the Broadway road
was as simple as any, and, as curve constructions
go, has worked very well. Two sheaves, one for
each cable, are carried in a frame secured between
adjacent yokes so that it can be readily removed
for repairs or renewals. Indeed some such ar-
rangement was necessitated by the fact that we
had to put the curve construction in the street
before the curve mechanism was fairly designed,
so that provision for its subsequent addition had to
be made. This is a fair illustration of the condi-
tions, probably too painfully familiar to most of
you, under which such work is often, if not usually,
performed ; the drawing room struggling hard to
keep up with work already done, instead of hav-
ing- complete and harmonious plans prepared in
advance, and the engineer expected to achieve just
as satisfactory results as if sufiicient time had been
allowed him to see the end from the beginning
and plan accordingly. In the present case the cir-

cumstances more than individuals were responsible
for the unfortunate conditions.
But this is a digression to what is neither recent

nor an improvement in cable construction.
To return to our curve construction. In order

to get the wheels on separate shafts instead of on
the same pin, it was necessary to stagger them, as
they could not be far apart vertically. In this

way either sheave could be removed while the
other was running. Lubrication was effected
through pipes, the soft grease being forced from
the reservoir by a weighted plunger. An angle-
iron guide, bolted to the yokes in short lengths,
took the side pressure of the grip, while the edge
of a flat bar, extending in sections between the
sheaves for the whole length of the curve, guided
each cable into its proper place. To get the cable
started on the right side of this bar at the entrance
of each curve, a so called " flipper" was employed.
This was a novel feature, and deserves a moment's
notice. It really was an extension of the flat bar
or cable guide above mentioned, having a partial
rotation on an axis parallel to the adjacent tan-
gent. It was projected into the conduit between
the cables, being kept out by a spring which per-
mitted it to recede while the grip passed, but held
it closely in contact therewith at a point between
the cables so that the inner cable was kept above
it and the outer one below, thus preventing the
live cable from riding on the dead one, which
would have done serious mischief. As a moving
part kept in place by a spring and struck with
some force by the passing grijjs many hundred
times a day, it was adopted with some reluctance,
but its action has proved very satisfactory.

6. liiiproriDwnh in Cars.—While the grip is

the fundamental feature of the car and, therefore,
comes logically tmder this head, it is also the heart
of the cable road as far as its design is concerned,
the nucleus around which all the rest of the struc-
ture aggregates and the ultimate factor of the
whole work. It may be said in planning any ma-
chine or structure—and a cable road is both—tha-
part which is most closely controlled by the cont
ditions of the problem to be solved should be first

designed. The essential condition of the cable
road problem is that there must be some means by
which a street car can grasp or release at will a
moving cable. The street car and the moving
cable are simple problems taken separately. The
difficulty lies in their combination; in a cable road
it is the grip which effects that combination, and
it follows that in planning a cable road the grip
should be first selected or designed, and all other
parts so arranged as to secure its highest efficiency.
Unfortunately, in the Broadway road, through a
peculiar combination of circumstances, which
need not now be rehearsed, the grip was not fully

designed until the road was nearly completed.
This iiecess&rily much complicated the design of
the conduit and its attachments, as provision had
to be made for some possible conditions of the grip
which were afterward found to be unnecessary,

while the design of the grip was hampered by the
development of unforeseen conditions for which the
conduit as built did not adequately provide. For-
tunately, by much patient study and some experi-
menting, it was found possible to devise a very
satisfactory grip, whose more important features
will he briefly described.

First.—As it had to be able to take a rope on
either side and go either end first, the grip was
necessarily quadri symmetrical in plan, with, of
course, a pair of jaws on each side, both pairs
moving together. Contrary to the more common
practice, the lower jaws remain stationary. This
was done partly to reduce the depth of the con-
duit, which on Broadway was a most important
consideration, but more especially to reduce the
slip of the cable on the carriers as it trails from
the grip. This, as before noted, is in the aggre-
gate a serious source of wear to both cable and
carrier, and its amount in each case is obviously
in direct proportion to the length of time that the
two are out of contact, which in turn is approxi-
mately proportioned to the height that the cable is

lifted by the grip. The jaws are lined by steel

dies rolled from rail billets, which have given very
good results. The shanks were of structural steel,

and have also done well. At the end of each
cable section, and also in case of long stops, it is

necessary that the gripman should be able to drop
the cable altogether. Suitable provision is made
for this, but it was early foreseen that it was not
safe to place entire dependence on the gripman's
care, whose attention was liable to be aistracted

at the critical moment, and whose neglect was
certain to wreck the grip if it did not strand or
break the cable. An automatic trip was therefore
added, actuated by inclined projections in the
conduit, which insure the release of the cable at
all desired points.

Some of the grips first supplied did not have this

device, and its value was abundantly demonstrated
by the accidents which occurred through lack of
it. As several devices have been proposed whereby
the grip can be made to pick up the cable at any
point, a feature at first sight of much value, it may
be worth while to say, first, that where cars are
run on such short headway as on the Broadway
road, should it be lost, it will be but a fraction of

a minute before the following car will be ready to

push the temporarily disabled one to the next
gypsy where the cable can be regained. Next, to
permit the jaw to get under the cable at all points,

would require either a deeper conduit than was
practicable in view of the underground obstructions
on Broadway, or much more, clean ing of the same.
Last, but not least, all carriers w ould have to be
carefully protected from damage by the grip, a
matter of considerable expense and one which
would seriously interfere with keeping the conduit
clean. Concentric wheels were used for operating
both grip and brake as requiring less room for their

operation and permitting greater range of motion
and consequently power, and a more delicate mani-
pulation of the grip when "stealing" or running
slower than the cable, as is so very often necessary
on lower Broadway. They are for these reasons
easier for the gripmen, and hence preferred by
them. While not quite so prompt as the lever, no
trouble from that source has been experienced, and
the starting and stopping of the car are less jerky.
The brakes offer no special features. Some air

brakes have been tried with satisfactory results,

but the advantage has not been sufficiently marked
to warrant their general adoption.
The cars have been lighted with compressed gas

on the Pintsch system, which has proved very
satisfactory, and is believed to have been here used
for the first time in street cars.

The heating question has received very careful
attention, and several tests of different systems
have been made. Some method of hot water stor-

age has promised the best results, but the difficulty

of charging on such short headway would be very
great, and the experience of one winter would seem
to prove that with a road cai-rying so few long trip

passengers heated cars are not necessary.
7. Improvementti in Car Bams. Etc.—An exten-

sive and elaborate structure for the storage of cars
has been very carefully designed, but has not yet
been erected. Its dimensions will be about 200 by
600 feet by 100 feet high. It most noticeable
feature will be a combined transfer turntable now
partly installed and designed to be operated by
electricity, but at present moved by hand gearing.
To handle cars in and out of the barn, it is proposed
to use two or three small motors driven by storage
batteries, compressed air or superheated water.
To bring out a car, the motor goes after it and
brings it out to the transfer turntable in the front
of the building. This not only shifts it to the
proper track to run out, but, rotating 100 degrees,
puts the motor in position to push the car out onto
the line and come back for the next one without
switching. Of course, in running cars in, the op-
erations are exactly reversed and the turntable
then prevents the motor from being shut in by the
car it has handled.
On the upper floors plain transfer tables traverse
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the center of the building;, connecting with a car

elevator at each side, while smaller motors or lazy

ropes would handle the cars on the floor tracks.

Turntables would not be required here as, if

lazy ropes were not used, the motor belonging to

the floor could always be placed near the transfer

table opposite the track onto which the next car

was to be run.
There is necessarily some complications of track

work in front of the car barn, and all switches

there are operated by one man in an elevated cab
overlooking the whole street at that point, which
has proved a very satisfactory arrangement.
Suitable inspection pits and a well appointed ma-
chine shop equipped, not only for the repair, but

also for the manufacture of grips when needed,

complete the present installations at the car barn.

In conclusion, I may say that if the foregoing

looks too much like a descriptive eulogy of the

Broadway road, I was limited by the subject as-

signed to me to the record of improvements only,

so that an impartial account of its shortcomings

as well as its successes was not to be expected. It

is very easy now to see where many things might
have been made better, and even where some sup-

posed improvements have not realized all the ex-

pectations that were formed for them. The next
cable roads should bs better than this, whoever
builds them, and no one will be quicker than the

writer to appreciate the magnitude of the difficul-

ties which future improvements must surmount,
or to give hearty credit to the man or men who
may accomplish it.

One difficulty, however, ascertained in the con-
struction of the Broadway road can never exist

to a like extent elsewhere. I allude to the under-
ground obstructions, subways, gas, water and
steam pipes, pneumatic tubes, sewers and other

matters too numerous to mention, which had ac-

cumulated in three centuries of the growth of a
vast metropolis. Their removal alone would have
been a formidable task, but as almost all of them
had to be kept in use while the removal was going
on, and the street traffic had to be continued as

well, the writer is inclined to look back on this

part of the work with a feeling akin to astonish-

ment at its successful accomplishment in so short

a time. To construct and put in running order
through such a labyrinth, a complicated machine
five miles in length to be jointly operated by an
army of engineers and gripmen with reasonable
precision and freedom from derangement, is an
achievement of which any corporation may well be
proud. ^

NEW VEETIOAL ENGINE.

In the design of the new vertical engine shown
in the illustration, the Ball Engine Company, of

Erie, Pa., desired to arrange an engine whose

structure should be of such a form that the main
pieces should be absolutely rigid, and one easy of

access for adjustment or removal of any part sul>

ject to wear, and with steam distribution symmet-

rical on both sides of all the pistons, whether one,

two, three or four are used ; in other words, an

independent valve motion for each and every cyl-

inder employed, and each of these being a perfect

engine in itself.

By reference to the cut it will be seen that the

main nroposition as to strength and indestructibility

is fully covered in the symmetrical form of the

upright housings which are made to constitute one

double housing by having one side of each planed

and bolted together in the center of the middle

shaft bearing. This substantiality is still further

increased by the operation of planing the bottom

of both housings to one continuous flat surface, to

meet the planed surface of the top of the single

base plate to which the bottoms of the housings are

substantially bolted.

The introduction of the shaft into this engine is

accomplished by arranging the shaft boxes in a

large jaw cutting into one side of the housing deep

enough to bring the center of the shaft in a plane

with the center of the housing, finish spots being

provided to meet correspondingly finished surfaces

upon the cast iron boxes

.

These boxes consist of one lower, two quarter,

and one top box for each journal, and these are

provided with removable babbitt metal shells upon
which the journals bear. These shaft-box jaws
are in turn closed by the use of heavy struts or

plates having on their inner faces a V-shaped

tongue on each end which fits into a corre-

sponding groove planed on each side of the jaw.

These struts are fitted so that when bolted in solidly

by the four bolts in each, the jaw is closed and

completes the symmetrical strength of the four

corners of each housing, each strut being fitted so

that there can be neither contraction nor extension

of the outer end of the jaw.

Each housing is also pierced by the large rectan-

gular opening on each side (shown covered by a door

bolted on) as wide as the space between the inner

edges of the struts and extending both high and

low enough to allow the cranks with their counter-

balancing discs to pass. Hence, with shaft, boxes

and struts in place to close up the engine, it is only

necessary to put up and secure large doors, which

in turn are provided with a small shutter plate

covering an opening large enough for the inser-

tion of one's hand to feel the connecting rod strap

when the engine is in motion and the necessary

wrenches to key up the crank boxes when so

desired,^while the adjustment of the journal

boxes is accomplished by tirrning the three set

screws shown in each strut,—the two in the center

reaching the quarter boxes, while the third one

above operates either m or out a wedge which fills

between the upper side of the jaw in housing and

the top box ; thus giving independent adjustment

for three parts of each box while the lower box is

perfectly free to move at right angles to the axis

of shaft, thereby giving for all positions of adjust-

ment of the quarter boxes a full bearing for the

shaft.

Above the openings for the shaft the housing

becomes a round taper column, having on two

sides of its inner surface the crosshead guide sur-

faces which are cast in place and bored out coin-

cident with the boring and facing of the upper end

for the reception of the cylinders and the lower end

for its seat upon the base. The other two sides of

each housing are pierced by elliptical openings,

making easy access to the crosshead and upper end

of connecting rod.

With this form of housing a structure is obtained

and, as are the journals, ground to a perfectly

round, smooth running surface. The pins are pro-

vided with centrifugal oiling holes in addition to

the regular supply through the usual tube reach-

ing from the upper-to the lower end of connecting

rod.

Covering each pair of crank bells is a pair of

discs carrying a sufficient amount of counter-

weight to give a perfect running balance to the

cranks and the reciprocating parts, so that there

Indicator Diagram of Ball Vertical Engine

is practically no vibration to be communicated to

the housings, and hence to the upper works of the

engine.

The connecting rods are of forged steel, the

upper end being solid and cut out for the recep-

tion of the brass crosshead box and the removable

crosshead pin, the latter being very carefully

tapered through the crosshead and held in place

by a fine threaded nut ; the lower end being pro-

vided with an excellent design of strap which,

owing to the arrangement of bolts and cross keys,

constitutes a solid end rod for the crank as well as

the upper end, and both ends are provided with

the very best arrangement of wedge adjustment

BALL VERTICAL ENGINE.

that is strong, convenient of access when desired,

clean as to any dirt leaving the engine, and entirely

closed as to any dirt from the outside entering the

engine, along with a natural ventilation past the

shaft boxes up the column and out of the elliptical

openings therein.

The shaft is of one piece oi rorged steel from end

to end, the crank pin beirg 180 degrees apart and

cut out of the solid down to their round diameter,

that can be conceived of, and which in operation

does not alter the length of the rod.

The crossheads are of the double plate pocket

type, as used in many makes of Corliss engines,

are provided with taper shoes to compensate for

any wear that may occur against the guides, the

shoes being of cast iron with the running surface,

entirely covered with babbitt metal, the area of

which has been made exceedingly liberal.
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The piston rods are of crucible steel, screwed

into the crosshead. The stuffing boxes are adapt-

ed for the use of librous packing unless otherwise

ordered.

The pistons are of the double plate type, held up

to a solid collar and taper by a well-tifted nut.

The piston packing is made up of two self-adjust-

ing parted rings and a broad junk ring for center-

ing and guiding the piston in the cylinder.

The cylinders are made of charcoal iron, mixed

in such proportions of hard and soft as to produce

a very strong, close-grained iron, which enables

the surfaces to take a mirror polish. They are

provided with single valves, each of which is prac-

tically one piece so far as the motion and wear are

concerned.

The high pressure valve is of the double-faced

telescopic relief type, with boiler pressure on the

inside, and sufficient amount of unbalanced area

being left on the faces that the pressure of the steam

on the inside forces the two faces apart, causing

each to rub against the seat with sufficient force

to keep the surfaces polished and steam tight

through the entire life of the engine.

The low pressure valve is of the common letter

D type with improved proportions and construc-

tion, is provided with a round relief area upon its

back and operating against the clicst cover, thus

having a large well-pr( portioned valve that runs

with the greatest ease and yet follows up its wear

without attention from the outside. The indicator

diagram shown herewith proves that where single

valves of proper design are used the steam dis-

tribution can be made so perfect that it is simply

folly to continue the chase after an idenl perfec-

tion that involves a vast amount of complication

at an increase of first cost, maintenance and con-

tinuous attention, which is not justiiied by the

results obtained.

To state this in another way, the one great gov-

erning fact in ttie use of steam is recognized,

namely, that a small leakage will more than de-

stroy the useful effect of very elaborately worked

out valves and motions. The makers have, there-

fore, confined themselves to the work of perfect-

ing and simplifying the simplest and best form of

steam valve that is possible.

As an instance in point showing the absolute

control which a correctly adjusted governor may
have when such a governor has a good valve to

handle, a few facts that were developed in a re-

cent test are related.

The engine is employed in electric railroad driv-

ing, and is supplied with steam at 125 pounds
gauge pressure, and exhausts into a practical uni-

form vacuum of 24 inches, and was driving <atthe

time this test for total variation from standard

speed was made) 425 to 435 i. H. P. To observe the

variation a tachometer was attached to the main
shaft. When all was in readiness and the full load

was on, the switch controlling the whole current

leaving the station was opened, thus dropping the

entire l^ad instantly, and the engine made a
momentary flutter up to 235 revolutions and back

again to 233 revolutions. The circuit was kept

open while the attendant counted 10 and was
closed cis suddenly as it had previously been

opened, when the tachometer showed the engine

making the same momentary flutter down to 331

revolutions and back again to 233, taking up in-

stantly a load of about 400 I. H. p. This test

demonstrated that the governor was in absolutely

isochronous adjustment, that the valves were
absolutely steam tight.

LONG-DISTANCE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

TIrt! Central Ohio Electric Railway has been in-

corporated to connect Pittsburg and Chicago by
electric railway with branche.s to towns and cities

along the route. The articles provide for freight,

express and passenger traffic and the hauling of

the mails. Among other objects are the supplying

of light, heat and power for public and private

use and the construclion of telephone and telegraph

lines. The headquarters of the company are Mt.

Vernon, the eastern terminus in Ohio is Brilliant,

Jefferson County, and the western Celina, Mercer

County. The route proposed is through the

counties of Monroe, Jefferson, Harrison, Tascara-

was, Guernsey, Coshocton, Knox, Morrow, Craw-
ford, Marion, Wyandotte, Hardin, Logan, Auglaize

Allen, and Mercer. The capital is .$100,000, and
the incorporators: G. A. Jones, F. W. Jones, J. A.

Caldwell, William M. Koons and M. Spellacy.

Tlie cost of construction, it is announced, will be

from $10,000,000 to $20,000,000.

NORFOLK & -WESTERN SPECIAL ATLANTA
CONVENTION TRAIN.

SEVEN-THOUSAND AMPERE AJAX SWITCH.

As late as April, '93, a switch which was guar-

anteed to successfully rupture a circuit carrying

3,000 amperes of current, at a potential of 500

volts, was considered a giant in breaking capacity.

It was then shown that the Ajax switch was able

to open a circuit carrying 2,000 H. p. electrical

energy at 500 volts potential, without the slight-

est injury to either the operator or the apparatus.

Since that time Ajax switches have been designed

for 4,500 amperes (50 per cent, larger than any at-

tempted before), and several such are in actual

service on street railway circuits.

The switch in the cut, representing a new plun-

ger type Ajax switch of 7,000 amperes capacity, is

claimed to be another advance. This switch is

guaranteed to break its full rated capacity at 500

L. J. Ellis, eastern passenger agent of the Nor-

fork & Western road, the Shenandoah route, has

issued the following circular for the information of

those intending to attend the Atlanta street railway

convention :

The Royal Blue line and Shenandoah Valley
route will run a special train to the Atlanta con-
vention of file American Street Railway Associa-
tion, leaving New York Oct. 15, 1894, at 3 p. M.,
and reaching Atlanta at 6 P. M. the next day.
The train will carry the representative men in

the street railway and supply business. Among
those who have declared their intention of going
on this special train are the following named gen-
tlemen :

Benj. Norton, president Atlantic Avenue Rail-
road Company: jas. H. Mo'iraw, Street Railway
Joiirnal: E Peckham, Peckham Motor Truck and
Wheel Company; Henry C. Payne, president Am-
erican Street Railway Association; P. C. Acker-
man. American Electrical Works: E. Martin, vice-
president Hamilton Street Railway Company; C.
O. Baker, Jr., Complete Electric Construction
Company; Wm. J. Richardson, secretary American
Street Railway Association; E. J. Wessels, Genett
Air-Brake Company: Geo. F. Porter, secretary
National Electric Light Association; J. B. Griffith,

manager Hamilton Street Railway Company; W.
J. Clark, General Electric Company; T. E. Cross-
man .assistant to secretary American Street Railway
Association: Wm. W.Cole, superintendent West
Side Railroad Company, Elmira, N. Y. ; H. C.
Evans, The Johneon Company (six in party); J. H.
Woodward, Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing

AJAX PLUNGER SWITCH.

volts potential, or nearly 4,700 H. P. It was or-

dered by the Electric Traction Company of Phila-

delphia, through the General Electric Company,
which is building the switchboard for the former's

new Deleware avenue power-house.

Except the carrier and stand, which do not form

any part of the circuit, the entire switch is made
of commercially pure copper, and provision is

made for clamping direct to a laminated 'bus bar,

consisting of six bars, each 5 inches by i inch, or

a total of 7+ inches sectional area; which is also

the minimum of sectional area in any part of the

switch.

The contact area, finish and action are of the

well-known Ajax style. The switch is compact in

form, and occupies a space only 14 inches by 13

inches on the switchboard.

A handle of unusual length, whicli overhangs

the switch proper several inches, is required to

operate these large and close fitting blades. The
total length of the handle from the pivot is 41A

inches, and terminates in a highly polished piece

of mahogany.

As a continuous current circuit breaker, it is

believed this switch is the largest yet attempted.

It is needless to say that it has not yet been tested

to its limit. The Ajax switches are made by C. S.

Van Nuis, New York.

Company. Waterbury, Conn, (three in party), and a
number of others.
A special car will be reserved for gentlemen ac-

companied by ladies. As the time is fast approach-
ing when final arrangements should he made by
those going to Atlanta, we would be glad to have
your order to reseiwe accommodations for your
party on this train. The railroad fare will be the
usuhI for such occasions, namely, one and one-
third fare for the round trip on the certificate

plan, one fare going and one-third of regular rate

returning. The sleeping car fare will be the
regular fare in each direction, or $6 a berth. New
York to Atlanta; $5.50, Philadelphia to Atlanta;
14.50 Baltimore to Atlanta; $4, Washington to

Atlanta, and double these figures for sections.

Remittance for the going trip from New York,
including sleeping car accommodations, one berth,
isS30; from Philadelphia. %n- frcm Baltimore,
$33.20; from Washington, $31.50.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEltPO-
RAEIES.

Correction.—In the last issue appeared an article

deecriplive of an adjustable advertising gate. The
patentee's name is L. R. Godwin, secretary and
treasurer of the Citizens' Street Railroad Company
of Memphis, 'Tenn. By an error the name ap-
peared as L. R. Goodwin. .

Delays from Funeral Prockssions.—The at-

tention of streel-car conductors and rolicemen
should be called to the action taken on June 25 by
the Common Council, which then passed Alder-
man Kieckhefer's ordinance permitting street cars
to pass through funeral processions whenever de-
lay would keep them from making their schedule
time. This ordinance repealed the ordinance of

October, 1893, which made the act of crossing a
funeral procession punishable by fine or imprison-
ment. Yesterday a procession passing along Mil-

waukee street at about 11 .30 o'clock delayed street

car traffic for seven minutes. This is a courtesy to

funeral processions which street-car employes have
no right to grant and which policemen have no
right to lequire. The delay occasioned when a
car crosses a procession is so slight that nobody
can object to it, while the delay occasioned to or-
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dinary traffic by the unbroken passage of thirty,

fifty or a hundred vehicles is often considerable.

—

Milwaukee Sentinel.

A Railway Problem.—The problem for the fu-

ture IS to determine lo what extent small towns
may be connected with cities by electric lines. It

is believed that this problem will find its solution

in the construction of many short lines of railroad

operated by electricity, which will bring subui-ban

towns into close relation to the cities upon which
they depend. Following out this idea, it may be

practicable to connect Denver with all the towns
of the northern part of the State.

—

Denver Reptib-
licaii.

NEW ENaLAND NOTES.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

A public hearing took place before the Massa-
chusetts Board of Railroad Commissioners in Bos-
ton Sept. 20, on a petition from the promoters
of a new railroad that isprojected between Lowell
and Boston to be built on the Boynton Elevated
Bicycle Railroad plan. Several prominent men
supported the petition and leading railroad men
testified as to the merits of the system. After
taking testimony, however, the Commissioneis
were not satisfied that there was a sufficient de-

mand for such a road through the district surveyed,

and requested the petitioners to provide themselves
with more testimony as to the necessity for the

road and then appear before them again. The hear-

ing was then adjourned.
There wiU be a large contingent of New England

railroad men in attendance at the forthcoming
street railway convention at Atlanta, Ga. Several

of the local manufacturing firms intend to make
exhibits there.
The selectmen of Braintree, Mass., have granted

the Weymouth & Braintree Electric Street Railway
Company, recently incorporated, authority to be-

gin the construction of its road which will connect
the two towns and give quite an impetus to the

trade of the district. Theie is scarcely a town or

village to the south of Boston and within 20 miles

of that city that is not connected with an elfctric

railway, and the patronage all the existing roads

are receiving augurs well for the increased value
of these properties in the near future.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have
given a hearing on a petition of the Lynn & Boston
Railroad Company for authority to issue $5,: 00.000

mortgage bonds, 5<», payable in BO years. The
Board considered the petition as incomplete and
irregular and requested the company to prepare
another petition.

Work is being pushed on the new factories of the
Van Choate Electric Company, at Foxboro, Mass.,

where it is intended to go into manufacturing on
an extensive scale of the Van Choate system of

electric lighting and railway apparatus.

improvements, etc., will not neglect their op-
portunity.

Locally. Ninth and Second avenue shares have
been most active in the investment market. Dry
Dock still commands increased prices, and Third
Avenue holds it own, despite the defeat in the
struggle for the St. Nicholas avenue franchise.

Metropolitan Traction, for the opposite reason, is

disposed to mount higher, though there has devel-

oped during the week great opposition on the part
of property owners to any railroad on the avenue
in question. The stock is still, however, a con-
spicuous speculative favorite on the Philadelphia
Stock Exchange, where alone it is listed.

The local speculative market for street railways
has been given over almost altogether to the antics

of Long Island Traction. The stock has been
depressed for some time by rumors of receiver-

ship, inability to float bonds, etc., which culmi-
nated in an endeavor to prevent by injunction the
proposed issue of §3,000,000 collateral trust notes
by the traction company and by the Brooklyn
Heights Railroad. This suit was, however, headed
off by quick work, as, while the plaintiffs were
preparing their papers, the defendant company
secured the money for the notes from a New
York Trust Company, the whole amount being
subscribed for at a price, it is reported, of 75 and
commission. The suit to put the Brooklyn City
road, which is leased to the Brooklyn Heights,
which is also entirely owned by the Long Island
Traction Company, in the hands of a receiver, is

still threatening. The effect of all these unfavor-
able circumstances has been to send Long Island
Traction to the lowest price on record, 101. It has,

however, recovered from this low figure and is

now selling around 12.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

iFro-ni Our Wall Street Correspondent.)

The tail end of the financial month is accom-
panied by the usual relaxation in the activity

noticeable in spots during the past few weeks'
record of the market for street railway securities.

The falling off in the volume of business lias not,

however, been followed by any decline in prices,

which are, in fact, fiimly held for all classes of

bonds and dividend-paying stocks. This stn-ngtii

is, however, particularly marked in the issues of

the street railway properties of New York and ad-

jacent cities. Holders of these securities show
absolutely no disposition to part with them at cur-
rent figures, and, as investors and institutions are
disinclined to advance their bids just now, the

market for s reet railway issues remains restricted.

The feeling; however, favors an early improve-
ment in prices, and the indications are that a most
decided increase m values will soon manifest
itself.

The most marked feature of the market is, how-
ever, the great scarcity of all good issues, both
stocks and bonds. Dealers report the greatest dif-

ficulty in filling the small buying orders even now
on hand, as holders seem disinclined to part with
their securities on any basis. This absence of float-

ing stocks and bonds has prompted the oS'ering to

the investing public of new issues. Mention has
already been made in these columns of the new
Long Island Traction and Bridgeport Traction
bond issues, and now here comes the Cleveland
Electric Railway Company offering, through N.
W. Harris & Co., the New York banking house, a
goodly number of its .5 per cent, bonds. Rumors
are also rife that one or two other big out of town
traction companies are about to take advantage of

the situation to float new issues of bonds for con-
templated improvements. The present is a very
propitious moment for such public offerings, and
the finance officers of the various street railway
companies in proper need of funds for extensions,

Financial Notes.

General Electric Finances.—The Boston News
Bureau says : The strength in General Electric is

not due in any way to the New York story that
the company has paid off its floating debt. It is

well known by everybody outside of Wall street

that General Electric paid off its floating indebt-
edness many weeks ago. As a matter of fact

General Electric's income has exceeded its outgo
for a long time, as its collections on old and new
accounts have been in excess of its sales and it has
been for some time a problem how profitably

to invest the General Electric Company's cash re-
sources. It is now said that §500,000 has been in-

vested in $650,000 of the company's own bonds,
and still the company has |550.000 cash on hand,
no notes and no indorsfments.save about |170,000
of guaranties. The real strength of the General
Electric to-day is in the changed basis of the com-
pany's operations. It is no longer seeking to con-
trol by patent monopoly or by aggregation of

capital, but by manufacturing the largest amount
of goods at the minimum of cost. For some years
small concerns have been eating into the manu-
facturing and supply business of the General
Electric by working on special articles. The
General Electric has now reached forth to retake
the field upon the basis of manufacturing each
article at a cost based upon the consumption of the
whole country, and the result is seen in the failing

of electric supply companies, several of the
strongest having gone to the wall very recently.
General Electric also has a few large projects on
hand where outside syndicates will supply the
money and the General Electric Company the ap-
paratus.

Results of Electric Operation.—The application
of the trolley to the Broadway line of the Brook-
lyn, Queens County & Suburban Railroad has had
results which are little short of marvelous. This
road has benefited by the change of motive power
to an extent greater, perhaps, than any other line

in the city. During the 27 days of August in

which the road was so operated, the receipts were
increased by not less than 53 per cent. On some
individual days the increase was 100 per cent. The
cost of operation has been kept down to 50 per
cent, of the gross earnings. The receipts on this

line average more than §1,100 a day.

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

Baltimore Traction Earnings.—During the week
ending Sept. 4 the earnings of the Baltimore Trac-
tion Company were $10,979, an increase of $1,643
over 1893. The operating expenses have been so
materially reduced that the net increase will aver-
age $4.35 per day more than last year.

peth, L. I.; George Chambers, of Long Island City;
Robert C. Pruyn, of Albany.

San Jose, Cal.—The San Jose Railroad Company
has been granted a charter. The capital stock is

$1,000,000. The company will build and operate
street railroads in San Jose and Santa Clara coun-
ties and do all business pertaining thereto. The
promoters are Wendell Easton, Moses L. Levy,
San Francisco, Cal.; J.is. W. Findlay, Eugene M.
Rosenthal, San Jose; M. Keeney, San Francisco,
Cal.

The Euclid Heights Company, Cleveland, O., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of |500,000.
The company is to deal in real estate, building
roads and bridges, construct and operate electric,
steam or other railways, construct and operate
water-works, electrical plants, etc. Incorporators:
Pat. Calhoun, Roland R. Couklin, Wm. L. Rice,
Geo. A. Laughlin and Allison J. Thompson.

,

Mt. Vernon, 0.—The Central Ohio Electric Rail-
way Company has been incorporated, with a capi-
tal stock of SiOOjOOO. The company will construct
and operate an electric system between Pittsburg,
Pa., and Chicago, III., supply light, heat and power,
operate telephone and telegraph line, etc. The
promoters are G. A. Jones, F. W. Jones, T. J.

Caldwell, Wra. M. Koons, M. Spellacy.

The Kerlin Brothers Company, Toledo, O., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000-
The business of the company is to be general con-
tracting and building, construction and operation
of gas plants, water-works, electric lighting and
electric street railwavs. The promoters are Richard
Kerlin, Edw. M. Kerlin, W. A. Gashe, M. P.
Murphy and Patrick Henahan.

Dill Forge, N. Y.—Old Forge Railroad Company
has been incorporated. The capital stock is$20,-
000. The company will build and operate a street
railroad from Fulton Chain Station to Old Forge.
The promoters are S. F. Traffarn, Mary E. Traf-
farn, Albert James, Gertrude Horton, Forrest
Port, N. Y.

Milwaukee, Wis.-^The Paterson Electric Conduit
Railway Construction Company has been organ-
ized, with a capital stock of §500, 000. The com-
pany is formed to manage and operate a conduit
system for street or other railways, mills, etc. The
promoters are A. E. Smith, W. Meyst, H. S. Esch.

Carlisle, Pa.—The New Castle, Minersville &
Tremont Street Railway Company has been incor-
porated. The capital stock is $100,000. The pro-
moters are Elias .Davis, Lewis S. Sadler, W. F.
Sadler, Jr.; last two named of Carlisle, Pa.; first

named of Broad Mountain, Pa.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago Inter-urban Street
Railroad tjompany has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $1,000,000. The promoters are
Geo. P. Taylor, E. Harry Plummer, Ellsworth
Anson.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Long Island City, L. I.—The Newtown Railway

Company has been incorporated to build a road be-
tween the town of Newtown and Long Island City
and thence to the village of Flushing, a distance of
five and one-third miles. The capital is $150,000.
For the first year the directors are: Rudolph T.
McCabe, Eugene L. Bnshe, Stephen Peabody, John
L. Lamson and Walter L. Pease, all of New York
City; Cord Meyer, and Christian M. Meyer, of Mas-

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Harrisburg, Pa.—The East Harrisburg Passenger

Railway Company has decided to connect Harris-
burg with Hummelstown, a distance of nine miles.
Hummelstown's Council has authorized it to run
tracks through the borough, provided the company
puts down a girder rail, allows the borough to use
its poles, pays $250 annually into the borough
treasury, limit the speed of cars within the bor-
ough to ten miles an hour, have the line in opera-
tion within fifteen months and relieve the borough
from all damage suits that may be incurred through
the operations of the line.

Lancaster, Pa.—A deal has just been completed
between the Pennsylvania Traction Company and
the New Holland Turnpike Company by which
the former leases the latter's turnpike between
Lancaster and New Holland for 999 years. The
traction company will build within 90 days a line

of electric railway along the turnpike, paying a
percentage of the receipts as rental for the turn-
pike, and as soon as the line is in successful opera-
tion it will be extended to Terre Hill. The new line

will pass its entire length through a thickly popu-
lated territory.

San Bernardino, Cal.—It is proposed to extend
the city street car line (three miles in length) from
its north tprminus six miles to the famous Ar-
rowhead hot springs, seven miles from the city.

The project also contemplates the absorption of
the Highlands motor railway and the extension for

a distance of six miles in a circular manner so as to
intersect the Arrowhead extension. If the plan is

executed the 21 miles will be converted into an
electric system.

Washington, D. C.—A permit has been issued
to the Columbia Railway Company for the
erection of the power-house for its cable road,
The building, which is to be one story high, measur-
ing 42 feet from the ground up, with a frontage of
80 feet by a depth of 200, will be located at Fif-

teenth street and Bennings Road. The contract
for the power-house was awarded to Richardson &
Burgess, of Washington, whose bid was $22,000.
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Philadelphia, Pa.—William Reimer, aged 30

years, was killed this week while stringing trolley

wires for the Electric Traction Company, at Sixth

street and Lehigh avenue. Reimer was standing

upon the top of a tower wagon with his hand upon
the iron railing. As the wagon moved along it

came into contact with a live electric light wire,

which touched the iron railing, and Reimer was
instantly killed.

Fremont, 0.—J. J. Cessna is at the head of a
scheme to build an electric railway from Fremont
to Bowling Green. The line Air. Cessna proposes,

if possible, to build will pass through Gibsonburg,
Rollersville. Bradner, Woodside, New Rochester
and other thriving villages in the gas and oil

field.

New York, N. Y.—The new Board of Rapid Transit

Commissioners held its second meeting Tuesday,
and adopted a resolution providing that the ques-
tion of municipal corstruction be submitted to the

people at the coming electun, and requesting the
board to prepare the necessary ballots.

Benton Harbor, Mich.—The street car barns be-

longing to the St. Joseph & Benton Harbor Street

Railway were damaged to the extent of $3,000 or
more last week by fire.

Colllnsville, 111.—Dwight Tredway has offered to

build an electric road to East St. Louis if the re-
sidents will subscribe $10,000 and take a number of
the bonds.

Newburgh, N. Y.—A project for building an
electric railway from Orange Lake to Walden is

under consideration.

Carthage, Mo.—The residents of Carthage have
subscribed |15,000 toward the construction of an
electric railway.

PERSONALS.

H. N. Ransom, of the Consolidated Car Heating
Company, of Albany, was in New York this
week.

Charles E. Newton, of the Jewell Belting Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn., was in New York last
week.

Joseph H. Hoadley, of the California Engineering
Company, Chicago, has been in New York this
week.

W. H. Dodge, president of the Dodge Manufac-
turing Company, of Misbawaka, Ind., died on Sept.

TRADE NOTES.

Brake Shoes.—The necessity of securing more
effective brake mechanism on street railways is

frequently urged, and in this connection the brake-
shoe made by the Composite Brake Shoe Company,
of Boston, has been warmly indorsed. It not only
grips quickly, but the universal testimony seems to
be that it retards the car promptly without the usual
bucking and jerking, a fact that the traveling
public will not be slow to appreciate. There is

something about the combination of the wood and
metal that together produces this effect, and with-
out sliding or skidding of the wheels. The reason
given is that the shoe grips all the wheels more
nearly alike, so that one or two are not sliding
while the others are turning. It is presumed all

four wheels on a truck are never flattened at
one and the same time. Another claim that is

made for this shoe is that the motormau or driver
need not set his brakes so rigidly as with a plain
shoe. This would appear to he for his advantage
and relief, as well as less strain on the trucks and
wear on the wheels. If a shoe is very hard, the
wheel being chilled, itstands to reason that a great
pressure must be brought to bear on the brakeshoe,
especially if it has become smooth from use; and
this. IS the reason why mo.st railroad men use a
soft iron rather than a chilled iron shoe.

Pennsylvania Steel Company.—The sharp advance
in the Slock of the Pennsylvania company during
the last few days is ascribed to the more favorable
view taken of the iron and sted trades, senti-
mentally induced here by the maintenance of the
regular dividend on the stock of the Cambria Iron
Company, says the Philadelphia Stockholder. A
better appreciation of the value of the great plantof
the Pennsylvania SteelCompany—probably there is
none better in the world— has also had very much
to do with the demand (or the stock, which a year
or BO ago sold around 1.50. It is believed by people
whose opinions are entitled to vi'eight that, as a
result of the successful reorganization of the com-
pany—and there seems to be no question that the
present plan will become operative- -the stock will,
on its merits, in a reasonable time, go to a parity
with the price then ruling. The business of the com-
pany since it passed into the hands of a receiver
has been very good, and latterly has increased
materially. It has now on its books a great many
orders for steel rails for street railways, so many

of which are changing motive power all over the
country.

The Chas. Scott Spring Company, of Philadel-
phia, has recently purchased the property adjacent
to its works and is now erecting a brick addition
having a frontage on Canal street of 130 feet, Ger-
mantown avenue 130 feet, and New Market slreet
43 ft. This addition was made necessary by the
growth of the company's elliptic spring business.
The present shop has a capacity of 1,300 tons of
elliptic springs annually. The additional space
secured will be devoted entirely to the manufac-
ture of elliptic springs, and will increase the
capacity of the shop by about 1,500 tons, makinga
total capacity of over 3,500 tons elliptic springs
annually. A siding from the Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad will run into the works from
Germantown avenue and the shipping facilities

will be greatly increased. The reputation this com-
pany has acquired for furnishing strictly first-

class goods at reasonable prices is a sufHcient guar-
anty of its success in the future.

New Westinghouse Factory.—The new works of
the Westinghouse Electric Company, at Brinton,
near Pittsburgh, are making rapid progress. The
main machine slirp and warehouse will be finished
and turned over to the electric company next
week. The power-house is under roof, and the
boilers are being put in, so that power can be fur-
nished by the middle of October, when the com-
pany will begin to move its machinery from Pitts-
burgh. It will probably take six months to do the
moving without interfering with the filling of
orders, of which the company has now a large
number on hand.—Boston News Bureau.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,
Conn., will furnish the iron roof trusses for the
new city armory, at Pawtucket, R. I. The new
power-house for the Bridgeport Traction Com-
pany, at Bridgeport, Conn., consisting of a dyna-
mo room and boiler room, which will be of iron
and brick—composite construction—will be de-
signed and built by the same company. The
dynamo room will be equipped by a traveling
crane, furnished by the same company.

Mr. Frank R. Chlnnock, of 143 Liberty street,

New York, has secured the contract for the com-
plete equipment of an electric railroad between
Hackensack, N. J., and Union Hill, N. J., for the
Bergen Turnpike Company. The road will be 11.7
miles long, single track with nine turn-outs. A
70-pound girder rail will be used through Hacken-
sack and a 60-pound T rail for the balance of the
road. At first 13 closed cars will be operated with
double equipments.

Contract Awarded.—The contract for building
and equipping the Manchester& Northern Railway
has been given to L. J. Highland, Chicago. The
roaa will be 35 miles in length and will be built on
the county turnpike, connecting the towns of
Manchester. West Union and Winchester in Adams
County, Ohio. The road will do both a passenger
and freight business. It will be equipped with the
Highland motor, having a maximum speed of 30
miles per hour.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,
Conn., lias erected for the Mather Electric Com-
pany a new building 300 feet by 50 feet, equipped
with improved electrical machinery, and a 40-tou
electric traveling crane, especially adapted for
building large direct connected generators for
railway work. The unfinished castings are brought
in at one end of the shop, and are loaded on the
cars at the other end as finished generators.

Field &, Hinchman have formed a partnership,
and will do general engineering work, with offices

at, 39 Clifford street, Detroit, Mich. The firm has
already on hand electrical work of considerable
importance. Mr. Field was formerly electrical

inspector for the insurance companies in Detroit.

Mr. Hinchman has been connected with Jesse M.
Smith in the capacity of mechanical engineer.

The New Haven Car Register Company, of New
Haven, Conn., has received an order from the
Philadelphia Traction Company for 100 of the
New Haven car registers, also a good order from
the Consolidated Railway Company, of Atlanta,
Ga. The order from the Philadelphia Traction
Company is the third that the New Haven com-
pany has received from that company.

The Robinson Patent Trolley Wheel, placed on
the market by the Wallace Electric Company, of
Chicago, is meeting with splendid success. This
wheel has been in use now for some time, and tests

which have been made go to show that on account
of the independent contact ring the life of the
wheel is prolonged and the results obtained are
very satisfactory.

The International Register Company, of Chicago
has just issued a little pamphlet containing testi-

monials from those who have used its portable
fare register. The opinions are those of men well
known in the street-railway field, and their un-
qualified praise of the International register is the
highest possible indorsement.

The H. N. Bates Machine Company, of 340-346
Congress street, Boston, has just issued its new
catalogue descriptive of its machinery for the
transmission of power. The book is a volume of
over 150 pages and is profusely illustrated. Those
interested in machinery of this kind should seciu-e

copies.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., reports the sale of one of its 180 k. w. im-
proved new type multipolar railway generators,
with complete station equipment, to the Hartford
& West Hartford Horse Railway Company for the
Hartford, Conn., power-house.

Manager Adams, of the Crescent Electric Com-
pany, Chicago, says that the business of the com-
pany is good and constantly increasing. This
company makes a specialty of repairing electrical

work for street railways and lighting companies.

Electric Car Heaters.—The Union Railwav Com-
pany, of Providence, has just ordered 75 additional
sets of electric heaters of the Consolidated Car
Heating Company, of Albany. The original order
was for heaters to equip 160 cars.

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Company,
of New York, although next to the highest bidders,

got the contract for 600 H. P. boilers for the new
station of the Chicago General Street Railway
Company.

Mr. F. C. Boyd, vice president and general man-
ager of the New Haven Car Register Company,
was in New York this week and says that business
in his line is improving.

The Bridgeport Car Equipment Company has
received an order for 15 fenders to be attached to
the new cars of the Bridgeport Traction Company.

Record of Street Railway Patents.
tr. S. Patents Issued Sept. 18, 1894.

536,083. Klectric Motor; Alexander W. Meston,
rit. Louis. Mo., Assignor to the Emerson Electric Man-
ufacturing Company, same place. Filed Aug. I, 1892.
One or more cuils are wound on the armature in a plane
parallel to the plane of the magnetic lines of force, and
means are actuated by the rotation of the armature, for
throwing the said coils into the motor circuit.

526,111* Staiion Indicmor; Edward Miller, Jr.,
Evansville. Ind. Filed June 1. 1894. The second claim
reads as follows: " The combination of the casing hav-
ing the sight opeoing.the parallel shafts mounted in the
casing and earr.ving the drums or spools, ihe band hav-
ing the ends connected to the drums and adapted to
wind first upon one and i hen the other drum, the fast
wheels connecfed to the end of the shafts, the loose
wheels adjacent to the fast wheels, the pivoted pin or

No. 526,142.

stud carried by the loose wheels and carrying the pawls
which engage the fast wheels and also the tripping
pawl, means for turning the fast and loose wheels and
a stop for engaging the tripping pawl to allow the re-
turn of the loose wheel."

526,142. Bond for Electric Railways ; Dwight
D. Book, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 14, 1894. The bond
plate is electrically connected wit a the rail, which is

provided with upwardly estending holes to facilitate
connection with the bond conductor. (See illustration.)

526,152. Slreet Kallvray S ivi tell ; John C. Jacobs,
Alexander Keil and John H. Roemer. Buffalo, N. Y.
This is ihe combination of an L-sbaped box and cover-
ing plate for holding the switch-operating mechanism
of two dislis pivoted centrally on cross bar in said box,
connecting rods pivoied and connectea with opposite
sides of the disks connecting them with each other,
friction rollers upon which th.- disks turn, a connecting
rod extending laterally and connecting one disk wicli
the pivoted switch bar, a pivoted operating bar located
outside of the covering plate and connected by a pin

No. 526,183.

pivoted thereto and extending down and connecting
with ttie opposite disk, and means located on the car for
operating the switch.

526.170. Dyuamo Electric machine; Divid H.
Wilson, Chicago, III. Filed Aug. 17, 1893. Amotorand
generator, the armatures of which are fastened to the
same shaft, are combined in one machine. The field

magnets of the motor and generator are magnetically
connected but electrically entirely separated from each
other.

526,183. Trolley 'Wire Finder; Edward Gale,
Peoria. 111. Original application flli-d Nov. 21, 1892.

Divided and this application filed Jan. 15. 1894. The
trolley pole and wheel are combined witn a guard or
finder Iiavmg revoluble sleeves on each end to prevent
frl<M Ion \\ illi the line wire. The guard or finder is sup-
pi'ilril l>j the pole near the wheel, and extends later-
ally beyond the vertical planes of the sides of tlie wheels
to catch the line wire in case it should become discon-
nected from the contact wlieels. {See illustration.)
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Victory for the During the last few years the

Detroit Company, city of Detroit has contended

that the local street railway

company was at its mercy, but the tables are sud-

denly returned, as a consequence of the decision

of ihe United States Circuit Court of .YppeaL-. It

is to be hoped that this settles matters and that the

city will soon be favored with rapid transit.

Ohstruotion of Oars We have always taken a strong

by Teams, interest in all eff'>rts that are

directed toward the improve-

ment of the service on rapid transit lines by f re-

venting the obstruction of street cars by obs'inate

teamsters. Philadelphia seems to be doing some-

thing along that line, and a Quaker City writer

whose communication appears elsewhere in this

number recon- mends the passage of ordinances

containing s-everal admirable suggestions f' r over-

coming these annoying delays. If the ordinan'-es

were adopted and fairly well enforced, no doubt

the nuisance could be abated to a very griat extent,

but it is questionable if tiie police could be de-

pended upon to make the regulations efiCective, un-

less their superiors were stimul i ted in some way.

The Public Ledger, ot Philadtlphia, in referr ng

to the subject makes this timely comment : "The
delays from obstructing teams appreciably lengthen

the time in passing over a long route. Philadelphia

is a city of magnificent distances. The round

trip on one or more of our street railway lines

covers nearly 25 miles. To give the best and

most satistactory service, all ordinances governmg

street traffic must be firnaly executed. . . .

Surface cars cannot move at very high rates of

speed in congesled streets, but there are delays

that are unavoidable."

Grade Crossing The Railroad Commissioners

Application Denied, of the State of Connecticut

have just denied the applica-

tion of an electric railway company for leave to

croes at grade the tracks of the New York and New
England railroads. The decision of the petition,

which was that of the Bi'.siol & Plainvilie Tram-

way Company, has been awaited witli nut a little

interest, as it was assumed it would establish a

precedent. One can hardly fail to sympathize

with the decision if, as we believe, it w ili absolutely

prevent the reckle.-s multiplication of grade cross-

ings. Unless every safeguard is adopted, and that

is not always practicable, the grade rrossing must

needs be a danger point. The commissioners ob-

ject to the particular crossing in question for reasons

that it would seem will be fatal to all applications

of a similar nature. Tiie interesting part of the

finding is as follows :
" la our judgment the dan-

ger incident to the grade crossing more than

counterbalances the other advantages of the route,

unless buch crossing be protected by derailii;g

switches aud interlocking signals on both tlie steam

and electric roads. We, however, have no power

to require this protection or any other condition or

restrtcti<'n of our approval. We mus, therefore,

withhold the same until such time as the properly

authorized representatives ot both compaaies shall

make and file with us an agreement to provide tha

protection above suggested."

Competition with The officials of steam railroad

Steam Kailroads. companies cannot getrid of the

competition of the trolley lines

by whining or sneering at the set vice. Just at present

they are doing considerable of both, for they are

commencing to realize that in certain quarters the

electric rail ways are making sad inroads on their re-

ceipts from local traffic. They seem to feel that

their case is one of injured innocence, and that

something should be done very speedily to kill off

this unrighteous competition. Of one thing these

officials may be exnemely positive, and that is that

the electric roads will be favored with no patronage

that they do not deserve. '1 he electric lines not

only furnish cheap transportation, but the sei vice

is frequent, and the accommodations are comforta-

ble. A contemp' rary in its comm nt on this

subject, publ sited elsewhere in this issue, hits

very wide of the mark when it de.'cribes the

electric cars as means of "cheap and inadequate"

carriage. It is as far from the truth when it

insinuates that the suburban passenger is provided

in all cases by steam roads wi,h spacious cars and

with pleasant surroundings. In a great many in-

stances the electric cars are far more attractive

than the steam cars running between the same

local [loints. For example, a great many of the

ordinary cars used for suburban service on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, the New York

Central, the Reading. Rock Island, the Illinois

Central, and a great many other roads that ciUld

be mentioned, including all the elevated railwavs

in Ihe <ountiy, are very far from being attractive

coaches. They are very frequently dirty, dingy,

badly ventilated, ill smelling and, in winter time,

po'irly heated, and at night miserably lighted.

Tliere is a very strong suspicion that a great many
railroad companies care extremely little about the

comfort and convenience of pas:-engers in ordinary

coaches, but assume, if desirable traveling

quarters are wished, that passengers should pay an

extra fee and patronize the parlor cars. So the

ordinary car equipment seems sometimes to be

badly neglected, and as a natural sequence the

passeuj;ers are dissatisfied. Who would not, es-

pecially in the summ r mpnths, prefer a ride m
a trolley car to a journey in the familiar stuffy

steapi car if the trip was to be one of 10 or 12 miles

and the matter of the few minutes extra time did

not iiappen to be of pressing importance? The

electric car in many ca^es is cleaner, far more

comfortable, as well as cheaper, and it is not sur-

prising that it is so largely patronized, to the injury

of the steam railroads. As we Believe, the only way

the railroad companies can keep the shon-haul

patronage that is straying away from them is to

improve their service. They will not accomplish

this by securing the enactment of laws unfavora-

ble to electric railway construction, for the people

wa^it trolley lines in the country and propose to

have them at any cost, though railroad attorneys

talli of vested rights till they are black in the face.

Tlie railroads mast organize a service that will be

so much better than that afforded by the trolley

lines that they will attract the best class of pa-

tronage that is always ready to pay a fan- price tor

a go >d thing, but; cannot be hoodwinked into buy-

ing inferior groceries or transportation simply to

prr vent the grocer or the railroad company from

losing money.
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MAILS ON NEW YOEK CABLE OAES.

A correspondent in Washington states that Sec-

ond Assistant Postmaster-General Neilson, who has

charge of the mail transportation service of the

country, has under consideration a plan for utiliz -

ing the cable railway system of New York City in

the distribution of the mails to districts convenient

to those systems. The plan is not yet fully ma-

tured, but Mr. Neilson, who has just returned

from his vacation, is actively engaged upon it, and

it is considered not unlikely that it will soon be

perfected and put into operation.

So far as can be learned, it is designed to have

the mail for the different districts along the lines

made up in pouches at the post-office, just as mail

is arranged by the employes of the railway post-

offices. At stated hours postal cars would leave

the post-office with pouches, and, at stations to be

designated later, carriers would be in waiting to

receive the packages made up for their distribu-

tion. The design is to give each carrier sufficient

time to cover his route, so that he may e.\perience

no difficulty in reaching his station at the hours

when his pouches are due. The city postal cars

would be used in making collections.

It is believed by Mr. Neilson that such a system
would result in a more efficient and rapid mail

delivery, and there does not appear to be any
doubt that it would be welcomed by the officials of

the New York Post-office, who are only too willing

to accept any arrangement which looks to the

betterment of the postal delivery branch of the

service.

STEAM EAILROADS AND THE COMPETI-
TION OP TROLLET LINES.

The following extract from the Railway Age in-

dicates the position which railroad companies as-

sume in reference to the competition of trolley

lines:

The competition of electric railways for local
travel and even for journeys of considerable
length, not to speak of its probable extension to
freight service, is rapidly constituting an impor-
tant condition affecting the management of steam
railways. The suburbs of every large city are
already served by electric lines running into the
business center which have taken much travel
from the railways by offering rates one-half or
one-quarter of those previously charged by the
latter, and many such lines 3.5, .50 and even 100
miles and more in length are under construction
or projected in various parts of the country, east
and west. An electric line from Philadelphia to
New York with branches making a total of H^O
miles is proposed by a newly organized company ;

an enthusiastic prospectus with map shows an-
other from Philadelphia to Harrisburg, a distance
of 105 miles, running most of the way alongside of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, with proposed branches
making up a system of 364 miles, of which 50 miles
are already In operation ; the ambitious scheme of
an electric railway system between Pittsburgh and
Chicago, with numerous branches, is on foot, the
articles of incorporation providing for •' freio-ht
express and passenger traffic and the carrying of
the mails"; lines to connect several widely sepa-
rated cities in Ohio and Indiana are being seriously
advocated, and in short electricity is '• in the air"
and liable to strike in the shape of a trolley hue in
the immediate neighborhood of almost every station
of a steam railway in the country. Thus far com-
petition by means of these cheap and inadequate
methods of carnage has been made extremely easy
by the remarkable generosity of the communilies
traversed in giving up their wagon roads, without
any consideration, to the tracks and horse-terrifying
motors of the electric roads. But the dangers and
the injustice of surrendering the public highways
to the possession of the " broomstick trains " are
beginning to be felt and it is not likely that the
movement will be allowed to go on much longer
as strangely unrestricted as it has been.

Naturally if local travel on the steam railways
18 greatly dimmished by the operation of the elec-
tric roads the train service on the former will be
reduced, and thus the portion of the public towhom the far greater speed and comfort of travel-
ing in spacious cars on solid roadways are more of
a consideration than the saving of a few cents will
suffer disadvantage. A still more important con-
sideration, however, is that pertaining to the mul-
tiplication of grade crossings. It is otranc^e incon-
sistency which while interdicting the crossing of
highways at grade by steam railways allows elec-
tric roads not only to occupy and intersect high-

ways on the surface, but to cross the tracks of

steam railways at grade.

Altogether the rapid increase of trolley roads is

a problem for legislation of very grave importance
to the public as well as to the existing lines of

transportation that have built up the business upon
which, for the most part, these new roads expect

to live.

OHIO STATE TRAMWAY CONVENTION.

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR A DOG'S
LIFE.

A curious suit has just been begun against the

Brooklyn City Railroad Company by Mrs. Annie

Curley. The plaintiff seeks to obtain §5,000 to

compensate her for the death of her dog, which

was killed by a trolley car last February. The

dog took care of the plaintiff's child, and his ser-

vices in this respect were so exceptionally valuable

chat Mrs. Curley feels warranted in demanding an

extraordinary sum for the loss of the animal. The
complaint in this suit is as follows:

That, at all the time hereinafter mentioned, the
plaintiff was the owner and enjoyed the possession
of a certain dog, which the plaintiff had kept,
among other purposes, to watch over, as well as to

lead and take care of, her daughter Mary, who was
then, and now is, an innocent child, simple in

mind and not able to take care of herself; that the
said dog was, and had been for five years, the
guardian of the said simpleton, the daughter of
this plaintiff, and had guarded and watched over
her, and led and taken care of her, and had per-
formed his services as such in an efficient and
praiseworthy manner, and had thereby spared this

plaintiff much worry and anxiety, as well as con-
siderable trouble and expense; that thesaid dog was
an intelligent and faithful animal, and by reason
thereof, and of the services which he rendered, the
said dog became, and was at the time of his decease,
invaluable to this plaintiff. That on or about Feb.
2, 1894, while the said dog was lawfully upon the
said Richards street, which is a public thoroughfare
in the city of Brooklyn, as aforesaid, the defendant,
by and through its agents, servants and employees,
not regarding their duty in that respect, so negli-
gently, recklessly and carelessly conducted itself,

and its agents, servants and employes in charge of

one of the cars belonging to the defendant so
negligently, recklessly and carelessly conducted
the same while driving through said Richards
street, in the course of their employment for the
defendant, that the said car, so owned by the de-
fendant and managed and controlled by its agents,
servants and employes, ran into said dog. knock-
ing it down, throwing it a considerable distance,
and running over and killing and destroying the
said dog, by reason and in consequence of which
the plaintiff' has been deprived of a faithful, in-
telligent, useful and affectionate animal, which
the said dog always was, and her daughter, Mary,
of a faithful and loving companion, all of which
has caused the plaintiff great mental pain and
anguish and has put her to considerable trouble
and expense, necessitating her giving her personal
care and attention to and watching and caring for
her child, Mary, and she has otherwise suffered
and sustained damage thereby, which she fixes

and claims at a sum of §5,000.

DETROIT CITIZENS' COMPANY'S
VICTORY.

LEGAL

The famous case of the city of Detroit

against the Detroit Citizens' Railway Com-
pany has been decided in favor of the defendant

by United States Circuit Court of Appeals. The
decision reverses the decree of Judge Taf t, of the

United States Circuit Court, and its effect is to de-

clare that the rights of the Citizens' Street Railway
Company are good for 14 years to come. The
relief sought in the litigation, to quote

the language of the extremely long decision,
" was the removal from the streets of Detroit of

the tracks and cars of the Detroit Citizens' Street

Railway Company, on the ground that the term
for which the city consented to the use of the

streets occupied by that company has expired by
limitation, and that the company is therefore an
unlawful trespasser on the streets, and its tracks

and cars a public nuisance." Thejfight has now been
going on for three year^, two of which have been
spent in proceedings in the United States courts.

The Circuit Court upheld the city's claim that no
company could acquire rights for a length of time
longer than its legal life—30 years—but the Court
of Appeals' decision reverses this finding.

The meeting of the Ohio State Tramway Asso-

ciation, of which a brief report was published in

the last issue, opened at the Boody House, Toledo,

0., on Wednesday, Sept. 26, at 11 A. M., with A.

E. Lang, president, in the chair. Those present

and the railroads they represented were as fol-

lows ;

Cleveland City Railway Company, Cleveland,

M. A. Hanna, president; J. B. Hanna, secretary

and treasurer : Cleveland Electric Railway Com-
pany, Clevelnnd. C. W. Wason, electrical engi-

neer and purchasing agent ; Toledo Consolidated
Street Railwav Company, A. E. Lang, president

;

C. L. Wight, secretary and W. S. Jewell, general

manager; Toledo Electric Railway Company, David
Robison president, James J. Robison superin-

tenilent, F. B. Perkins and Wm. Robison ; Toledo
& Maumee Valley Railway Company. B P. Foster,

superintendent : Columbus Street Railway Com-
pany, AV, F. Kelly, superintendent ;

Delaware
Electric Railway Company, J. K. Newcomer, presi-

dent; Mansfield Electric Railway Company, Reed
Carpenter, president.

Letters and telegrams of regret were received

from the following, who were unable to be present:

The Youngstown Street Railway Company, by A.

A. Anderson, general manager ; Cincinnati In-

clined Plane Railway Company, Cincinnati, by

H. Bradford, general manager; Cincinnati Street

Railway Company, Cincinnati, by John Kilgour,

president; Canton Street Railway Company, by

Wm. A. Lynch, president; Akron Street Rail-

way Company, by F. A. Seiberling, secretary and

treasurer. The following gentlemen were also

present

:

C. N. Fulton, of the Davis Car Shade Company,
Portland. Me.; E. P. Sharpe. of the Webster &
Beecher Electric Company, Boston; J. A. Hanna,
of the McGuire Truck Company, Chicago ; E. A.
Smith, of the Consolidated Car Heating Company,
Chicago; H. H. Foster, of the Dreher Manufactur-
ing Company, New York; J. B. Bennett, Chicago;
John Dale, of the Dale Manufacturing Company,
New York; W. E. C. Coxe, of the Cambria Iron

Works, Philadelphia; John I. White, of the Fort
Wayne Car Wheel Company.

After the meeting had been called to order the

following companies presented their credentials

for membership in the association : Toledo &
Maumee Valley Railway Company, of Toledo ; the

Toledo Electric Street Railway Company, Toledo ;

Delaware Electric Street Railway Company, Dela-

ware. After being referred to the proper com-

mittee the credentials of these companies were

approved, and they were duly elected members of

the association. President A. E. Lang read his

annual address to the association, in which he re-

ferred to what had been accomplished by street

railroads in Ohio during the last year. Following

the president's address the report of the treasurer,

J. B. Hanna, showing a small balance to the

credit of the association, was read and approved.

The committee appointed to nominate officers

for the ensuing year, and to select a place for

holding the next meeting, reported as follows

:

For president, Wm. F. Kelly, superintendent

Columbus Street Railway Company ; for vice-

president. Reed Carpenter, president Mansfield

Electric Railway Company ; for secretary and

treasurer, J. B. Hanna, secretary and treasurer

the Cleveland City Railway Company ; Wm. A.

Lynch, president Canton Street Railway Company,

for chairman of the Executive Committee. San-

dusky was selected as the place of holding the

next meeting. The report was unanimously

adopted.

The meeting then went into executive session

and the following subjects were thoroughly dis-

cussed informally :
" The Best Means of Detecting

Dishonest Conductors;" "A Desirable and Satis-

factory Fender or Life Guard, for Protecting the

Lives of People who may Meet with Accidents in

Front of the Cars;" "What are the Best Qualifi-

cations for Conductors and Motormen?" "The
Treatment of Low Joints in the Rails, and how
Best to Prevent Them;" " The Best Method of

Controlling Employees and the Collection of Our
Fares." A great deal of useful information of
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enefit to all those present, whether interested as

small or large roads, was obtained from this dis-

cussion.

At five o'clock those present accepted the in-

vitation of B. P. Foster, superintendent of the

Toledo & Maumee Valley Railway Company, to

take a ride in one of its cars up the river for a

distance of some 10 miles. The ride was enjoyed

by all present. The visitors passed through a very

pleasant portion of the country on the bank of the

Maumee River. At seven o'clock those attending

the convention proceeded to the Toledo Club,

where, as the guests of A. E. Lang, president of

the Toledo Consolidated Railway Company, and

James J.Robison, superintendent of the Toledo Elec-

tric Railway Company, they enjoyed an elegant

banquet. During the progress of tlie banquet a

band was stationed in the adjoining room, which
made a very pleasant feature of the evening's en-

tertamment.

A. E. Lang presided, and proved himself to be a

very capable toastmaster. Among the citizens of

Toledo present who assisted in entertaining the

company were Robison Locke, editor of the Toledo

Blade, and Negley Cockran, editor of the Toledo

Commercial. The latter made a very entertaining

speech, detailing some of his experiences in obtain-

ing the right of way for the numerous suburban

lines projected several years sinpe in the vicinity

of Toledo by Mr. Tillotson. His experiences in ob-

taining rights of way in the country and the ques-

tions asked him by the people of small towns and
villages about electric cars and then- bad influences

were very laughable. Barton Smith, attorney for

the Toledo Consolidated Railway Company, also

made an entertaining speech.

M. A. Hanna, of Cleveland, gave a very entertain-

ing account of the progress made by street railroads

in the last ten years. He spoke of the value of sub-

urban roads, and the great benefits they conferred

on cities and people of outlying districts. He noted

that rapid transit was making available better

homes for the workingmen and the poorer classes

in the districts outside of the crowded portions of

the city. He said that he did not believe that there

was any industry m which the united energies of

as maoy bright people had been employed as ad-

vantageously or in which as great progress and
developnjent had been shown as in the street rail-

way field. He thought that there was a great

future in the development of the country adjacent

to large cuies by suburban lines, and gave as a

reason that the progress that street railroads had
already made in so short a time was due to the fact

that those engaged in looking after these proper-

ties were trying to advance more and more, and
were always willing to take up new and meritori-

ous ideas of inventors. They were always ready

to spend their money in seeking to better the ser-

vice rendered the public, and also to increase, if

possible, the dividends to their stockholders.

Mr. Lang gave his experience of rates of fare on

tramways in London and Paris, and contrasted the

slow progress in rapid transit with that afforded

by modern vehicles.and modern management on

American railroads. He stated that while their

rates of fare were two cents per mile for first class

passage, the lines were all very short, so that really

a much higher rate of fare for a ride of some miles

was charged lo passengers than is charged in this

country. At the conclusion all present united in a

vote thanking Mr. Lang and Mr. Robison for the

royal manner in which they had been entertained

during their stay in Toledo.

GREAT BBITAIN TRAMWAY STATISTICS.

The latest English Board of Trade returns suffi-

ciently indicate that mechanical traction has made
but slow progress during the past 20 years. Out of

about 760 miles of tramway open for traffic in

England and Wales, only 240 miles are worked by
mechanical systems of traction, the remaining 520

miles being worked entirely by horse or animal
traction. In Scotland, out of a total of rather less

than 90 miles of tramway, only about 14 miles are

provided with mechanical tractive power, while

in Ireland, with about 114 miles of line open for

traffic, about 44 miles ."re worked either partially

or entirely by mechanical systems. In this sum-
mary electric tramways are included under me-
chanical systems. The number of horses employed
by the companies of England and Wales is about

24,000, in Scotland nearly .5,000 and in Ireland 2, .500,

giving a total of 31,500 animals. The total num-
ber of locomotive engines employed in the whole

of the United Kingdom for tramway service would

not reach 600.

HOW THE CAEBON BRUSH CAME INTO
USE."

BY ELIHU THOMSON.

It is, I think, true that no single thing has had a
greater or more direct influence upon the technical
success of electric railway machinery than the in-

troduction of the carbon brush as a substitute for
the various forms of metal brush, many forms of
which had been tried previously on railway motor
commutators, but without even the beginning of
success. Simple as this substitution was, the re-

sults are of the greatest importance. The pioneers
in electric railway work had been struggling with
the many problems presented, not the least of which
was to get a motor commutator to run under vary-
ing loads without spark, to run in either direction
without trouble, and without need of changing the
lead, and above all to endure for a reasonable time.

All forms of metal brush had been tried and be-
come acknowledged failures. They were only
calculated, under the harsh conditions, to be
ground and to grind the commutator into dust at

a rapid r'>te (such dust being scattered by the
pound along the line of way) with the production
at ihe same time of a flickering greenish illumina-
tion under the car, an illumination all the more
ghastly on account of the havoc known to be go-
ing on and of which it was an unfailing index. It

is not too much to say that before the carbon
brush was substituted there was in prospect i'lev-

itable failure; disaster not imforeseen, but all too
evident.

But after the advent of carbon all this was
changed, and a great load was at once lifted from
the shoulders of those on whom rested the respon-
sibility for the success of the apparatus then being
applied to street railway work. Failure from tech-
nical difficulties was not to be thought of more.
The great bugbear and most annoying obstacle had
been overcome, and overcome, as it were, in a day.
But how did it come about ? I do not know that

the circumstances have ever been detailed in print,

and it shall be my present purpose to fill this gap
in the history of electric railways and at the same
time to nay a tribute to the memory of Mr. Chas.
J. Van Depoele, truly a pioneer in this art, and to

whom was due the suggestion of the use of carbon
as a brush for rail way motors.

It came about in this way. We had been trying
lo use, on the first roads installed by the Thomson-
Houston Company in 1888, various forms of copper
and other metal brushes, all of which, however,
had soon been condemned as either quite worthless
for the purpose or so nearly worthless as practi-

cally to be so. A discussion of the matter between
Mr. Van Depoele and myself, attended as it was
by many expressions of misgiving as to the fate of
electric railway work unless a radical change
for the better could soon be made in the commu-
tators, led him to remark in substance :

'• I have
used a plate of carbon as a brush, on a stationary
motor, which carbon brush worked well, and I

think it might answer the purpose here." To this

I replied in effect that if such was the case we
should by all m^ansmake the trial at once, as, if

it should fail, that would be an event to which we
had become somewhat accustomed in our experi-
ments witli metal brushes.
The trial was made and was at once so eminently

successful that scarcely any time elapsed before the
metal brush became a thing of the past, not only
on the Thomson-Houston railway motor apparatus,
but on others also, as soon as the news gut abroad.
We called the new brushes "carbon brushes,"
though of course they have very little of the brush
proper about them. In some other sys-tems they
were dubbed "'graphite brushes,'' and their merits
were set out in a sort of " I told you so" spirit

:

tor the carbon brush was copied in substance, if

not in name. They are all "carbon" to-day.
It was some little time after the introduction of

the carbon brush on the motors that the same
substitution was made on the generators. This
was, I think, first done on the Thomson-Houston
D 62 type generator. It had been soon found that
with the great variations of load occurring, very
serious effects of sparking and cutting of the com-
mutators of the power generators were brought
about. The rapidly changing lead made it impos-
sible to make suitable adjustments of the brushes.

* From the Electrical Engineer.

Carbon, however, as with ?the motor, solved the
difficulty and their use on the power dynamos was
a natural consequence of their application to the
motors.

I remember inspecting one of the first carbon
brushes applied in railway work to a motor com-
mutator after it had had a reputed run of 5,000
miles. It had only worn down to a moderate extent
and the commutator retained its smooth black pol-

ish. Then it was that we knew that the difficulty, at

one time so serious and exasperating, had been
removed and our reputations as skillful electrical

engineers saved for the time.
The first proposal to use carbon as a current col-

lecting brush for dvnamos was made by Prof.
George Forbes, in a British patent of 1883. Blocks
of graphite were to be applied in his unipolar ma-
chme to collect the currents developed in the re-

volving iron armature, and the patent further sug-
gested the use of such blocks on ordinary multiple
segment commutators. For unipolar work their

resistance would make them of doubtful utility in

view of the low potential generated and the laree
currents, and even for low pressure lighting dy-
namos they are scarcely suit-able ; but for power
work at 500 volts, whether for generators, station

ary motors or railway motors, their introduction
was a great step in advarce.
The whole matter seems now so simple that it is

hard to realize the state of things which existed
immediately before the happy suggestion of Mr.
Van Depoefe was put into practice. And the state

of things thereafter is indicated by the rapid
growth which followed and which has continued
to the present. Technical success must be assured
before business success can be based thereon, andl
feel sure that in the above brief account I have not
overestimated the effect or value of one of the

small yet great things that have contributed to

that success.

aUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DYNAMO AND MOTOR.

Will you kindly tell me the essential difference

between a dynamo and an electric motor—viz.,

how does the winding of one differ from that of

the other ? J. H. C.

Nashville, Tenn.

ANSWER.

There is no difference. Any dynamo, if fed

through its brushes with a current of electricity,

will work as a motor. The converse of this is

equally true, viz., that any electric motor whose

armature is driven by mechanical means will act

as a dynamo and generate an electromotive force.

Some very small motors, however, will not gener-

ate E. M. F. under these conditions, but this is be-

cause of their faulty construction—the resistance

or reluctance of the magnetic circuit due to a pro-

portionately large air gap between armature and

field poles being so great as to prevent the neces-

sary mutual reactions between amature and fields,

but such a machine makes also a very poor motor.

Generally speaking, the qualities which go to

make a good dynamo also go to make a good mo-

tor, and, conversely, a machine that will not make

a good dynamo will also make a poor motor.

When a machine is designed as a motor for some

special purpose, it is not unusual that some of its

details are more or less modified to adapt it to that

purpose, but, in many cases where one has two

machines of equal capacity and voltage, it is a

matter of indifference which shall be used as the

motor and which as the dynamo.

LINES OF FORCE.

What is meant by the expressions " lines of

force" and "density of lines of force" so much
used in textbooks treat in of magneti.-m and
electricity? A. L. D., New York City.

arswer.

The expression " lines of force" is due to Fara-

day, who conceived the idea that the force exerted

by a magnet could be represented by lines repre-

senting the direction of the force, which thread

themselves through the magnet, emerging from

the north pole and returning upon themselves

through the air and re-entering the magnet at the

south pole. He thought that he had proved that

the so-called lines of force were strictly analogous

to the lines of electric flow in an electric circuit.

The direction or paths of these lines of force may
be made visible by sprinkling fine iron filings on a

piece of glass, placing the latter over a magnet

and then tapping the glass gently so as to enable
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the particles to arrange themselves. If this ex-

perimei:t be caiefully performed the fllmgs will

take up positions in beautiful curved lines.

The line of force has been taken as the unit of

magnetic strength, just as the ampere is the unit

of rate of flow of current or current; strength. If

one line of force will attract an armature with a

given strength, two lines wiJl attract it with

double the strength and so on. In the flow of

currents we often fpeak of the current density in

a section of conductor, meaning the number of

amperes per unit of area of cross section ; so we

speak of the density of lines of force. If but one

line of force exists per square centimeter of section

of the magnet the latter will be said to have a den-

sity of one line per square centimeter. If in a very

much stronger magnet there are found to be. say, 100

lines per each sq. cm. cross section, it will be said

to have a ilensity of 100 lines per sq cm.

STEEET EEOTILATIONS.'

BT ALBERT B. V.'EIMEE.

The contemnoraneous introduction of electric

cars and bicycler into the streets has brought about

such a change of conditions in street traffic as to

require legislation to define the duties of the vari-

ous classes of persons who use the streets.

The use or custom which directs that the per-

sons and vehicles shall keep to the right should

now be established as a compulsory rule of law

enforced by penalty. If it were vvell understood

bv eversbody that all vehicles must be driven upon

the riffbt hand side of the streets, both pedestri-

ans and drivers could rely upon certainty in the

action of others, r^nd accidents would be avoided.

If this rule should be extended so as to forbid any

driving upon the railway tracks, it would result

in a great advantage to the public, in securing the

b>st result from the new system of electric rail-

ways. Where drivers are permitted to keep in

the tracks the cars are constantly impeded, and

the rapid transit which the public is reasonably

entitled to is interfered with and obstructed.

Tne efiSciency of the electric railways as a

means of rapid transit has beea materially less-

ened by the rule of some of the companies, which

require cars to come to a full stop on the near side

of streets to be crossed. This rule not only in-

volves an unnecessary waste of time, but it is so

irregularly carried out that it leads to great un-

certainty and confusion in the minds of drivers

and pedestrians, and many resulting accidents.

Some observations were recently made by a friend

of the writer, showing the irregular manner in

wiiich the rule is carried out. A complete circuit

was made on the Tenth and Eleventh street line,

and it was found that the car made 35 full stops on

the near side of the streets cro.ssed, while it crossed

1.53 streets vvitliout making any stop at all. On
the Twelfth and Sixteenth street line two full cir-

cuits were made. On the first the car made
88 full stops on the near side of the streets

and passed 113 streets without slopping ai

all. On the second circuit the car

made 9'i full stops and passed 107 streets without
stopping, in these observations only streets were
noted which were of a width to allow at least two
wagons to pass each other. It will reem by the

above figures that there must be a great uncertain-
ty in the public mind as to what are the streets

at which stops are made, and what streets are

passed witiiout stopping at all. This confusion is

further increased by the fact that some of the

companies do not require any stop at all. except
when passengers are taken up or let off. Another
serious objection to the "near side" rule is that dur-
ing the winter, when the streets are obstructed with
snow and ice, pas.sengers will have great difficulty

in getting on or alighting from the cars.

It seems to the present writer that, it the limit of

speed of electric cars was somewhat reduced, and
all cars required to slow down when approaching
streets which are much traveled or upon which
street railways are operated, our new fyeiem

• Philadelphia PuMic- Ledger.

of railways would be much more efficient in secur-

ing us rapid transit, and that many elements of

danger would be eliminated.

The writer suggests that the following ordinances

should be passed :

AN ORDINANCE
Relating to the driving of vehicles and riding of

bicycles on streets upon which street passenger
railways are operated.

Section 1. The Select and Common Councils of

the city d Philadelphia do ordain :

1. That no person shall drive any vehicle or
ride a bicycle on or within the tracks of a street

passenger railway except in cases where it is ab-
solutely necessary to turn into the tracks to avoid
an obsliiiction.

2. TtittC all persons driving vehicles or riding
upon bicycles on streets upon which passengt-r
railways are operated shall keep in the cartway
upon ilie right hand side of the railway, unlets
such poilion of the cartway is obstructed.

3. Any person or persons violating any of the
provisions of this ordinance shall pay a penalty of

ten (lU) dollars, to be recovered before any magis-
trate of the city of Philadelphia. And the mayor
ot the city be and he is hereby authorized to carry
this ordinance into effect.

AN ORDINANCE
Relating to the operation of cars upon passenger
raiUvays in the ciiy of Philadelphia.
Section 1. The Select and Common Councils of

the City of Philadelphia do ordain ;

1. That all street passenger railway companies
shall require passengers to alight from the right

THE ELECTRIC BRAKE IN PBACTICE.*

BY £IMBR A. SPERBT.

PJBT JI.

Id developing this system, the point which seemed
fraught with the most difficuly, and which has
finally received the simplest solution of any in con-
nection with the problem, was that of obtaining
always and with absolute certainty sufBcient cur
rent at the lowest speeds without the aid of the
trolley current. Teaser coils were at intervals
resort to, maintaining connection with the trolley
circuit. "Artificial teasers" were also used, being
a device by means of which the trolley circuit was
entirely done away with, and which worked well.
Observations made from time to time in connec-
tion with these experiments led to an exhaustive
investigation of residual magnetism, inconsequence
of which stiiictural m^ans were adopted to utilize

to the full the residual magnetism of the motor.
This supply is constantly being renewed with every
energizing of the car. This method was found to
be the simplest as well as the most effective.
The connection'^, and in fact the whole
arrangement of the elfctric brake upon
the car, are extremely simple. This is shown
by the fact that only one small extra wire
needs to be run to the controller in addition
to the ordinary wiring of the standard equioment
without the electric brake. The certainty ot oper-
ation is evinced by the fact that at present writing
over 150 of the equipments have been placed,
which are making upward of 10,000 miles daily
in regular service. Early lu the experimentation
a phenomenon was observed in reference to the

FIG. 7.

hand side of their car.=, and shall maintain a gate
upon the left hand side of the rear platform of the
car, and, in the case of open or summer cars with
t'-ansveise seats, a bar along the whole of the left-

hand side of the car.
2. All street cars shall stop upon the far side of

cross streets when it Is neces-ary to take up frd
leave off passengers, and shall not come to a full

stop on the near side except in cases nf necessity,

or where the street to be crossed has upon it a steam
railroad. Where the street to be crossed is much
traveled, or has upon it a street railwav, all cars
shall slow down upon approaching it. No electric

or cable car shill be run at a greater speed than 13
miles an hour.

3. Any company, person or persons violating

any of the provisions of this ordinance shall pay a
penalty often (10) dollars, to be recovered before
any magistrate of the city of Philadelahia. And
the mayor of the city be and he is hereby au-
thorized to carry this ordinance into effect.

AN ORDINANCE
Relating to the size of coal wagons or carts.

Section 1. The Select and Common councils of
the city ot Pliiladelphia do ordain:

I. The use of coal wagons or carts of such a
length as to obstruct, while unloading, the opera-
tion of street cars is hereby declared a nuisance.

3 Any person or persons violating this ordi
ni.iice shall pay a penally of ten (10) dollars, to be
Kcovered before any magistrate of the city of
Pliila''el|ihia. And the mayor of the city be and
he is hereby authorized to carry this ordinance
into effect.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago Passenger Traction
Company has been organized by P. H. Hoynes,
Wm. Rliev and J. W. C. Jones. The capital stock
is $100,000.

persistence of the current even after the motor had
stopped. This is due to the slow action of the 6^
creasing magnetization, taken together with the
reaction or self-induction effect of the fields and
any brake coil or c( ils that may be in the circuit.

The movement of the magnetic lines, which per-
sist after, and in fact long after, the motion of ihe
motor has ceafed. generates pctential. In many
instances it is pi ssible to draw an arc fri m
the rupture of the brake circuit one tecond
after the motion has ceased, showing the
presence of current in the local circuit.

The current flowing after motion ceases, though
small, is found exceedingly useful in holding ihe
car from starling itself, even <m quite a heavy
grade, as only a small quaiiiity of energy added
to the already great friction of quiescence will pre-
vent the car from starting. This persistency of
currpnt is also found useful to kill or destroy the
magnetism of the brake magnet, in case it is desired
to suddenly move the car forward again. The
tendency on the part of the windings at the moment
of rupture to generate an opposing E. M. F. tends
to suddenly free theiiiagnet from iis face, a purely
accidental feature, which is of great value and
ulililv in tiiis connection. The wonderful energy
ot Ihe withdrawal of the lines of force, being in ils

manifestations a phenomenon of magnetic vis-

cosity, is illustrated by the following fact : With a

perfectly dry track a great force is required to

shear the adhesion and start the wheels slipping.

A car going down a grade under these condiiions
where no brake magneis are present will, with a
.••uilden a]>plioation of the electric brake, gem rate
sufficient current to noi only arrest the motion ' t

I he wheels, but start them going in the opposite
ilirection, the reverse motion being maintained

"Head before the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineer?, Sept. 19, 1894.
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through an interval truly remarkable, in some
instances running as high as one and cne-half

seconds. It will be borne in mind that all the

above phenomena are entirely independent of the

central station currf nt, the trolley connection hav-

ing been severed before the brake is appUed.
The current required to be developed to stop a

car when no other braking apparatus is used, is

found to be only a fraction of that required to ac-

celerate the car in the same interval.

As to the effect of the electric brake on the total

temperature of the motor the following experi-

ments were made. A car and trailer were oper-

ated over the line in regular s-rvice 41.1 miles

without the brake. The temperature of the at-

mosphere was noted every half-hour during the
test, and the temperature carefully taken of all

parts of the motor at the end of the run. The suc-

short duration at the time of each application
The following wattmeter readings have also been
taken :

Second
First Trip. Trip Trailer.

Reading of wattmeter, leaving
Lfllte View 392,538.9 392,oJ2.25

Reading of wattmeter, end of
roundlnp 392,612.25 392,547.1

Number nt full stops .'>5 53
Number of slow-ups iS 37
Time 1:40 1:35
UiiForeDce in readiug 3.35 4.85
Constant of wattmeter equals "22"; lotai watts both

trips. 1811.4.

With this style of brake, the life of the wheels is

increased from two to three fold, thus affording a
saving in the item next in cost to the electric

maintenance itself, to say nothing of the entire
saving in brakeshops. This is emphasized in the

rotate more or less, and constantly present new
surlacps for the sliding contact.
The braking action is twofold and is especially

efficient. The rotating armature of the motor,
instead of tugging ahead by its momentum, is

itself pulling back, and more or ]e=s powerfully
braking the car through the gears by the relarding
effort of the magnetism of its field while generat-
ing the braking current. The power required .there-
fore, to perform this work is taken from energy of
the moving car which it is desired to destroy; not
only is the car thus retarded, but the electric brakes
arrest the motion of the wheels direct, with a force
that is remarkably powerful and under perfect con-
trol of the motorman.
Two forms of braking magnets are used, one for

winding up a brake chain usually employed in
connection with the trailer, shown in Fig. 3 [see

FIG. 4.

FIG. 6,

FIG 8. FIG. 5.

ceeding day a similar run was made with the
same trailer over the same track and in the same
length of time, but with the electric brake in use,
braking direct on the simple local circuit without
brake masnets. The difference in the average
atmospheric temperatures during the two days
was six and one-half degrees, and the difference
in the average temperature of the motor parts was
seven degrees, making only a difference of one-
half of one degree Centigrade as the total increase
of temperature frnm the use of the brake. Obser-
vations in reference to the heat in the rheostat
were made, although no temperatures were taken,
and no difference could be observed in reference
to the heating of this portion of the equipment.
The explanation will be found in the compara-
tively small amount of current as seen above, and
the relative infrequency of its application, and

fact that the brakeshoes are being constantly be-
smeared with ."sandand grit thrown fi-om the
wheels, and when in this condition they are
brought against the wheels with the tremendous
pressures noted above. A better method could
hardly be devised for reducing both wheel and
shoe. We little realize the great number of brake
applications necessary in a dav's run. Careful
record has been kept of this point, givinsr in three
days an average of 1.377 brake applications per
day for a run of about 164 mih s.

Another interesting feature in this connection is

that a flat wheel from skidding is an impoFsibilily.

It will readily be seen that, should the wheels stop,

the generator connected with the axles ceases to
produce current, and none therefore exists to fur-

ther apply the brake, and though tbev may be slid-

ing forward on the rail, yet the wheels continue to

last issue], and another for directly arresting the
motion of the axles, one magnet only heine used
in connectii n with each axle, as shown in Figs. 4,

.5 and 6. These magnets are truck-mounted, not
an ounce of their vreight being directly on the
axle, and are so supported that their gravity acts

to automatically retract them from tbebrake face;

see Figs. 6 and 7, the latter showing the link stand-
ing out of the vertical. The brake face is auto-
maticallv lubricated to a slight degree, receives a
high polish and does not cut or rapidly wear. The
brake is noiselei=s in its operation. It will be seen
from the cuts that inasmuch as it does not revolve,
no commutatiiig or contact device is necessary.
Its en scent form accomplishes important techni-
cal functions and also eliminates the neres'ity of
pulling off a wheel for its attachment, removal or
inspection. The brake is shown in- position on
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truck in Fig. S. Its face is folid unbrokpn metal
wilb DO grooTes or interstices for ca'chinK grit

or sand, wbich in part explains tbe absence of

Tvear above referrtd to. The brake magnet is

practically indestructible, a few turns of stout

wire constituting its one coil entirelv incloc-ed and
sealed in metal. No harm n<-r moi?ture can reach

it. As to moisture, it is immaterial, as tbe

E. JI. F. at wbich it works is extremely small,

seldom reaching six volts. Tbe lubricator for the

brake surface is dry, not sticky or adhesive, and
does not gather sand or dirt and retain it upon tbe

braking face. No mechanical pressures whatever
are employed to arrest the car, and hence no strain

or shoulder %vear comes upon the journals. In con-

structing the brake magnets tbeir proportions and
tbe arrangement of tbe magnetic circuits received

considerable study. It was during some prelimin-

ary experiments that an unexpected pbencmeuon
was noticed : namely, that the retarding etfect

when speed is an element, is very much more than
would have been expected from the coefficient of

friction due to magnetic attraction or adhesion,
this latter being a known and definite quantity.

Further experiment, made to ascertain the cause,

showed it to be due toFoucault or eddy currents set

up inthe mas>es. Ihe conditions and structure of

tbe brake magnet were therefore varied in a number
of particulars, espfcially such as would be ex-

pected to give tbe greatest result in Poucault cur-
rents produced. Tbe result was immfdiately suc-

cessful. It was found that tbe retarding effect of

the brake magnet is due very much more to the
generation of these currents than to the direct

effect of the coefficient of friction resulting from
direct magnetic adhesion, the amount of \\ hich I

find can be relied on accurately when employed
by itself. Some of the forms of brake magnets
experimented with were provided with numerous
poles of opposite polarity, which were worked
up m three different kinds of armature, two of

which had radial teeth of different number rela-

tive to those in the magnet, and one being a plain
disk armature. The toothed armature, while it

causes a series of sudden jerks and is also unsatis-
factory in the total retardation resulting from a
given input, is found also upon rupture of the
magnetic circuit to impart to tbe magnet coil

certain counter E. M. f's which materially cut

TABLE III

tarding effect which should be expected from a
fricliiin coifficient of 10 per cent, between the lu-

biicaled surfaces du'' to magnetic attraction of tbe
lines actually circulating; and column B indicating
tbevalius of retardation actually obtained on the
dynamometer.

(To be continued.)
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down the current supply and thus the capacity of
the device. A magnet formed of a continuous
disk, with an annular groove sunk in its face,
is f'und to give very satisfactory results, hut
is much heavier and n quires an armature twice
as heavy fcr a given number of lines as the
double circuit magnet shown in the figures.
Furthermore, the relative rolat on between .tuch
a magnet and its armature aflords no point in the
masses where the lines are interrupted or changed,
and the Foucault currents, or reactionary effect set
up, is very much inferior to those in a magnet
where a gap or cessation of magnetic stress is con-
tinuoa-ly produced. As a result of these investi-
gations the crescent form shown in the figures has
been adopied. the opMninu in the crescent giving
the e(fi-ct referred to. a^ well as afford ng an ex-
cellent method of attachment and removal of tbe
brake magnet, and at th- same time sujiplying a
gap f'lr easily reaching he lace (or inspect.on and
lubrication. A lubricalor (-ee Figs. 4 and 5) is

dliown as occufiving this space. The belief lb;it
the extra reiaiding phenomenon is 1 hat of F.u-
cault or other eddy currems is home out by the
fact that a conducting lubricant such as graphite
in f'lund to considerably increase the effect, also
metal filling between the polar faces is almost
indl."pensable lor the bes', result, while at the same
time effeciually protecting thi coil Ironi all dam-
age. Thei-e observations would seem lo indicate
that the eddy currents, however produced, circulate
in both masHPS near the surface, and travi rse back
and forth acroHn the air gap whenever ample pro-
vision is made to allow ihem so to do. 1 he prac-
tical value of the combined action of all these
forces in increasing the retarding effect results in
nece8f<itating but a small magnet, and a smaller
current expenditure considering the work jier-
forraed.
By reference to Tabl- III., the result in retarda-

tion gained through the eddy or other currents
may be plainly aeen, column A indicating the re-

pbobable evolution of the electeic
BAILWAY.t

BY IRVING HALE.

One of the first and most natural outgrowths of
the electric street railway will be the application
of electricity to elevated roads. In many respects
this is an easier problem than tbe operation of sur-

face roads, for tbe elevated structure affords an
opportunity to conduct the current by a third rail,

which cannot be satisfactorily insulated on a street

track, and the motors are not exposed to their worst
enemies, sand, mud and water. In fact, some of
the earliest experiments in electric railroading
were made on the New York elevated roads, and
the lack of complete .success in these trials was
due, not to any inherent weakness in electric trac-
ti' n iiself, but to the fact that they were made
when no really successful system, even for street

roads, was in existence. Now that the success of
the Intramural electric I'oad at the Columbian
Exposition has demonstrated both the practicability

and the advantages of electricity for elevated roads,
there is no reason why the electrical equipment of
such roads should not make rapid progress.
On underground railroads the advantages of

electricity over steam are much greater than on
surface roads. Steam power, with its attendant
smoke and noxious gases, is manifestly unfit for
such service, and electricity is ptactically the
only suitable power now available. The success of

the London underground electric road leaves no
question as to the practicability of this system,
and its extensive adoption in the great cities of the
civilized world may be confidently predicted.
Another natural extension of the electric .street

railway is the suburban and inter-urban road.
The former is an established institution. Tbe
latter is already in operation in several places and
will gradually extend its field of usefulness. The
advantages of electricity over steam on roads join-

ing neighboring cities are evident: avoidance of
smoke and cinders, more frequent though smaller
trains, and the ability to make the street tracks of
each city and the roitd between them a continu-
ous system, avoiding the transfers and delays at
tbe steam railway stations. Beyond compaiaiively
short distances, however, the ordinary .500 voit
system becomes alarmingly ex pensive and the need
of some longer range method is apparent. '

This brings us to ihe long-distance electric road,
which, because it is a thing of the future and is

fraught with such alluring possibilities, consti-
tutes the most attractive branch of tbe subject.
At the outset of the discussion, the inquiry is

naturally suggested as to what can be gained by
subsiiiuting for the locomotive, in which steam
power is produced on the spot and applied directly

to its work, a costly and complicated .sysiem con-
sisting of a stationary steam plant costing more
than the locomotive, elecnic generators costing
about as much as tbe steam plant and wasting
ei^ht to ten per cent, of tlie power in the processs

of conversion, expensive line-work or storage bat-
teries (according to the system usd) wasting an-
other fraction of the power, electric motors on the
cars exceeding the locomoiive in lostaud causing
the loss of another 10 per cent.— all this for the
doubtful privilege of running our trains by elec-
triciiy. There must ceitainly be some strong
compensating advantages to justify such a propo-
sition.

In the first place, power can be lU'oduced much
moie cheaply in a stationary plant consisting
of compound condensing engines supplied
by boilers of the most efficient type equipiied with
automatic stokers and graies fnr burning cheap
slack coal, than in a locomotive where economy of
fuel and labor must be sacrificed to economy of
space.
Another advantage is the probable saving in

repairs. The repair account for a locomotive,
with ils many rapidly moving parls and its over-
worked, poorly pro ected boiler, is a serious item.
Theehctiii^ motor wi'h ils single moving parr,
"iron-cLid" m.-tlioil of construction, and thoiough
insulation ot armalure and field coils, is a very
Batl^faclory machine from the r pair standpoint,
even when subjected to the trying conditions ot
sireet railway si rvieo; and in regularrailway work,
where it can be much better protected and cared
for, there is little question of its superiority in this
respect over the steam locomoiive.
From an engineering standpoint, one of the

most important advantegrs ot electricity is tbe
facility with which the weight of ihecar itself and
Us load of passengers can be placed upon the

' Abstract of an article in the Engiiuu-.riny Magazine.

wheels to which the power is applied, thus utiliz-
ing this weight to give the necessary traction. The
problem of applying steam direct to the wheels of -

the passenger car is a very difficult one and has
never been attempted on a large scale. A separate
locomotive must be used, and this locomotive must
have sufficient weight upon its drivers to give the
necessary adhesion to enable it to exert the re-

quired tractive force upon tbe train whicfi it is

pulling. The safe weight on each wheel being
limited, the total maximum weight on tire drivers
is determined by the number of wheels to wbich
tbe steam power can be applied without too
much complication and rigidity of truck. The
power of the locomotive is also limited by tbe
size of boiler which can be mounted on
its wheels, by tbe amount of water and coal that
can be carried and by the capacity of the fireman
to feed the furnace. Boiler, tender, fuel and
water, while necessary for the operation of asteam
locomotive and utilized in part for giving the re-
quired adhesion of the driving-wheels, are. in one
sense, so much dead weight to he carried. Allthe.se
difficulties and objections can be avoided if motors
can be used requiring neither fuel nor water, ap-
plied direct to the axles of the car, and utilizing
for traction the weight of the car and its paying
load.

Tbe electric motor, supplied from a wire with
current generated in a distant power-station, ex-
actly meets these requirements. It is not a difficult
problem to mount a 300 H. p. motor on each oi the
six axles of two six-wheel trucks, carrying a car of
large dimensions accommodating 100 passengers
or more, the load being distributed equally on tbe
12 wheels with every pound of motors, car and
passengers utilized for traction, enabling this 1,3110

H. p. locomotive, wbich is a passenger car m itself,

to haul as heavy a train of additional cats as could
be pulled by a steam locomotive of the same
weight and power. It has even been suggested
that motors might be attached to each truck of
every car in the train. While this would be pos-
sible, it would involve undesirable complication in
the connections between the cars, and more es-
pecially in the device for controlling the motors.
The tende-ncy in eh ctric railroading will probably
be toward more frequent and shorter trains, con-
sisting of either a passenger-car-locomotive haul-
ing one or two cars, or preferably of a single car of
mammoth dimensions, equipped with its own mo-
tive power and avoiding all tbe objections of long
loosely connected trains. For such service elec-
tricity is peculiarly adapted and is, in fact, the
only known power suitable tor the purpose.

It is needless to dwell in detail on the increased
comfort of passengers given by a car of this de-
scription, with its freedom from smoke and cin-
ders, perfect ventilation and unrestricted view.
Anything which increases tbe c mfort and luxury
of travel will command a higher price, and higher
prices will help pay dividends on the greater invest-
ment required for electric equipment. It should
not be concluded that the introduction of electricity
will necessarily be accompanied bv increased cost
of travel. The tendency is toward a reduction of
railway rates, and there is no doubt that travel,
whether by steam or electricity, will be cheaper 20
years hence than now. But at any given time and
under the same general conditions the more perfect
and comfortable service will command the Higher
price.

After all, whatever tbe method of propulsion,
expense is the principal consideration. The ques-
tion is ufit "Wnat speed would the people like?"
but "How much speed are they willing to pay for?"
Electricity, by decreasing the engineering difficul-

ties whicn now make hign speed impr cticahle. or
olitainable only at enormous expanse, will certainly
pull up the slake heretofore supposed to mark the
approximate boundary in this direction, and set it

considerably farther on.
The chief limitation is that of distance. Long

distance transmission is renden d possible by tire

law that if the voltage is in -reased in proportion to
the distance, the cost of copper rem ins the same.
The beauty of this compensation is marred, how-
ever, liy the fact that, whatever the system em-
ployed, there is a limit to the voltage which can be
satisfactorily controlled in apparatus and line. In
the dir. ct current system, this limit for railway
service is not farabnve 1.000 volts, and at this volt-

age the power stations would have to be lo-

cated at such short intervals as to bar it

from consideration for long distance rail-

ways. The multiphase alternating system, which
is so rapidly becoming the cynosure of all electri-

cians, permits the use of low vobage currents in
generators and motors and (by means of trans-
formers) very high vobage currents on the line.

While there are some technical dilficuliies in the
application ot this system to railroad work, there
is no reason to think that they are insuperable or
to doubt that It will greatly extend the distance
over which roads can be satisfactorily and econom-
ically oper.'ited by electricity.

The storage battery is another " young hopeful"
of which the public entertains great expectations.
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Its growth has been somewhat slow and disap-

pointing, but this is partly due to the atmosphere
of legal uncertainty by which it has been surround-
ed, and there is good reason to believe that be-

fore many years the storage battery will be a

practical success for many kinds of work. For
street car service its advantages over the trolley

system, provided it can he made equally practical

and economical, are generally recognized. For
long distance railways it has several attractivet

features as compared with the trolley system. I

would avoid the difficulties and complications of

enormously high voltage and the technical diffi-

culties previously referred to in the application of

the multiphase system to railway work. It would
enable electric trains to be run on any existing

track without the construction of linework. It

would save the cost of "step-up" transformers
at each station, primary linework, "step-
down" transformers (which must be placed at

intervals of a few miles, and each set

of which must have capacity to supply the train

while on that section), and secondary linework
from the step-down transformers, all of which, on
account of the long distances between stations and
large power transmitted, wdl be very expensive.

It would enable the generating capacity of each
station to be reduced to just enough, when worked
continuously, to charge the batteries during the in-

tervals between trains, while with the trolley sys-

tem each station must be large enough to operate
the train or trains that may be on its section at any
one time, alihough idle during the remainder of

the day.
The natural conclusion from this comparison is

that the trolley system will find its most favorable
application on roads with heavy traffic, where the
stations can be placed at moderate intervals and
given steady work, while for lines with less fre-

quent trains the storage battery offers the most
hopeful and in fact the only economical solution.

When the storage battery can be made at half

the present price, with twice its present life and
capacity per pound of battery, and with a safe and
fairly efficient discharge rate twice as high as

the present limit, conditions by no means hopeless,

it will become a very formidable rival of the trol-

ley.

TEARING UP TRACKS AT BARREN HILL, PA. RAPID TRANSIT IN ENGLAND.

A stretch of track of the Manayunk & Roxbor-

ough Incline Passenger Railway at Barren Hill

was torn up Oct. 1, at the instigation of St. Peter's

Evangelical Lutheran Church. The line of the

company extends up the Ridge turnpike from

Barren Hill, and in order to connect it with that

of the Chestnut Hill & Norristown Railway, also

in course of construction, tracks were laid on a

short piece of road connecting the Ridge and the

Germantown turnpikes. This road is but 30 feet

wide. The church fronts on the narrow thorough-

fare, as also does a school building. The ground

in front of the school building is owned by the

church, and adjoins land of a Mr Huston. The

church, it is alleged, agreed to yield up 10 feet of

ground in front of the sohoolhouse for the trolley,

with the understanding that Mr. Huston would

grant a similar strip. The company pi-oceeded to

occupy the land given by the church, hut when the

tracks reached Mr. Huston's ground they were

diverted from a straight line so as to occupy a part

of the road. As this was alleged to be in violation

of the agreement said to exist, the church council,

after due deliberation, employed a force of men to

remove the tracks. A dispatch states that litiga-

tion is threatened, but that as the court has be-

come impatient over these monotonous trolley

fights, the company may proceed to reconstruct

its road without encroaching on the 30-foot thor-

oughfare and interfering with free ingress to and

egress from the church.

NEW GEAHAHE TRUCK.

The accompanying engraving shows the new
Graham truck made of steel and malleable iron

complete with fender boards. The strong points

Thomas J. Gargam,of the Boston Subway Com-
mission, has recently returned from a trip to Eu-
rope, and has submitted to an interview in which
he spoke of the rapid ti'ansit information he had
obtained. After saying that the tendency in Eng-
land was toward municipal control and that as-

tonishment was expressed by officials that such
liberal franchises were granted to American street

railway companies, he spoke of the Liverpool

electric elevated road in this way :

"This railway is six miles long and runs along
the great Liverpool dock system—not in the middle
of the street, but at one side, on laud owned by the
owners of the docks. It is an overhead syttem,
running above the surface freight railway that is

used br the dock company to transport merchan-
dise from one wharf to another. Its construction
is much the same as that of the New York elevated
—iron columns with transverse beams. Trains
are run in pairs, or trains of two ears each. First
and second-class passengers are taken, the fare of
the former being six cents and that of the latter

four cents. Trains are run every five minutes, and
there are 14 stations along the line. The cars are
operated by electricity, but the underneath feed-

wire is used instead of the trolley system.
" One day I fock the tiouble to ride ihe whole

length of the line, with the object of seeing for
myself just what the running time of a train would
be. The journey was made in 2.5 minutes. Allow-
ing half a minute's stop at each of the 14 stations,

the average t'ate of speed attained was a mile in

three minutes. This railway carried 6,000,000
passengers during the last year, notwithstanding
the fact that it begins nowhere and ends nowhere.
The company proposes nest year to extend it to
Seafoitb, a suburb a mile to the south, and the
advantage thus gained of possessing something
more than a merely arbitrary terminus, they think,
will result in doubling their traffic.

"A great deal has been said here in Boston about
people not wanting to ride underground, and
many persons have said that underground travel

NEW GRAHAM TRUCK,

As the electric road is only six years old and
scarcely anything has been done as yet toward
the operation of long distance railways by electric-

ity. It may be considered a little early to venture
any well defined predictions on the fubject. The
indications are, however, that within five years
electricity will be the generally accepted power for
elevated and underground roads as well as for
surface street car service; that in ten years num-
erous inter-urban roads from ten to thirty miles
in length will be electricity equipped; that in

twenty years some of the large railway systems
enjoying the heaviest traffic will consider electric

passenger service essential to their welfare; that,
both for the convenience of the public and e^;on-

omy of operation, the tendency will be toward
more frequent and smaller trams'; that a maxi-
mum speed of 150 miles, and a schedule rate of 75
miles per hour, will not be considered remarkable;
and that within the life of the present gener-
ation we will see the present long train of
loos-ly coupled cars with their restricted space,
poor ventilation and light, imperfect facilities for
viewing the scenery, and annoyances from smoke
and cinders, give way to a single car of liberal

dimensions, shaped on scientific lines to cleave
the air at high speeds with minimum resistance,
equipped with noiseless electric motors, free from
the disagreeable products of the steam-locomotive
furnace, designed to afford the passengers an un-
restricted view in all directions, perfectly venti-
lated, lighted by electricity, and capable of a speed
that will cover the distance from New York to
Chicago between sunset and business hours next
morning.

claimed for this truck are simplicity, strength,

lightness, smooth riding, freedom from oscillation,

durability, adaptation to short curves and to

stopping and starting, so that less power is re-

quired and the wear and tear to track and car

body are greatly reduced. Perhaps the most in-

teresting feature of the truck is found in the spring

suspension, which comprises a half elliptical spring

with spiral springs of a lesser capacity hooked on
each end. This provides for the inequalities in the

track and at the same time prevents undue ham-
mering and jarring to the motors and the car

bodies. The truck has but 24 bolts, and weighs

but 2.600 pounds embodving in itself points of

great excellence. The "I" beam is made to suit

the length of the car body, and adds an additional

support to the car sill, being specially trussed from
pedestal to end thus preventing any hogging,

which is so detrimental to the upper part of the

car body. This truck is in service on the Atlanta

Traction Company with gratifying results. The
Graham Equipment Company is also manufactur-

ing a steel snowplow for single and double track

that requires no motors or extra crew, obtaining

its motive power from any motor car that happens
to be in the shed when the service of the plow is

required. One of these plows will be on exhibi-

tion at the convention at Atlanta.

was detrimental to the health. Now, I learned
something in Livernool which bore very directly
upon that point. The Liverpool people have con-
structed a tunnel under the rirer Mersey. It is

three-.juarters of a mile long and 30 or 35 feet

under the bed of the river, and the water, of
course, is above that. Moreover, it is lighted by
gas, which does a great deal toward vitiating the
air. The directors of the company that owns the
tunnel have determined, I understand, to substi-

tute electricity in the near future. As far as I

could find out, the people of Liverpo'il, wich here
and there an exception, have no objection to rid-

ing underground in this tunnel. What is more,
the few who do object do not object on the ground
that it is unhealthy.
"The tunnel is kept clear by means of two large

fans. It will be remembered that that was the
scheme for purifying the air in the Boston subway.
If only electricity were used instf ad of gas there
could not be slightest objection to the ventilation
of this Mersey subway. Even as it is. I found that
the men employt-d constantly in the tunnel for the
last eight years were unanimous in saying that
they suffered no inconvenience, much less any loss

of health, on account of having been obliged to

work in underground atmosphere."

Wichita, Kan.—Lightning struck the Fifteenth

street depot and car stable of the electric railway

Oct. 2, and fire completely consumed it with all its

contents. The Fairmount electric street railway

wires were completely destroyed.
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THE ATLANTA CONVENTION.

The Atlanta Constitution gives the following in-

formation regarding tlie Convention of the Ameri-

can Street Railway Association to be held October

17-19:

The committee have gone to work in earnest for

the reception thev intend to give the visitors to

Atlanta. They have arranged many delightful

features for the coming convention and by the

time the street railway men ar^ ready to leave the

Gate City of the S"Uih thev will be in full epirit to

accord Atlanta a vote unanimously crowning it

the most I'ospitable city of the universe.

The session.^ of the association are to be held out
at Piedmont Park, in the nld Machinery Hall uf

the Exposition. The local Commiitee on P^nter-

taininent has already put a large number of bands
at work in the building puttiu'.; d'>wn seats for the
menibi-rs of tht- convention. The hall will have a
seating capacity of about 1 COO. In addition to

this there will be all the space wanted by eshib
iters right in the building.

Mr. Kingston. Southern representative of the
.Tohnson Manufacturing Companv, with head-
quarters in this city, who is a member of the Com-
mittee on Exhibits, said that there has already
been 20,00:1 feet of U lor space taken by exhibitors
who will be here witn their respective patents and
appliances for show.
Everv room at the Aragon hotel, which is to Ire

the headquarters for the tonvpution, has been en-
gaged by the Committee on Entertainment at the
request "f visitors who are to cuine to Atlnnia.

The Kimball House, in addition, is bjoked for

200 names.
On the night of the 17th there is to be a recep

tio'i at the Cnpital City Club. On the nii>ht of the
18ih there will be a grand banquet given by the
association at the Kimball Hou^e. This is known
as thu reiiilar annunl banquet of the association.

On the 19lh the guests of the city will be driven
out in carriages and will be taken to the Piedmont
Driving Club for a spread and a reception.

It is the opinion of Mr. Kingston, who is on .sev-

eral of the important committees, that the strret

railway men will be Kiven the most cordial and
the most splenriid reception Atlanta has yet given
a compiny of visitors in convention assembled
here, and surely this is saying a great deal.

the attendance from the East will be quite larger
than at any other mfeti'g heretofore held.

Most of the New England and Eastern repre-
sentatives are going via the l^outhern Railway
(Piedmont Air Line) as it is 12 hours quicker than
via Chattanooga to Atlanta.
Among the number who go via this line are

representatives of the Lewis & Fowjer Company,
H. W. Johns Companv. Ponland Shade Manu-
facturing Comtiany, Okonite Company. Street
Rah way GAZETiECompany. Mr. C. W. Price, of
the Electrical Review, and a large number of other
reprt'senta lives of leading supply-houses.
From Boston two special sleepers carrying a large

delegation. Also Mr. J. H. Cunningham, of
Massachusetts street Railway Assiciation. If you
are going please send your name to 271 Broaoway,
New York, for sleeping-car reservations.

BtTEYING STREET RAILWAY WIRES IN
BOSTON.

The law compelling the West End Street Rail-

way Company, of Boston, to place all its feed wires

north of Dover and Berkeley streets under ground

in six years requires that before Jan. 1, 1895,

200,000 feet of conduit (about 38 miles) and 31 miles

of feed wire, or more properly cable, shall have

been placed under ground in the district bounded

by Dover street, Shawmut avenue. Tremont, Boyl-

ston and Essex streets and Fort Point Channel, and
this work is now in progress.

The total cost of taking down the present over-

head wires and placing them in conduits, includ-

ing cost of conduit, etc., will average about $6,000

per mile per wire. The number of wires to be bur-

ied vanes from 34 wires at the Albany street power-

house down to two or one. Tnere are eight now
being laid in Boylston street.

It will require about40 miles of conduit to ac-

commodate the GO miles of feed cables north of

Dover and Berkeley st'eets and will call for an ex-

penditure of about |360 000. Ultimaiely the con-

duit will be extended to the East Cambridge
power-house.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY (PIEDMONT AIR LINEl
TO THE STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION,

ATLANTA, GA.

The annual meeting of the American Street
Railway Convention, at Atlanta. Ga,, will be
largely attended from the East. Airangements
have been perlec:cd for a rnont elegant Pullman
ve^tifiuled train, composed of dining and sleeping
cars, to le.ive New York 4t'M) p. M. on Monday.
Oct'ilier l.Tth, via the Penni-ylvania Riilroad and
Sout'^ein Riilway (Piedmont Air Line), arriving in

Ailanla al 'iM p. .M. the fi^Uowing day, making
the nip within SG lioiirs and a half.

Tlic S')ui!iern Railway owns and operates the
entire direct, line from Wachington lo Ailanla,
alixi the line via A-heiille, Knoxville and ( hat-
tanooi'a, and is prepared to handle passengers
with aUolute comfort and dispatch via either
rtuip.

Already five Pullman Bleeping cars are filled, and

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONIEMPO-
RARIES.

Accidents IN" Philadelphia.—There have been
numerous trolley car accidents in this city within
the last tew weeks, imt we fail to recall one in

which the new method of street car pronulsion

was solely or wholly at fault. Most of the acci-

dents thus far recorded have resulted from the

carelessness of the injured parties. New dangers
have been created in the streets and we must learn

-

to avoid them. The railway companies sbr>uld

C'lntinue the search for an efficient fender.

—

Pfiila-

deliihia Public Ledger.

The Underqrou.nd Road.—New York has the
most ci mforiai le and the must healthful system
of rapid transit in the viorld. Every traveh r who
has tried the underground road of London knows
by experience how far superior are < ur elevated

railways. The Lindon method of transportation

is only tolerable hecaus" no better can be liad. If

a man is compelled to live too far away from his

business to be able to walk to an' fro, he luiist use

the means of tiansportation provided, whatever
they are. He has no choice. He must travel

through a hole in the ground if he can get home to

his supper in no other way. But wnen prtctical.

if it is left for him to say what the method of

transit shall be, is lie not bound to declare his pref-

erence for journeying above grounil ? The inhab-
iiantsot New York are not troglodytes.—iWtc ForA:

Sun.

Obstructing Cars.— A trolley car, containing
scores of passengers, is frequently noticed delayed
orataosolute rest awaitin.^ the convenience of

the driver of a dray to move off the track. It is a
rare thing for teamsters to give heed to the nrst

warning received from the inotorir.an's gong. As
a rule, drivers keep to the tracks until the ap-
proaching trolley car is almost in contact with the

team. Rows of wagons are here and there suffered

to remain in the path of the cars, each teamster
apparently waiting for the others to move out of

the way first. Ao ordinance has been on the city

statute-book for many years prohibiting drays,

carts and wagons from following each other in a
coniinuous line. There is a general disregard of

the well-known and salutary rule requiring such
teams to allow a space of ten feet between each of

Ihem, which, if observed, would permit teams to

turn aside more readily and allow the trol-

ley cars to proceed. There Is less occafion now
than heretofore for teams to use the street railway

tracks and roadway between the tracks, inasmuch
as the streets of the city occupied by the trolley

lines have been relaid and vastly improved by the
substitution of a smooth roadway on both sides of

the track. In cobble-stone days the iron roadway
furnished by the car tracks was gladly used be-

cause there was no other surface between the side-

walks fit to travel over. This condition of things

no longer exists on many S'reets, and the old

reason for the universal use of the rails has lost

much of its force. Tiiere is a good roadway now
on ihe entire width of the •trolley" streets. If

drivers would use these excellent roadways, and
otiserve the ancient "law of the road" by always
keeping to the right when in motion, their own
movements would be unimpeded and they would
rarely be obliged to cross the trolley tracks to

evade teams coming in Ihe opposite or wrong di-

rection.—P/M7((f/t7/^7(/a I'liblic Ledger.

Passes.—An Allegheny street car line reduces

its fare and announces the abolition of all passes,

except lo Councilmen and city oflicials. It strikes

us llie.-e are the idi'ntical passes that should be

aljolished.

—

Pillsbiirf/ Pout.

P.DDM Predicted.—The next year will witness

the I'UiMiug of a larger iiuniherof elec lic railways

in IhiH Stall- than have already been constructed,

and ii bo in the industries one way or anothi'r

Connected with this cl.ifs of woilc may be coiiH-

deiitly looked for. There industries include steel-

rail makers, car builders and iiiaiiuf'icluierH of

electrical supplies. The outlook in tliH direction

is, therefore, very encouraging.

—

Philadelphia
Stockholder.

Conductors' Trai.mng-5'chool.—Might it not be
a benefit to the citizens of Chicago and a blessing
to the strangers in our midst if the conductors of
our street cars anil elevated trains were required to
graduate from a conductors' training-school before
they may take charge of a car? That there is a
need of a special di-cipline for these pulilic fonction-
aries is evident to every one who has occasion to
make use of iiur surface and elevated lines. It is

observed, for example, that almost all conductors
are afflicted with what may be termed a vocal
ellipsis, but whether it is the result of defective
mentality, a disor'ler of the nervous forces, simple
ignorance, or a habit of perversity is not easy to
determine. The presumption, however, that the
evil is remedial suggests the advisability of apply-
ing the correction that a training-school might
supply. The marked peculiarity of conductors is

to elide vowels and eliminate consonants wherever
it is possible in calling out the names of streets, or
in the inability to reduce a name to simple pho-
netics tosub^ititute a ncv batch of sounds for the
ones lo which the intelligent public is accus omed.
This produces a more or less unpleasant contusion
of ideas in the mind of the passenger, who is in
greatest doubt ' where he is at '' just aft' r 'he con-
ductor has made believe to inform him.

—

Chicago
Inter-Ocean.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Eastern Stock and Bond Market.

(From Our Wall Street Corresjwndent.)

The large sui ply of money and the diflSculty

experienced by institutions as well as by indiviilual

capitalists in finoing full employment for their

funds, even at current low rates of money, has
led to a i ontinuation of the investment buying of

street railway securiiies that formed so prominent
a featureot the September financial siiualion. As
for some lime pist, iflEerings aie very moderate
and totally inadequate to the demand. In the
absence of new issues, buyers are obliged to rely

on the old floating supply, and, as this has be-
come very much reduced through the absorption
process following upon the prolon ed ease in the

money market, the scarcity being aggravated by
the indisposition of present holders to let go their

ownmgs, buyers' orders are very difficult to fill,

t'onsequen'ly business is for the moment very
much res' rioted, but trades are easily made on con-
cessions from either holder or buyer.
Third Avenue continues the most prominent of

all local stocks. The dividend period is again
approaching, and this isleiding lo renewed specu-
lation as to the amount to be declared. So far this

year the company has paid 8 per cent, on the capital

stock. Ii was ihe intention of thed rectors to con-
tinue quarterly payments of 4 per cent., but at the

last quarter distriouiion of profits was postponed,

for the reason that the company's management
desired to create a good surplus in anticipation of

soon beginning work on the contemplated exten-
sions to ihecitv limits. Hiving, however, been de-

feated in this project, tlie company can apply these

reserve funds to dividend purposes, and it is likely

that a goo I deal of it will be distributed in the

channels from which it was originally diverted.

Rumors, well founded, have it that 6 per cent, will

be paid. Wnat is more, it is reported that more
than this amount has been earned on the stock

during the current quarter alone. Third Avenue
shares at 186 are, in view of these circumstances,
a bargain.
Second Avenue shares have had a most suggest-

ive rise to 137+; this is exdividend, making cur-
rent quotations equal to about 140. It is almost
sure mat the old deal has been rejuvenated. As
already outlined in these columns, this deal pro-

vides for a change in control. People allied with
the big Metropolitan Traction syndicate are known
to be bidding for the stock, which is, however,
very scarce. It has been herein related how the

deal hung fire through I he refusal of a large holder
living abroad to part with his holdings at a rea-

sonable figure. The sudden boom of the slock fol-

lowing close on the return from Europe of Mr. W.
C. Whitney lends color to the report that the

traction magnate succeeded in persuad'ng the re-

calcitrant siockholder to come to terms, and im-

portant developmeRts may now be looked for al-

most any day.
The .Metropolitan Traction Company is meeting

with a deal of opposition in its endeavor to build

a surface road up St. Nicholas avenue and the

Kingsbridge road from 125th street to Kings-
bridge. The Railroad Committee of the Bo.ird of

Aldermen has. hovvever. closed lurlher hearings

upon the matter and will now prepare a report to

submit roon lo the Board of Aldermen. That it

will b fivoriMeto theTr.iction Company, with
its Tammany Hall afiihations. is undoubteJ.
There is a very goo I market for street railroad

bond^. Quit" a goodly number of Broadway Ss

and Cross Town and Blocker Sireet issues were
disposed of tliis week by one investment house
alone, and.quick sales are found for any issue of

value.
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Financial Notes. NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Philadelphia-Hestonville Road Not To Be Leased.—

There was a rumur in circulation this week that

one of the three traction companies of Philadel-

phia had made overtures to secure control of the

Hestonville. Mantua & Fairmount Passenuer Rail-

way Company of that city, which operates the

Arch and Race and Vme street lines. It was said

that an offer had been made to lease the company's
property on a certain rental, but the terms were
not named. A director of the Hestimville company,
when spoken to in regard to the matter, said there

was niithiiig in the report. The men who control

the properly, he said, had no idea cil'asingit.
They lonk charge of it two years ago with the in-

tention of rcjuvenatirg it, and had done so. Be-
fore the end of the year electric cars will be in

operation, and ihe present management was confi-

dent that, with new equipment and electricity, it

would priive a valuable property. There was no
intentiin, the cflncia. declared, of parting with the
conlrol which the prtsent management held
securely.

Columbia Railway Bonds.—The Columbia
Street R-i 1 1 way, of WashiiiKtun, has secured its

issu" of |500,do0 worth of 6 |ier cent, bonds, sold

for the purpose of changing the motive power to a
cable, by a deed of trust on all the propertv of the

company. The trustees are the American Security

and Trust Company. The bonds are 300 of the
denomin ition of $1,000, and 4U0 of the denomina-
tion of SoOO, and will be issued from the Bank of

the Republic to those wno hold certificates of sub-
scription. Thev are payable in 20y<ars, with in-

terest semi-annually, April 1 and Oct. 1 of each
year. The properly of the company named in the

deed of trust includes the line and its stable prop-
erty, as well as several lots of land at Long
Meadows.

Report of the Glens Falls Road.—The annual re-
poit of the Gldis Falls. Sandy Hill and Fort
Edward Street Railroid Company for the year
ended June 30 shows the following figures : Gross
earnings, $43.20.5: operating expenses, $33,414; net
earnings, $9,791; fixed charges, S9,a38;net inccime,

$3-53; deficit June 30. 1S93 $1,032; deficit June 30.

1891, $779; assets $278.^31; cost oc road, $.67,.336;

cost of equipment, $92,645; cash on hand. $4,543;
capital stock, $136,000; funded debt, .$136,000; length
of rna'l, seven and one-half miles; passengers car-
ried. 856.993; number of cars, 14; number of mo-
tors. 10; expended for betterments. $8,840.

Foreclosure Proceedings.-The Trustees of the
Syracuse Consolidated Street Railway Company
have begun fortclot-ure proceedings because the
company defaulted on the coupons of iis 5 per
cent, first mortgage bonds, due Jan. 1 and July 1,

18.4. and Simon Wormser, CasimirTag. Clarence
H. Wildes and Isaac N. Bcligman have been ap-
pointed a committ^e for the protection of the
bondholders. The Central Trust Company, of New
York, will receive bonds and exchange certificates

for them.

Consolidation Rumored In Toledo.—The report
has been current that prominent New York
bankers and President Robison, of the Consoli-
dated Street Railway, are engineering a dial for

the consolidation of the Con.solidated Street Rail-

way Company, the Electric Street Railway Com-
pany, the Toledo Electric Company and the West-
ern Electric Lighting Company, the resulting
concern to i ave a cash capital of $6,000,000.

Assignment of Taylor, Dee& Mack.—Taylor, Dee
& Mack, of C liicagu, d. alers in electrical supplies,

have made an assignmint to F. S. Terry. It is re-

ported that the principal cause tor the assignment
at this lime is the fact that internal dissatisfac-

tion existed among the members of the firm, and
that if the creditors so desire a reorganization
may be effected and the business continued.

Street Railway Securities.- Stocks of electric

railway companies, it s>ems to us, are likely to

continue to grow in public favor, for reasons often
staled in the Stockholder, but one of which is of
sufficient importance to warrant repetition—the
small number of contingencies, compared with
those confronting steam railroads, by which their
earnings will be atfected.

—

Philadelphia Stock-
holder.

Middletown (Conn.) Road Sold.—Israel A. Kelsey,
of New Haven, and A. C. Pond, of Boston, have
purchased the Middletown Street Railway, and
will at once equip the property with the trolley

system. Tne company will is-ue bonds in $150,000,
half of which will be placed on the market.

Large Judgment Against the Manhattan.—A judg-
ment tor $i5.b84 in favor of Gen. J. .tin Watt Ue
Peysterand against the 52anhattan Elevated road
of New York was entered this week. The judg-
ment was obtained as damages to plaintiff's 100
feet of land on Sixth avenue.

Central Street Railway of Rock Island, III.—The
annual repnrt of this company shows a failing off

in gross earnings of over $6,o00 and a net decrease
of about $4,300.

Chillicothe,0.—The Chillicothe Electric Railroad,
Light and Power Company has been organized.
Business to be prosecuted to build or acquire and
operate electric, horse or other motive power
street railroads and to furnish electric light and
power, etc. The capital stock is $100,000, and
those interested in the enterprise art: Jos. P.
Myers, Jno. A. Poland. Willard A. Story, Richard
Enderlin, Jos. M. Klmgelsmith.

Wadsworth, 0.—The Wadsworth General Electric
Company has been incorporated with a capital
stork of .$lO,000. The com])any wil build and oper-
ateelectric,railways.electric light. electric telephones
and telegraph; furnisliing electric power, etc. The
promoteis are: W. B. tiunsberger, Eli Overholt,
John A. Clark, A. M. Beck. F. G. McCauley, O.
V. D.bole, J. P. Baldwin, L G. Grisemer.

Gloucester, Mass.—The Cape Ann Granite Rail-

road Company has been incorporated. The capital
stccb is $50,000. The company is to construct and
operate a street railway fiom Gloucester to Rock
port. The promoters are: Jonas H. French. Glou_
cester, Mass. ; Geo. E. Craig, Walpole ; Chas. H
Cleaves, Rock port, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Philadelphia, Bala &
Narberth Railway Coii'pany has been incorpor-
ated, with a capital stock oi $34 000. The pro-
moters are: A. L. Fretz, Cvnwijd. Pa. ; G. Morris
Dorrance, Bristol, Pa. ; J. L. Stadelman, Bala, Pa.

Clinton, la.—The Electric Railway and Park
Company has been incorporated. The capital stock
is $50,000. The promoters are: A.L.Schuyler. C.
Coan. F. C. Walsh, A. L. Stone, M. A. Walsh, J.

W. Walsh. Clinton. la.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Work is progressing rapidly on

the Manayunk and Roxborough loclined Plane
Riilway's trollev line, which is run on Ridge
avenue from Sumac street, Wissaiiickon, to
Barren Hill, Montgomery County, a distance of
nearly six miles. Double tracks have been laid as
far as Jefferson street, Roxborouah, to which
point the avenue is paved with granite blocks.
From Jefferson street to the county line at Mana-
tawna the roadway is macadamized. The single
tiack with the turnouts is placed along the west
side of the avenue close to the curb line. The
trolley wires have been stretched from the com-
pany's d'pot, a short distance south from the
county line, to the Wissahickon terminus, and men
are at vvoik stretching the feed wires between the
same point--. The power house, which fronts on
the Schuylkill River, at the foot of Shawmont
avenue, has been completed for several weeks, and
the boilers, engines and generators are being
placed in position as rapidly as possible. It is ex-
pected that before the end of October the entire
line will be in operation and trolley cars running
at iniervals of 10 or 15 minutes, covering the entire
di^tance in about .50 minutes.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The work on the reconstruc-
tion of the Hestonville road is progressing favor-
ably. The new track on the Arch street line is

about completed. The Reading Railroad crossing

at Spring Garden street, about ihelast of the track
woik, will be laid in a few days. Much of the
overhead work is also completed. New rails have
been laid on Race and Vine streets, east of Broad.
The company has been unable to do any work
west of Proad street for some time, because of the
inability to get tails. Work will be resumed, how-
ever, in a few days. The power station, at Twenty-
fifth and Callowhill streets, is about under roof,

and the installation of machinery will soon begin.
The station will have three General Electric gener-
ators, of about 500 H. p. each, directly coupled to

500 H. P. tandem-compound Green engines, built

by the Providence Steam Engine Company.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—W. A. H. Bogardus, general
manager of the Brooklyn Heights Railway, which
controls the principal trolley lines in Biooklyn,
including all the branches of the Brooklyn City
Railway Company, has resigned, declaring that
falling health was the reason. Cyrus P. Smith,
the secretary and treasurer, also resigned. Mr.
Bogardus takes Mr. Smith's place. One of the
directors of the road said that there had been a re-

duction in the salaries of all the emploj'ees, with
the exreption of the motormen and conductors,
from ihe president down. The reductions, %vith

otherreirenchments recently made, would effect

an annual saving of about $200,000. The directors
announce that tliey have agreed to cut down the
fee for attendance on meetings one-half.

Boston, Mass.—The Railroad Commissioners
have approved the issue of additional capital stock
to the amount of $^(54,000 by the Brockton Street
Railway Company. This company originally peti-

tionfd for license to issue stock to the amount of

$289,000 for the purpose of providing means for the
payment of its debts and for the purchase of the
property, rights and franchises of the Brockton &

Holbrook, the East Side and Whitman Street Rail-
way companies, which were ab.-orued by the peti-
tioner. It afterward appeared that the company
had included a debt not incurred by construction.
The commissioners deemed tne $264,000 additional
stock reasonably requisite, and approved an issue
to that amount.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Philadelphia Traction
Company is preparing to equip the Seventh and
Ninin streets acd Columbia avenue cable roads
with the trolley system, and conduits are now
being laid for the feed cables. All of the overhead
woik will be constructed and the ft ed cables put
in before the cable cars are taken off. but the
track ai d cable conduits will not be touched, ex-
cept to temporarily bond the rails. When all this
is ready the trolley cars will commence running
on the present tracks, and then the cable conduits
will be lorn up, the excavation filled in and new
rails laid. This can be d 'ne while the trolley cars
are running, but not while the cable cars are
running.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The trolley cars are now in
opeialicm on Giiard avenue. The first car tra-
versed the line Sept. 20. The retidents of the bus-
iness section of Girard avenue went wild with
enthusiasm over the advent of the trolleys, and the
people of the residential portions of the thorough-
fare welcomed them with quite as much pleasure,
if less noise. Redfire and fireworks, waving fiags,
and Chinese lanterns followed the course of the
first car, while ihe crowd cheered loudly in its

great glee. The first car, one of the summer pat-
tern, carried a party of officials and guests. Itwas
followed by two cars containing members of the
Girard Avenue Business Men's Association.

White Plains, N. Y.—The Port Chester, Rye &
Mamaroneck Railroad has been incorpnraled to
build an electric road from the Connecticut State
line, a couple of miles from Port Chester, through
that village and to Rye and Mamaroneck. The
company is capitalized at $150,000, and the direc-
tors are as follows: Congrtssman William Ryan,
John W. Louusbury, William L. Ward, Hanjforrt
M. Hrndtrson, John F. Mills. Josiah Wilcox, all

ot Poit Chester; Justice Bernhard Baruch, of Rye;
Congressman Charles D. Haines, John A. Trem-
per. and S. Floyd Woodworth, of Kinderhook;
and Wilson Miller, of Valatie.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Lancaster Avenue Im-
provement Company has filed a bill in equity
ag inst the Hestonville, Mantua & Fairmcunt
Patsenger Railway Company, asking the Court to
restrain the defendants from laying tracks on Lan-
caster avenue, beginning at the intersection of
Fifty-second street, and running westward to the
county line. The plainiiff company claims the sole
ownership and right of franchise to the avenue by
right of purchase Irom the original owners.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—The new Poughkeepsie trol-
ley system, covering 30 miles of line, built by Major
J. W. Hinckley, Chairman of the Democratic State
Committee, was formally opened last Monday af-
ternoon. A car was run over it containing Mr.
Hinckley, Mayor Ketcham, the members of the
Common Council and others. There was a big
demonstration all along the route, although no
previous notice of the event had been given.

Camden, N. J.—It is announced that the New
Yoik & Philadelphia Electric Railway Company,
supposed to be a branch corporation of the Consol-
idated Tiaciion Company, is securing right of way
down through Boroeniown, Florence. Burlington,
Beverly, Delanco,- Riveiton, Palmyra and on to
Camden. It is stated that enough consents of
property owners have been secured to assure the
building of the road.

Allentown.—A few weeks ago the Lehigh Valley
Traction Ccimpany doubled its rates of fare. On
Oct. 1, without any previous notice of its inten-
tion, the company reduced the fare to the old
price. The oflicials admit that it was more profit-

able to run the lines at the low rate. The presi-
dent, it is stated, opposed the increase at the time,
but several of the directors insisted on it.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Citizens' Street Railroad
Company has filed in the United States Court a bill

of complaint against the city of Indianapolis, ask-
ing that the city be perpetually enjoined from in-
terfering with the plaintiff in its use of the streets.
Ex President Harrison is one of the counsel for the
company. The city denies the perpetual frg,nchise
of the company.

Chicago, III.—The West Chicago Street Rail-
roa;l C mpany has just closed contracts with
Eraser & Chalmers for Corliss engines of 7.000
H. p. for the new trolley lines. Three of these
machines are of 2,000 H. p. each, and one of 1,000
H. P. They will be installed m the West Madison
street power-hou-e.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago General Electric
Company has stolen another march on its oppo-
nents. Last Sunday it uuexpectedl.y laid half a
mile of track on Rockwell street between Twenty-
second and Tw enty-six:h streets, and a car tra-

vtrsed the completed track.
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PERSONALS.

John English, treasurer of the Bridgeport Electric

Light Company, and an officer in ihe National

Electric Light Association, died at his home in

New Haven last Sunday- Mr. English had been
very ill for a month or more. He Wds 34 years of

age, and leaves a widow and three children. Mr.
English was a nephew of the late ex Governor
English, of Connecticut.

W. H. Gordon, whose serious illness was recently

noted in these columns, died on Oct. 1. The fu-

neral services were held Tuesday night in the Epis-

copal church of Bergen Point. IN. J., which was
Mr. Gordon's home. The remains were taken to

Cincinnati for interment. Mr. Gordon leaves a
wife and four children.

TRADE NOTES.

Pope Light.—In order to meet the demand for

the Pope light, which is interchangeable with the
" Pintsch" now m wide use. the Consolidated Car
Heating Company, of Albany, has added consider-

ably to its plant, and is about to manufacture
lamps for compressed oil gas and fittings on a
large scale. The compressed tias plant of the latest

pattern recently erected shows most excellent re-

sults. 17,600 cubic feet of gas ot 50 candle power
having been obtained from 160 gallons of oil, that

is, 110 feet per gallon, whereas the usual make is

somewhat under 90 feet. The Consolidaied com-
pany is preparing to notify railway men from all

over the country to witness an exhibit of Pope

lighting apparatus at Albany, carrying out a simi-
lar plan to that it established in 1S92 with reference
to steam heatmg apparatus, when special trains

were run hourly to Troy and return during two
days, and many pronnuent railway ofJicials from
all parts of the countiy and Canada viere pre.sent

to observe the operation of the Sewall Coupler and
Commingler .Storage systems.

Electric Heaters.— Electric heaters seem to be
greatly favored by railway managers this year,
and a large number of contracts for the installa-

tion of heaters has recently been secured by the
Consolidated Car Heating Company, of Albany. A
few days ago the company, through its sales agent
H.N. Ransom, obtained the contract for equipping
the cars of the Stemway Electric Railway Com-
pany, of Long Island City, with electric heaters.
The Consolidated company's type of heater was
adopted only after a series of tests had proved its

merits. The contract for the equipment of elec-

tric heaters for the Fair Haven and Westville roads
of New Haven, has been awarded to the Consoli-
dated Car Heating Company.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., reports on hand a large number of con-
tracts for its new multipolar railway generators
for railway work. The company last week closed
the following contracts : The Danbury & Bethel
Hnr.se Railway Company, of Danbury, Conn., two
100 K. w. multipolar railway generators, with very
elaborate and complete switchboard, which will

be fitted entirely with new Mather station instru-

ments: and the Chicago City Railway Company,
Chicago, III., one 125-H. p. direct connected gen-
erator.

Test of the Modemann Fender.—A test of the

Modemann street-car fender, which is made by the

United States Street-Car Fender Company, of 300

Bennett Building, New York, took place on the

tracks of the Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company,
at Ninth avenue and Twentieth street, Brooklyn,

last Thursday. The operation of the fender was
illustrated and a practical demonstration was given

of its ability to pick up the unwary pedestrian

who ventures in front of a car.

E. W. Bliss & Co., of Brooklyn, have lately

moved their Chicago office and warerooms from
14 Canal street into more commodious quarters, at

100, lOi and 104 West Washington street, near

Desplaines street, where the firm will continue to

keep a representative line of presses, drop-ham-
mers, shears and sheet metal machinery. The
Chicago office is still in charge of Mr. C.W. Ells-

worth, late.superintendeni of the Chicago Stamping
Company.

The Seaboard Air Line has issued a neat circular

giving information for the use of those intending

to visit Atlanta to attend the American Street

Railwav Convention. Copies will be sent to those

sending a request to 287 Broadway, New York.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, of

Albany, has been awarded the contract for equip-

ping 60 cars of the Nassau Street Riilway Com-
pany, ot Brooklyn, with sets of electric heaters.

The Sterling Supply and Manufacturing Company
has received an order from the Metropolitan Trac-

tion Company for 75 sets of sandboxes for the

Broadway line, N. Y.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
U. S. Patents Issued Sept. 25, 1894.

526,392. Conduit for Flei trie RjiHways; David
F. Graham, Springfield, O . and Wiliiam H. Allen.
Chicasro, TIL. Assignors of one-third lo Oliver S. Kelly.
Springfleld, 0. Filed Oct,. 2.i. 1893. The conductors are
supported In a cond lit and the hiDged plaies are ar-
ranged above said coniuctors. Feeding wires are in

proximity to the conduntors, and switching devices are

No. 5i6.3D:

connected with the plaies, the latter being adnpled as
the plates are operated, to torm an electrical connection
between the feediog wires and the conductors. (See
illustration.)

526,408. KracUet for Trolli^v-wlt-i-s; Leroy S.
FfouLs. Canton. O. Filed Dec 30.1893. The pole is pro-
vided wiih a flxed rrjiht angle arm, which han a yoke,
and with a pivoied trolley wire supporting arm.

526,400. Xiolley and re«d-*vli-c Bracket;
Lc-ruy S. Pfo-ita, Canton. O. Filed .Ian. U. 189). The
pole is provided with a pivotea feed-wire arm, having
attached thereto a trolley-wire supporting arm. Both
of the arms are located at right angles to the trolley and
feed wires, (See illU'Stralion.f

526^422. Trolley Wire tiancer; Irvin B. Walker,
aioux . ity, Iowa. Filed Feb, 2(i, ISOi. The hanger is
constructed of a single piece, and has a central lip
grooved upon Its upper surface for the reception of the

No.52C.U9.

wire, the ends of the hangpr extending longltudinuUy
beyond Ihc lip and over the wire and being Kroovud
upon their under edges. The distance between the bot-
tom ol the groove in the endH and a tine extending fnjiii
the bottom rf the groo\e at ihc cxtromo corners of the
lio is the diameter of . lu- wire. The hanger is concave
at the point ot contact with the wire and convex on the
Hide oppooiio Llttreio; Ihe entire lower portion of said
banger i8 of the width of the diameter of the wire.

526,434. Joint for and lUctliod of Joinins
'^leial Sars; William M. Brown, JohiiStown, Pa.,
Assignor to the Johnpon Company, s^me place. Filed
ivlar. 2;-', 1891. A welding chock is adapted io engage
the web and base flange of the ra'! and weld thereto,
and has a portion adapted to underlap taid flange. (See
illustration.)

526,453. Cable-car Grip Slot-brake; James T.
JVIarlin, Kansa'^ City, Mo., Assignor of one-third to Al-
fred Biaker. Kansas Ciiy. Kans. Filed Jan.2-.MS94.
The franiR depends through the slot, and comprises a
stationary section and a movable spc^jon. Levers are
carried by the frame and are provided with brakeshoes
and friction plates above and bf^low the.^i lot respectively.
A block IS carried by the movable section and mean *

are provided to partially rotate the block and cause
the brakeshoes and friction plates to approach the
slot-rails.

5'? 6, 455. Rnilway-Cr^ss; Arthur .T. Mo\ham»
Johnstown, Pa. Filed May 2, 1893. The cross has
one through rail and two abutting rails: two clamp-

, ing members, one on each side extending below
the rail and bent at such angle as to fit the through and
one butting rail. There is a supporting plate or plates
beneath the rail, the edge of said plate or plates enter-
ing with toe flange of the rail a recess in the clamping
member.

No 526.431.

526,468. CloNcd Conduit for ISIeotrle Rdll-
%va}H; Charles D. Tisdale. Boston, Mas?.. Ast^ignor to
himself and .John D. Gould. New ifork, N. Y. Filed
S-^pt. 4, 189J. The conduit is fo med of the flexible tube.
The main conductor is arranged at the bottom of the
tube, ihe auxiliary sectional conductor being placed on
the top of the tube and provided with contact pins ex-
tending downward into the tube and provided with col-
lars within the tube.

526,481. Swileliiuc; Device for »trect Rallivay
cars; Joseph Brautigani. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Oct.
19, 189J. A guide projects downward from the car floor, a
bar guided in said guide is provided with a rack with a
roller on the lower end. There is a lever pivoted on an
arui ot the guide, and is provided at one end with a
toothed st-gment engaging the rack. A spring acts on
the opposite end of said lever, and an additional lever is
connected with I ho lever having the toothed segment.
A cam-lever is pivoted to i he guide. an«i a rod is pivoted
10 the cam-lever and extending up to the car floor. (See
illustration.)

526,502. Kleclrlcal Nafrty TiiNe; Olto M. Rau;
Milwaukee. VMS. Filed Oct. 31, 1893. The fuae is con-
sirueted with a serins of lurns or coils lying inclose
proximity to each other.

526,5l:{. Car Brake; Samuel G. Wilber, Lake Hill
N. Y. Filed May 2(>, 18;)3. Honowed Aug. 22, I89l. The
second claim reads as follows: "The combination with a

truck, an axle, the wheels, and the brake devices, of a
friction when] arrangeo upon the axle, a roiatible and
oscilhtory winding s^^aft iournaledadj:^cent to the axle,

a cable or chain connected therewitn. and devic- a be-

tween the cable or chain and the brakes, a loose friction

whei:! mounted on the winding shafi, a SLitionary col-

lar at one side of the wheel, a threaded purtioa ar-

ranged at the opposite side of the wheel, a nuc upon the

threaded portion, ana a coiled spring upon the shaft be-

tween the nut and the wheel."

526,567. Keslhter lor Street Cars; William D.

Furbes, Hoboken, Assignor, by me^ne assignments, to

Horace B. Miller, trustee, Montclair, N. J. i^ iled Nov.

No. 526,481.

4. 1893. The rcijister has a stationary but removable
flanged rim graduated lo form an annular dial in com-
bination with a rotary disk inclosing the front of the
cat-e and carrying a pointer to co-operate with the an-
nular dial.

526,605. Rheostat; Burton E.Baker, New Britain,
Conn. Filed June !. 1891. This consists of cores having
resistance wires wound around them and blocks of
plastic material in which the cores are embedded, and
suitable clamping devices by which the blocks are re-
taineo in operative position.

526,64 4. T<>stin{>: Indicator for Eler>lric £&ail-
way Cars ; Theodore Stebbins. Boston, Mass. Filea
Aug. 21, 18911. Thp indipntnr cninri**'.'*, in combination,^
19—p—^ _

an electric apparatus or circuits to be tested, an indi-
cating instiument, and an electric switch or contact
Miakiug appliance having connections to the ground.
(See illuatration.)
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Street Railway The next issue of the Street

Convention Eeport- Eailwat Gazette will con-

tain a report of the conven-

tion of the American Street Railway Association

to be held in Atlanta next Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday.

Special Oars forS ^ a recent number of the

Trolley Parties. Street Railway Gazeite it

was predicted that street rail-

way companies might soon find it desirable and

profitable to provide specially appointed cars for

the use of trolley parties. The West End Com-
pany, of Boston, has already done so, and illustra-

tions of its special cars are shown elsewhere in

this issue. The oars in their arrangement resem-

ble the parlor coaches of the steam roads. The
trolley party, we believe, has come to stay, and

we are confident it will pay to provide for its de-

mands.

A Tear Ago And The American Street Rail-

Now, way Association meets in At-

lanta next Wednesday under

conditions that are happily very different from

those that obtained when the organization lield its

convention in Milwaukee a year ago. At that

time the financial depression presented itself in its

ugliest aspect. Everyone was discouraged, and
the calamity -howlers had it all their own way. No
one had the heart to attempt denials of their

wretchedly gloomy predictions. Street railway

companies reported alarming decreases in their

receipts and all were planning schemes by which
their expenses might be materially lessened.

Economy was the word in the mouth of every

manager. The supply men, whose cheerfulness is

proverbial, were even more dismal than the mem-
bers of the association. They could find no

orders in the field, and they were afraid to

look for them, as they did not know whom
they could trust. They swapped the most

harrowing stories about the shifts that companies

made to escape the necessity of buying goods and
paying for them. The unfortunate condition of

affairs was referred to even in the convention hall.

In his annual address President Longstreet said:

"Financial panics such as the one through which

we are now passing are of irregular occurrence, yet

they are sure to reappear, affecting receipts and

making economies of management a subject of

deep study." If he saw any signs of improvement
in the immediate future, he failed to make the

slightest allusion to them. Another cause had its

effect on the meeting. The World's Fair was in full

blast in Chicago, and its attractions were so great

that the importance of the street railway meeting
perhaps seemed less because of the comparison,

but the fair probably did not affect the attendance,

although it was feared that such might be the

case. It probably did detiact from the complete-

ness of the exhibit of street railway apparatus, but

it may safely be said that the display in the Mil-

waukee Exposition Building did not suffer any
from comparison with that shown in the gaudy
Transportation Building in Jackson Park. The
latter was wofully meager and incomplete, as

representing an interest in which hundreds of

millions of dollars are invested, but that is another

story. The exhibitors in Milwaukee were not given

a fair show. The convention adjourned before

they were led to expect that it would be concluded

,

with the result that, during the very afternoon

when exhibitors expected the most attention from

delegates, the latter were packing up their trunks

and starting homeward. Though the association,

of course, had no thought of interfering with the

success of the exhibit when it unexpectedly ad-

journed, the sudden departure of the members
was none the less hard on the companies that had

expended liberal sums of money to show samples

of their manufactures in Milwaukee. And money
came hard a year ago. This, however, is a digres-

sion from the topic we are treating—the differences

between 1893 and 1894.

That a better condition of affairs exists to-day

than a year ago no one dreams of denying. Every

caller at the Street Railway Gazette oflice dur-

ing the last few weeks has admitted that fact.

The only question iias been the extent of the im-

provement. Some are fairly jubilant over the

return of prosperity ; others can see that the situa-

tion is just beginning to improve, and is steadily,

though not rapidly, bettering. And even the third

class, which includes all the croakers and misan-

thropes, concedes, althovigh sometimes almost

grudgingly, apparently, that matters are on the

mend. Certainly we are all glad to welcome every

hopeful symptom. It has been a tempestuous year

for a great many of the supply men and manufac-

turers, and quite a number of them have gone down
under the stress of the financial storm. Those who
have weathered the trovible are certainly warranted

in taking heart and in looking with some confi-

dence to the future.

The street railway men are even more encour-

aged and hopeful than the supply men. During

the last year they have been obliged to practice a

vast number of economies that have greatly re-

duced the expenses of their roads, and as a

natural result this cutting off of all possible out-

goes, the significant fact has appeared in a great

many financial statements: While incomes have

been reduced, operating expenses have been more

than correspondingly lowered, so that net earnings

have been greater than during equal periods in

seasons of prosperity. We have not the slightest

doubt that the necessity which dictated changes

calculated to reduce expenses has been the means

of causing managers to add materially to their

store of knowledge on the subject of the economi-

cal operation of street railways. It ought to bring

with it higher rates of dividend as times improve.

It is gratifying to note that on a great many lines

the receipts are now as great as they were before

the panic caused such a disastrous reduction in

the traffic.

The street railway men and the supply men,

under all the circumstances, therefore, should

thoroughly enjoy the meeting in Atlanta next

week and the attendance should be unusually

large. The change for the better in busi-

ness prospects is a matter ior congratulation

all around. The people of Atlanta are anxious to

extend the warmest kind of a Southern welcome

to the visitors. The programme is an excellent

one and varied enough to suit every one. The

topics to be discussed are timely and should be

discussed with more life than ordinarily charac-

terizes the speeches in the business sessions. The

electrical and street railway exhibi t will be well

worth seeing if promises are fulfilled ; m short the

Atlanta Convention will be a noteworthy meeting

unless all signs fail.
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ATLANTA CONVEN'TION OF AMERICAN
STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

The annual convention of the American Street

Railway Association will be held next Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, in Atlanta, Ga. The asso-

ciation meets for the first time in the South, and it

is to be hoped that the attendance will be unusu-

ally large. The sessions of the conTention will be

held at the Machinery Hall, Piedmont Park, and

the exhibit of street railway apparatus and supplies

will be located in the same building. The location

is at some little distance from the hotels, but the

park is easily reached by the electric cars.

The programme of the meeting in condensed

form is as follows :

SPECIAL REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

" Can the T Rail be Satisfactorily Used in Paved
Streets ?" Joel Hurt, President Atlanta Consolidat-

ed Street Railway Company: S. Hendrie, Mana-
ger Wyandotte & Detroit River Railway Company,
Detroit; H. J. Crowley, Engineer Atlanta Con-
solidated Street Railway Company.
" City and Suburban Electiic Railways."' Elwin

C. Foster, Superintendent Lynn & Boston Railroad
Company. Boston, Mass.

'• Mail, Express and Freight Service on Street

Railway Cars." Richard McCulloch, Electrical

Engineer Citizens' Railwav Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
" The Best Method of Treating Accidents and

Complaints." John B. Parsons. General Manager
West Chicago Street Railroad, Chicago, 111.

" Street Car Wheels and Axles" D. S. Cook,
Electric Engineer, Trenton Passenger Railway
Company, Trenton, N. j.
" Transfers and Communication." Rodney Cur-

tis, President Denver Tramway Companv, Denver,
Colo.

" The T Rail Construction of the Terre Haute
Street Railway Company." M. F. Burke, Super-
indent Terre Haute Street Railway Company.
" A Standard form of Street Railway Accounts."

H. I. Bettis, Constructing Engineei, Atlanta Con-
solidated Street Railway Company, Atlanta, Ga.

SPECIAL PAPERS.

A Practical System of Long Distance Electric
Railway Work.
Brake Shoes.
Power Brakes vs. Hand Brakes.
Taxation

.

Destructive Arcing of 500-Volt Fuses.

The officers of the association are:

President, Henry C. Payne, Milwaukee, Wis.
First Vice-President, William J. Stephenson,*

Washington, D. C.

Second Vice-President, James R. Chapman, Chi-
cago, III.

Third Vice-President, Lewis Perrine, Jr., Tren-
ton, N.J.

Secretary and Treasurer, William J.Richardson,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee: The[President, Vice-Presi-
dents, and D. F. Longstreet, Denver, Col.; Thomas
H. McLean, Indianapolis, Ind.; Edwards Whit-
aker, St. Louis, Mo ; W. Y. Snper, Ottawa, Can.;
E. S. Goodrich, Hartford, Conn.

CONVENTION NOTES.

The headquarters of the association will be at

the Hotel Aragon.

On Wednesday evening a reception will take

place at the Capital City Club, of Atlanta. All

members and visitors are invited. Ladies are

especially invited.

On Thursday afternoon the ladies who are at-

tending the convention will enjoy a carriage drive

about the city. The banquet will take place Thurs.

day evening at nine o'clock.

The " genuine Georgia barbecue " will be the

attraction Friday. The feast will take place at

Stone Mountain, 20 miles east of the city.

If you propose to attend the banquet which^takes

place Thursday evening, Oct. 18, please notify

the secretary of the association, W. J. Richardson,

as soon as possible. Each company that is a mem-
ber is entitled to two tickets. Visitors will be fur-

nished tickets upon the payment of $10. Ladies'

tickets are $5 each.

The American Street Railway Association has

181 members according to the list of the secretary.

The membership is distributed throughout 34 States

and Tertitories, and the Dominion of Canada. The
banner State is Pennsylvania, in which there are

27 companies which hold membership. The city

'Deceased.

which appears most frequently on the membership
roll is Pittsburg, where 10 members are located.

The association has 25 members in the New Eng-
land States, 20 in the South, 15 west of the Missis-

sippi River and 6 in the Dominion of Canada.
The following list of the principal hotels in

Atlanta and their rates may be of value to those

who have not been wise enough to secure rooms in

advance : Hotel Aragon, American plan, $3 to $5

per day; European plan, $1.50 to $3 per day.

Kimball House, $2.50 to $5 per day. Markham
House, $3 to $4 per day. Hotel Marion, |3 to $4

per day. National Hotel, $2 to $3 per day.

Certificates for return tickets at the one- third

rate must be countersigned by the clerk of the

convention before they will be honored. Mr. N.

W. L Brown, of the Atlanta Consolidated Street

Railway Company, has consented to act as the

clerk for the purpose.

cess of adjusting it is so simple and perfect that

one man can make the change alone in two
minutes. The attachments are inconspicuous

and neat and do not interfere with the passengers'

or motorman's convenience in the least.

The fender is automatically collapsible, and will

collapse on receiving a body or impact equal to 40

TESTS OF THE MODEMANN FENDER.

It is generally conceded that an efficient fender

should form an essential part of the equipment of

every rapidly moving surface car in cities. One
of the most recent appliances of this kind is the

Modemann fender, which, the United States Street

Car Fender Company, of New York, claims is

adapted to all the conditions to be encountered in

actual service. A test of the device was made a

few days ago on the tracks of the Atlantic Avenue
Railroad Company, in Brooklyn, and the results

were of the most interesting character. The pur-

pose of the company was to demonstrate the prac-

ticability of the fender under conditions approach-

ing those to be met in service. A large gathering, in-

cluding a number of interested street railway men,

watched the progress of the test and noted the

ability of the device to pick up unwary persons and
remove them out of harm's way. The tests were

all made with persons not dummies, and those who
submitted to be operated upon went through their

experience without the slightest injury.

Before referring in detail to the operation of the

feeder a description of the device will be of interest.

Its general appearance and its construction can be

seen from the accompanying illustrations. The
material of which it is made, except the frame-

work, is the same as that used in spring matresses

Fig. 3 —The Fender Folded Up.

pounds weight. It runs, normally, within 2J

inches of the ground, and the height from the

ground necessary for a body to strike the fender

so as to cause it to collapse is about 8 inches ; a

child of two years of age, or even a dog, would on

coming in contact with the fender cause it to act.

Ample experiment, it is claimed, has shown the

fender perfectly reliable in its action under all

circumstances.

Another feature of its action is that by a positive

acting supporting bar, operating automatically,

the body falling upon the fender is raised above

FIG. 1.—THE FENDER IN POSITION READY FOR USE.

and it yields readily when it is subjected to pres-

sure.

It is attached to the car by a light, but exceed-

ingly strong steel frame, and it is so constiucted

that by having a frame at each end of the car the

fender can be shifted at a moment's notice. One
fender, therefore, is enough for each car. The pro-

the ground, retaining whatever falls on it, as in a

basket. This makes it impossible for a person to

come in contact with the ground, or any part of

the car frame, and no one, no matter how he

may fall, can be drawn beneath the car or wheels.

The collapsing of the fender at 40 pounds resist-

ance breaks the force of the fall, and avoids the
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shock which inevitably occurs if the person falls

on a rigid fender or the ground. In actual tests

made under the most dangerous conditions it has

been proved that even slight injuries and bruises

are the exception rather than the rule.

A very important feature of the fender is that of

FIG. 5.—ONE WAY IN WHICH A VICTIM WAS PICKED UP

ground, but should the car tilt forward it acts as

a wheel and offers no resistance. The fender ris-

ing on the frame and oscillating easily no damage
can ever result from touching the ground or any
hard substance of moderate size.

The fender has several positions of adjustability

when not in use. It can be folded up and

made to take little or no room (Fig.^3) on

the end of the car, or lifted off and set on

the car platform.

The illustrations tell the whole story of

the tests of the fender in the most graphic

way. Two persons, a man and woman,
volunteered to take turns in standing in

front of the car as it moved along, in order

that the action of the appliance

might be illustrated. When the

woman was struck she was stand-

ing between the tracks, with her

side to the car. She was promptly

picked up as the fender col-

lapsed. She thrust out her arm
and steadied herself by resting her

hands on the wing of the fender

(Fig. 4).

The most remarkfible pick-up

was that in which the man struck

the fender head first (Fig. 5). A
snap shot taken at the instant ap-

pears among the illustrations. As

a result of his tumble into the

fender in this fashion he was not

injured in the slightest. It should

be stated tbat neither of the vol

uuteers was in any way connected

with the company. The young

woman was a reporter for a New
York daily, and the man had

simply become interested in the

fender by his examination of it.

GENERAL ELECTRIC EXHIBIT AT AT-
LANTA.

The exhibit of the General Electric Company at

the Atlanta Convention will be of an elaborate

description. It will comprise motors, controller

and other car equipment parts, station switch-

board panels, line material, wattmeters, etc.

The G. E. 800 motors will be shown not only in

the exhibit proper, but, mounted on cars, will be

operated on the lines of the Atlanta Street Railway
Company. Ample opportunity will be afforded

for a close and critical examination of these mo-
tors and of the component parts which enter into

their construction. The motors will be operated

in conjunction with the " K." controller, and those

the extensible wings which when collapsed project

nearly two feet on each side of the platform of the

car, preventing the person in collision from being-

struck by the steps of the car or from falling off.

When in ordinary position these extensible wings

hang down on either side of the fender and are

entirely out of the way.

The oscillatory movement possessed by the fen-

VICTORY FOE THE MILWAU-
KEE STREET RAILWAY

COMPANY.

The Milwaukee (Wis.) Street Railway

Company has been successful in its

suit to set aside the city assessment of

'tS/* /^ Gijefif

FIG. 4.—HOW THE FENDER COLLAPSES AND PICKS UP THE PEDESTRIAN.

der makes it free from one of the most serious de-

fects of many other fenders. The fender is at-

tached by sleeves to the permanent frame and

moves up and down easily and freely. The rubber

roller which is attached to the front edge of the

$2,800,000 on its property, including the road-

bed and the franchises. In the Circuit Court a

decision has just been rendered which reduces the

assessment by about $3,000,000, so that the assess-

ment is now less than a third of its original

fender is ordinarily about %\ inches from the size.

interested will be enabled to investigate the merits

of the combination. The principle of the mag-
netic blow-out device will also be shown and ex-

plained and its action demonstrated. This princi-

ple is embodied in all other devices in which

electric arcs may occur, such as switches, fuses,

lightning arresters, etc.

Several sizes of generator and feeder panels for

station switchboards, all of black marbleized slate,

with the necessary instruments mounted thereon,

will also be shown. These panel boards are made
in various capacities to suit the requirements of a
plant, and have been devised so that the switch-

boards may be increased in size, as the station

grows, merely by the addition of otljer panels.

The line material exhibited will embody several

improvements of an important character, made
necessary by the increased demands of railroad

service.

The Thomson recording wattmeter in its port-

able form for testing on moving cars will also form
an important part of the exhibit. The exhibit will

be illuminated by means of Thomson's '93 arc

lamps for railway circuits, connected in series and

operating on the railway lines. They have been

especially designed for use in power-houses, car-

barns and elsewhere where light is desired from

500 volt circuit.

The exhibit will also comprise samples of under-

ground feeder tubing with models of junction

boxes and taps, and among the literature which

will be distributed will be found a special pamphlet
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dealing with the application of the three-wire sys-

tem to street railway work. The interests of the

Geneial Electric Company will be in charge of Mr.

W. J. Clark, general manager of the railway de-

partment. He will be assissed by Messrs. W. H.

Knight, chief engineer of the railway department.

Theo. P. Bailey, H. H. Corson H. J. Crowley, W.
B. Potter, H. C. Wirt and A. K. Baylor.

overhead system could not be introduced on a

large scale in b ranee because of the great objection,

especially in cities, to aerial wires. M. Moutier, in

the article to which reference has already been

made, speaks of this prejudice in this strain : "The

French people, especially with their innate sense of

THE CLARET AND "WUILLEMIER ELECTRIC
RAILWAY SYSTEM.

ar 4fc.A™ib"IJwW^
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For several months an electric railway, operated

on the Claret and Wuillemier system, has been

working in the city of Lyons, France. This system

til!
f

1

P

Fig. 1.

appears to be extraordinarily complicated; it seems

even more complex than many plans that have

been put forward on paper in America for the elec-

trical operation of street cars without overhead

wires. The line cannot be considered wholly ex-

perimental. A. Moutier, an electrical engineer,

Figs. 3 and 4.

beauty, are not sufficiently Americanized to adapt

themselves easily to a system of locomotion that

will destroy the architectural beauties of a city by

the introduction of obstructing and ill-lookiug

poles, and metallic wires crossed horizontally at

intervals, so that they present the appearance of a

huge net with meshes of greater or less size."'

This seenis to be an extreme view of the case for

an electrical engineer to exploit who is anxious for

progress along all electrical lines, even though poles

and aerial wires are required. This view of the

case caused M. Claret to devote himself to the in-

vention of an electric railway system that would

not need wires above ground, and the road at

Lyons is the result. M. Wuillemier, a distinguished

engineer, became his collaborator.

The railway is double- tracked about two miles

in length and extends from the heart of the city to

the gates of the exhibition. The way is narrow

gage, one meter in width. The generating plant

is inside the exhibition grounds, and comprises a

100-H. p. gas engine, belted to a six-pole 500-volt

Thury dynamo. The rolling stock comprises 13

motor cars, each weighing, with its complement

of 42 passengers, and its 20 H. P. double reduction

Thury motor, something like nine tons. The

speed is regulated by switching resistances into

and out of circuit. Carbon brushes are used, the

wear of which, it is said, amounts to 0.06 mm. per

run of inOkm. During the month of Aiigust

CLARET AND WUILLEMIER ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN LYONS, FRANCE.

who describes the road in VElectricien. of Paris,
writes that, if one judge from the excellent ap-
pearance of the cars, from the popularity of the
road, from the regularity of the service and its

" elasticity," the railway is a veritable success.

Claret, one of the inventors, installed the over-
head trolley line from Clermont to Royat, which
was, we believe, the first electric road in France.
He soon came to the conclusion, however, that the

the line was used by 124,000 passengers; 15,000

being the largest number carried as yet in one day.

The Claret-Wuillemier system is simply a spe-

cial application of the principle of bringing suc-

cessively into contact with the "live" conductor
sections of an insulated conductor laid between
the rails on a level with the roadway, a principle

which was first thought out by Professors Ayrton
and Perry, and which met with what was, per-

haps, its most practical exposition in the Lineff

device. (See description of Lineff system in Lieut.

F. Jarvis Patten's article on "Electric Railway

Conduit Systems," Street Railway Gazette,
July 7, 1894.) Compared with the simplicity of

Mr. LineflE's plan, that of MM. Claret and Wuil-t

lemier appears extraordinarily complicate d: but i

has managed to withstand the test of actual run-

ning.

The sectional conductor consists of reversed

rails 2.8 meters long and 3 meters apart; so that

he cars, which are 7.6 meters long, almost cover

two sections and an intervening gap. The sections

are insulated by wood-paving blocks run in bitu-

men. The main cable, which has a section area of

0.135 square inch, and is armored and lead-cov-

ered, is run under the pavement, the feeding wires

from the distributors being led to the sectional

conductor inside a wooden trough impregnated
with a preservative and tarred. The return is by
the rails.

The distributors, which are laid in pits 100 meters

apart, are as follows : In each distributor there is

a spindle h (see Fig. 1) carrying a rachet wheel,

r, upon which rests an insulating base, d, which
supports two copper rings, dj and c?j, insulated

from each other. Ring dj carries the horizontal

arm m, (Fig. 2), and ring do the arm m„ ; so that

as h revolves these two arms come in contact with
the contact pieces ti,t^, etc. The arm m-^ is some-
what wider than the interval between two contact

pieces, m, being narrower than this interval. In

Figs. 3 and 4 we see that the arm m^ presses on the

upper edge of the contact pieces, while »«j presses

only on the lower part. Each contact piece is,

however, all in one part, except in one instance,

where the two portions are insulated from each

other, as shown in Fig. 4. From each of the con-

tact pieces wires run to the corresponding sectional

conductor. The rings d, and d„ are placed in con-

nection-with the terminals l)j and fen respectively

(Fig. 1) by means of brushes, bj being in connec-

tion with the main conductor, and 62 with one end

of the coil of the electromagnet c (Fig. 1), the

other end of which is to earth. The rotation of

the arms nij and ?«.„ is effected by means of a

weight (or electric motor) p. which communicateg

motion by the bevel wheels e and Cj (Fig. 1) to the

spindle h, the ratchet wheel r of which cannot ro-

tate, however, until a stud, q, on the armature of

the electromagnet c releases it.

By aid of the diagrammatic sketch (Fig. 5) we
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may now possibly be able to see what happens as

a given car, X, passes along. As shown, the rear

collector y^ of the car is just leaving the sectional

conductor Sj, and the front brush y^ has just come
into contact with the section So. The current from
the dynamo reaches the distributor by the terminal

ftj, passes to the copper ring d, , along the arm m,
to the contact-piece t^, thence to the sectional con"

ductor Sj, along the collector j/j, to the car-motor,

and thence by the wheels to the rails x and back
to the dynamo. But a portion of the current finds

its way back via collector y.>, sectional rail s^, con-

tact piece i„, arm TOj, ring dj, terminal h^, and
electromagnet e. This current causes the electro-

magnet to attract its armature and to release the

ratchet wheel r, so that the weight p immediately
comes into action, and revolves by the ratchet

wheel amount of one tooth, switching m-^ on to

^2, and m„ on to ^3, when the whole of the motor
current is collected by y„ : and the electromagnet,

being cut out of circuit until y^ comes into contact

with S3, ceases to attract its armature and allows

the stop q to arrest the motion of the ratchet

wheelr, and so on, until the car has passed to the

last sectional rail connected to the particular dis-

tributor. To this last section is also joined up the

first contact piece of the next distributor, which is

thus enabled to take up the running.

On looking at Fig. 4 it will be observed that the

lower part of the last contact piece, on which
presses the arm m^ conveying the main current, is

insulated from the rest, so that, when the car leaves

the last sectional rail connected to the distributor

under consideration , it leaves the distributor in-

sulated, and the car has to take all its current from

CABS FOB TROLLEY PARTIES.

Fig. 6.

the next distributor, and, no current finding its

way home via the electromagnet c, the distributor

remains at rest until the front collectors of the
next car come on to sectional conductor s^ when
the cycle of operations begins once more.

A distributor of this kind, it is obvious, is only
applicable to a double-track line ; that is, to one
on which the cars are always traveling in the

same direction along the same individual track. It

will also be obvious that the use of distributors

results in a perfect block-system, the cars being
perforce kept apart by at least the length of the

portion of the sectional conductor served by one
distributor. To apply the distributor to a single-

track line, with cars running in either direction,

several additional complications are needed.

In Fig. 6 we have a side view of the collectors

used at Lyons, each of which is composed of three

pairs of shoes, each car having four sets alto-

gether, two being at the rear and two at the front

of the car. The part a is a permanent magnet,^
being cast iron pole-shoes capable of revolving

round x, rr being springs which lift the (Mllecting

shoes off the roadway when they are not pulled

down by the attraction of the iron sectional con-

ductor.

Reading, Pa.—President John A. Eigg has pur-
chased for the Reading Traction Company " the
Schweitzer farm, containing 145 acres, a mile be-

' low the city. It is the purpose to lav out a picnic
grove, to erect a pavilion holding 5,000 people, to
construct one of the.largest hotels in this section
and to lay out b iseball, football and cricket
grounds and a halt-mile racetrack. The Traction
company will construct a double track electric
railway to this park,

The West End Street Railway Company, of

Boston, has just constructed two elegantly ap-

pointed special cars which are to be placed at the

disposal of private parties. The cars were intro-

each the cars is that of the General Electric Com-
pany. The windows of the cars are unusually large,

and when the frames are dropped the interiors are

almost as airy as those of summer cars. The side

and end windows are hung with curtains of pale

>:,reen tint with old gold fringes and tassels. The

CAR TO BE USED IN BOSTON FOR TROLLEY PARTIES.

duced as the result of the growing popularity of

trolley parties last summer, when special cars were

chartered for their exclusive use. The two parlor

cars are 20 feet long by 7 feet 4 inches in width,

and the bodies were made by .T. M. Jones' Sons,

of West Troy, N. Y. They are equipped at each

end with sliding doors similar to those used in the

elevated railway coaches. When one of each

pair of doors is open, the other door is opened also.

The car bodies are mounted on West End trucks.

panels in the ceilings are handsomely frescoed, and
light is given by a dozen incandescent lamps ar-

ranged in handsome fixtures. Several ornamental

kerosene lamps are provided so that the car may
not be without illumination should there be any

break in the electric circuit. The platforms are

also well lighted by incandescent globes. Ten

seats are provided on each side of the car. They
are easy chairs with arm rests and are handsomely

upholstered in blue emb'^ssed plush. The floor is

.1
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INTERIOR OF THE CAR TO BE USED IN BOSTON FOR TROLLEY PARTIES.

which were constructed by the Laconia Car Com-
pany, of Laconia, N. H. Each car is equipped

with two motors, of 25 H. P. each. One equipment

was furnished by the Westinghouse Electric & Man-

ufacturing Company and the other by the General

Electric Company, The controlling apparatus on

covered by a handsome carpet. It has already

been said that the several parts of the cars were

provided by different companies, but all the fitting

of the electrical apparatus was done in the well-

equipped shops of the West End company.

Last Monday afternoon the cars made an excur-
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sion to the Chestnut Hill Reservoir by the Back
Bay district and thence back through Cambridge
to the center of the city. The excurtion party

consisted of the president of the West End com-
pany, the directors and managers of the road and

representatives of the press. Tlie excursion was
thoroughly enjoyed by all those who participated

in it. The new cars attracted a great deal of at-

tention. Id all probability the introduction of the

cars will prove extremely profitable to the com-

pany. They will be available for excursions to

any points of interest on the West End road or for

private parties going to theatres, weddings, etc. A
large number of applications have already been

made for the use of the cars.

at right angles to each other. The Hunt Com-
pany's solution of the problem has been most sat-

isfactory to the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Com-
pany, and has elicited much praise from railroad

engineers and others.

The unloading from the vessel is acomplished by

means of an elevator and steam shovel, fitted with

a double cylinder rapid-hoisting engine arranged

as shown in the illustration. The elevator booms

projecting over the hatch of the vessel are pivoted

on a vertical axis, so that they can be swung hori-

zontally over the whaif leaving the dock front un-

obstructed when not in use.

MEETING OP UNION STEEET EAILWAY
EmPLOYES.

HUNT COAL HANDLING MACHINERY AT
THE BROOKLYN HEIGHTS RAILROAD

COMPANY'S STATION.

The power station of the Brooklyn Heights

Railroad Company is located between Kent avenue

and the East River, Brooklyn, N. Y. On account

of the great value of the land on which it was

The third annual convention of the Amalgamated
Association of Street Railway Employees of Amer-
iea was held in Milwaukee this week. The organ-

ization now has about 35.000 members, with divi-

sions in 41 different cities. Ten new divisions were
formed last year. President Mahon delivered his

annual address, the first part of which is as fol-

HUNT COAL HANDLING MACHINERY IN BROOKLYN HEIGHTS RAIL ROAD STATION.

erected the plant is an unusually concentrated
one. Specially designed machinery for hoisting and
conveying the coal was necessary, and was furn-

ished by the C. W. Hunt Companv, of New York
City.

The conditions which confronted the latter com-
pany in the equipment of the station were as

follows : The line of the boilers was parallel to

that of the wharf, the coal being received in

vessels. In case of the failure of this source of

supply, means were to be provided to receive it in

wagons from local coal dealers. The building
having been erected before the installation of the
machinery, it was necessary to adapt the machinery
to existing conditions.

Another complication was that the conveyor
could not be can ied vertically downward at the
end of the storage bin, as there was not room for

it to pass through. These conditions required that

besides being lifted over 100 feet vertically, the

coal must be carried horizontally in two directions

lows, the remainder being an indorsement of a

communistic scheme for the government owner-
ship of all means of production and distribution :

In the past year we have had five strikes, of
which I will submit a report later on, but here
wish to call your attention to the necedsity of pla-
cing some restrictions on the locals to prevent hasty
strikes. The haphazard way of going on strikes,
whether prepared for them or not, whether the
conditions of trade are good or bad, and without
having a committee of good, levelheaded men
wait on the companies, must be stopped. And I

recommend that the constitution be amended in
such a way that no local can go on strike untU the
national otficers have been called in and arbitra-
tion offered. In this way many disastrous strikes
can be avoided.

In the past year wages have been wtll main-
tained. During the winter several reductions
were made, but in most cases it has been recov-
ered, while in the cities of Milwaukee and Detroit
laii;f reductions, which would amount to some-
thing like $100,000 in the year, were successfully
resisted, and in ail I feel we have accomplished as
much as could be expected under the conditions.

I would recommend that in connection with
our association an insurance class be established on
the plan of the Locomotive Firemen, policy pay-
able in case of death, total disability, loss of eye,
right hand or foot. Finding our association can
carry insurance cheaper than other associations in
America, I urge you to give this your careful at-
tention.

RIGHT ENGINE IN THE RIGHT PLACE.

There is a right and a wrong place, if not for all,

at least for several kinds of engines, says John E.

Sweet, in Cassier's Magazine. The claims against

the high speed are that it is not economical

and terribly prone to smash-ups—claims pretty

well founded ; but, in spite of that, it has built

itself up, and was the means of building up the

largest half of the electric light business. As to its

wasteful use of steam, that has been overestimated

and is fast being improved ; and as to the smash-ups,

better separators and safety devices, and the de-

structive flywheel accidents of the last two years

on slow-speed engines, make it doubtful, when
counting delays, whether the cost of breakdowns

in the high-speed engines equals that of the slow.

With the high-speed engine and Mr. Porter came
better work, and much better yet is needed, and
will be demanded, for there is a place for the high-

speed simple engine that nothing else can fill.

There is, too, a place for the Corliss engine and a

place for the compound, though already many of

them have been put in the wrong place; there is a

place, and as yet a good deal of unoccupied space,

for a vertical direct'connected machine, and places

for the triple and, possibly, quadruple expansion

engines. There is an opening for better designs, a

field for better workmanship, especially in cast-

ings; and as to the opportunity for improvement
in steam engineering, as it has been so it will con-

tinue to be.

LAWYERS' FEES.

The Evening Post, of Chicago, prints the following

interesting comment on a decision recently handed
down by Judge Stein, of Chicago, in a suit against

a street railway company :

It is hoped that Judge Stein carefully considered
all the features of the case before he returned his
decision in the suit of Ackley vs. The North Chicago
Street Railway Company. The judgment seems
to us to be opposed to the best traditions of the bar
and not in accordance with good public policy.

Three years ago a woman was thrown from a
cable car and seriously injured. She decided to
sue the company, and hired a lawyer named
Ackley. In beginning suit she assigned, by writ-
ten contract, one-half of all rights of action she
might have and one-half of any damages that
might be obtained. While the trial was pending
the company effected a private settlement with
the woman by paying her $3,7-50. Thereupon
Ackley commenced suit against the company for
half the amount, and Judge Stein gave judgment
in his favor.

The railway is not to be pitied, for it can lose
the money without any serious annoyance, and,
in any case, the methods of street railway com-
panies in sending discreditable agents to cajole or
intimidate victims of accidents into accepting
smaller damages than they are entitled to, place
them beyond the pale of consideration. But Judge
Stein puts an important weapon into the hands of
the jock leg lawyers who are conspicuous in actions
for personal injuries. He strengthens a custom
that is traditionally odious to clean lawyers. By
this decision ignorant people who have cause for
action are bound band and foot to a class of legal
extortionists to whose practices the Evening Post
has frequently called attention. The mangled vic-

tim of railway negligence has no appeal from the
greed of the lawyer or the greed of the corporation.
The court takes no cognizance of him , but decides
that his cause of action is a matter of baner and
sale, and any one who obtains it by hook or crook
is entitled to the same indemnity that the sufferer
should obtain.
To say the least this is a curious doctrine to be

disseminated by a judge of well known learning.
Bating the establishment of the principle that in

making contracts for services in such cases lawyers
should be compelled expressly to set forth the
amount of their fees, it was hoped that at least

judicial sanction would be withheld from the
present disreputable custom. Is there. Judge
Stein, such a thing as barratry or champerty of
which the bench of Cook County takes cognizance':'
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Hysteresis.

Will you please explain to me what is meant
by "hysteresis":' I Jsnow the definition of the

word, but it does not convey to my mind any very
clear idea of the phenomenon. Charles H.
Danbury, Conn.

ANSWER.

The definition, " The lagging of a magnetic effect

behind its cause,'' would seem to give a pretty

clear idea of the phenomenon, but perhaps a

mental picture will make it clearer. Let us sup-

pose that a bar of iron is made up of an infinite

number of molecular magnetic needles pointing in

all conceivable directions because of their mutual

attractions. They would then exactly neutralize

each other, and the bar would appear to be un-

magnetized. It would have neither north pole nor

south pole. Supposing all of these needles to be

pivoted upon points offering some shght friction.

If now this bar be surrounded by a coil in which a

current is passed it will tend to arrange these

molecular compass needles parallel with each

other, and with their N. and S. poles in the same

direction, and the iron will therefore assume

polarity, but it will require the expenditure o^

some force to move tlie needles against the fric-

tion, and they will not turn quite as far as they

would with the same magnetizing current were

the bearings of the needles frictionless. Then,

again, supposing that after the bar has been mag.
netized by a given current, the latter be reduced:

the needles, by reason of this friction, will not re-

turn toward their original position quite so far as

their mutual attractions would tend to bring them.

In other words, magnetizations caused by gra-

dually or periodically increasing currents are

always less than the magnetizations resulting from
the same currents applied in a decreasing order.

In soft annealed iron this molecular friction is

very small, hence the hysteresis in such iron is

small. la iron that has been hardened in any
way as by drawing, hammering, by the addition

of carbon (cast iron), chilling, etc., the friction is

greater, and in the case of highly tempered steel it

is very great—so great in fact that it requires a

comparatively large magnetizing force to tura the

needles at all, hut when they are once turned they

remain in their new positions and we have perma-

nent magnets. The hysteresis in this latter case

would be enormous.

From the above it will be seen that hysteresis

means lost energy. It only brcome? of importance,

however, where the magnetizing forces vary peri-

odically in strength as in alternating currents. In

magnetic transformers, such as are used for trans-

forming alternating currents from lower to higher

potentials, and vice versa, the phenomenon of hys-

teresis assumes the greatest importance, and
every endeavor is made to reduce it to the lowest

possible figure.
»-^-

ELECTRIC MOTORS : THEIR CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE.

The series of articles by Mr. Nelson W. Perry,

which appeared in the Street Railway Gazette
during the last eight months, and which attracted

no little attention from practical street railway

men, has been Jthoroughly revised and put into

book form at the request of many readers, and the

book will be ready in a couple of weeks. This is

the first work of the kind, and its contents will be

found particularly valuable to those who have but

a limited knowledge of the construction, operation

and maintenance of electric railway motors,

as It treats the subject in an elementary

manner, and is free from the usual technicalities

and intricate terms employed by most writers.

Mr. Perry has handled his subject in a way that

can be easily comprehended and understood, and
it is believed the employees of the various electric

railway companies from the manager to the motor-

men will derive much profit from its pages. Original

and simple illustrations are used ^to represent the

principles of construction of motors and a complete

ndex affords a ready reference to the various topics.

The book contains upward of 350 pages, and is sub-

stantially bound in cloth, and can be conveniently
earned in the pocket. The price of the book is |1,
postage prepaid.

THE ELECTRIC BRAKE IN PRACTICE.

BY ELMER A. SPERRY.

PAST in.
{Concluded.)

That the important positions and trying circum-
stances under which the motorman often labors
are appreciated, may be seen by the space devoted
to it in the daily press. An editorial in an evening
paper reads thus:

•' One trembles to think what consequences may follow
if a motorman gets rattled or has a famting fir, when Lry-
ing to wind up his hand brake in time. Muscles grow
weary and relix at a critical time. Even when a man is
in fine working condition, the strain upon him is severe
when compelled to handle the grip lever or current con-
troller and hand brake simultaneously."

As to the arrangement for application and con-
trol of the brake by the motorman, about a year
ago the following appeared from the pen of the
author:

At the time the above was written, equipments
controlled as therein set forth, namely, by the use
of a single controlling handle for everything, had
been in operation tor upward of a year. The
methods employed tor accomplishing this have
been varied, but the form most in use at the pres-
ent time is that shown in Fig. 9, where the resist-
ance contacts are employed in a twofold manner;
the controller handle is made to operate back and
forth over the same contacts for controlling both
the application of the current to the motor and
braking the car. A self-correcting and interlock-
ing device is also'provided, shown at 4, A , Fig. 10;
so if the motorman does not throw the handle clear
over, the transformation is completed automati-
cally before the movement of the lever can reach
the operating contacts.
At one point where a number of equipments

was started last summer a newspaper correspond
ent described the operation of the brake as fol-

lows :

" The connecting beam was taken from the trolley
wire several times and the car brought to a sudden stop
with the electric brake alone, within three-quarters of a
car length. And it was not a sharp, jerky stop, but
something as if the car had run into a big feather tick.'

au^fid*«ii,daiAAMddiM

FIG. 10.

" Considering the inexperience of the operator and the
responsibilily which at times wellnigh overwhelms him,
I think that, as engineer;^, we should be willing to set a
very high mark to be attained in the ideal brake tor
electric street railway service, namely: the use of but a
.<sinalB controlling handle for eecrylhing: starling,
accelerating, retarding and braking the.trailer, or trailers
and all. Let the motorman have nothing to think of ex-
cept one handle, and two-thirds of the accidents now
occurring will be prevented. Let this hannle require no
more exertion in its operation than the present control
ling handle. Let the motorman fulfill his function with
as little physical exertion as possible; he vvill then have a
greater reserve for mental application when necessary.
A motorman required to exert an enormous amount of
brute force, constantly grinding at the brake, has but
little life left to apply in case of emergency. I agree with
a prominent wriler on this subject, where he says that a
multiplicity of handles is fatal in time of emergency ."

* Read before the American Institute of Electrical En
gineers, Sept. 19, 18M.

The smoothness of even a sudden stop by the
electric brake is quite aptly described by this droll
statement. It seems as though the car was run-
ning into an air cushion.

It will thus be seen that the brake is automatic
and does its work without any special act or even
the knowledge of the motorman. He simply
" works a single handle " back and forth, and elec-
tricity " does the rest." Suppose the motorman
wishes to stop his car, he turns off the current by
simply swinging the lever over to the righl. This
operation is made to automatically convert the
motor into a special dynamo for generating cur-
rents at very low speeds, and also simultaneously
to cut off all connection with the trolley current.
The brakes are then applied by simply swinging
the handle back over the path it has just trav-
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ersed ; the farther it is swudr to the left the

stronger the braljes are applied. The act of releas-

ing or letting off the brakes again automatically
re-establishes connection with the trolley and recon-

verts the dynamo into a motor. Fig. 11 shows the

switches used in part forthe conversion of the motor,
and also the finger Ji' mounted upon the lever form-
lug a part of the alternate stroke operating device.

The trolley brake switch B is shown open in Fig.

10, and closed, with dimensions, m Fig. 12. The
same rheostat and contacts are applied to control

the motor while running the car, and also to con-

trol the slight amount of current generated by
the transformed dynamo which is sufficient to

brake the train.

The motorman cannot turn on the current be-

fore the brakes have been released, nor can he apply
the brakes before the current has been turned oh

.

This IS a result of construction, and constitutes a
feature of merit in the new electric brake, etfeci-

mg an economy in current and a saving in wear
and tear-. Freeing the conductor of all care in this

connection, and leaving the braking of the train

—

including trailer or trailers and all—solely in the

hands of the motorman by placing at his command
a power with which he may with the utmost ease

accomplish his task, constitutes an important ad-

vance m the art of control of electric railway equip-

ment.
It has been found that the electric brake is prac-

tically incapable of abuse by any motorman, an

Fig. 9.

advantage which never before has been attained
in any power brake, due to the fact above named

—

that no amount of over-application can cause
flattening of the wheels, or any harm whatever to
any part of the equipment through their locking
and skidding.
The application of the brake, its regulation and

also the running of the car, all by a single operat-
ing handle, are a result that has only been accom-
plished by the closest application. It has involved
much pioneer work, and been rendered possible
through the use of new mechanical movements
original with the writer. The principal moving
parts are simple and durable, being only two in
number. The arrangement may be easily seen in
the controller and parts exhibited, as well as in
Figs. 10, 11 and 12. The various portions of the
controller have been subjected to the severest test.-)

possible, one test made iu 1893 consisting in .518,-

700 consecutive brake applications without appreci-
able wear, the parts being in regular service at the
present time. An indicator at the right side of
the controller at the top (seel. Figs. 9 and 10) shows
when the controller is in condition for brsike, or is

bring so used.
Operating the brake in this manner, it will at

once be seen that the system is one of the utmost
certainty of operation, surer even than the hand
brake, air or other power brake, from the fact that
every time the car runs, the motor, which is de-
pended on for the braking action, receives a test,
and its fitness and capacity for the next brake ap-
plication are constantly being demonstrated. On
the other hand, the motorman never knows
whether his hand brake is sure to operate when
ealled upon for the next application. An accident
came under the observalion of the writer on Case
avenue hill, in Cleveland. Here the last hand
brake applicatioa was successful in every way,

but before the brake was called into action again, a
nut dropped off from a brake rod upon the truck,
rendering the brake useless. The motorman con-
tinued to wind on his brake staff, and before he
realized what the trouble was, his car was going
at a tremendous speed into a short curve at the
toot of the hill. There were a number of casual-
ties and also six demands for damages as a result.

With the air or otber power brake, this liability to
failure is increased in direct proportion to the com-
plexity and number of parts.

Tlie advaiiihges found to result from the prac-

13. The smoothness of its operation.
14. The fact that its use cannot cause flat

wheels.

AN ENGLISH COMMENT ON THE SPERBY
ELECTRIC BRAKE.

Much interesting and useful information in re-

gard to car and train brakes in general, and electric

biakes iu paiticular. is lo be derived from trie

FIG. 11.

tical use of the electric brake as compared with
formei" brake systems; its qualities as an accident
preventer, as well as its general commercial value,
may be recapitulated as follows:

1. The certainty of its operation.
2. The enormous power at instant command and

under perfect control.

3. The absence of all power absorption at

moneyed cost from the central station.

4. Its high efficiency , being far superior to com-
pressed air; amply proved in numberless instances
where electricity has replaced air. (The air re-

quires a direct application of energy, amounting
to an immense aggregate power-absorption during
the day from the central station; the working-
parts of the air machinery are attached to the car
axles and require a large quantity of energy, not
only while compressing, but at other times aswell.

)

•5. Its extreme simplicity.

6. Observed saving in wheels, two to three-fold.
7. Entire saving in brakeshoes.

paper by Mr. E. A. Sperry. an abstract of which
we publish this week, says the London Electriciai:

.

Accirrate data respecting the best practice in the

design of brake blocks and of brake levers are by no
means as plentiful as might be desired, and Mi.

Sperry's researches form a material addition to our

stock of knowledge on the subject. Engineers, ts

a rule, have had to design brakes on the rough-

and-ready principle of providing a large allowance

for unknown coefiioients wherewith to meet un-

foreseen contingencies. Hitherto the chief diffi-

culty has laid in the limited amount of retarding

force which has been available before the wheels

commence to skid, a difficulty which, as far as

purely mechanical remedies are concerned, can

only be surmounted by putting Ibrakes on a suf-

ficientlv hrge num'-rr of wheels. The moment

HG 12.

8. Lubrication of brake face; very little wear of
either wheel or magnet.

9. Absolute silence of operation and release.
(No hissing to frighten horses on streets.)

10. The low E. M. P. at which it operates.
11. The ease of its application and control.
12. Conserving strength, and pi-olonging the

usefulness and life of the motormen.

skidding commences the rail friction diminishes,

and the train slides on against a reduced

retarding force. A bad result is flats on
the tire. Mr. Sperry shows that, with
the electric brake, the consequences of skidding

can be avoided, and even skidding itself need take

place only momentarily. For the force of the
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electric brake depends on the fact of the wheel

rotating, and is proportional to the speed of rota-

tion. The moment there is any tendency to skid,

the brake relaxes its grip and allows the wheel to

roll. Of course, what really happens is that the

brake adjusts its force so as always to keep the

wheel rolling. The effect might even be enhanced,

and the retarding force of the brake be consider-

ably raised above the value of the normal adbesion,

if the rail friction itself were magnetically in-

retardation under these conditions is no less than

41.5 feet per second ; ten times greater than is

usual in practice, and exceeding one-third of the

value of g. It could not fail to give the passengers

a very bad jolt indeed. Nor is it any more com-

forting to the passenger to be told that the inten-

sity of application of the brake force " should be

greatest when the speed is greatest, and decrepse

as the speed drops off." This, again, is the very

way to produce a nasty jolt ; and, though it may

of General Manager Wessels, is "neither a scien-

tific toy nor an experiment ; it's intensely prac-

tical." The company is composed of some of the

wealthiest men in financial and street-railway

circles. It has some of the finest machinery and
tools in this country, and its plant reflects every-

thing good in modern practice.

The company's affairs are managed by Mr. E.

J. Wessels, who needs no introduction to

street-railway men. The enviable record he has

made while handling the Short Electric Railway
Company's business is known to the profession.

Mr. Wessels for a lonsr time was laid aside by a

severe attack of illness which nearly cost his life.

He went abroad, and returned six months ago re-

stored to health. Since then he has been pushing

the Genett company's business with remarkable

vigor and success.

The Genett brake is illustrated herewith, and the

pump is shown separately. By means of this

brake it has become possible to slop the heaviest

cars, no matter how great their weight or speed,

in remarkably short time.

In view of the alarming increase of fatal acci
dents caused by insufficient braking facilities, it is

not surprising that the company reports a large

number of brakes sold during the past month. It

received a repeat order from the Buffalo. (N. Y.)

Railway Company for 25 brakes, and is engaged in

putting 50 brakes on the Atlantic Avenue road,

Brooklyn. Six equipments are in operation on the

Lynn & Boston road, and 120 on the Third Avenue
road. New York; and Genett brakes are in use in

Easton, Pa.; Newport, R. I.; Chicago, III., etc., as

well as in Rio Janeiro, Brazil, and Sydney, New
South Wales. Two brakes will be in operation in

Atlanta on cars of the Consolidated road.

BAPID TRANSIT IN GEEAT CITIES.
GENETT BRAKE

creased. Another valuable feature in Mr. Sperry's

system of electric brakes is the operation of all the

machinery by means of one handle. The act of

throwing off the trolley current applies the brakes,

and the act of releasing the brakes applies the

trolley. This cannot fail to insure efficient service,

by minimizing the number of duties of the motor-

man.

EQUIPMENT.

be quite correct from the point of view of the man
who is on the verge of being knocked down by the

car, it is likely to raise more than a mild protest

from the passengers.

GENETT AIB-BRAKE.

The Genett Air-Brake Company were pioneers in

equipping surface cars with air-brakes. Their air-

At the last meeting of the New York Board of

Rapid Transit Commissioners William B. Parsons,

the Chief Engineer, submitted a report Of his visit

to Europe, and of his examinations of the different

systems of underground, overhead and surface

transportation in operation in the principal cities.

His report covered not only the technical details of

construction, equipment and mechanical operation,

ut also the statis tics of cost of construction, re-

But Mr. Sperry, although careful of the nerves

of the motorman and of the lives of pedestrians who
may stroll onto the track, appears to be less

anxious to please the passengers inside the car.

" It may not be known," he says, " that under

proper and standard conditions any car or train

may be brought from a speed of 10 miles an hour

to absolute rest inside of 10 feet." We hope we
may never be inside any car or train at the mo-

ment sijch an extraordinary feat is attempted. The

GENETT AIK PUMP.

brake was put in operation a couple of years ago,

and excellent results were obtained. Originally

the company turned out an open-style pump. This

worked very well in daily operation, but suffered

more or less from the grit and dust of the street.

The company subsequently perfected an inclosed

pump, and now confine their energies exclusively

to the manufacture of this inclosed pump, which
is "water-proof."

The Genett Company's brake, to quote the words

ccipts and expenses, and the results obtained in

meeting the demands of heavy traffic, in rapidity

of transit, comfort and convenience and cheapness

ot transportation.

Of the cities treated of in this report, London is

the only one which has anything like a compre-

hensive system of internal rapid transit. In addi-

tion to the 103.9 miles of underground roads al-

ready in operation, three others are proposed.

These are the Central London, Waterloo & Baker
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Street, Great Northern & City, and Hempstead &
Charing Cross. All of these will be underground

lines.

In Glasgow there is one underground road 2.365

miles in length in operation, and another being

built 6.4 miles long, directly through the city, con-

necting with the railroads upon either side.

Mr. Parsons said that the conclusions arrived at

from his investigation, both from the study of the

actual works and from personal interviews with

their designers, are:

A NEW TYPE OF OAB WHEEL.

A new style of car wheel has been brought out

by A. Whitney & Sons, of Philadelphia, made
under a patent granted to Mr. L. R. Faught, their

mechanical engineer. As will be seen by the illus-

tration the peculiarity of the wheel consists in the

rim being divided circumferentially into a series

of cavities or cells, located between the inner and

outer diameter of the rim of the wheel. The cells

diminish the heavy body of metal usually massed

NEW WHINMEY CAR WHEEL.

First—That an underground railway operated by
steam, even with the most approved system of

mechanical ventilation, would be intolerable to

the people of the city of New York.
Second—That a railway with a steady, frequent

service can be operated successfully and economi-
cally by electricity.

Third—That an underground railway operated

by electricity has a comfortable atmosphere, and
that it can be arranged so as to avoid great changes
in temperature.
Fourth—The advice and experience of foreign

in the rim, reducing particularly the thickness of

the part which forms the tread, but in such a man-

ner as not to decrease its strength.

Several advantages are claimed for this form of

wheel. It overcomes, it is asserted, the difBculties

ordinarily attending the production of a deep^

durable and uniform chill on the tread of heavy

wheels intended for use under severe conditions of

service. In casting a heavy wheel of ordmary

form, the heat of the mass ot metal in the rim, and

NEW WHITNEY CAR WHEEL.

the melal being more d^nse and consequently harder

in the chilled portion, from the well-known fact

that smaller bodies of cast iron are denser than

greater ones. The light section also reduces any
tendency to blowholes and shrinkage cavities.

The cellular section equalizes the shrinkage

strain on the wheel at time of casting, lessening,

it is claimed, any tendency to fracture from heat-

ing caused by excessive or prolonged use of

brakes.

The cellular form of rim does not necessarily

alterthe weight of wheel, but wheels of this form
the manufacturers claim, are stronger for the

same weight than the' ordinary form. It is held

that the principle of a cellular tread is applicable

to all forms of cast iron or cast steel wheels.

engineers lean toward keeping the rail level as
close to the surface as possible, and that excavating
from the surface is cheaper and safer then tunnel-
.ling; but

Fifth—If conditions demand, a deep tunnel can
be constructed, for which the circular form is

best.

Sixth—That an underground road can be so de-
signed as to be attractive in appearance.
Seventh—That the work can he carried on

through a busy street without endangering the
houses, and without seriously impeding travel.

also that communicated through the arms or

spokes, has a tendency to reduce the depth of the

chill so that the necessary strength is obtained at

the expense of durability of the tread, and this in

spite of the fact that the heavy loads carried call

for increased rather than diminished hardness on

the tread, as well as greater strcmgth.

The rim of wheel is more elastic under the strains

and concussions of severe service, it is stated, and

the comparatively light section of the rim insures

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

(From Our BoBton Correspondent.)

An abandoned street railroad track on Nantucket
Island has just been sold. It is reported ihat the
new owner is likely to equip the line with elec-

tricity.

The Quincy & Boston Electric Street Railroad
Company is extending its tracks to the town of
Milton, where it will make another connection
with the West End Railroad of Bofton. This com-
pany now operates 16 miles of track, and is build-
ing extensions in various directions.

The Directors of the Boston & Lynn Street Rail-

road Ci mpany for some time past have suspected
that the company was being defrauded of con-
siderable sums of money by certain employees,
but, until recently, they have been unable to dis-

cover the fraud. A short time ago, however, the
shrewd method by which the company was being
cheated of a considerable fum of money was dis-

closed. The men implicated weie two conductors
and a clerk, who is also janitor in the general
oflices of the company. The latter had access to

the tickets that had been cancelled on the cars. He
made it a practice to collect these and sell email
quantities of them to the two conductors. These
latter used them again, and the scheme proved to

be quite a profitable one. The conductors were
arrested and tried for felling 8,000 tickets. Both
men were convicted and sentenced to six months'
imprisonment.
The feeder wires of the West End Railroad Com-

pany, of Boston, are being rapidly buried The
public demands the removal of aerial wires, and
the deplorable accident by which two employees
of the Boston Electric Light Company lost their

lives a week ago has intensified the public clamor
for the disappearance of the wires. By next Janu-
ary some 30 miles of railway feeder wires will be
buried in Boston. The company has just con-
tracted for this amount of cable with the Norwich
Insulated Wire Company, and deliveries under
the contract have already been made.
The interest in rapid transit m Boston has sub-

sided for the present. It is by no means decided
whether there will be an elevated road or a sub-
way. The chances are about even. Many people
predict that it will be years before either one is

ronstructed. Meanwhile, the West End Street
Railway Company is doing the best it can to ac-
commodate the public.

FINANCIAL DEPARTIMENT.
Financial Notes.

Paople's Traction Earnings.—Receipts of the
People's Traction Company on Saturday and Sun-
day exceeded |!),000a day. being an increase over
the corresponding days last year of upward of

$2,400 per day, says the Philadelphia Stockholder.
The average receipts are, however, something less

than $5,000 per day, but they are steadily reaching
that mark, and will probably touch and pass it.

Gross receipts of $5,000 a day would give the com-
pany an annual income of $1,935,000, and it is es-

timated that a saving of at least ilO per cent, in op-
eration will be made with the new power. For
the year ended June 30, 1893, the cost of oper-
ating the road was $740,033 ; 30 per cent., there-

fore, would reduce the cost of operating to $583,-

026. Deducting this sum from gross earnings
($1,835,000) the net would amonnt to $1,343,994.

Interest, taxes, rentals and dividends for the year
ended June 30, 1893, were $511,707. and on this

basis a surplus of $731,287 should be earned.
Allowing an increase in interest, rentals, etc., of,

say $31,287, the balance applicable to dividends
would ba $700,000, or 7 per cent, upon the entire
capital stock, full-paid, or 14 per cent, upon the
$35-paid stock. That the company can earn this

amount is hardly to be disputed.

Pittsburgh and Birmingham Traction.—The an-
nual meeting of the stockholders of the Pittsburgh
and Birmingham Traction Company was held Oct.
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9. The report for the year ending July 1, 1894,

shows that the line has been operated at a loss of

$7,820.15. The total expenses were §365,809.78;

receipts, S357.989 63. President Duff said that the

money made since July 1 will pay the interest on
the bonds and almost wipe out the $7,830.15 loss.

John M. Duir, A. C. Wettengel, Harry Moore, E.H.
Jennings, W. R. Ford, Henry J. Lotz, of Pitts-

burgh, and Clarence M. Clark, of Philadelphia,

were elected directors.

Schenectady (N. Y.) Railway Report.—The re-

port of the receiver of the Schenectady Street
Railway Company for the last quarter shows:
Gross earnings from operation, .|5.46B.55; operat-
ing expenses. $6,300; net deticit from operation,

$834.29; other income, $146.15; gross deficit,

,|688.14; fixed charges, $465.67; net deficit,

.$1,153.81. For the corresponding quarter of last

vear the net deficit from operation was §2,457.03,

and net deficit from all sources $7,378.81.

New Jersey Road Levied On.—The sheriff last

week levied upon the franchises and corporate
rights of the Pen Argyi, Bangor & Water Gap
Electric Railway Company, to satisfy a claim of

$15,000 held by Cbatlts Strob, president of the de-

fendant corporation.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Chicago, III.—The Prairie State Construction Com-

pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$500,000. The company was formed to acquire and
operate cotton compresses, build railroads, build
and maintain electric plants ; furnish light, power
and he^t; construct and operate street car lines

operated with steam, electricity or anitnal power ;

maintain and operate telegraph and telephone lines.

The promoters are : Hosea W. Wells, V. H.
Surgbnor and E. A. Maynard.

Newburg, N. Y.—The Orange Lake & Walden
Electric Railroad has been incorporated. The in-

corporators are: Benjamin Norton, Brooklyn; H.
C. Norton, H. R. Newkirk, formerly of Brooklyn;
B. B. Odell. Jr., Col. William D. Dickey, Capt.
Joseph M. Dickey and Maj. W. H. Weston, New-
burg. The new road will be a continuation of the
Newburg & Orange Lake Railway and will ter-

minate at Walden, a village 12 miles from New-
burg.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Keystone Electric Rail-
way Company, of Philadelphia, capital $180,000,
was chartered to-day The company proposes to
build a road to Doylestown, The incorporators
are Thomas W. South, president; Hamilton Dis-
ston, Peter C. Costello. David Martin, Harrison
Woodward, Frank F. Bell and C. P. Tomlinson.

New York, N. Y.—The Havana City Railway
Company, incorporated in West Virginia, has
been formed with $1,000,000 capital stock and pro-
poses to build, lease and operate railways within
the city of Havana and the island of Cuba. The
promoters are: A. J. Sanchez, Havana, Cuba; H.
Alexander, M. M. Sanchez, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Philadelphia & Nesham-
iny Electric Railway Company has been incorpor-
ated by Thomas W. South, Tacony, Pa. ; Charles
P. Tomlinson, Bustleton, Philadelphia. Pa. ; Frank
F. Bell, Bristol, Pa. The capital stock is$75,000.

Chicago, III.—The Lake Shore Electric Railroad
Company, of Chicago, was incorporated this week;
capital stock, $10,000,000. It is said that the com-
pany is organized for the purpose of connecting
Chicago with Milwaukee by eleclric hue.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Hestonville & Overbrook
Passenger Railway Company has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $i,COO. The promoters are
Johns Hopkins. Isaac Blum, Simon L. Martin,
Philadelphia, Pa.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Philadelphia, Pa.—The boilers and machinery

are being installed at the Ridge avenue power sta-

tion, which is at the corner of Thirty-second and
Dauphin streets. The equipment will consist of
three 750-H. P. Wetherill Corliss tandem-compound
engines directly connected to Westinghouse gen-
erators of the same power. The station will fur-

nish the current for the upper end of the Ridge
avenue line extending toManayunk. the York and
Dauphia streets and Germantown roads, part of
the Eighteenth and Twentieth streets roads and
others in the upper part of the city.

Hackensack, N.J.—The Bergen Turnpike Com-
pany, which owns the toll road between Hacken-
sack and Weehawken, started to build a trolley

system in Hackensack last Wednesday, but was
prevented from continuing the work by the Hack-
ensack Improvement Commission and the Town-
ship Committee. Chief of Police Van Blarcom
arrested Contractor Chinnock and about lO of his
men, all of whom were placed under bonds. The
commissioners claim that the turnpike company
should have submitted its plans and specifications
before starting work in the towm limits.

Peeksklll, N. Y.-Peekskill State Camp & Mo-
hegan Railway Company, which has just been
formed, proposes to build a street surface road
from Peekskill to Lake Mohegan, with branch
lines to Courtland and Yorktown. The capital
stock is $175 000, and the directors are: ¥. C.
Beach, E. B.Gallagher, C. E. Hammond, G. M.
Bailey and G. E. Kunz, all of New York City; G.
D. Hiscox, of Brooklyn, and H. L. Armstrong, T.
D. Busted and J. B. Westbrook, all of Peekskill.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The construction of the Chest-
nut Hill and Norristown Electric road, which is

controlled by parties friendly to the People's Trac-
tion Company, will give a continuous electric rail-

way from the heart of Philadelphia to Norristown.
The track for this road has been laid from the city
line at Chestnut HiU to Barren Hill, just over the
boundary in Montgomery County, and construction
is now being pushed along the Perbiomen turn-
pike toward Norristown.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Fairmount Park and Hed-
dington Passenger Railway Company has made ap-
plication for permission to lay tracks, electrical

conduits, etc., beginning at Fifty-second street and
Merion avenue; on Merion avenue to Lansdowne
avenue, toSixiy-seventh street, to Girard avenue
to Sixty-first street, to Master, to Sixty-fourth, to

Lansdowne avenue, to Fifty-second street, to Mer-
ion avenue.

Doylestown, Pa.—Charles P. Tomlinson, William
Miller, Charles A. Porter, Frank F. Bell, Henry
Van Brunt, Thomas Shallcross and Thomas W.
South have made application for a charter for a
corporation to be known as the Philadelphia &
Neshaminy Railway Company. The proposed line

to be operated in Philadelphia and Bucks C"unty.

Carlisle, Pa.— Sheriff Strock, of Cumberland
County, has servf d an injunction upon the officers

of the Cumberland Traction and the Harrisburg
and Mechanicfburg Electric Railroad Company,
restraining it from building the track across a road
in East Pennsboro township.

Jamaica, L. I.—The Long Island Electric Rail-
road Company and the Trustees of the village of
Jamaica have come to an agreement as to the
terms of a franchise asked for by the company to

operate an electric railroad on certain streets of

the village.

Nanticoke, Pa.—An electric railway is projected
to build a line to connect Nanticoke, Glen Lyon.
Wanamie and Alden. A company with $60,000
capital has been chartered to build the line. Nan-
ticoke capitalists are at the head of the scheme.

Waukesha, Wis.—It is announced that the elec-

tric railway to Pewaukee Lake will undoubtedly
be built, as residents have subscribed §40,000 to

the capital stock of the company that proposes to

build it.

PERSONALS.

Mr. E. E. Downs, general manager of the Street
Railway Company, of Kalamazoo, has resigned
his position, and goes to Battle Creek, Mich., to

take charge of the new street railway which is to

constructed in that city.

Mr. Frank S. De Ronde, of the Standard Paint
Company, was married Oct. 11 to Miss Kate W.
Bennett, at the residence of the bride's parents.
Tea neck, Englewood, N. J.

A. H. Dollard has resigned the presidency of tbe
Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing Company. The
vacancy will probably be filled at the next meeting
of the Board of Directors.

TRADE NOTES.
Okonite Products.—Every known precautionary

measure is taken to make the Okonite products
perfect in workmanship and absolutely reliable,

and thus maintain the original high standard of
excellence which gave them popularity when in-
troduced ten years ago, and which has kept them
steadily at the front. All the copper wire used is

of the highest grade, drawn true throughout and
inspected in every particular before leaving the
factory at Passaic, N. J., and tested for all possi-

ble faults during the various stages of manufac-
ture into insulated wires and cables. The same
careful attention is extended to all other depart-
ments, only skilled labor being employed and much
specially designed machinery being used. For
street railway feed-wire purposes, Okonite has
proved a most efficient and profitable insulation.

It is tough and durable, will not crack when ex-
posed to the severest changes in temperature, and
has the highest of insulating qualities. Eminent
electrical engineers with large experience in the
electric railway field indorse Okonite insulated
wire strongly, and, once used, it is generally a
permanent fixture in the equipment of the plant.

For electric lighting, telegraph and telephone
service the Okonite wires and cables are standard
goods. Miles on miles are used annually in this

class of work, both in this country and abroad, for

it must be remembered that the business of this

concern is not confined to the United States only,
but extends throughout the continental countries of
Europe, a branch establishment at Manchester,
England, supplying the trade abroad. Other
Okonite products are the "Manson " and "Okonite"
tape for making waterproof joints, etc., both popu-
lar beyond measure for tbe work intended. One
who has been closely identified with the rise of
Okonite products and the fortunes of the Okonite
Company, Limited, is Capt. Willard L. Candee,
one of the original promoters of the business and
at present one of the American directors. The
"captain," as he is popularly referred to, has a
genial personality, and his enterprising business
management has contributed largely to the attain-
ment of the enviable position occupied by the
Okonite Company, Limited, among industrial con-
cerns to-day.

The Ellis Manufacturing Company, of 218 South
Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa,, has been re-
cently introducing tbe Hansell truck for electric
railway service. The truck has given great satis-
faction where it has been tried, and many ad-
vantages are claimed for it. Among the claims
made for the truck are the following : Freedom
from oscillation,which is taken up by the patented
equalizing beam, supporting an elliptic and a spiral
spring at both ends; the " cause " for oscillation
is practically eliminated by the cushioning of the
journals;few parts and easily accessible; economy of
maintenance; wheelsand axles removed by simply
taking out one bolt under each journal; unsur-
passed braking gear, simultaneous and positive in
action on all shoes with great leverage capacity;
plunger separated ard apart from springs, allow-
ing freedom for repairs of either if necessary; long
spring base, consequent upon the ability to lengihen
the equalizing beam to almost any length and
stiffen spiral spring accordingly on inner end of
beams, giving easy riding to longer car bodies than
any other truck manufactured: great strength of
solid steel side frame; yoke giving broad guide
surface to journal box; absolute dustproof jour-
nal boxes, adapted for either oil or grease.

Morris, Tasker & Co., of Philadelphia, are one
of the oldest and largest manufacturers of iron
poles for street railway service in the country, and
also have excellent facilities for heavy castings
and special machinery. This firm was founded in

1821, by Mr. S. P. Morris, and has had a most suc-
cessful career. Their wrought iron and steel pipe
poles, with special S. S. S. joints, have achieved a
great reputation for strength. It is interesting to

note that at one time, when the company pur-
chased the square of ground, now bounded by
Tasker, Morris, Fourth and Fifth streets, in Phila-
delphia,e Fifth street was the only one of the four
streets named that was opened, and that was not
paved, and in order to put the street in such a
condition that it could be used uninterruptedly to

carry material to and from the works in all kinds
of weather it became necessary for the firm to

loan the District of Southwark money enough to

pave the street. The Delaware Iron Company's
extensive mill at New Castle, Del. , although a sep-

arate organization, is owned largely by the above
firm.

The Mather Electric Conpany, of Manchester,
Conn., reports a large number of orders on band
for its new multipolar generators for railway
work. It has just secured, through its Western
contractor, J. Holt Gates, of Chicago, an order for

a 75 k. w. generator for the Bioomington City
Railway Company, Bioomington, 111., and a 100

k. w. generator for John Jermin, for operating an
electric coal tramway at Scranton. The Mather
Company also reports the sale of a second order of

two 180 k. w. multipolar generators to the Hartford
& West Hartford Horse Railway Company, of Hart-
ford, Conn. The first generator, which was in

stalled a short time ago, is giving perfect satisfao

tion.

A Practical Fender.—Mr. L. S. Harrison, the en-

ergetic president of the U. S. Street Car Fender
Company, Bennett Building, New York city, is

hustling among the street railway people with
the company's new fender adapted to electric and
cable cars. An exhibition of ttie fender in opera-
tion which was given last week at the depot of the

Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company, of Brooklyn.
N. Y., occasioned much favorable comment from
prominent railway men who witnessed its opera-

tion.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company,
of New York, is now occupying the new addition

to its factory, and reports an increase in business.

It will have a full line of manufactures on exhi-
bition at Atlanta, and the Sterling fare register,

the Sterling sandboxes and fenders will, no
doubt, interest street railway men. Mr. J. H.
Carson, the energetic president of the company,
will be on hand to look after the interests of his

company.

Mr. George E. Austin, the manager of the Im-
perial Rubber Company, 134 Liberty street. New
York, reports business brisk in his line with street

railway companies. Orders received of late have
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been very satisfactory and indicate a growing im-
provement in the demand. The Imperial Rubber
Company are sole agents for Charles Munson Belt-

ing Company and the American Steam Packing
Company.

The General Electric Company received an order
on Wednesday of this week, for 50 equipments,
from the Consolidated Street Railway Traction
Company, of Jersey City. They also received an
order from the Cincinnati Street Railway Com-
pany for an 800-K. w. direct-connected generator;

also an additional order for 30 equipments from
the Bridgeport Traction Company, Bridgeport,
Conn.

Advertising for Profit.—Mr. Benj. R. Western,
of the Manufacturers Advertising Bureau and
Press Agency, 111 Liberty street, New York, has

issued a pamphlet entitled "Advertising for Profit,"

which contains some suggestions that will aid the
advertiser. It is very neaily printed and reflects

credit on the ability of Mr. Western to prepare
•'catchy'' pamphlets.

The Lyon brake handle for street cars, which is

manufactured by the Consolidated Electric Manu-
facturing Company, of Boston, is increasing in
popularity. The company has just been awarded
a contract for equipping all the electric cars of the
Chicago City Railway Company, on which West-
inghouse motors will be used.

Franklin Institute Award.—The Franklin Insti-

tute, actmg through its Committee on Science and
the Arts, has just presented an exhaustive report
on the chloride electric storage battery, and has
recommended the award of the John Scott Legacy

Premium and Medal to Clement Payen, the inven-
tor.

National Conduit Contract.—A contract for the
conduit work for the West Chicago Street ]iail-

road has been awarded the National Conduit
Manufacturing Company, of New York. This con-
tract will amount to about $75,000.

The Standard Paint Company, of New York, has
found it necessary to reopen its office at 871 The
Rookery, Chicago, owing to the large increase of
Western busmess, Mr. J. C. Shainwald, who is

well known to the trade, is in charge.

The Mather Electric Company, of Manchester,
Conn., will be represented at the Street Railway
Convention, Atlanta, by the vice-president, Thomas
C. Perkins, and J. Holt Gates and E. F. Seixas, of
Chicago.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

XT. S. Patents Issued Oct. 2, 1894.

536,704. Trolley-Wire Hanser; John J. Green,
Boonton, N. J., Assignor to the Loando Hard Rubber
Company, same place. Filed June 4, 1894. The aupport-

No. 526,756.

ing devices consist of parts struck from sheet metal and
formed so as to be adapted to conjointly engage the
trolley wire supports.

Sa^i^TOo. Trolley-Sprine; Julius L. Hanson, U. S.
Army. Filed May 14. 1892. The trolley spring is made
up of the two similar clasp springs having their spiral
bends interlocked, and the ends ot their members oppo-
sitely connected,

526.721. Composition of matter for Electric
Couduciors; Duncan Macfarlan, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed May 16, 1894. This is composed of asbestos or
mineral wool, graphite and a binder.

526.722. ComYto8itlon ot ITfattfr for Klectric
Cououctor; Ouncan Macfarlan, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed May 19. 1894- This is a baked compound struc-
ture, consisting of graphite, clay, asphalt or coal tar,
chloride of aluminum and a binder.

526,736. Lightning Arrester; Fred S. Pearson,
Boston, Mass. Filed Sept. 7, 1891. The invention com-
prises a lightning arrester, a switch, its detent, an elec-

tromagnet, a fuse, a main circuit, and a branch circuit
with two branches, one branch containing the arrester,
and the electromagnet in series, and the other the fuse-

526,742. Commutator ; Henrv G. Relet, Schenec-
tady. N. Y.. Assignor lo the General Electric Company,
of New York. Filed Juno 28, 1891. The supporting
spider has inner bcvpled face; a clamping ring and a
beveled nut are provided, the latter adapted to fit the
space between the clamping ring and the inner beveled
face of the spider. The commutator segmenL is adapted
to fit the opposite surface of the clamping ring.

526,756. Trolley ftuard ; Henry J. Tanner. Lynn,
ABttignor of one-half to Harry Fairfield Hamilton, Bos-
ton, Maaa. Filed April 2, 1891. Balls or wheels meet
above the trolley wire for the purpose of retaining the
trolley wheul on the trolley wire, and are separated by
me pressure of the trolley wire upon them when the
wire enters and when it leaves the space inclosed by
the retaining devices and the trolley wheel. (See illus-
tration.)

526,767. Klectric Railway Conduit; Robert B.
Wilson. Cincinnati, O.. Asnignor of onc-lialf to Jeremiah
M. Wilson, Washington, O. C. Filed Jan. 2. 1891. The
conduit has a projcctinR or flanged base, continuous and
intoRPal therewith; each isection having an incut or u
aocket at one end and u reduced portion at the other.

526,835. Conduit Railway Trolley; Robert J.
Hewett, St. Louis, Mo. Fiied Feb. 9, 1894. The collector
comprises a pivoted bar mounted on the vehicle so as to
permit of lateral and vertical movement, and a detach-
able plow mounted on the bar capable of rotary move-
ment in a horizontal plane, a current collector engaging
the conductors withm the conduit mounted on the
plow. (See illustration.)

526,851. Car Fender; Ambrose J. B. Berger
Hinyham, Mass., Assignor to the Steel Cable Engineer-
ing Company, of Maine, filed Nov. 15, 1893. The fender
consists of a platform pivoted to the car, to which a
sustaining chain is connected. A dog having a hook to
engage the chain and an upturned shank is provided.
Pivoted at the base of the hook is a latch to engage the
shank and hold said dog in operative position. Means
are provided lo trip the latch to release the shank,
whereby the weight of the platform turns the dog upon
its pivot to disengage the hook and sustaining chain.

526,867. Rlieosiat; Duncan Macfarlan, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed May 18, 1894. A homogeneous baked
composition structure is used for controlling or adjust-
ing voltage of an electric circuit, and is provided with
pin contacts. (See illustration.)

526,879. Dynamo Regulator; John Van Vleck,
New York, N. Y. Filed May 31, 1894. A series of radial
contact strips is disposed on one side of a support of
segmental shape, and extends over the periphery
thereof. An arm pivoted on the support carries plates
in contact with strips. There are resistances located at
a distance from the support and conductors connected
to the strips on the side of the support opposite to that
on which the arm is located.

626,897. Electric-Railw^ay Trolley ; Robert A-
Grant, Providence, K. I., Assignor of three-fourths to

526,985. Automatic Switcli for Electric Rail-
ways; Wilher S. Wright and John E. Venus, New Or-
leans, La, Filed Dec. 6,1893. This is the combination
of maenets. an armature common to both, a pivoted
lever connected at one end to the armature and at its

No. 526,867.

August F. Borchardt, Clifton A. Hall and John Conrad
Schott, same place. This is the combination with the
trolley-mast of an endpicoe secured thereto, and a pivot
shaft of a bifurcated side frame pivotally connected to
the shaft outside cf the endpiece- The trolley wheel
is journaied in the bifurfiated side frames. The whole
is adapted to overbalance the weight of the trolley
wheel and support and form a stop.

526,949. Car-fender; William L. Shockley, Colo-
rado Springs, Colo. Filed Dec. 20. 1893. A vertically
swinging spriiig-depressed fender is hung beneatn the
car, a revoluble vertical shaft being mounted on the
car platform. There is a cable and lever connection
between the shaft and the fender, whereby the latter
mav be raised.

526,951. Apparatus* for tlie manufacture of
Carbon RrusUcM ; John W.Taylor, Peterborough,
Canada, Filed May 7, 1894. The upper die has holes
drilled in it. in combination with plugs, steam inlet and
steam outlet.

526,963. Conduit for Electric Railways; Michel-
angelo Cattori, Home, Italy. Filed April 3,1894. Pat-
ented in Italy May 13, 1893. The conduit consists of
tubular sections provided with supports connecting the
sides of the section above the bottom thereof, and longi-
tudinal beams carried by the supports and constructed
to receive the covering of the conduit.

526,966. Electric Friction-Brake ; Bergen Davis,
Newark, N. J. Fiied March 28, 1894. This is the corn-

No. 526.966.

bination with a rotatablo axle, of a drum mounted fast
thereon, the same consisting of a metal huh and radial
arms, and a ])criphcral portion formed of separate sec-
tions attached to the arms and insulated from each
other, bobbins placed on the arms, a magnetizable strap
surrounding such drum, and an electrical circuit ex-
tending through the bobbins. (See illustration.)

No. 526,985.

other end to a switch-rod, contacts arranged adjacent
to the main track and to the switch, two independent
electric circuits, one through one magnet and the other
through the other, and respectively connected at one
end to the contacts and grounded at the other, a contact
maker carried by the car and operating to complete the
circuit from the trolley line through said magnets, a
conductor leading from the trolley wire through an
electric light to a stationary contact, and a movable
contact connected with a ground wire and operated by
the armature to make and break the circuit through th e
lamp. (See illustration.)

527,004. Car Fender ; Robert Raphael, Brooklyn,
N. Y., Assignor to William J. McKelvey. same place.
Filed Oct. 27, 1893. The fender is composed of brackets
adapted to be secured to the bottom of a car, down-
wardly inclined guides formed on these brackets, a
cradle constructed to engage the guides and means for
causing the cradle to move on the guides. (See illus-
tration.)

527,018. Operating Device tor Fare Registers ;
Martin T. Graf, Buffalo, N. Y., Assignor of one-half to
Frank W. Barker, same place. Filed Nov. 13. 1893.
This patent covers tbe combination with a base plate
or support, of an elbow lever pivoted to the base plate,
swinging in a plane parallel therewith, and having one
of its arms constructed to engage with the actuating
device of the fare reeister, and an actuating lever,
adapted to be operated by a cord or rod and having a

No. 527.004.

laterally projecting arm which engages with the other
arm of the elbow lever, whereby the latter is swung on
its pivot by the movement of the actuating lever.

527,024. Advertlsine: Apparatus; William H.
Rieff, Philadelphia. Assignor of one halt to Robert E. M.
Evans. Norristown, Pa. Filed July 14. 1894. The claim
reads: "In an advertising apparatus for street railway
cars, etc., the combination with a seat provided with a
series of normally elevaied independently movable sec-
tions, of a rotatably mounted display drum arranged
lengthwise of the seat, a series of ratchet wheels there-
on corresponding with eaid sections, pawl bearing arms
iidjacent to the ratchet wheels respectively, levers ad-
jacent to said sections respectively, and independent
connections between said levers and the respective
pawl-bearing arms whereby the said drum is progres-
sively rotated by tbe acrmn of either peat section."

527,334. Scale and Index for £loctrlcal Ulca-
Hiirlne: InMtruinentM ; Edward Weston, Newark,
N. J. Filed March 15. 1894. Claim.—1. There is scale-
plate of salient cross-section, a movable index and
traverse arm or projection on the index extending over
said scale plate.
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Atlanta Street Kail- This issue of the Street

way Convention. Railway Gazette is devoted

almost wholly to a report of

the convention of the American Street Railway

Association in Atlanta, last Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday. We publish the papers and reports of

committees in the following pages, and next week
we shall print the discussions and other matters of

interest connected with the meeting. The papers

which appear in this number are, for the most part

admirable, and one or two of them might well serve

as models of what convention papers should be

Some of them are too long, a fault which is only

too common in papers presented at conventions.

The explanation is simple enough. The writers

are busy men, and prepare their papers so hurriedly

that they string them out to an unconscionable

extent. If they had time at their command they

would be able to shorten them materially, with the

result that the papers would be far more interesting

when presented and infinitely more readable when
published. There was more than one paper present-

ed at Atlanta that could have been made much
more effective if its author had used his blue pencil

judiciously. What strikes one who carefully reads

the convention papers is their decidedly practical

character. Some suggestion that is worthy of con-

sideration, some idea suggested by experience, is

constantly recurring. In reviewing the papers that

appear in this issue, we can touch only on the

most important points.

Mr. E. G. Foster's paper on " City and Suburban
Electric Roads" was one of the most practical and
interesting. He gives information that ought to

prove of the utmost value to every one who is con-

cerned in the construction and operation of roads

leading out into the country. In speaking of track

construction, he throws out a suggestion that in

certain places it may pay to return to the old tram
rail. This sounds curious enough in this day of

heavy rail construction, but the idea is well worthy

of consideration. There are plenty of locations

where traffic is so small that construction costing

130,000 or more per mile is out of the question.

Something must be substituted for it if the com-
pany is not to be swamped by fixed charges. Mr.

Foster also has suggestions of a practical kind to

make on that difficult subject to treat—fares on
interurban roads. On the question of heating he s

quite conservative. He believes thoroughly in warm
cars, but he discards the electric heater, because

as he asserts, it is too expensive, and he sticks to

the old-fashioned coal stove. Every manager
would prefer the electric heater, if it can be

proved to his satisfaction that its use does not

necessitate a too rapid decrease in the size of the

coal pile. They would be glad to discard the

smoky coal stove, but a great many of them are in

just the position of Mr. Foster in maintaining that

the economy of the electric heater has not been

demonstrated. A great many other practical mat-

ters were treated by Mr. Foster which cannot

be referred to here. The paper is commended
to all our readers as one of unusually practical

value.

We think that most street railway men will be

surprised to learn from the paper of Mr. Richard

McCullocli that so many street railway companies

are engaged in carrying mail and express pack-

ages and in transporting freight. Fifty-eight roads

have contracts with the government for hauling

mail pouches, and four others are engaged in the

service under subcontracts ; 35 companies do an

express business, and no less than 55 are engaged
in transporting freight. Surely the street railway

companies are enlarging the field of their useful-

ness, and it is not surprising that the steam roads
are viewing with alarm the growth of trolley

companies, especially as the latter, in a great many
places, are contemplating engaging in these

new avenues of activity upon which five or six

years ago no street railway company could have
thought of entering. Mr. . McCulloch speaks at

some length of the excellent work performed by
the electric railway mail car, which was first in-

troduced in his own city, of St. Louis, and latterly

has been put into service in the city of Brooklyn,

and he mentions the advantages that may accrue
to a company in assisting in the work of the post-

office department. He speaks also of the condi-

tions under which an organization of a freight

service may be profitable to a company, and again
he describes the circumstances under which itmay
be advisable for the company to transport freight

into suburban districts, even though the traffic may
not prove very profitable.

The paper of J. H. Vail and H. S. Wynkoop is

somewhat more technical than those which have
been alluded to, but certainly it is none the less

practical as it relates to the all-important question

of reducing the investment of money in copper.

If the " booster " system can be applied with as

great success as is claimed for it, its adoption in a

great many power stations is simply a question of

time. The economy of the booster method under
certain conditions is figured out by the authors of

the paper to be remarkable in comparison with

that of direct feeding. If these figures are in all

respects reliable, the cost of a booster equipment

would be extremely small in comparison with the

cost of the copper required for feeders.

If surface cars move rapidly on city streets they

must be provided with a reliable braking equip-

ment, and in his paper Mr. E. J. Wessels describes

the advantages of an air-brake when used on street

railways. The hand-brake he considers to be no
longer suitable for the ponderous coaches used on
electric railways, and he regards it, in fact, as

the weak point in a splendid equipment. He pre-

dicts a decreased number of accidents on street

railways if cars are equipped with a standard form
of air-brake. He devotes a considerable part of

his paper to a comparison of the merits of the air-

brake and that form of electric brake described by

Mr. Elmer A. Sperry in his paper before the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers. Mr. Wessels

found that the claims of superiority for the electric

brake were far from being well founded. He held

that the air-brake was by far the more reliable and
desirable device.

The tendency in the street railway field is toward
standardization of apparatus. This is as it should

be, and street railway men almost without ex-

ception, we think, will indorse the views expressed

by D. F. Henry and Powell Evans regarding the

brake-shoes. They urge the adoption of a standard

form, and there is every argument in its favor.

When street railway companies decide upon this

standard, an economy by no means insignificant

will be introduced.

Thf last convention paper which we publish is

that of W. S. Harrington, who discusses the

subject of the destructive arcing of 500 volt fuses.

While this paper is of a technical character it has a

decidedly practical bearing, and the author's con-

clusions will be read with interest,
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EXTENSION OF A NEW JERSEY ELECTRIC
RAILWAY.

The Camden, Gloucester & Woodbury (N. J.)

Street Railway CompaDy has decided to make a

number of extensions, and the greatest interest is

taken in these projects by property-owners in all

the territory likely to be affected by the construc-

tion. It is announced that along some sections of

these proposed trolley routes the right of way

would be secured with little or no expense, and

there is also an inclination on the part of many of

those possessing teams to turn in and help grad^

the road.

The decision of the oflScials of the Woodbury

road that they would extend their system to Man-

tua, providing the citizens and landowners would

secure the right of way, has induced a number of

prominent citizens in this place and in the towns

and hamlets north, to take the matter into con-

sideration, and now proposed trollej' roads are

talked of in almost every section of the county.

With the right of way yet unsecured it is al-

together probable that the road will pass througb

Barnsboro and Pitman Grove, the latter place hav.

ing a good permanent population, and in the sum-

mer season the population is greatly increased, in-

dependent of the many thousands of visitors during

the camp-meeting season.

This whole section of country is thickly settled,

and it is believed by those who are interested in the

building of a road that it would be a paying in-

vestment from the start.

With the construction of a trolley road through

Pitman Grove it is probable that a branch road

would be constructed to Alcyon Park and Lake, the

new pleasure resort west of the Pitman Grove

grounds. This resort has already jumped into pop-

ular favor, not only with the permanent population

at Pitman and the immediate vicinity, but thou-

sands of the summer visitors enjoy the advantages-

and from all over the country large picnic parties!

societies, Sunday schools and the Grangers are be-

ginning to look upon the park as one of the prettiest

pleasure resorts and picnic grounds in west Jersey.

With trolley roads touching at Gloucester,

Woodbury, Mantua, Barnsboro, Pitman Grove and

Glassboro, and with the not improbable extension

toMuUica Hill, from some point on the main line,

Alcyon Park, with its advantages of a fine sheet of

water, would soon be the popular picnic resort in

this section of south Jersey.

MuUica Hill, with its roundabout railroad com-
munication, heartily favors a trolley road, and,

from present indications, it looks as though a road

would be built in the not distant future to con-

nect with the main line at Mantua. Such a road,

if built, would, it is thought, be one of the best

paying branches of the system, owing to the fact

that the entire route is thickly settled and passes

through the prettiest farming section of Gloucester

County. Such a road, it is claimed, is badly needed,

as now, in order to reach Woodbury, the county
capital, the residents have to drive to Mickleton,

on the Swedesboro road, or to Wenonah, on the

main line of the West Jersey road, where the cars

are taken for Woodbury or Philadelphia.

sor emphasized the fact that the electric road was

especially needed because the facilities afforded by

the railroad company -were exceedingly poor.

FENDER QUESTION IN PHILADELPHIA.

ATLANTA CONVENTION

TO PARALLEL A STEAM ROAD.

In Hartford last week Judge Robinson granted
the petition of the Hartford Street Railway Com-
jiany for permission to extend its line from East
Hartford to East Windsor Hill. This proposed ex-

tension parallels the New York & New England
railroad. According to the laws of Connecticut
a street railway company before it can construct a
line parallel to that of a ste.im road must prove to

the satisfaction of a judge of the Superior Court
tliat the pro[)osed railway is a public necessity.

The New York & New England Company was
represented at the hearing by two attorneys who
opposed the granting of the petition. Witnesses
were introduced who testified that the c-onstruction

of the road would lie a matter of great conven-
ience. It is interesting to note that Congressman
Sperry who represented the town of South Wind-

The fender question has been attracting a great

deal of attention in Philadelphia. The local papers

have been u rging the companies to adopt some
sort of life-saving apparatus, and the latter have

done considerable investigation to ascertain the

best forms to adopt, but as yet, like companies in

most other cities, they have been unable to dis-

cover any type that they deem satisfactory and

reliable. Officials of the three great companii s

were interviewed recently on the fender question,

and the opinions which they expressed were as

follows:

George D. Widener, Second Vice-President of

the Phil adelphia Traction Company, said :

" Though we have made every effort to do so,

we have so far been unable to satisfy the demands
of the newspapers and the public, and the strongest
wishes of the officers of our company. Inventors
are calling on us constantly, and we have made
every effort to secure a fender that is efficient and
reliable.
" Trials have been made by this company of the

best fenders on the market, but every one has
proved deficient. Our mechanics have also en-
deavored to produce one that would be satisfactory,

so far without success. We tried two new ones
last week on North Broad street, but they did not
stand the test.
" There are many difficulties to be overcome in

the production of a fender that will give satisfac-

tion to the managers of the passenger railways.
The inventions composed of wire net, that project
foar feet or more in front of the cars, may do very
well on suburban roads or on cars running in the
strictly residential parts of the city, where there is

little traffic. But upon any crowded street they
would be broken and damaged nearly every trip

by collisions with trucks and wagons.
" The Philadelphia Traction Company is more

anxious than any one else to get an efficient fender.
We are ready to give a test to any fender that ap-
pears to have merit, and hope inventors will be
able soon to produce one that will meet the condi-
tions of city traffic."

L. H. Mclntire, General Manager of the People's
Traction Company, when asked what that company
was doing in regard to the selection of a fender,
replied :

'• We have been considering the question very
carefully and thoroughly for some time, and think
we have one of sufficient merit to warrant a trial.

A few cars are being equipped with this fender,
and will probably be ready for trial next week.
We recognize the very difficult problem before us,
and it some device can be provided that will pre-
vent a person knocked down from going under the
wheels, about all that can be expected will have
been accomplished.

" The fenders that have been tested so far have
all failed when put to a practical test. We do not
want to equip our cars with such. A fender must
be sufficiently high above the pavement to clear
small obstructions or it will be broken. If high
enough for this purpose the arm or foot of a person
lying on the track will pass under it, and acting as
a wedge the whole body will be sure to go under
also. That is one of the greatest problems which
have to be met.
" My judgment concerning fenders that protrude

in front of the cars is that they render no service
whatever in saving a person. They are expected
to run under a person , or cause them to fall into
the net. Practice shows that they usually knock
persons down on the track ; and then go over
them. The only fender practicable is one attached
directly to the trucks. This method insures a fixed
distance from the track, and allows several feet in
which to stop the car after a person has been
knocked down. Such a fender should pick a person
up or push him along until the car is stopped."
Jeremiah J. Sullivan, of the Electric Traction

Company, said the matter of fenders had been dis-

cussed at a recent meeting of the board of direc-
tors, but no decision had been reached.

" We want to get the best," Mr. Sullivan said,
"and how can we decide when more than 240
patents have been granted to different inventors ?

We have one on trial now that is very satisfactory,
but in some respects it is deficient."
Mr. Sullivan expressed himself in favor of a

"pick-up" fender on the front of the car, because,
after a person has been struck, there is little use
for a fender afterward. The fenders, which ex-
tend in front of the car for a distance of three or
four feet, Mr. Sullivan did not think so objection-
able as an obstruction which teams might collide
with, but he thought them very unsightly.

Annual Meeting of the American

Street Railway Association.

Live Topics Considered in the Papers and

Reports of Committees—Practical Sug-

gestions Relating to the Construc-

tion, Operation and Manage-

ment of Electric Railways.

The thirteenth convention of the American

Street Railway Association was opened in Atlanta

last Wednesday morning, and sessions were held

on the two following days. President Henry C.

Payne, of Milwaukee, presided. The address of

welcome was made by Governor Northen, and was
responded to by President Payne. Meetings were

held in Machinery Hall of the Piedmont Exposi-

tion, in which the exhibit of slreet railway

apparatus and supplies was located. The attend-

ance was large, and it was agreed that the meet-

ing was one of the most interesting in the history

of the association.

The visitors received the heartiest welcome from

the residents of Atlanta, who did everything in

their power to make the stay of the delegates en-

joyable and profitable. On Wednesday evening

a reception took place at the Capital Club, and on

the following night the banquet was held at the

Kimball House. All the social features of the

meeting were unusually pleasant.

The topics which were considered by the con-

vention were of unusual interest, and for the most

part were of the most practical character, and this

issue of the Street Railway Gazette is devoted

almost entirely to the publication of these valuable

reports of committees and special papers. Those

which are published are the following:

"City and Suburban Electric Railways," by

Elwin C. Foster, superintendent of the Lynn &
Boston Railway.

"Mail, Express and Freight Service on Street

Railways," by Richard McCulloch, Citizens' Rail-

way Company, St. Louis, Mo.

" The Use of the Booster on Electric Railway

Circuits," by J. H. Vail and H. S. Wynkoop.
" The Destructive Arcitg of 500 Volt Fuses," by

W. S. Harrington.

" Brakes Shoes," by D. F. Henry and Powell

Evans.

" Power Brakes vs. Hand Brakes," by E. J.

Wessels.

The list of papers and reports contained in this

issue by no means comprises all the matter of this

character presented to the convention. The report

contained in this issue is merely the installment

that had been received up to the hour of going to

press.

The programme includes several other reports,

which will appear in the next issue of the Street

Railway Gazette. In that issue will be published

the discussions of the topics, and a description of

the exhibit of street railway apparatus, which

made an exceedingly handsome showing.

The papers and reports will be found in the fol-

lowing pages.
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CITY AND STJBUEB.flN ELECTRIC EAIL-
WAYS.*^

BV E. C. FOSTER.

The subject that has been assigned to me for dis-

cussion, that of '-rity and Suburban Electric Rail-
ways," is decidedly a comprehensive one. Inas-
much as the inter-urban electric railways are com-
paratively few, it covers nearly the whole electric
railway field. The latter class of roads is a growing
one, however, and as my work is in connection
with lines of this kind, connecting Boston with
the smaller cities surrounding it on the north, I

shall assume that it is excusable in me to devote a
considerable part of this paper to the consideration
of the inter-urban roads.

It is difficult to make the distinction between
city roads and suburban roads. The function of
nearly all city roads is largely to convey the people
from the residential districts, mainly in the sub-
urbs, to the business sections, and likewise from
ihe latter to the former. In the improvements it

has made in this class of transportation lie the
greatest benefits of the application of electricity
to street-car propulsion. The growth of our great
cities has resulted in the appreciation of value of
all real estate near the business sections to a point
where the only residence a workingman can afford
in these districts is a tenement house. These tene-
ments are invariably crowded to a degree that is

unhealthful. That the electric railway has done
much for humanity in enabling the working popu-
lation to leave these homes in the congested dis-
tricts and procure more comfortable and respect-
able ones in the subm-bs, goes without saying.
Next to this most important use of the electric

railways comes their use in furnishing recreation
for the masses of the people. Nothing accom-
plishes so much in the elevation of our population
as frequent opportunity to cultivate acquaintance
-with nature. Optimism is the natural and healthy
condition of the mind, and nothing encourages
one to iook on the bright side of life as does a ride
or ramble through the country. The combination
of fresh air and pretty scenery makes the only
tonic that tones. The two necessary considerations
in the accomplishment of the scheme of country
air for the masses are, first, the public parks, and
second, the means of transportation to them. It
is only within the past year that, in the Slate of
Massachusetts, a State Public Park Commission
has been created for the purpose of purchasing
large tracts of land and opening them to the pub-
lic, that they may enjoy the beauties of nature
without trespassing upon private property. On a
portion of the Blue Hills, only 10 miles distant
from the heart of the city of Boston, over 1,200
acres have been secured to be preserved forever
for the benefit of the people. Also, in Arlington,
a like distance in another direction, a large reser-
vation is made ; Middlesex Falls is another, and
the Commission is now turning its attention to the
shores of Revere Beach, immediately north of the
city, one of the grandest beaches of this continent.
It is needless to add that the street railway com-
panies are doing their share in the matter of provid-
ing the necessary transportation. "While their mo-
tives are not purely philanthropic,the results accom-
plished are of almost as substantial benefit as
though the people only were considered. While
this fact is very greatly appreciated, there seems
to exist a growing feeling on the part of some that
the street railway companies get everything and
give nothing. Certainly the very evident benefits
the people have secured , coupled with the fact that
few companies have earned more than moderate
dividends, and many none, should be enough to
convince the most skeptical that the stockholder's
experience is not always a profitable one.
However, I presume that it was not expected of

me to devote this paper to a demonstration of
the advantages accruing from the existence of
electric railways, but rather to consider the ques-
tion of the operation of roads and the projection and
construction of new lines. It seems alniiost useless
for me to tell you, who know, certainly as well as,
if not better than I, how to operate existing roadt,
and how to determine what Imes will pay and
under what conditions of fares and trafiic. When
I say, hereinafter* that such a thing should be so,
even though it be without modification, you must
understand that I offer such only as my opinion,
formed from my own experience, and not neces-
sarily as an established fact.

As a road is projected and studied from a finan-
cial point of view, first, then constructed and then
operated, it may be well to consider these topics in
this same order. The first point, covering the work
preliminary to the construction, admits of nothing
but rather general discussion. As it is not the
purpose of this paper to consider roads built to
yield their dividends in benefits to allied interests,
as in developing real estate, it may be taken for
granted that the question of primal importance, in
the consideration of a proposed line, is its probable
earning capacity. The stimulation to the growth

* Read before the Convention of the American Street
Railway Association, Atlanta, Oct. 17-19, 1894,

of the country crossed may be considered,
only in the reflex effect that such growth
may have upon the business of the road. A
line to pay should be one that makes itself

a necessity to the people in offering them the best
facilities for transportation in the particular direc-

tion. Competing lines should he avoided, except-
ing where the volume of business is large enough
to support both. Besides the assurance that the
line is necessary to the people accommodRted, it

must be ascertained that the number of the latter

is large enough to support the road on a paying
basis, not only the first year, when the repairs
are slight, but later, when reconstruction becomes
necessary. I consider that there are very few
cases where a company is warranted in invest-
ing its money in a line, on the strength alone of
the future that may be expected from it. A road
should be, at least, capable of earning its operating
expenses from the start, and the evidence of a
more prosperous time, later on, should bevfjy
strong, before it is constructed, without immediate
promise of good dividends. It is sometimes neces-
sary for an established company to build on a
location, merely to keep out competition. The
only thing that warrants this is the knowledge
that the opportunity exists for the proposed com-
peting company to be self-supporting from the
start, and ultimately a serious rival. Otherwise it

is economy to allow them to build the road, and
buy them out at the foreclosure sale.

Track construction is a subject that has been so
thoroughly discussed in all its details that I shall
not attempt to do more than express my opinion,
in a general way, as to what forms are best suited
for the various demands of the suburban roads.
The kind of construction most desirable for a cer-

tain location depends, of course, entirely upon the
particular conditions. For roads connecting
towns I think that it is often possible to secure
an independent right of way for a very slight cost
per mile, and very often for nothing ; this might
require special legislation. Progressive landown-
ers realize that the one way to enhance the value
of their real estate is to put it within means of easy
communication with the surrounding neighbor-
hood, and especially the principal town. For this

reason they are often willing to give the necessary
land for an electric railway—without any undesir-
able conditions or restrictions—and oftentimes to

contribute something toward the grading. If. in

this way, the right of way can beobtained , that is de-
sirable as to route and grade, it offers many advan-
tages that cannot be had on public highways. For
such a right of way the regular steam road form of

construction would be employed. About a 60
pound T rail, 6 X T inches oak or chestnut ties,

laid 3 feet centers, needle switches with lever
throw, etc., would give a track that would allow
a speed of 40 miles an hour, making it necessary
to slacken speed only for curves, and as much for

switchef as the overhead construction demanded,
the track switches requiring no reduction of speed.
Curves, in such a road, should be few, and of the
longest possible radii.

Where it is decided to build on country roads, a
location at the side of the road is. of course, pref-

erable. Here Trail may be laid, and the track
filled with gravel, covering the ties and leaving
the heads of the rails entirely exposed.

In the streets of smaller towns, where permis-
sion can be obtained, it is also desirable to lay T
rail, although there is always more or less trouble
maintaining the paved brow that is usually re

quired, and consequent difficully in plowing snow
from the track, due to the shears and diggers of

the plow striking the partially displaced blocks.

In city streets, and others that are paved, the
girder rail seems to be the only one suitable. In
order to obtain the necessary depth of paving, this

rail should be 9 inches deep, and should weigh
about 90 pounds per yard. This makes very ex-

pensive construction, but the expense is justifiable

when the conditions are considered. While such
construction is necessary, where laid in streets

paved from curb to curb, it is an open question in

my mind as to what is best in macadam streets.

There are many lines that are operated on 15 or ao
minutes, or even on hourly, intervals, where the

business is hardly such as to warrant the use of

track construction costing from |J0,000 to |a0,000

per mile. The frequency of the service is an im-
portant factor in determining the most economical
construction for use under particular conditions,

and I think that the 9 inch girder rail ceases to

become a necessity, and becomes a luxury, when
the number of cars run over it daily is reduced
below a certain figure. Further, there are positive

objections to the use of such rigid construction as

this in dirty streets, as in macadam streets where
the top dressing contains a great deal besides stone.

My experience has been that the rail becomes
covered with dirt, and that the cars rattle

and "chatter" badly in running over it, more
than in the running over a dirty rail of less

rigidity. It may seem revolutionary to suggest
it, but I think that for certain places it is at least

worth while to consider relaying good tram rail,

using some approved form of joint plate. I am

not quite convinced in my own mind that there
are conditions existing where this is warrantable,
but the subject is certainly worthy of discussion
and consideration.
Overhead line construction has kept pace in its

improvements with those of the other branches of
electric railway work, and the success that has
been had with the lines built during the early
periods of development encourages one in the be-

lief that modern lines may be depended upon to

give little trouble.
Regarding equipment, my idea is that the long-

est car that can be operated successfully on four
wheels is the most desirable for the ordinary con
ditions. For long distance lines having heavy
traffic, I would recommend 30-foot bodies on
double trucks for box oars, and 15 bench open
bodies on similar trucks. Where there is a suffi-

cient demand 1 should run a combination smok-
ing and baggage car as the trail oar of a train of

two.
In building a new road for short distance travel,

I should give all curves the necessary radii for the
use of 7 foot wheel bases through them, and have
trucks this standard. On these trucks I should
use 20 foot box cars and 10 bench open cars, either

class measuring about 29 feet 6 inches over the
buffers. As a supplement to the regular equip-
ment of motor cars, I recommend trailers, and
that they may be run economically, a power brake
it necessary. To meet this demand, the air brake
is being developed, and promises to fill the require-

ments. For convenience in attaching trailers to

motor cars, automatic couplers are necessary.

There are several forms of latch couplings that can
be made to do the work satisfactorily. An im-
portant thing in connection with the use of trail-

ers is the adoption of, and adherence to, a stand-
ard, that all buffers and draw-bars may be of one
height, and other parts right for the proper opera-
tion of cars in trains.

For electrical equipment, it goes without saying
that the modern multipolar, single reduction
motors, with series parallel controllers, are the
only ones that a road can afford to use. The per-
formance of the various equipments, now manu-
factured by the different companies, has been so

universally satisfactory that I feel that a great
deal has been accomplished in the past two years
in the development of the car equipment.

I am a firm believer in the desirability of heating
all cars in the North, thinking that it has a very
important effect upon receipts. As much as I like

the results obtained from electric heating, I hardly
feel that we can depend upon this method. Our
experience is that it takes from 8 to 13 amperes to

keep a 30 foot car comfortable, that is, 40 degrees
above the outside temperature. This means that

it requires about as much current per hour as to

propel a car four miles. This would make 73 car
miles of power per day of 18 hours, chargeable
against the heaters. When it is considered that

this extra power is often demanded when power is

needed for other purposes, as in snow storms, it

may be seen that, aside fiom the question of cost of

coal, the consideration of the necessary increased

capacity of the power station and feeder system is

an important one. Having put myself on record
as opposed to electrically heated cars, it is probably
expected of me that I present a method that is

satisfactory. Unfortunately, though, this I am
unable to do. For short trips, run from a car house,

the hot water storage system may do. We still

depend upon the stove, and "with all its faults we
love it still," until we can find something that we
consider an improvement upon it.

It is not improbable that before long, a telephone

will be considered a necessary part of the equip-

ment of each car operated on suburban lines. It

often happens that means of communication with

the nearest car house, or with the starter, would
save much delay, and even danger, in cases of cars

disabled, or thrown off their schedule time by
other causes. Either a telephone in each car, with
means of plugging in on convenient poles, or

'phones, arranged at the ttu-nouts, in boxes, may
be used. As a substitute for this arrangement, or

in connection with it, a system of signals between
turnouts may be desirable, under certain con-

ditions. By the use of lantern boxes, containing

incandescent lamps, and the necessary hand or

automatic switches, a simple system of signals may
be devised, by means of which cars running be-

tween turnouts on single track lines will be pro-

tected from meeting other cars.

While these devices may be necessary in some
cases, they will always be more or less burdens, m
the complications they add. The signal system,

especially, has one important objection. Regard-

less of the most carefully enforced rules to the con-

trary, men will learn to consider it as freeing them
from the necessity of maintaining the same care-

ful lookout for approaching cars, and in cases of

failure of the signals, accidents will be more likely

to occur than they would without the signal

system.
The adoption of a proper schedule of fares and

transfers is a most important matter. Where
lines are short enough to allow the use of the one
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standard fare throughout, this question is a simple
one. but where routes are longer, and it becomes
necessary to collect higher fares, complication
commences. When this latter condition is aggra-
vated by systems of transfers, the complexity in-
creases. My experience has been that, in general,

it IS best to divide such a line into sections, collect-

ing a single fare in each, and registering all as the
standard fares. These sections are arbitrary, of
course, but in our case are determined by town
boundary lines. For instance, where we have a
line running through several towns, we collect a
single five cent fare in each town. In connection
with this I would say that there are instances where
further restrictions need to be made. Cases have
arisen where towns of large area have compara-
tively small centers of population a long distance
apart. Single fares have been established as being
good anywhere within the limits of either town.
A line is then built connecting the two towns, and
instead of 10 cents, it is considered necessary to

get 15 cent fares. The question then arises as to
how the required three sections can be arranged.
According to established pi ecedent,the]five cent.fare
sections include each whole town,although the line

in question did not exist when this understanding
was originated. lu this case, however, it becomes
necessary to establish the third section as including
that part of the line between the boundaries of the
more thickly populated portions of the towns, and
including the intervening open country in both
towns. As an exception to this method of paying
fares "on the installment plan." I would mention
the case where there exists a very heavy through
traffic on a line, compared with which the local

traffic is slight. In this case I consider it best to
collect the whole fare at once, issuing to the through
passengers conductors' private checks. These latter

are held by the passenger, as evidence that he has
paid through fare, and surrendered to the conduc-
tor before th" end of the trip.

The selection of the best rates of fares is a matter
requiring the consideration of numerous conditions
governing the particular case in question. It is

safe to assume that the result to be worked for is

the earning of the largest possible net revenue,
considering, at the same time, the development of
the business. Exactly the best way to accomplish
this is the problem to solve. The expense of operat-
ing may be approximated reasonably close. It is

more difficult, however, to determine the amount
of traffic that different rates of fare m^y bring.
It is well to study the classes of travel that may be
expected, and fix such a basis of rates as will orob-
ably yield the largest margin of profit. After'hav-
ing done this, the basis thus determined may be
increased by a considerable percentage, and this
new basis adopted as one to use in opening the
road. As every one knows, it is a simple matter
to decrease fares, and, while I do not believe in
starting out with high rates merely for the oppor-
tunity bf obtaining the credit of cutting them at
some future time, I do consider that it is ne-
cessary to have a margin of safety, to avoid the
possibility of being burdened with rates that are
too low, and cannot possibly be raised. In this
state, with the existence of a law making it illegal
for railroad companies to withdraw transfer checks
issued without permission from the Railroad Con.-
missioners, it becomes more than every necessary
to very carefully consider all proposed changes,
studying them especially as to their probable effect
in the future, when the road nas developed
and taken in new territoi-y. It is aggravating to
see the opportunity for a new line, into a district
that might naturally be expected to pay, by means
of a rate of fare higher than the standard, and have
the fact of a previously established rate, that can
be construed to cover the line in question, standing
in the way of the consummation of the scheme. I
consider IJ cents per mile a minimum rate for the
basis of a system of fares, no fare to be less than 5
cents, and would advise the establishing of higher
rates, up to S cents, as the particular conditions
would seem to recommend.

In certain cases I think it advisable to sell round
trip tickets. Our fare from Lynn to Boston is 1.5

cents, but we sell two tickets for 35 cents. We
think that the possession of this return ticket leads
people to use our cars when they would otherwise
patronize the steam roads. We have no other
commutation, excepting workingmen's tickets
over certain routes, good only during the hours of
six and seven, morning and evening.
Transfers may be used within reasonable dis-

tances. The system mast, of course, be carefully
worked out. to avoid the possibility of abuse. In
all of our efforts to be just to the public we cannot
lose sight of the fact that the public is not just to
us when it can avoid being, and that it behooves
us to take the necessary precautions to protect
ourselves, inasmuch as the popular moral code in-
cludes no provision for our protection. The ex-
istence of this unfortunate condition of affairs
demands that we use care to prevent t'ae abuse of
the privilege we grant the public, the most com-
mon form of which abuse is the failure to observe
the " not transferable" restriction.
Suburban roads work at a disadvantage com-

pared to city roads, when the question of operat-
ing expense is considered. There are many
reasons why a given number of cars can be
operated for less money within a small territory

than when spread over a large area. These reasons
are obvious. In the former case a large number
of cars may be cared for in one car house, thus
allowing a minimum expense of maintenance. A
small car house cannot afford the motor tables,

traveling cranes, etc , that do so much to lessen

the cost of motor and truck repair, nor can the
work of the small house be divided among differ-

ent men, giving each his specialty, as in a large
house. In one of the largest car houses in the
world, the Lenox street house of the West End
Street Railway Company, ot Boston, two men fill

all grease cups, examine and replace brushes, and
inspect other parts of the motors of from liO to

150 cars daily. The other work in this house is

divided up among some 20 men, including carpent-
ers and blacksmiths, so that the average is about
six cars per man. This number of cars per man is

often assigned, but probably the work is seldom so
well done as in this house. Another important dis-

advantage under which the suburban road labors is

that of the high cost of power. It usually is depen-
dent upon a number of small stations, due to the
fact that it is impossible to cover the necessary
territory from one station, and both the labor and
coal consumpiion of small stations are necessarily
greater per car-mile than are those of large ones.
The opportunities of making the expense in the
first instance, that of car house work, compare
favorably in the small house with the large are
rather few. They lie in the dependence upon one
capable man, circulating among the houses, direct-

ing the efforts of lower priced labor. Another
idea that suggests itself is the equipping of one
house with a complete outfit of labor saving appli-
ances and bringing all unusual repairs to this

house. This is objectionable, however, in that it

requires ths moving of cars over long distances, at
a time when they are least in condition; and, fur-

ther, that it makes two gangs of men responsible
for the care of the cars. Regarding the elimina-
tion of the difference in power costs, now existing
in favor of the city road, the indications are that
the time is coming when it will be no longer neces-
sary for the country road to maintain its numer-
ous steam plants. I refer to the probable intro-
duction of the alternating system of long distance
electrical transmission into railway work. Sup-
pose the case where it becomes necessary to
distribute power for railway purposes over
large areas, as on many suburban roads where
several power stations are now used. With this
system, there need be but one main power station,
which can be located at the point possessing the
greatest advantages for cheap production of power.
At various selected places rotary transformers may
be placed, one for each section of road. These
receive alternating current, over long distance
lines, from the mainstation, and deliver it as direct
current to the trolley wires, or possibly to such
local feeders as may be necessary for the distribn-
tion throughout "the particular section. These
rotary transformers require only the same care as
generators. Besides them, the only apparatus in
the sub station, needing attention, would be the
circuit breakers. The latter would be arrangerl be-
tween the rotary transformers and the lines, in the
same way that those in the present stations are.

It will be seen, therefore, that one ordinary
dynamo tender would be all the labor required
in a sub-station. Further ihan this, the
sub-station might often be in car houses, where
one of the regular employees could care lor the
machinery, thus reducing the labor charge to a
minimum. By this arrangement power could be
distributed to cars operating over areas of from 25
to 50 miles radius from one station, at cost slightly
above that for distribution within the ordinary
distances of present practice. I am told that with
such a system, using 6,000 volts, three-phase cur-
rents, from a station located at the central point,
we could supply power by the use of three No. B.
& S. wires to a road 50 miles in length when 50 cars
were being operated. The total efficiency of this
transmission, neglecting the loss in the trolley
wires, would be about 65 per cent. These 50 cars
on the .50 mile road would give 15 minutes head-
way, with a speed of 8 miles per hour. With the
higher speed, that would more probably fit the
conditions of such a road, the number ot cars
would be reduced, allowing a proportionate de-
crease in the size of the wires, so long as the cur-
rent allowance, 30 amperes per car, was sufficient.

To accomplish these same results with the present
system of 500 volts would require 600 No. B. &
S. wires, the use of which would, of course, be
impracticable.
While this system has many advantages which

are sure to result in its extensive application, it

has its attendant disadvantages, which must be
overcome. Most important of these is the difliculty
of insulating the lines. Practice has been to use
bare wire, simply because the covering is of no use
with such voltages. The principal use of the in-

sulation on the majority of overhead wires is a

sentimental one. The public prefers the appear-
ance of the covering to the bare wire. It is prob-
able that it will be wise to recognize the existence
of this preference, and cover the wires, merely to
save comment. The most serious difficulty, how-
ever, lies in the fact that it seems to be absolutely
necessary to keep the wires out of the trees. Mr.
George D. Johnson, superintendent of the Hart-
ford Electric Company, writes that a twig short
circuits their 5,700 volt mains, almost as readily as
a wire.

It will be evident that the adoption of a
long distance transmission system will admit of
the use of any suitable water power that may be
located too far away to be available under the
direct method of transmission.
Although I have discussed no branch of my sub-

ject sufficiently in detail to treat it thoroughly, I

feel that I have already taken more than my
share of your time. In conclusion, I would say
that I have very great faith in the future of
the eleciric railway. It has demonstrated its abil-

ity to live through periods of adversity. The les-

son in economy that the country in general has
had has taught us a great deal with the rest.

Roads that have paid expenses, during the past
two years, will have nice margins of profits left

from the receipts of the years to come, and those
that have paid their dividends will pay larger ones
and add to their sinking funds. While a consider-
able part of the curtailment, made necessary by
reduced receipts, has been in the line of the sacri-

fice of repairs that should be made in prosperous .

times, there have been many unnecessary expenses
brought to light and cut off. Things which we
thought necessities proved to have been luxuries,
when we learned how well we could do without
them. lama firm believer in the policy of putting
everything into the best of condition and keeping
it so, as being the one that yields the largest net
revenue, present and future, but I realize now bet-

ter than I did two years ago, that in our zeal to
have the best of everything, kept in the best of
condition, we allow extravagances to creep in with
the necessary expenditures. The educalion in
economy that we have gained will help us won-
derfully in the future, and the combination of in-

creased earnings and reduced expenditures will
give an increase in the net revenue that will be sub-
stantial.

MAIL, EXPRESS AND FBEIGHT SEEVICE ON
STEEET EAIIiWAY CAES.*

BY RICHARD M. M'CULLOCH.

In beginning a discussion of this service it

seems necessary to explain that the first word of
the subject is spelled with an /, because a gentle-
man from the rural districts ot Wisconsin proudly
wrote, in answer to a circular asking for infor-

mation regarding the carrying of mails, that " His
road sometimes carried females too." He desired,
however, that all information given should be re-

garded as confidential, so the name of this most
fortunate road is withheld. That the street rail-

roads ot this country operate a heavy freight busi-

ness has long been the opinion of the itinerant

tinware peddler, the "umbrellas to mend men,"
the lady who takes in washing, and all the mer-
chant princes of the tribes ot Israel, notwithstand-
ing the fact that a generation ot sweet-tempered
conductors have talked themselves hoarse in en-
deavoring to explain matters differently.

The first feature, which strikes one in endeavor-
ing to study a subject such as this, is the great
ditference existing between what are known as
strtet railroads. We have city roads and suburban
roads; we have summer resort roads; we have belt

roads operated by different motive powers, some
of them almost approaching steam railroads.

There are large city systems operating over many
miles of track and running hundreds of cars, and
there is one road down in North Carolina, from
which the statement was received that: " This
here road is owned, directed, managed, superin-
tended and driven by Yours Truly." All these
railroads haul different classes of passengers, bent
on different errands, and are operated under
different conditions. It is manifestly impossible,

therefore, to lay down any fixecf rule for mail, ex-
press or freight service— to say that it should be
put into practice on street railroads or that it

should not be put into practice. This is a problem
which must be solved for each railroad individu-
ally. In this paper it is intended merely to give
a general discussion of the question without at-

tempting to solve it.

In order to ascertain as well as possible how
much has already been done, a circular asking for

information in regard to mail, express and freight
service was sent to every street railroad company
in North America. Nine hundred and seventy-
eight letters were sent out and 413 replies were re-

ceived. These replies are tabulated below. As a
great many railroads were not heard from, it can-
not be assumed that the table is absolutely correct,

^ Read before the Convention of the American Street
j^ailway Association, Atlfvnta, October 17-19.
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but it is probable that most of the railroads having

such a service answered the circular. Roads which
are tnumerated as having express or freight ser-

vice are only those which have this service fully

developed. The carrying of packages by conduc-

tors of passengers cars was not called express ser-

vice, but is enumerated in a separate column.

From some of the statts, notably Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island and Massachusetts, it was reported

that the transportation of express and freight by

street railroads was prohibited by state law, and
many of the ror.ds answered that their franchises

allowed only the transportation of passengers.

The rate charged on express matter was usually

five or ten cents ner package, while the freight

rates vary from foiir to ten cents per 100 pounds.

The mail is usually carried either under a direct

contract with the Government or under a sub-con-

tract with a mail contractor. The income from
the transportation of the mails vanes according to

the amount of mail, the number of trips per day
and the length of the haul, from $100 to $1,000 per

annum.

STREET RAILWAY MAIL, EXPRESS AND FREIGHT SERVICES

IN NORTH AMERICA.
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Mat'Z Service.—That the street railroads of this

country are already alive to the possibilities of the
mail service is shown by the table. Sixty-two
street railroads are now carrying Uncle Sam's
mail, while 58 have government contracts. Most
of these railways are suburban roads or roads jt)in-

ing towns; but the postal authorities, realizing the

advantage of quick delivery and collection, are

now beginning to make arrangements with the

large ciiy systems for transportation of the mails
from main post offices to branches and for distri-

bution and collection throughout the city.

Various methods of utilizing street-railways for

this purpose have been i roposed by different local

post office authorities. In one large western city,

in which all the roads are controlled by one com-
pany, it was proposed to equip one car of each
line with a mail receptacle. At stated times, the

carriers along the route were to meet this car and
drop into the receptacle all the mail collected by
them, which was in turn to be taken from the re-

ceptacle as the car passed the main post-office.

This plan, however, did not meet with the ap-
proval of the great fathers at Washington, and in

consequence was abandoned by the local authori-
ties. Any system of this kind would gre.atly ex-
pedite the collection of mails, but the weak point
seems to be that no provision is made for their

distribution.

The only method of handling a large mail ser-

vice, in which it is necessary to collect and dis-

tribute along the route, and handle it satisfactory

both to the patrons of the road and the post-office

department, seems to be in the use of a separate
car—an independent mail car in charge of a rail-

way mail clerk. This system is already in use on
street railroads in St. Louis, Brooklyn and several

other places, and so far as we can learn is giving
excellent satisfaction, both to the railway com-
panies and the post-office authorities. The mail is

quickly and promptly handled ; the service is

regular and certain : great and small quantities of

mail may be collected and distributed with equal
facility, the residents along the line are greatly
accommodated, and no interruption or inconven-
ience to the passenger traffic need result.

As an example of such a service, it would prob-
ably be interesting 1;o describe the operation of a
United States mail car, which has been run by a
street railway in St. Louis for some time. The
St. Louis & Suburban Railway begins in the busi-

ness part of the city and runs through the choicest
residence and suburban settlements of the town
of Florrissant, 16 miles from the center of the city.

After leaving the city limits, the line penetrates
thebeautiful Florrissant Valley, thickly dotted with
pleasure resorts, country clubs, summer homes and
suburban villas. The down-town portion of the
road was formerly a cable, and the suburban part
a narrow-gage steam line, but with the onward
march of progress the grip and the locomutive have
gone to join the mule car, and the road is now
electric throughout its entire length. The mallear
makes three trips each day, two through to Florris-

sant and one as far as the city limits. The railroad
company furnishes a conductor and motorman,
while the postoffice department supplies the mail
clerks. The car, which was built especially for

this purpose, is equipped with its own motors, and
is furnished with the necessary desks, cases, racks
for mail bags, etc. At a schedule time it is run
up in front of the post office and receives the mail
put up in pouches from a wagon there to meet it.

The mail clerk receives a bag for each station out-
side the city limits, and for eich carrier along the
route a bag designated by his number. He also

receives ail mail which has come in too late for
assortment, which is distributed on the car to the
proper bags before reaching the first station.
Letters are received, canceled and distributed on
this car, just as in the ordinary steam railway
mail car. The first stop is at a point about one
and a half miles from the post office. At this point
six carriers meet the car and each carrier receives
from the mail clerk the pouch bearing his num-
ber. Another stop is made about two miles out,
another two and a half, another three, and another
four miles from the post office. Any mail for the
suburbs is handed to the mail clerk by the carriers

and dropped into the proper bag by him. After the
city limits are passed bags are exchanged at each
statitm just as on a steam railroad. On the return
trip the same system is followed until the city
limits are reached. Within the city the post office

department has placed letter- boxes at the principal
corners along the line. Each carrier brings the
mail collected in his district to the nearest box on
the line of the railroad. Stops being made at each
box, the mail clerk removes the mail, and assorts

it before arriving at the next station. The letters

thus canceled and assorted are delivered at the
main post office, tied up in bundles ready for
shipment. The mail car makes no stops for
passengers, and for this reason can easily keep out
of the way of the passenger cars. A light freight
business is also done on the car. Provisions, light
furniture, milk, trunks, etc., are carried, and ihe
charges collected by the conductor. The mail
service has now been in operation three years.
New features are constantly being added to it, and
aside Irom the accommodation afforded the resi-

dents of the territory through which the road
runs, it is a source of profit to the railroad com-
pany.
The system just described seems the best that has

yet been devised for the handling of a large mail
business. Where the mere carriage of the mails
in pouches from the main post office to branches,
or from depots to post offices, is undertaken and
there is no attempt made at collection or distribu-
tion along the route, there can be no objection to
carrying the mail sacks on the front platform, if

their number is not too great ; but passenger cars
should not be stopped and held for mail collections,

nor should valuable space within a passenger car
be taken up with mail sacks.

The question as to whether or not mail service is

called for depends almost entirely upon local con-
ditions,— the length of the road, the territory
through which it runs, the proximity of depots and
post offices to the line of the road, and many others.
An advantage is estimating the advisability of in-
augurating a mail service, is that a certain, fixed
income may be assumed, which is not the case
with any ooher service. It is usual in Govern-
ment contracts to pay a certain sum per one hun-
dred pounds per mile, the weiglit being deter-
mined at stated intervals by weighing the mail.
For this reason, a certain fixed income is assured
during the interval. A number of cases may be
cited in which it would be well for the managers
to look into the profits which might accrue from a
mail service. Large city systems covering various
parts of the city and passing close to post offices

and public buildings would afford great advan
tages in distributing and collecting the mails.
Suburban roads, roads connecting towns, and roads
running to depots m the outskirts of the city are
other instances of openings for mail service.

An advantage, independent of ' any financial
return, and one which is regarded by many as the
one reason for street railways embarking in this

service, lies in the prestige of Uncle Sam's name.
This Doint was never so thoroughly illustrated as
in the late labor troubles in Chicago. Rioters may
have no fear of the city police or of the State
militia, both of whom are often entirely in sym-
pathy with them, but they regard with the great-
est awe a company of regulars armed with Spring-
field rifles. Uncle Sam will tolerate no inter-

ference with the distribution of the mails, and no
other point has been so thoroughly impressed upon
the dangerous element in our communities durmg
the last year. Some railway managers on securing
mail contracts have proposed to paint ujjon each
car, "U. S. Mail," as a kind of official notice that
their roads are under the protection of the U. S.

Government. How effective will be the protec-
tion against blockades and riots, and how
great a moral influence this will exert to prevent
str;kes aud other stoppages, reniains to be seen.

Expix'ss and Freight Service.—The answers to

the circulars showed that 35 roads are now en-

gaged in the freight business, while 55 are haul-
ing freight. As a matter of fact, however, few
roads through the country are doing a regular
freight business, most of the so-called freight ser-

vices partaking more of the nature of express. As
operated upon street railways, the distinction be-

tween express and light freight service is ill-de-

fined that It is deemed best to consider both sub-
jects together.
There are many points in the street railroad as

now conducted which make it almost an ideal

agent for the transportation of packages and light

freight. The great number of points reached by
the cars, the absolute certainty with which they
run, the thousand and one precautions taken
against any stoppage of however short a duration,
the rapidity with which distant points are reached,
and many other causes combine to make the street

railroad of to-day a common carrier of exceptional
advantages, when only short distances are consid-
ered. Many conditions will suggest themselves to

railway managers in which an express or freight

service may be made a paying institution. In the
case of a town in which the railway station is

some distance from the business part of the town,
there can be no quicker, safer and better plan of
conveying express and freight to some distributing

point in the heart of the town than by the street

railroad. Whether or not this will pay depends
upon the amount of material, the competition, the
distance, and the scope of the street railway fran-
chise. A case often met with through the coun-
try is that of two towns connected by an electric

railroad, one of which, having no steam railroad,

is obliged to get all its supplies through the other
town. The installation of a freight service of some
kind would at once suggest itself in this case, and
the profits would depend upon the size of the
towns, the character and occupations of the inhabi-

tants, the distance between the towns, etc.

The operation of an express service on large city

systems has not been attempted to any great ex-
tent, but it has been contended by some enthusiasts

on the subject that a street car express service will

eventually take the place of the many city deliv-

eries and city express wagons now in use. As an
example of a city road operating an express and
freight service involving collection and a house to

house delivery, it would be interesting to cite the
case of the Southern Railway of St. Louis, which
has been operating an express service on this plan
for aimost two years. The Southern Electric Rail-

way begins in the heart of the city, and runs in a
southerly direction for seven miles, following the

general direction of the river, to Carondelet, The
territory penetrated is thickly settled for almost
the entire distance, and in no essential does the
road differ from the ordinary city street railway.
Three trips per day are made upon schedule time
by the express car, which is entirely independent,
being mounted upon motors of its own. At the
down town end is a receiving station where a clerk

receives all express consigned to the company, and
keeps all the books pertaining to the service. The
especial feature of this service, however, is the

collection and delivery. This is effected by means
of wagons, two of which are kept at the down-
town end of the road, and three of which meet the
car on all trips at certain points along the line.

On receiving notice by mail, telephone or other-

wise, a wagon calls for a package, delivers it at

the car, from which it is handed to the proper
wagon and delivered to the address marked on
the package. A charge of 10 cents per package is

made for this delivery, and trunks are taken from
houses to the Uniou Depot, checked and the
checks returned, for the sum of 50 cents. A corre-

sponding charge, according to size, is made for

the delivery of large boxes and bundles. A com-
pliment to the efficiency of the service is paid by
the large dry goods and clothing houses, who
have ceased to run their delivery wagons into this

part of the city, and now consign all of their

bundles to the railroad company. Where for-

merly one delivery daily was made by the wagons,
three are now made by the railway. An in-

teresting feature of the service is that several

large factories located in the southern part of

the city consign all their freight to the electric

express. The goods are put on the car, taken to

the proper railroad stations, shipped, and the bills

of lading returned to the consignor. Packages
are received by the express car C. 0. D., the

charges collected, credited to the proper account,
and settlements made at the end of each month.
The railway company assumes all the responsibil-

ities of a common carrier, holding itself liable for

all loss and damages. This, however, is a con-
tingency which seldom occurs. The service has
now been in operation for about two years. It is

well patronized both by the residents along the line

and the large retail stores in the center of the city.

It does not interfere with the regular running of

the oars, and its inauguration has never failed to

pay.

Vp to this point we have considered an express
and freight service merely as a paying or non-
paying institution, to be adopted in the one case
and to be rejected in the other. There is another
view which may be taken of the case, however,
which is in many instances the most proper
solution of the problem. This is to regard the

establishment of this service merely as art auxU-
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iary to the passenger traffic, to be operated whether

or not it pays in order to gain increased passenger

travel. The most notable instances of this sort

are the roads trhich run from the hearts of our

large cities out into the suburbs. It is manifestly

to the interest of these roads to promote building

and settlement along their lines, and how can they

better attract builders than by giving their patrons

all the advantages of city life, not only in furnish-

ing them with rapid transportation to and from

the city, but in aiding them in receiving their

provisions and supplies ? This calls for some form

of express service, and although the receipts from

this source mav not equal the expenses, the in-

creased passenger receipts and the advertisement

given the road must also betaken into account.

In all street railroad practice, the cardinal point

of any service, whether mail, freight or express,

must be that it does not interfere in the least w ith

the passenger travel, and this point should alway.s

be kept in view in the arrangement of such a ser-

vice. For this reason we would strongly advocate

the use of separate cars, operated by separate mo-

tive power and by separate men. In roads between

towns, or suburban roads operated on the same
plan as a steam railroad, where stops are made
only at certain stations, a combination car or a

trailer might be used: but in city roads the system

of piling trunks and boxes in the passenger cars

and on the front platform, and stopping for these

to be put on and taken off, is not of the era of the

electric railway. Another system more fitted to

the mule and the bobtail is the custom, yet in

vogue in some places, of receiving small packages

for transportation and allowing the conductor to

deliver them along the route, stopping the car

and forcing the passengers to wait. If the addition

of a package service renders necessary such re

duction in the efficiency of the passenger service,

it is difficult to perceive the gain in accommoda-
tion. A passenger car should carry passengers. It

should stop and start for passengers alone, and

It should reach the end of the road in the shortest

possible time.

If mail bags may be thrown on the front plat-

form of a car, carried to tbeir destination and de-

livered without causing any long stops, this is per-

haps the best way of solving a mail service on a

small scale; but m a freight or express service it

is better that the work should be done with cars

especially devoted to such service and by men
especially trained for it. A single box car equipped

with ijiotors of its own will handle the light

freight and express of quite a territory without

any interference with the regular running of cars.

A 2.5-foot car, equipped with double trucks, sup-

plied with the most approved form of motors and
controllers, and fitted up either as a mail car, ex-

press car or combination car, can now be obtained

for 83,000 to p,.500. A smaller car mounted on a

single truck can be obtained for less money. If

heavy freight.is to be hauled, it should be carried

in motor and trailer cars built especially for this

purpose.
If it is proposed to establish a freight or express

service, estimates should be made of the amount
of business which could be procured, of its reliabil-

ity, and of the rates which could be charged, tak-

ing into account the existing competition. On the

other side, the cost of operating such a service

should be estimated, allowing liberally for the

time the investment is in idleness on account of

nothing to do. If a reasonable assurance can not

be obtained of a steady and regular traffic, it is

best not to venture into it, for an unreliable trade

is liable soon to develop into a losing one. There
are cases, however, as has already been pointed
out, when it would be good policy to operate such
a service at a loss, merely to give accommodation
to patrons: and it is possible that a service, started

for this purpose alone, might in a growing com-
munity develop into a paying one.

Before leaving the subject of express service, it

might not be out of place to give a brief descrip-

tion of a novel form, soon to be introduced upon
the Union Depot Railroad of St. Louis, in which
the freight is to consist of members of the genus
homo, in a more or less disjointed stale. This great
railroad system in its ramilication extends to almost
all parts of the city, passing nearly all of the city

institutions, including the dispensary, city hospital,

and several of the other hospitals, and at the de-
sire of the city authorities it is now having built a
h.ospital car. As designed, it is a 2.5 foot body,
double truck car, having a double floor filled with
asbestos to deaden sound. It is proposed to utilize

it primarily in conveying patients from the dispen-
sary to the city and other hospitals. It can also be
used in case of a great fire or calamity in which
there are many injured and where the horse am-
bulances are not capable of handling the work. It

is expected that other uses will develop for it after
being put into service. The car is to be equipped
wiih stretchere, folding chairs, a tank of water,
ajjoaratus lor heating water by electricity, an
emergency drugstore, dressings, instruments, earth
closets, and all necessary apparatus tor taking care
of the sick and injured. A surgeon is to be in

charge of the car and will accompany it on all its

trips. The car is now being built, and the innova-
tion will no douDt be watched with a great deal of

interest. It is intended by the city authorities to

make arrangements to run the car over all the
electric tracks in the city, as this will enable them
to reach almost any point within the city limits.

Information received from several of the states,

as before stated, shows that in some places the
transportation of freight or express over street

roilroad tracks is prohibited by state law or
municipal ordinance, and it has been suggested
that associations of managers of street railroads in

theses states be formed for the purpose of secur-

ing favorable legislatiun. The enactment of these
laws may be due to hostile steam railroad in-

fluerce or it may be due to a misconception of the
nature of the services which street railroads would
put in operation. Surely, a smooth-running
ekctriccar, moving swiftly onward, would not
prove such a nuisance as the great lumbering
wagons which block the streets of our large

cities. "Where a freight or express service is

needed, the accommodation to the public would
be so great that many citizens might be enlisted

on the side of the railroads to secure the proper
legislation.

In closing, it would perhaps be well to note some
of the principal points which, it is hoped, have
been brought out in this paper

—

1. That a mail service involving collection and
distribution is best handled on a separate car, op-
erated on the same plan as a U. S. railway mail
car.

3. That it is supposed that a great advantage
arising trom the transportation of the mails comes
from the fact that the road is under the protec-

THE USE OF THE BOOSTER ON ELECTKIC
RAILWAY CIRCUITS.*

BY J. H. VAIL AND H. S. WYNKOOP.
The question of investment in copper is one

which bas always been a bugbear to the street

railway manager, and is to-day the most serious
problem confronting the operating company, inas-
much as it tends to restrict the extension of long
distance lines for serving suburban traffic. Since
the cost of copper for a given service increases
directly as the square of the distance, the neces-
sary investment becomes prohibitory when the
line extends more than three or four miles from
the station.

Railway generators and motors are becoming
more satisfactory: we are still allowed, in the ab-
sence of a conduit system inspiring confidence, to
suspend our trolley wires overhead: and in some
cities the authorities will look the other way while
we string cables as large as hawsers from pole to

pole, in pairs, in dozens, and—if poles could be
found to stand the strain—probably in scores.
Even then we are not happy. The power-house

site is usually chosen, so far as circumstances will

permit, with reference to convenient coal delivery
and the distribution of traffic. In the heart of the
city crowded streets render slow speed imperative;
in the suburbs, where a clear track invites to rapid
transit, the pressure is low—usually abominably so.

In fact, the writers have in mind a city not far
from the metropolis, where two motor cars are run
upon a single car's time ; and they have witnessed
the fading out of the electric headlights as the two
cars started out together. The reduced voltage
was in this case self-evident : and the net horse-
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DIAGRAM 3 COMPARISJN BETWEEN DIRECT AND BOOSTER FEEDING FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

tion of the Government, and is thus secure from
rints, strikes and blockades.

3. That the most promising opening for an ex-

press or freight service is a road running between
two towns, or a city road running through well-

populated suburbs.
4. That the question, whether or not such a ser-

vice will pay, IS entirely a local question, and must
be estimated for each road separately, under ex-

isting conditions.

5. That there are cases when it would be ad-

visable to operate such a service, independent of

the profits, in order to accommodate the patrons

of the road and to induce building along the line

of the road.

6. That such a service operated upon the or-

dinary street railroad must not be .allowed to in-

terfere in the least with the passenger traffic.

7. That in states having laws prohibiting this

service, associations of railway managers should
be formed to secure favorable legislation.

Five years ago such an institution as mail,

freight or express service on street railways would
not have been thought possible. Such a service

has always been considered as a prerogative of the

steam railroad, and the fact that some street rail-

roads have already gone into this business and that

many others are engaged in investigating its

merits, goes to show how eagerly the street rail-

road is encroaching on the domains of its elder

brother. And it is not only in this respect that

the electric railway is pushing the steam railroad.

Belt lines, suburban lines, dummy lines, summer
resort roads, mining roads and many others are

rapidly being converted to the electric system.
Everywhere we see instances of tiie screech of the

locomotive being hushed by the busy hum of the
trolley. We peer into the darkness of the future
and we see great systems of railroads operated by
power houses located in the neighboring coal fields;

we see the great cities connected by electric lines,

operated at marvelous speed, and perhaps at no
distant datt will some new " Empire State Ex-
press" or '• 999 Limited" be pointed out as the de-
velopment of the electric street railroad.

power secured to move the cars was probably less

than half the proportionate amount originally gen-
erated in the station. The loss in transmission does
not require further demonstration.
Accurate tests show that the commercial effi-

ciency of the street-railway motor at normal volt-

age is 78 per cent., while at two-thirds of the
normal it is only .53 per cent. We all undoubt-
edly recognize the fact that the resultant effects

of too little copper show up to the non-expert
traveling public in slow speed and dimming of
lamps : but to the railway company the results are
actual losses—decreased traffic and increased coal
bill ; which is the direct opposite of what we de-

sire. In other words, instead of aiming at the
greatest receipts for the least expenditure, we are
actually getting least receipts for greatest expendi-
ture.

The usual remedy suggested is, use more copper.
Very good. But if the owners of the road are al-

ready groaning under weight of the copper mine
that has been saddled upon them, together with
the cash invested therein; if they live in constant
fear that they will be forced to place all feed wires
in large cities underground, what then ?

Leaving out of this discussion improvement in

generating station, car equipment and track, we
must look for higiier economy to the alteration of

our methods of electrical distribution, adopting
such as will prove, after careful comparison, to be
of least first cost, of reasonably high commeioial
efficiency, of interchangeability on different divi-

sions of the system, and of practically automatic
action.

We are in need of a marked advance over pres-

ent practice in this direction, and must devise
some method of distribution that shall give better

and more economical service over a large area,

and which shall at the same time enable us to

reach out from the power station to distances at

present inaccessible.

The alternating current system, which has done

" Read at tlie Convention of the American Street Rail-
way Association. Atlanta, Oct. 17-19.
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so much to develop the distribution of electricity
for lightiQg by incandesceDce, has not yet re.ached
ih.it stage of emiaeut perfection ia motive power
service which will warrant us in admitting its

value for railway work at the present time.
Another method which might be suggested is

one which contemplates the use of motor gener-
ators located at intervals along the line and actu-
ated by high-tension currents. Such a system
must be automatic under all conditions of load
and short circuits, working with cool bearings and
not requiring careful attendance. This scheme
also requires practical development.
The well known booster system, invented by Mr,

W. S. Barstow, and applied by him with great
success to the feeders of constant potential electric
ligh'ing plants covering large areas, is worthy of
our careful investigation, as it promises to otter a
practical aid to the economic solution of what may
be called the medium long-distance electric-railway
problem.
With direct feeding we can overcome the loss in

transmitting energy only by incurring the heavy
cost of copper as a first investment. With the
booster system we overcome the loss in transmis-
sion by incurring the costof operation of a machine
which shall automatically raise the initial voltage
above that of the bus bars by an amount which may
exactly equal the drop in potential on the feeder
ac that instant.

When using this machine we calculate our feeder

M, the length of feeder in miles ; m, the circular
mileage of feeder ; $, the initial cost of as much of
the steam generating and transmission plant as is

due to the feeder under consideration ; /, the per
cent, interest on investment ; D, the per cent, de-
preciation on investment ; s, tlie cost of steam
plant per horse-power

; g, the cost of generating
plant per kilowatt ; 6, the cost of booster per
kilowatt output : fc, the cost of insulated wire per
pound

; p, the cost of placing 544 feet No. 4—0
wire, including insulators, pins, cross-arms, sundry
hard%vare and labor—5 per cent, allowance for sag;
2, the cost of supplying 1 H. p. per year, in quan-
tities of over 100 H. p.

Then for direct feeding

Ci Vx
,
C, (V- F,)

coal, the loss in the line (represented in the new
method by the power required to operate the
booster) becomes an important factor in the dis-
cussion; and it is necessary to esSablish equations
for the operating expenses, taking into account the
fixed charges of interest and depreciation on the
investment, as well as the cost of furnishing the
required power.
The following equations will enable us to deter-

mine these values for different distances :

Direct feeding :

Z + %{I+D); (V.)

716 746

tEg
,
23l5A8iM

1000
-I-

Ci IF- F,|
I

^ v—r,
And for booster feeding

Ci F, C, (F-
746

"*"
746

1000

,5664 IH'' C

a

E' --

C, F,

746

C, F, C,i.V~
746 ' 746

Xl>

Eq

^ 746

C, Fj

) ,

746"

^ Eh

(I).
Eg z + %(I+D). (VJ.)

Making the same substitutions in Eqs.V. and VI.
as were made in I. and II., placing {I + D) = .10,
and remembering that $ varies according to the
method and distance under discussion, we get

E' = 153 s +
10

'

10

(VII.)

(VIII.)

.019318 m Mk + .^l^Lj^- p.
211600

(11.).
Diagram II. represents these equations plotted

for varying values of M, being taken at 40.
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DISTANCE FROM STATION IN MILES.

DIAGRAM 1.

Initial Cost of Steam and Generating Plant, Copper and Special Apparatus
tor Delivering 200 Amperes ac 600 Volts.

DISTANCE FROM STATION IN MILES.

DIAGRAM 2.

Operating Expenses of Plant Delivering 200 Ameres at 500 Volts, Including
Coal, Oil, Waste. Water, Labor; and Interest and

Depreciation on the Investment.

for ampere capacity only, and constantly maintain
the pressure at the service end of the feeder equal
to the pressure at the bus bars, irrespective of the
length of the feeder or the load.

In any given instance the cost of a direct feeder
increases as the square of the distance, while the
cost of the booster feeder is directlv proportional to
the immber of miles. These characteristics of the
latter system result in a reduction of first cost of
fi-om 2.') to 7.5 per cent, as compared with the first

costof the ordinary direct-feeding methods of our
present practice ; and it thereby becomes possible
tor numerous electric street railway companies to
extend their lines into suburban localities from 10
to 30 miles distant from the power station, at the
same time retaining the investment within reason-
able limits.

In order to present these matters in a manner
easily comprehensible, we can readily establish
equations for the two systems to be compared ; and
then, by assuming certain accepted values, plot the
results. Let C, represent the current delivered to

trolley wire; F, the voltage at generator; Fj, the
voltage at trolley wire; Fj,, the voltage of booster

;

Eg, the efficiency of generating apparatus ; Eh,
the efficiency of booster : E^ , the operating ex-
penses for direct feeding—coal, oil, water, waste,
engineers, firemen, and interest on so much of the
steam generating and transmission plant as is due
to the feeder under consideration ; E^ , the oper-
ating expenses for booster feeding—details as before;

Substitute the following values in Eq. I. : C =
200; F= 500; F = 5.50; S = 45; Eg = .95; g =
25; K = .13; p - 75.

We have
I _-. 9735 -I- 1374 1/2. (III.)

Substitute the same values in Eq. II.; assuming
211,000 as the value of m, taking Eh = .90, and
finding an expression for F., in terms of M, we get

I = 8,732 + 3,857 M. (IV.)
In order to graphically represent the relation

between initial investments in the two methods of
feeding under discussion. Eqs. I. and II. have been
solved for varying values of il/ from 1 to 30, and
the results plotted on Diagram I. An inspection
of this diagram shows at once the immense super-
iority of the booster system over direct feeding in

cases where first cost is the essential feature. It

will be noted that the curves have been carried out
for the entire thirty miles, without regard to the
practical voltage limit in direct current machines,
or the point at which the cost of operating an in-

dependent station becomes less than operating
from the main station.

Diagram I. shows that for distances greater than
one and one-half miles it will cost less to install a
booster system than to place copper and machin-
ery in the usual manner for feeding direct. In
cases where motive power is water, costing little

or nothing per horse power, these curves give at
once the relative economy of the two methods;
but ordinarily, on account of the consumption of

The intersection of the upper curve with the
upper straight line is the point at which the
booster system costs as much to operate as does
the direct system. This distance we find to be
12+ miles. For shorter distances, direct feeding is

more economical, while for longer distances the
booster system has an absolute advantage. Now,
the assumption upon which equations V. and VI.
were solved is a feeder constantly loaded to its

maximum capacity. The absurdity of this as-
sumption is apparent when one considers the actual
conditions which obtain in railway work; the aver-
age load on the feeder during the entire year will

be more nearly one-third or one-quarter of the
maximum. We have therefore fstablished and
plotted equations similar to V. and VI., tor j, |
and i load, and the resultant curves are shown in
Diagram II, in order to afford ready means of
comparison.
A careful study of these diagrams demonstrates

in what the economy of the booster system con-
sists. Wliile the method we have outlined may
seem like robbing Peter to pay Paul, it must be
remembered that in direct feeding there is a large
amount of capital invested in the pole line, accru-
ing interest day and night, in storm and sunshine,
irrespective of the traffic on the line; while with
booster feeding, the interest on copper investment
is nominal, the power required to drive the booster
itself being proportional to the load on the line.

Thus we can readily understand why, under the
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conditions given, with an average load of one-

quarter the maximum, the booster system is

absolutely more economical than the direct feed-

ing system for distances over 4i miles.

The equations here laid down will serve to

answer any questions that may arise as to relative

first cost or operating expense. It has been im-
possible to represent results derived under varying
conditions witnout multiplying the diagrams in-

definitely. All calculations have been based upon
the most recent methods of rail bonding and track

feeding: and the assumption that the resistance of

the return circuit is equal to that of the outgoing

circuit is therefore perfectly safe.

It may occur to some that the installation of a
special high voltage generator to supply the feeder

in question would be a simpler method of reducing

the copper; but a cognizance of the enormous
variations in drop under extreme changes in load,

on a long feeder calculated for ampere capacity

only, leads at once to the discarding of such a

scheme until such time as manufacturers can fur-

nish efficient generators over-compounded from ,50

to 150 per cent.

The adaptability of the booster to railway work
of all kinds is wonderful. A few specific instances

are noted, in the confident belief that the sugges-

tions thus thrown out will impel each and every

electric railway manager to personally investigate

this system, with a view to ascertaining exactly

how far it would prove of advantage when applied

to his particular road.

Ordinarily in calculating copper for distribution,

we are oblised to allow for special features influ-

encing traffic, such as ball grounds, race-tracks,

picnic groves, etc. As there is seldom aay neces-

sity for bunching cars at all these points simul-

taneously, and as the various features are usually

scattered, it follows that at all times one or more
of the feeders is Iving comparatively idle. Under
the plan suggested, the copper is figured for aver-

age conditions, and a booster, placed in the station,

is arranged to be thrown immediately upon any

DESTRUCTIVE AECING
FUSES.*

OF 500-VOI.T

BY W. S. HARRINGTON.

The destructive effects of the arc accompanying
the opening of 500-volt circuits with switches,
lightning arresters and fuses have led the writer to

inquire into this phenomenon, particularly in ref-

erence to fuse practice. A series of carefully con-
ducted tests was made to find the relation be-

tween the fusing currents of different size copper
wires ranging from No. 30 to No. 31 B. & S
gauge, the time required to open the circuit, and
to what extent the arc contributed to the time re-

quired.
An inclined trackway was constructed, having

two copper tracks upon which a traveler, consist-

ing of a block of hard wood having copper plates

in contact with the tracks, could run, the circuit

from rail to rail of track being completed through
an electro-magnet on top of the traveler. Parallel
with and alongside of the track was a raised board,
on which a paper was attached. An impress was
made on paper by a lever on the traveler, when
released by electro-magnet, owing to stoppage of
current.
Before tests were made the trackway was care-

fully calibrated as regards time for traveler to go
from top to bottom and the intermediate points,

resultiue in knowing the time to ^^^ of a second.
The tests were conducted across the bus bars of

switchboard of the Camden Horse Railroad Com-
pany, Camden, N. J.: average vollage, 515.

Before throwing a fuse in circuit, a water
rheostat was set, using a Weston ammeter for this

purpose, so that the current desired would flow
through the fuse, when the circuit was completed
by the traveler on the trackway.
The different size fuse wires were subject to the

following limitations: The time of the traveler
running full length on the trackway, 1.5 seconds :

the current ranging from 20 to 130 amperes in 10
ampere steps.

The curves as given in chart No. 8 for No. 28
B. & S. copper wire illustrate excellently the
erratic character of the fusing of wires under con-
ditions as observed in the pra'ctice of to-day.

The tune required to open a protected terminal
fuse wire becomes less and less as current increases

and grows less regularly, showing that a regular
law IS followed. The curve is a hyperbola having
its asymptotes for its axes, and the equation for

it is xy = 13 for No. 38 cop. Whereas the two
unprotected terminal fuses are uncertain and
show in a very pronounced manner wherein the
terminals contribute to this end, the conclusion
one is forced to draw is that a fuse wire in practice,

when it fuses, does not do as it was intended to, open
the circuit, but establishes a condition, though the
time may be limited, wherein the terminals act as

a magazine to furnish the gas through which the
circuit is continued. The curves throughout do
not show any superiority of the 6-inch fuse over
the 3-inch. Looking at the results in comparison,
as given by the Board of Fire Underwriters, which
is attached to this paper, the very point they should
have observed was overlooked, to wit, the continu-
ance of the arc through but a short period of time,
at the expense of the terminals, and the possibility

of the vicious gas thus generated, coming in con-
tact with other circuits and establishing other and
more serious conditions, such as short circuits and
possible fires.

Not to be misunderstood, while the tests as are
herein recorded show no superiority of the 6-inch
unprotected terminal fuse wire over the 3-inch un-
protected terminal fuse wire, the S-ineh fuse wire
is unquestionably safer when conditions are more
extreme, such as for instance when a short circuit

occurs.
The determining factor in this matter of fuses is:

What are the conditions required to protect
against absolute short circuits across the bus bars
of a large power station, 500-volt switchboard?
Tests are conducted showing how fuses act under
conditions that are predetermined, certain cur-
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feeder which may become burdened with an ex-
cessive load.

Another feature of this system which makes for

economy becomes prominent on long suburban
lines forced to run an infrequent,schedule late at

night. On such a road the booster may be shut

down and cut out of circuit entirely when the load

on the long-distance feeder drops to say one-

quarter of the maximum, depending upon the

amount of copper in the line.

If this suburban line extends to a park or pavilion

which is open only during the summer months,

the advantage of the booster over direct feeding is

enormous, since the investment on a booster lying

idle is a small fractional part of the interest on the

idle copper of a direct feeder.

On many lines already in operation the copper in

the line has proved entirely insufficient, and the

erection of additional feeders is contemplated.

Would it not be worth while to consider the instal-

lation of a bor^hterat one-tenth the cost of the extra

copper, provided calculations showed the economy
of operating the two systems to be equal ?

In the progress of electric railways, as in the

growth of cities, development frequently fails to fol-

low the lines predicted for it. It therefore happens

that many a road to-day is worrying along, the vic-

tim of misplaced judgment—and copper. In many
instances the adoption of a booster and a redi.stri-

bution of the present copper will remedy the evil

in the moat economical manner.
In large cities such as Boston, Brooklyn and

Philadelphia the tons of copper could in this way
be largely reduced, with a gain at the same time

in uniformity of pressure.— ^ ^
Ballston, N. Y.—Stephen C.Medbery and Herbert

C. Westcott, secretary of the Ballston Electric

Light and Power Company, have applied to the

trustees for a franchise to build and maintain an
electric railroad within the corporation limits of

Ballston Sfia, the objective point being Roik City

Falls, seven miles distant. If built the road will

carry freight to and from the various pulp and
paper millB and factories along the route. If the

franchise is granted the road will be built by June
pext.

The smaller fuse wires would fuse with the
minimum current of 20 amperes, and in all in-

stances inside of the 1.5 arc limit. Consequently,
the curves show a wide range, but in the larger
size wires a greater current was required to fuse
the wires in the 1.5 second limitation, conse-
quently the curves given for the larger fuse wires
show less and less range as the fuse wires increase
in size.

In order to strike an average, the tests were
repealed under similar conditions as regards cur-
rent and gauge wire with a 3-inch horizontal fuse,

a 6-inch vertical fuse, both of which were con-
nected to a standard form of fuse block, also a 4*-

rents which are made to flow, etc. , but you never
see anything published or advice given in this

matter of fuses for the condition which really oc-
curs the most frequentlv. that is absolute short
circuits. The Board of Fire Underwriters' report,

herewith attached, gives the different length fuse
blocks required for 10 amperes, 20, 30, 40. and so

on.
Now the reouir^ments and limitations as pre-

scribed in the Board of Fire Underwriters' report

are true and perfectly safe when the fuse " blows"
under the conditions as outlined in the tests, as
made by the committee appointed to make such
tests.
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inch fuse, the average in length of the 3 inch and 6

inch was employed connected in a specially-con-

structed fuse block,which absolutely prevented any
arcing of the terminals. In other words, the fusing

(if llie fuse wire could not burn the terminals to

which it was attached.

The results recorded graphically in the following

charts give, therefore, the time required in frac-

tions of a second for the circuit to be opened under
identically similar conditions as regards current
and gauge of wire for a ii-inch. aO-inch unprotected
and a 4i-inch protected terminal fuse,

• Itiind at tho Convention of iho American Street Half-
way Aaaoclntlon, Atlanta, Oct. 17-19, 18N,

FIG. 6.

But on an ab-solute short circuit across bus bars,

as above .stated, a 10-ampere fuse block constructed

as fpecified, will, instead of protecting one when
most in need of such protection, burn up in the

most vicious way, and will open magnetic cut-

outs in a power station requiring currents up to

a 1,000 amperes to open. Understand, the fuse

does not itself do this, but the arc established at

the expense of the terminals is the immediate and
sole cause, and the circuit must he opened else-

where. As staleil, the magnetic cut-outs, above
referred to, open the circuit.

This matter of arbitrarily adopting a series of

fixed dimensions and conditions, under which
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fuses are to be used, is absurd, and is very similar

tea case which came up on the railway with which
I am connected.
A man came to the president with a car fender

which he was anxious to have adopted. After
expatiating for some tim^upon its merits, it finally

came out that under certain conditions the fender
was really good, and if a person should fall in one
particular way the fender would surely save him

;

and he promised to send printed instructions with
each fender, so that the people could be instructed

to fall properly.

The conclusions one is forced to draw from the

above tests and the general literature upon the sub-

ject of fuses are as follows :

First. Tne proper and only fuse block to be used
is one having protected terminals.

Second. That fuse blocks should be furnished so

Much has been done in this direction, but there
is more stdl before us. We do not yet require
the absolute steam railway standards, due to the
interchange of cars over the various lines, but,

with the growth of our suburban roads, it is not
too much of a prophecy to predict this necessity in

the near future.
It is not, and probably never will be, possible for

all managers to agree on all points; but why should
there be a difference of height of car floor above
track, or diameter of wheel, on any two new or
remodeled street railway lines? For our city and
suburban service practically similar conditions
exist all over the country, and like the steam rail-

ways we should have universal standards.
With the increase of standards comes a parity in

the experience of those using them, and by the
continued comparison of such experiences it be-

bition here. We strongly advocate the adoption
of the Master Car Builders' standard by this associ-
ation, the hangers made to fit our various trucks.
In time we may hope to reach a standard hanger,
when the brake beam and attachment are made
from one design, which could easily be accom-
plished.

This standard shoe weighs less than any com-
bined shoe and hanger, and most of the metal in
it is available for actual wear—leaving the small-
est possible percentage of residue for the scrap
pile. You will note the great weight of useless
metal required for attachment solely which many
of the combined shoes and hangers among those
exhibited contain. This standard further requires
but one pattern for right and left shoes for all

trucks, and car-house men become familiar with
it and accustomed to its fitting.
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that the terminals would not be burned under con-

ditions approaching an absolute short circuit across

the bus bars of a 500-volt power station.

Third. That magnetic cut-outs are immeasur-
ably preferable under all circumstances.

REPORT OF DNDBRWEITEES' INTERNATIONAL ELEC-
TRIC ASSOCIATION.

The following data give the maximum lengths

between terminals at which arcing occurs, the

minimum lengths at which no arcing was ob-

served, and the safe lengths on 500-volt circuits

for fuses, whose melting points are identical with

the various current strengths designated :

MaximuDi length Maximum leneth
^ at which

Amperes. arcine occurred
10 H inch
20 a "

30 2 inches
10 2

50 2yi "

60 3
"

70 3
80 3>4

"

90 3!^ "

100 354 ••

at which no
arc was observed

.

J^ inch
H ••

2 inch s

•m
••

2H "

3y4
"

3H "

m •

4

Safe
lengths.
1 inch
2 inchesm "

2% "m "

J« "

i% ••

BKAKE SHOES.'

BY D. F. HENRY AND POWELL EVANS.

The street railway is quite as old in this country
and abroad as the steam railway proper. Owing
to the immensely greater size of the latter, how-
ever, early in its existence the importance of even
insignificant items of cost in construction and main-
tenance was made clear. As the various original

steam roads became consolidated into the present

great systems, economy required on every hand the

adoption of standards wherever possible for each
system. This principle then extended to the adop-
tion of standards, applying not only internally to

each system, but externally to all systems.

The necessity for effecting standards was the
prime cause of existence of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association, which includes representatives

from about every steam railway in the United
States. This association has collected most facts

relating to the operation of all lines, and gradually

reduced the greater number of details tj standards.

Among other net results at the present time are

—

the standard track gauge, coupler, wheel, and all

such parts as must necessarily be similar to permit
cars from any one line to be operated on any other.

If standards have proven simpler and more
economical in every way for steam roads, the fact

should apply with equal force to street railway
operation. Up to 1880, when electricity began its

revolution of the latter industry, the horse rail-

ways were often conducted in a rather careless

manner, without due regard for petty economies.

Until the last year or two, since the introduction

of electric motive power, the enormous change and
growth of the business have taxed its managers to

the uttermost to care for the vital necessities for

keeping their respective roads in operation. Now,
however, whtn the power station, track, overhead
line, car and motors are quite as perfect as similar

parts of the steam railway, it is full time that this

association should proceed to the adoption of stand-

ards for details.

* Synopsis of a paper read before the Convention of the
American Street Railway Association, Atlanta, Oct. 17-19,

1894.
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comes possible to approach perfection. There is a
decrease in the cost of standard parts due to the

elimination of constant experimental work, the

production of the same article in large quantities,

and the increase of competitive manufacture.
When standards are adopted, we need not carry

a large stock of the various parts ; and our men,
becoming familiar with these parts, can save time
and money in replacing them when broken Or worn
out.
We believe in standards throughout ; but now

wish to call your special attention to the subject

of the "shape" and •'material" for brakeshoes.
Brakes are applied to the track as well as the

wheel ; but as the latter practice, with few excep-
tions, is the rule, what follows lias special refer-

ence to it.

The steam railways have reduced the parts of

their brake gear to a standard of shape—the beam,
link, release spring, hanger, clevis and shoe. They
have found designs good enough for all to use, and
so good that no one road seems able to improve
upon them.
Having decided upon these standards, they

specify them when buying rolling stock, get them
and use them. Why should not our various truck
manufacturing companies use a standard brake
attachment? and if they can, why do we not
decide- upon one and insist upon its use? As was
stated above, the steam railways some time ago
settled the matter of "shapes," so this point does
not appear in their recent discussions on brake
shoes.

As regards "material" they are still undecided,
but are unanimous on one fact, viz.: that the best

thing for one road is best for all. Is this not true

also among our roads?
[The last report of the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation on this subject was read. The authors
then speak of the fact that they sent to street

railway companies a circular asking for informa-
tion regarding brake shoes, but few facts were
elicited. The lack of accurate information indi-

cated that members took little interest in the
matter. The conclusions of the authors' investi-

gation are then presented.]
In our opinion, a standard shape of shoe proper

could be put in practical and immediate use. Out
of 24 circular replies on this point 33 favored sucn
a plan. The principal objection made to it is that

the hangers wear and will not hold shoes tightly for

any length of time. Is this not largely due to faulty

design, as the Master Car Builders' Association
standard for some years has consisted of a separate

shoe and hanger? We are using the word hanger
as meaning the clevis in steam railway practice.

The Graham Equipment Company also' use this

standard on their trucks, and in a recent letter on
the subject they state :

" We have no trouble with
hangers wearing out. We find they hold the shoes
tight, and so far in our experience of three years
we have not yet found a case of the hanger or shoe
rattling loose." The Atlantic Avenue Railway Co.

of Brooklyn uses the Master Car Builders' standard,
varying the hanger attachment to fit their trucks.

The Electric Traction Company, of Philadelphia,

the Baltimore City Passenger Railway Company
and many other lines using the McGuire Truck
Company's shoe, or designs similar to the Master
Car Builders' standard, vary the hanger to fit dif-

ferent trucks. You will find samples of all the

above mentioned shoes among those now on exhi-
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Without further attention to shape, we will pro-
ceed to some consideration of material. From
conclusions based on the foregoing Master Car
Builders' report and letters immediately following
it. thpre appear 'to be three main conditions in-
volved in the " best material," viz : that it should
be economical in wear itself, economical as regards
wear on wheels, and should have a good coefficient
of friction. Different men will vary in opinion
as to the relative importance of these three condi-
tions.

It seems to be generally conceded that neither
chilled iron or steel is advisable, as they have not
a sufficiently firm hold on the wheels, and wear
them too much.

Soft cast iron, on the other hand, is satisfactory
on both these points, but wears out too fast.

Various combinations of soft and medium hard cast
iron, with wrought iron, chilled iron or wooden
segments inserted in the frictional face—from 20
per cent, to 40 per cent, of the face—have given
the best results in all these respects in street rail-

way service so far. The Lappin and Baltimore
Car Wheel Companies' shoes represent the soft and
chilled segment type; the Composite Brake Shoe
Company's shoe, the iron and wood segment type;
and the Wharton Company's shoe the wrought and
cast iron type. Still another type is the Wharton
wood shoe, in which the frictional surface consists
of oak cut across the grain. The Pennsylvania
Railway Company uses a medium hard or soft, if

you please, cast iron mixture for its shoe; but it is

well to remember that the pressure of the shoe
against the wheel, and the circumferential velocity
of the wheel, are much greater in steam railway
practice than in ours, and the former could not
use at all with safety material which might do our
work.
A chilled iron shoe would burn their wheels and

a wooden shoe would be set on fire. Another
point of difference in conditions of the two prac-
tices is the normal freedom from dirt and grit on
the steam track, and the necessary presence of
both on all tracks laid in city streets. This grit

undoubtedly increases the frictional coefficient be-
tween the wheel and the shoe on street cars, but
also tends to increase the grmding of both.

Messrs. A. Whitney & Sons, wheel manufactur-
ers of Philadelphia, have designed a shoe having
open cuts across the frictional face to permit this
grit to fall out. As the area of the frictional face
must necessarily be as great as in others of con-
tinuous surface, they practically apply a number
of small shoes instead of one large one, and the to-

tal amount of grit retained by the former type is

probably equal to that retained by the latter, so we
cannot see any actual difference in result in this

respect between the two. The grit is always with
us and must be coniidered an ineradicable factor
in our problem. In connection with the area of
frictional surface, the best practice seems to be for
the shoe to be not less than 13 inches long, and to

rub on both the tread and flange of the wheel.
Regarding this question of material, we have

collected the available information, but are free to
confess our inability to suggest final conclusions.
We must think and work over the matter for a
time.
The object of this paper is to Cu.ll your attention

to the value of standard design in the practical
business of squeezing dividends out of the opera-
tion of your roads; to show you that steam rail-
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ways have standai'd shapes for brake shoes and
attachments, and that we should and could have
our own; to Inform you that our roads, as a whole,

ai'e inconsistent in their selection of material for

brake shoes; and to lav before you for further

consideration the facts known regarding the mer-
its of various materials for this purpose.

Too much stress cannot be put on the value of

good records in this and other details. The results

will more than repay the trouble and book-keeping
costs.

The limited time permissible for the preparation
of this paper—about three weeks—will make you
lenient in criticising its shortcomings.
We now beg to suggest the appointment of a

committee to investigate the subject during the

coming vear, to make experiments, if deemed ad-

visable, and to report at the next convention. A sum
of money should, in our opinion, be appropriated
by the association for their use. The i\Iaster Car
Builders" Association Is now having a series of ex-
periments made at the works of the Westinghouse
Air-Brake Company, on brakeshoe material.

POWEE-BRAKES VS. HAND-BEAKES.

BY E. J. WESSELS.

Hand brakes and friction brakes have not ma-
terially changed since the day they were first put
in service.

It is obvious that a brake only powerful enough
to stop a small, slow-moving, light-weight car has
outlived its usefulness when apphed to cars weigh-
ing seven tons or more, propeilei by an unseen
force which has driven live stock from the field.

The modern brake, when placed alongside of the
old-time brake, bears the same relation to it that,

an arc light does to a kerosene lamn. Brakes of
all kinds are useful, hut the brake installed to-day
should answer all the severe requirements of mod-
ern practice.

By common consent, the two things regarded as

most important in steam railroading are the wheel
flange and brake. None of us would like to travel
on the Empire State Express if we had to depend
upon hand brakes instead of the well-known air-

brake.
It is not strange that car builders have not kept

pace with present requirements, in their braking
apparatus. They have done well for the street-

railway fraternity, but heads and hands have been
occupied in developmg trucks, wheels and car
bodies, and builders have not been able to do justice
to the brake. The radical changes in car building
brought about by cable and motor cars have kept
builders busy. They could not devote their entire
attention to improved brakes.
We have no controversy with car builders on

this question, and wish to suggest rather than to
criticise. If buyers demanded improved brakes,
buildeis would conform. As such demand has
not been made, the brake of to-day remains in ap-
pearance substantially what it was 2u years ago.
The evolution of the electric motor has been

rapid and astonishing. Motor builders have had
great odds to contend with, but have overcome
them, and the leading types of machines combine
efficiency with low cost and economy of operation.
Motors have been standardized.

It will not be denied that hand brakes are in-
adequate. If power brakes could be furnished at
the same first cost as hand brakes, they would be
universally adopted. The day is approaching when
brakes will be considered as separate equipments,
and will not be quoted in the lump sum named per
car. There is no more rea=on for including brakes
in the estimates than for including motors.
On roads free from grades there is obviously not

such imperative necessity for reliable brakes as
there is on roads which have grades of from 5 to
14 per cent., or where travel is congested, and espe-
cially on suburban roads operated at high speed.
Railway men are seeking the most improved ap-

pliances of all kinds. They have found it profit-
able to include many things in their rolling stock
which formerly were not used. Thus elegant cars
have come into use equipped with vestibules, plate
glass, stained glass. Pintsch gas, upholstered seats,
electric heaters, fine headlights, and even call
bells. These are radical departures from the old-
time cheerless cars, which were generally not
heated and had smoking oil lamps, and floors lit-

tered with straw. Improvemenis pay. It they
did not, they would not be made. Formerly it

was ditHcult, to work one's way to the door of a
car, and when one got there, it was at times hard
to get out. Tc-day, with improved facilities for
ingress and egress, crowds are comfortably carried.
This change in car construction involves additional
expense. It is paid without complaint, because
the outlay is found to more than pay for itself in
increaaed business. Then, too, the public demands
improvements, and there i» more disposition on
managers' part to give the public what it demands,
if practicable.

* Itciul before the Convention of Iho American Street
Kailway Agsoclallon, October 17-10, 1801.

It will not be maintained that the improvements
are absolute necessities, nor can it be shown that
they are in any sense " life-saving."

Ocean flyers in service have twenty thousand
dollar oil paintings ministering to the aesthetic

tastes of tourists, in their saloons. In the hour
of collision it is far more important that passen-
gers have a properly constructed lifeboat at their

disposal than any creation of the painter's art.

Each has its sphere, but the more important thing
is the lifeboat.

It is so in street railway practice. Cars should
be artistic, but they should be equipped with
brakes that will do their work quickly when dan-
ger impends.
On steam roads hand brakes proved utterly in-

adequate. They were tested and found wanting.
When the first air-brake made its appearance it

encountered great opposition. Where would steam
railway practice be to-day it air-brakes were elim-
inated? The battle of power brakes vs. hand
brakes on steam roads was fought years ago, and
air-brakes remained in possession of the field. It

is questionable if the need for power brakes is as
great on steam roads as it is on surface roads, es-

pecially when trailers are run. Steam road sta-

tions are miles apart. It was comparatively easy
for an engineer to whistle " down brakes," to cut
off steam and bring his train up standing. The
inertia to be overcome was greater, but he had not
the grades to contend with that exist on surface
roads.

Electric cars in even out-of-the-way places
ascend grades that no mogul engine has to con-
front. Of course there is a corresponding down
grade, and it is here that the difficulty arises, for
surface cars ought to stop for passengers, no matter
how steep the grade or high the speed may be.

Otherwise earnings decrease.
The braking power on an electric or cable car

should be so positive as to permit of stopping in less

than the cars length, if necessary. One has only
to watch the men braking cars going down such
grades as exist in Albany and Jamestown, N. Y.,
Easlon and Allentown, Pa., and scores of places,

to have a full appreciation of this point.

Recognizing the inadequacy of a single hand-
brake on grades, many roads have provided a du-
plicate inside equipment. This extra equipment is

additionally expensive, not only in first cost, but
especially in maintenance.
A moiorman realizes how difficult it is to keep

his car under control, hence he sets one brake be-
fore a car starts down grade. He then depends upon
his other brake. Manifestly, when one brake is

set from start to finish, it means wear and tear of
apparatus and short life for the shoes. Moreover,
the speed of car is needlessly retarded and fewer
car-miles per day can be run than would be made
if he had a positive braking outfit at command.

In a good air-brake the brake cylinder is con-
structed of iron and contains a piston and piston
rod, which are attached to brake levers undei' the
car. The rear end of the brake cylinder is made
air-tight, and coiinected with the train pipe, so
that when air is applied from the reservoir it

forces out the piston in the cylinder and sets the
brakes.
The power of the brake cylinder can be easily

calculated, and is equal to the square inch area of

the piston multiplied by the air pressure carried in

the reservoir, hence:
Brake cylinder 6 inches diameter and 30 pounds

pressure gives 848 pounds power at the brake cyl-

inaer.
Brake cylinder 7 inches diameter and 30 pounds

pressure gives 1,154 pounds power at the brake
cylinder.
Brake cylinder 7 inches diameter and 33 pounds

pressure gives 1,331 pounds power at the brake
cylinder.

Brake cylinder 8 inches diameter and 35 pounds
pressure gives 1,759 pounds power at the brake
cylinder.

This may be increased by using larger diameters,
or higher pressure, and by arrangement of brake
levers any additional power may be obtained; at
the same time it can be graded suitably to the
weight and speed of car.

Friction (or continuous) brakes operated from
the axle have been used tor years on cable systems,
and thp jar from them has caused constant com-
plaint. On electric cars friction brakes, of course,
cannot be used. The braking force requisite to
bring a car or train to a stop should never exceed
the weight of load resting upon the wheels to
which brakes are apphed. Any power applied in

excess of this is wasteful and dangerous. The full

power of a friction brake depends upon the load
carried on axle to which friction discs are attached.
For example, with a grip car and passengers
weighing 8,000 pounds, the weight being equally
divided between two axles, leaves 4,000 pounds
carried by the axle with friction discs. With car
wheels of two and one-half limes the diameter of
friction drum, we gain that much leverage, which
multiplied by 4,000 pounds gives the direct pull
power of friction brake of 10,000 pounds.
Nor is this all. The brake levers of street cars

are as a rule adjusted to about tour and one-half

times leverage. If, then, we multiply the 10,000

pounds pull of friction brake by this leverage we
have a strain of 45,000 pounds upon brake beam
and shoes. This is vastly more power than is ever
required. When two or more cars are coupled
together it is impossible to regulate brake chains
and brake gear so that every shoe shall press with
equal force against the wheel.
When, therefore, a gripman applies his friction

brake, the entire 45.000 pounds is carried by the
beam and shoe that are adjusted nearest the wheels,
and the remaining wheels revolve without notice-

able check.
In a train of three four-wheeled cars with pas-

sengers, weighing 36.000 pounds, resting on 13

wheels, a brake power of say, 3,900 pounds ap-
plied to each wheel would make the most perfect

stop. If the entire 45,000 pounds power of friction

brake is applied to only two wheels of such train,

there will be 38,000 pounds more power exerted
than necessary to stop wheels from revolving, and
at ihe same time only one-sixth effectual braking
power is obtained as compared with a braking
pre.'.sure distributed against every wheel under the
train. Such harsh, rigid, excessive power of the
friction brake, applied quickly by the momentum
of the whole train, will wear out any kind of bnike
gear, no matter how good or how strongly made,
and the constant jar adversely afl:ects the hfe of
cars. In cold, wet and stormy wc ather (with slip-

pery tracks), when grip car is abandoned except by
the gripman, the pull power of friction drum is

greatly reduced just at the time it is most needed
to set brakes on trailers, which are always over-
crowded at such time.
A 38-foot closed electric car, weighing without

passengers 30,000 pounds and running- at 10 miles
per hour, has over six times the energy to over-

come when brakes are applied that a horse car has
weighing one-fourth as much and traveling at less

than one-half the speed. Moreover, when horses
were employed there were 10 feet extra length in

which to stop car. This extra length is no longer
available since the advent of electric cars. Unless
cars have proper brakes high speeds are most
dangerous.

Without entering the humane feature of brak-
ing, it cannot be denied that at best hand-braking
is a great task for even strong men. They report
fresh in the morning and for a time muscles stand
the strain; but after a few hours handling of a
grip lever or controller handle they find their

strength decreasing. Realizing this, for the rest

of the day Ihey slow up earlier than strictly neces-
sary or (as often happens) they do not stop at all

and let cars run past crossings, missing passengers,
who do not always wait for the next car, but walk
instead.

If, however, the men have ready fcr instant use
an ally in the shape of power requiring but tlie

touch of a handle to become available, they are
placed in the best possible position to make as

many stops in as short a distance as is necessary.

Not being fagged out, they are better able to do
their company more justice and are more on the
alert to prevent accidents.

In the distressing accident which occurred seven
weeks ago in New Jersey, this point was particu-

larly emphasized. We quote from New York
Herald. Aug. 37, after having ascertained from
the officials that the report is accurate: "When
the crowded car began to go down the incline, the
brakes would not respond promptly to the demand
of Motorman Gormley. Tight as he could wind up
the chain he felt it slip repeatedly. He knew what
this meant, and, with full strength he set the brake
as hard as he could. But his efforts were in vain,

and the car gained greater headway every instant.

It was beyond his control, and he realized that in

a few seconds the car would strike the sharp
'Crab-tree' curve. As it dashed down the steep
mountain-side tracks he turned and shouted to

Conductor Badgely to put on the rear brake chain.

"Badgely was inside the car. and at Gormley's
call every one suddenly realized the danger. The
conductor was wedged between the passengers,

but he fought his way to the rear platform and
wound up the remaining chain of the single brake
system from there. In an instant he saw that it

too was of no use in the emergency, and turning,

he shouted: ' Jump for your lives! The car is

running away and will strike a curve.' The car

was rushing on to that fateful curve. Like a shot

propelled by some awful power it went. Then it

struck that curve. A section of one of the wheel
flanges snapped off, and an instant later the car
left the rails. It plowed its way across the trajk

with scarcely any perceptible diminution of speed,

was jerked sharply to the right, when the wheels
struck the opposite rail and then capsized, land

-

ing squarely on its side with a crash wdiich was
heard a quarter of a mile away."
We need not pursue the account further, except

to say that 18 people were hurt, many of them
badly, and one boy's arm had to be amputated. A
thirty-five thousand dollar damage suit is pending
against the accident insurance company which
wrote the risk on that road, and the same com-
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pany has settled a number of cases out of court.

It is only fair to slate that had that entire sys-

tem been equipped with power braises equal to

such emergency, the chances are the car could
have been stopped long before the danger-point was
reached, without injury to limb or property.

It is not the purpose of this paper to make capi-

tal from such sad occurrences : we are opposed to

senaationalitm, but it is proper to call attention to

such a calamity, as a warning. What happened on
that road has happened on others, and will again
occur, so long as implicit reliance is placed upon
hand brakes, which cannot possibly do the work
required of them at such crisis The first cost of

equipping the entire line with power brakes would
have been but a fraction of what the damages
will cost.

It is unnecessary to multiply instances where
hand brakes have shown radical defects. That
practical men have been apt to think too lightly of
the question of improved brakes is explainable by
their having so many other important things to

oversee. Then, too, the aim of a railway man is to

incur ss few obligations as possible, and to oper-
ate with utmost economy and earn dividends. But
often seemingly cheap apparatus proves dearest in
the end.
Probably 75 per cent, of recorded accidents is

chargeable to inefficient brakes. Statistics of this

soit are hard to tabulate, and some records show
even a, higher percentage. While hand brakes
often stop cars] quickly, they do so by consuming
excessive energy. This means waste and increases
maintenance account. Then, too, it is impossible
for a motorman to maintain his maximum strength
for a long time. In active service he has to apply
brakes between 3-50 and 400 times daily. He can
only exert his maximum strength spasmodically
and temporarily, even when aided by the weight
of his body. "A chain is no stronger than its

weakest link."

The day is past when railway employees are con-
sidered merely automatons. Not all men make
good motormen and gripmen. These positions,

like that of conductor, are ones of trust. Tlie men
as a rule are intelligent, and during the recent
financial depression many recruits have been made
who formerly filled much higher spheres. The
strain of a day's work on these men is very severe.
When we consider how many chances people

take in crossing tracks in front of moving cars, or
in junipmg on or off despite printed warnings,
this strain becomes more apparent. No matter
how fast or slow cars go, people are always dodg-
ing them with reckless disregard of danger. A
motorman is not allowed to shout. He is required
tokeep sileni. In the presence of danger he can
only rely upon his gong or whistle and his arms.
These alone are not adequate when drunken or
deaf men are on the tracks.

The most painful thing which conies under
a street-railway man's notice is the killing or
maiming, especially of children. When a little

child, ignorant of danger, toddles to the track and
sees the car coming, it generally stops, hesitates,

starts off and usually rushes in front of the car.
The motorman who has to depend upon a hand
brake at such time seldom succeeds in stopping his
car. It is not an unusual sight to see a little

child taken from under the wheels.
Touching the legal aspect of the brake question.

while it often happens that plaintiffs are non-
suited on the ground of contributive negligence,
to the railway man this frequently means outlay
for legal talent. Even though his company or
the underwriters are not called upon to pay dam-
ages in such cases, it is surely better to prevent ac-
cidents than to defend lawsuits, especially as pre-
vention is cheaper.

It is a menace to life and property to have a high-
speed motor at work without having suitable
power to control it. Thus far ''reversing" has
not proved a success, and, while theoretically one
motor acts as a generator to drive the other (if

there be two, which is not always the case), in
practice this has proved a failure. The danger of
relying upon the same current which propels a car
to stop it, too, is only too apparent. If the cur-
rent fails to work in one case, how can it be ex-
pected to work in another? The trolley may run
off, or there may be a break in the line when cur-
rent is needed lor braking a car plunging down
grade. '' It's the unexpected that happens."
Hand brakes have no emergency stops. Air-

brakes have and, if necessary, stops can be made
so quickly as to apply brakeshoes instani ly to every
wheel on one car or a train of cars, in the most et-

fectual manner. No hand brake can do this.

When hand brakes are used it is necessary to
have a separate brakeman for each trailer. When
an air-brake is used, these extra men are entirely
dispensed with. On a train of a motor car and t«i,
trailers, if air-brakes are used, only one motorman
and one conductor are necessary. If hand brakes
are used to control the same train, four men in-

stead of two are necessary. This means a saving
in wages of at least |21 a week, and will soon pay
for an air-brake equipment.

Moreover, when air-brakes are used, there is no

shuttle movenifnt, jerking or bumping, and the
shoes are applied evenly to all the wheels; where-
as in hand braking it is impossible for different

men on different cars to brake in harmony. One
car will be braked hard and another not so hard.
Of course no good results from such ununiform
braking.
Air-brakes are provided with reserve power

stored in reservoirs, and, by having large enough
capacity, the air pressure required for braking be-
comes practically inexhaustible. The air pump of

a thoroughly good air-brake is most economical in

operation. It requires no power when a car is

starting or when it climbs grades. As it takes ten
limes the power to start a car that it takes to keep
it going, the advantage of this is obvious. A good
air-brake is so compact that very little room is re-

quired for it under the car body. It has no cumber-
i-ome or complicated machinery to get out of order.
It works automatically. It needs much less atten-
tion than an electric motor gets. It is only neces-
sary tokeep the mechanism clean and in order,
and to lubricate pump regularly. No hinges or
springs annoy inspectors or employees. A good
air-brake pump, the moment it has compressed suf-

ficient air, cuts out and runs in free air with the
axle. A good air-brake entirely replaces a hand
brake. The hand brake may be left on the car.

and the air-brake can be so attached as to leave the
hand brake available should it be required. A good
airbrake requires no expert to operate it. It is so
simple that a child can work it. This being so, a
railway manager is not restricted to hiring men of
a certain height or weight, for when work is done
by compressed air instead of muscular strength, no
Samson is required to work the handle.

In steam practice trunk lines maintain schools of
instruction in which men are taught to handle
air-brakes, and only qualified engineers are trusted
to operate them. A good air-brake for surface
roads is so constructed that, when used by men
not schooled in its use, it does not get out of order.

It is capable of being misused without proving de-
tective. The physical labor involved m working
the ordinary hand brake causes the other good
qualities of a gripman or motorman to suffer.

This has a direct bearing on accident account,
wear and tear and repair accounts. The applica-
tion is obvious. " A stitch in tioie saves nine."
A good air-brake enables a man to make the bsst

possible stops without noise, jar or injury to ap-
paratus. In hand braking much excess force is

used. This means that rods and bars are strained
when stopping cars, and often the brake gear in such
shape that, when a quick stop is required, some
part is sure to collapse.

One type of air-brake equipment in service en-
ables a gripman, with but a small handle, to work
grip and brake either simultaneously or independ-
ently. When this type of brake is used on a car,

grip and brake levers are entirely removed, giving
more space for passengers on plattorms. Through
its use, what formerly involved painfully hard
work is now accomplished with ease. This device
is in successful operation on car 421 of the Third
Avenue Railroad, New York.
We believe it is better to keep the motor control-

ler and the brake handle separate ; but if railway
men demand a single handle to operate both it can
be supplied, just as was done in the airbrake on
Third avenue, New York, car 4'31, which works
grip and brake. We doubt, however, if a real

necessity for a single handle exists.

Eecenily anew form of power brake has been
announced, in which electricity is relied upon.
The electric brake, while undoubtedly possessing
some valuable features, has some which are a de-
cided disadvantage. It is, of coiu-se, in its infancy,
and the future of the electric brake will be watched
with interest. We saw the paper read by Mr.
Sperry on the ]9th of last September before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, en-
titled, "The Electric Brake in Practice." Mr.
Sperry, unknown to himself, quotes oiir language
verbatim, which was used as an editorial by one
of the dailies and subsequently was copied in the
journals. It is to be regretted that, when using a
part of our matter, the able electrician did not use
other parts also.

He says that a locomotive engineer has his press-

ure gauges, which allow him to adjust the brake
application to a nicety. A good air-brake for sur-
face roads is also supplied with a pressure gauge,
but in practice no Westinghouse air-brake engineer
looks at a gauge, and they are more ornamental
than necessary. He states that with an electric-
brake the brake shoes are entirely dispensed with.
Do the street railway men intend to abolish brake
shoes ? Suppose, as may happen, the electric-brake
fails to work, what will become of the car or train'?

There is an apparent contradiction in the article on
this point. In one place it states that the electric

brake does away with brake shoes, and in another
place it admits that it will be necessary to resort to
hand-brakes. How can hand-brakes be used with-
out shoes, and how can a car be held by an electric-

brake after the residual magnetism (or Foucault
current) is dissipated V He says tiiat the one grave
fault of an air-brake in railway service is that the

maximum brake application does not exist as it

should at the higher speeds. This is an error. The
immense advantage of an aii-brake over an elec-

tric-biake is the fact that power can be applied in
varying degrees—great power, when needed, and
almost imperceptible power if only very slight re-
tardation is wanted.
An air brake holds the wheels and keeps doing

so. An electric brake, after first stop, depends
wholly upon residual magnetism. This, at its best,
is an uncertain factor. As we understand the
paper, the residual magnetism in the electric brake
is only available for something less than one-half
minute afterthecarhasstopped. When thismagnet-
ism is consumed the electric brake possesses no more
braking power whatever, until the car is again in
motion. It is right here that the air brake thows
its immense superiority, for it has iheairreseivf.irs
to draw upon when acarhasstoppid, and therefore
ample power is available for immediate and con-
stant use. This failure in source of supply is a
tremendously weak point m an electric brake.
The paper states that "the current flowing after
motion ceases, though small (mark this admission),
is found exceedingly useful in holding thecarfiom
startingitself , even on quite a heavy grade, as only a
small quantity of energy, added to thealready great
friction of quiescence, will prevent the car from
starting." We fear that at such times the advocate
of electric brakes would need something more reli-

able and constant to lean upon. The paper says,
'

' when an electric brake is used it seems as though
the car was running into an air cushion." This
pays a well merited compliment to airbrakes, for
by them an air cushion stop is made possible. The
paper adds " operating the brake- in this manner it

will at once be seen that the system is one of the
utmost certainty of operation, surer even than the
hand brake, air. or other power brakes." If the
speaker had not been for someyearsin the electric

motor business he might not take such decided ex-
ception lo this claim as he does : but since working
wiih air pressures he has found them much more re-

liable and safer than electricity. The inventor re-

fened to makes 14 claims of the advantages
of his brake over other brake systems. As this
paper is not written for advertising effects we
purposely refrain from naming any spfcial muke
of airbrake in contrasting the airbrake with the
electric.

1. He speaks of the certainty of an electric

brake in operating.
So is a good airbrake certain in operation.
2. '• The enormous power and under perfect

control."

A good airbrake has much more power, more
constant power, and is under better control. It

will be noticed that the inventor omits all refer-

ence to electric brake power being constant. This
lack of constant braking power is the objection-
able and fatal defect of the electric brake. It will
not be noticeable on a level, but it will be only too
apparent on a gi-ade. At the Institute meeting,
before which the paper on electric brakes was
read, one of the members stated he had been on a
tram in Connecticut where two motor cars and
three trailers were ascending a 9 per cent, grade.
While doing so a fuse on the second motor car
blew out, throwing all the work on the first motor
car. This it was unable to do and hand brakes
had to be immediately applied to prevent train
from running away. The author of the paper was
asked, " What would you do at such a time with
your electric brake?" Mr. Sperry. in reply to the
question, said that a case of this kind was rather
unusual, but that he would have applied the elec-

tric brakes, which would have brought the train
to a stand-still, and by that time the hand brakes
could be applied to prevent the car from running
backward down the grade. How then can he
claim tbat the brake dispenses with brakeshoes,
and if the electric brake had been used on the
train in question to the exclusion of hand brakes
and brakeshoes, what would have become of the
train and passengers?

3. " The absence of all power absorption at mo-
neyed cost from the central station."

This may be true if brake-shoes are not usfd, but
remains to be proved in daily service. Shoes prob-
ably will continue to be used. A good air-brake
consumes very little power. You can test how
little by waicning the readings on a car opeiated
at this time with an air-brake on the Atlanta Con-
solidated road.

4. "Its high efficiency, being far superior to
compressed air ; amply proven in numberless in-

stances where electricity has replaced air. (The
air requires a direct application of energy, amount-
ing to an immense aggregate power absorption
during the day from the central station ; the work-
ing parts of the air machinery are attached to the
car axles and require a large quantity of energy
not only while comjirefsing, but at other time's

as well)."

We are unaware of a single case where electricity

has replaced air. We are informed on high au-
thority that air-compressors for driving rock drills

and coal cutters so greatly outnumber electrical

machinery for such purposes that hundreds of air^
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compressors are sold for every drill or cutter sold.

The statement that an air-brate requires a large

quantity of energy, not only while compressing
but at other times as well, is wholly inaccurate
and entirely incapable of proof. A good air-pump
requires no perceptible power after it cuts out.

5. "Its extreme simplicity."

So is a good air-brake very simple.

6. "Observe saving in wheels, two or three fold.'

A good air-brake properly applied saves the

wheels.
7. " Saving of brake-shoes."

We believe brake-shoes will be retained and
would not care to ride on a car without them.
Under certain conditions the paper admits hand
brakes will be needed. How can hand-brakes be
applied without shoes?

8. " Very little wear of either wheel or magnet."
There is little wear to a good air-brake, and

lightning plays no pranks with an air-brake, but
is likely to do so with an electric-brake,

9. " No hissing to frighten horses on streets."

We have yet to hear of a case where a horse
was frightened by an air brake.

10. " The low E. M. F. at which it operates."

This is true of a good air-brake. It is easy to

test power consumption wilh a watt-meter, by
running car with air-pump, and then running car
(under exactly similar conditions) with air-pump
detached; the slight power consumed will then
appear.

11. "The ease of its application and control."

Nothing surpasses a good air-brake in these re-

spects.

12. "Conserving strength, prolonging the useful-

ness and life of the motormen."
This is open to question when one sees the de-

spair of motormen when fuses melt and switches
burn out. Gripman Williams, on air-brake car 421

of the Third Avenue road. New York (where 120

equipments are in daily operation), told the speaker:

"i'his job is so soft I expect some of you Wall
street fellows will come here to run cars, since

times are hard."
13. "The smoothness of its operation."

Nothing can surpass the air-cushioning effect of

a good air-brake.

14. "Cannot cause flat wheels."
A good air-brake properly applied also prevents

flattening of wheels.
We had no intention to refer at length to electric

brakes, but have felt constrained to do so because
the statements we have replied to appear in the
printed Transactions of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, and should not remain un-
contradicted.

Lastly it must be remembered that the magnetic
clutch of this electric brake has to bear on the sur-

face of a flat disc cast upon tlie car wheel. This
can hardly be called "ease of application," for the
brake cannot be applied to the ordinary type of

street car wheel. It requires a special casting to

be made on one wheel on each axle. This on a
large system means an additional outlay for

wheels, as "extras are charged for."

We have purposely avoided tabulating the fatal

accidents of the last twelve months, directly due
to inadequate braking facilities. It, however, is

timely to call attention to the chargeof Judge Lip-

pincott to the Grand Jury of Hudson County, New
Jersey, last month. He devotes special attention

to the subject of "killing by the trolley," which he
characterized as being sometimes manslaughter.
He said : "Deaths by accident have become very
frequent. Personal injury, not resulting in death
by accident, has become frequent. Now, from
mere unavoidable accident, resulting in death or
personal injury, no liability whatever arises; but
the general rule of law is that where death or
other personal injury results by reason of the
omission on the part of another to discharge a legal

duty, there a criminal liability arises for man-
slaughter in the cuse of death, or for an assault

and battery where death does not ensue. If the
neglect of a legal duty is the cause of death, i he
person guilty of such neglect is charge-
able with manslaughter. If death does
not result, but only other personal injury,
then he is chargeable with assault and battery.

The law imposes upon every one reasonable care in

his acts toward another. There is a legal duty
owing from one to the othei, and a negligent omis-
sion of the performance of that duty, resulting in

death or other bodily injury, is indictable." He pro-

ceeds; "There are many familiar illustrations of

these principles of law : A motorman, running his

electric car along the streets carelessly, negligently,
runs over another and kills him, it is manslaugh-
ter, although it was not hisintention to injure him.
A motorman running his car at a dangerous rate

of speed along the streets, running over another by
reason of his daogerous rate of speed, the death
arising from ibis omission of duty to run at a rea-

BOnaBle rate of speed, he becomes guilty of man-
slaughter. If pt' sons in charge of the running of

steamboats, railroad trains, electric trolley cars,

horse cars or other public conveyances neglect
the duty of using reasonable care, and death results

therefrom, they are answerable tor manslaughter.

whether it be in the erection of buildings, the run-
ning of machinery or any other employment."

It will be seen that the judge's charge covers
the operating of motors. A jury will certainly
class an air-brake as being more than a reasonably
safe appliance. It is certain tliat a plaintiff's at-

torney in prosecuting a suit for damages will call

attention to tiie fact that it was possible for a
company to have availed itself of an air-brake
which would have been reliable.

Recently two verdicts were given against one
traction company in New Jersey, one for |3,000,
the other for $.5,000 ; and there ate other suits

pending for over $-500,000 damages in that place
alone on account of trolley car accidents. Thirty-
eight deaths to date are charged against that one
road since it adopted electricity.

On Sept. 21 Motorman Michael Lewis was con-
victed of mauslaughter in the Court of Special
Sessions at Newark. Lewis ran the motor car
which killed four-year-old Martha Henry on Aug.
4.

On Sept. 35, Judge Kirkpatrick sentenced Lewis
for one year in the County Penitentary. The
judge lectured him severely for care'essness and
said he felt it his duty to make an example of him.
Lewis was crushed by the unexpected sentence.

He expected only to be fined and that his company
would help him. On the same day Motorman
Desmond was arrested in Brooklyn for nearly
killing a six-year-old girl. His cur cut otf her right
foot. He claimed he did not see her until she was
directly in front of the car and that it was impos-
sible to stop it in time.

In Alliance, O., it is recorded that " The motor-
man, when he found his car going down lull at too
great speed, immediately lost his nerve and de-

serted his post." The car was equipped with a
presumably good hand-brake. This would not
have occurred, had a good airbrake been avail-

able.

More than one motorman has lost his reason as

the result of a fatal accident. Recently a motor-
man committed suicide owing to his remorse for

having run over a child. It may be said this was
not his company's affair, but had this unfortunate
man had a power-brake at hand, he would not
have killed the child and taken his own life. In
a sense we are our brother's keepers. Would it

not be well to place in every motornian's hand ap-
paratus which would render indictment by a grand
jury out of the question f

There are some railway men who complacently
tell us they have no accidents on their road. It

may be that such fortunate individuals exist, but
we nave not found them. It is somewhat curious

that after men made this statement there were bad
accidents on their roads.

The newspapers have been hounding the frater-

nity so much in Brooklyn and elsewhere that trolley

accidents have become household words or a sub-
ject for jest.

There is no part of electric or cable railroading

so important as the ability to stop cars quickly
and to keep them stopped ! This is especially true
where electric or cable cars cross steam roads at

grade. At such times hand-brakes show their in-

herent inadequacy.
We do not advocate the adoption of a scientific

toy, but submit for your consideration the fact that

you can procure at comparatively low cost air-

brakes which are positive, simple, economical and
highly efficient, and which have been tested in

the crucible of daily operation.

In advocating the adoption of airbrakes we are
often told by railvray men, " We haven't time for

expeiiments. Let somebody else do the experi-
menting and then we will look into the thing "

Had this position been taken by progressive men
would there be a single commercial electric motor
in existence.

The experimental stage was passed long ago and
with 350,000 aic-brakes on locomotives, passenger
and freight cars, it is untimely to talk about ex-
perimenting, lor steam roads and surface roads
have much in common. If a freight car loaded
with pig iron needs an air-brake, how much more
is one needed to brake a car carrying living being.'-?

There are air-brakes and air-brakes. Of the
merits of the different ones buyers will do well to

satisfy themselves before contracting.

The all-important question is whether the first

cost of a good air-brake is too high, or not, in pro-

portion to the advantages gained. No accountant
can figure accurately how many dollars of damage
claims will be avoided; nor how much revenue
will be increased by the quicker schedules made
possible with air-brakes (for even seconds count);

nor what the gain in labor account will be by not
being restricted to hiring any particular height or

weight of man; or how much the life of car body,
truck and motor will be prolonged. There is a
decided gain from whatever point we view the
air-brake; and with an air-brake an employee is

armed at all points.

Will it not be worth your while to give this

brakinsr matter earnest attention ? If but a few of

this audience will determine to investigate the ad-
vantages of the airbrake over all other forms of

brakes, this paper will not have been prepared in
vain.

It was written to suggest the value of good
power-brakes over hand-brakes, in minutes
snatched from busy days.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Kansas City, Mo.—Another suit hns been insti-

tuted to break the consolidation of the Grand
avenue and Ninth street cable lines and the Inde-
pendence dummy line. The suit is brought by
dissatisfied minority stockholders of the old Kansas
City Cable Railway Company. The court is asked
to issue an injunction restraining the consolidated
company from operating that portion that was
formerly owned by the Kansas (Jity Railway Com-
pany, and that a receiver be appointed to take
charge of it.

New York, N. Y.—The work on the conduit in
liCnox avenue is well under way. The iron work
is in place from 138th street to 145th street, and
ground has been broken to 133d street. Over 600
men are at work. The power station will occupy
most of the block between Lenox and Seventh
avenue.s, 146th and 147th streets. Work has been
begun on the foundation. The Siemens & Halske
electric conduit system will be tried.

Trenton, N. J. -Mayor Shawrefused to carry out
the instructions of the Common Council to stop
the cars of the electric railway company until the
company grants transfers over its lines. The
city solicitor has advised the mayor that he has no
right to do so and that other means must be re-
sorted to.

Caldwell, N. J.—Vice-Chancellor Pitney has
notified the authorities of Caldwell that he has
vacated thelnjimction against the town forbidding
the Town Board to grant a franchise for a trolley
railroad. The injunction was obtained by prop-
erty owners, who were against the trolley.

Somerville, N. J.—The New York and Philadel-
phia Traction Company has abandoned for the
present its proposed plan of building a trolley
rciad between Somerville and New Brunswick be-
cause of the conditions imposed by the township
committee of Bridgewater.

Batavia, N. Y.—Work on the new electric rail-

road from Batavia to Lakeside, passing through
Medina and Waterport, has been begun. It is said
the new company will construct a dam at Oak
Orchard Creek, and water-power will be used for
operating the machinery.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Officials of the Philadelphia
Traction Company made tests of several fenders a
few days ago. Attempts were made to pick up
dummies on the tracks. The tests were not in all

respects successful.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Board of Aldermen has
adopted a resolution prohibiting the use of all open
trolley or horse cars from Sept. 30 to May 1, and
at all other times when the temperature is below
60 degrees.

Port Jervis, N. Y.—The trustees have voted to

grant the franchise for operating an electric rail-

road to the company allied to the one that is to

build a road up the Delaware Valley from Strouds-
burgh.

Chillicothe, 0.—An officer of the Chillicothe
Electric Railway and Lighting Company states

that that company proposes to expend $75,000 in

improvements.

Baltimore, Md.—Residents of Westport have ap-
pointed a committee to secure if possible the exten-
sion of the Baltimore City Passenger Railway to

Westport.

TRADE NOTES.

Siemens & Halske Electric Company.—The
Siemens & Halske Electric Company's factory in

Chicago was destroyed by the great lumber fire in

Chicago, Aug. 1. The company hased the Grant
Locomotive Works on the 11th of that month and
commenced moving into the new works Aug.
15. It finished and shipped the first generator
built entirely at the new factory, Oct. 15. Every
available tool in the new works isnow in operation
and many of the tools which weie destroyed in the
fire have been duplicated, so that from now on the
company is in the position to furnish one direct-

coupled generator each day. These facts indicate

the enterprising spirit of the company, and it is

now in better condition for competition in the elec-

trical field than before the fire.

The Coe Brass Manufacturing Company, of Tor-
rington. Conn., is increasing its boiler equip-

ment and has almost completed a new boiler

house. The Coe Company will handle its coal from
the storage to the holier rooms by an equipment of

narrow-gauge cars and track designed and manu-
factured by the C. W. Hunt Company, of New
York.
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Atlanta Street Bail- The convention of the Ameri-

way Convention, can Street Railway Associa-

tion was in all res[,ects a suc-

cessful assembly; the attendance vvas large, the

papi'rs excellent, the exhibits interesting and

the social features unusually enjoyable. One thing

was amply demonstrated; that is, the extreme in-

advisability of locating the exhibits and holding

the sessions ot a considerable disiance from ihe

hotels. The distance was so great at Atlanta that

the altendatice at the convention hall was far less

than it ought to have been.

Mr, Joel Hurt, the The presidency of an organiza-

New President. tion that includes in its mem-
bership so many enterprising,

progi'essive and brainy men, that represents an in-

terest of such splendid proportions as the Ameri-

can Street Railway Association, is an honor of no
mean character. Our congratulations are extended

to Mr. Joel Hurt, of the Atlanta Consulidated Street

Railway Company. If the association does not

enlarge the sphere of its usefulne-s during the next

year it will not be Mr. Hurt's fault. He has the

ability, the ingenuity and the perseverance to ac-

complish large undertakings. He has demonstrated

during the last year the possession of these trails of

character ; in fact, if we are not mistaken, Mr.

Hurt has achieved within the last twelvemonths
results which were thought to be even too great

lor him to attain.

K"ext Convention The American Street Railway

in Montreal, Association has voted to hold

its next convention in Mon-
treal. An urgent invitation had been extended,

and there can be no doubt that the membersof the

association will be warmly welcomed by the Cana-
dians. The residents of Montreal abundantly
demonstrated their hospitality when the National

Electiic Light Association met in that city in the

fall of 1891. That organization was fairlj over-

whelmed by the extreme cordiality of its recep'

tion at the hands of the untiring citizens of Mon-
treal. The only danger will be that other cities

will hesitate about entertaining the association

after Montr* al has made a record. The com-
mittee in Montreal must make plans for the

satisfactory accommodation ot visitors at

hotels. Unless improvements have been
made within the last year or two, proper provision

cannot be made for the hosts that invariably gather

at street railway conventions. The first question

that IS asked about a convention city is the charac-

ter of its hotels, and we trust that the Montreal

committee will be able to extend very soon satis-

factory assurances on this point. The facilities for

the exhibit of street railway apparatus will be

ample, and the hall in which the exhibit will be

located will undoubtedly be in close proximity to

the hotel where the headquarters of the associa-

tion will be established. This is a matter of

the utmost importance. The exhibit we consider

a feature of the highest in erest and signifi-

cance, and the members of the association are com-
mencing to attach to it the importance that

rightfully belongs to it. Heretolore the associa-

tion has not apparently appreciated at their proper

value the efilorts that manufacturers make to show
what is newest and most interesting in sireet rail-

way supplies. Those who invariably participate

in these exhibils will at first be rather appalled at

the possibility of annoyance, delay and expense

attendant upon the activity of customs oflicials, but

Mr. Cunningham , who extended the invitation on be-

half of Montreal, con fidently assured the assoc ation

that no trouble on this score need be anticipated.

He asserted that the difficulties would be in no wise

gi'eater than those that were incident to the ship-

ping of frfigiit to Atlanta. The attendance at the

nfxt convention should be unusually large, for no
city on the continent is more attractive to the visi-

tor than Montreal. Taking everything iuto con-

sideration we confidently expect that the Montreal

convention will be successful in every respect, for

the enterprising Citizens of that city will leave

nothing undone to accomplish that result.

Practical Papers at Three years ago at the street

Atlanta. railway convention in Buf-

falo the president. Mr. Thomas
Lowry, made a prediction that was much coui-

memed upon at the time. He expressi d his be-

lief that the meeting then being held would be the

last at which the operation of street railn ays by
horses would be discussed. The pred.ction has

been abundantly fulfilled. There has scarcely

been a reference to horse railways in convention

pnceedings s nee that time, and at Atlanta the

discussions were confined soldy to electric lines;

indeed President fayne m;ide the significant asser-

tion that the applici ion of electricity lo theopera-

tion of the street railways of the country generally

could cow be rej^arded as an accomplished fact;

the period of transition f I om animal to mechani-
cal traction has been passed. It was, therefore,

natural, he said in substance, that street railway

men i-hould no longer discusj the mere application

of electricity, but should now turn to topics re-

lated to the practical operation of their ruads.

This tendency was noticeable in the papers and
reports pr-sented at Atlanta. The number con-

fined to strictlj' electrical topics was small; the

list of those dealing with the broad practical ques-

tions that the active manager mjst study and
decide w.as extensive. Among these topics

discussed at the convention, for example, was one
relating to the matter of dealing with accident

cases, by Mr. P. M. Dyer, of Cliicago. The paper
was one of the greatest practic il interest, and
manv a valuable suggrstiou can be gained from it

and from the excell-nc discussion toat loUowed it.

Mr. John N. Beckley, of R.ich ster, presented a
paper on transfers, containing the results of practi-

cal experience. Mr. Beckley recommends the liberal

employment of transfers, and his advice counts for

a great deal, for the comymy of which he is the

president has been especially generous in this re-

spect, and it hjs found the policy to be suc-

cessful. Two practical papers on T-rail construc-

tion were submitted—one by Mr. Strathearn
Hendrie, of Detroit, and the other by Russell B.

Harrison, of Terre Haute. It is not surprising that

both these gentlemen favor the use of T-rail, but it

seems curious to learn that the public, when once
it becomes educated to this style of track construc-

tion, when itis welldone, favors it eothusiastically,

and will not even consi.ler the laying of a girdei

rail. A vast deal can be said in favor of the T-rail,

and we do not; doubt that the admirable piesenta-
tion of its merits and the announcement of its

favorable reception by the public will lead to its

more general adoption.
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ATLANTA CONVENTION.

Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the

American Street Railway

Association.

Governor Northen's Welcome—Address of

President Payne— Reports and Papers
Relating to Accidents, Track Con-
struction, Transfers—Exhibits

and Souvenirs.

Id the last issue of iliePTEEKT Railway Gazette
the opening exercises of the Ailania ConTention of

the Anurican Sireet Railway Asscciation were
briefly aluded to. and several of the paprrs and
reports of commiitees were presented. In this issue

a full report of the proceedings appears, and othtr
papers are pubhfched. The convention was called

to order on the morning of October 17, by Presi-

dent Henry C. Pavne. who asked Hon. W. J.

Northeii. Governor of Georgia, to address the dele-

gales. He welcomed the visitors in the following
speech :

GOVERNOR NORTHEN'S ADDRF.FS.
Ju<it as I was abuut to reure l-ist night the piesi-

deiii of the ^treet railway conirany of ihis city
called me up on the telephone and commanded me
toappt-ar upon ihis occa^^ion to sav some words of
welcome to ihis rouv.ntion. I reminded liim that
there were duties in my office of an imperative
character which demanded mv atlemion at thehour
named f.>ryour a-semhling Hesaid that there were
no duties connected with my otBce ihat could be
C'lmi.ared with the importanceof this conv. ntion to
Georaia and the South, and that I must be on hand.
It did oot avail wiih him when I said that I had
alrtady spnkcn words of welcome through the Elec-
tricul Review. You must know tliar the people of
Atlanta h ive learne i thit wiien J .el Hurt touches
the button we must do the resr. I am not here,
however, genileiiien, tospeak simply because ot the
invitation Ihat now aiipeari to be mnre of a com-
mand but I am here t.. speak for the people of Ihis
great S;aie and for the people of this great nation,
to exieiid to you a most heartv and cordial
greeting.

I supp )se many of you have never visited Geor-
gia, and posMbly nevrr the South before. We are
gluJ to hare you corned -wn 1> re and know per-
sonally of our delightful climate. The hottest day
1 have experrenced in the past Hve veils was rdt
in '^porgia. but was in Toronto, C.u.ada, and the
nest holiest dav was in Nebraska. I had the
honor to mike an addiess to the people of Ne-
braska, wh. n the therimeierwHS l(i7 de.>rees ;ind
u.id^r my ve.-t it was 305; wlieu in my own State
on ihe same day the temoeiattire was only 90 de-
grees. There is a mistaken idea of the inteu'^e
heat of G-oign and the South. In Toromo they
till

1 me that they had o„lv the months of May
June, July and Augtistin which lliey put the gram
1 .to me ground, for us devel..pm. ni and its ma-
turiiy This is all done in f.ur months; and iheie-
fore there mu=t necessarily be a c ncenir.,ii..n ..f
heatinn.rtherusecimns, which is not necessary
in the S .uth, where we spread our summ. r fromJanuarv loDece.i.ber. Our climate is balmy, de-

n'n „f' ,'"V"°"^' ."" ' '""''^ ''
'^ representative

on- of the climate „f our magnificent SlateWe are delighted to have you here, furthermore
because we w,-,nt to have you learn what are the
productions and resources-agricultural, mineral,
timber and ind ,strial-of this section, and lamsure after having looked upon the developmentsnow being made u. on these gr uods, and the
prospe -t that awaits us in the devel .pment of our
exposition, thatyou will not onlv leturn to Allanta
then t) VHit our e.xposltion, hut that y,,u will
bring yoiir industries and settle in Georgia, and

State"''
''«'^«^J0P tl>« great interests of this great

We want you to know thit the financial condi-toni of Georgia and the South have been equtd to,
it n..t better than, any other sections in this greatcou^lry of our^. In the lat financial stress that
cam=u,.oii Ihe people of this cmnirv there weretewerbaek (olures and I usiness failures at the
b.Miih than m any other section. Ti.e nc .rd. sho>vIh It the peop'e of the .South owe less money thanany oHier >„ction. Lt d niortuages tor 14 South-
ern States amount to .$33 DDU 00b for eacn S'ate, on

llu^^^Zn '•'^^.^'"'•S'^ '"r H Norlhetn States is

t fy^.
^- ^'^^ average annual interest paid by

.,',n t '"°?'^^'''^"P0° morigages is $3,600,-
wuu: tor tne 14 Nuitheru Siatts it is $31,9u0,000.

The average per capita of mortgage indebtedness
for the 14 Southern States is $35; ihe 14 Northern
States is $139.

We are f;iad to welcoine you for we honor you;
and you know the people at the South are n aim
htarled, t^enial, social and hospitable, ami in this

respect are equal to any, not onlv on this eoniiiient,

but in all ihe civilized woild. We are glad to wel-

come you because you are business men. You are

business men who consider questions of interest

Irom the stnnd|ioint of men who have large in-

terests at stake and who have canilal to invest,

and we invite you to Georgia for their investment.
Why rot make ^treet car wheels out of pig iron at

the South manufaciured at the Souh? Why not
make street railway rails cut of pig iron at the

.South manutaciuied at the SoutbV Why not re-

move your industii s from more expensive SfClions

down to this section, where you buy cheaper raw
material, where you have better advantages ot

manufncturing and your business inlertsts can be
belter d, veloped?
You have developed your own business in the

Soutb to a very gri at extent. We have 1,611 miles

of street railways in the South, and there is iu-

ve.sred capital in this indus'ry amounting to $71.-

OCO.OOO. All that has been done at the South
within the last six years. We welcome you again

because you represent the greatest factor for

civilization known to the northern world. You
haveenlianced the value of this irieat country of

ours more than any other half dozen factors for

producing wealth that have been in operation for

the last quarter of a century. You broaden out
cities, you scatter the density of population, you
make it convenient for the profissioual man, for

tlip business man and for the laboring man to go
from bis home to his work with the least expendi-
ture of time.
How can we stand in the pre.sence of such an

organization, the membeis of whieh have for their

obj ct such high pui pises, without bowing in the

highest possible appreciation (f their work, and
saying that Georgia and the S.^uth give you a most
cordial welcome?

After he had ackrowledged Governor Northen's

welcome. President Payne read his address as fol-

lows :

PRESIDENT PAYNE'S ADDRESS.

Genilemen of the Assnciation : For vour par-
tiality iQ electmgme to the office of President of the
Association, I desire to return my mo=t heartfelt

thanks.
It is hardly necessary for me to sav that, since

our last meeting, the street railway business has
sutfiredjin common with all other enterpiises,

owing to the financial stringency and busine.«s de-
pression which have prevailed in all parts of the
country. These conditi.ns. however, have rot
been without lasting benefit to the interests which
we represent. I think we have all sludied more
thoroughly to bring about economies in cp ration,

to limit the consiiuction of new lines into unpro-
ductive territory, aid in every way to bring our
bu-iness to a more h. alihv basis ; so that, f.im
that point of view, thtre is compensation for the
deiirei=si"n mrough which we have piis-ed. I pre-

sume 11 is the Common experience of all that we
are on the up srade, and I confidently anticipate a
slow, but gradual, r. turn to noirpal bus ness con-
ditions. The resources ai'd charaeterittcs of the
American people are su.b that they cannot long
continue in a state of either mental or financial
dep.'ession.

Uurii.g the transition period from animal to

eiecliic power on ti e tramways of our conniiy, it

was but natural that the proceedings of the an-
nual meetings of the association should be largely
taken up with the C( nsideration of the applic ition

of electricity to transportation purposes. Now
that v\-e may fairly consi.ler such application as an
accomplished fad, I think O' r attention should lo

a greater degree be turned to a com|iarison of
views regarding the praciicjl operation of our sev-

eral ro.ads. The substitution of electricity for an-
imal po^^'er has el ^aled the business to a higler
plane. Street railways have become as essential
to the prosperity of our metropolitan cities as the
steam tailways to the country at large.

Having had Drictical experience i.i the manage-
mtntof both these methods of transporlaiion, I

can fairly say that the duties of the minager oi a
SI reel railway equipped for rapid transit are more
vexatious than and lequire quite as inuch ability,

intelligence and applnaliou as those ot one in

charge ot a steam railway. The steam railway
manaaer makes bis linietables, pub i^hes them,
and the people are expected to, anu do, suit tin ir

convenience to the same. Not so with us. We
,aie expected to mak our timet.ii.les to conform
to tiie convenience of eicb individual separate
p.issenger who d.'Sires t'> be iransporb d, .and a car
is expected to be at each and ev ry corner at ihe
ideniical nument when the passenger is ready to

be carried. •

Auam the steam railway manager has to en-
counter legislatures and legislation but once in

two years, or at Ihe most once in each year, and
thai during a small period of the winter only;
while the life of the street railway manager is

marie nnhai pv, to say the least, by the legislative

bodies 10 cities, which aie practically in cou-
tinu JUS se-sion.

The American capitalist is quick to discover
promising fields for the inveslm"iit of capital, and
I think it issafe to say that never in the hisiory of

our country his there been a more rapid develop-
ment than iiascome fiom the application of electric-

ity to transporlaiion purposes. In ihe anxiety to se-

cure fianchises and to reconsiiuct strtet railways,
very excessive valuations have been pi iced upon,
and paid for the ri'.;ht to op Tate by electricity in

our large ciiies. This has led the representatives

ot the people to believe tnat there is a present value
attached to fianchises far beyond that which the
frtCts will sustain. Consequenlh'. these conditions
have led to a fruitiul field for the legislator, as
well as for the assessor, from w hose tender solici-

fud-" for the welfare of the people the street rail-

ways, whose prosperity contributes so much to the
general good, have suffered. The interest, as well

as the inclination, of most managers tends toward
giving as liberal and good service to the public as
the patioiiage will justify.

Tiau'fers and to what extent they should be
granted, commutation and lis eff^ct upon earn-
ings and the relative earnings of cars operattd on
long and short headway, furnish fruitful topics for

discission and comparison of views. Tluse. and
many other practical subjects which will occur to

you, I think shculi.i receive our aitention. and I

believe their c nsideration will be not only of great
interest, hut of material advantage to us all.

Your executive committee has set apart one
morning for executive ses-ion, at which time I

tru I we shall have full and fiee exchange of views
bearing upon mailers lo which I have referred and
many others affecting the practical operation of
our roads.
The question of in=urance has become a per-

plexing one. In many instances the larger sys-

tems find it very difficult to obtain insurance in
sufficient amounts to cover their li-ks. and I think
theconimon experience istliat rates have increased
to such an extent as to be so burdensome as to jus-
tily us in considering the propriety of organizing
amuiual insurance association.

I cannot close without referring to the great lo'ss

which we have suflerec' from the removal by death
siuceonr last meeting of twoof our moit prominent
and ac ive members.
Mr. William Rciiarrison, of Brooklvn. N. Y.,

bad been identifi d wiih the association since its

oiganization. All will recall the great interest
whicn he took in our deliberations, and I am sure
that we all feel a sense of personal sorrow that we
shall no more have his wise counsel. His lilt's

work, so far as business activities were concerned,
was completed, and he was looking forward to
that quiet and peaceful ending of his days to
which a 1 .ng and active life had entitled him.
Mr. William J. Stephenson, of Washington, D.

C, first vice-pre.-ident of the association, was, to
my mind, an almost perfect type of an aggressive,
forcible. intelliLent business man. He bad been
for a considerable time engage I in maturing plans
for the introduction of the underground trolley
system upon his road. TotliHend hehadsu cee led

in obtaining the necessary legislitum fiom Con
gress. anr; his plans were very far matured tcward
the actual conmenceiuent of the work of recon-
struction. We cannot but regret that he lias not
lived to consummate the plans which he ha.l so
ably matured. Mr. S ephenson was looking for-
ward with the greatist interest to this meeting,
and 1 am sure that I reflect Ihe sentiment of every
member in expressing my sorrow and regri;t at his
untimely taking off.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

The Executive Committee, co' sisting of Henry
C. Payne. Lewis Periine, Jr., E. S. Goodrich and
Tnomas A. .McLean, presented the following report:

Mimbei ship.—The hard times ailiotthe street-

railway business as surely as they do any oilier.

The fare is so small—only a nickel—that one of the
unthinking pub ic is surprised when he learns for
the first time that tlie business depression affects

the receipts of the street-railway company. The
fact is there is no more accurate test or measure of
the slate of the business of the country than the
varying income of a street-railway compnnv,
showing with absolute accuracy the slate of busi-

ness activity or dei ression in the community.
Business in general during the la-t year has ben
bafi, and the streei-railway business in par.icular
has suffered, several ot the member companies
having gone into ri C'ivers' hands while co s lida-

ti'in still con inues to be the trend of ti.e liiiies.

While the year has been a bard ne, til" business
ouilo'ik Is encouraiiiug. and we look forward v\iih

conridence to a successful yeai's business. At the
optning I f the meeling in the city of Milwaukee,
there were 197 member companies.
[The committee stated 15 new members had
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joined during the year and a number had with-
drawn, so that al the present time 187 compunies
were members. The changes in raoiPS ot cora-
paniis that are members were noted. Reports of
special meet:n^s at wliich tlie details of the At-
lanti niC' ting were aiianfed were prosenteil.

|

Special Iiep"r(s and Papers.—The sp^ciaI re-

ports ani ptiprrs that have been irepirtd cover a
wide lange of subjects and express the latest

thouglu and praccice in the business.

Exposition.—The exposition of street railway
supplies will be found of unusual interest, the
products there displayed being the late.-t expres-
sion as lo the needs of a street railway, if (he mo-
tive power he electricity.

Street Baila-ay LaM'.—Judicial decisions and
opinions have been issued during the year, and
constitute parts of Volumes X. and XI. of "Street
Railway Law,'' as follows: I S93. — November,
George Rouser vs. North Park Street Railway
Comiiany. D. cember. W. L. Allen ve. Birming-
ham Railway and Electric Company. 1894.—Jan-
uary, J ihn 0. Bleil vs. Detroit Stiei t Railway
Cotnpany. February. George A. Jennings vs.

Tacoma Railway and Motor Company. March,
Otto J. Lang vs. Houston, West Street & Pavonia
Ferry Railroad Company. April, Catherine King
vs. Second Avenue Railroad Company. May,
James E. Job json et al. vs. Reading City Passen-
ger Riilroad C-mpany. June, James
E. Morgan vs. Jersey City & Bergen
Railroad Companv. July, Mary
Flanagan vs. People's Passenger Rail-

w.iy Company. August, Lei a T.

Cleveland vs. Bangor Sir et Rdihvay
Company. S^ptemher, Siate of .Min-

nesota vs. Frank S. Ho.'^kins and Dow
S. Smith. Octooer, Youngstown street
Riiilway Company vs. Elmer Havtr-
stick and 1 15 others.

American Street-Railway Decisions.
—The second volume of the work
started some years since, entitled
'•Americati Streei-Railway Decis-
ions.'' has been printeii and is now m
tie binder's hands and will be issued
to subscribers during November. The
editors hjve copy in hand to pu^h the
work to a speedy conclu-iun, and
they promise to bring the matter down
to date as rapidly as po sible, con-
sistent with accuracy. Compatjies
that have not aiready subcribed for
the work are reminded to send in
their subscriptions. The price is $5 a
volume net, delivered.

TIte Technical Press.—It is with un-
feigned pride that we regard the j lur-

nals devoted to the street railway
business. We desire as a oammittee
to acknowledge the services of their
owners to this at-sociation, in their
earnest endeavors to increase the
membership; and hereby express our
appreciation of their efforts lo make
their publications the peer of any
other trade papers in the land. The
souvenir editions, for fine character of
typjgraphy, high grade of illustration
and thoughtful care in composition,
evideiice tne desire of their proprie-
tors to sei the best that is procurable
before their readers. We heartily
wish them all possible success in tneir
earnest endeavors to excel.

While we do not desire to make
any particular disiinction m our
reference to technical papers we
feel called upon to express our
tnanks to Mr. C. B. Fairchild, editor
of the Street Railway Journal, for
his personal efforts in the interest of the associ-
ation in his contact with the street railway men
of the country and for the benefit conferred upon
the fraternity in the production of the book en-
titled "Street-Railways."

Obituary.—William Richardson departed this
life Dec. 3i. 18tf3, in the 71.-t year of his a?e. He
was for man V years the president of the Atlantic
Avenue Railroad Company, of Brooklyn, from
which position he retired the earlv part of last

year. He began his street railway experience with
the Dry Dock, East Broadway and Battery Rail-
road Company, of New York, and was acting
president of tbat company at the time of his death.
He was a regular attendant at the annual meet-
ings of this association, and always took a lively

intercdt in its welfare. He was an ideal companion
in his home; of the strictest integriiy in business,
of untiring energy i>nd high ambition to excel in
all he undertook to do, and withula sincere friend.
We shall miss his inspiring presem-e.
John H. Dalzell died May 29. 1894. He was the

president of the Pitisburgh, Allegheny and Man-
chester Traction Company, and a man of large in-

fluence in the community m which he lived. He
was ble^^sed with exceptional foresight, and, de-
termined early to make a success in life; he suc-
ceeded by his indomitable pluck, energy and ear-

nest purprse in attaining a position of large promi-
nence. His loss ij mourned by a large circle of

friend-!.

Allen Tirdolph d'efl Julv 37. 1894, aged fifr^-two

years. He was president of the Vinrennes Sti'» et

Rdl"ay Conmany, and w.s |iruniiii' ni in otlu r

business eicterpri-es in the place wh^ie he lived.

He was a man who stood very liigii in the e.-le'iu

of Ills fellow ciiiz-Mip, bv reason of his sterling

qualities of character. He was a Christian gen-
tleman, a public-spirited cituen, and a model in

his home life.

For the first time in the history of the Associa-

tion, an officer has died during his incumbency.
William J. Stephenson lett tbei-phere of bis earthly

activities on August 31, 1894. He was the presi-

dent of the Metropolitan Railroad Company, of

Washington, having been previously connected
with ihe Co'umbia Railwav Company of the same
city in a like capacity. He was energetic, enter-

prising, in short a typical progrest-ive American.
Always enjoying the best of health, with ruddy
clear comidt-xion, of commanding appearance,
having convictii ns and the courage of ti em. a
ready speaker, always with something lo say. re-

enforced with deep inlen st in this association, his
was a familiar figure and voice at the annual meet-
ings.

The report of the treasurer was submitted, show -

JOEL HURT, PRESIDENT 0.^ THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY

ASSOCIATION.

ing that the receipts of the year were |8,390.79 ;

expenses, $8,196.73; balance, |94.07.

The report of the Committee on " The Best

Methods of Treating Accidents and Complaints ''

was presented by P. M. Dyer, claim agent of the

West Chicago S:reet Railroad Company. The
paper and the discussion which followed it are

presented elsewhere in this issue.

The report on "A Uniform System of Stret*

Railway Accounts," by H. I. Bettis, was pre-

sented.

The secretary announced that upon the adjourn-

ment of the meeting the convention would inspect

the exhibits; that at four o'clock a visit would be

made to the carhouse of the Atlanta Consolidated

Street Railway Company; and from six until nine

o'clock a reception would take place at the Capital

City Club. The session then adjourned.

THURSDAY'S SESSION.

An executive stssion was held on Thursday

morning. The paper on "Transfers on Street

Railways," by John N. Beckley, of the Rochester

Railway Company, was first considered. It seemed
to be the general impression Ihat the privileges

should not be exi ended fun her than is ahso'utely

necessary. The paper is presented els-where in

lbs issue. The subject of ihe forma'ion of a
s;ivet railway mutual fire insurance company was
also taken up, and on motion of Air. Rufsell B.

Harrison the incoming office s and txtcutive com-
mittee were appointed a committee to report on
the subjei t. On motion of Mr. Littell. of New
Oileans, Messrs, Littell, Perrine and Connette were
appointed a committee to wait upon the officers

of the Underwriters' Association of the South,
with a view to securing better conditions and
rates for insurance of street railway propeities,

theoificeof the association being in Atlanta. The
executive session was then adjourned.

Mr. Stratbearn Hendrie, of Detroit, then pre-

sented his report on " Can the T-Rail Be Satisfac-

torily Used in Paved Streets?"

On motion of Mr. McLe.in, the following gentle-

men weie appointed a committee to nominate
officers and select a place for the next meeting :

Messrs.McLean. Connette,McNamara,
B lumboff, Breeg. Sem.mes and Rugg.
Letters of invitation inviting the as-

sociation to hold its meeting in their

respective cities were presented in be-

half of Cincinnati. ; Philadelphia,

Pa. ; and Montreal, and were read by
the secretary,

FRIDAY'S SESSION.

After the meeting had been called

to order on Fiiday morniug there-
port of the committee on " City and
Suburban Electric Railways," by E. C.

Foster, was present, d. This paper ap-

peared in the last issue of the STREET
Railway Gazette. Russell B. Har-
rison read a paper on " The T-Rail

Construction of the Terre Haute
Street Railway Company," which,

with the discussion following it, is

published elsewhere in this issue.

Telegrams were read from Thomas
Lowry, president of the Twin City

Rapid Transit Company, Minneapolis,

and from the commercial clubs of

M nneapolisand St. Paul, invitii g the

association to hold its next meeting in

Minneapolis.

On motion of M. K. Bowen, super-

intendent of the Chicago City Rail-

way, it was voted to appoint a com-
mittee to investigate the subject of

the validity of patented articles used

by street raiLvays.

TWO amendments.
The executive committee a^ked the

convention to express by vote its

opinion of two proposed "mend-
• ments, one to the constitution and the

other to the by-laws. While action

could ^not be taken till the nest
meeting the committee wished to ascertain the

altitude of the members toward the proposed

changes. Tlie convention voted unanimously

in favor of the amendments. The proposed amend-

ment to the constitut'on is to provide for the

admission of individuals and companies not

street-railways, associate members, under certain

conditions ; such character of membership having

been found conducive to the general welfdre of

kindred associations.

The proposed amendment to the by-laws has in

view morning sessions only ;
providing for less ex-

haustive meetings ; for more opportunity for social

enjoyment, as well as to give more time to exam-

ine the display at the ejipooiiion, which has be-

come so impoitant a feature of tue annual meet-

ing.
INSCBANCE.

The special committee appointed to interview

the representative of the Underwriters' Associa-

tion of the South reported that it had been unsuc-

cessful m its efforts. Captain William Brophy, of
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Bo««c«. r*pt«enlinK the Mutual Insurance As-

sr ration of New EogUod, spi kf as follows on Uie

sul-'Hcl of inHiniDOe:

I ibii k •! toulJ I* b*Ufr f'T .noli Stale A^socia-

tiiiD of Rjil»a\s to n.akr ap^'lK•alu'll lo tlie t>oard

,- . - Mii-iK I'f tin- mutual i->uiia"iits which
.iiHi.iT. I ibii k ^iuiotlniig niiihl I*

., : nray lo srcute a r«luiliou. Ourci'm-

l»nv » !><« a Mcxk cv>Dj|.a"v. \W Imve no aRen'.s

ao<< i^r no pn-miunis. so thaJ we cau affottl to

,

. .- ., I.... 1 wer ^;^^^'^. Ours
,. t lime which is

^ _ y |in'|>erlie*. We
hate been lafurirBelttiiiclitt'" >•>-•«">' •'"'n'' I'*"*''''

b,>a.«x (. r too T. api. and car hout*"* for one year.

V. • • JT.iKXi.txii of pn'ix-uy
: tin or iwe'vf mouths,
:.vc l«eiifi.3« Ocnihose

, , tfn able to pay a tliviJendof
^- » linen oue tear ago. We

l..vt i-'U lu-uni^ u<|^ chaticier of pr»iperiy for

looviap^. I ftair this in onier lo slu.w you that

(lie rltciric bjioe* b rot vo hnr.idout. assome
per'ple think il is. It cau Ix- ii.sured at a

pio8t. We bate iwid Some li>pj»f: at the

saove litre «e ba'e poid t" our p-'licyh" Iders 40

|*r ODI. Kf ilK* I'rto-iuros paid. The pr»miuius

CTill»cti^ bive psKt !<.»-<-< and ^xpen^es ami h ft a

t»Ui re lo br niuirid to lie i il» jln Idi rf, ^o

that iIk- lm»'nr»8 I? not fo very lad. Our lates

CD f Metric li*ht tfctiors are ouV pi r cent., which
rr>m f.-r 9 "s'xn «• li'cn >8B ni<del in ev«-ry »ay.
\'. i-nt floors or iron tloors. ntr

: hhttll lie 18 It-el liiRh : i ut

4». „
,

; .- clean ard has- no oil on the

ll'a'fr. DO riur>h > D ihe walU. and no attics ard no
la.iui-n'-. If it has a bdfeni" nt or w-cond fliKjr.

UfiJ .. iliiT must be i(|ui|'|id with

tuio" • r». Our <X|*riiDce with car-

hotu> - .far Very lair. Wedonoikiow
ju^ « - ->• nill in-; hut lur premiums so

lar ha- . i|>< c.H-*. Our ex|<;i.seB lor in-

»|a-<-i<.>i> li«*e amouiil<-d lo 6 p< r c«ni. of prs-

n-ium receirtHit. ami Ihe loial rxi^ense, including

lu»««. i» :.' ; '. The slock cnnipany. of

cuiM', 01U ' iiy |iay cimuiitsiohs to its

ae-ni>. ana .. ..i.miaMona amount lo abi'Ut ^
l--r rrtii. ut i/nmiam ; losM*, wmethiog like 03

l^r f-*-*-t

y. I would like to atk the genlle-

; ' r hi* 1 1 mi auy cairn ^ iDsiiraiice

v; have lou any di^iriri ':

Wi- linte n<> siKCtuI dl^lrlcl. Of
niy of our bll^iuet« ii in New

) : -I (1 1- Kiia'er |«rt of our inhunince is

ehl I r («-rl>. W.- Un\, fMXW.OOO on
I

-

I d nU u< t-'>(*''-"*J<^ ol that is

Our U'M>' late on hrick

i
r ct ni , (rauii- <.ne and oi e-

I conieKis. iticluding carv,
' ..irter; Irani'-, uuc and one-
j

xllorr: Am yott limited at to the

'.Ve raonui carry over |0fi.0fX» on
n' f nriri,. We ore roiiii-whnl

• i» not Urge eiou^h to

'fu'* «oni('afiH's wi,uld
•'••- had an <ir' r froiii n

I .t.lly to i.inci- |;ii<l.<(KJ—

|. .iiid pih'ir : nnil n» liny
irr lould iiui laki- li.

I <i ihneor founn'itfirnti-

A niuiiial

< c| In n ii»k

. I'd. I ihiiik

4 o nitniiief lo confer
,<Ui>d inuiualu and i>re

I have had a •alltfaclorv exprrl-
• I'. ' i . . •»

al a • '.liii'iil'i- i,{ llvo

.4llrr Up «llh Ihe New

'«-r ran net
l>4l « fl p>

•; t" 'I'al «iih

ta*« cmml

The motion to appoint the committee on infur-

ance was adopted, aud the following Kenllenien

wers Ddoieil : Me.--srs. Harrison. Terie Haute:

Dy r. Aui;usla: Pi nine, Tienton; Lusher, Montreal:

Oauuihi tT. Si. Louis.

Mr. Periine olfered a resoluiion asking the

execuli\e committee lo lake under consideration

Ihe question of the (nlargement of the field and

scope of the a>s<ciatiou. aud submit a (liin sug-

gesting ways and means therefor at the next met t-

ing of the association.

OF1ICK.KS FOR NEXT VK.\U.

i The nominating committee presented the follow-

inc reptirt:

Presi'lent. Jc>el Hurt. Atlanta. Ua.: First Vice-

J'resident. W. Worth Bean, St. Josi-ph, Mich.:

Second Vi.e-Piesidenr. John M. Cunniuaham.
Bo.-tun. Ma.-s.; Third Vio-Pre.-ident. Russell B.

Harrison. Ti rre Uauie. li>d.: Seep tary and
Trra.-urtr. Wiljisim J. Richnrdson. Broi.klyii. N. Y.
Exiculive Coninintee : Henry C. Payne. Mil-

waukii-. Wis.; W. H. Jackson,' Nushvillf. rfnii.:

L». <5. H8iuillon,St. Louis, Mo.: G.C. Cuimii.nham.
Ml nin-al. Can.: J. N. Partrl'Ig. , Hioi klvii. N. Y.
Ihf commiitee recommended Montrtal. Can.,

for the npxi mccling.

PLACE OF MEET1.no.

On motion of Mr. Penington, of Chicago, the

s«'crelary was instructed to cast the ballot of the

as,<ociation for the officers nominated. Mr. Pen-

incton movi d that Philadelphia l>e substituted for

Montnal as the place of mfeling. The vole when
taken sttod as follows: Montreal, 38; Philadelphia,

17.

Mr. Cunningham, of Moulreal, then spoke as

follons:

I wifh lo say a few words to you, lo show how
viiv fili-asid, indfid, I am to ki ow that ni-xt year
Muiiireul will receive II. is large and inipiriant
as>cciaiim. I can a-sure you that we will do
en rylliing in our power to remove any difficulties

thai nay exist as to entering auy supplies Ur Mie
)iui|H)-is ol ( xliibition. I Ci.n '•onfideiMly promise
V' u that thi-ie will be no dilliculiy in bringiiig in

supplies to .Montieal, any mote than there were in

hMii;;ing tin m to AtlaiitH. We ie>'o;:Dize in Mou-
irial, as will lb the lesidi nts of oiher places, that
this exhihitiun, which is a part of the annual
uiietiiigs. hub Ix-'conie a veiy iii'iKirtaiit leature,

and tl'iiuld Ih' niaiiiiainrd and iinpruvid, it possi-

ble. You will rc<-cive id MuDirenl a uiotst warm
aid hearty welcome.

Till- rejKjrt of the comiuitlee on "Mail, Express

and Kreij:hl .Srvice on Stnet lia'lwiiy Cars," hy

Hicbard McCulh ch, of the Citizens' Sreet R»ilway

C< mpany of St. Louis, was read by lille. The re-

|ori appenri d in the last issue of the SritEKT Rail-

way Gazeite.

The It
I
oit of the ccmmillee on "TrnngferB," by

J'.hn N. Bickley, of On- R<chcgler(N. Y.) Railway

Ctimpnny, was lead hy lille. The pajier apprars

elwwliere in thi* INtue.

The leport of the rommltCee on "The Use of Ihe

BK»t< r on Ell cltif Railway Circuits," hy ,J. II.

Vail and li. H. Wyiik' op, which anprnied in Ihe

la*! Iinue if the ,STHKI£T RAILWAY (iAZ.;TTK, was

llii-n tend by liilr.

JiK'l Hurl, of Atlanta, tin- newly i-lrclid pri-si-

fleni of thi' arMM.-iati<in, was introdiinil ami maih'

n brief addrrr*.

tin motion of Mr. rerrint' n vote of Ihnnk* ivan

pa>MM lo till' rt'tiriiig onii-era, thi' /Mlania Consul

hlnlitl Sltprl R-iilHay I'oiiipnny, Ihi' Cnpilal C'lly

fhib, Ihf local pn »« and Ihe citix'-ns of the cily of

Atlanta generally, ftir tin' courKsi' n, kindniii<nnil

atlrnlinn ami genrrouii hmpliallly which hail Itern

ekiendrd lo the A*>'«-'allon.

Tbr rrjiort on "Hr«lniciivp Arcing of Khi-Hun-
<lrr.l-Voll Kuwn," by W. M, llarrlnuion. wn* trail

by iiiIp. The re|Kirt appeaml In thn la«l iiwue of

Ihf HTMriTT K*II.WAV Uaxicttb.

Tin- |«i|«^ on 'Drake Mhiicii," liy D. F. Henry

and I'owpII Kvann. wot irtd by IIIIp. A •vnt'imin

a|i|<-sr<-d In Ihe la*l iMiir of Htiikit Kaii w'«v

Iiairla movnl llial a commltlef- lie qppoinUtl.

I two inpinti>'r> of ihr a«uii'iation and
'arliifrr, l<i Invpuligalr iIip Mllijerl of

II i.f a •Idridniil •lylr "f hrake-^hopn,

(•rint'Dlii, ami to ip|iotl the ilala lol

I'

lecttd and its conclusions at the ne.\t meeting,

wiihout expense to the association. The motion

was adopted.

POWER brakes VS hand BRAKES.

The report on '-Power Brakes vs. Hand Brakes,"

by E. J. Wessel<, which app ared in the last issue

of ilie Street Railway G^zetie, was read by

title. Elmer A. Sperry spoke of the report as fol.

lows :

The paper just read by title contains a reference

to a paper reail by me l)»fore the .\meric.in Insti-

tute of EleclncalEngineers last month. The refer-

ence lieing somewhat unjust, I wt>ulil like the op-

IKirtuuity of slowing » hert-m some of such ermrs
Imve occurred. .My I'aiier containeil fouileen points

of excellence, ill wliicli the i-ltdric brake was "iU-

vrior. Tlifse poinis have lieeu taki-n up by Mr.
iVtssels in their order, and remarks atiached to

i-acli. enib' dying clhims on bi'lialf of theaii-brake.

For .nstance, I .'aid that the u-^e I'f the electric

brake, which does not euipl ly brake-shoes in the
opt'ialion at all, wouUI cause an entire ^aving in

such biake-shoes, with a lesu'iant saving of

wheels I roiu two to three fold. Tiie author has
attached to this the rem irk that a good
air brake saves wheels. The air hr.ike is

used simply lo increase the power of the a|iplica-

liun lit Ihe hr^keghoes. which, wliilp smeared
wiih sand and dirt, atta-k the rim< of the wlu-eis,

"diawing" tlie chill-, and very soon grind olf the

face of the wheels to a point Lel'iw thi- chills,whin
ihe whiels will have lo b»» pre-.'sed olT and others
subsliiutid. The air-brake, ins --ad of s;iving

wheels, simply tends to grind them down soom r

by Ihe snpirior pns-uie of the shoes upon the
wheels, over and above that readily obtainable by
hand. \\ ith the eltctiic brake ihe wheels are re-

tarded and brought to rest wiihout the applicntinn

of brake-sluii"^, ami llie rtUing cont ict hetiveen the
wheel and r 111 bfing the only point of wear, the

grindi g and ruiuiug ot the chill is entirely

avoided.
.\iioiher point referied to by the author is that

of the air brake not causing flit whcls. It will

be readily und'-rsloixi that wiih the ileclric brake
this cannot occur, frmi ih" fact that when ihe
whi'els slop nionieutarily ihe motor, which has
been converlcnl into a dyniimo, also slops, and
therelore it cannot penerHte current wiih which
to luriher and continuously huld such » Ii-m Is. and
they simiily start again to roll slowly," bile giving
far IkMIit ntardnlion than whilH slnlip^. and can-
not, therelore, be ground Hat. The comment from
this point is that n gooil air hiake pn vents flat

wheels. Ii is not dear why the siateuit ul is made,
no nasiins In'ing assi'jmd.

Willi ihe air brake a constant deinand for

emrcy IS made al moueyed cost (ri'iu the iiower

stiiliun. which at the same iinie may be already
well taxed and riiiininK up to iin cap.icity. Willi

the electric liiake. on ihe other liai.d. we u^e noth-
ing hill ih > iiMuii'nluni or power sloreil up in the
iiMviiiK miss, an I which in any case we wish lo

gel rnlol. the brake simply iK-iuga device whereby
n part of tliiseneri:y if iiiuliou is used lo a|iply the
brakes and stop tin- car.

In iinsrtfr l" iiio-it ni tli'' points rai-ed. Ihe para-
graphs ipioii d fnnii my

I
a|cr, alsne referied to,

aie s' 11- explaualiuy, ant im d not nceivecom-
meiil hen'. On , however, is nn imiHiitaiit one,
which Hhoultl receive exphinali"n, iiieitly that of
holding a car on a gr.ole after it has Id en bniuuhl
to II Hi. On the car in opeiatMnat lliiscouieniii'ii,

yi II have rearly all i-een a pi ilii'U ol the npparuliiH
which is usetl toliold the camn grades; I in whnli,
on advice iif coiins'l, hashein lemoved lri>in the
whet Is, and cunnot Ih'sIiouii piiM cly iinlil Die.
I'l. I iniglit say ilinl hy mcanx i.f thmd'-Mce ilie

hlngle ciinlrnlli r h.'indle by »hicli ill" car is llist

started miiy. hy hulngiiiu around, brim: Ihe carlo
n si hy Ii'e ol the eleciric hmkc; hy the simple act
iif hi'liliiig this handle in Ihe iKMlllnn while Ihe
brake Ih tiillv npplinl or fully on. Ihe iiioioriiinii m
eiiiilil'd lo hiilil a heavily l'<ailed car on an eight
|H>r ceiil.gr ill. Tin li"liliiig i* |K>rfit-l, and le

liMliin Ml an long as llie hiii'il'e is in thin iMnition.

We llnd tiiie fuel whirli gieally olilit this pinciMi,

naiiielv. the friction of r|Uii>sc<'nce, winch is the
naiiirnl r< slnlnni e ..f ney niai>n HUrling lo move
when after helnu liriingiii l-i renl.

I monl heartily auri-e Willi the author as to the
ni-eiivliy ol |Kiwei lirHken, Imt llonk thai the high-
till oiihr of I'liuiiieering •hoiihl t'c inployrn; and
inaamuch ai we have ample (Miuer Moii d up in Ihe
liniM. Ihl> |Hiwer Khoiild Ik- used lather than to

niipl'iy an Bitdilinnnl drHiiulit nf |Miurr fi mi the
leiilral slallmi at mMiieyed niKl, ami addiiional
aii'l iiiherwiw iinm ce^naiy de\iceii. which in some
f'llne* are liable lo ilerilii|£ell|ent and al"*! II. 'hie to

lllvi' iiniii'c- iwary and dinaviefahlo noisn in iU up
rrnlliin. If the nanie eonlri'lier haiidii' rjni be
iix' I to s'arl and ntup the < ar tiy reverw molions,
ll la In llie I all e of sHnpIn ily lo adopt it, ami
avoid a iniilllplli'ily 'if hnnilhn, w Inn by a iiioior-

man In <o»c of eiiiergeiicy may l»ec<ime c>'iifu»v(l.
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In the electric brake a single handle is used for all

purposes, to run the motor, apply the brakes,

and hold the car upon a grade.

The special paper by Allen R. Foote, on "Taxa-

tion," was then read by title.

The convention then adjourned.

THE BEST METHOD OP TREATING ACCI-
DENTS."

BY P. M. DVER.

Anaong the Eiabjects coming to the attention of

the general manager none is more replete with
perplexity and difficullies than the disposition of

personal injury claims. Expense of operation can
bo approximated, cost of construction estiinated by
the engineer or architect; hut when and where
accidents will happen, and what they will cost the

company, can never be predicted. By the aid of

modern inventions the cost of operation has been
lessened; but this gain is thre.itened by the addi-

tional expense incident to the increased number of

accidents on street railroads oiiermed in the crowd-
ed thoroughfares of our large cities.

It is my purp ise to explain to you in what man-
ner the North and West Chicago Street Railway
Companies attend to jiersonal injuiy cases, com-
mencing with the accident and tollowing the

theme to the final disposiiion of the claim. These
t«o corporations carried 167,000 000 pissengers

during the year ending Dec. 31, 1893, anJ upon the

claim department devolves the duty of investi-

gating all accidents and the making of seitlemenis,

or preparation of the defence, in all claims that

spring from this great traffic. One claim depart-

ment does this work for both roads.

The working fcrce consists of a medical staff and
a sufficient number of investigatois, all under the

direction of the chief adjuster, who reports to the

general counsel of the two companies. For the

purpose of this article the work of the claim de-

partment may be divided into three periods, each
separate and distinct from tHe ot'iers, as follows :

First, investigation; second, negjliatioa ; third,

litigation.

First, as to investigation. The work of this

period begins immediately after the accidpnt and
omitinues until there has been secured a full and
accurate account of the accident, with reliable in-

formation as to the nature and extent of the in-

juries to person. Employees have be^n instructed

to notify, the claim dep irtment of the occurrence of

an accilent on car or tr lin, givin< ciicamstances
of the same, nature of injuries to. and re.-.idence

of the injured, and as far as possihie to secure the

names of the witnesses. Wnen this has been ac-

complished and the injured one has been placed
in tne charge of a physician or the police, the car
or train may continue itsjmrney. lu the mean
time a represeiaative of the claim department will

proceed with all poisible dispatch lo the scene of

the accident. Iftheiojuied pTson has not yet

been removed, he must see that conveyance is

provided to tne hospttil or to the home.
Tiiese companies usually bear the expense of

tempoiary medical care and transportation, witii-

out regard to liaoilily, believing such attention is

appreciated by ihe injured and the coinmuiuty at

la.-ge. In all cases of personal injuries it is tne duty
of tne medical staff to secure the privilege of an
examination; the physician making the same to

avoid any assumption of respjnsibility for the

treatment, but to lully ascertain the nature and
extent of the injuries, and to obtain if p issible a
concurrence in his report by the attending physi-

cian.

All employees witnessing accidents are required

to mike written statements of the circumstances
of the same on printed forms provided for that

purpjse, attactiing the names and places of res-

idence of all witnesses. This report must be com-
pleted and given to the foreman before the em-
ployee iinisbes his day's duties. These reports are

forwarded to the claim department without delay,

and, when received, circular letters containing
printed interrogatories are sent to each witness,

if the seriousness of the accident demands it, in-

terviews are had with the witnesses. That the

claim department may be kept fully advised from
time to time as to the condition of persons injured

on these roads, they are occasionally visited during
the period ot recovery by the investigators assigned

to tnose cases. In Chicago, oil hearings before

the coronor are had immediately after the acci-

dent, and the verdict of the coroner's jury is

usually rendered on the day following the death.

It is the policy of these companies to secure the

presence of their witnesses at the hearing before

the coroner, and obtain stenographic minutes of

the proceedings. Thus, in a comparatively short

time, the claim department will have collected

much information as to the condition of the in-

jured, and the circumstances of the accident. We
may now consider the work of the first period

completed.

* Read at the Convention of the American Street
Railway Association, Atlanta, Oct. 17-19, 1894,

The reports relating to an accident could now
be tiled away, perhaps forever, if it were not for

the industry of some claim lawyer or other hustler
who persuades the injured to make a demand on
the company for compensation. The making of a
claim leads us to a considerntion of the second
peril d, that of negotiation. Demand being made
for compt-nsatitm, it becomes the duty of the chief

adjuster to place before the general manager or
general counsel all facts within his knowledge
bearing on the claim, for a decision as to liability,

and the naming of the maximum s-um to be paid, if

a settlement is deemed aiivisable, the claimant
being promptly informed of the decision. As to

the negotiations preceding a settlement, I need sav
but little. They are usually conducted by the chief

adjuster on the part of ihecompnuy. If not success-
ful the period of negotiation will end, usually to

be followed by litigation, the third and last.

After the commencement of suit all witnesses
are again located by the claim d»-partment, and
therealter located at stated intervals until the time
of the trial, and if possible additional witne.'^ses are
found tostrengthen the detente. Success in de-
tending.«.uits arising from per.-onal injuries largely

depends on the character of the work done during
the period of investigation. The officers of these
companies believe in the thorough investigation of
all accidents, if possible the settlement t u a rea-

sonable basis of all valid claims, in vigorously con-
tesiiug frautiulent demands, and that prompt
settlements are for the best interests of their com-
panies.

In conclusion, I will say that the^ime is at hand
when all railroad corporations must be prepared to

resist claims in a large percentage of their acci-

dents. To promptly prepare to do this is the part
of wisdom, when considered from a financial stand-
point, usually the determining consideration in

corporate management.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Payne: The course pursued by the Chicago
companies is practically that followed by the com-
pany which 1 represent ; and I presume our ex-
perience is the same as all of you, that we liave

very little chance before a jury, and the sooner

we settle a case the better it is for the company.
It does not seem to make much ditference what
the merits of the case are : if we go belore a jury
we are almost sure a case will go against us. It is

only in cases where the points of law are m our
favor t'lat we stand any chance of success.

Mr. LinELL, ot New Orleans: I would like to

ask Mr. Dyer when he gets his a statement from
his employees if it is sworn to belore a notary
public?
Mr. Dyer: Sometimes, but not always.
Mr. LlTTELL; Where a motorman is responsible

for an accident, either to a vehicle or a person,

and you know he is responsible, what do you do
with him ?

Mr. Dver: It depends upon the frequency of his

accidents; what record he has. Sometimes we as-

sess it against him.
Mr. Ll tell: Suppose that you had evidence

that the car was going down the street eight or

ten mile-i au hour, and the motorman had his

head turned away and ran over a person and cut

off Ins legs, what would you do with your man r

Mr. Dyer : He would be discharged.

Mr. LliTELL : Discharged immediately ?

Mr. Dver : He would be suspended pending an
inveslisaiion. and then he would be discharsed.

Mr. LlTTELL : You would d.scharge him as soon
as ytm gut his statement?

Mr. UYER : Yes : because if we did not do that,

and retained him in our employ, we would be crit-

icised for having kept such a man in our emploj',

and It would get before the jury.

Mr. SHiW. of Nawburyport : Would the reason

that caused him to lookaway make any diffeience?

I ask the question because I want to state a case.

Mr. Dyer : I do not think we would accept any
excuse if he did not have his car under contiol.

Mr. Sh.\w: In a road I am interested in the

motorman had his attention attracted by a bicycle

alongside of his car at the time that he should

have been attending to his duty. Tnere was a car

ahead of him that was grounded. He had, how-
ever, no reason to suppose that this car would stop

or ground in a locality where there were no houses,

but in the moment that he was looking ht the b.-

cycle he ran up on the other car and cau^^ed an ac-

cident. What would you do in that case?

Mr. Dyer : I think that would he a matter en-

tirely for the discretion of the superintenden\
Mr. Shaw : We decided to let that man go, al-

though I thought It was a hardship to do so.

Mr. Fuller, of Chicago ; I will say for the in-

formation of the gentlemen that it is a rule of the

West Chicago Railway Company that one car ap-

proaching another car must slow down or stop be-

fore ge ting to it, and if the motorman does not do
so he IS discharged.

Mr. SH4.W : Our rule is to keep cars 500 feet

apait. In this case, where we discharged the man,
he was within 175 feet of the other car. If he had
been 500 feet away we would have felt diflEerently

about it. That is the second instance where we
have had a ground without apparent cause. We
found the trouble was with the rheostat; that the
cable harl broken and made a cnntaot.

Mr. LlTfi-Ll.: Has Mr. Dyr bruuitht with him
the various blank forms us^ d for accident reports
an'l inierro'jatories sent out ?

Mr. Dyer: I have not. The West Chicago
Street Riilway Compmy uses a leport without
any special interrogatories. The statement which
is sent from the office is made up with a view ot

interrogating the witness as to the ofcurrence in a
general way, touching upon the more important
points, and then leaving it for the witness to ex-
plain further if desired.
Mr. Shaw: I think the report said something

about temporary relief—to what extent do jou
carry that ?

Mr. Dter: That is carried to the extent of pro-
viding transportation to the hon e or hospital. A
physician is also called in while the person is lying
in the drUK store, and we pay that expense.
Mr. ShaW: That is the end of it?

Mr. Dyer: Yes. sir.

Mr. Shaw: What would you doin a case like this?
We had a man who was hxinga belt, and by some
means he got in the shafting and was severely in-

jured about the head. The man was taken to the
hotel by some of our men —no hospital in the place

—and tliey h.ive sent us in quite a bill ;
physician

$60 and hotel $75. The man is recovering and will

eventually get well. We had an assistant engii:eer

who did not wait until his engine had turned over
the last time and had his hind jimmed, the wheel
making onlv one part of a revolution, si that it

nearly stopped. He had threefingers amputated, and
they want to know who is going lopay the expense
of his medical care. We claimed that it was no
fault of the companv and there is no liabiliiy on
our part. I had a talk with the repivsenlatives of

man and also with a physician and hotel keepers,

and told them that we could not assume liability,

as it might lead to further trouble.

Mr. Dyer : I should think the first thing to do
would be to ascertain the law, whether or not

there was any liability, before paying any charges.

Of course even if it was a ca=e where we did not

feel that we were lejally responsible there would
often come up the question of charity; whether
we should not give the man something, at the same
time exacting a release to free us from further

liability. I would say that there is a great d^al of

money paid out year a'ter vear which we cbt.rge

up to donations. Form-tancea person not con-
nected with the company who 1 et his lej came
into the office and said: I have had this aceid-nt,

and you are not in any way to blame, but I want
a wooden leg. I am willing to make an affidavit

that you are not to blane. It was an unusual

thing for a man to do, and we gave him |1II0 toget

his wooden let;, although there was no liability.

These cases are di^po=ed of on their merits—each
case by iiself.

Mr. SH.iW : Is your company insured ?

Mr. Dyer: We were from 1890 to 1891; since

then we have tak^n our own risks.

Mr. LlTTELL : Did you carry it tor a fuUyear, or

di I you aoandon it ?

Mr. Dyer: We carried the contract for one
year.

Mr. Payne : Bearing upon the question of the

gentleman in regard to the propriety of paying ex-

penses of taking care of people, we had an experi-

ence in our company in that direction, where the

evidence seemed to point to the conclusion that the

company was not liable. Our attorneys so advisfd

us, and friends of the injured party admitted that

there was no liability, and upon iheir admissions

and representations we sent the injured person

to the hospital and cared for him for several

months. I think we spent nearly $1,000 in the

case. When we went to get a release, and
offered to throw in as a gratuity a few
huadred dollars, they refused to settle with

us. We litigated, because we were assured

we had a perfect defense. Judgment was ten-

dered against us for 57.800, and the fact that we
had done something to alleviate the distress of the

injured person was used against us in the irial,

upon the ground that we must have believed that

we were guiity of negligence or we would not

have expended so much money. Thatseem= pretty

hard—to help poor people out when they get in-

jured and then have a jury render a verdict en-

tirely against the weight of the evidence. The
trouble ;ibout insurance companies is that they do

not insure more than half the accidents. We
think it a wise policy, as the gentleman from
Chicago says, to settle our own cases.

Mr. CONNETTE, of Nashville : We pursue about

the same method outlined in the paper read. After

the accident has occurred we investigate it imme-
diately. If we find up.m inve-.tiiation that the

company is liable, we then go ahead and take

care of the parties the very best we can. If we
find that the company is not liable, we then cease

all expense in the case. Frequently where we
have the most trouble is with lawyers. They will

hunt up a case and institute suit immediately
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without making any effort toward a compromise.
The only method I have fou'id satisfactory in an
instanCH of that lend is toeiirli^a^oi' tos-ttle the case

oucside of a la^vver. which I h ivp don" in a num-
ber of instances, andcui him ou' of his fee. Whirrs
we cannot setfle the casp, I have found about the

best way is to kepp the matter in court, as long as

we can, because as long as it reniams In cuurc the
more easy I C is to effect a compromise. After a
case has been in court two or three years it is easier

to effect a compromise than it is at the time of

the accident. I find anotlit-r thing of imp u-tance,

tiiat is to parsue thes Cises after they get into

Court. We shou'd endeavor to use our influence
to get such men on a j'lry as will give a corp ir-

ation j istice. I believe it is just as essential to

keep up the p iliiioal eni of street railway manage-
ment as it is in any oih«r part; and it you will

endeaV' r to stuiid in wiih tiie pon-ers that be, and
witli tlioje who have influence, and with the
authorities wlio have the appointment of these

jurors, it is likely th.it you will secure better re-

sul s. That has been our e.xperience, and very
lew judgments have been rendered against us;

the 1 u-JHst being $1,500.
Mr. LiTTKLL : I sugi;est that Mr- Dyer furnish

the secieiary with a complete set of the blanks
used on his road, and that they be published in

conjunction with the report.
Mr. Cole, of Elmira : It has b°en our experience

that the symoathy of the averaj^.e juror is usually
with the plai ititf, and that the testimony of the
witness is al-oapt to be warped in their favor; and
I have been able to obtain favoraiile evidence from
the witness tav promising the motorman that if he
can obtain such evidence as will exonerate him
from blame he will be reinstated in his position.
He will go to this witness and !;et a written state-

ment of his views of the accident, and in a great
many instances where he represents that he is

liable to lose his position, he will get fair and
favorable evidence ; and then the witne.-s will

keep to this befoie the jury when the trial

comes off.

Mr. iMi.NARY, of Loirisville : I understand you
suspend ihe motorman ?

Mr. Cole : Yr-s, until he gets such evidence
from the witness as will exmerate him from any
blame, and we have been able to get good evidence
in that way. If we cannot obtain the evidence we
will let hnn go on, but I think it is well lo suspend
him for a time.

Mr. MiVARY : As soon as you let him go you
acknowledge your responsibility for the accident.
Mr. Cole: We ilo not let him go uniil after the

matter is Ui-posed of.

Mr. .SkmmhS. of Memphis : Is the evidence which
the m>tor.iian gets reduced to writing?
Mr. Cole: Yes, we do this as far as possible.
Mr. SejuieS: As 1 understand you, you simply

suspend mm duiing the invesiigation; and if you
find he does njt bring this testimony, then you
dis hjrge bin?

Mr. COLE: Not at that time; tint would be hard
against Uj ia c lurt. H-; is not disch irged entirely
from t' e company until the case is disposed of.

Mr. Semiies: What would you do in a case of
that kind— put liim on the ''cxtia list" and pay
him foi' his time?

All. Cole: No sir, we give him some other work
— in the shops.
Mr. PaYme: I take it in cise you settle at the

time, then yuu do not hold the moiorman respon-
sible?

Mr. Cole: We do not.

TEANSFESS ON STREET BAILWAYS.'

BY J. N. BUCKLEY.

Bay City, Mich.—H. A Snow,of Detroit,president

of the Union Street Railway Company, of Saginaw,
and Manager W. J Hart, of the Union company,
recently held a consultation with President W. B.
Mi-Kinley and Manager C. C. Rush, of the Cou-
folidaled Slieet Railway Company, in relation to

the two companies uniting in the Bay City-Sagi-

naw Electric Cumpany. The Union company has

sicurtd ihe rigiit of way to a point near the

scuihein limits of West Bay Ciiy. It would like

to have the Bay City company extend its Salzburg

line to that point, wheie a connection could be
made. In this way every point of all the valley

cities would have connection with the road. It

would also avoid thentcifsily of bridging the

river, as Third street bridge could be used.

New York, N. Y.—Work is to be begun at once
on the ttreet-car house of the Metropolitan Trac-

tion Company, which is to be built at Fiftieth

street and .Seventh avenue. The terms of the con-

tract call for the completion of the carhouse within
]3 months, and pnrt of it will be m readiness lo
receive cars withm six months. The building
alone, without the land it will occupy, will cost
$1,000,000. It will be Hreproof, five stories in
htiiiht, and will he constructed of steel, brick,
granite and teriacotta.

The carrying rf a passenger from any part of a
city, reached bv the lines of a street railway, to

any other part of surh city, reached by the limsof
the same railwav, for a single fare, is. speaking
broarlly, a new thing in sireet railway operation.
Ten years, ev,-n five years, ago the manaaer who
had the teireriiy to advise his board of directors lo

establish a liberal transfer system would have,
probably, been regarded as unfit for his position.

To-day the most successful comp mies have come
to realize that in this matler of transfers, an well
as in other matters, it pays to tieat the riding pub-
lic Liberally.

One of the most important things lo do, and to

do prompily, is to elucate the average man and
woman to ride. That this is largely a matter of
education every street railway manager knows.
When a new line is opened, even through a thickly
setil'-d disirict, the people for some time continue
to walk. Bad weather, the necessity of haste or
some other tiling indues a person lo riile once.
The nrxt time he rides with less inducement, es-

pecially if ihecarsare clean, the tervice prompt,
and if he does not have to pay more than five

cents to get to his destina'ion. So the habit
grows, and .soon ihe rule is to ride, when, before, it

was the exception. A liberal transfer system,
properly guarded to prevent fraud, pavs. this is,

I think, now generallv recognized. Local condi-
tions and arr^gements of lines must be consid-
ered in determining the regulations to be adopted.
The rules intended to safeguard the company are
important. Perhaps equally important is the
making of rules broad enough to encourage riding.

If a transfer system is adopted, it is best not lo
hedge it in too much by narrow restrictions or to so
complicate its details as to involve labor and ex-
pend money unnecessarily. It is expedient also to
appear to be making most liberal concessions to the
public, especially as such concessions -presump-
tive or real—conduce to our own benefit. The
punching " to and from ''—the limit of privilege to

use at ab.solute junctions as fixed spots—different
foriiis. and even different colors for ditferent issu-

ing lines, may in most cases be avoided. If we
secure a proper form of t cket, we can be protected
in less complicated ways, and it is usually possi -

ble with careful arrangement to cover all require-
ments in one form. If series and consecutive num-
bers be employed, we can easily trace all issues by
them instead of by old meihods. If we use the
serie.s and consefutive numbers, vve allot a certain
quantity of tickets to each conductor, and follow
him by them and should avoid minor details that
inierlere with or complicate the more important
ones.

'Ihe ticket should be of liberal size to permit
legible type and prevent crowd' d matter.

It should be bound in pads of 100. and the pad
be so exactly arranged as lo perjiit punching ten
or more in one ac ion of Ihe punch. This feature
permits canceling the month and dav, and often
the time. *en or more at once at d accurately, and
frequenily several of the same destination. It is

of great advantage to secure full •' month,"
"days "'and 'time" space on eich ticket—that
can be accurately and quickly punched, and it

forestalls the wasie. exp nse and detail consequent
upon daily dated tickets, while it gives equal pro-
tection without delay anywhere.
The sui'ject matter ingeniously arranged can

and should comprehend in one form all needed
rules. •' Good for this current trip—at point
of change—on next car after time canceled
—todestination punched" illustrates ibis. "Sub-
ject to rules of company" covers several dozen
wurds of the old form wiih equal rigidily. Special
conditions may vary this, but in most cases it is

rtstriction enough.
"A .series nuirber"— " conductor's number '"

—

" run," ot " car " number, or some .such designa-
tion on each ticket will identify the issuer per-
fectly, and the consecutive number will trace the
issue, hold it to sequence in use, anrt prevent tam-
pering and fraud. Wh have some 2C0 conductors.
E-4Ch has a stock of 25,000 tickets to begin with,
renewed as us*'d. One transfer department has
350 conipurtments on the wall of the room to hold
these tickets (thus providing for increase in con-
ductor^). each of 25.000 capacity, so they are all

systematically arranged in simp'e order, one coni-
puriment for the tickets of each conductor. The
conductor turns in his unused transfers at the end
of the day's work, ard they are put in his com-
partment and giver out again to htm on beginning
work next d;iy. A simple record book keeps ibis

account : one double page lor ea'^h conductor
covers his transactions for the whole year, and
shows at a glance each individual I ransfer account,
for comparison or ai;gregaiing statistics.

Forepo.m and afternoon are distintuished by
light and black print m the destination blocks,

* Read at the OoDvention of the Ampricnn Street Rail-
way Association in Atlanta, October 17-19, 1894.

and by the system we use we get month and day
07ie punching each (but always preliminary, ihe
couducuir keeping these punched ahead in readi-
ness', and one punch for time (even hour or len-
minuie interval) anil one lor distin„liou. I need
not txplai'i that such a iickit supplants the ex-
pensive- duplex form—for it is equally prolec ive

—

nor enter upon any argux'ent in favor of the ab-
solute nei d of a snort time limit. The day limit,

A. M. or p. M. limit, or even the hour limit is of a
b? gone day, loo leaky to be considered, and very
few companies now use it.

It is important, in mv judgment to arrange the
form clearly ; each section, name, lules, time, days,
months, destination, series and consecutive num-
ber to have a dis iucl and spacious position
and beclearly defined by itself, not scatlered about.
It is also very import int, in order to fos'er accuracy
with rapiditv, to so arrange the reading matler
that the ticket stiall be punched and read as punch-
ed, all one way. being held by thumb and finger of
the left hand and punched with the right. Invert-
ing and twisting the ticket not only takes time,
delaying traffic, but increases inaccuracy. The
ticket should be arranged in every detail so as to

be within the mental grasp of the average con-
ductor, and so as to make it easier for him to go
right than to go wrong, easier to be quick than
compelled to be slow. Regular horizontal and
vertical lines soon fix themselves on the dullest in-
tellect, but scattered details hopping about-a ticket
often puzzle the brighter ones.

In order that all punching may be done before
tearing off the ticket from the stub, and that all

possible advantage of the pad form and multiple
punching can be secured, all sections to be punched
should be arranged on the lower side and right-
hand end it possible.

The pad form saves counting the 100s, while
the consecutive number "ounis the broken pads.
The pad form is most convenient in handling in

the office or on the car^, and saves time wherever
used in giving out, in issuing or receiving, or in
t. king stock. The nse of ihe months is not im-
portant. If there be room for Ihem Ihore is no
objection, as with the pad form they an? n > obsta-
cle to quick service, as they can be punched in
advance of use. Many companies omit them, as
the other restrictions practically give little oppor-
tunity for fraudulent use after 30 days. By be-
ginninsthe consecuiive number of each pad at
10,00. 300, etc., wesave complication in subtract-
intT, as then i he corsi cuiive number on the upper
remaining ticket instantly shows huw maiay tickets
have been removed.
The consecutive number is not only useful in

counting, but compels
I
roper use (f the tickeis.

In c mjuncticn with ihe time:anle each ticket must
show when turned in that it was issued in se-
quence of number and in sequence of lime. No.
e.380. say, is issued at 9:iO a. M. Nos. 6,v3l and
6.233 may not be returned at all, but if they are
they must show issue in direct sequei ce of time.
If not so, the series numb, r tel's us instantly who
issu"d the ticket, and the man is spoiled and the
wrong exposed, for tickets cannot be abstra ted
and punched for future use as they will not fall

within proper time limit and in proper sequence.
We make conductois note on the daily car report
the consecutive riumber of thetiansfer with which
the day's work begins and the consecutive number
with which it ends. At the close of each trip each
conductor turns in the transfers taken in on such
trip in a special trip envelope, dropping them in a
box prepared for that peculiar purpose. Ibis box
is placed at our grand junction which all cars
pass, but a number of such b ixes could be used
where different conditions obtain. We know
at once who wrongly i-sued a transfer, and
who received it and when it was done. A notice
in our cars requires the pas-enger to ask for a
transfer when fare is p lid. This rule enables the
conductor to issue transfers at his convenience,
and distributes the labor of so doing instead of
massing it at certain junctions, with confusion and
dehiy.
Nor is it necessary to resort to tickets on a roll or

in metal clasps or such devices for proleclioii.

The roll method necessitates single issuis, singly
punched, and loses the advantage of multiple
punching, while it delays iraHic and inci eases
chances of error. The metal bound tickets add
expense, but do not increase prelection. Tickets
may be just as easily abstracted in advance of
proper use as in the pad lorm— so they may in the
roll, for that matter. Real protection liet, only in
the system, not in the binding. ( onductors can-
not sell, trade or exehange transfers with series,

consecutive numbers and timetable, without detec-
tion, and if the transfers he turned in on every
trip oeti ction is a very simple process, requiring
no elaborate and costly inspection.

A special register lor iransfers, and so eliminat-
ing their cash value, doesn't help us. It confuses
the conductor aid paral.> zes Ihe spotter, and with-
out a protected foim of ticket conductors can col-

lect fares and ring them up on the register, and
turn in each other's Iransfers lo balance the ac-
count.
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By puttins the transfer business into the hands

of tiie coDduciors, we cater to the convenieDCe of

ra^sengers, and we obviate delays in traffic, cnn-

sequeul upon i-toiiping cars to transfer. We save

the lar<;e exoei st^ of iraiift-r agents, and, in my
judfimenl. do not increaee leakage, for it i.-< as easy

fur transfer auenis to stiinU in with conduclors to

defraud ilie c nipauy. as it is for condu'iors to

coiiitiiue with tacii other. Ti'e nuiiurousand cm-
tinual liauds pcrpeirated upon transfer agents, by
pnopie who get transfers witlioul having paid any
fare, is too Wfll understood to require discussion.

We liave adopted a system of "laces identifica-

tion " for mi ir<il effect, and especially for use at

the noon hour, when abu.3e in transfers is aiost

frequent. As soon as we have converted our stock

of tickets to the new form, we shall put ihem into

effect. They are, I uudersiaiid, now in use in

Minneapolis, Si. Paul, New Haven, Bmghamton
and ScrantuD.
In conclusion I need only add that our liberal

system of transfer has proved a good investment,

and that our form of ticket is efficient and proti^c-

tive. siCuple, convenient and safe, yet systematic,

di-tinct and business-like, it protects our ioterests,

whi.e it saves us all former waste and a vase

amount of useless labor.

THE T.BAIL TRACK CONSTRUCTION OF THE
TEKRE HAUTE ELZCTEIC KAII.WAY.*

BY RUSSELL B. HAKBISON.

It gives me pleasure to respond to the request

and invitation of the American Street Railway
Association, extended last year at the Milwaukee
conveuiion, to make anport. at the Atlanta con-

ventii n, on ''The T Rail Tiack Construciion of

the Terre Haute Electric Railway." This is not
alone iroro the fact that it is very gratifsing to

have so influential a body as the Ameiican Street

Ealll^ay Association thus rfcognize the pioneir

ai.d succe sful woik of the Terre Hau'e road in

the imporiant fJeld of track construction, hut
more ts(ecially from the standpoint that having
given several v ears' study to street railway track
construciion—not following as olhers lead—but
working 'in the pn.blem with iiew and original

ideas, I believe the presentation of the ifsults that

have been secured will not only pro^e of great

value and interest to the mrmbtrs of the a snci-

ation in showing how Trail track construction

may be tucC' ssfullj' laid in paved stree's. with the

heal ty approval of ihe public, but will give the

membefs a standard to follow that will tnable
them to save tlu usands of dollars in expensive i x-

perience and in costly experiments, ll but a small

part of my expectations in ihis respect sliall be

imiiieJiately realizi d, the seed will be sown and
will produce a great harvest, bringing ample re-

ward for our tffi.rtsand work cm the pr< blem.

'Ihe presenlstandard of • all steel" T-rail track
constru.tiOQ of the Terre Haute Electric Railway
not ouly has no equnl in this country, but is so far

in advance of anything yet attempti-d in the way of

street railway iiaikconstiuctiiiu that I leel a biiif

oudine of our woik on the ptoblem, prior torchch-
iiig ilie present standard, wilt not only not be out of

placr-, but will prove of real interest. I am aware,
gentlfii'ea, that these are strong words to be u-ed
in connection with our present track construction,

and that my opinion may not be immediately
shared by many meinbersj of the associaiion, but
I am coutidpnt that all members making an aciual
inspection of the track will share my opinion as to

its smoothness, .solidity, durability, permanency
and general merits, and the great advantages and
public piipularily of ihe smoi thly finished asphalt
and br.ck paving laid in connection with it.

Terre Haute is an anomaly, among the cities of

this country, on the i-ubject of street railway track
constiuction. It is the only city that «ould not
permit girder or grooved rail in its streets, and
would make as great a luss now on tne subject as

the average ciiv would do if an attempt were
made to lay T-rail track. This will seem a
strange condition, but to the company it is a very
pleasant one, making its relation with the city on
the subject harmonious, ard permitting the road
to secure, with popular approval, the best and most
durable f< rm of rail, at the least cost. This feel-

ing— the approval by thepuHicof a T-rail—did not
exist at the start, but was uiought about gradually,
assisted by the greatest of all teachers- experi-

ence. It would not be in existence to-day if the
managi luent of the load had not at all times
realized that public opinion and the approval of

the public were valuaole assets toa stieet-raihvay
company, and worth every earnest effort to hold
and maintain. Our motto has been, not how
cheaply, but how well we could construct our
tracks in the streets. The public have apprt elated
our efforts and sustained us loyally.

: There has been in the past too much attention

* Read at the Convention of the Anierican Street Rail-
way Association, Atlanta, Ociober 17-19, 1894.

paid to motors, generators, cars, power-houses,
etc., and looliitle to Ihe foundation for successful
and economical oppraiion— a perfect track. The
development of eUctricity as a motive power for

str-et railway service was very rapid, and it is

oi ly natural that theinex erienced should be mis-
led in their hurry to change power and h ive an
elecliic road that would make thi m very rich in a
ytar or two. Is i' any wonder then that many
roads should find after a year or two of experience
that the track was loo light for the cars and mo-
tors, and ibe cars and motors were too heavy for

the track, and that both weie worn out and re-
quired rebuilding, &t time when the great panic
had reduced traffic to its lowest point? Light and
abused track and worn-out cars and motors,
coupled wiih reduced traffic, have brought to too
many roads the unwelcome guest— the receiver.

It seems strange that street railway track con-
struction should drift so far away, in theory and
practice, from steam railway track construction.
One bad but lo study the wonderful display show-
ing the development of track construe ion in the
Tran.=porlation Building at the World's Fair to ac-
quire a liberal education on the subject. The
Terre Haute road has indeed had a fortunate ex-
perience. Its management early realized that suc-
cessful track constiuction should approach as far
as possible, and not deviate from, further fl an
necessary, the best steam railway track construc-
tion. So today the Terre Haute road is an ail T-
rail read and every block of track in paved streets

of so durable a character that it will last for
years, with a minimum of repairs,

Terre Haute, alihough a small town at the close
of the great civil war, was very enterprising and
determined to have a street railway. A company
was incorporated for this purpo.se in 1866, with
ample capital, and commenced to lay track early
the following year. It is an interesting fact, in
connection with the present 'ow price of steel,

that the side bearing, flat iron rails purchased by
the company in 1867 cost |108 per ton. These
rails were used about 20 yeais, and then SS-pound
girder rails were substituted. The franchi.se of
the company does not contain any requirements
as to the style, charaoler or weight of the rails.

While iheie has been no expression from the pub-
lic on ihe subject, the management feared that
the general and popular prejudice against the use
of T-rails in the streets would appear in Terre
Ilauie. They, therefore, hesitated about so radi-
cal a change, but, apprerialing the good resulis

that would come from the use of such a rail, tliey

decided to place a tiial older. No publication
was made ot the fact that it intended to useT-rail.
1 he first T-iail laid bv the company was on South
Third Street, in ihe fall of 1S90, This rad was laid

preparatory to changing the motive power from
huise to electrieity. The old girder rail on Third
Street was taken up, new ties distributed, and when
everything was ready tlie Trail was diMribuied in

a matler-of-fact way, as if it were theonly rail that
could he used, and a force ot men put to work in

laying them. Ihe mayor of the city came around
shortly, reports having reached him as to the com-
pany layin;^ a steam railway track, and, when he
saw the repoits were true, said with some excite-
ment, "What are yon doing here—putiinga steam
road in our streets?" The superinendent, who
v\-as on the spot, was equal to the emergency, and
replied plea.-antly, but earnestly, that the- track
was being built for an electric railway. The
n ayor replied that that could not be the case, as
the rails were steam road rails. The superin-
tendent then infoimed him that these T-rails were
theonly rail adapted for the successful operation
of electric railways, and, while it appeared to be
the steam road rail, it was in reality very much
lighler (the section being 40 -pound 1 ) than a steam
road rail. Further explanations .satisfied the mayor
and convinced him as to the merits of the Trail.
In a short time he not only became interested, but
enthusiastic, and brought coum itmen to see the
rail, and explained to them its advantages for elec-

tric street railway service. They in turn brought
prominent citizens and otheis to look at it, and
thus by tact and good management the l-iail was
in I reduced.
A description of thelayingof this first T-rail track

wifl prove if interest. It was a 40-pound Trail,
laid on oak ties 5X7X7, wiih 3 feet space from
center to center. The rails were laid vvithout proper
regard lo having the end of the rail rest on a lie.

Planks 2 X 6 X 13 were laid on both sides of the
rail. On the insirle. the planks were nailed to the
lies, and en the outside blocks were nailed to the
ties to raise ihf jdank to a leve-1 with the rail, to

priivide vehicles an easy crossing. Ordinary flat

splice bars were used with the rails. Tne rails

were bonded with |-inch galvanized bond wiie,
with a single bond to ihe joint. They, in turn, were
wired and soldeied toa supplementary wire of J
inch galvanized stranded iron wire, each alternate
jointbeing soldered and wired from both rails of the
track. In the s ngle Irack the supplementary
wire was in the center of the track, and in the
double track between the tracks. The track was
covered in with good gravel.

One year's experience demonstrated that plank-
ing was unnecessary: that gravel, which is f"und
in great at'und ince under and about, ' erre Haute,
made— with a little clay ihat is found anove it—

a

superior siibs'itutefAr tlie plank, and prof cud the
rails belter, in enabling vibicles to pass along, aid
to cross the liPck eHsiir and witli'Ui i jury. Tins
sunsiitute only requiied cccasioiial atiemion in
filling up low spots ti) maintain a level roailwav.
In two years Ihe planks were badly decayed and
warped up at the end,and as the track wasiiioiough
ly overhauled at that tin.e, the planking was taken
up, and gravel subsiiiuled.
At the end of two gears' service of the track it

was found, in making repairs, that the galva'^ized
iron supplemtntary ground wlie was rusled out
and gone for various distances, making a return
circuit an impossibility, and as we only had ihe
rails to depend upon, which, m themselves, for
this pur| ose. are not suHicient. this tiouble not
only reduced the efficiency of the circuit, but
caused frequent burn-cuts of the armaiures and
fields. It grew to such an extent that it was found
necessary to rehond this track, and it was decidi d
at tlie same time, to dig up and repair ihe entire
track, and increase the number of ties by ene-
fhiid, and, at thesanie time, give careful' alten-
tion to having the ties under and properly support-
ing the rail joints, 'linred No. CO copper wire
was substituted for iron, as the bond and supple-
mentary wire. Good gravel viith a little clay w as
substituted for the plank along the rad. and the
substitute has given very much better service than
the planks have ever done. This section of the
road, as rebuilt, is in daily use now, and giving
good Service.

The era (f street paving did not set in in Terre
Haute uctil 1893. This was not because Terre
Haute lacked in enterprise and progiessiveness,
hut was be-cause the town was situated on a high
bluff fronting ihe Wabash River, and had. with
the gravel subsoil, good drainage and good streets.
When it was decided to pave Wabash avenue and
Main street with brick for 15 blocks, it became
necessary for the company to take up its giide^r
rail. Our expeiience thus far with T-rail had been
so satisfactory that it was decided to continue its

use on the following method:
ifcn'Z.— About this tin e the Illinois Steel Com-

pany brought out iisOO pound Shanghai T-iail, ard
as it was 5f inches high, permiiting paving with-
out chairs and direct spikii g of the laM to the
ties, it was very promp ly adopted and oider d.

Ties.—Uaretully selected oak ties 5x7x7 were
used.
Foundation.—After excavating for the track,

the ground was rolled by a heavv 14-ton steam
road roller. Then 6 inches of broken si one was
placed in position as a bed and rolled by the 14-ton
sieam road roller.

Tcacfc.—Then the ties and rails were placed in
position and raised to grade by tamping screened
broken stone underneath; spaces between li'S were
fiUed with broken stone and rammed to poiii n.
B6ndiiig.—SiDg,\e bonds were used of ^'^ inih

galvanized iron wire, and a supplementary wire of
ISo. 00 tinned copper wire.

rxiving.—On top of the broken stone, screened
sharp sand was pacid, and with one-incii hose
this .-and was vi-ashed into the inteistics of the
stone. After drying, the sard was br'Ughtupto
an even surface by a fresh deposit, ai d it was then
smoothed to even surface and the desired thickness
by a mold-b'.ard. Ihen vilril.ed bricks were
placed in po-ition. leaving them somewhat higher
than the rail. They were driven inio the cusnln
of sand by means of hand hammers, with asqnare
piece of boiler plale placed on top of them, to force
all to the proper level. The sand cushion permit-
ted the bricks to crown evenly from center toward
each rail to afford proper drainage. A special
brick with one corner cut off. w iih sloping angre to

give space for flange of wheel to run in. was laid

next to the rail. The.=e biicks were not of Ihe
shape of the special nose brick now used, and only
set against the lower edge of inside of head of rail.

Tne space between the' brick and web of rail was
filled " ith grouting. Bricks o' legular size were
laid between. After the biicks had been ramcced
ad rolled to proper posinon, a grout of best
screened sharp sand, and Portland cement wiih
water, made to such flowing consistency as to per-
colate all the crevices, was poured over tnem, and by
brooms pushed into the openings. When thus wet,
the biicks weie solidly united, acd they cannot be
separated except with greatdifficulty. A finishing
coat of sand was thrown over the entire surface
and traffic kept off for one week. Afte-r thoroughly
setting, the sand was swept off and the street

opened fn- traffic. The street between the tiacks
and curbstone, as well as between the tracks, is

one solid mass of concrete and brick from center
ot street to curb and will sustain great pressure.

Since this track was laid our experie-nce wiih it

his demonstrated that it could have been im-
proved ill one pariicuUr, viz., the sand and broken
stone should have been united wiih cement into
regular concrete. For we havo f 5und since the
paving was completed that the jn af the water on
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the sand did not wash it thoroughly into inter-

stices of the broken stone. In time the

sand dried and settled down into the spaces,

and, while the ties and the paving imme-
diately over them have remained iirm and
solid, the paving between the ties has settled

slif-'litly, wiihoat breaking or disturbing the

concrete holJing them together. This track laid

in Wabash avenue, the prmoipal stref t ot the city,

has ha I two years' severe service, and has been
thorou^cldy tested in every particular, and thus
praciicallv demonstrated its great success and
merit. Vehicles, carriages and wagons can pass

along the rail, and turn in or out at will, without

J iror wrenchius. It can be crossed at right angles,

or at any angle with equal ease and comfort. A
contiiuous traffic over it has caused no preceptible

wear, and the cars glide over it without oscilla-

tio", as smoiithly as when fiist laid.

Our next experience with T-rail construction was
in a street paved with asphalt, where a half mile

was laid in the fall of 18lt3, and a mile more in the

the spring of 1893.

Willie asphalt presented some new problems, the

T-rails, ties, joint plaies, bonding and supplemen-
tary wires were the same as on Wabash avenue,
the fou idation was improvfd bv making it of con-

crete, 6 in. below the ties. This broken stone

conciete was also placed betw i en the lies, and up
to a point to allow space for 4 in. of asphalt

packed into position.

The asphalt was brought up to and in contact

with the ra'l on the outside for the entire distance

of half a mile. On the inside of (he rail for the
first half mile the vitrified buck used on Wabash
Avenue, witli crrnercut off on a sloping angle,

was usfd to give flange-space, and between the two
endsofihe brick aspliaU was used in the regular

wav. On the last mile the meiits of the Hayden-
ville blocks having been brought to our '•attention"

it viras decided to use them both inside and outside

of the rail, and, while it makes a smoother finish

to the rail than the brick or asphalt, our experience
proves that these blocks do not have ihe wearing
qualitie-i ot the brick. Tnis track and asphalt
paving are beiutiful in finish, and of unusual
strength and smoothness. It is a genuine pleasure

for p-.ssengers to ride over this track, for there is

no motion perceptible except the forward mo-
tion
Our next experience with T-rail construction

was during the yeir 1893, in several streets paved
with brick. The rail was 60-pouhd Shanghai: and
rail platis, bond wire and supplementary wire
weie the same as in the street laid in asphalt. The
foundation was 6 inches broken stone concrete
below these ties, and about oi inches additional
concrete between the ties. It also cuvered slightly

the top of the ties. The foundation for this brick
track was furtlier improved by pouring a thin wash
of sard and cement over the top of the foun-
dation before plicing the sand cushion thereon.
This give the foundation, track, ties and con-
crete a solid union. The brick pnving was
laid in a manner similar to that on Main
street. Instead of angle cut brick for flxnge space
Haydenville blocks were placed on the inside

of the rdils. 1* inches distance therefrom. The
lower part of toe space between the Haydenville
block and rail was filled with sand concrete, ram-
med down tight. On top of this an inch of tar
was placed. The hollow spaces in the Haydenville
block were filled with sand concrete before placing
in p 'Silion, and the space in the center of the track
between bhcks was laid with vitrified brick in the
regular way. This track is perlect ia strength,
smoothne-s and durability. A year's experience
with the Haydenville blocks on these business
streets shows that the glazed upper surfnce wears
too lapidly, and their use has been entirely discon-
tinued.
While this track just described was in every way

supeiior, I gave further siudy to where additional
improvements could be made, causing the follow-
ing changes : 1st. To use a heavier rail with wider
head ; 3d. To substitute metal glass ties for wood

;

3d. To secure greater rigidity and ovenne.=s in
rail ends ; 4th. A firm and permanent h"ld on the
rails without the use of nuts and bolls; 5th. In
paving, a better brick, and of such shafie as would
provide better flange room and contact with the
web of the rdil. These changes brought us to an
all steel T-rail track.
Rail.—When the Illinois .Steel Company brought

GUI the 73-pound Shanghai T-rail, which was an
improvement both in weight, strength and in the
width of the head of the rail over 00 Shannhai
T of same make, it was immediately adopted as
the company's standard and was used in our latest
and best T-rail track construction. The rail is 6
inchps high, the base is ,5 inches wide, the top or
head is 3| inches in width. The web from where
the turns be.: in is Z>, inches. The long web per-
mits the rail lo rest on the ties and brings the top
of rail to proper level for paving with brick,
asphill or granite blocks. In this track the rails

are laid broken-jointed. The 73-pound rail has a
wider bead which gives better contact and wider
bearing surface for the wheels. The edges of the

wheels do not nick or chip out as with the lighter
rails with narrower heads.
Experience with the narrow head rails demon-

strates that by wear an outer flange is formed on
the wheel, acd that this outer flange is very de-
structive to the life of special work and the wheel,
The wider rail head is also better for gravel or ma-
cadamized sireeis, as it givesno opportunity for the
stones lying adjacent to the rail to nick the outer
edge of ihe trejd of ihe wheel.
Foundation.—The foundation of a track is to a

larger degree than any other part responsible for

its wearing qualities, and this fact has not been
lost sight of in our work. Crood rails, ties and
j' lints cannot alone make a track or properly sus-

tain it so as to keep it level and give good wearing
qualities; iherefore under the all-steel track it was
determined to place a heavy foundation of the best

material. After the necessary excavation the
ground was rolled with a heavy 14 ton steam
roid roller. Then eight inches of broken
stone concrete was placed in position and allowed
to set. Then the rails, ties and joints were dis-

tributed and connected together; and when the
track is completed it is brought to the required
grade or level by putting blocks under the rails at

intervals to bring track to proper grade. Then
four inches of bro'iien stone concrete is lamped
under the ties and under the rails; after the tamp-
ing process is completed the inequalities ot the
surface are filled with concrete and the whole
leveled up with concrete over the top of the ties

and pounded to a level surface with a wooden
rammer and allowed to set.

Tit's.—The lies are steel and double corrugated
and heavily coated with tar while hot. and
are 3 inches high, 7 inches wide and 7 feet

long for straight line work, and were laid 1.5 inch<'S

between centers. For special work ihe ties vary in

length as the necessities require up to 30 feet or
mure. The metal of the tie is * inch thick. These
ties were manufactured by the Daniel Steel Tie
Comprny, of Young^town. O. The rails rest on
and are fastened to the ties by clamps with oH-sets
to fit the base of rail. These clamps are secured
and adjusted to the top of the tie by special

made bolts with oval shoulder, and inserted from
bottom of tie with the head below and the nut on
ti'p, which permits a powerful box wrench being
used to draw the nuts on bolts to a permanent posi-

ti.jn.

In using these steel ties in connection with the
Wheeler rail joint a mechanical difficulty arose,

but was overcome in the following way, after

some study: The Whee'er joint has a thickness of
three inches below the rail base, and in laying
track with broken rail joints a straight tie would
not answer. At first we thought it would be
necessary to use a wooden tie under rail joints,

but by deviling a special tie we were able to have
them all of metal. The special steel tie for use
under joints w>is adjusted to the necessary levels,

by bending it down in the center three inches by
an easy off-.set". In laying the track these special

ties were easily placed in position and gave perfect
satistaciion. The clamps and bolls weie the same
as on straight line work.

Joints.—A great deal ot attention was given to
the subject of securing a good r.ail joint f'r this all-

steel trick, and after examining many devices
selected the Wi eeler rail joint made at Marion,
Ind., a! it did away with the bills and nuts and
embodied the best of all mechanical principles

—

that of the wedge. These joints at that time had
not been made for Shanghai rails or for steel ties,

hue I overcame these difficulties by designing a
new joint to be used with these rails and ties, and
secured in this new pattern mere bearing surface
on the tie, by having the boitom of the joint made
to fit the corrugations of the tie. The joint con-
sists of two parts, one of which is keyed onto the
other. The larger or heavier part used on the out-
side of rail has two lugs that fit m the angle-joint
holes nearest the ends of rails. After it is placed
in position the lishter part is keyed on with a large
maul and it holds the rails rigid. Then the tie is

placed under joint and is fastened to it in the
regular way, with ihe exception that the clamps
have longer oflf-sets, the holes in the ties for the
bolts are also wider apart on account of the width
of the base of the joint. The joint has corruga-
tions on each side at right angles to the rail, which
gives it great strength. The joint is made of the
best malleable iron and weighs 33 pounds com-
plete.

Bond and Supplementary Wive—Iron wire
having proved unserviceable and unsatisfactory,
the heavieso copper wire was used in connection
with this steel track. Double bonds of No. 0000
copper wire were used at each rail joint, one in the
upper and one in the lower part of the web of rail.

These bonds were soldered and connected to the
No. 00 tinned copper supplementary wire, that has
been adopted as standard.
Pavinri.—Whfn the foundation is completed and

the track set in it, as just described, nothing re-
mains but the paving to complete the track and
street for use. The all-steel track was laid on
Ninth street, a business street leading from

Wabash avenue or Main street to the Union Depot,
and brick was, therefore, selected for the piving
material. This brick pavement was laid as previ-
ously de cribed, and needs no further description.
As the use of Haydenville lilock has been aban-

doned and the angle nose-cut brick oid not touch
the web of the rail, I designed a special shaped
brick that has many advantages, combined with
the same wearing qualities as ihe brick on each
sde ol the tracks. A.-, sample pattern of biick which
I have with me will give a clear understanditig as
to its shape.
Drainage.—In the earlier laid track in paved

streets, rapid and proper drainage of the tracks
was not provided for. The paving was crowned
to the center of the track ami followed the .'lope of
the streets, but when the lowest point in the street
was reached, no provision was made to carry the
water quickly to the sewer. In this new track,
proper provision is made to get rid of the water
from rain, snow and street sprinkling, quickly and
effectively. In the center of each track, at the
lowest point in the grade of each street, an ei.nht-

inch sewer pipe was laid to the sewer. Over the
top or opening ot this pipe, in the center i f ihe
street, is placed a small catch basin surmounted by
a special made iron grating. The water flowing
down the track and along the side of the rails is

tnus rapidly removed and a simple and effective
drainage secured.
Injury to Irack by Vehicles and Heavy Teaming.

—On our track, which is standard gauge, 4 feet
8* inches wide, heavily loaded vehicles cannot
drive along it and get the benefit of the smooth
metallic .surface as in the case with girder rails.

This condition is a great improvement, and makes
a saving in many ways.

First. It saves an immense amount of money in
repaiiing the injury and wrenching to track, and
rapid wear and tear thereto caused by vehicles,
and particularly heavily loaded wagons turning in

and out and driving along the track.
Second. It permits a quicker and more frequent

car service—which all street-railway men know
means time and money by giving the cars a clear
track.

These .are great advantages, and will be best ap-
preciated by the managers ot the lines in large
cities. They can also bear testimony to the laige
savings effected in the vrear and tear.

To further prevent heavy teaming along the
flange spaces of our track, and at the same time
m ike the wear and tear on the street paving,
which we are required to maintain, a minimum,
the following ordinance was passed by our City
Council. Oct. 4, 1893:
"An Ordinance Regulating Heavy Hauling Over

and Through the Improved Streets of the Uiiy of
Terre Haute.
"Be it ordained by the Common Council of the

city ol Terre Haute that it shall be unlawful for
any person to drive or cause to be driven, or per-
mit his or her servant, to drive, upon any sireet or
alley paved with wood, stone, brick or asphalt,
any wagon or other vehicle having upon it weight
which, together with the weight of the wagon or
vehicle, shall exceed four thousand (4.000) pounds
and less than seven thousand (7,000) pounds unle.-'S

the tires upon such wagon or vehicle shall be at least

three inches in widih; nor shall any such wagon cir

vehicle having upon it a weight which, togetiier

with the weight of the wagon or venicle, shall ex-
ceed seven tliousand (7,000) pouu-ls, be so driven in
or noon any si.ch pav. d street or alley, unless the
tires on such wagon or vehicle shall be at least

three and one-hall (3i) inches in width.
' Section 3. Any person who shall violate any of

the provisions of this ordinance shall, upon con-
viction therefor, be fined, and forfeit and pay not
less than five dollars ($5) nor more than titty dol-
lars (I'lO),

•' Section 3. This ordinance shall take effect and
be in full force and effect on and after Dec. 1,

189i"
In closing this report, gentlemen, I wish to thank

you for your attention, and at the same time ex-
press the hope that it will prove, as it was in-

tended, a good guide to you in securing that very
1 ecessary condition for successful and economical
operation—perfect track.

Before closing I wish to call your attention to the
fact that through the kindness of The Paige Iron
Works Company, I am enabled to show you in the
Exhibition Hall a sample of our special track work
made of 73 pound Shanghai steel rail and la'd on
the Daniels steel ties, as we lay it. Also samples of
Wheeler rail joints, attached and unattached to
rails. Also a crude sample of our brick paving.
This sample is not as correctly or as smoothly laid

as we lay it in Terre Haute, but as I did not reach
Atlanta in time to supervise the laying, it would
be unreasonable to expect uii.skilled hands, without
guidance, to lay it as our experienced employes do.

THE DISCUSSION,

Mr. Seely : I would like to ask Mr. Harrison
what is the cost of the T-rail construct, on, as com-
pared with girder rail construction of the same
weight?
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Mr. Harrison : I could not give any comparison

as 10 the tame weigin of rail, bfcaUfC I never laid

gilder rail c.r ihat dimension. Our experience was

wiih 38 and 45 pound gilder rail, and ihat was all

tai<eD up lo ig ago.

Mr. Seelt : Have yu had any experience with

the T-rail(Ulsiiie of tie hri'-k and asphalt pave-

ment- have you had any expuriecce with granite

blocks ?

Mr. Hakrison: No. sir; the brick pavement was
much suprrior lor smoothness and durability than

the granite blocks. But 1 am confldent we can

lay the riil as well and as successfully with the

pranite blocks as with the brick or asphalt pave

ment.
Mr. Seely: Do you not find that the concrete

foundaiions are extremely rigid for the cars ; that

the wear takes place in the cars instead of in the

rails?

Mr. Harrison: The track is perfectly smooth
and thtre is no .julting or jir: no oscillation with

our cars. When the car comes to a rail joint, vou
cannot tell that you are passing over it. Our track

foreman has had long experience in steam railioad

practice, and he is inslrucied to spare no pains or

expense in making the join's as tohd and rijiid as

possible I do thit because 1 believe that alter you
once put a track in a p^ved street you do not want
Id renair the rail joint : you want to have it so Ihat

it will not give you anv irouble, and for that reason

there is no money spaied in laving the joints The
joints are laid as close as the natural expansion and
contractiim will peimit.

Mr. Seely : The reason I bring up that point is

that at the present lime a great may railroads are

being constructed where they are not allowing any
space for contr«ction and txpansion.

Mr. Harkison: My exp.-neuce on that point is

that there is so much ot the metal down below the

surface, where it is cool, and so little of it exposed
to the heat, just the head— w>- have no grooved rail

or gird-T in our town—and just a little on one side

expo-ed, that we do not sutler from contraction

and expansion, as in the case of a girder rail. The
joints are the Wlieeler joints and rest onllie lie, and
wetamp ihe rail up wiih conciele. Not only are

the ties suppor.elby c mcreip, nut ihere is coucreie

under the rail also, and theconcreiecomts up over

the lie so that the rail and tie both rest on solid

concrete with a heavy bed below, and when ihis

brick p iving is put on and all concreted together

there are praclicaliy no joints, and youcannot Itel

them in passing over the rail. Ii gels no wearai d
tear, and that is why, m economy of operation, ic

is superior, because ihere are no joints to raiile

a Oar in pissing over them. Our moiois and cars

IttSt Ijnger, and we have better service.

EXHIBITS AND COMVENPION N0TB3.

The United States Car Fender Company of New
York interested many of the delegates and visitors

at.Atlacia in ihe M^.demann car fender, which was
fu'llv described and illustrated m the street Rail-
way G vZf;TiE two weeks ago. Ihis fender made
a most favorable impression and line of its strong

points is ihat it collapses when it s rikes abody of

40 p mnds or more weight and invariably picks up
the object. As it is covered wiiii elastic wire net-

ting, a person falling into it is not inj;.red, and
having an oscillatory motio", it slips up and down
on its frame according to the inequalities of the

grounder traC'i whenever the bottom of the lender

touches. At no time is the bottom of the fender

more ih in t.iree inches from the ground and when
it s.rikes a boily and collapses, it ri!-es to at least

18 inches above the ground so as to clear ihe draw-
bar on the car; and the opening of the wings on
either side of the fender— and which are a part of

it—prevents a body Irum lolling over the side of

the fender and thereby getting under the car.

The Norfolk & Western R lilway in connection
wiih the Royal Blue Line ran an eleganily ap-

pointed tram from New York lo Atlanta and re-

turn, wiiicu proved lo be a most delightful excur-

sion On the reiiun irip a st' p w as made at Chat-
tanooga f.om which point a visit was made to ilie

hlst'irically fam ms Lookout Mountain, wli-re an
appetizing lunch was enjoyed. Tne pariy then
proceeded to ihe Naiural Bridge in Virginia and
th"nce lo tiie cdebrated caverns of Luray, tne

b^auiies of wnich were a revelation to many. I'Vom

Luray tne train ran direct to New York, arriving

on schedule time Monday morning. Mr. L. J.

Ellis, ihe E i.slern passenger agent of tho Norfolk
& Western Railroad, was untiring in his efl'orls to

entertain his guesis, andreceivtd much praise for

the perfect manner in wuicu the irip was conducted.
[^ The Geneit Airbrake Company, of New York,
gave a practical exhibition of the Genett air-brake

for use on street cars, and thi> aitracied special

inveatigation by many prominent street rail ay
men. The faciliiy witn which a car can be handled
when thus equipp> d las generally remarked upon,
and the didierent mi lormeu who op^ra ed the cars

with Ihe Geneit airb.ake were paiticularly pleased

witn this labor-saving device. The biake was

given a severe test on several 'of the heaviest cars

in Atlanla, with most satisfactory results. This
exhibiiion in connection with the able paper
which was i resenied by Mr. E. J. Wessels, general

maea^er of ihe company, brougnt the Genett
airbrake prominently before every one interested

in such maiters.

The Jewell Belting Company, of Hartford, Conn.,
distribiued souvenirs which suggesied that more
prosperous times are at hand. The gentlemen were
given p cketbooks lor carryingbills, and the ladies

were givtn, as souvenu'S, an exceKlingly hand-
some card case and pocketbook made of lizard

skin. The Jewell Belling Company is always
very happy in its choice of souvenirs, and is

careful to avoid disfiguring them by too much
printed mattnr. The result i"? that the Jewell
souvenirs are kept long af ler all other reminders of

conventions have been thrown away. Tne cad
cases which the company distributed lo its fr.ends
over a year ago at the Milwaukee Convention were
to be found m the pockets of many of the visitors

in Atlanta.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chi-
cago, well known to ad street railway men
throughout the country, made an exhibit of ilsdif-

fereni specialiies. The McGuire electric sweeper,
car heaters, trucks, etc.. are so well known that no
attempt will be made to make an extended men-
tion of them at this time. A neat souvenir in the
form of a pen-wiper was disti'ibuted to ihe visitors.

An inieresting exhibit made by this company was
the Chrisiensen air-brake, wiiicii was shown in

practical operaiion on the Consolidated company's
lines. Had it not been for the slowness of (he
freight lines in delireriog goods, the McGuire ex-
hibit would have been second to none.

The New Haven Car Regisler (Company had a
well arranged and very striuing exhibit of its fare

registers, andshowed a novelty m the way of anew
regisler which records several fares of different

amounts and a ti'ansler. This instiument atiracted
much attention and was very favorably comment! d
upon. The souvenirs presenied by ihis company
were of a useful and permanentkind. and consisted
of a paper-weight, with a handsome illuslration of

a regiMer on one side and on ihe reverse side was a
mirror. The company also presenied a ueauiilul
inkstand for desk use, which cociained two boitles

and a rack for pens and pencils, and a handsome
calendar.

The J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, made
a characteristic and must exiellent exhibit which
was in keeping with its repuiation for enterpii.-e

and good taste. In addition lo a number of hand-
some cars which were in operation on ihe several
street lailway lines, it exhibited aseclion of a car
showing a new design of movable vestibule which
can easily bt- adapted to open cars. This and the
new design ol brake mechanism interested m/iny
practical olreet railw y men. The company also

showed a compleiely equipi^ed snow-plow and a
number of special features of construciion which
have made the Brill cars famous throughout the
world.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of I^ast Ber-
lin, Conn., had the only structural display in the
building. This company is so well known in the
street railway and electric light industries by
reason of its handsome and tasceful advertising-

matter wliich has i.een issued Irom time to time,
that no extensive mention in this connection ivould
materially add lo iis universal reputation for re-

liable and perfect cons' ruction. The exhibit
showed the mtthod of constructing a thorouihly
hrei^roof and almost indestructible roof, v\hicli

was made ot galvanized corrugated iron lined with
the Benin patent roof fining'

The General Electric Company had a compre-
hensive exhibit of its various street railway special-

ties which included about everything the couipany
manufactures lor street railway service. The
General Electric Company has a number of "G.E.
8Uu" motors m use on the Consolidaied roads in
Atlania, whicn fact was made known by prominent
signs on the cars. In audition to the exhibit in

Machinery Hall, the General EWctric Company had
headquarters at the Aiagon Hotel and also at the
Kimball House, and at lioth these places the hos-
pitality of the company was liberally bestowed
on its fiiends and visitors.

The Michigan Electric Company, of Detroit,
Mich., appeared for the first time wiih an exceed-
ingly fine exhiuit of new line material, which met
with general approval from praciical men. The
exhibit included everything used in overhead con-
struction; and ihe new method of displaying a sig-

nal light at the trolley pole base won much favor.
Nearly all the material displaced in this exhibit
possessed special leatures of merit, and the circu-

lars and catalogues (distributed by the company
will certainly be preserved for future reference by
street railway men.

The ladies and gentlemen who occupied a special
train to Atlanta over the Pennsylvania and Southern
railways adopted resolutions thanking these two

companies for the kindness and courtesy that had
been shown them. Special thanks were given
to W. A. Turk, of Washington, D. C, general pas-
senger agent of the Sou hem Railway ; S. H.
Hardwicke, A'lanta, assistant geneial pissenger
ag lit; A.S. Thwea't.nastem pHs-entieragenl; aud
George C. Daniels. New England traveling pa-sen-
ger agent of the Souhfrn R din ay.

One of the most interesting exhibits was that
made by ihe Consolidated Car Heating Company,
of Albany. Sections of car seats which were lo-
cated in the space were fined with the company's
electric heaters. Tne various slyhs of f h ctric
heaters for different kinds of cats were al>o shown,
as well as the new style of controlling switch
which has recently been introduced. This exhibit
was found to be one of the most interesting to
street railway companies.

The H. W, Johns Manufacturing Company, of
New York, made an interesting exhibit of over-
head material of evu-y description, including
switches and frogs and other devices. In addition
to these an extensive show was made of samples of
various manuladurts (f Vulcabesion, including
pipe covfrli gs and olher fire-proof goods. Tne
u lique sjuvenir buttons distributed by the Johns
company were to be found on the coats of many
delegates and visitors.

The R. D. Nuttall Company of Allegheny, Pa,,
had a very fine exhibit of supplies and specialties.
It may be questioned vvlieiher any concern has of
lateyeais done more than th's company to advance
the standard of this important class of" work. The
exhibit told of careful study and successful treat-
ment of the many problems involved. There were
shown the Nuttall trolleys, wheels, gears, pinions,
harps, etc.. in steel, iron and malleable iron, and
other specialties.

The Arbell establishment, manufacturers ot
wrought iron forged wheel centers for street rail-
way service, whose works are at Rivts de-gier,
France, represented by their American represen-
tative. Mr. William Hazleton, 3d, hi.d on exhibi-
tion a very neat model in the reception pa i lor of
the Aragon Hotel. Mr. Hazleton distributed a
handsome set of catalogues neatly done up in
fancy papers tied wiih red, white and blue ribuon.

The Johnson Company, Johnstown, Pa., made
an inten sting exhibit of speci-ii track constru'iion
in its new style of special woik. Another feature
of this exhibit was the Duuont truck, which is

owned aid manufactured by the J.ihnson com-
pany. In addition were shnwn a large number of
models of different types of glider rail and stand-
ard girder joints as well as miscellaneous manu-
factures of the Johnson company.

The Sterling '^upply & Manufacturing Company,
ot New Yfirk, had a complete exhibit of the sev-
eral styles of the Sterling lare regisleis. 'I he ex-
hibit was nea ly arranged a^d was very interest-
ing. It included a number of mi dels of old ma-
chines, showirg the progress and development in
til s line that have bi en made in the last lew yeais.
The souvenirs presented by this company were
unique and mm-h sought alter.

Lii.bnrg. Sickel & Company, of Trenton, N. J.,
made a good exhibit of their 'Irenton tiolley wagon.
The wagon and tnwer are solidly yet handsomely
built, and at the top IS a swinging or revolvini; plat-
form. The tower is fitted with gear « hich en-
ables it to be quickly raised and lnwer. d lo any
height. Ihere are also a couple of light ladders,
toolb"xes,etc. . and ihere isno interruption of car
service while it is m use.

The R. A. Crawford Manufacturing Company,
of Pittsburgh, e-"hibited a full line of its fender
equipments, so that they might be inspected in ihe
different positions that they assume in actual ser-
vice. These well-known lender.^ are now in use in
a great many ditl'erent iilaces, and seem to be giv-
ing exiellent satisfaction. The wheel guard that
the company makes for electric cars was also on
exhibition.

The Fulton Truck and Foundry Company, of
Mansfield, O., had a good exhibit, which included
their Imperial trucks, Troy sandboxes, hydiaulic
motor-Uft, Haycox patent door fastener. Robinson
patent drawbar, s'andard transfer table and nu-
merous other specialties. One nov, I piece was a
machine run by a small Elliot-Lin' oln motor, de-
stroying used tickets at the rate of 3,000 per min-
ute.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company made a display of special apparatus in par
lors at the Aragon Hotel, and also look great pride
in exhibiting the great Westinghouse generator in
the power-house of the Consolidated Street Rail-
way Company in Atlanta, 'ihe company received
many compliments on this beautiful generator and
a large number of the delegates paid it a vii-it.

The Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing Companv,
of Brooklyn, N. Y. , was well represented, but did
not make as large an exhibit as usual. Tne com-
pany displayed a number of its specialties and a
number of samples of street railway supplies,
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which included registers, car trimmings of various

kinds, stoves, ft'-., also a lifting jack which was
recently illu^tated in these columns.

1 he Walker iManufacuirine Comp-iny. of riere-

land , made a large a' d ijterestm,;; dis|jlay ol its flex-

ibly mouuted sti-el motuisoii a solid lorged motor
trucli manufaciured by theDoiner& Duiton Com-
p .ny, ot Clev land. This exi.ib t altr.icted many
visitors. The company also s-howed a large rail-

way genira'or m operation and various app.iances

for use in street railway work

.

The Strrling Supp'y and ManufactuTing Com-
pany, of New York Ciiy. disiribuied among its

friends a unique roller blotter which wili b^ found

of service on many a street railwa.y man's desk.

This s-ouvenir v^as covered witii printed matter,

wh ch called attention to the fare register-, gates,

fenders and other railway supplies, manufactiu-ed

by the com[jany.

The E. T. Burrowes Company, of Portland, Me
,

made a very nice sho^v of their rolling curtains for

railway and street cars, and distributed samples of

"Oakftte,'' which they claim is a waterproof dust-

proot and smokeproof material that will not fade

and is not injured by washing with soap and
sponae. The company also gave away a very neat

bljiter.

The Card Electric Company, of Mansfield, O.,

made an interesting exhibit' of a large truck
equipped with a 35 h. P. Card motor. It also

showed a series multiple controller, a device lor

turning commutators on the motor without un-

shipping it. and a number of other street railway

specialties which attracted more than ordinary at-

tention.

Those who traveled to Atlanta over the Shenan-
doah route adopted resoluiions thanking Leroy J.

Ellis, Eastern passenger agent ot the Norfolk &
Western Railway, for his attention to their com-
fort, and I ongratulatiog him on the excellence of

the train service. Kr. Ellis has been presented a

suitable testimonial as a reminder of the tiip.

The Security registers which are now so well

known were exhibited by the St. Lou-s Register

Company, of St. Louis. The company showed a

novel combination register, which is 'lengned for

use on c O's that have two separate compartments,
similar to iho^e that aie in service in Sm Francis-

co. A transftr register was also shown.

The Pcekham Mo'or Ti-uck and Wheel Com-
pany, of Kingston, N. Y., had a very conspicuous

eshioit of iisslandnrd cantilever extension truck

and several beautiful models of trucks. Both of

this company's irucks on exhibition carried a com-
plete .-quipment of motors, and the h mdsome cat-

alogue distributed was in great demand.

The St.lweli-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Comp.iny, of

Dnyton. U.. mane a tine exhibit whicn includ'

d

the S.ilwell hejter. Smith-Vahe pumps, railroad

track jacks, Vicor tuibim s and Iriciiou clutches.

This company recently installed 1.000 horse power
of air pumps and condensers in the plant of the

Consolidated company of Allan. a.

The Paige Iron Works, of Chicago, made a very
interesting exhibit of Hackwork, showing switclies

and ciossinf;s m bo'h girder and T-raiis. The T-

raiis were laid on steel ties ami a portion of the ex-

hibit was an illustration of the woiU done by this

"company for the Terre Haute Street Kailway Com-
pany of Terre Haute. Ind.

The St. Louis Car Company gave away one of

the most attractive souvenirs that was s en in

Ailanta. 'I his was a bO' k containing virws of the

World's Fair. The views were nicely bound, and
the souvenir was eagtrly called for by those who
have not Icrgocten that there ever was such a
thing as the World's Fair.

The Haitford Woven Wire Mattress Company
of Hariford, Conn., had on exhibition its reveisible

armless car seats for all stvles of cars, the seat and
back of which are made of tne Roberis patent
open-base woven wire which has been long in u.-e

aad is well known to the different car builders

throughout the country.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company, of Steellon,

Pa., as usual, made an inlerestinj; exhibiiion of

railwork, which included the different specialties

manufactured by this co-npany. Much interest

was mani.''esled in this exhiUic by street railway
men. who were entertained by the company's able
represeniatives.

The Graham Equipment Company, of Provi-
dence. R. I . exhibiied the Graham truck, which is

alieady well known lo street railway men, and is

winning its way into popular favor. A number of
these ti'ucks is in use on i he lines of the Ailania
TractioQ Company, and is being operated very
successfully.

The Brooklyn Car Scat & Veneer Works, made
an exhibition showing the various styles of veneer-
ing and woods which they make for use in the
manufacture of cars. The Street Rail« ay Adver-
tising Company of New York and Phi'ladelphij,

displayed its mode of street car advertising in the
same space.

The Safetv Clutch Brake Company, of Phil.idel-

phi.i, showed a new clulch biake for electric

car.-. Its p' culiar raichet feature, assisied by the

strong coupled dutch bearinas. gives the operator
c 'Otiol of the car all ihe time, the dog on the plat-

form holding ihe teeth of the siirociet wiieel at

every turn.

All visitors at the convention had the opportu-
nity of riding on the electric cars in Atlanta to

iheir heart's content, without paying anything for

the 'privilege. Packages of tickeis good on all the
local lines duiing the tliree days of the convention
were distributed among the delegates and sup-

ply men.

The Storm Manufacturing Company, of Newark,
N. J., and J. H. Graham, of New York, made a

neat exhibit of the " H. & C' sleet-cutting trolley

wheel. This wheel has already found a large

market and is undoubtedly a great help in the

operation of cars during the winter season espe-
cially.

The Charles Muneon Belting Company, of Chi-
cago, was well reprcFcnted. as it h;id an excel-
lent showing of iis well known Eagle belting for

railway and lighting work. One of the much
lookf d for features of this exh'bit was missing this

year. We allude to the energetic Colonel Shay.

The Davis Car Shade Company, of Portland.
Me., w hich is always on hand at conventions, had
on exhibition a side section of a closed car and a
fection of an open car fitted with the admirable
shades that are made by the company, f-everal

styles were shown as well as improved fixtures.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company, of

Windsor. Conn., had ils exhibit in the station of

the Atlanta Traction Company, where two large

Eddy generators have been in success'ul operaiion
for nearly a year. There is also a number of sta-

tionary Eddy motors in operation in Atlanta.

The Weston Electrical Instrument Company, of
Newark. N. J., weie represented by R. U. Hein-
rich. who very ably set forth the merils of the
Weston instriinients, of which there was a very
handscmie exhibit on the switchbcard of the
General Electric Company in Machinery Hall.

The Creaghead Engineering Company, of Cin-
cinnati, had an admi'able exhibit of its •^lecric

railway line material, including its double fiexib'e

pole bracket, sinale biacket, etc., for wooden or
iron poles. '1 he bracket is ingeniously contrived
and of neat and solid workmanship.

The Morris & Tasker Company, of Philadelphia,
one of the oldest and largest manufacturersi f elec-

tric raUway and light poles in the country, was
ably represented, and there was no mistaking (Mr.

S. B. Wheeler, who towered head and shoulders
over every one at the convention.

W. R. Brixpy. New Yoik. dsfributed among the
dele;;ates and visitors memorandum books of a
convenient s.ze. On each leai attention is calhd
to the merits of Keriie products, by the motto,
" • An Ounce of Prevention is Worth a Pound of
Cure:' Use Kerite Insulation."

The Young Nut Lock Company of New York
exhibited the Young nut lock, which is well known
tor Its simplicity, efficiency and economy, and
also showed the Brownley injector, which the
company claim is very easily operated and makes
a considerable saving in fuel.

•The Siondaid Underground Cable Company, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., made its presence tnowu through
its able representative, F. E. Degenhardt, who dis-

tributed No. 1, Vol. 1., of "infinity." Copies of
this publication w ill be mailed to any address upon
application lo the company.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company,
of New Yori!, interested a great many of ibe rail-

way men in the Pintsch system of lighting cars.
Tills sjstem has been adopted inanuiQDer of cities,

and has given particular satisfaction on the Broad-
way road in New York.

The Taylor Ekctiic Truck Company, of Troy,
N. Y., made an interesting exhibit of the Taylor
impioved electnc truck, and its special features
were made known lo street railway men by a
liberal distribution ot printed matter and also by
Mr. Taylor himself.

The Georgia Equipment Company made a very
pretty exhibit of miscellaneous goods, which in-
cluded a complete assortment of street railway
supplies, for which it is agent in Atlanta. This
company can furnish anything desired in the street
railway line.

The Cutler Electrical Manufacturing Company,
of Philadelphia, had an operative exhibit of the
'•C.-S." auiomatic magnetic cut-out, which as a
check on care e-s motormen is iuvaluanle and is

rapidly iinding its way on all the roads throughout
the country.

The Niles Tool Works, of Hamilton. O., showed
several tools for use in street-car shops. These

consisted of a wheel-boring machine with crane
attachment and a powerful hydrostatic press lor

pre.-sing car v\heels on axles, etc., and a com-
pact lathe.

Ml ssrs. Carlton & Kissam, the well krown street

railway advcrtisim; firm, remembered thtir many
friends with a handsome

i
ocket knile. en one s de

of which the firm's name ai.d business were very
neatly inscribed. This was also one of the choice
souvenirs.

The Western Telephone Construction Company,
of Chicago, exhibited its magneto telephone and
compact exchange swiichhoard. Visitois were
allowed to test the efficiency of the apparatus, and
many testimonials wereoffered as toils satiolactory
operation.

The Sperry Electric Company, of Cleveland, 0.,
made a prominent exhibic with a special car it had
in operaiion. which was equipped with Sperry ap-
paratus and the Sperry magnetic brakes, which
have recently come into considerable prominence.

The Abendroth and Root Manufacturing Com-
pany, of New York, was represented by Mr. P. M.
McLaren, who was conspicuous in all parts cf the
building, and took great pains to acquaint the del-
egates with the merits of the A. & R. boilers.

The Guarantors' Liabiliiy Indemnity Company,
of Philadelphia, distiibuted a souvenir in the shape
of a leather card-rase inside of which they took oc-
casion to call attention to the financi-)i points of
the company and the location of its offices.

"Smith," of New York, a house well known to
street lailway men throughout ihe country, made
an excellent display ot street railway lamps of all

d. scriptions, and al-o a very pretty design ot a
cluster center lamp with reflector.

The Eushnell Manufacturing Company, of Eas.
ton. Pa., had a very neat exhibit ot car seats m
plush, rattan and leather, also the Bushnell springs,
'the spring seats and backs made by this company
are certainly vejy comfortable.

The Hughes Fare Register Co.. of New York,
made its ini ial bow at the Atlanta convention,
and ihe legisier attracted no little a.ienlion. It

was shovn by Mr. Packer, whose name is familiar
to many sireet railway men.

The Peckham Motor Tiuck and Wheel Company
distributed among the dell gates a pocket billbook
on the inside of which appeared a clear and dis-

tinct cut of the well-known Peckham canule\er
extension truck.

The National Lock Washer Company of Newark,
N. J., made an excellent display of its specialties.

The lock washers are all edy in use on agreai many
radways throughout the country and on motois,
trucks and cars.

A number of the delegates rmde the trip from
New York lo Atlanta via ihe Pennsylvania Rail-
road and Sea Board Air Line, and had a pleasmt
ride, everything being done for their comtort and
convenience.

The Mraker Manufacturing Comran v, of Chicago,
made an exhibit of its reiisieis which are so well
known to sireet railway companhs. Samples of
the new si,yle of hanger and mechanical clip
were shown.

The Stirling Company, of Chicago, made a very
pretty exhibit, showing a model of the Stirling
boiler in active operation, illustrating its rapid cir-

culation, accessibility to working parls and other
features.

The Wallace Elrctric Company, of Chicago, dis-
tributed a large volume of li eraiure devoted to its

railway specialties, and otherwi.se made an impres-
sijn that musi redound to its crt dit in the near 1 uture,

The Wadhams Oil and Grease Company, of Mil-
waukee, Wis., distributed an aluminum match and
stamp box, on which aipeartd letlerins; calling
attention to the Wadhams graphite axle gi-ease.

The Jackson & Sharp Company, of Wilmington,
Del., had on exhibition a very handsome car,
which was operated on the streets of Atlanta. Uhis
car has been sold to the Hartford, Conn., road.

Mr. C. L. Cornell, of Hamilton, O., exhibited a
number of specialties, one of which was a small
arc lamp to he cpeiaied as a headlight on street
cars and fed from the trolley circuit.

The Fitzgerald-Van Dorn Company, of Lincoln.
Neb. , showed a patent automatic coupler which is

now in successful operation on a number of street
railways throughout the countiy.

The Price Railway Appliance Company, of
Philadelphia, had on exhibition iis joints and rail

bonds which are very well known to street rail-

way men throughout the counti-y.

The Jewell Belling Company,of Hartford, Conn.,
was on hand as usual with a display cf railway
dynamo belting of various sizes, also samples of
belt cement and belt dressing.

The Rochester Car Wheel Works, of Rochester,
N. Y., displayed an assortment of its well known
street car wheels, and the process of manufacture
in the Barr contracting chill.
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The /olin StephPDSon Company, of New York,

presented one or tie rai St u>eful souvenirs in the

shai.e of a ste I mrasurinR tape, neatly inclosed m
a hig' ly polished nickel < a>e.

The Eafs Foundry & Machine Works of Fort

Wavne. Ind.. eshibil. d a very nice d splay of

street car wheels in chilled cast iron andstcel tired,

al-o axles in iron and steel.

The Columbia Lamp Company, of St. Louis,

maae a nice disi-lav of street railway lamps, iind

was reir«S(ntcd by Mr. J. H. Rhutehamel, the

piesideni of the company.

The Flood & Conklin Company, of Newark, N.

J., made a disp'ay if fine varnishes for street car

work, and presenied every culler with a hard rub-

ber postagt-s amp box.

The Leoni^ardt Pneumatic Fender Company of

Baltimc.re. had on exhibition iis fender, and the

inventor, Mr. William Leonhardt, explained the

merits of the invention.

Messrs A. Whitney & Sons, of Philadelphia,

had their interests looked out for by Mr. F. E.

Lex. who las a host of friends who are always

glad to see him.

The Okonite Company, of New York, in lieu of

an exhibit in Machmery Hall, called pariicuU r at-

tention to its underground material now in use in

Atlanta-

Charles A. Schieren & Co. pave the visitors a

handsome memorandum I ofik on which appeared

a view of the firm's Hixie tannery at Bristol, lenn.

The Chapman Valve Company's exhibit com-
prised various styks and sizes of high pressure

steam valves that are used in power stations.

The Ohio Brass Company distributt d a very neat

pamphlet containing illustrations of some of its

best known devices for stnet lailway work.

E. F. lie Witt & Co., of Lansinebiugh, N. Y..

showed their Con mon-.'cnse sardbox. which is

now familiar to many strtet railway men.

The New York Insulated Wire Company was
represented by Mr. J. W. Godfrey. Few men in

the business are better known than he.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company, of Steelton,

Pa., regaled its fritnds with a fine grade of cigar,

which was inclosed in a gla-s case.

The American ElectricarWorks, of Providence.

E. L. were u eli repn-sentcd by Mr. P. C. Acki rman,
manager of the N. w York I'ffice

The New Proce.'s Rawhide Company, of Syra-

cuse, interested many of the de'egutes by its ex-

hibit of rawhide piaiOLS iormotors.

The Keller Priming Company, of New York,

made an exhibit if various st vies of railroad tickets

and machines lor printing them.

W. R. Brixey's f-imous ''Kerite" specialties were
well repr seiiteil. They have many admirersamong
the stieet railway men.

i^rthur S. Pariridge, of St. Lr'uis, distributed

among l;is tiiends ptncils, on which his name ap-

peared m gilt leiters.

Mr. George F. Porter, secretary of the National

Electric 1 ight Association, was an interested visitor

at the convention,

ThePcariitt Furniture Company, of St. Louis,

showed various styles of car seats for strtet rail-

way service.

The Breed emergency wagon was exhibited by
the New England Engineermg Company of Water-
bury, Conn.

J. H. Stedman, of Rochester, N. Y., exhibited

an interesting collection of his well known transfer

tickets.

The Central Electric Heating Company, or New
York, exhibited its apparatus for electric car heat-

SOCIAL FEATURES.

The banquet tcok place on Thursday evening

at the Kin ball House and was a brillinnt affair.

The toasts and resporses were thoroughly enjov»d

by those fortunaie eoouifh to be present. The
prrgramme of toasts was as follows, the initial

address being by Mr. J. H. Sttdman in his usual

witiy style: " 6m- Association,'' C. U. Wyman ;

"City of Atlanta," H. E. W. Palmer; "The

Street Car as a Factor in Modern Civilization."
Gen. W. H. Jackson; "The Railrna^s tied ihe
Law," Hpnrv Jackson :

"
1 he Ni w S^ uth." Hi n.

Lin' el (J. Levy; ••Ibf- T. chmral Piess." J H.
McGraw ; •Tli»- Lma' Press," Luciaii L. Knight ;

" Our Ciiuntiy,'' Hon. Fleming Jjubignoni

A Isrgp parly hit Friday night for Chaltarooga
and Loi'kont Meuntain, where ii hid been in-

vited by ihe Chatlani oga Eleriric Railway Com-
pany. Alter viewing the niagnificeni scent ry and
eiijnying a bountiful repast at the inn on Limkout
Mountain, the parly hit for the famous Liiray
Caverns and ihe Natural Bridge in Virginia, and
rta bed New Yoik on Monday morning.

On Wednesday evening a very injnyahle recep-
tion was given at Ihe Capital Ciiy Club, v\ hicli was
largely aiunded by ihe laiiies and gentlemen in
attendance at the convention, as well as by many
of Atlanta's pron.iuent people.

On Friday afternoon the " genuine Georgia har-
becut-" took place at Ponce de Leon Springs. The
eniertainment was a novel one to most of the
Northern visitors, and was thoroughly enjoyed.

On Wf dnesday delegates and visiiois w ere given
a ride over the Consol.aated company's lines.

New Securities to be Issued by Chicago Metro-
politan.—The plan of ibe Metropoliian Elevated
Railroad people to build additional lines in various
directions, with an aggregHte mileage cf probably
exctedint; that already authorized, carries with it

the practical ceriainty that the company will have
to issue more securities in order to provide funds
for Us big enterprise. It was reported yestuday
that the company would double its capitalization
and also increase the amount of constiuction stock
1110 per cent. It was iniimaled that ceriain strong
Easiera people had signifieJ ineir willmjjniss to
put more money into the Metrop.ilitan scheme if

they might b? allowed to c^nie in on the same
tnrmsastbe originul projeciors if ihe company.
If tills pi in i^ carried out the Metropolitan Ele-
vated will have an aggregate capital z:ilion of
S6l).O0O,O00; $30,0^0,000 stock and $30,000,000
bonds.

—

Chicago Herald.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

tJ. S. Patents Issued Oct. 9 and 16, 1894.

6275'>50. Dyramic Fleclrlc Heafr; Herman B.
Ci ilnF, Fulton, assignor of one-half to V arren H.
Bole?. Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Sept. 22, 1S£2. The heater
comprises D1^fin(tic field*, a s-hort ciicaitrd arniafure
ananyed ir conneciicn with Ibe magnetic fields lo cut
lines of magntiic fi rce and pi nt-rate hrat, and a cir-

culating fluid conduit arranged in proximity lo the
Bimalure and leadne away IroDi the same, whereby
the ciiculutmg fluid Iheicin is healed.

697,069. Cable Mop IWcdinni*-!!!; Edwin Neil,

Newark, N. J. Filed July li, 1894. '1 his im ihe com-
bination, wiih Ihe working Ci.blp, of an extia or idle

cable in the coiidui' wiih i he working cable, the extra
or i) le cable beii e connected at ihe power station with
means for f-huttirg ofl' the power fxom the working^
cable, (dee iilustratiou.)

527,075. Kuntins: Compouiid-vround l>y-
imiii* -ftlrctMc maclikii s n IfJiaLtipl* ; William
B Hotier, ^cIeD^C'ady, N. Y , Asau-nor to ibe Gen^^ral
ElecTic i onipai>y, or ^ew Yrrk Filed June 2, 18 4.

The meihcd cons)stP in fnereizing the series coil of ihc
idle machine with cur en t frnm the oihur machines, lo

acquire a preliminary magnetization.

5275100. K'i' Bendor; Harry ^\"
. Armstrong. Oak-

mont. Pa. Fi ed Jui.j 3". I894. The tail he- d-^r hns
plates anonged to extend above ard be!ow 'he rail.

Thf re are tearing blocks held between the end' of the
plati'p, and means for appljing pressure lo the rail be-

tween 'he beaiing-blocks,

527,126. Efecti-ic Locomotive; Nicholas J. Raf-
laid. FariF, Fiance. A&s-itinor 10 the Thomaon-Hnust'm
Kitciric C nipanv. of t ornecticut. Pil^'d .Iuly23. l£9l.

Renewed April 13, i89J. Tatenttd in France Sept. 10,

188?, No. 157 4R6. An elect r'C motor is supported from
the axle ihruugh soring supports allowing of jflarive
niovt-menis dun to ribrai ions of ihe parfs. a parr beine
driven by the motor and s^urrnunding ihe axk, bui out
of oirect or rigid contact therewith, and a flexible driv-
ing conneniion between such part and the axle. (See
illustration.)

527,127. rommutator-BrusIi WoTder ; George
Rau&ch. Milwaukee Wi«. Filed April 28. IS9J. An in-

sulating base is attachable to a comrautitor supporting

frame with sleeve«i adjustable loneitodinally of the
bape, and shells adjustat^ie in the sleeves transvrrsely
ot the base; iheie are a binding post and biush-g'iide on
each shell, and a ciank that ha^ one arm thereof under
spring len-ion witbin said thell. Its other arm is loosely

engaged with the adjacent brush guide.

527,^03. Sprif»ff Brufier for >treet Cars; Henry
A. Howe, New York. N.Y., Assignor to himteU. Joseph
Livingston and Albei I H. Gioss.sarae place. Filed July
2. 1894. The buffer is formed of a lot fr wire h^ ix coiled

into a cylindrical form, and the adjacent interlocking

portions of the small helices are held together by an
interlaced larger heli>c.

527,225. .A<Ju»l<-r for Fir]d-lFaffT>f ts of Vy~
> auto l<:](ctt ic IW* cliii esor ffl tor";M. nttiomeiy
\Vt)*id-*il. B^ldge^ort, Conn.. Assit/ror to Mon'ynniei y
"VA addell. rec elvf r (f ihe V^'adriell-Entz Omipany. of
West Vireini«. FiUd .'ept. 6, 1893. J-astening oevices
extend thiough ihe rerfoiaiions of the perfora ed
fr-imes' o tuDOort the fi Id n-agnel^s, and a t-uppoi t is

mounted on the frame Ci-rrying adjusting devicts upon
Wf ich the field magricLS rest.

527,236. ft^cTaTd It»il" ay ; John C. des Grange?,
f'iti&burer, la. Filed Miv 21, 1^94. 'li e *'leviittd tiack
suppor ing firuc'ure compnsea tuppoi ling iiosts, cross
bevHuis i( sung on the posts and having their ends pro-

jtctii g b«-yorid rb*- t'O-ts. Thpre are rail supporting
glide IS on ihe cross-bt ams snd biacest xieno out waidly
from Iht upper i onions of the gilders to tne pixjecting
enas of i be cioss-beamp.

527,241. Car Ve. ti'ator; Ottilie H. Goldberg, St.

Loui, Mo. Filed Maico l2. 1894. A reciantrular cas-
ii g having fl-iiiig open ends is located wdj-t-int, an
opemnii in the upner poriii n of a c.-r, and an oscillating

reetaiigul ir ventilator is* located within this opL-ning,

and a ventilator is located within a rectangular casing
uyon I he inti-rior of a car.

527,244. Electric l.ocomoiion on Bailw^ays

;

Jean J. Heilmann, Paris, France. Filed April 20, 1891.

Patented in France, Feb. 22. 1;91. No. 236.19V. in Bel-
gium. Feb. 24, 1S94, No. 108,72^; aod in England, March
12, 1894. No. 0,118. In an electro locomotive system

the main dynamo is driven by an engine having
a fixfd cut-off, an exciriag dynano is driven by a
separaie engine, and a rheostat is provided for vaiy ing
the cumnL supplied by the exciier to the main field
maynets. (See illu-traliun.)

52*5262. Str. et C:ir (• e- lianfsm for Oprraling
>\vil lies; Fver- It A. Barbe-, Lakevvood, and Arthur
B Babbitt. Pawtucket, R. I. Filed June i7. 18J4. There
are two piirs of vuitical bars havi g inclined shoes on
tbeii' lower ends, held on siding ho.ses havioe: springs
on each side to k^ep them in pl^ice when nni moved by
obstructioi.s. Horizoni'il b.rs cunoect ihe pairs of > c ti-

Ciil bars, and springs raise the hurizon^iil and ver:iciil
biis- Levers raise and lower the said rods, and means
ar^ provided fur operating the icver.s from the car plat-
form .

5275265. ConduU Sysfra for K|f»r<rTc R«il-
\*a>s ; William A, i^utl' r. New Yopi;, N. Y., Assignor
to John Gilmore Bovd. -aine pia"e. Filed Anril 23, 1:94.
Tnis is Ihe cnmbinatiou of a conduit, the main co i-

duetor running theiofhmuyh. a S'-rits oi hraeke'R. each
having a couplii g-box ' hrouyh which th*' main conduc-
tor passes, and a contact-box Ciin=isrin2 of a clo-*ed inner
shKll. a lor-kiUbT closed ouier sr.oll, a conduc or or c-m-
tact projecti'g frum i be ou'er shell au'i coDrrollin-r t he
contacls wiihiii ihe inn^r shell, and a c -ntact device
rairicd by ih^ car adapted to lock the outer shells to
complete the circuit. (See illustration.)

527,270. Ij'fe-SaTinsr Guard for Car- ; Louis E.
Dubois. Tori nto. ( anada. > iled Nov. 20, 1893 A -piodle
is pivntally cnufcteo lo tht; cir and a b ihince is con-
nected to the spindle wi h a framewock rieidly con-
nected to thp ends of I he spindle. A neitiLg is s cured
to the fr^mowoik and t o the c-'r. A lever operates the
spindle and a fwiich mcch. nism is adapted to cuton

ppljdjdpt-^

No. 527,?44.

or cff" the current to Ih" motor of the car, operated by
the rest..ec.ivb movement of tUt lever.

527, 29 J. Track ^w Icli (or Elf < trie flnilways ;

ALgu-iin F. t-ci. inner, ^Jtl\^aukee. VV is. Filed June 16,

laSl. Claim 1 reads as lutlows: * The rombinatiou ot" a
swinging swiich poiuc, a plurality of elpciro-magneis, a
core reciprocative in ihe magnets, which core is con-
nected 10 ibe switch point in such manner that the

movement of the core correspondingly moves the
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switcb point, a conductor leading from a main source
of s-Ui;piy, a irolley wi]-e. an insulated strip therein, a
condnclor leading from snid insulated s'rip to l be re-
Epectn e mapne s. Jii.d a t-hifiing bar » leccricaily con-
neeied with ihe conduct'T leadiiig from i he main sup-
ply, s?rjd bar arrangt-d lo be shified Dy the movemeni of
ihe cere, hi d in its alternate positions to close and com-
lete eleciric ciicuiCa tbroatb the magneto lor actuating
the core."

527,301. rondnlt Etpclrrc Hallway; James E.
Tooip, Northumberland, Pa. Filed Jan. 24. 1894. The
conduit is composed ol two similar pans, each having

527,523. Snow-Plrtw far Sir^-et Railways;
Frnucis W. De^n, Cambridge, and William H. Mathews.
Hos'on, Assiunors to the Tau ton Locomotive Mann-
faclurii g Company. Tdunion, xia^s. Kiled Juty -^0,

1S94. A V shHpeo plow is consirucied and ar ant<cd to
parrially mc.ose the lower por'ion ot one eudutthe
vehicle body, and is connected to the latter by a syatern
of parallel motion links. Means are provided inr rais-
ing ana lowering ire plow from the vehicle platform,
wiih> ut changing Ibe subscauiitl parallelism of the
plow relative lo the r-iilway track, (riee illustraiiun.)

527,51*?. Trnlle-; William H.Bache. B- und Brook.
N.J. Filed Oct 31.189:1. A ^ockeied support has an
internal t:;roove while the divided biacket haa a divided

TRADE NOTES.

No. o27,iGn.

an inwardly-^s'endinsbaRe and an inclined side. Ihe
inwardly-e-ctendint; base poriioDS beint; spaced apart to
form a drainage slot an'i provided at intervals wilti ribs
which cross ibe slot. (See ilIuaLralion.)

527, 24. Elretric weater ; Jesse R. Davis. Parkers-
bnrcr, W. "V^.. Assienor of one-third to Charles A.
Wade, samn place. Filed Feb. «4. 189). This is an elec-
tric heater bovine: a heat resist iotr medium and is com-
posed of electricallv conductive carbon particles mixed
with non-combu-tible and non-conductive material.
(If the two electrodes one is constructed as a plate at

pintle, each section of the pintle bein^ provided with a
lui; ex' ending into tne groove.

.^27,356. Weallier Pr.t cllns C 'Vering lor
f.lectrleal Coiiuucfo s; Edwin J. Houston. Phila-
delpbia, Pa. Hied Nov. 17, 1891. The conductor has
a thin, [tliable, continuous, an tiesive, permanent. ue:i-
tber-proiectini; coaling of carbon, substi.nMiilIy in-
tegral therewith, and tbere is a contact device having
a contact substance of substantially the same material
as tbe coating.

.527 601. ronduit Electno Railwar ; Oliver n.
l<inn, Philaatlphia, Pa. Filed Mar. 16. 1891. The
featuresof this system aie a conduit, a box with an
opening in its wall, a sliding stem m the opening having

Xo 527.ini

the bottom of the healing medium, and the other is eon-
B'rucltd as a gravitating ring-^baned electrode ar-
ranged at tbe top cf the heating medium.

527,355. Trolley-Wire Support or Hanger S

.-am C. Wnodheari. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed April 21,

1594 A wire i.1 attached 10 ttie trolley, and a series of
levolnble <-nijpori s or bangers is supported by the wire,
whereby when the liolley wiie has become broken or
cut, the t-uijporis or bangers will prevent it from falling
to the ground. (See illusiration.)

u27,ll(. Elrolrlc Cable; Thomas J. Dewees, Pal-
my 1 a, N .1., At si y nor 10 the tj^lecti ic Cable Consliuctu n
aiid Mai' tenance Uon:papy, tif Pennsylvania. Filed
June 20. 1S9I, Tbe electric cable has an irregular in-
closit'g covering i.f fibrttus mate' ial forming air spaces
abouti'. An outer metailhc tubii'g or casing incloses
the cable and its flbrtjus co erii>g, und a moistuie ab-
8r.rt-ii'g 8iibt.tance is interpo-ed between the fibrous
covering of the cable and the metallic tube or casing.

627,415. Dynatnr'-f.lcclric JTiarliine; Ezra Faw-
ceti, Alliance. ABFignor 01 one bnlf loLeonaid iV. Brad-
ley, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. I.i, laS4. The field

No. M1.D13.

a roller thereon, an insulated wire in the box having an
arm rigidly connected therewith, the arm having a
hooked end adapted to be engaged bv a tongue on the
stem, and a spring bearing against the s'em, all these
parts being combined. (See illustration.)

527.630. Rail-Sand ins: Aponratus; William L.
'Iruiand. Linsintbnrg N. Y. Filed Mav 10. 1894. The
sand-box has a valved outlet, snd in the box is an edee-
wise tapered disk rotary, and having a plurality of aper-
tures in tne tapered part, means being provided for ro-
tating the disli.

627,6 16. »arety Apparatus for Street Kailway
Ciirs ; Janies J. Annrews, Hemps'ead. and Theodore
Mott. Far Rocii'way, N. Y. Filpd March 8, 1891. A
briicket app.iraius i* extended forward from tbt^ plat-
form, and a t' apis cuns ructetl with a convex forwardly
extended lower part, ind concave rearwardly extendeti
upper part. An arm is extended downward from the

No. S27,3S.^

piece has a laperinK end. the pole pl^ce a tapering opon-
InK to receive the t ipcilng end of the Held piece.

627,116. Kand-DellvorInK Mceli nlHoi forMr^ei <«•»; Alexiindei PuiTani, U ore ster. Ma»».
UltC .May 11. iWI. Ibln ii the combination with the
car and lin wheel-axle, of the Hand receptacle. Ibo slid-
IfiKKOtCHnd delivery chute. Ihe KaU'-opor.tlIng levor,
III CunLaci-)hoc ri'Ov.ible and Mllrliiig on the end of ti-o
lever, l>ie lifl-.iiring nit.cliid o the kver, ncain on th"
wt.cel-.iileuid riie.rnKfjrsiilrtinK 'ho corn. >ct.. hoe end-
wise Into ana from eogaK'-mLnt with riM c.iin.

627,161. Annariilu* fo' MBnalliii: the A n-
|.r«..i li 01 Ntre t <:<.ii; fjarhmd II. .St. John. K ila-
iii.iZw. .Mich.. Ahhiki") of oiM -hilf loCniirlea J) Fuller
i>iiii..:|.hicc. Fled Nov. i7. 1 M. Tlili uppar.it ib ik nc-
niKni'ii ror u-c over 11 i«ini<.u ira''k roadway. A connect.
ii'K H'iro mnii fiuin a HiKnul tothutitcct ear line. Too
cl c il' cloii.!r nt the >.treei cir line m iiporat"'! only bv
the appiO'ieh of the '-ar, an electric Hilitply pa^xing
Ibfouxh -he connec'ing wire und opor.iMng ihe nlKiml
niomiiiiiArl.y while iho ear Is inovinit In only one dircc-
Uoo. (lien nlujirailoo.)

No. .527,001.

lower and convoT part. Moans arc provided for trans-
versely iilvoiln*^ the arm to iho fron . of the bruc'<et.

627,715. C'lir-Koiid 'r; lleriiiin [I. O.jdon, Itrooklyn,
N. V. Flel .l.in, 24.1891. I'-'i! fnndiir c •iiipi i,ei two
fr-mes liliigerl tngoi ho - ihhI adapted lobe hung on a
CH- and a rnller aupportod benctth the lower fruino,
which has an exten-lon end,

527,7 .3. yJriiulle Cur-BraUc ; William L. Filz-
bu.<h, ll.ilt ire. Ml. Filed Knnl Hi 1891. Aniperiit-
iiig fcrew U c innected wt h Mm brtke rorl of tlni car
and a plnlun li'iviiis a llireiided hub tvliicli turns on tile
Bcrew. A InoHO w heel on itio car-'ixlo morthes vvit't the
pinion; a clutch tnechanlrtra co-tneon with the axle and
CO octii with the looso wheel, moaiis being plovidud
for operating the clutch racchaulsin.

"The Light of the Future."—UotJer this title a
vprv interestiiig article atipearid in Cassier's Mag-
azine fur July, from the pen ot D McFailan
Moore, E. E., accompanii d by unique illustrations.

L:ist week the Moore Electrical Company was ia-

ciirporateJ under ihe liws (if New York State.

The diiect'irs are Leopold Wallach, counsel for

several trunk lines; Joseph Livinnstone, banker

;

Edward J. Wesseig, general manager of the GeneiD
Air Brake Company; and Mr. Moore, the inventor.
Neither Mr. Wessels nor Mr. Moore needs an in-

troduction to the reader? of this paper, as their

work is well ki own. Mr. Moore's claims concern-
ing cuirent control and phosphorescent ligln have
been made pulilic in all of ihe scientific and daily

papers in ihis counlry and abroad, since the time
of the reading of his paper before the American

. Institute of Electrical Engineers on a ' New
Method of Current Control." For the last five

years Mr. Monte has been an engineer for the Eii-
son, Thomson-Houston and General Eliclric com-
panifs. On Oct. 1 he tendered his resignation,

and is now devoting his entire energies lo develop-
ing the business of the Monre Ebcrical Company,
under agreement with them. The new company
has secured all the patents owned j lintiy by
Messrs. Wessels and Moore, and an excelleaC la-

fa >ratory has been placed at Mr. Mjore's dis-

posal.

Prices for Overhead Material Wanted.—F. H.
Tidman, who has lieen for Che last 15 years con-
nected with street railways and electrical enter-

prises, has been appointed superintendent and
consulting eneineer ot the Suburban Traction
Company, of Orange. N. J. Mr. Tidm^n has had
a wide fxperience. While with Ihe Westinghouse
Company he built ihe electric road atMontgomerj,
Ala., the Pas-aic S' ction of the Paterson. Passaic
& Rutherford Company and has installed a great
number of electrical plants both for railway and
liglmug purposes. Mr. Tidman will extend the
electrical equipment of the n ad ti blooti.field.

Manufacturers will do well to send t'l Mr. Tid-

man prices for overhead material, also prices

for woodtn poles, iron poles, fenders, trolle\s,

etc.

Duggan Pipe Brackets.—Morris, Tasker & Co.,

of 23a and i24 South Third slreet, Philadelphia,
have been made sole manufacturers of the Duggan
patent adjustable pipe biacket. These brackets
are made of wrought iron pipe, and aie excellent
and cheap, while being the simplest form of

bracket that is manufactured. The price lately

has been very much reducKl. so that any road
can afford 10 buy them. They can be purchased
direct (roiii the manufacturrrs. Muni-, Tasker &
Co., or from the Burnham & Duggan Railway
Appliance Company, of Boston.

Edwin Harrington, Son & Co., ot 1537 Pennsyl-
vania avenue, Philadel|ihia, liave just is.sued a lit-

tle pamphlet on li-mdling electridl machinery.
The hoists, overhead tramways, iraveli'ig cranes,
etc , sold by the oomptmy are illustritid and de-
scribed. A list of electrical coinpfnies usmg the
Harrington system in their plants is given. The
i3rm states that in the Harringl^on systen safety,

ease of movement and durability are guaran-
teed.

Portland Water-Power Plant.—A description of
the Portland Genetal Eltctrie Company's plant has
just been issued in pamphlet foim. The power
station is of paiticular interest because of the im-
merse size of the waler-power equipment and the
special I'eaturea necessarv in the installation. The
power equipment was furnished by the Siillwell-

Bierce and Smilh-Vaile Ct mpany, of Dayton,
which has published the pamphlet.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company has just
issued a handsome pamphlet piofu^tly illustrated

by views of some of tl'e prominent buiMingsin
which the cmiipany's asbestos pipe and boiler cov-
erings are in use. The various forms of these as-

bestos heat insulating coverinL'S, it is stated, pos-

sess every rssential requisite for their respective
purposes— lightness, strength, durability and supe-
rior (irc-proot qualities.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, Albany,
N. Y., has r. ceiiily received, ;is a result of c im-

pel itive tests, orders to equip with its electric

iiiaters and temperature-regulalingswilch 100 cars
belonging to the Nassau Railway, BronUlyn, the
Allentnwn & Lehigh Valley Tracttiui Ctnipiny
and the Yoiikcrs Railway, all ot which roads
are operated by the well-known Jolnuon syndi-
cate.

Baker & Co., of 131 Liberty street. New York,
have juHt issu- d the third eiliiii n nl their piniphlet
ontiLhil "Data O.incHrinng Plitinuin.' The
pamphlet is profusely i'lu-lrated. and will he found
of great iiilirest lo all iho.-e who use plaiintiin.

The ftictory of the linn 13 lOS^U N. J. Railroad
avenue, Newark.
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The Fender Tt has been repeatedly charged

Question, that street railway companies

are by no means over-anxious

to adopt fenders, but are pursuing dilatory tactics

with the sole object of avoiding the necessity of

purchasing, at a large expense, life saving devices

for their cars. Such a charge certainly cannot be

urged against the traction companies of Philadel-

phia. We publish in this issue an account of some

of the attempts that have been made in that city to

find a meritorious life-protecting device. Tests of

a large number of fenders have been made, but

nothing that promises such satisfactory results that

those who witnessed the experiments felt war-

ranted in urging its adoption, has yet been dis-

covered. Not all the fenders that have been in-

vented have been tested, to be sure, for the num-
ber of those patented must now reach, if it does not

indeed exceed, 300; but enough have been tried to

prove that the companies are in earnest in their

search for the proper device. It may safely be

asserted that when street railway companies gen-

erally are satisfied that a fender has been produced

that will operate successfully, it will soon form the

part of every car equipment, no matter what ex-

pense may attend its adoption, and that too with-

out any compulsory ordinances to hasten their ac-

tion.

Driving on Street The fact has been commented
Eailway Tracks, on more than once in these

columns that Philadelphia has
taken steps to abate the nuisance caused by the

blockading of trolley cars by drivers of wagons
who refuse to leave the tracks. Recently an ordi-

nance was introduced by a councilman in that city

providing that a fine of $5 should be imposed upon
all drivers who fail to turn out of the tracks when
called upon to do so. This measure has met with
considerable opposition, because it was assumed that

the measure was introduced in the interest of the

street railway companies, but such is not the case.

The traveling public will derive much more benefit

than the companies, if the measure is adopted, and
is found to abate the nuisance. In Philadelphia

there is no excuse for the existence of a practice that

is such an imposition on the public and the com-
panies. When franchises for the introduction of

electricity were granted it was provided that

new paving should be laid on each side of

the tracks, so that at the present time good road-
ways are available for vehicles. It would seem
that a few incidents like one which recently oc-

curred in Philadelphia would hasten the adoption
of such an ordinance as the one in question, by em-
phasizing the necessity of keeping vehicles off the
tracks as far as possible. A driver a few days ago
while crossing the Reading tracks at Girard ave-

nue suddenly discovered that he had lost his order
book. He stopped his wagon within a few feet of

the rails and then left the seat to look for the miss-

ing book. A trolley car was following the wagon
quite closely, and the motorman was, of necessity,

obliged to bring his car to a standstill on the rail-

road tracks when the former was stopped. It so

happened that at this moment a Reading train was
speeding down the tracks toward the trolley car,

and the passengers seeing the impending danger
hurried out. Some one, however, flagged the train

and stopped the car, and a collision was averted.

The driver was subsequently arrested for his care-

lessness, which had iniijeriled the lives of several

persons.

Competition with The elevated railroad conipa-

Elevated Eoads, nies in New York and Brook-

lyn, like many of the surface

steam railways, are complaining of disastrous de-

creases in their earnings resulting from the com-
petition of rapid transit surface lines. The aerial

transportation companies in Chicago are not in a

position to find fault on this score, for the reason

that the construction of their roads was not begun
until years after rapid transit had been introduced

on the sm-face. At the same time their directors

are by no means pleased by the comparative popu-

larity of the surface lines. The patronage taken

away from the latter, in fact the entire trafiic, has

been far less than was anticipated. The elevated

roads in Brooklyn and the metropolis, however,

have seen a huge traffic materially reduced by the

introduction of electricity in the former city and of

the cable on Broadway and Third avenue in New
York. The effects are noted in an article that is

published elsewhere in this issue. The elevated

roads feel that they ought not to be obliged to suf-

fer in this way, and seem to think the activity of

their enterprising neighbors on the surface should

in some way be eilectually curbed. It is plain

enough that elevated roads labor under a tremen-

dous disadvantage. The flight of steep stairs that

must be mounted before trains can be boarded is so

great an obstaclt' in itself^that it keeps on the sui--

face a vast army of persons who feel that the gain

in time of two or three or perhaps four minutes

IS not a sufficient compensation for the laborious

climb. The elevated railways may attribute the

fact that they have not lost more traffic to the

almost common superstitious belief that the mat-

ter of gaining three or four minutes by the

average passenger is one of the most over-

whelming importance ; it may be questioned

whether it is actually of such consequence.

No matter how that may be. the number of de-

serting passengers has already been large and the

number is growing; still no one can feel much
sympathy for the companies, for the simple reason

that they have made absolutely no effort .to retain

the splendid business they have enjoyed for so

many years. In other lines of activity men expect

to make concessions or reductions in prices to meet
competition, but the elevated roads seem to think

that they should not be compelled to submit to

this general rule. As a matter of fact not only

have there been no improvements introduced by
the companies, but the service has actually de-

teriorated in some cases because of changes insti-

tuted on the ground of economy. The aerial roads

then are still losing patronage and the loss is bound
to continue as long as the difference in speed be-

tween surface cars and those above them is no

greater; as long as the coaches on the steam roads

are dirty, dingy and uncomfortable; as long as

these coaches are lighted by smoky, ill-smelling

lamps which do not give light enough so that the

passenger can read,'and which were out of date

SIX years ago ; as long as the train service is so in-

frequent that- long waits on station platforms are

inevitable—in fact, until improvements are made
and riding is made decidedly more attractive than

it is on the surface.
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UNIFORMITY IN STOPPING CABS IN PHILA-
DELPHIA.

Ever since the introduction of electric cars in

Philadelphia, the matter of stopping at street in-

tersections has been under active discussion.

There have been among the street railway comp^c

nies advocates both of stopping at the far as well

as at the near crossing, and both plans have, in

fact, been in practice. Before electricity was in-

troduced all cars stopped at the far crossing, but

when the Philadelphia Traction Company started

its trolley cars a change was made, and its example

was adopted by the Electric Traction Company.

There is, however, a slight difference in the man-

ner in which the two companies have followed out

this plan of stopping at the near crossing. The

Philadelphia Traction Company requires its motor-

men to bring their cars to a full stop on the near

side of every street on which theie is a street rail-

way track. The cars of the Electric Traction

Company, however, do not come to a full stop un-

less a passenger wishes to get off or the car is sig-

naled. The cars run slowly on crossing a street,

and, unless it is necessary to stop, go ahead with-

out delay. The People's Traction Company did

not adopt the new practice when it introduced the

trolley system, and its officers were decidedly op-

posed to it.

The great argument in favor of stopping cars at

near crossings was that the risk of accidents was

thereby greatly reduced. If a car approached a

crossing at considerable speed, it was far more

likely, it was said, to run down a pedestrian or

collide with a vehicle, than if it stopped at the

near crossing and started from that point slowly.

It is only fair to state that this view of the case

seems to have been borne out to a very great ex-

tent in practice. Certainly both the Philadelphia

Traction Company and the Electric Traction Com-
pany considered that the liability to accident was

greatly reduced under the nesv rule. A host of

arguments, however, was urged against the new
rule. In the first place it was stated that the

people had been accustomed to a different i^ractice

and great danger would exist until they could be

educated up to the new state of things. Again, if

cars stop at near crossing, passengers, it is urged,

are oftentimes obliged to step into the mud or

snow. It was also asserted that when the cars

stopped only upon signal at the near crossing,

drivers and pedestrians can never tell absolutely if

the cars are going to stop. This, it was claimed,

was likely to produce uncertainty and therefore

lead to accidents.

While the officers of the several street railway

companies of Philadelphia did not agree as to the

best plan of stopping the cars, they were entirely

agreed upon the fact that uniformity was desirable

and even necessary. It was conceded that lack of

uniformity in this respect was not only an annoy-
ance, but was likely to prove a source of actual

danger to the public. The matter was discussed in

the daily papers to a considerable extent, and was
finally brought before the city authorities. Ordin-

ances were introduced providing for the stopping

of cars at the near and at the far crossing, but
nothing has come of them, for the simple reason
that the street railway men were wise enough to

reach an agreement upon this subject themselves.

That they were able to arrive at a harmonious
decision on such a disputed point is almost as

surprising as it is creditable to th^^r intelligence

and common-sense. The matter was taken up
at a meeting of the Board of Street Railway Presi-

dents, and among those who were present were P. A

.

B. Widener and W. L. Elkins, of the Philadelphia
Traction Company; J. J. Sullivan, of the Electric

Traction Company ; Henry C. Moore, of the
People's Passenger Railway Company, and E. B.
Edwards, James McManes, Thomas Dolan and
Frank Wcckerly. After some little discussion the
Board decided that all trolley cars should stop on
the near side of street crossings, and it was de-

termined that the new plan should be adopted at

once. The Philadelphia Traction Company, to

make the system uniform throughout the city, de-

cided that its cable cars should conform to the new

rule, so that all cars in Philadelphia now stop in

accordance with the new practice, except the

horse cars, which are fortunately rapidly disappear-

ing.

ELECTRIC TRACTION COMPANY OF PHILA-
DELPHIA.

The first annual meeting of the Electric Traction

Company of Philadelphia was held last week.

President Sullivan read the report of the Board of

Birectors, which showed that during the year

ending June 30th the Electric Traction Company's

systems carried 41,040,346 passengers, and the re-

ceipts were .11,916,936.77. The total expenditm-es

were $t,823,.562.82; leaving a balance of ,$93,373.9.5.

The report also showed that $2,016,733.07 had

been expended during the year in equipping the

various lines with the trolley system. The opera-

tion of the company's lines by electricity, it was

predicted, would soon show heavy reductions in

the expense account, and greater returns than were

at first hoped for.

This showing is practically without any of the

results of electricity as a motive power; the only

electric cars which the company had in operation

on June 30 last were those on Tenth and Eleventh

streets, which had been in operation one month,

with the effect of increasing the traffic 47+ per

cent.

Regarding the question of fenders, President

Sullivan said the officials of the company were

fully alive to the importance of equipping these cars

with a life-saving device, and were very desirous of

securing a fender that will meet the requirements.

up or down town to his destination. He has
made the double ride for the single five-cent

fare, and with no stair-climbing to do. Had he
taken the elevated road he would have had to

climb stairs and pay two fares besides The sys-

tem of transfer tickets among the surface roads is

only partially developed so far,but it is working with
such success that all lines which cross each other

will doubtless be soon included in common trans-

fer arrangements. The Manhattan company can-

not prefect itself against this sort of competition.

It is overhead, thesm-faoe lines are below; its sys-

tem is rigid, while the extension of cross-town sur-

face lines as feeders to the main cable lines may go
on indefinitely. Now, it happens that a good
many capitalists who have held or hold Manhat-
tan stock are also interested in the surface lines,

and they are in a position to see how the one is

affecting the other. From their tin boxes has un-
doubtedly come that dribbling of long stock which
keeps Manhattan down to prices which seem
wholly inconsistent with the dividends it has paid,

is paying, and its heretofore secure position.

The recent decline in the stock and bonds of the

Brooklyn Elevated Railroad is attributed by au-

thorities to liquidation on the part of liolders,

caused by the poor showing made in its published

earnings since the introduction of the trolley sys-

tem. These earnings, it is stated, show a falling

off from $2,000 to $3,.5O0 a week in spite of the fact

that the management of the company has intro-

duced numerous economies, such as the employ-

ment of women in its ticket offices and a reduc-

tion of train service, except in the rush hours.

The short haul, which is the most profitable busi-

ness, has been to a great extent taken over by the

surface roads.

WAS IT COMPLETE !

The Electrical Review appeared last week with
a complete report of the convention from 24 to 48
hours ahead of its contemporaries, and has received
many very flattering compliments over its prompt
and excellent publication from the street railway
fraternity.

—

Electrical Review.

Yes, the report was "complete" with some
trifling exceptions, such as, for example, John N.

Beckley's valuable report on transfers; Russell B.

Harrison's exhaustive paper on T-rail construction

in Terre Haute; Strathearn Hendrie's valuable con-

tribution on the same general subject; the important

report of Powell Evans and D, F. Henry on the

standardizing of brakeshoes; E. J. Wessels' eight

column paper on air-brakes; W. E. Harrington's

paper on the destructive arcing of 500 volt fuses;

H. I. Bettis' paper on standard forms for street

railway accounts ; all the essential portions of the

executive committee's report ; some discussions of

the most interesting character, and a few other

matters.

The report of the Electrical Review was excel-

lent and prompt, to be sure, and had the mat-

ter to which reference has been made been printed

in full in the issue of the 34th ult., aggregating

perhaps 90 or 100 of the Review's columns, the re-

port of the Atlanta Convention of the American
Street Railway Association would have been far

more complete.

ELEVATED AND SURFACE LINES.

The decline in the Manhattan Elevated stock is

attributed generally to the competition of sur-

face lines. The New York Times refers to the

matter in these terms in a recent financial letter :

The cable roads give a speed which, except for
very long distances, meets the wants of the aver-
age city rider, and since he can get on the cars at
any point along their route, he saves the time
spent in walking to a railroad station. Hence, the
time actually required to get from his start to
destination may be no longer for average dis-

tances on the cable cars than on the railroad. For
short distances there is a saving. Therefore, he
has no inducement to take the railroad, and climb
up stairs to do it, in order .to gain time. But sup-
pose he lives off the lines of the cable cars, which
are also the lines of the elevated roads. He then
goes to a cross-town line, pays his five cents, and
gets a transfer ticket and rides to the junction
with a cable line. Here his ticket carries him

THE UNION aUESTION IN PHILADELPHIA.

A union of the Broi,herhood of Electric Car

Workmen was formed in Philadelphia a few days

ago. It is Stated that several hundred motormen
and conductors of the several street railway com-
panies were present when the association was
organized. The reports of the meeting state that

the speakers displayed no sort of ill-feeling toward

the management of the different companies, but

asserted, on the other hand, that the interests of

the employees and employers were common to a

very great extent. A day or so after the meeting

it was rumored that a number of men had been

discharged by some of the companies for partici-

pation in the organization of the union. Some of

the companies have taken no positive stand in the

matter apparently, but the Philadelphia Traction

Company lias expressed its opposition to the union

in the most positive terms. The following state-

ment was made by George D. Widener, vice-presi-

dent of the company, in defining the position of

the company, and it was subsequently confirmed

in all respects by President P. A. B. Widener:

"We do not recognize any labor organization,
and will not have in our employ any man that
belongs to one. Any motorman or conductor
found to be taking active part in any meeting for

the purpose of forming an organization or in such
an organization as has been talked about, will be
discharged, and any employe attending these
meetings is liable to discharge. Our men have no
grievances. We made an agreement several years
ago to give them 12 hours' work a day and $2 a
day wages, and we have never broken it."

NEWBURYPORT CAR WORKS BURNED.

In the fire which occurred in Newburyport,

Mass., Oct. 31 the works of the Newburyport Car

Company were totally destroyed. There were two

buildings, and the loss was about $19,000. Six un-

finished cars, valued at $3,000, stock and fittings

valued at $5,000 and machinery at $2,500 were

destroyed. The company, it is announced, will

not rebuild at once. The loss was covered by in-

surance. , .

• ^ ^
Stopping at Crossings.—It is better that a uni-

form system of stopping trolley and other cars at

the street corners should be fixed by agreement
between the companies than by ordinance of Coun-
cils, for the reason that when thus fixed it can be

more readily changed if found to be imperfect in

its workings.

—

Philadelpliia Public Ledger.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

GAS AND OIL EKGINES.

Please inform me whether the gas or oil engine
has come into use in this country for driving dy-
namos for electric lighting purposes, and, if so,

what is its proved economy. Subscribek.

ANSWER.

Both gas and oil engines have been used for this

purpose to some extent in this country, but not so

generally as abroad. For small powers, say up to

85 H. P., they are much more economical than steam

engines, but with larger powers their advantage

disappears. This is not because the larger gas

engines become less efficient, but because the larger

steam engines become more efficient. The makers
of gas engines will guarantee the production of

1 B. H. p. -hour for a consumption of from 17 to 30

cubic feet of gas. These engines are very exten-

sively used abroad for this purpose, buthave not been

extensively applied to electric lighting purposes,

here because of their suitability for this application

not being generally tnown. Abroad, the manufac-

turers are intelligent enough to push their engines

to the utmost extent in the market. Here they, in

some cases at least, refuse to give information to

inquirers. We know of one company that has

lost a number of customers recently by their dis-

THE POTJGHKEEPSIE CITY AND WAPPIN-
GER'3 FALLS ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

In the conversion of this road from horse to elec-

tric traction, it was deemed advisable, in view of

the substantial character of the horse stables and

car barn, to utilize the existing buildings. To this

end, the old brick hoise-stable, 63 feet square and

25 feet high, was remodeled by the removal of

the interior studding and beams, and the building

of a central 13-inch brick partition. The two

rooms formed by this parliiion wall have been

utilized for boilers and engines respectively.

The boiler-room contains two 300-H. p. Stirling

boilers, and is of capacity sulficient for a duplicate

battery. It is floored with brick, laid in cement

and grouted. In the engine-room are two 300-K.

w. General Electric multipolar generators, each of

which is direct connected to a 300-H. p. Ball &
Wood compound condensing engine. The founda-

tions for these units are of extremely heavy ma-
sonry. As in the boiler-room, there is here space

for duplicating the plant. The condenser, feed-

water heater and boiler feed pumps are located in

the rear of the engines and close lo the division

wall. All of the piping is carried in pipe channels

below the floor line, the floor being composed of

spurs connected with the Hathaway transfer table,

which cuts across all six tracks near the transverse

center of the building.

Several car pits are provided under each track.

A convenient place for coal storage is provided

under the west carhouse, giving ready access to

the boiler-room. This provides a space for a stor-

age of upwards of 1,000 tons of coal. Messrs.

Berger & Slater executed the mason-work, while

Mr. Isaac G. Manning, of Poughkeepsie, attended

to the wood construction.

The track system consists of 10 miles of single

and double track, laid through the streets of the

city. A spur 10 miles in length reaches from
Poughkeepsie along the Ridge road to Wappinger's

Falls, and thence to New Hamburg. The heaviest

grades within the city limits occur on that portion

of the line leading froui the steamboat landing on
the Hudson River, near the New York Central

depot, up Main street for about one mile. The
grades here vary from 5 to 8J per cent. The track

on Main street is laid with the best 90-pound girder

rail, rails and special construction being furnished

by the Johnson Company. The remainder of the

track is laid with 60-pound and 56-pound T-rails.

The track is bonded throughout with two No. B.

& S. copper wires, riveted in place, all of the elec-

CAR HOUSE OF THE POUGHKEEPSIE & WAPPINGER'S FALLS ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

courteous treatment of them, but why this is so

we do not know.

COLLECTING CURRENT.

Which is the better method of collecting the
current from the trolley wire—by means of a roll-

ing or sliding contact? K. A. M., Dayton, O.
ANSWER.

This is still a mooted question. The sliding con-

tact is much used abroad and seems to be particu-

larly favored by German constructors. Where
used two rectangular frames are commonly em-
ployed, each flexibly supported, one above the

front end and the other above the rear end of the

car. This arrangement certainly possesses some
advantages, one of which is that there is no losing

of contact with the trolley wire or difficulty in

replacing the trolley. Another is that the flexible

support allows the frame to adjust itself automat-

ically on a reversal of direction of car. In this

country the Short Electric Railway Company used

a sliding contact for some time and claimed some
advantages for it. This device consisted of a

metallic spoon with replaceable wearing surface,

which was mounted on the trolley pole very much
as the ordinary wheel now is, and when the car

was reversed the trolley required reversing also.

From the fact that the Short company has dis-

carded them for the wheel it would naturally be

inferred that they proved less satisfactory in use.

We surmise, however, that when the extremely

high speeds now talked of come into vogue the

wheel will have to give way to the sliding contact,

for mechanical reasons,

13 inches of concrete surfaced with an inch of

Portland cement. The pipe channels are provided

with cast iron covers, set flush with the flooring,

this arrangement affording ready and convenient

access to any part of the piping system.

The switchboard is built up of black enameled

slate slabs of the General Electric panel type. The
dynamo leads run beneath the floor in vitrifled

pipe conduits. In general effect the interior of the

power-house is extremely pleasing: the walls are

painted in buff, and in the engine-room there is a

Portland cement wainscoting, capped with a three-

inch pine nosing. There is an abundance of light

and ventilation, and the metamorphosis of the old

stable is so complete as to defy detection. The old

car barn has been entirely remodeled and largely

increased in space and convenience. The roof was
raised four feet, an extension 30 feet by 90 feet

added, and an entire new front constructed, con-

taining superintendent's office and waiting-room on

first floor,with large and commodious general offices

on second floor, and the storage-rooms in the base-

ment, The repair shop is situated in the basement

and provision has been made for the comfort of

the employees by devoting a suitable room to their

exclusive use. The superintendent's office and the

waiting-room are handsomely finished in paneled

cherry wainscoting with ornamental steel-pressed

walls and a delicately tinted ceiling.

The entire carhouse is practically in two sec-

tions, the longer being 194 feet in depth and tbe

latter 90. There are six tracks in all, four having

direct access to the street, the other two being

trie bonding being performed by the employees of

the railway company, under the charge of the

superintendent.

The line leading from Poughkeepsie to Wappin-
ger's Falls is nearly straight in its course, the grades

varying from one to eight per cent. Between
Wappinger's Falls and New Hamburg, where the

track leads down toward the Hudson River, the

grade is as heavy as nine per cent.

The line construction consists of the usual form
of stout octagonal hard-pine poles with treated

butts. These are set up on Main street and Market

street, the remainder of the poles throughout being

round, shaved and pamied.

Span wire construction is used throughout the

city; bracket construction is used on the line lead-

ing to Wappinger's Falls and New Hamburg. The
trolley wire is No. B. & S., supported by five-.six-

teenths-inch stranded steel span wire. The line

material is of the H. W. Johns manufacture.

Fesders of No. 0000 B. & S. wire are placed as

required for electric distribution within the city

limits. An interesting feature of the feeding sys-

tem is the application of the booster idea to the

long-distance feeder from the power-house to Wap-
pinger's Falls. The feeding point is eight miles

from the station, with a nine per cent, grade two

miles beyond the end of the feeder. By the use of

the booster it is possible to properly supply this

section of the line througli two No. 0000 B. & S.

wires. The Woodbridge & Turner Engineering

Company constructed the linework, while the

track construction, including bonding, was under
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the charge of Supt. C. M. Davis, of the railway

company.

The rolling stock equipment consists of 8

closed motorcars, 18 feet in length, built by James

A. Trimble, of New York; 10 open motor cars, 30

feet in length, built by the American Car Com-

pany, of St. Louis, Mo.; and 3 closed vestibule

cars, made by the latter company. All motor cars

are mounted on the latest type of Peckam canti-

lever truck.

The electric equipment of the cars consists of

two G. E. 800 motors per car, with type K series

multiple controller. All cars are fitted with the

Star electric headlights, and all closed cars with

the American Car Heating Company's electric

heaters.

The entire engineering supervision of the work

has been under the charge of Mr. J. H. Vail, chief

engineer of the Electrical & Mechanical Engineer-

ing & Trading Company, of New York, from whose

offices all plans and specifications were issued.

The new electrical railway will supplant an ex_

tensive passenger and express stage business be.

tween Poughkeepsie and Wappinger's Falls. It

furnishes convenient transportation facilities be-

tween the river front and the higher urban locali-

ties, such as Vassar College, the Seminary, the

Driving Park, the Insane-Asylum, the P. & E. R.

R. Depot and the Cemetery. The same accommo-

TEIALS OF FENDEES IN PHIIiADELPHIA.

The traction companies of Philadelphia have

been engaged in testing fenders during the last

few weeks with a view to the selection of a certain

style as a standard. The experiments have de-

veloped many interesting facts, but no fender

has as yet proved so satisfactory that the com-
panies felt warranted in adopting it. Interest in

the matter has been stimulated by the fact that

the councils committees have been considering

ordinances that would make the adoption of

fenders compulsory. The companies preferred, if

possible, to iind something that they knew would

be satisfactory, rather than adopt some device

forced upon them by [the authorities regardless of

its value or its cost.

At a recent meeting of the councils committees

that are considering this matter somelittle discus-

sion was indulged in relative to accidents on street

railways. Chief Bullock, of the Highway Bureau,

remarked that in his opinion the only solution of

the problem of avoiding accidents lay in a reduc-

tion of speed and the eoiployment of careful mo-
tormen. He asserted that he had little faith in

the efficacy of fenders, as he considered the les-

sening of speed of far greater importance. It was
his opinion that accidents ^were due in the main
to the carelessness of the public, and he suggested

and BoUeta fender, Parmenter fender, Wright
fender, Hall fender and Thomas fender. The tests

were made with dummies formed of canvas and
stuffed with bran. Although invited to do so, the

inventors did not care to stand in front of the fen-

ders to illustrate their efficacy. This fact has been

commented upon to a considerable extent by the

papers, but it has no special significance. Prob-

ably none of those who designed fenders would

assert ihat they would operate successfully

every time, and would invariably pick up per-

sons so successfully that no bruises of any kind

would be inflicted in any case. Naturally none of

them cared to I'un the risk of a failure of the

fender or of receiving even slight injuries.

The tests of each fender were severe; the dum-
mies were laid in different positions on the track,

were set up in front of the cars, and then were

thrown from the front platforms as the cars were

moving. It was concluded from these tests that

several of the simple fenders would operate to save

persons who had been knocked down once in three

times and perhaps every other time. Pedestrians

who had been knocked down might be saved

from other injuries further than those re-

ceived from the blow, it was thought,

though in some cases the dummy was rolled

under or pushed several feet before being picked

up. Fenders that were designed to push a body

POWER PLANT OF THE POUGHKEEPSIE & WAPPINGER'S FALLS ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

dations are offered at the New Hamburg end of the

line, which reaches down to the river front.

Maj. J. W. Hinckley, the enterprising president

of the railway company, has taken great personal

interest in the construction of the entire system,

and the citizens of Poughkeepsie will be largely

indebted to him as the means of furnishing in their

city a first class electric railway system.

ELECTBIC LIGHTS ON BEIDGE CAES.

The wretched oil lamps that have caused injury to

the eyes of countless thousands of persistent news-
paper readers on the cars of the Brooklyn Bridge,
are finally to be discarded. At a recent meeting
of the bridge trustees a contract for lighting the
cars by electricity was awarded to the Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering and Trading Com-
pany of New York. The contract includes tho
steam and electric generating plants and the com-
plete Bybtem of distribution. There are to be
10 10-c. P. lamps in each coach. It is stated that
the expense of the installation will be $18, 13.5, jind

that the cwt of maintenance will be .$1,350 per
annum.

Detroit, Mich.—The City Council has decided to
submit to a vote of the people the question whether
the city should own the street-car tracks in its

liraita. The question will be voted on in November.

that every car be equipped with a continuously

ringing gong. David H. Lane, of the Philadel-

phia Traction Company, addressed the committee
at considerable length, and in the course of his

remarks said

:

"I do not know why, but there is a great public
cry about every accident to day. Do not forget
the fact that under the old horse car system people
would either, through imprudence or preoccupa-
tion, get in front of them. On the average, I can
almost state to-day that the general run of acci-
dents is less. The great bulk of accidents was the
result of people getting on and off cars while in
motion. They were justified in doing it under the
old horse-car system, because the cars moved very
slowly. Accidents like that on Girard avenue, no
caution in the world could prevent. Where the
track runs close to the curb, a person, walking
along the street, would be run over just as easily
by a horse car as by a trolley car, should they sud-
denly venture upon the track, so there is perhaps
an unnecessary scare.

'You can never prevent people from being im-
prudent and careless. I actually put myself in the
way of a moving car, a few days ago, walking
across Chestnut street. I was not conscious that
the motorman was ringing his gong until within
four or five feet of me. If I had been run down
there would have been no cause to blame the
iiiDtoriiian. Accidents like that will always hap-
pen."

At the tests made by the Philadelphia Traction
Comjiany 1 1 different types of fenders were ex-

perimented with; among these were several differ-

ent styles of the Crawford fender, the Kenr.cily

away from danger or along the pavement until

the car could be stopped, were partially successful,

but the state a person would be in after suffering

this experience furnished a matter for rather grew-
some speculation. In some of the cases these

fenders failed to act properly, and an arm or leg

of the dummy was caught underneath them. The
pick-up fenders were not regarded as very success-

ful from the fact that it was found that the person
who was supposed to be saved would pro'oably re-

ceive a hard blow while he was being picked up.

The fenders were tried in two different places ;

part of the tests took place on a street where the
paving was brick, almost as smooth as asphalt,

and again on a street where granite blocks were
used. It was found that some of the fenders did

not act equally well under all conditions of paving.

The members of the committee of the councils

which had been invited to witness the tests tif the

fenders expressed it as their opinion that, of the

eleven fenders tried, three or four would save the

life of one out of three or four persons struck by
the cars.

The Philadelphia Traction Company has been
given a great deal of credit for its earnestness in

its indeavor to find a satisfactory form of fender.
All the inventors of the several types 'that were
tested were given each the use of a separate car in

order that he could illustrate his design to the best

advantage,
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The People's Traction Company has also been

experimenting with fenders, and recently two of

Its cars have been equipped with a device of a

scoop form, made in accordance with a design of

one of the olHcers. This will be tested by putting

it into actual service, as the company thinks that

experiments with dummies prove nothing.

The Electric Traction Company a few days ago
allowed the inventor of the Robins lifeguard to

give an exhibition of the fender on its tracks.

While a car was running at a fair rate of speed, a
boy was picked up half a dozen times. Mr.
Robins, the inventor, who is rather a heavy man,
was also picked up.

MASSACHQSETTS COMMISSIONERS' INVESTIGATION.

The Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts are

now examining models of street car fenders. They
were directed to investigate this matter by the last

legislature and to report to the next general court
whether a type had been devised which would af-

ford reasonable prjtection for human life. About
30 models were submitted to the commissioners by
their inventors. Arrangements for the trials of

the various types will be made by the inventors,

NEW BROOKLYN FENDER.

J. E. McBride, of Brooklyn, has recently invent-

ed a new type of fender, and the Atlantic Avenue
Railroad Company will give the new invention a
trial this week. They assert that the device has
many good points.

THE MERITS OF T-KAILS.

ELECTROLYSIS.*

The fact that objection has been made to the

laying of Trail bv the Philadelphia. Cheltenham
& Jenkiutown Passenger Railway Company has
already been noted. The company, in contesting

the application for an injunction restraining ic

from using rails of this kind, presented its view of

the case, and defended the use of T-rails. It was
contended for the company that the railway is

being constructed in the most improved manner,
and that the "T"-rail complained of is the same as

is used in most suburban roads in that vicinity, and
is better suited to the purpose for which it is used

than the flat girder rails; that, according to the

plans under which the railway is being constructed,

when it is completed the space between the rails and
the roadway between the tracks will have been
filled with macadam and rolled, so that the top of

the rails will be on a level with the rest of the road,

and the turnpike over its entire width will present

a uniform and even surface. It was also asserted

that, opposite the entrance to each property where
there will be unusual wear and tear by reason of

the constant ingress and egress, filling pieces are

being placed on each side of both rails, so that the

use of "T"-rails so laid will not present greater ob-

struction to public travel than would be caused

by the use of the ordinary girder rails. It is fur-

ther contended that there is no provision in the

act under which the defendant company is incor-

porated as to the method of constructing the rail-

way thereby authorized, or as to the kind of rails

to be used; that the whole matter [is left to the

local authorities, who have approved of the plans,

and the fair implication is that what they approve

of is a proper construction.

GERMAN GAS MOTORS.

Writing of gas motors a correspondent of the

Street Railway Gazette remarks : "From what
I recently saw of their operation in Germany the

results are certainly very satisfactory and the

German motors are excellent. With gas at |1 the

economy is shown to be very 'substantial. The
use o£ gas seemed to be increasing in many large

towns in Germany where the traffic is light and
grades considerable."

Philadelphia, Pa.—All the closed cars on the

People's Traction Company are to be heated with

electric heaters. Several have already been

equipped with different styles in order that the

ompany may test their relative efficiency.

BY JAMES A. BATLIS.
" Electrolysis " has been announced as the sub-

ject of my paper, but it is too comprehensive a
term to be applied to it, as it is to the electrolytic
corrosion of underground pipes and electrical con-
ductors by stray earth currents that I wish to
confine my remarks.
One of the first places to suffer from the evil

effects of stray earth currents was Boston, Mass.
Almost three years ago che New England Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company found that the in-

sulation of some of its underground cables had
broken down; upon investigating it was discov-
ered that the lead sheathing had I een eaten through
in spots in some of the manholes. The matter was
carefully looked into, and it was proved beyond a
doubt that the current from the rail side of the
street railway circuit had leaked on to the sheath-
ing of the cables at various point?, and, leaving the
cables at others, had, at the points of leaving the
lead, eaten it away to such an extent as to allow
water to penetrate to the core, thus destroying the
insulation of the wires.

It was soon found that the destruction of the
telephone cables was but an item of the damage
being done by these stray currents ; water and gas
pipes were being eaten through in a number of
towns in which single-trolley street railways were
being operated. After careful experiment, it was
shown that only where the current left the pipes to
pass to earth (i. e., where pipes were electro-posi-
tive to the earth) vi'as any damage being done. The
explanation given and the one generally accepted
as correct was, that electricity, passing through a
conducting liquid from the anode to the cathode,
decomposes the liquid ; and in the case of water
which contains enough foreign matter to make it

a conductor, the hydrogen is carried, as it were,
and liberated at the cathode, while the oxygen is

set free at the anode, which, if it be of an easily
osidizable material, will soon be attacked, nascent
oxvgen being a vei"y active agent.
The truth of this has lately been questioned in a

most interesting and valuable paper on this subject
by Prof. D. C. Jackson, read before the Western
Society of Engineers, July 11, 1894. After a series

of careful experiments Professor Jackson came to

the conclusion that the oxidation of the metal as
before mentioned played an unimportant part in

the destruction of the pipes, and that the corrosive
action was due entirely to the electrolysis of the
substances held in solution in the water of the soils.

The gravity of the corrosion of the pipe depends on
the amount of current flowing from a given area
and the nature of the salts in the soil.

What happens in the ease of buried pipes is this:

The current which has leakedfrom the rails passes
onto the pipes, and will leave them and flow to

earth at points from which the resistance of the
earth circuit to the power-house is less than by the
metallic one. The soil of cities contains more or less

moisture holding in solution chemicals, which,
when their components are set free, are of a more
or less corrosive nature.
To decompose acidulated water between two

platinum electrodes an E. M. F. of about 1.5 volts

is necessary; with lead plates a smaller voltage;

and with iron and zinc still less, as the affinity of

the metals enters into the reaction. Metals buried
in moist earth containing impurities may be about
at the point of corrosion, a very slight potential
difference being enough to set up marked action.

This accounts for the destruction of pipes where
only a fraction of a volt P. D. was found between
them and the surrounding earth; because the P.

D. is under one volt is no surety that action will

not take place, not so rapidly or violently of

course, but just as surely.

What forces the current to leave the rails and
pass to the earth l* Undoubtedly because of the

too high resistance of the rail circuit, due to im-
perfect bonding ; either the bonds are too small,

or. what is more likely, the contacts between the
rails and the bonds are not good. Sometimes the

rails are connected to the water pipes of a town
;

if this is done care must be taken to have the

water mains connected to the dynamo at the power-
house; otherwise if the negative pole of the dynamo
be grounded or connected to the track, a path of

low resistance has been provided for the current
to get on to the pipes, but to return to the dynamo
it must pass through the earth, and damage is

sure to follow.
Very many remedies have been suggested and

tried. Here are some of them :

1st. Grounding the positive pole of the dynpmo
and putting the negative to line.

This only has the effect of changing the location

of the district in which the pipes are positive to

the earth from the immediate vicinity of the
power-house to more distant points, and while the
action is not so violent it is spread over a much
larger area and the trouble is much more difficult

to deal with.

* Read at the convention of the CanacHau Electrical
Association, Montreal, Sept. 19, 1894.

2d. Breaking the metallic continuity of the pipes
and cables has been suggested.
This is impracticable, of course, not only because

of the enormous expense of changing all the
pipes at present in the groimd, but from the fact
that current would leave one section of pipe, pass
to earth, and back on to the next section.

3d. Frequent reversals of the polarity of the
street-railway currents.

This would only retard the action, not stop it

altogether. Various other more or less impracti-
cable remedies have been proposed, but it will be
unnecessary to notice them.
The only sure cure for this trouble, as far as we

know at present, is in the adoption of some other
street-railway system than that of the single trol-

ley with track return ; such as a double-trolley sys-
tem, storage batteries, or alternating currents, if a
practical motor can be constructed. A method of
street-railway construction was described by Mr.
W. Nelson Smith in the Street Railway Gazette
of Feb. 17, 1894, which does away with the track
return, being practically a double-trolley road, op-
erated under the three-wire system, using the earth
and rails as a neutral. Another system was de-
scribed by Mr. Nelson W. Perry in the Engineer-
ing Magazine for March, 1894. Many, if not all,

of the proposed underground conduit systems
would have, as an additional recommendation,
freedom from attendant electrolytic effects.

The discussion of the merits or demerits of these
various systems, their practicability or impracti-
cability, is outside the province of this paper; suf-

fice it to say that there seems to be more than one
way of operating street cars without destroying
pipes, etc., already under ground.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that there are
very many single-trolley roads in operation in this

country, and that something should be done to

protect the pipes of the municipalities under whose
franchises the street-railway companies operate.

Absolute protection, as far as is known, it is im-
possible to have, but to insure the greatest free-

dom from destructive action the track circuit

must be of the lowest possible resistance. This
can only be accomplished by the best of bonding
and frequent cross connectiDns of rail. Electrically

welded rails should be of great service in this con-

nection. The rail circuit should be re-enforced by
overhead returns connected to the rails at inter-

vals, as is done with the trolley and feeder wires.

The negative pole of the dynamo should be
grounded, and the various systems of underground
pipes connected to it by conductors of large carry-

ing capacity.
These are the principal safeguards that can be

adopted.
The telephone companies having underground

wires have been among the sufferers from the elec-

trolytic corrosion of the lead of their cables, and a
brief description of the method used in the United
States for their protection may be of interest.

A map of the underground conduits and man-
holes is made, and on it are marked the differences

of potential between the cables in the manholes
and the earth, also the direction of the current,

whether to or from the cables. In this way, the
"danger district," or section where the cables are

positive to the earth, may be seen at a glance. In

this direct, the sheathings of the cables are care-

fully connected together by large wire, and a heavy
wire (or wires) is run from the negative pole of the

dynamo, which is to ground, to the nearest man-
hole in the danger district, and, if the current is of

great volume, to several of the manholes. As far

as I know, in every case, this changed the direc-

tion of the current, causing it to flow from the

earth to the cables, thus giving adequate protec-

tion in an inexpensive way. Unfortunately all

pipes cannot be protected to the same extent in the

same way, and the responsibility of doing proper

track construction rests with the street-railway

companies.
Finally, because in a town there may be but small

differences of potentialbetween pipes and the sur-

rounding earth, and the decomposition of them does

not set in as soon as the street-railway current is

turned on, we should not be deceived into a feeling

of false security, for though the destructive action

may be slow in coming, come it will, none the less

surely.

the discussion.

Mr. Black ; In reference to Hamilton, I know
every lew days I used to see something in the

papers about the water pipes being examined in

the City Engineer's office ; he has a pile in the

corner of his office, but those were the days when
they used the old strap rail and the bonds were
broken. Those familiar with the position of

Hamilton will remember that the main return cir-

cuit ran down James street. The single track ran

to the power-house; and York street, King street.

Barton street branched off. The whole current

had to be returned to this one set of strap rails,

and when the strap rails were worn the bonds
broke, and the current would get off some other

way. Since they have laid the new rails and made
their bonding I believe there has been no com-
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plaint. All the pipes taken out were in the neigh-

borhood of and not very far from the power-house.

I believe they were not found injured in any other

place than in the neighborhood ot the power-house.

But I think everything is changed there now, for

I understand the railway company has now con-

nected the main water pipe with its ground wire

at the power-house, and that reduces the chances
of further trouble.

Mr. Shaw; In regard to the remarks as to the

electrolysis being occasioned by the polarization of

gases, that would cause an even wearing away of

the pipes right along, but there is not an even
wear.
Mr. Keeley : I think it would he found that

wherever there was a marked effect on the cable,

the ground would be very moist at that point. I

think it would be found surrounded by water.
Here is a piece taken from the vicinity of the

power-house in Hamilton, and it looks as if it had
the smallpox, and it has evidently been in water.

Possibly the water may have passed through a

limestone formation. I think it would be well for

the members to keep in mind to note particularly

the condition of the spot from which the speci-

mens are taken.

I\Ir. LOCKWOOD : The subject of this paper is

one of great importance to many classes of people.

It is of great importance to city engineers because
they have control of gas and water pipes—at least

they ought to have if they have not. It is im-
portant to the telephone man. and it is important
to the railroad man, because he naturally does not
want to interfere with other people's belongings
any more than he can or must. Then it is of im-
portance generally, because we ought to know, and
we want to know, all about the working phenom-
ena of electricity that we can know, in order that

we may p<;rform our own work properly. There
seems to be one thing further that paper might
have mentioned and did not, and that is that a
great deal of this electrolytic corrosion of under-
ground cable is dependent on the amount of elec-

tricity that is pumped into the earth within a given
area of space. Now, I suppose the most noticeable
instance of this kind of thing is that which has
occurred in Boston. Many of you, certainly all of

you who are concerned in street railroading,

know that there is the largest installation

of electric street railway in the world, and
it is needless to say that there the
largest currents are brought back tothedjnamos
through the earth: larger than anywhere else. I

was a little surprised in learning that the paper
says that one of the remedies, the lirst remedy
that has been suggested and tried, is grounding
the positive pole at the dynamo and putting the
negative pole to line. I wish to do them justice by
saying that they have showed themselves always
ready to try an experiment which persons conceiv-
ing themselves electricians have suggested, to pre-

vent the electrolytic corrosion of underground
cables. It is my memory that the dynamos of that
company ordinarily have their negative pole to
line, and that it was not until their attention was
called to the fact that they changed it and put the
positive pole to line. With the negative pole to line

(and this again is entii'ely a question of memory),
with the negative pole to line, so large is that
system and so enormous are the amounts of elec-

tricity delivered to the earth after pass-
ing through the trolleys and the motors,
that the electrolytic corrosion of pipes and cable
tubes was in all quarters. In fact, it spread nearly
all over the city, and it seems to me that it was as
a suggested remedy that the present method has
been adopted, in which the positive pole of the
dynamo is to line, and while it is not a remedy,
still it is a change which is mentioned in the paper,
in a kind of negative way. It does restrict the
trouble to a small area immediately around the
powrr station, and when it is restricted to such a
small area it is much more easily handled than a
corrosion distributed around a large city. In ad-
dition extremely large copper cables are used. In
Boston, cojjper cables of more than one inch m
diameter have been employed, to aid the rails in re-
turning the trolley current, and the trouble is very
largely minimized. I personally do not think that
m small installations of electric railroad serious
trouble need be expected, but I think in large
cities it is to be expected, and every remedy that
can be thought of, provided it is proved to be at all
eilicacious, should be effected. The bond-
ing of the rails, as suggested, is no doubt one of
the principal things that are required. I do not
think that the electric welded rails have, to any
great extent, gone into use yet, and I think the
unwieldinesB ot handling them will be an insuper-
able objection. But, with the best conductors
that are made, we have still to remember that the
old doctrine that used to be promulgated, that
electricity would choose only the best path, must
be discarded, not only from our lips but also from
our thoughts, and remember that electricity avails
itself of all paths in proportion to their respective
resiotanceH ; and when we think of that, we can-
not help but see. no matter Ikjw peifectly our roads
ary constructed, we should make the return con-

ductor as perfect as it can be, and it is still the

best thing to have the positive pole of the dynamo
to line, and to aid the rail in the vicinity of the

dynamo and of the power-house by very large

copper conductors.
Mr. Baylis : That remedy was suggested in an

article issued in one of our papers in July of this

last summer, as having been tried in Marseilles, in

France, and it was strongly recommended there.

They grounded the positive pole and had the dan-
gerous area distributed over a large portion of the

town, and they.were experiencing no trouble. It

was stated, however, that it was not a true rem-
edy.
Mr. Medbury : In Ottawa I had some experience

with the engineer of the Bell Telephone Company
in taking some readings of the different potentials

between;our rails and the ground, and after looking
up the matter carefully we believed that by taking
readings at different points, different manholes, we
could simply connect the cables to the rails where
there was, the greatest difference potentially, or

make the connection between the rail and that por-

tion of the telephone cable which came nearest

the power-house, and in that way, of course, as-
suming always that the cable is positive regard-

ing the rail, do away with pretty nearly all the

effects of any electrolytic action. In a small city

that would entirely remedy the matter, I think.

In that case I would have the positive pole of the

machine to the trolley wire. Of course our sta-

tion there is located some way from the center of

the telephone cables, and unfortunately we could
not measure the amount of current flowing on the
cables. We did not much more than find out
where the greatest action was going on, but of

course, with a careful test, we could find out how
much current was flowing, and vihether it was
bunched, or where the greatest tendency was to

leave the cable.

Mr. Baylis : In Toronto, in the western portion
of the city, the potential difference is three volts.

Taking the opposite side of the city, it varies from
two and a half to four volts. And there is a
gradual decrease from the three volts in the west
to about zero in the center, and gradually increas-

ing to about four in the east.

Mr. Shaw : Which pole does the trolley wire
connect with V

Mr. Baylis : To the positive. And the current
we get off the cables, measuring from the cables

in our easterly manhole, the manhole nearest the

power-house, to the water main which is in the
manhole, is 11 amperes.
Mr. Medbury : The potential difference between

those cables and the rail dees not mean anything
unless you take the amperes along to make a
reading of.

Mr. Baylis: I think the potential is the most
important thing, because, in the case I have been
speaking of, I can measure the number of amperes
flowing from the cable to a given point; at the
junction of a water main in a manhole, we can get
a large amperage. The measurements that may
be taken on any pipes, either cables or water or
gas pipes, with an ammeter and voltmeter, are
generally valuable in showing the direction in

which the current is flowing. It is impossible to

measure the number of amperes running from one
point to another unless you can insulate the pipe
entirely from the ground through its entire length.

You are simply taking the alternative path of the
current, as it were.
Mr. Medbury: Potential difference is not what

is doing the damage. We get a very low potential
difference, but get a considerable current on the
pipe. You can find out a cable is carrying a cer-

tain amount of current by fastening on to that
cable and conducting it back to the rail or any
other circuit.

Mr. Baylis : Well, if you take the readings of

the ammeter, taking a gas or water pipe, for in-
stance, which is buried in the earth, and expose the
pipe for 7 or 8 feet, and put an ammeter between
the pipe and the ground, you probably will get a
very small current flowing. At the same time a
great deal of current may be flowing from the pipe
to the ground. The current is leaving the pipe all

right enough, but it is not going through your am-
meter.
Mr. Medbury : I can see your point. My point,

as I have understood it, and my experience in the
matter, are this : Suppose there are two parallel

streets, and this cable runs down one street and
the electric railway is on the other street, but as
there is a current going up to the farther street it

takes just a short cut over that cable, and the
whole of that current is going down that cable.

It branches off the street and makes a conductor
for it. If the cable happens to turn three or four
streets down there, the current is leaving the cable
again. Of course, if you take it at that point and
put a tap on, you are not getting any electrolytic

action at all. The cable simply acts as a conductor
for the 20 or 30 amperes that happen lo be flowing
over it. Of course, after you have got away 100
feet from that corner perhaps there would be no
current to speak of flowing around the outside of

the cable ; it would all be going over that cable

—

perhaps 30 amperes. Of course, readings taken
anywhere inside that zone of electric current would
give various results according to the position at

which you are taking the readings, but 20 feet from
the corner you have quite a number of amperes
running over the cable.

CAN THE T-EAIL BE SATISFACTORILY
USED ON PAVED STREETS p

BY STEATHEARN HENDEIE.

For reasons unnecessary to mention, your com-
mittee's report has been prepared with more haste
than the subject deserves, and you will undoubt-
edly find it incomplete in many details. A vivid

recollection, however, of the disappointment of

your members at previous meetings, when papers
have failed to materialize has emboldened us to

present this report in its incomplete state as better

than no report at all and as continuing the discus-

sion of a subject in which so much interest was
expressed at the last convention.
We would preface our report by the explanation

that we have considered the word " satisfactorily"

as applying to the point of view of the city and
the driving public, as well as that of the company;
and we will endeavor to show that the T-rail is

not only satisfactorily used in paved streets, but
that it is the best rail for the purpose.
The tendency of the larger cities in this country

—in fact we might say in all the cities of this

country—during the past 10 or 12 years has been
toward smoother and better paved streets, and
the general public, watching the progress of its

city officials, has become in many places impatient
of the action of the street railway people in

maintaining the old forms of rail, which make a
ridge on the smooth surface of a first class modern
street in an American city. Our travelers have
come home from England and the Continent ex-
tolling the grooved rail, and our city officials have
in many cases forced either the English grooved
rail or its American modification upon the railway
companies. No street railway man hankers after

the grooved head before he gets it, or enjoys it

after he has put it in, and he therefore fights its

introduction, demanding to be left alone, as he
was, wfith his center-bearing or five-inch tram
head. What we would show him—and through
and beyond him his public—is that he can progress
in the direction of their desires for a smooth street,

and can give them something even more satisfac-

tory to them than their favorite grooved rail.

For the street railway man, questions of price,

joints, quick delivery, competition, coal pile and
construction combine to recommend the T-rail.

The old argument for the tram head—that the steel

paving for the three inches is the cheapest in the
end—no longer holds good in these days of good
street pavements and rapid transit. Wagon traffic

goes where it belongs—on the side of the street. To
those who can still use the clear headed old ceoter-

.
bearing rail, we can onlysay, "You lucky dogs"; to

most of us it is lost forever. As a substitute for this,

where old grants are being renewed or new ones
made, the grooved-headed rail has been in many
places hastily and, we believe, unadvisedly re-

quired. While the suggestion of a T-rail, for use
in paved streets in cities, is startling to the average
citizen, alderman or city engineer, and is in most
cases impatiently rejected by them, yet we must
recollect that the mention of a rail, such as steam
roads use, calls up in their minds the idea of four or
five inches of steel standing up above the street

and of dilapidated plank crossings with half-drawn
spikes, and we should go patiently to work to teach
them Jiat, as there is more than one way to supply
motive power to a car, so there is more than one
way of putting a rail in the street.

To aid you in this, we have prepared a list of 26
cities in which the T-rail is used, with remarks
thereon (to be found at the end of this paper),
kindly furnished this committee, by the railway
companies, in answer to a list ot questions sent
out ; and we might also say that there are over !50

other members of this association whose roads are
reported in the railway publications as being ijartly

or wholly constructed of T-rail, who declined or
neglected to answer the inquiries of your commit-
tee. The general consensus of opinion of the 26
roads referred to, and of the officials of the cities

in which they run, is that if you can once get down
a 100 yards of T-rail and make a decent job of the
paving, neither the officials nor the citizens will

permit you to use anything else in the futur . The
main thing is to make your paving job a ncut and
good one. In three of the other cities, where there
is at present no T-rail, but which are blessed with
enlightened city officials, the T-rail is about to be
made a requirement on the companies.
Modern street railway construction and street

paving imply a broken stone, concrete or other
solid foundation, a high girder or T-rail and a
brick, asphalt or granite surface to the street in

^Read at. the Convention of the Amorican Street Rail-
way AsEotiation, Atlanta, Oct, 17-19, IS'Ji.
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the larger cities, or cedar block, cobble or macadam
in the smaller ones.
Asphalt or macadam can be paved as easily to a

T-rail as to any other. They should be laid flush,

and room should be made for the flange by running
a railroad freight car, or other car having a larger

flange than the street car, over the track before it

is opened for trafiic. Bricks are now molded by
many paving brick manufacturers to fit girder and
T-rails, those for the latter allowing a space for

the flange of the car wheel. Whether it is more
expensive to chip the corners uf granite or Medina
blocks or to leave them intact a short distance from
the head of the rail and fill the space thus made
with asphalt, creosoteJ wood or concrete is open to

question, but, in either case, a first-class job can
be made. The writer is familiar with two excel-

lentpieces of .56-pound T-rail construction on chairs,

in one of which the pavement consists of 6-inch

cedar blocks, and in the other of small 3 or 4-inch

cobblestones, both paved close to the rail with no
tilling.

It may be useful in your arguments with city

officials m favor of a T-rail as against a grooved

the details of construction from a street railway
point of view, because these must necessarily vary
in different localities, but it suggests that the pro-
gress which has been made in girder rail construc-
tion in the past two or three years should not be
lost sight of when we secure the T. Have it big
enough and heavy enough.
As it may be of use to the members of the asso-

ciation . your committee has attached to this report,
in the form of an appendix, a list of the stieet
railways which have answered its queries, together
with a synopsis of the answers, regretting that out
of 178 letters sent out with stamped envelopes for
reply, it received but 80 responses, and, as above
stated, of the 98 who failed to come to time more
than 50 are using the T-rail, but whether m paved
streets or not is not known.

A STANDARD FORM OF STREET RAILWAY
ACCOUNTS.^

* »
DUTY OF PEDESTRIANS.

In a recent case the Michigan Supreme Court
called attention to the caution that pedestrians

must exercise in order that they may not be

BY H. I. BETTIS.

On Sept. 7 the committee sent to all the mem-
bers of the association a classification of expen-
ditures, which could be readily adopted for use
upon any road, and so arranged that any or all of
these accounts can be subdivided to any degree
desired by the road adopting them, without im
pairing its value as a basis for comparative state-
ments. Accompanying this was a circular-letter,
requesting the accounting officers of the several
roads to carefully examine this classification,
noting such items as in their o iniou are errone-
ously classified, and also requesting that sample
reports, blanks and special rulings for account
books be sent the committee for inspection. The
replies receiTed were in the main very full and
complete, and shovced an interest in the sutiject,
but the number, compared with the number of
members with the association, was very small, and
in consequence there was a postal sent out about
two weeks later, but with little eSect upon the

T-EAIL IN PAVED STREETS.

Place.

Augusta, Ga

Bay City, Mich. ...

Boston, Mass

Columbus, O

Denver, Colo

Denver, Colo

Des Moines, la

Duluth, Minn

Ft. Wayne, Ind

Houston, Tex

Lincoln, Neb

London, Ont

Marinette, Wis. ...

Minneapolis, Minn.

New Haven, Conn .

.

NorwaIJi, Conn

Norwich, Conn
Port Huron. Mich .

.

Racine, Wis
Salt Lake City, U.T,

Savannah, Ga
Springfield, 111

Springfield, Mass. ..

Waterbury, Conn...

Company.

Windsor, Ont.

Wyandotte, Mich.

.

Augusta Ry. Co.

Bay Cities Con. Ry. Co.

West End St. Ry. Co.

Columbus St. Ry. Co.

Denver City Cable Ry.
Co.

Denver Cons. Tram. Co

Des Moines City Ry. Co.

DuluthSt. Ry. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Ry. Co.

Houston City St. Ry. Co.

Lincoln St. Ry. Co.

The London Sfc. Ry. Co.

Marinette Gas, E. Light
& St. Ry. Co.

Twin City Rapid Transit
Co.

Winchester Ave. R. R.
Co.

The Norwalk St. Ry. Co.

Norwich St-. Ry. Co.
The City Electric Ry. Co.

Belle City St. Ry. Co.
Salt Lake City R. R Co.

City & Suburban Ry.Co.
Springfield Cons. Ry. Co.

Springfield St. Ry. Co.

Waterbury Traction Co.

Sandwich, Windsor &
Amherstburg Ry.

Wyandotte & Detroit
River Ry.

R ail in Paved Streets.

Miles, Other Weight, Height,
T. rail. lbs.

24

6.75

2

16

1

5

14

3

i.a
5

.227

3.5

11

215

54.5

15.23

10

7

35

2.773

7

60

35 to 100

60

48 to 72

60

60

45

56

40&60

60

52 to 72

60

48
45

72

40&60

56

56

3K

6

1}^ to9

6

4

3%&6

6

6

m
5H

4

m
4M&4«

6

4

6

4&4^

6& 7

m

Construction.

Ties 3 ft. centers, steel
chairs

Largely 6 ft. rail on
Btringers and 9 in. on
ties with tie plate

Ties 2 ft. centers,
broken atone ballast

Cable: yokes 4 ft. apart

6 in. concrete under
ties; concrete ,be
tween ties

Spiked to ties

Ties 2 ft. centers, oak
stringers

Ties2£t.; tie rods 10 ft.

Ties and chairs and
stringers

Ties 2 ft. centers

Cedar ties, gravel and
ballast

On chairs and on ties

Three brace chairs to
each rail

Chairs and stringers
Cedar ties, pine string-
ers

Chairs or stringers

On strinerers and on
lies and chairs

SpiHed; ties 2 ft.

Steel chairs, ties bedded
in gravel, l hen inch
board and block pav-
ing

On broken stone

Pavement.

Inside.

Brick

Granite block

Brick

Asphalt with stone
toothing

Stone blocks next
rail, then asphalt

Brick

Cedar block

Brick block, cobble
stone

Brick, gravel, cypress
bois d'arc, rock

Brick, cedar

Gravel

Wood block

Cedar or granite

Halt block, half cob
ble

Blocks and cobbles

Cedar block

Brick
Sandstone block

Outside.

3-in. brick,
then asphalt

Same

bame

Stone block

brick orBeveled
block

Granite and cobble

Belgian block for 7-

in. rail; cobble for
6-in.

Cedar block

Same

Same

Same

Macadam

Same

Same

Same

Blocks and
macadam

Granite and
macadam

Belgian block

Same

Filling.

None

Oak strip,
gravel, etc.

Hard wood
covered with
coal tar

None

Oak strip bev-
eled to fit

Block cut or
notched

Concrete

Sand with
brick

Wooden strip
to at

Pine or oak
strip

Gravel
Oak strip in-

side, pine
strip outside

Sand

Asphalt and
brick

None

None

None

Remarks.

Public and officials think
it better than girder.

City Engineer and B. of
P. W. think it the only
rail.

City officials and the pub-
lic are not in favor of it.

No complaint; more will
be laid.

Makes good street.

Public and city ofiicials
like it.

All like it.

Company now recon-
sfrucliog entirely with
"T" rail.

Gives satisfaction

.

Have only two curves
now, but intend to lay
track.

Not favored. (Note-
Pavement is not good.)

All well pleased now.

City engineers approve.

Common Council will
have nothing else.

Gives satisfaction.

Not favored much

.

Gives satisfaction.

Public and officials like it.

Public and city officials
well satisfied.

Not favored

.

Gives satisfaction. Au-
thorized by City Coun-
cil.

No complaint; evidently
satisfactory.

None better, when prop-
erly laid and paved to.

Preferred to girder rail.

No objections.

girder, to insist that a T-rail is a girder rail with a
head differing less from that of the grooved girder
than this does from the tram or center bearing
bead. Also the substitution, in this country, of
the steel base and upright member of the girder
for the wooden stringer, took place before the in-

troduction of the grooved rail, and was dtie to en-
tirely different causes, and certainly has not been
brought about by any demand for smooth streets
originating wit'i the cities or citizens. Such sub-
stitution is equivalent to that of steel for wood in
buildings. The girder is an established fact ; its

grooved head, we hope, is merely a passing fancy.
The grooved rail might easily be a big-headed T
out of which a piece corresponding to the groove
has been planed. This can easily be shown by ref-

erence to cross-sections. And we should bear in
mind that if we hope to peacefully and with good
feeling avoid the use of the grooved rail we must
do so, not by demanding obstinatelv what we know
in our inmost minds to l)e reasonably objection-
able, to be bad practice, to be obsolete, out by
presenting to the public, and educating it up to it,

a rail whicli shall, from its point of view, be as far
ahead of the grooved rail as that is ahead of the
tram or center-bearing rail. And we should also
bear in mind that the public will demand, and in the
long run will secure, streets satisfactory to itself.

Your committee has not gone more fully into

chargeable with contributory negligence if they

meet with accidents from electric cars. These

points are emphasized:

" While pedestrians have the right to be upon
and travel along the public highway, yet they are
bound to take notice of the dangers incident to the
public travel thereon, and especially is this so
where street cars are constantly passing and re-

passing, driven with electricity. The city authori-
ties recognize the necessity of rapid transit and
limited the cars upon that street to 15 miles per
hour. These cars are heavy, laden with motors
and cannot be stopped at once. They have no
right to run down pedestrians, but those in charge
have a right to suppose that pedestrians will not
walk on to the track without looking to see if a
car is coming. It is well known that these cross-

ings are places of danger and that cars do not stop
at every crossing. He was bound to look both
ways before getting on the track. It will not do
to say that the man acted prudently atsd carefully

in looking before getting off the curb, and was
therefore not bound to look again, because he saw
no car coming from the north at that time. A car
running fifteen miles an hour wouid pass a great
distance while a pedestrian was going 13 feet 10

inches. The plaintiff was bound to look before
stepping upon the place of danger,''

delinquents. The results obtained from the re-
plies received will be taken up later.

Special ruled account books and ruled forms of
reports of various kinds are a means to accomplish
results. To standardize the means, we must first

of all seek the same or similar results. If we are
.seeking the uniform results, uniform methods
may be employed, and will naturally be employed,
those which are the simplest in form and manner
of filling out being preferable. For this reason
the committee urges you to take some steps toward
adopting a standard classification, that the end to
be accomplished bv all will be uniforoj; and this

done, the standardizing of forms and methods of
street railway accounting will follow.

At the time the subject was assigned, and until
the returns came in from the circular-letters, the
committee was not aware that a classification of
accounts had been presented to the association at
one of its earlier meetings in lb84, and long before
this committee had even a speaking acquaintance
with the street railway business. Had the com-
mittee been aware of the fact, it might have under-
stood that its particular function was to prepare a
set of blanks, to conform with the classification

presented in 1884. It is, perhaps, just as well, for
with the progress in street railway affairs in the

* Read at the Convention of the American Street Rail-
way Association, Atlanta, Oct. 17-19, lS9i,
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past ten years, the classification presented then, for

roads operated entirely by animal power, is nearly

out of date, and it would be better to frame one
which can be adapted to all classes and kinds of

roads, with any or all kinds of motive power, which
we believe you will find to be the case of that pre-

sented with this report.

In adoptmg a standard classification as a basis

for repoits from all roads, we must decide upon
the minimum number of accounts into which it

can be divided, and yet give all the information
that the majority would desire. Each of these ac-

counts must be carefully analyzed, and so closely

defined that each particular account shall have at

all times the same constituent elements on every
road. This much decided, any company wishing
any more detail may divide and subdivide, until

there are twice or thrice the number of accounts;

but still retaining the distinctive features of each
particular group.
With companies formed under the laws of Great

Britain, this is provided for by the "Companies
Act" by which all railroad corporations are obliged

to keep their accounts according to the forms and
methods prescribed by the government, and the

books are regularly passed upon by a board of ex-

aminers, besides annual or semi-annual audits of

the assets, liabilities, accounts and vouchers by in-

dependent auditors, or chartered accountants.

By this system of government supervision and in-

spection, the methods and reports are necessarily

uniform and afford a means tor comparative
statements and statistical information, unexcelled
by any in the world in precision and accuracy. In
the United States the Intei-state Commerce Com-
mission and the railroad commissioners of many
States have to a certain degree exercised their

power in the same direction, demanding yearly re-

ports for publication. In the case of street rail-

ways this information is only taken for purely
statistical purposes, and so far as the street railway
interests are concerned it could be very well dis-

pensed with.
An English writer upon this subject fays:
" Uniformity in railway accounting in every

respect is greatly to be desired. Much has already
been done in this direction; and the periodical re-

ports of our English, Indian, colonial and foreign
railways under English control are models of com-
pleteness. There is, however, room fjr improve-
ment. If the able administrators of American
railroads could see their way to adopt a more uni-

form method of compiling their published accounts,

setting forth the particulars of capital authorized,

raised and expended, revenue earnings and dis-

bursements, assets, and liabilities on defined prin-

ciples, and in a manner intelligible to any ordinary
man of business, it would tend greatly to improve
the value of sound railway securities.'

This is recognized by every thinking man among
us, especially those who have to do with the secur-
ities of our roads, and yet in the construction,
equipment and operation of our tramways we are
far m advance of any country in the world, and
English capitalists have not been slow to perceive
this and demonstrate their faith in our work by
investing in our stieet railway properties. Before
doing so they prefer to have the accounts exam-
ined by an independent auditor, as is the custom
among themselves, nor cm we blame them for

this businesslike proceeding— it has been instilled

into them. Were there a more uniform system of

reports and accounting, there is no doubt but that
the stock and bonds of our wonderful street

railway properties would find an open market
abroad.
The classification presented in 1884 was too

elaborate for a small company, many directors and
managers not caring tor information m such min-
ute detail, even on many of our largest and best
equipped roads, there being 70 ,divi5ions of
the operating expenses, while that submitted to

you now has but 30, and even this might be sim-
plified.

The interests of this committee are, first, last

and all the time, with the owners of the property,
the stockholders and their directors, and by con-
junction with the bankers who secure a market for

their loans, and with the bond puichasers. These
are the parties whose money and energy have built

up our magnificent structure.s, and they should re-
ceive such information concerning the operation,
earnings and expenditures as will enable thtm to
know the value of their investment. The man-
agers and superintendents occasionally look at
these monthly reports, and are pleased to carry
them before the directors in person if the totals

make a good showing; otherwise they are apt to be
mailed. Results are what they all want, and
it matters but little to them whether the report is

divided into 100 distinctive daises of receipts and
expenditures, or 10. The roail has earned a certain
amount, and a certnin perccntTjge of that is irrev-

ocably gone, and the subdivision of accounts
could not have saved it. This might seem to he an
argument in favor of the abolition of everything
but the profit and loss account, but we do not go
HO far as that ; we would advoi,at(> that the reports

be mucn simplified, and that the standard be simple

and concise enough for the smallest road and the
most conservative ideas.

The stockholders and directors, having invested
their precious dollars with others in an enterprise
which has given every promise of noble returns in

due time, are anxious to know the results from
their venture, and from time to lime wish for a
report which can be compared with those of other
companies In the same or similar fields.

The banker v.'ho has your bonds to put upon the
market asks for a statement of your earnings
and expenses from the time the road was started.

There is, perhaps, another road similarly situated,

and with a certain amount of capital, which, to

his knosvledge, has issued bonds to a certain
amount, and this road is not only paying the in-

terest on those bonds, but a certain dividend upon
its stock. By a comparison of the reports of the
two roads, he makes his calculations which are
submitted to the dear public, and jjurchasers for

the bonds are readily found. The creditors, too,

and their name is legion, the supply men, manu-
facturers of cars, electrical, cable, and other ma-
chinery, are all interested in your financial reports;

the lawyers, judges and receivers sometimes knock
at the door for a copy of this valuable document.
How necessary, then, that it should be all that is

required of it !

Who ol all this list cares to go into the minute
detail of a lengthy report? Very few, if any.
These are the persons who take the greatest inter-

est in our affairs, and they seldom have the time
or the inclination to wade through the petty and
cumbrous detail. Who is it, then, that has served
us this ' kettle of fish"? None of the parties

mentioned could have laid it at their door; they
don't want it. We hold the divining rod in our
hand, and it points to the auditor and the account-
ing officer, the secretary and treasurer, the figure

fiend, the staustican, assisted by those managers
and superintendents who leave the road to work
out its own salvation while they record its pro-

gress or degeneration, as the case may be. Sta-
tistics costing us thousands of dollars per year,

laid away upon the shelf to gather the dust of

ages, ano., after years of repose, finally consigned
to the flames. These statistical fiends appear to

believe their only security is in being surrounded
with such a mystery and maze of figures as will

cause their colleagues to hold up their hands in

amazement that any human being can exist in an
atmosphere of such dense knowledge and remain
perfectly sane.

Don't understand this committee to imply that

all accounting otficeis are of this class. There are

some of them who belong to the same as this com-
mittee, and are perhaps too lazy to produce so

much fire and perform such intricate work, but so

long as the stockholders require nothing better we
are secure.

In making tests, our managers often require

statistics as to mileage made by special gears,

brushes, truck wheels, trolley wheels, and much
other similar information. This is perfectly proper
and necessary at times for the good management of

the road ; but it is a side issue, and not to be con-
sidered in making up our standard forms. Not
only should we seek uniformity in our reports, but
in our methods as well. For instance, we find

from the sample pages of some of the account books
sent the committee that it is the custom on some
roads, when a bill is paid, to charge it to the ac-

count for which the material is used. While on
other roads the charge to expense is made when
the material is received, and by others when it is

used. This committee holds that the latter is the
only correct method, as when material is purchased
or paid for we are simply making an exchange of

cash for another form of assets, and there is no
expense until the material is used.

As an illustration of the incorrectness of the
first method, let us take a road which should do a
splendid summer business, and during the month
of August there is a county fair, which makes that

the best month in the year. Then we will suppose
that in the early summer they purchased enough
supplies to last them several months, amounting to

several thousands of dollars, and the bdls all fall

due or are paid in August; by this method the
charges for several months' expense all go into the
expenses of one month. In consequence of such
methods the reports for August will be very mis-
leading, and, whereas it should show up as the best
in the year, it is a question if it is not the worst.

Charges to expense should be made as closely as

possible in the months to which they belong. When
we are of one accord on matters like this, and can
agree upon a classification, the balance of the work
of standardizing forms of accounting will he very
easy and soon accomplished.
There is but one other point upon which the

committee wishes to touch, and that is the con-
struction and eijiiipment accounts. There is a
great temptation for managers whose roads are
running dovm on account of bad times, no travel,

poor motors, bad track (all, of course, due to the
misnian.agenient of jiredecessors) ; we repeat, a
great temptation to steer as many items as possi-

ble into the construction and equipment account.

This is downright fraud, but it is done, neverthe-
less. Nor are the managers and accounting offi-

cers wholly to blame for this. Many ot the roads
are too heavily capitalized in the start, contracts
are let with a huge profit for some one, and the
road gets whatever may fall to its lot, sometimes
only the broken crust. Burdened with a capital
stock of 13,000,000, it could be paralleled by a better
road, with better equipment, for perhaps halt the
money. Next come the bonds to the amount of
another couple of millions, and secured by a mort-
gage upon the property. Halt built in the first

place, and with inferior equipment and with in-

terest on a funded debt of more than the entire
cost of the road, perhaps the officials of the com-
pany think that the game must go on, and that
the particular part they are to play is to bluff it as
long as possible until the receiver calls time.
The committee might dwell at length upon the

distinction between the transportation charges and
the maintenance charges which was found to be
somewhat confused on many of the reports sent in
response to our request, but time is too short. We
will say in conclusion, after careful examination
of the blank forms and statements sent us, that 40
])er cent, are practically the same as the reports
used by the committee, and correspond in general
detail with the classification submitted to you.
Thirty per cent, have practically the same head-
ings, but in each there are instances where expen-
ditures upon the property or maintenance charges
are mingled in a confused way with those expendi-
tures which add nothing to the property, either
present or future. In 5 per cent, thf items are
grouped under distinctive headings, but with no
regard to the divisions as generally used. In 35 per
cent., although the accounts are subdivided to a
considerable extent, and some of them have very
elaborate statements, the grouping into distinct
classes is entirely ignored.
From this you may see that, should the Associa-

tion adopt the classification submitted, 40 percent,
of the roads would be all right as they stand, and
30 per cent, more would need to change but two
or three items—principally putting the repairs of
the power plant under the same head as repairs of
the balance of the equipment, where it undoubt-
edly belongs. Twenty-five per cent, more would
but need to arrange their accounts systematically,
instead of having them in a jumbkd state, as
most of them have the charges made to the proper
accounts, but not airanged systematically in the
reports.

Nearly 40 per cent, of those replying to the cir-

culars sent out by the committee expressed their
approval of the classification sent them, and alsoa
desire that it should be adopted by the Associ-
ation. None said anything against it.

CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE ^ FOR

STREET RAILWAYS.
( I.—Superintendence and Organization.
( 2 —Entiineering.
3.-RiKtitof Way.

! 4.— Building ^'onslruction.
5.—Trank and Roadway Construction.
6.—Overhead Line Construction.
7.—Car Equipment.
8.—Snow Flows and Sweepers,
9 —Power Station Equipment.

10.—Tools and Machinery.
11 —Improvements and Betterments.
Vl2.—Real Estate.

„ . /'21.— Salaries General Officers and Clerks.
^ >i

f" 22.—Miscellaneous Expense General Offices.

S H "
I
2,3.—Insurance.

H <1 ^-. 24.—Legal Expense.

n u 1 -^ -Injuries and Damages.
-^ a. X I

<i6.—Contingent Expense.
OH V27.—Park Properties.

-Car Service.
-Car House Expense.
-Lubricants and Waste for Cars.
-Supplies.
-Wrecking.
-Operating Power House.

X M 1^ 3i —Fuel.
W ^l^ .S,5.—Lubricants and Waste for Power House.

-Water.
-Hired Power,

-Repairs Roadway and Track.
-Renewals of Rails.
-Renewals of Ties.
-Repairs .and Renewals Paving.
-Repairs and Renewals Suppl'y Wires.
-Repairs and Renewals Bldg's, Docks, etc.
-Repairs and Renewals Overhead Lines.

"-Repairs of Cars.
-Repairs of Electric Equipment,
-Repairs ot Steam Plant.
- Repairs of Electric Plant.

^ 5 ^ .51.—Repairs of Tools and Machinery.
v^ H Vo2.—Miscellaneous Expenses.

The classification as given here is not subdivided
to the extent that some might think desirable, but
sufficiently for any practical purposes, as any fur-
ther division would be purely statistical.

There are two principal divisions of expendi-
tures, viz.: 1. Construction and Equipment. 3.

Operating Expenses. The latter is divided into
four groups: 1. General Operating Expense. 3.

Transportation Expense. 3. Maintenance of Way
and Buildings. 4. Maintenance of Equipment.
The construction and equipment charges only

CO.VSTRUCTION
AND

Equipmknt.
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49.
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include expenditures which add to the origincd

value of the property.
The first two divisions under the head of Operat-

ing Expense

—

i. e.. General Operating Expense
and Transportation _Ea:j5e?ise— include only such
expenditures as are necessary for operating the

road; while the other two divisions— viz.: jkain-

tenance of Way and Buildings and Maintenance

of Equipment—include all expenditures made
upon the property itself, necessary to keep it in

perfect repair.

These maintenance charges are purely Operating
Expense, but are essentially different from the first

two divisions of the Operating Expense in that they

add maienally to the present or future value of

the property while the General and Transportation
Charges do not.

The classification as presented is especially pre-

pared for electric railways, but can be easily

adapted to use on cable, horse and steam roads
;

in fact, has been used successfully on a combina-
tion of electric, horse and steam roads.

For use upon horse roads.—All the subdivisions

of General Operating Expense would be the same.
Under the head of Transportion Expense, for

No. bl would be substituted SujjpUes, including
miscellaneous supplies such as are constantly

needed for the operation of horse cars and could
not be chargeable to repairs.

For No. 33 woxild be substituted Stable Expense,
including wages, stablemen and hostlers.

For No. 34, Fuel—would be substituted Prov-
ender arid Bedding.
The latter expense in each case being that in

Under the head of Maintenance of Equipment,
for No. 47, No. 49 and No. 50 would be substituted
Repairs of Locomotives.
Having had no experience with cable roads the

committee cannot say just what substitution would
be necessary, but feel very confident that the same
classification could easily be adapted for use upon
such roads as well.

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT AC-

COUNTS.

Too much care cannot be exercised in charges t<j

these accounts. Nothing should be charged to

Construction and Equipment except that which
adds to the first or orignal cost of the property.

1. Superintendence and Organization Expense.
—Salaries of superintendent of construction, as-

sistants, wages of clerks and others employed in

the offices of this department. Expense of the of-

fice, furniture, fuel, ligh'ing, supplies for office,

miscellaneous' and personal expense of superintend-
ent and assistants while on business. Includes
stationery and printing for this department. Also
all expenses of organization not coming under
either of the following heads:

3. Engineering.—Wages and expenses of en-

gineers and draughtsmen on preliminary and con-
struction work.

3. Right of Way.—Salaries and expenses of right-

of-way agent, together with payments for rights

of way, easements, franchises and pole rights.

4. Building Construction.—Cost of buildings;

car houses, stations, offices, store houses, power

E4RN1NGS AND EXPENSES. BALANCE SHEET.

EARNINGS. TMs
Tear.

Prev'us
Year.

In.
crease.

De- RESOURCES,
crease.

Aci
No.

OPERATING EXPENSES.
OENEHAL BXPENSEB.

23

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES
"8

nn

it', Wrecking

31
Openilloa Power House Supplies on Hand :

I.ubrlcauts aotl waste for Power House .

_, SpNDRY Items
Treasury Stock

88

40

UAINTKNANCE OF WAV AND BUILPINOS.

Totai Sundry Ilema

it
Hepairs and Rfoewais Suppiemenlary wire

45 Repairs OVL-rbeiid Ltne The Pateraon, Passaic & Ratherrord Hlecirlc Ry. Co

Total

46
Maintenance ov equipment.

Total Capital Stock
FDNDED debt.

ID

60

Repairs sieam pliiDi
Repairs Dynamos and swltchboaril

Tolal

NET EaBNINOS

FIXED CBABaRS.
SUNDEV Items.

Accrued Interest

Taxes..'

Total Fi.^ed cb aroes

Profit akd Loas.

(Under operating expenses Item No. 39 ID above form can De Included IQ No. 38, and Item No. 48 la No. 47 ; liencetnese two Dumtiers are omitted In scnedule.)

horse roads which is offset by the corresponding
expense on electric roads.
Proceeding, we would find that the subdivisions

under the head of Maintenance of Way and Build-
ings are all right for horse railways except that No.
43 and No. 45 would be omitted.
Under the head of Maintenance of Equipment, in-

stead of No. 47, No. 49 and No. !30 we would have—Renewals of Horses, Repairs and Renewals of
Harness, Shoeing, Veterinary Services.

To adapt this classification for use on suburban
steam roads we would have the General Operating
Expense the same.
tinder the head of Transportation Expense, No.

28 would not include the wages of engineers and
firemen, only conductors and brakemen, and for

No. 33 would be substituted Locomotive Service.

This being the corresponding expense to Opera-
tion of Power House.

All others would remain unchanged except that
No. 3.5 would be Lubricants and Waste for Loco-
motives instead ot Power House, and No. 37, Hired
Power, would be omitted.
Under the head of Maintenance of Way and

Buildings no change would be necessary except
that as with horse roads No. 43 and No. 45 would
be omitttd.

house, repair shops, wharves, coal sheds, etc., etc.;

also furniture and fixtures for the same.
To this account should also be cliarged the cost

of land occupied by the buildings mentioned.
Real estate (land and buildings thereon) not used

by the road for actual operation must be charged
to real estate account.

5. Trade and Roadway Construction.—IncluAes
the expense of grading, surfacing, ballasting,
ditching and paving; the cost of rails, rail chairs,
ties and stringers, tie rods, joint fastenings, track
spikes, frogs and switches, supplementary wire,
tie wires, channel pins, solder and miscellaneous
track material; also the cost of distributing and
laying the same, with the supplementary wire and
its connections.

6. Overhead Construction.— Cost of poles and
setting; putting up trolley, feeder and guard wires,
including cost of wire and all devices for overhead
construction.

7. Car Equipment.—Cost of cars built or pur-
chased, including the cost of trucks, wheels,
motors, upholstering, painting, lettering, varnish-
ing, etc.

8. Snow Plows and Siveepers.—Cost of snow
plows and sweepers built and purchased, including
the electrical equipment for the same,

9. Power Station Equixmient .—Cost of steam .

plant, engines, boilers, pumps, piping, shafting
and belting, dynamos and switchboard equipment,
together with installation ot the same.

10. Tools and Machinery—Cost of tools and ma-
chinery for repair shops, car houses, etc., and ex-
pense of setting and placing in running order.

1 1

.

Improvements and Betterments.—All expendi-
tures which improve the original plant, and of
which a portion should be chargea to operating
and a portion to construction expenses.

12. Real Estate.—AW land and buildings thereon
purchased as an investment and not used by the
road for actual operation

.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONXEMPO-
BARIES.

Location of Country Trolley Lines.—It is

desirable, however, that trolley lines should be
located near to the roads, for then they are easily
accessible. The natural place for them is on the
roadside, beyond the ditches. This location in-
volves the expense of grading for the railway road-
bed, and hence the builders of trolleys endeavor to
secure permission to put their lines on the road-
bed, where everything has been prepared in ad-
vance. This is as wrong as it can be, for such
locations not only ruin the roadway, but make it

dangerous to life. There should be incorporated
in every road law that no permission should be
given to place a railroad on a roadway without re-
ferring the question to the popular vote of the
township, and requiring that the railroad should
then pay a rental of not less than 10 per cent, ner
annum on the first cost of the roadway. Such a
provision of the law would compel trolley roads to
seek and find other locations for their lines, and
would leave the common roads for the uninter-
rupted use for which they were intended.

—

Har-
jjec's Weekly.

Trolley Party Cars.—Theatre and wedding
parties in the good old days took the family car-
riages, or, in lieu of them, hired the services of
drivers and horses and vehicles, and in either case
rolled away to their destination in state. But
we're getting beyond that now. We shall soon be
so situated that "special cars pass the door every
hour," and the bridal party or the dinner party
will merely telephone to the street railroad head-
quarters to "send up one special car, in a hurry,"
and when it comes they will stroll out to the track
and be whirled away to their destination with
speed, comfort and ease. A hack is dark; a car is

light. A beautiful costume is wasted, so far as the
general public is concerned, when it is concealed
in a carriage. But in a lirilliantly-liglited car the
sriectators along the route can see the dresses of
tiie women and learn who the men are, and thus
find out, to their satisfaction and to the pleasure
of those in the car. just what people they are "in
."ociety." The possibilities of the new scheme are
vast.

—

Brockton (Mass.) Enterprise.

Changes Caused by the Trolley System.—
The introduction of electric cars for street railways
has cheapened horse-fle.sh in the cities and reduced
I he profits of shippers of and dealers in horses, but
it has furnished labor with a new outlet in the di-
rection of the installation of the electric system,
with what that involves of improved highways,
more substantial tracks, the stringing of wires,
the building of expensive cars and the erection of
suitable power buildings equipped with costly
dynamos. A case in point is the construction by
the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of
New York, at a cost of almost §1,000,000, of a five-
story building to be used principally for the stor-
ing of 250 cars. Immense elevators will be used
to lift the cars above the ground floor. Great as
this expense will be the company regards the pro-
ject as one in the direction of an economical man-
agement of its railway system.

—

Philadelphia Pub-
lic Ledger.

The Rod Recommended.—It is astonishing that
the number of accidents due to the vicious prac-
tice of children attempting to steal rides on the
cable and other cars of this city is so small. A
mistaken consideration for the youngsters pre-
vents the conductors from administering a de-
served punishment to those caught m the act. If
it were recognized as the proper thing for those in
charge of cars to give a good switching to those
caught stealing rides there would be no repetitions
of the affair of yesterday, and the nerves ot passen-
gers would be saved many shocks.—San Francisco
Chronicle.

New York Rapid Transit.—Constitutional ob-
jections are urged against the proposed municipal
rapid transit, but they are without force. The
simple situation is that the people of this city now
have a golden opportunity, such as they never had
before, to get rapid transit of the best kind. They
have but to say the word and the Commissioners
will do the rest. If the people vote for it on Nov.
6 the greatest need of New York will be met in
short order.

—

Neiv I ork Herald.

Electricity' on Steaji Roads—That the electric
motor may wholly supplant the steam locomotive
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in regular railroad service is easily within the
bounds of possibility, but we must not expect all

this to be done with as great speed as that with
which the horse was cut loose from the street car.

If electricity shall do as much for the steam rail-

road in 35 yeare as has been done for the street
railway in five years it will he rapid progress, in-
deed.

—

Baltimore Neics.

Rapid Transit Plass in Chicago.—If half (he
plans for surface and elevated railway construc-
tion atd extension are carried out that are pro-
posed by the representatives of combinations of
capital our people will soon be in the enjoyment of
facilities for intramural travel beyond their wildest
hopes. Competition will be so sharp that the
transportation companies will back a palace car
right up to every man's door and pay him for
riding.

—

Chicago Post.

CANADIAN NOTES.

(From our Ottawa Correspondent.)

Hamilton, Ont.—Notice is given that application
will be made at the next session of the Legislature
of Ontario for an act to incorporate "The Hamil-
ton & Lake Erie Power Company," with power to
acquire the right of way for and construct a
watercourse and raceway from some point on Lake
Erie, through the city of Hamilton to Burlmgton
Bay. through the counties of Haldimand, Lincoln,
Welland and Wentworth; to build electrical works
in connection with the said watercourses and race-
way for the purpose of generating electrical ener-

gy; to sell or otherwise dispose of the said electri-

cal energy and the said water for heat, light,

power and other purposes, and distribute the same
in the city of Hamilton and elsewhere.

Montreal, Que.—The stock of the Montreal Street
Railway Company is gradually going into the
hands of investors, uver 1,000 shares of the old

stock was taken over last week ; 600 bv the So-
ciety of Jesus, of Montreal ; 300 by John Breaken,
Quebec: and 100 by E. J. Barbeau, Montreal, be-

sides several other smaller lots. James Ro.ss is

now the largest individual shareholder in the
company, having no less than 6,000 shares to his

name, representing over half a million dollars at

present market prices. R. B. Angus has 3,500
shares, the Seminary of Montreal 3,000 shares and
Mr. Breaken, of Quebec, over 1,000 shares.

Yarmouth, N. S.— Notice is given of the applica-

tion to the Dominion Government for chariers to

confer power for building and operating eleclric

railways between Yarmouth and New Brunswick.
E. Franklin Clements, the applicant, says the idea
is to follow the main line of travel from Yarmouth
skirting the shore to Weymouth, thence to Truro,
Amherst, and into St. John, New Brunswick.
Water power, and in many instances, it is claimed,
the tidal waters, are to be utilized by means of pat-
ented appliances. The cost of travel will be 50

per cent, less than on any existinsr roads.

Quebec—Hon. L. P. Pelletier. Hon. Phillippe
Landry, J. J. T. Fremont, M. P.: P. B.'Dumoulin,
banker: Barnard Leonard, John U. Gregory and
Ernest Pacaud, are applying to the legislature to
be. incorporated under the name of the Quebec
City and District Electric Railway Company, with
power to build and run electric railways m the
city of Quebec, and also in the counties of Quebec,
Portneuf, Montmorency, Levis, Bellechasse, Dor-
chester, Beauce and Lotbiniere.

Hamilton, Ont.—B. B. Osier has written to the
mayor of Duudas proposing that for a bonus of

$25,000 he will convert the Hamilton and Duudas
Street Railway into an electric road^ with rails and
roadbed heavy enough for steam trains, his idea
being to run freight trains from the junction with
the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo road to Dun-
das. Tliis would give Dundas a first-class electrie

car s-ervice to Hamilton.

Montreal, Que.—Much interest is being taken by
the street on the forthcoming annual statement of
the Montreal Street Railway Comjiany, due next
week. It is understood that the statement will be
the best in (he history of the company, and will

show a net surplus of nearly fty4,0,000 after provid-
ing for the dividend, fixed charges, etc. The
directors will declare the dividend next week.

Aylmer, Que.—T.Viau, contractor, of Hull, acting
as repres:eutative of a private company, with a
stated capital of a quarter of a million dollars, has
jiroposed to the Aylmer town council a scheme
whereby Ottawa and Aylmer are to be connected
by electric railway. The company wants a bonus
of $10,000 and 35 years' exemiition from taxation.

Niagara Falls, Ont.-Ex-Mayor Manning, R. F.
Segsworth, William Kyle and other Toronto men
are asking a bonus of $75,000 from the Council at
Niagara Falls, Ont., to build an eleclric railway
from the Falls to lirumniondville and Queenslon.

Toronto, Ont.—The annual meeting of the share-
liolderH (jf I he Toronto & Scarboro Electric Rail-
way, Light anrl Power Ooiiipany will be held on
Nov. 13, at Toronto, for the election ol directors.

Montreal, Due.—Duncan McDonald has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Montreal Street Rail-
way. Mr. McDonald has been acting superintendent
since Mr. Franklin's resignation.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Ottawa Car Company has
shipped three vestibule cars for the St. John
(N. B.) electric railway, equipped with Westing-
house motors.

Ottawa, Ont.—A petition asking the Electric Rail-
way Company to extend its line to Billing's Bridge
is now being circulated for signatures.

Hamilton.—The formal opening of the Hamilton,
Grimsby & Beamsville electric railway took place
lecently.

Hamilton, Ont.—An electric railway between
Hamilton and Guelph is proposed.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT,
Pinancial Notes.

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

(From Our Boston Correspondent.)

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have
at last granted permission to the Lynn & Boston
Railroad Company to issue $5,379,000 30-year gold
first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, of which $3,700,-

000 is to issue to pay the company's debt to the
North Shore Traction Company, and the balance
will be used for taking up prior liens of the Lynn
& Boston, the Naumkeag, the Essex and the Lynn
Belt Line. This will release the North Shore
Traction Company from debt and enable it to re-

sume the payment of dividends. A syndicate of
New York capitalists, it is reported, has purchased
tlie bonds of the North Shore Traction Company.
The first annual banquet of the Lynn and Chelsea

branches of the federation of T.abor took place
October 13, the members being entirely employees
of the Lynn & Boston Railroad Company. Among
the 50 guests were the Mayor of Lynn and the
leading officials of the several sections of the Lynn
& Boston Railroad Company. Speeches were made
by General Manager Foster and Mayor C. E. Har-
wood. In his address to the men, Mr. Foster spoke
of the way in which they could render themselves
valuable to their employers and enhance their own
and the company's prosperity.

Some of the leading citizens of Cambridge have
appealed to the courts to aid them in their opposi-
tion to the extensions proposed by the West End
Street Railway Company in Cambridge. There are
not many towns and cities in the country which have
been more stubbornly opposed to the introduction
of electric street railways than classic Cambridge.
The oars, however, run frequently through the
shady streets and by the walls of aristocratic Har-
vard University.
The electrical railway supply houses of Boston

report a most promising outlook for the future.

Many new roads are jarojected throughout New
England and new supply houses arebeingopened.
There is not a firm in the electrical field in Bos-
ton that is not doing a fair business. A consol-
idation of two or more Boston firms is talked of

and is within the range of ijossibility.

The General Electric Company is reported ex-
ceedingly busy at its Lynn factories in the produc-
tion of electric railway apparatus. The aggregate
output is not of course nearly that of a year
and a half ago, but the management has become
quite conservative of late and prefers to do less

business in the aggregate on a cash basis, than to
sell on credit as it was wont to do, and thereby run
the risk of contracting bad debts, which have, in

the past, seriously crippled the company's business.
The West End Railroad Company now runs

special cars from certain suburbs into the city
Sunday mornings for the convenience of church
goers, and advertises these cars in the daily papers.
They are proving to be very popular, and will,

doubtless, be even more so during winter months.
The special cars which were illustrated and de-
scribed in the October 13th issue of the Street
R.\rLWAY Gazette have caught the popular fancy
and are earning no little money.
The Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill Street Rail-

road Company is seeking authority to enter the
first named city, the desire being to effect an en-
trance through a certain district. In this wish the
Lowell and Suburban Railroad Company joins,

but the railway people are opposed by persons who
desire to have the road built through another part
of the city. A few evenings ago there was a very
lively hearing before the Board of Aldermen, but
no decision was reached. The matter will come
up again in a short time for finai consideration.

On Monday of this week some 30 or more in-

ventors of street car fenders appeared before the
State Railroad Commissioners to present their
respective models. There was some misimder-
standing among them, tor they all understood that
they were to have an opportunity of explaining
their respective devices. Such was not the case,
liovvever. Each one was asked to leave drawings
and a small moilel of his device if he had one, for
the examination and consideration of the members
of the board. The hearing was given under the
order passed by the last legislature, in which the
Riiilroad (loinmissiouers were directed to iuvesti-

gate the matter of street car fenders,

No Unnecessary Concealments.—A financia
journal says of the holders of street railway se-
curities: Such holders must have freeaccess to the
books showing the financial condition of the com-
panies, and these books should be kept m the sim-
plest form possible, that those who examine them
may understand. There should be no secrets between
the management and the stock or bond holders
other than those necessitated by business prudence.
As the situation is to-day in many corporations,
security-holders are either prevented from obtain-
ing the knowledge they seek, or the truth is so per-
verted as to make the information without value.
We have already seen the effects of misrepresenta-
tions in railroad management, and it is the one
great factor that has placed under suspicion many
of our railroad securities. Is a similar fate reserved
for electric street railway securities? Assuredly so,
if the same policy is carried out. It is not unlike-
ly, however, that different methods will be pur-
sued. The public demands it, and the sooner the
voice^ is obeyed the better for the new class of se-
curities that are bidding for public favor.

The " Philatlelphia Stockholder " states that Vice-
President Frank Thomson and Directors A. J.
Ca=satt and Clement A. Griscom, of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company, have decided to accept
the invitation tendered them to become members
of the board of directors of the Consolidated Traction
Company of New Jersey. The company will be re-
organized early next month, and its directory will
be the most powerful and influential, as well as the
most capable, of that of any similar corporation in
the United States. The advent of Messrs. Thom-
son. Cassatt and Griscom mems not only close re-
lations with the Pennsylvania Railroad, but that a
good portion of the brains which have made the
Pennsylvania the standard railroad of America
will be used to bring the Consohdated into equal
prominence among the electric railroad systems of
the country.

Chicago Elevated Roads.—There are now two
elevated railroads finished, the Alley L. and Lake
.Street. The Metropolitan is nearly finished and
the Northwestern is to be built on the North Side.
The former, which already has cost ten or eleven
millions, proposes to e.xtend itself and parallel the
latter, which will take some millions more. A
vast amount of money thus has been expended
with very little return thus far to show for it. Of
course, there may be a return in the future, and if

people are willing to discount the future and spend
their money on these roads now some time they
may get it back. But rhus far the stockholders,
prfsuming there are real stockholders, are in the
dumps and the bondholders are no happier.—
Chicago Tribune.

Columbus, 0., Street Railway.—The September
statement of the Columbus Street Railway Com-
pany contains the following figures: Gross earn-
ings amounted to §50,013.71, an increase over the
same month last year of §11,853.37, while expenses
were only $33,474.38, a decrease of $6,143.76. This
is only about 45 per cent, of the operating ex-
penses, and illustrates how cheaply street railways
can be operatedwith electricity as the motive power.
Net earnings for the month were §35.539.33,
against $17,553.30 in September, 1893, an increase
of $17,996.03. For nine months gross earnings
iicreased $14,514.35, operating expenses decreased
.?57,736.44, thus making an increase in net earn-
ings of 873,350.79.

Receiver's Report of the Schenectady Road.—The
report of George W. Jones, the receiver of the
Schenectady Street Railway, gives the following
fii>-ures for the last quarter : Gross earnings,
$9,383.40; operating expenses, $8,315.51; net earn-
ings, S966.89; other income, $133.87; gross income,
$1,100,76; fixed charges, $434.81; net income,
$665.95. For the corresponding quarter of last
year the gross earnings were $11,967.89: expenses,
*]3,.566.15; net deficit, ,$598.36; gross deficit from
operation, $519.95; fixed charges, $3,443.79; gen-
eral deficit, $3,969.74.

Union Company's New York Report.—The report
ot the Union Railway Company of New York City
for the quarter ended Sept. 30 last shows : Gross
earnings from operation, $136,338; operating ex-
penses $67.173 : net earnings from operation,
$69,166; other income, $349; gross income, $69,416;
fixed charges. 836,674: net income, $31,741; cash
on hand. $50,065; profit and loss, surplus, $161,604.
The net income for the same quarter last vear was
$36,547.

New Bedford Road Sold.—The Union Street Rail-
road Company, of New Bedford, Mass., has sold
out to a syndicate formed by J. A. Beauvais and
others. The road will be under the control of the
new owners on Nov. 1. The total number of
shares of the company is 3,600. The new syndicate
has acquired 1,;350 of these shares and the price
paid is $160 a share. The present syndicate paid
$160 a share when it bought the road.
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Metropolitan Bond Issue.—At a meeting of the

stockholders of the Metropolitan Railroad Company
of Washington, D. C, Oct. 3, it was unanimously
decided to authorize the issue of $1,700,000 in bonds,

secured on the franchi.sc of the property of the

road. The proceeds of the sale of these bonds will

be used in equipping the road with an undergroiind
electric system of propulsion.

The Brooklyn Atlantic Avenue Railway Report.—
The report of tire Atlantic Avenue Railroad Com-
pany of Brooklyn for the quarter ended Sept. 30

shows: Gross earnings, §2.53,375 ; operating ex-

penses, S158,.571: net earnings, |93,704; other in-

come, $17,173 : gross income, $110,877 ; fixed

charges. |66,18l: net income, $44,69.5: cash on
hand, $77,083; profit and loss, surplus, $63,858.

North Shore (Chicago) To Be Leased.—The North
. Chicago Street Railroad Company will lease the

North Shore Electric Railway, guaranteeing 6 per

cent, on the sfock and the interest on the bonds.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Brooklyn, Newtown &

Bowery Bay Railway Company has been incorpor-

ated, with a capital of §100,000, to operate a street

road for six and a half miles, having its termini at

Penny Bridge. Lutheran Cemetery, and Bowery
Bay or North Beach, all in the town of Newtown,
Queens County. The directors are : S. FisK Worth-
ington, Alexander Hance, Alexander D. Hance,
of Winfield; Abbot C. Combes, Clarence E. Munriy,
Peter B. Mundy, of Newtown : Frank W. Mem-
ikheim. Bernard G. Meiniklieim, of Maspeth ; and
Adam Wiener, of New York City. The principal

office will be at Newtown.
Peekskill, N. Y.—The Peekskill and Cortlandt

Electric Railway Company has been incorporated.

The capital stock is $1.50. OOi). The company pro-

poses to build and operate a road four miles long.

In the towns of Cortlandt and Yorktown, and vil-

lage of Peekskill. The promoters are Edgar Peck-
ham, Benj. Norton, of New York City; H. C.

Soap, of Kingston.

Jamestown, N. Y.—The Jamestown & Lake Erie

Railway Company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $250,000. The company proposes

to operate what was formerly the Chautauqua
Lake Railway. The promoters are H. W. Cannon,
S. H. Voorhees. Sherman Evarts, H. H. Durand,
I. F. Workum, New York City, N. Y.

Alameda, Cal.—The Alameda & Oakland Rail-

way Company has been incorporated. The capital

stock is $500,000. The company proposes to build,

equip and operate street railway lines in Oaklancj,

Alameda and County of Alameda. The promoters
are W. M. Rant, Alameda, Cal.; E. S. Dennison,
Alton H. Clough, Oakland, Cal,

Chicago, III.—Chicago Central Electric Railroad
Company has been incorporated to construct and
operate by steam or electric, horse and dummy
railroads. The capital stock is $1,200,000. Smgle
share, $100. The promoters are: Geo. W. Water-
man, Wm. R. Odell, Chas. A. Boos.

Battle Creek, Mich.—The Citizens' Street Rail-

way Company, of Battle Creek. Mich., capital

stock $100,000. has been incorporated. Those in-

terested are: Loren N. Downs. New York City;

Hale P. Kauflfer, T. N. Rowley, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Eastern Tramway Con-
struction Company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $3,000. The promoters are Howard
Ellis. Ridgewood, N. J.: Jno. E. Bowles, Geo. H.
Wright, New York City.

Kansas City, Kan.—The Kansas City Traction
Company has been incorporated. The capital stock

is $1,000,000. The promoters are: B. S. Coler,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; AVm. J. Smith, Wm. H. Lucas,
Kansas City, Mo.

Girardville, Pa.—The William Valley Street

Railway Company, capital stock 8100,000, has
been incorporated. The promoters are: Cnas. A.
Barnhard, Moses Mervine, Geo.C. Hachel, Girard-
ville, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo.—Tiie Kansas City Traction
Company has been organized with $100,000 capital

stock. Those interested in the company are: Wm . I.

Smith, Jas. Lillis, Wm. D.Lucas, Kansas City, Mo.

Akron, 0.—The Akron, Bedford & Cleveland
Railroad Company has been incorporated witli a
capital stock of §300,000. The promoters are :

John F. Sieberling, E. A. Sieberling, Jas. Christy,

Jr.

Terre Haute, Ind.—The Terre Haute & Brazil
Electric Railway Company, capital stock $16,000,

has been incorporated. The promoters are: Max
Joseph, C. E. Miller, J. G. Elder, Terre Haute, Ind.

{ronton, 0.--The Ironton Street Railroad, Light
and Power Company, capital stock $100,000, has
been incorporated . The promoters are H. A . Mar-
ling, Leo Ebert, R. Mather.

Chicago, III.—The Cook Elevated Railway has
been incorporated; capital stock, $10,000,000 ; in-

corporators: Mark Sands, James E. Gaule, and
Carl H. Leopold.

Norrlstown, Pa.—The Philadelphia & Rosemont
Electric Railway Company is endeavoring to secure
a right of way from Philadelphia to Bridgeport by
the way of Bryn Mawr, Ardraore and other vil-

lages. It is stated that there will be little or no
opposition to giving the company a right of way in

Bridgeport. The company is to conduct a high-
speed line, and promises to land Bridgeport passen-
gers at Fourth and Market streets, Philadelphia,
in half an hour, the fare for the round trip to be
less than 50 cents. In view of the intention to

maintain a speed of 85 miles an hour, as permitted
in its charter, the company will avoid public high-
ways as much as possible, and construct the road
principally through fields.

Chicago, III.—The Lake Shore Electric Railroad
Company has recently been organized. The
capital stock is $10,000,000, and the company pro-
poses to build an electric railway that will connect
the most important towns that lie between Chi-
cago and Milwaukee. The engineering corps, it

is'stated, is now.engaged in surveying for the route.
Most of the right of way has been secured. D. A.
Louderback is at the head of the enterprise and
several prominent real estate men are associated
with him as incorporators, but it is stated that the
stock is largely held by the capitalists who are be-

hind the Northwestern Elevated Railroad.

Bay City, Mich.—Walter S. Eddy, of Saginaw,
Warren Y. Soper and Thomas Ahearn, of Ottawa,
Ont., recently asked the Common Council for a
franchise to run a double track electric railway
from Twenty-third street north to Fourth avenue,
by way of Gai-field and Washington avenues. They
represented that they are about to form a corpora-
tion for the purpose of building the Saginaw &
Bay City Street Railway through the townships of
Saginaw and Kochville, in Saginaw county, and
Fi-ankenlust and Monitor townships in Bay county.
This company is not identified with the Saginaw
company.

Bay City, Mich.—It is announced that the Sag-
inaw valley cities will be united by an electric
railroad next season. The moving spirit in the
enterprise is the Saginaw Electric Street Railway
Company, which recently secured the right of way
to Zilwaukee and CarroUton on the west side of
the river. The distance from CarroUton to West
Bay City is about 10 miles. The right of way for
this distance has been secured and a surveyor has
laid out a route between the Cincinnati, Saginaw
& Mackinaw and Michigan Central railroads.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore Traction Com-
pany has decided to abandon the cable on Gilmore
street, and on Fayette, west of Paca, and elec-
tricity will be su"bstituted. The capacity of the
Charles street power station is to be materially in-

creased . These obanges are the result of a state-

ment from President Brown, showing that the
company would save greatly by the proposed
change. President Brown estimates that the sav-
ing by the proposed trolleying of the road over the
cable will approximate $i0,000 per annum.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—An application has been made
to the State Board of Railroad Commissioners by
H. M. Thompson, former secretary and treasurer
of the Brooklyn City Railroad Company, for an of-

ficial investigation of the affairs of that company,
the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, which
leases it, and the Long Island Traction Company,
•which owns the latter corporation. He alleges
that the annual reports are incorrect and mislead-
ing, and desires the Commissioners to make official

examination of the books.

Camden, N. J.—Another electric railway is ask-
ing for entrance into Camden. The new system
is the New York and Philadelphia Traction Com-
pany, which is to erect an electric line from New
York to this city, with lines running down from
Trenton on both sides of the Delaware. The com-
pany is an outgrowth of the Consolidated Traction
Company, which is already in possession of trolley
lines aggregating 100 miles in operation in the
northern part of New Jersey.

Youngstown, 0.—William J. Flower, an ex-em-
ployee of the street railway company, has brought
suit for $10,000 damages. During the late strike
Flower was arrested on a warrant sworn to by
Manager Anderson, the defendant in the present
case, charging him with tampering with the com-
pany's wires. Flower was in jail less than six
hours, and was released by the company with-
drawing the charge.

Dunkirk, N. Y.—Ralph B. Day, of Central ave-
enue, has served a notice upon M. M. Fenner, pres-
ident of the Dunkirk & Fredonit Street Railway
Company, objecting to the laying of the '"T" rail

for the track now being laid on Central avenue in

front of his premises, upon the ground that such
style of rail is an obstruction to the passage of car-
riages and is not in accordance with the law.

Chicago.—The permits asked for by the West
Chicago and North Chicago Street Railroad and
the Chicago City Railway Companies to change a
great part of their respective systems from horse

to electric power were issued last week by Com-
missioner of Public Works Jones on the recom-
mendation of the Law Department. The three
companies will begin reconstruction at once.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Judge Pennypacker has deliv-
ered an opinion in the case of the People's Pass-
enger Railway Company against the Union Pass-
enger Railway Company and the Philadelphia
Traction Company, refusing the plaintiff's applica-
tion for a special injunction restraining the de-
fendants from constructing and operating a street
railway across the Girard avenue bridge.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The company which pro-
poses to build an electric railway on the American
side from Niagara Falls to Lewiston, a distance of
seven and a quarter miles, has obtained most of
the right of way. The company hopes to have the
line in operation next summer. Capt. John M.
Bunker, of Buffalo, is president of the company,
and H. Sellers McKee is vice-president.

Chicago, III.—The West Chicago Street Rail-
road Company has taken out a permit for the
construction of a one-story and basement power-
house, at No. 47 Western avenue, at a cost of
$130,000. The same company has taken out a
permit for a one-story and basement brick car-
house at Nos. 1991 and" 3003 West Madison street,

at a cost of $75,000.

Electric Light Convention.—The action of the ex-
ecutive committee of the National Electric Light
Association at a meeting held in New York, Sept.
11, in selecting Cleveland as the place for holding
the next convention, has been confirmed; so it is

now definitely settled that Cleveland, O., is the
place, and Feb. 19, 20, 31, 1895, the dates of the
next convention.

Marlboro, Mass.—A new street railway is con-
templated between Marlboro and Westboro, pass-
ing through Southboro. The distance will be
about seven miles. The following gentlemen are
interested : J. O. Burdett, A. M. Bridgman, L. V.
Price, E. B. Harvey and E. C. Bates, W. C. Blake
and W. D. Burdett, Marlboro.

New York, N. Y.—The New York Bank Note
Company is suing the Kings County Elevated
Railway Company in the Supreme Court to re-

cover $16,567, which is alleged to be due upon the
refusal of the railway company to carry out a con-
tract entered into for the printing of 200,000,000
of tickets for the railway.

Chicago, III.—Judge Windes has issued an in-

junction which will prevent the construction of

ihe Northwestern Elevated road. The writ was
issued on the petition of a property owner on the
proposed line, who claims the company does not
intend to conform to the terms of its franchise.

Kansas City, Mo.—The newly formed Kansas City
Traction Company, which proposes to build an elec-

tric street railway from the terminus of its line

across the West bottoms to the Union depot, has
been granted a franchise to construct its road as

far east as the State line.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The recent convention of the
Amalgamated Association of Street Railway Em-
ployees voted that in case of a difference between
employer and employee each union must submit
its strike resolutions to the executive council before
declaring a strike.

Chicago, III.—An ordinance has been introduced
in the Council compelling the street railway com-
panies to sweep the streets on which they operate
car lines, from cm'b to curb, three times each
week. There is no danger that the measure will

be adopted.

Turtle Creek, Pa.—The borough council has
granted franchises through the borough to two
rival street railway companies. The Second
Avenue Traction Company is one of the corpora-
tions favored. Their ordinance was passed first.

Detroit, Mich.—Attorney-General Ellis has denied
the request of the city of Detroit that he com-
mence quo warranto proceedings in the Supreme
Court against the Citizens' Street Railway Com-
pany of Detroit.

New Orleans, La.—On Nov. 9 the Orleans Street

Railroad Company will decide whether it will in-

troduce the electrical system. It is stated that
there is no doubt that the improvement will be
made.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The People's Traction Com-
pany is to build a one-story stone additon, 40 by
308 feet, to the car shed at Germantown avenue,
near Carpenter street. It will cost about .$30,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—A fire broke out in the store

room of the Standard Underground Cable Com-
pany, at Sixteenth and Pike streets, on Oct. 34,

and a loss of about $3,500 was caused.

Philadelphia, Pa.— The Philadelphia Traction
Company is running smoking cars on almost all

its trolley lines. About every fifth car is a
smoker.

Camden, N. J.—The City Council after a bitter

contest has passed ordinances granting a franchise
to the West Jersey Traction Company.
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Quincy, III.—The motorman that run down and
killed a woman a short time ago was acquitted by

a .iury. He was charged with manslaughter.
m m

PERSONALS.

Mr. Charles A. Sheldon has resigned as assistant

division superintendent of the Michigan Division

of tlie Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail-

road, to accept a position with the Consolidated

Car Heating Company. Albany, N. Y. He will

have charge of the Compressed Gas Lighting
Department of the Consolidated company. Mr.
Sheldon is a graduate of Yale, class of '90, and
has been with the Lake Shore road since

graduation, four years ago, having risen through
several grades lo the responsible ijosition of As-
sistant Divi.sion Superintendent. He has shown
great ability in lailroad matters and his many
friends will be g!ad to learn of the important po-

sition which he now assumes with the Consolidated

Car Heating Company.

Mr. John H. Burtis, of Brooklyn, has been ap-

pointed a Commissioner of Charities and Correc-

tion. Mr. Euitis was instrumental in organizing

the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Company, and was
its president for three years. He also was presid-

ent of the Coney Island & East River Railroad
Company, later merged into the Brooklyn, Flat-

bush & Coney Island Company.

Mr. Willard A. Smith, who has been identified with
the Railway Review, of Chicago, and who %vas

chief of the department of transportation of the

World's Fair, has been elected second vice-presi-

dent of the Malleable Castings Company, of Cleve-
land, O., and will represent that company in

Chi<;ago.

Mr. Fred. S. Kenfield, of Chicago, and Miss Amy
Sweeney, were married at the home of the bride's

parents in Rock Island, III., on Oct. 34. Mr. Ken-

field is one of the publishers of the Street Railway
Review. We extend our best wishes and congratu-
lations to Mr. and Mrs. Kenfield.

TRADE NOTES.
Sales of the Sterling Company.—Among the

.street railway companies that have recently
been furnished fare registers by the Sterling Sup-
ply Manufacturing Company, of New York, are
these : Yonkers Street Railway Company ; Rutland
(Vt.) Street Railway Company; Newark, Passaic
& Eutherford Railway Company; New Orleans
Traction Company; Nassau Electric Railway Com-
dany, Brooklyn. The same company has recently
received contracts to furnish sandboxes for the
Columbus Avenue line of the Metropolitan Trac-
tion Company, of New York, and the Consolidated
Traction Company, of Jersey City; the latter order
amounts to 120 sets. The company has been given
the contract for fenders for the cable cars on the
Columbus avenue line of the Metropolitan Trac-
tion Company, of New York; and the entire equip-
ment for the North Hudson County Railroad Com-
pany, of Hoboken.

Electric Heaters.— It speaks well for electric

heating that the Consolidated Car Heating Com-
pany, of Albany, is able to announce in Part XII.
of its catalogue that its electric heaters "are in suc-
cessful operation on about 1,000 cars belonging to

the best managed and most profitable street rail-

ways in the United States and Canada." When
electric heating has beBn introduced to this extent
it cannot be longer regarded as experiment, as
some street railway companies profess to believe it.

The catalogue of the company contains data of
the most interesting character. It will be ready
for deiiv ery in about two weeks.

Nassau Electric Railway Power Station.-The
nevv- power station for the Nassau Electric Railway
Company, at Brooklyn, N. Y., will be 102 feet

wide and 150 feet long, and will be constructed en-

tirely of iron and steel, the whole designed and
built by the Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East
Berlin. Conn. The roof will be covered with the

latter company's well-known patent anti-condensa-

tion corrugated iron roof covering. Randolph &
Clowes, of Waterbury, Conn., have placed the

contract for the extension of their niufBe-room
with the same company.

New Boston Railway Supply Company.—A new
electric railway supply house commences business

this week under the name of the Thompson-BrowB
Electric Company, 97 High street, Boston. Mr.
Thompson is not widely known in the electrical

field, though those who know him speak very
highly of him as a business man and a gentleman.
Mr. ikaylin Brown, his partner, is well known
everywhere as a bright, pushing, successful han-
dler of electrical supplies. These two gentlemen
will be assisted by the pioneer electrical supply
man, Mr. F. G. Pettingell.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chica-
go, has received orders within the past two weeks
for 690 of its Columbian magazine cast iron street

car heaters, and 14 of its Columbian combination
snow sweepers. These orders would seem to indi-

cate that electric railways in the colder regions
expect to do business during the coming winter.

The Sterling Supply and Manufacturing Company,
of New York, has just issued a new catalogue in

which its street railway supplies are illustrated and
described. The Sterling fare registers, fenders,

sandboxes, etc.. have gained marked popularity,

and managers will do well to examine the cata-

logue.

Opening of a Boston Store.—The well appointed
store of the Thompson -Brown Electric Company,
97 High Street, Boston, was opened formally Oct.

25. A large number of friends and prospective
customers accepted the company's invitations on
the occasion and they were hospitably received.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
IT. S. Patents Issued Oct. 23, 1894.

527,766. ITIetal iSrusU lor Dyuamos; W'ilhelm
von Braucke, Thmerterbach, near VVesLit?, Germany.
Filed July 2, 1891. The brush consists of a large number
oC thin threads or wires of copper or copper alloys laid
loosely side by side, and held together by a metal wire-
cloih.

527,785. Rail Bond; WiHiam A. Grauten, Hartford,
Conn. Filed June 7. lS9i. The bond coDsisr.s of a body
having a turned or threaded shank with a hollow end.
and with a plural number of wire grooves, the outer
walls of the wire grooves being formed by outward ex-
tending ears, and a bonding and a supplementary wire,
grasped by the ears, (See illustration.)

527,813. Life-Guard for Nireel-Cars ; John F.
Ryan, Toronto, Canada. Fil^d Dec. 9. 1893. To the
hangers or brackets, the side bars secured, springs are
secured to the brackets and bearing on the side bars.
There is a foot lever, or pedal and levers or rods connect
the pedal with the life-guard frame, with a hand lever
for locking the pedal.

527,840. Support for Trolley-Wires : Frederick
U. Fisk, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed March 1. 1894. The sup-
pore for trolley-wires consists of twin parts riveted
together and having in their contacting inner faces
similar inclined grooves which regiscer wich each other
so to form an inclined passage that extends entirely
through their length. A sleeve is adapted to surround
and carry the Ime-wire and is provided with inclined
flanged wings adapted when brought together for slid-
ing and wedging engagement with the inclined passage
between the twin parts. The whole is adapted to be
secured to an insulating bell.

527,857. Transformer System for E'eclric Sfail-
way»; Maurice Huiin and Maurice Leblanc. Paris,
Assignor to the Socieie Anonyme pour la 'Jransmission
de la Force par rElectricit6, same place. Filed Nov.

No. 527,785.

16.1892. Patented in France. Nov. .% 1890, No. 209,323.
This is the improvement In the art of electric trans-
mission of power from a primary circuit or line to a
secondary circuit by electric ioduction, whereby the
intermediation of a closed magnetic circuit between the
primary and secondary is dispensed with. This consists
In generating in the primary circuit an alternating cur-
rent of niKh frequency, and suppressing thf^ selt-induc-
tion of the secondary coil which is within inductive
proximicy to the primary. (See illusLraiion.)

527,87.3. CloNcd-t^ondiilt BIcctrie Hallway;
ir]Ji^^**f^-^cL-AU{rhnu, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed April 5.
1S.J1. Ihere is a traveling electromagnet above the
conduit; a circuit closing trolley in the conduit carries
an armature for the magnet. There are lugB or projec-
tions in the conduit between the magnet and armature
constituting stationary polar cxtehsione of the magner'

527,874. €loMcrt-€ondiilt FJcctric Kallway ;

^o*l.V"^"t?*
McLo-ughlin, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May2J.

JH'Ji. Jilectromagncts are hung from a motor car and

are pivoted to tilt in the direction of the line of travel
and also at right angles thereto.

527,894. Automatic Safety Orip for Inclined
i'Call ways ; Orison M. riraith, Duluth, Minn., Assignor
of two-thirds to M. J. Davis, E. J. McLaughlin, H.
Bridgeman and N. F. Russell, same place. Filed May
19,1894. This is the combination with a car. of a fixed
and a motor cable of sub-tantially pear-shaped gripping
jaws having eccentrically disposed journals, yielding

No. 527.857.

bearings, a box having slots in which the journals work
and the curved arms connected with the shafts of the
jaws.

527,920. Trolley Tt'^ire Support; Montraville M.
Wood, Chicago, 111., Assignor to the Wallace Electric
Company, same place. Filed April 30, 1894. This sup-
port comprises a rigid arm adapted to be secured to a
pole, post or the like, and an end portion thereon
adapted to support a flexible span wire, the span wire
in substantially the same axial line as the supporting
arm.

527, 927. Electric Motor for Railnray Cars;
Norman C. Bassett. Lynn, Assignor to the General
Electric Company. Boston, Mass. Filed June 28, 1893.
The electric motor is centered upon an axle of the vehi-
cle, and trunnions are upon the outside of the motor
vertically in line with its center of gravity. Longitudi-
nal yokes are supported by the wheel-base of tl^e vehi-
cle to which yokes the trunnions are pivotally con-
nected.

527,94:7. ITEetliod ofand ITteans for Controlling
Electric Cars; Harry P. Davis, Pittsburg, Pa., As-
signor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company, same place. Filed March 'i9, 1894. This
is the method of changing from parallel to series ar-
rangement in street cars driven by two electric motors
and consists in throwing a resistance in series with one
of the motors only, then patting a resistance in series
with the second motor; cutting our the second motor,
and then throwing the second motor in series with the
first motor. (Sec illustration.)

527,990. Electric and Gravity Ploasurc-Raii-
Avay; Charles A. Idler, Atlantic City, N. J. Filed
June 2G, 1891. The pleasure railway comprises a struc-
ture having down and up-grade circles, and a terminal
and starting station common to both, top and bottom
intermediate rails, an electrically propelled car having
grooved wheels engaging rails and automatically estab-
lishing and breaking a circuit through the car with a
source of energy in the travel of the same over certain
of the circles and serving as a means for preventing de-
railment of the car in its travel over certain of the other
circles of the structure.

5 28,005. Switcii-Actnatlne Mcclkanlsni; Adam
IV.atz, Cincinnati, O. Filed May U, 18!'4. The mechan-
ism combines the following insirnmentalitiea: A switch
tongue, a pivoted tripping-lever therefor and connected
thereto, a locking-pawl for the lever, under spring ten.

sion, a tripping dog, carried by the car, and means on
the car connected to said dog, for throwing the same,
into or out of engagement with the trip lever, or pawl.

528,019. Brake; Christen C. Onsgord, West Duluth,
Minn. Filed May 1, 1894. This is the combination of a
car. a propelling cable connected thereto, a stationary
cable by which the car passes, a grip ou'the'car and
operatiijg in connection with the stationary cable, said
grip bt^ing connected with a drum mounted on the car-
axle, a clutch for fixing the drum to the axle and havmg
a normal tendency toward the drum, and a third cable
connected to the clutch and operating to hold ic out of
engagement with the drum, the last-named cable being
adapted, upon the breaking of the propelling cable, to
break and release the clutch, thereby operating the grip
to bind with the stationary cable and stop the car.

528,048. Car-fender; Henry P. Weale. Boston, as-
signor of two-thirds to George L. Richards and Henry
E. Turner, Maiden, Mass. lulled April 27. 189i. The life

guard comprises in its construction a support swiveled
to the car so as to swing in a horizontal plane, a fender
pivoted to the support so as to swing in a vertical plane,
a vertically movable operating piece on the car, and
suitable connections between the operating piece and
the fender, and carried by the swiveled support, the
connections having provisions for producing upward
movement of the fender by depression of the operating
piece, and for permitting horizontal swinging of the
swiveled support while, the operating piece remains
stationarily located on the car.

528,057. Car-Fender; Svlvanus D. Wright. New
York.N. Y. Filed Dec. 20, 1893. Ihe fender comprises
a movable screen frame, means for lowering the same,
and spring-pressed side wings loosely connected with
the sides of the said screen frame and adapted to be un-
locked on the downward movement of the screen
frame.

528,067. Steam-IUotor for Cais; James A. Bar-
hydt, Lima; O., Assignor to George W. Disman. same
place. Filed July 10, 1894. A condensing apparatus is
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No. 527.947.

located beneath the firebox of the boiler and comprises
a CirSing having one end open to the atmosphere and its
other end communicating with the firebox. There is an
inclosed body of pipes and headers for conducting ex-
haust steam alternately in opposite directions and
around which the air in the i:asing ciiculates and passes
to the firebox to supply a superheated natural draft and
assist in the condensation of the exhaust steam.

528,101. Trolley-Wire Switcli-Plate; Gustavus
A. Huben, Springfield. O. Filed Feb. 23, ls94. A me-
tallic fiame has an enlarged mouth or opening. The
trolley wire enters this, and elastic cushions are ar-
ranged on each side of said trolley wire.
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Interference with We publish in this issue a

Street Eailway timely article by R. D. Fisher

TraiBc. on the Jaws relating to the

interference with the opeia-

tiou of street railways by teamsters and pedes-

trians, a subject in which much interest has been

taken of late, though it is deserving of even greater

attention. If rapid ti'ansit on surface lines is to

mean anything, obstinate teamsters must be com-
pelled to desist from the outrageous practice of

blockading cars as they now do in so many cities

with perfect impunity. There is law enough to

prevent this abuse, were it enforced, even in the

absence of any specific legislation on the subject.

It may be said, as Mr. Bisher points out, that the

companies have the right, by implication at least,

to an exclusive right of way and any interference

or^ interruption by indifferent or obstreperous

teamsters or oiliers will not be upheld by the law.

Storage Battery The popular prejtidice against

Traction. trolley wires, the obvious ad-

vantage of independent car units, and the expense

of maintaining wires overhead all would combine
lo cause street railway companies to f.avor the

storage battery, if it were deemed a praeticeable

and economical means of street car propulsion.

The results of storage battery Iraction, however,

have been such that the street railway men of the

country as a class are opposed to the expenditure

of another dollar for further exoerimentation.

They have become settled in the conviction that the

street car traction is by all odds the kind of work for

which storage batteries are especially unsuited. The
ijelief that they may prove of use in central stations

is growing, and we expect they will eventually

be common adjnncis in raflway power stations, but

writers like Mr. Pedro G. Salom, who believe in

the storage battery for street car propulsion, will

find it hard work to make converts. An article

from his pen, which appears in this issue, is inter-

esting, and sliows that the author has the courage

of his convictions, but we fancy that when he pre-

dicts that the trolley system is bound to yield to

the storage battery few will believe his prophecies.

Street Eailway The question of a union or-

Unions,' ganization among the street

railway employees of the City

of Philadelphia has been attracting a vast amoimt
of interest and attention in that city during the

last week or two. An association of this sort has

been formed as was noted in our last issue, but

after the organization had been perfected, one of

the companies announced that its employees, if

they joined it, did so at the risk of discharge from
its service. Since that time a discussion in regard

to the attitude of the company has been in active

progress. Judging from what we have read of

the remaiks of those who favored the organiza-

tion, we are inclined to think that the controversy

has been carried on in a much more temperate

way than might have been expected. At a recent

meeting of the advocates of the union, severaj

gentlemen of prominence, whose character is

above reproach , made addresses . Altogether apart

from the merits of the controversy, it is interesting

to note how some of these gentlemen considered the

matter of forming the street railway unicn. The
Rev. William I. Nichols remarked that he thought

the organization was calculated to better the con-

dition of the men and said, therefore, " When I

saw the companies trying to stop the organization

I felt it was tyrannical interference." The Rev.

Dr. Joseph May expressed sympathy with the

movement and added, " To organize to promote

common interest is an essential right of freedom.

You are heroic to do it, for you are pitted against

a strong and powerful corporation. You risk your

bread. I respect you for it. Twelve hours a day
is too long for a motoiman or conductor to work."

Ex-Councilman Thomas Walters said, ." I wanj
better service, sober men, educated men. and

so I am in favor of an organization." Other

speakers addressed the men in the same general

strain. There, is undoubtedly, much to be said

on both sides of the question. If it were known
(hat the union was to be what the speakers in

their faith assumed it would be, certainly no fault

could be found with it, but who can hope for such

a union 'i If they believed that unions would
lead to an improvement in the service through the

employment of ''better men, sober men and edu-

cated men," street railway companies would not

only not oppose such associations, but would gladly

welcome them. Their experience, however, has

not led them to expect such resulls. When we re-

call what unions of street railway men have done

wilhm the last year or so, we cannot entertain

much hope that the Philadelphia organization will

promote the interests of the men and of the com-

panies, as most certainly it would do if the views

of its advocates are to be believed." Street railway

companies, perhaps, it may be said, are sometimes

tyrannical, as one of the speakers asserted, but

they are never so arbitrary, so unreasonable, so

obstinate, so opposed at intervals to the enforce-

ment of the law of the land and to the riglits of

the individual, as unions have seemed to be on

almost every occasion on which they have asserted

themselves. The interference of local unions dur-

ing the last two years has seemed to be almost

uniformly unfortunate and disastrous to the mem-
bership as well as to the interest of the companies.

The strikes that have been declared, with one or

two exceptions, have proved unsuccessful, and

deservedly so, for they were undertaken without

reason. If they have accomplished any particular

good we would be glad to mention the fact, but no

particular instance occurs to us. It is not surpris-

ing, under such circumstances, that at the recent

convention of the Union Street Railway men at

Milwaukee, a resolution was adopted making it

much more difficult for local unions to institute

strikes. This action was taken, of course, because

of the lamentable lack of wisdom which the local

unions had displayed. Inasmuch as it has ap-

peared tliat these unions, while professing to do so

much for their members, actually cause them so

so much injury, and apparently are locking for

opportunities to attack the employing companies,

it is not to be wondered at that the Philadelphia

company desires to save itself a world of trouble

by jjreventing, if possible, its employees from par-

ticipation in such organizations.
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PEOBABLE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF
THE KIKGS COUNTY ELEVATED ROAD.

All companies row piojf ctingUelevated railways

propose, as far as is known, to inslall electricaj

plants for the operation of their lines. Nothing

has yet been done, however, toward the equipment

of the existing elevated lines, although from time

to time rumors have been in circulalion that the

companies had determined on definite couite of

action in this respect. The Strket Railway
Gazette is able to malse an announcement here-

with in regard to the equipment of one of these

roads which may be thoroughly depended upoQ

although it is not official. The fKings County

Elevated Railway Company, of Brooklyn, will

without a doubt be Ihe first of tlie existing aejial

roads to install an electrical system. The matter

has been under advisement for a considerable

time, and it is believed that a definite decision has

been reached.

In making this decision the directors have, of

course, been influenced by a general desire to im-

prove the service oq their road, but the real cause

that has led to the decision to discard the steam

equipment is to be found in the necessity of reduc

ing the operating expenses. It is believed that a

material reduction will follow the adoption of an

electrical system.

Since the surface electric railways were intro-

duced in Brooklyn the receipts of the elevated

roads have materially decreased, as has been noted

repeatedly in these columns. The reduction has

become extremely serious, so serious in fact that

economical measures were found to be impen.

t've or the companies would soon have been

obliged to face a condition in which the incouie

would have simply paid operating expenses with-

out provisions for fixed charges. The directors of

the Kings County Elevated in their investigation

came to the conclusion that the problem would
best he solved by the introduction of an electrical

system. Just how long before the preliminary

work will commence cannot be predicted, but it is

likely that by spring signs of activity will be

jjlainly visible.

^^
RAPID TRANSIT ADOPTED IN N.EW YORK

CItY.

New York City at the last election voted in

favor of rapid transit by an overuhelming ma-
jority. Accurate figures have not yet come to

hand, but it appears that the proposition for the

municipal construction of a rapid transit system

was adopted by a vote of four to one. In the

upper part of 'the city, whpie the residents have
been especially clamorous for an improvement in

transportation, the vote was even more decidedly

in favor of rapid transit.

The law provides that the rapid-transit com-
missioners, as soon as the necessary formalities

have been complied with, must proceed with the

work of giving out contracts for the consiruction

of the proposed rapid transit railroad system m
accordance with the plans already adopted or

amended plans.

The new rapid transit act provides that as soon
as the vote has been canvassed by the B lard of

County Canvassers, the Board of Rapid Transit
Coriimi.ssioners must file with the county clerk a
statement of the total number of votes cast in favor
of municipal construction of the proposed rapid
transit road and the number of votes cast again?!
municipal construction, and the said proposed
rapid transit railway or railways shall be con-
s' nictftd by the city at the public expense if it shall
appf-ar by the statement filed with the county
clerk ih'it there ia a majority of the votes cast in

favor of municipal construction. In that event it

H tlic duty of the rapid transit conimibsioneiy
within :J0 davH after the oflicial declaration of ihe
Haid vote to proceed to construct the said railwav
or railways, and to make and let all contracts rc-

(juired for the perrormanci- of the work necessary
lo lie done and performed in and about the con-
i-trurijon thereof. Under the law, therefore, it

would appear that the work of conatructing the

proposed rapid Iransii railroads must be begun

before Christmas.

Judge-elect Henry R. Beekman, one of the couc-

sel for the Rapid Transit C>mQiis5ion, slid that

this clause did not mean that the Commission

should begin the actual conslructiou of the road

within 30 days. In the first place tlieCouimis-ion

would not be obliged lo^ict until an otlicial report

of the results of the election was receired from the

Board of Canvassers.

"Routes and changes in places must be decided

upon," said Mr. Brekman, " and consents of prop-

erty owners mvist be considered. The contracts,

which would be considered pait of llie construc-

tion, must be studied with great care.''

This was all contemplated in the clau&e of tlie

statute relating to the beginning of the construc-

tion of the road wilhiu 30 days, according to Mr.

Beekman. If this view is correct, it may be a

long time before the first spikesj in the new rapid

transit road are driven.!

Alexander E. [Orr, of the Rapid Tran-it Com-
mission, made this statement

:

" We are now going to ha^e rapid transit, and
we will move right along to reach that end. We
will hold a meet ing of the commission next fuesday
and will then discuss plans and routes agaiu. I

do not know wiiac will be the exact order of pro-

gress, but the work will be moved along as fast as

possible. One of the first subji'cts to be considered
at the meeting on Tuesday will be the report of
the chief "engineer upon the systems of rapid

transit in Europe.m and American cities.''

SUIT AG.^IKSr A BROOKLYN COMPANY.

ELECTR C POWER FROM NIAGARA.

Frank W. Hawley, vice-president of the Catar-

act fieneral Electrfc Company, was recently asked

what effect the action of the constiiulional con-

vention would have upon the Niagara power

transmission scheme. He replied that it would

have no effect, as there was sufficient water flow-

ing over the Fa'ds to furnish all the electric power

that the State of New York could consume.

Speaking of the use of electricity on trunk lines

he said :

" You may quote me as saying that at the end
of ten yearselectricity will hive superseded steam
as a motive power upon the Central-Hudson and
West Shore railroads; that storage battery loco-

motives will have been constructed, which will

greatly reduce the cost of transportation of per-

sons and propertv, and add greatly to the comfort
of traveling. The locomolive will stop at the

transforming station; the exhausted storage bat-

tery will be lifted out by means of an adjustable
electric crane, and a charged battery substituted,

detaining the train thus but a moment, and not as

long as the present detention in procuring coal and
water supplies."

Mr. Hawley believes that the building of electric

roads will be greatly stimulated by the completion
of the plans already adopted by the Niagara
Power Company. "Good roads will not be so

necessary to public convenience when numerous
Hues of electric railroads, under the impetus of

cheap power, have reached out from the great
trunk lines crossing the State into the adjacent
di~lricts," said he. "These roads will not only be
suitable for the carriage of passengers, but for the

movement of produce, and where to-day the

farmer is compelled to leave his flelds, which need
his attention, and drive miles to market his crops,

tliev can then be shipped from his very door at a
trifling expense, and quickly reach their destina-

tion at agreat suving to himself. These lines will

increa.se in number and extent as power is gene-
rated in different favoi'oble localities."

OHIO VESTIBULE LAW AFFIRMED.

The Supreme Court of Ohio has approved the

law which makes it compulsory on electric street

railway companies to equip their motorcars with

storm fronts during winter months. Some of the

street railway companies opposed the law on the

ground that it was unconstitutional. Most of the

companies throughout the State have determined

to conform to the law, so that its approval is a

matter of no great significance.

The Popularity of Trolley Cars,—People
generally enjoy riding in an open electric car

through the suburbs in a warm day, and would
probably pay more for Iranspoi tation under these

conditions than they would give for greater speed

in steaw csm,—Boston Herald,

Patrick H. Flynn, one of the stockholders of the

Brooklyn City Railroad Company, of Brooklyn,

N. Y., has begun a suit against the Brooklyn

Heights Railroad C.impany in which he makes

charges against the officials of the latter company.

Mr. Flynn'dfclares that there is a surplus of |700,-

000, which he is drsirous of having divided. He
aifo wishes to prevent any Brooklyn City Rrilroad

real estate from being si.ld to take up colateral

trust notes. It is also alleged that certain officials

have acted with intent to defraud the stockholders.

The Brooklyn City Railroad Company is leased to

the Biooklyn Heights Company, and a suit has

leen brought to set aside that lease. It is alleged

that when the lease was made it was set forth in

that instrument that the Brooklyn Railroad Com-

pany should (with the exception of the surplus)

expend the money on hand, amounting to several

milions, in continuing the equipment of the road.

It was agreed that |3,000,000 of the stock and a like

amount of bonds should be sold and the proceeds

used to complete the furnishing of the road with

electric appliances.

Flynn alleges in his complaint that the persons

who engineered the deal were in a scheme to get

control of the Brooklyn Cily Railroad Company

and to divert part of its earnings into their own
pocket^. He alleges that they got control of the

Brooklyn Heights road, capitalized at $200,000, and

had the Brooklyn City Railroad lease to it. The

syndicate then proceeded to equip the road with

electricity, and in so doing made contracts at

fraudulent and improper prices with corporations

in which the members of the syndicate were stock-

holders and directors. There, it is alleged, they

spent all the money of th' Brooklyn City Railroad

Company and also the surplus, which was $700,000.

The money was so squandered that it was not suf

ficient to finish the equipment of the road, and they

intend to issue trust notes of the Brooklyn Heights

for 83,000,000 and to secure these by pledging

the property of the Brooklyn City Railroad and

selling that which is no longer necessary. The

money thus raised is to be used to take up the trust

notes, which were at 80 cents on the dollar. Then

the Brooklyn City Rdlroad will be charged with

expenditures far in advance of the actual cost of

the con.^truction.

The fuit i= brought to adjudge the expenditure

of the surplus unlawful; to enjoin the pledging or

selling of the Brooklyn City road's property, and to

adjudge the sums spent so far as contracts exces-

sive.

DEATH OF FRANCIS J. CALLENAN.

Francis J. Callenan, treasurer of the Union

Traction Company of Rutherford, N. J., was in-

siantly kilUd last Sunday while attempting to

board an Erie train at Rutherford. Mr. Callenan

was stand ing on the platform when the train slowed

up at the station. He had a large book under his

arm which interfered with his free movement, but,

according to his custom, he attempted to board one

of the rear coaches before it came to a stand-still.

The platform was wet, and Mr. Callenan slipped,

fell and rolled under the car wheels. Mr. Cal-

lenan was known as a promoter of electric railway

enterprises in New York State. He was i'i years

old and was born in Utica, N. Y. He began rail-

way life in the office of the Midland Line, in

Utica, and afterward became secretary and treas-

urer of the Utica City Railway, which position he

held for years.

He built the People's Line of Syracuse, and

bought the Oswego Street Railway Line. After-

ward he moved to Kutherford and managed

his interests from his office in Wall street, New
York City. He organized the People's Railway

Company of Brooklyn. He was elected on Nov. 2 to

the treasurershipof the newly organized Union

Traction Company, which is to build an electric

railway from Newark to Hackensack. To Mr.

Callenan's efforts the organization of the company

^yere largely due.
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PHILADELPHIA TRACTION COMPANY.*

A rather novel feature ia the car equipment of

the Philadelphia Traction Company is the engi-

neer's teas car, which is furnished with testing in-

struments, and is used to inspect the lines and to

make various car tests. This car, which is num"
bered "999," and whose motors and trucks are

identical witli the regulir 13-foot car, is painted a

placed above the shelf. The tubing shown on the

right side is a large U-tube filled with mercury,

with which the grades can be determined, and on

the left side of the rear door is a column in which

a counterweight moves and indicates the height of

the trolley wire. Fig. 2 is a diagram of the con-

nections of the instruments on the shelf. .1

is the ammster; B, a switch for short-

circuiting the ammeter ; C, a double-throw

which is also supplied with a full complement

of tools and materials for making repairs

on the hnes, in the conduits or on dis-

abled cars, and also carries screw jacks, ropes,

etc., to provide for accidents. Fig. .5 is a

view of the tower wagon with the platform raised.

The design is very ingenious, and these tower

wagons are probably the most complete in every

di^tail tint have ever been onstructel. Th'iyare

FIG. I. INTERIOR OF TEST CAR. FIG. 3.] [ELECTRIC STREET SPRINKLER.

dark red color to distinguish it from the other cars

on the lines, and has a special folding step, which

is opened or closed by the opening or closing of the

platform gale. The purpose of this is to prevent

CARSIDE

////////////////,
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I
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Fig 2. Arrangement of Circuits in Test Car.

any passengers from attempting to board the cir

while it is in use.

The interior, shown in Fig. 1, is handsomely
finished and provided with easy-chatrs. The in

struments are arranged on and below a shelf shown
on the right baud side. On the shelf is a Weston
600-volt voltmeter and 100-ampere ammeler and

switch for llie purpose of connecting the

ammeter in the circuit of a car coupled to the

test car ; Z), a short circuit switch for the watt-

meter; and E, the voltmeter, connected between

the trolley wire and ground. The annneter cir-

cuit is arranged on the ground side of the motors;

that is, it is put between the ground connection of

the motors and the ground, in order that no shock

can be obtained by any one touching the instru-

ments. This car has been used considerably by the

Board of Directors, and it has become so popular

that they have ordered a ••Directors' Car," to be

built by Pullman
Fig. 'i is a view of the electric street sprinkler

which is rather a new feature in electric railway

wort. It is used on the suburban roads, where so

much dust is raised by the cars going at a high

speed, and has worked very successfully during the

past season. It is equipped with two 3U-H. P.

motors, and holds 2,700 gallons of water, and can

run 1.5 miles an hour when sprinkling.

Fig. 4 is a view of one of the six tower-wagons

used by this company. They were designed by

kept ready at all times for immediate service, and

the company is contemplating the installation of

a general alarm and call system extending over

all of the lines, by means of which the tower

wagons can be summoned by the motorman
or conductor without the delay of telephoning.

The plan is to place call-boxes at short intervals

along the road, which will connect with the main
station, the signal being sent there first and then

transmitted to the station nearest the trouble.

CONSOLIDATED TRAGI ION ; COMPANY'S
FRANCHISE INVALID.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey has declared

invalid an ordinance passed by the Board of Public

Works in Jersey City last July giving a franchise

to the Consolidated Traction Co. Property- owners

protested against the grant and suits were begun

to have the franchise set aside, with the result

that the court sustained their view. The decision

will have a far-reaching effect. The ordinance

embraced 31 sections and 10 routes."

FIG. 4. TOWER WAGOM. FiG. 5. TOWER WAGON WITH PLATFORM RAISED.

the switches for controlling the circuits. Below

the shelf is a Thomson recording wattmeter and a

Boyer railway speed recorder, the dial of which is

* From an article on the •'Electric System of the Phila-
delphia Traction Company," by Hermann S. Hering,
Electrical World, Nov. 10, 1891.

Mr. J. E. Lloyd, the assistant engineer, and con

sist of a telescoping framework of iron which can

be raised by means of a windlass to suit the height

of any trolley or guard wire in the city. It is

supported ona wa^on with a large wheel base,

In its decision the Supreme Court mentions the

Theberath case, and gives as a reason for invalidat-

ing the ordinance that it did not specify the loca-

tion of the tracks, but left it to tlie discretion of

the company. Last year the Legislature passed a
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law requiring street railway companies to obtain

the consent of a majority of property-owners be-

fore a track could be laid or the trolley system in-

troduced. This law excepted from its provisions

streets where locations had already been granted

and the work of construction actually commenced.

NEW BROOKLYN BBirGE TERMINAL STA-

TION.

The accompanying engraving shows a side ele-

vjtion of the new station of the New York and

Brooklyn Bridge, and a floor plan of the tracks.

The facilities at the present time are lamentably

inadequate. There are but two platforms—one on

each side—in the stations in Brooklyn and New
York, and during rush hours they are crowded

almost to the danger point. That persons are not

pushed from the platforms down to the tracks in

front of the cable trains seems at times to be al-

most a matter of good luck.

In the nevv building on the New York side which

is shown in. the engraving, there will be four plat-

forms, each 230 ft. long and 20 ft. wide.

The trustees tried to devise a plan of a loop ar-

rangement so that the train could come in, dis-

charge passengers and swing on around ready to

take in passengers, but there were laws preventing

tlie corporation from extending the bridge struc-

ture sufficiently. The double-platform scheme
was, therefore, adopted. What will look like a

single tract, but will rrally be a double track sand-

is, but the tide of people will not be shunted to

one side as at present. It will flow right along,

and the people will climb the stairs up to the levf 1

of the train at the rear, middle or front end. ac-

cording to their preferences. Instead of the nar-

row wooden staircase which cow goes up the side

of the Pulitzer Building, there will be a broad iron

staircase. There will be another staircase from

William street, and at Rose street there will be

elevators which will carry the p' opie up 3B feet

and leave them a climb of 15 feet. It has not been

settled definitely, but the chances are that a small

charge will be made for the ride in the e'evator.

Access from Rose street will give the bridsre many
more patrons from the Swamp, who now take the

Wall street and Fulton ferries.

As they come to New York from Brooklyn, in

addition to the present exits through the bridge

structure to the Third avenue elevated and across

Park Row, another iron bridge will be built across

the roadway on the uptown side.

The ticket offices will be on the broad main floor

with plenty of room between them and the ticket-

choppers' boxes.

TBOLLEY MAIL SERVICE IV PITTSBURG.

STORAGE BATTERY TRACTION.*

The postoffice authorities of Pittsburg and Alle-

gheny have determined to avail themselves to a

greater extent of the local street rail way systems for

the distribution of the mails. A recent conference

was held at which there were present : Postm ister

.John C. O'Donnell.of Pittsburg, and J. M. Hasten,

BY PEDRO G. SALOM.

The use of storage batteries for electric traction,

and more particularly for operating street cars, has
been so thoroughly discu.ssed and so universally
condemned by electrical engineers and praciical
business men engaged in the operition of street

car lines, that it requires some courage, in the face
of such a widespread belief, to urge that these gen-
tlemen can all be mistaken, and yetacareluUtudy
of the problem, extending over a period of ei,'>ht

years, compels the author not only to dissent from
their views, but to assert that in his opinion stor-

age battery traction in the streets of our great citii s

" ill be well nigh universal. All the wires and
poles must come down, and the ccitly investment
in underground feeders and mains be dispensed
with. We are led to these conclusions by the fol-

lowing considerations;

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that elec-

tric storage traction is practicable, what are the
problems that confront the engineer y The first

and most important is the life of the battery. Then
come the capacity, the rate of discharge, the
weight and size of the elements, the loss of power
ia the various transmissions between the prime
mover and the axle ; the distance or total length of

line, the grade and curve, and the speed.
In traction work there is only one reliable

method of determining the life of the battery, and
that is on the basis of cxi mileage. It is nonsense
to talk about batteries lasting eight months or
18 months, unless there is a record, at the same
time, of the amount of work accomplished,
measured in electrical horse power hours. The
highest record yet obtained, of which the writer
has any reliable knowledge, is that of a single set

of 108 accumulators making over 6,000 miles.

This record was made under the most trying and
unfavorable circuriistun es. Assuming that the bat-

w/f fm/m/m//
SIDE ELEVATION OF THE NEW YORK & BROOKLYN BRIDGE STATION AND FLOOR PLAN OF THE TRACKS.

wiched, will be run across the bridge. There will

be two cables running. One will pull one train

over to New York, and 45 seconds later the other

cable will pull another train on a track three

inches nearer to Governor's Island. The reason

two cables are used is to avoid switching into the

two tracks at the New York end. The first train

goes to the outside incoming track, and 4.5 seconds
later the second train arrives at the inside incom-
ing platform and the passengers get off. The
train will be switched by an engine, as at present,

and tlie outside incoming train becomes the inside

outgoing train, and vice versa. One of these days
the switching will all he done by the cable, but the
grip on the bridge cars is not capable of dropping
one rope and picking up another.

At present the trains run on 90 seconds headway.
When the new tei minus is completed they will

run on about 4.5 seconds' headway, which will give
iwo trains for one. That ought to accommodate
the pros'nt travel for a while. But the great
fcdvanlage will be in the increased ease of accefs.
As it is now, there are only narrow little alleys
tbrcugh which the great throng going home to
dinner in Brooklyn creeps and struggles.

Tiie trains are .switched on the level so near that
of the passage along which the people walk, thiit

the track takes up nearly all the tloorspace. Then
the tracks will be raised nine feet above their pres-
ent level and the incoming multitude will have a
)>latloiiii 87 feet wide, while tlie trains will le
overh( ad and out of the w;ry.

The bridge across Park Row will stay just as it

assistant superintendent of Railway Mail Service;

John G. Holmes, president of the Citizens' Trac-

ti( n Company, and George B. Hill, representing

the PittsLurg, Allegeny & Manchester Traction

Company and the Allegheny Traction Company.
Mr. Holmes offered to give the same facilities for

the transportation of the mail to the Lawrence ville

station as were given by the Duquesne Traction

Company to the East End station. He also said

his company would carry the mail to the East End
in case of a tie-up, from any cause, of the Pittsburg

and the Duquesne lines. Mr. Holmes further sug-

gested that mailboxes be put in the cars of his

line. Letters could be de, osiled in them at all

points alone the line, or handed to conductors, and
thus secure a speedy delivery to the central post-

office. For the first year no recompense would be

asked for this. If the system is a success after

that then a small remuneration would be asked.

He agreed to carry special delivery boys free on
the Citizens' line.

George B. Hill extended in behalf of his com-
pany the same advantages for the Allegheny sub-
urban mail service as have been given in Pittsburg.

All other companies will do likewise, it is said.

Good Service Pays.—The patronage of a street

car line depends largely on the manner in which
the road ia operated. Where the citizen has a
choice of two or more lines within a few blocks he
wilt ordinarily take the one with the best service.

Many prefer walking to riding on a line with a
poor equipment or a poor service.—,S'<. himix Re-

public.

tery could make 100 mdes per day,this would mean
that the positive pilates of the battery would have
to be renewed every two months ; if 50 miles per
day, then the life would cover a period of four
months: at 35 miles per day, eight months, and so

on. It can thus be readily understood that the
bare statement that a battery would last six or

eight months does not convey a correct idea of the

real life of the battery.

Let us see what it would cost to run 6,000 miles
with a single set of accumulators, or, since two
sets are always employed, one being charged while
the other is in service, we will make a calculation

on a basis of 12,000 miles.

2t5 positive srroups at 52.50 $540.00
Credit 2,592 pounds lead scrap at 3 cents 77.76

Balance ?162.24

$162.21 -H 12,C00 = 3.S5 cents per car-mile.

If positive groups were renewed at $1.25 per

group, instead of .|3.50 each, which it would be
perfectly possible to do, leaving out the question

of patents and royalties, then the cost per car-mile

would only be 1'6 cent.-.

What amount of work is represented by these

6,000 miles, so far as the accumulators are con-

cerned? It was found by keeping the most care-

ful record on the Fourth Avenue line at Nevv
York, that the amount of energy consumed per

car-mile was about one and one-half electrical

horse-power hours. That is to say, that after

making a round trip of lU, miles, it required about

17 electrical horse-power hours to replace the en-

ergy drawn from the batteries. Si.x thousand
miles would, therefore, require 9,000 electrical

horse-power hom-s. and since a battery of 108 cells

has a capacity of 54 electrical horse-pDwer hours

for each total discharge, if we divide !I,()(I0 by 54

we get 106 total discharges that are required of

the battery, before the positive plates breakdown.

* Abstract ol! an article in Cassicr's Magazine for

November.
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Anyone who has had any extensive experience
wiih storage batteries knows that this is a very
conservative estimate of the amount of work that

a good battery will perform.
It may be asked, have there been no improve-

ments in late years with a view of diminishing
the number andwdght of batteries required to

cents more per car-mile than the trolley, and the
demand for its introduction will be irresistible.

The public are not interested in the cheapest and
most objectionable method of transit, especially

where they derive no benefit from the economies
effecled, but they are interested in and entitled to

a safe, reliable and absolutely unobjectionable

Sterling fare registers are made. To produce

registers which shall be delicate enough in mech-
anism so that their accuracy can be depended upon,

and yet be sufficiently strong enough to rtsist all

the abuse to which they are hound to be subjected

in seivice, requires a iirst-class machine equip-

ment. In this department all the facilities that

can be advantageously employed in the manufac-

ture of Ibis important part of a car equipment are

provided.

The fender department. Fig. 2, is located on the

same floor, and provision is made for turning out

life-saving devires on a large scale. Within the

last few months the company has been awarded
several large contracts for fenders, and this de-

partment has been kept unusually busy. Large

equipments of Sterling fenders ha^e recently been

coDSducted for the Broadway and Third Avenue
cable roads in New York City. On the same floor

located the oflBces, storerooms, stockrooms and
aFSembling-rooms.

In the rear of the fender department is located a
large room which is devoted to the manufacture of

car trimmings, a new feature of the business that
has already proved successful.

FIG. 1 —REGISTER DEPARTMENT OF THE STERLING COMPANY.
INTEKFEEENCE "WITH STEEET EAILWAY

TEAFFIC.

propel a car V We regret to have to answer no,

and this brings us to the consideration of the limi-

tations of storage batteries. We have said that it

requires about li E. H. P. hours per car-mile, and
that 108 accumulators are used and necessary for a
1 3-mile run, and they have a capacity of .54 e. h. p.-

huurs, or three round trips.

Why is it not possible to use a battery with one-
third the weight ? Simply because the weight of

battery required is not according to the total

amount of work to be done, but according to the

rate at which it is t~> be done. Let us go back to

our 12-mile run again. This requires 14 E. H. P.-

hours per car-mile, or l,tl9 watt-hours, and since

the electromotive force is abouc 23.5 volts, this

would be equivalent to nearly .5 ampere-hours
per mile, or 60 ampere-hours for the round trip,

and since the trip consumes two hours' time, this

is an average rate of discharge of 30 amperes all

the time.
Of course, it is very much greater than this at

times, when the car starts, or. is going up steep

grades, when the battery is frequently called upon
for a rate of discharge of over 100 amperes. Now.
if we were to use a small battery of less total

capacity there would not be sufficient area of

active material exposed to develop such a current,

the electromotive force would drop and the car

stop running. This is the trouble with all thick
plate batteries in traction work. The amount of

surface area exposed is comparatively small for the
weight of battery.

It seems to the writer, in view of the facts just
stated, and which are indisputable, that the intro-

duciion of storage traction for surface roads in

large cities is inevitable. The trolley may be in-

troduced at the present time, pending the solution

of the difficulties under which storage batteries

have come into disrepute, but that it can obtaine
in the long run, against the many and obvious ad-
vantages of she storage system is unlikely. Let

method of transit, which is cheaper than horses at
the present time, and which may. in a few years,
from the further knowledge and exp^^rience gained
by actual use. almost, if not quite, compete in
cost with the trolley.

BY R. D. FISHliE.

Wliat a Street Is.~A public street is a passage
ground legally appropriated to the public. It has
well dt fined boundaries duly established by law,
and dedicated or acquired for purposes of public

l-IG. 2—WHERE THE STERLING FENDtRS ARE MADE.

FACTOEY OF THE STEELING SUPPLY AND
UANUFACTUEING COMPA^Y.

The illustrations which are presented herewith

are reproductions of photographs taken in the

factory of the Sterling Supply and Manufacturing

Company, of New York City. The building in

which the company's manufactory*is located is

situated at the corner of Bank and Hudson streets.

FIG. 3.— OFFICE OF THE STERLING COMPANY.

the public once understand that there are no in-

surmountable difficulties connected with the stor-

age system, beyond the fact that it costs a few

The company requires two large lofts for manu-
facturing purposes.

Fig. 1 illustrates the department in which the

travel and transportation of material and merchan-
dise. A street is impressed by law with the right

of the public authorities and those whom the

power may be delegated to use it for all such

excavations and structures on, above and below

the natural surface of the soil, as may be necessary

or proper for any legitimate public purposes

which not materially impair its primary use or

efficiency. It is the use made of the street which
denotes its character. It includes its whole sur-

face and so much of the depth as is or can be used

not unfairly for the ordinary purposes of the

street.

Rights of the Public in the Street.—The legal

rights of the public in the streets are of two-fold

character: First, those directly represented by
governmental agencies invested with the power to

control them and regulate the public easement

therein to any modified, new or improved use cal-

culated to further the objects of the acquisition ;

and, second, the rights possessed by individual

members of the general public and of common
carriers to free and unobstructed passage. These

rights, and the abuse of them, whereby traffic is

greatly interfered with, will form the basis of this

article.

The primary and dominant purpose and use for

which the streets are dedicated and established

being for travel and transportation, the query

arises as to whether any superior right of way
exists. In the earlier cases, a wide divergence of

opinion was expressed concerning the relative

rights of cars and private vehicles to the use of

that portion of the streets occupied by the tracks.
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some of the courts holding that their rights were

equal, and that drivers of ordinary vehicles might

vdth impunity, through mere caprice or for

convenience, drive aoros?, upon and along the

tracks at any rate of speed they chose, while in

others it was decided that the right of way of the

street car was practically exclusive, and that any

use of the tracks, when not actually necessary for

the purpose of crossing, was a trespass, and in

case of a collision was such negligence on the

part of the private driver as would absolve

the sireet car company from all liability for

the consequencs of a resulting accident,

unless attributable to malice or sheer

recklessnesp. But it is believed that neither of

these positions is correct, for they both ignore

iin essential element of the then new and the now

difficult prohl§m of correctly defining and wiatly

roguUting such a joint use of the streets that the

relative rights ot persons lawfully traveling or

liaulin:? at the same time and upoa the same street

ra vehicles and drays, driven at different rates of

speed, one . lass being confined to tixed tracks, the

other- having the fieedom of the street, easily

slopped and readily turned to the right or left to

avoid obitacle?, prevent collisions and to avoid dr-

l^y and inconvenience to travelers in the cars. The

experience of the age has resulted in establishing

the rule, now well nigh universally recognized by

courts, that the street car has, and from the neces-

sities of the case must have, an uninterrupted right

ot way up in that purtion of the street upon which

alone it can travel paramount to that of ordinary

vehicles, and while that superior right does not

prevent others from driving across or along its

tracks, but by so doing they must not interfere or

delay the progress of the cars. While this better

right IS not an exclusive right, it can and ou;4ht to

be enforced against all who needlessly and wan
tonly impose vehicles whether movinar or standing

to the free and unrestricted exercise of rapid transit

upon and along the right of way.

Other travelers or users of the street must yield

the right ot way. Thi^ is not only recognized as a

common law duty, but supplemented in many
States by statute, while many cities regulate the

same by ordinances, which require the drivers of

private vehicles to immediately leave the track

upon the approach of a car. and impose a penalty

for failure to do so. The driver of a heavy loaded

wagon must leave the track when so warned by

the ringing of the gong, where it is possible to do

so. or without any warning or request when it is

apparent that his stubbjru indifference and failure

to do sn would impede the progress of the car and

delay passengers. The same rule applies to pedes-

trians. Tne mere convenience of a teamster whose

wagon trespasses while unloading cannot amount
to such an necessity as to justify his obstructing

or delaying the cars. A proper enforcement of

there rights will defeat a recovery by any person,

who has, in disregard of the rights of a street rail-

wny company placed himself in a position of

danger by reason of his heedless indifference,

even if the the injury was caused in part by the

failure of the inotorman to exercise ordinary c;ire.

This superior right of a company against priv."te

vehicles ought not anddoesnot justify the servants

thereof to assert it recklessly.

The marvelous increase of street railways in the

cities of the land within t'le last few, years, while

it has added greatly to the convenience of the

public, has also added elements of danger. As we
have observed, their cars have the right of way
and it is the duty of the citizens, whether on foot

or in vehicle, to give unobstructed passage to tiie

oars. This results from two reasons : First, by
reason that the car cannot turn out or leave its

track, and se:ondly, for the convenience and ac-

commodation of the public. Patrons of street

cars are often in haste and a slight interference

occasions an anxiety altogether unpleasant. Some
may be en route to a station with a view of taking
passage on a train, while others are of necessity

required to meet their destination within a given
time. Ueuoo the coaveiiltjnce of an individual,

who seeks to cross, or indifferently drives along

and upon the track, must give way to the con-

venience ot the p'lblic. It would be an unreason-

able inference of the law to hold that a carload of

passengers should be delayed by the unnecessary

obstruction of the tracks by either a moving or

standing vehicle.

The law implies that a car is not to be stopped

at every minute to let a footman pass, or a vehicle

cross or leisurely turn out. The latter are required

to sacrifice a second, when necessary, to let a car

pass uninterrupted. The only duty incumbent
upon the company and their motormen is that they

be on the alert at all times and pLices to see tht>t

citizens are not run down and injured. But eyrn

then the motoimLin is authorized to presume that

no rational being will remain on the track where
the car is rapidly advancing, and he who crosses

the track when the car is at a distance within

which it cannot be checked takes upon himself the

risk of any accident which may be the conse-

quence of his act. And where an indifferent

teamster permits a vehicle to stand so near the

track that it is struck by a passing car, both he

and the car driver supposing that the car could

pass without interruption, if an accident ensue,

the indifferent teamster cannot recover, for the

error of judgment is mutual—both are guilty of

contributory negligence.

A cart or carriage about to meet a railway car

must yield the %vhole track, and there is no obliga-

tion incumbent upon him turn to the right any
more than to the left. If the right is obstructed

he must turn to the left to avoid collision or inter-

ference with traffic. Where a driver is guilty of

imprudence or carelessness in getting into such a

position he cannot recover for injury unless it be
proven that the car driver was wantonly careless

or the brakes were out of order. An individual

who sees fit to drive upon the rails is bound to

exercise more care than he would in driving upon
the common pavement, not only to avoid collision

but to prevent interference with the usual speed of

a car. A street railway company is entitled to the

unreslricted use of its rails for the progress of its

cars within that limit of speed which the law
allows them ; and that, as between them and the

driver of any oilier vehicle who may be upon
their track in front of one of the cars, the latter

being unnecessarily there, must exercise great care

to see that the approaching car is not impeded,
and if, through negligence or willfulness on his

part in this respect, he suffers injury, no damages
are allowable, even if the car-driver is also in fault.

In order to seciu-e the greatest degree of safety

and fieedom from mterruption to travelers upon
street cars it is necessary that certain rules should
be observed by all who use such ways. In some of

the States there are statutes prescribing the law ot

the road, but they are simply the legislative exact-

ments of wlwt had already become a universal

and established custom of the country. In the

preparation of this article we have omitted to cite

authorities notwithstanding they are in abundance
to support the rules and customs set forth herein.

aUESTICNS AND ANSWEES.

1 PULL OF A MAGNET.

(1) How does the pull of a magnet upon its ar-
mature vary with the distance? Is is not inversely
as the square of the distance? (3) Why does the
sudden jerking off of the armature weaken a ppi-
manent magnet? SOBSCKIBER.

ANSWER.

(1) No, it is not inversely as the square of the

distance. It would be so if our magnetic pole were
a mathematical point or its equivalent, and if at

the same time the lines of force radiated from that

point in straight lines, but as a matter of fact

neither of these conditions is even approximately
true. The old textbooks on magnetism about, if

not quite, universally stated that magnetic attrac-

tion followed the law of inverse squares, and some
of the newer ones also do : but it is entirely wrong.
Prof. Silvanus Thompson in his "Lectures on the

Electromagnet" says on this subject: "Now, in

the case of an electromagnet pulling at its arma-
ture at a distance, it is utterly impossible to state

the law in that misleading way. The pull of the

electromagnet on its armature is not proportional

to the distance, nor to the square of the distance,

nor to the cube, nor to the fourth power, nor to

the square rcot, nor to the three-haltth root, nor
to any other power cf the distance whatever,

direct or inverse, because you find, as a matter of

tact, that, as the distance alters, something else

alters too."

(2) The idea that the sudden jerking off of the

armature from a permanent magnet causes it to

lose i's si rength is another fallacy which has no'

foundation in fact. Professor Thompson finds as

the result of a series of carefully conducted ex-

periments that the strength of a permanent magnet
is actually increased by this sudden removal of the

armature. Its strength is apt to be lessened, how-
ever, by snapping the armature on, the action of

the snapping being to shake the magnetism out of

the steel . In his book on "Street Railway Motors,

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance,"'

Mr. Perry describes how magnetism may be

shaken into a bar, how the direction of magnetiza-

tion may be reversed by similar shaking, and how
it can be entirely shaken out of a bar, in a manner
that w»ll illustrates how a magnet may be thus

injured.

DECREASING TENDENCY TO SPARK.

Is there no practical way of winding an electro-

magnet so as to lessen the tendency to spark upon
bieakingof the circuit?

A. J., Milwaukee, Wis.

ANSWER.

We have already refeiredin these columns to

the use of the copper spool or the interposition of

tinfoil between the coils as a preventive of

sparking. Another method which comes more
strictly within your question as to how to wind
an electromagnet to give the least spark is to make
up your coil of a number of separate coils, in

parallel with each other, taking care that no two
of these coils are of the same length. In this case

the time constants of the various coils will differ

and the result will be that the extra current, in-

stead of running out all at the same time, as would
be the case were there but one coil, will run out of

each coil at a different time ; the total force of

self-induction will not rise so high in any of the

multiple coils, and will therefore belefsableto jump
the same air-gap. When it is practical to carry

this method of multiple-winding far enough, spark-

ing may be almost entirely prevented where other-

wise It would be highly developed.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE MANHATTAN ELE-
VATED.

Russell Sage Is quoted as affirming the report

that plans had been drawn f< r a double-decked

structure for the Manhattan Elevated Railway ot

New York, and for the operation of the road by

electricity. He said :

" I have been thinking about a double-
decked structure for two years It has been
examined by engineers of this country and
Europe, and has been pronounced feasible. Mr.
Westinghouse says that electricity could be sub-
stituted as a motive force without difficulty.

" The upper structure could be constructed of
liglit steel and used for express trains. The up-
rights could be placed by the side of those now in

use, and would not disfigure the streets. The
frame work could be very light, much lighter than
the present structure, because by the substitution
of electricity there would be no necessity to use
heavy locomotives."

Mr. Sage appeared to be much pleased with the
scheme, and said that express trains could be run
at 40 miles an hour by electricity. He was asked
if the law would permit the construction of an
additional structure, to which he replied that the
courts would take care of that.

" 1 would much rather," he said. " have nothing
written about the matter now. for it will be regard-
ed as a campaign measure. The elevated road is a
wonderful system of transit. It is not inadequate.
Why, we are running empty cars all day long.
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The system is healthy. It creates a circulation o£

air on hot days.''

Mr. Sage could see Dothins Rood in the under-
gr.iund ro.nd. He does not beheve it possible to

tunnel the btreet,<;. in consequence cf the heavy
buildings along the line. He thinks the project

extravagant and likely to cause a s?andal.

A STANDARD FORM OF STREET R&.ILWAY
ACCODNTS.-

BY H. I. BETTIS.

{Concluded.)

GENERAL OPERATING EXPENSES

31 Salaries of General Officers and Clerks.—
Ill tiii^acciunt are included Ibesalaries 5f the gen-

eral oflScers : the heads of dep->rtnients connected
n-i(h the supervision and management of the gen-

eral business uf the road. Salaries of diviSon su-

Pfrintendents and assistants may also be charged

to this account.
By general officers are meant ofHcers in charge

of d.^nartments, and whose jurisdiction extends

over the entire road.
'I'his account embraces the salaries of all clerks

in the general offices, clerks for heads of depart-

nient=, and all clerks not hereinafter mentioned.
2i. Miscellaneous Expense General Offices.—The

expense of heating and lighting the general offices;

svages of porters, messengers, etc.; telephone ser-

vice and all miscellaneous supples and e-^nenses of

the general offices, including tbe cost of all station-

ery, books, paper, stamps, pens, pencils, etc. : also

c 1st of all printing cf blanks, circulars, statements,

tickets and the cost of advertising.

23. Insurance.- -I deludes cost of insurance on
property of the company, and against injuries to

emplovees. and all expenses of collection.

24. Legal Expense.—In this account are included

the salaries, fees and expenses of attorneys, wit-

ness' fees and other court expenses.

2.5. Injuries ami Damages.—Expense on ac-

count of persons injured, and property dam.iged,

with payments of claims, are all chargeable to this

account.
Wages of persons while disabled, medic.d at-

tendance and funeral expenses: also wages of claim
agent and others connected with the claim de-

partment.
Lxwyers' fees and other court expenses are not

chargeable to this account : nor are damages to

property belonging to ihe company.
26. Contingent Kq^ense.—This ace junt includes

the miscellaneous expenses not otherwise provided
for; traveling and other expenses of general offi-

cers and assistanis, etc.. etc.

27. Park Propertien.—Includes all running ex-

penses of parks owned or leased by the company.

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES.

25. Car Service.—This account includes the
wages of conductors, motormen. starters, aids, in-

spectors and switchmen; cost of punches, ticket

registers, sign sticks, switch sticks and miscellane-
ous supplies for car sf rvice.

The vvages of the superintendent of time tables

and chief of conductors, with such clerks as may
be under them, should also be charged to this ac-

count.
29. Car House Expense. -This account includes

the wages of shed foremen, shifters, cleaners,

oilers, wipers, laborers, inspectors and watchmen,
except such as ai"e employed on repairs of cars.

The cost of fuel, and lighting the cars houses and
sheds, lanterns and oil for watchmen, tools used by
workmen on cars (cleaning and oiling and other
work, except repairs), are chargeable to this ac-

count.
30. Lubricants and Waste for Cars. —Oil, grease.

tallow and other lubricants, with waste used upon
car journals and motors, are included in this ac-

count.
31

.

Supplies.—This account includes such sup-
plies as are constantly needed for the operation of

the electric cars but cannot be charged to repairs,

such as lamps, fuses, carbon brushes, trolley cord,

etc.

32. Wrecking.—Wages of those employed iu

getting derailed cars on the track, and removing
obstructions and wrecks; tools used and all other
expense incurred on the Sime account.
Expense of getting cars back to the car house,

when broken down on the line, is also chargeable
to this account.

33. Operation of Poicer Houses.—This account
includes wages of engineers, firemen, coal sbovel-
ers, dynamo men, oilers, cleaners and ot'ners em-
ployed in the power houses, except when em-
ployed upon repairs.

Also the cost of water, water rates, or cost of

pumping where the company furnishes its own
water-works; carbon brushes, fuses, lamps and
other supplies necessary for the daily operation of

Read afc the conventioD of the American Street Kail-
way Association, AtUnta, Oct. 17-19, 189).

the power houses, and not otherwise provided for;

cost of heating and lighting power houses.
Repairs and renewals of engines, boilers, dyna-

mos, switchboards and station fi.vtures are not
chargeable to this account. Fw] and lubricants
are also chargeable to separate accounts.

34. Fuel—This account includes the cott of all

fuel used in the power houses, with transportation
charges on the same.

3.1. Lubricants and Wa.'ste for Poicer Houses.—
Oils, greases, tallow and waste for use iu the
power houses, for engines, shafting, dynamos,
pumps, etc.

36. TT'((/er.—Cost of water when taken from
local water- vrorks companies.

•'AT. Hired Potre/'.—Cost of power when taken
from other electric companies.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND BUILDINGS.

38. Pejjairs of Roadway and Track.— This ac-
count includes all expenditures on account of ihe
roadbed and track, except the cost of rails and tics

Used, and the cost of repairs and reneicals of pav-
ing and the supplementary wire.

It iiicludes tracks laid in buildings, yards, on
turntables, wharves and over bridges ; wages of
roadmasters, track foremen, laborers, watchmen
and others, while engaged iu track repairs and
renewals.

It includes cleaning, oiling and santling track,
repairs and renewals of drains under the track,
repairs and renewals of planking over bridges,
repairs and renewals of frogs and switches, joint
fastenings, etc. It also includes repairs of rails and
all work on rails, cutting and drilling, except drill-

CA8H STATEiUENT.

BSCBirrS. DBBDESEMBNTS

PECAPITULATJON.
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CHARGES TO CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT.

Engineering .-...

RlgLiot Way
BiUldlnea and Structures *.

Track and Roadway

ing for tie wires. Also labor expended in taking
up track.

The cost of tools, implements and all supplies

used in connection with the track are included in

this account.
The expense of removing snow and ice, with the

cost of repairs on snow plows and svreepers, may
be made a separate account if so desired, but
comes under the head of Maintenance of Way.

40. Reneu-als of Bails.—This account includes
the cost of new rails laid in the track, with the
transportation charges on the same, less the value
of old rails taken up.

Tlie expense of loading, unloading, drilling, cut-
ting, laying and repairing rails is not included in.

this account.
4u Renewals of Ties.—This account includes the

cost of new ties laid in the track and the freight
on the same.
The exnense of loading, unloading and laying

ties is not included in this account.
42. Repairs and Renewals of Paving.—This ac-

count embraces all expenditures on account of the
paving.

It includes the cost of paving blocks and sand,
and the cost of transportation of the same ; the
wages of pavers, laborers and others engaged in re-

pairs and renewals of paving ; also the cost of tools

and other supplies for the same work.
The expense of taking up and relaying paving,

when necessitated by the repairs on the roadbed,
the track and the supplementary wire is not
chargeable to this account, but to the account for
which expense was incurred.

43. Repairs and Reneivals of Ihe Supiplementary
MHre.—This account includes all expenditures on
account of the supplementary wire and its connec-
tion.

It includes the cost of the wire, tie connections,

channel pins, solder and other supplies, alto tools
and implements used in connection with the woik
of repairing the supplementary wires; wages of
solderers, laborers and others engaged upon this
work.
The expense of drilling rails for channel pins and

tie wire rivets, is also chargeable to this account.
Expense on the supplenienlary wires necessitat-

ed by the taking up of rails, ties, switches, frogs,
etc., is not chargeable to this account, but to re-
pairs of roadway and track.
Expense on the supplementary wires necessi-

tated by the taking up or laying of paving should
be charged to the accnunt of paving.

44. Repiairs and Renewals of Buildings, Docks
and Wharves.—This account includes the cost of
repairs and renewals of all buildiugs, docks and
wharves, and of the statiouriry fixlures and furni-
ture of the same, not otherwise provided for ; car
hou es and sheds, store houses, car shops, i-f pair
shops, blacksmith and machine shops, power-
houses, coal sheds and bins, stations, ttc.

R'pairs of pits in car houses and shops, cranes
in power houses and coal sheds, etc., are embraced
in Ibis account.
Repairs of tracks in buildings and on wharves

fire not chargeable to this account.
4.5. Repairs and Renewals of Poles and Overhead

Lines.—The account includes the cost of repairs
and renewals of poles and brackets, with trolley,
span, guard and feed wires, with all appliances
for suspension and insulation of the same.

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

46. RejMirs of Cars —This account includes the
cost of all repaiis oncar bodies, painting, varnish-
ing, upholstering, relef.tering cars and car signs;
repairs and renewals of the trucks, brakes, brake-
shoes, axle boxes, springs, track brushes, snow
scrapers, pilots, sandboxes, etc.; repairs and re-
newals of wheels and axles.

The cost of new cars taking the place of old to
make the number good, are also chargeable to this
account.
On roads using both motor and tow cars it is

sometimes advisable to keep each kind separately.
47. Repairs of Electrical Equipment.—This in-

cludes the repairs of moioi-s, iheir parts and con-
nections, the labor of removing damaged parts and
replacing same when repaired.
Armatures, fields, gears, pinions, controllers,

switches, trolleys, lightning arresters, brush hold-
ers, cables, etc., all come under this head.
New motors or parts purchased or made and put

in to replace those damaged or worn out must be
charged to this account also.

49. Repairs of Steam Plant.—To this account
should be char-ged all repairs and renewals of the
steam plant in the power-house, including the
boilers, engines, pumps and shafting, repairs and
renewals of belts, piping, steam fitting, etc.

50. Repairs of Electrical Plant.—Repairs and
renewals of dynamos and their parts; armatures,
fields, pulleys, commutators, oilers, bearings and
boxes, blush holders, etc., are chargeable to this
account ; also labor removing and replacing
damaged parts.

Repairs and renewals of rhe switchboard equip-
ment are also charged to this account, such as re-
pairs and renewals of station switches, rheostats,
circuit breakers, ammeters, wiring and connec-
tions.

51. Tools and Machinery —Repairs and renew-
als of tools and machinery, shafting, boilers, en-
gines, etc., in the shops of the company; also cost
of lubricants for the same.

Small to"ls (not shop fixtures) are chargeable to
the account most benefited hy them.

52. Miscellaneous E.cp)ense.— To this account
should be charged all miscellaneous expense of
maintenance and equipment not otherwise pro-
vided for.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Pfrrine. of Trenton ; I have listened with
a great deal of interest to the paper of Mr. Bettis,
and have given a great deal of attention to the
subject. I move that the paper of Mr. Bettis be
accepted and printed and the new arrangement of
accounts be adopted by the Association and a copy
be mailed to the auditor and treasurer of every
street railway company in the country.
The motion was adopted.
Mr. McNamaka, of Albany : I wish that the

committee was present so that he might answer
some questions. I would call tho attention of the
Asscciation to the maintenance of way and build-

ings. In Alban}', we are required to distinguish
between roadways and tr.ick, and renewals of ties,

rails and paving. We put these under one head

—

everything for the roadbed, ties, rails and paving
come under the h'^a.A of roadbed and in New York
City there are other matters about monthly reports
—how we shall submit a reoort to show the actual
earnings of every month and every three months.
Ouv dividends are declared in New York City quar-
terly, and it is quite important that the manager
of a company should be able to demonstrate that the
dividend of a particular quarter which the directors
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desire to declare was earned. Our auditor claims
tliat a report of that kiod should be made
up from the books, so that the btoks should
be compplled to verity everything in the
report. Shall we put in the August ac-
count the expense for removal of snow
and ice? It looks odd, but that is what we are
doing. I regret the committee is not pre.sent so
that we might be able to have an explanation. It

seems to me it is just as the committee stated, that
there is too much here. Take that one item of
roadway and railway— what enters into roadbed?
Ties, rails, spikes, joint plates, paving, sand, stone,
labor. They ought to come under one h;ad, and
that is what is required oy the railroad commis-
siontrs of New York. They do not object to our
dividing it as much as we want in our books, but
in the report submitted to them it must all come
under one liead.

Mr. Dyer, of Augusta: I do not suppose it would
be possible to get a form to fit every case. I im-
agine that a small road, if you carried out that
plan entirely, would And it expensive, because they
would be compelled to have a storekeeper, who
would charge up these different things we Ufe
each day, I think it is the custom, as a rule, with
small roads, to charge up their bills each month
as they come in, as if they had been used. It is

not correct, but the expenditure for the man to
take charge of the store room and keep accounts
of the material used, would be in some cases al-
most as much as the cost of the material.
Mr. McNAitARA: That is what we find it neces-

faiytodo. We have not a large road, but we
have a storekeeper, and he charges the several
accounts with the material as it is used. There is

no other way to determine what you have used in
any particular month in the year, as the writer of
the paper suggests. We do not pay our store-
keeper such a large amount, but we find he does
good work for us, and it pays.

Mr. PAY^E : Undoubtedly all of the larger roads
do purtue the course recommended by the com-
mittee, but the suggestion in regard to the cost of
removing snow is rather new. It never occurred
to me to chaige up by the month during tlie vear
the co,<t of removirg snow during the winter
months. It is uncertain what the cost will be.
This year you may have very little or no snow or
ice, and it you undertake to make the charges
next year on what you have expended in lb93, you
might fall short or over, and our company has
never adopted that method, although I can see if
theie is any uniformity in the account expended,
it would be the proper thing to do.
Mr. McNamara : I may say that the repairs to

roadway and railway are reported in the winter
months when we make no repairs. The question
IS, which is the best way to get at the proper
amount. We find, taking the average of three
winters—we do not include the " blizzard "—they
do not vary very much in the amount of (xpense
involved. The important question is, how shall
roads determine questions of this kind ? Perhaps
every road is to determine it for itself.

termined to resist. They appealed to the directors,

and the latter listened in a very conciliatory mood
and promptly modified some demands, while hold-

ing tightly onto others. The wiser of the men ap-

preciated the action of the directors and counseled
moderation, the result being that the differences

were adjusted. — -•^ ^ *

CANADIAKT NOTES.

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.
(From Our Boston Correspondent.)

It is reported that some of the Oeneral Electric
Company's employes will be removed from Schen-
ectady back to Lynn before long, where it is pro-
posed to remove the manufacture of the bi" rail-way gererators, and other special apparalus; of
eourse, this news is welcomed in Lynn, though very
few persons place any credence in the report, so
conflicting and unreliable have been the reports of
late.

'^

During the howling wind, rain and snow storm
which prevailed throughout New England Mon-
day right the trolley lines suffered least of any of
the electrical interests. Fearful havoc, however
was wrought among the telephone, electric light
and telegraph wires. Boston was very nearly cut
off from the outside world for a time, thousands of
poles and hundreds of miles of wire being blown
, .'."''icoc u

' ^}°^^ ""^ famous blizzard of March
l.i. li-WH. has there heen such a storm.
So brisk has been ihe demand for the use of the

two elegant parlor cars for private parlies since
the West End Railroad introduced them a few
weeks ago, that ihere is a po.=sibility of others be-
ing built ere long.
Kor fevvral days and up to late last Friday night,what looked as if ii mn;ht be a hitter ami nio-

tracted strike between the Went End Railroad and
its employees was in the air in Boston, and ihe
traveling public got nervous lest they s-hould have
to walk to the cuy Saturday morning and forsome
following days There were rumors around that
the Union would order the entire system to belied
up, but belter counsels prevailed at the eleventh
hour The men have felt for some time past that
the directors were n„t living up to an agreement
signed some time ago. This, coupled wiih many
minor grievances, ir„-li„ling the -laving off of ail
(
d hand by a subordinate official foV a trivial of-

lv..oO, had raised the nien'a ire and they were de-

(From our Ottawa Correspondent.)

Ottawa, Ont.—Judgment was given in the Ex-
chequer Court here this week in a case of consider-

able interest to street railway companies through-
out Canada. The Toronto Street Railway Com-
pany, during 1891, 1893 and 1893, imported a
quantity ot steel rails tor ihe transformation of

their system, wdghing 69 pounds per lineal yard,

Undtr the customs act of 1887 steel rails for use on
railways were free, but the customs authorities

charged a duty of 10 per cent , or $56,000, on these,

while the railway claims that they should have
come in free and brought action for $56,000.

Judge Burbridge this morning gave judgment in

favor of the respondents and upholding the de-

cision of the customs department with costs. He
reasoned that it was a difficult thing to adminster
a rational jrolicy where what was one man's
manufactured product was often another man's
raw material. He held that during 1887 the legis-

lature was endeavoring to encourage railway
building, there being no less than 31 rail-

ways in the act of that year, but that this interest

clashed with their endeavor to promote in Canada
the manufacture of iron and steel. Canadian
manufacturers were, however, unable to make
heavier than a 15-pound rail, so that the act was
made to read " steel rails for railways not less than
S5 pounds per lineal yard free," He referred to

the proceedings of Parliament, and held that it

was the intention to promote railway building, so

the heavy rails were made free. But street rail-

ways, of course, opened up no country and in

their case the legislature intended to protect Cana-
dian makers of iron and steel rails by charging the
duty of 10 per cent. The case will probably be
appealed to the Supreme Court and from there to

the Privy Council.

Aylmer, Que.—Next Monday the Aylmer Town
Council w ill deal with the proposed electric rail-

way from Hull to that place. The promoters of
the scheme are sanguine of the success they will

meet with at the hands of the Aylmer Council.

London, Ont.—All the street cars in the city have
been titled with automatic registers which count
the actual number of passengers carried by each
car during the day,

Montreal, Que.—John P, Mullarkey, the new
General Manager of the Montreal Island Belt Rail-
way, takes charge of his position Nov, 3.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Financial Notes.

Sale of the Lincoln (III.) Electric Railway.—The
electric street railwav of Lincoln, 111., has been sold
to W. H. Patterson, of Bloomington, for .$75,000.

Chicago, III.— Jenney Electric Conduit Company
has been incorporated ; capital stock, $5,000,000,
Promoters, L. A, Farnsworth, Jos. M. Hill, Chas.
S. Marshall.

East St. Louis, III.—The St. Louis & Illinois Con-
struction Company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $iO,000, The promoters are Wm.
Berry, Jno. Dean, Wm. H. Clancy.

Doylestown, Pa.— Delaware* Schuylkill Traction
Company has been incorporated ; capital stock,
$.50,000. Promoters, Wm. Jenks Fell, Faulkland,
Del. ; Robt, C, Fulton, Samuel A. Hamilton, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

New Issue of Stock.—It is stated that the direc-
tors of the North Chicago Street Railway Com-
pany are considering the advisability of increasing
the capital stock. It is reported that |1,000,000 of
new stock will be issued.

Rutherford, N. J.—The Union Traction Company
has been incoiporaied. The capital stock is $1,500,-
000. The promoters are Geo. S. Forbush, Brook-
line, Mass.; Francis J. Callaneu, Edwin T. Gallo-
way, Rutherford, N. J.

Baltimore Traction Earnings.—The Baltimore
Traction Companv earned during the month of
October $89,989. This is over $6,000 in excess of
the sum earned during October. 1893. The net
increase during the month was $13,490.

Lake Street " L" Litigation.—Underwood &
Green, Ui, builders of the Lake Street Elevated
Railroad of Chicago, have begun a suit against
John A. Roche, president of the company, for an
accounting in a $35,0()(t loan transaction,

Pennsylvania Steel Company,—The business of
the Pennsylvania Steel Company, iioth at Steelton
and .Sparrow's point, is said to be very large and
steadily increasing, and those Interested in the

property declare its future assures a sharp advance
in prices of its securities.

Philadelphia Traction Dividend.—The directors
of the Philadelpha Traction Company have de-
clared a semi-annual dividend of $3 per share, pay-
able Dec. 1. This rate is the same as that declared
six months ago, but is 50 cents per share greater
that that declared in November of last year,

Philadelphia Traction Earnings.— It isannounced
that the Philadelphia Traction Company's earn-
ings for the month of October were $78,813 in ex-
cess of those of the corresponding month of 1893.

This almost $4,000 more than the estimate made by
President Widener early in October. The average
increase in earnings during the last four months
has been over $60,000.

North &,West Chicago Electrical Apparatus.-It is

announced that the contract for furnishing gener-
atois and motors to the North and West Chicago
Street Railroad Companies has heen awarded to

the General Electric Co. The contract at the start

calls for the delivery on or before Maich 1, 1895,

of 600 motors and 3,600 H. p. generators, at which
time the power-house which will supply the sev-

eral lines will be completed.

Eighth Avenue Road Report, New York,—The re-

port of the Eighth Avenue Railroad of New York
City for the quarter, just filed with the State Rail-

road Commission, shows: Gross earnings from
operations, $304,511; operating expense.^, $145,652;
net earnings, $.58,858; other incomes, $6,907; gross
income, $65,766; fixed charges, $23,7.50; net income,
$43,016; cash on hand, $36,131; profit and loss, sur-

plus, $39,000.

Detroit, Mich.—The Rae Ekctric Manufacturing
Company, Limited, has been organized. The ob-
ject of the corporation is the manufacture of
various electrical working devices, dynamos,
motors, etc. The stockholders are Frank B. Rae,
F. H. Dale, John Htfl'ron and 3. H. Scranton.
F. B. Rae is chairman of the corporation, with
F. H. Date as secretary and B. H. Scranton as

treasurer.

West Chicago Dividend.—The directors of the
West Chicago Street Railroad Company have just
declared the regular dividend of SJ per cent., pay-
able Nov. 6. There have been a great many pre-

dictions that the dividend rate would not be main-
tained, as it has been asserted that the dividend
has not been earned. The action of the directors,

however, has disproved these reports. Mr. Yerkes
alleges that there is no probahility that the divi-

dend will be decreased. The earnings of the com-
pany are steadily improving.

Report of the Worcester &, Milbury Railway.—
The annual report of the Worcester & Milbury
Street Railway Company, of Worcester gives the
foUov^ ing figures: Receipts of the year, $40,860.47;

operating expenses, $35,777.06; salaries, office and
fixed charges. $8,075.53, leaving the net gain for

the year of $7,007.88. There were paid in divi-

dends during the year $6,361; 876,817 paesengers
were carried and the cars ran 304,945 miles.

During the previous year the total income of the
company was $46,175.38, the total operating ex-
penses $34,078.33. Dividends were paid amount-
ing to $4,500; the cars were run 169,511 miles and
053,890 passengers were carried.

To Sell Real Estate.—The South Side Rapid
Transit Con'pany of Chicago, or, as it more com-
monly called, the Alley " L," has decided to sell

all or most of the real estate which it has acquired
and which it does not need for any purpose. This
property was secured when the company obtained
its right of way. At this time the company found
it in some cases more economical to buy large

plots of land than simply to secure the narrow
strip that was needed for its right of way, with
the purpose of disposing of that part not needed
at some future time. The money realized from
the sale of the real estate will be sufficient to pay
the interest on its bonds.

Feeder and Main Case.— In the United States

Circuit Court for the District of New Jersey, at

Trenton, Oct. 36, Judge Edward T. Green, in pur-

suance of the decree of the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, against the complainant, and on motion of

Kerr & Curtis, solicitors for the defendant, West-
inghouse. Church, Kerr & Co. , ordered that de-
fendant have judgment against the complainant,
the Edison Electric Light Company, for the sum
of $43.65, amount of costs taxed in the United
States Circuit Court of Ajipenls, and have execu-
tion therefor; also that delViidaiit have judgment
against the complainant, the Edison Electric Light
Company, for the further sum of $6,411.57, amount
of costs taxed in the Circuit Court, and have
execution therefor.

Report of the Worcester, Leicester & Spencer
Road.—The annual report of the *Worcetter,
Leicester & Spencer Street Railway Company
contains the following figures : Receipts of the
year, $77,063.30; operating expenses, $50,847.30;

the salaries, office expenses and fixed charges,

$14,386.14, leaving a gain for the year of

$13,738.96. The company has paid in dividends

during the year $18,750, has carried 1,586,843
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passengers and has run the cars 296,490 miles.

J'''rom the last year's report of the company it is

learned that the total income for 1893-93 was
$95,398.79 and the total operating expenses |74,-

835.53. Thtre was |ll,3o0 paid in dividends,

1,695,318 passengers were carried and the cars

were run 351,851 miles.

Metropolitan Traction Statement.—In .answer to

inquiries the Metropolitan Traction Company, of

New York, has issued a short statement of its

assets. The capital stock Oct. 1 was $37. HOI,650,
against which were cash and accounts of $3,363,-

633.16 and investments of $33,939,017.84. a total of

$27,301,650. The Metropolitan Street Railroad is

earning 5 per cent, upon these investments. The
traction company owns $3,000,000 Columbus ave-
nue first mortgBge bonds, $3,000,000 capital stock,

$5,000,000 Lexington avenue first mortgage bonds
and $5,000,000 capital stock. When these lines are
completed the company will own 143 miles of sur-

face railroad. No income account for the past year
is given, though the 129 miles in operation show an
increase in earnings for September over Septem-
ber last year of $50,000.

Knapp Electrical Works' Receivership.—Receiver
Lucas, of the Knapp Electrical Works, Chi-
cago, appeared in court last week and asked for a
general order to sell the tools and machinery of

the Knapp Electrical Works. The creditors' asso-
ciation opposed the issuing of the order unless it

were conditioned so that three-quarteis of the in-

ventory price should be realized. The receiver
represented that much of the shop material was
considerably worn and that it would be impossible
to secure 75 per cent, of the scheduled value for it.

The judge finally ente.ed an order authorizing the
sale, provided the receiver realized an average
price of 50 per cent, of the inventory value. Mr.
Lucas had obtained a previous court order allow-
ing him to sell the stock and merchandise ai not
less than 75 per cent, of the estimates in the inven-
tory.

Stock Jobbing Alleged.—D. F. Lewis, presiden
of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, has
been quoted as follows regarding the demand made
by H. M. Thompson, the former secretary, for an
investigation of that company's affairs on the
ground of alleged irregularities: "I had heard
some time ago that Mr. Thompson had been ap-
proached by parties who would be most likely to
approach him, but I understood later that he had
dropped this matter. Evidently he has not done
so. I have not yet seen a copy of the complaint,
and I don't know that I would discuss it if I had.
1 look upon it as a stock jobbing scheme, or worse.
1 think that the Railroad Commission will consider
this matter in a dignified way. I believe our re-

port is correct, and I believe it can be justified to a
cent. It has not been questioned by the Railroad
Commission, and ordinarily, if it had the appear-
ance of incorrectness, it would have been ques-
tioned, in my opinion.

Worcester Consolidated Railway Report.—The
gross earnings of the Consolidated Street Railway
Company of Worcester, Mass., during the year
which ended Sept. 30, 1894, were $348,89.5.86,

against $337,6.57.33 the previous year. The oper-
ating expenses were $384,214.92. leaving a net in-

come from operation of $64,680.94. The income
from other sources has been $6,103.69, making a
total income above operating expenses of $70,784.-

63. The charges on income during the year have
been interest accrued on funded and other debts,

$27,621.43; taxes, $15,613.56: rentals paid other
companies, $2,243.54; making a total of $45,478.52,

and leaving a net income for the year of $25,306.-

11. The total number of passengers carried dur-
ing the vear was 7,393,410, against 7,193,883 last

year. Th : number of miles run during '93-'94 was
1.434,887 a sainst 1,308,854 the year previous. During
the year $33,617.31 was expended for new feed wire
put up. $11,186.75 on new buildings, $10,979.86 rn
the rebuilding of 81 electric cars, and $14,473.31 on
the electric equipment of the same. $70,031.05 on
the betterment of track, macadamizing and paving
and other special work, making a total of $139,-

377.18. During the year there were 19 accidents,

one of them resulting fatally. Five passengers
were injured, one employee and 13 other persons.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Fall River, Mass.—The Fall River & Providence

Street Hallway Company has been organized by
F. S. Stevens,' R. T. Davis. Frank Breakman, W.
F. Thomas and Benjamin Cook.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Columbia, Ironville &
Mountjoy Street Railway Company has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $300,000. The
promoters are W. H. Boyer. Samuel R. Russell,

Anthony H. Dillman, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bethlehem, Pa.—The Bethlehem & Nazareth
Electrie Street Railway Companv has been incor-

porated with a c.ipital stock of $100 000. The pro-
moters are Ashton C. Borhek, Albert Brodhead,
Abraham -chropp, Bethlehem, Pa.

Bennington, Vt.—The Woodford Electric Railway
Company has been organized by William J. Turk,
C. W. Crispell, C. C. H. Mason, D. A. Gorton and
H. H. Martin. The line which the company pro-

poses to build will run from Bennington to Wil-
mington.

St. Louis, Mo.—Several gentlemen have recently
organized the St. Louis & South Western Street
Railway Company. George C. Fox will be presi-

dent; A. E. Weiss, secretary: and J. M. Wiener,
treasurer. The company proposes to build an
electric road to points in South St. Louis and
Forest Park.

Berea, 0.—The Cleveland & Elyria Electric
Railroad Company has been incorporated; capital
stock, $300,000. The company proposes to con-
struct an electric railroad between Cleveland,
Elyria, Wellington and Oberlin. and furnish elec-

tric light, heat, power, etc. The promoters are
F. T. Pomeroy, Berea, O.; M. A. Sprague, A. W.
Bishop.

Norristown, Pa.—The Norristown & Perkiomen
Electric Railway Company has been incorporated
with a capital of $150,000, to build and operate a
line of railway through the eastern section of

Montgomery County. 'J he road is projected from
Upper Providence to Worcester, thence along the
public road, known as the old Germantown and
Perkiomen Turnpike, to Norristown, and thence
to Penn Square, to Plymouth, and to an uncertain
point, returning to the place of beginning. The
incorporators of the enterprise are Thomas H. Rea-
gan, Arthur W. Depue. Paul W. Smith, Harry E.
Parsons and James J. Reagan.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Boston, Mass.—The annual meeting of the West

End Street Railroad Company will be held Nov.
27 at noon.

Milan, III.—It is probable that anew electric rail-

way will be constructed to carry both passengers
and freight.

Oconomowoc, Wis.—Thomas Marston is the pro-

jector of an electric road for Oconomowoc. A
franchise is now pending beforethe city council.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The Niagara Falls, Whirl-
pool & Northern Electric Railroad is now ready
for operation. Trial trips have already been run.

Bloomfield, N. J.—The Suburban Traction Com-
pany having obtained the trolley franchise between
Bloomfield and Orange, the electric cars will begin
running on Dec. 1.

Ballston, N. Y.--Fred B. Barnes has been granted
a franchise for an electric road from Ballston to

the village line. It is elated that the road will be
in operation by August next.

Hingham, Mass.—The selectmen have been pe-
titioned to grant a franchise to Sidney Gushing,
Edward F. Wilder and others for an electric rail-

way from Hingham to Waymouth.
New York, N. Y.—In the special term of the Su-

preme Court this week Judge Beach gave judg-
ments against the Elevated loads for $48,000 in

suits instituted by 14 property owners.

South Orange, N. J.—At a recent meeting of the
Village Board of Trustees the Maplewood & South
Orange Railway Company was granted a franchise
to operate an electric road in the streets of the
village.

Chicago, III.- An ordinance has been introduced
in the city council granting a fianchise to the
Chicago E ectric Transit Company. The company
desires to obtain the right to operate in the nortli

division of the city.

East Wareham, Wass.—At a recent meeting of

the East Wareham, Onset Bay & Point Indepen-
dence .Street Railway Company, a committee was
appointed to investigate the matter of equipping
the road with electric motors.

Irvington, N. J.—The New York and Philadelphia
Tractiou Company has asked for a franchise to run
a trolley line on Springfield avenue, beginning at
the Irvington Village line and running west to the
South Orange township line.

Upper Sandusky, 0.—It is announced that George
B. Kerper, of Cincinnati; M. Frost, of Tiffin; and M.
McJarthy, of New York, are considering the ad-
visability of building an electric railway from Up-
per Sandusky to Tiffin via Sycamore.

Nashville, Tenn.—The carbarns of the Nashville
Street Railway Company on Wharf Avenue were
burned on Nov. 4. Several motor cars were de-
stroyed by fire. The loss on the building and con-
tents is about $33,000. The company is fully in-

sured.

Cincinnati, 0.~An electric car on the Fairmont
line was run into by a locomotive on Nov. 3 and
five persons were seriously injured. The accident
occurred at the Beekman street crossing of the
Narrow Gauge Railroad, and it is said that the

niotoman saw the locomotive coming and en-

deavored to cross in front of it.

Worcester, Mass.- -At a meeting last week of the
stockholders of the Worcester, Leicester &
Spencer Street Railway Company, and the Wor-
cester & Millbury Street Railway Company, it was
voted that the two companies should be consoli-
dated. The action will now be submitted to the
Railroad Commissioners for approval.

New York, N. Y.—Judge Ingraham in the New
York Supreme Court. Special Term, has held that
the extensive buildiugof the "Huckleberry" trol-

ley system in northern New York city is n^t jus-
tified, and that the section of the act of 1894 fav-
oring it is unconstitutional and void. He leaves
it to the appellate court to decide whether the
original act of 1863 is sufficient to protect tlie

road.

AsburyPark, N. J.—The Supreme Court of New
Jersey has set aside the franchise of the Afbury
Park and Belmar Electric Railway, and forbade it

running tracks through Neptune City, Belmar and
Avon. Mr Batchlor, of Philadelphia, who con-
trols about $1,000,000 worth of property along the
line, made objections to the Supreme Court, and
won the case. The railroad company has taken
the case to the Court of Errors and Appeals.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Eight new trolli^y cars for the
Electric Traction Company, which were being
tran.=ported to this city from St. Louis by the
Reading Railroad, were badly damaged on Wednes-
day while passing under a bridge across the tracks
of the Reading Railroad on the way to the Third
and Berks streets station. The cars were carried
on private flat cars. It seems that during the trip
one of the cars had become displaced, and in pass-
ing under the bridge, which is rather low, it struck
the bridge and was wrecked, and the other cars,
against which it was jammed, were badly dam-
aged. Some of the cars are completely wrecked,
while oihers are badly strained and have their
springs broken.

Plymouth, Mass.—In the Superior Court on Nov.
7, John C. Smborn, superintendent of tlie Ply-
mouih Division of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Riilroad. and Christopher T. Bailey,
a railroad policeman, were each sentenced to four
months in the House of Correction, and An2us L.
Frazer, fort man of the Old Colony Railroad black-
smith shop; Emery H. Bryant, roadmaster. and
John Bnlen, section foreman, were sentenced to
two months each in the House of Correction forin-
citing ai;d being implicated in the Ablngton riot

in August. 1893. The defendants, acting in the
interest of the railroad corporation, attempted to

prevent workingmen employed by (he electric rail-

way from laying tracks across the Old Colony road.

Rutherford, N. J.—The Union Traction Company
has elected the following officers : Presidenr,

George H. Forbush, of Brookline, Mass.; vice-

president, Henry G. Bell, of Rutherford ; secre-

tary. Henry C. Ellis, of Brookline ; treasurer, F.J.
Callanen, of Rutherford, whose sudden death is

announced elsewhere in this issue. The directors

are the president, vice-president, treasurer : John
S. Forgotson, of New York: E. T. Galloway, of

Rutherford ; Theodore G. Hosier, of East Ruther-
ford, and Henry C. Broking, of Carlstadt. An ap-
plication for a franchise for an electric railway
through Rutherford will be made at once, the aim
of the company being to operate a railway from
Newark to Hackensack. The main office of the

company is to be at Rutherford.

PERSONALS.

Mr. Charles Desmond has taken editorial charge
of the Stationary Engineer, of Chicago.

Mr. Daniel Coolidge, vice-president and general
manager of the Johnson Company, of Johnstown,
Pa., was in New York this week.

Edwin L. Watson has been elected president of
the Worcester. Leicester & Spencer and Millbury
Street Railway companies, of Worcester. Mass .

to fill the vacancies caused by the death of Samuel
Winslow, who was also president of both com-
panies.

H.Ward Leonard, of H.Ward Leonard & Co..

of New York, will sail this wetk for Europe.
It IS reported that the main purpose of Mr. Leon-
ard is to make an examination of the Heilmann
electric locomotives which are now being built in

France, lor use on one of the seam railroads in

that country. Mr. Leonard's company has taken
a contract from the Johnson Company for build-

ing an electric locomotive to be used in electric

railway welding work. It will be a fully equipped,
portable, central station, so that it will he un-
necessary to use current from the trolley wire, and
thus will resemble the Heilmann locomotive. Mr.
Leonard may adopt some of the ideas of the in-
ventor of the Heilmann locomotive and may sug-

gest to the latter improvements derived from his

own practical experience, to be embodied in the
two new Heilmann locomotives.
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TRADE NOTES.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, Albauy,

N. Y., has just awarded the coDtnict for an addi-

tion to its factory, which will practically duuble its

capacity. Its rapidly incre.ising bu-iness in elec-

tric heacins; appliaaces and the requirements of its

compressed gas lighting business have necessitated

increased facilities fur manufacturing.

Large Electric Heater Contract Awarded.—The
West End Railway i-'t Boston has ordered 149 cars

equipped with the eleclric heater manufactured
by the Consolidated Car-Heating Company,
.Albany, N. Y. This is, perhaps, the most im-
portant orderyet given in electric beating, and was
o'otained by the Consolidated Company only after

most rigorous practical tests in competition with
eleclric heaters offered by five other companies.

The E. P. Allis Company, of JMiiwauiiee.has been
awarded the contract for four l.COO-H. P. engines,
which are to be installed in the power station of

the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway
Company. Chicago. The cost of the engines will

reach $100,000. In order to complete the work as

soon as possible the company has increased its

force of workingcuen by about 300, so that at the
present time about two-thirds of the whole force is

at work.

The Lunkenheimer Company's Catalogue.—The
Lunkenheimtr Company, of Ciuciuiiali. has just

issued a new catalogue which is thoroughly illus-

trated by cuts of its various specialties. The cata-
logue also coniaius full descriptions of the com-
pany's brass and iron valves, lubricators and steam
specialties generally. There is a great deal of m-
teresting matter in the book, which contains over
100 pages, and those who receive a copy will do
well to keep it on hand for purposes of reference.

Mr. W. W. Whitcomb, president of the Composite
Brake-.Shoe Company, of Boston, was in New
York this week and favored us with a call. Mr.
Whitcomb speaks very encouragingly of the pro-
gress the company is making, and while here
showed us a telegram from home advising him of

an order for 1.300 shoes trom a large company in

one of the estern cities, which together wiih
other orders received from the same company
makes a total of 4.100 shoes from that road alone
since last April. The Composite brake-shoe is

gaining rapidly in favor, and the claims of the
company thai it will last several times longer thau
any other shoe in the market are substantiated by
repeated orders from ditferent street railways who
have adopted this shoe in preference to any other.

Preservation of Metals.—At the Montreal meet-
ing of the American Society of Mechanical Engi.

neers an interesting paper was read on methods
for preserving metal used in pipes, roofs, bridges,

poles, construction work, etc. In conclusion, the

whole question of how best to protf ct iron and
steel from corrosion in all the varying conditions

that the wants and u-ages of to day demand seems
to resolve itself into several ••don'ts." as the best

method of answering it. to wit: Dm't have any
scale on the metal. Djn't paint it sviih anything
but pure linseed oil and oxide of lead or graphite

paints. Don"t forget that frequent inspection and
care are very necessary. Don't let the cost and in-

terest accoiinis be the governing factors in the

case of protecting any meial structure on whose
continuity and si length human life and safety de-

pend. In comparing the two paints rccjmmended.
it may be well to add that a properly made graph-
ite paint should prove more durable and a better

protector than oxide of had. Gr-aphi:e has a
sirong affinity for metal surfaces, and experienced

painters claiiii that even where light colors are de-

sirable graphite paint should le used as a priming
coat. Again, graphite is impervious to the actron

of heat, co'd. sea air, acid or alkali fumes, which
are more or less destructive agens to lead paints.

The Jo.seph Dixon Crucible Company. .Fersey City.

N. J., have manufactured a pure linseed oil and
graphite paint for over 25 years, and have some
VI rv convincing testimonials of its value.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
V. S. Patents Issued Oct. 30, 1894.

528,149. Trolle -Ciilclipr; WoodsoQ J). Cobb. Fort
Wortb, Tex. Filed ,\[ay '19. iS^l. Tiie pivoLal trolley
wheel has a spring: actaaLed supporcins frame anil a
itch for connecting the pole to the frarae. A trip is ar-

ranged at ihe free end of l hs p^le for encasement with
trolley wire upon tb.3 dismointius of the trolley vv heel
from Slid wire, connections b-jins nrnvided between the
trip and said catch. (See illustration.)

52S,*201. A»*jiiaiurp for Dviiaiiao-Klectrie Ma-
cliiups and .^letliod f maklus; Same; fhoinns
H. Hicks, Detroit, Mich. Filed July li, 1S93. 'I hi.s

method of windin;; an armature core wirh conduoCor-
bobblns consisisof winiinjj each bobbin with two layois
of coils formed of the same conductor and arran^i'g

No. 528.119.

the tcrnn'naU of each bobbin in the outer layer of coils.
The under layer of ail of the bobbins is wound before
winding any of the outer layer.

528,268. ObmnKtcr; .Arakelyan H. Armen. Lynn,
M-iss. Filed April '^1. 189i. There is a Wheatstone
bridge in the lower part of ihe box and a rheostat m its
higher part, conlaininK a coil and u magnet without the
caeinc. and there are an index and projecting pointer
above the rheostat in the case.

528,283. Automatic Bi'iler-clcaiier ; John H.
Harr, Hoanokc. Ind.: John M. Bnrr. adminis'rator of
eald John H. Barr, deceased. Filed July 10. ]iiXi. There
iHa (nip fnr the inflow of water from the boiler to the
outflow pipe conncclcd Ihi-reto concisti k of a cane-
Bbapcd receiver. An inclObing cage for the receiver is
adapted to form a 8pace for the flow of wai or and fccum
around the receiver, and la provided with apertures ar-

II 1 t I
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No. c/28.:m.

i ranKCf] at dilFcront and graduated hclghtH formiog Iho
only itorUi to b lid upfioc, A fiultom for the inclosing
COM; in placed below the rim of Ibe receiver, bo as lo per-
mit Water and rtcuiii to puttJi freely into LImj receiver.

528,298. i ur Ffiidcr ; William (i. Kerr. Providence.
IC I. Fll'd .Ian. 'l2. IMJl, fJuldcH nro ndjiiHlably hc-
cured toa cnr-body.t-htmkB being movable in lUn guides.
.*'ide nrinM are pivored to ih;; Hhanks to move vertically,
Meana aie provided for Hiinporting (be fender In the
plane of the Hhank". and a device for depruHties the for-
wttrd end of ibe fendL-r.

528,313. c;abli>-i;rlppcr; JameH Whitall, Chicago.
III. Filed May h\ IHtfl. A Hullabte frame or support
carrleH a cam. and a wrlptiing jaw Ik engnged by Ihe earn
and capable of moving r'jlatlvelv thereto in ibc direc-
tion of tbti lenglb of the cable. The jaw, having a yield-

ins: friction pad, is adapted to eneage the cable, and
rollers are adapted lo engage and bite the cable when
the friction pxd is campressed.

528,330. Conduit S Hteiu for Electric R^il-
wayn; John 13, Linn, Cleveland, Assignor of one-ha'lf

o^;8,3^9.

to Oliver S. Relly, Springfield. O. Filed Dec. 9, 1-93.

The system comprises a slot rail formed of beams hav-
ine: a groove therein, a conductor in the bottom of said
groove, and a channel iron in Ihe top of said groove,
and contHCting boxes arranged between said beams,
and also provided with gronves to form a continua-
tion of the grooved slot rail. (See illustration.)

528,353. liatoliet mecliaiiiKiii ; William H.
Vourg, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 31, 1894. 1 his
patent relates to car brake mechanism, and comprises
the handle, trake shaft, the brake cham shaft, ratchet
whtel on said chain shaft, a pawl and mean? for throw-
ing the pawl into and out of engagement wiih ihe
ratchet wheel by the action of the brake shaft.

52S,359. Clipper tor Cable Railway*; Benjan)in
Brownsteln. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 19, 1891.

This is the combination of grippersconsiBLingof sections
jointed together to move laterally. Th'ere arc oppositely
arranged spring-actuated jointed rods on the sections

T" ^ r- S "'i'
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No. 528, 37r .

to restore them to alignment, and a lever to operate the
jaws, (^'ee illustration.)

528,379. <;io.sed-CouduU l!:irrlrlc UalUvay ;

James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa. Fi ed M ly |i

,

1891. This is an electric railway with a closed conduit
in wliich a main or supply conductor is housed. There
is a sectional working conductor composed of sections
in I he conduit and exposed sections seated in the top of
the conduit and electrically connected to the section iu
theconduit. Mtigneticaily operated switches are pivoted
toihemiii:: conducior, formed with switch plates in
operative relation to the underground sections of the
working conductor and with armatures cIoho to the t;op

of the conduit;. (.See illiiatration.)

528,38'l. <;able *;rlp ; fjcorge C. Ormorod jmd John
II. Char'e-, A'ibury Park. N. J. Fihtd Jan. 'Jl, l.H'.M. Thi-i

cable grip compribcs a vertically movable slide frame

II JIOEi^fliliUL^ 1

i<4
lifcff 'mBUI 1 1 r

or' =S57g,^5lft^pRip^
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"| ^^ 1 irii L
No. .52i.407.

having oppai'itc spring members at Ita lower end. jaws
carried by the spring moiiiberM to engage a cab.c. In-
clined lilockH on the outer sides of the soring memborft,
and vertically movubli) rollers arranged to run on tho
bloeku*

528,407. Ell vat- d Railway Car; Alterh L. Widdis,
Detr->ir, Mich. Filed April 8, 1893. '1 he car has a series

of compartments, and mail bags are adapted to fill said
cjmpavtments, means being at hand fur successively
dropping the lags out of said compartments. (See il-

lusLiatiou.)

528,4:i8. Safety Dev.ce f.>r Electric Car*; John
M. Kelly, Rochester, N. Y. Filed Nov. -.il. 1892. This
is a fender hinged at iLs rear end to the car. with a
pivoted c^ich adapted to be connee.ed withafreeor
forward end of the fender; tne catch is located in posi-

tion and is adapted to be operated by the foot of the
raotorman when he wishes to drop the fender.

528yl'l:.'5". Seoondnjy Rattery ; John K, Rhelts.
S item, Ind. Filed Nov. }•>, 1893. This secondary battery-
has rl series of negative and positive electrcdes each
consisting of a flattened leaden receptacle ha* ing ends
and bottom closed and its side vi'alls perforated,
l liC alternate members of the series are provided at.

opposite end^ with integral luas projecting from their
Uj.per ends and fjrming two series of binding posts.

.

1 he central lu^s of each scries are providid with two

boit holes, and the rcnunning lugs of the respective
series are benL inward laierally und bo. Led lo ii.e

central lugs by bolts passca through the Jower bole
holes.

528,47 7. S.upply System for Eleclric Rail-
wst« js; Charles H. Harkins, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec.
9, 1893, Claim 1 reads: "In an electric railway, inde-
pendent switches located at intervals along ttie track
and each comprising a housing liaviug a contact point"
which is jn electric couneciion with a main conductor,

,

ana each housing having a flexible portion adapted lo
yield laterally w th relation lo said contact point, an
arm secured to and carried by the flexible portion of
the housing, and a brush secured lo the flexible portioa
of the housing and adapted lo be engaged by a plate
on the moving car, whereb.v tbcie is imparted to said
arm a laterally swinging vibration lo or-ng it into en-
gagement with said contact pomt." (See illustration).

528,492. Car-ttrnko Ratcliet-ltaiidle; John
Seeberger, 'A'est Troy, N. Y. ; filed Apiil 18, 1891. This
is an improvement iu a riitchet brake handle for use on
street cars.

528,49-1. Closed Conduit for Electric Rail-
wavw; William E. Stearns, Berlin. Conn., Assignor, by
direct and mesne assignment?, of onr-thirri to David L.
Hradt, J -"hn P. (^oglilin and Frank O. l^lummer. Wor-
cester. Mass. Filed April 7, 1891. A compressible re-

silient insulating envelope has an electric conducior
inclosed in it, and a traveling trolley plate has a down-

No, 528,491.

wardly extending perfora^-ed olf^et portion for shed-
ding water; the plate carries a series of trolley wheels

^

— co-operating with tho ccnductoi. (Sec illustraiion.)

528,500. Saiidiiiir Device for l{ulUvay^; Charles
H Andrcw.s. Lebanon. Pa., Assignor, by direct and
mesne assi«nmenta of sixteon-twcniiol bs to Thomas

. Willlamp. Clinton J. Uarr. Joim IC. Uaudenbusb and
Simon P. Light

f
same place. Filed June 7, 1891. This

is Iho combinarionof a tank oi\rcccptiicle mounted upon
a frame having a Bhaft-bearing at one end and a spout
at the other, of a spiral conveyor bearing ut one end in
the spnut the other end being formed into a tshaft which
bears in the opening in the oiiposite end wall of the
fraiiic. A slirrer is mounted in tho tank or rdceiitacio
and hay perii>hcral T)rojeclioii8 which are engaged by
tho spirul convojor.
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Stiperiority of a On Monday last the unfinished

Weekly. roof of the new car house that

the Trenton Passenger Railway

Company is erecting collapsed, and the structui'e

was badly damaged. The accident was a mysteri-

ous one, and no satisfactory explanation has yet

been found. We are able in this number to present

illustrations of the damaged building. We mention

the fact merely to cite it as one of the cases that

demonstrate the superiority of a weekly street-rail-

way paper as compared with a monthly in the

matter of presenting news while it is fresh.

Indianapolis Company The attempt to invalidate

Sustained, the franchise of the Street

Railway Company of the

City of Indianapolis has signally failed. The court

finds that the company has rights which the

municipality cannot disregard. Judging from the

fact that the stock has of late increased in value,

we fancy tliat the investing public passed on the

question and anticipated the decision. Munici-

palities have not been very successful of late in

their efforts to trample on street railway com-
panies. The City of Detroit found itself badly

beaten a few days ago in an attempt of this sort,

aud now the Indianapolis company feels so confi-

dent of its position that it proposes to make large

expenditures of money in new construction im-

provements.

Elevated and Surface The annual report of the Man-

Eailways, hattan Elevated of New York,

a summary of which appears

in our financial department, shows that in the last

year the company carried 24,000,000 passengers less

than during the previous twelve months. It is not

difficult to discover where the business went. Dur-

ing the same period the Metropolitan Traction Com-
pany's business increased between 11,000,000 and

13,000,000, and the traffic of the Third avenue road

grew materially. The loss of business by the Man-

hattan has caused a vast amount of comment, and

the increase is generally ascribed to the fact that the

surface lines have introduced exceedingly liberal

systems of transfers. Reiiidents in the uptown dis-

tricts find that they can ride to and from their

offices about as quickly on surface cars, by availing

themselves of the transfer privileges, as they can

when they patronize the elevated trains, situated

perhaps at some little distance from their offices or

homes.

Storage Battery An esteemed correspondent of

Traction, the Street Railway Ga-

zette writes that he con-

siders an editorial paragraph on the storage battery

traction in our list issue rather harsh toward

those who are working to develop the accumu-

lator for purposes of street-car propulsion. It is

certainly not our intention to discourage those

who are indeavoring to produce results of value

in any department of the street railway field, and

it is true beyond a doubt that no class of workers

has tried more faithfully to reach success than

those who have put money and time into storage-

battery railway enterprises. Up to this time,

however,' the results have been so tmiformly dis •

appointing that street-railway men, as a class,

have ceased to be interested in them, and have

quite generally formed the opinion that the stor-

age battery cannot be applied with success to pur-

poses of traction. However, there are still many

workers in the field who entertain a different

opinion, who are confident that the problem is

soluble, and that success is near at hand. For

these we wish all the good fortune that can pos-

sibly attend their laborious and persevering efforts.

We have been informed that two Eastern street

railway companies propose soon to introduce stor-

age battery cars, and no one will be more ready

than we shall be to chronicle that they are suc-

cessful in operation.

Street Eailways in Those who have followed the

Canada, news from Canada that has

appeared in the weekly let-

ters from Ottawa in the Street Railway Gazette,

have noticed that there is great activity in electric

railway work on the other side of the line. A great

deal of construction is under way, far more is pro-

jected, and the greatest interest seems to be taken

in transportation enterprises. It is possible that

when the American Street Railway Association

meets in Montreal next fall, the supply men, ,

who are always in evidence at such gatherings,

may find that Canada offers a far more promis.

ing and lucrative field than they bad ever

realized. The progress in eUctric railway work
that has been made in Ontario and Quebec

since the last meeting of the National Electric

Light Convention in Montreal has been little short

of marvelous. At that time Montreal had abso-

lutely nothing to show in the way of improved

rapid transit facilities. The street car system was

decidedly out of date, and as far as could be judged

from limited observation, it was exceedingly poor,

even for a horse railroad. The cars were small

,

the service infrequent and the track construction

abominable. At that time there was talk

of im[irovement in the street railway fa-

cilities of the city, but many of the con-

servative residents seemed to think an electrical

equipment an exceedingly doubtful expedient.

The grades are steep, and during a considerable

portion of the year the blanket of snow and ice

covering the streets made it necessary to abandon

horse cars and substitute sleighs. This notion has

since disappeared, as since that time an electric

railway system that will compare with that which

can be found in any American city has been in-

stalled, and improvements are constantly being

added. Ottawa has a splendid system of transpor-

tation for a city of its size. This city, in fact, in-

troduced electricity successfully before the at-

tempt was made in Montreal, and its operation

demonstrated conclusively that a road operated by

electric power coiUd be kept open throughout all

the rigors of a Canadian winter. The street rail-

way system in Toronto has reached magnificent

proportions, and new roads are constantly swelling

the list of rapid transit Imes throughout Canada.

Only a few days ago a new electric railway at

Hamilton w,'is opened to the public. Canada offers

a splendid opportunity for the operation of elec-

tric roads by electricity, for the reason that the

power can be economically generated from the

scores and even hundreds of waterfalls throughout

Ontario and Quebec. The time cannot be far dis-

tant when a great many of the waterfalls, whose

power is now going partially or wholly to waste,

will be utilized in driving electric generators, and

a part of their current will doubtless be used for

transportation purposes.
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SPECIAL SERVICE ON STREET R&ILWAY
LINES.

The street railway mail service in the city of

Pittsburgh was started on Nov. 12. The first road

on which trolley mail cars were in operation was

the main line of the Duquesne Traction Company,

and mail was delivered from the main postoffice to

one of the stations in East Liberty. According to

the present schedule there will be 14 deliveries from

the main office and 11 to the main office. It is

stated that the system will soon be extended to all

the branch postoffices of Pittsburgh, Allegheny and

the adjacent towns to each by the electric lines.

It is proposed to introduce into the Pennsylvania

Legislature bills that will enable street railway com-

panies to enlarge their field of their usefulness.

It is thought by some that great opposition will be

made to a provision allowing the companies to

carry freight, but it is thought that the same ob-

jection would not be urged against granting them
the privilege of carrying express in cities. Such a

service would involve the construction of special

cars, but those who have looked over the subject

are inclined to believe that the expenditure would

be justified, as it is a fact that in every large city

the hauling of baggage alone is an extremely large

and lucrative business.

Plans have been drawn for an ambulance car to

be operated on the St. Louis lines, and it will be

constructed by the St. Louis Car Company. Al-

ready an ambulance car is in operation in the city.

but it is not equipped in as elaborate a style as such

a vehicle should be, but the new car, it is stated,

will be a model in every respect, and will be far

more u-seful than the ordinary lumbering ambu-

lance.

GETTYSBURG ELECTRIC RAILWAY LITI-
GATION.

The jury of seven appointed to assess the dam-
ages that should be awarded to the Gettysburg

Electric Railway Company for its land that is to

be taken by the government recently fixed upon

$30,000 as the proper amount. The company, how-
ever, is not satisfied with the award, as it claimed

it is insufficient to compensate it. Exceptions

have been filed to the report of the jury of award.

Iq these it was submitted that the act of Congress

approved Aug. 1, 1888, under which the condem-
nation proceedings were instituted, provides for

the acquisition of real estate by the United States

by condemnation only for the erection of public

buildings or for other public uses. The taking of

the trolley company's land for the purposes of a
national park, it is claimed, is not authorized

under this act, as there is nothing said about

condemnation of property belonging to private per-

sons. It is also stated that the strip of land sought

to be condemned is over 6,000 feet in length, and
ig an integral part of the right of way of one of the

branches of the company's road , and that the etfect

of its condemnation would be to cut the branch in

two, destroy its continuity and prevent its further

operation. The acts of Congress approved Aug. 1,

1888, and March 3. 1893, and the joint resolution

adopted .lune 0, 1894, it is urged, were not intended

to authorize the Secretary of War to procure for

the Uniteil States by condemnation any land which
had been already devoted to a public use.

A number of other reasons are given why the

condemnation of the land should not hold good,

and it is asserted that a large amount of the testi-

mony presented at the hearings was irrelevant and
inadmisBible.

CONSOLIDATED CO.S NEWABK FRANCHISE.

In the last issue of the StkeI';t Raii^way
Gazette mention was made of llic fact the Su-
preme Court of New .Jersey had handed down a
decision declaring invalid an ordinance adopted by
the Board of Public Works of Newark, giving the

company a franchise to certain streets in that city
The franchise related lo five miles of street in the
penter of the city of Newark. David Young, the

manager of the company, is quoted as stating that

if the decision is not reversed it would injure the

company to the extent of $iOO,000 in anticipated

revenues from the proposed extension of tracks.

The company's attorney has been instructed to

prepare an appeal to he presented at the next ses-

sion of the Court of Errors and Appeals.

THE TRIMBLE CAR FENCER.

A car fender possessing several novel features

has recently been patented by James A. Trimble,

of New Yorii, and is shown in the accompanying

engravings. It consists of two folding arms or

Fender Foldea.

guards attached to the under side of the car plat-

form and designed to fold back of the line of the

platform out of the way of the drawbar and

bumper.

This arrangement does not interfere with the

use of trailers or the storing of cars close together

in the carhouses. The folding arms are connected

together by a net of canvas about three feet wide

and extending the full width of the track.

The fender is normally carried folded, and at a

height of 8 inches above the rails. In case of ac-

cident the motorman, by touching a trip conven-

iently located on the platform, with his foot, re-

leases powerful springs which instantly throw

the fender out to its extended position. There

being no rigid bar or iron pipe across the front of

the fender, the danger of bruising or breaking of

ankles is obviated.

In the extended position, the fender is carried

about 3 inches from the ground, and is so arranged

that on striking an immovable object, such as a

high paving block, it will rise over the obstruc-

tion.

The weight of a body falling on the net or can-

vas draws the movable sidearms toward the center,

and forms a pocket in which the person is securely

held uutil the car is stopped.

The device is especially simple, and in recent

trials has given excellent satisfaction.

CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE.

Our esteemed weekly contemporary, the Street
Railway Gazettis, has good eyes. It published
the address of Governor Northcn, of Georgia, wel-
coming the street railway delegates to Atlanta,
and seeing the kindly allusion in it to the jB/cc-

<rJca/ /ierjcw, of course, included it in full. All
of our other contemporaries failed to see this para-
graph in the Governor's address, or we are sure
they would have published it, too.— IClevlrkal He-
view.

To be sine. We are always glad to print a good
word for any of our esleomod contemporaries.

The practice of suppressing the name of a journal

upon all occasions on the theory that it may gain

an advantage from the gratuitous advertisement is

pretty small business, and it forms no part of the

policy of the Street Railvs^ay Gazette. We
laid a small %vager that the Gazette would alone

be liberal enough to print the allusion in question,

and we are wearing the hat.

INDIANAPOLIS CITIZENS' COMPANY WINS
ITS SUIT.

The Citizens' Street Railroad Company of In-

dianapolis has been victorious in its litigation

with the City Railroad Company of that city.

The question to be determined was whether the

former company, which controlo the street rail-

way system of Indianapolis, has had any right to

use the streets since last January. The city took

the position that the franchise expired at fhat

time, and it had granted a franchise in 1893 to the

City Railway Company giving it the right to op-

erate in the city. Litigation was instituted on

behalf of the City company to enable it to secure

rights in the streets in which it was alleged that

the operating company was a trespasser. The
Citizens' company alleged that the franchise was

a perpetual one under an Indiana statute.

The hearing in the suit tijok place last July be-

fore Judges Woods and Baker in the United Slates

Circuit Court. The decision in favor of the Citi-

zens' company was given by Judge Woods. He
denifd the power of the Council to terminate the

life of the Citizens' company, even for what ad-

vantages to the municipality there might be in the

City company's franchise; and held that it is not

a question of perpetuity of charter, but of amend-
ment, alteration or repeal by the Legislature,

which alone has sovereign power. The Council

had only the powers of an agent of the State. Its

acts could not bind the State, and therefore the

other party to its contract could not be bound by

any contractual arrangement. Judge Baker filed

a dissenting opinion, finding that the franchise did

not expire until 1901. The decision of Judge

Fender in Position.

Woods prevails, as he is the ranking judge. In the

course of his opinion he says:

In short, whatever power is dependent solely

upon the grant of the charter, and which could
not be exercised by unincornorated private persons
under the general laws of the State, is abrogated
by the repeal of the law which granted these spe-

cial rights. Personal and real property acquired
by the corporation during its lawful existence,

right.s of contract, or choses in action so acquired,
and which do not in their nature depend upon the
general powers conferred by the charter, are not
destroyctl by such repeal : and the courts may, if

the Legislature does not provide some special rem-
edy, enforce such rights by the means within their

power. The rights of the shareholders of .such a
corporation to their interest in its properly ar<»
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not annihilated by such a repeal, and there must
remain in the courts the power to protect those
rights. In that case, which concerned a street
railway franchise, the repealing act contained ex-
pre.-s provision for compensation to be made by
the corporation which was authorized to "enter
upon and use any part of the tracks of any other
street railroad," if the corporations interested could
not agree upon the " compensation to be paid
therefor": so that the efiecl of the repeal without
provision for such compensation wasnot before the
court. Nevertheless, the principle declared, I think,
must be accepted as sound. The unrestricted ri2:ht

NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT.
,TROLLEY MAIL SERVICE.

The Rapid Ti-ansit Comoiissioners of New York
gave hearings on Tuesday and Wednesday to those

who desired to suggest changes in the route of the

proposed road. None of the recommendations

possessed any great significance. Ex-Mayor
Abram S. Hewitt made this point

:

The idea of operation which I have in mind is a
confoiidation of all the roads—the rapid transit
system which you are to build, the surface roads
and the elevated roads. It would seem to me to

George F. Stone, second assistant postmaster-

general, in the annual report of the Post Office De-

partment, refers as follows to trolley mail service :

The electric car line is becoming each year a
more important factor in mail transportation. Ser-
vice is now in operation on 47 such lines at the
rates fixed by law for the carriage of mails on
steam roads. The routes thus far established are
comparatively short, tlie longest being but 18 miles
in length. Consideration is now being given to the
feasibility of utilizing electric and other rapid
motor street car lines to facilitate the transporta-
tion of mails in the important cities between the
main post office and branch offices, and to and from
the railway stations. A plan of this kind would
probably include the running of a special car over
fhe several street lines for the exclusive use of the
mail service, not only for carrying locked pouches,
but in which a certain amount of distribution
would be possible.

mt s» i

PROBABLE ELECTRIC RAILWAY LEGISLA-
TION IN PENNSYLVANIA.

DAMAGtD CAR HOUSE IN TRENTON.

of repeal being reserved by the Legislature, a repeal
must be regarded as valid and effective, whether
or not accompanied with provisions for the just dis-

position of the corporate property rights. If such
provision is not made, " there must be in the courts
the power to protect those rights " But without
statutoi'y provisions to that effect, it is not per-
ceived how a court could compel a new company
to take the tracks and equipment of the company
whose franchise had been terminated.

If, therefore, the right o( the Citizens' Street
Railroad Company to occupy the streets of the
city and run its cars upon existing lines has ceased,
and under its contract the City Railroad Company
has a right—not, of course, to take possession of
and use the tracks of the other company—but to

put its own tracks in the place thereof, then we
are confronted with a case either of indirect confis-

cation or of the destruction of property. The Citi-

zens' company must either remove its tracks, de-
stroying tljeir value, or it must accept such price
as the City company shall choose to give—and that
is equivalent to confiscation. While an enactment
to that eilect w-~.uld perhaps not be invalid, a
construction which leads to such results should not
prevail when a reasonable interpretation is possi-

ble which involves no wrong or hardship either
to the parties or to the public. The decision in
Louisville Natural Gas Company vs. State ex rel.

R'iynolds. 13.5 lud. 49, overruling city of Bush-
ville vs. Rushville Natural Gas Company, 13a Ind.
573, is, I think, not wittiout significance in respect
to the interpretation of the statute now under con-
sideration. The power given street railway com-
panies by the statute to mortgage their property
and franchises indicates a purpose that the
franchise should be a continuing one. Of what
value is a mortgage on a franchise which is to

expire before or near the time when the mortgage
will be enforcible ? The doctrine that parties

may, by their conduct, put an interpretion upon
their contracts is not applicable where adverse
public interests are involved. The public is not
bound by the acts of officers contrary to law, no
matter how long maintained and acquiesced in.

According to Reiner vs. Oxiey, 80 Ind. o.SO, to

which reference has been made, parties may
interpret their own contracts " so long as their

interpretation does not result in a contract which
lor some reason is in itself unlawful."

The case will be appealed to the United States

Supreme Court.

Of the significance of ^the decision, Augustus L.

Mason, president of the company, says:

" The practical bearing of the decision is that it

puts the company in a position to get the money
needed for new improvements. Many miles of

track need to be relaid. Some suburbs have been

urgent for extended lines ; more cars are needed.

These tilings take cash counted by tlie liundredsof

thousands of dollars, and I believe the decision of

the court brings them nearer. This is the trust re-

posed in the company to give the people complete

and adequate facili ties, and the decision of the

Fedaral court now makes it easier for this public

trust to be faithfully discharged."

be one of yourfirstduties to provide for some terms
lor transfers for the whole of such a system. I

have no interest in any of these roads. I believe
that you will have no trouble in arranging for these
Ir.insfers. If it were to be done it would have a
great effect upon your ideas of routes for the rapid
transit lines. In such a case you would perhaps
have no need to go above the Grand Central Sta-
tion on the east side, nor to build a west side route.

ROOF OF A TRENTON CARHOUSE
COLLAPSES.

Shortly before noon on Monday last the roof

trusses of the Trenton Pass'-nger Railway Com-
pany's new carhouse suddenly fell, carrying away
pa' t of the partition wall and causing about $10,000

damage. The new carhouse is located at Lalor

and Second streets, and covers a plot of ground

about 100 X 300 feet. The south end of the build-

ing will be used for storing cars, and that portion

north of the partition wall, measuring about

7.5 X 93 feet, will be fiited up as a repair

shop and will be completely equipped witli

Now that the Republicans have complete con-

trol of all the executive and legislative depart-

ments in the State of Pennsylvania, it will be

interesting to learn what disposition they will

make of the several important measures that will

be introduced in the legislature npxt year by inter-

ests representing street and electric railways. The
Stockholder has already called attention to three

of the most important of these bills—the right to

consolidate, the right of eminent domain, and the

right to carry geneial merchandise, or, in other

words, to engage in the transportation of freight.

Messrs. Quay, Magee and other leading politicians

favor some of these bill-', notably the righc of con-

solidation, and it is believed they will favor any

legitimate legislation which will enhance the value

of stieet and electric railway companies. Their

approval of such bills is equivalent to their enact-

ment into law, and if they are introduced, as an-

nounced they would be, there is every likelihood

that before next summer electric railway com.
panies in this Stale will enjoy almost as great

privileges as steam railroads.

—

PhUaclelphia Stock-

holder. ^
BARN OF THE NORTH EAST COMPANY,

KANSAS CITY, BURNED.

The car barn of the North East Street Railway

Company of Kansas City, Mo., was burned Nov-

ember 7th. The loss was about 820,000, which is

INTERIOR OF THE CAR HOUSE IN TRENTON. -SITE OF REPAIR SHOP.

modern machine tools and appliances for making all

necessary repairs. This part of the building was

nearest completed, the side walls being finished

and all of the roof trusses in position, 'these

trusses were six in number, about 35 feet liigh and

94 feet span. All six trusses fell at the same time

and toward the Lalor street or south end of the

building. At the time there were 13 men at

work, but fortunately only one was seriously

hurt. The cause of the accident is in doubt, as the

work throughout appears to have been done in a

thorough and careful manner.

fully covered by insurance. Thirteen motor cars,

of which eight were new and the others old, were

destroyed. Two new car bodies were saved.

It was supposed that the building was fired either

accidentally by a tramp or maliciously by a dis-

charged employee. The night foreman and an

assistant by chance discovered the northeast cor-

ner of the building in a blaze. The men found

that the barn had been set on fire from beneath

and that the house was ablaze on the exterior at

that corner, and tliat a large pile of oak wood used

for repair purposes and stacked up over the exposed
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place was on fire inside from the flames eating

through the floor. The two men fought the fire

with buckets and tiu-ned in an alarm.

The place is outside of the fire limits, and the

nearest water supply is 1,300 feet distant. The

street leading to the barn was in such bad condi-

to be the only known method of preventing de-

structive arcing, and is protected by undisputed

patents.

The fuseboxes in which the fuse shown in the cut

was blown were exhibited at the Atlanta Conven-

tion and served to convince many who had doubted

the efficacy of the magnetic blow-out principle.

and General Sewell, who is well known in Phila-

delphia, and will probably be the next United

States Senator from New Jersey, is prominently

identified with the lines of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road system in New Jersey.

THE EEB FRICTION BEAKE.

KEORGANIZATION OF THE CONSOLIDATED
TRACTION COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY.

Fuse Intact and Fuse Blown.

tion that the fire department could not respond

promptly, and reached the place too late to be of

effective service.

A temporary service on the road was organized

by Receiver Gillham, who borrowed cars from local

companies. The barn will be rebuilt at once.
^ »i '

PROTECTION FROM ARCING BY MAGNETIC
BLOW OUT.

An interesting experiment was recently made at

the Kent Avenue Station of the Brooklyn City

The reorganization of the Consolidated Traction

Company of New Jersey, which controls the elec-

tric railwaysof Newark, Jersey City and Elizabeth,

will take place this month. According to all re-

ports the new board of directors will be composed

of some of the strongest and influential railway

men in the country. The directory will be as fol-

lows according to those who are in a position to

know : William L. Elkins, P. A. B. Widener,

Thomas Dolan, A. J. Cassatt, Clement A. Griscom

and Frank Thomson, of Philadelphia; John D.

Crimmins, J. I. Waterbury and Thomas F. Ryan,

of New York: E. F. C. Young and B. M. Shamley,

of Jersey City; and Gen. W. J. Sewell, of Camden.

Mr. "i'oung, who now fills the position of presi-

dent of the company, will, in all probability, re-

main in that oflSce. Mr. Widener, Mr. Dolan and

Mr. Elkins, it is well known, are directors of the

Philadelphia Traction Company. Mr. Cassatt,

Mr. Griscom and Mr. Thomson are directors of the

The accompanying illustrations represent a new

friction brake for electric cars that was recently

designed by Paris Erb, of Lancaster, Pa. In August

last one of the cars of the Pennsylvania Traction

Company was equipped with a brake of this type,

and has been in regular service since that time. It

is reported that the biaking device has given en-

tire satisfaction.

In the equipment of a car with a brake of this

description, a friction disk of from 20 to 24 inches

in diameter is attached solidly to the axle or to the

side of the car wheel. The second disk or mate fits

loosely on the axle so that it can revolve freely.

The surfaces of these two disks are brought to-

gether by a shifter applied to the loose disk,

and connecting with a lever on the platform

of the car. Chains connecting with the brake

levers are attached to the loose friction disk,

one above and the other below a hub or drum, the

diameter of which is about one-third that of the

friction face. When the two friction faces are

brought together by the action of the lever, by the

hand of the motorman, when the car is in motion,

the loose disk revolves, being can-ied along by the

fixed disk, and as it does so it draws the chain

across the hub, which thus becomes a fulcrum. A
tremendous pull is therefore exerted. As the cut

shows, the chains apply the brake-shoes to all the

wheels.

By this brake the motion of the car is arrested

both by the friction of the two disks and by the

contact of the shoe on the wheel.

A GROUNDED FEEDER.

MAGNETIC BLOW-OUT FUSE CARRIERS.

Railroad Company to test the efficiency of the

mag:neCic blow-out principle in the fuse carriers

which form part of the General Electric Com-
pany's generator equipments. Previous to the test

there had been, on the part of the railroad com-
pany, no little scepticism as to the value of the

magnetic blow-out principle, and the test was
made with the view primarily of proving the cor-

rectness of the claims of the manufacturing com-
pany, that the apparatus would cope with almost

any demand made upon it.

The test was made on the company's dock, be-

hind the .station, under the supervision of Mr.
Walter A. Pearson, superintendent of the station.

Six water rheostats of large capacity were con-

nected into the circuit in series, in order to regulate

the load, and the conductors were brought directly

from two of the four 1,.')00 k. w. multipolar gener-

ators. The fuse blew at 4,400 amperes at ooO volts,

an eijuivalent in horse power of 8,24:5 H. P. The
result of the test was a complete demonstration of

the efficiency of the magnetic blow-out on a very

iwwerful and destructive arc. The cut shows the

down fuse and one of similar capacity intact. It

will be seen that the action of the magnetic blow-
out must have been instantaneous, and, perliaps,

the most remarkable feature is the small amount
of metal blown.

The magnetic blow-jut principle is a special

chaiacteristic of all apparatus manufactured by
the General Electric Company which has to deal
with possible arcs. It is successfully embodied in

the well-known K car controller as well as in the
lightning arreotcrs, fuachoxcs, etc. It is claimed

Pennsylvania. Railroad Company, and Mr. Elkins

is also a director of the sanje corporation.

Mr. Crimmins is known the country over on ac-

A curious accident happened a few days ago on

one of the trolley lines in Philadelphia. In rig-

ging up a derrick near the corner of Fourth and
Arch streets, a contractor drove an iron pin, four

feet long and three inches in diameter, into the

ground near the car track of the Fourth and
Eighth street line. A moment afterward, all the

cars came to a sudden stop. After some investi-

gation is was concluded that the spike had been

driven against a feeder wire, cutting off the insu-

£RB FRICTION BRAKE.

count of his connection with New York street rail-

ways. Mr. Shamley is a well-known railway (con-

tractor; Mr. Waterbury is president of the Manhat-
tan Trust Company, of New York ; Mr. Ryan is

treasurer of the Metropolitan Traction Company;

lation and coining into contact with the bare cop-

per. When the pin was drawn out to ascertain if

this was the cause of the trouble, it was found to

bo red hot, and after its removal the cars moved
as usual.
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CONDUIT ELEOTBIC BAIWAYS : IS THERE
A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM ;

»

BY JOSEPH SACHS.

Scarcely a dozen years ago we did not have a

single inch. I may say, of electric railway in ex-

istence. To-day there are hundrf ds of miles in

this country alone : but, strange to say, although

its advance has been rsost phenomenal and the

success ot the so-called " deadly trolley" has been

Blackpool System.

very great, there has existed a most extensive de-

mand for a substitute for the trolley which should
be free from the various objections which are iii-

herent in the overhead wire; and although we
have advanced in the construction and operation
of motors and gearing and power-house machinery,
we still remain at the same point that we did at

the very beginning in the method of distributing
the power to the motor on the car, namely, by
means of an overhead bare wire. Now two sub-
stitutes have appeared to solve this problem : one
has been the storage battery and the other has
been the underground or conduit system. The
storage-battery car does not need to be explained

;

you are all familiar with it, and I need only say
that, although the storage battery has proved a
failure in the past and a severe loss to many of
those who have invested money in enterprises of
that kind, yet recent successes in that direction
lead us to believe that it is more than a possibility,

in fact a very great probability, that we may have
a very successful storage-battery system in the
near future. 'But the point that I have under con-
sideration to-night is not to solve the problem in
that way, but to solve it by a center-of-distribution

Siemens &. Halske System in Buda Pesth.

method, and 1 say the way to solve the problem in

that way is by the conduit system.
Hundreds of conduits have been tried; thousands

of them, I may say. And I may also say that per-
haps no other branch of electrical engineering can
boast of the vast variety of systems and plans that
have been developed by various promoters as the
class of conduit electric railwavs: in fact, of all the
electric-railway patents in the Patent Office to-day,
over one-half are conduit railway systems. It may
seem strange, but perhaps the first every novice
does who takes up electrical engineering is to de-
vise a conduit electric railway. Probably that is

the very reason why so many have not been suc-
cessful.

Why is it that success has not been obtained V

One reason I have given you; the other is perhaps
on account of some inherent difficulties which I.

however, doubt and which a great many others

'4i^y4'/^'<^

Siemens Surface Contact System.

doubt; and another still is the very large cost of
construction and maintenance, although the main-
tenance would seem to be less than the trolley.

From the fact that there are in operation to-day
two electric conduit systems, it would appear that
we could build other systems of similar character
and somewhat similar construction and have them
work successfully ; but up to date nothing that has
been successful, on a commercial basis, has been

• Abstract o( a lecture delivered before tbc New York
Electrical Society, November 1, 1894,

forthcoming. I think that in order to bring forth a
successful system we must first study the problem
most thoroughly and the real questions to be
solved.

I have taken up the various systems that have
been devised, and divided them into six classes,

and have selected some this evening of the more
important, which I shall describe to you in their
various classes and show you their points of ad-
vantage and disadvantage.
We shall first take up the various open-slot con-

tinuouswire conduits.*
The first system which I shall show you will be

the well-known Bentley-Knight system, which
was, as you all well know, one of the first at-

tempts ever made in this country to solve the
rapid-transit problem by means of electricity.

One illustration which I present shows the Bent-
ley-Knight conduit as tried at Cleveland. It con-
sisted of a very small open-slotted conduit wi;h
two wires suspended therein. The other view
shows the plow. The conduit was exceedingly
small, and, although this road was operated for
some time, it was at last abandoned. The road
was opened in 18H4. and, as I say, was the first at-

tempt at electric traction on a commercial opera-
tive basis in this country.
The Bentley-Knight people, however, were not

satisfied with that attempt and got out another
system. It had also a very small conduit, but in-

Love System.

stead of placing it in the middle of the track it

was located at the si.:le of the rail. Two wires
were located therein, and the plow coming down
from the car came in contact with the wires, one
on epch side.

_ Another view shows a conduit installed as early
as 188.5, and although the apparent conditions
w.ould be exceedingly against its successful opera-
tion, strange to say it is operating to-day and pay-
ing dividends. I have reference to the Black-
pool system, or Blackpool conduit, which is

operated in Blackpool, England, to-day. The
conduit is exceedingly small and the two wires are
supported nearly directly below the slot, yet, as I

say, the conduit is in daily operation.
The system which I now describe is the far-

famed Siemena-Halske system, which is in opera-
tion to-day at Budapest. Theconduit is a peculiar
one. It is located directly beneath the rail. The
car wheel is very dissimilar to that used in this

country. It is a centrally flanged one, the flange
running betw een the two rails, the object being to
keep the slots open at nil times. Two wires are
used, one each side of the slot, although only one
is shown here. Strange to say. this conduit has
been in daily operation since 1889 ; dividends are
paid by the road, and 60 cars are operating on six

miles of double track. But I doubt veiy much

Section of Love Conduit.

whether a conduit of that size would operate on
this side.

Next we have, perhaps, the latest addition to

open-slot conduits, which is proving more or less

successful. I have reference to what is called the
" Love conduit." The yoke you see there is a con-
struction adopted at Chicaso, where this system
was first introduced. You see the promoters of
this system had a better idea of the problem to be
solved. We have here a large conduit and the
wire placed high and dry, and furthermore about
the most important thing of the system is that the
wire is rendered accessible by placing above the
a detachable slot rail or cover which can be raised
at any time to permit inspection of the wire. It

did not prove satisfactory for some reason or other,
however, and when the same system was inti"o-

diiced in Washington another form of construction
was adopted.
One trouble, no doubt, was that a cheap conduit

* For a number of the illustrations accompanving this
article we are indebted to Electricity, ai New York.

was wanted, which seemed to be the underlying
principle of this whole matter, and for that reason
the heavy yoke was replaced by a simple trough
located between the tracks. This conduit, I under-
stand, is to nay in operation in Washington, and
whether fully successful or not I do not know.
Now we come to some of the possibilities and

suggestions. One is the Griffin conduit, the only
feature of which consists in the fact that the con-
duit is divided into two compartments, in one of

Zell System.

which the wire is located, the other being used
for drainage. The advantage of this form of

construction is apparent and is also borne out in

the form of construction which is called the Zell

conduit, in which we have a drainage tube in the
center beneath the slot, the wire being supported
in two separate compartments, one on each side of

the drainage tube. Both of these systems, as I say,

are suggestions.
Now you will please lake notice that most of

those various forms of open-slot conduits which I

have shown you possess several points of disadvan-
tage. First, they have the disadvantage that in

nearly all the forms which havebeen tried thecon-
duit has been extremely small; the wires have
been unprotected and poorly located; they have
been placed low instead of high; the insulators

have been poor and inaccessible; and the problem
seems to have been attacked from the wrong stand-
point, namely, to get a cheap system to compete
with the trolley.

We will leave the open-slot conduit for a while
and take up what we call the movable lip or cover
conduit. In this form of construction the aim has
been to protect the wire by covering up the slot

except when the trolley is passing. One of Ihe
best known of this kind of systems is the Van
Dcpoele conduit, the invention of the late well-

known electrician, Mr. Van Depoele. He devised
a form of construction which is shown in the two
accompanying illustrations, both of which have
fiexible lips which cover the slot of the conduit

Van Depoele System with Flexible Lip.

containing the wire. The conduit in one, as you
see, is very small, and there are two lips which
press together over the slot which are pushed aside
by the plow of the car as it comes along, but
close again after the car has passed.

In another form which Mr. Van Depoele has de-
vised he puts the same construction inside of the
somewhat larger conduit.

In still another form the wire is located in a
trough within the slotted conduit and covered by
two shutters which are pushed aside by the plow.
These shutters are made in short sections and close

up again after the plow has passed

.

Now we come to another system which has re-

cently been exploited in this country, called the
Patterson system . The conduit is very small and
divided into two compartments. The wires are

Van Depoele System with Flexible Lip.

located in one department and there is a cover
which is pushed aside by the plow. The construc-
tion needs no explanation. This system has not
yet been tried.

The difficulty with these open-slot flexible cover
or movable cover conduits is practically the same
as with the previous class, with the additional dis^

advantage that we have not as yet found a flexible

material that will stand the strain of eVery^day
railway traffic, and the shutters when made of
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metal cause a great deal of noise and do not seem
to aflford much protection against injury to the
wire.
The next class we come to is known as the sur-

face contact system. It holds forth certain alliu--

mg attractions in the way of cheap first cost and
dispenses with the open slot, and has therefore re-

ceived agreat deal of attention. The system is

typified by the well-known Lineff system and has
been tried experimentally. It consists of a sec-
tional iron contact rail which is flush with the
street surface. It is made in sections of six to ten
feet, placed on top of the conduit, which is entirely
closed, and is composed of some insulating material

the car has passed and the magnet passed the sec-
tion the lever beneath will drop back and discon-
nect.

We have a system of Lieutenant Patten's, which
is very much the same as the Lineff system. It

fiilinil)'! '|if;np

Lineff; System.

in which is laid a strip of copper attached to the
bottom of which Is a strip of iron, and this com-
posite strip is connected with the source of supply.
Upon the car, placed longitudinally with the track,
is a magnet having a wheel at each end. When
the magnet is energized the composite strip is

attracted up against the rail and naturally connects
that section of the rail with the dynamo; and so

as the car moves along the magnet pulls up the
strip and connects each successive section of the
contact rail with the source of supply, and thus

Van Depoele Magnetic Surface Contact System.

consist of a band of iron, as you see, and upon the
car is mounted a magnet, the difference being that
this magnet is placed transversely instead of longi-
tudinally to the track. The band is pulled up
against the rail by the magnet which forms the
magnetic switching device, and also against a cen-
tral contact which forms the sectional conductor.
And we have a system devised by Messrs. Mc-

Elroy , Nicholson & McTighe. One of these as shown
is very simiiar to one of the forms of the Van
Depoele system. Instead of using a sectional rail
contact, plates are used which are located between
the track on boxes in which the switch mechanism
is placed. The poles of the magnet are very long
and project from the plate on one box to the next.
In the box a small lever is pivoted and connected
to the supply wire. When the magnet on the car
is over the box the lever is attracted up against the

LINEFF SYSTEM.

supplies the motor on the car. I will not dwell
any longer on this system as I have a number of
others to show you.
We have another surface contact system, de-

vised by Mr. Van Depoele, which is practically the
same in principle. The contact conductor consists
of a number of sections on the surface of the street;
the contact device or collecting plow consists of a
magnet, the poles of which are brushes. The
switching device is a small car which runs upon
rails In the conduit and directly beneath the sec-
tional contacts. The lovyer rails form the supply
conductor and the oar acts as a connection be-
tween it and the section above. As the motor car
runs along, the magnet beneath pulls the little car

contact plate and connects the same with the sup-
ply wire, and the current is taken off by the long
bar which forms the pole of the magnet. As will
be understood, the long bar is long enough to span
two contact plates.

There is another system, in which the boxes are
located in the center of the track, devised by the

Section of Lineff Conduit.

in the conduit after It and thereby connects each
successive section with the supply wire.
Then we have another system of Mr. Van De-

poele's, in which are a number of levers inside of
the conduit beneath tbt* sectional conductor, and
as a magnet moves along the switch levers are
pulled up agninst the respective sections, and in
that way the cont.Tct is made all along the line in
each section of surface contact conductor. After

Patten's Surface Contact System.

inventors. Instead of liaving a lever an electro-
magnet is used, and the current is sent down
thromrh each successive contact head and through
the magnet, and the connection made between the
contact plate and supply wire, just as In the mag-
netic switch by the m.agnetic plow. Instead of
using a magnet at the bottom of the car, a brush
or contact bar Is used. The current Is sent down
through the head into the magnet, which then
pulls up the switching device at the bottom instead
of it being directly operated by the magnet on the
car.

We also have a system which I have had a little

experience with and which has made me a little

doubtful respecting the ultimate success of the sur-
face contact system. It is a system in which very
much the same methods were adopted as in the
McElroy, Nicholson & McTighe system. As in the
last system described, contact plates are used, but
the electro-magnets are not placed under the plates
hut ill accessible manholes or placed upon posts
along the road. A number of th^m controlling a
section are grouped together. This shows the sys-
tem. The brush, which is located under the car,
is always in contact with two or more heads. The

ccnduit really consists merely of a small trough in
which the wires are run to the various switching
magnets which are all located together. The sys-
tem was originally the invention of Mr. G. T.
Woods.

{To be continued.)

COMPETITION OF TEOLLEY LINES AND
STEAM EOADS IN PHILADELPHIA.

The extension of the trolley lines to Germantown
and the reduction of fares give that suburb of

Philadelphia an almost unequaled transportation

Patten's Perfected Siemens System.

fervice. The residents can now reach the city l.y

four different %vays—the trolley lines of the People's

Traction Company and the Philadelphia Traction

Company and the Pennsylvania and Reading steam
roads. The trolley lines are likely to draw a very

large amount of traffic from the steam roads, for

the competition is rendered serious, not alone by
the frequency of the service and by the cheapness

of the fare, but by the liberality of the transfer

system introduced by the electric railway com-
panies. Not only can the suburban i-esidents ride

almost ten miles into the city for five cents—that

is, at the rate of about two miles for one cent—but

McElroy, Nicholson & McTighe's 'System.

when they reach the city they can obtain free

transfers, so that without payment of additional

fare can reach almost any part of the city. How
the two railroad companies propose to meet this

competition does not yet appear, but that they must

make some concessions seems to be generally be-

lieved. A Philadelphia financial paper speaks of

the subject in this way :

In the first place there is very little, if any,
doubt as to the probable action to be taken by the

McElroy, Nicholson &. Mclighe's System

steam railroads—they will either have to reduce
their fares or lose the bulk of a business which
heretofore has paid them handsomely. It may all

be true that the opening of the new electric lines

will develop the territory through which they
pass, and thus enable the steam roads) to re-

ceive a proportionate share of the benefits to ac-

crue : but it is also true that it takes time for such
development, and meanwhile the steam roads
must witness a diversion of their passenger traffic

to the electric lines unless they can meet the in-

ducements offered bj' the latter, which, at present,

include lower fare and increased service. It is
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already intimated that the PennsylvaDia and the

Reading will reduce fares, but to what extent is

not known ; even with the same fare as charged
by the electric lines it is not certain by any means
that they will be able to hold their recent propor-

tion of the business.

NOTES OM ELECTBIC TEAMWAYS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.*

BY H, D. WILKINSON.

During the period of the Chicago Exposition
last year I had opportunities of ]ookinj>: into sys-

tems of street traction in that city, and of discuss-

ing points of immediate interest with engineers
from different cities whom it was my privilege to

meet.
For several weeks previous to the opening of the

Exposition the scene for miles round was one of

the greatest activity in the construction of street

tramways, centering from all districts on the south
side, and forming connections from the city main
cable car line. The continuation of the elevated
steam road to the Exposition along Sixty-third

street was also a smart piece of work, including
the erection of six stations and a pin-connected
truss bridge across the IlJincis Central Railroad
track without obstructing traffic. Iiimediately
this line v\as finished, trolley wires were strung
underneath the girders, and the previous horse
car lines, which had grown totally inadequpte
to the traffic, were converted into electric lines.

The motor cars were raiely without trailers,

and in the busiest times of the day two, and
sometimes three, fully loaded passenger cars were
hauled. The term " fuUy loaded," when applied

to cars in America, must be understood in its

most literal sense. Besides all standing and sitting

room being taken up inside, the drivers' and con-
ductors' platforms are closely packed, and people
cling to the outsides wherever there is the smallest
foothold. More than this, I have seen cars on
busy days with people sitting on the window
ledges and climbing on the rcof, and tiie back end
of the car framework weighted out of shape and
scraping the ground. After seeing one motor car
hauling two or three trailers, with 250 people, at

the rale of 10 miles an hour, on roads with no
drainage and covered with mud, I was convinced
that the practice of putting two '25 or 30-horse

motors on one car—which would otherwise
seem a waste of material and power—was
not unreasonable. The full power io, cf course,
not always wanted, and can be regulated by
the controller to suit the traffic; but it is most
important to have motors that will stand extra
heavy work when required, and need no attention.

During the year the number of passengers on all

lines in Chicago was about 288,000,000, or an
Increase of .55,000,000 over the previous year.
The general type of construction in wide thor-

oughfares is with poles planted in the center of the
road between the double track, carrying iron
brackets for the support of trolley and feeder
wires, and the geneiai appearance is far from un-
sightly. This is specially the case when every
other post supports an arc lamp or cluster of in-
candescents and the brackets are ornamental. Span
wires are only necessary at curves and in narrow
thoroughfares. The entire track con.<;tiuction, in-

cluding rails and wires, costs about £1,400
per mile, and the car bodies, with motor
trucks complete, cost about £800 per car.

For a line, say, of five miles of track, with
15 cars, the power station, including build-

ing and machinery, would cost about £5,00'),

and real estate and car barns about £3,000

—

bringing the total cost of equipment to £27,000.
The revenue per car-mile was from 20 to 30 cents,
and the total running expenses 14 to 16 cects, or,

on the average, about 60 per cent, of revenue.
The very energetic body of the American Street

Railway Association is thoroughly representative,
and its members, who are all engaged in tramway
work, think nothing of traveling 1,000 miles to be
present at their annual conventions. At these
gatherings, which occupy three or four days,
original papers and reports of investigations con-
signed to committees at the previous meeting
are read and discussed. An exhibition cf manu-
facturers' supplies is also held at the same
time, and new electric cars of all kinds are
put on the town lines and run on regular service.

Members practically own the town during their
stay; the largest hotels are full, rooms being taken
by represf ntatives of different concerns as tem-
porary offices. The various companies and firms
in the town send in invitations to visit power
houses and works, books of tram tickets are dis-
tributed gratis, and the telephone companies place
their lines at the disposal of members. Time will

not allow me to do more than refer to the very
pleasant participation I enjoyed in the last con-
vention at Milwaukee, Wis. The papers read have
appeared in our own technical press and are con-

* Abstract of an article read before the Institution
of Electrical EngineeiB, London.

sequently well known. The supplies comprised
car bodies, trucks, motors, controllers, fuses and
heaters, track scrapers and sprinklers, steel rails,

points and crossings, compressed mica, and over-

head line gear of all descriptions, everything that

could be put in motion being sunplied with elec-

tric current. Each member received a small choice

souvenir of his visit, the gift of the newly elected

president, Mr. Henry Payne.
I now pass on to some of the questions which are

absorbing attention, and to describe what I saw of

the working of different systems.
The directions in which improvements are sought

comprise chiefly

—

1. Better construction of roadbec's and tracks;
2. Better provision for the return circuit :

3. More uniform distribution of potential along
the route.

Further, in the power-house, the chief questions
are in the driving, governing, and safetv devices,

the best proportion of power between engine and
generator, and the problem of flywheel inertia.

Beyond these there are the questions of practical

and economic systems of delivering energy to cars

in cities and crowded portions of towns, such as by
the storage battery or underground conduit ; and
for long-distance transit the use of synchronous or
of two or three phase motors with transmission of

current by underground feeders at high tension.

Some of these questions have given rise to much
discussion in America, and most of them have
more or less a bearing upon the developmeot of

electric traction in our own country. It appeared
to me, therefore, that I could in some measure
further the progress of the industry in this country
by making such observations and inquiries on the
present working of tramways in the States and
Canada as affected the immediate future; and I

looked forward, on my return to the duty as well

as the pleasure of bringing the results of these in-

vestigations before the inembeisof this Institution.

During the summer of last year I visited the
cities of Detroit and Milwaukee, and in November
—on the completion of my official duties at the
Exposition— the cities of Toronto, Montreal, Buf-
falo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Washington,
and Philadelphia; making also a complete exam-
ination of the electric railroad recently erected on
the Canadian side of the Falls. From the officials

of the various companies whose lines and plant I

investigated I met with the greatest courtesy and
cordiality, and the expressed wish, not only on the
occasion of my visit, but at any future time, to
furnish such information as might be desired.

With regard to roadbed and track construction
there is not much to be said, as the general con-
ditions in America differ considerably from those
in our own country. In many cities, and especial-

ly in the suburbs of large Western cities, the rails

are allowed to project above the roadbed one
inch or two inches, making very rough travel for
other vehicles. In fact, the iron road is counted
of the first importance in inducing people to live

farther out of town and build on the prairie,while
the road for the use of ordinary vehicles is of only
secondary consideration. Alter a few years, as

property goes up in the district, a better founda-
tion is put in, and the roads are leveled up to the
metals by paving blocks or gbi zed bricks. Whole
suburl 13 spring into existence in the wake of the
electric tramway. Enterprise in promoting schemes
is chiefly due to estate-holders seeking to raise the
value of tlieir property, audit is remarkable that
municipal corporations have given away import-
ant concessions for very trifling sums. These con-
cessions after a few years generally become very
valuable, and bring a good return to those who
have sunk capital and taken risk; but it is now be-

coming more usual for corporations to look ahead
and put in clauses that shall let some percent-

age of the profits come in for the improvement of

the streets.

Practice in the Western cities of America is

chiefly with T, flat or step rails, spiked down to

wooden cross-ties or sleepers ; but on the best lines

and in most Eastern cities the channeled girder
rail as used in England has been adopted on ac-

count of smoother travel, less noise and a flush

road surface. The English construction of concrete
foundation has been followed on some lines, using
a 9-inch or 10-inch girder rail. The tendency now
in the States is to put in very heavy girder rails

(90-pound or 100-pound) spiked to wooden sleepers

placed at about two feet centers, which allows a
good deal of spring in the track, and tends to

loosen the bond contacts. Some 72-pound channel
girder rails I saw in progress of laying had grooves

1| inches wide by 1 inch deep. The height and
base both measured 6 inches. There was first an 8-

inch foundation of concrete,upon which the sleepers

(6 by 8 inches) were laid at 2 feet 3-inch centers

and then grouted in. Sand was then tamped
round the base of the rails to the depth of 3 inches,

upon which the paving blocks were laid. The
points and special work were of cast steel.

The question of returning the current direct to

the power-house with as little leakage and loss in

voltage as possible, is one of the most important
in street railway problems. Excluding for the

moment insulated returns, the paths open for the
return current from the cars to the power-bouse
are :

1. By the rails and return feeders.

2. Bv supplementary wires.

3. By the earth.

4. By metallic pipes and cables laid in the earth.
The return feeders include not only those cables

connecting the nearest point on the rails to the
generators in the power-house, but cables brought
in from more distant points of the line, as the con-
figuration of the same and the load may require.
In this matter everything depends on the position
of the power-house with regard to the route of the
line. The primary object in their use is to lessen
the voltage losses at the distant portions of the
line; but in some districts their use has been large-

ly extended, in order to prevent electrolytic effects

on gas and water pipes. The remedy for the
latter is clearly to provide a metallic return of

ample conduotivity, and while on modern lines

improved bonding has done much to effect this,

the addition of return feeders has had the desired
effect in older and badly bonded lines. In Cleve-
land, Ohio, for instance, I found a very extended
use of return feeders, and I was informed by Mr.
Charles W. Wason, Vice-president and electrical

engineer of the East Cleveland Railway Company,
that he bad resorted to their use entirely on ac-
count of electri lytic troubles with the water pipes
of the city, with the result that the action ceased,
and, in addition, about 25 per cent, of the voltage
was saved. Seme idea of the advantage of a sav-
ing in volts, apart from the consideration of speed of
cais, can be gained from the fact that the current
reached 3,000 ampere.«, and that for, say, .50 volts

lost on the line every 1,000 amperes means a con-
tinuous loss of 70 H. p. The return feeders in this

city are carried overhead, and are connected by
riveted joints to the rails at about every 500 feet.

In Buffalo, also, I observed an extensive use of re-

turn feeders, carried underground with the out-
going feeders within the city limits, but overhead
farther out.
Coming now to bonding, I have seen many dif-

ferent specimens of this work, and have some
samples here to-night for the members' examina-
tion.

[The author described at length styles of bonds
that he had seen in use in the United States.]

Some of the older lines in the States, laid before
the value of good bonding was appreciated, show
an enormous loss of voltage from this cause. I

was informed that on an old line in Richmond,
Va., the bonding was done by No. 6 iron wires,

and the same bonds used for a recent extension of

2+ miles, with the result that of 500 volts put into

the line not more than 210 appeared at the distant

end. The matter was investigated inconsequence
of bad working, and good copper bonds substi-

tuted for the iron wire, with the result that the
loss was reduced to five per cent.

Bond wires are subject to corrosion by electro-

lytic action, especially in alkali soils. The wires,

consequently, become thinner and conduct badly,
and some of the current is shunted round the joint

to earth, thus increasing the corrosion. Again,
when the wires get very thin they become heated
and fuse, thus throwing extra load on other feed-

ers. I was informed that the action was prevented
by painting the wires, or coating them with shellac
and asphaltum. The section or number of bond
wires has, of course, to be increased nearer the
power station.

The conductivity of the return circuit has been
increased on some lines by the use of a supple-
mentary wire, which is usually of bare copper |-

inch or i-inch diameter, laid along the center of
the track. Cross connections from all bond joints

are made by copper wire twisted and soldered to

the supplementary wire, and on double tracks the
supplementary wires of each track are connected
every 30 yards. I saw new lines being laid with
these wires in Chicago and Detroit, but I have also

seen lines freshly opened up where the supple-
mentary wires were considerably corroded, and
was informed that their life was about two years.
There were so many joints in the system, the wires
used were so small, and were of such poor conduc-
tivity in comparison with a well-bonded rail, that'

the expedient appeared to me to be temporary and
unreliable. In fact, I gathered that one of the
chief uses of the wire was that its presence allayed
to some extent the anxiety of the city authorities,

otherwise harassed by water and gas-pipe corro-

sion.

I next come to the earth as a return. I found
that earth connections were made on most lines at
their lowest points and at the power-' ouse. Such
connections were made by sinking old car wheels
or driving rails or pipes in moist earth and mak-
ing as good a connection thcefrom to the rails as
possible; but, from all I could learn not much re-

liance was placed on su-ch returns. The extremes
of weather no doubt have something to do with it,

as hard, dry earth is a bad conductor. Even wet
mud, in comparison to the rails, is a poor con-
ductor, as is evidenced by the brilliant arcing at
the wheels of cars running on a muddy rail. In
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the Street Railivay Journal for last Decetaber
some tests by Mr. James D. Rostron, chief engi-

neer of the Union Railway Company of Cheater,

Pa., bearing upon the conductivity of the earUi as

a return, were published. Mr. Rostron obtained
an average of 285.5 amperes through the track and
supplementary wires, 13.8 amperes through the

city water mains and only 0.51 through the earth
plates sunk in creeks. If this is confirmed by
further tests it shows that the conductivity of the
earth as a return is not high, but depends upon
the presence of metallic conducting matter within
it. While in Chicago, I made some test^i to ascer-

tain the approximate conductivity of the earth,

and the difference of potential required to force

current through pipes not metallically connected
to a circuit. I laid some lead and iron pipes in

earth, and at 1+ inches distance above them I

placed two iron plates us electrodes, 6 feet apart.

Each plate offered 30 square inches of surface, and
the current passed partly through the 6 feet of

earth from plate to plate through clay, sand and
mold, and partly through li inches of earth at

either end (clay and mold), and along the pipes.

I expected the resistance of the latter part would
be almost nil, and, as I had 130 volts at disposal, I

first put a resistance in series of four 10.5 volt

lamps in parallel. I found, however, that the

earth resistance wi>s far more than I anticipated,

and I removed three lamps with verv slight increase

of volts on the remaining one. The current was
then half an ampere, and the earth absorbed 30

volts. A few days after, I obtained current from
a 200-volt circuit, and put the four lamps on
again. I then had 2i amperes, with 100 volts

absorbed by the earth. After keeping the current
on for two weeks, the pipes were taken out, and
were found to have a pitting of white scale in

places at the negative ends. The scale was in white
lumps, which, upon being scraped off, revealed the

startmg of little holes about /j of an inch diam-
eter. This proved that some of the current, if not
almost all, had passed by the pipes through the

3 inches of clay and mold. While I attribute this

high earth resistance to the clay, which had set

hard, I am still of opinion that the earth has more
resistance than is generally imagined, and that to

attract current in anything but very minute
amounts from a well-bonded rail to earth requires
special conditions, such as deeply sunk plates,

metallic connection to pipes, the ground saturated
with moisture, or an excessive density of current
in the bonds. I was informed by Mr.C. H. Morse,
the city electrical engineer of Cambridge, Mass.

,

that in some tests he made at Saginaw, Mich., for

the gas company there, he was surprised to find

that pipes were eaten away in two or three months
under a return current which did not exceed 500
amperes. The soil was, however, very moist clay,

and the rails were connected to earth plates.

(To he continued.)

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

(From Our Special Boston Correspondent.)

The Governor is being petitioned to pardon the
employees of the Old Colony road who were con-
victed of riot in interfering with the construction
of the electric road at North Abington,as men-
tioned in the last issue of the Street R.4ILway
Gazette. It is likely that they will be released.

It is reported that large railway generators in

the future will be constructed at the Lynn works
of the General Electric Company.

Objections have been made to the proposed
route of the Braintree & Weymouth Electric Street
Railway by residents of Braintree and by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company.
The latter company objects to the crossing of its

tracks at grade. The selectmen of Braintree,
which have given a hearing in the matter, have
not yet reached a decision.

The street railway companies throughout New
England suffered little from the recent severe storms
in comparison with the electric li;;lil, tilcphone
and telegraph companies. Thelatter companies, it is

stated, have about 10,000 men employed in effect-

ing repairs.

The dispute between the West End Street Rail-
road Company and its employees has been ad
justed, and the danger of a strike seems to be
over.

In a few days electric cars will be run through
East Boston to Winthrop Junction. The equip-
ment is nearly complete.

CANADIAN NOTES.

sheds, and Messrs. Arnold & Calderon have been
engaged to draw plans for the work in the
spring.

Toronto.—The largest engine ever manufactured
in Canada for generating electricity was put in

motion this week at the power-house of the
Toronto Railway Company. It cost $50,000 and is

1,300 H. P.

Ottawa, Ont.—There are now in the process of
incubation in the Ottawa district three electric

railway schemes of considerable importance. These
are: first, the proposal to connect Ottawa and
B;ockville by electric road; the Hull and Aylmer
scheme; and th" Buckingham project.

St. Catharines, Ont.—The Point Abino Street
Railway Company is applying for a charter to

construct a street railway in the municipalities of
Bertie, Humbertstone and Waintieet and the vil-

lages of Fort Erie and Port Colborne, in the county
of Welland. The amount of capital stock of the
company is to be $100,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—Notice is given that applica-
tion will be made at the next session of the Legis-
hiture of Toronto for an act to mcorporate the
Toronto, Hamilton and Niagara Falls Electric Rail-

way Company, with power to construct an electric

railway from Toronto to Hamilton, thence to the
Niagara River at or near Niagara Falls; and also a
branch line from the village of Grimsby to Smith-
ville and Dunnville.

Oshawa, Ont.— Capt. Carter, whose charter for
the construction of the electric street railway has
lapsed, is after a new charter. He appeared Jaefore
the City Council la.^t week and proposed to go on
now and begin the construction of the road within
ten days, and place a deposit of $3,000 to the credit

of Mayor Cowan in the Western Bank here on
that date, to be forfeited should the first section be
not completed by May 31, but to be returned
should the first section be completed and in op-
eration by Jan. 1, 1895. After a good deal of talk-

ing and wrangling it was decided to further con-
sider the matter at a special meeting of the coun-
cil to be held on Tuesday, 13th inst.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-
BARIES.

(From our Special Ottawa Correspondent.)

Toronto.—The use of electric cars is to be tried
for filling up waste land at Ashbridge's Bay.

Toronto.—The gross earnings of the Street Rail-
way Company for the ten months of 1894 .amounted
to $803,377.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Street Railway Company has
made arrangements for enlarging the present car

Montreal Convention.—We bespeak for the
American Street Railway Association a hearty
vpelcome to Montreal and the Dominion on the oc-
casion of this their first visit, and feel assured that
while here they will fiod much that will prove
interesting and perhaps instructive from the elec-

trical standpoint.

—

Canadian Electrical Neivs.

Need of Caution.—Dense fogs are a prolific

source of danger in the operation of steam rail-

roads, and many serious accidents have originated
from this cause. They must also be taken into

account in running electric street cars. They im-
pose additional precautions upon the public also.

The rule which the courts have laid down for the
guidance of those about to cross a steam railroad,

requiring them to " stop, look and listen," could
be appropriately applied to city street railways
also, particularly when fogs obscure the roadway,
An accident occurred yesterday in Pittsburg by
the collision of electric cars, the motorman being
unable to see the road because of the mist.—
Philadelphia Ledger.

What the Trolley Line Has Done.—The
trolley lines have already provided clean, com-
fortable, commodious cars, which are run more
frequently and at greater speed than the old horse
cars ; they have multiplied the conveniences of

transfers, and they have reduced from a double to

a single fare the charge made on one of the longest

lines leading to the suburbs. There are great ad-
vantages arising from the use of electricity for

street car propulsion, and no one doubts that they
will be multiplied in the future by extensions of

the several lines and by the adoption of new elec-

trical and other inventions intended to increase the
comfort of riders or to relieve the system of its

few objectionable features.

—

Philadelphia Public
Ledger.

Good Roads and Trolley Lines.—When the
railroad came into existence, two generations ago,

the effort to secure good common roads in

America was abandoned, because it was fancied

that with the development of the railroad the

common road would not be needed. But experi-

ence has shown that the greater the travel on the

railroads the greater the travel on the common
roads, and hence that the latter are really a greater

necessity than ever. And we will learn the sam?
lesson from the e.'ctension of the trolley systeiu,

for travel begets travel. How unwise it will be,

therefore, just as we are on the eve of securing
for ourselves and our children a good system of
country highways, to give them over to these

private corporations for a use quite foreign to that

for which we improved them \—Harper's Weekly.

Should also Pdrchase Mr. Perr>''s Book.—
It is somewhat remarkable that so little stress has

been laid upon this point in the current discussion

of the trolley service. Whatever he may be in
point of fact, the motorman should not be simply
the horsecar driver "broken in" for trolley work
by a few lessons in handling electric levers and
brakes. It requires little intelligence to drive a
pair of street-car horses; it requires a great deal to
handle electric machinery properly. The motor-
man cannot know too much about electricity and
the complicated action of "short circuits," "cut
outs," "grounds," "crosses" and other phenomena
with which he is likely to have to do, and, not
only this, but he must exercise superior ability

quite apart from any electrical connection. As
his car moves more swiftly than a horse car, so he
must have a keener eye for ostbacles, must be pre-
pared to act more quickly in an emergency, must
keep his attention on the strain all the time, in-

stead of drowsily letting his team drive itself, as a
car driver often can and does do.

—

Philadelphia
Bulletin,

m » —

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Financial Notes.

Manhattan Directory.—At the annual meeting of
the Manhattan Railway Company, of New York,
Nov. 15. George Bliss was elected to the directory
to take the place made vacant by resignation of J.

Pierpont Morgan.

Sale of the Saginaw Road.—The horse-car line
known as the City of Saginaw Railroad, at the
head of which was ex-Governor Jerome, was sold
on Nov. 13 to the Union Street Railway Company,
and will be equipped with electricity. All the
street car lines of the city will now be under one
management.

Central Cross-Town (New York) Report.-The
Central Cross-Town Railroad Company reports,

for the quarter ended Sept. 30 : Gross earnings
from operation. $135,318 ; operating expenses,
$94,161; net earnings. |31,156 ; other income,
$1,190; gross income, $33,547; fixed charges, $36,-

354; net income, $3,093 ; cash on hand, $33,288;
profit and loss (surplus), $10,733. The nee income
for the same quarter last year was $6,313.

Third Avenue (New York) Annual Meeting.—The
Third Avenue Railroad Company held its annual
meeting Nov. 14. This is in part a statement of
the operations of the company: Received from car
passengers in 1894, $3,007,804.83; in 1893, $1,653,-
539.33; increase, $354,265.50. Gross income in
ia94, $964,472.38; in 1893, $557,607.45; increase,

$405,864.83. Net income m 1894, $635,004.54; 1893,

$.309,068.15; increase $325,936.39. Surplus, $75,-
004.54.

Second Avenue (New York) Report.—For the
quarter ended Sept. 30, 1894, the Second Avenue
Railroad Company, of New York City, reports :

Gross earnings from operation, $284,593: operat-
ing expenses, $190,853 ; net earnings, $93,740 ;

other income, $635 ; gross income. $94,365 ; fixed

charges, $44,169; net income, $50,196 ; cash on
hand, $77,661; profit and loss (surplus), S61,459.
The net income for the same quarter last year was
$.55,099.

Vallamont Traction (Wllllamsport, Pa.) Under New
Control.—On last Saturday the management of the
Vallamont Traction Company's system was for-

mally taken charge of by Manager E. H. Davis, of
the Lycoming Improvement Company. This com-
pany now has under its direct management the
Williamsport Passenger Railway, the Lycoming
Electric Company, the East End Passenger Rail-

way and the Vallamont Traction Company. The
Southside Railway will also be turned over to the
same management after it has been opened for

travel. Manager Davis will have charge of these
combined interests.

Manhattan Quarterly Statement.— The report of
the Manhattan Railway Company for the quarter
ended Sept. 30 shews that the traffic is still being
cut down by the competition of surface lines.

The following are the figures :

1894. 1893. Changes.
Gross earnings S2,049,8in $2 379,420 Dec. ?3-29,610

Operating expenses.... 1,2W,S35 1,300,806 Dec. 30,171

Net earninss $799,17.1 $1,078,614 Dec. 15279.4.39

Other income 37,500 :M.000 Inc. 2,500

'!'ot.al income $836,675 $1,113,611 Dec. $276,939
Fixed charges 660,227 614,699 Inc. 15,528

Surplus $176,448 $168,915 Dec. $292,467

Investigation of Brooklyn Roads.—H. M. Thomp-
son, of New York, former secretary of the Brook-
lyn City Railroad Company, recently filed a com-
plaint with the State Board of Railroad Commis-
sioners alleging that the reports of the Brooklyn
City Railroad Company, the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad Company and the Long Island Traction

Company were not correctly made, and asking

that the books of these companies be examined.
The companies mentioned, which are practically

under one management, have filed an answer with
the Railroad Commissioners demanding an inves-

tigation. The board has decided to grant their

request and Secretary Charles R. Defreest will

commence an examination of the books at once.
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The board will not gi^e out either the complaint
or the answer.

People's Traction Company in Control.—At a
meeting last week of the (,'hestnut Hill and Spring
House Turnpike Company, at Flourtown, Pa., the
road passed into the control of a syndicate of Phil-

adelphians, representing the People's Traction
Company, whose purpose is to lay a trolley road
on the turnpike from the convent at the foot of

Chestnut Hill to Fort Washington. The following
officers were elected : President, Daniel Williams;
secretary, Charles O. Kruger: treasurer, Stephen
Crothers; managers, Stephen Crothers, H. C.

Moore, William Shelmire, R. N. Corson, Charles
N. Welsh, Daniel Yeakle, J. Levering Jones, John
Faber Miller, James M. Gregg, Jr., D. D.
Yeakel and J. (J. Guldin. The office of the com-
pany will be removed from Flourtown to Philadel-

phia.

Report of the Ann Arbor & Ypsllanti Road.—The
annual report of the Ann Arbor & Ypbilanti(iVIich.)

Street Railroad Companv shows the road carried

over 80,000 passengers during the year just closed,

and the receipts paid all operating expenses, in-

cluding the maintenance of track and rolling stock.

which are in iirst-class shape. For eight months
there was no street car connection at the Ann
Arbor end. Now that the electric cars are running,
business is rapidly increasing. The express busi-

ness U increasing to the advantage of the United
States Express Company, the railroad company
and especially to the citizens of Ann Arbor, who
have been getting better service and cheaper rates

than formerly. The officers were re-elected as
follows: President, J. E. Beal; vice-president, H.
P. Glover; secretary, J. T. Jacobs; treasurer, D.
L. Quirk.

Report of Rome (N. Y.) Railway.—The quarterly
report of the Rome City Street Railway Company
to October 1, 1894, shows the gross earnings to have
been ,$3,168.33, and the income from other sources
$89.58, making the total receipts for the quarter
$3,357.81. The operating expenses were |3,364.93 ;

gross income, $993.88. The company has been
compelled to pay back taxes on gross earnings for

seven years under the statute of 1880, amounting
to $418 61. The net earnings of the Rome City
Street Railway Company for the quarter were
$512.01. The earnings of the quarter were about
$600 in excess of the earnings for the same period
last year. The operating expenses of the past quar-
ter include $300 paid for horses and $150 tor expense
of obtaining consents to change the motive power.
It is the opinion of the directors and stockholders
that a change of motive power is very desirable.
and that the earnings of the property can be doubled
by making such change.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New York, N. Y.—The American Iron Car Com-

pany has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $5,000. The company will manufacture passen-
ger and electric railway cars, etc. The promoters
are Carroll Sprigg, Mr. Gates, Henry Briderman,
E. L. Pierson, New York city, N. Y.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Atlantic & Pacific Improve-
ment Company has been incorporated. The capi-
tal stock is $500,000. The company proposes to
buy and sell personal property and real estate ;

build and opeiate steam and electric railways, saw-
milh, brickyards, etc. The promoters are Chas.
B. Mortice and J no. R. Mortice.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Mannesmaan Tube Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000,000 to manufacture tubes, iron, rails, pipes
for steam, water and gas, construct railways of all

kinds. The promoters are Robert Mannesmann,
Bayonne. N. J. ; Emil Kipper, Adams, M iss.; Chas.
Howard Williams, New York city, N. Y.

Mount Vernon, 0.—The Mount Vernon & Wal-
hounding Electric Railway Company has been in-
corporated. The capital stock is .$50,000. The
compiny propose to build a railway to be operated
by electricity or other motive power other than
animil between Mount Vernon and Walhounding,
O. The promoters are Fred. T. Botzum, W. F.
Bullinger, A. D. Bunn, Desault B. Kirk, H. D.
Critchfield, Harry C. Devin.

Cleveland, 0.—The Cleveland and Elyria Electric
Railroad Company has been incorporated by
Messrs. F. T. Pomeroy, M. A. Sprague, A. W.
Bishop, C. W. D. Miller, Leon M. Cop, Will Chris-
ty and A. H. Pomeroy. The capital stock is $300,-
000. It is proposed to construct and operate an
electric railway, single or double track, which
shall carry packages, freight, United States mail,
express matter and baggage, as well as passengers,
and have the privilege of furnishing electricity, to
be generated by either steam or water power, for
light, heat or power along its hne. The route
will begin in the city of Cleveland and run wester-
ly through the counties of Cuyahoga and Lorain
to Elyria, with branches to the cities of Wellington
and Oberlin. The headquarters of the company
are to be at Berea.

New York, N. Y.—Work has begun on the Thirty-
fourth street extension to Lexington avenue.

Elizabeth, N.J.—The wires for the electric rail-

way are now strung, and the track construction is

complete.

Glucago, III.—The Thirtv-ninth street cross-town
line of the Chicago City Railway Company is now
operated by electricity.

Philadelphia, Pa.—It is stated that the operation
by electricity of the main line of the Hestonville
road will be begun about Nov. 30.

Newark, N. J.—The Consolidated Traction Com-
pany is now constructing a large repair shop. This
will be complete in all respects, and all necessary
appliances will be introduced. The side walls are
now being built.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Niagara Central Rail-

road has been sold to the Hamilton Electric Radial
Railway Company. The purchase price is stated
to have been $400,000, and the company will make
some extensive improvements in the road.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore Traction Com-
pany has secured the controlling interest in the
Gwynn Oak road, and Gwynn Oak Park will be
operated the coming season by the company. Ex-
tensive improvements are contemplated at the
park.

Montreal, Que.—The roof of the Montreal Street
Railway Company's unfinished building on the
corner of Craig street and Place d'Armes, fell in

on Nov. 9, killing two men and seriously injuring
several others. The loss on the building will be
heavy.

New York, N. Y.—Fire was discovered in the
cupola of the Third Avenue cable station at Sixty-
fifth street on Nov. 10. Books and papers belong-
ing to the company, and the clock on the front of
the building, were destroyed. Damage was done
to the general offices in the upper part of the build-
ing. The origin of the fire is not known.

St. Louis, Mo.—Contracts for the construction of
seven miles of the Kirkwood Electric Railway
have been awarded to the Penney-Myers Construc-
tion Company, and the work will be commenced
at once. The road is to be built eventually from
St. Louis to the suburban town of Kirkwood. 14

miles from the city. The road will carry freight

as well as passengers.

Newark, N. J.—According to an ordinance of the
City Councd, all the cars of the Consolidated
Traction Company were to be equipped with fend-
ers Dy the 1st of November. The company, after

considerable experimentation, decided to equip its

cars with Darrach and Field fenders. About 100 of

each type are now in service, and they appear to

be doing their work well

.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Nassau Electric Railroad
Company was recently stopped in the construc-
tion of a line on Marcy avenue, by an injunction
secured by property owners who proved that the
necessary consents had not been obtained by the
Company. Since that time the company has se-

cured the consent of the owners of the requisite

. frontage and construction will soon be resumed.

New York, N. Y.—The transfer system of the
Metropolitan Company has been developing with
a most marvelous rapidity within the last few
years. In 1888 only about 1,000,000 transfers were
issued. In the following year the figures were
doubled. This year the increase has progressed to
such an extent that over 1,000,000 transfers were
issued during the month of October. The com-
pany now has 15 transfer stations.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Commissioners of Fair-
mount Park have sanctioned the grant of a fran-
chise to William Wharton, Jr., for an electric and
gravity road in the Park. The amendment to the
license provides among other things, that no roads
shall be crossed at the grade, but by stone bridges.
Iron bridges were not regarded with favor, as sev-
eral of the commissioners thought that the rum-
bling of cars over them would tend to frighten
horses.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Electric Traction Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, will equip the cars of the
Lombard and South streets line with the Robins
lifeguard. About 30 cars are run on the line and
each will he equipped with the new fenders. This
liae was selected, President Sullivan said, because
it runs on narrow streets and through a very
thickly populated section. In summer especially,
the children of the neighborhood almost live in the
streets.

Clarksboro, N. J.—The citizens of Clarksboro and
the adjoining towns and villages propose to organize
a trolley company to build a road from Swedesboro
to Woodbury, and from MuUica Hill to the Dela-
ware River, taking in the towns of Mullica Hill
and Paulsboro. A meeting has been held and a
temporary organization effected by the election of
John S. Somers,of Clarksboro, president, and ex-

Assemblyman Jfcmes J. Davidson, of Swedesboro,
secret a jy.

Connecticut State Street Railway Association.—
The .-innual meeting of the Connecticut State
Street Railway Association will be held at New
Haven, Conn., Nov. 31. The officers of the asso-
ciati(m are : President, H. H. Wood, Derby ; vice-

president, H. S. Parmelee, New Haven ; secretary,
R. A. Fosdick, Stamford ; treasurer, 10. S. Good-
rich, Hartford ; executive committee, A, M. Young,
Waterbury;G. A. W. Dodge and I. A. Kelsey,
New Haven.

Chicago, III.—The stockholders of the Metropoli-
tan West Side Elevated Railroad Company have
recently voted to make several extensions to their
road . At a recent meeting resolutions were adopted
providing that the company build branch lines to
the northern limits of the city, to the village of
Blue Island and to the town of Cicero. The com-
pany does not, however, intend to commence this

construction until that part of the road this is now
under construction is finished.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Street Railway Commit-
tee of City Councils will report favorably the bill

granting trolley privileges to the Philadelphia
Suburban Passenger Railway Company over about
35 miles of streets in the Twenty-first, Twenty-
second, Twenty-third, Twenty-eighth and Thirty-
third wards. "The committee voted to report favor-
ably the bill giving trolley privileges to the Phil-
adelphia, Narberth & Bala Passenger Railway
Company in the Thirty-fourth ward.

Oakland, Cal.— Judge Ellsworth has affirmed the
decision of Justice Clift in favor of ex-Motorman
Robfrt Gorman against the Oakland, San Leandro
& Haywards Electric Railway Company for the
recovery of his $35 deposit left with the company
when he entered their employment. The company
discharged L'orman after his car had run into a
buggy, and refused to give him back his money,
although the company did not have to pay out
anything as damages. The motormau recovered
costs as well as his deposit.

Toledo, 0.—Dr. Gardner, president of the much-
talked-of Toledo, Monroe & Detroit Electric Rail-
road, says that the money necessary to build and
equip the road has been secured, and that the work
of construction will begin this fall. Besides the
road running north and south of Monroe to Toledo
and Dc^troit, the company, it is announced, will
build lines in Monroe from the city boundary at the
west to the piers, thus opening up and facilitating

travel to the popular resort. The company already
has a franchise at Monroe granting the use of cer-
tain streets for their line,

Mantua, N. J.—The construction of the extension
of the Camden, Gloucester & Woodbury Electric
road to Mantua was commenced a few days ago,
when the grading of the route by the citizens was
begun, and the work will be pushed forward
rapidly with the hope of having the line in opera-
tion by the latter part of next month. The citizens
here are greatly pleased at the prospects of having
trolley connections with Philadelphia, and are
lending their aid and money to help the project
along. While the railroad company will not have
to pay for the grading of the road, yet the exten-
sion will cost them in the neighborhood of $30,000.

PERSONALS.
Mr. Robert N. Wallis has been elected treasurer of

the Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway, vice
B. F. Wallis, who resigned on account of poor
health.

Mr. E. P. Vining, formerly traflic manager of the
Union Pacific Railroad, and arbitrator of the
Westrn Passenger Association, is to take full

charge of the consolidated street-car lines in San
Francisco.

Mr. J. Hood Wright, of the banking firm of Drex-
el, Morgan & Co., of New York, died suddenly
from heart disease last Monday. Mr. Wright was
interested in a considerable number of electrical
enterprises.

Mr. Abbot P. Smith, who recently resigned the
position of general manager of the Union Street
Railway Company, of New Bedford, was presented
by the employees of the road a solid mahogany
desk, a brass lamp and stand.

TRADE NOTES.
The Shawmut Fuse Wire Company, of Boston, has

just issued a new descriptive cata'ogue and price
list of its fuse wire and fuse links. The catalogue
contains an article on fuse wire and its use, which
will be found to contain many facts of interest and
value.

Pullman Contracting Office Discontinued.-

A

communication from Pullman's Palace Car Com-
pany. Chicago, states that the office of contracting
agent having been abolished all communications
relating thereto should be addressed to the general
manager's office.
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The Graham Equipment Company, of Providence,
R. I., has received several iarge orders for truclis

of late, and reports tliat thepiospects for business
are excellent. The company's truck appears to be
giving treat satisfaction wherever it is m use.

Westinghouse Boston Office.- The office of the

New England agency of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Companv, formerly located

at No. 630 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.. has
been removed to Exchange Building, No. 53 State
street. Boston, Mass.

Okonite Wire in Brooklyn.—The City of Brooklyn,
N. Y.. is replacing all the old cables and wires of

the Police Telegraph Bureau with the Okonite
Company's products. Mr. F. C. Mason, the effi-

cient superintendent of telegraph, has without
doubt the mo5t compact and complete system of

any municipality m the country.

Work of the Berlin Iron Bridge Company.—The
new macbiue shop for the American Hard Fibre

Company, at Newark, Del., is now completed. It

was designed and built by the Berlin Iron Bridge

Company, of East Berlin, Conn., and is 50 feet

wide by 3<!6 feet long, the roof being made of steel

a.od covered with the Berlin Iron Bridge Com-
pany's patent anti-condensation corrugated iron

root covering. The New England Electrolytic

Copper Company, at Central Falls, R. I., has ,iust

completed an addition to its works made entirely

of iron and steel and furnished by the Berlin Iron

Bridge Company.

Electric Heaters in Trenton.—The Trenton Pass-
enger Railway Company has recently equipped 31
cars with the new iron front electric heaters man-
ufactured by the Consolidated Car Heating Com-
pany of Albany, N. Y. These heaters are of the
latest type, and are provided with a temperatui-e
regulating switch having five intensities of heat,
using from two amperes up. Each car is equipped
with six heaters having a very large radiating sur-
face, there being about 400 feet of wire in the<;oils
of each radiator. The cold air is taken from the
sash space back of the seats instead of just above
the floor, as in former practice. The radiators are
of neat design and add to the attractive appear-
ance of the cars.

The Sperry Electric Railway Company has just
issued a new catalogue which describes its electric
railway apparatus. In this little pamphlet is illus-

trated and described the new single motor equip-
ment, in which all the driving wheels are coupled
and revolve in unison. The company cl.iims that
far greater efficiency is obtained than when the
separate motor is coupled to each axle. The cata-
logue contains several illustrations of cars in dif-
ferent cities where Sperry motors are used, and
cuts of the motor complete" and of all its parts are
presented. Views in the factory are also given.
A considerable part of the catalogue is devoted to
a description of the Sperry electric brake, which
was recently described in full in Mr. Sperry's
paper before the American Institute of Electrical
En;o;ineers

Belt Dressing.—No one using leather belts can
afford to be indifferent to their care. There is a
certain amount of elasticity in all good leather
belting, but time and continued hard work seem
to destroy or at least weakens its power. Then
comes the question whether it is better to simply
tigliten the belt or use some form of dressing.
Experience of many very practical observers
seems to favor the use of a good dressing, as tight-

ening the belt strains it and calls for more engine
power. A dynamo engini^er who is transmitting
60-65 H. p. with a 50-foot link belt 8 inches wide,
running from a 73-inch pidley on driving shaft to

a 13-inch pulley on dynamo, claims that freedom
from jumping and flickering of the lights is due
entirely to the belt dressing used, and that tighten-
ing never helped The superintendent of a large
printing establishment has an 18-inch main belt

now running its eighth year which has never been
taken up, and it would be extremely hard to con-
vince him that the dressing used does not preserve
the life of the leather and keep it soft and elastic.

Of course one should be careful what sort of dress-

ing is used. Soap, rosin, tar and tallow should not
be used at all. Even castor oil is criticised. The
dressiDg used in the two cases citrd was Dixon's belt

dressing and leather preservative, which was the
only article that would start the big driving belt

used at the Paris Exposition m 1878 and keep it

from slipping. Circulars about the dressing will

be sent to any one interested by the Dixon Cruci-
ble Company, Jersey City, N. J.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
V. S. Patents Issued Nov. 6, 1894.

528)539. RUeostat ; John C. Fyfe, Chicago, 111., As-
signor of one-half t.0 James Hayes, same place. Filer!

April 27, lS9i. This merhod of ventilating; and insulat-

ing 1^3 ers ot electrical conductors cunsis's in aeparatinsr
the layers with silicate of soda and ilien subjecting
them Lo heit sufficient lo crystallize the silicate.

528,553. Brake-slioe; John O'Brien, Gracedale. Pa.
Filed May 2S. 1894. The brake-shoe has a series of roll-

era supported in the side walls and adapted to bear upon
a wheel. The brake-s'ioc is loosely arrjinged within the
casing having a face adapted to bear upon the rollers',

the shank extending into the projection of the cavibg
aad being adapted Lo receive the end of the braE.e-beam.
(See illustration.)

52855GI. Trolley-wire Clip; James W. Perry,
Philadelphia. Pa., Assignor to tiie Johns-Pratt Loni-

No. 528.553,

pany, Hartford. Conn. Filed May 5. 1894. The clip has
means for attachmenr, to an insulator, A-ith a troueh or
pocket for the wire. The walls of latter are formed by
separate parts that are held together on one side of the
wire by a non-adjustable fastening and on the other side
of the wiie by an adjustable fastening. (See illustra-
tion.)

528,647. Sloraere Battery; Charles J. Reed. Phila-
delphia, Pa., Assignor to the Reed Klectric Company,
same place. Kiled June 5. 1894. The positive electrode
is surrounded by a perforated envelope not readily at-

tacked by the battery liquid. The negative electrode
consists of vertically disposed strips located on opposite

No. 528,.'ilil.

faces of the surrounding protecting casing. A spirally
disposed strip of lead Is wrapped around the entire
mass, having its ends secured thereto.

528,085. 'rr(»llcy-Catclior. Albert S. Osborn.
Itoehcsier, N. Y. Filed May 9, 1891. The trolley-ca'cher
combines a spring-operated shaft, a winding-head
attached to the shaft, a fixed ratchet, a spring-operated
detent which cnRages with the ratchet, a cord-holder
with which thccord euKages and aeonnection extending
from the cord-holder to the detent, whereby the disen-
gagement, of the trolley from the wire draws upon the
cord-holder, dincngagcs the detent from the ratchet, and
causes the cord to wind on the head.

528,740. S«'<-oiu1arf' Itatterv ; Kliaa M. Poston,
Springfield. Ohio. Filed Jan. 20. 1894. The outer casing
is formed in sections, eacfi hcction being provided with
internal projecting lug'i or shoulders. Non-conducting
porous plates rest against the shoulders, and a peri-
pheral opening extendi through the outer walls of the
casing between the porous plates. Positive and nega-
tive eiectrodea are adapted to close the ends of the re-

spective sections, active material being between said
porous plates and electrodes.

528,74 4. lusulaUng €oru)>ound ; Oscar Stiles,
Omaha, Neb. Filed March 26, 1894. The compound con-
sists of the combinatitin of the following ingredients:
Asbestos, alcohol, shellac and mica.

528,766. Fendpr aii<l Brake
Jacob S. Betrick. Baltimore, Md,

for Street Cars ;

Filed Oct. 11, 1893.

1 I .'-::: i

il

•si^_

''^oi/' /Ml—^1\
1 -<tb. —Top-

'^..- c^Y
; \\- ^y

No. 528;

A flexible apron is secured to the under side of a car
body and in front of the wheels. Mechanism supports
the lower end of the apron above the track rails. There
are brake-shoes en the supporting mechanisir, with ac-
tuating devices available to release the lower end of the
apron, so it will pass over the object which is struck.
(See illustration )

528,767. Trolley Line Breaker; Charles H. Dey
ana Johan M. Anderson, Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 16.

1894. A double insulation separates the line terminals,
and a non-conductor is interposed between the termi-
nals which the trolley wheel engages when passing
from one terminal to another. Tbere are auxiliary re-
movable terminals co-operating with the line terminals.

528,788. Bond for Klectric Railways; Henry
B. Nich' Is and Frederick H. Lincoln, Philadelphia. Pa.
Filed ."?ept. 20, 1894. The bonding joint comprises a rail
provided with an opening, a bonding wire, nuts en-
gaging therewith and provided with flanges entraging
I be opening of the rail. One of the nuts is provided with
a pour-bole to permit of molten metallic material being
introduced so as to expand and establish an air and
water Light connection of the rail with the bonding
wire. (See illustration.)

528,796. Motor for Street Cars; Harvey S. Park,
Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 5, 1893. This is a primary
mottor having a continuous and constant speed ap-
proximately, a secondary iiioIik- receiving and storing

i28,78^.

power from the primary motor. A controlling mechan-
ism for the primary motor aufcoraatically operates to
throw the motor out of uso as the secondary motor
rcaoheB the limit of power.

528.845. Kailway Car; Charles H. Barrows, Wil-
limantic. Conn. Filed Feb. 9, 1894. The car body has a
longitudinal passenger compartment and transverse,

spaced, battery compartments at or near the end
of the passenger compartment and below the door there-
of. A truck frame is situated between the battery-
compartments and ha& at it ends the bearings or cush-
ions upon which rests the car body. Tfie axles are
journaled in the truck frame, and a motor is carried by
the truck frame and geared witli the axles. (S^-e illus-

tration.)

528,860. Brake for Railway Cars; John R,
Criobs, Verona, Pa. Filed March 10, 1894. This is an
improvement in brakes and is illustrated in the accom
panying cut. (See illustration.)

528,867. Automatic Railway Switeli ; Charles
F. Duval. Boston, Mass. Filed Nov. 25, 189t. A push-
piece is arranged for actuarion by a passing car, iliere

being provided operating connections between the push-
piece and the switcbpoint with provisions for turning
the point in ei' her direction. A.n adiustable member
determines by its position i he direction of movement of
the switcbpoint under impuLe of the push-piece. Elec-

No. 528,845.

trical devices establish the two different positions of the
said udjustable member.

528,900. Kleetric Switcli ; Frank G. Bolles. Wash-
ington, D. C, Assignor of one-third to Paul Eaton, same
place. Filed March 27, 1891. The switch has a fixed
contact, and a movable contjict, an operating handle on
the movable contact and movable relatively thereto,
and a clamping device operated by an independent
movement of the handle for tightening the contact be-
tween the fixed and movable contacts after the circuits
are closed.

528,904. Sandbox for Care; Adolph Garing, Allen-
town, Assignor of one-half to Clinton H. Fuller, Cata-

3-

I

No, 528,800.

sauqua. Pa. Filed June 8, 1801. A circular rotary
valve rippends from the hanger and registers with open-
ing in the hopper. A disclnrge tube rotates with the
valve and is adapted to be closed at discharge end by a
stop bracket when thrown up out of operative position^

528,907. Itlieostat and Heater;) Robert C.
Mitchell, New York, Assignor of one-b.i.if to Henry W.
Vail. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Jan. W 1894. This has a
metal base, the resistance wire with the perforated sheet
or sheets of non-fusible insulation interpo-^ed between
the base and wire with a covering of insulating sub-
stance, . ,

*
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Kapid Transit System Since New York voted in

in New York. favor o£ Uie municipal cod-

struction of a rapid tran-

sit system there has been increased interest

in the magnificent project. Suggestions in abun-
dance are now to be expected. The view of Com-
missioner Starin, one of the Rapid Transit Board,
is presented in this issue. He outlines a scheme
of municipal rapid transit of so comprehensive a
description that one inclines to question its practi-

cability, though there is no doubt about the attrac-

tiveness of the plan.

Electric Eailway Within a comparatively short

Construction in time a magnificent system of

Brooklyn. ', electric traction has been de-

veloped in the city of Brook-
lyn. The horse car lines, which in some sections

were excellent of their kind, but none too good in

other districts, have now almost entirely disap-

peared ; and the city can boast of street railway
facilities that are excelled by those of few cities

in the world. There is a vast deal in Brooklyn to

interest those who are studying electric railway
construction and equipment. When forms of con-
struction that were originally adopted there have
proved unsuccesftui they have been promptly dis-

carded and better types substituted, until there is

little left in construction or equipment that ex-

perience has not proved to be good. There is con-
siderable variety in the arrangement and equip-

ment of the power-houses, one of which Is illus-

trated and described elsewhere in this issue, and
it may be said that several of them embody the
very latest ideas in the engineering world. Brook-
lyn may be slow in some respects, but not in the
matter of street railway service.

Collisions of Street It has been not infrequently

Cars and lire remarked that in theiranxiety

Engines. to save life and property at

the points to which they have
been summoned, firemen are too often inclined to

be reckless of life and property on the way thither.

This criticism is undoubtedly just, and to this ten-
dency may be ascribed the increasing number of

accidents resulting from collisions of street cars

and engines and hose carts at street crossings.

Some of these have resulted in serious injuries to

passengers, firemen and street railway employees;
in moi-e than one instance that we can recall life

has been sacrificed to the reckless determination of

fire engine drivers to reach their destination in

the shortest time possible. An accident of this

sort is noted elsewhere in this issue, which resulted

disastrously to the firemen, who in crossing a
street disregarded the fact that a trolley car was
rapidly approaching. As far as we have been able

to learn, motormen and gripmen cannot be charged
with responsibility for these casualties, and there

seems to be noieason to believe that the number will

be decreased, unless the fire department authori-

ties insist upon the exercise of greater precautiou
where street car tracks are crossed, or until a sig-

nal system of some sort is adopted to notify the
men in charge of the cars that the way is not
clear. The only hope of averting accidents of this

kind at the present time lies in the vigilance of

policemen, but they cannot be expected when
alarms are sounded to guard every crossing and

keep the streets clear for the fire department, even

if the common belief that an officer is never at

hand when he is most needed is untrue.

Liberality of The value of a transfer system

Transfer Systems, as a means of stimulating

traffic is just commencing to

be properly appreciated by street railway com-
panies, as its introduction has led to such surpris-

ing results in the way of increasing travel in many
cities. City councils, perhaps, still generally re-

gard the transfer system as something that com-
panies will gxant only under compulsion, and it

may be just as well that such is the case, but the

latter now have reason to believe that they are

likely to profit by the concession as well as the

public. Companies, therefore, are becoming more
and more liberal in the matter of transfers. This

is particularly true in New York City and Brook,
lyn, and the most prominent street railway com-
panies are constantly increasing the number of

points at which transfers are obtainable. They are

following this plan, not through any compulsion,

but because they find the policy profitable : in fact,

the expansion of the transfer system has been a
very important factor in favor of the street rail-

ways in their competition with the elevated roads.

The figures that appear in the annual report of the

Manhattan Company in New York are generally

believed to piove the correctness of this asser-

tion.

In the year that closed 12 months ago,the Manhat-
tan lines in New York City carried 19,000,000 pas-

sengers more than during the year that ended a

few days ago. During the latter period the transfer

systems of the two great cable roads were ma-
terially expanded. The number of transfer slips

on the Metropolitan Traction system, for example,

has almost trebled during the year ending Nov. 1

.

In October, 1893, the number of such tick-

ets issued was less than 340,000 and dur-

ing last month the number had increased

to over a million. The officers of the Metro-

politan Company admit that a considerable'

amount of new business has been attracted

by the liberality of its transfer system, although

only rough estimates of the increase can be made.

It has been asserted , however, on the authority of

one of the officers of the company, that aliout half

the number of passengers iranfferred represent

new business to the company. On this basis it is

estimated that this single company is gaining over

500,000 fares per month that it would not have

secured had it not developed liberally its transfer

system. It seems to be the general belief that the

company's new traffic is taken directly from the

elevated roads, and the officers of the Manhattan
company, who have seen a very material per-

centage of their patronage fall away during the

past year, have evidently come to the same con-

clusion, for they have also decided to adopt a

transfer system of their own. Since Tuesday last

a transfer system has been established on the ele-

vated roads, and hereafter any one who so desires

may ride for a single fare on the elevated roads all

around New York, down on one side and up on
the other. When elevated railroad oflBcials, who
are usually so independent, consider it worth
their while to introduce a change of this sort, it is

pretty fair to assume that liberality to the pub-
lic in the issuance of transfers is a profitable

policy.
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TEAFFIC OF NEW YOEK AND BEOOKLTN
KOADS IN 1893 AND 1894.

The following figures show the passenger traffic

of the surface and elevated roads of New York and

Brooklyn for the years 1893 and 1894. The statis-

tics are tabulated from the annual reports filed

with the Railroad Commissioners. It will be no-

ticed that, as a whole, the surface roads in New
York have made large gains during the last year.

Just how large cannot be told, as, on account of

changes in the companies leased to the Metropoli-

tan Company, figures for 1893 cannot be accurately

given. The notable decrease in traffic during the

last year is that of the Manhattan Elevated, which
amounts to almost nineteen millions. The falling

off in patronage, of course, is due to the compe-

tition of the Broadway and Third Avenue cable

lines. In the same way the losses on several of the

horse oar lines may also be explained. Such roads

and the cable lines compete for traffic between

a great many points and the faster lines are nec-

essarily the gainers. The lines that are still oper-

ated by animal power, however, have not been

greatly affected ; in fact they have suffered sur-

prisingly little in comparison with the Manhatlan.

In Brooklyn it may be said that the same state of

affairs exists. The surface roads have made heavy

gains during the last year, just how heavy it Is

impossible to tell on account of changes and con-

solidations. The elevated roads lost almost

8,000,000 passengers during 1894. During last

year they carried 56,654,409 passengers ; during

this year the total is 48,705,847. The loss in traffic

is about 13 per cent. The trolley lines, of course,

gained all that the elevated lines lost and also se-

cured a large amount of new traffic.

NEW YOKK.

1894. 1893.
Metropolitan *107,036,354
Second Avenue 20,269,315 19,647 764
Central Cross Town- •• 10,777,151 10,707,659
Dry Dock, E. B'dway
&Bittery .' 13,808,811 14,573,141

Forty-second St., Man-
hattanville & St.

Nicholas Ave 13,733,330 13,513,050
New York & Harlem

(Fourth Ave.) 21,453,098 21,816,707
Eighth Avenue 15,377,164 15,749,457
Union Railway 9,373,175 6,492 126
Third Avenue 35,900,000 33,1.50 '777
Manhattan Elevated... 203,711,533 331,407,'l97

' During 1893 the Broadway road cirried 83,196,302 pas-
sengers. The Sixth Avenue line's report did not give thenumber of its passengers, as it was leased to the Houston
Street Railway Company, which reported 63,011.785 cash
passengers. This company was leased to the Metropolitan
in December last.

BROOKLYN.

1894. 1893.
Atlantic Avenue 18,331,745 16,464,173
*Brooklyn, Queens Coun-

ty & Suburban 4,768,108
Brooklyn, Bath & West
End 1,545,545 1,168,721

Brooklyn City & New-
town ...14,664,083 11994 773

fBrooklyn Heights 92,335,383
Coney Island & Brook-

„ ly° 5,507,733 5,667,738
Steinway 3,580,360 3,353,501
Brooklyn Elevated 34,333.697 38,110 376
Kings County Elevated.. 14,473, 150 18|544,'o33

* For five and a half months to June 30. 1891 The com-pany on Jan. 15 leased the Broadway and Jamaica roads,which earned from June 30, 1893, to that dale i 900 087
passengers. .^^^,^ot

t This company operates the Brooklyn City road and iis

i^iTAt"™- '" •*"' the Brooklyn City s/stem carried
fiYfi^'i^

Pasaongers, and ihe Brooklyn Heights road
7,756.577 passengers.

•^
COLLISION OF A TEOLLEY CAE AND AHOOK AND LADDEE TEUOK.

A hook and ladder truck collided with a trolley
car on ©range avenue in Newark on last Tuesday.
The driver of the former attempted to cross the
track in front of the car, but the latter was travel-
ing at too rapid a rate, and it struck the truck
damaging it badly, and causing serious injury to
several of the firemen. It appearn that the motor-
man was ringing his gong, and that when he .saw
the danger of a collision he applied the brake and
reversed his motor. He then sprang back against
the door, and fortunately escaped injury, although

STREET RAILWAY GAZETTE, November 24, 1894.

the bonnet and platform of the car were badly

damaged. It is stated that quite a number of the

Newark fire department drivers are quite reckless

in driving across trolley tracks, and accidents of

this sort have been predicted.

GIEDEE RAIL WITH TEEEA COTTA FILLING.

In the accompanying sketch is illustrated a sec-

tion of girder rt.il with terra cotta filling, now being
laid by the Brooklyn City Railway Company on
Fulton street, between Fulton Ferry and Flatbush
avenue. The traffic is exceedingly heavy on this

yection of the line—more so, in fact, it is claimed,

than on any section of street railway track in the

country. The joints of the rails employed since

the equipment of the road with electricity have
not proved strong enough to stand the heavy traffic.

For this reason the company is relaying the tracks

with 9-inch girder rails of the Wharton and Johnson

Girder Kail With Terra Cotta Filling.

types, weighing- 90 pounds to the yard. The joints

are held by 13-bolt fish-plates. The space between
the head and the flange of the rail is filled with
terra cotta, which presents a smooth face for the

paving block, as the sketch shows. The Johnson
unbroken main line crossings are employed.

MOTIVE POWEE OF THE NEW YORK RAPID
TRANSIT SYSTEM.

Few persons who have thought of the matter
have doubted that electricity would be adopted for
operating trains on the rapid transit system of
New York, if ever the enterprise became an ac-
complished fact. A New York paper within the
last few days has been interviewing the engineers
of steam railroads regarding the best motive power
for the great system which at the last election the
people voted in favor of issuing bonds to construct.
It is interesting to note that these gentlemen, who
are assumed to be authorities regarding motive
power, hold the same opinion as the public enter-
tains

;
that is, that the road must be electrically

operated. Summaries of the views that they ex-
press are given herewith.

Edgar Van Etten, general superintendent of the
New York Central, said :

" I am a strong believer in the fact that when
an invention is really needed to fill a bill it usually
turns up. That may be the case with the motive
power that will be used on New York's under-
ground rapid transit. Electricity will unquestion-
ably be the power used; unless—as I said before—
something new turns up for the occasion, which is

not unlikely to happen. Steam engines are out of
the question as an uudergrouad motor, and no
other independent engine is more than an experi-
ment. The bulky, expensive storage battery will

not do; but it must be electricity utilized through
the trolley system. Each engine should have its

own motor, receiving energy through a conductor
leading from a central station."

C. A. Thompson, superintendent of motive
power on the Central Riilroad of New Jersey, said

:

" It will be electricity through the trolley system.
There is no question about it. As our experience
and knowledge and our wants now stand, it can be
nothing else. Just think of it. electricity does it

all; absolutely all that is required. Firstof all you
must have the power, and the electric motor on
your engine fed over a wire from the dynamos
gives it to you; then you must have light both for

your tunnel and your cars, and you want a good
liglit, too, and you get it by the same means; and
then there is the question of heating— and an im-
portant one—and that you can get from the elec-

tricity. If ventilating fans are needed they can be

run by the same power. Could anything, under
the present state of knowledge, be more perfect

—

motive power, light, air and heat, all from the
same central power plant?"

Walter Katte, chief engineer of the New York
Central :

' Steam is out of the question for under-
ground travel in New York. The passengers
would never stand the heat, smoke and gas. Then
there are the great expense and annoyance of ashes
and of water supply—much more serious matters
than many imagine. You have no idea of the an-

noyance caused by these two items on the elevated

railways. I had to consider these matters in the

construction of the Third and Ninth avenue lines,

and I know something about them. The ash-pits

have to be made with double bottoms and heated
to keep the ashes from freezing, becoming hard as

rock and made almost impossible to move. Then
all of the system of water pipes has to be followed
by steam pipes to keep the water from fieezing in

cold weather. Then there is the necessity of coal-

ing stations and the annoyance of dust and dirt

attached to them. These things are all out of

place along a great line of travel in a city. Every-
thing of this sort should be at a central station and
leave the line open and clear.

" The cable system will not do, for it is both un.

certain and dangerous. The terrible and varying

strain is likely to part the cable and stop the entire

traffic of the line. Then there is danger of loose

strands of wire fouling'with the grip and causing

a runaway train, which may play havoc. Every
engine should have its own motor, and one that is

not an experiment, but a tried one that does its

work. The electric motor fills the bill exactly, and
nothing else approaches it. There is now little

difficulty in operating these motors from a central

station, and when the system is used underground
the few difficulties are removed."

A. E. Mitchell, superintendent of motive power
on the Erie road, said :

" Electricity seems to have come the nearest to

answering the required purposes, and as the storage

battery has not given entire satisfaction, the trolley

is no doubt the better way to operate the electric

motors.

"

WiUiam Buchanan, superintendent of motive
power on the New York Central and Hudson River

Railroad, said; "The electric trolley is the plan,

particularly where the wires can be placed under
ground out of the way. Then we must remember
that improvements are being continually made,and
the system brought nearer and nearer to perfection,

until it begins to approach the ideal. Likely, be-

fore the new road is running, there will be addi-

tional inventions and improvements that will adapt

the trolley for its work much better than it is now.
There is really no other engine that I know of that

is nearly as good as the electric motor operated over

a conducting wire. I have no doubt that the elec-

tric trolley will be the system used."

Mr. H. S. Hayward, superintendent of motive

power of tjie Pennsylvania Railroad, said: " The
storage battery will not do, as it is too likely to

get out of order and is entirely too heavy. If any-

one thinks that he wants steam in a tunnel, he has

never had experience in the old London line,

where the passengers are nearly choked with

smoke and gas. The cable is unreliable, and the

objection of the entire line depending on one wire

rope, under a heavy strain, is insurmountable. I

think that there is no chance for carbonic acid gas

or compressed air; but the system of electricity,

from which we now get 95 per cent, of its energy,

comes nearest to the mark."

The office of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, which has been at 13 West Thirty-first

street since May, 1890, has been removed to rooms
1009 and 1010 Havemeyer Building, 36 Cortland

street, New YovkCity.
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THE EIDGEWOOD POWER STATION,
BEOOKIiYN.

The Ridgewood power station, although the
" baby " power plant of the Brooklyn City Rail-

way Company, plays no small part in the opera-

tion of its immense system, and is a model plant

in its arrangement and operation. The building

is a substantial structure of brick and iron about
110 by 112 feet, and is located on Wykoff avenue,
between Woodbine and Madison streets (Fig. 1'.

The engine-room (Fig. 3), the dimensions of which

belts are two-ply, 60 inches in width, and were
supplied by Charles A. Schieren & Co., the Brad-
ford Belting Company and Fairweather & Ladew.
The switchboard is conveniently located in the

eastern end of the building. The panels are of

marbleized slate, and the station-controlling instru-

ments are of the General Electric type. Ajax
feeder switches, furnished by Albert & J. M. An-
derson, of Boston, are used. For facilitating the

moving of the machinery, a 10-ton traveling crane

was installed. All the ironwork in the building,

FIG. 1. RIDGEWOOD POWER STATION,

are 73 by 112 feet, is located on the Wykoff avenue
side of the station. The height of the room from
the floor to the roof trusses is .30 feet. This de-

partment is lighted by windows on three sides,

while both light and ventilation are afforded by
skylights. The engine equipment consists of three

Mcintosh & Seymour tandem compound, non-

condensing engines of 760 horse-power each, with

cylinders measuring 20 and 36 inches by 36-inch

stroke. Each engine is connected to two General

including the traveling crane, was furnished by
the Boston Bridge Company.
All the wiring and all the steam piping, with

the exception of the main steam lines, are arranged

under the floor. This disposition not only adds to

the appearance of the room, but facilitates the

handling or the repairs of the machinery when-
ever needed. The steam mains are supported from
the roof trusses, and lead through special separa-

tors designed by the company and built by Riter &

are used throughout the station. One of the

interesting features of the plant is the oiling

system. An oil tank, of the capacity of 8 bar-

rels, is located in the upper part of the room,

and from this source of supply the oil flows by
gravity to all the bearings vnth the exception of

those of the engine shafts. The drip flows by
gravity to filters in the basement of the engine-

room, and the oil is pumped thence back to the

supply tank. An indicator that is used for show-

ing the amount cf oil in the supply tank is illus-

trated in Fig. 5.

The device or system by which the bearings of

the engine shaft are kept lubricated is illustrated

in Fig. 6. In the main pillow block casting is an
oil reservoir of a capacity of about 30 gallons. At-
tached to the side of the casting is a small pump,
operated by a connecting rod, attached to a crank-

pin in the end of the main shaft. The oil is

pumped to the oil cups over the bearings and
thence flows by gravity through a small filter to

the reservoir from which it was originally pumped.
The station is provided with a separate arc light-

ing plant, which consists of an 8x10 Ideal engine,

built by the Harrisburg Foundry & Machine Co..

and a 4a-light arc machine, built by the General
Electric Company. From this plant light is fur-

nished for the station, for the coal-pocket and car-

houses. The engine-room is also lighted by groups
of incandescent lights mounted on handsome brass

columns. Surmounting each generator is a group
of five incandescent lights, the center one inclosed

in a ground glass case, on the four sides of which
appears the number of the generator (Fig. 3). The
walls of the engine-room are finished in a light

cream color, the effect greatly adding to the at-

tractive appearance of the station.

The boiler-room is 112 feet long and about 50 feet

in width. It is equipped with six 250 H. p. Bab-
cock & Wilcox boilers, with enamel brick fronts,

arranged in batteries of two each. Fig. 2. Each
boiler is equipped with a device shown at the top

for instantly shutting off the water and steam for

water gauges, in case the gauge glass should break,

As all the boilers are run at high pressure and the

water gauges are some feet above the reach of the

FIG. 2. RIDGEWOOD POWER STATION BOILER ROOM.

Electric multipolar generators, each of 300 kilo-

watts capacity (Fig. 5). Both armatures are mounted

on the same shaft and are connected to the driv-

ing pulley by means of friction clutches, furnished

by the. Hill Clutch Work.-', of Cleveland. The

Conly, of Pittsburg, Pa. All drip from the sepa-

rators and engine jackets is returned to the boiler

by a Worthington pump, while that from the main

steam lines returns by gravity. Chapman valves

and throttles and Keasbey magnesia pipe covering

attendants on the floor, it is considered desirable

to provide in some way for shutting off the water

in case of the breakage of the gauge glass. The

device connects the gauge to the boiler and is pro-

vided with shut-off cocks, the handles of which are
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joined by a connecting rod. Should the gauge

glass break, the valves are instantly closed by a

pull on the handle.

Argand blowers for the furnaces are provided.

The feedvrater heaters are tvro in number, of 500

H. P. capacity each, and were manufactured by

the National Pipe Bending Company of New
Haven, Conn. Tlie feed pumps are of the Worth-

NEW PUBLICATION'S.

Electric Lighting Plants : Their Cost and
Operation. By W. J. Buckley. 275 pages,

price |2. Published by William Johnston Print-
ing Company, Chicago.

This book contains matter of a great deal more

practical value than many volumes of a far more

pretentious desoiption. Its purpose is to give in-

FIG. 3. MclNTOSH & SEYMOUR ENGINES IN THE RIDGEWOOD POWER STATION, BROOKLYN.

ington compound duplex type, and, in addition to

these, three No. 13i Metropolitan injectors are in

use.

A siding from the Long Island Railroad tracks

extends to a coal pocket in the rear of the boiler-

room. The pocket, which has a capacity of 1,000

tons, is provided with shutes for delivering the

coal in front of each boiler. A Howe standard

scale is provided for weighing the coal as it is

taken from the pocket. The company will shortly

introduce an automatic machine, so that the coal

may also be weighed as it is taken from the cars.

The sf.ace under the coal pocket is inclosed and

is used for storage purposes, and under the floor

is a water storage tank holding about 100,000 gal-

lons. The feed can be drawn from this supply,

if in any case the water from the city mains
should be shut off.

All the cotton waste used in the station is

cleaned in a steam boiling tank especially pro-

vided for this purpose, and in this way it is

claimed that a saving of .'^15 per month is effected.

The station is equipped with a complete fire-

alarm system. A four-inch water main with hose

attached at convenient points is connected with a

Worthington compound duplex pump and ex"

tends through the station and adjacent car-

houses. Alarms and signal boxes made by the E.

S. Greeley & Company, of New York, are em-
ployed.

The plant was designed by M. G. Starrett, the

chief engineer of the company, and has been in

operation since August last.

Battle Creek, Mich.—The work of rebuilding the
old Battle Creek Electric Railroad which passed into
the hands of a new company, the Citizens' Street
Railway Company, Sept. in<, is rapidly approach-
ing completion. An entire new track of 45 and 60
pound T-rail has been laid, double bonded with
copper wire, all in the most thorough manner. The
overhead line has been all rebuilt. New trucks,
motors and car equipment throughout have been
ordered. Each car will be equipped with two W.
P. 5U General Electric Company's motors. The
equipment will consist of eight closed motor cars,
three large open motor cars and six trail cars. The
company has ahout seven miles of single track and
a half-mile of double track, and a loop at each end
of the Lake line, which is two miles in length.
The opening will take place in about 80 days.

formation to the purchasers of electric lighting ap-

paratus and to afford them assistance in making
estimates of the cost of construction and operation

of power stations. While the electrical engineer

has been amply provided for in the great mass of

technical literature which has appeared within the

last few years, the needs of the buyer have been

the arrangement of plants. The author confines

himself to one type of lighting apparatus, and for

this reason the reader is not inclined to value it as

highly as if it was more general.

Electric Light and Power. Bv Arthur F. Guy,
A. M , I. E. E. Published by Biggs & Co., Lon-
don. 346 pages. Price, 5 shillings.

This volume gives the results of practical experi-

ence in the management of Englisli central sta-

tions. The matter will be found of great interest

and value to that great class of persons who want
information of a practical character relating to the

management of electrical plants. A. great deal of

the matter applies to central stations and electrical

plants wherever they may be located, but some of

it is of significance only so far as it relates to plants.

Central Station Bookkkeping and Suggested
fokms, with an appknoix foe street rail-
WAYS. By Horatio A. Foster, New York. Pub-
lished by the W. J. Johnston Company, New
York. 139 pages, with forms and diagrams.
Price. .$2.50.

The matter of forms for keeping the accounts

of central stations has been discussed at electrical

and street railway conventions for several years,

and the importance of proper classification now
seems to be generally realized. Tlie matter was
discussed at considerable length in the paper pre-

sented at the last convention of the American

Street Railway Association by H. I. Bettis and

published in the last few issues of the Street

Railway Gazette. Mr. Foster supplies what
was not given by Mr. Bettis in the paper

as it was published ; that is, the forms

of accounts which are best designed for central

station bookkeeping. The book contains diagrams

for the organization of the staff of central stations,

methods of classifying accounts and reports with

model forms for each department. It presents a

complete scheme by which the management may
be enabled to determine at any time the condition

of the business and the unit cost for the generation

and distribution of current. It is stated that the

forms that have been suggested have been pre-

pared after the examination of many that are

now in practical use in stations. The appendix

contains a classification of slre^t railway accounts,

FIG. 4. GENERATORS AND SWITCHBOARD, Rl DGEW002 POWER STATION, BROOKLYN.

sadly neglected, the author states, and it is his

purpose to supply this need as far as possible. The
writer has been a salesman of electrical apparatus

for a great many years and his experience has been

of a character to enable him to realize just the in-

formation that the prospective owners of electrical

stations require. The writer wisely confines him-
self to small electrical plants : and the information
that he gives is compiled from reports of such sta-

tions. The book contains many plans of stations

and diagrams that will be found pf service to

those intending to inform th(^mselves regarding

with instructions, forms of books, etc., necessary

to carry the suggestions into practical effect.

Practical Notes on Rope-Driving. By M. E.
Published by the Street Railway Publishing
Company, New York. Price 50 cents.

This is a pamphlet of 48 pages and is a reprint of

articles which originally appeared it the Street

Railway Journal. The subject of rope-driving is

discussed in a practical and exhaustive manner.

Volume II. of the Standard Dictionary, published

by the Funk & Wagnalls Company, of New York,

will be issued this month. The sales of the book
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have been phenomenal already and it Is com-

mended in the highest terms by the very best

authorities.

BOSTON WEST END CO.S ANNUAL BEPCET.

The annual report of the West End Street Rail-

way Company, of Boston, has just been made
public and it is decidedly favorable. It appears
that the company has 7,010 shareholders. The
dividends included 8 per cent, on the preferred

stocU and 7i on the common, the latter having the

3 per cent, paid Jan. 1, 3 per cent. July 1. both
semi-annual, and 1| per cent, quarterly on Oct. 1.

The road, actually earned over 8* per cent, on the
common stock. If the irnffic increases the stcck-

Oil Tank Indicator,

Station.

Ridgewooa Power

holders will be inclined to demand an 8 per cent,

revenue on their holdings. Following is a sum-
mary of the report, the fiscal year ending Sept. 30:

Year Sept. 30: 1893-91. 1892-93. Increase.
Earninus $6,823,879 ?6.692.578 $131,.S01

Expenses 4,807,083 4,550,734 25B,3JS

Net 52,016,795 ?2,141,?13 •§125.047
Int. tax and rent 725.064 689,778 35,286

Balance 81,291.731 $1.(52,064 *S160.a33
Dividends 1.193,375 1,329.650 -136.2T5

Surplus 898,356 ?122,414 «$24.058

* Decrease.

President Samuel Little says in the report :

" Owing to the general business depression only a
comparatively small increase in the gross earnings
is shown while the operatmg expenses show an in-

crease of $256,348.43. This is more than accounted
for by having included the track improvement
account of last year, amounting to |192. 190.22,

and similar work performed during this year
amounting to |b0,617.64, or a total increase on this

have all been electrically equippeij and some of
ihem extended, and at present a new carhouse
Willi a capacity for 36 cars is nearly completed.
The lines running to both Maiden and Medford are
now being operated by electric power, and a new
carhouse has been erected on Salem street, Med-
ford, with » capacity for .56 cars. The new tracks
on Mt. Auburn street, in Cambridge, wtre com-
pleted and electric lines opened from Newton and
Mt. Auburn, and the rew carhouse at the latter

place is nnw being used.
"The East Boston division is being equipped

electrically, the tracks having been rebuilt and the
overhead lines consti'ncted. and it is nnw nearly
ready for operation, with the exception of the
completion of tlie power station. It is expected
that tlectric power will be inaugurated on this line

by the middle of December. A power-house anri

a new carhouse with a capacity for 48 cars are
heing erected at Eagle square for this division.

Important additions have also been made to the
re.ervoir and Summer street carhouFes. The com-
pany fold during the year |'.J, 000,000 4-i per cent.

20-rear bonds, with the proceeds of which the en-
tire floating debt has been retired, and at present
1 here is cash enough on hand to cover the expense
of finishing tlie electric equipment now under way
nnil Cdulemplatcd.''
The general balancesheet shows this cotnparison

with Si pt. 30, 1893 :

NOTES ON ELECTRIC TKAMWAYS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.*

Fig. 6. Device foi Oiling Engine Bearings, Ridge-

wood Power Station.

account alone of $272,807.86. It has been thought
best by the directors to change the dates of paying
the common stock dividend from Jan. 1 and July
1 to April 1 and Oct. 1. in order that the dividend
year may agree with the fiscal year of the com-
pany ; and three months' dividend was declared

payable Oct. 1.

" At the close of the year 93 per cent, of the

milease, namely, about 1,770,000 miles per month,
was run by the electric system, and the equip-

ment of the larger part of the balance is rapidly

progresaing. During the year the Brookline lines

ASSETS.
Sept. 30

Consti-iicLion
Heal estate
Power stations
Elf ctric car houses and shops
Electric line equipment
Cars, 2,ll5in 1894and 2,17-i in 189.1 .

Horses, 1 223 in 1891 and 2,123 in 1893.
General equipment
Maiden & Melrose Railroad
Somerville h ise
I^'u^nitu^e and fixtiures
Stocli ."-nd bonds

,

Tracx improvement '.

Cash
Cash, for October dividend
M aterials and supplie*
Accounts receivable
Insurance

1891
56.13,1,434

4,667,652
3,203.271
1,563,087
1.48(1,717

5,119.973
163.882
548,464
214,520
294.482
15,178

75,100
82,3'0

1,313,100

136.275
365,008
185 915
13,5-23

1893.

$6,076,76u
7,315.153

1,845.8 3
166,S: I

1,276,117
5.009.436

284,481

512,611
214,520
8',3.i3

19,978
75.100

193,190
738,654

472,639
255,8 .'2

31,114

Total $2!i,d79.8m 824.569,871

LIABILITIES,

Common stock $9,085,''00

Preferred slock
Funded debt
Notes payable
Current liabilities

Sundry items
Profit and loss surplus

6.400.0 lO

9,176,000

492,783
397,712
29.356

$9,085,000
5,400.000
6.690,000
4,219,700

770,443
?21,866
179.861

Total $-io,579,850 $-21,569,871

The surplus account gives a debit of S68.861 writ-

ten off for old track removed and not replaced,

and §180,000 discount on bonds, presumaoly
the $3,000,000 4+'s, which must have been sold

at 91. An interesting feature of the report is

an analysis of the stockholdings, preferred and
common, on Sept. 30, 1894

—

Preferred. Common.
No. shares 128.000 181.700

No. .shareholders 3,611 3,399
Average holding .35 53
'I'ru^t shareholders 471 81
Triiststock 23,256 5,797
Women stnckholders 1,677 1,164

Slock held by women 38,364 24,737

Of the total revenue, $6,734,311 was from pas-

sen^-ers. Advertising yielded |34,158, an increase

of $3,833 from the previous year. The classified

operating expenses were :

Increase.
General expenses ' 8418.874 $17,681
Maintenance of track **536.177 255.161

Maintenance of buil 'in;rs , 41.796 ^24.644

Mainlenance cars ;i. d * ehicles 48,701 110,632
MaintcancR hor-.e equipment 130.225 79,124
Maintenance electric tquipment 3.56.833 li.760

Road and snow expense 164,458 '33,788

Transportation expenses 2.510,016 *18l,2.57

Injuries and damages 210.000 19,677

* Decrea?e.
** Includes the chirgc to track imoroperoent account

last year of $192,190 22. and similar work ptjrformeri dur-
in£j this year amounting to $80,617.64. or a total of $272.-

807.86.

The company added 10.477 miles of track, and
took up 3.483 miles, making a net addition of 6.995

miles. The mileage owned Sept. 30. 1894, was
261.334; the mileage operated, 373.894. The com-
pleted overhead mUeage is 312 466. The revenue
passengers carried numbered 137.028.449. Of the
mileage run 87.29 per cent, was electric, and 12.71

percent, horsecars. Of the passenger receipts 90.17

was from electric and 9.83 from horsecars. The
reconstruclion account for the year was $310,352,

of which $47,415 was charged to Construction,

.$80,617 to operating expenses, and $82,320 to track
improvement account, to be written off against

earnings. Other and new construction cost $173,-

586, which was offset by a credit Of $113,861, book
value of track taken up, etc., leaving the net ad-
dition |-i8,724. There was a reduction of 900

horses during the year. The company had 606

horse and 1,507 electric cars on Sept. 30, alsD 1,323

horses and 1,843 electric motors.

BYH. !». WILKINSJN.

PART II.

(Conehided.)

Reviewing the circumstances attending electro-

lytic action, as far as I have been able to gain in-

formation on the spot, I find that these troubles
have chiefly been traced to insufficient conduc-
tivity at the ri.il joints, and to the want of proper
return conductivity in the shape of feeders. When
traffic on the lines increases, or extensions take
place, and the increased power is drawn from the
same supply station, either the bonds must be in-

creased in sectional area (if they have not been
put in at first of sufficient size for ultimate de-
mands), or return feeders must he run to relieve

the bonds; otherwise the consequence will be that
the current will be crowded out of the rails into
the earth. This is what has actually taken place
on some systems in the Slates, and the current has
been allowed to take its own course until the heat-
ing of rail joints and bonds has drawn attention
to the want of conductivity. This crowding out
occurs on the main or trunk lines into which sev-
eral branch lines converge. On simple lines, or
those from which no branch lines radiate, it

is less liable to occur, as even with an
excessive volt loss per mile the density of
current is well within the capacity of ordinary
single bonds. Take, for instance, a line of three
miles of double track between A and B
and consider it first with no branch lines. Say we
have a three-minute service of cars, and the aver-
age speed, allowing for stoppages, is li miles per
hour. The cars will then be three-eighths of a
mile apart, and there will he eight cars on each
track. With two motors per car the current will

be about 35 amperes at maximum speed; but some
cars will be starting, and using 100 amperes, and
we may take a time average right through of .50

amperes per car. The maximum current return-
ing to the power station from A will then be 800,
and the maximum at B 100 amperes. The resist-

ance of copper bonds varies according to method
of bonding, length and size of bond wire, and
whether it is double or single. Per mile run of
rail the bonds may be from one-sixth to twice or
three times the resistance of the rail. Taking a
70-lb. rail with low-resistance bonds, say of No. 000
gauge, 13 inches long and fixed double, we shall

Power i Station,

have the resistances per mile of rail 0.0344 ohm of

bonds (176 to the mile). 0-0056 ohm ; total, 0.04

ohm, or 0.0 1 ohm for the double track. The volt-

age loss will therefore be 1 volt per mile per 100
amperes. Working this out for the varying
stiength of current on different portions of the
return, we have a loss of 10 volts on 1+ miles from
A to P, and 4 volts on an equal distance from P to

B— total, 14 volts.

Suppose, now, a branch line is laid from P to C,
also of \\ miles, with cars at same speed, and same
rate of service. This will then absorb 4 volts, but
the loss between P and A on the trunk line will be
increased to 19 volts; and if another similar branch,
P to D, is added, the loss on the trunk line becomes
38 volts, or a total of 33 volts on the whole. When
it is considered that with a theoretical continuous
rail without bonds this loss is only reduced by 5

volts, it will be seen that to prevent waste of en-

ergy, quite apart from reducing current density,

we must connect return feeders to the rails on the
trunk line.

Now, considering the current density, we have
in the trunk line, when the two branches are in

operation, a current of 1,300 amperes at P and
3,400 amperes at A. The maximum current per
rail is theiefore 600 amperes, and this on 7 square
inches gives a density of 86 amperes per square
inch of rail (equivalent to 510 amperes per square
inch of copper). This could be increased four or
five times before any sensible rise of temperature
would take place in the rail; bu'. considering the
bonds, whose sectional area per rail is 0.26^ square
inch, wefind we have a densitv of 3,290 amperes
pt r square inch. It would probably take very lit-

tle increase of current beyond this to cause heating
of the b.iuds and crowding out of current into the
earth ; and yet the bonds on many lines in the States

have less sectional area than the one cited, and the

currents are from twice to four or five times as

great, producing far higher densities in the bonds
than they can carry. I am convinced that this is

Abstract of a paper read before the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, London. Engl and.
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the cause of most of the electrolytic troubles in the

States. Trunk lines, into which a number of

branch suburban lines feed, are frequently of con-

siderable length, and cars necessarily move slower

in consequence of their accumulation on one line.

Not only on account of the number of cars, but

also because of their slower speed and frequent

restarting, the current put on to the rails is very

much increased, and the density in the bonds be-

comes far more than they can carry. We have

seen that it is not a question of resistance or con-

ductivity of the bond, as the voltage loss beyond

that on a perfectly continuous rail is only increased

by about one-sixth of that lost on the rail, and

therefore the increasing of the conductivity con-

fers no appreciable benefit so far as reducing volt-

age is concerned. The question is one of sec-

tional area of bond with reference to the ultimate

maximum current it is expected to carry, and this,

I think, should not exceed 3,000 amperes per square

inch. The sectional area of the bond refers as

much to those portions in contact with the rail at

the joint or joints as to that of the single or double

bond wire itself.

I cannot leave this portion of my paper without

a tribute to the pioneer work and enterprise of our

transatlantic cousins. Tliey meet every difficulty

squarely m the lace, and, in spite of all obstacles,

" get there all the same." Our designs must neces-

sarily compiv with more conditions than are ex-

acted in Anierioa ; but when our difficulties have

been the same, our friends have generously been

ever ready to impart their experience.

I found that the insulation of the double-trolley

lines was good so far as the overhead construction

was concerned, but that it frequently broke down
at the motors, thus putting one or other trolley

line to earth. To show what kind of insulation

existed my friends and I boarded a single-trolley

car, stopped it and pulled the trolley arm off the

single wire on to one of the double-trolley wires
;

the lamps lit up inside the car showing an earth on

one main of about 300 volts. The leak was not suf-

ficient, however, to run the car, but it appeared that

in wet weather this was frequently done. Again,

in the Hunt-street station, an earth indicator was
permanently fixed, consisting of two rows of five

lamps, in series. Each row was connected be-

tween one of the trolley wires and earth, and I ob-

served during my visit to this station that

one of these rows was lighted up to nearly

full candle-power. The light was fluctuating

slightly, which appeared to indicate that the

earth was on a moving car ; at all events I was
informed that such earths were of frequent oc-

currence, and went off as suddenly as they came
on, but did not affect good working. Earths on a
line were "spotted" after all cars were home for

the night by switching off one section after

another while full power was kept on. The leak-

age current on two lengths of 13 and 9 miles of

double track joined in multiple with all cars off,

was 13 amperes, under the full pressure of 500

volts. The cost of street work in America for

double trolley car construction is about £650 per

mile. This is about one-third more than the cost

of single-trolley construction; but against this

must be put the dispensing with bonds.
While this system is out of place in cities and

confined thoroughfares, and, indeed, wherever
span wires must be used, I believe it offers some
advantages for heavy passenger traffic or goods
traffic in suburban districts. It offers immunity
from leakage currents to earth, for such can only
take place when more than one earth is on the

line. There is, therefore, no anxiety as to elec-

trolytic action on pipes, even with the heaviest

currents, no interference witli telephones, and it

is not necessary to bond the rails. With neat iron

poles and ornamental cross brackets the line is

not at all unsightly in the center of the road. On
some lines the appearance is improved by clusters

of incandescent lamps, with reflectors, on every
second or third post, and all feeder cables kept
underground. The only objection to the system is

the amount of overhead work at curves, turn-outs,

and crossings ; but it certainly holds its own in

Cincinnati for smooth and rapid transit, and has
proved itself a commercial success.

IMPORTANT EA-ILWAY TEANSACTXON IN
ALABAMA.

CONDUIT ELECTEIC RAILWAYS : IS THERE
A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM r

BY JOSEPH SACHS.

PART 11.

The Columbian Equipment Company, of New
York, has purchased the Highland Avenue and
Belt Railway and the Gate City line, both in the
city of Birmingham, Ala., embracing about 40
miles of road. By secuiing the Highland Avenue
Belt Line the company obtains a most valuable
terminal system, practically controlling the
terminals to many of the industrial as well as
steam railway lines in the city. It is the intention
of the Columbian Equipment Company to rapidly
develop these properties and make them second to
none in the south. A large amount of electrical
construction will undoubtedly soon be begun. The
officers of the company are as follows: Wayland
Trask,president; Charles A. Avery, vice-president,
and Clarence E. Stump, secretary and treasurer.

Another class or system combines the magnetic
arrangement of surface contact with the electro-

magnetic. One of these is the .Siemens system'
Contact plates are used, and the switching mech-
anism therein consists of a pivoted lever which is

first attracted by the magnet on the car, and after

the plate has been connected the current passes
around a coil of wire on the lever, and magnetizes
it as long as the car is in contact with the plate.

There is another system devised by Lieut. Patten
in which practically the same method is adopted.
The switching device is so arranged as to improve
the magnetic circuit. A separate contact rail is

used.
Next we have what is perhaps the latest at-

tempt in the surface contact system, by Messrs.

Johnson and Lundell. It is very similar to the

system shown previouslv, in which the magnetic
switches are all grouped together, but a sectional

rail is used instead of contact plates.

This system possesses various points of interest.

Its chief peculiarity is that the car is also equipped
with a storage battery, so that in case the brush
under the car loses contact with any section of the
contact rail the car is simply operated by the stor-

age battery. The battery is also used to actuate
the magnetic switch if it should be de-energizad.

The inventors claim various advantages in com-
bining the storage battery with a system of sur-

face contact.
Other surface contact systems have been de-

vised by Gordon, PoUak and Binswanger, Shuck-
ert and others. In the last named system iron

filings are used as the switching medium in the

same way as the levers are used in one of the sys-

tems described.

I will not dwell on the various points of advan-
tage or disadvantage of the various surface con-
tact systems. The claim put forth by their pro-

moters is that they dispense with the open slot and
can be installed cheaper than any such system.
However, on the other side we have the difficulty

of keeping down the leakage of the section that
may be alive, the complicated mechanism, the
many parts, and the uncertainty of action which
always attends the operation of a number of small
mechanisms under the conditions. This would
seem to seriously defer the ultimate success of
such systems.
Now we come to another class or system—there

are many of them—in which the open conduit is

used, but instead of having a continuous wire
there is a sectional conductor ; that is, only a sec-
tion of the contact conductor is connected with
the supply wire, and magnetic, electro-magnetic
or mechanical switches may be used. We could,
for instance, take any of the sectional conductor
systems which I have shown you and place the
contact rail or plate within a slotted conduit.
Various systems of this kind have been devised

in which the sections of contact wire were oper-
ated by electromagnetic switches. Systems of
this nature have been devised by Mr. Wheless
and others. The switching of the various sections,
plates or contact points can, however, also be ac-
complished by mechanical devices operated by the
moving car. Many of these have been devised and
tried

.

In the Lawrence system a mechanical switch
box is located at intervals, and the contact rail is

composed of small T-rails supported on a pivoted
lever, one end of which is connected with the
switch piston. The trolley comes down upon the
conductor and, by depressing one end of the lever
supporting the rail, shoves up the lever and pushes
in the switch rod, making connection with the
main wire. After the collector has passed, the bar
springs up again and connection is broken in the
switch box for that section.

The Muncie-Coles system was experimentally
tried some time ago at New Haven. In this, in-

stead of using a continuously depressed rail a
number of switch boxes are used and the contact
points are depressed by a long plow on the car.

The conduit is very small and simply covers up the
boxes.

A system which was recently exploited and
tried at Coney Island presents a combination of
ideas, but, as far as 1 can understand, it is also

fundamentally due to the very fertile brain of

Mr. G. T. Woods ; it is practically the same as
the Muncie-Coles, but the very great advantage
of this is that the switching mechanism, instead
or moving up and down, moves on a pivot. The
conduit used was very roughly constructed,
simply made of boards. As the shoe on the car
comes along it pushes the arm aside and throws
it into connection with tlie main line conductor
inside of the box. The shoe is flexible and so
arranged that it will conform to all the irregu-

* Abstract of .t. lecture delivered before the New York
Klectrical Society, Nov. 1, 1891.

larities in the slot in the conduit. An experi-
mental road was built at Coney Island, and from
results published in a paper read before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers I con-
sider it to possess a number of good points.

A system devised by Mr. Frank H. Ashley is

much the same as the Lawrence or any other of
the sectional conductor systems operated mechani-
cally. It consists of a conduit, a sectional flexible
rail, the supply conductor inside of a jacket, and
as the connector comes along it presses up each
section of the conductor and throws it in connec-
tion with the supply wire.
Now, these various forms of sectional conductor

open-slot conduit systems possess, in my mind, very
little advantage over the continuous wire conduit.
You have in the open conduit the chance for get-
ting mud. slush and dirt therein, and you must
have a fairly large conduit.
Next we come to a very peculiar system. In

this the inventor has attempted to bring the con-
ductor not in the conduit, not on the surface, but
he has gone to the other extreme and says. Let
me bring it above the surface and I will have it

clear and sure. So he constructs a slot parallel

to the rail, along the roadbed, and places adjacent
to that slot a number of switch boxes, having long
arms, the contact point at the end of which runs
.icross the slot. On the car is a plow, which pro-
jects down into the slot, and also a similar plow
at the other end. and a connection or contact bar
between the two plows. The plow goes down
into the slot, catches one of these arms and
raises it up. While the lever is raised in con-
nection with the bar, current is supplied from that
particular switch, and then after the car has
passed by the raised contact, the contact simply
drops back again, but aiiotner lever is always
raised before the last is dropped. This would be
very good if we always had clean and clear streetc
and no mud, slush, dirt or snow; but inasmuch as
the system has not yet been tried, I cannot say
whether it will bs able to operate against these or
not.

In another form of raised sectional contact sys-
tem, devised by Mr. Henry, the contact device is

located in a box in the roadbed, and instead of
having a mechanical device we have an electro-
magnetic device. A long magnet under the car
attracts a plug in the box to it, and makes contact
therewith. After the car has passed, the plug drops
hack and out of connection. The raising and
lowering of the plug cause it to be connected and
disconnected with the supply wire. The same
points hold good with this system.
There is another form of raised contact system

which is an exceedingly odd thing. This invention
has a slotted conduit, and puts therein a flexible

cable, which is supported on cross bars. As the
car goes along it raises up the flexible cable out of
the slot and over rollers under the car, and after
the car has passed it drops back.
Now we come to the last class. This is what is

called the induction system, in which a number
of primary coils are located at the regular points
along the line, and upon the car is located a
secondary coil, brought into such relation to the
primary that a current is induced in the secondary
from the primary. Although we may have the
alternating current motor, the system would be
very inefficient and costly. [The system shown
was by Mr. Dewey.] The primaries are wound
upon U-shaped cores, imbedded in the roadbed
with the two ends up. The long core on the car
is also U-shaped ; each end is a long brush which
comes into intimate contact with the ends of the
U in the street. The brush makes contact with a
primary core before it leaves the last, and in that
way a continuous alternating current is induced
and the car is supposed to move ; it has not as
yet. though.
Now, as you see from the vast variety of pos-

sibilities and probabilities that I have shown, the
solution of the conduit electric raihvay problem
is not at all limited, and all you have to do is to

pay your money and take your choice: but the pe-
culiar part of it all is that there is not much choice
to make, because apparently nothing has ever been
evolved—nothing commercially practical—from
any of the vast variety of material I have shown
you except the plain, every-day open conduit and
the continuous wire. That simply means that it

has many points of superiority, is actually in opera-
tion, and nothing else has ever operated . There is

such a system in operation at Budapest and at
Blackpool, England, but it is doubtful whether
either of these systems can be made operative in

this country. The climatic conditions are differ-

ent, and it is doubtful whether our American
streets are quite up to those streets in Budapest in

which one of the systems is in operation.

Various advantages are claimed for the different

systems that have been suggested as a substitute

tor the open-slot conduit. They may obviate some
of the disadvantages of the open-slot conduit with
the continuous wire ; they may claim to possess

certain advantages in the way of costs, and other
considerations which are even less apparent than
that of cost, but they have other objections, ana
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very strong objections, which, I think, put them
far behind any open-slot conduit system, although

I do not mean to say that such systems—that is,

those other than the open-slot conduit—cannot be

made operative.

BEOWN BICYCLE ELECKIC CAH.*

The accompanying illustrations represent a new
plan for electric cars, designed by Charles Brown,

of Basle, Switzerland. The car, as will be seen,

has eight wheels. These are attached to four in-

dependent truck frames, the two wheels in tan-

dem, on each side of each group of four, being

mounted on separate frames, having jointed con-

nections with the car body, whereby each pair of

such wheels are permitted to adapt themselves in

position to curves and vertical irregularities in the

track, independently of the other wheels. Each
tandem frame is provided with an independent

motor. This is located between the two tandem
wheels, with which it is connected by suitable

gearing. The motor and gearing connecting it

with the wheels are inclosed in a casing which

forms a portion of the tandem frame.

In the drawing i^jii', are the wheels and ^4, .4, their

bar, R, which is attached to the frames at each

end by a universal joint, so that it and the frames

can adjust themselves to any position.

Of this car Mr. Brown says: "If accumulator

traction is to come up, this will, I hope, help ma-

terially, as it must reduce the power consumed to

a minimum, and this is all-important in accumu-

lator traction, as the power in store is a fixed quan-

tity. This car is furnished, moreover, with a very

convenient place for the batteries under the car

body, between the fore and aft bicyclettes— the

place under the seats is very inconvenient and

damages the construction of the car very seriously.

The bicyclette permits the construction of cars of

any size or capacity, and the tendency just now is

in the direction of larger cars. The use of Hyatt's

bearings would also reduce the amount of power
consumed by at least, I should say, 25 per cent.

" From a constructive point of view the four bi-

cyclettes are absolutely identical, and can be

manufactured in numbers at a low figure, and
they are entirely irrespective of the car they are

to serve under. If any one becomes defective it

can be replaced in a few minutes without disturb-

ing the three others. Further, the platform is only

NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT.

At the meeting of the Rapid Transit Commission
ia New York last Tuesday a letter from Commis-
sioner John H. Starin was read outlining at con-

siderable length his project for a Metropolitan

rapid transit system. An abstract of the letter is

given herewith :

Mr. Starin favored, in general, the lines adopted
by the last commission—namely, a four-track road
up Broadway and on the west side to the city lim-
its, with a four-track line on the east side extend-
ing beyond the Harlem River, The Elm street
route, he continued, would seem to meet the de-
mands for a continuation of the east side line be-
low Fourteenth street, if for new and far better
reasons than any yet advanced it was decided that
Broadway could not be used for a four-track road
below Fourteenth street. Then his choice would
be the Elm street route for the east side, and a line
through Church street and similar streets parallel
and ciose to Broadway for the west side.

The possibility of an underground road in New
York had, in his opinion, never been fully realized
by the public. " The underground road which
New York should have—and ultimately would
have—must be built," he remarked, "on a mag-
nificent scale. It should not be a mere passenger
road— it ought to be a great railroad, a railroad
calculated to carry all the vast internal commerce

FIGS. I AND 2. BROWN BICYCLE CAR.

frames, with casings M,M, for the electric motors.

Upon the inner end of each armature shaft is

mounted a pinion, which gears into wheels on the

shafts. On the inner ends of these shafts and the

axles of the wheels sprocket wheels are mounted,
which are connected by chain belts, shown by dot-

ted lines in the left-hand truck of Fig. 1. The
manner in which the motion of the motor is there-

by communicated to the wheels F, F, is obvious.

The outer portion of the tandem frames at the

middle of its upper side carries what may be

called a cylindrical plunger, which is pivotally

connected to the frame by a pin, so that the frame
can vibrate vertically about this pin. The plunger

fits into a corresponding case attached to the body
frame, and can turn in it about its vertical axis.

The tandem frames have, therefore, a universal

movement vertically about the pin and horizon-

tally about the axis of the plunger. Suitable

spiral springs are contained in the plunger, which
support the weight of the car body. Each pair of

tandem frames is connected together by a tie-

* Abstract of an article in the American Engineer ayiU
Railroad Jourval for November, , ^. . -

3 ft. from rail-level, a great facility for entering

and leaving the car, saving time and preventing

accidents.

"The wheels are much smaller in diameter than

is the case with the American motor cars, being

only 30 in. instead of 33 in. or 34 in., hence much
less tendency to jump the track.

" The rail j .nnt (the damage to the rail-joints is

very serious with the heavy motor cars) would

sutler less than with the two-axled cars, there

being only one-half the load on each wheel in the

case of the bicyclette, and thus there is the soften-

ing action of the bogie, as the car body is only

lifted one-half so high in going over an obstacle on

the rails, thus reducing the force of the blow to

one-fourth of that in the case of the two-axled cars.

" The power required will not exceed one-half

that now used. This is a very important point in

the case of accumulator cars. I hope to be able to

run a whole day with one charge."

Norwich, Conn.—The directors of the street rail-

way company have decided to extend the Laurel
Hill brar.ch as far as Crouch aventie,

of the city. It should be built to do a part of the
work now done by river steamboats, barges, tows,
trucks, express and delivery wagons, which should
be more than a mere sub service artery traversing
the city north and south. It must become in time
a vast railroad system, competent to do most of the
traffic in passenger and freight now carried on
upon the surface of such size and nature that in the
future a passenger may enter his car in Chicago or
St. Louis, or other distant point, and not be re-

quired to change cars until he reaches the station
upon the underground in New York City that is

most convenient to his destination.
" It should be planned," continued Mr. Starin,

" so that freight could be billed, locked and sealed
at the underground receiving station and carried
to any point'reached by the railroads of the country
without breaking bulk."
The construction, he insisted, ought not to be

less than four tracks contained in one broad, well-
ventilated, thoroughly lighted tunnel, to avoid the
noise and other discomforts of a narrow, separated
tunnel for each set of tracks.

All the tracks should be devoted during the day
to passenger traffic, while at night one-half the
number would answer, and the other half could
then be used entirely for freight. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars, he remarked, wtre annually
expended in New York for transporting the mails
within the city limits by the primitive railway and
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unsafe method of wagon delivery. An immense
sum of money was also annually expended by the
express companies for transferring their express
matter from one portion of the city to another hy
wagons. A proper underground railway system,
he pointed out, would provide for the transfer of

the mails and express matter far more economi-
cally and advantageously.
The rapid transit system, Mr. Starin insisted,

should be planned to embrace the whole subject of

passenger and freight traflSc for the city of New
York. Provision should be made to carry the
United States mails. The express companies could
build tunnels connecting with their storage vaults,

and afier loading their cars could run them to the
main line for tranfportation to the desired points.

Beyond doubt, Mr. Starin further insisted, elec-

tricity had reached such a stage of development
that the proposed system of underground railroads

could be operated by it at a greater speed and more
cheaply than by steam. The same power couid
ventilate and light the tunnels and provide safe-

guards against accident upon the lines, so that
every imaginary objection loan underground road
would, upon actual operation, immediately dis-

appear.
Ml-. Starin thought that the double deck road

was out of the question. A broad road upon one
level standard gauge and ample height was essen-

tial.

OPEN FEONT PLATFOEMS.

The gates on the front platforms of the cars on

the Seventeenth and Nineteenth streets bne of the

Philadelphia Traction Company have recently

been removed as an experiment. It is noticeable

that passengers are never inclined to move toward

the front of a car, and the officers of the company
think that their objection is due to the fact that

it takes them so far from the exit. They argue

that, if the front platforms are left open so th.at

passengers may enter and leave by them,

they will be far more easily induced to stand

in the front part of the cars, and thus the crowd-

ing on the rear platforms and around the rear

doors may be avoided. There is, however, an

obvious objection to leaving the gates off the front

platforms, and that is that it increases the chances

of accidents.

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

(From Our Special Boston Correspondent.)

At the next meeting of the Society of Arts, I. H.
Farnham will read a paper on "Electrolysis of

Pipes: The Cause and Prevenlion." Mr. Farnham
has already read papers on this subject; in fact,

he may be regarded perhaps as the leading au-
thority on electrolytic troubles.

The selectmen of Braintree, Mass., in granting
locations for laying out the tracks of the "Wey-
mouth & Braintree Electric Railway, have imposed
extremely oneious conditions. It is provided that
on each side of a grade crossing, derailing switches
shall be placed in the track. In the case of over-
head crossings or tunnels at railroad tracks, the
street company must bear the entire cost. When-
ever the people residing in Weymouth and Brain-
tree subscribe 25 percent, of the cost, the company
must extend its tracks to other parts of the town.
A provision is also made for the use of the com-
pany's tracks by a new company.
An effort is being made to secure a franchise for

the construction of an electric railw.ny connecting
Great Head, overlooking Boston Harbor, with
Brachmont, the next piomontory to the north.

CANADIAN NOTES.

(From our Special Ottawa Correspondent.)

Vancouver, B. C.—The electric street railway and
lighting system of Vancouver. B. C, has been sold
to an English company for 8350,000.

Toronto, Ont.—A public meeting has been called
in North Toronto to discuss the question of im-
proved electric railway communication with the
city of Toronto.

Aylmer, Que.—The Town Council has passed a by-
law granting a 20-year charier to the Hull Electric
Railway Company for the operation of an electric
railway between Hull and Aylmer and through the
streets of the latter town, it is expected the road
will he m operation by July next.

An action has been begun in Toronto by John
luglis, an engine-builder, against Alderman Hewitt
and J. T. Johnston to recover $10,000 alleged to
h.ave been paid them for securing a contract from
the Toronto Street Railway Company. Inglis did
not get the contract; hence the suit.

Brockville.—A. B. Wilgus, of Boston, represent-

ing a company of American capitalists, has made
a proposition to the City Council offering to build

an electric street railway in Brockville. They ask
for a 20-year franchise, an acre of ground for build-

ings, exemption from taxation, and permission to

run the cars on Sunday.

The annual meeting of shareholders of the Mon-
treal Electric Street Railway was held this week.
The election of directors resulted as follows : L. J.

Forget, James Ross, H. A. Everett, K. W. Black-
wall. G. C Cunningham. At the directors' meet-
ing Mr. Forget was made president; Mr. Ross,
vice-president and managing diiector;Mr. Cun-
ningham, manager. Mr. Ross takes Mr. Everett's
place on ihe Board, as vice-president, and Mr.
Cunningham's as nianagina: director.

St. John, N. B.—The Electric Railway Company
made application to the Mayor of the city requesting
him to leEcmd the order which be issued on Tues-
day foibidding the company to runs its cars. The
Mayor refused to grant tlie request, contending
that it would not be safe for the company to turn
on the electric current until all the wires which
had been knocked down by the storm had been
repaired. The company, on the other hand, con-
tends that the read can now te operated with per-

fect safety and threaten to sue the city for
damages for every day that ihe cars are stopped.

Montreal, Que.—The Recorder has imposed a
nominal fine on the Electric Street Railway Com-
pany for overcrowding its cars. One car, licensed
to cany 36 passengers, was found wiih 50 passen-
gers on boaid. The judge, in rendering judgment,
said :

" I understand it is diflicult to prevent over-
crowding on the cars, owing to the persistency of
the public in boarding them; but, so long as the city
bylaws restrict the carrying capacity of the cars
to a certain number, the company must obey the
rules ov suffer the consequences. If the company
objects to the bylaws and finds it impossible to
obey them, if must either get them repealed or pay
for breaking them."

Ottawa.— The Electric Street Railway Company
has decided to issue $187,000 new stock. The pres-
ent paid-up capital of the company is 5625.000.
The new stock will make the paid-up capital |813,-
300. The additional money is needtd partly to
clean off floating liabilities, partly to defray the
cost of probable extensions of the system. The
present stock has been changing hands at from
$165 to $180 per share of $100. From June, 1891,
to June, 1892, the first year of operation, the com-
pany carried 1,320,000 passengers, and paid 7 per
cent, dividend. For 1892-93 the company carried
2,394.000 passengers, and paid 8 per cent. For
1893-94 the company carried 2,700,000 passengers,
and paid 8 per cent. For the present year so far
the number of fares has greatly increased.

NEVi/S OF THE WEEK.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-
EAEIES.

Ne-w Yoek Gbipmen.-The great majority of
the cable gripmen have now so perfected them-
selves in their work that usually they start and
stop the cars smoothly. Many of them are artists,

who handle a car beautifully, calculating with the
utmost nicety, not only the power at command,
the weight carried, and the operation of the brake
and grip of the particular car, but also the move-
ments of neighboring teams and their effects upon
the truck immediately in front, and the character-
istics of the driver of the truck ahead. With all

these elements they compute the measure of speed
needed. There is in the town, perhaps, no set of
men more alert, physically and menially, than the
high-grade gripmen. They pilot their cars fear-
lessly, dashingly and safely, often with but a hair's
breadth to spare. It would be hard to say which
are the better gripmen, those of Third avenue or
Broadway.

—

New York Sun.

COMPETITIO.N WITH Steam Roads.—The idea
that trolley lines would ever become active com-
petitors with the steam railroads in the transpor-
tation of not only passengers, but freight and
mails, has ceased to be the subject of the ridicule
with which it v\ as received long ago, and is now
commanding serious thought and attention from
railroad managers. This is due. not so much to
the fact that the trolley lines have already done
material damage to the traffic of the steam roads,
but because they have captured enough local busi-
ness to show that they are destined to become im-
portant factors in the question of transportation,
and that great projects have been begun which
will, if carried out, make long journeys by the
trolley service possible. The declared intention of
tlie projectors to compete for freight traffic, added
to the experience had so far. justifies the conclu-
sion that a condition is being rapidly reached
where the inteiests of the steam roads will he so
affected that managers will be forced by circum-
stances to devise ways and means with'which to
save their roads from serious loss.—Buffalo Courier.

Pottstown, Pa.—The Ringing Rocks Electric

Railway has been shut down for the winter, as
the traffic was insufficient to pay for the operat-
ing expenses.

Nashua, N. H.—The Nashua Street Railway Com-
pany has presented a petition to the Board of
Aldermen, asking for the right to introduce an
electric system.

Waukegan, III.— Surveyors have been in this vi-

cinity of late laying out the proposed electric line

to be built along the lake shore between Chicago
and Miln aukee.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Adam C. Tietz has obtained a
judgment against the Philadelphia Traction Com-
pany for $36,960. for injuries received in a col-

lision between two cars.

Woodbury, N. J.—Mayor Henderson has vetoed
the ordinance which permitted the Camden, Glou-
cester and Woodbury Electric Railway to extend
its tracks through Woodbury.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The city authorities^have with-
drawn tlieir orposition to the construction of a
trolley line instead of a horse car line on Franklin
avenue along Prospect Park.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Metropolitan Street Rail-
way Company has decided to equip its Broadway
road as an electric line, if the consents of the
property owners can be secured.

Sallna, Kan.—L. M. Eib, of Leavenworth. Kan.,
has been given a bonus for the construction
of an electric railway, and it is' announced that
work will be commenced at once.

Youngstown, 0.—The Youngstown Street Rail-
way Company has applied to the County Commis-
sioneis for a franchise to construct an electric
railway from Youngstown to Niles, via Girard.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Railroad Commissioners
have granted to the Nassau Electric Railway Com-
pany the right to use the trolley system in New
York avenue from Fulton street to Atlantic ave-
nue.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Newtown Railway Com-
pany has obtained a franchise to operate an elec-
tric system in the town ot Newtown, from the
point boidering on Long Island City to the Flush-
ing line.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Citizens' Electric Railway
Company will be in operation by electricity by
December. The track has been laid with 78 pound
girder rails. The American Car Company, of St.

Louis, is to build 60 cars for the road.

Denver, Colo.—In celebrating the recent Repub-
lican victory in Colorado, the East Capital Hill
Woman's Republican League rented a number ( f

eleclric cars decorated with lights, lanterns and
flags and took an excursion about the city.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—John H. Roberts, of Grand
Rapids, has been srantfd a franchise by the Coun-
cil of Mackinac Village to construct an elf-tric

road to follow the shore line around Mackinac
Island. The road is to be ready for epilation next
sprmg.

Westhoro, Mass.—An electric railway between
Wocdville, He pkinton and Westboro is projected.
.$50,000 of Ihe st( ck having teen tuhfcribed ll eii-

for. B. G. Underwood, ot Maiden, and Arthur M.
Bridgman, of Brockton, are interested in the
enterprise.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The steam dummies of the
Filth and Sixth stieet line, which for £0 years
have connected Kensington and Frankford,
have been displaced by the trolley cars. The
first electric car over the line caused the greatest
enthusiasm on the part of the residents.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Common Council last

week granted the Syracuse Street Railroad Com-
pany a franchise which will enable that company
to complete its railway system to the city, and in-
troduce a system of transfer by which lesidents
can reach any portion of the city for five cents.

New York, N. Y.—The Manhattan Elevated Rail-
way has established a transfer station at South
Ferry. Transfers are issued to persons wishing to
go from the v^est side system to the east side lines, or
vice versa. The company is introducing express
trains running from Franklin street to Fourteenth
street without stopping, for the accommodation of
those wishing to visit the shopping district.

Baltimore, Md.—The contract for the equipping
jt the power station of the Pikesville, Riestertown
& Emory Grove Railroad has been given to Stern
& Silverman, of Philadelphia, Pa. It calls for
three 350 H. 1^. Ball & Wood engines, four boilers,
and three ioOk. vv, VVestinghuuse generators. The
plant is to be iu operation Jan. 1. 1895. The road
when completed wUl connect Gettysburg, Pa.,
with Baltimoie, Md.
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PERSONALS.

Charles E. Newlon, of the Jewell Belting Com-
pany, of Hartford, Conn., was in New York this

week.

R. A. Crawford, of the R. A. Crawford Manufac-
turing Company, of Pittsburgh, was in New York
this week.

W. C. Groetzlnger, general manager of the
Charles Munson Belting Company, of Cliicago, was
in New York this week.

Mr. Edwin Beers died Sunday at his home in
Brooklyn, aged 73. He was president of the
Broadway Railroad Company of Brooklyn for 30

years.

E. B. Ives, chief engineer of the Electric Traction
Company ot Philadelphia, who has been connected
with the Signal Corps of the First Brigade of the
New York National Guard, has just been appointed
Chief Signal Officer of the Siaie, and has success-
fully passed a special examination. He is a grad-
uate of West Point.

George D. Widener, vice-president of the Phila-
delphia Traction Co , has been presented by the
members of the Electrical Engineering Corps a
handsomely framed collection of photographs,
which includes pictures of themselves, views of
the exterior and interior of the company's four
power stations, of the engineers' car, and of the
tower and emergency wagons.

TRADE NOTES.

The Louis K. Comstock Company, electrical engi-
neers and contractors, Monndnock Block, Chicago,
have recently opened an office in Detroit, Mien.,
in the Hodges Building.

Westlnghouse Company.—The Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Company is said to have
f1,000,000 orders on hand. The company is nearly
ready to start its new works at Brinton.

Flexible Trolley Brackets.— Since the Burnham
& Duggan Company, ot Boston, reduced the price
of its flexible trolley brackets and completed ar-
rangements witli Morris, 'lasker & Co., of Phila-
delphia, for the manufacture and sale of them,

enormous orders have been received and the com-
pany has found it hard work to keep its customers
supplied.

The Imperial Rubber Company, of NewYork. Geo.
E. Austin, manager. Agents for the Charles
Munson Belting (-lompany, of Chicago, report that

trade is very brisk. The company recently shipped
eight rolls of belts to Prussia, a fact that goes to

indicate that there is a demand for Munson belts

on the other side of the Atlantic as well as in the

United States.

Scranton Contract.—The Scranton & Pittston

Traction Co. has given the contract for the building
of ii miles of tracls between Pittston and Avoca,
Pa., to Stern & Silverman, of Philadelphia, Pa.
The rails are to be .56 pounds, with ties 3 feet

centers. The same firm also secured the contract
for the furnishing of the car bodies and trucks, as

well as motors. Motors are to be two 30 H. P,

Westinghouse series motors to each car. The con-
tract also includes the furnishing and erection of

all overhead material, and the construction of the

road complete.

Munson Belt Sales.—We learn from the Charles
Munson Belting Company, of Chicago, that trade
has greatly improved of late, especially in the Pitts-

burg territory. Among the orders that have re-

cently been taken there are: two 53- inch and two
34-inch belts for the Second Avenue Electric Street

Railway Company; one 28-inch belt for the Cen-
tral Traction Company, and the entire equipment
of leather belting for the new Brinton shops of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany. The general trade of the company seems
also to be greatly improved of late.

The Clayton Air Compressor Works, Havemeyer
Building, New York, have sent us a copy of their

newest publication on the " Uses of Compressed
Air. " This list cites about seventy different applica-

tions of air under pressure. It is of especial interest

to engineers, railroad men, machine and construc-
tion shops, marble and granite works, chemical
works, sugar refiners, to those interested in rubber
and silk mills, tinware, pipe and hose manufact-
urers, and in all industries using artesian wells,

automatic sprinklers for fire protection, oil for

fuel, and to physicians and in hospitals or baths

that use sprays for curative purposes. The list is

mailed free on application.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin'
Conn., has just completed for the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, of Philadelphia. Pa., steel roof
trusses for the addition to the latter's wheel shop.
The same company will furnish the new power
station for the United Electric Light and Power
Company, on East Twenty-eighth street. New
York city. The power-house is 100 feet wide and
300 feet long; the engine-room is 100 feet wideand
80 feet long, and the boiler-room is 56 feet wide
and 100 feet long, the whole covered with the Ber-
lin Iron Bridge Company's patent anti-condensa-
tion corrugated iron rooHng. The coal pockets in

the boiler-room have a capacity of 3,000 tons.

Edward F. Austin, who was sales agent in the
Pittsburgh aistrict for the Altooua Manufacturing
Company before that company mnde an assign
ment, has taken charge of the Pittsburgh office of
the Phoenix Iron Works Company, ot Meadville,
Pa., manufacturers of the well known Dick &
Cliurch engines, boilers, feedwater heaters, etc.

Mi'. Austin reports the sale of a 15 x 18 engine to
Jones & Laughlin; three 100 H. p. boilers for the
Schenley Park Casino. These boilers are parti-
cularly designed for safety, etc., and are of special
make all through. He also reports several smaller
sales and states that inquiry is increasing from all

localities and that he looks forward to an increase
of trade in the boiler and engine business.

Electric Heaters for Philadelphia.—The Consoli-
dated Car-Heating Company, Albany, N. Y., re-
ceived last week an order from the People's Traction
Company of Philadelphia for the equipment of
300 cars with its system of electric heating. This
is the largest order ever given for electric heaters.
Other large orders recently received by ihe Con-
solidated company are: 149 car equipments for the
West End Railway. Boston; 187 for the Union
Railroad, Providence ; 60 for the Nassau road,
Brooklyn; and many other smaller orders, aggre-
gating in all about .500 car equipments. The elec-
tric heater of the Consolidated Car-Heating Com-
pany was the only electric heater that received an
award at the World's Fair, and a medal and di-

ploma were given lo it for efficiency and economy
of operation combined with admirable regulation
of temperaiure. The heater is now in use in 100
cities and towns of the United States and Canada
and on over 1.300 cars.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
XT. S. Patents Issued Nov. 13, 1894.

528,949. Trolley; Benjamin F. Lare and Charles M.
Greer. Philadelphia, Pa., Assignors lo the Ajax Metal
Company, same place. >iled May 1, 1?94. 'Ine trolley
wheel fork has iwo upwardly projecting arms or prones,
the latter having suitable boles drilled therein lor
thp insertion of the trolley wheel shaft and, on opposite
Bides of the said holts, slots or depressions.

528)959. IntersectinKEleotrlcRaJJlivay Tracks;
Mark JLowd, Salem, Mass. Filed Feb. IM, 1834 A rail
at an anglp to the main line rail-i is provided with a
tread of insulating maierial in the path of the current
collector carried by the car on the main line. (See
jlluatraiion.)

52S,963. UnUerisroiiud ronduit for Electric
Roads; Ezra A. Marhers. Romeoville, III. Filed June

, r<?, Ib94. This is o slotted conduit having double sides
forminET air spaces opening inio the slot on each side.
A flexible plug that tiis the slot in • heconduit is adapted
to be lifted for a pori ion. of its length from the slot by
the passage tnrough it of a trolley bar, and to close be-

No. 528.959.

hind this bar as it passe?, pipes adapte-i to convey com-
ppeseed air and communicaLing wii,h a^r spaces. Me-
chanism operfi ted by rbe lifting of the plus: permits the
compressed air to flow from the pipes into the air spaces
as the plug is lifted. (See illU5Lration.)

529,011. Klectric Railway Swilcb, RoUi.i A.
Baldwin. South Norwalk, Conn.. Assignor to i he Fitch
Excelsior Switch Company, of New Jersey. Filed Jan.
4, 1894. Two electromagnets are adapted to move the
switch in opposite directions, a circuit changer acting
automatically to change the path of the current from
one magnet to the other. A controller for tbe circuit;
changing device is arranged to hold the circuit changer
in a given position until the circuit is broken and then
permit it to operate. (See illustration.)

529,011. Fender for Cars; John McCarthy. New-
ark N. J. Filed June 2 1894. The fender or guard is

secured to slide in a supporting frame and the trolley
pole is connected with tbe fender, whereby the back-
ward movement of said fender will disconnect the trol-
ley wheel from the trolley wire.;

529,0.52. 1^'euder for 4ar-; Fi-ederick D. Weber,
Brooiilyn. N. Y., Assignor of one-bnlf to Henry C.
Christgan. same place. Filed Feb. 2^, 1891. A station-
ary fender projects in front of the car platform, and a
lower fender is suspended at its rear end by spring-

No. .528.963.

: cushioned rods and suitiiblc cables or chains, the lower
fender frame extending bevond the upper frame.

529,058. Trolley-Wii-e Hanger ; Johan M. Ander-
sen, Boston. Mass., Assignor of one-half to Albert An-
derson. sam3 plac". Filed July 19. 1894:. The hanger
comprises the tollowins: instTumentalities, viz.: An
insulator to which the trolley wire is secured, a socket
for the reception of said insulator and in which the
said insulator is capable of being turned or rotated, a
protective sleeve on tbe said insulator, and a locking
device pngagiug the said sleeve to retain the insulator
in Its adjusie'1 position wiuhin the socket.

529,095. Naf-ty-«;uard (or Cars; Frederick Zorn,
New Vork.N. Y. J''iled June 21. 1894, This comprises a
rock bar, means being provided for supporting it. A

;?kisi

series of guard pieces secured to the rocli bar ex ends
outward away from each oiher, the rock bar being
constructed to draw the free ends of the guard pieces
toward each other a,'^ it is rocked rearwardly.

529,158. Street Car Heater; Menard K. Bowen,
Chicago. 111. Filed July 11,1894. This is an improved
device for street car heating.

529,226. Velilole Ooor; Charles A. Wright, Phila-
delphia. Pa. Filed Oct. '^6, 1893. A movable door is
aaapteo to open or close the passage or doorway, and a
weighted device independent of the door proper operat-
ing by it3 inertia opposes all movement oi the door rel-
atively to the \'ehicle frame occasioned by movemetts
of the vehicle.

529,260. Car Fender ; Elie B. Graff, Baltimore, Md.
Filed June 25. ISEJi. Tbis is composed oi a framework
having two side bars each made in one piece, one portion
of each side bar being bent to a vertical position, and the
other portion to a horizontal position, the vertical por-
tion hnviug its lower end connected to and continuous
wiih the rear end of the horizontal portion and coiled
at this point into one or more elastic convolutions to
form springs.

529,268. Reversible JWriving^ Gear for Cars
;

James Hcpkirk. San Francisco, Cal . Filed Feb. 12.
I89i. Tbe tension device for flexible driving band^ con-
sists of the lever through wbicn the drivmg-puUey
shaft turns loosely, roller-* journaled in the levers at
one end to press upon opposite parts of the driving
band, a casing containing a spiral spring standing be-
tween the ends of the levers opposite to the rollers, and

No. 3:^9,288.

an adjusting screw by which the pressure of the spring
upon rhe lever is regulated. (See illustration.)

529.275. Street-Car Fender; Henry C. Kennedy
and (George W. Koletter. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed July
10. 1894. 'i'he fender is V-shaped and has its lower ends
concaved with an elastic strip secured thereto. An
elastic aiember he;d to the apex of the fender is curved
to conform to i he shape of the post, the bars of i he fen-
der being designed to be fastened at their ends to the
ends of ttie bars of the siae tenders.

529,284. Car Trucii ; Benjamin F. Manier. Jr.,
Providence. R. I. Fded April li, 1894. This has a hol-
low pedestal rigidly secured to the car frame or base
with oppositely arrangea inclined braces fastened to
the lower portion of thft pedestal and to Che car frame.
A tie brace unites the pedestals and a boitom tie or cap
unites the two sides of the pedestal. All are adapted to
move vertically in unison with the car. The axle-
carrying box'is loosely mounted in the pedestal, a light
spring or cushion interposed between and in contact
with said box and tie and a full elliptic spring arranged
longitudinally of tbe car. The spring is interposed be-
t^ween and in contact with the upper side of the bos and
(be under side of the pedestal base.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Carthage, Mo.—Jasper County Electric Railroad

Company, capital stock 1150,000, has been in( or-

porated. The promoters are: J. W. HalliburtDD,

F. W. Fitch, Isaac Perkins, Carthage, Mo.

|l ! Philadelphia, Pa.—The Philadelphia & Lans-

dale Railway Company has been incorporated;

capital stock, §100,000; promoters, Robert A.
Welsh, H. A. Mullen, .John B. Moffitt, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Mechanicsburg and Boiling

Springs Electric Railway Company has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $100,000. The
promoters are: Jno. B. Skyles, Martinsburg, Pa.;

S. Ritter Ickes, W. K. Meyers, Harrisburg, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Carthage, Webb City, Jop-

lin & Galena Electric Railway Company has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $175,000. The
promoters are .John J. Taussig, David R. Powell,

St. Louis, Mo.; Chas. C. Carroll, Springfield, 111.

New York, N. Y.—Boynton Transit Company of

Spain (incorporated in West Virginia), capital stock

$10,000, has been incorporated. The company pro-

poses to acquire patents for appliances relating to

steam and electrical railways, etc. The promoters
areL E. Ue Navarro. New York City. N. Y.; Eben
Moody Boynton. Newbury, Mass.; Wm. H. Boyn-
ton, New York City, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.—Boynton Transit Company of

France (incorporated in West Virginia), capital

stock $10,000, has been incorporated. The com-
pany will acquire patents and patent rights for

appliances, etc., relating to steam and electric

railways, etc., in France. The promoters are J.

F. De Navarro, New York City, N. Y.; Eben
Moodv Boynton, Newbury, Mass.: Win. H. Boyn-
ton, New York City, N. Y.

FINANCIAL NOTES.

Chicago, III.—The North Side Electric Street

Railway Company has filed a certificate increasing

its capital stock from ,$500,000 to $1,500,000.

New Orleans, La.—The Orleans Street Railway is

to be electrically equipped. At a r^'cent meeting
of stockholders it was voted to make this improve-
ment at a cost not to exceed $210,000.

Chicago, III.—The directors of the Chicago City
Railway Company have decided to issue a million

dollars of new stock, tor which stockholders
will be allowed to make pro rata subscriptions.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Grafton Johnson and John A.
Polk have applied to the commissioners of Johnson
County for an electric railway between Indianap-
olis and Franklin. Pleasant Township of Johnson
County will vote on a proposition to approi^riale

$34,000 toward building an electric line between
Greenwood and Franklin.

Sioux City Receivership.—The Manhattan Trust
Company, of New York, on Nov. 13, applied for a
receiver for the Sioux City Cable Railway Com-
pany. The Manhattan company is trustee for

$300,000 of bonds of the cable company. The road
has not been paying expenses, and has not paid
interest on the bonds lor four years. The court
appointed Howard S. Baker, of Sioux City, re-

ceiver.

Consolidation in New Jersey.—Representatives of

the Union Traction Company, of New Jersey, and
the Newark, Rutherford & Hackensack Electric
Railway Company have agreed that the latter

company should be absorbed by the former, Uelos
E. Culver and Henry H. Copeland becoming mem-
bers of the directorate. Consents of property own-
ers to the right of way through Lyndhurst, Kings-
land and Rutherford are thus transferred to the
Union Traction Company.

Manhattan Statement.—The New York Herald
claims that the statement of the Manhattan that
has just been published is to all intents and pur-
poses incorrect. It asserts that the earnings were
$400,000 more than they appeared to be, as it is

alleged that the cost of twenty new engines, new
rails, ties, etc., was charged to operating expenses.
The statement, it is said, gives evidence of an in-

tention on the part of the managers to allow the
investing public to deceive itself and to consider
the competition of surface lines more serious than
it is.

Consolidation of Chicago L Properties Suggested.
—The bringing of the elevated propertji's under a
harmonious management is a scheme that offers

so many desirable results and would permit in its

manipulations such enormous profits that it can
be set down as a foregone conclusion it will be
done sooner or later. It has been said by shrewd
judges ot the situation that the combined elevated
properties have $5,000,000 added to their value the
moment the combination is made, because that
combination permits an immediate down-town
outlet.

—

Chicago Tribune.

Montreal Company's Earnings.—The earnings of

the Montreal Street Railway Company for October,
the first month of the company's fiscal year,
amounted to $88,023.28, the average per day being
$2,839.46. The increase for the month as com-
pared with last October was $15,580.78 ; the aver-
age increase per day, $503.60. To Nov. 13 the
increase is about on the same ratio as during
October. The annual earnings of the company
during the last 10 vears were as follows : 1885,

$222,063; 1886, $-^52,186; 1887. $346,022; 1888, |386,-

486; 1889, $412,216; 1890, $431,389; 1891, $491,862;

1892, ;»569,810; 1893, $750,751: 1894, $896,090.

Brooklyn Elevated.—Adolf Ladenberg, president
of the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Company, denies
the rumor that a petition for a receiver for the com-
pany is to be filed. " If an attempt to secure a
receiver is made," he said, " I might fight it. Be-
cause of bad times and the competition of the
trolley system the company will liave a deficit of
about $200,000 at the end of the year. But what
is that for a company with nearly $12,000,000 of
bonds, upon which it has never defaulted in

interest and has always heretofore earned a sur-

pKis? We have some unissued bonds which will

be put out as soon as times are good, and every
obligation of the company will be then taken up,"'

Chicago Elevated Roads.—Rumors that the Met-
ropolitan Elevated Railroad, of Chica.go, is seeking
10 get control of the Alley ''L" have led to the be
lief that a combination is being contemplated
which would be of mateiial advantage to both
roads. There is some probability that the wealthy
stockholders of the Metropolitan are buying up
large blocks of the Alley "L" stock. But it is em-
phatically denied by officials of both roads that any
overt acts looking to a consolidation of intei-ests

have taken place on either side. Whether there
have been any actual transfers of the stock of the
Alley "L" to Metropolitan stockholders is not
known to a certainty. There are some strong
reasons for the belief that as individuals several of
the Metropolitan financiers have been quietly ne-
gotiating for the purchase of Alley "L" shares
with a view to ultimately getting a controlling in-

terest.

Terre Haute, Ind.—An election in Harrison town-
ship, whicii includes Terre Haute, has been ordered
for Dec. 17 on the proposition to vote a donation
of $20,000 for an electric railway between Terre
Haute and Brazil. The company has been incor-
porated with $100,000 capital stock, and it is esti-
mated that it will cost $125,000 to build the line
and locate a power-house at Seeleyville, which is

about half way between tlie two citie.s. Of the
$100,000 stock $30,000 has been subscribed in Terre
Haute, and the promoters of the road say they
have assurances of twice that amount if the $20,-
000 donation is secured. The right of way has
been secured along the north side of the old gov-
ernment national road. It is proposed to iim cars
every 30 minutes. There will also be express cars,
and it is expected that considerable business may
be done in the shipment of the lighter articles of
what is usually handled as freight. The passenger
fare is to be 15 cents. The fare on the Vandalia
road is 50 cents.

Permission to Build Gloversvllle Road Denied.—
The New York Railroad Commissioners have
denied the application of the Amsterdam, Johns-
town & Gloversvllle Railroad Company for author-
ity to build its proposed road. Jn its memorandum
filed with the decision the Board says that the new
road makes a saving of only two miles in the dis-
tance from Akin to Gloversvllle over the existing
route of about 16 miles by the New York
Central road to Fonda, and from thence to Glovers-
vllle by the Cayadutta electric road. The commis-
sioners continue: "In different reports from the
time of its organization this Board has set forth
certain evils that had been inflicted upon existing
enterprises and upon the general community by
the construction of unnecessary railroads. Such
unnecessary railroads, after a brief period of un-
wholesome competition, had speedily gone into
bankruptcy and had finally become a burden upon
the older projects and upon the general community.

The evidence is undisputed that the existing roads

are abundantly able to transact all business now
offered or that is likely to be offered for many
years to come. If the charges made for transact-

ing such business are exorbitant there is a better

method of curing this evil than by inviting super-

fluous competition. Furthermore, if the existing

roads between Fonda and Gloversvllle are making
exorbitant charges, this fact may indicate that

there is hardly business enough to support them
upon reasonable charges, in which case there is

obviously no occasion to build another road in a

neighborhood already oversupplied."
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Street Eailway An article on "Franchises'"

Franchisss. by R. D. Fisher is printed in

this issue. The author's pur-

pose is to correct the vague notions that have been

entertained on this important subject, and many
points that are presented will be noted with a

great deal of interest.

following in many cases where street railway com-
panies find they must deal with an exceptionally

prejudiced public.

British Ideas of Here speaks the true Britisher:

Electric Railways. "We feel certain that when
electric traction moves in this

country, British engineers will not copy the details

of American practice, but will work out the pro-

blems in their own way." Of course the only sur-

face trolley line in England worth speaking of is

American, but that doesn't signify with the'London

Electrical Review. The complacent Englishman

talks in his self-satisfied strain of what he knows
about electric traction and what he could accom-

plish in that field of activity if he tried, but he does

not do anything. British engineers may be able to

work out the details of an electric railway instal-

lation in a way far more satisfactorily than Ameri-

cans have done, but they haven't even tried to

do it as yet. The journal from which we have al-

ready quoted thinks very little of American con-

struction, because "it would seem that, in spite of

the great application of electric traction in America,

they are still improving in important points, so

that what is the best practice to-day is bettered by

some improvements next day, and so on." If it is

the English idea to postpone the construction of

electric railways until all the problems have been

satisfactorily solved, the British public will continue

to ride in antiquated tramoars for generations to

come.

Showing the Trolley A report of an exceptionally

System's Merits, interesting meeting at which

the trolley system was dis-

cussed is sent to us from Chicago, and is printed

on the next page. The residents of a certain ave-

nue now traversed by horse cars strenuously op-

pose the introduction of electric cars, which the

street railway company is anxious to operate on

the street. They argue, it is almost needless to

remark, that overhead wires will disfigure the

street and that the trolley cars will prove so dan-

gerous that they will cause the depreciation of

their property. The company decided that the

only way to change the views of the "nobility,"

as the residents of the avenue in question are

known in the Chicago City Eailway offices,

was to give them correct information on

the electric railway as it is operated

to day. A meeting was called at which about

1,000 persons were present. A paper was read de-

scribing the merits of the trolley system, and stere-

opticon views of streets in several cities where the

trolley car is in successful operation were thrown

on a screen, giving an ocular demonstration that

aerial wires do not disSgure a street as badly as is

commonly believed. Several pictures were pro-

jected on the canvas illustrating the avenue as it is

to-day and also as it would appear were overhead

wires introduced. It would be going too far to say

that the property owners were convinced that they

had been heretofore laboring under a delusion, but

it may be asserted with safety that many of those

present obtained new light on the trolley question.

The example of the Chicago company may be worth

Electric Eailway The concluding installment of

Conduit Oonstruotion, Joseph Sachs' paper on elec-

tric railway conduits, recently

read before the New York Electrical Society, ap-

pears elsewhere in this issue. The author has de-

scribed a considerable variety of plans suggested

for the solution of the conduit problem, most of

which may be regarded as purely experimental

inasmuch as they have never been subjected to

any practical test. The systems that were enu-

merated by Mr, Sachs, of necessity, were only the

most prominent, for collection of all the varied

schemes devised for the operation of railways by
wires below the surface of the ground would fill

a slout volume. The problem is one that seems to

exercise the strongest kind of a fascination over

the minds of inventors, for they have believed, in

view of the existing prejudice against overhead
wires, that the time is soon coming, if, indeed, it

is not at hand, when the pos3e.=sor of a patent

broadly covering a successful conduit electic rail-

way could name almost his own price for the inven-

tion. The statement.that Mr. Sachs makes, that of

all the electric railway patents granted since the

first days of the praclical applicaiion of electricity

one-half have been issued for conduit railways,

illustrates the extraordinary interest that has been

taken in the problem, and those who have followed

the weekly patent record of the Street Eaii.'Wat

Gazette realize that this interest is by no means dy-

ing out. Several of the plans described by Mr. Sachs

are so complicated that one is at once inclined to

condemn them on this account and doubt their

practicability, but they are simplicity itself com-
pared with some of the projects revealed in the

patent records. The conduit problem Mr. Sachs

regards as soluble, and this belief is beyond a doubt

entertained by the Metropolitan Traction Company
of New York City, whose electric conduit con-

struction in Lenox avenue is illustrated and de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue. The construction

in this case is of the simplest kind, in fact, in gen-

eral design it is not materially different from that

of the earliest efforts in this direction. The com-

pany evidently pins its faith in its ability

to overcome difficulties heretofore encoun-

tered to thoroughness of construction and

to perfection in detail along well-tried

paths, rather than to any ingenious and novel

method about which nothing definite is known.

It may safely be asserted that electric railway con-

duit work has never before been done in so admi-

rable and expensive a way the construction is

equal to that to be found in the best cable roads.

It should not, however, be inferred from what has

been said that therejare no new features about the

work now in progress on Lenox avenue. Those

who attempt to investigate the construction will

soon realize that there are many new wrinkles to

be added to the old design and that there are sev-

eral mysteries that the engineers are not yet ready

to reveal. Still (he statement that the general

plan is of the simplest form is true, and the tests

of the Lenox avenue electric line will doubtless

demonstrate once for all whether this type of con-

duit railway can be made successful in actual ser-

vice.
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TEOLI^Y aUESTION' IN CHICAGO.

An unusual meeting of persons interested in the

transit facilities o£ Indiana avenue, Chicago, was

held in that city a few nights ago. The street is

now traversed with horse cars, but the Chicago

City Railway desires to substitute electric cars, as

it proposes to do on most of its Hnes that are tribu-

tary to the main cable roads. The residents of the

thoroughfare are proverbially conservative and

object to an improvement in the street railway

facilities, and the company called the meeting in

order that arguments in favor of changing the

motive power might be presented.

Louis E. Myers, of the Electrical Installation

Company, of Chicago, read a paper slicwing the

desirability of installing an overhead trolley system

on Indiana avenue. He referred somewhat at

length to conduit systems and storage battery sys-

tems, and thought that it would be a very doubt-

ful experiment to introduce either of them in Chi-

cago. He thought that neither system was at the

present time so perfect that it could be installed

with advantage in a Chicago street. He asserted

that much of the prejudice against the overhead

trolley system was entirely unreasonable, and he

endeavored to prove this to the satisfaction of his

audience by the use of pictures thrown onto a

screen by a stereopticon. He showed street scenes

in Cincinnati, Minneapolis and Indianapolis,

where the trolley system is in use, and said that it

could easily he seen that the overboard wires did

not by any means destroy the handsome appear-

ance of a thoroughfare. Mr. Myers then attempted

to show that the appearance of Indiana avenue

would not be marred to any extent by the addition

of overhead wires. He threw on the screen pho-

tographic representations of the street as it is to-

day, and pictures showing the thoroughfare as it

would appear if the overhead system were installed.

These pictures were especially interesting to the

audience as the subject has been so much dis-

cussed that the unEesthetic character of the over-

head material has been exaggerated. Thehearers,

however, were not all convinced, and some of them
expressed their disapproval by hissing when the

views showing the overhead system were pre-

sented. Mr. Myers corrected the general impression

that accidents on electric roads are due to the

escape of electric currents, and referred to other

erroneous opinions that exist.

Quite a number of property owners spoke, some
of whom condemned the trolley very bitterly, and
stated that they were well satisfied with transporta-

tion by means of horse power.

an open trailer on cold and wet days; while the

former was almost deserted, the latter was well

patronized.

TEOLLEY SPEEDS IN BROOKLTN.

The railroad committee of the Board of Alder-

men of Brooklyn last week considered the matter

of limiting the speed of trolley cars. Several per-

sons complained of the rapid speeds, and thought

that the rate should be considerably reduced. D. F.

Lewis, president of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad

Company, argued that it was entirely safe to run

the cars at 10 miles an hour outside of the crowded
business streets, and as this speed was not :;on-

aidered too great above Sixty-fifth street in New
York City, he could see no reason why it could not

be allowed in Brooklyn. He said that the people

demanded rapid transit, and a speed of six miles an
hour would not satisfy this demand. He thought

that the greatestobjection to the speed of the trolley

card came from tlie elevated railroad companies.

as their business had materially decreased since

electric cars had been introduced.

The matter of open cars was also considered,

and Mr. Lewis said that he thought the question

of open and closed cars should he left to the discre-

tion of the companies. It was true, he admitted,

that open cars were run on cold and wet days, but

it was done because the people who patronized

the roadB demanded them. Ue made this state-

ment, he said, from experience, because the com-
pany had made a test by running a closed car with

ANNUAL REPOET OF THE PHILADELPHIA
TEACTION COMPANY.

The stockholders of the Philadelphia Traction

Company held their annual meeting last Tuesday.

The report for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1894, was read by the secretary, D. W. Dickson.

It showed that the receipts for the year were

$5,194,990.52, and the expenditures .$4,703,416.70,

leaving a net profit of $493,573.83. During the

year 136,327,329 passengers were carried, includ-

cluding transfers and free riders. This is an in-

crease over the year ending June 30, 1893, of [10,-

692,794 passengers.

President P. A. B. Widener made a statement,

in the course of which he said ;

" It is perhaps well to state that the bulk of our

trolley roads have been started since the period of

this report, which ended the 30th of last June.

With two roads running during the last six months

of the last fiscal year, the report shows an increase

in earnings of .$100,000 over ihe previous year.

We feel very much flattered by that showing.

We are gradually getting rid of our horse stock.

We count the maintenance of a horse at the rate

of 50 cents a day, and when we have disposed of

the 3,000 horses still on hand we will save just

51,000 a day. Since the introduction of the

trolleys our increase in revenue has averaged about

$50,000 a. month, and Ihe figures for the present

month of November will show an increase of not

less than $75,000 over the corresponding month of

a year ago. Next month we look for even a much
larger increase in business.

" 1 think that the earnings of the road for the

existing year will show all, if not more, than we
really anticipated when we began the construction

of the electric lines. By the next annual meeting

of the stockholders we will have all our trolley

roads running, and then we will have begun to

get the full benefit of the new system, and will be

able to show just what we can do. In the light of

the past, I don't think that there is any property

in the country that has a brighter prospect than

this property. We feel that it will certainly give

to the stockholders all that has been promised by

this management."
After the report had been read a motion was pre-

sented by Gen. James F. Rusling and adopted, ex-

tending to the xjresident and directors the thanks

of the stockholders for the efficient manner in which

they had discharged their duties.

President Widener expressed his appreciation of

the stockholders' action, and referred to the care

and anxiety that attended the introduction of the

trolley system.

It had involved, he said, a very' large expendi-

ture of money on what most people had believed

to be an experiment, but which the management of

the company had never regarded as experimental

from the first. Turning to the later efforts of the

management to develop the full paying capacity of

the trolley system, Mr. Widener spoke of the poor

business of the railway companies in Philadelphia on

Sundays as compared with other cities of the United

States. Particular attention had been paid to the

growth of the Sunday travel, and now, with the

addition of the Dauphin and York streets line, the

operation of the Walout ttreet bridge route and the

future occupation of Girard avenue bridge, which

he felt sure the company would get, the company
has all its roads centering at the Park. With the

proposed new roid within the Park limits in oper-

ation, people could be carried to any part of Fair-

mount Park. By next summer he thought the

receipts on Sunday would be as great as on any

other day of the year.

William L. Elkins, continuing the line of thought

as brought out by Mr. Widener, stated that the in-

crease in the Sunday business would amount to not

less than $350,000, and that without any additional

expenditure. (Jeneral Rusling followed Mr, Elkins

and said he had offered the resolution of thanks

spontaneously and without a word of consultation

with his brother-stockholders. He and otiiers out-

side of the city had watched the company's de-

velopment, first to cable cars and then to the trol-

leys, and they were all of the opinion that the

afiiairs of the corporation had been handled with

great skill and discretion. For that reason he be-

lieved that it was only just that the stockholders

should record their appreciation of the wisdom and

labor exerted by the management in btieging the

Philadelphia Traction Company up to its present

flattering condition.

NEW YOEK RAPID TRANSIT.

The New York Rapid Transit Commission held

a meeting last Tuesday. Several plans and sug-

gestions were received from Jesse W. Reno, the

proposer of the double-deck, four-track road
;

Herman Rausch, Ogden P. Bell, the secretary of

the Central Tunnel Company ; J. W. Pinchot and
Joseph G. Hillam. All such letters will hereafter

be referred directly to Engineer Parsons.

Mr. Parsons submitted the following report :

"According to the instructions^ contained in
your resolution of two weeks ago, I have made a
study of the extension of the east side route north
of Forty-third street, where the plans provisionally
adopted terminate, and herewith beg leave to
submit my suggestions.

" I recommend to commence at a point at Fourth
avenue, between Fortieth and Forty-first streets,

where the present line diverges to the left, and
continue in a straight line beneath the Grand
Central Depot and the yard to a point about Forty-
eighth street, there dividing the four-track system
into two and carrying two tracks on each side of
Fourth avenue, to the left and right respectively of
the present Harlem River tunnel. Just norm of
Ninety-seventh street the tracks would emerge
into an open cut and, by an ai-cending gradient
reach an elevation so as to give at least 30 feet in

the clear above the Harlem tracks, thence by a
steel elevated structure spanning the new
steel structirre now being erected by the
Harlem River Railroad, thence continuing to the
Harlem River, crossing the same to tiie north of
the Harlem River Railroad bridge to Walton
avenue, and continuing thence along the line

surveyed and located by the previous Rapid Transit
Commission, which line lies substantially parallel
with and a short distance east of Jerome avenue.
"The officials of the New York Central Rail-

road have very kindly given me access to the
plans of their present and proposed structures on
Fourth avenue, sections of which accompany this

report, from which you will see that the carrying
out of an additional railroad on Fourth avenue
conflicts sligtitly with their stations at Fifty-ninth
street. Seventy- second street and Eighty-sixth
street, and also with their wide tunnel between
Eighty-sixth and Ninety-sixth streets. Before de-
tailed plans for your structure can be drawn an
arrangement will have to he made with the New
York Central Railroad Company looking to a
modification of its structure at these points."

DEATH OF COL. S. A. DYER.

Colonel S. A. Dyer, president of the Chester

Traction Company, died at his home in Chester,

Pa., last Sunday. He had been ill about ten days.

Colonel Dyer was the leading business man
and financier in Chester. He was the founder

of the Chester National Bank and its first presi-

dent, which position he held until 1893, when he re-

signed to take entire charge of his railroad in-

terests. He was a director of the Chester Railway

(Company—capital, 8100,000—and then organized

the Union Railway Com, any, in 1888, paying $300-

000 for the stock of the Chester Railway Company

.

The Union was chartered with a capital of $300,000.

In December, 1893, horses were abandoned, and

the trolley substituted, and in 1894 the Chester

Traction Company was organized, embracing the

other lines whose tracks had been extended to

Marcus Hook and Media. The Darby line was

then built and incorporated in the Chester Trac-

tion Company, which has a capital of S500,000, and

covers 33 miles of track. The plant is considered

one of the best and most complete and prosperous

in the State, and drains into Chester from every

side except the river side,
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I/ENOX AVENUE CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION,
NEW YOEK.

The Metropolitan Traction Corapauy of New
York City has been anxious to introduce mechani-

cal power on certain of its lines now operated by

horses, but it has realized that permission to install

a trolley system cannot be secured, as the popular

feeling against aerial wires is too strong. As the

company wished, however, to discard animal power
if a satisfactory substitute cheaper than the cable

could be found, it determined to inti'oduce an elec-

The contact shoe comes down through the slot,

and has two arms pressing outwardly from the

center supporting bar against the conductors,

making a continuous rubbing contact. The volt-

age on the line will be from 2.50 to 300 volts.

The power station is located on 146th street

between Seventh and Lenox avenues. The work
on the structure has been commenced and is pro-

gressing rapidly, the side foundation of the walls

now being built. The foundations were started

from a point about 3.5 feet below the grade of 146tli

of the Alley "Alley "L" road advanced over three

points when the news of the loop projects was re-

ceived. Two companies have been formed to build

a downtown loop and both were incorporated up-

on the same day. The first of these is the Cen-

tral Elevated Railroad Company, which is the

outgrowth of the union of interests of the Metro-

politan Elevated and the Alley Elevated com-
panies. The corporation has a capital stock of

$3,000,000 and among the incorporators are John
Worthy, president of the Metropolitan Company,
and Marcelus Hopkins, of the Alley " L" Company.
The second company is the Union Elevated Rail-

way Company, which proposes to build a down-
town loop for the Lake street and new North-

western Company. The capital stock is §5,000,000

and the incorporators are John A. Roche of the

Lake street road; Egbert Jamieson, counsel of the

Yerkes roads; John B. Parsons, general manager
of the West Side road ; D. H . Louderback, general

manager of the Lake street road, and others. It

seems to be an open question whether these two
new companies will engage in a bitter fight for

the right to build a loop, or whether they will get

together and agree on a single belt line to be used

jointly by all the companies.

ALLEGHENY TRACTION COMPANY'S CAR
BARN BURNED.

ELECTRIC kAILWAY CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION IN LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK

trio conduit system on one of its new lines. After

some investigation and negotiation, the design of

the conduit was intrusted to the engineers of the

General Electric Company, and it was dfcidedto

install the new system upon the Lenox avenue line

The work has now been in progress for a consider-

able time, and the accompanying illustrations

show the general character of the construction.

The photograph from which Fig. 1 was reproduced

was taken at 146th street looking north on Lenox
avenue.

The company has been prosecuting the work
with great vigor and 600 men are now employed.

Most of the construction on the Lenox Avenue line

is now practically finished and for a considerable

part of this distance the paving has been com-
pleted. It will be seen that the construction which
has been done with the greatest thoroughness re-

sembles very closely the cable work on the several

lines of the Metropolitan company. It seems to be

a fact that the company regards electrical oper-

ation in the nature of an experiment, and there-

fore the conduit has been so constructed that the

line can be operated by cable if the electrical

working is not altogether satisfactory.

The conduit is a sheet iron one and the yokes

are of cast-iron. The rails are 7-inch girders and
are laid on the ends of the yokes. The space be-

tween the flange and the head of the rail is filled in

with cement. The manholes are located every 30

feet, and to the yokes at this point insulators are

attached on suitable supports. The insulators are

of rectangular form and are supported in cups and
are imbedded in sulphur, as will be seen in Fig. 3.

The insulators are made of soapstone, and fastened

to the top is an arm of iron to which is fastened the

channel iron contact conductor; As the insulators

are located at the manholes, they are easily accessi-

ble. As two conductors are employed, no struc-

tural return circuit is required. The feeders will

be carried in pipes laid between the tracks.

In his lecture on conduits, an installment of

which appears elsewhere in this issue, Joseph Sachs

calls attention to the fact that the power conduc-
tors are very nearly under the slot, and he men-
tions this fact as an objection which was found to

some of the first conduit systems. The work, how-
ever, has been so carefully planned by the engi-

neers of the General Electric Company,and has met
he approval of so many of its experts, thatitisnot

kely that any trouble will be experienced on this

score,

street. The entire surface of the interior of the

power station is laid with a bed of concrete about

4 feet in thickness. A steam conciete mixer is

used, and eight men are employed solely in shovel-

ing in the broken stone.

The barns of the Allegheny Traction Company,
on Spring Garden avenue, Allegheny City, Pa.,

were burned on Nov. 23. Before the engines ar-

rived the entire roof was one mass of flames. The
flames spread to the other parts and burned 150

feet on Spring Garden avenue and 300 feet bact.

There were 50 horses in the barns, 49 of which

were burned. Seven old horse cars and seven new
electric motors were also burned. The loss of the

street car company is estimated at $75,0C0 ; insur-

ance not known.

DOWNTOWN LOO*? IN CHICAGO.

The great need of the existing and prospective

elevated railroads of Chicago is a downtown loop.

Both the roads that are now in operation have

their termini at points several blocks distant from
the center of the business district, and as a result

they have not secured the patronage that was ex-

AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLERS.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company, of

Cincinnati, has decided to introduce automatic

ticket sellers for the convenience of pitrons on its

lines on which tickets are good. A manufacturer

of nickel-in-the-slot machines conceived the idea

SECTION AT THE VAULT OF THE LENOX AVENUE ELECTRIC RAILV/AY CONDUIT, NEW YORK.

pected. There has been a great popular demand
in Chicago for the construction of a downtown
loop that would be used jointly by all the com-

panies, but none of the efforts to satisfy this de-

mand has, as yet, come to anything. Real estate

owners have opposed every scheme for an

elevated structure in the business dis-

trict, as they have argued that it would
greatly injure their property. Last week two

projects for the construction of a loop were

made public. It would appear that there is a be-

lief that something definite will be developed, for

the reason that on the Stock Exchange the .shares

that machines built on this plan would be favora-

bly regarded by the public, and he laid the propo-

sition before the company. According to the

machine that he has devised, tickets will be ar-

ranged in packages of six and will be dropped out

when 23 cents is slipped into the slot. It is stated

-that each box will contain different divisions for

the several lines. Six machines will first be located

at the stations around Fountain Square. If these

are found to operate satisfactorily both to the pub-

lic and to the company, it is likely that the number
will be increased and that they will be distributed

in various places about the city.
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FKANCHISES.
BY K. D. FISHER.

Import—Purposes and Consideration—Evi-

dence of a Grant—Limitation.—Properly defined,

franchises are special privileges conferred by gov-

ernment upon individuals, and which do not be-

long to the citizens of the country or community

generally, of common right. It is essential to the

character of a franchise that it should be a grant

from the sovereign authority, and in this country

no franchise can .be held which is not derived

from a law of the State. (Chief Justice Taney,

13 Pet. U. S. 595.)

Many vague ideas are prevalent concerning the

meaning and import of the term " franchise."

This fact seems to be due less to any intrinsic diffi-

culty causing confusion than to a failure to keep

pace with the development of the law of corpora-

tions by reason of marvelous improvements of a

rapid age.

It is a conceded power or duty of government to

provide in a variety of ways suitable provisions for

the comfort and convenience of the public. When
these duties are not directly assumed by the gov-

ernment they may be delegated. In all civilized

countiies the duty of providing and preserving

safe and convenient highways to facilitate com-

munication between communities is considered a

governmental duty. This is usually done through

the agency of corporation; created for special pur-

poses. The inducement for individual incorpor-

ators to undertake these obligations to serve a

public is usually that the consideration be a grant

of more or less exclusive privileges. Such privi-

leges are a common form of modern franchise.

They are usually conferred upon corporations for

obvious reasons of good business policy. If it be

by a municipality, the power and duty of the local

government do not end here. The objects for

which a corporation is created an; universally such

as the government, local or otherwise, wishes to

promote. They are deemed beneficial to the com-
munity, and this benefit constitutes the considera-

tion, and in most cases the sole consideration, of

the grant.

No franchise can be granted for other than a

public use or upon public considerations to a street

railway company. The power granted to munici-

l>al corporations to regulate the use of their streets

extends to public uses only, and does not authorize

an ordinance permitting a private corporation to

build a railroad track in and across the streets of a

city for the transaction of private business; neither

can corfKjralionb of natural persons lawfully operate

cars for the transportation of freight, in respect to

private busincst^, over street railway tracks, not-

withstanding thr managers continue to use the

track» as a street railway for the transportation of

IMnm-nntn for hire. The authorities are numerous
and decisive on this point. (Sen 100 Mo., 50S; 102 N.

¥..411:31 K«n., -WB; 61 la., ll;75Ga., 761; 36 N.
J. L.. 79: and 128 N. Y., 408.)

The cliaracter of the huHiooss of a corporation

may be limited notwitliitanding its lines be con-

(tructed and op(.TJted wholly within the boun-
darioi of a municipal corfmration. Such a com-
|iany in not affected by Icgi.tlalion applicable alone

to elre<;t railways. But if a company lays its rails

In the DtrertKofaclty, having tlicright to construct

a (nick for pajinenger cam only, it cannot buIwc-

'|U<Tilly ujtc the track for the operation of freight

can U|Km it without flrMt oblaining an additional

franchlM- for that purp(»<-. Indred in a case
broiiglit U-fon- the IllinoiitSiiprenieCoiirt rili III.

•II) it w«ji held that a (tetition of Hie property
owni-m wiM neccfwary toi^nnble thi-coinp:iny to iwe
il» lrnck« for rri'i((ht pur|>oiw'fi, and that nn ordi-

nance n'<t no MUpportetl wan void, and the unau-
Ihuriw."! f(Tf«ecntion of iiuch hiinineHii a public
nuixancc rather than a public utility.

A duMtanlial rompliance with the statute under
which a »tre«-t railway company in organized is

all thai in rcrpilrec) ox n condlll-.n of the right
of a prlvai<- roriKiration to exerclni! the franchine
which it nrrepU. M<fi. Irrcjfularlliin in the
organizatioD of a iirret railway company will

not necessarily prove fatal. The direction, how-
ever, is important, for a failure to follow it

is likely to work a forfeiture and enable the au-

thorities to retake the franchise. The non-com-

pliance with the statute in the organization of such

company will not, as many believe, give an abut-

ting property owner a right of action against the

laying of tracks, unless his property rights are

seriously affected, simply because of differences

between such company and State concerning the

usurpation of a corporate franchise. Street rail-

way companies have suffered from the annoyance

of numerous frivolous suits, in which complain-

ants are often driven to attack the legality of the

organization, hence courts usually hold in such

cases, as well as contentions of unwarrantable in-

terference with the rights, privileges and property

of opposing conipanies, where charges and counter-

charges are made by each, that an investigation

of the steps taken in the organization of either for

the purpose of determining whether the corpora-

tion complained of has a legal existence is unneces-

sary. (See Street Ry. Co. V. St. Ry. Co., 3 Colo.,

673.)

The evidence of a public grant is usually in the

form of an instrument denominated a " charter."

But a " franchise ' is the thing granted. A fran-

chise for a given purpose obtained from a legisla-

ture has the legal characteristics of an estate. It

is well, however, to distinguish the meaning of

charter, franchise and license. A franchise, as

previously defined, confers a privilejee by sover-

eignty upon natural or artificiil persons to exer.

cise powers which they could not otherwise law-

fully assume. But when a street railway company,
by ordinance of a municipality, is granted the

privilege of constructing and operating the same
upon certain streets, such grant by a municipality

is held to be a license merely, and not a franchise.

A right of way is the only interest a street railway

company has in a street upon which its tracks are

laid, and its franchise consists in its rights to use

the ri^ht of way exclusively for the running of

public cars thereon.

It has been held by the Alabama Supreme Court

(79 .A la. , 465) that a franchise once granted by a

municipal corporation, upon valuable considera-

tion, by an ordinance in the nature of a grant, if

legal, is within the protection of constitutional

provisions against laws impairing the obligation of

contracts, and can neither be taken away by re-

peal of the ordinance nor impaired by a subse-

quent grant of such franchise to another. On the

other hand, the authorities are numerous declar-

ing that a franchise for a railway company is not

in its nature exclusive, and, therefore, does not

preclude the State from creating another similar

franchise which may materially impair the value of

the first. (See 48 Mich., 433: 41 La. Ann., 561;

67 Barb., 315.)

The vested interest a street railway company
may have in particular streets, derived by con-

tract with a city which prohibits their use by any
other company, is no part of such company's fran-

chise, but may be considered in the nature of

property, and is, according to the Supreme Court

of Illinois (87 111., 317), an incorporeal right, as a

franchise can emanate from the sovereign power
of a State only.

A license is simply a permiHsion to do certain

thingh. Hence, a license or jjermission to occupy
a street is not " a special privilege or immunity,"
within the meaning of constitutional inhiliitions,

(See 31 Kan. 660, and lioolli on Street Railways 1 1.)

A fraiichiHc is willKJiit any posHibility of physical

identilJcation or ilclivery. It ii not tangible, and
therefore an action at law to rrcover the poi-scs-

Mion of a francliipc cannot be maintained; so helil

by the .Supreme Court of Oregon. (.See ir, Ore.

40.1.)

What HitcetK and jiroperty uie subjuct to or ex-

empt from Hlreet railway frHnchises is one of mani-
fest interest to the public. TlMt coiiBeiit hy the

Htate or muniiMpal authoritii-H to occupy public

highwnyH for Ihu constructinn, maintenance and
use of ordioary iitrcct railways is all that is

necessary, and this too without compensation

to abutting property owners. The recent de-

cisions firmlj' uphold this doctrine of non-

additional servitude. There is some conflict of

opinion whether or not one company may appro-

priate the use of the right of way and tracks pre-

viously acquired and constructed by another; the

weight of authority, however, is to the effect that

such property may be taken. (See Booth, St.

Ry's, Chaps. IV, V.)

A state or city may reserve public parks, squares,

streets or boulevards and exempt them from the

pm'poses of st.eSt railway traffic. Either may bind

itself by limitations contained in a statute, by a

condition that a public stieet, avenue or boulevard

shall never be subject to a street railway franchise,

even by virtue of a subsequent act. without com-

p nsation to abutting owners. This limitation on
the extent and character of the public use of such

a. street should be so made and construed at the

time of the dedication or subsequent improvement
of the street. (See Boulevard Co., 13 N. Y. Supp.,

466.)

Limitation of Franchises.—This question has

been fruitful of litigation in recent years. The
primitive condition of cities in the earlier periods

of street railway service were such as to induce

very great liberality as to the life of a grant for

local transportation. So crude and indefinite are

many instruments drawn that they admit of

liberal construction concerning the life of the

franchise which they evidence. Of the many
cases carried to our higher courts for a review
and construction pf the powers to grant, it is safe

to assume that in the absence of constitutional

limitations a State legislature may grant
privileges exclusive in character acd per-

petual in duration ; but a city has no
such power without explicit legislative

authority. (See 78 Ala. 465, and Booth, Chap. V.)

The constitutions of nearly, it not quite, all the

States provide " against the passage of laws mak-
ing an irrevocable grant of special privileges or

immunities." Cooley on Cjnstitutioaal Limi-

tation upholds the same doctrine. Indeed it

has been held that a franchise granted by or-

dinance or a special legislative act, which was
silent as to the length of time for which it was
conferred, should be construed as perpetual and
therefore void, unless some limitation is imposed
by some law or ordinance whereby the term may
bf rendered definite. (See 49 Ga. 151.) In a number
of the States, under general statutes, we have ob-

served that the franchise is limited to terms vary-

ing from 20 to 50 years, and in only a few is the

right reserved to revoke at pleasure. From a
fairly reliable source of information we have
gleaned the following list of street railway com-
panies operating under perpetual franchises or a

very long term in point of limitation :

Alton Horse Railway Company, Alton, 111.. Cit-

izens' Riilway Company, Baltimore. Md.: Wash-
ington, etc.. .State .Asylum Railroad (100 years),

Rmghiimtoii, N. Y. : Middlesex Railway Com-
pany, Boston, Mass.; Bridgeport Horse Railway

Company. Bridgeport, Conn.: Atlantic Avenue
Railway (Company, Brooklyn (^ity Railway Com-
jin My (130 years), New Williamsburg, etc., Railway
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Camden Horse Rail-

way ('ompany, Camden, N. J.;'Chica,j;o Cily Rail-

way Company (Oil years). North (Chicago K'ailway

Ciimpany (99 yi-iirs), ('liicago VV.D. Railway Com-
pany (99 years), (Jhicago, III.; Coni'ord llorso Kail-

way Company, t'oiiconl, N. H.; Dos Jloiiics Street

U iilway (^)inpaiiy. Di's Moines, la.; (Jlohi' Street

Riilway t;omp;iiiy, F.ill River, Mas-".; Harrishurg

('ily Passenger Riihv.ay Company. Ilarrisburg,

Pa. : ICnoxville .Street Railway Company, Knox-
ville. Tenn.; Manchester Horse Railway Company,
Manchester, N. H.; Minneapolis .Street Railway
Company. Minneapolis, Minn.; Mobile, etc.. Rail-

way (jompuny. Mobile, .\ln.; Nashville Street

Railway Company, Nashville, Tenn.; Orange, etc.,

I loise Car Company, Newark, N. J.; New Bed-

ford, etc., .Street Railway Company, New Bedford,

Mush.: New Haven, etc., Street Kaihvay Company,
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New Haven, Conn.; Broadway & Seventh Avenue

Railway Company, Central Park, etc., Riilway

Company, Central Crosstown Riilway Company,

Harlem Bridge Railway Company, New York ;

Lombard, etc.. Street Railway Company, People's

Passenger Railway Company, West Philadelphia

Passenger Railway Company, Ridge Avenue Pas-

senger Railway Company, Second & Tliird Street

Passenger Railway Company, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Pittsburgh, etc.. Passenger Railway Company,

P. 0. & E. L. Passenger Railway Company, South

Side Passenger Railway Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; Citizens' Street Railway Company, Indian

apolis, Ind., now in litigation, claims a grant in

perpetuity.

NoTK.—Since the above concerning the Citizens' Street
Railway Company was written, the court has granted an
injunction against the Ciiy Railroad Company, r<^st"riiiu-

ing the latter from interference with the Citizf^ns' Street
Railway Company in attempting to occupy the slresls
bj^ virtue of a grant of right of way and franchise to the
Indianapolis City Railroad Company by the Con.mon
Council. This ruling strengthens the claim of a per-
petual grant. The cause wi 1 he appealed to the Supreme
Court of the United States.

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC TRACTION COM-
PANY'S UNDERGROUND RAILWAY SYS-
TEM.*

That an underground conduit railway system,
sufficiently simple to operate successfully iu all

kinds of iveather and under great changes o( tem-
pi rature, is a great desideratum for large cities

seems to be pretty generally acknowledged, and the
greatest interest in the subject is being taken by
electricians and capitalists alike. The recent paper
by Mr. Joseph Sachs, before the New York Electri-

cal Society, showed forcibly how many sjstems
have been tried and how few arf ^^ ichout some
drawback which has proved fatal to their practical

commercial usefulness.

It is interesting to note that an entirely new sys-

tem is now operating in daily service upon a branch
of the Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railroad,

a'oout one mile in length, situated on North Capitol

street. Washington. D. C. which is said to fully

comply with the three main rtquiremeuts uf an
electric railroad, viz.: ,\Jiumum first cost of con-
struction; maximum economy in working, both of

powrr and maintenance; and abfoiute safety to

both passengfrs and afnerid public.

The car, as shown in Fig. 1. hag tits: ended from

at a pressure of about eight volts, and connected
to the energizing bar.

In the center of the track are placed, at intervals
of about 15 feet, hermetically sealed cast-iron
boxes, upon the lids of which are two raised sur-
facesf as shown in Fig. 3, known as the energizing
and collecting plates, respectively, cortesponding
with the bars suspended froiii the car, which slide
lightly upon them.

Securely attached to the under side of the lid of
each cast-iron box is a simple electromagnet.

alongthe energizing bar through the corresponding
plate upon the box lid to the electromagnet, which,
upon becoming energized, instantly attracts the
armature and bridge piece, thus bringing all four
carbon faces into close contact and completing the
circuit, which allows the current to flow from the
main cable up thi-ough the collecting jilate to its

corresponding bar upon the car and thence to the
motors.

This applies only to single track. Where there
is a double track the arrangement is somewhat

FIG. 3. WHELESS TRACTION SYSTEM—MAGNET.

as shown in Fig. 3, wound with fine copper
wire, one end of which is connected to the en-
ergizing plate. The free poles of the magnet hang
down vertically and work in connection with an
armature attached to a bridge piece. Upon this
are two carbon faces, directly above each of which
is a corresponding carbon face fixed to the slate
b-d of the magnet. One of the fixed cnrbon fares

modified, and in the new roads now under con-
struction upon this system another novel feature
has been introduced m the shape of a metallic re-

turn, which is effected by simply adding a third, or
return, circuit bar to the car and connecting a third
contact plate with a return cable, laid in the same
trench with the main ca'^le. For double track the
construction is as follows : The cast-iron boxes, at

FIG, 1. WHELESS CAR.

-:?&- O-

FIG, 2. WHELESS TRACTION SYSTEM.--ENERG1ZING AND COLLECTING PLATES. FIG. 4. WHELESS TRACK CONSTRUCTICN.

the under side of its truck two iron bars, the same
length as the car, hung upon hght springs and ad-
.instable by means of screws, known respectively
as the energizing and collecting bars. Beneath one
of the seats of the car is a small storage battery
consistin;i of six cells, arranged to give a curren

' From the Electrical Engineer, New York.

is directly connected to the main cable which con-
veys the 500 volts current from the generators at
the power house. This runs in an iron pipe through
all the boxes, as shown in Fig. i, and the other
cai'bon face to the collecting plate upon the box
lid.

The operation of the car then becomes as follows;
The battery discharges its low-pressure current

the same distance apart as in the case of the single
track, aie placed between the tracks, and the elec-

tromagnets for both tracks are placed in the same
box. 'The collecting, energizing and return con-
tact plates are then set in the center of the track
in the same manner as illustrated for single track,
vvith the exception that they are set upon blocks
of either terra-cotta or granite, instead of upon
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the lid of the cast-iron box as shown. AH the con-

nections are made in a cast-iron water-tight dish

underneath the blocirs and talien to the cast-iron

box between the tracJis in an iron pipe. The ad-

vantages of the arrangement are manifold, not

only reducing tlie cost of construction, but ena-

bling the whole system to be mstalled without in-

terruption to the traffic on the road

.

Tlie difference between the length of the collect-

ing bars and the center of the boxes insures

good contact with the forward plate before the

rear one is left. As proof of this, even when
traveling at a considerably greater rate of speed

than the city authorities allow, a steady and un-

flickering light is maintained in the lamps of the

car. Sliouid any part of the electro-naagnetic

switch fail, it simply leaves the pins dead and the

car has to drift by its own momentum to the next

box. During the three months that the current

ha- been on the existing road, no trouble has been

experienced. From tests applied by the Wheat-
stoDC bridge after flooding some of the boxes with

water while the car kept the switches closed, the

leakage was found to be less than one-half of one

per cent, of the power required per car. During

snow storms the tracks will be kept clear of snow
in the usual manner, and when frost after rain is

expected, a car will be kept iu operation to keep

the contact plates clear of ice. The contact plates

stand only about seven-eightlis of an inch above

the pavement, and offer, it is said, little or no ob-

struction to vehicles. The car has made 3.000

miles witliout an interruption or mishap and the

steel collecting bars show no appreciable wear.

The cost of installing this system is about $85,000

per mile of double track, including the metallic re-

turn and all the cables, feeders and conduit.

The line now in operation was equipped by the

Electro-Magnetic Traction Company, Corcoran

Building, Washington, U. C, and the system is

the invention of Mr. Malone Wheless.

CONDtriT ELECTRIC RAILWAYS : IS THERE
A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM !*

BY JOSEPH SACHS.

PART III.

{Concluded.)

But let us return to the open-slot conduit sys-

tems that have been tried and installed. What
do we find? We find, in the first place, a very

small conduit, poorly constructed ; the wires are

located in very poor positions and badly pro-

tected ; the drainage is exceedingly poor and the

voltage is exceedingly high. The last is the case

in the attempts that have been made and have
failed, although in the attempts that have been
made and succeeded the voltage is low—being

about 300 volts. The aim has always been to pro-

duce a cheap system, a system which will compete
with the trolley. That is a very desirable aim,
but not one that is absolutely necessary; and from
the fact that cable traction companies will put in

cable systems where the track construction alone

costs very nearly |100,000 per mile, single track, as

in New York, I think we can afford to spend quite

a little on a conduit system which will operate quite

as well as the cable system, and certainly has
advantages which the cable has not. The problem
is, primarily, one of the mechanical construction
of the conduit. We must get a large conduit, a

dry conduit; we must place the wires in such posi-

tions as to make them high and dry, and various
ether conditions must be studied. It seems
to me that it is rather a rebuke to elec-

trical engineers that they have not been
able to devise, or have not devised,

such, or that some philanthropic men or corpora-
tion have not come along and advanced the in-

terest of the conduit system ; but they have not.

Let us take the cable conduit, for instance (and
those that have recently been built are certainly

excellent conduits), and what do we want to do 'f

If we look at the problem thoroughly, we want, in

the first place, as previously stated, to put the wire
high and dry and protect it; the insulators must
be far apart and located in manholes or pits; the
contact should be an underbearing one; the volt-

age should be as low as the first cost of the plant
will permit—in fact, below 300 volts if possible,

for reasons which 1 will bring out hereafter, and
if possihle we should use at a low voltage the
structure as a return. I believe that those points
can be met and that a system containing them can
very readily be devised; in fact, Mr. C. H. Warner,
an electrical en:;ineer of New York, and myself
some time ago attempted to attack that problem.
We were striving for the $.50,000 and we have not
as yet gotten it.

Now the main electrical point in the system is

the voltage. If we can get the voltage Ipw enough,
why we may put the conductor on the surface of

the street, as Mr. Edison proposed some time ago.
There are various methods for utilizing low volt-

age, and one of them is that which has been adopted

Abstractor a lecture delivered before the Nov,' York
Electrical Society, Nov. 1, 1804.

by the General Electric Company recently to sup-

ply the ordinary overhead trolley system; it consists

in applying the three-wire system to the electric

railroad, and it can be very readily applied to con-

duit construction in this way. We can take an or-

dinary conduit, such as the Broadway conduif , and
let the structure itself be the neutral wire. Suppose
we use about 300 volts: now we put, as you know,
in many conduit systems two wires, an outgoing
and a return wire. In the three-wire system we
use two wires also, no more. One forms a nega-
tive, the other a positive, and the structure neu-
tral, and by alternately connecting between the
neutral and one side and the neutral and the other
side we can balance up our three-wire system
fairly well without very much additional trouble,

because although one car may be stopping, an-

other may be going at full speed and another
up grade; still ifor all that we can get a fairly

even distribution and fairly even balance. But
other devices could be found for balancing the

system. We can also have a double track system
with one set of three wires. For instance, the
plus wire in one conduit of one track and the

minus wire in the other, the structure being the

neutral. In that way we could really have the
voltage about 250 for actual work, while we
would have 500 volts for distribution. It the
Edison Illuminating Company can afford to

spend millions in installing underground three-

wire feeders at 230 volts for furnishing hundreds
of horse-power in lights, it certainly seems possible

that electric railway companies, whose dividends
are just as high, it not higher, could afford to put
in a system at the same or perhaps somewhat
higher voltage; and perhaps in that way something
successful may be done.
The point is simply this : I do not think it is so

much a question of building a system, but it is

one which sounds very like this: What will it

cost ? The cost appears to me to be necessarily

so great as to preclude the adoption of the con-
duit in any but our largest cities; but if we can
build a system even at high cost, I feel quite con-
fident that it is wanted. I am sustained in this

opinion by many eminent electrical engineers,
and by the fact that a number of companies are
willing to risk their good dollars in putting down
such a svstem. The cost, I think, will not be
less than $30,000 to .'$40,000 per mile, single track
— that is including perhaps some cheap paving.
This estimate, however, is low and not for the
best construction, and assumes that there will be
but very little obstruction in the way of pipes,

sewers, etc. But we must not compare this with
the trolley. The trolley will reign supreme in

its own field, and it certainly has been of enor-
mous value in the ten short years of its life ; and
to say that at the coming of the conduit system
the trolley will go out is to make a false prophecy.
We will never get a conduit system which will be
put in for .$20,000 a mile, track and all, but I

believe we have large cities, in which we cannot
have an overhead wire, where we can put in an
open-slot conduit and operate it approximately
at a cost such as I have given. I do not mean to

say that some of the other systems vs on' t work,
because some of them do work experimentally

;

but I think absolute simplicity can only be gained
by getting down our mechanism to the simplest
forms and fewest parts, and arranging it so that
it can always be gotten at and be readily and
easily repaired.

In conclusion I would say that I believe, as I

have repeatedly said, that we can solve this prob-
lem. I have shown you some of the ways in which
it has been attempted to solve it and some of the
ways in which it may be solved. Some ofyou un-
doubtedly have other ways, and I should very much
like to have you discuss the matter, and would,
in fact, invite discussion on the question; it is all-

important—it is one that we are coming to. We
have got to have an underground or conduit system
for our large cities where they will not let us use a
trolley, and from the fact that at least three com-
panies—three large corporations—that 1 know of
are trying the ordinary open-slot conduit, I think
we will shortly see something in actual operation.
But before closing I want to afford you more or

less of a treat in explaining a system a stretch of
which v.'ill be installed upon the Lenox avenue
cable road of the Metropolitan Traction Company.
It has been devised by the engineers of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, has been approved by their
most eminent men, and contains various features,
some of which I have already described. The
ordinary conduit yoke is taken, and at the man-
bo'es, 30 feet apart, placed upon suitable supports,
insulators which are of rectangular form are
located. They are supported in cups and em-
bedded in sulphur; these insulators are of soap-
stone, and fastened to the top is an arm of iron.

There being two conductors used there is no
structural leturn. To this arm is fastened the con-
tact conductor, which is of channel iron. The
contact shoe comes down through the slot and has
two arms which press outwardly from the center,
supporting the bar against the contact rails, mak-
ing a continuous rubbing contact. The insulators

are located iu the manholes and are easily acces-
sible; they are quite a distance apart, and the
voltage, last of all, is low, it being intended to

use about 250 or 300 volts. I want to point out
the fact, without criticism, that the conductors
are very nearly directly below the slot, which was
apparently the objection in some of the first sys-
tems, but the peculiar construction and location
of the insulators in this system may prevent any
trouble from this source.

» >

ELECTRIC TRACTION, WITH SPECIAL REF-
ERENCE TO THE INSTALLATION OF

ELEVATED CONDUCTORS.*

BY ROBERT W. BLACKWELL AND PHILH' DAWSON.

Probably no practical point in electric traction
was less understood a few years ago than " rail-

bonding," and a few words may be added to wiiat
has been said on that subject. It has but re-

cently been appreciated; and it is of the first im-
portance. It may be taken that the bonds con-
necting rails should be, as nearly as possible, of

the same current capacity as the metals them-
selves. If a 70-pound rail be used, the sectional

area of copper bonds should be as nearly as possi-

ble Jths of a square inch, the ordinary steel rail

having approximately jth as much conductivity
as commercially pure copper. This would exceed
nine No. copper wires.

When electric roads were first constructed, a
No. 4 galvanized iron wire was considered suffl

cient

!

Professor Jackson, of the University of Wis-
consin, has found by experiment that the chemical
composition of the soil has a great influence on
corrosion. The most favorable to it, and having
the smallest resistance, is that in which there is

the greatest proportion of chlorides. Nitrates
come next and sulphates last.

As has been before said, the contact between
rail and bond should be as near as possible seven
times the sectional area of a bond wire sufficient

to carry the given current. The sections shown
exhibit the construction very fully. While the
solid copper bond possesses all the flexibility found
to be necessary, it is made, when desired, with
flexible stranded copper cable between the ter-

minals.
Whether electric welding will eventually take

the place of all bonding is still an undecided ques-
tion. It has not yet stood the test of practical use
on a large scale for a sufficiently long period to

pronounce an opinion.
When first introduced in Boston it was not suc-

cessful, many rails breaking near the joint after

some months' use. The process has since been im-
proved, and a tiial section of line was in course of

being welded when the West End Street Rail-

way was visited last June. Seven miles of welded
track have given satisfaction for some months in

St. Louis. Over 100 miles are now being welded
in Brooklyn, and the result of this trial will dem-
onstrate, after a year or two, the value of welding.
At present it takes from 10 to 15 minutes to make
a welded joint, and, on an average, a current of

about 2.50 amperes at 550 volts is necessary, which
is transformed into an alternating current at 3 to

8 volts pressure. Approximately, each joint costs

13s. to los.

It is worth mentioning that modern American
practice is to butt the rails, allowing nothing for
expansion, wherever the streets are paved. The
result is a nearly perfect joint.

With heavy cars, having at least four or five tons
load on each axle, this is of the highest import-
ance.

Mr. Wilkinson refers to the possible adoption of

the three-wire system for electric tramways. That
system has been in satisfactory use in Portland,
Ore. , for the past four years. Compound-wound
generators, working at .500 volts without load and
5.50 volts with fullload.are used. Thesuccessof this

system depends upon the load of the various sec-

tions being nearly balanced. At Milwaukee, where
local conditions did not allow of proper balancing,
the system was tried and given up as a failure.

The three-wire system was introduced at Portland
because the generating station was three miles
away from the nearest point of the line and the

cost of feeders would have been necessarily heavy.
By the three- wire system 1,100 volts could be used,
— 550 and + 550, between each two sections of

trolley wire. The rails were connected to the neu-
tral terminal at the switchboard. The average load
on this station is 1,500 H. p. It is located near a
huge lumber mill, and the fuel is carried by auto-
malic conveyors directly from the waste lumber
yard into the furnace. Several tramways derive
their power from this station, at a cost of about
35s. per H. p.-mouth, 18 hours daily work. Thom-
son wattmeters register the current used. The
station pays about 40s. a day for its supply of

fuel.

'Abstract of a paper read before the London InsLitu-
tion of Electrical Engineers.
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The enormous carrying power of an electric tram-
way, at a pinch, is an interestiuo; fe;.ture. The
following figures, given by. Mr. Bowen. of the
Chicago City Street Railway Company, show the
work done by his electric line on " Chicago Day "

at the World's Fair :

Fifty-one double-motor cars, 10 single-motor cars

and 78 trail cars were in operation over 28 milps of

track. During the day 208,5i'5 passengers were,
carried, and 11,271 car-miles run. The maximum
output at the power-house was 17.000 amperes, and
the average for 20 hours about 1,050. i'he mmi-
mum current registered was 750 amperes, and the
average station pressure 540 volts. The ratio of

expenses to receipts on this line is 40 per cent.
- A word may be said in support of what Mr.
Wilkinson has said as regards the appearance of

overhead conductors. Undoubtedly some aeiial

lines have been put up with an utter disregard of

appearances, and inexperienced or careless con-
structors have erected webs of ti"ulley strain and
feeder wires which were most obnoxious. This is

especially tiue of many hastily built American
lines, pushed through at high pressure and at tiie

smallest possible expenditure. Now .that thetiist

rush is over, and the tramway operator, the manu-
facturer and the contractor have had time to take
breath, the weight of public and press criticism

has had its eifect, and no pains is spared to perfect

the entire i lant and apparatus.
A carefully designed and erected line, with sub-

surface feeders, handsome poles, etc., has but few
objeciio lable features: and in the great m;ijority

of cases public convenience is so greatly enhanced
by the overwhelming advantages that closely

follow upon the introduction of improved and
more rapid transit facilities, that opposition to

the extension of a trolley line is almost unkuown.
The Siemens line at Guernsey, the line that

crosses the great piazza on which Milan cathedral
stands, the Brussels, Hamburg, Bremen and a
dozen other Continental Installations, are European
examples of line construction to which no reason-
able objection can be urged. The electric tram-
way has a future as great in Grtat Britain as

elsewhere, and in no other country in the world
has it failed to already secure universal acceptance.
The English tramway operators, and the able

executive ofificers of the Tramways Institute of

Great Britain and Ireland, are keenly alive to the
possibilities that lie in electric traction, and, under
most adverse conditions, are doing their best to

smooth the path of progress. It remains with you,
gentlemen, to supplement their endeavors, and to

do your best to stimulate and encoirrage the growth
of public opinion in its favor.

ITHACA STEEET EAILWAY PLANT.'

The Ithaca (N. Y.) street railway plant, now m
full operation, is arousing considerable attention
and interest, as an example of good practice in

power generation. Here may be seen aresult vs'hich

for its accomplishment required much labor and
the calhng out of skilled and experienced engineer-
ing talent. Sparing neither money nor tirre, the
builders have succeeded in erecting a power plant
which utilizes a large part of the available energy
stored in the waters of Fall Creek.
A short distance below the Sibley turbines and

above the Ithaca Falls the creek makes a sudden
turn which is especially noticeable in the sharp
angle of the north wall of the gorge, and then falls

some 30 feet. This angle seemed peculiarly adapted
for the location of turbines, and was finally chosen
as the site of the plant, work being commenced
soon after. The angie was considerably widened
by blasting, and was thus formed into a large niche
for the insertion of the structure. The opposite and
almost parallel walls of the niche were connected
by. a series of I-beams set into the rock (.)r on heavy
masonry built up against the slightly inclined
walls. These I-bearas, carried by a num-
ber of heavy struts of built-up steel plate, give sup-
port directly to the mam floor of the plant, located
on a level with the water of the creek above the
fall. The main walls of the building rest partly on
the I-beam structure and. where possible, on foun-
dations hewn direciiy out of the rock. An adjoining
structure of wood furnishes space for two vertical
boilers.

The difficulties overcome will be more apparent
when it is considered that the walls of the gorge at
this place rise almost perpendicularly to a height
of perhaps 150 feet, and that every inch of ma-
terial used was hauled to the top of the walls by a
circuitous route and then lowered into the gorge ;

yet so advantageous were the contracts made by
the company that the installation of the entire
plant did not cost over 5 per cent, more than would
have been the expense of constructing it on level

ground.
To obtain the water at the most favorable point

the creek was dammed immediately below the
Sibley plant and its waters forced into a race, from
which a, flume five feet in diameter, constructed of

* From the Sibley Journal of Engineei'i-ng for No-
veinber.

five-sixteenths inch steel boiler plates and supported
throughout its length on solid masonry, leads to

the plant 600 feet distant, with a drop of 60 feet.

Immediately on entering the building the flume
makes a sharp turn toward the north, and at al-

most the center of the main floor occurs the down-
ward turn, which allows the water to fall verti-

cally. A short distance below, the penstock divides

and the water falls in a slightlv oblique direction

to the four turbines. Two turbines are mounted
on the same shaft, and each pair is rated at 400 H. p.

The water enters between the two wheels and
passes outward through both, thus eliminating all

axial thrust.

The water on leaving the tuibines is discharged
through vertical pipes, and over the end of each
pipe is accurately fitted a long sleeve, which, when
lowered, sets closely on a seat placed a short dis-

tance below the mouth of the pipe. The amount
of water dischar=;ed is governed by raising or low-
ering the sleeve, this action being effected by an
automatic mechanism, which may be descrined as
follows : To one end of each projecting turbine
shaft is connected by belt a controlling machine
acting directly on the sleeve. When the jack-
shaft on the main floor revolves too rapidly an
electi-ica! contact is made by the ordinary en-
gine governor, ball and string arrangement. The
circuit thus established magnetizes one or two op-
positely located elpctromagnets and attracts a lever

vibrating freely between the two.
This attraction of the lever causes, during its

continuance, the release of a pawl, which, vibrat-
ing to and fro concentrically with a too'hed
wheel, causes the lattei' to rotate in one direction.

This motion is communicated by several gear
wheels to a rack direcily connected to the sleeve

spoken of above, and lowers it, allowing a smaller
quantity of water to discharge, and thus decreas-
ing speed of turbines. Vice versa, if speed of jack-
shaft is too slow the other magnet is put in opera-
tion, causing an opposite pawl to act and turn the
toothed wheel in the opposite direction, with a re-

sulting increase in discharge opening. This method
of regulation has proved very successful on the
lighting machine shaft, where the load is nearly
constant. On the street car generator shaft, where
the load varies greatly, the controlling machine,
although the best of its kind in the market, seems
of little value. The engineers of the plant are at

present working on a new method of regulation,
which, it is hoped, vv ill prove more efficacious.

To one end of each projecting turbine shaft is

firmly keyed a grooved sheave, from which the
power is transmitted to the main shaft by hemp
rope gearing. The general arrangement is that of

the Dodge system ; the rope, being continuous, is

returned to the first groove after running off the
last by a single wheel mounted on a crosshead slid-

ing in vertical guides, the pulley performing thus
the further function of keeping the rope taut at all

times.
Two 100-kilowatt General Electric machines fur-

nish power for the street car service. At present
the current used in the dynamo laboratory is also

taken from these machines, but on account of un-
steadiness of current it has been decided to extend
the jack-shaft, and connect at that point a Mather
niachine, to be used for laboratory purposes exclu-
sively.

Brush and the General Electric alternators re-

spectively furnish current for 1,200 and 2,000 in-

candescent lamps, while the three Brush and a
Thomson-Houston machine, of a capacity of 65, 30,

30 and 50 respectively, supply the arc lamps scat-

tered through the various part= of the town. The
200-H. p. simple non-condensing Ball engine and
the 400-H. P. compound condensing McEwen en-

gine, in combination with a 20U-H. P. Root and a
aOO-H. P. Manning upright boiler, form a complete
steam plant to be used in emergencies or during
low-water seasons. Usually the plant burns coal
only about three months annually, having at other
times sufficient head of water. This time may be
further reduced by the electric heating apparatus,
which it is the intention to install in the near fu-

ture.

From the method of connecting and arranging
pulleys on jack-shafts, it is seen that any of the
four prime movers may drive any one or any num-
ber of the dynamos as occasion may require, the
belts of the Brush and small Thomson-Houston
dynamos being easily thrown off. The McEwen
engine cannot be operated wiihout driving the
sheave and its turbines, but steps are being talfen

to remedy this fault. The plant is further fitted out
with five large fireproof enamel switchboards,
lightning arrester, telephone connections, etc.

Professor Carpenter has acted as mechanical en-
gineer for the company, and has assisted the man-
ager, H. Bergholtz, in "arranging many of the de-

tails of the station. The electrical part of the sta-

tion was designed by Mr. Bergholtz. H. K. Spencer,
a graduate of the class of '90 (Cornell), is chief en-
gineer.

In the construction of the plant simplicity and
utility have been made the foremost considerations,

and both have been admirably attained, although
the attendant difficulties were often great.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-
EARIES,

Tkolley Lines and Homes.—The effect of this

cheap transportation upon the growing suburbs
must be very stimulating. Its effect upon the con-
dition of those who are thus enabled to secure a
residence with ruial surroundings must be equally
beneficial. The uncertain problem will be its

effect upon the value of property in the sol-

idly built up portions of the city, and that can-
not be determined for several years.

—

Philadel-
phia Times.

Trolley Lines and Farming Communities.—The
popular fallacy that a farming community is slow
to grasp an opportunity of making a radical and
progressive change in the mode of transportation
through rural districts, a change that is so radical
that it almost takes the breath away from the old-

est inhabitants, has been dispelled by the vigorous
manner in which the grangers of Nippeuose Valley
have grasped and nursed the scheme to construct
a trolley road through their fertile lands.

—

Wil-
Uamsx>ort (Pa.) Bulletin.

Results of Tkolley Operation.—Nothing is

more certain than that the introduction of the trol-

ley motor has more than doubled the possible resi-

dence area of the city, and it now remains for our
busine.'s interests to combine lo secure to the city

every possible increase of trade and business of
every kind. The people who live in Philadelphia
must have their possibilities of securing a liveli-

hood increased. Facilities for quick and comfort-
able transportation between their residences and
placi's of business are already assured.

—

Philadel-
phia Times.

C.vRELBSS MoTORMEN.—Theie are daily evidences
that motormen are not running their cars with re-

gard either to the safety of human life or to the
interests of the railway companies. As these em-
ployes become proficient in their work there seems
10 he a disposition on the part of some of them to

grow careless and even reckless in the discharge of
their duties. A proneness to pay attention to pass-
ing scenes rather than to the track ahead, and an
apparent fondness for running their cars at great
speed to within a few feet of the near side of the
street crossing as possible before checking them, or
even not stopping at all at night, are samples of
the two growing evils.

—

Philadelphia Public Ledg-
er.

Elevated and Surface Travel.—Everybody
who is compelled to ride long distances up and
down town and who has even the smallest regard
for personal comfort, will be very glad to hear that
the cable cars have already made great inroads
into the business of the elevated lines. For years
the Manhattan lines have had a phenomenal pros-
perity and have accorded to the public the mini-
mum of accommodation. They have had the op-
portunity and the means which, rightly employed,
would have given them permanent possession of
the most profitable railroad traffic in the world;
but they have simply made a ride on their lines an
application of torture, and have inclined their cus-
tomers to seize with avidity upon any opportunity
to get uptown in another way.

—

A'ew Yoi'k Jour-
nal.

STREiiT Railway Lecmslation.—The place of
the trolley is likely to cause a great deal of discus-

sion during the coming sessions of legislatures in

the various States. What to do with this new fac-

tor in motive power, what rights to grant it, what
future to mark out for it, are subjects that will

throw legislators into the greatest straits. Now
that it is no longer questionable that electricity is

as powerful as steam, and that it is available for

motive power, those who are interested in electric

roads will attempt to have the right of eminent
domain given them, and then will come the strug-
gle. Eminent domain for the electric roads would
put them on a par with raihoads. so far as acquir-
ing the right of way is concerned, and would give
them an advantage over steam roads that cannot
be overestimated.—ilfoorsfoKvi (V. J.) Chronicle.

Safeguard Suggested.—On the heavy grades
encountered by most of the city lines, the regular
equipment of powerful brakes has so far prevented
any calamity. But yesterday's accident shows
that it is possible for both motive power and
brakes to fail at the same time. If that occurs on
one of the heavy grades the peril of a severe acci-

dent is very great. With a proper appreciation of

this especial hazard the traction companies should
provide especial precautions against it. It can
hardly be difficult to provide a special drag,
which, in case of such an exigency as that of yes-

terday, would arrest the car. If no more finished

device presents itself, a beam studded with spikes
that could be thrown by a lever in front of the
wheels, and by the action of the wheels jammed
down so that the spikes would b3 driven between
the paving stones, would be an effective anchor for

use in such emergencies.

—

Pittsburg Dispatch.

Protecting Motormen.—There was a time
when locomotive engineers were exposed to tbe
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elements, and when a proposition to shelter them m
cahs from the roughest weather would have been
declared dangerous to the trust reposed in them,
inconvenient and unnecessary. But experience has
proved that the men are just as alert and careful
within their shelter as when they occupied their

exposed posts. As it was with the locomotive en-
gineers in the early days, so it is to-day with the
motormen of our street cars. They have absolutely
no protection whatever from the elements, and
even in the severest storms they are inhumanly
compelled to face the blasts—or give way to some
one else. This should not be. The men deserve
consideration at the hands of their employers. They
should not be compelled to imperil their lives to

secure an existence, and it is the duly of the city to

demand that they shall be treated diilerently. The
front platforms of our street cars should be in-

closed.

—

Philadelphia Call.

Street R.\ilway Sectjeities.—In our rapidly
growing American cities the securities of street

railways, which, be it remembered, are compara-
tively free from the inroads of sudden competi-
tion (a well situated line being generally in a posi-

tion to hold its own against any lines that may be
budt on less frequented streets, elevated reads
being the exception), should prove, if the compa-
nies are properly financed, a desirable form of in-

vestment. The street car line, moreover, is seldom
if ever subject to the same degree of fluctuation in

traffic that the steam roads must encounter, owing
to the variations in the crops and general trade.

Just at this point, however, a word of caution
should be given to those engaged, or hereafter to

engage, in the labor of capitalizing traction com-
panies. They should beware of over-capitalization
and the building of roads too extensively in coun-
try districts where traffic is light and must long
remain unremunerative. There have been some
noteworthy instances already of mistakes like

those mentioned, and unless care is exercised a
serious cloud may be cast on a class of invest-

ments for which the future looks so promising.

—

Financial Chronicle.

CANADIAN NOTES.

(From our Special Ottawa Correspondent.)

Hamilton, Ont.—The Hamilton Radial Radway
Company asks the city for a bonus of .$400,000, in

return for which paid-up stock to an equal amount
is offered.

Ontario.—Two electric railway schemes are now
under consideration in Northern Ontario., one for
running a line from Owen Sound to Kincardine,
and the other from Parry Sound to Ahmic Harbor;
and both lines to obtain their power from neigh-
boring waterfalls.

Oshawa, Ont.—The agreement for the construc-
tion of an electric street railway has been again
submitted to the City Council and on a vote of eight
to seven was revived. W. E. Rathbuii, of Des-
eronto, deposited bonds for the completion of the
road by the time specified.

Hull, Que.—Mr. G.Viau, chief promoter of the new
electric railway scheme in Hull, stated on Thurs-
day that his company had not been dickering witli

Hie Aylmer road company. He thought that at
the next meeting of the shareholders a proposition
might be laid before them to either tell out to the
new electric company or grant right of way.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Albany, Pa.— It is reported that an electric rail-

way from .Albany to Castleton is projected.

Newark, N. J.—The Consolidated Traction Com-
pany has almost completed the work of changing
its tracks to standard gauge.

Green Bay, Wis.— Capitalists are considering the
adviaahihty of constructing an electric railway
from Green Bay to De Pere.

Augusta, Ga.—The bill compelling street railway
companies to vestibule their cars during the winter
months has been withdrawn and will be reported
adver.sely.

Sioux City, la.—Howard S. Baker, receiver ot
the culjle line, 9tate.s that he intends to vestibule
the oars, introduce heaters and improve the ser-
vice generally.

Ballston Spa, N. Y.— It is stated that the Barnes
Electric Construction Company has secured the
consents of all the property owners along the line
of its proposed road.

New York, N. Y.—The Midland Railway Company
of Staten Island Ih seeking permission from the
trustees of New Brighton to extend its tracks and
introduce electricity.

Bridgeton, N. J.— The new power-house of the
South Jersey Traction Company is finished and in
operation, ho that the company will no longer be
obliged to rent power.

Schuylkill Haven, Pa.—The rightof way thicugh
Schuylkill Haven has been granted by the council

of that borough to the Pottsville & Reading Elec-
tric Railway Company.

Mt. Carbon, Pa.—At a meeting of the borough
council, a franchise was granted to the Pottsville

& Reading Traction road. This will be a branch
of the Schuylkill Electric Railway.

Anderson, Ind.—A contract for the purchase of
thirty-three acres of land in North Anderson has
been made by the Anderson Electric Railway
Company. It will be laid out as a park.

Omaha, Neb.—A trolley car jumped the track on
November 33d and the motorman and several of
the passengers were seriously injured. The car
could not be controlled on account of a defective
brake.

Lock Haven, Pa.—A great deal of interest is

taken in the proposed road from Lock Haven to

Milton. A committee has been appointed to solicit

subscriptions. Levi Gann is at the head of the
enterprise.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The first engine and genera-
tor in the power-station of the Hestonville road
are nearly ready for operation. Within a short
time the Arch street line will be traversed by elec-

tric cars.

Mt.Holly, Pa.—The Mt. Holly, Lumberton &
Medford Railroad and the Vmcenttown Branch
Railroad have been leased by the Pennsylvania
Railroad to a company which will operate them
under the trolley system.

Woodbury, N. J.—Mayor Hendrickson has vetoed
the ordinance granting permission to the Camden,
Gloucester & Woodbury electric railroad company
to construct its tracks on the outskirts of the city,

where it intended to build the road to Mantua.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Trains on the Kings County
Elevated Railroad will in future be run on a three-
minute headway in the morning and a two-min-
ute headway in the busy hours of the evening.
On Sundays and holidays the headway will be five

minutes.

Cleveland, 0.—The Cleveland Electric Railway
Company ha« bought 13 acres of land between the
Columbus Pike and the State road. This is a step
toward the extension of the Pearl street line

across the Brooklyn Bridge and into the village of
South Brooklyn.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Several explosions have re-

cently occurred in the manholes of the Electric
Traction Company. It is supposed that the gas
from the leaky mains of the gas companies collects
in the manholes and is finally fired by a spark from
one of the cables.

Chicago, III.—A Madison street cable car a few
days ago struck the cover of a manhole that pro-
Ji cted above the track and was suddenly brought
to a standstill. The trailer crushed into the grip
car, and the shock caused injury to the gripman
and three passengers.

Boston, Mass.—The pardon committee of the
Executive Council has reported adversely on the
petition for the pardon of the Old Colony employees
who were found guilty of riot at Abington, while
preventing an electric railway company from lay-
ing tracks. The court sentenced the men to fine

and imprisonment,

Jersey City, N. J.—A supply car on the North
Hudson County Railway, while descending the
Hoboken avenue hill, became unmanageable and
s arted down the grade at a very rapid rate. At a
point where the line makes a sharp turn the car
jumped the track and was overtuned. The motor-
man was badly injured.

Gratiamsvllle, N. Y.—Capitalists have under con-
sideration a plan to build an electric railroad
through the Nevercink Valley, in Sullivan county,
to Grahamsville, and from Fa llsburgh to Monti-
cello. The right of way is being secured and a
site has been obtained along the Neversink River to
erect a dam for water power.

Cleveland, 0.—The trustees of Newburgh town-
ship have passed an ordinance giving a franchise
to the Cuyahoga Suburban Railway Company,
from the terminus of the Broadway and New-
burgh branch of the Cleveland Electric Railway to
the town of Randall. The contract for the con-
struction of the road has been awarded to A. W.
Buell.

Pottsville, Pa.—Judge Weidman has handed
down two opinions in reference to the rights of
way of the Inter County and the Tamaqua &
Lansford electric railways, rival companies which
secured riohts of way to run lines from Tamaqua
to Lansford, through alleged frauds. The compa-
nies are enjoined from commencing work on the
routes laid out.

Clarksburg, W. Va.—The Clarksburg & Suburban
Street Railway Company, whose incorporators are
R. S. Gardner, Lee H. Vance, Marcy McU. Price,
C. M. Hart, J. H. Horner and I''rank Mattox, has
been granted a franchise for twenty-five years by
the Council of Clarksburg for the construction anil
operation of an electric railway. It will traverse

the two principal streets of the city, and be ex-
tended to a place on the Milford turnpike opposite
to the Chautauqua Assembly grounds, two miles
from the city.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—It is proposed to make several
extensions to the line of the Flushing and College
Point Electric Railway. The company is in the
hands ota receiver who is making every effort to
reorganize the company andio place the road upon
a sound basis. Several New York capitalists have
recently become interested in the road and they
propose to spend S50,000 in making improvements.
The road was buOt about five years ago and §135,-
000 was expended, but it has never been a paying
enterprise.

Boston, Mass.—At a recent meeting of the Board
of Aldermen several sections of water pipe were
exhibited which were badly corroded by the action
of escaping electric railway current. The localities

atfected are streets in West Newton and Homer.
The extent to which the pipes have been damaged
is not yet known, but it is thought to be considera-
ble. The city will probably undertake an invf sti-

gation. Mr. H. W. Parker, president of several of
the Newton street railway lines, says that the soil

throughout the greater part of Newton is of such a
character that there is little danger of any consid-
erable leakage from the rails.

Newport, R. I.—Noah Redford, a property
owner on Bath Road, who claims that the street
railroad on that thoroughfare has caused a depre-
ciation of the value of his property, which consists
of a cottage and a hotel, has brought suit against
the City of Newport. Mr. Redford is leading
several owners of real estate on Bath Road, and
the city will soon be involved in a half-dozen other
lawsuits. The road received a franchise from the
city, which is therefore charged as responsible.
Redford was associated a few years ago with tJor-

nelius Vanderbilt and several other millionaire
cottagers, who asked the city to order the Bath
Road rails taken up, on the ground that the city
was being greatly damaged by the cars.

PERSONALS.
Lieut. F. B. Badt, of the Sieniens & Halske

Electric Company, was in New York last week.

Joel Hurt, of Atlanta, President of the American
Street Railway Association, visited New York last

week.

J. H. Graham, of the Graham Equipment Com-
pany, of Providence, R. I., was in New York this
week.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Baum Street Railway Com-

pany has been incorporated ; capital stock, $10,000;
promoters, Wm. C. Lynne, Jas. A. Fortune, Wm.
McAdams, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Tacoma Traction Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$•500,000. The promoters are Stuart Rice, Geo. B.
IBIanchard and Chas. S. Fogg.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Liberty Traction Street

Railwav Company has been incorporated; capital

stock, $70,000; promoters, John F. Scott, W. F.

Bickel, Augustus Hartje, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Highland Park Street Railway
Company has been incorporated. The capital

stock is 825,000, and the promoters are Wm. C.
Lynne, Jas. A. Fortune, Wm. McAdams, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. »

Sedalia, Mo.—The Sedaiia & Brown Springs
Electric Railway Company, capital stock $80,000,
has been incorporated. The promoters are D. C.
Metsker, Chas. Carroll, of Sedalia, Mo.; W. E.
Sterne, Topeka, Kan.

Haddonfield, N. J.—The Jamaica Construction
Company has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $100,000 to construct and equip electric

street railways. The promoters are Edw. Ilsley,

Walter C. Smith. Philadelphia, Pa.; Jno. McNeill,
Haddonfield, N. J.

Denver, Colo.—The Toltec Coal Company has
been incorporated, capital stock .$50,000. to buy,
sell and work coal lands, construct and operate
electric railways in connection with same, etc.

The promoters are Pliny F. Sharp, John McNeil,
Paul Lanius, of Denver, Colo.

Portland, Me.—The Portland & Yarmouth Elec-

tric Railway Company, capital stock $200,000, has
been incorporated to operate an electric railway
between Portland and Yarmouth, Me. The pro-
moters are Edward S. Perry. John S. Bradley, of

New Haven, Conn.; Jas. O. May, Naugatuck,
Conn.

Gloucester, Mass.—The Gloucester & Rockport
Street Railway Company has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $i0,000 to construct astreet
railway to run from Gloucester to Rockport. The
promoters are Willard B. Ferguson, Maiden, Mass.;
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Albert D. Bosson, Chelsea; David S. Presson,

Gloucester, Mass.

Seneca Falls, N. Y.—The Waterloo, Seneca Falls

& Cayuga Lake Railway has been incorporated

with a capital stock of §150,000 to operate a street

surface road from Seneca Fails to Cayuga Lake.

The promoters are: Thos. Craig, Trenton, N. J.;

C. E. W. Smith, New York City, N. Y.; M. T.

Atchley, Geneva, N. Y.

Baltimore, Md.—The Moimt Washington Electric

Railway Company has been incorporated by
George R. Webb, William G. Webb, Charles W.
Hatter, Oscar C. Martenet and John W. Midden-

dorf . The capital stock is §150,000, and the road

is to run from or near the intersection of the Falls

road with Smith avenue, in Mount Washington,

to connect with the Pikesville line, near Belvidere

TRADE NOTES.
Large Wire Contract.—Francis E. Donohoe,West-

ern agent of the American Electrical Works, has

secured a contract from the West and North Chicago
Street Railroad Company amounting to $118,000.

J. H. Bunnell &. Co., of New York, have just is-

sued a new catalogue devoted to telegraph, tele-

phone, electric light supplies, phonographs, grapho-

phones and other devices in which electricity plays

more or less a part. The catalogue is very compre-
hensive and comprises over 200 pages, on which
750 cuts appear. Those who are interested in sup-

plies of this description will do well to send for

copies of the catalogue and keep it for purposes of

reference, even if they are not tempted to send in

orders at once.

The Arbel Etabllssements of Arbel, France, which
is represented in New York City by Wilham Hazle-

ton 3d, intended to distribute among Ihe attend-

ants at the Atlanta Street Railway Convention
souvenirs in the shape of handsome paper-weights,
representing the company's street railway wheels
with wrought iron centers. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the souvenirs were delayed and have only

come to hand within the last day or two. Those
who wish to secure a unique paper weight can do
so by sendmg a request to Mr. Hazleton, whose
office is in the Havemeyer Building, New York
City.

The Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, O., reports a

large number of initial orders for the reversible

and adjustable track brush holders and steel wire
track brooms, which have been followed in almost
every case by larger ones. In many instances the

entire equipment of motor cars has been provided
with these. Among the larger roads %vhich are

using them are the Syracuse Street Railway, Syra-
cuse. N.Y. : Middletown-Goshen Traction Company,
Middletown, N. Y.; the Cumberland Electric Rail-

way Company, Cumberland, Md.; the Burlington
Electric Railway, Burlington, la.; the Steinway
Railway Company, Long Island City, N. Y.; the

Central Electric Railway, Peoria, III. The ease

with which thefe holders can be manipulated, and

the saving in consequence in the wear on the track

brooms, are strong recommendations in their favor.

Southern Railways—New Passenger Service.

—

Od account of the large increase of passenger
traffic south via the Southern Railway Piedmont
Air Line, an additional limited train has been
put on, to leave New York in the afternoon. The
first limited departs from New York at 3:30

p. M., and is known as the "New York and
Florida Short Line Limited." This train reaches
Jacksonville the following evening for dinner,
making immediate connections through to St.

Augustine, reaching there 9:30 p. M. The second
limited, leaving New York at 4.30 P. M., is the

Great Washington and Southwestern Vestibuled
Limited, reaching Atlanta following afternoon at

3:55 and New Orleans second morning 7:35 A. M.
and Memphis 7:25 a. m., connecting at Salisbury
for Asheville, Chattanooga, Knoxville and Nash-
ville. This train is composed of Pullman drawing-
room sleeping cars. New York to Atlanta, New
Orleans, Memphis, Asheville and Hot Springs,
connecting at latter point with sleeping car ser-

vice to Knoxville, Chattanooga and Nashville.

Dining-car service between New Yoik and New
Orleans. The Fast Mail leaves as usual 12:15 a. m.,

with through sleeping cars to Montgomery and
Jacksonville. To those going south a more de-
sirable route cannot be selected. The Southern
operates over 5,000 miles of rail south of the Poto-
mac, and reaches all Southern cities and winter
resorts, giving its patrons the best service that can
be had.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
TJ. S. Patents Issued Nov. 20, 1894.

529,357. Street Car Fender; A)phonso F. Board-
man, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Feb. 17, 1894. A turning
shaft is extended across the car provided with arms
and yieldiDR material as a net extended between the

arms and the car. A spring is arranpfed to aid in liftmff

the arms, A flexible band connectmK a lever is adapted
to turn laterally to the opposite arm arraneed, so that
the act of striking a person or object tends to turn the
lever, and allow the flexible material to partially

collapse laterally, and also to turn the shaft and allow
the material to also collapse longitudinally of the car.

529,370. Car Fender; William F. Duncker, Steelton,

Pa., Assignor lo Jacob Shaar, same place. Filed March
6, 1894. The fender is hingedly connected with and
suspended from the car and located in advance of the
brake beam. A bar extends from the fender to the
brake beam, and has its front end movably connected
with the former and loosely connected at its rear end to

the brake beam.

529,372. Brake-SUoe ; Arthur W. Field, Boston,
Mass. Filed March 7. I89i. The brake-shoe is provided
with a series of cavities larger at the base than at the
month, the mouths of said cavities being arranged at an

529,434. Klectrical lUeasurins Instrument;
Edward Weston, Newark, N. J. Filed Oct. 3, 1892.

'I'he instrument ha'' a fixed coil, a movable coil in in-

ductive proximity to the fixed coil and a spring oppos-
ing the movement cf the movable coil. These parts are

No. o29,4ni>.

angle across the face of the shoe. A filling channel con-
nects these cavities near the bottom, and a mass of
glass fills the cavities flush with the face of said shoe,
constituting a series of friclion surfaces adapted to
come in contact with Ihe surface of the car wheel.

529, 3S3. Fare-Box; George B. M. Harvey, New
York, N.Y. Filed Sept. 17, 1834, The fare-box has a
detachable top section, an interposed trap section,
means securing the trap and top sections, a handle
rigidly secured on the body, and a sliding connection
between the top and upper end of the handle.

529,406. Uudereround Flectrfc Railway;
Henry B, Nichols and Frederick H. Lincoln, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed June 13, 1894. The underground struc-
ture comprises columns having brackets and struts with
cross-beams mounted thereon, I-beams mounted on the
cross be^ms and supporting track-rails to position and
inclined Z bars or frames bound tigeiher by tie rods,
the construction being such that two chambers of dif-
ferent diameters are formed, whereof one is provided
with a slot and the other with a conductor arranged out
of alignment with the slot, supported by hangers sus-
spjnded from insulated cross-guys attached to struc-
ture. (See illustration.)

529,133. Electrical iTIeasurlns Instrument for
Switchboards; John Van Vleck, New York, N. Y.
Filed April 14, 1894. The instrament has an elongated
scale-plate, a pointer or index extending through a slot
in the plate and moving over the scale. The instrument
is constructed and arranged so that no part thereof pro-
trudes laterally beyond parallel planes, including the
longitudinal edges of the scale-plate.

No. .529,515.

po constructed and (.arranged that the moving coil,
through the mutual reaction of its, field with that of
the fixed coil, will be caused to travel over substan-
tially equal distances for equal applied force incre-
ments throughout ils range of motion.

529,435. Electrical jnea«urins Instrument ,

Edward Weston, Newark, N.J. Filed June 21, 1894.
This is a case for electrical measuring instruments
formed of two separable parts, each part consisting of
a side plate and a flange. The parts are so construcred
that, placed together, the flanges shall form a por-
tion of the periphery of the case, and so that between
the flanges shall be left a slot or opening.

529,444. Sand Box: for Cars; Emil Heiz, Paterson,
N. J. Filed June 8, 1894. A cylinder is supported above
1 he outlet from the case. Within the casing is an agi-
tating and discharging rod, traversing the cylinder. A
spring surrounds the rod and controls it. Means for
depressing the rod. a valve controlling the outlet and
means for opening the valve while the agitating rod is

being depressed to discharge the sand from the outlet
are provided.

529,460. Car Fender; George W. Oakley. Manches-
ter, N. J. Filed May 4. 1891. The dashboard has ver-
tically disposed hooks on ils front side, the fender being
provided on its rear side with hotizontaily disposed
eyes adapted to engage over the hooks on the dash-

No. 529,530.

board, and means being arranged for raising and lower-
ing the fender.

629,488. Electrician's Combination Tool ;

Jacob M. GUe, Denver, Colo. Filed March 20, 1894. The
tool is composed of two arms pivoted together, the
pivoted parts being recesed to form wire cutters and a
wrench, plier jaws formed at one extremity and recessed

for wire connecting purposes. The outer face of
the jaws have oppositely disposed cutting edees, the
arms below the pivot being adapted to overlap, and
provided with wire gauge recesses formed on their in-
ner edge=,with a graduated scale adjacent to their outer
edges. One arm is provided with a wrench socket near
its lower extremity, while the other is longer and is

formed into a screwdriver, above which exterior cut-
ting edges are formed on opposite sides of the arm.

529,515. S\Tilcli lYIecbauisin ; Sumter B. Battey
New York, N. Y""., Assignor to himself and Joseph W,
Hartley, same place. Filed Jan. 9, 1893; renewed Jan..
27, 1894. The mechanism is provided with a track plate
having its ends bent upwardly and formed with exten-
sions, and housings formed on the track plate near the
sides tnereof. (See illustration.)

529,530. Cable Switcb; George C. Ormerod, Asbury
Park. N. J. Filed Feb. 9. 1891. In a cable railway sys-
tem with main and branch line cables, an interposed
switch cable, a portion of the switch cable and a con-
tiguous portion of the main line cable are capable of
laceral deflection to cause the alignment of either with
the main portion of the main line cable. (See illustra-
tion.)

529,552. Trolley Stand; Frank N. Kelsey. New
Haven. Conn.. Assignor of one-half to Charles L.Wright,
same place. Filed Aug. 29, 1891. There a pivotally
supported socket piece for receiving the trolley arm,and
a spring actuated controlling device which engages a

No. 529,671.

portion of the socket piece and is eccentric to the path
of movement of the part which it engages.

529,616. Section Insulator; Albert Hennefeld,
Christ. Dehner and Charles H. Van Ness, Colorado
Springs, Col. Filed April 19, 1894. Claim 2 reads: "In
a U'Olley wire break, the combination of acurved bar
of msulating material provided with metallic lips, a
perforated insulating bar secured to the main bar and
adapted to receive loops formed on ihe ends of the
trolley wire, clamping plates for holding the trolley
wire in its place in the bar, clamps for fastening the
loops at the ends of the trolley wire, and a double hook
adapted to receive the span wire and support the
break,"

529,646. Street Railway Switcli; Cornelius
Coughlin, Cincinnati. O. Filed Feb. 15, 1891. The
switch-throwicg mechanism is located in boxes be-
neath the surface of the street and is composed sub-
san'iallyof tripping levers, a cord, switchings lever,
the slide and tongue switch connected with the slide
and pivoted to the switching lever.

529,657. liite (juard for Street Cars ; Martin W.
Lydon, Norch Andover, Mass. Filed Dec. 4, 1893. Re-
newed Oct. 24, 1S94, The life guard for street cars com-
prises in its con&lrucLion side-supporting arms separ-
ately pivoted to the car so as to swing horizontally, and
a cradle pivotally connected with the arms.

529,671. Ciearless Electric liOcomotive ; Charles
J. Van Depoele, Lynn. Mass.; C. A. Coffin and Albert
Wahl, administrators of said Van Depoele, deceased.
Assignors to the Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
Bo-ton. Mass. Filed June 3, 1891; renewed Sept. 17.

1S94. The electric motor for cars is mounted upon a
sleeve surrounding the axle, and is sustained by springs
secured to the wheels. See illustration.)
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FINANCIAL NOTES.

Allentown, Pa.—It is the intention of the Trac-

tion Company, which owns a controlling interest

in the several electric roads, to consolidate all the

interests into one.

Carthage, Mo.—It is announced that tlie $15,000

required for a bonus to secure the construction of

the electric railway in Carthage has been raised

and that now the road is assured.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Michael G. Cannon has been

awarded a verdict of HO, 000 in a suit against the

Brooklyn City Railroad Company for the loss of

the services of his wife, who met with an accident

in an electric car.

Utica Belt Line Report.—The following: figures

are taken from the report of the Utica Belt Line

Company of Utica, N. Y., for the quarter ending

Sept. 30": Gross earnings, $43,384; operating ex-

penses, $31,408; net earnings, $30,876.

Syracuse Company's Report.—The Syracuse
Street Railroad Company has filed its quarterly re-

port, ending Sept. 30, 1894, at Albany. The gross

earnings are given as $46,416; operating expenses,

$37,831: other income, $334; gross income, $18,819:

surplus, $33,368.

Increase In Capital Stock.—Officers of the Syra-

cuse & East Side Railway Company have filed

with the Secretary of State in Albany a certifi-

cate of an increase of its capital from $300,000 to

$350,000. The debts and liabilities of the company
amount to $135,000.

Reported Deal in Pittsburgh.—It is said on good
authority that the Second Avenue Traction Com-
pany uf Pittsburgh has secured control of the

flomestead electric line, and that in the near
future there will be a direct line to Homestead.
The deal has been consummated within the past

few days.

Consolidation of Columbus ;Ga.) Roads.—The
NortU Highlands Electric Railway Company and
the Columbus Street Railway Company have been
consolidated. The latter company has recently

effected arrangements with a Northern syndicate
for a thorough equipment of the horse car line

and the dummy line to Wildwood with electi icily.

Montreal, Que.—A. J. Corriveau has brought
suit again.st W. S. Williams, of New York, to re-

cover $118,750 stock in the Montreal Park & Island

Railway Company, withheld illegally as alleged

by the latter. The suit grows out of a deal be-

tween the two parties to the suit in -reference to

securing the franchise for the construction of the
railway.

Newburgh (N. Y.) Railway Earnings.—The earn-
ings of the Newburgh Electric Railway Company
from July 1 to November 30 were $34,894. The op-
erating expenses amounted to $10,al9 and the taxes
to $30U, leaving a net income of $17,974. The inter-

est on bonds and all securities paid and accrued
was $9,35 0, leaving a surplus of $8,734, or more
than 6 per cent, upon its capital stoct of $150,000.

P. A. B. WIdener on Elevated Roads.—P. A. B.
Widener, of the Philadelphia Traoiion Company,
is quoted as saying of elevated roads: ''In my
opinion elevated roads have reached the height of

their popularity, and, since electricity has come
into such general use on surface roads, elevated
roads are being crowded to the rear. We have
ample evidence that this is so in Brooklyn and New
York."

Huhn & Glendinning, bankers, of Philadelphia,
have just iscuedtwo excellent street railway maps
of Philadelphia andNew York city. In the former
railways owned and controlled by the Philadel-
phia Traction Company are indicated, as well as
those that are proposed and under consiruction.
In the map of New York city the railways now in
operation and lines under construction and pro-
posed are represented.

Hoosick Falls Road Report.—The Hoosick Rail-
way Company, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y., reports to
the Railroad Commissioners for the quarter ending
September 30 as follows : Gross earnings, $3.9.53

;

operating expenses, $3,159 ; net earnings, $795 ;

other income, $30 ; gross income, $815 ; fixed
charges, ®935 : net income, $590. The general
balance sheet shows assets of $130,900, including
$73,000 cost of road and equipment, and $47,378
franchise, etc. The capital stock is $60,000 and
funded debt $60,000.

Cayadutta (N. Y.) Railway Report.—The report
of the Cayadutta Electric Railroad for the 10
months ended April 30, recently filed with the
Railroad Commissioners, gives the following
figures: Gross earninas from operation, .$51,019

;

operating expenses, $39,013 ; net earnines, $13,006;
fixed charges, $24,093 ; deficit, $13,086 ; deficit up
to June 30, 1893, $417 ; total deficit April 30,

.$13,.504 ; cash on hand, $389 ; betterments, $61,596.
The road is under lease to the Fonda, Johnstown
& Gloversville Railroad.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—.facob Friedman and other
bondholders have begun a suit against the
Brooklyn Cable Company and the Central Trust
Company as trustee, and the Atlantic Avenue
Railway Company. The plaintiffs ask to foreclose
the mortgage on the franchise of the cable com-
pany. It is alleged that this company defaulted
interest on its bonds last March and that the Cen-
tral Trust Company refused to institute proceed-
ings to foreclose the mortgage because it was also

a trustee under another mortgage held by the
Atlantic Avenue Railway Company to secure an
issue of bonds.

Judgment Against Kansas City Company.—Judge
Henry, of the Circuit Court in Kansas City, Mo.,
last week ordered that judgment for $393,702.60,
with interest and costs, be entered in the old suit of

the bondholders against the Northeast Electric
Railway Company, of Kansas City, Mo. The suit

was brought by the Jarvis-Conklin Mortgage Trust
Company against Witten McDonald, piesident:
Gardiner Lathrop, trustee; M. B. Abell, trustee;

Augusta Taylor and others. The bonds in contro-
versy were given to the amount of $360,000 on No-
vember 1, 1889. They were 20-year 6 per cent,

bonds. The suit was brought on the grounds of

lapse in payment of interest.

Examination of Brooklyn Roads.—The examin-
ation of the Brooklyn City and Brooklyn Heights
Railroad companies for the Railroad Commission-
ers, as a result of the charges brought by H. M.
Thompson, is now practically completed. The
books have been gone .over by Secretary Charles
R. De Fieest of the State Board of Railroad Com-
missioners, assisted by A. L. Judson, the official

accountant. During the same time Frank A.
Baxter, the engineer of the boaid, has been making
an examination of the physical condition of the
system. The fads will be reported to the board,
which will then decide whether or not to order
corrections made to the quarterly and annual re-

ports of the two companies. A public hearing
may be ordered, at which both sides may be re-

presented by counsel to present arguments for and
against action.

Reading &, Womelsdorf Railway.—The bookshave
been opened at the ofHce of the Reading Traction
Company to receive subscriptions of' stock for the
building of the Reading & Womelsdorf Electric
Railway, between Reading and Womelsdorf, a dis-

tance of 15 milts. The stock to be issued amounts
to $350,000, and the road will occupy the Berks and
Dauphin turnpike. The company was chartered
last March, and has settled damages with the Berks
and Dauphin Turnpike Company. In condemna-
tion proceedings the jury awarded the turnpike
company .$35,000 for the right of way to Womels-
dorf. John A. Rigg is the pre.«ident, and M. C.
Aulenbach the secretary and treasurer of the
Reading & Womelsdorf Company, and the road
will be built and owned by this company, but it

will be operated under a contract by the Reading
Traction Company. The connection with the
Reading Traction Company's system will be made
by laying tracks across tlie county bridge, at the
foot of Penn street. The Traction company is to

pay $600 for the privilege.

Judgment Against Brooklyn Company.—A judg-
ment for $33,500 has been given by a jury in

Brooklyn in favor of Annie Tholen, the eight-
year-old daughter of John S. Tholen, in her suit

against the Brooklyn City Railroad Company.
The girl had lost both her legs by being run over
by a Third avenue trolley car. The father also

recovered $3,000 from the company for the loss of

his daughter's services. The company appealed
in each case. Last week the General Term handed
down a decision sustaining both verdicts. The
court says: " it was clearly the duty of the motor-
man to keep a careful lookout in front of him, and
if he had done so he would certainly have seen
this little child traversing the space of over 33 feet

before she reached the track he was on, and, see-

ing her approaching his track, it was his plain

duty to have slowed down and obtained such con-
trol of the speed of the car as would have enabled

him to avoid injuring the child in case she fell, as

she did. The motorman did not pursue this

course, as the car went 40 feet after striking the

child before it stopped."
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Oars Passing at It is announced that an order

Street Crossings, has been issued by the Syra-

cuse Street Railway Company
providing that electric cars shall not pass eacli

other witliin 30 feet of street crossings. When
cars are approaching sucli a crossing, the regula-

tion provides that the outgoing car is to wait until

the incoming car has dischai ged or taken on board

its passengers. Such a rule has much to recom-

mend it and no great objections are apparent. The
practice is followed by steam railroad companies,

and the engineer who violates the rale is likely to

enjoy an enforced vacation for a week or more.

Such a regulation should tend to prevent a great

many of the accidents that are due to the careless-

ness of passengers, who, after alighting from a

car, pass in front of a car coming from tlie oppos-

ite direction.

Street Eailways St. Louis owes a great deal to

of St, Louis, its electric railways. Not
alone have they been a most

important factor in increasing the city's material

prosperity, but they have served mightily to ad-

vertise the city the world over, and municipal

corporations, no less than business houses, appre-

ciate nowadays the value of advertising. The
claim of St. Louis that it possesses tlie best sti'eet

railway systtm in the world will not, perhaps, be

admitted everywhere, but certainly few cities

would care to compare their transportation facili-

ties with those of the city on the other side of the

bridge. The St. Louis system evidently has no

more sincere admirer than W. H, Bryan, of that

city, whose article tracing its development ap-

pears elsewhere in this issue.

Sunday Street This brief extract from a re-

Cars, cent sermon on Sunday ob-

servance by the Rev. Dr.

Rylance, of St. Mark's Church, New York City,

may be of interest to some of our Canadian friends

who are so opposed to the oparation of cars on the

first day of the week: "Class legislation should

not be tolerated. Masses have been alienated from
the churches because preachers had two gospels,

one for the rich and one for the poor. Dives may
harness his horses and ride forth in state to church

on Sunday, but if the poor man avail himself of a

street oar on that day it is desecration. The rich

may enjoy the free air of their country places on

Sunday, but it would be considered profanation

for the poor man to go forth and sniff the fragrance

of the wild flowers or the invigorating breezes of

the sea."

Talking and Acting Two articles are presented in

in England, this issue, one illustr-itiflg

how the English talk and the

other how they act in the matter of electric rail-

ways. The British engineers turn envious eyes to-

ward this country, where street railway facilities

are so ample and excellent, and implore their offi-

cials to show a little more liberality toward electric

traction enterprises. The latter are entirely non-

committal and simply advise the exercise of humble
patience. The English, however slow they may be

in the matter of electric traction generally, are not

afraid to undertake city underground enterprises

such as our engineers have not been obliged to at-

tempt. The plan for constructing the Water-
loo underground electric railway, which will

accommodate almost 100,000 suburban resi-

dents of London, is illustrated elsewhere in this

issue. The project is a huge one, and it shows that

London is waking up to the necessities of rapid

transit, for this particular improvement has been

urgently demanded for the last decade.

Cleanliness in The modern rapid transit car

Street Oars, difi'ers as much in point of

cleanliness as it does in other

respects from the old-fashioned horse car. One form
of decoration of the latter in winter time was its

loose hay or straw floor covering, which was sup-

posed, although erroneously, to aid in contributing

to the comfort of the passengers. This abomina-

tion is no longer to be encountered, as it is con-

demned as uniformly by street railway managers as

it is by public opinion. The typical old time car was
never kept in a proper state of cleanliness in other

respects, for the simple reason that imperfect facil-

ities for washing the interiors were provided in the

barns. With the introduction of improved methods
of operation, new cars were put into service that

compare in point of comfort with those used on

the best steam roads, and provision for keeping

them clean and in proper order is made in construct-

ing the buildings for housing the rolling stock. In

fact, the companies that operate the best surface

roads, so remiss a few years ago in car cleaning,

now pay far more attention apparently , to

this important matter than elevated lines. The
latter run coaches that are frequently abominably

dirty and foul smelling. This charge cannot often

be brought against street railway companies that

are operating modern cars. The matter of clean-

liness of public conveyances has recently been

brought before the Brooklyn health authorities,

who rather incline to the belief that consumption

has been spread through the medium of imperfectly

cleaned public vehicles. Dr. Wilson, the bacteri-

ologist of the health department, reported that he

had produced a fatal case of consumption in a

guinea pig in his experiments with the dust and

other substances taken from the cars and railroad

stations in the city. A committee of the Kings

County Medical Society recently recommendeji

that an ordinance be adopted providing that it be

made a misdemeanor for a person to expectorate

in a public conveyance. A few days ago a con-

ference of the surface and elevated railroad

officials of the railroad and ferry companies

was held at the office of the health com-
missioners, and the matter of securing,

their co-operation with the health department

was discussed somewhat at length. It was sug-

gested that cocoa mats in use in the cars and ferry

boats be discarded, as it was the belief of the au-

thorities that they were a contributory factor in

the spread of disease. After listening to arguments

on this subject, all the officials agreed to abolish

the objectionable mats and substitute wooden mats.

It was also agreed that the cars should be sprinkled

with a disinfectant every day. It is a gratifying

fact to know that the transportation companies

agreed so willingly to co-operate with the health

officials, and it is imquestionably true that this is

the wisest policy from every point of view. Clean-

liness in street cars is not only desirable, but it pays

in dollars and cents, for it attracts patronage.
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ELECTEIC TEAMWAYS FEOM AN ENGLISH
POINT OF VIE'W.

At the annual dinner of the Institution of Ele*^"

trical Engineers, of London, Dr. John Hopkinson

spoke of the development of the electric railway

in America. There were thousands of miles of

electric tramway, he said, and thousands of cars

running on them. They thought nothing of al-

lowing those cars to run at the rate of 15 or 20

miles an hour. He would suggest that it should

be possible that in England they should have some

modicum of the freedom granted to electrical en-

gineers in America. They did hear of people be-

ing killed once in a way, but he doubted whether

that would be the case in Great Britain. But

even granting that once in a way someone might

be killed, he would suggest that Mr. Bryce, presi-

dent of the Board of Trade, should confer not only

with Mr. Bryce, the author of "The American

Commonwealth," but also with Mr. Bryce, the

mountain climber, and consider with them

whether a victim rarely sacrificed on the altar of

civilization would not be amply compensated for

by the greater help thousands would enjoy by the

extended use of the electric light, by the greater

health which millions would enjoy by being able

to get to their work at a distance, and rearing

their families in a healthier atmosphere.

Mr. Bryce, in making a response, said that while

it was true that far more had been done in the

electric lighting of cities in America, he did not

think the electric lighting of private [houses had

progressed much more rapidly in many parts of

America than in London. He had observed that

far more had been done in the way of running

electrical tramcars and railroads than in England.

This was a subject upon which he hoped they

would have some light from electricians when
they came to consider, as at the Board of Trade

they proposed to do, what could be done to facili-

tate the creation of light railroads and tramroads.

He must, however, congratulate them upon hav-

ing been far more tender to human life than their

American brethren had been. Without entering

upon the delicate question which Dr. Hopkinson
had raised as to how many lives must be sacrificed

in order that public convenience might be in-

creased, he thought they would agree with him
that electrical engineering was likely to progress

more rapidly, to be more largely extended, and to

be regarded with more general popular favor, if

they cculd accompany it with regulations for pub-
lic safety which would remove prejudice and ap-

prehension in the public mind, and which would
prevent the recurrence of such accidents as un-

fortunately occurred a few years ago in Amer-
ica. He did not think any pains taken for

the public safety would be thrown away, even
puttmg the matter in its lowest commercial as-

pect.

A RAILWAY ADVEETISEK'S SUIT.

Michael Wineburgh, of New York, has instituted

a suit for §75,000 tor libel against George Kissam,
of the firm of Cai-lton & Kissam. The suit was in-

stituted upon the contents of a letter dated Dec. 6,

1893, from Carlton & Kissam to Samuel Little,

President of the West End Street Railway Com-
pany, of Boston. The letter has the firm signa-
ture, but, it is alleged, is in the handwriting of
Kissam. Bids for the advertising in the company's
cars had been solicited and Wineburgh bid $47,000
a year. The letter began by stating that the un-
dersigned had heard that Wineburgh had secured
the advertising, and continued :

If this is indeed true we regret to learn it, as you
will find in experience that you have got a Tartar.
This man Wineburgh is one of the most un-

principled rascals in existence; he is also the bi'^-
gest liar.

The man's whole career has been one of sharp
practice and treachery, and every person who
comes in contact with him in a business way had
had to buy him off or kick him out. He has a few
respectable gentlemen associated with him, but
they have only been there ji short time, The last

party with whom he was in business got rid of him
very quickly; that was ex-Mayor Grant of this

city.

Then follows a bid of $51,000 a year for five years

for the advertising in the Boston cars. In his com.
plaint Wineburgh says he was, by reason of this

letter, compelled to give Mr. Little a bond of

$50,000 from the American Surety Company of this

city.

THE HESTONVILLE LINE, PHILADELPHIA.

The Arch street line of the Hestonville, Mantua
& Fairmouut Passenger Railway Company, Phila-

delphia, was formally opened on last Saturday,

and the road is now in regular operation. On
Saturday a party composed of the officers and
stockholders of the company, and representatives

of the contractors who have installed the system,

made a thorough inspection of the line in special

cars, and then visited the power station at Twen-
ty-sixth and Callowhill streets. The cars were in

charge of the assistant engineers of the company,
and the party was heartily cheered i.s it proceeded

along the line.

The Arch street line has been thoroughly recon-

structed. East of the Schuylkill (he company has

paved the street with granite blocks, and in West
Philadelphia the pavement is asphalt, with blocks

between the rails. All the feeder cables are

buried, with the exception of those on a part

of Lancaster avenue, where they are carried

on poles in the middle of the street, the cables

of the Philadelphia Traction Company being

attached tj the same poles. The tracks are

laid with 90 pound Johnson girder rails. The
engines in the power station were made by
the Providence Steam Engine Company and are

three in number, aggregating 1,500 H. P. The
generators, which are directly coupled to the

engine shafts, are of 400 kilowatts capacity each.

At the present time only one generator and one
engjne are in operation. The generators were
furnished by the General Electric Company, and
the boilers by the Babcook & Wilcox Company.
The cars which are to be used on the line were
manufactured by the St. Louis Car Company and
are fi.Eished in red, which has been adopted by the

company as a distinguishing color. The interior

of the cars is finished in mahogany in a very
attractive way and the upholstery is of the most
modern description. Oxidized silver electroliers

are used and the interior mountings are of the

same material. The cars will be heated by elec-

tric heaters.

BOSTON WEST END STOCKHOLDEKS
ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the

West End Street Railway Company, of Boston,
was held last week. The annual report, which was
published in the Street Railway Gazette of

Nov. 24 was presented and accepted, after which
President Little made the following address:

Unlike the machinery of a manufacturing es-
tablishment, which ha« its season of rest, and can
be inspected and repaired at leisure, our several
power houses and our cars with the electrical ap-
paratus connected with them, are called upon for
service day and night during every day of the
year. This can only be met by the most constant
and thorough oversight, and the most prompt at-
tention to needed repairs. The fact that our cars
have not failed to meet the demands of the public
even during the heavy snow storms of the last
winter, when many of the steam roads were unable
to respond, reflects great credit, not only upon the
officers of the company in charge of its power
plants and its electrical departments, but also upon
those charged with the duty of keeping our tracks
free from snow obstructions and in order for the
successful running of our cars.

Nineteen millions of miles run and the carrying
of 137,000,000 of passengers over our 272 miles of
track, with the immense traffic on our streets
from other sources, means a constant and severe
wear and tear upon our tracks which require a
large outlay to meet.
While the policy of the directors has been a most

conservative one in carefully considering all ex-
penditures, it has been a liberal one in making
needed appropriations for all necessary repairs and
additions required to our system. The extensions
of track made have been constructed in the most
substantial manner- The power house and the car
houses which have been built are plain, strong
structures, well adapted to the business of the
company, and were built at an expense as small
as a due regard for the needs of the localities in
which they are situated would warrant.
Your directors feel that the property of the

company in all its departments has been cared for
and its efficiency maintained in a manner that
will be satisfactory to the stockholders.
A beginning has been made in placing the

feeder w^ires of the company underground, and
has been nearly accomplished in the district

designated by the commissioner of wires as the
work to be done the present year. The important
work entrusted to the commissioner has been
entered upon by him with vigor and in a most
businesslike manner. The officers of this company
have heart dy co-operated with him, and I trust
will do so in the future, that nothing may be
wanting on their part to accomplish the work
entrusted to him.
The past year has been an active one for the

company, with the ordinary repairs, with the ex-
tensions and building of several car houses and a
power house, and it can hardly be expected with
the business so extended but that every year will
bring its demands which must be met, yet with so
large a percentage of our system completed for

electricity and much of the remainder practically
completed, the work of reconstruction of horse
car lines to electricity is nearly at an end.

The board of directors was re-elected with the

exception of Eustace C. Fitz, in whose place

Albert C. Houghton was elected.

TBANSFEK AGEEEHENT IN PHILADEL-
PHIA.

It is announced that the Electric Traction and
People's Traction companies of Philadelphia have

reached an arrangement for the transfer of pas-

sengers at almost every point where the two roads

intersect. Negotiations looking to this and have

been in progress for a considerable time, and have

given rise to many persistent rumors that the two
companies were to be consolidated. While it is

positively announced that there is no truth in this

report, the traveling public gains all the advantage

that would follow an actual consolidation of the

two systems. The new arrangement is to go into

effect at once, and transfer will be issued at 46 new
points. The results of the arrangement is practi-

cally to place the street railways of the city into

two great systems— the new combination and the

Philadelphia Traction Company.

CONNECTICUT STREET RAILWAY ASSOCI-
ATION.

The Connecticut Street Railway Association

held its annnal meeting recently in the offices of

the Winchester Avenue Railway Company in West
Haven. The meeting was principally devoted to

a discussion of the plan of work that could be

followed to the best advantage by the association,

and to the best means of interesting other com-
panies in the State in the organization.

Representatives of the following companies were

present: The Winchester Avenue Railway Com-
pany, of New Haven; the New Haven Street Rail-

way Company, of New Haven; the Fair Haven
& Westville Street Railway Company, of New
Haven; the Hartford Street Railway Company,
of Hartford; the Waterbury Traction Company,
of Waterbury; the Stamford Street Railway Com-
pany, of Stamford; the Norwalk Street Railway

Company, of Norwalk; and the Derby Street Rail-

way Company, of Derby.

The following officers were elected for the en-

suing year: President, H. H. Wood, of Derby;

vice-president, H. S. Parmelee, of New Haven;
secretary, R. A. Fosdick, of Stamford; treasurer,

E. S. Goodrich, of Hartford; executive committee,

the officers and I. A. Kelsey, of New Haven; A.

M. Young, of Waterbury; and G A, W. Dodge, of

New Haven,
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PLAINFIELD STREET BAH-WAY.

There is every reason to believe that the number
of combination electrical plants will be greatly in-

creased within the next few years. In a great

many small towns where an electric railway is

urgently demanded, the traffic would be so small

that the enterprise could not be properly supported

Railroad of New Jersey extends to the power

station, and coal is dumped directly from the cars

to a coal-storage opening into the_ boiler-room.

The company furnishes light for Plainfleld and

Fanwood, and provides illumination over an area

of about five miles. The railway engine and gen-

erator are giving entire satisfaction and require

very little attention. The company owns a large

PLAINFIELD POWER PLANT.

were it conducted as an entirely distinct undertak-

ing. If, however, an electric plant is constructed

thai will supply current for electric light and sta-

tionary motors as well as for the street railway,

the investment may prove highly profitable. A
considerable number of such combination plants

are already proving remumerative, and one of this

number is illustrated in the accompanying en-

graving.

The Plainfield Street Railway Company operates

about three and one-half miles of road, part of

which is single and the remainder double tracked.

Six motor cars built by the J. G. Brill Company,
of Philadelphia, are in service. These are 16 feet

in length and are mounted on Brill trucks, four of

the number being equipped with one 15 H. P.

General Electric motor each, and the other two
operated by two motors each, each of the same
make and capacity. The track is laid with 72 pound
girder rails supplied by the Cambria Iron Com-
pany. The bonding is double and the rails are

cross bonded at every second joint.

Power is supplied by one 150 H. p. Westing-

house engine, which drives a 60 K. w. General

Electric generator. The engine and generator

are located in the electric light station of the

Plainfield Gas and Electric Light Company. The
power station is situated on Madison avenue ad-

joining the tracks of the Central Railroad of New-

Jersey. The building is brick and is about 60 by

75 feet. The lighting plant consists of three

Westinghouse engines of 150 H. P. each and one

100 H. p. engine of the same make, each directly

belted to an alternating current generator. There

is in addition a C. & C. continuous current gen-

erator of 40 K. w. capacity for supplying current

for stationary motors. The belting used in the

plant was supplied by the Shultz Belting Company,
of St. Louis; the Page Belting Company, of Con-

cord, N.U.; and Charles A. Schieren & Co., of

New York. Tbe boiler-room is 30 by 60 feet, and

the equipment consists of fivelOO-H. P. horizontal

return tubular boilers, each 5 feet 6 inches in

diameter by 16 feet in length. Four of the bcilers

were made by Bigelow, of New Haven, and one

by McEwen, of Wellesville, N. Y. The feedwatrr

pumps are of the Worthingtpn and Hall makes,

and an injector is also provided in case of an ac-

cident to tbe pumps. The feedwater is supplied

from a well, and a connection may also be made
with the city water mains in case of any failure in

the regular supply. A siding from the Central

plot of ground adjoining the power station on

which the building may be extended. Excellent

service is given by the company and, as Plainfield

is rapidly growing, extensions will, without doubt,

be made in the near future.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRICAL MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY EMBARRASSED.

The Great Western Electrical Manufacturing

Compnny, with offices in Chicago and Duhith, has

Company, of St. Paul, and subsequently became
interested in the Great Western Electrical Supply
Company, of Chicago.

The new organization absorbed the last named
company, the Chicago Insulated Wire Com-
pany and the Bain Electric Manufacturing
Company, of Chicago. The president of the

Bain Company, Foree Bain, became the elec-

trical expert of the new concern. A great deal

of Duluth capital was invested in the new con-

cern, and the factory was located in that city.

Ex-United States Senator Lyman R. Casey, of

North Dakota, is president ; S. J. Young, of

the Union National Bank, Brunswick, Me., first

vice-president, and one of the directors is J.

L. Dodge, president of the Mahanie National

Bank of Great Barrington, Mass. Of the $1,500,000

capital stock, over 1700,000. it is stated, has been
paid in.

The company has been hard pressed financially

for some little time. Collections have been slow

and the company has been obliged to carry

electric railways for which it had furnished ma-
chinery, The liabilities are estimated at $300,000,

and the assets are valued hy the company at

$700,000.

Some of the creditors who had been pressing the

company during the last few months were paid

by borrowed money, but a few days ago several

of the principal creditors became alarmed and a
crisis was reached. The Electrical Corporation of

Boston was negotiating to buy some of the con-

cern's securities for $100,000 cash, but when the

creditors pushed their claims only $25,000 was
realized.

The officers contemplate a reorganization which
will pay off all the pressing claims and place the

concern on a solid foundation. A bill of sale for

the Chicago offices and the contents of the ware-

house was given last week to the First National

Bank of Chicago, which had loaned the company
nearly $100,000. A confession of judgment to-

day in the United States Court for $15,000 bor-

rowed money precipitated the failure. The reo-

PLAINFIELD POWER STATION.

become financially embarrassed. The company
was organized by E. R. and H. K. Oilman, who
were interested first in the Northwest Electric

ords of the courts in Chicago show half a dozen

suits^ against the company since last April foj

large sums.
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THE STREET RAILWAYS OF ST. LOUIS.*

BY W1LLIA.M H. BRYAN. M. E.

No American city lias had a wider or more in-
terestinK experience with the various forms of
Ftreet railway construction and operation than St.
Louis. Even in the early days of horse car lines
she was progressive and hberal. As the traffic
assumed moie extensive proportions cable lines
were extensively introduced, and she now takes
front rank with the greatest amount and most im-
proved forms of electric railways. This inland
muDicipaltty has long called itself •' The Electrical
City" ot America, basing its claims to the title not
only upon its extensive arc and incandescent
lighting plants—among the largest in the world

—

but principally upon the enormous extent to
which electricity is employed in its street railway
traffic.

This preeminence of St. Louis is in a large meas-
ure due to the far-sighted and liberal policy" pursued
liy the municipal authorities in dealing with street
railway companies. In this they have been sup-
ported by an intelligent and progressive public
sentiment, which has insisted upon improved rapid
transit, limited, of course, by reasonable restric-
lious as to routes, character of construction, speed,
rates ot fare, etc. St. Louis has been so fortunate
as to escape the eUects of the bugaboo of "the
deadly trolley" in the hands of the sensational
press. It has been shown beyond question that the
eleclric car is one of the safest modes of travel,
and is under absolute control. There have been
accidents, it is true—some of them serious—but
these necessarily accompany any improved system
in the narrow and crowded streets of a great city.
Since th" days of George Stephenson rapid transit
has necessitated not only increased skill and care
upon the part of the operators, but greater caution
on the part of all who use the public streets and
highways. Although the people of St. Louis early
recognized tlitse facts, they preferred to accept
the conditions imposed rather than remain iudefi-
niteiy in primitive indifference, awaiting the de-
velopment of an ideal system which should be
abiiolutely dangerless.
The fare on all the lines is five cents, except for

children. No forms of commutation or rebate
tickets of any kind are sold. Recent combinations
of different lines under consolidated managements
liave resulted in the widespread adoption of the
transfer .system, so that it ia now possible to board
a car at Calvary cemetery, in the extreme north-
western portion of the city, and ride with but one
change of cars to Carondelet—a distance of some
13 mile-s— for a single fare. Under such excep-
uonably favorable conditions It would be natural
to suppose that many interesting and valuable
street railway experiences have been bad in St.
Louis.

Not the least among them is the increase of travel
\vhich has followed the introduction of rapid tran-
sit, particularly with roads whose motive power
has been changed from horse to electricity. It has
cot always been easy to account for this "improve-
ment. Competing lines suffer to some extent, but
their losses do not account for all the gain. There
is an increase in the grand total of travel, due no
doubt to the adoption of better methods and more
attractive surroundings. Rapid transit shortens
distances, thus bringing together the residence and
business districts, and building up outlying areas,
hitherto inaccessible. It permits the man of
modest means to enjoy the comforts of his own
roof and his little plot of ground within reach of
hi- office or shop. Who can tell how much has
thus been added to the sum total of human happi-
ness?

With more miles of electric road than any city
lu the world, and with an important showing of
Ihe most improved and modern cable line con-
struction, St. Louis may well claim an advanced
rank in rapid street railway transit. The total
length of eleclric, cable and horse lines is 271.33
miles single track. Not a bad showing for a city
or fiOO.OOO inhabitants. Much of this track is used
.i'liijtly by ditteient lines. If the distances were
computed from the actual trip lengths the total
would be at least fifty miles greater. Legislation
hns been secured and plans are already practically
complete for the change of the remaining horse
r.iads to electricity. The last vestige of prehistoric
modes of urban travel will then vanish, and the
change from ' mule to fuel," as it has been aptly
termed, will be complete. Nor is new construc-
tion at a standstill.

The total business for all the roads covering the
second quarter of the year 1894. as indicated by
returns riled with the city register, was 1,433,421
trips, and 24,773,660 passengers. For the same
period of the year 189iJ, the totals were- trips
1,62.5,799: passengers, 26,186,742. This indicates
the slight extent to which the traffic was affected
bv the widespead business depression of the year
1894. ^

'

St. Louis has had little or no experience with

'Abstract ot an article in thf, Eariinecrinfi Manazinc
for November.

Other forms of motors Nothing has been done,
nor is likely to be done, with steam dum-
mies, gas, ammonia, or compressed air motors.
The lines are all on the surface. Franchises
have been secured for elevated roads, but
their great first cost and the doubt as to
their improving to any great extent upon existing
methods, has kept them from advancing into
favor either with the public or capitalists. In the
early days of the electric railway problem, the
Lindell Railway Comnany spent about six months
in trials of storage batteries, using Brush-Julien
cells. These experiments, however, were finally
abandoned on account of the weight, excessive
depreciation, low efficiency, and high first cost.

Several cableroads which proved unsatisfactory
were changed to electric lints, with the result that
they became sucessful at once. Tiie St. Louis &
Suburban, built in 1876, was operated originallv
as a narrow gauge steam railway, over its own
right of way from Grand avenue and Olive street
to Florrissant. in St. Louis County. In 1885 the
down-town portion, from Sixth and Locust streets,

was constructed as a cable road. Being the first

road of this character in the city it was immedi-
ately successful and compelled prompt action on
Ihe part of parallel lines to secure rapid transit.

The Suburban company's franchise was granted
by an unfriendly council, and its right of way was
a roundabout one, with many curves of short
radius. Rapid transit on the more direct lines
caused a falling off of its traffic, and the excessive
operating expenses, due to the power required and
the wearing out of cables soon bankrupted the
road. A reorganization being effected it was de-
cided to reconstruct the entire line and equip it

with electricity as the motive power.
This line was the first street railway in this

country to be used regularly as a United States
mail route. The service has been in very satis-

factory operation for a period of more than two
years. There is a full equipment of regularly fur-
nished and specially filled mail cars, which go
over the entire route twice a day. These cars run
on a regular schedule and are due at definite times
at certain corners, where mail is delivered to car-
riers for distribution over their respective routes.
So successlul is this service that it has been
adopted in other large cities.

The Suburban is not the only road, however,
which has found it wise to change from cable to
electricity. The Grand avenue branch of the
Citizens has undergone a similar transformation
with the most gratifying results, and the main
line of the same company is now being recon-
structed.

It has been iiossible in St. Louis to make com-
parisons as to the relative cost and operating ex-
penses of cable and electric roads. The most recently
built electric road is the Cass avenue system, whi^h
embodies the best features of modern electric rail-

way construction. Among the last cable roads
constructed was the Citizens, which was well built
in accordance with the best practice of that day.
These lines are operated under the same manage-
ment, and an excellent system of records is kept
by the company's engineer, Mr. Richard McCul-
loch, E. M. The conditions here are favorable
for a fair comparison between the two sys-
tems. The number of cars operated, trips made,
passengers carried, character and hours of travel,
gi-ades and speed, are all of the same general char-
acter. If anything, the conditions appear more
favorable to the cable than to the electric road, on
account of the short length of the former and the
few curves. The records for the month of March,
1894, are as follows:
On the Citizens' (cable) line, the average number

of trains (two-car) was 85, running each 107 miles
daily. The horse power per train, gross (includ-
ing cable), was 18.32, and horsepower, net (ex-
clusive of caiile), was 6.38. Coal consumed per
train mile was 11.18 pounds. Coal consumed per
horse power hour was 5.18 pounds. Water con-
sumption per horse power was 23.93 pounds. The
average total load was 413 horse power. The
average friction load— cable only—was 3.69 horse
power or 65. 13 per cent, of the total.

The engines are of the ordinary Corliss pattern,
single cylinder, non-condensing. The boilers are
of the horizontal return flue type, with 6-inch
flues. The coal is the ordinary soft bituminous of
southern Illinois, such as is used almost exclusively
in St. Louis. It averages in calorific power about
10,.500 British thermal units per pound, and 15 per
cent. ash.
On the Cass avenue and Fair Grounds' Electric

Railway the average number of motors was 69,
each running daily 125 miles, and 26 trailers, aver-
aging 62 miles. The average horse-power per
motor car was 15. .53. The coal consumption per
motor mile was 7.76 pounds. The coal consump-
tion per train mile was 8.15 pounds. The water
consumption per horse-power hour was 25.31
pounds. The coal consumption per horse-power
hour was 4.33 pounds.

In computing these totals four trailers were as-
sumed to be equivalent to one motor car. The
latter are of the large single truck pattern, with

21 feet bodies and 7 feet wheel bases. Each is

equipped with two 35 horse-power motors.
The engines are of the Corliss pattern, single

cylinder, non-eondensing. Three of them are 34 X
60. speed 92 revolutions, initial steam pressure 8.5

to 95 pounds, directly connected to 750 kilowatt
multipolar generators. There is also an 18 X ,36

Corliss running 1.50 revolutions, directly con-
nected to a 250 kilowatt generator. The boilers
are the same as at the Citizens' plant except
that they are set with down-draft smokeless fur-
naces.
The above figures show that the average horse-

power used for each motor car is, 15.53, and for
each cable train 18.32—a difference in favor of the
former of about 15 per cent. It must not be for-
gotten, however, that, the cable or friction load
being constant, additional cable trains would re-

quire but 6.38 horse-power each, while additional
motors would call lor 15.52, considerably more
than twice as much. The electric system, how-
ever, covers a mileage over three times as great as
that ot the cable. If the latter served as large a
mileage, more length of cable would be required,
and the power for the same numoer of cars would
be greatly increased: while if the number of cars
were enlarged at the same time the power per car
would be reduced to approximately the same fig-

ures given above.
These results, however, are from a single pair of

roads. There are cable roads using less power per
train, and there are electric roads using more. A
considerable proportion of the saving in fuel is un-
doubtedly due to the better steam plant of the
Cass avenue system, which requires but 4.23 pounds
of coal per horse power hour, while that of the cable
line consumes 5.18. Furthermore, the Cass avenue
system is new m every part, while the Citizens'
line has seen five years of very severe service, and
as a result its operating and maintenance expenses
have increased.
These figures point clearly to the conclusion that

where a traffic exists sufficiently large to justify
numerous trailers and close spacing, on a compar-
atively limited length of line, the cable is to
be preferred. On the other hand, where the
amount of track is extensive, and where the
traffic per mile is less, electricity clearly has the
advantage.

This, however, is not the whole story. Some-
limes local conditions determine absolutely
whether cable or electricity is the better. No
electric road, whatever its traffic or extent of line,

could operate successfully on such steep grades as
are handled satisfactorily by the cable in San
Francisco and Kansas City. On the other hand,
such curves as are frequently necessary in St.

Louis and Boston would prove disastrous to any
cable line.

There are two troubles which seriously hamper
the cable road. One of these, the closing of the
slot in cold \s eather, has caused some of the St.

Louis roads untold annoyance and expense. The
other is the wearing out of the cable, and the ex-
pense attending its renewal. Now that the repairs
to armatures have been reduced to only nominal
cost, there are no corresponding outlays in electric

railway work
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to make

up accurate tables showing the relative first cost,

and the cost of operation of cable and electric

roads : and when made, they would apply only to
the particular roads to which they refer. In
general it may be said that for roads operating
more than 20 cars, the first cost of the electric

plant complete is in the neighborhood of
two-thirds of that of the cable, presuming the
construction to be equally good in each case.
The experience ot St. Louis roads indicates that
the operating expenses are nearly the same, esti-

mated at about 65 per cent, of the gross receipts.

A new electric road has some advantages over an
old cable road, while a cable line in good repair
and with few curves, might show better results
than an older electric line.

it is clear, therefore, that while certain general
principles may be stated, no positive opinion can
be given regarding a particular road, nor. can
a detinite recommendation be made, except
afier a thorough study by a competent engi-
neer of the local conditions affecting that special

case.

(lEOEGIA STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

A sti'eet railway association in Georgia is to be

organized. Officers of several of the street railways

met a short time ago in Atlanta and appointed the

following committee to take the necessary steps to

form sn organization: Joel Hurt, president of the

Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company;
Col. D. B. D.yer, president ot the Augusta Railway

Company; and J. King, president of the City

Electric Railway Company, of Rome,
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BAlLi BOND.

The accompanying cut represents a rail bond

for which a patent has been applied for

by F. Foley Robinson, of London. The

claim of novelty is for the short metal tubes ex-

panded into the webs of rails in the manner
adopted by boiler makers to secure tubes in metal

plates. It is claimed that the bond is cheap and

presents large and excellent contact area. The

London Electrical Revieiv states that it has been

proved by experiment that the holding-power of

would amount to ifllSO.OOO, while the assets, in-

cluding the stock, are estimated at about |138,000.
This includes a large number of mortgages. Tlie

application for the receiver was made by the treas-

urer of the company, with the consent of the
officers and stockholders, on the ground of in-

solvency. John W. Wheelan, of Ehzabeth, was
appointed the receiver, under a bond of $15,000.

THE WATERLOO ELECTRIC UNDERGROUND
ROAD, LONDON.

Rail Bond.

a 3-inch tube, expanded in the ordinary way, is at

least (? tons, and that the etiCect of • rolling" is

not merely to bring the two surfaces in contact,

but to cause pressure one against the other. The
West End Railway Company, of Boston, has, we
think, used a bond that is similar in design to that

shown in the illustration.

TRANSPORTING GENERATOR ARMATURES
IN CHICAGO.

The accompanying illustration shows the manner
in which the armatures of the huge generators for

the Metropolitan West Side Railway Company of

Chicago are moved from the railroad tracks to the

site of the company's power station. These ma-
chmes, which were built by the General Electric

Company, are of 1.500 kilowatts capacity and are

designed for direct connection with the engines.

The power station is located on Throop near Van
Buren street and is about 300 feet in length and 90

feet wide. The armatures are brought on flat

cars to Sixteenth street and Loomis avenue, and
from that point are slowly transported by means

The success of the City & Sou'h London Under-
ground Electric Railway has been such that several

similar roads are now under consideration. The
first railway to be constructed will undoubtedly be
the underground electric line which will extend
from Waterloo Station, the terminus of the London
& Southwestern Railway, on the Surrey side of the

Thames, to the Mansion House, on the Middlesex
side. There seems to be a very urgent demand for

the construction of this road, inasmuch as it will be
of very great convenience to the resident s of Twick-
enham, Richmond, Wimbledon any many other

suburban places on the London & Southwestern
Railway. At the present time the facilities for

reaching the heart of the city are very inadequate.

The only existing means of reaching the city are :

first, to patronize theratherinfrequenttrains on the

Charing Cross & Cannon street line, connecting
the latter station with Waterloo ; second, to take
an omnibus ; or third, to cross the river to the

the Temple station and there board a train on the

Metropolitan Underground Railway. This last

plan involves a walk of fullv half a mile.

It will be seen from the accompanying illustra-

tions that the new line is to be operated in deep
tunnels, and in the excavation provision must be

made for crossing under the Metropolitan Railway
at Queen Victoria street, and also the low level

sewers at that point. It is probable that the road
will be equipped with electric locomotives, as in

TRANSPORTING GENERATOR ARMATURES IN CHICAGO.

of windlass and rollers, as shown in the engraving.

It is stated that it took about three days to move
the armature from the railroad tracks to the

station.

The power station of the Metropolitan Company
will ultimately have a capacity of about 6,000 H. p.

At the start 13 .300-H. P. Babcock & Wilcox boilers

will be installed in 6 batteries. The engines will

. be 4 in number, 3 of 3.000 H. P. each and 3 of 1 ,«00

H. P. The generators will be directly coupled to

the engines, 3 of them being of 1,500 K. w. ca-

pacity, and 3 of 800 K. w. capacity.

RECEIVER EOR J. W. FOWLER CAR COM-
PANY.

An application was made before Vice Chancellor

Van Fleet in Newark last Thursday for the ap-

pointment of a receiver of the J. W. Fowler Car
Company, of Elizabeth, N.J. It was stated in

he application that the liabilities of the company

the case of the City & South London road, but

it does not appear that this point lias been definitely

decided.

The railway begins at Waterloo, 36 feet below
the South Western terminus, and descends toward
the river at a gradient of 1 in 60. Passing under
the river the line is level for some 800 yards. After

this it rises at 1 in 88 toward the city, and then

terminates opposite the Mansion House. The dis-

tance of the line will be slightly over a mile and a

half.

Two tunnels, the tops of which will be at a

depth of 34 feet below the bed of the Thames, will

be constructed. This will make the rail level 63

feet below high-water mark. At Cross street,

where the railway passes uuderneath the South

Eastern Railway's viaduct, the depth will be 48

feet; at the junction of Waterloo road and Stam-
ford street, 38 feet, and at Hatfield street, which
is in a bend or Stamford street, the depth will be

56 feet. Passing thence below the river, it crosses

the Victoria embankment on the Middlesex side in

front of the City of London School, where the rail

level will be 78 feet below the surface of the road-
way, and a few ,\ards farther on the railway goes
under the Metropolitan Railway and terminates
opposite the northeastern comer of the Mansion
House. From the indication of the gradients it

will be gathered that the railway rises and falls

like a switchback road.

There will be an up and a down line, each oc-

cupying a separate tunnel, running parallel to

Section of the Waterloo & Mansion House Rail-

way Tunnel,

each other 4 feet apart. Both tunnels will be of

cast iron, and where the railway is straight or on

a flat curve the internal diameter will be 13 feet,

but at points where the curves are .sharp the tun-

nels will be enlarged to 13 feet 9 inches in diam-
eter, so that the long carriages—they will be about
the same size as the cars on New York elevated

roads—which are to be used, may not strike the

sides. Electricity is to be the motive power, and

i^f/i City POWv u/i/£

Relative Depths of Undergrou' d Tunnels in London.

it is expected that the railway will be completed
in about two and a half years.

The station at the Mansion House will be en-

tirely underground, and passengers will be taken
to the surface in hydraulic elevators. The station

tunnels will also be of cast iron, built on the

Greathead principle, and will be 33 feet in diam-
eter internally.

The strata that will be encountered include

clay, gravel and rock, the last being most fre-

quent under the bed of the river. Work was he-

gun last June on the Surrey side of the Thames,
near the west side of Blackfriars' Bridge, where
a long platform has been erected for the exca-

vation of a tunnel running diagonally under the

river.
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GTJESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

ALTERNATING CtJEEENT AND OHM'S LAW.

Does Ohm's law apply to alternating currents as

well as to direct currents?

ANSWER.

Yes, if the effective electromotive forces and re-

sistances be taken instead of the impressed electro-

motive forces and ohmic resistances. In an alter-

nating current the impressed electromotive forces

are constantly varying between a maximum posi-

tive and a maximum negative value, never being

exactly the same at any two successive moments.

The effective electromotive force at any one mo-

ment is the difference between the impressed and

the counter electromotive forces at the same mo-

ment, and the mean of an alternating current

electromotive force is equal to the square root of

the mean square of the impressed electromotive

forces.

The ohmic resistance of a wire is a given quan-

tity with all values of current and electromotive

forces, and is the true resistance of the wire. With

alternating currents, however, there is introduced

another factor, called " reactance," which varies

with the same wire under different conditions of

current and relative positions of the outgoing and

return wires. This factor, sometimes called the

" wattless resistance," acts at right angles lo the

true ohmic resistance, forming with the latter two

sides of a right-angled triangle, whose hypotenuse

represents the actual resistance to flow in the cir-

cuit. If this value, which will be the square root

of the sums of the squares of the ohmic resistance

and the reactance, be substituted in Ohm"s law for

R, and the square root of the mean square of the

impressed electromotive forces be substituted for

E, the adaptation of Ohm's law to periodic currents

is complete.

SHUNT AND COMPOtJND WINDING.

What is the difference between shunt and com-
pound winding of a dynamo ?

A. S., Paducah, Ky.

ANSWER.

In a shunt-wound machine the fields are excited

by coils of fine wire which divert a portion only of

the current generated. These coils are purposely

of high resistance in order that they may not take

too much of the current, for all that they lake is

diverted from use in the outer circuit. The re-

quisite number of ampere turns for field excitation

are obtained by making these coils in many turns.

If the demand on the outer circuit be excessive, a
" drop" in potential will occur because the mag-
netism of the field is not by this method of wind-

ing increaned by this increased demand. To com-

pensate for this drop the device is resorted to of

causing the 7nain current to pass a few times

around the field also. To this end a second coil of

a few turns of large wire are put on the fields and

these are connected in series with the outer cir-

cuit. As the demand for current is increased or

decreased, these series coils add more or less mag-

netism to the fields, and the resultant E. M. F.

will therefore vary in the same way. Thus a ma-

chine may be "compounded " for any desired loss,

viz.: enough series turns maybe put on to com.

pensate for any given drop. It may also be wound
so that the E. M. F. will actually increase with

the load by putting on more turns in the series

coil than just sufficient to compensate for the

drop. Such a machine is said to be " over-com-

pounded.'" For further particulars see "Perry's

Electric Railway Motors : their Construction, Op-

eration and Maintenance," where this subject is

fully discussed with the aid of diagrams.

thank each individual employee for the personal
interest shown in the welfare of the company.

In further testimony of existing good will, and
in the hope of its continuance, the directors have
deposited in the Savings Bank of New London the
sum of $13.50 in your name, and a book for that
amount will be given you on application at the
bank. Winthkop Coffin, President.

BANK BOOKS FOB EMPLOYEES.

CONDUIT ELECTKIC RAILWAYS: IS THERE
A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM ?

PART IV.

On Nov. 1 each employee of the New London
(Conn.) Street Railway Company received a copy

of the following letter :

The directors of the New London Street Rail-
way Company desire to express to the employees
of the company their appreciation of the intelli-

gent and faithful service which has so materially
contributed to the success of the company, and to

After the paper on " Conduit Electric Railways:

Is there a Solution of the Problem V" by Joseph
Sachs, which was read at a recent meeting of the

New York Electrical Society, and which has been

reproduced in the last three issues of the Street
Railway Gazette, the following discussion took

place

:

discussion.

Townsend Wolcott : I object to a three-wire
system as being inconvenient. If we build a
conduit that can stand 2'M volts ic will be a great
deal better to use 230 volts. Now, Mr. Sachs' says
that he wants to get his voltage as low as possible.

Get down below 500 volts, (nen the two wires
in that three-wire system—the two outside wires

—

would not be much over 500 volts, and it would
not be very hard to build a motor that would
stand across the two outside wires, and there
would be no use for the neutral wire.
Mr. Sachs : I am somewhat hasty, perhaps, in

trying to answer Mr. Wolcott right away, but I
simply ijioposed the three-wire sjstem as a possible
solution; there is certainly a saving of copper. We
have a low voltage between this wire and the
structure and between that wire and the structure;
but we would certainly have twice this voltage
between the two wires themselves. This would be
the case if we put both wires in a .single conduit,
and there would perhaps be no great advantage in
that case. In a double-track system, however,
there is certainly a big advantage in cost of cop -

per. But I merely proposed the matter.
Mr. Wolcott : Tliat is the point I was speaking

of. When it is perfectly easy to build a motor to
connect to the two outside wires, what advantage
there is in using the neutral I do not see. Yuu do
not decrease the insulation any by using the neu-
tral wire.
Mr. Sachs : You may no'j decrease the strain on

the insulation between the outside wires, but you
decrease the cost of copper when equipping two
tracks. '

Mr. Wolcott: What is the object of using a
low voltage to begin with? Is it on account of the
trouble of insulalion ?

Mr. Sachs: You may not perhaps have any very
great advantage in using a single conduit with the
two outside wires located directly in the conduit,
but where we have, for mstance, two conduits and
simply a single wire m each conduit, as I de-
scribed, it strikes me that there would not be very
much chance of the wires coming togetlier or very
much chance of leakage, and then you get the ad-
vantage of the lower voltage at a lower cost of

copper. I simply offer the suggestion.
Mr. Wolcott: As I understand it tne only ob-

ject in using a low voltage is on account of the
difficulty of insulation.

Mr. Sachs: Yes.
Mr. Wolcott: I don't see that there is anything

to be gained by having the three-wire system. The
object of using three wires, as I said before, is to
have a low voltage.

Mr. Sachs : Tne difficulty, of using the two-
wire system or the high-voltage system is because
we cannot make the conduit stand the strain of
high voltage. Suppose we have here a 500-volt
system and use a single wire and structure re-

turn. Now all you would have would be one in-

sulator here to stand the strain of 500 volts.

Mr. Wolcott : Yes.
Mr. Sachs : Now in the same conduit let us

place two wires anrl then we have two insulators
to stand the 500 volts. Now all there is done in

the three-wire system would be that one of these
wires would be placed in one conduit, and the
other in the other, the conduit forming the neu-
tral. We would now have the same amount of
insulation to stand the strain of 500 volts, but the
copper formerly used for one track would be used
for two. A graphic illustration would be better
than a verbal one : there are two conduits (indi-

cating) ; now, what have we got? Here are two
conduits side by side : witli a two wire system and
double wire we would have four wires in both
conduits ; with the three-wire system only two.
While the voltage between them remains the
same the voltage between each and the neutral
(the structure) IS one-half, and therefore the insu-

lating medium need only De one-half. We thus
get a low voltage on each conduit, a lower cost of

copper.

Albert Stetson : I believe the complete ques-
tion in reference to a conduit is to persuade busi-

ness men—men who run railroads for money

—

that they could get something sufficient to answer
their purpose. Ydu can put down an expensive
conduit in but few places in tliis country. Your
conduit mirst be cheap or you cannot put it down.
When the car is tied to a cable it is moved cheaper
than it is by electricity. That is what 1 think we
have got to face in our work on the underground
conduit system. Probably with the increased cost
of real estate, with less plant required for the
electric trnction, the electrical engineer would
claim the advantage; but he has simply that mar-
gin, in my opinion, to work on. I hope, instead
of hearing from those who have worked on it and
who have already said a good deal on the subject,
to hear from some of those who have new ideas,

perhaps have some new system of traction to bring
up.
The President : There is one point I think Mr.

Stetson is right about. If you expect to find phil-

anthropists among street railway poople you will

have to travel a long distance. There is one point
tliat lias to be borne in mind, and which affects the
conduit system, and that is the cost of the track
equipment; for in considering the total cost per
track mile we must not only take in the track
alone, we must take in the total cost of equipment
per mde of track. Now the great argument that
has been advanced against all electrical systems
has been that owing to the cost of electrical ma-
chinery in the car, the motor equipment, when you
come 10 take a mile of track equipped with so

many cars per mile, the total cost is greater than
with the cable system, because, once given a cable
system, the car itself costs relatively little.

C. B. F.AIP.CHILD: The question has been studied
quite thoroughly and some of the large electric

companies have made designs for an underground
system, and one of the companies, which at one
time proposed to put in a system here in the city,

withdrew from the field. After studying it they
realized, they told me, that there was not a de-

mand for it, and that a successful underground
system would be a great calamity for the street

railway interests of this country, from the fact

that if one were adopted every little city through-
out the country would demand that all the wires be
put underground, and it would rum nine-tenths of

the street railways of this country if they were
compelled to operate under such a system. So it

IS a question whether such a system is demanded
or nut. In cities where wires have been put up
there is no great objection to Iheiu. I am simply
quoting— I am not giving my opinion.

In regard to the later systems and the cost, I had
the privilege last week of inspecting the drawings
that have been provided by the Metropolitan Street
Railway Company, of Washington, which com-
pany has been obliged to put in the underground
system by act of Congress. All the street railways
of the District of Columbia are directly under the
control of Congress, and Congress passed a bill at

the last session requiring them to put in the under-
ground system, as overhead wires were notallowed
in the city. They do not allow them to put in a
cable and they must put in the underground sys-

tem, and they are going ahead with the work. The
voke is about the same as has been used in Wash-
ington on the cable construction—a little heavier
perhaps—the conduit is about 35 inches deep and
18 inches wide, and the conductor is the same as

illustrated in the General Electric Company's sys-

tem—4 inch channel iron, 4 inches deep—supported,
however, from the top instead of from the bot-

tom. They are to be supported on double
corrueated porcelain insulators headed with trun-

nion bands to provide for expansion. The cost is

estimated to be more than the cost of cable con-
struction, and that is a point that I have learned
from the engineers. Even the Siemens-Halske
Company, who proposed at one time to put in an
underground system, told me the estimated cost

would be mcn'e than the estimated cost of ordinary
cable construction. But that depends on the con-
dition of the street. I am asked what is the cost

of cable construction. If there are obstructions in

the street, as in the case of Broadway and Third
avenue, the cost is very large. I suppose neither

of those roads was built for less than $150,000 a

mile of single track. I know that is the figure for

one of those roads; I will not tell which. Cable
construction is now being put down in Washing-,
tun very cheaply indeed—about $36,000 per mile
single track; steel rails are cheap and cable con
structioD is put down cheaper than ever before:

but ordinarily tlie construction will be from |60,-

000 to $75,000 per mile of single track.

The lecturer did not speak of another of the dif-

ficulties that are met with in underground conduit
construction; he said very little about the conduc-
tors or about the liability to change. In the Halske
system they are using an iron conductor. The dif-

ficulty with copper, 1 suppose, has already been
touched upon, but it is pretty difficult to provide
for the expansion and contraction, and that is a
very important fact in connection also with the

iron conductor. But I was told the other day in
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'Washington by a manager of a system there that
tlie temperature varied on their line from below
freezing to 145 degrees, so that they were having
a great deal of difficnliy there wilh their conduc-
tor, so much so that they proposed to employ a
copper conductor, aogle bar backed by wn iron bar.
The size of the wire now used by the Love Com-
pany is about one-half inch in diameter. Then,
again, there ar>^ the difficulties of under-running
contact. The Love conduit has an under-running
trolley and the Siemens-Halske has a side contact.
Now I fear they will have diliiculty in the

Washington system in using a porcelain insulator.
I think it will require some material on which the
moisture will not condens-; as on porcelain ; prob-
ably mica or something of that kind. 1 he areat
difHculty in the underground svstem in this coun-
try has been with the moisture that collects and
the gas in the conduit. There are very serious
difficulties that those of us who liave not had
actual experience cannot apprtciate. 1 remember
in studying the system in Boston, about two years
ago, where it was impo-sible lo tell what became
of the current. Perhaps the cars would run all

day without any difHculty— everything perfectly
right ; it would begin to run the next day, and
then the current would be gone, and they would
hunt for an hour or two hours and not find what
had become of it, but presently it would he all

right and the cars run. I never knew and
have never heard an exfiliuatinn how the
current went away. It seemed to go through
the gas or moisture that accumulited in the con-
duit. It is a good conducror ; it is ditfere n from
anything I have ever known. What it is the en-
gineers have never, so far as I know, been able
to discover. Then again the moisture in a conduit
of that kind is very great. If you have never
been down in the cable conduit, or looked into one.
or saw a cable come through after making a trip,

you will hardly realize the tilthy condition of
the interior of those conduits, and it is simply im-
possibly to prevent the current from vanishing
without increasing the insulation, and tliere is no
economy in that. I might say that you cannot
run an economical street railway with "a 300 volt
current—we must have at least 500 volte—and I
find in my travels throuu'h the country that the
roads run up to 550 and 600 volts.

Now as to the cost. It will cost considerable if

you put in a large conduit, 35 inches deep—the
Washington conduit is about 35 inches. You have
got to provide a strong support for the surface of
the street, as you do for cable, and it will require
just as heavy and strong a yoke for electrical cars
as for cable In fact it will require a heavier con-
struction to support the electrical cars over the
conduit than with the cable, and the cost will be
correspondingly great.

(To be contimied.)

INTERNATIONAL, STATIONAEY EEGISTEE.

BOSTON RAPID TRANSIT.

The Boston Transit Commission has just pub-

lished its first official report, which classifies en-

gineering work as follows :

1. Surveys of the route of the subway.
3. Borings to determine the character of the

ground.
3. Excavations and measurements to ascertain

the depth and character of the foundations of
buildings along the line.

4. Excavations and studies to determine tht
location and sizes of pipes, sewers, etc.

5. Investigations as to the plans to be followed
in the reconstruction of these pipes and sewers.

6. Miscellaneous studies and designs of various
kinds.

The commission states in regard to work under
the sixth head :

A large amount of miscellaneous work has been
done by the engineers. Studies have been made
cf the dimensions of cars, both on street lailroad
and steam railroad: studies have alto been made
8 nd plans prepared showing the routes of electric
c ars. with number of cars daily and maximum
lumber of cars per hour on each route, for all

Tijutes that would be affected by the subway;
studies have also been made of the roof of the sub-
way, and different plans prepared for iron and
masonry roofs, with estimates of cost for each; the
same has been done with regard to the side walls
of the subway; studies have also been made and
many plans prepared shoeing different methods
of arranging the south entrances to the subway,
with estimates of cost of each.
The engineering work is progressing with thor-

oughness and as rapidly as is consistent with ac-
curacy.

In the accompanying cut is illustrated a num-
eral disc stationary fare register, which has been
recently perfected by the International Register

Company, of Chicago. In the manufacture of

this device the company ha.s not made any ex-

periment, as it is practically an exact reproduction
of its well known Pratt portable register, which
for years has given great satisfaction on many
roads. The new register is simple and sub-

stantialin construction. The machine is a double
regislei of a numeral disc design, having a tally

or permanent register with a capacity of 100,000

fares, and a trip or changeable register with a
capacity of 299 fares, the latter capable of be-

ing returned lo zero. The permanent register

is composed of a series of five wheels or dials

arranged in a horizontal row across the face. The
figures on these dials are large and plain, and
easily distinguished at a distance. The method of

constructing this permanent register is entirely

new. It is made entirely of machine-cut gears,

Exact Size of Register Figures.

without any springs or pawls whatever. Each
wheel is rigid, orpermanent, and all are dependent
on the first or unit wheel for movement. This
unit wheel is protected by safety dogs m such a
manner as to be movable only by pulling the

cord and actuating the whole mechanism of the

register. Thus, if the glass over the dial should
be broken, or access gained to the whole mech-
anism, it is impossible to change the reading of

the tally, backward or forward, even though the
whole mechanism is exposed. The great value
of such an arrangement is apparent, as it over-

comes the possibility of tampering with the total

record, which is the most important part of a fare

register.

The trip register is composed of three large revolv-

With large, plain figures like these the trip

register can be read at a glance. At the end of

the trip or run these trip dials are returned to zero

(00) by pushing in the handle on the left and turn-
ing it to the left. With this operation a red cur-
tain will be thrown into the trip window, remain-
ing there until the register is entirely reset. This
shows that the other mechanism of the register is

looked aud cannot be operated until the red cur-
tain disappears.

The register has a stroke five inches long, which
obviates the practice of ringing up a number of
fares in such quick succession as to make it

almost impossible to tell how many fares were
actually recorded by counting the vibrations of the
bell. Such a long, easy stroke is considered pre-
ferable, as it will also [prevent passengers from
ringing up fares when meaning to signal the con-
ductor, as the register will not operate- with a
siiort, quick pull. As in the standard stationary
machine manufactured by this company, satin
finished aluminum dials are used. The size of this
new register is 10| inches in diameter and 4|
inches (hick, including the back part and actuat-
ing mechanism. It is made to be operated with
the regulation cords and pulleys, or with rod and
handles running lengthwise of the car.
The cases are finished in either nickel, antique

bronze, lacquered brass or steel blue electroplat-
ing. The manufacturers recommend the latter as
being the most durable, as well as making the
greatest contrast with the white aluminum dials,
and thus make the latter stand out plainly.

^ *
MARVELOUS UNDERGROUND SYSTEMS.

Enthusiasts who believe that a beginning has
just been made in the electrical field are not all

dead yet, although the electrical press insists very
properly that all persons who publicly remark that
electricity is still in its infancy should be promptly
killed off. The Mail and Express of New York
has recently found a man who is predicting
wonders in electric railway invention as follows

:

It is my opinion that the overhead trolley will
be a thing of the past within the next five years.
There are two electricians at work on a plan in
this city now—the exact nature of which I am not
at liberty to state—that will revolutionize the
present methods entirely. It will be as great an

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER.

Hestonvllle Earnings.—On Sunday last the earn-
ings of the Hestonvilie (Philadelphia) road aver-
aged $37 per car. With animal power the earnings
averaged $7 less.

ing discs, the figures on which are seen through the

aperture to the left of the center. In making this

part of the register the manufacturers claim to

have produced something plainer, larger and more
easily read than anything heretofore atlempted.

The figures on these trip dials are full inch high

and five-eighths of an inch wide, as shown by the

accompanying cut, which is the exact size.

improvement, too, over the Budapest underground
trolley system as that system is over the mid-air
wire, or the mid-air wire is over the horoe car.
We have not passed the infancy stage in electric-
ity. Its possibilities are absolutely limitless, and
the growing generation will live to see the day
when it will take the place of steam as a motive
power on the sea as well as on the land. The
electric steamship is as sure to come as to-morrow'g
sun.
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CANADIAN NOTES.

(From our Special Ottawa Correspondent.)

Toronto, Ont.—An application has been made by
the Toronto & Suburban Railway for a franchise

for the extension of its system westward to Lamb-
ton and Islington along Dundas street. If the ap-

plication is successful work will be started imme-
diately.

Vancouver, B. C.—Rumors that the property of

the Vancouver (B. C.) Street Railway Electric

Lighting Company has been sold to an English

syndicate are confirmed. All employees have re~

ceived notice of dismissal, as the new company in-

tends to completely reoi'ganize the staff.

Ottawa, Ont.—From Ottawa to Aylmer by elec-

tric cars by way of Hiutonburg, Shad's Mills and
Britannia, crossing the Ottawa River at Deschene
Rapids on a bridge that is to cost $150,000, is the

move the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Otta-

wa Electric Railway have combined in. H. B.

Spencer, assistant superintendent of the C. P. R.,

and Mr. Ahearn, manager of the Ottawa Electric

Railway, admitted that the scheme was under con-

templation and would be begun soon.

Hamilton, Ont.—One of the most extensive elec-

tric railway schemes yet contemplated in Canada
is the Hamilton Radial Electric Railway. The in-

tention is to build a network of railroads, steam
and electric, radiating from Hamilton and con-

necting with the more important cities and towns
of Western Ontario. It is intended to build a first-

class road and connect at Woodstock, Toronto and
other points with the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The electric part of the system will likely be tlie

lines to Berlin and Guelph, and on these the con-

struction will be fully up to the first-class steam
railway requirements. The Niagara Falls branch
will be continued to Buffalo.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Duluth, Minn.-The street car barn at Woodland

was burued recently. The loss was about $3,500.

Crawfordsville, Ind.—The contract for building
the Aaderson & Marion Electric Railway has been
awarded to C. E. Loss & Company, of Chicago,
for $535,000.

Poughkeepsle, N. Y.—The formal opening of the

Wappingers Falls branch of the Poughkeepsle &
Wappingers falls Electric Railroad Company took
place last week.

Pottstown, Pa.—Chief Burgess W. H. Eck has
vetoed the ordinance giving to the Citizens Pas-
senger Railway Company the right to build tracks
on several streets.

Hoboken, N. J.—The stockholders of the Bergen
Turnpike Company have passed resolutions author-
izmg the directors to issue bonds to build a trol-

ley road from Hackensack to Hoboken.

Boston, Mass.—The West End Street Railway
Company has ordered over 50 new car equipments,
which will be furnished equally by the General
Electric Company and the Westinghouse Com-
pany.

Fall River, Mass.—The Globe Street Railway
Company has made its annual distribution of $400
in gold to such of its employees as have distin-

guished themselves by meritorious service during
the year.

Binghamton, N. Y.—J. P. E. Clark, who is at the
head of the enterprise to build au electric railway
to Union, announces that operations on the line

will be commenced next spring and will be rapidly
pushed to completion.

Kansas City, Mo.—Piesident Kohler of the
Kansas City Traction Company has denied the
rumor that the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany has purchased a controlling interest in the
Kansas City Traction Company.
New Orleans, La.—The New Orleans Traction

Company has fitted up reading-rooms for its em-
ployees at three of its barns. The rooms are com-
fortably and attractively furnished. Books and
papers are supplied in abundance.

St. Louis, Mo.—The car barn of the East St.
Louis Electric Railroad Company was almost en-
tirely consumed by fire last week. The total loss

was about $30,000. It is stated that the fire was
caused by an explosion in a car heater.

Watertown, N. Y.— It is announced that the Wa-
tertown & Boonville Street Railway Company has
been victimized to the amount of $7,200 within the
last two years by receiving bogus tickets, which it

is believed have been printed and sold in the city.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Judge Clement in the City
Court, has decided that the Nassau Electric Rail-
road Ckimpany has no right to lay tracks in Marcy
avenue, as he finds it has failed to get the neces-
sary consents ot |iioperty-owner.-_. The company
will appeal.

Holyoke, Mass.—The Chicopee aldermen have
granted the Holyoke Street Railway Company per-

mission to make several extensions, so that the con-
struction of an electric railroad from the foot of

Mount Tom to Forest Park in Springfield is said to

be assured.

San Francisco.—A cable car on the Hyde Street

line was wrecked on Nov. 28 while going down a
steep hill and 13 passengers were injured, some
seriously, though none fatally. Railway men say
that the accident "was caused by boys putting a
bolt in the cable slot.

Tiffin, 0.—It is staff d thht the electric railway
between Tiffin and Fostoria will be completed at

once. The franchises have been changed to suit

the projectors of the company, and it is now stated

that there will be no difficulty in raising the
necessary money.

New Britain, Conn.—The contract for grading
and filling in the new line to Berlin has been
awarded by the Central Railway & Electric Com-
pany to Redfieid & Sons, of New Haven. The
contract for paving and laying has been let to

Fred Lay, of Springfield, Mass.

Baltimore, Md.—It is stated that the work of con-
verting the Gilmor Street cable line into an electric

road will be completed during this month. Presi-

dent Brown has estimated that the company will

save from twenty to thirty thousand dollars a year
in operating expenses when this change is made.

New York, N. Y.—At the last meeting of the Rapid
Transit Commission a certified copy of the vote cast

at the last election upon the matter ot municipal
construction of a rapid transit system was received.
There were 184,035 votes cast, of which 133,647
were in favor of rapid transit, 43,916 against, 399
defective and 8,'073 blank.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A test of a new fender in-

vented by James Carey and David Hatlee, of

Schenectady, was made on the Smith street Hue of

the Brooklyn Heights road this week. The in-

ventor, in order to demonstrate the practical work-
ing of the fciuder, allowed the fender to strike him
while the car was in motion. It picked him up
successfully twice.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Mr. John A. Brill has filed a
bill in equity against the Hestonville, JManlua and
Fairmount Passenger Railway Company, charg-
ing infringement on four patented improvements.
The patented improvements are in tracks for

electric motors; in means for supporting motors in

electric locomotives: in car trucks, and in railway
cars.

Oshkosh, Wis.—The work has been begun on the
Oshkosh electric street railway, for which a fran-
chise was granted to J. K. TiUotson, of Toledo, O.
The franchise provides that eight miles must be
completed within four months and 20 miles before
January 1st, 1896. A stock company, with a
capital ot $1,000,000, is being organized to construct
this line and also a line from Oshkosh to Kau-
kauua.

Philadelphia, Pa.— Nelson C. and Virginius F.
Graves have commenced a suit against the Dia-
mond Street Omnibtts Company and James L.
Stevenson, former president. It is alleged that the
company is insolvent and a receiver is asked for.

A preliminary injunction has been granted re-

straining Mr. Stevenson from filing a judgment
note for $35,000, which the directors authorized to

be given to him to cover money alleged to have
been advanced to the company.

Brooklyn, N. Y,—The Board of Aldermen has
adopted a resolution providing that all electric cars
must be equipped with fenders of a style that shall
be satisfactory to a committee of seven, three to
be appointed by the president of the board, three
by the street railway companies and the seventh
by the other appointees. A penalty of 950 is pro-
vided for violations of the ordinance. The resolu-
tion also provides that open cars must not be oper-
ated when the temperature is lower that 60 degrees.

New York, N. Y.—The Columbus avenue cable
line will be in regular operation within a few days.
The cable runs from Fiftieth street and Sixth av-
enue to Seventh avenue, and then parallels the
Broadway cable to Fifty-third street, where it

makes a turn into Ninth avenue and continues to
Nicety-eighth street. The length of the cable to
be operated is 31.800 feet. The rope is operated
from the Fifty-first street power station, and two
additional driving drums have been mounted on
the main shaft in the power plant.

Fall River, Mass.—The Fall River Street Railway
Company has been organized, and the stockhold-
ers will subscribe $50,000 if a franchise is granted.
The syndicate is composed of local men. The di-
rectors are Wendell E. Turner, Arnold B. Sanford,
Albert S. Dow, Herbert Field. Jnmes E. Osborne,
Frank M. Shove and Michael T. Hudner. They
have signecf articles of agreement for the construc-
tion and operation of an electric road to run from
Pleasant street across Twelfth, up Robeson street
to St. Patrick's cemetery on Highland road. The
route, as laid out, will be about three miles long,
and will be extended according to demands ol the
traveling public.

Watkins, N. Y.—A project is well under way to

construct an electric railway between Watkins
and Havana. The articles of incorporation have
been made out and a portion of the necessary prop-
erty right has been secured. The principal incor-

porators are the Hon. W. H. Wait, the Hon. O, P.
Hurd. L H. Durland and C. S. Frost, of Watkins;
Gen. Jonn E. Mulford and Dr. C. D. Clawson, of

Havana, and C. L. Hathaway and C. H. Baldwin,
of Chemung Counly. The incorporation will be
known as the Watkins & Havana Railroad Com-
pany and its capital stock will be $50,000. It is

probable that when the Watkins & Havana road
is completed it will soon be extended to Horse-
heads and Elmira.

Islip, L. I.—Application has been made to the
Islip Town Board by a syndicate composed of the
Austral Hotel Company and the Electrical Con-
struction Company of New York for a franchise to

run a trolley line from Brentwood, southward to

Bay Shore, and thence to ihe westerly boundary
line of the town. If the franchise is granted a
similar application will be made to the Babylon
officials. The road will be less than 10 miles in

length, but will be the means of connecting the
middle section of the island with the south shore.

It is thought that the road may be the means ot

making Brentwoid a winter resort. The company
will be incorporated with a capital stock of $100,-

000. It expects to complete the road before Dec.

1, 1896. The Town Board has practically tigreed to

grant the fratichise at its next meeting, and work
on the read will begin in January. Stations will

be put up at points along the line.

^^~*'

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Carlisle, Pa.—TheGreensburg, Jeannette & Pitts-

burgh Street Railway Company has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $1.50,000. The pro-

moters are W. F. Sadler. A. A. Thomson, W. F.

Sadler, Jr., of Carlisle, Pa.

De Land, Fla.—The De Land Electric Railroad
and Power Company has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $300,000. The promoters are
John B. Stetson. Theodore Search, Philadelphia,

Pa.; John F. Forbes, of De Land, Fla.

Portland, Me.—The Portland & Yarmouth Rail-

way Company has been organized. Edward S.

Perry, of New Haven, Conn., is president of the

company, and James O. May, of Naugatuck, Conn.,
treasurer. The new line will be an .electric road
and it will be immediately surveyed.

Ravenna, 0.—The Ravenna Electric Street Rail-
way and Power Company has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $50,000 to operate electric

railways within the limits of Portage County, 0.,

and elsewhere, and furnish electric power, light,

heat, etc. The promoters are Geo. H. Worthing-,
ton, Wm. J. Akers, Geo. W. Gardner, J. H. Evans,
R. B. Carnahan.

Corning, N. Y.—The Corning and Painted Post
Street Railway Company has been incorporated
to construct a street surface road about five miles

in len.gth to be operated by electricity. The capi-

tal is .$100,000, and the directors are Edward W.
Shedd, William H. Tylee, of Worcester, Mass,: H.
A, Clark, Caleb L. B, Tylee, Frank H. Viele, John
L. Miller, Edwin J. Carpenter anrl Morris E.

Gregory, of Corning; and John W. Clark, of

Waverly.

Batavia, N. Y.—The Batavia & Northern Rail-

road Company has been incorporated to construct
a railroad 18 miles long, to be operated by steam
or electricity, between Albion, Orleans County,
and Batavia, in Genesee County. The capital is

$353,000, and the directors are George A. Wingate,
Jacob Cole and William H. Hazzard, of Brooklyn;
Robert Avery and James H. Cox. of New York
city; Ernest Wende, of Buffalo: ©ren C. Steele

and David D. Lent, of Batavia, and Dwight S.

Beckwith, ot Albion. The principal office of the

company will be in Brooklyn.

PERSONALS.
Mr. Charles E. Newton, of the Jewell Belting Com-

pany, of Hartford, Conn., was in New York this

week

.

Mr. J. Hi Graham, of the Graham Equipment
Company, of Providence, R. I., was in New York
this week.

Mr. James M. Price, of the Price Railway Ap-
pliance Company, of Philadelphia, was in New
York this week.

Mr. Frank X. Cicott, manager of the railway de-

partment of the Pettengill-Andrews Company, of

Boston, sailed for England on the Lucania latit

Saturday.

Mr. F. L. Hart has been appointed chief engi-
neer of the Baltimore City Passenger Railway
Company. Mr. Hart has been connected with the

operating departments of the Third Avenue Rail-

way Company and the Metropolitan Traction Com-
pany, of New York City.
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TRADE NOTES.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &, Co. liave removed
their New tngland office from 620 Atlantic avenue
to Exchange Building, n'i State street, Boston.

The Western Electric Company, of New York
city, has been appointed wholesale agent for the
sale of hot-pressed steel pinions manufactured by
the United States Projectile Company, of Brook-
lyn.

The Sargent Company, of Chicago, has just is-

sued an unusually attractive little pamphlet en-
titled "The Wheel", the Rail, and the Shoe." Some
interesting information on brake shoes in general
and tbe Sargent tire-dressing brake shoe in par-
ticular is presented.

W. P. Seguine, of the Frost Veneer Seating Com-
pany, New York, recently invented a new water-
proof and heatproof glue, which it is thought will

prove valuable in the construction of cars and in
many other industries. Tl.e right to use the glue
for veneer has been secured by the Frost Company,
but it is stated that the rights for its use in other
industries have not been disposed of.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company,
of New York, recently equipped 80 cars of the
Columbus Street Railway Company with its

system of illumination by Pintsch gas. While
this system has become popular on steam roads
and cable lines, this is the first application of gas

for the lighting of electric cars. It is stated that
the new illuminant gives the very best of satis-

faction.

The R. A. Crawford Manufacturing Company, of
Pittsburg, Pa., recently received an order from
New Orleans for 66 of its patent pick-up car fend-
ers. Orders have also been received for the equip-
ment of the cars of the Paterson Central Railway
Company, of Paterson, N. J., and those of the Mc-
Keesport & Wilmerding Street Railway Company,
of McKeesport, Pa., and the Paterson Railway
Company.

The Penn Bridge Company, of Beaver Falls, Pa., is

constructing a new bridge across the Monongahela
at Glenwood, Pa., for the Second Avenue Trac-
tion Company, of Pittsburgh. The bridge, which
will form a new line to Homestead and McKees-
port. has a center span of 520 feet and two spans
300 feet each, in addition to the approaches on
each side of the river. The same company is

building a five-span bridge for the Wilkes Barre
& Wyoming Valley Traction Company.

J. H. Bickford, of Salem, Mass., is now con-
structing nine miles of electric railway between
Long Island City and Flushing, N. Y. The road,
which will extend through the villages of Wood-
ville. Winfield, Newtown and Corona, will be
double-tracked as far as Newtown village. For
about one and one-half miles after the road leaves
the village of Corona it passes over a trestlework
structure. The power to operate the line will be
furnished by the Steinway Railway Company,

Astoria, L.I, Mr. Bickford is also constructing
the Manchester (N. H.) Street Railway, which
comprises about 1.") miles of line.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago,
has recently received a large number of orders for
its trucks, and the business shows signs of great
improvement. Among the recent orders are the
following : Consolidated Traction Company, Jer-
sey City, 23 Columbian trucks and 117 of its Co-
lumbia Al S; Norwalk Street Railway Company,
Norwalk, Conn., 13 Columbian tmcks; American
Car Company, St. Louis, Mo., 12 adjustable trac-
tion trucks; Augusta Street Railway Company,
Augusta, Ga., 10 Al suspension trucks; Allegheny
Traction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., 10 Al sus-
pension trucks (being a duplicate order); Consoli-
dated Electric Railway Company, Los Angeles,
Cal., 40 Al suspension bicycle trucks; the Chicago
City Railway Company, 60 Columbia trucks;
Northeast Street Railway, Kansas City,

Mo., 10 Columbian trucks; and the Inter-
County Street Railway Company, 7 trucks, 1 Col-
umbian truck for export, 1 Al suspension. Walker
Manufacturing Company, 6 Al suspension trucks;
Citizens' Street Railway Company, Memphis,
Tenn.; Toledo Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany, Toledo, O.. 2 combination track sweepers
and snowplows; Citizens' Street Railway Com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.. 2 combination snow-
plows; and the La Croase City Railway Company,
La Crosse, 1 combination snowplow. It also re-

ports orders for nearly 700 heaters for the month
of October.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

IT. S. Patents Issued Nov. 27, 1894.

j29.68S. ITIeans tor Suppoitinu Motors lit

li^lectrfe Ijoeomotives ; VValttr S. Adams, Fnil^del-
phia, Pa.. Assignor to John A. Brill, same place. Filed
Nov. 9, 1893. There is a separate motor suspension frame

No. 529,688.

"With longtitudinal bars included, which is suspended
between the side oars and v/heels of the truck, extend-
ins loneitudiaally of the truck, and has its sole support
on tbe side bars. Tbe moror is supported at one enj by
one of t he axles of the truck, the motor and its separate
frame being connected at a point within tlie outer limit
of the motor or its casinij, so that the major portion of
the weight may be taken upon the ends of said longitu-
dinal bars, and the tiuck axle relieved therefrom. (See
illustration.)

529,701. Closed Conduit Flectric Railway

;

Charles G. Burke, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filea Feb. 10, lb94.

The cor motors receive currectfrom tbe line of rails.
Contact Terminals in a conduit beneath the track are
connected at intervals with the rails. Insulated mova-
ble terminals are connected at intervals with an insu-
lated supply conductor in tbe conduit and extend
through openings into a lower chamber in the couduii

.

An arm extends fiomacar iiiro thi« lower compart-
men t, and here a re a series of levers with which the arm
enaages and which are adapted to raise the rermioals
succes-^ively upward into coiitact wit h those connected
with tbe rails. A spring acts ;on an arm and tends to
raise it from toe conduit.

529,723. Car Heater; Fgbert H. Gold. Chicago,
111. Filed June 1, 1891. This storage car beater coai-
prises an outer shell having a steam inlet and an out-
let, an inteinal storage tube and a filling of clay or
terra cotta for the internal tube.

529,726* Strppt Car Fender; Henry Grieser. St.

Louis, Mo , Assignor ot two-thirds to Charles L. Hood
and Charles B. Tomlinson, same place. Filed April i,

No. 529,7i9.

1894. Angle plates are fixed to and extend dovrnwardly
from a car platform, angle arms bei^g fulcrumed in

the angle plates and an apron being hinged to the for-

ward ends of the angle arms. Yielding pressure de-
vices are interposed between the angle arms and apron,
a ratchet bar being pivotally connected to the apron

and adapted for engagement with one of the angle
nlates. A chain is fixed to the apron and is adapted
for attachment- to one of the remaining angle plates.

529,7 4:7. ITIetallic Pavement ; Ksprit Perrody.
Geneva, Switzerland. Filed March 16, 1894. Patented
in Belsum Nov. 24. 1893. No. 107,c3-2; in England Dec. 2,

1S93. No. 23,180: in Italv Dec. 13. 1893, LXIX., 216, and
in France Jan. 29, 1894. No. 289,740. Tbe metallic pave-
ment is illustrated elsewhere in this issue.

529,749. Klevated Railway; AlbertSt. J. Pickett,
DeUware. O. Filed Nov. 15, 1893. A suspension cable
passes over the top of upright frame. A track is sus-
pended from the cable, and side bracing cables pass
around the oater sides of the towers and are connected
between the towers to the central point of each span of
the cable. (See illustration.

)

529,784. C<>mniutalor Rrush for I>ynaiuo»

;

George Forbes, London, England. Filed Aug. 8, 1892.
Renewed April 14, 1894. The brush consists of flexible
or fibrous material, such as cloth jmade into an electrical
conductor. (See illustration.)

529,797. Closed Conduit for Flectric Rail-
ways; Frederick L. King, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 15,
1894. In a conduit fin* inclosing tbe conductors of elec-
tric railways, a hinged cover is provided wii,h journal
boxes open on one side, in combination with the iournals
suitably supported and adapted to such boxes. (See
illustration.)

529,803. Fare Register; Albert Pfaff. Dayton. O.
Filed May 21, 1894. The trip registering wheels are pro-

extends parall'.l with the line of track in a sealed in-
Biilatfd channel, and electromagnets, onf of which is
fixed to the trolley rail and the oi her to the rod are pro-
vided, whereby the sections of the trolley rail are
charged successively from tho wire white tbe car is

No. 529,78i.

vided each with a tooth on its inner rim, ratchet wheels
being fixed to the face of the=!e wheels. A series of
pawts composed of two members is adapted to rotate
the trip registering wheels in one direction, and to yield
when the whrels are rotated ro indicate the fares. A
pawl provided with a plurality of teeth is adapted to
engage with tbe ratchet wheels on the trip registering
wheels, and there is a slide to which the pawl is imme-
diately pivoted. A spring between the shank of the
pawl and the slide exerts pressure to maintain the pawl
in normal engagement with the ratchet wheels, a bell
crank being provided for actuating said slide.

529.^829. Trolley \Yliee1 ; Fredrick Lepper and
William Wighton, Toronto, (^an. Filed Sept. 2,', 1893.
Tbe trolley wheel comprises tbe body portion having
Hii exterior wire receiving groove, and a chamber
divided by iniepral radial walls or ridges into a plurality
of segiueiits. The walls extend from the interior pro-
jection of the groove, and are tapered upon opposite
sides toward the center of the wheel, the tapers extend-
ing upon both sides from the peripheral edge oi tbe
walls to the central point and at right; angles to tlie

axisofthe wheel. A hollow bushing is in the center
of the wheel, with radial openings opposite the points of
the walls and in the same rar.ial line. The points ex-
tend into close proximity to the openings, and a tube is

seated in an opening in the side of the wheel, baring a
plurality of openings near its rear end. A rubber ball
valve is arranged in paid lube and is adapted to be
seated against the partially closed outer end thereof,
the spring bearing against the ball and at its inner end
supported by one of the ridges against which also the
tube rests at its inner end.

529,836. Conduit Kleotric Railway ; Lnonidas C.
Pressley, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 6, 1854. The
trolley rails extend within a conduit, and are made in
sections insulated from each other. A conducting wire

No. 529,797.

passing and the current cut otf therefrom after the car
has passed. (:5ee illustration.)

529,897. Krake-sUoe ; Edward Cliff, Newark, N. J.
Filed July 2. 1894. The brake-shoe has a case formed
integral with tbe fastening lug, projections extending
from the inner side of the case toward and to the bear-
ing surface of the shoe. Perforations extend longitudi-
nally through the projections, and a filling of metal
difl'ering from that of the case between tbe projections
extends to tbe bearing surface of the shoe.

529,903. Trolley-wire Support aud Coupling ;

Aaron P. Gould. Canton. Ohio. Filed March 7. 1894.
The body portion support has at its lower edge a pro-
jecting ledge, the cap having elongated apertures, and
the binding screws.

529.920. Signal for Cable Railwavs ; Gottfried
F.Klaffkyand Frank Faltinowsky, New York, N. Y.:
Filed jvjay 8. 1894. The electric circuit includes a signal
and a circuit controller fixed within the circuit. A flat
spring covers the controller and means are carried by
the car and adapted to be set from the car to press upon
the spring and operate the controller.

53<>,033> Supply System for Flectric Railways;
Zebulon Foster. Chicago, 111. Filed March 7, 1894. The
line conductor has a series of branches. A conductor
made up of independent sections is arranged adjacent
to the terminals of the branches. Contact block-^, fast-
ening devices to automatically lock the sections in cir-

cuit, and an automatic means for releasing the locking
mechanism are provided.

530,067. Street-Car Resister; Ephron Catlin and
Gustavus Kein, St. Louis. ?.ln , assignor to the St. Louis
Register Company, same place. Filed Dec. 14, 1893.

No. 529,836.

This is the comhinition with the trip register, and a re-
setting mechanism comprising rotary devices for turn-
ing the crip register, of a catph independent of said
rotary devices, and acting to lock said mechanism
against retraction.
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FINANCIAL NOTES.
Improvements in the Manhattan Elevated.—Rus-

sell.Sage is authority for the statement that the

Manhattati Elevated road intends to improve its

service by constructing several crosstowu branches.

An improvement of this sort is certamly urgently

demanded by the public.

Newton (Mass.) Street Railway Report.—The
followmg figures are taken (rim the annual re-

port of the Newton Street Railway Company:
Gross income, $70,759.93; operating expenses,

$47,033.07: net income. $33,736.87; net income atler

all deductions, .$14,173.63 ; total number of pas-

sengers carried, 1,381,359.

Schenectady Street Railway.—The United States

Circuit Court has made a decree to the effect that

the property of the Schenectady Street Railway
Company will be sold at auction in Schenectady on
January 3. Included in the assets of the company
are 797 shares of the cipital stock of the Schenec-
tady Illuminating Company and 658 shares of the
stock of the Schenectady Gas Light Company.

West Chicago Earnings.—While he was in Phila-

delphia recently, Mr. Yerkes, president of the
West Chicago Street Railroad Company, was inter-

viewed in regard to thatcompany's prospects. He
stated that the earnings were steadily increasing
while operating expenses were being reduced
whenever possible. He predicted a large saving
in operating expenses when the electric system,
which the company is introducing, has been in-

stalled.'

Russell Sage on Elevated Roads.—Russell Sage
does not share in P. A. B. Widener's opinion of

elevated roads, a synopsis of which was' presented
in the last issue. He says :

" The criticism of the
president of the Philadelphia Traction Company,
that, in his opinion, the elevated roads have
reached the height of their popularity, is absurd
on the face of it. The Manhattan Elevated Rail-

road since Septembfr has carried more passengers
than it had any idea of doing. Why, only i he
other day we cari'ied 700,000, and how can any
surface road carry that number without a di

-

lay ?
•'

Pooling Suggestsd in St. Louis.—A coming
movement of the utmost importance is now biing
eagerly discussed sub rosa. Capitalists who have
recently visited St. Louis and those resident here
have freely canvassed the situation and there is a
strong belief that a partial combination or poolmg
of the street car companies to an extent that will
not invalidate tlieir charters, is imminent. This is

not a mitter that can be passed on off-hand.
The first impulse would be to condemn such a pro-
ceeding as in the nature of a trust, and against the
interests of the community at large, but a calm
survey of the field will largely dispel any such
feeling.

—

St. Louis Star Sayings.

Street Railway Financeering in Colorado—At
last we are to have an end of the street rail-

way. The old ties are being dug up by the city
and used for fuel at the jail. It ought to be a
lesson to the city council not to donate the use of
the streets to a gang of irresponsible sharks for a
visionary scheme to beat somebody not acquainted
with it. The so-called company got the work
done on credit and beat the men out of their pay:
got some old second-hand material on credit, and
never paid for it, with the intention of unloading
on some tenderfoot or selling bonds on the concern
and pocketing the proceeds. They never made
anything out of it. but the experiment did not cost
them anything.

—

Boulder {Colo.) News.

Receiver Appointed in Dubuque,—Judge Shiias,
of the United Stales Court in Dubuque, la., has
appointed John Balch receiver for the Dubuque
LiL'ht and Traction Company on ihe petition of the
Old Colony Trust Company of Boston. This sys-
tem of street railway has been a subject of litiga-
tion much of the time since its birth. The road is

13 miles in length, and the company operates 21
cars. The officers are: President, G". K. Wheeler:
vice-president, W. J. Ballard; secretary and gen-
eral manager, A. W. McLimont. This compimy
was organized May 31, 1893, by the Boston cred-
itors of the Dubuque Electric Railway, Light and
Power Company, organized in 1890, and took the
property out of a receiver's hands. Its floating
debt is only $5,000, but with a capital of $600,000
and bonded debt of ,$385,000, ihe latter represent-
ing the construction account, it has earned only
$4,000 in excess of operating expenses. A re-
ceiver's sale is now proDable as the only means of
giving the bondholders any return, as it is an-

nounced the Dubuque Street Railway Company,
which has the bcuer right of way, declines to con-
solidate.

Rumored Consolidation of Cable and Elevated
in l^ew York.—Hitlieno the feeling between the
glevated and cable systems has been of de-
cidi'diy hostile nature. The managers of the
former ha\e viewed with increasing alarm the in

roads made upon its patronage by the cable roads.
The adoption by the city of a rapid-; ransit system
of its own was a sad blow to the capitalists of the
existing systems, and drew them closer tcgether.
^rom this time forward it is believed by many ihat
they will stand together as against the cilj's

scheme. William C. Whitney, it is said, expects
to sail for Europe this week to be gone for some
time, and no important steps looking to consolida-
tion will be made until he returns. In the mean-
time, however, any legislation necessary tor an
amalgamation of the two systems will be asked at

Albany. Just what that legislation will be the
directing powers of the two systems are not in-

clined to discuss, but it is likely to heighten the
interest in the next session of the legislature.

Already, it is alleged, the surface, or Whitney
interests, are saying pleasant things to the sena-
tors and assemblymen, and have done their best to

impress them with the justice of protecting the
existing roads.

—

New York Tribune.

Sale of Kansas City K'ortheast Road.—Judge
Henry has granted the application made in the
name of the Jarvis-Conkhn Mortgage 1 rust Com-
pany, trustee, by directors, of the New England
Loan and Trust Company, trustee for deben-
tuie holders, for a decree providing for the sale of
the Northeast Street Railway. The decree gives
judgment against the company for .§39^,703.50,

with interest from date at 6 per cent., and pi'ovides

that unliss the same is paid within 30 days that
special execution shall issue, commanding tl'.e

sheriff to sell, after advertising 60 days, all of the
property of the company to satisfy the judf^ment.
Gardiner Lathrop, trustee, Witten McDonald, the
largest creditor of the company, and other ciedi-

tois were made delendants. The fir.-t mortgage
bonds, lor which the decree is granted, were de-
posited by the Jarvis-Conklin Company with the
New Ensfland Company to secure debentures. Tlie

road is in the bands of Robert Gilhain, receiver.

It was constructed in the spring oi 1890, and equip-
ped with cars made at Centropolis. These were
recently replaced by new cars and heavy electric

equipment, which was burned on the 5th ult.

Tne business of the road has improved rapidly dur-
ing the last few weeks, and the owners were
nc gotiating a sale of the property to Eastern
parties, who recently inspected it.

General Railway, Chicago.—The annual meeting
of the Chicago General Railway Company was
held last week. 'Ihe stockholders of this company
and of the West & South Towns Railway Company
are the same, and the road constructed by the lat-

ter company on West Twenty-second street, Chi-
cago, is operated under a lease by tlie former com-
pany. The stockholders of the General comp.any
voted that the company issue $10,000,000 of 6 pe'r

cent, first-mortgage bonds, the directors to deter-
mine the time of maturity, denomination and in-

terest. The report to stockholders showed that
140,147 miles had been run by the compan5's cars
from May 1 to Oct. 31, 1894. inclusive. Six hun-
dred and fittten thousand and twenty-four passen-
gers had been carried. The cost of operating per
car per mile was 10.8 cents. To carry the traffic

of tiie road during May and June five cars were
used. In July, August and September seven cars,
were operated. During the first two months three
miles of double track were in operation and an-
other mile was added in July. At the time of
the report the double tiack had been extended five

and one-hidf miles. The meeting adjourned to the
second Monday in January, to which date the an-
nual meeting is transferred from the third Monday
in August. The General company is building a
large power plant, car house and repair shop at
Kedzie avenue and Thirty-first street. It has a ca-
pacity for 135 cars and for engines aggregating
3,400'h. f.

Alley L 'Chicago) Minority Stockholders.—

A

meeting of minority stockholders of the South
Side Rapid Transit Company, Chicago, was re-

cently held at which a report was presented by a
committee composed of Henry W. Leman, A. W.
Wheeler, James A. Fullenweider and Edward S.

Hunt, appointed some weeks ago to make an in-
vestigation into the affairs of the company and
its relations with the Chicago City Railway

Company. There was an attendanceof about 100.

The report was a most exhaustive one, reviewing
in detail the history of the road fiom the begin-

ning up to the present time. In some respects it

was highly sensational. The committee argued
that the transfer of the controlling interest in the

stock of the Alley "L" road by the Construction
Company to the City Railway Company, which
was afterward distributed among the stockholders

of the latter corporation, in the form of pn extra

dividend, was clearly illegal, and that the Cty Rail-

way people and the construction company could be
made to account for such transaction in the courts.

The committee further stated that from the best

information obtainable it inclined to the opinion

that the present board of directors of the Alley

"L," or a majority of them, are persons whose
interests are largely identified with the City Rail-

way Company, and recommends that steps be taken

to secure for the minority stockholders representa-

tion on the board . In accordance with these recom-
mendations a resolution was adopted providing for

'the appointment of a permanent committee of

organization, which shall prosecute all claims of

the company, attend to any business delegated to

them, take "such proceedings against the former
officers of the Alley '.'L' and City railway com-
panies as the stockholders wish, and to select can-

didates to be presented at the annual election in

January. This committee is to represent the

minority stockholdero."
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Loop for Chicago it now seems more than prob-

Elevated Eoads. iible that a downtown loop will

be provided for Chicago elf-

vate:] roads. As it is stated in an article tbatappeais

elsewhere in this issue, the companies, and the

property-owners who have hitherto been opposed

to the building of an elevated structure in the

business center, have about agreed upon a plan for

a loop to be used in common by the lines now in

operation as well as those not yet completed.

If the project is executed the elevated roads,

which have up to the present failed to yield income

enough for operating expenses and fixed charges,

as the teraiini are so far from the business

center, will at once draw patronage from the sur-

face lines, and will doubtless be put on a paying

basis.

New Brooklyn Bridge The cable railway on the

Terminal Station, Brooklyn Bridge carried al-

most 42.000,000 passengers

last year, and its facilities are now taxed to the

utmost. The traffic is increasing, and to accom-

modate the public the improvements which are

now in progress are urgently demanded. A good

idea of one of the new terminal stations now build-

ing with tliis end in view may be gained from an

illustrated article which we present elsewhere in

this issue. As a station for the accommodation of

purely urban business it cannot probably be

equaled anywhere.

Better Brakes Another disastrous accident in

Needed. one of the Chicago tunnels

serves to emphasize the fact

that on roads where heavy grades are to be en

countered better brakes are required than those

witli which street cars are ordinarily equipped.

The grades in the Chicago tunnels have always

been regarded as dangerous points ; and in the last

tvmnel built under the river, at Van Buren street,

provision for preventing accidents, in case (he

brakes failed, was made by laying on the side of

the track a rack bar, into which a pinion could be

locked if necessary, to hold a car. This device

seems to have worked well ; but in the older tun-

nels dependence is placed exclusively on the brakes,

which sometimes fail to do their work, and the

result is likely to be an accident. A reliable brake

is cheap at almost any price ; without it accidents

may be occasioned, one of which may entail losses

almost as great as would be required for the brake

equipment of an entire road.

Cutting Wires for The most unreasonable ordi-

House Movers. nacce of which we have heard

in many a day is now under

consideration in Minneapolis. One of the Iccal

lawgivers has introduced a measure requiring elec-

tric companies to bear the entire cost of cutting

wires whenever called upon to do so by house

movers. It has heretofore been provided that the

electric companies should sever their own wires, but

the matter of the payment for the work was left

to those immediately interested. The ordmance

was suggested by certain of the house movers who
felt aggrie ved because they bad been called upon

to pay for the cutting o£ the wires. Naturally, the

electric companies of Minneapolis have united in

opposition to the proposed ordinance. The onlv

argument that appears to be advanced on behalf of

the house movers is the irrelevant statement that

they are poor in comparison with the companies,

and therefore they are unable to stand the expense

as well. While the authorities of Minneapolis

may sympathize grfatly with the poor, it seems

impossible that they could adopt such an unjust

measure. When houses are moved they are ob-

structions to public travel, and to all intents and
purposes those who move them are trespassers

and should pay for any damages that they may
cause.

Ten-Foot Ties It is doubtless true that some
street railway companies fol-

low a penny-wise and pound-foolish policy in

their tracklaying. The main thing with them
appears to be to lay the rails as quickly and as

cheaply as possible, and as a necessary sequence

the cost of maintenance is high, so high in some
instances that it plays havoc subsequently with

the earnings of the road. Generally speaking, if

more attention was paid to preparing the roadway
for the raUs, the extra cost would be a profitable

investment. In a few places the use of concrete

in making a bed for the ties, although very expen-

sive, has proved a wise economy. The ties are as

immovable as if laid on a solid rock foundation,

and consequently the labor for keeping up the

joints is reduced to a minimum. A writer in a

steam railway paper suggests that the hngth of

the ties be 10 feet, as a change that would tend to

diminish materially their movement, and a part of

the article is quoted elsewhere in this issue. The
author suggests the use of such ties on steam roads

only, but the same reasons which he advances for

their employment in such service would seem to be

equally good when applied to street railway track

construction. The sirbstitution of the 10 foot tie

would undoubtedly improve street railway tracks.

With a better bearing surface the ties would not

be so likely to move under the pounding of the

wheels. At the same time it seeiijs to us that the

cost would be prohibitive, although such is not the

opinion of the writer in question. Ties 10 feet in

length would, we think, cost decidedly more than

25 per cent, more than those of the standard

length of eight feet. It would probably be

not much less than double by the time the tim-

ber reached the point where it was to be used.

This estimate, if correct, wouldbe sufficient to deter

companies from adopting the longer tie. But in

the case of a street railway company another fac-

tor would add to the cost of track construction with

onger ties. Two feet more pavement would have

to be opened every time a tie were laid on a paved

street, and the addional cost would be extremely

heavy in the case, for example, of an asphalt

pavement. It may be the fact, however, that in

some places the use of longer ties would be advan-

tageous where the traffic is so heavy that there is

a constant tendency to pound down the construc-

tion. At the same time we think most managers

before adding to the regulation cost would con-

sider for a long time if it would not prove better

economy to provide even more money for the track

construction than the use of the longer tie would

involve, and adopt instead standard ties with con-

crete foundation,
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NEW YORK & BROOKLYN BRIDGE CABLE
RAILWAY.

The report of the trustees of the New York &
Brooklyn Bridtr,e for the year enjiog Dec. 1, 1894,

has just been completed. The receipts from tolls

amount to 11,199,084.14, divided thus: Riilroad,

$1,111,815.88; carriageway, $87,268.36. This is.f.53,-

823.90 Ipss than the amount of the previous year.

Passenger scarried by the railroad numbered 41,

714,235. During the previous year the number

carried was 42,615,105. A part of the reduction in

receipts is due to the fact that since July 1 last "two

tickets have been sold for five cents, when previ-

ously no reduction from three cents apiece was

allowed except when purchased ten at a time.

Including rental and amounts received from the

two cities on construction account, the total re-

ceipts for the year were $1,476,598.85. From the

telegraph and telephone companies whose wires

are carried on the bridge, $22,071.60 was receiveu.

The total espenditure3 aggregated $1,531,660 94.

The folljwing extracts are taken from the report:

During the period the railway has been in ser-

vice, a term of about llfV yejrs, 346,589,531 pas-
sengers were carried. The greatest number trans-

ported so far. during any year, was 43,398.486 in

the year ending July 31, 1893; and during auy
month was 4,033,920, in October, 1»93, which
included the week from the 8th to the 15th of the

Columbian Festival. The ne.xt greatest number
was 3,819.671, in December, 1893, an average of

124,183 per day.
During the current official year, in any month,

the greatest number of passengers carried was
3,845,947. in October, an average of 124.063 per
day, and the least number carried was 3,033,778,

in July, an average of 97,831 per day; in any day
of twenty four liours, during the same year, the
greatest number carried was 156,403, on Saturday.
March 34, and the least number was 49,348, on
Sunday, July 33.

During the year the trains have been run with
the usual frequency and regularity. On nearly
all week days, and except when from s|)ecral

causes a grea'er or less accommodation is re-

quired, the schedule of running is the same

;

under ibis, for illustration, during the 34 hours of
Tuesday, Nov. 37 last, 135,.549 pastengers being
carried, of Iwo-car trains, were run 7 on 15 min-
utes' headway, 23 on 7A minutes' headway, 1 on
6 minutes' headway, 15 on 4 minutes' headway,
and 8 on 3 minutes' lieadway ; of three-car trains
wore run, 65 on 3 minutes' headway ; and of foiir-

car trains were run, 155 on 3 minutes' headway,
3d on 2^ minutes' headway, and 220 on U minutes'
headway ; hence during this day ,539 round train
trips and 1,915 round car trips were made, with an
average headway between trams slightly less than
2f minutes.
During the year the total time lost by delays,

from all ciUies, was 2 hours and 47 minutes, an
average of less than 271 f econds per day of 24
hours, or of 1 minute for each 250,000 passengers
carried. Of the total time lost by these delays, only
30i per cent, was due to a failure ofor a defect in
some of the several parts of the cable hauling ma-
chinery; the remaining 69J per cent, was due to
accidents common in ordinary railroad transporta-
tion.

The grip mechanism remains reliable and trust-
worthy in every respect. During the period
covered by this report, from failures of such al-
together, there were but three delays, aggregating
18 minutes; of the total 19 delays from all causes
whatever during the 7,300 hours, the cable was
in active operation.
The railway continues to supply extraordinarily

safe transit for its passengers. Referring to this,
the following from a preceding report remains
true : ''Of the large number carried since its open-
ing to public use, no one in transit has been fatallv
injured ;" a few minor accidents have occurred,
causing a slight breakage of car platforms and
other parts of the working machinery, but with-
out st-ri jusly affecting any passen^ier.

Since the railway was first operated, 11 years
and 67 days before Dec. 1, 8 hauling cables have
liL'cn in use. of which 6 were worn out and re.

m )ved before the past year. The terms of service
I'f the si.x worn-out cables were as follows: No 1,

1.140 days; No. 2, 607 days; No. 3, 393 days-
No. 4, 356 days; No. 5, 520 days: No. 6, 509 days.
The total distances in miles hauled by the same

cables were; No. 1, 228,339; No. 2, 120,232; No. 3,

8!.0;«; Nn. 4. 74,111; No. 5, 111,116; No.'
6,'

Thj totu,! number of passengers hauled .by the

cables were: No 1. 49,002,44?; No. 2, 47,840,26J;

No. 3, 36,941,881; No. 4, 34,134,409; No. 5, 56,287,-

452; No. 6, 58,071,053,

In regard to the new lighting system the report

says:

Up to the present time the cars have bi'on

lighted with lamps of a superior design, burning
mineral oil; this method seemed to be unsati.--

factary to a great number of pissengers. After
that an exhaustive examination of various differ-

ent systems it was determined to adopt that of
clrctric lighting, in which the current would i o
>;pnerated at a station conveniently placed, and, by
conductors suspended over the tracks and trolleys

attached to tlie moving cars, be conveyed to the
car lamps. A contract for the instillation of such
a system has been made, and the wtrk under it

has been commenced.

DEATH OF EX-OOVERNOR ODEN BOWIE, OF
BALTIMORE.

Ex-Governor Oden Bowie, president of the

Baltimore City Passenger Railway, died at his

home, "Fairview," Bowie Station, Prince George's

Cjunty, Md,, on Dec. 4. He had been stricken

with a paialytic shock one week before and he
gradually grew weaker until the end came.

In 1S73 he was elected .president of the street

rnilway company with which his name has since

been identified. It was due almost exclusively to

his efforts that the properly has been built up.

Ex-Governor Oden Bowie,

until it is now regarded as one of the most valu-

able street railway systems in the country.

Ex-Gov. Oden Bowie was bom at Fairview,

Prince Georges County, on Nov. 10, 1826. His
parents were Hon. William D. and Eliza (Oden)
Bowie, the former of Scotch and the latter of Eng-
lish descent. Both families were among the early

settlers of the State. Mr. Bowie lost his mother
when but nine years of age, and soon afterward

was |)laced in the preparatory department of St.

John's College, at Annapolis. He afterward en-

tered St. Mary's College, Baltimore, from which
he graduated in 1845. The following year he en-
listed for the Mexican war as a private in the Bat-

talion of Maryland and District of Columbia Vol-

unteers, under Col. William H. Watson, who was
killed at the battle of Monteiey, dying in the arms
of Lieutenant Bowie. He had been promoted, and
was the only oflScer left with Colonel Watson at

the time of his death. His gallantry in that battle

secured for him the appointment as senior captain

of the Voltigeurs Regiment— one of the 10 regi-

ments added to the regular army and made a new
branch of the service. Shortly after his promotion
Captain Bowie had to resign his commission on ac-

count of ill health.

It was immediately following this that he en-
tered the arena of politics. His political career is

one of the most interesting in the State,

He was nominated for the legislature before he
had attained his majority and was defeated. He
was elected, however, the foUovying year and took

his seat iu ilie house before he was 23 years of age.

1,1 18j5 he was elecied to the Slate Senate. In

1887 he was elected gover.nor of Maryland by a

maj )riiy of 42,000. After his term as governor

exijired he had little active connection with poli-

tics-.

Hi 1 i.? el-^ctel prasiJent of the Baltimore &
P itoma^ R lilroad iu 1860. The road, which was
b.iilt through his efforts, was chartered in the fif-

ties and construction was begun, but interrupted

by tb.e war.

He wa? for nearly 30 years a prominent figure

in the horse-racing world, and was one of the

most successful breeders of racing horses in this

CO '.in try.

" Tiie B tUim)re American, tcom which the in-

forai.itiou in regard to -Mr. Bowie's life was ob-

tained, pays this tribute to him :

Whatever Governor B jwie undertook he accom-
plishei. There was no such word as faU in his

lexicon. It mattered not in what profession or
biisiutss he engaged, he always made it a point to

give it his best efforts. He never did anything in

a Inlt-hearted wav, nor would he relinquish an
undertaking until he had brought it to a successful
issue. Hence his remarkable succe.s in life.

His versatility was wonderful. He was one of
the few exceptions to the rule that a person ap-
plying himself to various trades could be masti r

of none.
He was equally at home in the field, in the halls

of le.gislation, in the office of the railroad manager
and on the racecourse As a soldier during the
Mexican war he earned a reputation for skill and
bravery that led to his advancement from a pri-

vate in the ranks to a captain, and, had he Con-
tinued in the army, there- is little doubt that there
would have been greater honors in store for him.
When he forsook the field and entered the political

arena the party to which he allied himself was not
si )w to perceive his ability and usefulness, and
here, agiin. his promotion was rapid. From the
House of Delesates he went to the Senate, and
llnnce to the Executive Mansion. Successful as

h" had been, however, politics had no charms for
hi n. He was a square, open fighter, and hated
duplicity. Besides, his ambition did not lie in this

direction. He was a business man through and
through. It did not take him long to master the
deiails of railroading, and to him, more than lo

any cme man, is the Pennsylvania system indebted
fur the Baltimore & Potomac road.
His administration of the affairs of the City Pas-

senger Railway Company is too well known to
every Baltimorean to require comment. It was
entirely due to bis efforts that this magnificent
pioperty improved in value, and, incidentally,

brought a great i-evenuo to the city.

A RECEIVER FORTHE STTBUEBANTRACTION
COMPANY, OF ORANGE, N. J.

Vice-Chanceller Van Fleet has appointed Wat-
son Whittlesey, of Orange, N. J., receiver of the

Suburban Traction Company, of that city. The
court also granted an injnnction restraining credit-

ois from selling at sheriff's sale any portion of the

compauy's assets iu executing judgments secured

by them. This action caused a stay of the pro-

ceedings and sale set down for last Saturday.

The application for a receiver was made for the

American Loan &Tiust Company, of Boston,which
holds $1,500,000 of 30-year bonds, executed in its

favor by the traction company.
The"receiver has qualified in $30 000 bonds, and

has already taken charge of the affairs of the com-
pany. It appears that the $1,500,000 bonds were
executed on June 1, 1893, and interest at 5 per cent,

was to be paid in June and December each year.

These payments have not been made until the

arrears now are estimated at $2 .',000. Taxes
amounting to $8,000 have not yet been paid, and
the concern owes $140,954.50 of floating debt. The
company's commercial paper has been falling due
almost daily, and there are no funds to meet these

obligations.

The company's resources are estimated at $500,.

000. This includes 10 miles of track, two-thirds of

which is electrically equipped; 18 cars, 30 horses,

1+ acres of land, known as Glenwood Park, a

pawer house and other equipment of the street rail"

way compiny. Frank W. Child is the company's

president, and Albert W, Kissam its secretary.
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NEW YORK AND BROCKLYN BEIDGE TEE-
MINAI, IN BROOKLYN.

The work of impioving the terminal facilities of

the New York and Brooklyn Bridge is now well

under way. When this improvement is substan-

tially compleie the cable service can be made to

correspond more nearly to the demands of the pub-

lic. At the present time the cable trains morning

and evening are utterly iLadequate to accommo-
date the regular patrons of the bridge. It is a

familiar saying in Brooklyn that it 'S unsafe at the

engraving, and the traveler is now to be seen at

the extreme left.

The ride across the bridge forms only a part of

the Journey of a very great proportion of those

residents of Brooklyn who go to and from New
York every day. Provision has therefore been

made in the design of the station to facilitate as

far as possible the passage to and from the elevated

railways which radiate from this point.

The main station is rectangular, 355 feet 10

inciics long, and 88 feet 10 inches wide, with two

way. From the transverse elevated railway plat-

forms there will also be stairways inclosing an
elevator and connecting with the b/idge footway
and the street. A loop undoubtedly will be built

to accommodate the Brooklyn Elevated Railway.

This will swing around from the left, the structure

occupying the open ground shown in the fore-

ground, and will enter the trainhouse shown at

the extreme right of the station. This improve-

ment will greatly facilitate the handling of trains.

The present terminal of the Brooklyn Elevated is

on Sands street, over the bridge structure, and is

connected to the latter by stairways.

ELECTRIC CONDUIT RAILWAY.

BROOKLYN TERMINAL STATION OF THE NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN BRIDGE.

present time for a lady to attempt to board a bridge

train durirg rush hours, and this is not such a

great exaggeration.

The crowding of platforms, both in New York
and Brooklyn, becomes dangerous at times. The

platforms leading to the trains are wholly unpro-

tected, and should a panic occur while the army of

Brooklynites is surging forward, the consequences

might be disastrous. The platforms fill up so

solidly and so quickly, even when the time inter-

vals between trains are only 90 seconds, that if

something happened to interfere for a moment or

two with the trains there would be the greatest

danger that the people on the front of the platforms

might be forced thence on the tracks by the press-

ure of the on-coming crowds. Folding gates that

could be instantly opened or shut should be

provided along the edges of the platforms. Some
such simple measure of safety might be the means

of preventing a catastrophe.

At the New York terminal the roadways have

now been widened. Much of the preliminary

work for the new station has been finished and

men are engaged in erecting the structural iron for

the new terminal.

The contract for the Brooklyn terminal station

was let to the Phcenix Bridge Company for $225,-

127. The work is now well advanced and during

the last few weeks rapid progress has been made.
The structure is located on the west side of Wash-
ington street bet%veen Sands and High streets.

The steel framework of the new station has been

practically finished and it is now almost ready for

building in. The outer walls, built in the steel

framework, will be of brick or of cast or wrought

metal. The floors will be of brick or terra cotta

and the roofs will be of wood on iron or steel pur-

lins, covered with sheet iron or slate and glass.

That part of the bridge approach on which the

steel framework was erected has been used for a

long rime for switching purposes. The trains have

been gradually housed in. The steel beams have

been put in place by means of a huge traveler,

which runs on trucks running on tracks and

stretches from one side of the stracture to the

other, a distance of about 80 feet. Work coni-

pienced at the right, as thg station appears in the

opposite projections or wings, each 59 feet wide

There will be three floors: the first, or ground, flotr

on which will be retiring rooms and two ticket

booths; the second floor on which, placed longi-

tudinally, will be two passenger platforms and

four tracks over the bridge railway; the third flufn

on which, placed transversely in each opposite

pair of wings, will be three passenger platforms

and two tracks for the Brooklyn Elevated Rail

way; also an intermediate longitudinal gallery

connecting these wings. From the third floor a

The accompanying illustration shows an under-

ground conduit for electric railways, recently

patented by M.J. Martin, of Chicago, III. The
yokes are similar in form to those ordinarily era-

pi lyed in cable railway construction, with a sheet

metal conduit secured to the yokes in the usual

manner".

Upon the top of each of the yokes are placed two

angle irons, the horizontal flanges of which are

secured to the yoke by means of bolts, and the

vertical flanges of which extend upward and are

so shaped that their outer surfaces converge up-

ward to a slight degree so as to form complemen-
tary seats for tl e outer flanges of the slot rails.

The slot rails are in the form of channel rail bars

with downwardly depending angles, but ween

which the conductors are located.

These slot rails are secured to the yokes by means

of angle irors, the horizontal flanges of which nst
upon the flanges of the angle irons and are se-

cured to the yoke by the bolls before mentioned.

Tlie other flanges of these irons extend upward so

that their upper edges are flush with the tops of

the slot rails. Near its upper edge each of them is

provided with a shoirlder presented downward, so

that between the flanges and their shoulders there

is left a rectangular space into which is driven a

key. The construction and arrangement of these

parts are such that when the key is driven into

jilace, bearing against the shoulders, it will force

the tapering flange of the slot rail into the cor-

respondingly shaped s cket left for it between the

fl ingrsof the angle irons, and ihereby securely hold

MARTIN CONDUIT

covered gallery will run west to an elevated plat-

form, from which, by stairways, the platforms of

the Kings County Elevated Railway station on

Fulton street will be reached. Between the first

and second floors will be two stairways, and be-

tween the second and third floors, or between the

bridge railway platforms and the Brooklyn Elevat-

ed Railway platform^, will be nine stairways. At

each end of the intermediate longitudinal gallery

will be a stairway and gallery spanning the two

elevated railway tracks, and connecting by three

stairways with each platform of the elevated rail-

th(! slot rail in place. When it becomes necessary

to remove the slot rail, it is simply necessary to

remove the key, after which the slot rail may be

lifted out of place without disturbing any part of

the paving lying adjacent to it.

Between the angle irons of each yoke and the

next, the sheet- metal conduit extends above the

tops of the yokes and above the lower edges of the

outer flanges of the slot rails, so as to prevent

water, which may find its way to the bottom of

said flanges, from entering the conduit. The bot-

tom portion of the conduit is so'shaped as to form a
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ilrain, and lo the conduit are secviied slieet-iuptal

plutes. so located as to leave between them a s|)ace

directly beneatli the slot, tlirougli which water or

dirt falling through the slot may pass into ihe

drain. These plates extend upward such a dis-

tance as to leave, between their upper edges and
the lower edges of the depending flanges of the

slot rails, a suliScient space for the passage of the

trolley arm. The plates are somewhat farther

apart than the flanges of the slot rails, and tht ir

oSiject is to make it difficult to reach the conduc-
tor with a wire or other device inserted through
the slot. As shown in the drawings the drain is of

U-sbape in cross-section, and its upper edges join

the adjacent portion of the conduit in an angle.

To the upper edgee of the drain are secured
angle irons, to the vertical flanges of which the

plates are secured. The plates are in turn se-

cured to each other so as to be incapable of rela-

tive movement either toward or from each
other, by means of tie-bolts passing through them
and sleeves or struts surrounding the tie-bolts and
bearing at their extremities against the plates.

EIGHTS OF CONDUCTOES AND MOTOEMEN.

During the last few weeks the matter of the

organization of street railway employees in Phila-

delphia has received a great deal of attention at

the hands of the local clergy, in view of the fact

that the union of the conductors and motorinen

has been uucompromisinsly opposed by the Phila-

delphia Traction Company. Some of the compa-

nies have not objected to their men joining the

union, but the Philadelphia Traction Company has

announced that if its employees became members
they did so at the risk of immediate discharge.

Last Sunday evening the Rev. William Swindells

preached a sermon on the general subject. His

theme was "The Rights of Car Conductors and

Motormen.'' In the course of his remarks he said :

No right is more sacred than that of public as-

sembly. It may be for the interchange of thought,
intellectual improvement, co-opeiation in work,
mutual protection, religious worship or political

action. It may be assumed that such an organiza-

tion will be dominated by a spirit of good will,

and. therefore, its action will be in no wi»e a tress-

pass on the rights of others. Where the claims of

others are involved, it will not be summiiy in its

designs or based upon a partial view of any ques-
tion that involves the rights of others or the well-

being of society. Admitting this definition to be

true, it may be applied at this time to the rights of

street-car conductors and motormen.
There are few voca tons that are greater in their

exictlons or involve more serious responsibilities

than these. Upon them depends the safe and
rapid transportation of multitudes of people,

especiiUy in cities and towns, to and from their

places of business or employment. Upon them
depends in a larger measure than ever the safety
of pedestrians, who must use tbe sireet crossings,

especially the childien whose only playgrounds are
the highways of a city. They are required to

have ex.'cutive ability of no mean order. To ac-

commodate and quickly dismiss the endless pro-
cession that goes in and out of a street car requires
both mental activity and skill.

It must also be conceded that there are few
positions in which there is a greater strain put
upon personal courtisy. Few passengers consider
it an obligation to extend to a car conductor any
of the courtesies of life. What he does he must
do with the utmost suavity, preserving, under
frequent provocation, his self-control, and exercis-
ing, at limes, the greatest forbearance, and it is

all accepted as a matter of course. We therefore
claim for him the right of peaceful assembly. It

may be useful to him as an individual in establish-
ing the feeling of brotherhood among men who are
his associates in vacation and responsibility. It

may be useful to others in the defense of the
individual, who, left to stand alone, can do little,

either to maintain whatever rights he may have,
or sei-ure those to which he is entitled. It may
abo be of much advantage to any corporation,
whose franchise entitles it to take possession of a
public highway for the public good.

In such association, for consultation, discussion
and defined plan of action, h may well be that the
ear c inductor and motorinan are as much inter-
< sled in the public, good a 1 tbe corporation that
einploy.H them. They are therefore entitled to the
right of a.s.«mt)Iy. It is a violation of this right to
iitlempt lo prevent it or curtail it by threats of
personal puni.shment in any form. It is unmanly
lo HU'pend over him the Bword of a <:or|ioratioii
notice of dismisMal if he asserts the simple right to
declare big brotherhood with every in m who is his
fellow by occupation and needful »yinii:iihy. It is

Ids right by natiiri'. by legislatioii and in ei|iiily.

It ii as much so ;is the right of the members of a

corporation to meet together for consultaiiou and
for the adoption of the plans of operation.
Fui tiiermore, the men who are entrusted with

the safety and comfort of the people wdiile in

transit, or, while occupying the street, are entiiled

to fewer hours of labor, a,nd more for rest and in-

dividual profit. Many are compelled lo woik 13

hours a day, and in making up for time lost, for

which they are not responsible, with insufficient

time allotted for meals. No man can do his best,

or even what should be required of him, if his

time is abridged either to eat, to sleep, or lor
wholesome diversion.

METALLIC PAVEMENT.

A patent has just been issued to Espiit Per

rody, of Geneva, Switzerland, for a metallic pave-

ment which is designed to be used in conection

with street railway lines. It will be seen from tbe

acco.mpanying illustration that the purpose of the

inventor is to provide a durable form of paving

along both sides of the rails and thus to prevent

tbe formation of ruts. Tbe cut illustrates tbe ar-

rangement of the metallic blocks as well as the

way in which rails are fastsned.

The metallic pavement is formed of blocks cast

of iron or steel, which are cored out either cross-

wise, lengthwise or chambered out with openings

in the ends, and are filled with concrete. The up-

per and under surfaces of the blocks are formed

with longitudinal and cross grooves, and are

chamfered round the top and bottom edges,

affording a sure hold to the horses' hoofs and pre-

venting their slipping. The blocks have a seating

or bedding surface equal to their upper sui face

and when worn off on the upper side can be re-

versed, the blocks thus being used twice. The
blocks are preferably placed alternately with their

long and short sides against tbe rail so as to be

bound in with the wood or such other pnvement as

Metallic Pavement.

may be used. In this way an iron roadway 12 to

15 inclies wide is formed, which will not soon be

indented with ruts to be found in ordinary pave-

ments, caused by carts and carriages of different

wheel gauge. To fasten tbe rails two blocks are

fixed upon a bed plate of the necessary size, which

may be done by means of a wood plug and screw

or by a beaded screw screwed into the bed plate

and riveted over, the hollows in the blocks being

filled in afterward with concrete. The rail is fixed

by means of a wooden wedge driven in the recess

in the side of the block, the plate with the blocks

fixed thereto forming a chair for the rail, which is

fixed without bolts. Fish plates also may be dis-

pensed with. If the wedge shrinks through dry-

ness, it can be tightened against the rail by means

of thin iron wedges driven into the ends. If

tbe top of the rail becomes worn to an appreci-

able extent, the rail can be easily raised by pla-

cing wood or metal packings under it on the bed

plates.

This form of construction would probably not

last many hours with electric motor cars running

over the track.

ten-foot;tees suggested.

In tbe current issue of tbe liailivay Review Jerry

Sullivan describes the advantages that would at-

tend the use of 10-foot ties on steanr roads. In

thi-i course of the article he says :

In anticipation of objections to 10-foot tics on
accf)iint of increased cost tin- fol'owing m ly he
addi'il : A lie chopper can cut a tr"(' in two at a 10-

fool mark as easily a-i at an H foit in irk. and a<
thi' hewing is only about one-half thi^ total work of
making a tie the extra two feet in loogth will make

littledifferonco to him. To the owner of the tim-
ber perhaps some sliglit cxtia compensation woul I

have 10 be mide, but as coutiactois always figure

their profits at so much per lie, tin ir margin would
be about the same as now. Takiug all things into

C'Dsideraiion. ircluding extra cost of transpoita-
tion, it is doubtful if the cost would be 35 per cent,

more than for 8-foot tie&. Butsupprse it was: :.5

pi r cent, more lie is given, and that tie will furnish
at least 50 |)er cent, more direct and reliable sup-
port to the rail tnan any wobbly 8-foot tie possibly
could, and for this reason at least £5 per cent, less

ties would be required lo support a lail, so that the

cost per mile would be no greater, if as much, lor

10-toot ties as at present, to say nothing of tiio

greater stability of a 10-foot tie lesting solidly on
the ballast, making a more perfect track, and one
that could be maintained by a less number of men.
A number of Southern railroads, after repealed

failures to keep up track in the swamps and
marshes, finally tried 10-foot ties with the result

that they have become the standard tie for such
secLions. If they will keep track up in boggy land
they will certainly do it on dry ground. One thing
is certain, the 8 foot tie is not giving satisfaction

at present, and on account of tbe increase of speed
and weight of trains something must be provided
in the near future that will fully meet these condi-
tions. Such trains cannot always run safely on
track balanced on a little ridge of dirt in the center
with the ends of the ties playing up and down like

a springboard; and so far as hjs beeii developed,
the only way to economically overcome this trouble
is to use 10-foot ties.

DEATH or FEED E. FEGENHAEDT.

Fred E. Degenbardt, western manager of the

Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pitts-

burgh, died suddenly at his home in Chicago on

Dec. 7. He was taken suddenly ill the previous

Sunday, but serious results were not feared until

Wednesday, when tbe physicians determined that

a ddicate operation was necessary. Although he

was apparently strong he had not sufficient vital-

ity to withstand the shock incident to the opera-

tion. The news of Mr. Degenbardt's death was
received with feelings of genuine sorrow by tbe

electrical fraternity generally. No man identified

commercially with electrical interests was Vietter

known, and lie was held in the highest esteem lh3

country over. He was conceded to be one of tbe

most successful salesmen in the electrical field and

he has made a splendid record with the company
with which be has been connected. Mr. Degenbardt

will best be remembered in his personal\relations.

He was a marvelously brilliant entertainer, and at

all eleclric.nl conventions he was always to be found

surroundril by a group of interested friends. He
was warm-hearted and loyal, and the place that

he occupied in the esteem of his friends in Chicago

can never be filled. Mr. Degenhprdt was born in

Chicago, and at the time of his death was 38 years

of age. He was formerly in charge of the con-

struction department of the Western Electric Com-

pany of Chicago, but since 1886 he has represented

the Standard Underground Cable Company with

rare fidelity and success. Mr. Degenbardt was

greatly interested in the technical side of electricity,

to which he devoted a great deal of study, and he

made a considerable number of electrical inven-

tions. ^
ELECTEIO EAILWAY PEOJECT IN CONNEC-

TICUT.

The New York Herald, under date of Dec. 10^

prints the following dispatch from New Haven :

A meeting of the Connecticut Association of

Electric Railroads was held in this city to-day

that bids fair to be the starting point of a big fight

between the steam and electric roads of the State.

The meeting took place behind closed doors,

but to-night it was learned that the object of the

meeting was to discuss the situation of the electric

as compared to the steam roads, and take steps

toward meeting amendments passed by the legis

lature, so as to put the electrics on an equal foot-

ing with steam roads, to which the electrics are

fast becoming dangerous rivals.

The electric representatives frankly state that

they are now able to take care of themselves and
intend to do so. This will mean a fight in the

legislature between the representatives of the

great corporations.

Till New York, New Haven & Hartford Road
has obtained concession after concession from the

legislature, and has at present tbe better of the

electrics in point of legislation. The consolidated
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road has for years controlled the travel and freight

of the State, but the electrics have begun to cut

into this monopoly and a long tight is now immi-
nent.
The consolidated line is already all but paralleled

from Hartford to Nevv York by electric roads, only

a few short links needinu; to be put in to complpte
thecbain. It finally will remain for some great

syndicate to effect a consolidation of the electric

roads, and then the crisis will come. There is now
a big list of long electric lines in Connecticut that

are taking thousands of dollars away from the

Consolidated line. Among these electric roads are

tbo following:
Ei-om Hartford to Ellington, and to RockviUe;

from Manchester to South Manchester ; from
Bristol to New Britain ; from Meriden to Walling-
ford ; from New Haven to Schutzen Park, which
is to connect with Wallingford ; from New Haven
to Woodmont and Milford, and from Bridgeport
to Stratford, leaving only a short link between
this place and Milford.
From Brideport to Sonthport theNorwalk Tram-

way Company has a scheme to extend their line

from Southport to Westport, and so on to New
York city. The road from Meriden to Walling-
ford is already running freight trucks and carry-

ing freight. The meeting of the electric represen-

. tatives to-day was attended by representatives

from all these and from other roads. There was
also a number of the legal advisers of the roads.

THE DOWNTOWN EI.BVATED RAILWAY
LOOP FOR CHICAGO.

It is now considered almost certain that the ele"

vated railroad companies of Chicago will be able

to secure a loop in the downtown part of the city.

ute of the Joint f levated Loop in Chicago.

The fact that no provision has thus far been made
for their entering the heart of the business district

has been the greatest kind of an obstacle to the

success of the existing and proposed elevated roads.

The termini of the Alley "L" road at Congress

street, and of the Lake street road at Market street,

are practically on the outskirts of the business dis-

trict, and so inconvenient have the residents of

Chicago found these termini that the patronage

of the two roads has been materially affected.

Neither road Is doing half the business that could

readily be done, and the earnings are very far be-

low what the directors have expected. The earn-

ings of the Alley " L " road have been so low that

there has been talk of a receiver for many months,

and recently the minority stockholders have taken

action to devise means for the protection of their

securities. It has been their belief that if the

downtown loop could be secured the problem

would be solved and the road would soon become

a paying property.

When the operation of the elevated roads was

commenced in the city, the owners of these prop-

erties evidently thought that public^ opinion in

favor of a loop would be so strong that the com-
panies would find no difficulty in extending their

structures, but as new elevated railway companies
have been formed each had its own loon project

and property owners have become decidedly an-

tagonistic to the schemes, chiefly on the ground
that if a loop was built for each road, the down-
town district would soon be cut up badly by ele-

vated structures.

It has been reported repeatedly that the severa

NOTES ON ECONOMY TESTS OF ELEOTBIC
RAILWAY PLANTS.*

tievated Structure of the Proposed Loop in Chicago.

companies were endeavoring to agree upon a joint

loop, and this result now seems to have been

reached. At a meeting of the representatives of

the several elevated roads, a project for a loop,

whicli the trains of all the companies would fol-

low in the business district, was agreed upon, and
the route is shown in the accompanying diagram
(Fig. 1). It will run from Market and Madison

streets to Lake sireet, to Wabash avenue, to Har-

rison street, to Pacific avenue, to Van Buren
street and back to Market street at the point of

starting. It is stated that property owners along

the line of the proposed route are favorable to its

construction, and at . a recent meeting they

agreed to make no objections to the construction

of the line if a definite agreement is made by the

four elevated roads that they will all use it in

common.
The plans for the loop structure have been com-

pleted, so that they may be submitted to property

owners, and a cross section is given m Fig. 2. Tl e

structure is extremely light and will interfere but

little, if any, with the light in the stores along the

line. A supporting post will not be located at the

curb line, but it will be 13 feet 8 inches in the

street, coming just outside of the double street car

tracks. The sectional view shows the relation of

the structure to the curb line and sidewalk.

The representatives of the elevated lines stale

that the agreement for the common loop into

which they have entered has had the result of add-

BY GEO. H. DAVIS.

Assuming that a complete test is to be made,
the parts that should receive particular considei-
ation are the boilers, the furnace, the steam pip-
ing system, engines, condensers, pumps, water
piping system, generators, line work from switch-
board to terminus of road, motors and track bond-
ing.

It is not intended in what is said here to men-
tion details for the testing of each part of the sys-
tem. All these things are explained in a most
perfect mnnner in the reports of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, in " Engine and
Boiler Trials," by Dr. R. H. Thurston, and in "Ex-
perimental Engineering," by Prof. R. C. Carpen-
ter. In these publications may be found all the
blank forms necessary for the taking of data, and
the results of the complete test calculations, all

equations and formulas, and a thorough descrip-
lion of all instruments and their uses.

A few notes with particular reference to railway
plants may be of interest.

The tests of different parts must be made sim-
ultaneously in order to locate defects in the system
of power generation, conversion and transmission,
since the conditions are constantly changing,
Two tests, one on a constant load and one on a
variable load, are always necessary. The vari-
able load trial proves the efficiency of the parts
under actual conditions, and for the particular
kind of work they are doing. An engine may be
so designed and proportioned as to do perfect
work in a flouring mill, and also be a total failure

in a railway plant. This, in a less degree, is true
of boilers and steam fitting. It is plain also that
a variable load test is the only one that is at all

valuable to the railway company since they have
no interest in the economy of the parts outside of
the particular duties assigned to them; however.
as a check on the work, a constant load test should
always be made, because in it greater accuracy
can be maintained.

It is always difficult to lake readings on varia-
ble loads, and the first consideration should be to
take them exactly on the second. Boiler-room
readings may be taken at intervals of five minutes,
cards should be taken from the engine at intervals
of two and a half minutes, with about two trac-
ings on each card, generator readings being taken
at the same time, while motor readings may be
taken as frequently as each fifteen seconds.

Definite plans for a test must always be made
and strictly adhered to ; no details can be over-
looked without causing serious inaccuracies in the
results obtained. The changes in pipe fittings and
all preparations for a test must be carefully studied
and a sufficient number of reliable men employed,
because if one man fails to do the work assigned
him the entire results may be wholly without
value. One competent man should he assigned
to the duty of doing nothing except to see every-
thing and remember all that he sees. His informa-
tion will be valuable in working up the test.

In the preliminary work engine valves shouldbe

Metropolitan West Side Elevated.

Lake Street Elevated.

Chicago and South Side Elevated (Allev "L")
Northwestern Elevated. (Projected.)

ELEVATED RAILWAYS OF CHICAGO.

ing millions of dollars to the aggregate value of the

elevated railway securities. Such evidently is the

belief of the Chicago Stock Exchange, as upon the

announcement that the agreement had been made,

securities tooka sharp advance.

carefully adjusted and the interior and exterior of

the boilers personally inspected, as the least coat-

ing of soot or scale makes a large difference in the

evaporation. All piping valves must be carefully

* Electrical World,
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tested, and if any faults are found the valves

should have blanks inserted.

The three most accurate men should be assigned

to the duty of weighing water and coal and read-

ing voltage and amperage at the switchboard, be-

cause these three iiems form the foundation for

the test.

A set of friction cards should be taken at the

beginning and another at the end of the test, the

finlil set forming the basis for friction calcula-

tions.

The instruments and appliances needed are at

least two pyrometers, a barometer, scales and tanks

for weighing water and coal, apparatus for flue

gas analysis, case of thermometers and thermome-
ter cups, two or three calorimeters, with taps for

steam pipes, draft t;auge, condensing coils and tanks

for the measurement of hot drips, speed indicators,

engine indicators and attacbmtnts, standard steam

and vacuum gauges, Weston voltmeters and amme-
ters, a rheostat or tank of water large enough to

consume the maximum current, a portable Wlieat-

slone bridge (or the fall of potential method may
be used in measuring resistances, since they are

usually small), a spring balance and some form of

dynamometer and tachometer for car tests. All

tiiese instruments must be carefully calibrated and
a preliminary run made previous to the first day's

lest.

The constant load test should be made first, be-

cause in this readings would be nearly uniform and
taken at much longer intervals, thus giving greater

opportunities for accuracy. It will also serve to

initiate tlie men, who, perhaps, are not accustomed
to reading ustruments accurately and quickly.

The object of the whole railway design is to

convert the heat energy of coal into mechanical
energy it the c-.r trucks, and for this reason, in

milking an ejono ny test, every possible loss of

he it should be traced to its source. Thermometers
should be placed everywhere, as a steam plant

test is practically a heat test. If power house
windows have to be open in the winter to keep the

building cool it is certainly profitable to know the

source of the loss. Heat losses in a plant of this

kind are; (I) Heat discharged from the flue. (3)

Heat discharged in condensing water; and (3)

Radiation and convection from the entire system.

For example.in a large station there are 1 ,200 square
feet of superlicial area in the high pressure piping
and reservoirs containing high pressure steam.

Aside from this area there are those of the heaters,

hot water system, and drip system. The steam
pressure usually carried is 125 pounds gauge,average
temperature of surrounding air about 75 degrees F.

,

difference in temperature betv,'een steam and air

being about 377 degrees F. In experiments on bare
wrought iron pipe conducted at Cornell University,
under the direction of Professor R. C. Carpenter,

ic was found that the loss due to convection per

square foot per hour in a four-inch pipe at the

given difference of temperature to be 435 B. T. U.

The losses due to radiation 340 B. T. U., making a
total of 705 B. T. 0. This would make a total loss

in the eniire system of high pressure pipe of

9t8,000 B. T. U. per hour, equivalent to about 65

pounds of coal, equivalent to about 30 H. P. at the
switchboard per hour.

With a covering on this system of one inch of

magnesia and one inch of hair felt, the losses as

shown by calorimeter tests were only ten per cent,

of the above, making a difference for annual oper-
ating exp;'nses for the high pressure pipe alone of

$480.
In the summer season the power house should be

as cool as a machine shop. The extra coverings
necessary to make it so will save enough fuel to

pay many times the interest on their cost. It is a
mistake to allow 30 or 30 H. p. of heat, at from $30
to $30 per annum to pass out of monitor windows.
In fact, monitor windows should not be necessary.
Enough heat is wasted in some large plants by
radiation and convection losses to pay for an ad-
dition il inch of hair felt over every square foot of

exposed high pressure area.

Therefore, in making an economy test, it should
not be neglected co place thermometers outside
the building and in the engine and boiler rooms.
They should be placed on the outside of pipe cover-
ings, engine cylinder jackets and outside of cover-
ings for boiler drums and fronts, besides in the
usual places required in a test.

By knowing the temperatures and the super-
ficial area of pipes we have a check on losses diie

to radiation indicated by calorimeter tests. Calori-
meters, as instruments, tell most accurately the
quality of steam passing through them, but this

steam may not be of the same average quality as
that passing through the main. It entirely de-
pends on the form and position of the top pipe
used. A. spiral pipe used inside tlie main, being
perforated to correspond with the amount of steam
passing each point, should give the best sample of
steam. But since its form is very inconvenient in
placing, the standard form is practically best.

If a careful caiorime.er determination is made
at the n'-zzlo of the boilers m to llie amount of
priming water earned over, then it becomes easy

from the measurement of drips to determine the

loss due to radiation.

The drips can be measured by drawing the water
off at a point under the surface of the condensed
water in the separator and passing this mixture of

water and steam through a condensing coil. The
steam appearing in the drips being re-evaporated
water due to the change of pressure from that of

the separator to that of the atmosphere.
If the unit to be tested is direct belted, speeds of

both engine and generator should be taken if pos-

sible with a continuous counter, so that belt slip-

page can he accurately determined. Tests of both
direct connected and direct belted units show that

there is a loss in large belts of this class not
usually accounted for. It probably results from
the great and sudden variation of loads in the

generator, the thickness of the belt and the wave
motions which are not found in steady loads.

Certainly the loss is mucli greater than that found
in woolen mills and flouring mdis.
In the generator tests temperatures should again

be taken of armature fields and bearings, and a
voltmeter and ammeter used on the field cir-

cuit both shunt and series, and at the end of the

constant load test a characteristic curve of the

generator may be taken.
The water rhe->stat commonly used, consist-

ing of a large tank with copper plates for

positive and negative terminals, is practically

oest. This should be exceedingly well built

since the water in it rises to a temperature of 313

degrees, and a flimsy structure will surely burst,

interrupting it not spoiling the test.

With reference to motor tests, a voltmne

'

should be placed across the terminals, and another
from trolley to tracks, and an ammeter inserted

in the main circuit. A tachometer should be

attached directly, if possible, to the armature
shaft; a straight edge 10 feet in length, wit,h a level

inserted, and pivoted at one end, will serve to

give the approximate grades. Readings each 15

seconds of ammeter voltmeters, tachometer, level,

with times of each, with street and street crossings

noted, and such exti'a notes as should be fie-

quently taken give us all that is of immediate
practical value.

If a test of efficiency of gearing is required, the

car may be blocked up and a Prony brake ap-

plied, first to a pulley on the car axle and next to

a pulley on the armature shaft, voltage and am-
perage being read with those of the brake; from
these readings the losses can be deduced.

In the measurement of resistances, such as joints

in feeder wires, contacts between trucks and rails

through a sand or dirt coating, sections of track

bonding, etc., the fall of potential method, using

high resistance Weston voltmeters and ammeters,
is the most satisfactory. The same method may be
employed in the measurement of total overhead
line resistance.

The losses due to sand on rails are great as is

plainly shown by placing one terminal of a volt-

meter in contact with the car truck and the other

on a clean portion of the rail. This drop in poten-
tial between truck and rail varies greatly, and is

often in dry weather a source of greater loss than
poor track bonding. An easy way to determine
this fall of potential when the car is running is to

attach one terminal of the voltmeter to the trucks

and the other to a small wheel with a sharp flange,

having a handle sufficiently long so tht.t from the

rear of the car this wheel can be held on the rail.

The knife edge flange will push aside and pene-

trate any coating of sand, besides cutting through
a coating of dirt which is always found cbnging
closely to the rail surface. This coating, which is

found in filthy streets, does not form so great a re-

sistance as sand, but at the same time is a source
of loss, and also very hard to remove from the

rails.

From the more or less complete tests which have
been made during the past four years, it is quite

clearly indicated that the following standards of

economy are not too high in the b'St condensing
plants:

Equivalent water evaporated per poaDd
of combustible from and at 212 de-
grees F 11.50 to 11.75 lbs.

Loss in higfh pressure piping systiem,
due to convection, radiation, etc 1 to 1.25 per cent.

All lieat losses aside from beat dis-
cliarged from furnace flues and from
condensers 1,5 to 2 per cent.

Pounds of combustible per indicated
horse power per hour, constant load.. 1.5 to 1.7

Total fiiction of engine, belt and gener-
ator 15 to 20 per cent.

Electrical resistance of double track
return circuit, per mile .02 to .03 ohms

The complete test should be made on an "average
day" in the operation of the road. Complete re-
cords of the operations of all cars, their weight,
etc., all generators, engines and boilers, aside from
those under test, should be kept. This data, with
the regular test readings, will furnish all that may
b^ required in giving a more satisfactory know-
ledge of the eijuipment and a basis for the recom-
mendations of all changes in operation, vyhioh the
(.est shotild indicate.

CONDUIT EliECTRIO BAILWAYS : IS TSEBE
A SOLUTION OF THE PEOBLEM

!

PART V.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Sachs : Don't you think, Mr. Fairchild, that
the construction adopted by the Metropolitan
Traction Company and also by the Third Avenue
Railroad Company is sufficiently strong to support
any electrical car we have to-day ?

Mr. Fairchild: I omitted to say that; I meant
to say, excepting tha Third avenue and Broadway
construction, they would seem to be strong enough
for the electrical cars. But as vou know, the
electric traction is very much harder on the rails

than cable traction, where the headway is under
three minutes. I know of but one road in this en-
tire country, one that was equipped two years ago
with electric traction, that has stood for two years
any way decently. There is one road in Cleveland,
built two years ago this month. 1 heard from the
superintendent, in a very flattering letter, that it

stood up very well; it has an 11-inch rail. I think
the road in Cincinnati also has been standing well
after completion of four years. It is in Cleveland,
O., that I considered the construction at the time
the best in the country with the e-xception of Cin-
cinnati; they are two of the best in this country.
But you would be surprised to know the cost of

keeping up electric traction, even where the rail is

from 75 lo 80 pounds, and where cars are not run
very close together.
^Now, I have got off from the electric conduit
system. The serious point is the insulation, and
to provide for the expansion and contraction of

the conductor. I think there is nothing gained by
the closed conduit or switching in and out. It is

a question now whether the electric conduit is

demanded, and if demanded, the point is the cost.

I can only qualify it by saying that from my ex-

perience and observation I cannot see that the de-

mand is very great for it.

The President : What is the cost of a cable

road as compared with that of an electric road'?

Every one knows that an electric car costs more
than a cable car. What would be the difference

in a mile of track, assuming the same headway in

both cases?
Mr. Fairchild : I could give you figures later

on ; the cars in both cases will cost about the
same ; the grips cost all the way from $100 to

$300; I think the Third Avenue grips cost $300. I

don't know exactly what the motors cost ; I

should say at least ten or twelve times as much as
the grips.

The President; A difference of about $1,000
per car ?

Mr. Fairchild : Yes.
Robert R. Lundell.—It is a good scheme, as

Mr. Sachs suggested, to operate by the three-wire
system. But why cannot that be applied to an
ordinary trolley road in this way between two
trolley wires and use the ground as a neutral,

thereby getting 500 volts between each wire and
the track; that would save enormously in the cost
of copper. We would use the same dynamos in

our power station, simply coupling them as they
are coupled in the three-wire system.
The President.—I want to state for Mr. Mun-

dell's information that that system has been in

operation in several places.

Mr. Sachs ; I would also like to say that that
particular system is being installed now by the
General Electric Company, or will be hereafter,

so I understand.
Mr. Lundell : Some reference was made to the

system which we have been trying at Fifty-ninth
street, and Mr. Sachs stated it has been running.
I want to state that it is running. We are run-
ning it to find out whether it develops any weak-
nesses, but we have not found any yet. We are
ready to show it to anybody. As to the storage
battery there, I do not believe everybody under-
stands what service it is performing. With us
we must have something to start those relays.

We can do that in two ways, either with a small
battery, or we can start it mechanically. Of
course, as soon as we have once got the current,

if we not accidentally miss it, we ought to go
along all right. But the trouble is to make good
contact on the contact rails, and therefore where
you have a sectional rail we have found that it

is exceedingly difficult to make a good contact.

We may ride over a switch and lose the contact,

and cannot go along in that case. Therefore it is

necessary to carry a small battery to pick up after

losing contact. To pick up you do not want am-
peres, but you need volts. We cannot pick it up
unless we have volts. It won't go through the
car wheels—it won't go between the car wheel and
the track unless the rails are very bright indeed.

The resistance otherwise will be so great that the
electro-magnet does not respond. With the local

source of electricity we can do away with a great
deal of electric track construction which would
make a complex system. We do away with the
complications at ^witches and cross-overs. The
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storage battery is a very small one. but it carries

tha car through emergencies, and will even bring
a car back to the station in case of breakdown.
Nosv, that battery is not used as an ordinary bat-

tery is used on storage battery roads. I want to call

attention to the difference in this way. On the
storage battery roads we expect one set of batter-

ies to carry our car about 20 miles before it is re-

charged again, and experience has shown that
this is too much. Tliere has not yet been any
battery that could stand such a long run contin-
uously. Now, we do not expect this battery to do
any such g-eat feats. We only expect it to carry
us at th." maximum one-quarter, one-eighth or
(ine-tenth of a mile. So we are using a very small
biltery. Only one thing is necessary, and that is

to get back again or pick up the magnet after
losmg contact. Fortunately we found such a bat-
tery, and the battery we are lining does not weigh
anyiliing at all like the batteries such as storage
b ittery cars usually have ; consequently we do
nut call tliat any objection. Tiie reason why Mr.
.J.ihnsjn and myself adopted this particular ktnd
of s> stem IS this : the slotted conduit is all right
provided it is built deep enough to suit the
Climate. In Europe we can get along with a
fairly shallow conduit because the conditions are
not so severe and the streets are in better condi-
li )n. In Washington we ought to be able to get
along with almost the same as they do in Europe,
but in New York we need something extremely
substantial, and we need the conduits very deep
and well drained. There is no question in my
mind, if we take the conduit in 135tn street, which
i understand is very deep, that we can put the
I rolley wire in there and make a success of it.

But tlie problem is to get a system for a city that
is cheap enough, and that is the reason we aban-
doned the open-slot, because we thought the cost

would necessarily be great, due to the enormous
size of the conduit. We adopted the switching
device which we have— I mean the electro-mag-
net—for the simple reason that the electro-magnet
has shown itself to be positive. We have seen this

in our telegraph instruments. We are ready now
to put the system in for $30,OOU per mile, double
track, which is cheap enough.
Mr. Sachs : I wou'd like to ask Mr. Lundell what

is the voltage between the contact rail and the
track, which I understand is the return.

Mr. LuNDEi.L : We average 300 volts. On the
first experimental road we used 30i) volts. If we
increase the voltage we have necessarily got to

have better insulation. 4.ndlthink that between
300 and 400 volts is all we ought to use in conduit
insulation.

Mr. Sachs : Does that .$30,000 mean double
track, ties, rails and everything complete?
Mr. Lundell : No. That means what we put

in—the electric part ; I failed to explain that. The
cost of $30,000 simply includes the electric equip-
ments, without rails or ties.

Mr. Sachs : In figuring the cost of a road and
comparing it with cable or open conduit, it is

necessary to go from the bottom up, for the reason
that in the open-slot conduit when you figure the
cost there you start right from the bottom and go
up, and when you say $50,000 or |50,000 or more
per mile, it means from the beginning to the end.
I think, therefore, that the surface contact system,
or any system, or even the trolley, should be com-
pared with the open-slot conduit in that way—we
should start with the beginning, and consider
rails, ties, and so forth, in the entire cost. But, in

my mind, you cannot put down a good track for

less than $10,000 per mile. Perhaps Mr. Fairchild
can give us a better figure on that. Now, then,
simply add $10,000 for single tracks, or 830,000 for

donble tracks—add $30,000 to the $30,000 and you
get $50,000 a mile. Then add the increased cost of
each car equipment in the way of storage batteries,

because the motor equipment is the same whether
you see a single motor or a double motor. But
there is another point there which I want to bring
out and that is this: That the system I showed this

evening, which was tried at Coney Island, gave
me quite an experience with surface contact roads.

Whether they have storage batteries or not does
not enter in the problem. The point about it is

this: It is a question of dollars and cents and how
much current is lost by leakage. You find that on
a line like the Broadway road or the Third Avenue
road, where the cars run on very slight headway,
your current would be going and you would not
know where it went. The next question, and an
important one, is simplicity aud positive action.

You can never get actual positive action and safety
in any system in which there exists a large num-
ber of moving mechanisms located in the roadbed.
No matter how positive they are, there is always
the chance of uncertainty. It may be one in ten
thousand or one in a million, but that one in tUfe

million may block your whole system.
Mr. Stetson : I would like to ask Mr. Lundell

whether as a business matter he considers it good
policy to carry around in his cars, at five cents

for every 150 pounds, a large storage battery to

provide for the connection and picking up,

whe 1 possibly that storage battery can be done

away with? I think it would be very much
cheaper to have a pair of horses to draw the car
back than carry the batteries in cases where it is

not necessary.
Mr. LtlNDELL : We never call upon a storage

battery except at the time we wish to use it. I

find that by actual measurement with ten passen-
gers in the car it makes but very little difference as
far as the storage battery is concerned. The bat-
tery weighs but 1,.500 pounds and takes care of it-

self. It is always sealed up and being charged
continuously, and we never look at it.

C. J. Field: Ithasbeenmy experience with street
railway people that it is not a question of investment
with them, liut it is rather a question of wliere they
aregomg to stand when theyhave spent their money.
I find street railway people the most liberal I have
had to do with in the electric business. You are
meeting men who are spending millions, and who
are ready to spend it liberally provided they arc
getting a fair showing, that they are getting some-
thing for their money, and can see where the dol-
lars and cents will come in on their return. I

would like to make a few suggestions on the com-
parative operation of cable and electric roads. I

have been gratified to find that in the operation of
street railroads in this country the electric shows
a lower operation rate per car-mile. In a good
cable road the cost is in the neighborhood of two
cents per car-mile. We started a few years ago
with electric roads at a cost of five or six cents
per car-mile, which, compared with our horse
roads at ten and eleven, we thought V(rygood.
We have got down now to power stations furnish-
ing power and charging in ordinary repairs in the
vicinity of one cent per car-mile. It is not gen-
erally known for the reason that so many street

railway companies want to keep matters from the
public. It has come down to even under one cent
per car-mile. But the fact remains that as we
go along and see the difficulties we have to con-
tend with, and as time goes on, I think where
we have heavy traffic in certain conditions we
have got to have a conduit. It is not going to
compel the trolley to get out of the way any more
than the trolley compels the horse-car roads to
apply for electric franchises. It is going to raise
difficulties with some of the companies that have
a clause in their franchise compelling them to

put iu an electric conduit when a success. But
treating it fairly aud squarely, there are two
cities in the country where it is going to put out
the overhead trolley. I believe in overhead trol-

ley; well built and well equipped, in certain

cases, it is athingof beauty auda joy forever. And
such a road put in as it has been put in in some
cities has cost a good many thousands of dollars

per mile. Some of you might be surprised if I

should say that in one city where I bad the pleas-

ure of establishing a system the cost of our sys-

tem was up to $70,000 per mile for a single track.

We had the pleasure there of paving the street

from curb to curb. That was abotit $20,000, but
that is of course an exceptional case. In regard to

the different points of the conduit : The Siemens-
Halske conduit which was used at Budapest has been
modified by the American managers in this country
in some radical form which has not been spoken of

to-night, and I know they have got their conduit in

shape which would fill all the requirements of the
American conditions. The conduit is a double one
and lies between the two tracks, but each track is

really a separate conduit, both of which, however,
have a common yoke and manholes. I think the

conduit which is going into New York here may
be said to be a modification of the Siemens Halske
conduit. I understand the Siemens-Halske Com
pany had the contract partly agreed upon and it

came to the question of patents and they could not
agree. On the question of closed conduits I think
that of Messrs. Johnson and Lundell a good system.

It has strong points of merit about it, and I think
I can say it will perhaps be adopted for trial on
some roads. The strong argument in favor of that

form of conduit is that you have no uncertain
element as you have with the open-slot conduit.

It is not a question of direct cost of the open
conduit, but the question of clearing the right

of way for the conduit structure, which
can vary from 100 to 300 percent, of the cost of the

conduit itself. A closed conduit gets rid of this

item of uncertainty. That uncertain item is one
that is going to make a company hesitate in going
ahead with any open-slot conduit system. Too
many pipes buried below the depth of the ties make
this item very large sometimes. The voltage is

also an important question. I believe in putting

in enough copper, because a little more copper does
not cost so very much and we save in operation.

On the question of the three-wire system that is

being tried in some cases overhead, I think that on
a heavy system there is going to be a strong ob-

jection to it. Those of us who have had any ex-

perience with the Edison three-wire system and
keeping it in balance, I think will appreciate in a
measure the difficulties of balancing a three-wire

railway system. And particularly if we divide it up
between the two tracks as has been shown. I do
not think any open conduit, is going to be g, suc-

cess except with the double trolley wire. If we
have a single trolley conduit we can easily get a
short circuit between the wire and the siructure.
The saving in copper would not be so material in
using a .single wire when we consider the disad-
vantaes.

E. A. Merrill : I have seen the three-wire
system in operation, and I think the balancing is

a great difficulty. Now, on the Bangor.road thev
have a three-wire system of distribution, and
frequently in going up steep hills on one side of
their system they would have to take off the
trolley and put it on the other wire. How much
it is out of balance nobody knows. The same
thing, I believe, was tried in Milwaukee. There
they found the same question of balance. Thfre
they have water power and plenty of reserve, and
(hey did not notice it so much. I know a road,
however, where they did notice it and had to
abandon it. They also found a great deal of
trouble with leakage. I would like to a^k Mr.
Lundell a question about his system— if the con-
tact sections that were insulated were very far
from each other. Now, I should think th<t ur -

der certain condilions of weather the insulation
between two pieces of conlact rails would be to
low that there would be sufficient li aknge to
make the section connect with the rail under the
car aud in that way leave exposed a live section
in a position to shock horses and people, ai <1

make a very considerable amount of trouble. The
question of copper, it seems to me, is nnolher
controlling item. The difference between 3i

volts and 600 volts is in the ratio of 9 to 36, or
four times. And it is not a very large road that
puts in an investment of $100,000 to $150,000 in
copper; and when you come to multiply that by
four you are getting up very high, and the ques-
tion of the amount of copper that is found neces-
sary to give any results to-day is a very serious
question.
Again, the storage batteries in the Johnson and

Lundell systems are another one that presents
many serious features. The question of weight
itself does not seem to be a serious one. when you
take it as to passengers, but when you come to add
1,500 to 3,000 pounds to the weight of the car you
have added a considerable item. Another thing is
that the batteries are used a very short part of the
time. Current must be passing through them and
they must be effected by the variation of the voltage
which would occur along the road. This fluctua-
tion of the voltage may at times give your batteries
too much, while at others the batteries may be
feeding into the line. In either case the operation
of the batteries under such conditions would per-
haps be affected.

Mr. Lundell : The first question is about the
leakage between rail and rail. That is a question
which we thought of before, and we not only cut
out the sectional rail from the line, but we connect
it to the ground. The distance is very short be-
tween rails. We are, however, going to use four
feet space between for the reason that we will put
a long brush underneath the car. We may just as
well throw away that much sectional rail. As to
the voltage, we run at 300 and sometimes it falls
to 375, while the batteries practically are about
380. It we had an enormous battery then it would
be true that the battery would actually feed into
the line, but where we have a small battery it is
not the case; the battery and line act together.
Mr. F.A.IRCHILD : The statement made by Mr.

Field, as I understood him, does not agree with my
observation?, and perhaps others understood him
as I did. I understood him to say that electric and
cable roads in certain conditions in some cases were
operating at about the same cost per car-mile. He
referred only to power. As far as my observation
goes cable roads, as a general thing, under the
same conditions, operate cheaper than electric
roads as a whole. This is referring only to power.
Mr. Field: I think I know of one road that has

cable and electric cars both, and the electric cars
are showing on total expense almost the same as
the cable, and the expenditures are such that they
are going to abandon their cable lines.

The President: I want to state with reference
to the use of storage batteries, it being a subject
with which I am somewhat familiar, that there
might not be so much fear and trembling con-
cerning the battery used in the Johnson and
Lundell system as has been asserted this evening.
I am familiar with most of the storage batteries.
The storage battery as employed here may help
you out under various conditions. But I do not
wish to pronounce myself either in favor or against
the surface contact system, because it is a matter
I do not know enough about.
Mr. Sachs: Mr. Stetson and Mr. Fairchild also

have both compared the conduit construction to
the cable. Mr. Field, on the other hand, has
shown us that he, by actual experience, knows
of roads, and has installed roads and oper-
ated roads in which the operating expenses
are-that is, as far as power goes—less than
the cable, and that the total expenses, including
interest on capital invested and everything, are
the same, Now, then, if the operation as regards
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the cost of power is the same the total operating
expenses would certainly seem to me not to come
above that of cable in an electric conduit system.
Although our track equipment includes car equip-
ment and would perhaps be higher with the elec-

tric system, still we must consider the power-
house, which is really the heart of the whole sys-

tem: auj as we well know, the power houses of
the Metropolitan Traction Company and the Third
avcuue road liave not been inexpensive toys,

mainly on account of their location and the im-
mense cost of the machinery necessary : whereas
with the eleclric system we might have gone up
into the woods and burned anything we could find

and get the same results.

1 do not believe that the electric conduit railway
will at all hurt the interests of the electric traction
c-^iipanies, and believe that both it and the trol-

k-.i -- have their own respective fields, separate and
distinct from one another.
But the point I wanted to bring out, and I

thought I did bring out. is that the conduit will

be an expensive affair, and being expensive will

be only used in the larger cities and by large cor-
porations.
Xow. in regard to the location of the insulator

and wire. I believe it is much better to hang the
insulator high and dry in the conduit than to

support it from the sides or bottom. As regards
underbearing contact and the expansion and con-
traction of the contact wire, I would say that if we
used ordinary copper wire supported at intervals,
even though it may sag between the insulators at
one time of the year or be taut at another, the un-
derbearing trolley will always push up against it

and confoim to the irregularities.

As regards surface leakage in the insulators, that
can be done away with hv liaving a long surface
and also by having as few insulators as possible.

The longer the surface the less leakage.
In regard to the gas in the conduit, I cannot say

very much, because I have never seen the phe-
nomenon in the way that Mr. Fairchild speaks of it.

Now. I would say in regard to the alternaling
system. I think that it is coming to the front, and
I think that we can produfe an alternating system
of traction, and at a low cost of copper, by putting
in the alternating current .ind using some form of
gear, or by directly connecting the alternating cur-
rent motor to the car axle in some way.
As regards the surface contact system. I want

to answer Mr. Lundell that there is just this one
point: In my operations with the system which
I have described I have found something which
is more important than the leakage, and that is

the uncertainty of the cutting in and out of the
sections and the action of the switching devices.
There is always the liability of leaving one of the
sections alive. If it is not caused through leak-
age from that .section which mar be alive under
the car, it can be caused in several other ways,
and it is a matter of possibility, in fact probability,
that a section may be left in connection with the
fet-der, caused by the failure of a magnetic switch
or relay to act. I think that even though this

may tje but a very slight possibility, it becomes an
clement of the greatest danger on any road over
vhich there ia considerable traffic and which
passes through a crowded thoroughfare.
Mr. Field brought out an excellent point, that

where the conduit .system is wanted it is not a
question of cost. Something is wanted that is

sure to operate after it is put in. We have not
(jot an operative cheap conduit system, although
the various surface contact systems are compara-
tively cheafter than Ihn open-slot conduit, but I

believe we can install an open-slot continuous wire
conduit which, although quite e-xpensive, will be
operative.
At regards the uncertain element which Mr.

F'icid H(wke of. that is true in a great many cases,
but in (he construction which isheing put down in

Lenox ai'enue by the Metrfj|X)lilan Traction Com-
pany thi-y have practically a clear roaii. In either
caw- it would Ix- exactly the caiiii- with tin- cable
or the eli-ctric conduit, Uawten which, I think, we
must make comparison.

In regarrl Ui the two wires, I believe that is un-
nfo-Hsary. I think we can use a single wire and
hinicture by adopting the three wire clistribiition.

1 think ill the form I have shown it, wliile it may
not Ix- fx.-rfi-<;tly Imlanced, still various devices can
lie arinnKcd to keep the system in balance. I again
want to niiikc mention of the alternating current.
Here we can get an extremely low voltage on the
supply wires, from which the leakage oc<;urH, while
we can dislrittute the current economically at a
very high tension ; that in such a syntein where wo
can urn- 100 volts or so on supply win-s we can cer-
Uinly very readily iiw.' a single wire and the struc-
ture.

The nUiTUKU l>iitt«TV, as sfioken of in the Miirfiice

oatoft system, t iliiiik ii HJiiiply adding another
item of iineiTUiinty and ndditionul coinpllcatiou.
The storage Imltery strong enough to piirk up the
ni igm-l 14 iiyed and has U-en iiw I liy myself and
hy many tx'f'.ie mi', | di, not hie where the necej-.
Blly comes in of putting in u large storage battery,
weighing 1,500 i»ouiid» or over, for tbc imriioDe

spoken of. I think if we want to use a storage
battery we should simply have it strong enough to

pick up the magnet after the contact is lost.

I do not mean to say that the surface contact
system cannot and will not work, because I believe
with an exceedingly low voltage a system may,
perhaps, be devised which would be operative un-
der certain conditions, but I believe that that sys-
tem must be absolutely simple and be free from
the many small mechanisms which are inherent
in the electro-magnetic class to which Messrs.
Johnson and Lundell's systems belong. I think
that a much simpler cutting-out mechanism can
be devised, and as an example of a simple system
of cutting in and out the sectional contact, I

would again like to make reference to the LintS
and similar systems which I have shown this

evening.
The alternating system here also presents various

features. I believe that success may possibly be
attained by the use of an alternating current re-

duced to a very low voltage at the surface contact
and by the adoption of some exceedingly simple
and absolutely positive method of cutting in and
out the sections. But even then such systems
would not he generally applicable, and I believe

that a perfect and operative system of this kind
will be but very little cheaper than an open-slot
conduit under the same conditions.

In closing, I would like to say, and I think there
are many who will agree with me in saying, that
an open-slot conduit system can be designed and
operated, but that it is simply aquestiou with those
who are to put up the money. From what I can
see I think this item is the principal one which has
prevented and still prevents the installation of a
conduit system.

(Concluded.)

CANADIAN NOTES.

(From our Special Ottawa Correspondent.)

Toronto, Ont.—The city engineer is iivestigat-
ing the charge of the overcrowding of the street
cars.

Hull, Que.—The Railway Committee of the Que-
bec Legislature has passed the bill granting a
charter to the Hull & Aylmer Electric Railway.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Postmaster-General, who
recently visited the United States to study, he
says, the conveyance of mails from the different
railway stations to the postofhce in the different
cities by electric cars, says be rinds the system in
Brooklyn the best, and will recommend its adop-
tion in Canada.

Montreal, Que.—The road department has taken
nine actions against the electric street railway
company for overcrowding their cars.

The Citizens' Light and Power Company are
putting in a 1,200-H. P. plant and will sjpply
power to the electric road it is proposed to con-
struct between this city and Lachine.

St. John, N. B.-The solicitor on behalf of the
New York bondholders in the Consolidated Elec-
tric and Street Railway has applied for a part of
the allowance from the recent sale of properly to
the company now operating the street railway on
the ground of a collusive combination between the
solicitors interested in the allowance made for costs.

Hamilton, Ont.—The City Council is now con-
sidering an amended offer from the Hamilton
Radical Railway asking a bonus of pOO, to be
divided as follows : $100,000 for the line from
Hamilton to Woodstock; ITS,000 for the line tVom
Hamilton to Shaw Station; S.'JO,000 for the line to
Guelph, and ^7r),000for the hne to Berlin. With
the exception of the AVoodstock line it is proposed
to operate the several roads with electricity.• —
COMMENTS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-

BARIES.

Fuksii Aiu.—Don't let the motorman monopo-
lize all the fresh air on street cars. Give some to

the suffering passengers within.

—

St. Loiiin Slur
SdHi'iKjs.

What the Trcillky Has'Donk in Dictikht.
—Detroit has thus far been peculiarly fortunate in

the use of the trolley. The only accidents which
have resulted have been mainly due to carelessness
on till' part of ihoHc walking the streetH, and not
of ji kind wliii'h ••oiild be prrvi'iiteil by foresight
on the part of those operating the lines

—

Detroit
Frei; I'rcss.

Control of Cars.—The railway companies owe
it to ihemselvtH to impress upon their motormen
the importance of keeping their cars under con-
trol. With the horse cars iiiaiiy iiccidi'iits wi re

averted by the inHlinitof the ImrM'h. whirh (ifleii

drew liiH-k u'heii eolliHioiis ^eem^d iiiiMiiiH,-nt tu-

when pedestrians were in danger of being run
over. Electric cars have no such sense, however,
iiikI the safely of the pa.'-hengcis anil persons cross-

ing till' trai'liH or in the way of the cnrs rests with
the iiilelligcuce, capaliility ami discri'lion of Uiu
JuoUirtuun.—/-VtiVat/cip/itu Public Lcdjcr,

The Smoking Cak.— The interior of a smoking
car on the elevated road in Brooklyn during the
rush hours is a sight that would cause John Burns
to sink his head in deep and meiiitative study.
Though the other cars may be only half filled, the
smoking oar is jammed to suffocation. Among its

passengers are workingmen in blouses, stevedores
and truckmen in heavy coats, and Italian street
laborers, reeking with dirt and indescribably offen-
sive to the olfactory organs of the respectable
people in the car. Every man who is at all intoxi-
cated, particularly ragged, or in any other way
objectionable is j-romptly directed toward the
smoking car by the train hands. Mixed in with
this heterogeneous and repulsive crowd of passen-
gers are a few cigarette-smoking dudes, pipe-smok-
ing Anglomanlacs, and a few well-dressed men who
puff their cigars rapidly, and escape into one of
the other cars as early as possible.

—

New YorJcStm.

Dr. Conan Dotle on American Street Rail-
ways.—In Chicago the cars are run with scarcely
any regard for the rights of passengers. They are
crowded into the cars, and a seat is out of the
question. I understand the company pays 24 per
cent, dividends, and when this is considered it is

simply outrageous that the road should not be run
for the comfort and convenience of the passen-
gers. Another thing that would not be allowed in

England is the manner in which the railroad com-
panies tear up the streets here whenever they
choose. Why, this morning I was jolted over hills

and obstructions while driving through the streets,

and received such a shaking up that I thought 1

was a die in a box. Such a thing would not be
toUrated for one hour in England, in these days
when it is possible to build street railroads with-
out doing that sort of thing. Your elevated road
is a marvellous improvement on our underground
roads, and it is a real pleasure to ride on it. The
cars are airy, and there is plenty of light and fresh
air to be had.— Neiv York Stin.

FINANCIAL NOTES.

Newton &, Waltham (Mass.) Annual Report.—The
annual report of the Newton & Waltham Street
Railway line shows the following figures : Gross
income, |33,478.28- operating expenses. $25,262.03;
net income, §8,216.35; net income after all deduc-
tions are made, 1539.35 ; total number of passen-
gers carried, 494,718.

New York, N. Y.—It is stated that German cap-
italists are endeavoring to secure control of the
Second Avenue Railroad Company. An offer to
purchase the company's stock at 200, which is

above the market price, has been made, according
to report. The company operates 28 miles of
track and last year it carried over 19,000,000 pas-
sengers.

Elgin, III., Company Assigns.—The Dundee
Rapid Transit Company has made an assignment
to W. H. Thompson. The schedule shows assets of
$31,800 and liabilities of 1115,583. The personal
assignment of the president, E. C. Hawley, last

month affected the credit of the company. It is

capitalized for $50,000, but only about one-third
has been paid in.

Proposeil Consolidation in Taunton, Mass.— It is

reported that the owners of the Taunton Electric
Railway Company held a meeting in New York
recently, where some of the heaviest owneivi in

the Taunton, Fall River and New Bedford roads
live, and the result i-^ a petition to the Legislature
to allow the Taunton company to change its name
to the Bristol County Electric Railway Company,
to allow it to increase its capital, mortgage its

property and to absorb the Globe Street Railway
Company of Fall River and any others in the same
.section which it may desire to secure possession of.

Earnings of the Columbus (0.) Railway.—The
gross earnings of the Columbus Street Railway
t^ompany for November aggregate .$40,472, an in-

crease of §5,322 compared with the same month
last year, while operating expen.ses decnased
.?1,27i)to a total of i);32.!t03. or lets than one-half
the gross. Net earnings were, theiofore, ,$23,508,

an increase of .^ll.liOI. .\s fixed charges were
ifM, 700, a surplus of $8,^07 remained, which was
$5,(19!) larger than in November, 1H93. For 11

months net profits aiiioiiiited to if 1 10,31)8, an in-

crease of $(12,251 . Ill lH9;i the proportiim of oper-
ating e.vpen.ses to gross earnings were 04.4 per
cent.; for II months this year the proportion has
been 17.6 per cent.

Third Avenue (New York) Stock Issue.—President
A. .1. l'",lias, (it the 'I'hird .\ venue b'ailroad Com-
4)anv, has issued a. <-irrular calling for a special
rnrc'ting of llic .slnckholdcrs fur I )i>c. 26. for the
piirpiise of aiithnri/.ing an issue (if new slock to the
extent of $2,000,(100, making the total $11,(1(10,000.

The stockholders will be allowed the privih'gi^ of
subscribing for the ni'w slock ill par, in projiorlion
to the amount III their holdings. The proceeds of
the new issiiii will be devoted to the piiymeiit of

the Uuatiug Uubt of tlio company, which was
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created by the construction of the cable road and
its equipment, and to sucli further expenditure as

may be entailed in tlie completion and construction
for kindred purposes.

Consolidation In Pittsburgh.—The following dis-

patch from Pittsburgh, under date of Dec. 11,

appeared in the daily papers : The details of the
biggest street railway consolidation ever effected

in Pittsburgh were arranged to-day. The new
system, under the name of the Second Avenue
Traction Company, will be in operation by Jan. 1,

and has a paid-in capital of $.5,000,000. There are
four branches, with a total of 60 miles of track.

The main line extends from Market street, Pitts-

burgh, to McKeesport, a distance of lOi miles.

This distance will be traveled in 45 minutes and
the fare will be 30 cents. A power-house of 23,000

H. p. is now nearing completion at Glenwood. On
the line the company has purchased is a large

farm, which will at once be changed to a park.

James D. Gallery is president of the new company.

Lynn & Boston Earnings.—It is understood that
gross earnings of the Lynn & Boston Railroad
Company for November have increased about
$10,000 over last year. October earnings likewise

showed an increase of $10,000. Since last April
the company has bad 100 men at work on repairs

at an expense of $10,000 a month, all which has
been charged to operating expenses. President
Breed estimates that the road will be operated
this fiscal year for 58 per cent., and that the com-
pany can easily earn .$1,350,000 gross, and possibly

$1,350,000. if earnings continue to increase. U.

W. Wickes, president of the North Shore Traction
Company, says that his company paid $'90 cash
per share for the Lynn & Boston stock, and |115
to $130 for the others (Essex Electric, Lynn Belt

and the Naunikeag) which form the traction com-
pany, and that the cost of electrically equipping
these properties was $Zfl(iOfiOO.—Philadelphia
Stockholder.

Disposition of Bonds Enjoined.—Judge Mor-
ton on December 7 granted a temporary injunc-
tion restraining the American Loan and Trust
Company from disposing of bonds or proceeds of

bonds sold, and at present held under an agree-
ment relative to the Great Western Manufacturing
Conlpany, of Duluth,'Minn., which recently passed
into a receiver's hands. It was stated in court by
S. L. Whipple, counsel for the Eastern Electric

Cable Company, a creditor of the Great Western
Company, that there has been an issue of $100,000
in bjnds secured by the plant of the company in

Duluth. These bonds were held by the trust com-
pany, and $80,000 have been sold. There are $30,-

000 remainmg, and Mr. Whipple did not wish to

run any chance of the bonds or their proceeds
being turned over to the receiver of the Great
Western Company or to any one else. It appearing
that notice of the suit had been given the trust

company, which did not appear. Judge Morton
issued the temporary injunciion. Mr. Whipple's
bill further asks that the trust company sell the
bonds later and devote the proceeds to the payment
of plaintiff's claim.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Model City, N. Y.—Niagara Engineering Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000. The promoters are, L. B. Dorr, C. C. W.
iSobles, L. E. Squier, of Buffalo, ISI . Y.

Wymore, Neb.—Wymore & Blue Springs Transit
Company has been incorporated with capital stock
of S35,000. The incorporators are A. Stewart, H.
C. Van Buskirk, S. T. G. Moore and S. D. Ringler.

Terre Haute, Ind.—The People's Electric Railway
Company has been incorporated. The capital
stock is $100,000. The promoters are Andrew I.

Crawford, Jas. P. Crawford, Geo. I. Hammer-
stein, Edwin Ellis, Herman Hulman, Sr.

Bucyrus, 0.—The Yawger Construction Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $10,000, to undertake railway, street and muni-
cipal construction. The promoters are J. L.
Leonard, Bucyrus, O.; A. J. Yawger and Geo. C.
Terry.

Sidney, 0.—The Sidney Electric Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$100,000 to construct and operate an electric road
m Sidney, thence to Loramies and thence to Min-
ster, O. The promoters are: Charles Timeus, Jno.
Loighlin. I. H. Thedieck, William Piper, Jno. H.
Wagner.

Nlles, 0.—The Mahoning Valley Electric Rail-

way Company has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $150,000 to operate street railways
(electric or other motive power, except steam or
animal) in Niles, Girard and Youngstown, and on
highways connecting these places. The promoters
are C. P. Clapp, R. G. Sykes, Arthur A. Anderson,
G. E. Herrick, Andrew Squire, John E. McVey.

Albion, N. Y.—The International & Oak Harbor
Railroad Company has been incorporated to con-
struct a surface road to be operated by steam, elec-

tricity or other power, from Albion, Orleans
County, along Old Orchard Creek to Lake Ontario;

distance, ten miles. Capital, $175,000. The direc-

tors are : George A. Wingate, Jacob Cole, William
H. Hazzard, of Brooklyn ; Kobert Avery, James
H. Cox, of New York ; Dwight S. Beckwith,
Charles E. Hart, William Hallock, George W.
Barren, of Albion.

New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.—The Staten
Island Electric Railroad Company has been in-

corporated for the construction of an electric road,
33 mil.'S in length, in the villages of New Brighton
and Edgpwater, Richmond County. The capital

stock is f 1.350,000; directors, George B. Harvey,
Milton L. Bauden, J. J. Wals, William H. Hurst,
J. T. Mills, Eugene Leland, A. G. Hummel, J.

Henry Haggerty, of New York City; John A. Hil-

ton, Jersey City. The principal office of the corti-

pany will be in New Brighton.

Traverse City, Mich.—Traverse City, Peninsula
& Old Mission Electric Railway Company has been
incorporated. The capital stock is $160,000. The
road will be 30 miles long and will run from Tra-
verse City to Old Mission via Bowers Harbor,
along the east shore of the west arm of Traverse
Bay. Both freight and passengers will be trans-

ported, and an outlet will be furnished for the en-
tire fruit belt of that region. The incorporators
are : J. G. Ramsdell, L. K. Gibbs, J. O. Crotser,

Ralph Case, J. G. Ramsdell, Anton W. Bartak,
W. P. Croster, Charles Wilhelm. W. H. Foster,

Elsworth Clark, Frank Vortruba and Harry L.

Gibbs, all of Grand Traverse County.

Trenton, N. J.—The Trenton Traction Company
has been incorporated. The capital is to be $500,-
000, consisting of 10,000 shares, of which Thomas
C. Barj, of East Orange, holds 4.000 shares, Ed-
ward j. Moore, of Philadelphia, 4,000; George B.
Jenkinson, of Newark, 300; Ferd. W. Roebling, of
Trenton. 300; John L. Kuser. Trenton, 800; Hugh
H. Hamill, Trenton, 200; and Francis M. Eppley,
West Orange, 200. The company is organized to
control the Trenton Electric Railway lines and
form a connecting link in the line between New
York and Philadelphia. At recent meetings of the
stockholders and directors of the Trenton company
all the stockholders and directors favored leasing
their lines to the new company except Samuel K.
Wilson, who owns one-third of its stock, and is a
heavy indorser. He insists that the new organi-
zation assume $80,000 of notes given, on which he
is an indorser, and also assume $80,000 of floating
indebtedness. Because of Mr. Wilson's stand
further negotiations will be necessary. If his ob-
jections can be overcome the injunction proceed-
ings before the Chancellor will be discontinued
and the lease effected.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Freeport, III.—The operation of the electric

street railway has been begun.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—The North Mt. Vernon &
Chester Hill Horse Railway has been purchased by
a syndicate of New York men

.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Consolidated Traction
Company has been indicted for running its cars at
a speed higher than is allowed by law.

Waukesha, Wis.—The contract for constructing
the Waukesha Beach Electric Railway has been
awarded to C. E. Loss & Co., of Chicago.

Chicago, III.—A permit has been issued to (he
Metropolitan Elevated Railway Company for an
extension of its line on the Humboldt Park
branch.

Greensburg, Pa.—The borough council has
granted a franchise to the Greensburg, Jeannette,
Turtle Creek and Pittsburg electric street railway
company for right of way through Greensburg.

Hot Springs, S. D.—A franchise has been granted
by the city council to Pennsylvania capitalists for
an electric street railway through the ci ty. It is

to be completed and in running order bv July 1,

1895.

Niles, 0.—The Trumbull Electric Railroad Com-
pany, which comprises in part Cleveland capital-

ists, has made application to the County Com-
missioners for a franchise to connect Girard with
its present terminal at Niles.

Media, Pa.—The line of the Delaware County &
Philadelphia Electric Railway that follows the
old Baltimore Pike and is parallel for many miles
with the Media & West Chester Street Railway,
has been opened for travel.

Chicago, III.—Two West Side cable trains came
into collision in the Washington street tunnel on
Dec. 11. A dozen passengers among the hundreds
who crowded the two trains were seriously and,
at least two of them, fatally injured.

Mantua, N. J.—The Camden, Gloucester& Wood-
bury electric road has put a large force of men at
work on the extension of the line to Mantua, and
should the weather remain favorable cars will be
in operation by the first of next month.

Kingston, N. Y.—The Colonial City Electric Rail-
way Company has asked for consent of the
Common Council of the city of Kingston to build,
maintain and operate a trolley sjstem on its rail-

way in certain streets of the town. David Ken-
nedy is mayor.

Dubois, Pa.—Adjutant-General W. W. Greenland
is interested in having the Beech Creek road ex-
tended from Dubois to Franklin, where it would
connect with the Lake Shore, and form a trunk line
to include Clarion. The general says the extension
will undoubtedly be made.

South Wllllamsport, Pa.—The Soulh Williams-
port Railway Company has secured a charter per-
mitting it to extend its line from the piesent wist-
ern terminus at Maynard street on through to Du
Bois- The company have decided to begin
the work of construction next spring.

Oregon, III.—The directors of the Rock River Elec-
tric Railway Company have decided to complete
the survey from Oregon to Rockford. and secure
the balance of the right of way between Rockford
and Dixon. It was also decided to commence in-

teresting capital in the enterprise so as to com-
mence work by next spring.

St. Louis, Mo.—The City Council of Brooklyn
has under consideration a franchise for the con-
struction of an electric railway in Brooklyn, fiom
the citv limits of East St. Louis to and thiough
Brooklyn. L. M. Jenks. S. Meyers, John Schroeder,
of East St. Louis, and Henry Robinson, of Venice,
are interested in the project.

Albany, N. Y.—It is rumored that should the
proposed new bridges across the Hudson at Bath
and between Green Island and Troy be erected, an
electric railroad belt line will be constructed
between Troy and Albany. When the new bridge
from Troy to Green Island is built the tracks of
the Troy City road will be laid across it.

Bridgeport, Conn.-Employees of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad last week cut
the wires of the Traction Company, which ran un-
der the tracks of the Fairfield avenue crossing. It

is stated that the trouble will be in all probability
avoided by the Traction Company taking its wires
from the bridge, and stringing them on its own
poles.

New York, N. Y.—At the last meeting of the
Rapid Transit Commission it was agreed that the
best plan for the board to pursue at present was to
arrange a conference between its engineer and the
chief engineer of the New York Central, in order
to determine to what extent the proposed road will
interfere with the structure of the railroad com-
pany.

Rensselaervllle, N. Y.—It is reported that a com-
pany has agread to build and operate an electric
railroad from Rensselaervllle to Ravena, to connect
wi(h the West Shore railroad at the latter place.
All the company asks is that the people along the
route will pay the costs of survey and give the
right of way The proposed line will run through
the towns of Coeymans, Westerlo and Rensselaer-
vllle, a distance of 20 miles.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore Traction Com-
pany has secured control of the Walbrook, Gwynn
Oak & Powhatan Railway, which runs from Wal-
brook to Givynn Oak. It is stated that the ex-
tension which connects the Gwynn Oak road with
the Pimlico road will soon be completed and con-
nections will be made so as to give the residenis of
that vicinity the advantage of either the Pimlico
or Pike road or the Edmondson avenue line direct
to the center of the city.

Philadelphia, Pa.—It is reported that a plan is

being considered by the officials of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad for the construction of a trolley line
between Camden and Atlantic City. As yet the
matter is simply contemplated, and no details have
been decided upon, although the feasibility of the
scheme has been the subject of a lengthy" consul-
tation. Should the road be built, it will" probably
run parallel with the Camden & Atlantic Railroad.
The line, it is said, has been gone over and elec-
trical experts have been consulted.

PERSONALS

Mr. M. F. Burke, superintendent of the Terre
Haute Street Railroad Company, was in New York
this week.

Mr. William E. Kelly, president of the National
Water Tube Boiler Company, of New Brunswick,
N. J., died last Tuesday.

Mr. J. W. Godfrey, general manager of the New
York Insulated Wire Company, has resigned his
position with that company.

Mr. G. Blagden Hazlehurst, general superintendent
of the motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Company, is spoken of as the probable
successor of ex-Governor Bowie in the presidency
of the Baltimore City Passenger Railway Com-
pany.
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Mr. George B. Lindsay, a lawyer of the Dela-

ware Oouniy bar. has bren elected presifleutot the

Chester Traction Company, of Chester. Pa., to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of Col. Samuel
A. Dyer.

Mr. George H. Roe, president and general man-
ager of the Edison Illuminating and Power Com-
pany, of San Francisco, died last Monday in Brook-
Ivn. He had been ill of Bright's disease for some
years and came to New York to consult a special-

ist. Mr. R(ie leaves an estate valued at nearly

|500,000.

TRADE NOTES.

The Metropolitan Electric Company, of 186 and
188 Fifth avenue, Chicago, has recently been sell-

ing very large quantities of the P. & B. type.

The Nlles Tool Works, of Hamilton, O., have just
issued a pamphlet in which several of their
machine tools suitable for use in street railway re-
pair shops are described and illustrated. The com-
panv is prepared to furnish any of these machines
ready for operation with electric motors if desired.

The company furnishes complete rquipmonts for

street railway repair shops.

The Composite Bralieshoe Company, of Boston,
reports a constantly increasing business, Novem-
ber showing the largest sales by 50 per cent, that,

it has ever had, including orders from several

large metropolitan railways. The wooden plugs
used in this shoe are made from kiln-dried spruce,

cut diagonally across the grain. There are ad-

vantages in using a soft wood, it being fibrous and
tough. It has better frictional features, as it will

not glaze over like hard woods.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.

.TJ. S. Patents Issued Dec. 4, 1894.

5 30,08 S, Brusli lor Dynanio-Hlrctrlc IWa-
cliBtic»>; Pierre J. C. Cairon, Pont-de-Claix-Isere,
France. Filed Feb. 10. 1891. Patented in France. April
22 1893, Ko. 2-9.55J, and in Enuland .Tan. 16, 1S9I, No.
993. The brush comprises a sheet of wire gauzp, coted
and impreg:nated with paint composed of plumbago
and an adhesive substance, the coated sheet having its

No. 5"30,18i.

main portion arra^^ed in '/A^-zas folds and its outer
portion w apped about the folded portion and its frtc
end secured.

530,140. Car-Fond-r; Edgar B. Towue and Frank-
lin ri. Towne, Kingston, N. Y. Filed June 13, 1894. The
main irame is provided at each side with depending
rearwardly swinging bars arranged in pairs. Rods are
movably mounted on the main frame nnd connected
with the depending: bars, springs being disposed on- the
roris and cushioning the rearward swinging of thp bar-i.

A forwardly extendmg hinged frame is connected wirh
the main frame, and a hinged extension ofthclnsi-
mt;ntioned frame is connected with the rearwardly,
a.winyinir bars.

SSOjloO, Car Starter; Thomas C. Wright.
Chicago. 111. Filed March 19. 1894. There is a loose inner
collar upon one of the ax es, and two loose outer col-
lars upon the opposite ends of the inner collar, being
spaced apnrt slightly less th^^n ihe distance between the
wheel-'-. There s a fr.ime in which the out^r coilais
t urn. and means for slicing the frame back and forth
longiLud.nally of the axle. A coiled spring is loc .ted
between the outer colUrs, and ait'iched ihereto at its

opposite ends there are ratchet teeth upon the outer
collars, aad pawls pivoted upon the frame in position to
engage with these teeth. There are mnans for releasing
pawls, and cam-shaped clutch teeth upon the outer
ends of ibe outer collars, oppositely a-^rangfd teeth
upon tbe axle being adapied to engiupwith the cam-
shaped teeth The meeting surfaces of such teeth are
Bufficien ly inclined to enable the turning cf the axle to
force the Slid teeth out of engagement whea the ten-
sion of the spring offers a predetermined resistance.

53'>,171. Brafce tor Kaalivay Cars; Andrew
Fahrney, Viliedgeville, III. Filed May 21, 189(. Birsare
movably secured to the under side of the car body: levers
pivotalW secured to the car substantial y parallel with
each other. Tho pivotal point of the levers is each
nearer one end ihan the other, and the short end of the
lever is connected with the longer end of the lever by
means of a link, a shaft seated at cue end o£ the car and
adapted t.o be rotated. Two arras are secured to the
lever, one upon each side of its pivotal point, each be
ing connected at its opposite end with its respective
bir, and achain connecting the longer end of the lever
with the brake shaft.

630,174. Safety Guard for Street Cars; Daniel
A. Freeman, Boston, Mass. Filed Nov. •^3, 1893. The
jruard net has its upper part mounted under the body
for swinging movements, and here are the following
inatrumenialities: The rock shaft with the spring and
the arms, which aio connected to the free end of the
guard, and which have lugs, the pivotally hung fender,
In advance of the guard and longitudinally supported
rods connected to the fciiQcr and having lateral lugs
for the supporting cngaBements therewith of the lugs,
and forwardly pressing springs applied to the rods.

530,18.'; Brake for Railway Cars ; George H.
Kmier and George I). Teller. Buffalo, N. Y.. Assignors
of one-third to Georee Taifc, same place. Filed Mar. 2,

1891. Contractile brake ehocs are suspended from the
car frame and arc arranged round the drum, a chain or

No. 530,192.

cable indopendent, of the bmkc Bhoos, extending Icncth'wiHcof thccarand having a loop or convolution sur.rounding the brake shoes. (See illustration.)
6;jO,II>'Z. lilrvtrlr Uallway SyMtcm; iMvid MasonNew York, N.Y. Fil.ul 1;^ IC. 1801. 'ti.o coiKtor
for eleclricity iscompo'^cd of a aeries t.f intlcpundont
eccUons arranged end to end, each section conatructod
With a tubular body that la closed at its ends, and pro-

vided with a longitudinal groove extending throughout
its length in which is arranged a rib or bar. (See illus-
tration,

t

530,107. Railivrty Crosslne ; Arthur J. Moxhami.
Johnstown, Pa. Filed March 30,1894. One portion of
the crossing rail is provided with a guard and a head
widened on the outside, while the end portions are
adapted to mate with the abutting track rails. (See
illustration.)

53< ,201, Xonsne Sivitcli; Henry O'Shea. Johns-
town. Pa.. Assignor lo the Johnson Co;npany, saiue
place. Filed May 11, 1893. A tracK. surface is formed
on the frame of the switch and abutting the pivoted
end of the tongue, forming a continuation of the sur-
face thereupon. A holding-down plate engagps the
pivoted end of the tongue and lies in a pocket adjacent
I o the aforesaid track surface upon the switch frame,
the plate being secured to the frame of the switch.

5:^0,223. Feuder for Trolley Cars ; Charles F.
Haug. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed April 5,1894. The hang-
ers are balow the car platform supporting sockets
which open coward the ends of the car. Rectangular
bracket arms are rigidly connected at their apices, rods
projecting from the apices and adapted to be inserted
into the sockets. Means arc provided for connecting
I he upper ends of the bracket arms to the dashboard,
fender-supporting arms connecting the upper and
lower ends of the bracket arms. A transverse brace
connects the lower ends of tbe oracket arms, and a fen-
dcr-aet is strel chcd between the supporting arms.

No. r.3Q,l97.

530,276. Trolley Catcher; William F. Kendt,
Buffalo, N. Y., Assignor of two-thirds to George M.
Mitchell and Rod McLKOd, same place. Filed May 26,
1891. A stationary frame or casing has a stop or
shoulder, a rotary spring drum being journaled thereon,
f nd a detent paul being carred by the drum, adapted to
be connected with the trolley rope and engaging with
the slop or shoulder of the casing.

No. 530,283.

530j283. CoiKliiitfor Electric Railways; Micbac
I. Martin, Chicago 111. Filed Feb. 7. 1894. The slot rail
has a down-turned flange, a substructure therefor hav-
ing two upturned flanges forming a socket adapted to
receive the flange cf the rail and provided with a
shoulder presented downward. A key inserted in the
socket engages the flange and shoulder. (See illus-
tration.)

530,286. E'ectric Tramway ; Heinrich Schwieger,
Berlin, Germany, Assignor to Siemens & Halske, same
place. Filed Dec. 22, 1891. Patented in Germany Dec.
30, 1:85. No. 37,255; in Austria-Hungary Aug. 7, 1886; No.
31,294-36. and No- 2.759, and No. 63,587 XX-, 2,733, and in
England Aug. 20, 1^8(J, No. 11,003. Claim I. reads: •' In
an electrical railway, the combination with a channel
or conduit, and means for conveying current from a
source of electricity; of contacts arranged within the
conduit and in electrical relation with said means: and
a series of oppositely arranged yielding guards or pro-
tectors within the conduit, between which a traveling
device from the car is arranged lo pasH."

530,302. StvltrU-Opcradiig; Device for Tram-
CarH ; Augustin C L. Engstfeld, Cleveland. O , As-
signor of one-half to Lawrence Lamb, Memphis, Tenn.
I« lied Jan. 22, 1894. The device comprises a vertically
movable casing. Ji rotiitablo switch-shifi ing blade sup-
ported in the casing, u dog or guide pivoted to the cas-
ing anri adapted to engage the lead groove of the switch
frog when the casing is lowered so as to guide the blade
intoengugoment with tho switch tongue, and means
for rotathiB tho switching blade.

530,359. Oar Attacliiueiit ; Charles K. Sherwood,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Aug. 18. 1394. There is a depend-
ing apron, with the dust collecting and conveying con-
duit carried thereby.

530,361. Tool for I^nc men's Use ; Solomon
Smith and Milton B. Mishler, Ravenna, O. Filed Sept.
17,1891. The tool comprise? a lever slotted at one end
and cut away on one face and notched on the other, a
double hook being pivoted within the elot and a spring
bearing upon the hook.

No. 530,422.

530,378. Brake for Ratlivay Cars ; William S. G.
Baker, Baltimo:e, Md. Filed April 14,1893. A truck
frame is supported on the axle boxes, brake beams
above Ihe plane of the axles being arranged to slide in
guides in the truck frame. Rods extend over the axles
and connect the brake beams, being also arranged hori-
zontally in the same plane with the brake beams.

530,399. Insulator for Eleetric Conductors ;

.lohn H. Croskcy and Joseph Locke, Pittsburg, Pa.
Filed Sept. 28, 1891. This is an electrical conductor con-
sisting of lengths of glass having asbestos-coated wires
imbeided therein, the adjacent ends of the wires being
welded together and covered with a plastic non-con-
ductor.

530,116. Self-Lubricaflnj^ Contael-Bnr for
Electric Railways ; Friedrich W. N. E. Hayn,
Berlin, Germany, Assignor to Siemens & Halske, same
place. Filed May 12, 1894. This is a transversely ex-
tending contact-bar for transmitting the working cur-
rent from the stationary working conductor to the
motor carried on an electro-motor vehi*;le of an electric

railway. The bar has a noUow or tubular space along
its whole length or a suitable part of its length, strips

or layers of wick or felt or any other suitable spongy
material connecting the tubular space with the outer
air. A tube connec-s the tubular space with a vessel
carried on the car conLaining a suitable lubricant sub-
jected by any suitable known means to a suitable pres-
sure.

530,422. Air-Brake for Street Railway Cars;
Koswell S. Judson and Gilman D. Holmes, Mat eawHn,
N.Y. Filed Dec. 2U, 1893. This covers a system for
street railway cars, consisting of a storage cylinder, a
pump for charging the storage cylinder, an eccentric for
operating the pump loosely mounted on an axle and
having a half clutch, a corresponding half clutch
mounted on the said axle and held thereon by feather
and splme connection, a clutch operating cylinder hav-
ing its piston-rod in connection with the movable half
clutch, a spring to cause the parts of the clutch to mesh,
a pipe connecting the said clutch cylinder with the
storage cylinder, whereby a superior air pressure in the
said storage cylinder will move the clutch cylinder
piston against the tension of the spring and ungear the
clutch, a check valve in the said pipe, a brake cylinder
for setting tbe brakes having communication with the
said storage cylinder, and a three way cock to establish
communication between the brake and storage cylin-

ders and relieve the said brake cylinder when required.
(See ilUuBtration.)

530,165. IPynamo Resulator ; John Van Vleck,
New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 8, 1894. This is the com-
bination, in an electrical regulating apparatus, of two
series of contact plates, each series being disposed in a

No. 530,465.

straight line, the plates of one series being opposite the
intervals of the other, resistances interposed betwei-n
the successive plates of each series, and a contact piece
movable over both of said series and constructed to
bridge two of said plates of one series while bearing
upon one of said plates of '. the other series, (See
illuatratlon.)
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Sliding Contact Few persons, we fancy, will

Prame. agree witli Mr. Preller in his

belief in the iBsihetic appear

ance of the contact frame used ins(ead of the

trolley wheel un foreign electric cars. This device

may be useful, but it is hideous enoush to be an

invention of the adversary. Mr. Preller's paper,

which we publish in this issue, contains a number

of good points, but his commendation of the

" lighter and more pleasing" sliding frame is not

one of them.
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Competition of A steam railway opmion ot

Trolley and Steam country electric roads is pre-

Eoads. sented elsewhere in this issue.

The prediction is hazarded

that these lines, especially if they are designed to

transport freight as well as passengers, are likely

to prove disappointing to the public which they

are dosigued to serve when the attempt to com-
pete with steam roads with their "spacious cars,

high speed and regularity of service." For some

reason or other these do not appear to us to be

characteristics of the ordinary local steam railway

service in country districts. If they were actual

features these rural electric railway projects

would not be springing up on every hand : capital-

ists would not put money into them, and franchises

with privileges to cross tracks at grade would not

be secured with so little difficulty. The fact is

that country electric lines as a rule liave not up to

tbe present time proved disappointing to the public;

very far from it, though it is true that they have

not been in all cases remimerative to their owner.^.
'

It may also be stated as the fact that when trolley

A t, --r,nr,w^^ ^ . , lines and steam roads have, up to the present time,
yis the uTREET RAILWAY CrAZETTE . ,^ .u . i v,\j-ii.e/c/i i c come into competition the former have not been

is piiblished 32 times a year, and is the sufferers.

the only weekly publication devoted to

SfreM Railway Interests, its value as an Electric Braking of The energy of a moving car if

advertising medium will be apparent to Motor Cars, it is properly applied is much
more than sufficient for brak-

Manufacturers and Dealers in Street ;„. purposes. This power is effectively used in the

Railway Apparatus and SupuHes of familiar momentum brake as well as in most forms

o„^,^„ ,i^^„^s„f -ITT ... ^ , of electric brakes. When the electric car was in-
every descrtption. We wi'l talce nleasure , j •.. . .i . j ,1 ,. uy-»i.e<t»«.re troduced it was persistently remarked that the act

in quoting rates for advertising fpace, of bringing it to a standstill would not be the

wasteful operation that attended the use of brakes
" ^^ on all other forms of cars, as, it was pointed out in

QQj,j-p^j^™^ so many papers, the motors could be converted into

generators and theoretically give back power to

the line while bringing the car to a stop. Just why
Editorial 251 th.s principle, so attractive and feasible in theory,
Veto of the Fender Resolution in Brooklyn 252 , ' • i ^- , i u iir -nt i

Strikeon the Melropolitan, Washington: 252
I'a^ not come into practice is explained by W. Nelson

NewBrakeGear 252
Smith in his article on electric braking which ap-

New Dangers of the Highways from a Steam Railway pears elsewhere in th's iss i:'. Mr. Smith discusses
Point otView -252 and explains themethod of electric braking that

Underground Cable Railway in cia«gow 253 consists of converting the motors into generators,
Temperature Regulating Switch 2jS , ,

,

. ,.
, ,

• , ,, . j- •

Costof Elevated Railway Construction 25{
and then providing a local Circuitm the car to d-ssi-

Graham All Steel Push Plow 251 pa te the energy of Stopping instead of attempting to

The KlecLrio Braking of IVIotor Cars, by W. Nelson transmit the energy away from the car. This
Smith; Part 1 254 braking action which may be considered inli^rent

Machine Tools for Street Rail ways... -•--'58
j^ the double motor equipment, although with

Electrical Steep Grade Trjictio i in Kurope, by C. S. . , .

du Riche Preller 256 proper arrangements the single motor equipment

Financial Notes 258 may be used in tlie same way, has never before, so

New Incorporations 259 far as we know, been so satisfactojily a"d ade-

Pe^ona'lf"
^^^'^

?" quately explained. The matter of electric braking,

Trade Notes ^60 ^° ''^'^''' '^ °°^ ^^^^ ''^^ "^^ ''^''sived a liberal

Street Railway Patent? ..,,,, , 260 mount of attention from those that have develop-

ed electric railway equipments, though it affords a

wide and promising field for inventors. The
moving car furnishes the power: there is no doubt

this can be converted into electricity easily; the

only question is the best way of utilizing it to

check car speed. The electric brake has many
decided advantages; first of all its use throws no
additional load on the power station, and it can

be applied in .such a way as to produce the greatest

braking effect for the amount of power used. At
the same time the electric brake cannot be con-

sidered so reliable as the friction brake under all

circumstances. The brake that depends for its

action on the energy of the moving car cannot,

for example, lock the wheels and hold a car if,

when it is descending a grade, the trolley current

should be cut off.

Eooms for Street Eail- AH enterprising street rail-

•way Employees. way companies are now
making provision for the

comfort and convenience of their employees dur-

ing the hours v\'hen the latter are not engaged in

their woi k. A car barn that does not contain

rooms set apart for the especial use of the men
would be considered incomplete and very much
out of date at the present time. The substitution

of mechanical traction for animal power has,

without a doubt, led to the more considerate and
liberal treatment of employees. A driver of a

horse car was on a very low plane as a workman;
he needed no large equipment of brain or skill; but

the man who is in charge of a cable or an electric

car occupies a very different position. He must be

a man of intelligence, and must possess no small

degree of manual skill, especially if he happens to

be employed in a large city. As a trained and

skillful workman he can demand, in fact he will

be granted voluntarily, Cunsiderate treatment by
his employers, that his predecessor on the platform

would not have dreamed of receiving a decade

ago. A great many cities could be named at

random where companies have expended consider-

able sumis of money to promote the comfort of the

men in the arrangement of large, airy, well-fur-

nished reading-rooms and lounging-rooms,

such, for example, as those that may
be found in Pittsbiu^gh, New Orleans,

Milwaukee, New York and St. Louis. The Met-

ropolitan Traction Company proposes to go even

further in its efforts to promote the interests ot its

employees. A fioor has been set apart in one of

its power stations for the use of t':e Cable Club,

which is to be organized by the company among
its gripmen and conductors. The association will

be similar to that formed by Cornelius Vanderbilt

among the employees of the New York Central

Railroad Company, but it will differ from that or-

ganization in that it will have no religious features.

The clubroom will contain a library, smoking-

rooms, sleeping-rooms and a restaurant, at which

the men can secure food at cost price. Beyond a

doubt this sort of a club should well repay the com-

pany for all the time. and nioney that will be ex-

pended in developing the plan. It should lead to

the employment of a better and a more loyal class

of employees. They will be much less likely to

patronize the saloon.= that spring up wherever the

car men congregate, and they should be much less

susceptible to influences proceeding from profes-

sional labor agitators.
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VETO OF THE FENDER RESOLUTION IN

BROOKLYN.
A NEW BRAKE GEa.B.

Mayor Cliarles A. Schieren, of Brooklj'u, has

veroedtlie fender resolution passed by the Common
Council. Hi? reasons for his disapproval of Ihe

m-easure are contained in the following abstract

from the veto message :

The resolution is as follows: " Resolved, That
all surface railroad companies in this city operat-

ing cars under the trolley system must attach to

each car such safety fenders as shall'be satisfac-

tory to a commissioD of seven, that commission to

consist of three members of this board, whom the

President of this board shall name, three represen-

tatives of the said railroad compaiies, and one
other man, to be appointed by the six members of

the commission herein provided for, under a pen-

alty of $50 fine for each offense and the forfeituie

of the license of each car unprovided with fenders
after Jan. 1, 1895, and that in case the railroad

companies aforesaid shall refuse toco-operate wiih
the committee of this board to be appointed under
this resolution, that committee shall determine the
style of fenders with which the railroad companies
must provide their cars."

Tlie following is a statement of my objections to

the resolution so returned and disapproved : The
resolution attempts to delegate to a commission of

seven, a majority of whom are not even meml^ers
of the Common Council, the absolute power to de-

termine, in a manner satisfactory to themselves
only, what kind of safety fenders must be attached
to each of the cars of all surface railroad companies
in this city operating cars under the trolley sys-

tem. Assuming, tor argument's sake merely, that
the Common Council has power to designate a par-
ticular kind of fender to be used by the railroad

companies, I am advised that it would have no
power to leave the determination to a commission
constituted as proposed in the resolution in ques-
tion. 1 understand it to be settled law that ilie

public powers of trusts devolved by law or charter
upon the council or governing body to be exer-
cised by it, when and in such manner as it shall

judge best, cannot be delegated to others. That
is to say, the exercise of the power or the responsi-
bility of the trust requires the judgment of the
body upon whom, by law, the power of the trust

is devolved, a-id that body cannot leave it to a
commission to say how the power or trust shall be
exercised.

Tills does not at all prevent a reference of a
matter to a committee for examination and re-

port in order that the body having the power of

action may be the better informed upon the sub-
ject before them.

It seems to me also to be doubtful whether the
Couirnon Council has the power to prescribe as a
penalty the forfeiture of the license of each car
unprovided with fenders after Jan. 1, 1895.

Inasmuch as the objections stated above. -if well
taken, show the resolution to be illegal and void,
I have not thuught it either necessary or appro-
priate to discuss the merits or the matter of the
provision of safety fenders for the cars. I am
now actively giving my attention to the whole
subject of the practical regulation of the trolley
cars for the public safety.

STRIKE ON THE METROPOLITAN, WASH-
INGTON.

The con.luctors and drivers of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company, of Washington, struck

for higher pay on Friday, December 14. Their pay
had been reduced, and they decided lo leave their

cars at the hour when most of the department
clerks start homeward. The strike lasted but a
short time. A committee appointed by the men
consulted with the president, Samuel L. Phillips,

who made the statement that the financial con-
dition of the company had made the reduction in

wages necessary. The men finally submitted the

following proposition, which Mr. Phillips accepted
on behalf of the company :

1. That the men should all be put as nearly as

possible on the sani^ footing, with a 12 hour
schedule, as near as could be practically arranged.

2. That the 13-hour schedule should call for .$1 .75

a d-iy, Sunday and week days equal.

3. Thai no men should be discharged on account
of (he strike, and those who had already been dis-

CJ irged sliouM be taken back.

4. That the mjn should again be given avvuings
On th..'ir cars.

A new brake gear, recently patented by W. S.

G. Baker, of Baltimore, Md., is shown in the ac-

companying illustration. The device is strong

and simple, and the mechanism is so arranged

that the wheels and axles may be removed from

the truck without detaching any part of the brake

mechanism or moving the shoes away from the

w heels.

The beams to which the brake shoes are attached

extend beyond the line of the wheels, and move to

and from the wheels in yokes or saddles fastened

to the ends of the side frame of the truck. By this

means twisting, vertical movement or distortion of

the beams is avoided.

Parallel with each brake beam there is another

beam, which is connected with the frames of the

brake shoes by means of bolts passing through

slots in castings mounted on the beams. Each
beam is provided with a casting, having a stud

arianged diagonally opposite each other. These

studs enter sockets in an operating lever. When
this lever is turned it affects the separation of the

beams, and causes the brake shoes to be applied to

he wheels. The mechanisms on opposite ends of

the truck are the same.

Each of the levers is provided with a rod.

which may be connected to any suitable operating

above the axles, so that the wheels and axles

may be readily removed without disturbing any
paitsof the truck frame or the brake mechanism.

NEW DANGERS ON THE HIGHWAYS FROM
A STEAM RAILWAY POINT OF VIEW.*

New Brake Gear.

mechanism. The two beams are connected by
rods having adjusting or tightening devices. It

will be seen that when either of the levers is oper-

ated, the beams will be moved toward the wheels,

and will carry the brake shoes into engagement
with the wheels.

Arms are secured to the cross beams, and are

provided with downwardly projecting lugs or

flanges, to which extend bars connected with the

brakj beams. The outer ends of the bars are pro-

vided with adjusting nuts and washers, between
which and the flanges are interposed springs.

These springs tend to withdraw the shoes and the
beams from the wheels. The nuts are adjustable

in order that the tension of the springs may be
varied to accommodate wesr on the wheels and the
brakeshoes.

It will be observed that the connecting rods,

and, in fact, all the brake mechanism, is located

Electric railway enterprises for connecting ad-

j icent vill ges and cities continue to multiply, and
some of them are intended to carry freight as well

as passengers; for example, one which there is talk

of building from Baltimore to Annapolis, Md., 2b

miles, and ano!her suggested to run from Traverse

C.ty to Old Mission, Mich., 20 miles The cheap-

ness at which such roads can be huiltand equipped

($9,000 and |8,000 respectively is the total capitali-

zation in the two instances named), the fact that

thus far they have been given free right of way on

th epublic roads, and the accommodating character

of the service which they are expected to give, slop-

ping at every street crossing and farmhouse, have

made the theory of electric roads very popular,

and the movement for their construction has be-

come a sort of craze. For localities not reached by

steam roads these light hues may be useful, though
their service will be found irregular and unsatisfac-

tory at the best; but where they undertake to com-
pete with steam railways~with their solid tracks,

spacious cars, high speed and regularity of service

they will show to great disadvantage for runs of

more than a very few miles, and the expectations

which are now popularly entertained of them
will be disappointed. The idea of adding the

gathering and carrying of way freight to the trans-

portation of paseengers on such roads is incon-

gruou.=. If freight and passengers were carried in

the same train the delays and slow speed would be

inlohrable; if it is proposed to run freight trains

separately they would interfere with the moving
of passenger cars at frequent intervals, without

timetable restrictions, which constitute the only

advantage of street cars over railways proper.

But most serious of all objections is the peril to

the public from the occupancy and crossing at

grade of highways by electric cars with their

deadly trolleys. With astonishing good nature

and blindness todanger, village and county author-

ities have allowed electric roads to appropriate

the wagon roads, to the constant terror and jeop-

ardy of tho-e who drive or walk upon the high-

ways. The natural result is such a rapidly in-

creasing number of accidents that local authorities

are now awaking to a sense of their folly, and
speculative builders of electric roads are not likely

to proceed much longer without restrictions that

shall protect the public.

The danger from grade crossings has become so

great and threatening that the directors of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company were compelled

to raise a warning against it in their last annual

report. They say :

The policy of elevating or depressing the tracks
so as to avoid grade crossings was further carrir d
out, resulting in the elimination of several danger-
ous street crossings in the city of Philadelphia, and
in considerable progress toward the elevation of
your tracks in the city of Elizabeth, N. .1. The ob-
ject sought to be attained, however, through the
large expenditure made in this direction, both by
the railroads and the local authorities throughout
the State, will be almost entirely defeated if the
electric railways now being promoted throughout
the country are permitted to cross the steam rail-

ways at grade, and thus create a new and most
seriouselementcf peril for the traveling public. It

must be borne in mind that the entire movement on
these electric railways is in the transportation of

passengers, and that, therefore, the risk to life and
limb from such crossings, owing to the frequent
service, is proportionately much greater than on the
steam railways, where the trains are not nearly so

frequent, and where the movement is made up
largely of freight traffic. It woulil hardly seem
reasonable that the electric railways should be per-

mitted to indefinitely increase the number of cross-

ings, while at the same time your company and the
city of Philadelphia are expending over $400,000
to remove grade crc^sings of your road by the
North Pennsylvania Railroad in the northern por-

tion of the city.

'•Baihuay Jgc,
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TJNDERGEOUND CAB LE RAILWAY IN
GLASGOW.*

Comparatively little attention seems hitherto to

have been directed to the subway now under con-

struction in Glasgow, and yet it promises to pos-

sess one of the largest and most interesting cable

traction plants in the world. It has generally been

thus with the cable system.both in the United States

and in Great Britain. Its engineers and supporters

have been satisfied to work away with little pub-

licity, content in the knowledge of the possession

of a good thing and seemingly quite devoid of de-

sire to push business by converting others to a be-

lief m the exceilence of their methods.

The line, which is entirely underground, is 6i

miles long, and is roughly circular or slightly

elliptical in course. The Glasgow Subway does

not penetrate the east end of the city, but runs

north and south through the central and most con-

gested district, and then bends round through the

residential parts in the southwest and west. The
river Clyde is tuLneled under twice. The stations

are 1.5 in number, being on an average less than

half a mile apart.

It is predcted that the new road will be well

and the iigineers are nearly finished with their

excavating.

A tingle arch, with a span of 38 feet, covers both

tracks at each station, with an island platform 10

feet wide. The platform is 150 feet long and is

reached by staircaees from 6 to 8 feet wide. The
depth of the platforms below the street level varies

from 18 to 83 feet. Where shield tunneling was
necessary, an iron lining was used.

The engineers early decided upon the cable in

preference to electricity. As a precaution, an en-

gineer was sent to the United States, where he

made an exhaustive inquiry regarding cable trac-

tion. He returned satisfied that the cable system

was well adapted for carrying enormous numbers

of passengers over a short line, where the great

majority of passengers would not travel over half

of the six and onehalf miles. The speed did not

trouble the engineers or directors, as they held that

with stations less than half a mile apart a cable

speed of 15 miles an hour would give an average

speed a3 great as could be attained by electric haul-

age. They also concluded that the starting would

be quicker and easier.

The gauge of the railway Is 3 feet 9 inches in-

stead of the standard 4 feet 8i inches. The object

TUNNEL FOR THE UNDERGROUND RAILWAY IN GLASGOW,

patronized. The fares will be cheap—one penny
for second class and twopence for first class for

any distance.

The railway is carried in double tunnels, gen-

erally cylindrical in shape, and similar to those

used for the City & South London Underground
Electric Railway. Each tube is 11 feet in diameter

in the clear, as against 10 feet for those in use on

the last mentioned road, and 13 feet for those on

the Waterloo & City road [see last issue ot Street

Railway Gazette]. The depth beneath the sur-

face is much less than in the case of the London
Greathead tunnels, although it averages 35 or 30

feet in some places, owing to unequal surface of

the ground, as Glasgow is by no means a level city

like London. Especially In the northern parts the

ground is very high. There a great deal of hard

rock was met with, but that was nothing to the

troubles of the engineers and contractors in cut-

ting their tunnels in the lo.verlying grounds and

in passing twice under the Clyde. Here, not only

water-bearing sand was encountered, but sheer

mud. The engineers adopted compressed air, as

has been done in London, and in all the necessary

pans the tunnels have also been lined with iron

built up in segments and fitting water-tight. The
work has now been going on for nearly three years,

* FrQm tbe B,ailwaii ^Vorld, Loocton,

so that if necessary each will be able to carry about

double the above number. Each when empty will

weigh at least 7 tons, so that a train of two cars

with all seats occupied will run to about 20 tons.

It is probable that the greatest number of trains

which will be run at one time on each track will

be 15 or 30 for both tracks. This is, however, not

in the near future, as the engineers estimate that

at the first only seven trains on each track will

be required.

The power station is a structure 138 feet long and

100 feet in width. The tension run structure is 190

feet long by Zi feet wide. The power pHnt is

similar in design to the most recent plants in

America. The engines will be two Corliss hori-

zontal, single cylinder non-cjadensiag, each de-

veloping from 1,000 to 1,500 H. p. The cable wind-

ing drums will be driven by means of cotton

ropes.
* ifc —

TEMPERATUEE BEaULa.TING SWITCH.

is to secure a batter permanent way, as the rails

are farther removed from the invert of the tunnel

than if the usual gauge had been employed. The

cables will be carried on the usual sheaves, and

will be two inches or so, as a minimum, above the

level of the rails. The conduit and slot of the

cable street tramway are, of course, unnecessary^

Owing to the high speed these sheaves with their

bearings will be more carefully constructed than

usual, and each will run in a little cast iron box,

so as to prevent the ballast from coming in con-

tact with it. On the Glasgow Subway the total

amount of curvature is, of course, great, but then

there is no single curve of less than 10 chains

radius, a very favorable state of matters compared

with many cable tramways. Besides this, about

half of the whole line is straight. There are a

considerable number of grades, the heaviest being

about 1 in 30.

The present idea is to run trains of two cars

each. Every car will be fitted with a grip, but

only one will be required at a time for each train,

the other being held in.reserve."^Each car will be

about 41 feet long over the platforms.^or 33^feet in

the body. It wllljbe mounted on two trucks giv-

ing 8 wheels in all. There will be longitudinal

seats as in the case of a street car. The nominal

seating capacity per car is for 43 passengers, but

the cars are to be made very roomy transversely,

The accompanyiuK cuts illustrate the tempera-

ture regulating switch of the Consolidated Car-

Heating Company ot Albany, as used in connec-

Fij. 1—Temperature Regulating Switch. Top View.

tlon with its systems of electric heating for street

cars and offices. Figs. 1 and 3 give top and side

views with the cover removed. Fig. 3 is a front

FiS. 2—Temperature Regulating Switch. S.de View.

view with the cover in place. The object of this

switch is to change the arrangement of heating

coils so that they may be placed in series or in

Fig. 3—Temperature Regulating Switch. Cover in

Place.

multiple series, and thus vary the flow of current

to adjust the intensity of heat to the requirements

of the weather. By this method of varying the in-

tensity of current, the loss of current by the use of

rheostats and other vyasteful devices is entirely
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prevented so that in all positions of the switch the

full value of the current consuiueil is converted

into useful heat.

When the switch is examined a cylindrical com-

mutator will be found, on the surface of which con-

tact blocks are arranged so as to make different

combinations of the contact springs sho\vn in the

cut. The springs have binding screws to which

wires from the heaters are connected. With cir-

cuits of .500 Volts such as are used in street railway

work it is evident that it would be impossible to

build a commutator of this kind if sparking were

allowed to lake place at the surface of the com-

mutator in changing the position of tlie switch. This

difficulty is entirely obviated by so constructing

the switch that the commutator is locked in a fixed

position at all timer, except when the circuit is

open so that movement of the contact blocks can

only take place when all contacts are dead. This

is accomplished by means of a rock shaft with

suitable switch lever attached by which the circuit

is opened and clased. The movement of this rock

shaft is controlled with a hand lever. A lug on

the switch lever engages in a sprocket wheel on

the end of the commutator cylinder so as to lock

this cylinder whenever the switch lever closes the

circuit from the trolley.

From the construction it will be seen tliat it is

impossible for the cylinder to rotate except when
the switch lever is thrown back and the circuit

from the trolley is open. A very important feature

of this switch is the device by which the switch

when closed by the action of the spring on

the rock shaft remains closed, being locked

by a small liell-crank pawl actuated by a

spring. On 0|)eniDg the switch, the band lever

trips the pawl and causes the switch lever to fly

back, thus opening the circuit 'juickly. In operat-

ing this switch two movements are requited :

First, the hand lever is pulltd down by one hand
uotil the switch opens the circuit and releases the

commutator cylinder : then with the otl.er hand
the cylinder is rotated until the figure sLo.vs in

the healer cq*e, which indicates the intensity of

heal desired, then the hand lever being released

the switch aulomatically closes.

In the use of electric heaters this switch plays a
very im(>ortant part, as by its means five or mure
intenitities of current may be obtained, ranging

from the smallest amount of current ever reijuired

to o|>eniti- the heaters up to the maximum amount
rctjuired in the coldest weather. It thus gives the

employees of an electric railway control over the

temperature of the car at all times. Its use pre-

vcnt/i the overheating of cars in weather requiring

but little heat, and it also prevents the coniequent

waste of current which must necessarily follow

ths use of a simple muke-and-break switch.

COST OF ELEVATED RAILWAY CONSTRUC-
TION.

In a lapt-r read before the Engineers' (Jlub rpf

St. lyiuiK, A. A. Sti:art gave the ap|ieiided figures

regarding consliuclion on the Brooklyn lilevated

Railway. The following table hIiows the cost of

conntrurtifin in tlir*-*- dlifi-rt-nt iMriixIfi;

1. Ikitiana IKO.

3.W
0.

ID tm it.iia i(>,mi

n .: 1 Vil\ 3,(J&S

ri.Mfl

I

'1 1

3.Z1>7

1t.HH

twi.iui.mt

tu.vt 61.00

IkiiIi :

I/.
T..'

T..1

• i.ii.i r*i<il«' li; ill-' 11)1 tliii iiiri'

Total cost of foundations per mile including
bolts, $18,649.

Total cost of double track per mile including ma-
terial and labor, ^3.248.

Total cost of stations per mile, $38,819.
Total cost of engineering per mile. .$i),934.

Total quantity of concrete per mile in founda-
tions, cuhic yards, 1,900.

Total quantity of iron per mile, ret tons. 'S.Ooo.

Total quantitv of timber jier mile in track, feet,

(583,1)72.

Average weight of steel per foot of slructiirr,

pouods, 1,1.5T.

Number of foundations per mile, 200.

Pel centage of engineering expeuse to total cost,

per cent.. 3.3.5

The maximum work of erection in 10 hours was
12 spans of .52 feet each, weighing 31.5 tons, and an
average of 8 spans per day was easily maintaimd.

The above figures include about 3,800 lineal fet t

of third and crossover tracks, and they are based

upon the following cost of materials, viz.:

Portland cement, concrete, jier yarl, ><T.i!0

Pottsville Street Railway, Pennsylvania, and the

Scrantou Traction Kailwav.

THE ELECTEIC BBAKIKG OF MOl OR CARS.

BY \V. NELSOK SMITH.

I-AKT I.

While the development of electricity as a motive

power for railwaj^ cars has been rapid and suc-

cessful during the past few years, it may seem

somewhat strange that its application to the

stopping of a moving car has until lately

been almost entirely neglected. It was a

leading idea with the pioneer's who did so much
toward hainessin,g the current to the car, that the

energy of a car could be returned to the line when
making a stop, by tnrning the motors into gener-

ators. Cars run in this manner would, while

making slops along the line, act for the time being

as :i<H'-<i:;rl ;.rneiMtor3 of power for those cars that

GRAHAM STEEL PUSH PLOW.

Excavation per yard, .50 cents.

Steel in structure per net ton, ijiGl.OO.

Timber per 1.000 feet, 5^20.00

Steel rails (8.5 per yard), per gross ton, pi.OO
Labor, laying track (single), per foot, b.5 cents.

GRAHAM STEEL PUSH PLOW.

The Graham steel push plo"w is shown in per-

spective and in side elevation in the accompany-

ing engravings. The latter represeuls a motor car

pushing the jilow. which is 14 feet in Imgth. It i<

made entirely of steel, and, as shown in the cuts,

the plow or upper part is hung on trunnions, so that

when the end of the line is reached tlie ])ush bar

may be uncoupled. The high end of the plow is

pushed down on the track, the car is brought

were in motion. As originally pioposed, however,

this would ri quire the use of shunt wcund motors

on the cars, a feature considered undesirable for

various reason.". The series motor, which is so

uuivirsally used in railway practice, cannot be

turned into a generator in parallel with the line,

in ixaclly the tame sense as a shunt woui;d motor

may, because the armature and field are not inde-

pendent of each other as is (he case with the shunt

motor. Still the fact remains that a moving car

is providfd with a cousidprable amount of mf rgy,

which has to be overcome in order to stop the car,

and it is also [novidrd with a machine capable of

ccnvirting (his mechanical erergy into electrical

energy. To ap|>ly this em r> y directly to the brake

appeals to be a problem not too diflicull to attack,

GRAHAM SrtEL PUSH PLOW. SiDt ELEVATION.

.•(,.'i«0.

around behind the plow and the push bar coupled

HIP again. The plow is designed to gel under the

snow and spread it out on both sides for single

track and on one side for double track. No extra

crews or exira motors are required for this plow.

Two rollers (10 iiu-hes wido are placed under (he

nose of each end and directly on the rails. In

this way the end of tho plow is kept ;il an even

distance from the rails at all times. .Should a

colihlu stone be higher than tlieriil the nilliTH

will rise over it and then drop back to the r.iil

Bgulii. Tins prevents the tearing of diggers from

I he front of the plow. The plow is always ready

for service. The top purl of the plow can he iihciI

forciirryiiig sail, sand and tools, mid M-rap iron

can be thrown In to make it heavier.

The plow JH an admirable pilot for a sweeper

going through IH inidies of snow wi(h one motor

car. The hwee|ier can then follow iind brush the

pavement clean. The plows are now in use on the

Hrnintree Slieet llailway, Cleveland & U ren

Mlrcct Railway, Hchiiylkill Electric Railway,

particularly in view of the econoi.iy ef force that

would result. It is a principle that is put in practii c

to a great cxfeiit on cable railroads with very

good success.

While It did apiiear theoretically possible to the

pioneers in electric r.'iilroadiiig not only to stop

the car. but also to use the energy given up in

Hdipping to another car s(ar(iiig or already in mo-

tion, it was found impossible to put this very

pretty theory into practice for reasonsgiven above.

However, if no jiltenipt be inaile (o transmit the

energy <leveloped in slopping away from l\w car,

hut on the otinr hand lo use it in the car, the .solu-

tion of the electrical braking problem is coiiipura-

(ively siiiiple. .Ml that is reqiiireil is to convert

the motors mlo gcmralois and provide a local cir-

cuit ill (he car (o ilissipale the iiicrgy of s(oppin;j

This principle appears (o have hren dihcovend ac-

cideiitiiUy several years ago, wlnii ihc piaelire

was iiiatigiiratcd of giving each nioicn on a double

motor car an independiMitreviMHiiig switch. Willi

motors BO equipped it was found th.ii. bv cutting
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off the line current and then reversing the con-

trolling apparatus, a moving car would sud-

denly stop itself. There was a little comment on

this apparently mysterious action in one or two

electrical journals at the time but no extended ex-

planation was published that was very intelligible

to men not accustomed to studymg such things

out for themselves. With the intention of clearing

up the mystery that surrounds this phenomenon,

the writer has thought it advisable to publish the

accompanying diagrams and explanation, (or the

better inf.jrmation of any who may be interested.

Two motors, A and B, are here represented dia-

overpower that of B, and send a current through
the two motors as follows :

The lines of force in the magnetic circuit of A
retaining their original direction, the electromo-

tive force in A's armature is opposite to the ori-

ginal impressed electromotive force, and current

now flows out at the brush b, where it formerly

entered. Thence it flows thiough e on A's revers-

ing switch to k on B's swi'ch, thence to/, and
there enters B's armature in the same direction as

did the trolley current. On leaving B's armattire

at the brush g, it flows through i to h, the former
negative terminal of B's field, but now made the

MOT /PS"

—

t;

grammatically, each with its own independent re-

versing switch, which makes the armature and

field of A independent of B ; each motor is com-
plete in itself as to external connections. They are

shown connected in parallel as is usual when run-

ning at full speed. Being somewhat simpler to

illustrate, the Gramme ring type of armature is

represented, and each field spool is indicated by

one or two turns of wire around each pole piece, as

being suflicient to determine the direction taken by

the current about the magnets, and the consequent

direction of ihe magnetic lines of force. Fig. 1 shows

the machines acting as motors in the ordinary

way. The direction of the current is shown by the

arrows, entering from the trolley at T", then dividing

and flowing through each motor, first through its

two fields in series, then to its reversing switch,

then to the positive brushes, there dividing into

two paths through the armatures and coming out

at the negative brushes, there uniting again and

going to ground at G. The direction of armature

rotation is shown by the arrows. For the sake of

simplicity, the reversing switches are supposed to

be of the familiar three-point type, which has

practically the same action as the switch

usually found in the series-parallel con-

trollers now in such common use. The

controller, for simplicity's sake, is omitted.

Suppose now that the trolley current entering at

T be cut off, the reversing switch thrown, and the

controller set so that the motors are again in par-

allel as regards their connection with each other,

just as before. Let us see what happens In the

first place there is pretty sure to be a difference

in the residual magnetism of the motors— it would

be a very unusual thing to find two motors exactly

alike as to their residual magnetism and reluctance

of magnetic circuit. As seen by the connections

shown iu Fig. 2, the motors, though connected as

before, are short-circuited on each other. The car

being still in motion, the motors tend to generate

their own electromotive force in the same direc-

tion as they did when the trolley current was on;

that is. in opposition to the trolley current and to

each other. It motor A has the greater residual

magnetism, the counter-electromotive force devel-

oped in its armature will "build up'' first, and

positive one. As the current now flows through B's

field in reverse direction, it changes the direction

of the lines of force through B's armature. This

makes the electromotive force now generated in

B's armature of opposite sign to the original

counter-electromotive force generated in it, and
therefore of the same sign as the original trolley

current and also the current now being sent

through it by A. The current on leaving B's field

at m enters .4's field at I in the same direction that

it originally took when coming from the trolley,

and therfore helps A build up a still greater elec-

forms the connections, the aggregate resistance

being quite small. Consequently it takes but a
few seconds to generate a current so strong as to

drag heavily against the armatures, thus acting

through the geari:g as a brake against the wheels.

As was pointed out iu a recently published de-

scription of the Pperry electric brake, which con-

verts the motor into a generator, the wheels can
hardly cease revolving for an instant, as the conse-

quent stoppage of the armatures means a stoppage
of the current which is the cause of the slacken,

ing. So the tendency is to continua'ly slacken the

speed of the car as long as the car moves without
actually stopping it. The moment the wheels
stop tui-ning the brake is off, but while they turn

it is always on. Therefore it is impossible to lock

the wheels tightly; but it is possible to continually

slacken them to the slipping point. This gives the

wheels the greatest effect in checking the speed of

the car, for it is a well-known fact that a brake is

most effective when " skidding " is impending, but

not actually taking place.

The application of this electric brake which
every double motor car is thus seen to possess has

its limitations. Of itself, it cannot bring a moving
car to a quick and sudden stop. It will check a
rapidly moving car with such force as to ci'use

momentary discomfort to its occupants, but it is

quite evident that as the speed of Lhe car decreases

its effect diminishes in proportion to the speed, be-

cause the electromotive force of the two armatures,

and consequently their current, depends upon their

speed of rotation. A very slowly moving car will

hardly generate sufficient current to quickly slacken

its speed, though, of course, the small current that

is then generated will assist the rail and journal

friction in doing so as it does under all conditions

of speeds And the fact that the motors are con-

nected as above indicated, prevents a slowly mov-
ing car from exceeding a certain speed whether

on a grade or on a level. The quickness of action

of the brake seems to vary sDmewhat with the

make of the motor. The writer has noticed in

his experience t'.jat a car equipped with motors

of a certain manufacture would, at the moment of

applying the electric brake, receive a sudden check

upon its speed, which would gradually diminish as

the speed diminished, until its effect became so

small that the actual stoppnge of the car appeared

to be due folely to the rail and general friction.

But with a car equipped with motors of a differ-

tromotive force. After flowing through ^4's field

it arrives at c on ..4's reversing switch, then flows

through d to a, the negative brush of it's armature,

then through the armature to the starting point at

h. So by originally reversing its direction in

yl's armature it has eventually reversed B's field,

thereby developing an assisting electromotive-force

in B's armature, which also has aided it in

strengthening A!s field. Thus the two motors

help build each up with no resistance to work on

but their own, and that of the car wiring that

ent make, though of the same general type, the

initial shock of checking was not so noticeable, but

the retarding effect of the motors appeared to be

more continuous and held on until the car was
actually stopped within a comparatively short dis-

tance. It is probable that the relative resistances

of armatures and fields, which of course differ

with the differences in manufacture, are largely

responsible for such noticeablej differences in

action.'

. (To be continued.)
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MACHINE TOOLS FOR STREET RAILWAY
REPAIR SHOPS.

The accorupanyins illustrations represent several

of the machine tools especially designed by the

XiIps Tool Works, of Hamilton, O., for use in

street railway repair shops. The importance of

executing repairs quickly and at a minimum cost

is now thoroughly realized by every street railway

manager, and the tools herewith illustrated have
been constructed to meet the requirements of this

sp?cial class of work. Fig. 1 shows the 24-iuch

or dropping the rod shown on the side of the pump
plunger.

The oOinch gear cutter is shown in Fig. 4. This

machine, which is entirely automatic, is arranged

for cutting spur gear only. One belt is used to

drive the entire machine, changes of speed being

obtained by changing one gear, no cone pulleys

and no belt tightener being used. The cutter is

placed in the center of the cutter carriage and the

feed screw in the center and so located as to take

th" thrust in a direct line, thus giving the minimum
of wear on the s'lde bearings. The spindle is so

FIG. 1—TWENIY-FOUR-INCH ENGINE LATHF.

engine lathe which is complete witli screw cutting

attachment and compound rest so that it may be

used for general work as well as turning and frnish-

ing car axles from the rough or for turning up
rough or irregularly worn journals. The lathe

swings 24 inches over the ways and 17 inches over

the carriage. Trie cone pulley has four steps rang-

ing from 7 inches to 1.5* inches diameter for Si-

inch belt, and is perfectly balanced. An interior

sleeve gives it a continuous bearing its whole length

an 1 thus prevents it from wearing loose on the

spindle.

Fig. 2 shows the 36inch car wheel borer having

universal chuck arranged in the table and pro-

vided with crane. This michine is of the same
general design as the company's standard 42-inch

car wheel hirer used in so many railroad shops.

The car wheel borer may he used for boring gear

wheels.

The diameter of the table is 41 inches, and the

neat swing of the machine is 44 inches. The maxi-

mum distance from the table to the bottom of

the cutter bar, when at its highest position, is IG

inches. The table is driven by bevel gear. Thrte

feeds, two roughing and one finishing, are pro-

vided.

Fig. a shows the No. 1 liydrostatic car-wheel

proa, by which worn wheels may be replaced with

a minimum of time and labor. The press is ap-

plicable to wheels 3II indies in diameter. These
macliinc»are tiwted up to a pressure of 100 tons on

llic ram l>efore leiving the works. The cylinder is

made of the Ik-sI (u^ld-blaHt iron and lined with

sheet copper, the lining being c:ir( fully h]iuii .ind

buriiiiihtd into place. The ram is 8 inches in dia-

meler, and has IH-inoh stroke. The piimj) has a

single plunger, J-inch diameter. The machine Is

e'|uipl><;d with the company's patent valve attach-

ment, by mcanH of which the movement of the

ram can Ix; stopped and started instantly. This is

an imiKjrlant feature in pressing on wheels where
it Is re<piire<l lo bring tiif-in (illier to a line or ii

shoulder. The valve controls the operation of the

plunger [K)iiilivi-ly, so that it i* inipimHlblc for any
movement of llie ram to take place afu.'r the valve

U oaw Bet. Tliiti in nvcumpliobed l>y t-ilhur raising

arranged that the cutters can be taken out and

replaced without the removal of the bearings.

Various size arbors can in that way be inserted

without loss of time. The base of the machine, as

shown in the cut, has a pan aroimd it whereby
liquid can be used and properly collected. By
this method of cutting the cutter and the works
are kept well lubricated.

Independence, Kan.—The directors of the Farm-
ers' and Merchants' Suburban Railway and Fair

ELECTRICAL STEEP-3-RADE TRA-CXIOKT IN
EUROPE.*

BY C. S. DD RIOHE PKElLER.
The rapid growth of plei trical traction in Europe,

wherever local conditions and reasonable official

regulations are conducive to its adoption, is evi-
denced by the fact that within the last few years
it has also been extensively applied, and is in course
of further application, on steep-grade, or mountain
railways properly speaking that— is, on lines which
have not only occasional steep-grade sections, such
as occur, for instance, on many electricnl tram-
ways, but continuous gradients varying from 5 to
3.5 and upwards of 60 per cent. ( 1 in 20, 1 in 4, and
1 in 1-6 respectively), and which connect either the
base and summit of a given declivity, or different
districts separated by a mountain range.

It will, therefore, not be mopportune if I place
before the Institution a short synopsis of what has
been already done in Europe in that branch of
electrical engineering, together with certain con-
clusions and proposals founded on my own ex-
perience.
Leaving aside for the present, as being more

suitable for separate treatment, the question of
heavy—viz., .50 to 100 tons—elfclrical Ucomotives
lor trunk railways, the working of steel grades by
electricity may be considered under two heads :

1. By cable traction ; and,
3. By motor cars or Ijcoiiiotives with fixed con-

ductors.
CABLE TEACTION.

Up to a recent period, sleep-grade cable rail-

wajs in various parts of the globe, but notalile iu
Switzerland and in the Alps generally, wheie
they alone exceed 30 iu number, have been con-
structed for being worked either by component of
gravity with water ballast, iu conjunction, on
some hues, with a second or compensation cable,
or in some cases by fixed hydraulic, gas, or steam
motors.
The principal disadvaulage common to all lines

worki d by component of gravity consists in the cx-
C(ssive Edditional dead load due to the water bal-
last, which entails not only a great deal of aidi-
tional brake power jjer se, but a variety of com-
plicated safety brakes, involving very careful man-
ipulation ; while the three systems of fixed motors
are either uneconomical, or unwieldly and obso-
lete.

The superior advantages of cable traction by
electrical motors, as compared with all the other
systems referred to, have been attested by three
lines in Switzerland, all of which have bten con-
structed within the last four or five years, to wit:
the Burgenstock, on the Lake of Lucerne ; tlie

Monte Salvatore, on the Lake of Lugano ; and the
Stanserhorn, near the Lake of Lucerne, which last

named « as opened for traffic only last year. It is

not the purpose of this paper to give a detailed
description of these lines; suffice it to point out

FIG. 3-HYOROSlATIC CAR WHEEL PRESS,

Association have elected the following olliccrs:

Joseph Chandler, president ; M. F. Wood, secre-

tary and treasurer; ,J. H. Brewster, O. P. Ergen-

biijiht am! E<1 Foster, e.\eciitivc committee. The
object of this orguiiizalioii is to lay out (bounty

fair and assL'tiibly groundH and to construct anil
I'lpiip a niiitor line connecting Independence, (Jof-

feyville, ( :iit>rryvale and Neodeelui with these
Krouuds,

their salient, and more especially their electrical

features.

(((.) IliiniciiKlnck.—The summit level of this line

is 2,HS.| feet above the sea, the total rise being I, .11:!

feet in a little over 1,1)01) yards, the iiiiniiiuiin

grade ;!3, and the niaxiniiim .5H |ier cent. Electric
motive power for working the cable and ears is

(iblaiiicd by high-tension (l,llOI)-volt) transmission

M'aoDi' road on Nov. "ii boforij tlio laytitutioa of Kloo-
trloiil Kngirieiu'a, biiinlou. ^t
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from a hydro-electric power station 2.5 miles dis-

tant, the output of the two series-coupled direct-cur-

rent Thury dynamos, siven by a high-pressure
turbine, being 40 kilowatts, or 60 H. p. Two cor-

responding series-coupled motors at the summit of

the cable railway drive the cable-windmg drum
through b'lt, couDtershaft and bevel geariug; tlie

total reduction being 700 to 5 revolutions, or 140 to

1, corrre^ponding to the regulation car spied of

about three miles per hour. The car speed is regu-
lated from the motor station, and not by the
driver, except in case of emergency.

(6.) Monte Salvatore.—This line has a summit
level of 3,900 feet, the rise being 3,000 feet in a
length of 1.2 miles, the initial grade at the
base 17, and the maximum at the summit 60 per
cent. The motor station is situated midway up
the incline, and the power is derived by a 2,000

Yolt transmission from a large hydro-electric 1,500-

H. P. power station five miles distant: the output of

ot the Oerlikon (Bi'own) direct- current generator,
driven by a high-piessure turbine, being 60 kilo-

watts. The correspondmg motor on the line drives
the cars and cable in precisely the same way as on
the preceding line, except that the Salvatore in-

cline is worked in two sections.

straight and level. And, lastly, the superior

safety and smoothness of electrical working, at-

tested by the Burgeustock and Salvatoie lines, has
made it possible to dispense on the Stanserhorn
incline with the rack used as a safety factor on its

two predecessors; so that on Stanserhorn electrical

traction has achieved the feat ot scaling Alpine
altitudes which, it was hitherto believed, could
only be reached by rack railways worked with spe-

cial steam locomotives, such as faose used on the

neighboring mountain Pilatus, at more than double
the cost per train mile.

TRACTION BY MOTOR CARS OB LOCOMOTIVES WITH
FIXED CONDUCTORS.

Tne first steep-grade railway worked by electri-

cal traction with fixed conductors in Europe was
the Florence and Fiesole line, opened in 1891. It

was in succession followed by the Murren moun-
tain railway, in Switzerland, opposite the Jung-
frau; by the Mont Saleve line, in Savoy (near

Geneva); by the Genoa, and then by the Zurich
steep-grade road railways; and quite recently by a

similar line at Barmen, in Rhenish Prussia.

Of these lines, those ot Florence, Murren, Genoa
and Zurich have continuous grades of 8, 5, 7 and 6

(summit level, 3,700 feet above the sea) is situated
about a mile from the line, and comprises two low-
pressure turbines and two sepaiately excited
Thury multipolar dynamos mounted on the verti-
cal turbine shafts, and giving, at the low turbine
speed, 500 H. P., or only a quarter of their com-
bined normal output of 3.000 H. F. The 13 motor
cars are each fitted with two 30-H. P. four-pole
Thury motors, with double spur gear reduction,:
and current is taken from the outside conductor
rail by metallic slide contact shoes. Owing chiefly
to the unnecessarily heavy gearing, the total effi-

ciency is only about 53 per cent.
(rf) At Genoa the power station is about 1.3

miles distant from the line, and contains at pres-
ent two boilers, two compound condensing Tosi
160-H. P. engines, and two belt-driven ll')-kilowatt
Siemens ini.er-pole dynamos. The present line,

which is the nucleus of a projected suburban syf-
tem, IS worked by six cars, each fitted with two
16-H. P. Siemens motors: the reduction being 10 to

1 by chain and toothed v/heel. Current is taken
from the overhead wire by two SienKns &
Halske's rectangular metallic contact frames.

(e) The Zurich power station is placed at the up-
per end of the line, and comprises two boilers, two
lOO-H. P. Oerlikon vertical engines and dynamo=,
together with an accumulator battery of 300 Tudor
cells for compensating the variations of load of the
steam engine. The 13 motor cars are each fitted

with two 13-H. P., Oerlikon motors. The total ef-

ficiency of the line is 65 per cent.

(/) At Barmen, the power station is situated at
the loot of the incline, and contains two 33.5-H. p.
compound condensing engines driving direct two
Siemens inner-pole ring dynamos, whose output is

155 K. w. each. The line is worked by 10 motor

FIG. 2-CAR WHEEL BORER, FIG. 4-GEAR CUTTER

(c.) Stanserhorn.—This line ascends an altitude
of no less than 6,300 feet above sea level,and has a
total rise of 4.570 feet in a length ot 3.5
miles, worked in three sections, having maximum
gradients of 80, 60, and 63 per cent, respectively.
The requisite power per car is 40-H. p., and a mo-
tor station is placed at the summit of each section.
The three Thury motors actuate the winding
drums as before described, and are fed from the
same power station as the Burgenstock line, but
by a separate high-tension (3,000-volt) transmission
3.5 miles in length. Tne total efficiency on
this, as on the other lines, is about 60 per cent.

(d.) Conclusions.—The three lines, of which I

have given a necessarily very incomplete resume,
mark a conspicuous advance in cable traction. As
compared with haulage by the other systems re-
ferred to, they show a saving in car weight of no
less than 50 per cent., the full car load, with 86
passengers, being in the former case 13 to 1 5 tons,
and on the electrically-worked lines only 6 to 7
tons. Again, the average cost of construction ot
the Swiss cable railways worked on the older sys-
tems is no les3 than £41,000 per mile, while that of
the electrical lines is only £34,000 per mile, or 40
P':'rcent. less. Similarly, the working expenses on
the older lines vary, with one or two exceptions,
between 60 and 80 per cent., whereas the electrical
lines are worked at 45 per cent, of the receipts.
These three lines also show a remarkable develop-
ment due to electrical traction per se, inasmuch
as, apart from the unprecedented grades, up to
63 per cent., or 1 in 1.6, the length of the incline
has been gradually increased from 1,000 to 3,300
and 4,.500 yards, which, having regard to the me-
chanical work psrformed on the grades, is equiva-
leat to 14, 30 aad 4i miles rsspsutively on the

per cent, respectively, and are worked as simple
adhesion lines, with overhead contact wires, and
return circuit by the electrically bonded rails;

while the Saleve and Barmen lines, having con-
tinuous inclines of 25 and 18 per cent., or t in 4
and 1 in 6 respectively, are worked with the aid of

a rack, and the former has an outside conductor
rail in the shape of an inverted ordinary flange

rail, while the latter has overhead contact. The
Murren line is the only one worked with electrical

locomotives; all the others are worked by single

motor cars.

(a) At Florence, the power station, situated at

the foot of the incline, comprises three Tosi boilers,

three Oerlikon vertical compound 90 H. P. engines,

and three belt-driven Edison bipolar dynamos
wiih a total effective power of 345 H. p., equal to

93 per cent, efliciency. The 13 motor cars are

each fitted with two 30 H. P. spring-suspended and
series coupled Sprague-Edison motors, the original

ones having double reduction, the more recent

ones single reciuction spur gearing. The contact
is by trolley wheel and pole, and the total effi-

ciency of the svstem is 66 per cent.

(b) On the Murren railway, whose altitude is

5,300 feet above sea level, power is generated by a
high-pressure turbine, which drives a direct-

coupled Oerlikon (Brown) bipolar dynamo of 130
H. P. The power station is situated about midway
of the line, the power being derived from the
torrent of the celebrated Staubach Fall. The four
locomotives weigh 7.5 tons each, and carry two 80

H. P. single reduction spur geared motors; the
tractive force of each locomotive being about one-
third of its weight, anrl the total efficiency of the
system 68 per cent.

(c) The power station of the Mont Saleve line

cars, each provided with two .^6-H. p. Siemens mo-
tors, which, by single spur gearing, actuate the
rack pinions mounted direct on the car axles. The
total efficiency is, like that ot the other lines, from
60 to 65 per cent.

(rj) Conclusions —It seems that the primary
generating power is steam on the Florence, Genoa,
Zurich and Barmen, and hydraulic on the Murren
and Mont Saleve lines; the dynamos being direct-

driven in four, and indirect in the other two cases.
Notwithstanding the high cost ot fuel in Italy and
Switzerland (as much as 30s. per ton), and the
steep grades on the Florence, Genoa and Zurich
lines, the running expenses do notexceed 4.5 pence
per car-mile; while the total working expenses,
including administration and renewals, are within
7.5 pence per car-mile, or about 50 per cent, of the
receipts. On the Murren and Saleve lines the cost
of hydraulic power per annum is, of course, re-

stricted only to wages and repairs. In the former
case the working expenses do not exceed 40 per
cent, of the receipts; while in the latter they are
as much as 80 per cent., this high rate being due
chiefly to inadequate fares. A specially note-
worthy feature is the steady speed of 8 to 10 miles
per hour with which motor cars run up the steep

adhesion inclines of 6, 7 and 8 per cent, at Zurich,
Genoa and Florence; while on the descent a speed
of even 15 miles per hour has proved perfectly

safe, in conjunction with the powerful and instan-

taneous action of the electric safety brake consti-

tuted by the motors acting as dynamos on the de-

scent, although, for all ordinary purposes, even
the mechanical brake alone suffices to stop the car
withiD its own length.

As regards the comparative working cost of

steep, grade adhesion or_rack_ railways by steam
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and by electricity, I can aiHrm from my own ex-
perience, as well as from every other case which I

hare had occasion to investigate, that, irrespective

of the immensely greater elaslicit}- of the service,

and coiisequentiy the far more rapid development
of the trafBc. electrical working ensures an econ-
omy of at least 50 per cent, as] compared with
steam,

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

With regard to electrical traction on flat, as well

as steep, grade lines generally, I am led to the fol-

lowing conclusions:
Direct and Indirect Driving of Generators.—

Although direct driving, whether by steam en-
gines or by turbines, is the ideal standard, and,

therefore, always preferable, it cannot, for tractive

purposes be laid down as a dictum d j^riori. On
Imes having steep, and more especially alternately

rising and falling, gi-ades. coinciding with sharp
curves, an intermittent traffic, and frf quent stop-

pages the variations of load are so great and so

rapid—often from zero to maximum in the space

of one minute -that vertical high-speed engines

suitable for direct driving generally work very
uneconomirally. This is, e. g., the case at Florence,

and in an even greater de.^ree at Marseille.'^, where
higb-spted direct-driving engines had actually to

be replaced by horizontal low-speed Corliss

engines,' with belt driving. In the case of hy-

draulic power, high-pressure turbines always
admit of economical direct driving, where-
as low pressure turbines involve for direct

driving proportionately larger dynamos, giving
only pirt of their normal output; so that here, too,

indiiect driving by gearing or belt is generally

more (conomical. The same applies where gas
engines are used.
Uteam. Hydraulic and Gas Generating Power.—

The first cost of a hydro-electric installation often
exceeds that of sleam plant, more especially in the
case of a variable volume and small head of water,
involving the use of low pressure turbines. High-
pressure turbine installations are always preferable
and more economical. Where cheap hydraulic
power is not available within a distance of about
four miles from the line, and fuel is dear, gas
manufactured on the spot is much more economical
than steam power.

C'ondnclivity of Rails.—Where the rails serve as
the return circuit, the ordinary fish-plates should
have the same sectional area as the rails, so that,
together with stout fastenings, they make a joint
as stiff as the rail itself. In this way, and especially
when laid on metallic sleepers, the permanent way
fives 80 per cent, of the required conductivity at
the joints : so that only 20 per cent, has to be made
up by copper bonding, jj/hs an adequate margin of,

say, 10 percent. Solidity, compactness and careful
maintenance of permanent way, as is usually found
on electrical lines, as well as on railways generally
in Europe, go far to make up for the elaborate
copper bonding which the often defective condi-
tion of permanent way necessitates on American
lines. It is for the same reason that electrolytic
action or. gas and water pipes, which is so common
a phenomenon in the States, is practically unknown
in Europe.

Conductor Hail.—Where a conductor rail is

used, it should preferably be placed outside;:in-
stead of inside the ordinary rails, because the out-
side conductor obviates all complications, and the
contingency of short-circuit at points and crossings.
On specially steep grades, involving the use of a
central rack, the rack rail or bar itself, having
continuous contact with the pinion wheels, consti-
tutes an e.fcellent conductor, provided it be
ellectually insulated from the sleepers by porcelain
bells serving as supports.
Overhead rrolle;/ Wheel and Slide Contact.—

Contact by a trolley wheel whose spindle is rigidly
held by the trolley pole is suitable for lines on
which straight sections and flat curves predomi-
nate; but for lines with numerous and sharp
cur^'es, the rectangular single or double slide-
contact frame, used by Messrs. Siemens & Halske
on their overhead lines, is far preferable. It is
lighter and more pleasing in appearance than
either the rigid trolley, the flexible South
Htairordshire trolley, or the slide-contact
bars used on the Isle of Man line. It ob-
viates, moreover, many of the objtctionable cross
and diagonal wires, and hence the infinite variety
and complexity of fastenings which the use of the
rigid troiley wheel involves, and many of which,
however neat as mechanical contrivances ywr «e,
are not exactly ornamental objects when suspend-
ed at a height of only 20 ft. above t.he roadway
The only defect lo which the Siemens slide con-
tact is hiibject consists in the upper, slightly
arched, and, of course, renewable contact side of
the frame lieing liable to become grooved, where-
by the easy play to right and loft of the contact
wire !•( inipain-d

; but lhi.s <lefccl can be easily
remedied by employing material of adequate
resiHlance. Aiiollnr and very simple form of slide
contact is that iii-ed on an electric road railway
from the Lake of Lucerne to the foot of Stanser-
Jiorn, and consLsting in a crescent-shaped grooved

contact piece of bronze, which is loosely hinged to

the trolley pole, and thus, in conjunction with the

lateral play of the pole, adjusts itself to the sinu-

osities of the line.

Underground Contact and Accumulator Cars.—
It is generally recognized that the overhead trolley

•system, which in reality is only a makeshift, is un-
suited for the central parts of the large towns, and
a fortiori oC the metropolis of this country ; and
the same applies equally to the other largest cap-
itals of Europe—to wit. Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
In these cases the conduit system or accumulator
cars are therefore at present the only practicable

solution of the problem. In Europe the conduit
system, whether it be that of Buda-Pesth, or with
a central slot, may be estimated to cost complete
£10,000 per mile and upivard, according to local

conditions, though this is not too costly , having
regard to the enormous traffic in large towns; but
its eiEcient working presupposes, among other

things, very perfect drainage of the trench. As
regaids accumulator cars, they would really

constitute an ideal form of electrical tram-
way traction, if the present car-weight
of 12 to 1.5 tons, and the power and trac-

tion fexpenses of 8d. to lOd. per car-mile,

could be reduced to half. As a case in point may be
quoted the unwieldy accumulator cars which run
on Madeleine and St. Denis Tramway in Paris,

and give fairly satisfactory results ; but which,
owing to their heavy weight, are not infrequently
deficient in torque on the long 1 in 20 grades,

when the motors become saturated. The over-

head system, on the other hand, is very well

adapted for suburban tramways, and eminently so

for light railways and road railways in the (Coun-

try. The cost of such road railways, if constructed
on the meter or 3 ft. 3 in. .gage, can well be kept
within i£6,000 per mile, including electrical equip-
ment ; and the already quoted road railway from
the Lake of Lucerne to the foot of Stanserhorn,
which only cost £4,500 per mile, as well as another
similar line near Bale, have demonstrated what a
cheap and convenient motor car service can do in

essentially agricultural districts.

Gearless and Geared Motors.—Gearless motors
are eminently suitable for high speeds, while for

low speeds they require to be of inconveniently
large size. For geared motors single reduction is,

of course, always preferable, although on excep-
tionally steep grades, where the motors have to

develop their maximum power at minimum car
speed, double reduction may in some cases be un-
avoidable. In any case, spur gearing is always
preferable to worm gearing or chain motion, both
of which involve too much friction and consequent
lo.ss of power.

Parcdlel and Series Coupling of Motors.—This
much debated question cannot be decided apriori,
but depends on individual cases. For level or easy-
grade lines, parallel coupling is more suitable;

whereas on steep grades, where starting requires
always the maximum torque, series coupling is

generally called for.

Variations of Load.—On lines with steep or
rising and falling grades, these variations cannot
be mitigated, much less equalized, simply by in-

creasing the number of cars or trains on the line,

since the variations are caused not only by the
varying traffic, but by the varying grades and
curvis and by the varying degrees of adhesion,
more especially in starting. Where separately ejc-

cited dynamos are used, a partial means of com-
pensating the variations of load is, as is well
known, that of varying the excitation by the
main current passing through the exciter. But
the most effectual remedy is the addition of an ac-
cumulator battery, which absorbs any excess of
supply from the generator over demand on the
line, and, vice versa, makes up for any deficiency
of supply, so that the steam engine and generator
can always run at full and constant load. Accu-
mulator batteries have fully vindicated their
claim as an important auxiliary and as a means of
economical working of traction installations at
Zurich, and subsequently in the Isle of Man, and
well repay the additional cost of plant.

Ciinliniious and Alternate C?M7'o!?i^.—Hitherto
continuous current has been exclusively used for
electrical traction. But, having regard to the high
degree of efficiency and perfection and the ease of
starting recently attained in alternate current mo-
tors, thanks notably to the persevering efforts of
such constructors as Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co.,
it may be confidently predicted that, as in lighting
installations and in power transmissions for indus-
trial purposes, so al.so in electrical traction alter-

nate is destined to supplant continuous current.
Alternate current, whether single or multiphase,
will not only admit of electrical traction being
applied over much longer distances than is eco-
nomicially possible with continuous current, but it

will insure a saving of something like 30 per cent.
in the weight of dynamos and motors, irrespective
of the saving in copper of feed and contact wires,
and will thus considerably simplify and cheapen
electrical installation and equipment for tractive
purposes. But. whether by alternate or by direct
current, on flat as on steep grade lines, on so-called

light railways as on tramroads in town and coun-
try, we may be well assured that electrical traction
in its various forms has, both in this United King-
dom and throughout Europe, a brilliant and tri-

umphant future.

FINANCIAL NOTES
North Attleboro, Mass.—The Attleboro & North

Attleboro Street Railway has been sold for $50,000
to Edward R. Price.

Norwich Diviileni].—The Norwich (Conn.) Street
Railway Company has declared its second semi-
annual dividend of 2i per cent., payable January
1 to stock of record December 26

.

Receiver in Adrian, Mich.—Frank E. Snow, of

Detroit, has been appointed receiver of the Adrian
Electric Street Railway Company. The road was
bonded for $30,000 and defaulted in interest.

Sale of a Street Railway Denied.—The reported
sale of the franchise of the Gloucester, Beverly &
Essex Street Railway Company of Gloucester,

Mass., to the Boston & Maine Railroad Company
has been denied.

Suburban Traction Assets.—Watson Whittlesey,
receiver of the Suburban Traction Company, of

Orange. N. J., has tiled his report. The total debt
of the company is |150,089.03, and there are $53.5,-

000 of bonds. The total assets are $309,913, and
there is $69,389 of unsecured debt.

Union Traction Bonds.—The Union Traction Com-
pany, of New Jersey, has filed a $1,000,000 mort-
gage in favor of the Metropolitan Trust Company,
of New York, to secure its issue of 5 per cent,

bonds, the proceeds of which will be devoted to-

ward equipping and extending the line.

New London Railway Dividend.—The New Lon-
don (Conn.) Sti-eet Railway Company has declared
a semi-annual dividend of 3 per cent., payable
January 1 to stock of record December 26. This
is the company's second dividend, and is an in-

crease of + per cent, over the previous one.

New Orleans Traction Loan.—The New Orleans
Traction Company has perfected arrangements for
securing a loan of about §1,000,000. The bonds
will be taken by a local syndicate. The proceeds
will be devoted toward the completion of a num-
ber of branches aggregating about 20 miles of

track.

Columbus Street Railway Earnings.—The gross
earnings for the month of November increased
$5,322.13; operating expenses decreased $1,278.44,
and net earnings increased $6,6.57, making for the
eleven months ending Nov. 30 an increase in

gross of $23,964.93, the extraordinary decrease in

expenses of $60,365.90, and an increase in net of

$84,330.83.

Verdict in Condemnation Proceedings.—A verdict
for $62,959 was given by a jury in Chicago last

week against the Metropolitan West Side Elevated
Railway Company in the suit to condemn
the right of way along the proposed branch
of the road which will leave Milwaukee
avenue near the junction of that avenue
with Roby street and proceed west. The
property Included 43 pieces, nearly all improved,
and the amount awarded by the jury is said to

have been more than the company could have pur-

chased it for before the cases came to trial. The
company moved for new trial.

Buffalo Railway Earnings.—The gross earnings
of the Buffalo Railway system for the month of

November sho%v a comparative increase over the

same period in 1893 of ,$7,488.52, a decrease \v op-
erating expenses of $7,734.58, and an increase in net
of $15,223.10. It will be noted that notwithstand-
ing $7,488.52 more business was done last month
than in 1893, the cost of handling it was $7,734.58

less, making the gain in net nearly twice as much
as the Increase in gross. For the eight months to

Nov. 31 there was an increase in gross earnings of

.$9,417.50, a decrease in operating expenses of
$14,h97.62 and an increase in net earnings of $24,-

31.5.13.

Nashville Dummy Line Sold.—The West Nash-
ville Dummy Railroad was sold at auction on
Dec. 11 at the court-house door by L. H. Davis,

president. The company some time ago decided

to go into liquidation and sell the property. Mr.
Davis stated that the road cost $169,000. The
bidding was opened by J. H. Acklen, who bid

$10,495 for the company. E. Pollak, representing

the Block-Pollak Company, of Chicago and Cin-

cinnati, raised this bid $5, making it $10,500, at

which figure it was sold. The company purchas-

ing the property was represented at the sale by
Mr. Pollak, president, and Harry Benjamin. The
jHirchase include? roadbed, rails, rolling stock,

terminal facilities, franchises and car sheds and
ground in West Nashville. Mr. Benjamin said he
did not know what his :!ompany would do with
the road, but it is understood that it will be oper-

ated for a while at least.

To Consolidate Sioux City Companies.—An effort

has been made retjently to secure a consolidation of
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the Riverside Park and the Sioux City cable com-
panies. For some time past this plan h.as been in

contemplation, and it is hoped to put it into effect

in the course of the next few months. The proposi-

tion of the Riverside bondholders is to push the

foreclosure oases against the two roads until a de-

cree is rendered and to bid them in at sheriff's sale

for a sum sufficient to cover the amount of the
bonds on both roads. A new company will then
be formed to take charge of them both, and stock

will be issued and given in exchange for the bonds.

It is said that a large majority of the bondholders
of both companies will enter into the reorganiza-

tion. The local representatives of the companies
are using every endeavor to push the foreclosures

as rapidly as possible, and believe they can get

decrees by ntxt spring at the latest, after which
the reorganizarion will follow in a few weeks.

General Electric.—We understand that the Gen-
eral Electric Company is doing as large a propor-
tion of the electric business of the country as ever

in its history. Of course the electric business is

not now on the scale of two years ago, but the

company is now doing its proportion upon a cash
basis at lower prices and lower cost sheets, and in-

creasing its output. It has now 3,100 men at

Schenectady and 1,700 at Lynn, the latter number
being an increase from 1.200 in September. The
gross volume of its business is now more than
11,000,000 per month and the balance sheet shows a
reducing deficit on capital account, notwithstand-
ing the charging off process which in diminished
degree still goes on. The cash balance of the com-
pany still remains over 8500,000. The General
Electric Company has recently had to increase its

expense account $75,000 for new tools to meet its

increased business. Some departments which have
shown a decrease for many months by comparison
with the previous year now show very handsome
increases.

—

Boston News Bureau.

through Main street to the Essex street station;

also south to Little Ferry and Ridgefield, south
from Leonla to Fairview. John Aird Dempsey is

theonly stockholder in this section, the syndicate
being composed of Philadelphians. They are:
Jacob E. Ridgeway, Joseph M. Gazzen, Charles T.
Colladay. Alexander Balfour, J. Elwood Peters,
Charles P. Finchman, R. M. Hartley. William P.
Datz, S. Davis Page, William H. Clark.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Detroit, IWich.—The Detroit Railway Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of |1,000.000.

The promoters are Greene Pack, Oscoda. Mich.,
Albert Pack, Detroit, Mich., Henry A. Everett,

Cleveland, O.

Chicago, III.
—^The Interurban Railroad Com-

pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000 to construct a street railway from High-
wood station to Fort Sheridan depot, in Lake
County, III. The promoters are John W. Harring-
ton, John H. Dymonde, Edgar H. Thorpe.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Washington Inclined Plane
Company has been incorporated, capital $1,000;
directors, C Cramer, Ii. E. Burton, Henry Bohm
and John Naegley, Pittsburg, and John S. Cham-
bers, Jr., Allegheny. The company is to run in

opposition to the Monongahela incline company.

The Corning Traction Company has been incor-

porated to construct a street surface electric road
between Corning and Painted Post, capital §40,000:
directors: Fred E. Lyford, Percy L. Lang, Clay
Clapp and Frederick E. Hawkes, of Waverjy, Ti-

oga County; D. N. Johnson, of Ithaca; Nathaniel
C. Harris, F. K. Harris, Charles Kellogg and A.
C. Robertson, of Athens.

Philadelphia, Pa.—TheFairmount ParkTranspor-
tation Company has been incorporated under the
laws of New Jersey. The company is to build and
operate a railway in Fairmount Park. The com-
pany's capital is $3,000000. The stockholders
named are John B. Peddie, of Woodbury, N. J.;

Alexander Renwick, of Philadelphia; and John D.
Yarrow and Richard F. Bower. It has been ru-
mored that men prominently identified with the
Philadelphia Traction Company will have a con-
trolling interest in the new road, and this is borne
out by the statement that the four incorporators
of the new company are clerks in Philadelphia
Traction Company's offices.

Chicago, III.-The Chicago & Worth Street Rail-
way Company has been incorporated with a capi-
tal stock of $3,000,000. W. W. Beaty, J. H. Smith
and M. Skinner, of Chicago, are the incorporators.
The railway will be built m South Chicago, and, it

is said, will reach all of the important suburban
towns in that vicinity. The company vcill put in

service an electric car fitted with a lately improved
storage battery. It is said that in all probability
ground will be broken in a month's time, so as lo
have the new line of rapid transit in operation
sometime next summer. The company is made up
of several Chicago and New York capitalists. It

has been stated that Mrs. Hetty Green, of New
York, is one of the heaviest stockholders in the or-

ganization.

Hackensacli, N. J.—The Bergen County Traction
Company has been incorporated. The capital stock
of the company is $500,000. The road will extend
from the Hudson County line at Bull's Ferry to

Fort Lee, east to Leonia, north to Englewood,
Tenafly, Demarest, Closter, Creikill, Norwood, to

the Rockland County line east from Englewood to

New Bridge, south to Fairmount andHackensack,

Islip, L. I.—The Islip town officials have granted
a franchise to the Electric Railway Company.

Portlantl, Me.—The platforms of the electric

cars are to be protected by removable vestibules.

Atchison, Kans.—The completion of the electric

street railway was celebrated last week. Governor-
elect Morrill made an address.

Philailelphia, Pa.—The Hestonville Company
has withdravfn all of its cars from the Arch street
line, and trolley cars alone are operated.

Kingston, N. Y.—The Colonial City Electric
Railway was formally opened last week and the
occasion was made a public celebration.

Kansas City, Mo.—A Metropolitan electric car
collided with a hook and ladder truck a few days
ago. Two firemen were quite badly injured.

Patchogue, L. I.—A trolley line is to bjilt from
Patchogue to Port Jefferson, about 14 miles. The
stock will be owned by New York men, it is said.

Media, Pa.—The Media Council has granted a
franchise to the Delaware County & Philadelphia
Electric Railway Company to lay tracks en Wash-
ington street to connect with the line of the Media
& Chester Electric Road.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Work has already been com-
menced on taking up the Seventh and Ninth
streets and Columbia avenue cable, which is to
give way to the trolley. It is f xpected that the
road vviil be electrically operated in the spring.

Baltimore, Md.—Contracts have been let for
grading the Washington-Laurel section of the
Washington & Baltimore Boulevard Company's
electric line, and bids for the construction of the
line Will in all probability be awarded by Jan. 1.

Woodbury, N. J.—The Gloucester County Rapid
Transit Company has made an application to the
council for a franchise on Dallowdy street. This
company proposes to introduce the McLaughlin
underground system, if it is granted a franchise.

Chicago, III.—The South Park board has given
Chicago City Railway permission to run trolley

cars on Twenty-sixth, Thirty -first and Forty-third
streets, crossing Michigan avenue. Grand boule-
vard and Drexel boulevard at Forty-third street.

Flushing, L. I.—Work has begun on the new
Flushing & Newtown Electric Railroad. The con-
tract calls for the completion of the road by April
1. Two other roads are about to build extensions
into Flushing, the Brooklyn City and Gleason's
road.

Detroit, Mich.—James A. Randall, E. W. Voight
and other residents of Detroit have formed a
syndicate for the purpose of constructing an elec-

tric railway from the dividing line between Wayne
and Oakland counties, tlirough Birmingham to
Pontiac.

Phildelphia, Pa.—Judge Dallas has dismissed the
suit of the Cutter Electrical Manufacturing Com-
pany against Heury A. Cleverly and others,

brought to recover damages for alleged infringe-
ment on patented improvements m electrical

switches.

St. Johnsbury, Vt.—The bill to incorporate the
Mount Mansfield Electric Railroad Company passed
the legislature and is now a law. The company
will be formed with a capital stock of $300,000, and
it is expected that the road will be running by the
1st of next July.

Franklin, N. J.—At a recent public meeting it

was unanimously resolved that the township com-
mittee be instructed to grant a franchise to the
Passaic Electric Railway to run through the town
and connect with the Consolidated Tiaction Com-
pany at Belleville.

Morrlstown, N. J.—A public meeting was recently
hela to consider the advisability of forming an elec-

tric railway company to construct a line from the
D.. L. & W, station through the town to the tracks
of the Rockaway Valley Road. I. R. Pierson was
chairman of the meeting.

West Chester, Pa.—Engineers of the Pennsyl-
vania Traction Company are laying out a line from
the terminus of Chestnut street to a point near the
Matlack homestead, as the borough's council has
signified its willingness to grant the company a
franchise through the town.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Work has been commenced on
suspending the trolley wire for the new electric
lighting service of the Brooklyn Bridge cars. The
contract was recently granted lo the Electrical

and Mechanical Engineering and Trading Com-
pany. It is announced that the coaches will be
illuminated within a month with electric lights.

Alexandria, Ind.—The Alexandria City Council
has passed an ordinance, giving a franchise for an
electric i ailway to Joseph E. Jeffries and C. L.

Henry. It is announced that work will be begun
next spring. The council has also granted a
franchise through the city to the Indianapolis,

Anderson, Alexandria & Marion Electiic Railway.

Denver, Col.—An electric car collided with a city

ambulance a few days ago, wrecking the wagon
and seriously injuring the three occupants, the
police surgeon and two officers. The street rail-

way employees declare that the accident was due to

no carelessness of theirs, as.the gong was ringing
as the car reached the crossing where the collision

occurred

.

Brattleboro, Vt.—It is expected that the electric
railroad between Bennington and Woodford will be
built and in running order by the middle of next
summer. The distance is four miles, and the old
roadbed of the abandoned Bennington & Glas-
tenbury road will be used. The estimated cost of
the road, including the roadbed, cars and power
station, is $40,000.

New York, N. Y.—The Board of Aldermen has
granted a franchise to the Forty-second Street,
Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Railroad
for a line to run through Eighty-sixth street from
the Boulevard to Central Park, to connect with
the line now running through Central Park, and
over East Eighty-sixth street to Avenue A. One
fare will be charged for the trip across town.

Westminster, Md.—The officers of the Westmin-
ster & Union Mills Electric Railway Company have
issued a circular urging subscriptions to the stock.
The line, which is to start at Reisterstown and
end at Union Mills, will be 19 miles long, and can
be built, the officers assert, for less than $-,'00,000.

It is designed to form a connectiag link in a con-
tinuous line from Gettysburg, Pa., to Baltimore.

Chicago, III.—A permit for the consiruclirn of
the Chicago & Jefferson Urban Transit Company's
railway has been granted and wo'k has already
been begun. A double track will be laid on Mon-
roe street from Canal to Morgan, from Mfrgan to
Fulton, Fulton to Ashland avenue, and Ihence on
Fulton street from Ashland avenue to Monroe
street. The work is to be conspleted within 90
days.

Chicago, III.—The Board of Trustees of the town
of Cicero has pissed an ordinance granting the
Ogden Street Railroad Company the right to oper-
ate electric street car lines on various streets located
in the southern part of the town. The president
of the company is Henry 6. Foreman, associated
with whom is E. A. Cummiugs. The estimated
cost of the construction of the road and the neces-
sary rolling stock is $1,000,000.

Chicago, 111.—Mrs. Margaret Shannon has sued
the Lake Street Elevated Railroad Company for
$5,000. The suit is similar to those which have
been brought against the Manhattan Railroad
Company in New York. The plaintiff claims her
property is damaged by the passing of elevated
trains and by the smoke and dirt. She owns prop-
erty situated between Fortieth and Forty-second
street, with fifty feet frontage on Lake street.

Watseka, III.—The project of conslructing an
electric railway between Orango and Watseka via
Oilman and Crescent City, making the line 15
miles long, is under consideration. Colonel Arthur
A. Spitzer, of Richmond, Va., is at the head of the
movement. It is proposed to use the highways,
thus in no way creating any inconvenience in the
way of right of way through farms. If built the
line will be used for both passenger and freight
service.

Brooklyn, N.Y.-The Board of Railroad Com-
missioners has dismissed the charge made by H.
M. Thompson against the Brooklyn City Railroad
Company, in which he alleged that the reports of
the company had been altered for the purpose of
deceiving the stockholders. The board finds that
the company's connection with the Long Island
Traction Company is for the best interests of the
stockholders and found all of ils accounts were
correct.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The succe.ss of the trolley mail
cars run between the post-office and Coney Island
over the lines of the Atlantic Avenue Company has
led to plans to put them upon the lines of the other
trolley companies. Probably the first line of the
Brooklyn Heights Company to be equipped with a
mail-car will be the Flatbush Avenue line, which
passes the branch post-office in the Twenty-ninth
ward, formerly Flatbush, and the rural post-office

in the town of Flallands.

Lowell, Mass.—The Lowell and Suburban Street
Railroad Company has petitioned the selectmen of
Tyngsboro for a location to extend the electric

road through that town to the New Hampshire
line on the border of the town of Hudson. This
line will practically parallel the Nashua & Lowell
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Kuih-oatl from Nashua and tap a coin|jaialivtly

thickly setll' (I farming district on llie east side of

the Merrimac River, extending over tlie 12 cuiles

of territory between Lowell and Nashua.

Detroit, Mich.—The acceptance of the street rail-

way Iranciuse in hehaif of the stockholders of the

Detroit Railway Company was received by the

council at the last meeting and theofticial^lOO.OOO

bond and the ^50,000 certificate of deposit from
the company, given to secure faithful per-

formance of the terms of the contract with the

city, have been also received. The company
elected officers as follows : President, tireen Pack:
secretarv-treasurer. Albert Pack: vice-president

and general manager. Henry A. Everett : assistant

secretary, S. R. Break. Tlie company is already

hauling'lies to AVarren avenue in preparation for

beginning work. It is expected that the rail will

lie here in a ft w days.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Several ticket sellers, platform

men and porters have l>een dismissed Irom the

service of the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Com-
pany for stealing tickets. The plan that they fol-

lowed is explained by Superintendeut Barton as

follows: '-Tiieir plan was easy eoough. Say, for

instance, a party of half a dozen comes into the

station. The agent, instead of tearing off the

tickels singly, will tear off the six tickets iu a

string. The passenger throws the string into the

chopper's box. and it's ne^t to an impossibility for

it to go through in that manner. It's more likely

to lie crosswise in the Ixix and act as a clog to ail

the tickets which follow. Meanwhile the indus-

trious chopper keeps chopping away, but he knows
nolickets are falling through, and when the coast

is clear he fishes them all oul. turn's them back to

the agent, who sells them over again and then di-

vides the proceeds. ]t is necessary to take the
porter into the game to prevent him turning in-

former."

PERSONALS.

Mr. L. Warfielil, of the Detroit Electrical Works,
was iu New York last week.

Mr. Eugene Kelly, the well-known banker, of
New York, died on Dec. 19.

B. E. Sunny, of the Chicago office of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, was in New Y'ork this

week.

Mr. John Worthy, president of the Metropolitan
West Side Elevated Railroad, of Chicago, died in

New York last week.

TRADE NOTES.
The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berl'n.

Couu..luis just completed a new boiler-house for
till. Metropolitan Electric Company, at Reading.Pa.
The Clinton Wire Cloth Company, at Clinton,
Ma.ss.: has .iiist completed a new boiler-house.
The roof is of iron, covered with the Berlin Iron
Bridge Company's patent anti-condensation cor-
rugated iron.

Wadtlell-Entz Cars Sent Abroad.—Two Waddell-
Entz storage battery cars, similar to those oper-
ated recently on the Stcond Avenue surface road,
in New Y'ork, have been sent to Vienna, Austria,
where they will be tested by a commission of rep-
resent.ative electrical and civil engineers. The
cars will be operated on a road now run by steam,
and will thus be enabled to run at high speeds.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Ber-
lin. Conn., is building a new gas house ronf for
the Massachusetts Reformatory, at Concord, Mass.
The fame company, of Ea.st Berlin, Conn., is

furnishiDg the iron work for the new office build-

ing of Ihe Pope Manufacturing Company, at Hart-
ford, Conn. The Naugatuck Malleable Iron Com-

pany, at Naugaluck, Coun., has pliced the con-

tract for its new auuealing room with the Berlin

Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn. The
building will be 94 feet wide and 17.''> feet long,

constructed entirely of fire-proof construction.

Graham Steel Push Plows.— ii^. E. Hess, engineer

of the Lehigh Traction Company, Hazleton, Pa.,

ran one of these plows all last winter, and writes

as follows: "Replying to yours of July 11th,

would say that the snow plow was in use all last

winter. In snows up to a depth of 1") in. it worked
admirably with one car, but in the extreme depth
of snow it required two motor cars to push it; so

that we found it better lo keep it moving steadily

through the storm. It works very much more ex-

peditiously than a sweeper, particularly for coun-
try lines. We have tried sweeper ana plow, and
as a result will order one or more additional plows
for use during the coining winter."

General Electric Business.—The increase in the

business now being done by the General Electric

Company has necessitated an extension of its al-

ready extensive facilities at Schenectady, and two
large buildings are now being constructed by Grat-

tan & Jennings. One of these is a storehouse, 35S

feet long and .53 feet wide. The foundations are al-

ready laid and the superstructure is rising rapidly.

This will relieve thesmaller storehouses, now found
entirely inadequate. The other building will be

used as a laboratory for standardizing. It will be
erecttd on the very outskirts of the tract of laid

owned by the company at Schenectady, in order

that It may be as far away as possible from the

disturbing influences of moving iron and heavy
electric currents iu and around the many buildings

of the plant proper. This laboratory will contain

all the standard instruments of the company, arid

with these the working instruments, which are in

use throughout the factories for testing purposes,

will be compared each day.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
U. S. Patents Issued Dec. 11, 1894.

5:{0, 198. lDHul»t<>r tor l^l< otrlo fi\ erhend
roniiirucli*'u; Keury P. Ball. IJridt;er/orl, Conn.. As-
ftiiTDor lo Ihe Utiicral Klectn'c Company, Boston, Mass.
Filed -lune '2*. 1S9I. Thin i" a ?lrain insuUior conipris-

inie a twrt provided with a fl'inee haviog ooe di.iaieier

of iis opening (O-caTcr llian the other, and an (>>e-bolt

bavinK an cneaK'ni; pari formed wirh one diameter
smali'T than the oiher. The i wo pare* are arraoKed lo

encage, when the lonpcr diame'cr of ibe eye-bok is

tranHVcrse lo the short diamei^er of ihe flaue:e. insulat-
intf mateiial s';< urinK the parts together and insulaiing
Ihcni from each other,

53 ,S07- <'oiit''Oll<T forElcclrlo fjOCoinotlvoN ;

John \V, liarlev. Jr., Biltimore. Md.. AsaiRnnr to the
General Klectric Company. Ifosion. Mass. Filed Nov.
IG. IKJn. There i-t aii (^leciro-niai^octic ciicuti-b-eaker
and a coniniurdtinc cylinder and mcchauism operated
Iherehy. which aic adapt'.d lo vary the capacity ^ f the
clrciiit-brKik»'r in Qccorfjance with the position of Ibe
coniinuLatiDtf cUioder. (Sec iUn^tniiion.)

consists of two separate pnris screw-threaded into tlio

Htr-ral fHces of tiie rails and afterward bent so th it

iheir opposite ends overlap each other. means b.ing
pinyiried for elpcirically uDiiins the ends together so as
lo constitute a sinRle continuous bond.

n3<u'>*3, Concliilc eirrtrlr Hallway; David
M.v-,; -. I. r,,,. ..,,-. V V Filed Junr- H, ihU3. 1 hU

one or more hollow or
A*:cn one or inore palrw of
r.«iim , I', t li<! niirfiu-c of

u cunnocted
['fed i/j force
'•roiiKh. (rtoo

V.Hi.*,*M», TroUry U'Irr riamp t Montmvlllo M.
'' :''.-" II. *'^' •- • "M'3 llrnm Corn-

The einrnp
'>|pr;t|riK lOKi.
r. ri..- \utcn. \ty

A Kind
t with A
jawB of

^lo^n.^l. Hail Roiifl or C'onnrclorl Cbarlon J.
Itwd. ITilU/JclphU. t'rt., AMltfQor lo tho f(eod Klecirlc
Compaar. mcdi pImcc. KUvd Mpt. W, UM. Tbo bood

No. 530.543.

fiSOfOei. Swltvli for Overhead Trolley TrackN;
Charles G. Schraidt. Cincinnati. O. Filed Aug. Ki. ISIH.

The switch is hli.ged to the main track. The hanuers
supporting the branch track are each provided with a
eupport for the free swluRing end of the switch lo rest
on when In alignment wiih either truck. A Kuidc bar
(8 guided and supported by and on these hangers, which
Hupport the switch and track ends. Guards arc carried
by I he guide bar, and an operalive conncct'on t» made
lut ween this latter and the switch. (See illustral ion.)

5:10,071. Trolley-U'lro aiul Support 'llirrcfor;
Ilrrhert H. Anhlcy. Sprlnglleld, Mnss. Fil'_'d Auc. 25,

ISIH. 'I'he support consists of two parallel ehcLk plates
suitably united so «s Lo have ut I heir end portions clear,
downwardly and endwise opening Hpaees. and having
ui such eiid portions reurwardly and downwardly In-
clined slots. The trolley wi c has at Its extremil-y a
hnr. with an upstanding longitudinal woh which is

provided with Die laterally extending projections.

'M\.m\.

ri:«l,flHH. <'oti(liil|-lliillivH)- Trolloy ; Jor-utth C.
lliiwlny and Willlutii J. Khuk. Dnncaiinon. I*a. Filed
March 'J'^, IKlM. In the umli rground idtiihill there Is a
depending arm and upon iU liiwi-r cnil Ih u vi'rl h-Jilly
rnovcntilc "tpi tng actuated lirarkc i-xtt-ndlni: downward
nt an anglr from nald nlandurd. This bracket carries u
coDlocl wbool at IU outvr end.

5 30,717. Brusli for Bynamo-EIrctrio ITIo-

ohin* s ; Kdwaro T. Piatt, Chicago, 111.. Assignor of
t\^o-t^ilcls to William Freise and Charles L). Moyer,
same phice. Filed June 11, 1891. The brush is pro-
vided with a flexible body portion anda^erie8of rolls

arranged on an arc of a circle to contact at least two
segments of the commuthtor.

530,727. KIieoKtat; Thomas W. Shelton. St. Louis,
Mo. Filed Aug. '20, 18D4. The rheostat comprises a
cylindrical casing, a cover bolted to this easing, a series

of flre-clay disks or plaies, in which are embedded
suiiabl'j wife coils. Bolts connects each pair of disks,

suitable conductors leadiui^ from the bolts to the out-
side of tlie cylindrical ca-iing.

530,783. Brake-Mioe; Harry A. Lewis, Norristown,
Pa..Assignor to himself anr' William M. Sullivan, snmr
place, and Uavid O. Kerbaugh. New York, N. Y. Filtd
July ST.IS'JI. The brake beam is pivoted to the holder
and is provided with a transverse end pin. and the
keeper connecting the hanger bolt, and the end of the
brake bpam the keeper having a slot to receive tbo pin
on the beam.

53O5SO7. Kail-Cleaner and Tar-Fonder; John
S. Tomer. Pittsburg. Pa. Filed April 28. 1891. The
mil cleaner and car fender consists of slotted brack-
ets attached to the forward truck of the car, a
shaft operating therein capable of a limited vertical
movement; brushes are attached to tne shaft, and a
pulley is attached to the shaft and connected by a belt

to a pulley secured to the forward axle of the ear, as a
pieaus for" rotating the brushes A lever is arranpod
within the car, and connected by suitable cranks and
links lo a shaft whereby the shaft may be elevated or
lowered.

No. r».'i(),8oy.

530, N09. <'arrlat!;e <<»r KIcvated KullwayN; John
N. Valley. Jersey (.'ily. N. J. Filed Dec HI. 1893.
Diiven wheels urc .'^rcurci on the aNlcH of two nf the
running vhcl.^, on the outside of the carriage frame,
and a d. iving wheel Js in cngagemenl with tbu satd
driven wheels. (See illustration.)

530,H 10. iCIrviiled Hallway. John N. Valley, Jersey
(ily. N. J. Filed Dec. 20. KStKi. The supported hauKOrs
cacti have t \vn dci)cnding iirnis. The rc^peclivo meeting
ends of the rail currying stringers are each aeciircd to
one of the detrcnding arms of llie hame haitger,

530,H*2N. rt»ndull-ICall\«'ay Trolloy; Waller K.
Ijelaljurre, Francis M. Kra/.er and Itoberi. A. Carrick.
New York. N. V. Filed Jan. 211, ISili. Ihe tranHuiliting
arm is adapted to project through the Mint of a conduit,
and to it a irullcy iHconneeled. A covering of an in-

hiiliillnK materntl ih Hccured to the arm. being provided,
til llH cihIh, w Ii ti bevelH facing in I he opposile direction
fron; that of the trolley.

530,1M'i. Ilrahc for^Knllwny Vnr%\ Joslah A.
WCtilHT. Brooklyn, N. V. Filed I'eh. H. ISllJ. Serial No.
lllS.tHkV (No model. I ThlH Ih t he eotnlilnation of a lon-
Kiiudlnaily movithh? rod, a hnn/,onl tl liar connectod
with frledon wlrapM having hnike HhocM, logjfle arms
HUpported at one end by the frame of the truck and
engnglng with a horl/.onial liar at I heir other end. and by
longitudinally moving rod at their knuckle, and moans
accessible lo the operator for longitudinally moving tho
rod. I
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New York Eapid The last report of the chief

Transit. engineer of the Rapid Transit

Commission in New York,

which is presented elsewhere in this issue, con-

demns the plans of the old commission as inade-

quate and impracticable. It suggests a new
plan that will involve an expense of |63,000,000,

without any allowance for damages to abutting

property- owners. This is i^l5, 000,000 in excess of

the amount voted in aid of the enterprise at the

last election.

No Free Rides for After the first of January po-

Polioemen. licemen in New York State

will be deprived of one of

their most esteemed privileges, that of free trans-

portation on street railways. According to one of

the provisions of the new constitution public offi-

cers are debarred from accepting favors in the way

of passes fi-om raih-oads. and there seems to be no

question in the minds of legal gentlemen that *he

police are public officers within the meaning of the

constitutional provision. There is already heard

a great deal of grumbling on the part of the guar-

dians of the law, and there is talk of securing leg-

islation to enable them to continue in the enjoy-

ment of street railway generosity. Policemen have

always been among the most liberal patrons of

street railways, and if they continue to be as per-

sistent travelers street railway revenues ought to

increase in the big cities.

Aoonmulator Traction A paper on accumulators

and Power Storage, for tramcar traction, by Al-

fred H. Gibbings, presented

elsewhere in this issue, covers a much broader field

than its title suggests. The author believes in the

combination of municipal undertakings, because, as

he says : "I have come to the conclusion that the

secret of success lies not so much in the adoption

of any particular method of electric trac-

tion, however superior, as it does in enlisting

and utilizing services %vhich other enterprises

can be made to contribute. Separately, they

may be only just paying their way, but, com-

bined, it will probably become possible to make

an exceptional success of both." The author

then describes the advantages attending the con-

solidation of refuse destruction, electric railway

service by means of accumulators and electric

lighting. While we do not believe in the muni-

cipal control of lighting and railway enterprises

oa this side of the Atlantic, there is no reason why
Mr. Gibbings' arguments should not apply to the

consolidation of such undertakings under the con-

trol of private corporations. Our experience

of the consumption ot refuse as fuel is too

limited in the United States to warrant

any expression of opinion as to the profit-

ableness of destructors. Certainly if there

is sufficient fuel lost in every city through throw-

ing away house waste to supply power for

generating current for one 16-c. P. lamp for two

hours daily for every inhabitant, plans for utilizing

it are well worth attention. This estimate of the

heat value of house waste was given by Professor

Forbes in his address at the Electric Light Con-

vention at St. Louis in 1893. A necessary adjunct

of a refuse destructor is a storage system. Pro-

fessor Forbes believed in thermal storage; Mr,

Gibbings pins his faith to accumulators, and cer-

tainly makes out a good case.

Useless Tenders in A poor fender is infinitely

Service. worse than none at all. It

inspires in the public an un-

warranted confidence, with the result that "less

caution is exercised than would be the case if the

cars were not so equipped. In a number of places,

there are types of fenders in use that are utterly

valueless as far as protection to life and limb are

concerned, but it is probably true that such de-

vices would never have been adopted had not the

companies been obliged to equip their cars,

hurriedly and without sufficient investigation,

with some sort of a fender in deference either to a

mandate of a common council or in response to an

urgent demand on the part of the public. It goes

without saying, that every street railway company
is anxious to secure some sort of a reliable life-

saving apparatus, being influenced by consider-

ations of economy as well as by a regard for

human life; and had the adoption of fenders not

been made compulsory within certain prescribed

time limits in the cities referred to, fewer of these

alleged life-guards, that are a menace to life rather

than a protection, would have been in service.

Within a year or two considerable progress has

been made in the development of the fender; some

forms of undoubted utility are now procurable and

inventors are still at work turning out new styles'.

It would be an unusual week when several

varieties were not mentioned in our patent

record, and it is safe to assert, we think, that over

300 patents for inventions of this description have

already been issued—some of them good, but more

of them, it is true, bad or indifferent. Could the

companies that have been forced to select fenders

in haste, and have adopted poor or unreliable

types, have been left free to choose until the

variety was greater, fewer mistakes would have

been made, and accident lists would not have been

much greater than they now are. This statement

finds corroboration in an accicent that occurred

in Brooklyn a few days ago. A lad of fifteen was

run down by a car that was equipped with a fender,

that, so far from tending to save life, seemed actu-

ally to aid in destroying it. The iron guard struck

the boy, knocked him flat upon the track, and then

passed over his body, leaving him in a position where

the wheels inflicted such injuries that death followed

his extrication from under the car. No arguments

are necessary to prove that a device that makes
such an accident possible is untrustworthy for life

saving purposes, and if it does seem occasionally to

rescue a victim from the consequences of his own
carelessness, it is almost a matter of pure good

luck. As we have said before, if the public had not

been so clamorous, such a fender, which it requires

only a glance to condemn, would not have been

adopted; and probably before this time something

calculated to be of actual service in the protection

of life and limb would have come into use. It is

hard to be obliged to discard an entire fender equip-

ment, but this is doubtless what must be done in

Brooklyn, and perhaps the sooner the better.

When this is done, the best plan to follow will be to

investigate the whole fender question carefully and

exhaustively, as it has been attempted in more tharj

one place, for, to adopt a fender in haste means re-

pentance at leisure.
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THE TUNNEL ACCIDENT IN CHICAGO.

A coroner's jury in Chicago last weeli investi-

gated the recent tunnel accident in which two per-

sons were killed and 20 others injured by tlie rear

collision of two trains consisting of grip cars and

trailers. The testimony showed that a cable grip

broke on the steep descent in the tunnel, and as

the brakes were unable to hold the cars on the

grade, the train crashed into the preceding train.

It was shown that the company's rules made the

following provision :

Fares must not be collected while in the tunnel,

but at this point the conductor's place must be on
the rear platform, with his hand upon the brake
handle, wliich he must use in case oi emergency.

When the gripman of the train that ran away
found that he could not hold the cars by his brake

he rang for conductors of the trailers lo set the

hand brakes. It was asserted that they were en-

gaged in collecting fares. The conductors testified

that the rule was a.dead letter. The jury then

brought in the following verdict

:

" We, the jury, find that John Donohue came to

his death from shock and injuries caused by being
crushed in a collision between the Milwaukee
avenue grip car 884 and Ogden avenue car 1,260

in the Washington street tunnel on D-^c. 11. A. D.
1894, while a passenger on said car 1,260, said car
belonging to the West Chicago Street railroad

company. And from the evidence presented we,
the jury, b?lieve the death of the deceased Morris
Smith resulted through the criminal carelessness

of.Gus W. Dahlen, conductor of Armitage avenue
car 1,843, Conductor R. W. Ross, of North avenue
car 1,266, for not being at their posts at the brakes
on their respective cars as they should have been,
and Gripman Thomas Moran, of Milwaukee avenue
car 884, for not applying the brakes in time, and
also to the wanton negligencs and greed of the
West Chicago Street Railroad Company for not
providing proper protection for the public using
its cars while passing through the tunnel.
"And we further find that the most important

rule issued to conductors and the only one that lias

a tendency to protect the passengers in the tunnel
has almost been a dead letter, namely, the collec-

tion of fares in the tunnel, as we know it has been
the rule and not the exception with conductors to

collect fares in the tunnel going wesi", and the said
company should have known it.

"We further recommend that the above named
conductors and gi-ipmen be held to await the ac-

tion of the grand jury until discharged by due
course of law.
"We, the jury, havingthe welfare of our fellow-

citizens at heart, recommend to the common coun-
cil of the city of Chicago that they pass an ordi-

nance compelling the West Chicago Street Railroad
Company and the North Chicago Street Railroad
Company to station a police officer at each en-

trance to the tunnels and prevent more than one
train entering the tunnel until the train preceding
it has begun to ascend the grade at the other end
of the tunnel."

definitely we think it would be best for your com
pany, in order to be certain of keeping within the
law, to assume that both ihe patrolmen and the
firemen are such public officers."

NO FEEE TRANSPORTATION FOR POLICE-
MEN.

The counsel of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad

Company have given an opinion that policemen

are public officers, and as such are not allowed to

accept free transportation by the provision of the

new constitution of New York State. They add :

" It will, of course, be a hardship on the police-

men whom your company has heretofore allowed
to ride free on the cars. They must look for relief

through State or local legislation authorizing the
city to furnish them with railroad tickets or giving
them an increase of pay sufficient to make up for

the Hdditional expense to which they are now to

be put. However desirous you may be to help them
you cannot do so without violating the law.
"As to whether this constitutional provision ap-

plies to members of the Fire Department there
may be some doubt. While the firemen are public
servants, they have not heretofore been considered
jrablic officers. Their duties relate principally to
the putting out of fires, but they are not confined
to that. The firemen make inspections of build
ings and do miny other things under the laws and
regulations which seek to prevent fires and conse-
quent injury to property and to life and limb. It

might be argued that they, too. should be kept
free from any miiuence which might possibly inter-
fere with the full discharge of their duties toward
the classes of corporations mentioned, and that
they are, therefore, ])ublic officers within the
meaning of the provision we have quoted. Until
tl)e courts shall have passed upon these questions

SAFETY IN CHICAGO STREET RAILWAY
TUNNELS.

A committee of the Chicago City Council was
recently appointed to investigate the accident in

the Washington street railway tunnel, by which
tsvo persons were killed and 30 others were in-

jured. The accident resulted from the failure of

the brakes to hold a train consisting of grip car

and two trailers which collided with a train in

front. At the meeting of the investigating com-
mittee Mr. Yerkes, president of the West Chicago
and North Chicago Street Railway companies, ex-

pressed his willingness to pay for the services of

an engineer selected by the city to examine the

street railway tunnels and suggest the application

of safety measures. Mr. Yerkes made this state-

ment:

"It is impossible to get appliances that will al-

ways obviate accidents. You can operate steam
car lines, steamship lines, factories, but you will

always have accidents. If there is any way to im-

p ove our system we are anxious to do so, but we
don't propose to take up every fellow that comes
along with a crank idea.

" On all of our caole cars there are three brakes.

Tivo are operated by the gripman and one by the

conductor. There is the track brake that tends to

raise the car from the track. The next brake, and
the one we depend upon, is what we call the com-
bination lever brake ; it is operated by the grip-

man, and it brakes all the cars in the train."

Mr. Yerkes described the operation of this brake,

saying that 20 pounds weight put upon the grip-

m%n's lever would stop the whole train ; but the

gripman in the Washington street tunnel accident

kept on pulling the lever after he had locked the

wheels, which was of no use.

"Many people who are ignorant," Mr. Yerkes

continued, "say, when there is an accident, 'Put

on your hand brakes.' There is no use of the

hand brakes when the combination brakes have
already been applied—the combination brakes

have already locked the wheels. If you gentle-

men have some engineer—I don't want the city to

be at any expense in this matter—who can better

our system, we want to use his appliances. We
feel, as I have said, as if we have pretty nearly

obviated accidents. We have thought perhaps

we might be able to fix that shoe brake so it would
work better in slippery weather, and we have
made three brakes that we are now trying. As lo

the block system I do not think it is practicable.

One thing is sure: if it be adopted, the North and
West Chicago street railways will be obliged to

give up running cars through the tunnels, be-

cause to wait until there was the distance between
the top and the bottom of the tunnels between
cjrs is out of the question, and we would have to

go back to the bridges. There have been times

when it was a good thing to have the trains close

together.

" I have thought, sometimes, it would be better

to have about five trains coupled together, but one

grip might be doing the work for four or five

trains and that grip would break. With the block

system on steam roads we find accidents. In our

system it would not operate at all. I think it

would bring infinitely more danger."

Aid. Madden asked: " Do these accidents occur

usually through failure of the brakes?"

"They happen through different causes. Of
course, if the grip breaks and the brakes work all

right there is no trouble. There was a strange

combination of circumstances the other day in the

Washington street tunnel. There was an old grip

th\t had made its second trip that day—enough
for a test. Yet it broke. Then in addition to that

there was a wet and greasy track. We take a

great deal of care of those tracks. There is always

sand on them. This day the mud got mixed with

the sand, and the wheels slid on it,"

Aid. Coughlin said : "Weren't some of the peo-

ple hurt Ton account of the narrowness of the

tunnel ?"

"Well, if the tunnel had, been wider there

would have been more chance for people to get off

on the other side."

" Wouldn't it be a good thing to widen it ?
"

" I question if it can be widened."

Aid. Coughlin wanted to know if a system of

ergs like that in the Van Buren street tunnel

would not give safety.

"Well, sir," said Mr. Yerkes, " there's a thing

that we thought would surely work. Still it is

liable to fail."

DECREASE IN THE NUMBER OF PHILA-
DELPHIA CAR HORSES.

There are about 6,700 fewer horses on the streets

of Philadelphia than there were a year ago, for

those figures represent the number that the pas-

senger railway companies have disposed of since

the trolley lines began running. There are now
nearly 2,800 more in the stables of the various

lines, which a year from now will also be doing

other work than drawing horse cars. The Phila-

delphia Traction Company has sold about 3,000

horses since the Thirteenth and Fifteenth streets

trolley cars began running, on Dec. 16, 1893. The
company has nearly 2,000 horses employed on the

lines still operated by the old style of motive

power. More than 3,000 horses have been sent

away from the different slables of the Electric

Traction Company, and there are 500 more to go

when the trolley system is completed on the nu-

merous branch lines opera! ed by the company.

Since July 1 the People's Traction Company has

disposed of nearly 1,250 horses, but it takes 240 to

operate the Callowhill street line, which is the

only road of the system not operated by electricity.

The starting of the trolleys on the Arch street line

of the Hestonville, Mantua & Fairmount Passen-

ger Railway Company, a few weeks ago, threw

about 400 more horses on the market, and 150 or

200 are at present required to furnish the motive

power for the Race and Vine street cars.

Nearly all the horses that have been crowded

out of employment on the street railways have

been sent to dealers and sold. The companies got

rid of their poorest stock, sending the best to the

lines still operated by hoise power, and saving the

expense of purchasing new stock last fall. The
prices obtained varied. The poorest brought as

little as §10, the average was perhaps $40 to $50,

and a few selected horses were sold for as much as

|75. A great many were secured by farmers, and

will probably prove good investments. Hucksters

bought the poorest, and they are still traveling the

streets of the city. A few good, sound animals

were sold to men who knew how to care for them,

and have made excellent driving or family horses.

TROLLEY MAIL LINES AND STRIKES.

As there has been considerable talk of a street

railway strike in Brooklyn of late, Postmaster Sul-

livan, of that city, was asked regarding the effect

of a general tie-up on the ti oUey mail service. He
made the following statement:

"The companies will be responsible for see-

ing that the mails go through all right. If there is

a strike, it will be the duty of the companies to

see that their lines are not blockaded, and I suppose
the United States marshals might be used for that

purpose. But I do not think they vrould be called

upon to act until it was shown that the municipal
and State aid had failed. The strikers would not
be allowed under any circumstances to interfere

with the United States mails. The men who run
the mail cars are svv'orn agents of the government.
The companies will be compelled to keep the'r

lines open all the time, and in order to do so they
must utilize their men instead of throwing up their

hands in case of a strike and saying they can do
nothing. If the companies should use the fact

that they are carrying the mails to coerce the men
in any way, I would cancel the contract on 30 days'
notice."
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POWER PLANT, STEINWAY RAILWAY COM-
PANY.

Among the power stations contiguous to New
York City which have been recently constructed is

that of the Steinway Railway Company, located at

feet below mean low water, and wei-e put in posi-

tion by divers. This task was very difficult on

account ol! the swift flow of the tide and theswasli

caused by the large boats passing to and frcj.

The station was originally designed for about

POWER STATION OF THE STEINWAY RAILWAY COMPANY.

Hell Gate, on the Long Island side. The company
owns about i8 miles of road, operating through the

residence and business sections of Long Island

City, Ravens wood, Astoria and Steinway, and ex-

tends to Bowery Bay Beach. The track is laid

with girder rail, ranging in weight from 70 to 90

pounds.

The cars are handsomely painted and decorated

with interiors iinished in mahogany with maple

ceiling, and were furnished by thr American Car

Company, of St. Louis. The cars are mounted on

Peckliam trucks, and are equipped with General

Electric motors. The company has commodious
car house and repair shops at the Steinway term-

inus of the road. The repair and machine shops

are equipped witu modern appliance for making
all necessary repairs.

The power station, as will be seen by the engrav-

ing, is constructed of brick, and the chimney is

built of the same material. The former is built in

the form of an L, with the engine-room, 70 feet x
128 feet, representing the long side, while the

boiler-room, 66 feet X 87 feet, represents the short

side. The roof trusses are of steel, and were fur-

nished by the Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of

East Berlin. The station is provided with a trav-

eling crane of 12 tons capacity .Jalso furnished by

that company. The chimney is loO feet high, with

an internal diameter for the flue of 8 feet.

One feature of this station is the location of the

boiler-room floor on a level wiih that of the engine-

room, so that under each is a basement with a

head room of 9 feet; that under the engine-room is

used for piping, heaters, condensers., etc., while

under the boiler-room provision has been made for

the removal of ashes, which are dumped directly

from the furnaces into hand carts and wheeled di-

rectly out of the building, a door being provided at

the level of the basement floor and opening imme-
diately on a dock constructed in tl^e rear.

The character of the soil where the building

stands was such that it was necessary to go to solid

rock for all foundations, both of [house and ma-
chinery. The rock varied in depth from 3 feet to

26 feet below grade; a number of the piers support-

tag the rear wall of the boiler-house were over 16

3,500-H. p. engine capacity, 1,500 H. p. of which

has already been installed, consisting of three

Corliss, tandem, compound, condensing engines,

built by the Dixon Steam Engine Works, of New-
burgh, N. Y. Directly belted to these engines are

fuch apparatus: at the same time the results ob-

tained in its operation are such that it leaves little

to be desired in the way of economy, as the ap-

pended report of a test will show.

The station is provided with one l.sno H. P.

Worthington duplex independent condenser, built

especially for the work. When the entire plant is

completed one more of these condensers will be put
in.

The boiler-house contains 1,000 H.P. of Babcoc'k&

Wilcox tube boilers, set with McClave rocking

grates, and arranged for burning cheap grades of

coal. These boOers are fed by Worthington duplex

pumps, the water passing first through individual

National heaters at each engine, and then through

a Berryman auxiliary heater into which the ex-

haust steam from condenser is turned. By this

process the temperature of the feed water is raised

to 213 degrees.

The steam piping is in duplicate throughout, to

that a shut down is almost impossible. Chapman
valves have been used throughout and all live

steam pipes are of wrought iron wiih flanged

joints, and put together with copper gaskets.

Separators designed by the engineer and built by

the Dickson Manufacturing Company, of Scranion,

Pa., have been placed in the steam m.iiDS. Ben-

jamin F. Shaw, of Wilmington, Del., was the

contractor for the piping, and John W. Ferguson,

of Paterson, N. J., was the contractor for mas jc

work.

Coal is brought directly to the dock adjoining

the boiler-room in boats, there being sufBcicnt

depth of water for large coal barges. A coal

pocket of 900 tons capacity is located on the dock.

The coal is hoisted from the boats to the by pocket

by a specially designed hoisting service, operated

by a 30-H. p. gas engine railway motor.

The entire plant was designed by and constructed

under the immediate direction of J. H. Bickford,

consulting and constructing engineer, of Salem,

Mass.

TEST.

The following figui'es were obtained at a test of

the power plant conducted by J H. Bickford and

G. H. Davis. In order to provide a steady load for

^m^SfiH^:.

^/-/^y 6i3e/)&r

ENGINE AND GENERATOR ROOM—STEINWAY RAILWAY COMPANY.

two 300 K. w., and one 500 K. w.. General Elec-

tric generators, the belts being of the make of

Charles A. Schieren & Co.

The station was not equipped with direct con-

nected engines and generators, because it was de-

signed and begun previous to the introduction of

the engine, a water rheostat was used; and by ar-

ranging a circulation of the water a comparatively

even load was maintained. The quality of ttie

steam was determined by a Barrus separating

calorimeter; a Heysler calorimeter was also used.

Pea coal (anthracite) was used and was taken from
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Maximum H. p. developed 415.6300
Minimum H P. dt^veloped 334.0801)

DESCRIPTION OF GENERATOR.
Type -Multipolar.
Forui—Direct belted.
Capacity in li. w 's 300
Mailer's name—General Electric Company.
l-ievolutiODS per minute 400
Generator percentage oyer compounded... 10

REPORT OF TEST.

Da ration of test 6 bra

.

Average amperes by ammeter 478
A.vdra;<e volts by voltmeter o.li

1 ol.al wattJ J 253,81

8

Average electrical H. p 340.6
Founds dry steam per electrical n. p. per
hour 20.540

Pounds dry coal per electrical H.p. per hour 2 770
R.Uio o£ electrical n. p. to Indicated H, p.. SO.OJOg

the regular storage and not culled. Cards were

taken from tbe engine at regular internals of 1.5

minutes; also all other readings were taken at the

same intervals.
BOILER TEST REPORT.

Type of boiler Inclined Water Tube
Commercial rating 250.01 h. p
Maker's name Babcock & V\'iIeox Co

RESULT OF TEST.

Duration of test
Revolutions per minute
Average gauge pressure at throttle
Average receiver pressure by gauge
Average vacuum by gau§:e
Temperature of injection water
Temperature of discharge from condenser.
Engine constants—High pressure ii. E.
4.319 c. E

6.000 hrs.
70.500

127.500 Ibj.

17.370 "
24. .500 in.

66.000°
103.1.00°

4.207

TBOLLE'y AND TELEaRAPH WIRES.

BOILER ROOM-STEINWAY RAILWAY COMPANY.

Grate surface area 59.50 sq . ft.

Water heating surface 2,758.00 " "
Sonei'heatina surface Koue
Ratio of water-heating surface to grate
surface as 1 to 46.3.i

Draft Natural
>ired By hand
Duration of test 6.00 hrs.

AVERAGE PRESSURES.

bte.am pressure in boiler, by gauge 134.00 lbs.

Absolute stcim pressure 148.70
Atmospheric pressure, per barometer
Force of draft in inches of water on down-
take 25(i)lbs.

AVERAHE TCMPEKATURES.

Of Steam .357.697°

Of escaping gases on downtake. about 300.000°

Of feed-water, city mains, 60", to boilers 211 400°

FUEL.

Kind. Delaware & Hudson pea coal.

Total amount of coal consumed 4,838.000 lbs.
Moisture m coal 424.000

-

Dry coal consumed 4,414.000 "

Total refuse, cry J85.000 "

Total combustible (dry weight of coal, less
refuse) 3,9.59.000

"

Dry coal consumed — per hour 740.660 "

Combustible consujied per hour 659.830 "

RESULTS OF CALORIMETRIC TESTS.

Quality of steam, dry steam being taken as
unity 97.69?

Percentage of moisture in si eam 2.31;;

Number of degrees superheal ed None.

Total weight of water pumped into boiler
and apparently evaporated 44,614.00 lbs.

Water act.ually evaporated, corrected for
quality of steam 43.583.42 "

Equivalent water evaporated into dry
eteani fromand at212° F 45,631.84 "

ECONOMIC EVAPORATION.

Water actually evaporated per pound of
dry coal, from actual pressure and tem-
perature 9.800"

Equivalent water evaporated per pound of
dry coal from and at 212° F 10.27 "

Equivalent water evapor.ated per pound of
combustible from andat2l2°F' 11.52 "

Horse-power developed expressed as the
commercial equivalent 220.40

RATE OF COMBUSTION.

Dr.v coal aetu-illy burned per square loot of
grate surface per hour 1'2.44 lbs.

DKSCRIPTIO.V OF ENGINE.

Typeofengine Corli-is
Form of engine Tandem compound
Maker's name Dixon Steam Engine Co," " " '- " 18 in.

31 "
48 "

3.260 ••

4.875
"

60 lbs.

20 "

20 ft.

50,000 lbs.
.'18 in.

36 "

Engine constants—Low pressure n. e.
15.338c. E

Average cut-off per cent, of stoke h. p
L p

Compression per cent, of stroke; High pres-
sure

Compression per cent, of stroke: Low pres-
sure

Average M. E. p.: High pressure H. E. 52. 77
c. E

Average M. B. P.: Low pressure H. E. 13.23
c. E .

H'>rse power: High pressure c E. 107.S14
H. E

15. ISIS

26 .300;;

« 0.000^

4.600;<

s.mof. -

51.250

i3.:oo

114:748

Judge Dallas, of Philadelphia, has granted an

injunction against the Philadelphia, Cheltenham

& Jenkintown Passenger Railway Company re-

straining it from interfering with the wires of Ihe

Western Union Telegraph Company, It is alleged

that the railway company, in constructing its

trolley road, is building its own line of tele-

graph from Jenkintown into the city, on Gerniau-

town avenue and along old York road; that the

defendant company, in erecting its poles and

wires, has done so in such a way as to seriously

interfere with the Western Union. At one point,

it is charged, the trolley poles have been ei-tCted

so that the tops of the poles extend up between the

wires of the plaiotiH, so that the span wire wliich

extends from pole to pole across the road is in

among the wires of the plaintiff, and so that the

same are either in constant physical contact or

brought in contact by any vibration occasioned by

the blowing of, the wind or otherwise, the result

of which ijhysical contact on the defendant'a.poles

or wires with the wires of the plaintiff is to imme-

diately destroy their usefuluess. That this caused

such an interruption, delays and errors in the

transmission of iatelligence along the wire affected

as to render it worse than useless. From Branch-

town to Jenkintown, a distance of about four

miles, the interlacing of the wires is complained

of, and it is charged that, when the defendant's

liije goes into operation, and the dynamos are con-

DIXON ENGINE IN STEINWAY RAILWAY POWER PLANT

D;ameter of cylinders, high pressare
" " " low pressure

Length of stroke
Diameter of piston rods, high pressure...

'* " " low pressure
Scale of indicator springs, high pressure
" " " " low pressure...

Diameter of fly wheel .'

WoiKh t of (Iv 'wheel
Width of face of fly wheel

,

Width of bolt

Orlladers not steam jaoketed, -

Horse power: Low pressure C.E. 101.066 ii. e.

Average H. p.: High pressure
Low pressure

Total average u. p. of engine
Friction load in H. p. including belt and
generator

Condition of steam at throttle, percentage
of moisture

Pounds dry steam per indicated n. p. per
hour

Pounds dry coal per indicated il.p. per hour
Pounds combustible per indicated H. p. per
Uour.,..

101,301
222 ,552

202J60
425.012

46.876

.0065

16.2300
1.7400

1.5500

nected with the trolley wires and started up, the

Western Unioa line will be rendered useless for the

four miles; and the use thereof for all jjractical pur-

poses, for the circuit extending from New York,

via Philadelphia and Baltimore, to Washington

and the intermediate places, will be destroyed.

This constitutes one of the maia trunk lines of the

Western Union south from New York.
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UNDERGROUND TUBES FOE RAIL"WAY
FEEDERS.

The success which has attended the use of the

underground feeder in the electric street railway

practice of Philadelphia has called general at

tenlion to the desirabilty of doing away with the

objectionable obstruction of the overhead feeder

wire, and substituting for it the equally effective

underground feeder. The qu'stion is couiiug

double and triple conductor form. The conductors
of pure lake copper tinned are 30 feet 4 inches
long and project some two or three inches beyond
the end of the thoroughly japanned welded steel

tubes. Every precaution is taken in the manu-
facture of tubes to insure perfection of insulation
and efficiency. The compound used is the result

of 13 years' experience, and is tough and plastic

even below freezing pomt. Thus it can adjust it-

THE ELECTRIC BRAKING OF MOTOR CARS.

BY W. NELSON SMITH.

JOINT BOXES AND FEEDER TUBES.

rapidly into prominence, especially in large cities

wnere the overhead feeder has no better excuse

than its rapidity of iostallatioo.

Some four years ago the Milwaukee Street Rail-

way Company determined on a system of under-

ground feeders. The Edison system of under-

ground tubing, so well and favorably known in the

field of electric illumination, was selected, and
proved entirely successful. This led the General

Electric Company to develop a full line of fittings,

joints, boxes, pole tubes, etc , to meet demand for

underground railway feeders, which has already

commenced and is increasing. The advantages of

self to any ex[iansion, contraction or movement of

the tubes.

The junctions and branches are effected by
means of boxes and flexible couplings, the boxes

being filled with the compound after connection is

made, and sealed.

A few of the especially valuable features of this

system are the following: It has no ducts to fill

with gas and blow up manholes; it may be tapped

at any point without the necessity of a manhole;

it does not allow of return circuits, and avoids to

a great extent electrolytic dangers; tubes take up
little or no room in the street; the system is dur-

PART IT.

(Concluded.)

A car on a grade, with the electric brake ap-
plied, will roll down gently and gradually attain

a uniform speed, which will be maintained all the

way down. The work done by gravity in pulling

the car down the grade reappears in the form of

heat developed in the motors by the current they
generate in themselves, in addition to the work re-

quired to overcorce the rail and journal friction of

the car. With certain systems of wiring, the rhe-

ostat can be thrown wholly or in part into series

with the motors, thus permitting of more gradual
application if desired.

This method of braking is evidently an inherent

quality of the ordinary double motor equipment,
as usually installed, and is entirely independent of

I he common friction brake in any of its forms. A
single motor equipment can also be used in the

same way, if proper arrangements be made for

chort circuiting the motor, and giving it a chance
to generate a current of its own, and so perform
work. This is what is accomplished in the Sperry
electric brake. This brake, however, goes a step

further, and combines friction braking with purely

electric braking by using the current generated

by the motor, to energize a magnetic clutch

which brings both friction and magnetism into

play to complete the work of stopping the motion

of the wheels, and to lock them when stopped.

This brake is too well known by this time to need
further description here. Few who saw it in

practical operation'at Atlanta during the recent

convention could fai! to be convinced of its eflfect-

iveness. The writer has long been of the opinion

that future progress in motor car brakes will be
along this line. One objection to the use of this

brake has been that it becomes necfssary to use
the gears in stopping as well as in starling the car;

but if they are able to transmit the power required

to accelerate a car from rest to full speed in the

short time interval in which most motormen force

them to do it, they certainly will not be damaged
bv transmitting the stress due to electric braking.

Another objection to the electric brake, even in

its improved form, lies in its requiring the motion
of the car in order to act at all. For instance, the

wheels of a car cannot be locked by the Sperry
brake when stopping on a grade exceeding four

per cent. , and then only because of the action of

the magnetic clutch. Neither can it be applied

SECTIONS OF TUBES SHOWING CONDUCTORS. SECTION OF TUBE CUT AWAY TO SHOW CONDUCTORS.

the system of underground tubing are already

fully deuionstrated by the fact that 150 miles are

laid in New York alone, and that Chicago, Phila-

delphia, Boston and other large cities are similarly

canalized.

The underground electric tube consists of one or

more conductors contained in and insulated from

a steel pipe. Each tube, forming one section, is as

complete when it leaves the factory as is a rail

from a rolling mill, and like a rail need only be

joined to other units to form a continuous line. For

railway work these tubes have been standardized

between 200,000 and 1,000,000 c. m. in single,

able; the insulating compound does not crack in

cold weather, and will stand a temperature which

would speedily ruin hard rubber, and the tubes

one-eighth inch thick are not easily pierced. The
system is "ironclad," and as such offers great ad-

vantages for railway underground feeder work.

Taunton, Mass.—The Taunton Street Railway
Companj' has been granted a franchise through

Dighton. An extension of time was granted

several weeks ago, but the action was questioned

by the Fall River & Taunton Company. It was
ratified at a special town meetiog Dec. 30,

while the car is at rest on a level unless the car be

first given a little motion in order to excite the

magnetic mechanism. The latter objection will

probably always hold good unless auxiliary ap-

pliances be introduced, operated by current from
the trolley wire. But it seems to the writer that

the former objection can be overcome by the intro-

duction of some positive electromagnetic mech-
anism that will not only stop the wheels, but pre-

vent their srarting again under any circumstances

until the operator desires it.

It cannot be claimed even for a perfect brake,

electrical or otlierwise, that it will perform impog-^
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sibilities in stopping a rapidly moving car within

ifcbe space of a iew feet, and any brake that acts

(through the wheels must necessarily have well de-

fined limitations. Wheel brakes appear to be more
generally in favor than track brakes, and, as can

ibe seen from the above explanation, the braking

iorce can be more effectively applied to the wheels

lin this way than in any other.

It has also this advantage, that the power station

is not called upon to furnish any additional energy

for braking purposes, as is the case with air

brakes or any other that may be directly

or indirectly operated by the trolley current.

Sufficient power for braking purposes can be de-

rived from the energy of motion of the car itself,

provided the electrical engineer can devise

apparatus adapted to make use of it. And one

very great advantage is, that the higher the speed

of the car ^the more powerful does the braking

foi'ce become.

Another curious fact has been observed, when

the electric brake is applied as described above.

As the car slackens speed after the application it has

Ibeen noticed that one pair of wheels will gradually

cease revolving, slide a "short distance, and then

Ibegin to turn the other way. This reversal may
only last a second or two at a time, but it recurs

again in a moment. In short, one pair of wheels

revolves in the same direction ctntinually, while

the other pair revolves alternately forward and

backward, until the car has come to rest.

To account for this apparently contradictory

state of affairs, the following explanation is of-

fered : It is probable that the rail friction of one

pair of driving wlieels is greater than that of the

other, not to mention minor differences in the in-

ternal friction of the motors themselves. This

may be due to the distribution of weights in the

car, and to the condition of the track and wheels,

its effect being to keep that pair of wheels in mo-

tion longer which has the greater frictional grip

on the track. If the total friction acting against

motor A be greater than that acting against B, the

latter will be first to have its wheels slipping, the

supposition of course being that the application of

the brake tends to stop the tvheels from turning.

Suppose A to continue revolving by virtue of its

more powerful grip on the rails; then, if JB's rota-

tion ceases, its electromotive force ceases also, and
it is no longer a generator. It is now in the posi-

tion of a motor, receiving current from _4, which
is still acting as a generator. The current

from A continues in the same direction as

before, and so B's field is mxguetized in

the same polarity as when B was generat-

ing a moment before—see Fig. 3 [last issue].

We now have a series motor with the current

traversing field and armature in the same direction

as wh^n it Wis a generator, therefore its rotation

as a motor must be in the opposite direction from
its rotation as a generator ; for the current flows

as it did before, and the counter-electromotive

force, which must oppose it (magnetic polarity be-

ing in the same direction as formerly), must be in-

duced by motion in the opposite direction. This

rotation of B's wheels in the opposite direction can

only last as long as those conditions of speed and
rail-friction exist, which permit the wheels to slip.

As soon as previous conditions are restored, B's

wheels will resume their origmal direction of rota-

tion, and B will again become a generator ; and
the same Qycle of operations may be repeated. Of
course the effect of this momentary reversal is to

put an additional check on the speed of the car.

U the resistance of the motors and their connec-

tions be known and an ammeter be cut into the cir-

cuit, the electromotive fjrce built up in tlie two
motors can be calculated for any ampere reading,

and the electrical horse power developed can also

be determined. It is better to u^e for this purpose

an instrument whose indications are independent

of the direction of the current through it; otherwise

the frequent reversals of current when changing the

machines from motors into generators may dam-
age the instrument or effect the accuracy of its

readings,

In conclusion, the writer recommends the sub-

ject to any who may have the time and facilities

for systematic investigation as being decidedly in-

teresting and likely to repay careful study. Any
additions to existing knowledge of the possibili-

ties of electric braking apparatus will surely be

appreciated by all who are interested in electric

railway technology.

ma-IL CARRIERS STREET RAILWAY
TIGKEIS.

The accompanying cut illustrates a new form

of street railway ticket intended for the use of

mail carriers. It was designed by J. H. Sledraan,

of Rochester, N. Y., and the object which it is

designed to accomplish is obvious. By its use the

postmaster is enabled to tell whether money appro-

priated for street railway fares is expended prop-

erly. It is intended that each carrier whose route

demands street railway transportation shall have

a package of these tickets, which are consecutively

numbered and put up in pads of 100., issued by the

superintendent of carriers, each ticket bearing his

own number. At the end of the month when the

sewers along the balance of the route. The recon-
struction of the sewers can only be done through
disturbance of the street surface. The railway and
sewers would require a total width of at least 63
feet; such a width would not only occupy a large
part of the vault spaces along Broadway, but would
bring the excavation for the railway so close to the
buildings as to require a large amount of under-
pinning of their foundations. Work of that de-
scription is very expensive and is accompanied
with great risk. It involves so many contingencies
as to render the making of a reliable estimate al-

most impossible.
Third.—The construction of a foui-traok road

vv-ithout disturbing the surface of the street in-

volves tunneling methods that are without prece-
dent. The success of such methods is entirely
problematical, and the great risk to all the in-

terests involved do not justify their consideration.
Broadway is not the place for experiments. The
only practical method by which such a road can
be constructed would be by open cut.

The objections to a "double deck" plan, espe-
cially if a clear height in each tunnel of 13 feet

were required, are: _
^

First.—A much deeper excavation, keeping the
street open for longer periods and involving the
underpinning of foundations.
Second.—The upper tracks would not be on a

solid foundation, and would therefore increase
the vibration and noise.

STREET RAILWAY SYSTEMS, BALTIMORE, MD.

U. S. LETTER CARRIER TICKET.
Good for one rido only when Carrier is on duty with sachel. The Conductor

taking this ticket will punch the montlL, day, and interval of time nearest to

i the exact time when he received it, and turn it in with his report.
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street railway companies return the tickets to

the superintendent, they can be easily sorted out

into the separate lots of each carrier. Each lot

may be arranged in sequence of consecutive num-
ber. It is then readily seen if each ticket was used

at the proper time when the service and instruc-

tions required its use, and if any were improperly

used, the carrier at fault must reimburse the de-

partment. Where more than one street railway

system is operated in a city, the post office officials

can arrange to have separate tickets for each com-

pany, or to have any or all of them accept one

form of ticket for fare, aud to pay each company
by the vouchers it presents in tickets at the end

of the month. Counterfeiting need not be feared

as it is provided that tickets are only good for a

carrier with a mail satchel, and any fraudulent use,

abuse or false return can be instantly detected by

the carrier's number, the time punched, and the

consecutive number.

NEW yORK RAPID TRANSIT.

The New York Rapid Transit Commission held

an unusually important meeting last Wednesday.
The chief engineer, Mr. Parsons, presented a report

in which he enumerated his objections to the plans

of construction heretofore provisionally adopted

as well as to a double deck-plan. Mr. Parsons' ob-

jections were:

First.—The cross-section is entirely loo small for
the safe and efficient working of a rapid-transit
railroad. With cars similar to those used on the
Manhattan Railway, which he thought advisable
to use, a width of .50 feet in the clear between
side walls was, in his opinion, the minimum that
can give the required facilities; 44 feet would be
too narrow. Such a car requires in the tunnel a
clear height of 13 feet, instead of 11 feet 6 inches,
as per the adopted plans.
Second.—The provisionally adopted plans give

no consideration to the question of sewers. Broad-
way has sewers for 03 percentage of its length
south of Fourteenth street. With those plans not
only must the sewers be reconstrucled in advance
of the railway work, and outside of its walls, but
provision must be niade for the construction of

Third.—The distance from the street level to tho
platforms of the lower tracks would generally
necessitate elevators.

The construction of a four-track road in Broad-
way by any plan will be open to many objections,
and Mr. Pai"sous suggested building a four-track
railway from Union Square through New Elm
street to the City Hall, and thence a two-track line
through Nassau and Broad streets to the South
Ferry. This can be supplemented at any time, if

desired, bv a two-track road from Union Square
through University place, Greene and Church
streets to the City Hall. Since the express trains
would make no stops between Fourteenth street
and City Hall, the two-track road on Church street
would give the same accom modation between those
points to the territory west of Broadway that the
four tracks do to that east of Broadway. "If, how-
ever, you do not accept these suggestions, and
decide to adhere to the Broadway route with four
tracks, I submit for your consideration plans which
have been designed to lessen the objections stated.
The principle of the design is the treatment of the
local tracks and the express tracks as separate rail-

roads, and the construction of each double track
independent of the other, so as to obtain the maxi-
mum of efficiency for both."
The railway would be constructed by taking

one-h.alf of the street at a time, laying the side
walls in a trench, and then turning half the arch.
The other half of the tunnel will be completed
later. All the material beneath this arch could be
excavated after the latter was completed aud the
street surface restored. Below, a tunnel could be
constructed by means of circular shields, anl as
these would be driven beneath masonry, previ-
ously constructed, there would be little danger of a
movement of the ground sufficient to affect the
street surface. The running of the cable railway
would not be interrupted.

Having advised you that it is not reasonably
practicable to build a four-track railway without
disturbing the surface of the street, I make no
estimate for the work done in that manner. In
the estimates I have added a large amount for con-
tingencies, which is intended to cover such as may
arise during construction, but nothing has been
allowed for property rights or damages to abut-
ting properly.

Mr. Parsons' report was accompanied _by esti-

mates of the cost of the work. The board adopted

a resolution authorizing the president to appoint

four engineers to consider Mr. Parsons' report anc}

submit their findings to the board,
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THE COMHtERCIAL POSSIBILITIES OF AC-
CUMULATORS FOB TEAMCAE THACTION,
CONSIDERED AS A MUNICIPAL UNDEE-
TAKING.*

BY ALFRED H. GIBBDiaS.

PART I.

During the past 12 months I have had occasion

to consider the quest'on of electric traction in each
of the many forms in whicli it is placed before the

public in general and municipalities in particular,

by the interested advocates of the respective sys-

tems. The fact is, the corporation of Hull bad it

in contemplation to apply for an act of Parliament
empowering them to acquire and work the tram-
way system of their own borough. I was there-

fore requested by my committee to place before

them a report as to what had already been done
in this country in the direction of electric traction,

so that, at least as far as this form of traction was
concerned, they would be in a position to consider

each of the different methods on its own merits.

In my final report to the committee I submitted
that, in my judgment, accumulators would offer

greater advantages to the town than either of the

other forms. The technical journals, however, in

which this recommendation was published, did

not, I am sorry to say, include the whole of my
report to the corporation. The consequence was
(as might, indeed, have been anticipated) that .sev-

eral criticisms were passed questioning the com-
mercial and financial results of tlie method I rec-

ommended, whereas, in fact, these results were the

determining factors in the conclusion to which I

ultimately arrived.
When the subject of electric traction is seriously

approached by electrical engineers, corporations

and companies, the usual course of procedure and
investigation is to consider the relative intrinsic

merits of the different systems apart from the very
important question of the conditions under which
the method is to be employed. Each of the three

forms of electric traction, namely, the underground
channel or conduit system, overhead wires or trol-

ley system, and accumulators, has its own very able

exponents in the technical press and elsewhere, luit,

unifortunately, the majority of the writers are
themselves interested in the system which they ad-

vocate, and fcr this reason such papers cannot be
considered to have the same value as if the authors

had been entirely disinterested experts.

I am safe, perhaps, in admitting that the over-

head wire or trolley system has proved a greater

practical and financial success than either of the

others. This statement, however, refers to cases

in which a special plant has been put down to gen-
erate energy for the specific purpose of working
whichever system has been adopted, and as far as

my knowledge extends, every comparison between
the three systems in regard to cost and working
efficiency has been made under these especial cir-

cumstances. I am. however, digressing a little,

and will now resume.
The recommendation to adopt accumulators,

which I ultimately submitted to the Corporation
of Hull, was based upon an entirely new depar-

ture, in the working out of which 1 have been
very interested. My object in bringing the sub-

ject before your notice in this paper is that my
reasons and conclusions may be fnlly discussed, in

the hope that a new light may be thrown upon
municipal undertakings. I have come to the con-

clusion that the secret of success lies not so much
in the adoption of any particular method of elec-

tric traction , however superior, as it does in enlist-

ing and utilizing services wliich other enterprises

can be made to contribute. Separately, they may
be only just paymg their way, but, combined, it

will probably become possible to make an excep-

tional success of both.
Let me clear the way, in the first place, by re-

moving any misconceptions there may be tijat the

circumstances and conditions of the town of Hull
relative to electric traction are unique in their na-

ture. Such is not the case. There are, indeed,

dead level roads, and these certainly ofiier many
advantages to accumulator traction which might
not apply elsewhere. On the other hand, there

are many dock bridges which open and close, and
these present a mechanical difficulty whicli, hovi'-

ever, can be surmounted without stopping the

running of the cars, as it is very seldom that two
of the docks' gates are open at the same time.

But, in point of fact, these special features do not

aflfect the general question we are now consider-

ing.
The basis on which I now propose to to consider

the subject of my paper has for its essential fea-

ture the possibilities in economical management
and working which are within the power of

municipal corporations. Municipal corporations

are, in this repect, widely different from private

or public companies, inasmuch as they are re-

sponsible, not for one business alone, but for many
and varied undertakings. A public company re-

stricted to the narrow limits of its single enter-

•Read at the Northern Society o£ Electrical Engineers,

Manchester, England.

prise, will, of course, select a system which is likely

to show the lowest working costs, and such a
selection will be to the best interests of the share-
holders. But municipal corporations should have
wider views. They have many businesses to con-
duct in the interests of the ratepayers. The sys-

tem, therefore, to be selected by a municipal corpo-
ration is that which has the greatest tendency to

enhance the value and increase the profits of other
departments of the corporation. The cost of work-
ing, considered from this point of view, though
perhaps actually heavy and large, may be rela-

tively small.

I will now proceed to a short general analysis of

the combination of refuse destruction, electric

tramway service and electric lighting on the low
tension system.
For the purposes of illustrating the general ar-

rangement I beg to draw your attention to the ac-

companying diagram. Tiie large circle of lines

represents the tramcar route, with the destructor
station on the confines of the town, and the elec-

tric lighting station in the center.

POWER FROM REFUSE DESTKUCTION.

It is now a generally admitted fact that, given
modern improvements for the generation of

steam, some power can be obtained from refuse
destruction. The publication of Mr. Charles
Jones' book on "Refuse Destructors" has thrown
light upon a subject which has hitherto been neg-
lected by engmeers, while the popular articles

by Mr. Thomas Thomlinson have brought new
possibilities before the electrical .engineer.

To sum up the whole of the evidence contained
in Mr. Jones' work I find that out cf 50 de-
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structors- at work destroying from 3* tons to 10

tons per cell, the power obtained varies from 5

to 7 H. P. per cell. This power has been generated
under conditions for raising steam which have
had to be and will always have to be modi-
fied and made compatible with the complete de-

struction of the refuse from 'a sanitary point of

view.
The question therefore arises : What is the best

use to which this power may be put? Hitherto it

has found its solution for the most part in the

working of mortar mills and stonebreakers, or as

a subsidiary power to an electric lighting station,

possibly producing sufficient power for day load

purposes. These applications, however, while
their advantages are not denied, do not use one-
half of the available power, for the simple reason

that most destructors are in operation the whole of

the 34 hours, and the hot gases are at night per-

force turned into a by-pass flue and so far

wasted. -
.

.

Under every scheme which is at present being

tried there is as much power lost as utilized, but

in the scheme to which I wish to draw your atten-

tion this evening the whole available powei- is laid

under contribution day and night without inter-

mission, as far.'of course, as the usual engineering

considerations will allow.

Now this is a very important point, upon which
I wish to lay particular stress.

The difference therefore between my proposition

and the use to which the power has already been
applied, or, in other words, between my scheme
and the schemes for utilizing the power for the

day load of electric lighting stations, may be stated

as the difference between liorse power and liorse-

poiver-hours. The available H. p. with a variable

demand is practically an unknown quantity,

whereas the utilization of the available H. P. con-

tinuously over a stated and prearranged number
of hours is a definite quantity and one upon which
calculations can be made.
fhe suggested probable economy ii} the flrgt case

is a very doubtful matter, but under cefinite con-
ditions the problem is resolved into calculating the
usual losses which always occur through the trans-
mission and transformation of power. Where the
power is utilized as an auxiliary to electric light-
ing one other very serious drawback occurs which
I just briefly point out in passing. I refer to the
" standing by " of the main boilers and their con-
sequent daily cooling during the time that the de-
structor boilers are supplying steam. The period!

of the earning capacity of the former is thereby
rendered very short, and the increased economy of
working by the combination is practically neutral-
ized by being swallowed up in interest on the cap-
ital outlay. In addition the boilers are deteriorated
by being alternately cold and hot.

APPLICATION OF TELE POWER.

In a paper of this description it is quite unneces-
sary to deal in a detailed manner with all the
applications to which it is possible to put the
power derived from the destruction of refuse.

The effectiveness of this power depends largely on
the quantity and nature of the refuse to be de-
stroyed, and this again varies enormously in differ-

ent "towns. But I have already pointed out that
according to the best authorities and our own
knowledge of the relative value of fuels as heat
producing agents, it must be admitted that a re-

fuse destructor cannot be depended upon without
the extraneous aid of other fuel to provide its

maximum power at any given time. I must not
be understood to say that an advisable and
economical arrangement might not be demised
where coal, for instance, might be used as an
auxiliary fuel ; but taking the refuse destructor
on its own capabilities alone, we may safely as-
sume that as a power producer it is limited to" this
extent: namely, that it yields a mean steady power
only, or,in other words, that it cannot bedepended
upon for sadden emergencies. We must take it

for granted at the outset, I think, that in every
case the refuse destructor may be depended upon
to provide a certain minimum power. This mini-
mum power must be adequate to meet the demand
upon it, or, in other words, the plants to which it

is proposed to apply the power must be so designed
and arranged that at no time shall a sudden and
unexpected demand be made upon the destructor
which it is incapable of meeting.
In the town of Hull about 8.50 tons of miscel-

laneous refuse are destroyed weekly. This is a
small quantity compared with that of other pro-
vincial towns. A large portion is composed of
dry shop-refuse, such as paper, straw, wood and
ashes, -while it is not an infrequent occurrence to

have to destroy whole ship cargoes of condemned
fruits, vegetables and iish. From observations
taken I am well within the mark in estimating
that with the necessary alterations to the present
destructor we could obtain a continuous power
of 45 I. H. P. This 45 I. H. P. would give at least

40.5 E. H. P. at an efficiency of electrical machin-
ery of only 90 per cent., or a continuous output
of 400 amperes at 75 volts, for it must be borne
in mind that under the scheme I am unfolding
the electrical machinery would be designed to

always work at full load. This arrangement
would be amply sufficient to charge batteries of 25
cells, always keeping a certain number of batteries

in parallel according to the rate of charge.
Of course, the number of batteries and their s'ze

would depend upon the size of car to be propelled,

and I have already pointed out that the power at
the destructor station can be supplied continuous-
ly for the twenty-four hours. This would be
equivalent to doubling the capacity of the plant,

as the batteries charged during the night would
meet the requirements of the tram-cars for half the
succeeding day. This power would charge a suffi-

cient number cf accumulators to run from about
one-half to three-quarters of the trams according
to whether the service consisted of twelve or more
trams in the hour on the different routes. The re-

maining portion could be conveniently and econom
ically provided for by supplying another charging
station with power from the machines at the cen-
tral electric lighting station, which machines
would be availalale for this purpose during day or

night, excepting only at the time of maximum dc-
demand.
In considering the'whole matter I had brought

before my notice what had already been done with
regard to thermal storage. There may be possibili-

ties in thermal storage which are not yet mat-
ters of common knowledge. This of course may be
especially the case where sadden demands for ab-
normal power for short periods would be made, as

in that case the steady and continuous power gen-
erated might be stored.

But the only reliable working statistics we have
are those connected with a steam tramway in In-
dia, where the engines obtain sufficient power for
one journey from a reservoir of high-pressure
steam. It can easily be seen, however, that the
hot climate of that country must conduce very
largely to the success of the system, as radiation

roust be at a much less rate than would be the
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case in England. Indeed an English winter might
render such a system quite inoperative.

Reverting to the two otber alternatives, namely,
the overhead cable or trolley system and the un-
derground conduit system, the advantages of

which mainly consist in economy of working
(plant for plant), I may mention a few of the dis-

advantages (and consequent expense) attendant
upon these systems which do not occur with the

use of accumulators

:

1. Irregular demands upon the generating plant.

2. Greater wear and tear of the machinery.
3. Capacity of generating plant must be equal

to all possible demand upon it.

4. Plant standing idle when ^cars are not run-
ning.

5. Stringent requirements of the Board of Trade
as to insulation and periodical tests.

6. Greater original outlay of capital.

7. Impossible to economically use tin power
whirh the electric lighting station might contri-

bute during the day.
8. Inability of the refuse destructor station to

supplv the whole of the power required ; hence,
9. Necessity to erect independent central gen-

erating station to supply additional power re-

quired.

10. For reasons contained in 8 and 9, very little,

it any, advantage in poirt of economical working
would arise from the aid of the refuse destructor.

The foregoing list of disadvantages is serious

enough, but over and above all these I may point

out that the power from a refuse destructor when
applied to an overhead or underground system
would only complicate wliat is merely a simple
scheme. In fact, it would be more economical to

put down one complete generating plant for the
tramcars, appropriating the destructor power to

some other purpose, where, as I have already men-
tioned, the whole power obtainable as calculated
in horse-power hours would be turned to more re-

munerative account.
The most serious item to be considered is, after

all, that of capital expenditure. A heavy original

outlay runs away with so much of the profit in

the case of municipalities in providing interest

and sinking fund. Now the capital expenditure,
be it observed, for the complete equipment of ac-

cumulator cars is usually from 50 per cent, to 75

per cent, only of that required for the overhead
cable system according to the track mileage. If

the accumulator system can be arranged and
worked so that the entire depreciation of the ac-

cumulators can be written oS per annum out of

lower working costs than are possible with either

of the other systems, then it is clear that traction

by accumulators would be the most highly re-

munerative system of any form of traction yet de-

vised.

THE ADVANTAGES OP ACCUMULATORS.

I have already pointed out that one of the great-

est advantages of accumulators for electric trac-

tion purposes lies in the fact that the power of a
refuse destructor may be utilized to the full, and
that in consequence the cost of generating the
power (both with regard to fuel and labor) would
be extremely small. But if the scheme ended here
the advantages would, perhaps, scarcely justify

the especial prominence I have given to it. It is

only as the destructor is brought into combination
with the central station electric lighting plant that
the matter becomes supremely worthy of con-
sideration. I am of opinion, in the first place,

that no town has sufficient refuse to supply of
itself the whole power required to run its tramcar
service, whether by accumulators or other system.
Even supposing that sufficient power could be so
obtained, it would necessitate an additional capital

outlay on buildings, machinery, etc., so great that
it would practically be the same as for an electrical

. station independently worked. But where merely
horse-power is available, the necessary plant could
readily be accommodated. The chief function and
value in that case would consist in its being a
"relief" station, which would obviate the running
of all cars to one point only for recharging pur-
poses. It there were more than one refuse de-
structor in a town, each, of course, could be used
to form a relief station, according to the number
and frequency of the cars.

I have so far endeavored to point out the advan-
tages and uses of accumulators in connection with
the utilization of the power derivable from refuse
destruction. I now proceed to consider a far more
important matter, namely, the advantages arising
from charging accumulators for electric traction
by means of the available and otherwise idle plant
at a low tension electric lighting central station.
These advantages are based upon the following

fact

:

The cell charging can be stopped at the hour
when the heavy lighting load comes on, and the
full capacity of the plant can then be used for
lighting purposes,

'.This at the first glance may, perhaps, appear a
very simall advantage, Ijut its lull significance con^
sists in the fact that it provides a day load for the
central electric lighting station. I have no need to

here describe the modus operandi ; suffice it to

say that low tension central stations are designed
for charging accumulators, and by means of inde-

pendent connections those machines not running in

the day or night tmie could be employed in charg-
ing separate accumulators for the tramcar service.

As the electric lighting load came on, so the differ-

ent machines would be transferred from the tram-
car plant to the main switchboard, and vice versa.

The question now is, "What does this arrange-
ment actually mean both to the tramcar and the
electric lighting enterprises ?

The tramcar enterprise would benefit in many
ways, viz.:

1. Less capital would be required, not having to

provide independent dynamos and engines.
2. There would be, of course, correspondingly

less interest and sinking fund liabilities.

3. Such expenditure as would fall under depre-
ciation of plant, repairs, rents, rates and taxes,

wages of boilor and engine attendants, etc., would
be equitably divided between the electric lighting

and the tramcar concerns.
4. The management of the tramcars, while under

the supervision of an official and staff, would also

be controlled by a separate committee, which
would act conjointly with ihe Electric Lighting
Committee.

It must be quite clear, therefore, tliat co-opera-
tion must very largely reduce the working costs

of a tramcar system. The cost per unit, whether we
calculate per horse-power-hour per car-mile, or on
any other basis, must be gi-eater where tlie whole
cost of management and working has to be borne
by the tramcar service alone, than will be the
case where, by using the resources of the electric

lighting plant, handsome profits are made in what
I may term " spare time."
To what extent this co-operation might be de-

veloped it is difficult to say, but the fact that each
enterprise would save considerable expense to the
other is perfectly obvious.

(To be continued.)

the day. They have only a stub terminal there,

too, while here the proposed loop would be much
easier to work."

CANADIAN NOTES.

DOWN-TOWN LOOP IN CHICAGO.

It is now announced positively that the elevated

railway companies of Chicago have signed the

agi-eement to use the down-town loop to be built

by the Union Elevated Railway Company. The
route of the proposed loop, which will bring the

lines into the heart of the city, was given in a map
which appeared in the Street Railway Gazette
of Dec. 15, and the companies which have en-

tered into the agreement are the Chicago &
South Side Rapid Transit Company, the Lake
Street Elevated Raih-oad Company, the Metropoli-

tan West Side Elevated Railroad Company (not

yet in operation). Northwestern Elevated Railroad

Company (no^t yet constructed), and the Union El-

evated Railroad Company, which proposes to build

the loop.

The Union Company was incorporated with a

capital stock of |500,000, and the directors, who
are all connected one way or another with the

Yerkes railway interests are D. H. Louderback,

Egbert Jamieson, John B. Parsons, John A. Rose,

J. William Helm, LeGrand W. Perce, Edward
Furthman, Edward Koch and L. D. Condee. The
precise route of the loop is not yet given, for the

consent of the owners of more than 50 per cent,

of the frontage must be secured before even the

ordinance can be granted. For some time the L
interests, which have been antagonistic, worked
hard to get property ow^ners to consent. Now
that these several roads have been brought into

harmony the frontage obtained by each will be

put together, and in that way there will not be so

much difficulty in getting a right of way. All the

details of the united project have been kept a close

secret, for the roads apprehend serious opposition,

and they do not propose to give any advantage to

the objectors.

President Hopkins, of the South Side Rapid
Transit Company, makes this statement regard-

ing the loop project: "The men who are at the

back of this loop scheme are prepared to expend
large sums of money in the work, and have s(udied

out all the problems, you may be sure. They know
verj' well that they could not get tlie conset of the

owners nor of the council to erect a structure to

carry many tracks. The problem of moving trains

hero on a loop would be much easier than that

which the engineers of the Manhattan "L" roads

have solved, There the tracks crops and recross in

many places, and yet the trains get along all right

on a forty..five-second schedule at certain times of

(From our Special Ottawa Correspondent.)

Hintonburg, Que.—This municipality has granted
the Ottawa Electric Street Railway Company the
right of way in constructing their extension to the
town of Aylmer.

Toronto, Ont.—A special general meeting of the
shareholders of the Toronto Suburban Street Rail-
way will be held at 151 St. James Street, Montreal,
on the 12th of January.

Huntsvllle, Ont.—The Muskoka Improvement
Company is applying to the Ontario Legislature for

a charter to construct and operate electric railways
in the district of Muskoka, with Huntsville as

headquarters.

Kingston.—The president of the Kingston & Ot-
tawa Railway says that the company is now con-
sidering the question of using electricity as a mo-
tive power on its projected line, instead of steam,
as at first intended.

Montreal.—The Royal Electric Company, of this

city, has made arrangements with the Stanley
Manufacturing Company, of Pittsfield, Mass., for

the use of such models and patents as the Royal
Electric may require, and which are now owned
by the Stanley Company.

Montreal.—A lawyer of this city has entered a
suit against the street car company for ejecting
him from one of the comoany's cars. Ho alleges

he was expelled from a car by a conductor who
could not provide him with tickets and who re-

fused to wait until he could get them when pass-

ing the company's office.

Hull, Que.—The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany is using every effort to prevent the Hull Elec-

tric Company from getting a charter through the
Quebec Legislature to construct a road between
Hull and Aylmer, a distance of 9 miles. The char-

ter was once thrown out by the committee, but is

again under consideration.

Quebec, Que.—A bill to incorporate the Quinze
Electric Company has passed the primary stages in

the Quebec Legislature. The company asks power to

construct electric railways in the county of Pontiao,
Hull being the principal place of business. The
promoters of the company are J Bryson, J. B.

Klock, R. A. Klock, J. T. McDougall and J. M.
McDougall.

COMMENIS AND VIEWS OF CONTEMPO-
EABIE 3.

SniY Talk op Monopoly.—One of the most
senseless arguments against the consolidation of

street railway interests in this county is that it will

create a monopoly. The man who will point out
how the monopoly of the roads combintd can be
greater or more oppressive than the ownership of

the three roads separately by substantially the

same men, and run to help each other, will deserve

a prize for his intelligence in showing the differ-

ence between twesdle-dum and tweedle-dee.—
Taunton (Mass.) Gazette.

"Value op the "Trolley.—The success of the

trolley is, of course, vastly more than a company
concern. While the trolley means more earnings

for the Traction stockholders, it means also vastly

more money in the pockets of the people in innum-
erable ways; and not least in reduced suburban
fares and in the saving of time for the whole com-
munity, which saving will be still more apparent
on sleety days of winter. In truth, the benefits of

the new system are mutual, and not for five times
its cost of installation would Philadelphia be will-

ing to abandon it and go back to the obsolete horse

cars.

—

Philadelphia Record.

Elevated Railway Power.—Manhattan's only
hope of competing with the Metropolitan Traction
Company and other surface companies is in a new
motor, which will work more lively than the ex-

isting arrangement. Electricity alone, it seems,
can supply the need, but the point is to get some-
thing practicable, which is hard to find. It is re-

ported from Chicago that the Manhattan Elevated
Company has asked a Philadelphia electric concern
to make an estimate for equipping the road, so as

to operate it with electricity. The estimate will

be shortly submitted to the management. These
are times when Manhattan must " Step up lively,

gentlemen," or get left.

—

New York Daily Finan-
cial News.

Claim Agents.—The street car company's claim
agents say that they are censured more than they

deseive. . . . They allege that they impose
reticence on the victims of an accident, not to keep
the news from the papers, bat to put them on their

guard against the "accident" lawyers, who are on
hand with blanks to make contracts with the suf-

ferers for suing the company and sharing the ver-

dict, if any. They admit that their first object is

tojprotect the company from large damage claims^
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but say they have more trouble with the " claim''

lawyers than with the claimants themselves ; that
the lawyers make cutthroat contracts with the
claimants, under which tliey get more than half,

and often two-thirds, of the amount of the verdict,

if the suit results that way.

—

Chicago Herald.

Is Rapid Transit Demanded ?—There is a gen-
eral belief that American people desire to go fast

at top speed, and it is in compliance with this

supposed desire that the street cars attempt on
public thoroughfares the speed of railroad cars on
tracks from which pedestrians and vehicles are
supposed to be excluded. Of course, if this risk is

assumed through a mutual understanding and
agreement between the companies and the public,

then it must be kept up, but it should be under-
stood that " he who breaks pays." The companies,
even though obeying the general wish, must be
prepared for §35,000 verdicts. But is this rush
and " get there"' at any risk business what the
public really desire? Would not our people, if

they should try it awhile, be better satisfied with
leisurely safety than with swift destruction ?

—

Kansas City Star.

Value of Good Brakes.—There will always
be a certain proportion of stupid, careless, nervous
and infirm people in the mass of street foot pas-
sengers, as well as a number of heedless children,
and it is a proper and merciful object to guard
them as far as possible from the effects of their

own absence of self-preservative ability. Car fend-
ers are, of course, one means to this end, and far

better than cutting down the speed; but the obvi-
ous remedy, now certainly available, is to apply
high-class brakes to the car. Any one who has
watched the marvelous quickness of these modern
brakes in bringing a fast car to a standstill must
have realized that here was the cure for the trou-
ble without sacrificing any of the great boons of
swift comfortable travel that trolley rapid transit
is conferring on every large and busy city in the
Union . It is an absolute waste of money to equip
a road with first-class electric apparatus, and then
to have it condemned to a low rate of speed be-
cause there is a want of control power.

—

Electrieal
Engineer.

Vestibules Needed.—Common humanity de-
mands that something be done to protect the men
whose position on the front platform of the trolley

cars exposes them to the worst effects of the most
severe weather. When the winter has fairly set

in the thermometer gets down to zero, and the
snow begins to fly, the work cf the motorman will
subject them to constant discomfort, and more or
less actual suffering. But the motormen are not
the only ones to be considered in this matter. In-
directly the general public is concerned, for the
motormen's exposure to the fury of the elements
will inevitably incapacitate them, to a certain ex-
tent, from running their cars with that care and
caution which are so essential to safety. Half-
frozen, half-blinded men on the front platforms
will certainly not tend to make trolley tragedies
any less numerous. Manufacturers and business
men are compelled by law to surround their em-
ployees with safeguards, and the street railway
managers should not be exempt from the same ob-
ligation. Nobody expects them to provide com-
forts for their dependents, but they certainly
should protect them from unnecessary hardships.

—

Philadelphia Call.

FINANCIAL NOTES.

Sale of the Joplin (Mo.) Railway.—The Joplin
Electric Railway and Motor Company has been
sold at Carthage at trustee's sale, and the property
was bought in by Colonel Powell, one of the
heavy stockholders, for $35,000.

Paterson Railway Bonds.—The Paterson (N. J.)

Railway Company has given to the Paterson
Savings Institution a second mortgage to secure
the issue of |300,000 bonds. The bank will act as
trustee for the bondholders. The first mortgage
on the road, |1,500,000 is held by the Knicker-
bocker Trust Company.

Dayton Consolidation.—The various electric trac-

tion companies have consolidated, and the Cincin-
nati. Hamilton, Middletown & Dayton Street Rail-
road Company incorporated. The new corporation
is capitalized at $500,000, which sum may be in-

creased. The road will run through a well popu-
lated district, and will be in operation by June.

Consolidation at Waverly, N. Y.—The Susque-
hanna Electiric Traction Company and the
Waverly, Sayre & Athens Electric Traction Com-
pany have been consolidated, forming the
Waverly, Sayre & Athens Traction Company;
capital, $300,000; directors, S. B. Broadhead, of
Jamestown; F. K. Harris and A. C. Robertson,
of Athens, Pa.; and William L. Watrous and
Michael Quigley, of Waverly.

New Third Avenue (New York) Stock.—The stock-
holders of the Third Avenue Cable road have voted
to issue $3,008,000 new stock, which will be de-

voted to the payment of the floating indebtedness
of the company crested by the construction of the
cable road and its equipment, and for .such fur-
ther expenditure as may be necessary for its com-
pletion and equipment. The road is said to be
earning $3,000 daily more than when it was
operated by horses.

New Orleans Traction.—At a recent directory
meeting of the New Orleans, City & Lake Rail-
road Company the following officers were elected:
H. M. Littell, president; W. J. Behan. president
pro tern.; A. H. Ford, secretary; George Denegre,
counsel; Dr. R. W. Walmsley, surgeon. The direc-
tors elected were; Al'oert Baldwin, J. C. Denis, C.
M. Soria, J. B. Sinnott, E. M. Walmsley, Frank T.
Howard, John W. Castles, Thomas Pickles, A. A.
Woods, C. H. Hyams, W. J. Behan, H. M. Lit-
tell.

Failure of Neftel, O'Connor & Co.—The sherifif

has received an attachment against Neftel,
O'Connor & Co. (corporation), electrical contrac-
tors. New York, for $11,704, in favor of Bernard
F. O'Connor, the treasurer, for salary and money
loaned. The sheriff took possession of a lot of
stocks and bonds of the Union Electric Light Com-
pany, the Green Island Electric Light Company
and the Union Electric Light and Power Com-
pany, of Lansingburgh, which belonged to the
attached concern.

Bonds for Electrical Equipment.—The Metropol-
itan Railroad Company of Washington. D. C, has
placed on file a mortgage covering all the property
of the road. The sum is for |1,850,000. and the
mortgage is to secure the Baltimore Trust and
Guarantee Company of Baltimore for the loan.

This was in compliance with the meeting of the
stockholders last September to carry out the pro-
visions of the act of Congress passed August 3,

1894, requiring the company to equip its lines with
an underground electric system.

Stock Issue In Cincinnati.—The Mt. Adams and
Eden Park Street Railroad Company, of Cincinnati,

will probably issue $500,000 of new stock. This
matter will come up before the annual meeting of

the stockholders of that company, which is to be
held January 15. The proceeds will be used for

building extensions for an enlargement of the power
houses requisite to supply the necessary power to

these new lines and to take up bonds. This stock

will not be put on the market for months, and
will probably be taken by the stockholders.

No Consolidation In Baltimore.- The report that

the Baltimore City Passenger Railway Company
and the Baltimore Traction Company, each of

which operates several lines of cable and trolley

street cars, are to be consolidated is not credited.

Gov. Frank Erown, president of the latter com-
pany, denies tl at there is any such scheme on
foot, although his company is apparently willing to

make the change. Gov. Brown thinks that it

would be a good plan to consolidate all the street

car lines in the city, but does not consider that

such an arrangement can be brought about at

present.

Chicago L. Roads Reports.-The annual report of

the Chicago & South Side Rapid Transit Company
filed with the railroad commission, gives these
figures for the year, June 30 : Passengers carried,

35,132,087 ; revenue received from passenger traf-

ficll ,256,104.35. The Lake street elevated road,
which was in operation from March 1 to June 30,

reports 3,494,951 passengers carried, and the rev-

enue therefrom $174,783.07. On the former road
two employees were killed and two injured ; two
passengers were killed, and three "trespassers"

were killed and two injured. On the Lake street

road no passengers were killed or injured, and
three employees were injured.

The Hess-Thomson-Houston Suit Dismissed.—
The suit of Edward B. Hess against the Thomson-
Houston Electric Company for $50,000 was on
trial in New York last week. Mr. Hess alleges

that in 1890 the company agreed to pay him a
commission of five per cent, for electric appliances
purchased by the surface roads above the Harlem
River. He alleged he induced the "Huckleberry"
Railroad to adopt the Thomson-Houston system,
and to purchase about $1,000,000 worth. The com-
pany, on the contrary, claims the contracts with
the "Huckleberry" were not made through the
efforts or influence of Hess. At the conclusion of

the f laintifi's teslimony. on motion of the defend-
ant's counsel. Justice Williams dismissed the suit.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Chicago, III.—The Calumet Construction Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $10,000 to construct buildings, « ater-works,
electric power-plants, electric light plants, rail-

roads, canals, sewers, etc. The promoters are

:

Edw. H. Corse, Jas. W. Bureon, Chnton W,
Howe.

Youngstown, 0.—The Poland Railway Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$25,000 to construct and operate an electric rail-
way between Youngstown and Poland, O. The
promoters are : Gilbert M. Dill.Zebulon P. Curry,
Arthur O. Fording, Asahel E. Adams, Henry W.
Davis.

Mount Holly, N. J.—The Burlington and Mount
Holly Electric Railway Company has filed articles
of incorporation. General William J. Sewell, of
Camden, is one of the corporators. The road is

about seven miles in length and is now operated
as a steam road by the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company.

Cincinnati, 0.—The Cincinnati, Hamilton, Mid-
dletown & Dayton Street Railroad Company has
been incorporated . The capital stock is $500,000.
The company proposes to construct and operate an
electric street railroad between Cincinnati and
Dayton, O. The promoters are A. Hickenlooper,
Chas. Ileischmann, L. C. Weir.

Asbury Park, N. J.—The Deal Lake, Asbury
Park and Ocean Grove Transit Company has been
incorporated . The object of the organization is,

as stated in the papers, " to build, equip and oper-
ate a railway for the transportation of passengers
and freight in Neptune and Ocean townships,"
which embrace Long Branch, West End, Elberon,
Darlington, Loch Arbour, Interlaken, Asbury
Park, Ocean Grove, Bradley Beach and Avon-by-
the-Sea. The road is to be operated by the trolley
system. The capital stock of the concern is

limited to $150,000, in shares of $100, and among
the incorporators are : Halsev M. Bennett, of
Bloomfleld, N. J.; William E" Cottrell, of New-
port News, Va.; R. Ten Broeck Stout. Joseph C.
W, Stout and Wesley B. Stout, of Asbury Park.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Natchez, Miss.—The Natchez Electric Railway
Company has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $100,000, by R. F. Leonard, W. A. S.

Wheeler and I. A. Clinton.

St. Louis, Mo.—Florissant Avenue Electric Rail-

way Company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $3,000. The promoters are E. R.
Feuesborn, T. P. Bell, J. H. Schroeder, St. Louis,
Mo.

Oregon, III.—The board of supervisors of Ogle
County granted a frarchise and right of way to the
Rock River Electric Railway Company.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City Cable Rail-

way has been granted permission to change the
equipment of its Westport dummy line to elec-

tricity. The route is to be changed.

Carthage, Mo.—The Jasper County Electric Rail-
way Company, of which F. H. Fitch is the pro-
jector, has purchased 40 acres of land on Center
Creek to be used for park and power-house pur-
poses.

Newark, N. J.—The threatened strike on the
system of the Consolidated Traction Company has
been averted. The company, through its repre-
sentatives, acceded to the demand made by a joint
committee of the Traction Union and Knights of
Labor.

Mauch Chunk, Pa.— A corps of civil engineers in

the employ of the Inter-County Electric Railway
Company has staked out a road from Summit Hill

to Mauch Chunk via Nesquehoning. The road will

connect with the Carbon County Electric Railway
at the east end of the East Mauch Chunk Bridge.

Franklin, Ind.—By a majority of forty-three the
proposition to aid in the construction of an electric

railway from Indianapolis to Franklin, was car-

ried. The amount of aid voted was $34,000. The
road.it is announced, is now assured, to parallel

the Louisville division of the Pennsylvania lines.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Since the new transfer agree-
ment between the People's Traction Company and
the Electric Traction Company has been in force,

about 30,000 transfer slips have been used daily.

When the public becomes thoroughly accustomed
to the new system, it is thought that about 100,000

a day will be issued.

Newburgh, N. Y.—A four-wheel hose cart was
assisted to a fire by an electric car a few days ago.
The firemen were tugging the cart through the
mud along tlie line of the road when the superin-
tendent suggested that the foreman attach the cart

to the car. This was done successfully, and the
quickest run to a fire on record was made.

Detroit, Mich.—The Citizens' Street Railway
Company has asked for an injunction to restrain

the city from granting a franchise to a rival com-
pany and also to restrain the new company from
proceeding under the franchise already granted.
It is claimed that the granting of a new franchise
is a violation of the old company's contract rights.

New York, N. Y.—An order has been issued to

the station agents of the elevated railroads that
after Jan. 1 no policemen are to be allowed to ride

free in the cars of the company. This order ia
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made to conform to the requirements of Section 5

in Article XIII. of the ammended Constitution of

the State, and applies to all public ofHcers. No
passes will be issued to such officers hereafter.

San Francisco, Cal.—It is said that the right of

way for an electric railway from Merced to the

Yosemite Valley has been secured; the capital

stock will be |3,500,000. The power is to be gen-
. erated at three points on the Merced River. The
road will be broad gauge, and will serve the region

for freight and passengers. The Pacific Improve-
ment Company will take the contract for the con-
struction of the line, it is announced.

Flushing, L. I.—Patrick J. Mara, of Flushing, and
Hugh Hart, of Blissville, have taken the contract

for placing the piles in position across the Flushing
meadows, for Flushing & Newtown Railway.
'They are to complete the trestlework, whicli com-
jprises 2,000 40-foot piles, ranging in diameter

' ifrom 11 to 14 inches, inside of 90 days, under
jpenalty of a forfeitui-e of $35 for each day's time
.over that limit. The road is to be in running order

by April 1.

Easton, Pa.—The supervisors of Palmer Town-
ship have commenced equity proceedings against
ithe Easton Transit Company, to compel the com-
pany to tear up its tracks placed on certain streets

just outside the city, because, as alleged, the com-
pany has failed to keep its agreement with the
township supervisors to build a belt line via
Eichards dossing at Odenwelderfown. The bill

also claims that the track to Island Park through
Palmer Township does not leave the 30 feet re-

quired on the north side of the rails.

Lewlston, Me.—Notice has been served on the
city ot Lewiston that the Lewiston Bleachery and
Dye Works will apply to the next legislature for a
charter to construct an electric railway from the
Maine Central station on lower Main street to the
company's works, about one mile distant. The
company constantly employs several heavy teams
la hauling goods to and from the mills and depot,
and it is expected the proposed road will connect
with the mills by a spur track. The scheme will

involve the expenditure of about §25,000.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The street companieshave been
furnished with copies of the contracts and agree-
ments which the employees want to have in force

during the coming year. They contain a deman''
for $3.25 a day for motormen and conductor-, an
increase of 25 cents on the present wages, and a
restoration to the old wages for the electrical men
and other employees whose pay was reduced last

summer. There is a very determined feeling
among the motormen and conductors to insist on
the demand for the 35-cent increase, and there is

much talk of a probable general tie-up, as the
companies are strongly disinclined to make any
further concessions.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Street cars are now carried up
the inclined plane railways. The new plan went
into operation last week at the Knoxville incline,

which rises from Sarah street 500 feet to the hill-

top. Switches have been laid on Sarah street and
at the top of the incline connectmg the street rail-

ways wiih the incline cars. Trolley wires have
also been arranged overhead, so that street cars can
be switched onlio the huge incline cars without
difficulty. This will enable passengers residing in

Knoxville, Allentowu and Beltzhoover to reach
their homes from the central part of the city with-
out changing cars or getting out at the incline.

One fare of five cents pays the entire bill, includ-
ing the dizzy trip up the incline, instead of 15
cents, which was required under the old system.
Short line cars will be carried up the incline every
fire minutes.

TRADE NOTES.

PERSONALS.
H. B. Wilber, superintendent of the Erie Electric

Motor Company, of Erie, Pa., ti as presented a
gold watch by ^the employees of the company on
Christmas Day.

Mr. Martin J. Insult, of the firm of Sargent &
Lundy, Chicago, and Miss Virginia Van Vliet
were -married Dec. 13 at the residence of the
bride's parents in Orange, N. J.

Mr. Robert E. Jenkins has been unanimously
chosen by the directors of the Metropolitan West
Side Elevated Railroad Company to the vacancy
in the presidency caused by the death of Mr. John
Worthy. Mr. Jenkins is a lawyer and has been a
prominent figure in the public and business life of
Chicago for a number of years.

Fire in the E. S. Greeley &. Co.'s Store.—A fire

occurred in tlie building occupied by the E. S.

Greeley & Co, , 5 and 7 Dey street. New York, this

week, and some of the stock was damaged by fire

and water.

The Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of East Berlin,
Conn., is buildirg a new highway bridge for the
Boston & Maine Railroad at Somerville, Mass. The
Long Island Railroad Company has placed a con-
tract for its new pier shed with the Berlin Iron
Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Conn.

J. W. Godfrey, for eight years general manager of
the New York Inpulated Wire Company, has re-

signed that position to take charge of the selling
department of the India Rubber and Gutta Percha
Insulating Company, Room 38, No. 15 Corllandt
street. New York, manufacturer of Habirshaw
wires. Associated with Mr. Godfrey will be F. W.
Harrington and J. B. Olsen, who have previously
been connected with the New York Insulated Wire
Company.

Electric Heating.—Steamship heating is a new
field tor the employment of electric heat, which
has attracted the attention of the Consolidated Cat
Heating Company, Albany, N. Y. Its regular form
of street car heaters are in the main well adapted
for steamship heating, but where desired it is fur-
nishing special forms of its heaters. The Consoli-
dated Company is already in communication with
over a hundred steamship builders in this and
other countries upon the subject of electric heat-
ing.

Jacob Wendell, Jr., and R. L. MacDuffie have re
cently formed a partnership under the firm name
of Wendell & MacDuffie, as manufacturers' agents,
representing the Rochester Car Wheel Works and
other manufacturers of street and steam railway
supplies, with office in the Havemeyer Building,
ae Cortlandt street. New York City. Mr. Wendell
was formerly connected with the New York Cen-
tral Railroad, and Mr. MacDuffie was auditor of
material accounts on the same road, and also filled

the same position on the New York, New Ha-
ven & Hartford Railroad during the past two years.

RECORD OF STREET RAILWAY PATENTS.
U. S. Patents Issued Dec. 18, 1894.

;S 30,954. TroBley-Wiro Finder; Frederick F.
Meyer and William S. Meyer, Newark, N. J. Filed
M^rch 14j 1^94. Trolley-vvire finder and fenders are
mounced on the trolley pole. (See illustraLion.)

ii31,020. Fare-Register; Eohrsn Catlin and Gus-
tavag Rein, St. Louia, M i..i Assignors to the St. Louis
Kegistnr Company, same place. Filed Oct. 2i, 1893. This
is the couibiuation of the permanent register mounted
in a fixed position, a trip register normally connected
to move in unison with the permanent register, and
means for moving the trip register outwardly on its axis
of rotation to di -connect the two registers and rotate
tUe trip register to zero.

531,0:26. Car Fender; George W. Engel and William
C. Jurara. Philadelphia, Pa, Filed Sept. 11, 1891. The
fender is provided with an apron or coiich journaled to
brackets, and having shielded wheels and a slanting
catcher. Hand and foot operating levers and mechan-
ism for controlling the elevation, and automatic return
of the fender to its lowered position arc provided.

No. 530,954.

531,0 >;£. Controller Handle; Henry Mittelsdorf,
Oringo, N.J. Filed Aug. 29, 1894. The handle has a
follower in it, adapted to fit against the angular sides
of the controller shaft. A cam is adapted to connect
with Lhe follower, and a screw is adapted to engage
with the cam and to force the latter aeainst the fol-
lower.

531,1(6. Signal lianip for Electric Railway
CarM; Charles H. Baker, Detroit, Mich. Filed April 24,
18S)J. A rotary support of a trolley arm carries a signal
lamp. (See illustration.)

531,155. Fender; James M. Cahlo, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Assignor of one-half to Michael Spall, same place. Filed
Aprils, 1891. This is a tilting fender. A guide rod ex-
tends rcarwardly and downwardly from lis upper por-
tion and is provided with an enlarged head. A bracket
is secured to the platform, and is provided with an
opening to receive the head of the guide rod and a
catch locks the guide rod to the bracket.

.531,106. Sivitcii-Operating Device; Charles
Dicner. Brooklyn, N. Y. Ai^aignorof one-third to Ber-
nard Bom(;i»l. same place; filed Aug. 30, 1894. A box Is
secured to the platform, in which a vertical shaft hav-
ing a crank upon the top is iournaled. There is a collar

,below the crank, and a spiral spring surrounds the

shaft between the partition.and the collar, a sleeve be-
ing loosely mounted upon the shaft below the partition.
A shoulder beneath the sleeve restricts the upward
movement of the shafr, a radial arm projects from the
sleeve through the box to slide therein. A pedal upon
the said arm depresses the shaft, and a shoe upon the
lower end of the shaft is adapted to engage with the
switch and throw the same.

No. 531.146.

531,208. Rallway-TnicU; William A. McGuire
and Moses G. Hubbard, Jr., Chicago, 111. Filed May 27,
1S93. This is a truck having means for varying the pro-
portion of weight or load on the car axles by the action
of curving. (See illustration.)

531,231. Fare-Register; Edward T. Taylor, Oak-
land, Cal. Filed Feb. 12, 1894. The register comprises a
toothed disk rotating about a center, with an oscillating
lever movable with relation to the disk. A pawl car-

No. 531,208.

rying arm is fulciumed with relation to the lever, and
there is a diagonal guide whereby the forward move-
ment of the lever first depresses the arm so an to cauFO
tlic pawl to engage a notch in one of tlie disks prepara-
tory to moving it forward.

531,231. Antoniatic Street-Car Fender; Jean T
Van Gestel, New York. Assignor of one-fourth to R. H
Sherwood, Bensonhurst. N. Y. Filed Nov. 10, 1893.
This is a folding fan-like fender, normall.v retracted
under the car, a net being connected ihereto and to the
dashboard of said car.

531^258. Fender for Street Cars; William H.
Brock, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed June 4, 1891. The fender
comprises a frame extending from end to end of the car
with fending devices at both ends and with gearing for
propelling the frame from the car axle. There is mech-
anism for raising and lowering the frnme out of and
Into gear with the axle, and an automatically o) erated
trip and a lever mechanism at each end of the car and
connected with said raising and lowering mechanism.

531,268. Brake and &»ower Controller tor
Electric Cars ; Andrew W, Mitchell, Boston, Mass.
Filed Jan. 22, 1S91. The brake rod of a car having
either a handle or wheel, has a gear on its lower end, a
projection or lug on the rod or gear with a rack bar

No. 531,291.

arranged to slide back and forth in suitable guideways,
and to engage with said gear, and arranged to engage
with the brake rod lug or projection. The rheostat or
controller is arranged to be connected with the rack bar
for operatfon thereof. (See illustration.)

531,275. Street-Car fliotor ; John Radomski, Balti-
more, Md.. Assignor of one-half to Mieczyslaw Bara-
basz. same place. Filed July 13, 1891. This patent com-
bines the two track rails; a rack bar on the roadbed be-
tween said track rails; a car provided with wheels to
traverse the rails; a drawbar having one end pivoted
to the car and the other end provided with two arms; a
iBOtor wheel mounted between said arms of the draw-
bar and having teeth lo engage with the rack bar;
mechanism to impart motion to said motor wheels; a
screw on the car; a nut into which the lower end of the
said screw enters; and a yoke connecting the said two
arms of the draw-bar and the nut.

531,291. Guide for Trolley-^VUeels ; Wlliam
H. Dickerhoof, Chicinnati. O., Assignor of one-balf to
George W. Pollock, same place. Filed July 23, 1894. The
trolley Las its axis mounted on bearings and capable of
a vibratory movement thereon independent of the move-
ment of ttie bearings, guide-arms being connected with
the axis and pivoted lo the bearings, with a yielding
connection between the guide-arms and the bearing
supports. (See illustrations.)*
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